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FOREWORD
This shop manual provides the Service Technician with information for the
proper servicing of the 1%8 Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon, Montego and Mustang
cars.

The maintenance schedule and procedures for maintenance opemtions are
published in the 1968 Passenger Car Maintenance and h~bricationManual.
The i@rmation in this manual is grouped according to the cype of work
being performed, such as diagnosis and testing, frequently performed adjustments and repairs, invehick adjustments, overhaul, etc. Spscjfications and
recommended special tools are included.
Refer to the opposite page for importaa vehicle identijication data.
The descriptions and specijbtbns in this manual were in e&t at the time
this manual was approved for printiq. Ford Motor Company reserves the
right to discontinue models at cway time, or change specjfications or design,
without notice and without incum'ng obligation.

GROUP 1 - Vehicle Identification
MODEL YEAR CODE

COUGAR

The number 8 designates 1968.

Code

Body
style
Code

91
91
91

65A
65B
65C

Serial
B ~ y

BODY SERIAL A N D STYLE CODES
The two-digit numeral which follows the assembly plant code identifies the
body series. This two-digit number is used in conjunction with the Body Style
Code, in the Vehicle Date, which consists of a two-digit number with a letter
suffix. The following charts list the Body Serial Codes, Body Style Codes and
the models.

MONTEGO

,I?

Body Type
2-Door Hardtop (Bucket Seat)
2-Door Hardtop (Bucket Seat)
2-Door Hardtop (Bench Seat)

Luxury Model

MUSTANG

Body
Ser~al
Code

Body
Style
Code

01

65A

Sports Coupe

02
06
07

54A
548
65B

Sports Sedan 1
4-Door Sedan . I %
2-Door Hardtop .I> .r

Montego

10
11
12
11
12

540
65D
760
65E
768

&Door Sedan I
2-Door Hardtop . I . .a
2-Door Convertible ,I'
2-Door Hardtop z5 r
2-Door Convert~ble .z\

Montego MX

10
11

54C
65C

4-Door Sedan
2 4 0 0 1 Hardtop r

Brougham

15
17
15
17

63A
65F
63C
65G

Cyclone
2-Door Hardtop . I ,
2-Door Hardtop I s
2-Door Hardtop 2,
2-Door Hardtop .* 3
2-Door Hardtop GT 2%
2-Door Hardtop GT 3 r

Model

Body Type

Comet

1'

Body
Ser~al
Code

Body
Style
Code

02
01
03
02
01
03
01
02
01
02

63A
65A
76A
638
65B
768
65C
63C
65D
63D

1'

4-Door Wagon
4-Door Wagon

I

2>

Body Type
2-Door Fastback I\
2-Door Hardtop r
2-Door Convert~ble 1'
2-Door Fastback 0 a
2-Door Hardtop (I?
2-Door Convert~ble I
2-Door Hardtop
2-Door Fastback
2-DoorHardtop 2
2-Door Fastback 2 31

Bucket Seat
Bench Seat
Luxury Model

FALCON

Montego MX

.I,

\c8Bench Seat
'2

a

Bucket Seat
Formal Roof

CONSECUTIVE U N I T NUMBER
Each model year, each assembly plant begins production with number
500001 (Montego or Cougar) or 100001 (Fairlane, Falcon, Mustang) and
t
continues on for each u n ~built.

ENGINE CODES
Code

U ........................................................6 Cyl.
T ..................................................... 6 Cyl.
2 .............:.......................................... 6 Cyl. .I.
C .......................................................8 Cyl.
F ........................................................8 Cyl.
6 ........................................................8 Cyl. .I.
1 ...................................................... 8 Cyl.
Y .........................................................8 Cyl.
X ....................................................I .
S ................................................... 8 Cyl.
W ........................................... 2.........C y l .
$

Low Compression

TYpe
170 Cu. In. (1V)
200 Cu. In. (1V)
200 Cu. In. (lV)
289 Cu. In. (2V)
302 Cu. In. (2V)
302 Cu. In. (2V)
302 Cu. In. (4V)
390 Cu. In. (2V)
390 Cu. In. (2V) Prem. Fuel
390 Cu. In. (4V) GT
427 Cu. In. (4V) Hi-Perf.

\...
9

--

*

/-

GROUP 1 - Vehicle Identification
T R A N S M I S S I O N CODES

DISTRICT CODES ( D S O )

Code

Units built on a Domestic Special Order, Foreign Special Order, or other special orders will have the complete order number in this space. Also to appear
in this space is the twedigit code number of the District which ordered the
unit. If the unit is a regular production unit, onty the District code number
will appear.

Type

1 ....................................................................................... S p e d Manual
5 .......................................................................................... S e e Manual

W ......................................................................................... Automat ic (C-4)
.
.
U ......................................................................................... Automatic (C-6)

FORD
Code

11.................................................................................. Boston
13.................................................................................. New York
15 .................................................................................. Newark
16 ....................................
ai 17 .................................................................................. Washington
21 ................................................................................. Atlanta
22 .................................................................................Charlotte.
24 ................................................................................. Jacksom~lle
25 .................................................................................. Richmond
27 .................................................................................. Cincinnati
28 ..................................................................................Louisville
32 ..................................................................................Cleveland
33 ..................................................................................Detroit
34 ..................................................................................Indianapolis
35 ..................................................................................Lansing
37 ..................................................................................Buffalo
38 ..................................................................................Pittsburgh
41 .................................................................................Chicago
42..................................................................................Fargo
43 .................................................................................. Milwaukee
44 .................................................................................. Twin Cities
45 .................................................................................. Davenport
51 ..................................................................................Denver
52 .................................................................................. D e Moines
53 ...............................................................................Kansas City
54 ..................................................................................
Omaha
55 .................................................................................. St. Louis
61 ................................................................................. Dallas
62 ..................................................................................
Houston
63 ..................................................................................Memphis
64 .................................................................................. New Orleans
65 .................................................................................
Oklahoma City
71 .................................................................................
L o Angeles
72 ..................................................................................
a n Jose
73 ........................................................................... Sat Lake City
74 ..................................................................................
Seattle
75 ..................................................................................
Phoenix
81 ..................................................................................Ford of Canada
83 ..................................................................................Government
84 ..................................................................................
Home Office Reserve
85 ................................................................................. American Red Cross
89 ..................................................................................Transportation Services
90-99.............................................................................Export

REAR AXLE R A T I O CODES
A number designates a conventional axle, while a letter designates a locking
differential.

Code

Ratio

Code

1 .............................................2.75:l
2 ............................................. 2.7911
4.. ................................ 2.83: 1
5 ....................................... 300:l
6 ............................................. 320:l
7 ..........................................3 2 : l
8 ............................................ 3 0 : l
9 ............................................. 3.10:l

Ratio

E ..........................................3.00:l
F .......................................... 3.20:l
G ..........................................3.2511
H ..........................................3.50:l

DATE CODES
A number signifying the date precedes the month code letter. A second-year
code letter will be used the model exceeds 12 months.

Month

Code
First Y u r

Code
Second Y u r

January ............................................... A ............................................... N
February ............................................. B ............................................... P
March.................................................. C ............................................... Q
April .................................................... D ............................................... R
May ..................................................... E ...............................................S
!une .................................................F ............................................... T
July ..................................................... G ............................................... U
August .............................................. H ............................................... V
September ......................................... ................................................ W
October ............................................... K ............................................... X
November ........................................... L ............................................... Y
December ........................................... M............................................... Z

MERCURY
Code

code
Letta

A .......................................... Atlanta
Oakville (Canada)
B ...........................
C .................................Ontario Truck
D ............................................Dallas
M a w
E ..........................................
F.........................................D r b o r n
G ........................................... Chicago
H ............................................. Loran
J .....................................Los Angeles
K ..................................... K a n s City

L ................................... Michigan Truck
N ............................................... Norfolk
P.......................................... Twin Cities
R ............................................. a n Jose
S...........................................P i t Plant
T............................................ Metuchen
U ............................................ Louisville
W ................................................ Wayne
X .....................................
St. Thomas
y ................................................. Wixom
Z ............................................ St. Louis

District

11 ...................Boston
15 ...................New York
16 ...................Philadelphia
17 ...................Washington
21 ..................Atlanta
22 ...................Dallas
23 ................... Jacksonville
26 ...................Memphis
31 ................... Buffalo
32 ...................Cincinnati
33 ...................Cleveland

ASSEMBLY P L A N T CODES
code
Lttta

District

Code

District

34 ...................Detroit
41 ...................Chicago
42 ...................St. Louis
46 ...................Twin Cities
51 ...................Denver
52 ................... Los Angeles
53 ...................Oakland
54 ...................Seattle
84 ...................Home Office Reserve
90 ...................Export

FORD O F CANADA
District

.

.......................................Central
........................................Eastern
........................................ Atlantic
I1 thru 17 ............................. Export

64 ..................................
Midwestern
66 ..................................Western
6 7..................................Pacific

-

Note: Lincoln-Mercury units will use suffix "A" in place of " B .

GROUP 1 - Vehicle Identification

1-4
EXTERIOR PAINT COLOR CODES
CODE

M-30-J
M.32-J

Color

It

INTERIOR TRlM CODES
Trim Scheme

1A ....................
Black Cloth and Black Vinyl
1B ....................Med. Blue Cloth and Lt. Blue Vinyl
1G ....................Med. Ivy Gold Cloth and Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
1K ....................Lt. Aqua Vinyl
1U ....................Lt. Parchment Cloth and Pastel Parchment Vinyl
1Y ....................Lt. Nugget Gold Vinyl
2A ....................Black Vinyl
28 ....................
Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl
20 ....................
Red Vinyl
2F .....................Med. Saddle Vinyl
2G ....................
Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
2K ....................
Lt. Aqua Vinyl
2b ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl
2Y ....................Lt. N ~ g eGold
t Vinyl
3A ....................Black V~nyl(Montego)
3A ....................Black Cloth and Black Vinyl (Fairlane)
38 ....................Lt. Blue Vinyl (Montego)
38 ....................Med. Blue Cloth and Lt. Blue Vinyl (Falcon, Fairlane)
3 0 ....................Dk. Red Vinyl
36 ....................Med. Ivy Gold Cloth and Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
3K ....................Med. Aqua Cloth and Lt. Aqua V~nyl
3U ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Montego)
3U ....................
L t Parchment Cloth and Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Falcon)
3Y ....................
Lt. Nugget Cloth and Lt. Nugget Vinyl
4A ....................Black Vln I
48 ....................Lt. Blue d n y ~
4D ....................Dk. Red Vinyl
4G ....................L t Ivy Gold Vinyl
4K ....................
Lt. Aqua Vinyl
4U .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
4Y .................... Lt. Nu et Gold Vinyl
5A .................... Black Efpth and Black Vinyl (Montego)
5A ....................Black Vinyl Fairlane)
58 ....................Med. Blue C 0th and Lt.,Blue Vinyl (Montego)
58 ....................Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl (Fa~rlane)
5 0 ....................
Dk. Red Cloth and Dk. Red Vinyl (Montego)
50 .................... Dk. Red Vinyl (Fa~rlane)
56 ....................Lt. Ivy Gold Cloth and Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
5K ....................Med. Aqua Cloth and Lt. Aqua Vinyl (Montego)
5K ....................Dk. & Lt. Aqua Vinyl (Fairlane)
5U ....................Lt. Parchment Cloth and Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Montego)
5U ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Fairlane)
5Y ....................
Lt. Nugget Gold Cloth and Lt. Nugget Gold Vinyl (Montego)
5Y ....................Lt. Nugget Gold Vinyl (Fairlane)
6A ....................Black Vlriyl
6B ....................
Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl
6D ....................
Dk. Red Vinyl
6F ....................Med. Saddle Vinyl
6G ....................Med. & Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
6K ....................Dk. & Lt. Aqua Vinyl
6U ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
6Y ....................Lt. Nugget Gold Vinyl
7A ....................Black V~nyl(Cou ar)
7A ....................Black Cloth and back Vinyl (Fairlane, Montego)

I
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INTERIOR TRIM CODES+continued)

A ........................................
1724-A......................................
Black
B ........................................
3059-A ......................................Maroon
D ........................................3077-A ......................................
Bright Blue Met.
F ........................................
A
......................................
Bright Aqua Met.
I ........................................
2 4 1 - A ......................................Lime Green Met.
M ........................................119-A ......................................
White
N ........................................921-A ......................................
Diamond Blue
0 ........................................A
......................................Light Green
........................................1624-A ......................................Med. Blue Met.
DkGreen Met.
........................................A
......................................
T .........................................
A
......................................Red
U ........................................
1 7 - A ......................................
M e Aqua Met.
W ........................................3120-A ......................................
Yellow
X ........................................
1 - A ......................................Dark Blue Met.
Y ........................................A
......................................Gold Met.
Vermillion
3 ........................................7 3 0 - A ......................................
5 .............................. 1724-6 ......................................
Low Gloss.Black
6 ........................................ 161-A ......................................
Lt. Beige

Code

- - - .--

-Code

Trim Scheme

78 ....................Lt. Blue Vinyl (Cougar)
78 ....................Med. Blue Cloth and Lt. Blue Vin I (Fairlane)
78 ....................Dk. Blue Cloth and Dk. Blue Vin I ( ~ o n t e g o )
7 0 ....................Dk. Red Cloth and Dk. Red vinyl
76 ....................Med. Ivy Gold Cloth and Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
7K .................... Med. Aqua Cloth and Lt. Aqua Vinyl
7Y ....................Nugget Gold Cloth and Nugget Gold Vinyl
8A .................... Black Vin I
8B .................... Dk. Blue Einyl
8 0 ....................Dk. Red Vinyl
8F ....................Med. Saddle Vinyl with Black
8G ....................Med. & Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
8K .................... Dk. & Lt. Aqua Vinyl
8U ....................Pastel Parchment Viny!
8Y ....................
Nugget Gold Vinyl
9A ....................Black Vinyl
9B ....................
Dk. Blue Vinyl
9D ....................
Dk. Red Vin I
9U .................... Parchment h n y l
9Y .................... Lt. Nugget Goldvinyl
AA .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Black
AB ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Blue
AD ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Red
AF ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Saddle
AG ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Ivy Gold
AK .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Aqua
AY ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Nugget Gold
BU .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
CU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
DU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
EU ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl
FA ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Black
FB ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Blue
FD ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Red
FF .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Saddle
FG ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Ivy Gold
FK ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Aqua
FU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
FY ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl with Nugget Gold
HA ............:.......Black Vinyl
HB .................... Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl
HD ....................Dk. Red Vinyl
HG ....................Med. & Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
HK ....................Dk. & Lt. Aqua Vln I
HU ....................Pastel ~archmentlinyl
HY .................... Lt. Nugget Gold Vinyl
1U ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl
KB ....................
Med. Blue Cloth and Lt. Blue Vinyl
KG ....................Med. Ivy Gold Cloth and Lt. Ivy Gold Vinyl
KU ....................Lt. Parchment Cloth and Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Montego)
KU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl (Fairlane)
LA ....................Black Vin I
LB .................... Lt. Blue dnyl
: LD .................... Dk. Red Vinyl
LU ....................
Pastel Parchment Vinyl
MA .................... Black Vinyl
MB....................Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl
MD....................
Dk. Red Vinyl
MU....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
OU .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
....................Black Vinyl
....................Dk. & Lt. Blue Vinyl
QU.................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
RA .:..................Black Vin I
RB ....................Lt. Blue dnyl
RD ....................Dk. Red Vinyl
RU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
TU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl
UA ....................Parchment Vinyl with Black
UB .................... Parchment Vinyl with.Blue
UD ....................
Parchment Vinyl with Red
UF .................... Parchment Vinyl with Saddle
UG .................... Parchment Vinyl with Ivy Gold
LIK ....................Parchment Vinyl with Aqua
UU .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
UY ....................
Parchment Vinyl with Nugget Gold
YU .................... Pastel Parchment Vinyl
ZU ....................Pastel Parchment Vinyl

1
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GROUP 2-Brakes

wear or damage. Repair or replace
all worn or damaged parts and non*' functioning adjusters. Adjust . the
brake lining outside diameter t o the
approximate'-inside diameter of the
brake drum w i t h R o t u n d a Tool H R E
8650 (Figs. I I and 12, Part 2-2).
7. I f a l l the brake *adjusters,
brake drums and linings are functional and the brake pedal travel is not
within specifications, check the pedal
linkage for missing, worn or damaged bushings, or loose attachments.
Bleed the brake and centralize the differential valve.

STEERING WHEEL RIM

STEERING COLUMN

_

'

G
CHECKINGIPOINTS
STEERING COLUMN

\
STEEL MEASURING TAPE

POWER B R A K E
F U N C T I O N A L TEST
VEHICLE

TYPE-

HEIGHT A

PEDALTRAVELB

8.13 6.91
MUSTANG-COUGAR

NON.POWER DRUM

7.20 5.82
7.32 6.37

MUSTANG-COUGAR

POWER DISC

6.20 5.33

2.68

NOTE: A DIMENSION TO UE MEASURED TO SHEET METAL

B DIMENSION TO BE MEASURED PARALLEL TO THE VERTICAL CENTERLINE OF T H t
STEERING COLUMN WlTH A 50 POUND LOAD APPLIED TO THE CENTERLINE OF THE
BRAKE PEDAL PAD. (CHECKS (3'4 POWER BRAKE VEHICLES MADE WlTH ENGINE RUNNING) H 1551 B

-

FIG. ]-Brake

P e d a l H e i g h t a n d Travel M e a s u r e m e n t s

FIG. 2-Brake

P e d a l E f f o r t G a u g e Installed-

allel to the centerline of the steering
I
column.
4. The . difference ' between the
brake pedal free height and the depressed pedal measurement under a
50 pound load should be within the
specified m a x i m u m pedal travel service specification B i n Fig. I.
5. l f the pedal travel is more
than the specified maximum shown i n
Fig. 1, dimension ' B, make several
sharp reverse stops (equivalent t o 50
pounds pedal pressure) with a forward stop before each. M o v e the car
i n reverse and forward for a dis-

Typical

.

I.W i t h the transmission i n neutral, stop the engine and apply the
parking brake. Depress the brake pedal several times to exhaust all vacuum i n the system.
2. With, the engine shut off, depress the brake pedal and hold i t i n
the applied position. I f the pedal
gradually falls away. under this pressure, the hydraulic 'system is leaking.
Check all tubing, hoses, calipers (if
so equipped), wheel cylinders and
connections for leaks.
I f the brake pedal movement
feels spongy, bleed the hydraulic system to remove air from the system.
Refer to Hydraulic System Bleeding,
Part I, Section 2. Also, check for
leaks or insufficient fluid.
3. W i t h the engine shut off and
all vacuum i n the system exhausted,
depress the pedal and hold i t i n the
applied position. Start the engine. I f
the vacuum system is operating, the
pedal will tend to fall away under
foot pressure and less pressure will
be required to hold the pedal i n the
applied position. I f no action is felt,
the vacuum booster system is not
functioning.

.

L O C K E D .W H E E L B R A K E

'

-

tance o f , approximately ten . feet;
then apply the brakes sharply: and
hold the brake pedal down until the
car is completely stopped. This will
actuate the- brake self-adjusters. I f
these stops do not +bringathe brake
pedal travel wit.hin-' specification,
make several additional forward and
'
reverse stops as outlined above.
6. I f the s ~ c o n d series of stops
do not bring the brake pedal travel
within specification. remove the
brake drums and check the brake adjusters t o make sure they are functioning. Check the brake linings for

Should one of the wheel brakes be
locked and the veh~clemust be moved,
open the bleeder screw long enough
to let out a few drops of'brake fluid.
This bleeding operation will release
the brakes but till not correct the
cause of trouble.
,

PARKING BRAKE
I

'b

,

vis;ally (check thf'operation of the
parking brake linkage as the parking
brake controls'are moved to the applied position. Then, check the operation of the brake linkage when the
parking brake controls are moved to

2-3

PART 2-1-General Brake Service
the released position. These checks
should indicate whether the manual
parking brake control linkage is operating properly or requires repair or
adjustment due to inability of the
parking brake to hold against moderate vehicle movement.
R O A D TEST
A road test should only be con-

2

ducted when the operator is sure the
hrakes will stop the vehicle.
During a road test. apply the vehicle's brakes at a road speed of 20
mph for all problem conditions listed
i n Figs. l l and 12 with the exception
of those resolved i n the Brake System
Tests and brake chatter. T o check for
brake chatter or surge. apply the
brakes lightly at 50 mph. For each of
the symptoms encountered. check and

eliminate the causes which are listed
i n Figs. l l and 12.
I f the road test reveals one or
more problem conditions listed i n
Figs. I I and 12. correct all malfunctions of the vacuum system, brake
booster and hydraulic system prior to
removing brake drums, brake calipers
( i f so equipped), brake shoes and
linings or backing plates.

COMMON A D J U S T M E N T S A N D REPAIRS

P A R K I N G BRAKE LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENT
MUSTANG-COUGAR
Check the parking brake cables
when the praking brakes are fully
released. I f the cables are loose. adjust them as follows:
I. Fully release the parking brake
by turning the handle counterclockwise and pushing i t inward.
2. Pull the parking brake handle
outward to t h i r d notch f r o m its normal released position.
3. Raise the vehicle. Remove the
wheel cover. Install Tool T66L-4204-L
on the rear wheel (Fig. 3).
4. Turn the locking adjustment
nut forward against the cable guide
on the equalizer (Fig. 4) u n t i l there is
100 ft-lbs break-away torque at the
rear wheel when turning the rear
wheels i n the direction of forward
rotation with a torque wrench (Fig. 3).
The torque measurement must be
made relative t o the centerline of the
wheel.
5. Release the parking brake and
make sure the brake shoes return to
the fully released position and no
drag is felt when turning the ,rear
wheels.
6. Remove Tool T66L-4204-L. Install the wheel attaching bolts and torque them to specification. Install the
wheel cover. Lower the vehicle.
MONTECO-FALCONFAIRLANE
Check the parking brake cables
when the brakes are fully released.
I f the cables are loose, adjust them
as follows:
I. Fully release the parking brake
pedal.

FIG. 3-Checking

P a r k i n g B r a k e Bresak-Away T o r q u e

ADJUSTMENT NUT-37993042

EQUALIZER-2A602

EQUALIZER ROD-2628
EQUALIZER LEVER

\

ALL SDELS
EXCEPT
NUT-33<22-S2
CONVERTIBLE
PARKING
BRAKE CABLE
RETAINER-742774
AND CONDUIT

$;..C

H 1552-A

FIG. 4-Parking
Brake Linkage
Adjustment - M u s t a n g a n d C o u g a r

2. Push the parking brake pedal
to the first notch from the normal
released position.
3. Raise the vehicle. Loosen the
equalizer lock nut (Fig. 5) and turn
the nut forward against the cable
guide on the equalizer until there is
75-100 pounds tension on the left
rear cable or there is 100 ft-lbs breakaway torque when turning the rear

~ R ~ T A I N E R - 2 ~ 6 1 6
CONVERTIBLE ONLY
HlSS3-A

FIG. 5-Parking
Brake L i n k a g e
Adjustment-Montego,
Fairlane
a n d Falcon
wheels i n the direction of forward
rotation with a torque wrench and
Tool T66L-4204-L as shown i n Fig. 3.

GROUP 2-Brakes
'The torque measurement must be
made relative to the centerline of the
wheel. Tighten the lock nut.
4. Make sure there is no drag
when turning the rear wheels.
5. Lower the vehicle. Remove the
torque wrench and Tool T66L-4204-L,
if required. Install the wheel attaching nuts and torque them to specification. Install the wheel cover.
POWER BRAKE MASTER
CYLINDER PUSH ROD
ADJUSTMENT
The push rod is provided with an
adjustment screw to maintain the correct relationship between the booster
control valve plunger and the master
cylinder pistons. Failure to maintain
this relationship will prevent the master cylinder piston from completely
releasing hydraulic pressure and can
cause the brakes to drag, or cause excessive brake pedal travel.

r

#16 G A U G E
SHEET STEEL

Rod AdjustmentFIG. 7-Push
Midland-Ross
the valve plunger.
This is an approximate adjustment only. The push rod should not
move more than 0.015 inch as it contacts the master cylinder piston. No
movement (exact contact) is ideal.
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM BLEEDING
A N D CEN.TRALIZING O F THE
DIFFERENTIAL VALVE
When any part of the hydraulic
system has been disconnected for repair or replacement, air may enter
the system and cause spongy pedal
action. Bleed the hydraulic system
after it has been properly connected,
to be sure that all air is expelled.

FIG. 8-Push
Bendix

Rod Adjustment-

system. Loosening or removing this
screw could result in damage to the
secondary piston or stop screw.
2. To bleed the secondary (rear)
brake system, position a suitable 318
inch box wrench (Fig. 9) on the bleeder fitting on the brake wheel cylinder. Attach a rubber drain tube to
the bleeder fitting. The end of the
tube should fit snugly around the
bleeder fitting.

M A N U A L BLEEDING

FIG. 6-Push
Dimensions

Rod G a u g e

T o check the adjustment of the
screw, fabricate a gauge of the dimension shown in Fig. 6. Then place
the gauge against the master cylinder
mounting surface of the booster
body as shown in Figs. 7 or 8. The
push rod screw should be adjusted so
that the end of the screw just touches the inner edge of the slot in the
gauge. Do not set up side forces on
the push rod. Side forces may break

The primary and secondary (front
and rear) hydraulic brake systems are
individual systems and are bled separately. Bleed the longest line first
on the individual system being serviced. During the complete bleeding operation. DO NOT allow the reservoir to run dry. Keep the master cylinder reservoirs filled with Rotunda
Fluid-Extra Heavy Duty --Part Number C6AZ-19542-A. The extra heavy
duty brake fluid is colored blue for
identifihtion purposes. Do not mix
low temperature brake fluids with
the specified fluid during the bleeding operations. Never re-use brake
fluid which has been drained from
the hydraulic system.
1. Loosen the bleed screw located
on the side of the master cylinder.
Do not use the secondary piston stop
screw, located on the bottom of the
master cylinder to bleed the brake

~1306-A

FIG. 9-Wrench
for Bleeding Broke
Hydraulic System

3. Submerge the free end of the
tube in a container partially filled with
clean brake fluid, and loosen the bleeder fitting approximately 314 turn.
4. Push the brake pedal down
slowly through its full travel. Close
the bleeder fitting. then return the pedal to the fulty-released position. Repeat this operation until air bubbles
cease to appear at the submerged end
of the bleeder tube.
5. When the fluid is completely
free of air bubbles, close the bleeder
fitting and remove the bleeder tube.
6. Repeat this procedure at the
brake wheel cylinder on the opposite
side. Refill the master cylinder reservoir after each wheel cylinder is bled
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and install the master cylinder cover
and gasket. Be sure the diaphragm
type gasket is properly positioned in
the master cylinder cover. When the
bleeding operation is completed, the
fluid level should be filled to within
1/4 inch from the top of the reservoirs.
7. If the primary (front brake)
system is to be bled, repeat steps 2
through 6 at the right front brake caliper or cylinder and ending a t the left
front brake caliper or cylinder.
8. On disc brake equipped vehicles be sure that the front brake pistons are returned to their normal positions and that the shoe and lining
assemblies are properly seated by depressing the brake pedal several times
until normal pedal travel isestablished.
9. Centralize the pressure differential valve. Refer to the Centralizing
the Pressure Differential Valve Procedures which follow.
P R E S S U R E BLEEDING
Bleed the longest lines first. The
bleeder tank should contain enough
new Ford Brake Fluid to complete
the bleeding operation. Use Ford
brake Fluid-Extra Heavy Duty - Part
Number C6AZ-19542-A or equivalent
for all brake applications. The brake
fluid is colored blue for identification
purposes. Do not mix low temperature
brake fluid with specified brake fluid
during the bleeding operations. Never
re-use brake fluid that has been drained from the hydraulic system. The
tank should be charged with approximately I0 to 30 pounds of air pressure.
Never exceed 50 oounds oressure.

I. Clean all dirt from the master
cylinder reservoir cover.
2. Remove the master cylinder reservoir cover and rubber gasket, and
f i l l the master cylinder reservoir with
the specified brake fluid. Install the
pressure bleeder adapter tool to the
master cylinder, and attach the bleeder
tank hose to the fitting on the adapter.
Master cylinder pressure bleeder
adapter tools can be obtained from
the various manufacturers of pressure

3

bleeding equipment. Follow the instructions of the manufacturer when installing the adapter.
3. Loosen the primary and secondary tube nuts at the master cylinder
and bleed the master cylinder until
the fluid flow is free of air bubbles,
then tighten the tube nuts to the specified torque. Refer to Figs. 20 and 2 1,
Part 2-2. Do not overtighten the nuts.
4. If the rear wheel cylinders,
secondary brake system, are to be bled,
position a 318 inch box wrench (Fig. 9)
on the bleeder fitting on the right
rear brake wheel cylinder. Attach a
bleeder tube to the bleeder fitting. The
end of the tube should fit snugly around the bleeder fitting.
5. Open the valve on the bleeder
tank to admit pressurized brake fluid
to the master cylinder reservoir.
6. Submerge the free end of the
tube in a container partially filled with
clean brake fluid, and loosen the bleeder fitting.
7. When air bubbles cease to appear in the fluid at the submerged end
of the bleeder tube, close the bleeder
fitting and remove the tube.
8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 at the
left rear wheel cylinder.
9. If the vehicle is equipped with
disc brakes, repeat steps 4 through 7.
starting at the right front disc caliper
and ending at the left front disc caliper.
10. I f the vehicle contains drumtype front brakes and the primary
(front) brake system is to be bled, repeat steps 4 through 7, starting at the
right front wheel cylinder and ending
at the left wheel cylinder.
I I. When the bleeding operation
is completed, close the bleeder tank
valve and remove the tank hose from
the adapter fitting.
12. On disc brake equipped vehicles. be sure that the front brake pistons are returned to their normal &sitions and that the shoe and lining
assemblies are properly seated by depressing the brake pedal several times
until normal pedal travel is obtained.
13. Remove the Pressure Bleeder
Adapter Tool. Fill the master cylinder

reservoirs to within 114 inch from the
top. lnstall the master cylinder cover
and gasket. Be sure the diaphragmtype gasket is properly positioned in
the master cylinder cover.
14. Centralize the pressure differential valve as follows:

CENTRALIZING T H E
PRESSURE Dl FFERENTIAL
VALVE
After a failure of the primary
(front brake) or secondary (rear
brake) system has been repaired
and bled, the dual-brake warning
light will usually continue to be illuminated due to the pressure differential valve remaining in an offcenter position.
To centralize the pressure differential valve and turn off the warning
light after a repair operation, a presl
sure differential or unbalance condition must be created in the opposite
brake system from the one that was
repaired and bled last.

I. Turn the ignition switch to the
ACC or O N position. Loosen the differential valve assembly brake tube
nut at the outlet port on the opposite
side of the brake system that was
repaired and/or bled last. Depress
the brake pedal slowly to build line
pressure until the pressure differential
valve is moved to a centralized position and the brake warning light
goes out; then, immediately tighten
the outlet port tube nut to the specified torque. Refer to Fig. 18 and 19.
2. Check the fluid level in the
master cylinder reservoirs and f i l l
them to within 114 inch of the top
with the specified brake fluid. i f
necessary.
3. Turn the ignition switch to the
O F F position.
4. Before driving the vehicle, check
the operation of the brakes and be
sure that a firm pedal is obtained.

C L E A N I N G A N D INSPECTION

DISC (FRONT) BRAKES

I. Remove the wheel and tire and
the shoe and lining assemblies as outlined in Part 2-2, Section 2.
2. Make a thickness measurement with a micrometer across ihe

thinnest section of the shoe and lining.
If the assembly has worn to a thickness of 0.230 inch (shoe and lining
together) or 0.030 inch (lining material
only) at the thinnest point or i f the
brake lining shows evidence of brake
fluid contamination, replace all four

shoe and lining assemblies on both
front wheels.
3. Check the caliper to spindle
attaching bolt and torque. Tighten
them to the specified torque, i f required.
4. To check rotor runout, first

GROUP 2-Brakes
LATERIAL RUNOUT
0.002 MAXIMUM TOTAL
INDICATOR READING

eliminate the wheel bearing end play
by tightening the adjusting nut.
After tightening the nu-t check to see
that the rotor can still be rotated.
5. Clamp a dial indicator to the
caliper housing so that the stylus
contacts the rotor at a point approximately I inch from the outer edge.
Rotate the rotor and take an indicator reading. I f the reading exceeds
0.002 inch total lateral runout on
the indicator, replace or resurface
the disc brake rotor. The lovowing

BEARING CUP
DIMENSION "B"
I .I I 7 MINIMUM

DIMENSION "A"
0.402 MAXIMUM

requirements must be met when resurfacing disc brake rotors:

Rotunda Disc Brake Attachment
FRE-2249-2 is the only approved
tool to be used to refinish the disc
brake rotors. The step-by-step resurfacing procedure provided with the
tool must be adhered to.
The finished braking surfaces of
the rotor must be flat and parallel
within 0.0007 inch: lateral runout
must not exceed 0.002 inch total
indicator reading, and the surface
finish of the braking surfaces are
to be 85/15 micro inches. The minimum limiting dimensions (Fig. 10)
from the inhoard bearing cup to
the outboard rotor face (dimension
A ) and from the inboard bearing
cup to the inboard rotor face (dimension B) must he observed when
removing material from the rotor
bra king surfaces.

When the runout check is finished.
be sure to adjust the bearings as
outlined i n Group 3. in order to prevent bearing failure.
6 . Check the rotor for scoring.
Minor scores can be removed with a
fine emery cloth. I f the rotor is excessively scored, refinish it as outlined
in step 5 or replace the rotor, if re-

U R F A C E FINISHIS MICRO INCHES
H1 5 6 1 ' ~

FIG. 70-Disc

Brake Rotor Service

Limits-Typical
quired.
7. Visually check the caliper. I f
excess leakage is evident, it should
be replaced. Slight leakage around
the piston or a seized piston indicates
the need for removal and disassembly.
8. If upon disassembly the caliper is found to be distorted or damaged. or if the cylinder bore is scored
or excessively worn. replace the
assembly.
D R U M BRAKES

1. Remove the wheel from the drum,
then remove the drum as outlined in
Part 2-2, Section 2.
2. Brush all dust from the backing plates and interior of the brake
drums.
3. Inspect the brake shoes for excessive lining wear or shoe damage.
If the lining is worn to within 1/32
inch of the rivet heads or i f the shoes

are damaged, they must be replaced. Replace any lining that has
been contaminated with oil, grease
or brake fluid. Replace lining, in
axle sets. Prior to replacement of
lining, the drum diameter should be
checked to determine i f oversize linings
must be installed.
4. Check the condition of the brake
shoes, retracting springs, and drum
for signs of overheating. I f the springs
show any loss of load or change in
free length indicating overheating.
replacement of the retracting and
hold down springs and the parking
brake cable is necessary. Overheated
springs lose their pull and could
cause the new lining to wear prematurely if they are not replaced.

5. If the vehicle has 30,000 or more
miles of operation, or signs of extreme overheating are present when
relining brakes, the wheel cylinders
should be disassembled and inspected
for wear and dirt in the cylinder. The
cylinder cups and other parts contained in the overhaul kit should be
replaced thus avoiding future problems.
6 . Inspect all other brake parts
and replace any that are worn or
damaged.
7. Inspect the brake drums and.
if necessary, refinish. Refer to Part
2-2, Section 4 for refinishing.
BOOSTER U N I T

Check the booster operation as
noted in Part 2-1, Section I , Power
Brake Functional Test. If the brake
booster is damaged or defective. replace it with a new booster. The
booster is serviced only as an assembly.

PART 2-1-General Brake Service

FIG. I I-Front

Wheel Disc Brake Trouble Symptoms and Possible Causes
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

Disc brakes are available as optional equipment for the front wheels
on all models.
The dual-master cylinder equipped
hydraulic brake system employs single-anchor, internal expanding and
self-adjusting drum brake assemblies
on the rear wheels of vehicles with
disc brakes, and on the front and rear
wheels of all others.

DUAL-MASTER CYLINDER
BRAKE SYSTEM
The dual-master cylinder brake system has been incorporated in all
models to provide increased safety.
The system consists of a dual-master
cylinder, pressure differential valve assembly and a switch. The switch on
the differential valve activates a dualbrake system warning light, located on
the instrument panel.
The dual-master cylinder brake system is similar to a conventional
(single) brake master cylinder system. In the dual-system, two master
cylinders are combined in a single
cast iron casting (Fig. I). One portion actuates the front brake system
and the other actuates the rear brake
system (Figs. 18 and 19). Hydraulic
fluid leakage or failure of one of
the systems does not impair the operation of the other portion of the dualbrake system. A dual-brake warning
light signals a failure of either the
front or rear brake system.
The dual-master cylinder used on
Fairlane, Falcon and Montego vehi-

cles equipped with power brakes have
the master cylinder outlet ports for the
rear brake system located on the bottom of the master cylinder body.
Master \ cylinder hydraulic system
bleed screws are located in the outboard side of those master cylinders
having secondary (rear brake) system
outlet ports in the bottom of the master cylinder castings (Fig. 21).
All Fairlane, Falcon and Montego
vehicles equipped with standard drum
brakes and all Mustang and Cougar
vehicles equipped with power disc,
and standard drum brakes have both
the primary (front) and secondary
(rear) brake system outlet ports
located on the outboard side of the
dual-master cylinder body castings.
These master cylinders do not require
master cylinder bleed screws (Figs.
20and 21).
The external appearance of the dual
master cylinders for the various vehicles also differ in configuration
of the covers. All vehicles having
standard drum brake systems have
primary and secondary master cylinder
cover domes of equal size. Dual master
cylinders for all other vehicles equipped with power disc brake systems
have large primary (front brake) and
smaller secondary (rear brake) cover
domes.
A code letter is stamped on the
side or outer end of each master cylinder body casting for easy service
identification. The vehicle application,
type of brakes and the identification
code are shown in Fig. 2.

A brake pressure differential valve
assembly (Fig. 3) incorporating an hydraulically
operated
mechanical
switch is utilized to operate a dualbrake warning light, located on the
instrument panel.
Hydraulic pressure for both front
wheel brakes is provided from the primary system (front) brake outlet port
and line, located opposite the primary
system inlet port of the differential
valve.
Hydraulic pressure for both rear
wheel brakes is provided from the single secondary (rear brake) outlet
line, located opposite the secondary
system inlet port of the differential
valve. On disc brake equipped vehicles, a proportioning valve is located
in the secondary (rear brake) system
line that leads to the brake hose
bracket on the rear axle housing. The
brake hose bracket serves as a junction point for the individual brake
lines that lead to the wheel cylinders
of right and left rear brake components.
When the brake pedal is depressed.
both the primary (front brake) and
secondary (rear brake) master cylinder pistons are moved simultaneously
to exert hydraulic fluid pressure on
their respective independent hyd~aulic
system. The fluid displacement of the
dual-master cylinders is proportioned
to fulfill the requirements of each of
the two independent hydraulic brake
systems (Fig. I).
If a failure of the rear (secondary)
brake system should occur, initial
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FIG. 7-Dual-Master

Cylinder

brake pedal movement causes the unrestricted secondary piston to bottom
in the master cylinder bore. Primary
piston movement deplaces hydraulic
fluid in the primary section of the
dual-master cylinder to actuate the
front brake system.
Should the front (primary) brake
system fail, initial brake pedal movement causes the unrestricted primary
piston to bottom out against the secondary piston. Continued downward
movement of the brake pedal moves
the secondary piston to displace hydraulic fluid in the rear brake system, actuating the rear brakes.
Oh disc brake equipped vehicles,
the pressure differential valve will
move to the low pressure area of the
front system. This movement uncovers
the rear brake system outlet passage
and provides a direct passage from
the rear inlet passage to the outlet
passage, by passing the proportioning
valve. This provides full hydraulic
pressure to the rear brake system.
The increased pedal travel and the
increased pedal effort required to compensate for the loss of the failed
portion of the brake system provides
a warning that'a partial brake system
failure has occured. When the ignition
switch is turned to the S T A R T position, a dual-brake warning light provides a visual indication the warning

lamp is functional. When the ignition
switch is turned to the ON or ACC
position, a dual-brake warning light
on the instrument panel also provides
a visual indication i f one portion of
the dual-brake system has become
inoperative.
Should a failure of either the front
or rear brake hydraulic system occur,
the hydraulic fluid pressure differential resulting from the pressure loss
of the failed brake system forces the
valve toward the low pressure area to
illuminate the brake warning light
(Fig. 3).
A mechanically operated electrical
switch is located on the side of the
pressure differential valve assembly.
The inner-end of the.spring loaded
switch plunger contacts the bottom of
a tapered shoulder groove in the
center of the valve (Fig. 3). O-ring
seals are retained in the seal ring
lands of the valve.
Should a failure of the rear brake
system occur, hydraulic fluid pressure
in the rear brake system would drop.
During brake pedal operation the fluid
pressure build-up of the front brake
system forces the valve to move toward the low pressure area, or toward
the rear brake system outlet port (Fig.
3). Movement of the differential valve
forces the switch plunger upward over
the tapered shoulder of the valve to

close the switch electrical contacts and
light the dual brake warning lamp.
signalling a brake system failure.
In the event a front brake system
failure should occur. greater pressure
from the rear brake system during
brake pedal operation forces the valve
forward moving the switch plunger
upward onto the valve ramp to light
the brake system warning lamp. However. failure of either the front or
rear system does not impair operation
of the other brake system.
DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLIES

Disc brakes are available as optional equipment for the front wheels.
The hydraulic brake system employs
single anchor, internal expanding and
self-adjusting drum brake assemblies
on the rear wheels of vehicles with
disc brakes, and on the front and rear
wheels of all others.
A vacuum booster is available as
optional equipment.
The master cylinder converts physical force from the brake pedal (and
booster i f so equipped) into hydraulic
pressure against the pistons in the
calipers (disc brakes) or in the wheel
cylinders (drum brakes). The pistons
in turn convert hydraulic pressure
back into physical force at the brake
shoes.

PART 2-2-Bra ke System

2-1 1
RELATION AND FUNCTION
O F COMPONENT PARTS

airlane and Falcon

FIG. 2 Dual M a s t e r Cylinder Identification

The disc brake is a floating caliper, single piston, ventilated disctype, actuated by a hydraulic system.
Fie.
" 4.
The caliper assembly is made up
of a floating caliper assembly and
an anchor plate. The anchor plate is
bolted to the wheel spindle arm by
two bolts. The floating caliper is attached to the anchor plate through
a spring steel stabilizer. The floating
caliper slides on two guide pins which
also attach to the stabilizer. The floating caliper contains the single cylinder
and piston assembly. The cylinder
bore contains a piston with a molded
rubber dust boot to seal the cylinder

BRAKE FLUID

FIG. 3-Pressure

Differential Valve a n d Brake W a r n i n g Lamp Switch O p e r a t i o n
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CAL.IPER HOUSING-

PISTON

SHOE

_I 1

FIG. 5-Typical

FIG. 4-Typical

Disc Brake

Assembly

PISTON-SEAL

ANCHOR PLATE

Caliper Assembly-

Sectional View

PISTON SEAL
DISTORTED

PISTON SEAL RELAXED

bore from contamination and also to
return the piston to the released position when hydraulic pressure is released: Also a rubber piston seal is
used to provide sealing between- the
cylinder and piston (Fig. 5).
The shoe and lining assemblies are
mounted in two different ways. The
outboard shoe and linine is fixed to
the floating caliper and is retained
by two pins and spring clips. The
inboard shoe and lining attaches to
the end of the cylinder piston and
is retained by two hold-down clips
(Fig. 16). The shoe and lining assembly consists of friction material
bonded to a metal plate called the
shoe. It is replaced as a unit.

-

The cast iron disc is of the ventilated rotor type incorporating forty
fins and is attached to. and rotates
with the wheel hub. The outside diameter of the rotor is l l 114 inches
and the inside diameter is 7 318 inches. This type of design increases
cooling area and permits circulation
-of air through the rotor resulting in
more rapid cooiing of the brake. A
splash shield bolted to the spindle
is used primarily to prevent road contaminants from contacting the inboard
rotor and lining surfaces. The wheel
provides protection for the outboard
surface of the rotor.
As the brake pedal is depressed,
hydraulic pressure from the master

I

CALIPER HOUSING

BRAKES APPLIED

FIG. 6-Function

BRAKES RELEASED

H IMP-A

of Piston .Seal

cylinder forces the piston out of the
bore. The inboard shoe and lining,
being attached to the piston, is
forced against the rotor. When the
inboard shoe is against the rotor hydraulic pressure equalizes and moves
the entire floating caliper assembly
inward. The outboard shoe, and lining ,
assembly attached to the floating
caliper assembly is thereby forced
against the rotor. Hydraulic pressure
forcing the piston-mounted shoe and
lining outward and the-caliper-mounted shoe and lining inward creates a
squeezing action against the rotor,
effecting braking action.
During braking action the rubber
seal stretches as the piston moves
outward (Fig. 6). When hydraulic
pressure is released the seal relaxes
and pulls the inboard shoe and lining

away from the rotor. When brakes
are applied, hydraulic pressure moves
the floating caliper, overcoming the
tension of the stabilizer. When hydraulic pressure is released, the
stabilizer moves the caliper back to
its normal position. Since the outboard shoe and lining is attached
to the caliper it is moved away from
the rotor. In addition, inherent rotor runout will aid in maintaining
running clearances between the rotor
and the shoe and lining assemblies.
Automatic adjustment is achieved
by the piston sliding in the seal outward from the cylinder bores. The
piston gradually changes its position
relative to the seal as the lining wears
and, thus, maintains t h e correct adjustment location at all times.
When the brakes are in the un-
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FIG. 7-

Disc Brake Proportion Valve

REAR BRAKE

FIG. 8-Self-Adjusting

FRONT BRAKE

H 1323-A

Brake Assemblies - 9 Inch Drum

applied position, there is no hydraulic pressure to the calipers because
there is no residual check valve in
the front brake system.
A .disc
brake oressure control valve
.
- ~
locat'ed between 'the pressure differential valve and the rear brake wheel
cylinders provides balanced braking
action between the front and the rear
brakes under a wide range of b a k i n g
conditions (Fig. 7). By regulating the
hydraulic pressure applied to the rear
wheel cylinders, the valve limits rear
braking action when high pressures
are required at the front brakes. In
this manner, premature rear wheel
skid is prevented. The proportioning
-~

valve is serviced as an assembly and
is never adjusted or overhauled.
HYDRAULIC SELF-ADJUSTING
BRAKE SYSTEM

The self-adjusting brake mecha-

nism consists of a cable, cable guide,
adjusting lever, and adjuster spring
(Figs. 8 and 9). The cable is hooked
over the anchor pin at the top and is
connected to the lever at the bottom.
The cable is routed along the webb of
the secondary brake shoe by means
of the cable guide. The adjuster
spring is hooked to the primary brake
shoe and to the lever. The automatic
adjuster operates only when the brakes
are applied while the car is moving
rearward and only when the secondary shoe is free to move toward the
drumbe on a predetermined point.
With the vehicle moving rearward
and the brakes applied, the wraparound action of the shoes following the drum forces the upper end
o f the primary shoe against the
anchor uin. The action of the wheel
cylinder' moves the upper end of the

secondary shoe away from the anchor pin. The movement of the secondary shoe causes the cable to pull
the adjusting lever upward and
against the end of a tooth on the
aijusting screw star-wheel. The upward travel of the lever increases i s
lining wear increases. When the lever
can move upward far enough, it
passes over the end of the tooth and
engages the tooth. When the brakes
are released, the adjusting spring
pulls the lever downward causing the
star-wheel to turn and expand the
shoes. The star-wheel is turned one
tooth a t a time as the linings
- .progressively wear.
With the vehicle moving forward
and the brakes applied, the secondary
shoe is against the anchor pin and
the primary shoe is moved toward
the drum. - Therefore, the adjuster
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FIG. 9-Self

A d j u s t i n g B r a k e Assemblies-10

does not operate.

wheel brake shoes through a cable
linkage. The operating cable is routed
from the parking brake control assembly to the equalizer pivot lever
which is attached to the equalizer
assembly to the floor pan. The rear
brake cables connect the equalizer
assembly to the parking brake lever
at each rear secondary shoe as shown
i n Figs. 8, 9 and 30.

The rear brake assembly is basically the same as the front brake.
The conventional parking brake lever,
link and spring are used i n the rear
brake.
The anchor pins
on all brakes are
fixed and are non-adjustable.

When the handle is pulled the primary and secondary brake shoes are
forced against the rear brake drums.
The handle is held i n the applied
position by the engagement of a
spring loaded pawl with a ratchet.
Turning the handle counterclockwise
disengages the pawl from the ratchet
to release the brakes.

BRAKE BOOSTER SYSTEM
The diaphragm-type brake booster
is a self-contained vacuum-hydraulic
braking unit mounted on the engine
side of the dash panel. The brake
booster is of the vacuu.m suspended
type which utilizes engine intake
manifold vacuum and atmospheric pressure for its power.
Adjustment of the push rod is the
only service permitted on a brake
booster. The booster unit is to be
exchanged when it is inspected, checked and found to be defective.

P A R K I N G BRAKES-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR
A n independent hand-operated parking brake control actuates the rear

Inch D r u m

'

BRAKESMONTEGO# FAIRLANE
AND FALCON
A n independent foot-operated parking brake control actuates the rear
wheel brake shoes through a cable
linkage. The operating cable is routed
from the parking brake control assembly to the equalizer. The rear
brake cables connect the equalizer assembly t o the parking brake lever at

each rear secondary shoe (Fig. 8).
When the pedal is depressed the
primary and secondary brake shoes
are forced against the rear brake
drums. The pedal is held in the applied position by the engagement of
a spring-loaded pawl with a ratchet
i n the control assembly (Fig. 32).
The parking brake control assembly is mounted t o the cowl inner side
panel. The pedal pivots on a stationary pedal mount. A spring-loaded
pawl and a realese lever are assembled to the pedal. A ratchet is assembled to the upper end of the
pedal. The pawl contacts the ratchet
at such an angle that the ratchet
teeth w i l l slide over the pawl as the
pedal is depressed; however. when
the applying motion stops and the
pedal starts to release, the pawl engages the ratchet and thus locks the
brakes i n the applied position.
When the manual release lever is
pulled back (Fig. 32), the cam action o f the lever on the pawl cam
pin w i l l disengage the pawl from the
ratchet t o release the brakes.

PART 2-2-Bra ke System
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IN-VEHICLE A D J U S T M E N T S A N D REPAIRS

A f t e r any h r a k e service work, obtain a f i r m h r a k e pedal before moving
the vehicle. R i d i n g the h r a k e pedal
( c o m m o n on left foot applications)
should he avoided when d r i v i n g the
vehicle.

BRAKE SHOE ADJUSTMENTS
- D R U M BRAKE
The hydraulic service brakes are
self-adjusting and require n manual
adjustment only after the brake
shocs have been relined, replaced, o r
whcn the length o f the adjusting
screw has been changed while perfornling some other service operation. T h e manual adjustment is p r r f o r m e d w i t h the drums remosed, usi n g the tool i ~ n dthe procedure detailed below.

n
FIG. 7 0 - M e a s u r i n g

Drum

When ad.iusting the rear brake
shocs. clicck thc p a r k i n g [)rake cable\ for proper ;~d.iustrncnl. K c f c r l o
Parkin? Hrttkc I.ink;~yc A(!iust~tlc~it.
Part ?-I, Section 2. M a k e sure that
the e q u a l i ~ e operates
r
freely.
T o adjust the brake shoes:
I. U s i n g
Rotunda T o o l H R E
8650. ( F i g . 10) determine the inside
diameter of the d r u m b r a k i n g surlace.
2. Reverse the tool as shown in
F i s . I I and adjust the brake shoe
dinnleter t o f i t the gauge. H o l d the
automatic adjusting lever out of engagement while rotating the adiusting screfi. t o prevent b u r r i n g the
screw slots. M a k e sure the ad.justing scrcw rotates freely. I f necessary, l u b r i c i ~ t e the adjusting screw
threads w i t h a thin. u n i f o r m coating
o f C I A Z - 1 9 5 9 0 - B Grc.:~se.
3. Rotate
Tool
HRE
8650
around the hrake shoes t o be sure
o f the settine.
4. A p p l y a small quantity o f high
temperature grease t o the points

where the shoes contact the backing
plate and anchor pin, being careful
not t o get the lubricant on the linings.
5. Install the drums. Install the
T i n n e r m a n nuts and tighten securely.
Install the wheel on the d r u m and
tighten the m o u n t i n g nuts t o specification.
6. Complete the adjustment by app l y i n g the brakes several times w i t h
a m i n i m u m o f 50 Ibs pressure on the
pedal while backing the car. A f t e r
each stop, the vehicle must be moved
forward.
7. A f t e r the brake shoes have
been properly adjusted. check the
operation o f the brakes by m a k i n g
several stops while operating i n a
forward direction.

FRONT BRAKE D R U M
REMOVAL
I. Raise the vehicle u n t i l the
wheel and t i r e clear the floor. Remove
the wheel cover o r hub cap. and remove the wheel and t i r e f r o m the
drum.
2. Remove the grease cap f r o m
the huh. Remove the cotter pin, nut
lock. adjusting nut, and flat washer
f r o m the spindle. Remove the outer
bcilring cone and roller assembly.
3. Pull the hub and d r u m asseml
bly o f f the ~ r h c cspindle.
4. I f the d r u m w i l l not come off,
pry the rubber cover f r o m the brake
backing plate. Insert a n a r r o w screwdriver throuyh the s l o ~and disengage
thc ;lc!jusling lcvcr f r o m thc a d j u s t ~ n g
scrcw. W h i l c holding the adjusting
lever away f r o m the screw, back o f f
the adjusting screw w i t h the brake
adjusting tool ( F i g . 12). Be very
careful not t o burr. chip, o r damage
the notches i n the adjusting screws;
otherwise the self-adjusting mechanism
w i l l not function properly.

..

FIG. 7 7 - M e a s u r i n g

Shoes

IN S T A L L A I ' I O N
I f the d r u m is being replaced,
remove the protective coating f r o m
the new d r u m w i t h carburetor degreaser; then, sand lightly and wipe
w i t h a cloth soaked w i t h denatured
alcohol. Install new bearings and
grease seal. A p p l y a light coat o f
wheel bearing grease t o the new seal
p r i o r t o installing it. Pack the
wheel bearings, install the inner
bearing cone and roller assembly i n
the inner cup. and install the new
grease seal. See Part 3-5, Section
4 for procedure.
I f the original d r u m is being installed, make sure that the grease
i n the h u b is clean and adequate.
2. Adjust the brakes and install the
d r u m assembly as outlined under
Brake Shoe Adjustments i n this section.
3. Install the outer wheel bearing,
washer and adjusting nut..
4. Adjust the wheel bearing as outlined i n Part 3-5, Section 2, then install the greasc cap. Install the wheel
and hub cap o r cover.

REAR BRAKE D R U M
REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle so that the
t i r e is clear o f the floor.
2. Remove the hub cap and wheel.
Remove the three T i n n e r m a n nuts
and remove the brake d r u m . I f the
d r u m w i l l not come o f f pry the
rubber cover f r o m the backing plate.
Insert a n a r r o w screwdriver through
the hole i n the backing plate, and
disengage the adjusting lever f r o m
the adjusting screws. W h i l e holding

FIG. 72-Backing
Adjustment

Off B r a k e

GROUP 2-Bra kes
the adjusting lever away from
the adjusting screw, back off the adjusting screw with the brake adjusting tool (Fig. 12). Be very careful not to burr. chip or damage the
notches in the adjusting screw; otherwise, the self-adjusting mechanism
will not function properly.

1. Remove the protective coating
from a new drum with carburetor
degreaser; then, sand lightly and
wipe with a cloth soaked in denatured
alcohol.
2. Adjust the brakes as outlined
under Brake Shoe Adjustments in this
section.
3. Place the drum over the brake
assembly and into position. Install
the three Tinnerman nuts and tighten
them securely. Install the wheel on
the axle shaft flange studs against
the drum, and tighten the attaching
nuts to specifications.
BRAKE SHOES A N D
A D J U S T I N G SCREW

REMOVAL
1. With the wheel and drum removed, install a clamp over the ends
of the wheel cylinder as shown in
Fig. 13.
2. Remove the brake retracting
springs using Tool 2035-N or 2086L (Fig. 13).
3. Disconnect the brake shoe holddown springs and remove the brake
shoe assemblies along with the complete automatic adjustment mechanism..
4. Disassemble the brake shoes.
5. On rear brakes. remove the
parking brake link and spring from
the brake assemblies. Disconnect the
parking brake cable from the parking
brake lever.
6. After removing the rear brake
shoes disassemble the parking brake
lever from the secondary shoe by removing the retaining clip and spring
washer (Figs. 8 and 9).

I. Before installing the rear brake
shoes, assemble the parking brake
lever to the secondary shoe and secure it with the spring washer and
retaining clip.
2. Apply a light coating of hightemperature grease at the points
where the brake shoes contact the
backing plate.

3. Position the brake shoes on the
backing plate and secure them with
1
the hold down springs. On the rear
brake, install the parking brake link
and spring. Connect the parking
brake cable to the parking brake
lever (Figs. 8 and 9).
4. Install the cable guide on the
secondary shoe web with the flanged
hole properly fitted into the hole in
the secondary shoe web. Install the
secondary spring (secondary shoe to
anchor spring) (Figs. 8 and 9).
5. Place the cable eye over the anchor pin with the crimped side toward the backing plate. lnstall the
primary shoe to anchor spring with
the tool shown in Fig. 14.
6. Thread the cable around the cable guide groove.
I t is imperative that the cable be
positioned in this groove and not between the guide and the shoe web.
Be certain that the cable eye is not
cocked or binding on the anchor pin
when installed. All parts should be
flat on the anchor pin. Remove the

web. The last coil of the spring
should be at the edge of the hole.
Connect the loop end of the spring
to the adjuster lever hole (Figs. 8
and 9).
11. Pull the adjuster lever, cable
and automatic adjuster spring down
and toward the rear to engage the
pivot hook in the large hole in the
secondary shoe web.
12. After installation, check the action of the adjuster by pulling the section of the cable between the cable
guide and the anchor pin toward the
secondary shoe web far enough to
lift the lever past a tooth on the
adjusting screw wheel. The lever
should snap into position behind the
next tooth, and release of the cable
should cause the adjuster spring to
return the lever to its original position. This return action of the lever
will turn the adjusting screw one
tooth.

brake cylinder clamp.
07.Apply a small amount of hightemperature grease (Part Number
C IAZ- 19580-B) to the threads and
the socket end of the adjusting screw.
Turn the adjusting screw into the adjusting pivot nut to the limit of
the threads and then back off I/2
turn.
Interchanging the brake shoe adjusting screw assemblies from one
side of the vehicle t o the other would
cause the brake shoes t o retract
rather then expand each time the
automatic adjusting mechanism operated. To prevent accidental instal-

lation of the adjusting screw on the
wrong side of the vehicle the socket
end of the adjusting screw is stamped
with an R or L (Fig. 15). The adjusting pivot nuts can be distinguished by the number of grooves
machined around the body of the
nut. Two grooves indicate a righthand nut; one groove indicates a lefthand nut.
8.' Place the adjusting socket on
the screw and install this assembly
between the shoe ends with the adjusting screw toothed wheel nearest
the secondary shoe.
9. Hook the cable hook into the
hole in the adjusting lever. The adjusting levers are stamped with an
R or L to indicate their installation
on a right or left brake assembly
(Fig. 15).
10. Position the hooked end of
the adjuster spring completely into
the large hole in the primary shoe

FIG. 13-Retracting
Removal-Typical

Spring

FIG. 14-Retracting
Installation-Typical

Spring

If pulling the cable does not produce the action described, or if the
lever action is sluggish instead of positive and sharp. check the position of
the lever on the adjusting screw toothed wheel. With the brake in a vertical
position (anchor at the top), the lever
should contact the adjusting wheel
3/16 inch (plus or minus 1/32 inch)
above the centerline of the screw. I f
the contact point is below the centerline, the lever will not lock on the teeth

PART 2-2-Brake System
ADJUSTING LEVER

\

ADJUSTING SCREW

IDENTIFICATION LINES

FIG. 15-Adjusting

H1143-B

Screw a n d

Lever I d e n t i f i c a t i o n
in the adjusting screw wheel, and the
screw w i l l not be turned as the lever is
actuated by the cable.
T o determine the cause o f this
condition:
a. Check the cable end fittings.
The cable should completely fill or extend slightly beyond the crimped section of the fittings. I f i t does not
meet this specification, possible damage is indicated and the cable assembly should be replaced.
b. Check the cable length. The cable should measure 8 13/32 inches on
9 inch brakes or 9 314 inches on 10
inch brakes from the end of the cable
anchor t o the end of the cable hook.
c. Check the cable guide for damage. The cable groove should be parallel t o the shoe web, and the body of
the guide should lie flat against the
web. Replace the guide i f i t shows
damage.

3106-L.H.
ROTOR S P W H SUlEL

2KW5-L.H.

FIG. 16-Disc

B r a k e Disassembled

d. Check the pivot hook on the
lever. The hook surfaces should be
square with the body o f the lever for
proper pivoting. Replace the lever i f
the hook shows damage.
e. See that the adjusting screw
socket is properly seated i n the notch
i n the shoe web.

DlSC BRAKE CALIPER
ASSEMBLY
DlSC BRAKE SERVICE
PRECAUTIONS

I. After any hrake service work,
pump the brake pedal to obtain a
firm pedal before moving the car.
Riding the brake pedal (common on
left foot applications) should be avoided when driving the car.
2. Grease or any other foreign
material must be kept off the Caliper
assembly, surfaces of the rotor and
external surfaces of the hub during
service operations. Handling of the
rotor and caliper assemblies should
be done i n a way to avoid deformation of the brake rotor and nicking
or scratching of hrake linings.
3. I f the piston is removed for
any reason, the piston seal must be
replaced.
4. During removal and installation
of a wheel assembly, exercise care not
to interfere with and damage the caliper splash shield, or the bleeder screw

fitting.
5. Front wheel bearing end play is
critical and must he within specifications.
6. Be sure the vehicle is centered
on the hoist before servicing any front
end components, to avoid bending or
damaging the rotor splash shield on
full right or left wheel turns.
7. The proportioning valve should
not be disassembled or adjustments
attempted on it.
8. The wheel and tire must be removed separately from the brake rotor, unlike drum brakes where the
wheel. tire and drum are removed as
a unit.
9. Whenever the caliper is removed the caliper y i d e pin insulators and
the stabilizer should be inspected for
wear or damage.
10. The caliper assembly must be
removed from the spindle prior to removal of the shoe and lining assemblies.
11. D o not attempt to clean o r
restore o i l or grease soaked brake linings. When contaminated linings are
found, they must be replaced i n complete axle sets.
REMOVAL

Refer t o Fig. 16.
I. Remove the wheel and tire from
the huband rotor assembly.
2. Disconnect the brake line from
the caliper.

GROUP 2-Bra kes
3. Remove the safety wire from
the caliper to spindle attaching bolts.
then remove the bolts.
4. Carefully l i f t the caliper assemble off the hub and rotor.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the caliper assembly
on the hub and rotor.
2. Mount the caliper assembly on
the spindle. Install the attaching bolts
and torque them to specification. The
upper bolt must he tightened first.
3. 1nst:rll the safety wire securing
the attaching bolts and twist the wire
ends at least five turns.
4. Install a new copper washer
on each side of the brake hose connector and position i t on the caliper. Install the attaching bolt and torque i t
to specification.
5. Bleed the brake system and
c e n t r a l i ~ ethe differential valve as outlined in Part 2- I . Check the master
cylinder fluid level and add the specified fluid as required. Pump the hrake
several times t o actuate the piston
seal and to position the shoe and lining assemblies.
6. Install the whcel and tire assembly and wheel cover.
7. Road test the vehicle.

the anchor plate and install the retaining bolts.
4. Apply the specified fluid to
the caliper guide pins and install them
loosely in the anchor plate. Be sure
the guide pins are free of oil. grease
o r dirt.
5. Position the outer brake shoe
on the caliper and install the two retaining pins and clips.
6. 1nst:rll the inner brake shoe
so that the ears of the shoe are on top
of the anchor plate bosses and under
the shoe hold-down springs.
7. Position the shoe and lining
assemblies so thal the caliper assembly
can be placed over the rotor. Rotate a
hammer handle between the linings to
provide the proper clearance.
8. Install the caliper as detailed
in Caliper Assembly Instnll~rtion.
9. W i t h moderate pressure applied
to the brnke pedal, torque the stabilizer attaching bolts and caliper guide
pins to specification.
10. Install the wheel and tire assembly.
II. Road test the vehicle.
FRONT WHEEL H U B A N D
ROTOR ASSEMBLY-DISC
BRAKES
REMOVAI.

DISC BRAKE SHOE 'AND
L I N I N G REPLACEMENT

I. Remove the wheel and tire
from the hub nncl rotor assembly.
2. Remove the caliper from the
hub and rotor following the procedures
outlined under Disc Brake Caliper Assembly.
3. Slide the inner brake shoe outward until i t is clear of the hold-down
spring, then remove the brake shoe.
4. Slide the two outer shoe retaining clips off the retaining pins
(Fig. 16).
5. Remove the two retaining pins
from the outer shoe. then remove the
shoe from the caliper.
6. Remove the caliper guide pins
and stabilizer attaching bolts from
the anchor plate. Remove the stabilizer and discard it.
7. Remove the caliper guide pin
insulators from the anchor plnte.

INSTALLATION

I. Install new caliper guide pin insulators in the anchor plate.
2. Position the caliper assembly
in the anchor plnte.
3. Position d new stabilizer on

I. Remove the wheel and tire from
the hub and rotor assembly (Fig. 16).
Be careful t o avoid damage or interference with the caliper splash shield
or bleeder screw fitting.

2. Remove the caliper assembly
from the spindle and the rotor. I f the
caliper does not require servicing. i t is
not necessary to disconnect the brake
hose or remove the caliper from the
vehicle. Position the caliper out or the
way. and support i t with a wire to
avoid damaging the caliper or strctchinp the hose. Insert :I clean cardboard
spacer between the linings to prevent
the piston from coming out of the cylinder bore whilc the caliper is removed.
Handle the rotor and caliper assemhlies i n such a way as t o avoid deformation of the rotor and nicking.
scratching or contamination of the
hrake linings.
3. Remove the grease cap from
the hub. Remove the cotter pin. nut
lock, adjusting nut. and flat washer
from the spindle. Remove the outer
bearing cone and roller assembly.

4. Remove the hub and rotor as-sembly from the spindle.

INSTALLATION
I. I f the rotor is being replaced.
remove the protective coating from
the new rotor with carburetor degreaser. Pack a new set of bearings
with specified grease, and .install the
inner bearing cone and roller assembly in the inner cup. Pack grease liphtly between the lips or a new grease
seal and install the seal (Fig. 16).
I f the original rotor is being initalled. make sure that thc grease in
the hub is clean and adequate. that
thc inner bearing and grease retainer
are lubricated and in good condition.
and that the rotor braking surfaces
are clean.
2. Install the hub and -rotor assembly on the spindle.
3. Lubricate and instirll the outer
wheel bearing, washer and adjusting
nut.
4. Adjust the wheel bearings to
specification. and then install the nut
lock. cotter pin. and grease cap. The
whcel hearing adjustment is especially
important with disc hrakes.

5. Mount the caliper assenibly on
the spindle and torque the two attaching bolts to specification. I f necessary.
push the caliper piston into the cylinder bore to obtain clearance between
thc shoe and lining assemblies and
the rotor. Be sure tli;~t the shoe and
lining assemblies are seated on the
bridges. Check the flexible hose for
correct routing.
6. Install the wheel. tire and cover
on the hub and rotor assembly.
7. l'unip the brnke pedal :IS requlred to establish the proper pedal height.
8. F i l l the master cylinder to the
proper level with the specified fluid.
DISC BRAKE ROTOR
SPLASH SHIELD
REMOVAI.
I. Remove the caliper and the
huh and rotor assembly as outlined under Removal i n the foregoing procedure.
2. Re~novethe three nuts that attach the splash shield to the spindle
and remove the shield (Fig. 16).
3. Remove the gasket.

I. Instnll the gasket.
2. I f the shield is bent. straighten
i t out before installation. Position the
shield to the spindle. install the attaching nuts, and torque to specification (Fig. 16).
3. 1nst:rll the hub and rotor nsselnbly and the caliper as outlined under Inst;~llation in the foregoing procedure.
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score marks o r rust. I f either condition is present. the cylinder bore must
be honed. However. the cylinder
should not he honed more than 0.003
inch hcyond i t s original diameter. A
baffle i n the front wheel cylinder o f
the 6-cylinder Falcon and M u s t ; t n ~
models prevents honiny. :!!ciefore,
the cylinder must be replaceti.
4. Check the bleeder liole t o be
sure that i t is open.

___---

BLEEDER SCREW

RETURN SPRING

PISTON

cup

r"
H I 197-B

REAR

FIG. 17-Front

BOOT

a n d Rear W h e e l Cylinders

PROPORTIONING VALVE
T h e proportioning valte is s'rviced as a n a s s e m h l ~and i s n e t e r adjusted o r orcrhauled.
Refer lo
View
oI' Fig. l 8 for Ihe
Fairlane, Falcon and M o n t e g o disc
brake pressure control valve installalion. V i e w R o f Fig. 19 shows the installation o f the ~ " s t a n gand Cougar
disc brake pressure control valve.
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the brake tubes at
the proportioning valve. O n a M u s t a n g
and Cougar vehicle. remove the control valve.
2. O n a Fairlane, Falcon o r M o n tego vehicle. remove the attaching bolt
and c l i p and remove the proportioning valve.

I. O n a Fairlane. Falcon o r M o n tego vehicle, position the disc brake
pressure control valve. c l i p and i ~ t t a c h ing b o l t as shown i n Fig. 19. V i e w P.
and tighten the attaching bolt.
2. Connect the brake lines t o the
proportioning valve. and torque !he
conr~ector nuts t o specification (Fips.
18 and 19).
3. Bleed the brake system and centralize the differential pressure valve.
Refer t o Part 2-1, Section Z for the
correct procedure.

WHEEL CYLINDER REPAIR
Wheel cylinders should not be dih-

assembled unless they are leaking o r
unless new cups and boots ;ire t o be
installed.
I t is not necessary t o remove the
wheel cylinder f r o m the hacking plate
t o disassc~nhle, inspect and overhaul
it, RemuVal is necess;lry only when
the cylinder is damaged or scored
beyond repair.
D I S A S S E M BI,E

I. W i t h the wheel i n a raised position. remove the wheel and the drum.
2. Place a c l a m p over the ends
o f the hrake cylinder as shown i n
Fis. 13.
3. Remove the hrake shoe assemhlics I'ollowing procedure outlined i n
this section.
4. The 6-cylinder Falcon and M u s tang models are not provided w i t h
links. Reniove the rubber boots f r o m
the ends of the piston.
O n 8-cylinder models and on a11
M o n t e g o and Fairlanes, remove the
links and rubber boots f r o m the ends
o f the piston. Remove the pistons,
cups, and return spring f r o m the cylinder bore (Fig. 17).
5. Remove the bleeder screw f r o m
the cylinder.

I. Wash ;!I1 parts i n clean specified hrake fluid. D r y w i t h compressed
LIlr.
2. Check a l l the internal parts for
excessive wear o r damagc. Replace
scored pistons. Always replace the
rubher cups and dust hoots. I f anv of
the internal parts rcquirc replacing,
a l l should he replaced.
3. Inspect the cylinder hore for

I. A p p l y a light coating o f heavyduty brake fluid t o a l l internal parts.
2. Thread the bleeder screw i n t o
the cylinder and tighten securely.
3. Insert the return spring. cups.
and pistons i n t o their respective positions i n the cylinder bore (Fig. 17).
Place a boot over each end o f the cylinder. O n &cylinder model Mustangs,
Cougars, Falcons and a l l M o n t e g o
and Fairlanes. install the links i n the
ends o f the brake cylinders.
4. Install the shoe and adjuster a h semblies, then adjust the shoes as outlined i n t his section.
5. Install the brake d r u m and
wheel. then bleed the brakes and cent r a l i ~ ethe differential valve ( P a r t 2-1,
Section 2).

WHEEL CYLINDER
REPLACEMENT
REMOVAL
I. W i t h the wheel i n a raised position. remove the wheel and the d r u m .
2. Place a c l a m p over the ends o f
the wheel cylinder as shown i n I'ig.
13).
3. Reniove the brake shoe assemblies following procedures outlined i n
this section.
4. Disconnect the brake line From
the b r a k e cylinder.
T o disconnect the hose ;it a I'ront
cylinder. remove the tube f i t t i n g that
connects the opposite end o f the hose
t o the brake tube at a bracket on the
side rail. Remove the horse-shoe-type
retaining c l i p f r o m the hose and
bracket, disengage the hose f r o m the
bracket, then unscrew the entire hose
assembly f r o m the I'ront wheel cylinder.
A t a rear cylinder, unscrew the tube
f i t t i n g that connects the tuhe t o the
cylinder. Do not p u l l the metal tuhe
away f r o m the cylinder. Pulling the
tuhe out of the cylinder connection
will hcnd the metal tuhe and make installation difficult. The tube w i l l separate f r o m the cylinder when the cylinder is removed froni the hacking
plate.

GROUP 2-Brakes
5. Remove the wheel cylinder attaching bolts and lock washers and
remove the cylinder.
INSTALLATION
Wipe the end(s) of the hydraulic
line t o remove any foreign matter before making connections.
'Co install a front cylinder:
I. T o install a front wheel cylinder
position the cylinder i n place against
the backing plate. lnstall the two lock
washers and attaching bolts. Torque
them to specifications.
2. Install a new copper gasket
over the hose fitting. Thread the hose
assembly into the cylinder and tighten
i t t o specified torque (Figs. 18 and 19).
3. Engage the opposite end o f the
hose to the bracket on the frame. The
stripe o n the hose assembly must
show n o evidence of twist. The brake
hose must not touch any other parts
during a turn. jounce or rebound. I n stall the horseshoe-type retaining clip.
arid connect the brake tube to the hose
with the tube fitting nut. Tighten the
nut to specifications with Tool 1 1 12144.
4. T o install a rear wheel cylinder
position the rear wheel cylinder i n
place against the backing plate. Enter the tubing into the cylinder, and
start the tube fitting nut into the
threads of the cylinder.
5. Secure the cylinder t o the backing plate with the attaching bolts and
lock washers.
6. Tighten the tube fitting nut t o
specifications.
7. Install the links i n the ends of
the wheel cylinder (8-cylinder models only on Falcon, Mustang. Cougar
and a l l Montego and Fairlane Models).
8. lnstall the brake shoes as detailed i n this section.
9. Adjust the brakes hs detailed i n
Part 2-2, Section 2.
'10. lnstall the brake drums and
wheels.
I I . Bleed the brakes and centralize the differential valve as detailed in
Part 2- I, Section 2.
BRAKE B A C K I N G PLATE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the wheel and brake

drum. Disconnect the brake line from
the brake cylinder.
2. Remove the brake shoe and adjuster assemblies and the wheel cylinder as outlined i n this section. O n
the rear wheels. disconnect the parking brake lever from the cable.
3. I f the rear backing plate is being replaced. rotate the axle shaft so
that the hole i n the axle shaft flange
lines up with the carrier plate retaining nuts and remove the nuts. Pull
the axle shaft assembly out of the
housing with tool 4235-C and a slide
hammer (Part 4-2), then remove the
backing plate. Use care t o prevent
damage t o the rear axle bearing seal.
I f the front backing plate is being
replaced, remove the bolts and nuts
that secure the plate t o the front
wheel spindle and remove the plate.
INSTALLATION

I. Position a new rear backing
plate on the attaching bolts i n the
axle housing flange. Insert the axle
shaft into the housing so that the
splines engage the differential side
gear with the bearing retainer sliding
onto the retaining bolts and against
the backing plate. Use care t o prevent
damage t o the rear axle bearing seal.
lnstall the attaching nuts through the
access hole i n the axle shaft flange.
Refer to Group 4, Part 4-2 for the
proper installation procedure.
Position a new front backing plate
to the wheel spindle and install the
attaching bolts and nuts.
2. lnstall the wheel cylinder and
connect the brake line as outlined in
this section.
3. lnstall the brake shoe and adjuster assemblies as outlined in this
section. O n a rear brake, connect the
parking brake cable to the lever.
4. Adjust the brake shoes (Section 2).
5. Install tbe brake drum and
wheel. Bleed the brake system and
centralize the differential valve as outlined i n Part 2-1. Section 2.
BRAKE TUBE REPLACEMENT
Steel tubing is used throughout the
brake system with exception of the
flexible hoses at the front wheels and
at the rear axle housing brake tube

connector (Figs. 18 and 19).
Always bleed the applicable primary (front) or secondary (rear) brake
system after a primary or secondary
brake system hose or line replacement.
Centralize the differential valve after
bleeding the brake system because vibration w i l l cause tube failure. When
bending brake tubing to fit underbody
or rear axle contours, be careful not
t o kink or crack the tube.
A l l brake tubing should be properly double-flared at both ends t o pro:
vide good leak-proof connections.
Clean the brake tubing by flushing
with clean brake fluiding before installation.
When connecting a tube t o a hose.
tube connector. disc caliper. or brake
cylinder, tighten the tube fitting nut
t o specified torque (Figs. 18 and 19)
with M i l b a r tool 1 1 1'2-144 or equivalent

BRAKE HOSE REPLACEMENT

When installing a new front brake
hose, make certain i t is replaced with
the proper hose assembly. Install a
new gasket over the hose fitting and
torque the hose assembly t o the wheel
cylinder or caliper connection as noted
in Figs. 18 and 19. lnstall the hose
into the bracket on the side rail. M a k e
sure the stripe on the hose shows no
evidence of twist. Install the retaining
clip. Connect the tube assemblyto the
hose, and torque the connector t o
specification (Figs. 18 and 19).
A rear brake hose should be installed so that i t does not touch the muffler outlet pipe or shock absorber.
Since the rear brake hose is integral with the rear brake tube connector, the entire hose and connector is
replaced as an assembly. M o u n t the
connector t o the rear axle housing
with the attachin9 bolt (axle vent) and
lock washer. Connect the two rear
wheel brake tubes to the connector.
lnstall the hose in the D slot i n the
rear hose bracket. lnstall clip. Connect the tube assembly to the hose.
and torque the connector to specification (Figs. 18 and 19).
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N B E ASSY. REF.
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TUBE

-

N B E ASSY. REF.

-

SCREW 31527 S2

C LIP-380632-SIOO
PROPORTIONIN

CBOA-20218-C ASSY L.H.
C80A-26171-D ASSY.R.H.

VlEW I N CIRCLE T
TUBE AS SHOWN

382365-536 4

nnz
INSTALLATION-DISC B R A K E O N L Y

TORQUE TO 12-18 LB. FT.

INSTALLATION-DISC BRAKES SAME AS
DRUM BRAKES AND MAIN VlEW
E X C E P T AS SHOWN

-

VIEW I N
CIRCLE V
TYPICAL

DASH
PANEL

PART OF AXLE
VENT ON STATION
WAGON ONLY

TUBE-20269

VIEW

TUBE-2267
TUBE-20269

BOLT-40516S8

BOLT-31498-S2

3 REQUIRED
8 CYLINDER ENGINE REAR AXLE ONLY
TUBE ASSEMBLY-2268 L.H.

VEW Y

TUBE ASSEMBLY-2265
STANDARDAND POWER DRU

TUBE-2263 R.H.

4 REQUIRED
VlEW I N C I R C L E U
TYPICAL 4 PLACES

METAL/METALREBOUNDANDFULL
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE TURNS

BOLT-401 2562
TUBE-2263 R.H.

R

ARMOR.390 ENGINE ONLY

2264 L.H.
TUBE-2263 R.H.

VIEW I N C I R C L E Y
TYPICAL 2 PLACES

BOLT-4092332

TORQUE TO

BRACKET-2082 R.H.
2A056 L.H.

C L I P-381799.S2

APPLY ESB-M4632-A SEALER AROUND
STUDS AND SCREW HOLE ON
FLOOR PAN SIDE

GASKET-2149 2 REQUIRED
VIEW I N C I R C L E W
TYPICAL 2 PLACES

VIEW S
VlEW I N C I R C L E M
POWER DRUM AND POWER DlSC BRAKES

BRAKE HOSE MUST BE ASSEMBLED
WITH WHEELS STRAIGHT AHEAD.
STRIPE ON HOLE HOSE ASSEMBLY
MUST SHOW NO EVIDENCE OF TWIST.

FIG. 78-Hydraulic

TIGHTEN A L L HYDRAULIC LINE
CONNECTIONS AS FOLLOWS:.
3/8-24
7/16-24
1/2-20
9/16-18

Brake System-Montego-Fairlane

THREAD
THREAD
THREAD
THREAD

8-15 LB. FT.
10.18 LB. FT.
12-20 LB. FT.
15-25 LB. FT.

and Falcon

2-22

GROUP 2-Brakes
TIGHTEN A L L
3/8-24
7/16-24
1/2-20
9/16-18

TORQUE TO 27-37
FOOT POUNDS

HYDRAULIC LINE CONNECTIONS AS FOLLOWS:
THREAD
8-15 FOOT POUNDS
10-18 FOOT POUNDS
THREAD
THREAD
12-20 FOOT POUNDS
THREAD
15-25 FOOT POUNDS

%

TORQUE TO 12-10
FOOT POUNDS

BODY CROSSMEMBER

TUaE ASSEMBLY-2265

, : FUEL
dN I L

SCREW-31527.S

WASHER-34808.S7

-

CLlP 382009
2 REQUIRED
VIEW I N CIRCLE S
TYPICAL 2 PLACES

CLIP-37467463
VlEW I N CIRCLE T

TUBE ASSEMBLY-2267
REFERENCE
VENT-2A448

SCREW-37498.S8 2 REQUIRED
INSTALLATION-DIS
VIEW I N CIRCLE W TYPICAL 2 PLACES
VIEW P

c TUBE -26253

VlEW I N CIRCLE V
TYPICAL 2 PLACES

VIEW I N CIRCLE N
TYPICAL 2 PLACES
BCYLINDER ENGINE REAR AXLE ONLY

CONNECTOR-87583-S
FOR INSTALLATION ON POWER
DRUM AND STANDARD BRAKES ONLY

CHECKBRAKE HOSECLEARANCE T O A L L
COMPONENTS IN METAL/METAL JOUNCE
AND METAL/METAL REBOUND.
1/4" MINIMUM CLEARANCE
BETWEEN TUBES
BEND C L l P TO RETAIN

TO A L L COMPONENTS IN METAL/METAL
JOUNCE, METAL/METAL REBOUND
AND F U L L INSIDE AND OUTSIDE TURNS.
HOSE-2263 -2261

TUaE-2265
CLIP-2814

-VALVE-2B257
F L A T SlDE OF "D" SHAPED HOLE
MUST SE LOCATED ON INBOARD
SlDE OF HOSE BRACKET
TUBE ASSE

TUBE-2263 R.H. -2261 L.H.

,

TUBE-2B269
FOR INSTALLATION ON POWER
HOSE-2A448.B
VIEW R
TUBE ASSEMBLY -26253
26195 ASSEMBLY
1/4" MINIMUM CLEARANCE
BETWEEN 2AO4O AND
28253 TUBES

2082-2 REQUIRED

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
VALVE-2B257

VlEW X TYPICAL 2 PLACES

*BRAKE HOSE MUST BE ASSEMBLED WITH WHEELS STRAIGHT AHEAD.
STRIP ON HOSE ASSEMBLY MUST SHDW NO EVIDENCE OF TWIST

FIG. 19-Hydraulic

Brake System-Mustang

1-3/5"

APPROX.

INSTALLATIONSOWER BRAKES
SAME AS MAIN VIEW EXCEPT AS W O W

and Cougar
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REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

DUAL MASTER CYLINDERSTANDARD BRAKES
REMOVAL
Refer t o Figs. 25 and 26.
I.Working from inside the vehicle
below the instrument panel, disconnect
the master cylinder push rod from the
brake pedal assembly. The push rod
cannot be removed f r o m the master
cylinder.
2. Disconnect the stoplight switch
wires at the connector. Remove the
hairpin retainer. Slide the stop light
switch o f f the brake pedal pin just far
enough t o clear the end of the pin,
then l i f t the switch straight upward
from the pin. Use care to avoid switch
damage during removal.
3. Slide the master cylinder push
rod and the nylon washers and bushings of the brake pedal pin.
4. Remove the brake tubes from
the primary and secondary outlet
ports of the master cylinder.
5. Remove the lock nuts or screws
that secure the master cylinder to the
dash panel and l i f t the cylinder forward and upward from the car.
INSTALLATION

Refer to Figs. 20 and 2 I.
I. Position the boot on the push
rod and secure the boot to the master
cylinder. Carefully insert the master
cylinder push rod and boot through
the dash panel opening.
2. O n Fairlane, Falcon o r Montego
models, position the master cylinder
on the mounting studs on the dash panel. Install the lock nuts on the studs
at the dash panel and torque them t o
specification.
3. O n Mustang or Couger models,
position the master cylinder on the
dash panel. Install the retaining screws
and torque them to specification. Coat
the nylon bushings with S A E IOW oil.
Install the nylon washer and bushing
on the brake pedal pin.
4. Position the stop light switch
on the brake pedal pin, install the
nylon bushing and washer and secure
them i n position with the spriny retainer.
5. Connect the wires at the stop
light switch connector.
6. Connect the brake lines to the
master cylinder leaving the brake line
fittings loose.

7. F i l l the master cylinder with the
specified brake fluid to within 114
inch of the top of the dual reservoirs.
Use Ford Brake Fluid - Extra
Heavy Duty - Part Number C 6 A Z 19542-A for all brake applications.
The brake fluid is colored blue for
identification. D o not mix low temperature brake fluids with the specified
fluid for the bra ke system.
8. Bleed the dual-master cylinder
and the primary and secondary
brake systems. Centralize the pressure
differential valve. Refer to Hydraulic
System Bleeding and Centralizing
of the Differential Valve, Part 2-1,
Section 2 for the proper procedure.
9. Operate the brakes several
times, then check for external hydraulic leaks.

19542-A for all brake applications.
The brake fluid is colored blue for
identification. D o not mix low temperature brake fluids with the specified
fluid for the brake system.
6. Bleed the dual-master cylinder
and the primary and secondary
brake systems. Centralize the pressure differential valve. Refer to H y draulic System Bleeding and Centralizing of the Differential Valve,
Part 2-1, Section 2 for the proper
procedure.
7. Operate the brakes several
times, then check for external hydraulic leaks.
PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
VALVE ASSEMBLY
Refer to Figs. 18 and 19.

DUAL MASTER CYLINDERPOWER BRAKES
Refer to Figs. 25 and 26.
REMOVAL
I. Remove the brake tubes from
the primary and secondary outlet
ports of the master cylinder.
2. Remove the two nuts attaching
the master cylinder to the brake
booster assembly.
3. Slide the master cylinder forward
and upward from the vehicle.

INSTALLATION
I. Before installing the master cylinder, check the distance from the outer end of the booster assembly push
rod to the master cylinder mounting
surface. Turn the push r o d adjusting
screw i n or out as required to obtain
the specified length. Refer to Part 2-1,
Section 2, Power Brake Master Cylinder Push Rod Adjustment for the
proper procedure.
2. Position the master cylinder
assembly over the booster push rod
and onto the two studs on the booster
assembly.
3. Install the attaching nuts and
torque them to specifications.
4. Install the primary (front) and
secondary (rear) brake tubes to the
master cylinder outlet fittings, and
torque them to specification.
5. F i l l the master cylinder with the
specified brake fluid to within 114
inch of the top of the dual reservoirs.
Use Ford Brake Fluid -- Extra
Heavy Duty - Part Number C 6 A Z -

REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the brake warning
light wire from the pressure differential
valve assembly switch. T o prevent damage to the brake warning switch
wire connector, expand the plastic
lugs to allow removal of the shell-wire
connector f r o m the switch body.
2. Loosen the tube nut connecting
the primary (front brake) system inlet
tube at the top of the pressure differential valve assembly and disconnect the tube.
3. Disconnect the primary system
left front brake outlet tube from the
top side of the pressure differential
valve assembly.
4. Disconnect the primary system
right front brake outlet tube from
thc top sidc o l the dil'fcrential valve
assembly.
5. Disconnect the secondary (rear
brake) system inlet tube at the lower
side of the pressure differential valve
assembly.
6. Disconnect the secondary system
rear brake outlet tube f r o m the lower
side pressure differential valve assembly.
7. Remove the screw retaining the
pressure differential valve assembly
to the vehicle and remove the differential valve assembly.
8. I f the differential valve is to
be replaced, remove the brake warning lamp switch and install the switqh
i n the new differential valve. The pressure differential valve assembly and
the brake warning lamp switch are
separate units and each is serviced
as a separate assembly only.
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GROUP 2-Bra kes
RETAINER

valve tube nuts at the differential
valve and at the proportioning valve.
Remove the proportioning valve from
the mounting.

- 28245

INSTALLATION
MASTER CYLINDER
SNAP RING

- 2155

- 7821
PUSH ROD

v

PISTO;
BOLT

STOP

- 2A511

'

O-RING

- 87002-S93

I PRO~ECTOR \

SPRING

I

* PRIMARY

PISTON
ASSEMBLY - 2169

* SECONDARY PISTON
ASSEMBLY - 2A502

t NOT. SERVICED
'REPLACE AS AN ASSEMBLY ONLY

FIG. 20-Dual

Master Cylinder Disassembled-Except

RETAINER

Disc Brakes

- 28245

I. On disc brake equipped vehicles, connect the proportioning valve
inlet and outlet tubes to the proportioning valve .and differential valve
bodies. Tighten the tube nuts to
specification.
2. Mount the pressure differential
valve assembly on the vehicle and
tighten the attaching screw.
3. Connect the rear brake system
inlet tube to the pressure differential
valve assembly and tighten the tube
nut to the specified torque (Refer to
Part 2-3).
4. Connect the rear brake system
outlet tube to the pressure differential
valve assembly. Tighten the tube
nut to the specified torque.
5. Connect the front brake system
inlet tube to the pressure differential
valve assembly and tighten the tube
nut to the specified torque.
6. Connect the right front brake
outlet tube to the pressure differential
valve assembly. Tighten the tube
nut to the specified torque.
7. Connect the left front brake outlet tube to the pressure differential
valve assembly. Tighten the tube nut
to the specified torque.
8. Connect the shell-wire connector
to the brake warning lamp switch.
Make sure the plastic lugs on the
connector hold the connector securely
to the switch.
9. Bleed the brakes and centralize
the pressure differential vale (Part
2- I. Section 2).
10. On disc brake equipped cars.
install front wheel and tire assemblies,
and torque the retaining nuts to
specification. Install wheel covers.

BRAKE BOOSTER
Reler to Figs. 27 and 28.
SEMBLYONLY

FIG. 21-Dual

Master Cylinder Disassembled-Disc

9. On disc brake equipped vehicles, place the pressure differential

Brakes

valve assembly and mounting bracket
in a 'vise. Loosen the proportioning

REMOVAL
I. Working from inside the vehicle
below the instrument panel. disconnect the booster push rod link from
the brake pedal assembly. To do
this, proceed as follows:
Disconnect the stop lizht switch
wires at the connector. Remove the
hairpin retainer., Slide the stop light
switch orf from the brake pedal pin
just far enough for the switch outer
hole to clear the pin, and then lift the
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switch straight upward from the pin.
Be careful not to damage the switch
during removal. Slide the booster
push rod and the nylon washers and
bushing off the brake pedal pin.
2. Open the hood. Disconnect the
master cylinder outlet front and rear
tubes f r o m the master cylinder and
the differential valve. Remove the master cylinder f r o m the booster. Secure
i t to one side without disturbing the
hydraulic lines.
3. Disconnect the manifold vacuum
hose from the booster unit. I f the
vehicle is equipped with an automatic
transmission disconnect the transmission vacuum unit hose.
4. O n
Falcon,
Fairlane
and
Montego vehicles, remove the four
bracket-to-dash panel attaching nuts or
bolts. Remove the booster and bracket
assembly from the dash panel, sliding
the push rod link out from the engine
side of thd dash panel.
5. Remove the push rod link boot
from the dash panel.

the master cylinder and torque the
attaching nuts to specifications.
5. Working from inside the vehicle
below the instrument panel, connect
the booster push rod link to the brake
pedal assembly. T o do this, proceed
as follows:
Apply a coating of S A E 10 engine
o i l to the bushings. Install the inner
nylon washer, the Booster push rod,
and the bushing on the brake pedal
pin. Position the switch so that i t
straddles the push rod with the
switch slot on the pedal pin and the
Snop Ring Pliers

/

BRAKE PEDAL

REMOVAL-MANUAL
SHIFT TRANSM ISSlON

INSTALLATION
I. Install the push rod link boot
i n the hole i n the dash panel.
2. O n Falcon. Montego, Fairlane
vehicles, mount the booster and bracket assembly t o the dash panel by
sliding the bracket onto the mounting studs and the push rod l i n k i n
through the hole and boot in the dash
panel. Install the bracket-to-dash
panel attaching locknuts and torque
them to specification.
3. O n Mustang and Couger vehicles, mount the booster and bracket
assembly t o the dash panel by sliding the push rod link and boot through
the hole and boot i n the dash panel.
Install the screw through the booster
mounting bracket to the dash panel
and torque i t to specification. Install
the four nuts on the booster mounting bracket to dash panel attaching
bolts and torque them to specifications. When installing the booster.
take care not to h i t the booster input shaft and guide as internal damage
t o the booster can result. Connect
the manifold vacuum hose to the
booster. I f the vehicle is equipped with
an automatic transmission. connect
the transmission vacuum unit hose.
4. Before installing the master
cylinder, check the distance from the
outer end of the booster assembly
push rod t o master cylinder surface.
Turn the screw i n or out to obtain
the specified length. Refer t o Part 2-1,
Section 2, Power Brake Master Cylinder Push Rod Adjustment. Install

switch outer hole just clearing the
pin. Slide the switch completely onto
the pin. and install the nylon washer.
B e careful not to bend or deform the
switch. Secure these parts to the pin
with the hairpin retainer. Connect the
stop light switch wires to the connector and install the wires i n the
retaining clip.
6. Connect the master cylinder
outlet front and rear tubes to the
master cylinder and the differential
valve. Torque the brake tube fittings
to specification (Figs. 18 and 19).
Bleed the brake system and centralize
the pressure differential valve.
7. Check the brake booster for
proper operation. Check the vacuum
lines for leakage.

H1477-B

FIG. 22-Removing

I. O n a Falcon, Montego or Fairlane, remove the clutch pedal assist
spring.
O n a Mustang, remove the pedal
bumper and bracket assembly from
the pedal support bracket to relieve
the tension on the assist spring, and
then remove the spring.

S n a p Ring-

Typical
OUTER SHOE
RETAINING CLIPS
INNER BRAKE

m'9

I

FIG. 2 3 - C a l i p e r

Assembly-Disassembled

OUTER BRAKE
SHOE 2018

GROUP 2-Brakes
2. Disconnect the clutch pedal-toequalizer rod at the clutch pedal by
removing the retainer and bushing.
3. Disconnect the stop light switch
wires at the connector.
4. Remove the switch retainer, and
slide the stop light switch off the
brake pedal pin just far enough for
the switch outer hole to clear the pin.
Then lower the switch away from
the pin.
5. Slide the master cylinder or
booster push rod and the nylon
washers iind bushing off from the
brake pedal pin (Figs. 25 and 26).
6. Remove the self-locking pin
and washer from the clutch and
brake pedal shaft. then remove the
clutch pedal and shaft assembly, the
brake pedal assembly. and the bushings from the pedal support bracket
(Figs. 25 and 26).

I. Apply a coating of S A E 10 engine oil to the bushings and locate
a l l bushings in their proper places on
the clutch and brake pedal assemblies.
2. Position the brake pedal to the
support bracket. then install the
clutch pedal and shaft assembly
through the support bracket and
brake pedal assembly. Install the
spring clip (Figs. 25 and 26).
3. lnstall the split bushing in the
spring groove of the clutch pedal.
Hook the clutch assist spring to the
groove and to the spring retainer.
4. Connect the clutch pedal to
equalizer rod to the clutch pedal assembly with the bushing and the spring
clip retainer. Apply S A E 10 engine
oil to the bushing.
5. lnstall the inner nylon washer,
the master cylinder or booster push
rod, and the bushing on the brake
pedal pin. Position the switch so that
it straddles the push rod with the
switch slot on the pedal pin and the
switch outer hole just clearing the pin.
Slide the switch completely onto the
pin, and install the outer nylon washer
as shown in Figs. 25 .and 26. Secure
these parts to the pin with the selflocking pin.
6. Connect the stop light switch
wires to the connector, and install
the wires to the retaining clip.
7. Adjust the clutch pedal free
play (Group 5) to specification. i f
required.
8. Check the Brake Pedal Free
Height and Travel Measurements
(Part 2-1, Section I ) .

REMOVAL-AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
I. Disconnect the stop light switch
wires at the connector.
2. Remove the self-locking pin and
slide the stop light switch off the brake
pedal pin just far enough for the
switch outer hole to clear the pin.
Then lower the switch away from the
pin. Slide the master cylinder or
booster push rod and the nylon
washers and bushing off from the
brake pedal pin (Fig. 25 and 26).
3. On all vehicles except Mustang
and Cougar with power brakes, remove the self-locking pin and washer
from the brake pedal shaft, then remove the shaft, the brake pedal assembly and the bushings from the
pedal support bracket. On Mustang
and , Cougar vehicles with power
brakes, remove the locknut and bolt
from the pedal. Remove the pedal
assembly from the support bracket.
INSTALLATION

1. Apply a coating of S A E 10 engine oil to the bushings and locate
all the bushings in their proper
places on the pedal assembly and
pedal support bracket (Fig. 25).
2. Position the brake pedal assembly to the support bracket. then install the pedal shaft or bolt through
the support bracket and brake pedal
assembly. lnstall the retainer or locknut.
3. lnstall the inner nylon washer.
the master cylinder or booster push
rod, and the bushing on the brake
pedal pin. Position the switch so that
it straddles the push rod with the
switch slot on the pedal pin, and the
switch outer hole just clearing the pin.
Slide the switch completely onto the
pin. and install the outer nylon washer
as shown in Fig. 25. Secure these
parts to the pin with the self-locking
pin.
4. Connect the stop light switch
wires to the connector, and install the
wires in the retaining clip.
Check the Brake Pedal Free Height
and Travel Measurements, Part 2 ,
Section 1.
PARKING BRAKE CONTROL
ASSEMBLY

REMOVAL-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
Refer to Fig. 29.
I. Remove the two screws and nuts

that hold the control bracket on the
instrument panel.
2. Remove the two nuts that secure
the control to the dash panel.
3. Remove the hairpin clip and
clevis pin that secures the pulley to
the control handle assembly.
4. .Disengage the locking pawl.
Slide the rod forward and remove the
ball on the cable from the slot on the
.control assembly. Remove the control
from the vheicle.
INSTALLATION

I. Disengage the locking pawl.
Slide the rod forward and connect the
ball end of the cable to the slot in
the control assembly and pull the
rod rearward, engaging the pawl
in the ratchet.
2. Assemble the pulley to the control handle and the clevis pin. lnstall
the clevis retainer.
3. Position the assembly against
the dash panel and instrument panel.
Secure the assembly to the instrument
panel with the two screws and nuts.
4. Working under the hood, install the two parking brake control
to dash panel attaching nuts.
5. Check the parking brake for
proper operation. Adjust the parking
brake (Part 2-1, Section 2).
REMOVAL-FAIRLANE,
FALCON AND MONTEGO
Refer to Fig. 30.
I. Make sure the parking brake is
completely released.
2. Remove the left cowl side
(kick) panel. Disconnect the wire lead
at the parking brake light switch.
3. Remove the parking brake
cable ball hair-pin retainer. Disconnect
'the cable ball from the brake assembly.
4. Remove the parking brake light
switch and the attaching screw.
5. Remove the three screws that
attach the control assembly to the
left cowl inner side panel.
6. Pull the control away from the
cowl panel. Remove the hair-pin retainer securing the cable housing to
the control assembly. Remove the control assembly.
INSTALLATION
I. Connect the ball-end of the parking brake cable to the control, and install the hair-pin retainer.
2. Position the control assembly to
the cowl inner side panel and install
the three attaching screws. Torque the
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screws to specification.
3. Position the parking brake light
switch and install the attaching screw.
Connect the switch wire lead.
4. Position the cable ball in the
brake assembly.
5. Install the cowl side (kick)
panel.
6. Check the operation of the parking brake switch and the parking
brake. Adjust the parking brake. as
required (Part 2- 1, Section 2).

PARKING BRAKE EQUALIZER
TO CONTROL CABLE
REMOVAL-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
1. Remove the attaching screws
and insulator-bracket from the dash
panel (Fig. 30).
2. Remove the parking brake control assembly and disengage the cable
from the handle as outlined under
Parking Brake Control in this section.
3. Pull the cable down through the
hole in the dash panel.
4. Raise the vehicle on a hoist. Remove the hairpin retainer, and disengage the cable and conduit assembly from the bracket on the inner
side rail.
5. Disconnect the cable stepped-rod
from the equalizer lever. Pull the
cable forward through the crossmember and remove the cable from the
vehicle.

side rail and secure with the spring
clip retainer.
3. Push the upper end of the cable up through the hole in the dash
panel.
4. Connect the cable upper ball to
the parking brake control assembly,
and install the control assembly as
outlined in this section.
5. Position the cable insulator in
the dash panel cable hole and secure
the insulator to the dash panel with
two attaching screws.
REMOVAL-FAIRLANE,
MONTEGO, FALCON
Refer to Fig. 30.
1. Working from inside the vehicle.
position the floor cover back and remove the retaining screws securing
the cable shield plate to the dash
panel.
2. Position the parking brake i n the
ON position.
3. Position the parking brake i n the
OFF position and remove the cable
ball from the notch in the brake control assembly.
4. Remove the hairpin retainer and
remove the cable housing from the
brake assembly.

5. Raise the vehicle on a hoist. Remove the two nuts that attach the
cable to the equalizer and spring. Remove the rear cable retainer. spring
seat and spring.
6. Remove the hairpin retainer
holding the cable housing to the body
bracket and remove the cable assembly from the vehicle.
1NSTALLATION
I. Position the cable housing
through the opening in the floor and
pull the cable grommet into position
from under the vehicle.
2. Position the cable on the body
bracket and install the hairpin retainer.
3. Position the spring, spring seat
and the rear cable retainer. Install
the two retaining (adjusting) nuts.
4. Lower the vehicle.
5. Connect the cable housing to the
brake control assembly and install the
hairpin retainer. Position the ballend of the cable to the brake control
assembly.
6. Position the cable shield plate to
the dash panel and install the retaining screws. Position the floor covering.
7. Raise the vehicle and adjust the
parking brake. Refer to Parking Brake

SHAFT ( A U T W T I C )
TRANSMISSION-2478

HAIR PIN
RETAlNtR
3523584 7

FIG. 24-Removing

Piston

\
INSTALLATION

I. Pass the stepped-rod rearward
through the crossmember and connect
it into the equalizer lever.
2. Engage the cable and conduit
assembly to the bracket on the inner

TUB;-28253

MASTER CYLINDER
ASSEMBLY-2140

FIG. 25-Dual-Brake

/

STOP LlTE SWITCH-13480

MASTER CYLINDER
PUSH ROD

System Master Cylinder Installation-Mustang
C o u g a r Without Power Brakes

and
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GROUP 2-Brakes

Linkage Adjustment, Part 2-1, Section
2 for proper procedure.
8. Lower the vehicle.
PARKING BRAKE
EQUALIZER TO REAR
WHEEL CABLE

A single cable passing through the
equalizer and cable guides connects
both parking brake assemblies on
Montego and Fairlane station wagons
and on Falcon vehicles. Separate cables for each parking brake are used
on Mustang, Cougar, Montego and
Fairlane passenger models.
FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
PASSENGER MODELS
Removal

I. Remove the equalizer lock nut
and adjusting nut, equalizer, spring
and spring seat.
2. With the cables slack, disconnect the ball-ends from the connector
(Fig. 30).
3. Remove the cable from the retainer hooks (station wagon models)
and the underbody guide (convertible
models) i f required.
4. Remove the hairpin lock retaining the cable housing to the side rail
bracket.
5. Remove the wheel cover, wheel
and tire and the rear brake drum as
outlined in Section 2.
6. Remove self-adjuster springs to
allow clearance to remove cable retainer from the backing plate. Disconnect the rear end of the cable
from the parking brake lever on the
brake shoe. Disengage the cable housing retaining grommet or steel-pronged Hi-Hat from the backing plate and
withdraw the cable and housing from
the inboard side of the backing plate.
7. Slide the cable and housing out
of the side rail bracket.

through the side rail bracket and pull
the cable and housing into position.
2. Insert the rear end of the-cable
and housing through the hole in the
backing plate from the inboard side.
3. Connect the cable to the parking brake lever on the brake shoe
and install the cable housing retaining
grommet or steel-pronged Hi-Hat in
the backing plate.
4. Install the self-adjuster springs.
Position the cable housing in the side
rail bracket and install the hairpin
type retainer.
5. Install rear hub and drum assembly, wheel and tire assemblies and
wheel cover as outlined in Section 2.
6. Position the cable retainer hooks
(station wagon models) in the underbody guide (convertible models) 'and
install the connector, thus hooking the
two cables together.
7. Insert the cable into the equalizer and install the equalizer, spring
seat, spring, adjusting nut and lock
nut to the front, parking brake control cable.
8. Adjust the parking brake as directed in Part 2- I, Section 2.

2. Position the parking brake in
the O F F position.
3. Loosen the adjusting nut and remove rear parking brake cable ball
end from the connector.
4. Remove the adjusting nut from
the equalizer rod and remove the cable from the equalizer.
5. Remove the hairpin retainer securing the rear cable to the frame
bracket. Remove the cable from the
bracket.
6. Remove the wheel cover, wheel
and tire, and rear brake drum as
outlined in Section 2.
7. Remove the self-adjuster springs
to allow clearance to remove the
cable retainer from the backing plate.
Disconnect the rear end of the cable
from the parking brake lever on the
brake shoe.
8. Disengage the cable housing
pronged-retainer grommet from the
backing plate and withdraw the cable
and housing from the inboard side of
the backing plate. Remove the cable
from the vehicle.

FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
STATION WAGONS AND
FALCON PASSENGER
MODELS

1. On convertible models, insert the
rear end of the cable through the
underbody crossmember guide holes.
2. Insert the rear end of the cable
and housing through the hole in the
backing plate from the inboard side.
3. Connect the cable to the parking
brake lever on the brake shoe, and
securely install the cable housing
pronged retainer in the backing plate.
4. Install the self-adjuster springs.
Position the cable housing in the side
rail bracket and install the hairpin
type retainer.
5. Install the rear drum assembly,
wheel and tire assemblies and wheel
cover as outlined in Section 2.
6. Insert the cable ball ends in the
connector. Position the equalizer on
the equalizer rod. lnsert the cable into
the equalizer, and install the adjusting
lock nut.
7. Adjust the parking brake as directed in Part 2-1, Section 2.

Removal And Installation

Generally follow the procedure given above, omitting separation of the
cables, since the parking brake rear
cable assemblies supplied for these
models is in one piece. Removal and
installation of both rear wheels, tires
and drums,will also be required.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
Refer to Fig. 29.

Installation

Removal

I . Insert the rear end of the cable

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.

4

Installation

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

BRAKE DRUM REFINISHING

The 6-cylinder Falcon and Mustang models are equipped with 9inch brake drums. All other models
are equipped with 10-inch drums.
Minor scores on a brake drum can

be removed with a fine emery cloth.
A drum that ,is excessively scored or
shows a total indicator runout of
over ,0.007 inch should be turned
.down. Remove only enough stock to
eliminate the scores and true up the
drum. The refinished diameter must

not exceed 0.060 inch oversize.
If the drum diameter is less than
0.030 inch oversize 9.030 inches
6-cylinder Falcon or Mustang, or
10.030 inches on other models after
refinishing, standard lining may be
installed. I f the drum diameter is

PART 2-%Bra ke System

UPPER STUO-380774.S2

SHAFT fAUTWATlC

more than 9.030 inches or 10.030
inches, oversize linings must be installed.
After a drum is turned down, wipe
the refinished surface with a cloth
soaked in clean denatured alcohol.
If one drum is turned down the
opposite drum on the same axle
should also be cut down to the same
size.
ROTOR REFINISHING

I

L W E R STUD-380775-S2

13480

MASTER CYLINDER
FUSH ROD

FIG. 26-Dual-Brake System Master Cylinder InstallationFairlane a n d M o n t e g o Without Power Brakes

Falcon,

1

BRAKE VACUUM BOOSTER -2005

Rotunda Disc Brake Attachment,
FRE2249-2, is the only recommended
tool to be used to refinish disc brake
rotors. The step-by-step resurfacing
procedure provided with the tool must
be adhered to.
The finished braking surfaces of
the rotor must be flat and parallel
within 0.0007 inch; lateral runout
must not exceed 0.002 inch total indicator reading, and the surface finish
of the braking surfaces are to be
85/15 micro inches. The minimum
limiting dimensions (Fig. I, Part
2-1) from the inboard bearing cup to
the outboard rotor face (dimension A)
and from the inboard rotor face (dimension B) must be observed when
removing material from the rotor
braking surfaces.
BRAKE SHOE RELINING
Brake linings that are worn to within 1/32 inch of any rivet or have
been contaminated with brake fluid,
grease or oil should be replaced.
Failure to replace worn linings will
result in a scored drum. When it is
necessary to replace linings on one
side, they must also be replaced on
the wheel on the opposite side of
the vehicle.

ASSEMBLY
2A032

Inspect brake shoes for distortion,
cracks, or looseness. If this condition exists, the shoe must be discarded. D o not attempt to repair a

/

defective brake shoe.
AUTOY
TRANSY

'71

HAIR PIN RETAINER380699.52

STOP LIGHTBUSHING-2A309
SWITCH-13480

>ARD
TRANSkIISSION

W

FIG. 27-Vacuum

Brake Booster Installation-Montego,

a n d Falcon

I

BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY-2455

Fairlane

1. Wash the brake shoes thoroughly
in a clean solvent. Remove all burrs
or rough spots from the shoes.
2. Check the inside diameter of the
brake drum with a brake drum micrometer (tool FRE-1431). If the
diameter is less than 0.030 oversize,
standard lining may be installed. If
the diameter is 0.060-0.090 oversize,
oversize lining should be installed.
3. Position the new lining on the
shoe. Starting in the center, insert
and secure the rivets, working alternately towards each end. Replacement
linings are ground and no further
grinding is required.

GROUP 2-Bi-a kes
4. Check the clearance between
the shoe and lining. The lining must
seat tightly against the shoe with not
'more than 0.008 inch clearance between any two rivets.
D U A L MASTER CYLINDER
DISASSEMBLY

1. Clean the outside of the master
cylinder and remove the filler cover
and diaphragm. Pour out any brake
fluid that remains in the cylinder.
2. Remove the secondary piston
stop bolt from the. bottom of the
cylinder (Figs. 20 and 21):
3. Remove the bleed screws, if required.
4. Remove the snap ring from the
retaining groove at the rear of the
master cylinder bore (Fig. 20). Remove the push rod and the primary
piston assembly from the master cylinder bore. D o not remove the screw
that retains the primary return spring
retainer; return spring, primary cup
retainer, primary cup and protector
on the primary piston. This assembly
is factory pre-adjusted and should not
be disassembled.

5. Remove the secondary piston,
assembly.

VACUUM TUBE-2420
390 ENGINE
\

INSPECTION A N D REPAIR

the push rod assembly in the cylinder
bore. M a k e sure the retainer is p r o p

1. Clean all parts in clean denatured alcohol, and inspect the parts
for chipping,
. . - excessive wear or damage.
- R e ~ l a c ethem as reauired. When

erly seated and holding the push rod
securely.

using a master cylinder repair kit,
install all the parts supplied.
2. Check all recesses, openings and

internal passages to be sure they are
open and free of foreign matter. Use
an air hose to blow out dirt and cleaning solvent. Place all parts on a
clean pan or paper.
3. Inspect the master cylinder bore
for signs of etching, pitting, scoring
or rust. If it is necessary to hone the
master cylinder bore to repair damage, do not exceed allowable hone
specifications.

ket is securely seated.

9. Install the cover and gasket on
the master cylinder and secure the
cover into position with the retainer.

ASSEMBLY

1. Dip all parts except the master
cylinder body in clean Ford Extra
Heavy Duty Brake Fluid.
2. Carefully insert the complete
secondary piston and return spring
assembly in the master cylinder bore.
3. Install the primary piston and
return spring assembly in the master
cylinder bore.
4. Install the push rod retainer on
the push rod, if so equipped. lnstall

VACUUM TUBE-2420
289 ENGINE

SHAFT
(AUTCMATIC JRANSMlSSlCN)

NUT

5. Depress the primary piston and
install the snap ring in the .cylinder
bore groove.
6. Position the inner end of the
push rod boot (if so equipped) in the
master cylinder body retaining
groove.
7. Install the secondary piston
stop bolt and gasket in the bottom
of the master cylinder.
8. Install the bleed screw (if so
equipped). Install the gasket (diaphragm) in the master cylinder filler
cover. Position the gasket as shown
in Figs.'2O and 2 1. M a k e sure the gas-

STOP LITE-SWITCH-1 3480

DISC BRAKE CALIPER
DISASSEMBLY

1. Remove the caliper assembly
from the vehicle as outlined in Section
2.
2. Remove the caliper guide pins
from the caliper assembly and lift
the anchor plate from the caliper.
3. Slide the two outer shoe retaining clips off the retaining pins
(Fig. 23).
4. Remove the two retaining pins,
then remove the outer brake shoe from
the caliper.
5. Slide the inner brake shoe outward until it is free of the hold-down
springs, then remove the brake shoe.
6. Apply air pressure to the fluid
port in the caliper as shown in Fig.
29 to remove the piston. Place a cloth
over the piston before applying air
pressure to prevent damage to the
piston. If the piston is seized and
cannot be forced from the caliper,
tap lightly around the piston while
applying air pressure. Care should
be taken because the piston can
develop considerable force due to pres.
sure build-up.

7. Remove the dust boot from the
caliper assembly.
8. Remove the rubber piston seal
from the cylinder and discard it.

TUBE -28253

CLEA N l N G A N D INSPECTION
STANDARD
TRANSMISSION

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

9s'

+

'

-9
..-+ '

FIG. 28-Vacuum

Brake Booster Installation-Mustang

H1558A

and Cougar

Clean all metal parts with brake
fluid or a suitable solvent. Use clean,
dry, compressed air to clean out and
dry the grooves and passageways.
Be sure that the caliper bore and

PART 2-2-Brake System
component parts are completely free
of any foreign material.
Check the cylinder bores and pistons for damage or excessive wear.
Replace the piston if it is pitted,
scored, or the chrome plating is
worn off.

ASSEMBLY
1. Apply a film of clean brake
fluid to the new caliper piston seal
and install it in the cylinder bore.
Be sure the seal does not become twisted and that it is seated fully in
the groove.

2. Install a new dust boot by
setting the flange squarely in the
outer groove of the caliper bore.
3. Coat the piston with the specified fluid and install the piston in
the cylinder bore. Spread the dust
boot over the piston as it is installed. Seat the dust boot in the piston
groove.
4. Position the inner brake shoe
so that the ears of the shoe rests
on the top of the anchor plate bosses
and beneath the hold-down springs.

6. Install new caliper guide pin
insulators in the anchor plate.

7. Position

the

caliper

on

the

anchor plate and install a new stabilizer.
8. Apply the specified fluid (C6AZ19542-A) to the caliper guide pins
and install them loosely in the anchor
plate. Be sure the guide pins are free
of oil, grease or dirt.
9. Install the caliper

on the
spindle as outlined under Disc Brake
Caliper Assembly.
10. With moderate pressure applied to the brake pedal, torque the
stabilizer attaching bolts and caliper guide pins to specification.
11. Install the wheel and tire
assembly.
12. Road test the vehicle.
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GROUP 2-Bra kes

0 WASHER-379949-S2
IRED 8-12 LB. FT.

CONNECTOR-2A790
MUSTANG ONLY

CABLE AND CONDUIT-2853

PARKING BRAKE

WASHER.-381629.S2

BOLT-381877.52

WASHER-352174.52

EQUALIZER LEVER-2~605

SPEEDOMETER CABLE
CLIP-381821-S2

ABLE AND CONDUIT-2853

NO. 1 CROSSMEMBER

FIG. 29-Parking

Brake Linkage-Mustang

and Cougar

PART 2-%Bra ke System

FIG. 30-Parking

Brake Linkage-Fairlane

Falcon a n d Mercure Intermediate
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PART 2-3-

Specifications

CHECKS A N D ADJUSTMENT--INCHES
Descr~pt~on
B r a k e Pedal H e ~ g h tand l r a v e l Measurements
Power B r a k e Push Rod Adjustment
B e n d ~ x0.9804 995
M ~ d l a n dRoss 0.9804.995
L ~ n ~ nMga x ~ m u mWear L l m ~ t
(From Top of R ~ v e t sor Shoe Rim)
L l n ~ n gM a x ~ m u mClearance t o Shoe
Drum D~ameter
Self Adjustment Cable LengthEnd Cable Anchor t o End o f Cable Hook
I
Refer t o Part 2.1, Sectlon 1, Brake Pedal Free H e ~ g h tand
n s measurement
Travel Measurements f o r t h e s p e c ~ f ~ c a t ~ oand
procedures

Montego, Falcon, Falrlane

cougar, Mustang

0

1 132
0.008
10

1/32
0.008
10

9 314 (?T

9 314

% 8 13/32 6-Cyl~nder Falcon,

*

Mustang

BORE DIAMETERS-BRAKE DRUM, WHEEL CYLINDER A N D MASTER CYLINDER

L I N I N G DIMENSIONS-DRUM

8-Cylinder 390 CID

BRAKES-INCHES

Primary
Secondary

1
1

2.50 x 8.43
2.50 x 10.82

~

.

1
1

.

1.75 x 8.43
1.75 x 10.82

1
1

Yellow.Black
Blue.Blue

/
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L I N I N G D I M E N S I O N S 4 R U M BRAKES-INCHES (CONTINUED)
Yontego and Fairlane
Passenger Car (200, 289 & 302 CID Engine)-Except Convertible

Passenger Car (390 CID Engine), Station Wagon and Convertible
(200, 289 & 302 Engines), LPO P o l i c e 4 a x Fade Resistance
Fairlane-Montego LPO Taxi-Maximum Wear
Resistance (Bonded)
Station Wagon (390 CID Engine)

Front

Rear

Color Code

Primary

2.25 x 8.43

1.75 x 8.43

Yellow-Black

Secondary
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary

2.25
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

1.75
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
2.50

Blue-Blue
Yellow-Black
Blue-Blue
Red
White
Yellow-Black
Blue-Blue

Position

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

10.82
8.43
10.82
9.18
10.82
843
10.82

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

10.82
8.43
10.82
9.18
10.82
8.43
10.82

SHOE A N D L I N I N G D I M E N S I O N S - D I S C BRAKES-INCHES

Lining
Lining
Lining
Lining
Lining

Material
Size
Ar ea-Square Inches per Segment
Thickness-Nominal
Wear Limit (Front Surface of Shoe)

- Max

Fairlane
Montego, Falcon
Bonded FoMoCo
4.82 x 1.84
9.11
0.362
0.030

Cougar, Mustang
Bonded FoMoCo
4.82 x 1.84
9.11
0.362
0.030

CALIPER CYLINDER BORE DIAMETER -INCHES

I Mustang, Cougar,

I

2.375

Falcon, Fairlane and Montego

ROTOR
Diameter
Car Line
Mustang, Cougar. Fair lane. Falcon. Montego

Thickness

Outside

Inside

0.810

11.29

7.35

Rotor Runout-Maximum Allowable-.0025 for Mustang, Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon and Montego

TORQUE LIMITS-DISC
Description
Caliper Assembly t o Spindle
Caliper Guide Pins
Caliper Bleeder Screw
Caliper Brake Shoe Clips
Rotor Splash Shield t o Spindle
Wheel Assembly t o Front Wheel
Hub and Rotor Assembly
BrakeTube Fitting Nuts t o
Proportioning Valve
Stabilizer t o Anchor Plate

BRAKES (FT-LBS)

-

Ft Lbs
Upper 110-140
Lower 60-70
25-35
6-15 Max (Must be leakproof)
6-10
9-14
70-115
70 in-lbs (Max. Must be
leakproof)
8-1 1

Description
Hub and Rotor Assembly t o
Front Wheel Spindle

-

Ft Lbs
Rotaterotor whiletorquingto 17.25
ft-lbs. Back off the adjusting nut
112turn and retighten t o 10-15 inch
pounds while rotating wheel. Selectively position nut retainer on adjusting nut so that a set of slots
are i n line w i t h cotter pin hole. Adjusting nut should not be rotated i n
this operation. Lock adjusting nut
and nut retainer with cotter pin so
that the cotter pin end does not
interfere w i t h seating, of wheel
static collector i n spindle hole.

.

PART 2-3-Specifications
TORQUE LIMITS (FT-LBS)&ENERAL
Description
Parking Brake Control Assembly Mounting Bolt
Master Cylinder t o Dash Panel Bolts
Brake Pedal Support Bracket t o Instrument Panel
Wheel t o Hub and Drum Nut
4- Lug
5- Lug
Hydraulic Line Connections
-Nut Sizes 3
3/8-24
7/16-24
1/2-20
9/16-18
Brake Hose Connections
Wheel Cylinder

Brake Backing Plate t o Axle Housing 6 . ~ 1
&Cyl

Falcon
15-20
18-25
9-13

Cougar
Mustang
15-20
18-25
9-13

70-115

55-85
70-1 15

5545
70-115

8-15
10-18
12-20
15-25
17-25

Caliper
Front Brakes-Drum Type
Backing Plate t o Spindle Nut
Wheel, Hub and Drum Assembly t o Wheel Spindle Nut

Rear Brake-Drum Type
Drum t o Axle Shaft Speed Nut
Brake Cylinder t o Brake Backing Plate Bolt

Montego
Fairlane
15-20
15-20
9-13

27-32
2842
2842
2842
Rotate wheel and drum while torquing the wheel bearing adjusting
nut t o 17-25 ft-lbs torque. Back off the adjusting nut 112 t u r n and
re-tighten t o 10-15 inch pounds while rotating the drum and-wheel.
Selectively position nut retainer on adjusting nut so that a set of
slots are i n line with cotter pin hole. Adjusting nut should not be
rotated i n this operation. Lock the adjusting nut and retainer w i t h
cotter pin so that cotter pin end does not interfere with seating o
wheel static collector i n spindle hole.

-

10-20

,

busi in^

Brake l i n e Connection t o Axle
~olt
POWER BRAKES: Master Cylinder t o Booster Body
Brake Booster t o Pedal Support Bracket or Dash

s
@

" -

-

@

.

*

,

'

".. -

look

Ford Tool No.
'
Rotunda HR E 8650

I

Former No.

..
TOOL 33621

TOOL 4235-C
Rotunda FRE 1431

+

-

'

:

LM-119
2018-A
2162
2035-N
33621
Milbar
1112-144
4235-C

.

.. .

-

.

-

12-18
d
18-25

A

-

12-18
0

18-25

All hydraulic line connections (nuts) must be torqued t o the specified value and free -of fluid leakage.
Purchased as an assembly.

SERVICE

Hand Push Fit
(9 inch brake)
(10 inch brake)

5-7
10-20
3040
3040

+

.-)'

,

-

.
Description
Brake Adjusting Gauge
Brake Cylinder Retaining Clamp
Brake Adjusting Tool
Adapter Cap
Brake Shoe R & R Spring- *
Internal .Snap Ring Pliers
-*

.

Inch.lb torque wrench
Axle Shaft Remover-.
Brake Drum Micrometer

'

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels 8, Tires
valve should also be coated with silicone grease.
Some oil remaining from the manufacturing processes may be found in
the sleeve near the ball stud. Do not
confuse this oil with leaking fluid
from the hydraulic system.
Power Cylinder Leaks
The power cylinder may leak at
the piston rod seals. A power cylinder
seal kit should be used to correct leakage. D o not replace the power cylinder
assembly unless the piston rod is
scored or has a dull gray finish instead of a high luster chrome finish.

Pump-Fluid Pressure Test

FIG. 2-Pressure

Testing Tool Installed-Typical
Pump, Control Valve, a n d Power
Cylinder Leak
If the fittings and connections do
not leak, check the other parts of the
system.
Check the hose connection at the
pump for leaks, and tighten the hose
clamp if necessary.
P u m p Leaks

I

FIG. 3-Typical Front Alignment
S p a c e r installation

I

I f leakage ,occurs at the pump reservoir seal, or pump outlet fitting
seal, check the torque of the. outlet
valve nut. If torque is within specifications, replace the reservoir seal,
and/or outlet valve seal, whichever
is required i f leaks are evident other
than the lines.
Control Valve Leaks

+

fittings and connections in a power
steering hydraulic system, these parts
should be checked before any. other
part is replaced.
1. With the engine running at idle
speed, raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Clean the outside of the control valve and the power cylinder, the
bottom surfaces of the pump, and a!l
lines and fittings. Dirt, fluid and grease
should be removed from all areas
where leaks may exist.
3. Tighten all fittings, using a special 5-flat tube wrench. D o not tighten the fitting with a standard open
end wrench. If a properly tightened

fitting leaks, replace the seat.

If the control valve is leaking
(somewhere otherhthan the tube seats),
replace all the seals, using a control
valve seal kit. Use all the parts in the
kit, and be sure they are correctly installed. When assembling the new
seals in the valve, and appl~cationof
silicone grease to the internal parts
will help to provide a better seal
against future leakage. Apply grease
to the centering spring area, especially on the cap and spacer mating
surfaces. Coat the threads of the cap
attaching b6lts with grease. The rubber boot seals, the actuator assembly,
and the metal cup seals in the control

A fluid pressure test will show
whether the pump or some other unit
in the power steering system is causing trouble in the system. Steps outlined below should be followed to determine the cause of the trouble.
1. Measure the pump belt tension.
When adjusting the belt tension on
the power steering pump, do not pry
against the pump to obtain the proper belt load. Apply leverage between
the boss on the pump mounting
bracket and the front face of the
pump cover plate.
2. Cisconnect the pressure line

hose from the'pump outlet, and install
a 0-2000 psi pressure gauge and shut
off valve between the end of the hose
and the pump outlet (Fig. 2).
Be sure that the pressure gauge is
between the pump and the shut-off
valve, all connections are tight, and
the shut-off valve is fully open.

3. ~ o n n ' e cat tachometer.
.4. Start the engine and operate it
at idle speed for at least two minutes
to warm up the fluid.
5. Cycle the steering wheel from
stop-to-stop several times to expel any
air from the system; stop the engine.
Remove the reservoir filler cap and
check the fluid level .in the reservoir.
If necessary, add fluid CIAZ-19582-A
to the proper level.
6. With the engine running at approximately 500 rpm and no steering
effort applied, and the fluid a t
normal operating temperature (160180 degrees F), the pressure gauge
should show a pressure of less than
50 psi. If the pressure is higher, inspect
the hoses for kinks a i d obstructions.
7. Increase the engine speed to
1000 rpm; then, slowly close the
gauge shut-off valve. With the valve
fully closed, the pump pressure
should be 750 to 900 psi.

PART 3-1 - Susplension, Steering, Wheels A n d Tires General Service
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D o not close the valve for more
than a few seconds (maximum 5 seconds), as this would abnormally increase the lubricant (fluid) temperature and cause undue pump and/or
control valve wear. Engine r p m should
not exceed fast idle during this test.

8. Remove the tachometer and the
pressure testing gauge.
I f pressure is more or less than
specification, replace the pump assembly. I f pressure is as specified and
steering efforts are heavy, the gear
and/or control valve could be at fault.

FIG. 5-Straight
Marks-Typical

FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT
CHECKS

POSITIVE
CAMBER

D o not attempt to check and adjust front wheel alignment without
first making a preliminary inspection
of the front-end parts.

FIG. 4-Typical
Rear Alignment
S ~ a c e installation
r

Check all the factors of front wheel
alignment except the turning angle
before making any adjustments. The
turning angle should be checked only
after caster, camber, and toe-in have
been adjusted to specification.
The front wheel alignment specifications,. given in Part 3-6 are correct
only when the vehicle is at curb
height. Before checking or adjusting the caster and camber, the suspension alignment spacers must be
installed to obtain the curb heights.

marks to bring the wheels back to the
straight-ahead position.
2. With the vehicle in position for
the front end alignment inspection and
adjustment. install the alignment
spacers as follows to establish the
curb height.
Insert the pin in the spacer hole
marked for the model being- checked
(Mustang or Cougar rear does not use
the pin).
Raise the front of the vehicle and
position the alignment spacers between
the suspension upper arm and the
spring tower a s shown in Fig. 3. The
lower end. of the spacer should be
placed over the head of the ball joint
front outside attaching rivet. Position the alignment spacers for the
rear of the vehicle between the rear
axle and the side rail as shown in
(Fig. 5).
3. Install the wheel alignment
equipment on the vehicle. Whichever
type of equipment is used, follow the
installation and inspection instructions provided by the equipment manuracturer.

F R O N T SPACER

I. Falcon, Fairlane, Musteng, Cougar use pin in third hole, 2 112 inches
from base (Fig. 3).
R E A R SPACERS

1. Falcon, Fairlane, Montego use
hole 1 118 inches up from base.
2. Mustang and Cougar, do not
use pin (Fig. 4).
E Q U I P M E N T INS'TALLATION

Equipment used for front wheel
alignment inspection must be accurate. Alignment height spacers (Figs.
2 and 3) are used to check caster,
camber. The spacers should be omitted when checking toe-in.
I. Drive the vehicle in a straight
line far enough to establish the
straight-ahead position of the front
wheels, and mark the steering wheel
hub and the steering column collar
(Fig. 5). D o not adjust the steering
wheel spoke position at this time. If
the front wheels are turned a t any
time during the inspection, align the

A h e a d Position

CASTER

Check the caster angle at each
front wheel.
Caster is the forward or rearward
tilt of the top of the wheel spindle
(Fig. 7). If the spindle tilts to the
rear, caster is positive. If the spindle
tilts to the front. caster is negative.
The correct caster angle, or tilt, is
specified in Part 3-6. The maximum
difference between both front wheel
caster angles should not exceed I/2.
However, a difference of not more
than 114 degrees is preferred.

NEGATIVE

I .POSITIVE

Ii
CASTER
$11
ICLOF TIRE
Li.

'CI Y

CAMBER
ANGLE

CASTER

FRONT OF
VEHICLE

FIG. 6-Caster

F1216-A

a n d C a m b e r Angles

CAMBER

Check the camber angle at each
front wheel.
Camber is' the amount the front
wheels are tilted at the top (Fig. 6).
If a wheel tilts outward, camber is
positive. If a wheel tilts %ward, camber is negative. The correct camber
angle, or outward (positive) tilt, is
specified in Part 3-6. The maximum
difference between both front wheel
camber angles should not exceed 112.
However. a difference of not more
than 114 degrees is preferred.

'r0E-I N
Alignment height spacers are not
used to check and adjust toe-in. Toein should only be check and adjusted after the caster and camber
has been adjusted to specification.
Check the toe-in with the front
wheels in the straight-ahead position.
Run the engine so that the power
steering control valve will be in the
center (neutral) position (if so
equipped). Measure the distance be-

tween the extreme front and also between the extreme rear of both front
wheels. The difference between these
two distances is the toe-in.
Correct toe-in, or inward pointing

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels & Tires
of both-front wheels at the front, is
specified in Part 3-6.
FRONT WHEEL TURNING
ANGLE
When the inside wheel is turned

2

20 degrees the turning angle of the
outside wheel should be as specified
in Part 3-6. The turning angle cannot
be adjusted directly, because it is a
result of the combination of caster,
camber, and toe-in adjustments and

should, therefore, be .measured only
after these adjustment have been made.
If the turning angle does not measure
to specifications, check the spindle or
other suspension parts for a bent comdition.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMLENTS A N D REPAIRS

After front wheel alignment factors
have been checked, make the necessary adjustments, Do not attempt to
adjust the front wheel alignment by
bending the suspension or steering
parts.
CASTER AND CAMBER
ADJUSTMENTS
Be sure all the equipment listed in
Equipment Installation is installed before adjusting the caster and camber.
Caster is controlled by the front
suspension strut (Fig. 7). To obtain
positive caster, loosen the strut rear
nut and tighten the strut front nut
against the bushing. To obtain negative caster, loosen the strut front nut
and tighten the strut rear nut against
the bushing.
Camber is controlled by the eccentric cam located at the lower arm
attachment to the side rail (Fig. 6).
To adjust the camber, loosen the
camber adjustment bolt nut at the rear
of the body bracket. Spread the body
bracket a t the camber adjustment bolt
area just enough to permit lateral
travel of the arm when the adjustment
bolt is turned. Rotate the bolt and
eccentric clockwise from the high position to increase camber or counterclockwise to decrease camber.
After the caster and camber has
been adjusted to specification, torque
the lower arm eccentric bolt nut and
the strut front nut to specificat~on.
TOE-IN AND STEERING WHEEL
ALIGNMENT ADJUSTMENTS
Check the steering wheel spoke position when the front wheels are in
the straight-ahead position. If' the
spokes are not in their normal position, they can ' be properly adjusted
while toe-inis being adjusted.
1. Loosen the two clamp bolts on
each spindle connecting rod sleeve
(Fig. 8).
2. Adjust toe-in. If the steering
wheel spokes are in their normal position, lengthen or shorten both rods
equally to obtain correct toe-in (Fig.
9). If the steering wheel spokes are
not in their normal position, make the
necessary rod adjustments to obtain
correct toe-in and steering wheel

FIG. 7-Caster

a n d Camber Adiustments

spoke alignment (Fig. 9).
3. Recheck toe-in and steering
wheel spoke alignment. If toe-in is
correct and the steering wheel spokes
are still not in their normal position,
turn both connecting rod sleeves upward or downward the same number
of turns to move the steering wheel
spokes (Fig. 10).
4. When toe-in and steering wheel
spoke alignment are both correct,
oil the clamp bolts on both connecting rod sleeves and torque them
to specification.
Tht: sleeve clamp bolts should be
facing forward.
STEERING GEAR LUBRICANT
CHECKING PROCEDLIRE

3. Remove the upper cover-tohousing attaching bolt.
4: With a clean punch or like instrument; clean out or push inward
the loose lubricant in the filler plug
hole and cover to housing attacng
bolt hole.
5. Slowly turn the steering wheel
to the right stop; lubricant should
rise within the upper cover bolt hole;
then slowly turn the steering wheel to
the left stop, lubricant should tise
'within th-e filler plug hole. If lubricant
does not rise in both the cover bolt
hole and the filler plug hole, add lubricant until it comes out both holes
during this check.
'6. Install 'the upper cover-to-housing attaching bolt.

MUSTANG AND COUGAR
1. Center the steering wheel.
2. Remove the steering gear hous
ing filler plug.

1. Center the steering wheel.
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SLEEVE

TURN D O W N W A R D T O
INCREASE R O D LENGTH

TURN UPWARD
T O DECREASE
LENGTH

TURN
DOWNWARD
T O DECREASE
R O D LENGTH

LEFT-HAND SLEEVE

FIG. 9-Spindle
P BOLTS

NG. 8-Spindle
Sleeve-Typical

F 1083-C

Connecting Rod

2. Remove the steering gear housing filler plug for ventilation purposes.
3. Remove the lower cover-to-housing attachingpolt.
4. With a clean punch or like instrument, clean out or push inward
the loose lubricant in the filler plug
hole and cover to housing attaching
bolt hole.
5. Slowly turn the steering wheel
to the left stop, lubricant should rise
within the lower cover bolt hole; then
slowly turn the steering wheel to the
right stop, lubricant should rise within the filler plug hole. If lubricant
does not rise in both the cover bolt
hole and the filler plug hole, add lubricant until it comes out both holes
during this check. On vehicles equipped with power brakes, the steering
gear may be filled through the lower
or upper cover bolt hole depending on
vehicle usage. Steering wheel must be

3
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TURN UPWARD T O
INCREASE ROD LENGTH

RIGHT-HAND SLEEVE

F1037-B

Connecting Rod Adjustment

W H E N T O E - I N I S CORRECT
TURN BOTHCONNECTINGROD
SLEEVES UPWARD TO ADJUST.

TURN BOTH CONNECTING ROD
SLEEVESDOWNWAROTO
ADJUST SPOKE POSITION

/
NOT CORRECT
LENGTHEN L E F T R O D T O
INCREASE TOE-IN

SHORTEN L E F T ROD
TO DECREASE TOE .IN
LENGHTEN RIGHT ROO
TO INCREASE TOE.IN

SHORTEN RIGHT ROD
TO DECREASE TOE .IN

NG. 10-Toe-In a n d Steering Wheel Spoke
Adjustments-Montego,
Falcon a n d Fairlane
centered when filling gear with lubricant.

6. Install the lower cover-to-housing attaching bolt and the filler plug.

CLEANING A N D INSPECTION

STEERING GEAR CLEANING
AND INSPECTION
Wash all parts except seals in a
cleaning solvent and dry with a lintfree cloth. Seals must not be washed
or soaked in cleaning solvent. The
bearing should not be spun dry with
compres~ed air. Inspect the shaft
and worm for scoring, cracks or
checks, and for straightness of the
shaft. Check the splines and .the.
threads On the
shaft for wear
and burrs. Inspect the gear teeth for
scoring, pitting and other wear. Inspect the ball bearings for free movement, and the cups for wear or irregular surfaces. Check the housing for
shaft need'e
cracks and the
bearing for free. movement or other
wear.
POWER STEERING PUMP

If the pump has a visible leak, replace the reservoir seal, and/or out-

let valve seal, whichever is required.
FLUSHING THE POWER
STEERING SYSTEM
Should a power steering pump become inoperative, the shaft and pulley should be checked for freedom of
r.otation. If the pump shaft does not
turn freely (binding), it is an indication that there is wear on the pump
internal components and the need for
flushing the steering system, when installing a new pump.
I. Remove the power steering
pump and pulley as outlined i n (Part
3-4).
2. Install a new pump and connect
only the pressure hose to the pump
(Part 3-4).
3. Place the fluid return line in a
suitable container and plug the reservoir return pipe.
4. Fill the reservoir with lubricant
CIAZ-19582-A.

5. Disconnect the coil wire to prevent the engine from starting and
raise the front wheels off the ground.
6. While approximately two quarts
of fluid are being poured into the reservoir, turn the engine over using
the ignition key, at the same time
cycle the steering wheel from stop
to stop.
7. As soon as all of the fluid
has been poured in, turn off the ignition key, and attach the coil wire.
8. Remove the plug -from the reservoir return pipe, and attach the return hose to the reservoir.
9. Check the reservoir fluid level;
if low add fluid to the proper level.
Do not overfill.
10. Lower the vehicle.
11. Start the engine and cycle the
steering wheel from stop to stop to
expel any trapped air from the system.

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels & Tires
MAXIMUM TOLERANCE
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Keep the wheels and hubs clean.
Stones wedged between the wheel and
drum and lumps of mud or grease can
unbalance a wheel and tire.
Check for damage, that world affect the runout of the wheels. Wobble
or shimmy caused by a damaged
wheel will cause permature tire wear
and eventually damaged the wheel
bearings. Inspect the wheel rims for
dents that could permit air to leak
from the tires.
WHEEL BALANCING

'

See the instructions provided with
the Rotunda Wheel Balancer.

FIG. 7 l - ~ e a s b r i n ~ Upper Ball
Joint Radial Play
FRONT E N D GENERAL
INSPECTION
D o not check and adjust front
wheel alignment without first making
the following inspection for front-end
maladjustment, damage, or wear.
1. Check for specified air pres-

sures in all four tires.
2. Raise the front of the vehicle
off the floor. Shake each front wheel
grasping the upper and lower surfaces
of the tire to check the front suspension ball joints and mountings for
looseness, wear, and damage. Check
the break backing plate mountings.
T ~ r q u eall loose nuts and bolts to
specification (Part 3-5). Replace worn
or damaged bearings as outlined in
(Part 3-2).
3. Check the steering gear mountings and all steering linkage connections for looseness. Torque all mountings to specifications. If any of the
linkage is worn or bent, replace the
parts as outlined in (Part 3-3).
4. Check the front wheel bearings.
If any in-and-out free play is noticed,
adjust the bearing to specification
(Part 3-5). Replace worn or damaged
bearings as outlined in (Part 3-5).
5. Spin each front wheel with a
wheel spinner, and check and balance
each wheel as required.
6. Check the action of the shock
absorbers. If the-shock absorbers are
not in good condition, the vehicle may
not settle in a normal, level position,
and front wheel alignment may be affected.
WHEEL INSPECTION

Wheel lug nuts should be tightened
to specification at the predelivery inspection. Loose wheel lug nuts may
cause shimmy and vibration. Elongated stud holes in the wheels may
also result from loose lug nuts.

UPPER BALL JOINT
INSPECTION

1. Raise the vehicle on a frame
contact hoist or by floor jacks placed
beneath the underbody until the wheel
falls to the .full down position as
shown in Fig. 10. This will unload
the upper ball joint.
2. Adjust the wheel bearings as
described in Part 3-5.
3. Attach a dial indicator to the
upper arm. Position the indicator so
that the plunger rests against the underside of the spindle at the upper ball
joint stud.
4. With the dial indicator attached
to the upper arm, position the indicator so that the plunger rests against
the inner side of the wheel rim adjacentto the upper arm ball joint.
5. Grasp the tire at the top and
bottom, and slowly move the tire in
and out (Fig. 10). Note the reading
(radial play) on the dial indicator. If
the reading exceeds specifications
(Part 3-6), replace the upper ball joint.
LOWER BALL JOINT
INSPECTION

1. Raise the vehicle on a frame
contact hoist or by floor jacks placed
beneath the underbody until the wheel
falls to the full down position.
2. Ask an assistant to grasp the
lower edge of the tire and move the
wheel in and out.
3. As the wheel is being moved in
and out, observe the lower end of the
spindle and the lower arm.
4. Any movement between the
lower end of the spindle and the lower arm indicates ball joint wear and
loss of preload. If any such movement is observed, replace the lower
arm.
During the foregoing check, the
upper ball joint will be unloaded and
may move. Disregard all such movement of the upper ball joint. Also, do
not mistake loose wheel bearings for
a worn ball joint.

SHOCK ABSORBERS

All vehicles are equipped with hydraulic shock absorbers of the directacting type and are nonadjustable and
nonrefillable. They cannot be repaired.
Before replacing a shock absorber,
check the action of the shock absorbers as follows:
O N VEHICLE TESTS
I. Check the shock absorber to be
sure it is securely and properly installed. Check the shock absorber insulators for damage and wear.
Replace any defective insulators
and tighten attachments to the specified torque (on a shock absorber
which incorporates integral insulators,
replace the shock absorbers).
2. 111spect the shock absorber for
evidence of fluid leakage. A light film
of fluid is permissible. Be sure any
fluid observed is not from sources other than the shock absorber.
Replace the shock absorber if leakage is severe.
3. Disconnect the one end of the
shock absorber. Extend and compress
the shock absorber as fast as possible,
using as much travel as possible.
Action should become smooth and
uniform throughout each stroke. Higher resistance on extension than on
compression is a normal condition.
Faint swish noises are also normal.
Remove the shock absorber for a
bench test if action is erratic. If the
action is smooth, but the shock absorbers are suspected of being weak follow step 4:
4. Repeat step 3 on the mating
shock absorber installed on the opposite side of the vehicle, and compare
results of both tests. If the action is
similar, it is unlikely that either shock
absorber is defective. Reconnect both
shock absorbers.
Replace the shock absorber having
the lower resistance. Ensure that the
part number of the replacement is the
same as that of the original shock absorber. The replacement shock absorber resistance will appear to be
higher than either original due to
initial friction of the rod seal.
BENCH T E S T
With the shock absorber right side
up (as installed in vehicle), extend it
fully. Then turn the shock absorber up
side down and fully compress it. Repeat this procedure at least three times
to ensure that any entrapped air has
been expelled. Now place the shock
absorber right side up in a vise, and
hand stroke the shock absorber as decribed in On Vehicle Tests, step 3. If
action is not now smooth and uniform,
install a new shock absorber.
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FIG. 12-Steering
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If the steering wheel binds or sticks
when turned, or if poor recovery to
the straight-ahead position occurs,
check for a loose or worn drive belt,
then check the Pitman arm ball stud
in the control valve sleeve. If the ball
stud is rubbing against the edge of the
sleeve slot, the roll pin may be missing.
~f either of the idler a r m bushings
are worn or damaged, replace the
idler arm.
Check the steering gear adiustment
(Section 2). Check the bperation of the-control
valve spool inmthe valve housing. If the
spool is binding In the housing, check

BINDING O R POOR
RECOVERY

If the effort required to turn the
steering wheel is greater than normal
for the entire travel of the front
wheels, check the tire pressure then,
test the fluid pressure. Be sure that
there are no leaks, that the reservoir
is properly filled, and that the belt is
properly adjusted and not worn. If the
pump output pressure is low, the pump
may be defective and should be replaced.
If the pressure test shows that the
trouble is in the control valve or power cylinder, remove and inspect these
units. Repair or replace any damaged
parts.
If the pressure test indicates that
the pressures throughout the 'ystem
are within specifications, check the
following items in the order given:

H A R D STEERING

EXCESSIVE FREE PLAY

I f excessive free play or lost motion is noticed when steering, check
the steering gear preload and mesh
adjustment.
Check for excessive clearance between the steering arm ball stud and
the ball stud seats. If the ball stud is
loose in the-seats, adjust the control

NOISE

Check the pump belt lor be~ng
worn or loose. A loose or glazed belt
can cause belt squeal. A glazed belt,
even when properly adjusted, may slip.
Excessive torque at the pressure
line joints may distort the tube seats
and cause noise.

STEERING CHATTER

A loose or worn pump belt or air
in the fluid can cause chatter against
the wheel stops during an extremely
sharp turn. Check the belt tension,
and adjust it to specifications or fill
the reservoir if necessary.
Check for looseness in the idler
arm rod connection. Looseness at this
point may be due to worn mounting

FIG. 13-Steering

-

Trouble Symptoms and Possible Causes

<

the spool adjustment. I f the adjustment is correct, overhaul o r replace
the control valve.
Check the control valve travel regulator stop adjustment. If the stop is
drawn up too tightly, the ball stud
will bind in the seats. Adjust the stop
as required.
Check the control valve sleeve and
the socket tube for damage. Replace
parts that show signs of damage, and
adjust the travel regulator stop.
Check for possible interference between the steering wheel and the
steering column, steering shaft and
shift tube.

Check the control valve spool centering spring adjustment. Adjust if required(Section 2).
Check the.control valve spool for
movement. If the spool does not move
freely, check for, and eliminate, interference between the socket tube and
the valve sleeve. If the spool is sticking in the housing, remove the spool
and check the spool lands for burrs.
Small burrs may be removed with
crocus cloth if the edges of the valve
lands are not rounded in the process.
If the spool cannot be repaired, replace the control valve.
Check the control valve ball stud
~~~~~tiSinb:/~i$'~nS:~~
seats, adjust the travel regulator stop.
~f the hard steering
still persists,
check the front end alignment.
valve travel regulator stop.
Check the control valve centeririg
spring
adjustment. If the spring ad..
justment nut is loose, tighten the nut
to 90-100 in-lbs, then back it to 114
turn. Make sure that the nut actually
turns 114 t u r n (90 degrees) on the
threads. Excessive tightening may

E:tFe~f

damage the stop pin.
Noise may result if the specified
hose is not used or if it is improperly
routed. If noise still exists with the
specified hose properly installed and
routed, the pump should be replaced.

bushings or improper mounting nut
torque. Replace the idler arm if worn.
Torque the nut to specification.
Check the power cylinder piston
rod insulators for looseness. If the insulators are worn, replace them. If
the mount~ngnut is loose, torque it to
specification, and torque the locknut
tospecification.
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RATTLES

LOSS OF POWER ASSIST

FIG. 13 (continued)-Steering

Check the control valve spool centering spring adjustment. If the adjustment is loose, tighten the nut to
90-100 in-lbs (snug) then back it off
114 turn. Make sure that the nut
turns 114 turn (90 degrees) in the bolt
threads.
Check the entire system for damage, replacing parts as necessary. Tighten a loose pump belt.
Test the fluid pressure to determine
whether the trouble is in the pump,
the control valve, or the power cylinder.
If the pressure test indicates that
the pump is at fault, replace the pump.
If the pressure test indicates that
the control valve or power cylinder
is at fault, check as follows:
Disconnect the power cylinder piston rod from the idler arm bracket.
Operate the piston by hand to check
for resistance to movement. If the

Trouble Symptoms a n d Possible Causes

Excessive tightening may damage the
stop pin.

Check for looseness between the
control valve ball stud and the ball
stud seats. If the stud is loose in the
seats, adjust the travel regulator stop.

piston moves easily with little o r no
resistance, the internal parts of the
power cylinder are broken or damaged. Replace the power cylinder if
broken ordamaged.
Maladjustment of the control valve
spool centering spring can cause a
loss of either right or left power assist. Check the adjustment, and readjust if necessary. Replace all defective
parts.
Check the operation of the control
valve check valve. If the check valve
does not operate freely, replace the
check valve assembly.

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels 8 Tires
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TILT-AWAY STEERING COLUMN CONDITIONS
A. STEERING WHEEL WILL NOT TILT-AWAY WHEN IGNITION SWITCH IS TURNED OFF AND LEFT FRONT
DOOR IS OPENED
h o s t Probable C a u s e
1. Blo'wn fuse (no courtesy lights).

Action Indicated
Check fuse between steering column relay and ignition switch.

If Defective
Replace fuse.

2. Disconnected, pinched or obstructed vacuum line.

Disconnect hose that connects vacuum release valve to reservoir. Start
engine and check for vacuum a t the
release valve end of hose. If there is
no vacuum, disconnect hose from preceding connection and check vacuum.
Repeat this test at each connection
(forward or backward) until obstruction is located.

Remove any obstruction. Repair
or replace worn or damaged tubing.

3. Open circuit in steering column
electrical circuit.

Check circuit continuity between
left front door jamb switch and vacuurn release valve solenoid with an
ohmmeter test lamp. See Fig. 16.

Replace door jamb switch or make
necessary repairs to the circuit.

4. Defective vacuum release valve.

Disconnect wiring harness from
vacuum release valve solenoid Fig. 16.
Connect a positive lead ( t ) to the
bayonet terminal. If vacuum release
valve solenoid clicks or movement is
detected by feeling the magnetic cylinder, the valve is satisfactory.

Replace vacuum release valve as
required.

5. Defective vacuum motor.

Disconnect rubber hose from vacuum motor. Connect a vacuum hose
with minimum of 10 inches vacuum
to motor and observe operation (See
NOTE I ) . Attach a pull scale to vacuum motor and apply minimum of
10 inches vacuum. If motor registers
16-18 pounds pull, it is satisfactory.
The scale reading will be proportionally, higher than the amount of vacuum applied.

Replace vacuum motor if defective. Adjust the cable attaching bracket to remove all slack from the cable
when vacuum is released.

NOTE I.
Vacuum can be obtained by attaching a hose directly to the engine manifold and running the engine or by
using the vacuum source on a distributor stroboscope. If the motor has a tendency to operate but cannot
pull the pawl free of the flange, disconnect the motor from the locking pawl cable when checking with pull
scale.

FIG. 14-Tilt-Away

Steering Column Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e
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6. ENGINE WlLL NOT START WITH LEFT DOOR CLOSED AND AND STEERING COLUMN I N DRIVE POSITION
Most Probable Cause
1. Wire disconnected from starter
safety switch.

Action Indicated

If Defective

Check wiring connections.

Connect wires to switch.

2. Starter safety switch not adjusted correctly.

Make certain that all slack is removed from cable with vacuum released.

Adjust cable attaching bracket to
remove all slack from cable with vacuum released.

3. Defective starter safety switch.

Disconnect the wires and connect
an ohmmeter to the switch. The ohmmeter should read zero with the steering wheel in Drive position or it is defective. Place the steering wheel in the
tilt-away position. If engine will not
start and there is no vacuum reserve,
pull downward on the locking pawl
rod manually to release the wheel.
The ohmmeter should register on the
high (infinitive) side of scale or it is
defective.

Replace starter safety switch, if
found to be defective.

C. STEERING WHEEL WlLL NOT HOLD I N NINE DIFFERENT POSITIONS OR WlLL HOLD ONLY I N FOUR
DIFFERENT POSITIONS
Most Probable Cause
1. Locking index damaged.

FIG. 14(Continued)-Tilt-Away

Action Indicated

If Defective

Remove upper flange. Check locking index for damaged grooves. Also
check for broken or seized locking
lever or a broken lever return spring.

Repair or replace all worn or damaged parts.

Steering Column Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e
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D. EXCESSIVE STEERING WHEEL LOOSENESS

I

.

Most Probable Cause

Action Indicated

If Defective

1. Steering wheel attaching nut
loose.

Remove steering wheel hub and
check attaching nut for looseness.

Tighten attaching nut to specification.

2. Lower flange screws loose or
retainers not properly seated.

Slip lower cover downward on
steering tube and check retainer attaching screws. (Allen head) for looseness. Also check retainers for proper
seating.

Seat the retainers properly and
tighten the attaching screws.

3. Defective ball bearings or pivot
pins.

Remove upper flange and ball bearings. Check pivot pins for looseness
in the locking index.

Replace
parts.

4. Loss
motor.

Disconnect vacuum motor from
locking pawl cable. Make sure that
cable is not adjusted to tight.

of

preload

in

vacuum

all

worn

or damaged

Adjust cable attaching bracket.

E. STEERING WHEEL LOOSE AT SOME POSITIONS AND NOT AT OTHERS
Most Probable Cause

Action Indicated

1. Worn or oversize locking index
slots.

Remove locking index and check
slots for a worn or oversize condition.

F. STEERING WHEEL TILTS-AWAY

Replace locking index.

WHEN ENGINE IS STARTED

Most Probable Cause

Action Indicated

1. Vacuum reservoir hose connected directly to vacuum motor.

Disconnect- vacuum hose from vacuum motor and place steering wheel
in drive position. Start engine and
observe action.

FIG. 14 (Continued)-Tilt-Away

If Defective

Steering Column Trouble Diagnosis Guide

If Defective
Connect vacuum hose to proper
connections.

PART 3-1
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G. STEERING WHEEL WILL NOT STAY I N DRIVE POSITION

.

1. Defective door jamb switch.

Remove the switch and connect an
ohmmeter to the switch terminals. The
gauge should read on the infinitive
side of the scale when the plunger is
depressed.
Check switch location.

2. Switch is not depressed.

FIG.

14(Continued)-Tilt-Away

Steering

Column Trouble Diagnosis Guide When

DOOR JAMB
TO 1440 1 ASSY.

VACUUMMOTOR
AND STARTER SAFETY

WlRlNG COLOR CODE
32 RED BLUE STRIPE
53 8LACK BLUE STRIPE
54 GREEN YELLOW STRIPE
87 GREEN ORANGE STRIPE
197 BLACK -GREEN STRIPE
375 YELLOW BLACK STRIPE

-

32
-TO

FIG. 75-Tilt

If Defective

Action Indicated

Most Probable Cause

-

NEUTRAL SWITCH

Column Vacuum and

Electrical

Systems

Replace switch if defective.

Locate switch correctly.
Door

Is Closed
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DESCRIPTION A N D OPERATION

F R O N T SUSPENSION

Each front wheel rotates on a
spindle. The upper and lower ends of
the spindle are attached to upper and
lower ball joints which are mounted
to an upper arid lower arm respectively. The upper arm pivots on a bushing
and shaft assembly which is bolted to
the underbody. The lower arm pivots
on a bolt that is located in an underbody bracket (Figs. I and I I).
A coil spring seats between the upper arm and the top of the spring
housing. A double acting shock absorber is bolted to the arm and the
top of the spring housing.
The swiveling action of the ball
joints allow the wheel and spindle assemblies to move up and down with
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changes in road surface. The swiveling ball joints also permit the spindles
and wheels to be turned to the left or
right by the steering gear and linkage.
The pivoting action of the suspension arms provides an up and down
movement for the spindles and wheels
as required by bumps or depressions
in the road surface. The coil springs,
shock absorbers and stabilizer bar
control the front suspension up and
down movements. The struts, which
are connected between the suspension
lower arms and the underbody provide forward and rearward stability
to the front suspension.
REAR SUSPENSION

Each rear wheel, hub, and brake

drum assembly is bolted to the rear
axle shaft flange. The wheel and axle
shaft assembly rotates in the rear axle
housing. Two spring pads integral
with the axle housing, rest on two leaf
type springs. The axle housing is fastened to the springs by spring clips,
(u-bolts), spring clip plates and nuts
(Figs. 2 and 13). Each spring is suspended from the undeibody side rail
by a hanger at the front and a shackle at the rear. The upper end of each
shock absorber is mounted to a bracket in the underbody. The lower end is
mounted to the spring clip plate.
The springs and shock absorbers
provide for up and down movement
of the rear axle and wheels as required by changes in the road surface. They also cushion road shocks.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS

Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur if care is not exercised when positioning the hoist adapters of 2 post
hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.
UPPER BALL J O I N T REPLACEMENT

3. Remove the cotter pin and nut
from the upper ball joint stud.
4. Position the ball joint remover
tool as shown in Fig. 5. The tool
should seat firmly against the ends of
both studs, and not against the lower
stud nut. It may be necessary to re-

move the lower ball joint cotter pin
if it prevents the tool from seatingon
the lower stud.
5. Turn the tool with a wrench
until both studs are under tension,
and then, with a hammer, tap the
spindle near the upper stud to loosen
the stud from the spindle. D o not

1. Position a support between the

loosen the stud with tool pressure
alone. Raise the stud out of the

upper arm and frame side rail as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4; then, raise the
vehicle and position safety stands.
2. Remove the wheel and tire.

spindle bore.
6. Using a large chisel, cut off the
three upper ball joint retaining rivets
and remove the ball joint.

7. Clean the end of the arm, and
remove all burrs from the hole edges.
Check tor cracks in the metal at the
holes, and replace the arm if it is
cracked.
8. Attach the new ball joint to the
upper arm. Use only the specified
bolts, nuts, and washers.. D o not rivet
the new ball joint to the arm. Torque

the nuts to specification (Part 3-6).

9. Position the ball joint stud in
the spindle bore, and torque the attaching nut to specification. Install a
new cotter pin, tighten the nut if necessary to line up the cotter pin hole.
Install a new cotter pin in the lower
ball joint if it was removed.
10. Lubricate the ball joint, and
install the wheel and tire. Torque the
lug nuts to specification (Part 3-6).

-

PART 3-2
11. Remove the safety stands, and
lower the vehicle.
12. Remove the support fiom between the upper arm and frame.
13. Check and, if necessary, adjust
caster, camter,~andtoe-in.
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SHOCK ABSORBER \

UPPER ARM SHAFT AND/OR
BUSHING REPLACEMENT
ALL VEHICLES

I. Remove the shock absorber and
upper mounting bracket as an assembly.
2. Raise the vehicle on a hoist, install safety stands, and remove the
wheel cover or hub cap.
3. Remove the grease cap from the
hub; then, remove the cotter pin, nut
lock, adjusting nut and outer bearing
from the hub.
4. Pull the wheel, tire, and the hub
and drum off the spindle as an assembly.
5. Install the spring compressor
tool Fig. 6.
6. Remove 2 upper arm to spring
tower attaching nuts and swing the
upper arm outboard from the spring
tower.
7. Rotate the inner shaft so that
the studs can be removed. Remove
the studs with a soft mallet.
8. Unscrew the bushings from the
shaft and suspension arm; then, remove the shaft from the arm.
9. Position the shaft in the arm,
apply grease to the new bushings and
O-rings, and install the bushings loose
on the shaft and arm. Turn the bushings so that the shaft is exactly centered. The shaft will be properly centered when dimensions A and B in
Fig. 6 are equal.
10.. Fabricate a spacer from a section of 3/4-inch diameter pipe or metal of comparable size and strength.
The spacer should be 6 15/16 inches
long.
11. Position the spacer parallel
with the inner shaft, and force the
spacer between the flanges of the upper arm (Fig. 7).
If the spacer can not be forced between the arm flanges due to excessive distortion, replace the upper arm
assembly.
12. With the spacer positioned in
the arm, torque the bushings to specification. Move the arm on the shaft
to be sure that no binding exists, then
remove the spacer.
13. Attach the suspension upper
arm to the underbody. Release the
front spring.
14. Remove the spring compressor

I

DVL

l

C A S T E L L A T E D NUT

FIG. 7-Front

Suspension-Typical

REAR SHACKLE

BRAKE CABLE

FIG. 2-Rear

FRONT

HANGER

-.

Suspension-Typical

and position the wheel, tire, and hub
and drum on the spindle.
15. Install the bearing, washer, adjusting nut and nut lock. Adjust the
wheel bearing as outlined in Part 3-5
and install the cotter pin, grease cap
and hub cap or wheel cover.
16. Lower the vehicle and install

the shock absorber and upper mounting bracket.
17. Check caster, camber, and toeing and adjust as necessary (Part 3-1).
STABILIZER REPLACEMENT

1. Raise the vehicle high enough

- Suspension, Steering,

GROUP 3
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Wheels 8 Tires
to provide working space, and place
supports under both front wheels.

2. Disconnect the stabilizer from
each link. Disconnect' both stabilizer
attaching brackets, and remove the
stabilizer.
3. Coat the necessary parts of
the stabilizer with RUGLYDE or a
comparable lubricant, and slide new
insulators onto the stabilizer.
4. Secure each end of the stabilizer bar to the lower arm making sure
that the bolt head is a t the top
(Fig. I I) to eliminate interference
with the brake hose.
5. Remove the supports and lower
the vehicle.
LOWER ARM STRUT AND/OR
BUSHING REPLACEMENT

ROLLED STEEL
RADIUS BOTTOM EDGE

FIG. 3-Upper

F 1090-C

1. Position the block as shown in
Fig. 3 under the upper arm for sup~Ort.

Arm Support-Mustang

2. Raise the vehicle, position
safety stands, and remove the wheel
and tire.
3. Remove the cotter pin, castelated nut and the adjustment nut from
the front of the strut.

4. With two pry bars approximately
18 inches long, one at each side and
at the rear of the front washer, pry
it forward to separate the inner sleeve
from the outer sleeve. Remove the
front insulator from the strut (Fig.
I I).

FIG. 6-Shaft

Centered in Arm-

Typical
WOOD BLOCK

F 1287-A

-FIG.4-Upper

Arm SupportMontego, Falcon a n d Fairlane

5. Install the new rear washer
(Large ID), outer sleeve and insulator
bushing on the forward end of the
strut rod.

6. Position the strut into the crossmember and to the lower suspension
arm. Install the strut-to-arm attaching bolts and nuts, and torque them
to specification.
7. Install the forward insulator
washer (Small ID), inner .sleeve and
adjustment nut on the forward end
of the strut. The inner sleeve need
not be crimped to outer sleeve.

8. Install the wheel and tire, remove the safety stands and lower the
vehicle. Remove the tool supporting
the upper arm.

9. Adjust the caster and camber
to specification.

--

FIG. 5-Loosening
in Spindle-Typical

Ball Joint S t u d s

FIG. 7-Torque

U p p e r Arm Inner
S h a f t Bushings-Typical

10. Install the castellated nut and
cotter pin.
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
TURN TO COMPRESS

Damage to suspension and/or steering linkage components may occur
if care is not exercised when positioning the hoist adapter of 2 post
hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. Do not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

%?
THRUST
RFARING

Adopter P l o t e

SHAFT

FRONT SPRING
REMOVAL
1. Remove the shock absorber and
upper mounting bracket as an assembly.
2. Raise the vehicle on a hoist, install safety stands, and remove the
wheel cover or hub cap.
3. Remove the grease cap from
the hub; then, remove the cotter pin,
nut lock, adjusting nut and outer
bearing from the hub.
4. Pull the wheel, tire and the hub
and drum off the spindle as an assembly.
5. Install the spring compressor
tool as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
6. Remove 2 upper arm to spring
tower attaching nuts and swing the
upper arm outboard from the spring
tower (Fig. 10).
7. Release the spring compressor
tool and remove the tool from the
spring. Then, remove the spring from
the vehicle.

INSTALLATION
1. Place the spring upper insulator
on the spring and secure in place with
tape.
2. Position the spring in the spring
tower. Install the spring compressor,
(Fig. 8) and compress the spring.
3. Swing the upper arm inboard
and insert the bolts through the holes
in the side of the spring tower. Then,
install the attaching nuts and torque
them to specification.
4. Release the spring pressure and
guide the spring into the upper arm
spring seat. The end of the spring
must seat against the tab on the
spring seat.
5. Remove the spring compressor
and position the wheel, tire, and hub
and drum on the spindle.
6. Install the bearing, washer, adjusting nut and nut lock. Adjust the
wheel bearing as outlined in Part 3-5

CAVITY

FRONT SPRING REMOVING
VEHICLE

I

- REPLACING TOOLS

BASIC TOOL NO.

and install the cotter pin, grease cap,
and hub cap or wheel cover.
7. Lower the vehicle and install
the shock absorber and upper
. . mounting bracket.
8' Check
camber* and
in and adjust as necessary (Part 3-1).
FRONT SUSPENSION UPPER
ARM
REMOVAL
1. Raise the front of the vehicle,
position-safety stands under the frame,
and lower the vehicle slightly.
2. Remove the wheel and tire.
3. Remove the shock absorber
lower attaching nuts and washers.
4. Remove the shock absorber upper mounting bracket attaching nuts,
and remove the shock absorber and
bracket as an assembly (Fig. 12).
On all &cylinder vehicles, remove
the air cleaner to obtain access for
tool installation.
5. Install the spring compressor
Tool and compress the spring (Figs.
8 and 9).
6. Position a safety stand under
the lower arm.
7. Remove the cotter ,pin from the

I

ADAPTER

nut on the upper ball joint stud, and
loosen the nut one or two turns. Do
not remove the nut from the stud at
this time.

8. Position the ball joint remover
tool between the upper and lower ball
joint studs as shown in Fig. 5. The
tool should seat firmly against the
ends of both studs and not against the
stud nuts.
9. Turn the tool with a wrench until the tool places the studs under considerable tension; then, hit the spindle
smartly near the upper stud with a
hammer to break the stud loose in the
spindle. Do not loosen the stud in
the spindle with tool pressure only.
If both arms are being removed,
loosen the lower stud in the same
manner as the upper stud.

10. Remove the nut from the upper stud and lift the stud out of the
spindle.
11. Remove the upper arm inner
shaft attaching nuts from the engine
compartment, and remove the upper
arm.
12. Wipe off all loose dirt from the
upper arm parts. Do not wash the ball
joint with a solvent.
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INSTALLATION

1. Position the upper arm on the
underbody mounting .bracket, and install the nuts and lock washers on the
two inner shaft attaching bolts. The
specified keystone-type lock washers
must be used. Torque the nuts to

specification.
2. Position the upper ball joint
stud in the top of the wheel spindle.
and install the stud nut. Torque the
nut to specification, and continue to
tighten it until the cotter pin hole and
slots line up. Install a new cotter pin.
3. Release the coil spring, removethe tool, and install the front shock
absorber and the wheel and tire.
FRONT SUSPENSION LOWER
ARM
REMOVAL

1. Position a support between the
upper arm and side rail as shown in
Fig. 3.

2. Raise the vehicle, position safety stands, and remove the wheel and
tire.
3. Remove the stabilizer bar and
link attaching nut. Disconnect the bar
from the link, and remove the link
bolt

Bosic Tool

FIG. 9-Spring

Ad&ter

Compressor Tool

Installed-Upper

F

View-Typical

4. Remove the strut to lower arm
attaching nuts and bolts.
5. Remove the cotter pin from the
nut on the lower ball joint stud, and
loosen .the nut one or two turns. D o
not remove the nut from the stud at
this time.

6. Straighten the cotter pin on the
upper ball joint stud nut. Position the
ball joint remover tool between the
upper and lower ball joint studs in
the reverse position from that shown
in Fig. 5. The tool should seat firmly
against the ends of both studs and
not against the stud nuts.

7. Turn the tool with a wrench until the tool places the studs under considerable tension, and hit the spindle
near the lower stud smartly with a
hammer to break the stud loose in the
spindle. D o hot loosen the stud in the
spindle with tool pressure only. If
both arms are being removed, loosen
the upper stud in the same manner
as the lower stud.
8. Remove the nut from the lower ball joint stud, and lower the arm.
9. Remove the lower arm to underbody pivot bolt, nut and washer,
~ e m o vthe
i lower arm.

FIG. 70-Compressing
Fairlane "

Spring-Lower

View-Montego,

Falcon, a n d

1288-8
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FIG. 7 ] - - F r o n t Suspension Assembly
INSTALLATION

1. Position the lower arm to the
underbody bracket and install the
pivot bolt, washer, and nut loosely.
2. Raise the lower arm, guide the
lower ball joint stud into the spindle
bore, and install the stud attaching
nut loose.
3. Install the stabilizer link bolt,
washers, bushings and spacer. Connect the stabilizer bar to the link. Install the attaching nut and torque to
specifications (Fig. I I).
4. Position the strut to the lower
arm. Install the attaching bolts and
nuts, and torque to specification.
5. Torque the lower ball joint stud
nut to specification, continue to tighten the nut until the cotter pin hole
and slots are aligned, and install a new
cotter pin.
6. Torque the lower arm-to-underbody pivot bolt and nut to specification.
7. Remove the safety stands and
lower the vehicle.

8. Remove the support from between the upper arm and frame.
9. Check and, if necessary, adjust
caster, camber, and toe-in.
FRONT WHEEL SPINDLE
D R U M BRAKES
Removal
1. Position a support between the

upper arm and frame as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4; then, raise the vehicle
and position safety stands.
2. Remove the hub cap or wheel
cover.
3. Remove the grease cap from
the hub; then, remove the adjusting
nut, washer, and outer bearing cone
and roller assembly.
4. Pull the wheel, hub, and drum
assembly off the wheel spindle.
5. Remove the brake backing plate
from the spindle. Support the plate to
prevent damage to the brake hose.
6. Disconnect the spindle connect-

ing rod end from the spindle arm using Tool 3290-C.
7. Remove the cotter pins from
both ball joint stud nuts, and loosen
the nuts one or two turns. D o not remove the nuts from the studs at this
time.

8. Position the ball joint remover
tool between the upper and lower ball
joint studs (Fig. 5). The tool should
seat firmly against the ends of both
studs and not against the stud nuts.

9. Turn the tool with a wrench until the tool places the studs under considerable tension, and, with a hammer, hit the spindle smartly near the
studs to brake them loose in the.
spindle. D o not loosen the studs i n
the spindle with tool pressure alone.

10. Remove the stud nuts and remove the spindle from both studs.
Installation
1. Position the spindle on the lower ball joint stud and install the stud
nut (Fig. 11).
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2. Raise the lower suspension arm
and guide the upper ball joint stud into the spindle. Install the stud nut.
3. Torque the upper stud nut and
then the lower stud nut to specification. Continue to.tighten. both nuts
until the cotter pin holes and slots
line up. Install new cotter pins.
4. Connect the spindle connecting
rod end to the spindle arm.
5. Install the brake backing plate
on the spindle, and torque the bolts
to specification.
6. Install the wheel and. drum and
adjust the wheel bearing (Part 3-5).
7. Remove the safety stands, and
lower the vehicle.
8. Remove the support from between the upper arm and frame.
9. Check and, if necessary, adjust

- Suspension, Steering, Wheels
UPPER MOUNTING BRACKET

& Ti.res
9. Install the hub cap or wheel
cover.
10. Before driving the vehicle,
pump the brake pedal several times
to obtain normal brake lining to rotor
clearance and restore normal brake
pedal travel.
FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER
REMOVAL

1. Raise the hood and remove 3
shock absorber upper mounting bracket to spring tower attaching nuts.
2. Raise the front of the vehicle
and place safety stands under the lower arms.
3. Remove 2 shock absorber lower
attaching nuts and washers.
4. Lift the shock absorber and upper bracket from the spring tower
(Fig. 12) and remove the bracket
from the shock absorber.

caster, camber, and toe-in.
DISC BRAKES
Removal

INSTALLATION

1. Remove the hub cap or wheel
cover, and remove the wheel and tire
from the hub.
2. Remove two bolts attaching the
caliper to the spindle: Remove the
caliper from the rotor and wire it to
the underbody to prevent damage to
the brake hose.
3. Remove the grease cap from
the hub, then, remove the adjusting
nut, washer, and outer bearing cone
and roller assembly.
4. Pull the hub and rotor assembly
off the wheel spindlc.
5. Remove the three caliper shield
attaching bolts and remove the shield.
6. Disconnect the spindle connecting rod end from the spindle arm using Tool-3290-C.
7; Remove the cotter pins from
both ball joint stud nuts, and loosen
the nuts one or two turns. D o not re'move the nuts from the studs a t this
time.

.

8. Position the ball joint remover
tool between the upper and lower ball
l
joint studs (Fig. 5). The t ~ o should
seat firmly agairist the ends of both
studs and not against the stud nuts.

9. Turn the tdbl with a wrench until the tool plac& the studs under considerable teii8i&i: and, with a hammer, hit the spindle smartly near the
studs to break them loose in the
spindle. - D o not loosen the studs in
the spindle with toolpressure alone.

10. Position a floor jackiunder the
lower suspension arm.
11. Remove the upper and lower
ball joint stud' nuts; lower the jack
and remove the spindle.

FIG. 12-Removing

or Installing
Front Shock Absorber-Typical
Installation

1. Position the spindle on the lower ball joint stud and install the stud
nut (Fig. I I). Torque the nut to
specification and install the cotter pin.
2. Raise the lower suspension arm,
and guide the upper ball joint stud into the spindle. Install the stud nut.
3. Torque the nut to specifications
and install the cotter pin. Then, remove the floor jack.
4. Connect the spindle .connecting
rod end to the spindle arm and install
the attaching nut. Torque the nut to
specification and install the cotter
pin.
5. Position the caliper splash
shield to the spindle and install the
attaching bolts and nuts. Torque the
nuts and bolts to-specification.
6. Install the hub and rotor on the
spindle.
7. Position the caliper to the rotor and spindle and install the attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to specifaction and install the safety wire.
8. Install the wheel and tire on the
hub and adjust the wheel bearing
(Part 3-5).

1. Install the upper mounting
bracket on the shock absorber and
torque to specification.
2. Position the shock absorber and
upper mounting bracket in the spring
tower, making sure the shock absorber lower studs are in the pivot
plate holes.
3. Install the 2 washers and attaching nuts on the shock absorber
lower studs and torque to specification.,
4. Install the 3 shock absorber upper mounting. bracket to spring tower
SHOCK ABSORBER ACCESS COVER

COMPARTMENT
FLOOR PANEL

LUGGAGE
'

FIG. 13-Rear
Access Cover

F1 0 8 6 - A

Shock Absorber
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ACCESS COVER

Fll55-A

FIG. 74-Rear

Shock Absorber
Upper Mounting
attaching nuts and torque to specification. Then, remove the safety stands
and lower the vehicle.
REAR SHOCK ABSORBER-

MUSTANG A N D COUGAR
Removal

1. Disconnect the shock absorber
from the spring clip plate (Fig. 15).

2. Remove the shock absorber access cover from the luggage compartment (Fig. 13).
3. Remove the shock absorber upper attaching nut.
4. Compress the shock absorber
and remove it from the vehicle. Remove the bushings and washers from
the shock absorber studs.

Installation

1. Place the bushing and inner
washer on the shock absorber stud.
2. Connect the upper stud to the
mounting, and install the bushing,
outer washer, and new nut on the
stud. Torque the nut to specification,
and install the'cover.
3. Connect the lower stud to the
spring clip plate, and install the bushing, outer washer, and new nut on
the stud. Be sure that spring clip plate
is frqe of burrs. Tighten the nut to
specification.
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MONTECO, FALCON, A N D
FAIRLANE (EXCEPT
CONVERTIBLE)
Removal

1. Open the luggage compartment
door, and remove the spare wheel and
tire.
On the Ranchero, remove the attaching screws, and lift the forward
half of the floor panel from the body;
then, remove the access cover from
the opening in f i e floor pan over the
shock absorber.
On station wagons, remove the access cover from the opening in the
seat riser over the shock absorber.
2. Fold back the floor mat and
remove the shock absorber access
cover from the floor pan. Remove the
nut, outer washer, and rubber bushing that attach the shock absorber to
the upper mounting in the floor pan
(Fig. 14).

SEDANMODELSONLY

REAR SPRING 5556

LOWER INSULATOR 5732
INSULATOR PLATES
(H.D.STATION WAGON
A N D RANCHERO) 5A584

SPRING CLIP PLATE
(STATION WAGON
AND RANCHERO
O N L Y ) 5798-99
SPRING HANGER
MOUNTING BOLT

FIG. 75-Rear

OUTBOARD BUSHING

Spring a n d Shock Absorber-Typical
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3. Raise the vehicle and remove
the attaching nut, outer washer and
bushing from the shock absorber at
the spring clip plate (Fig. 15). Compress the shock absorber and remove
it from the vehicle.
4. If the shock absorber is serviceable and requires new bushings remove the inner bushings and washers
from the shock absorber studs.
Installation

1. Place the inner washer and
bushing on each shock absorber stud.
2. Expand the shock absorber and
position it to the spring clip plate
and to the mounting in the floor pan.
3. Connect the lower stud to the
W i n g 'lip plate, a n d install the
bushing, outer washer, and new nut
on the stud (Fig. 15). Be sure the

FIG. 16-Rear

Spring Front Bushing Removal-Typical

spring clip plate is free of burrs.

Tighten the nut to specification.
On the Ranchero, after tightening
the nut to specification, install the
forward half of the floor panel.
4. From the luggage compartment,
install the bushing outer washer and
new attaching nut to the upper mountIng stud (Fig. 14). Torque to specification. On a station wagon, replace
the floor bed panel (I4 screws).
5. Place the spare wheel and tire
in the luggage compartment, and secure it in the storage position.

Tool-T64N-578 1 -

Tool -T64K-578 1- 82 (Ado

MONTECO A N D FAIRLANE
CONVERTIBLE

84 (Thrust Washer)

Removal

1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
2. Partially raise the vehicle on
a hoist. With an assistant under the
vehicle holding the shock absorber,
remove the nut from the top of the
shock absorber.
3. Remove the lower shock absorber attaching nut and remove the
shock absorber.
lnstallation

1. Position the washers and bushings on the shock absorber and position the shock absorber to the lower
attachment. Install the bushing, outer
washer, and new attaching nut and
torque the nut to specification (Part
3-6).
2. Lower the vehicle and install
the bushing, outer washer, and new attaching nut on the top of the shock
absorber. Torque the nut to specification.

NG FRONT E Y E

FIG. 17-Rear

F1241-A

Spring Front Bushing Installation-Typical

3. Install the rear seat back and
seat cushion.

4. Remove the two attaching nuts,
the rear shackle bar, and the two
shackle inner bushings.

REAR SPRING AND/OR BUSHING

5. Remove the rear shackle assembly and the two outer bushings.

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist and

place supports beneath the underbody
and under the axle.

2. Disconnect the lower end of the
shock absorber from the spring clip
plate and push the shock out of the
way. Remove the supports from under
the axle.

3. Remove the spring clip plate
nuts from the U-bolts; then, remove
the plate (Fig. 15). Raise the rear
axle just enough to remove the weight
from the spring.

6. Remove the front hanger bolt,
nut. and washer from the eye at the
forward end of the spring. Lift out
the spring assembly.

7. If the front bushing is being replaced, assemble the special tool combination to the bushing in the spring
front eye as shown in (Fig. 16).

8. While holding the tool nut,
tighten the tool bolt against the tool
thrust washer, the adapter, and detail A l . This operation will force the
bushing out of the spring eye into detail A4 of the tool as shown.

PART 3-2
INSTALLATION

1. Assemble the bushing and the
special tool combination to the spring
front eye as shown Fig. 17.
2. While holding the tool nut, tighten the tool bolt against the tool thrust
washer, adapter, and detail A4 to
force the bushing into the spring eye
as shown.
3. Position the spring under the
rear axle and insert the shackle assembly into the rear hanger bracket
and the rear eye of the spring.
4. Install the shackle inner bushings, the shackle plate, and the lock-

- Suspension

nuts. Tighten the locknuts finger
tight.
5. Position the spring front eye in
the front hanger, slip the washer on
the front hanger bolt, and (from the
inboard side) insert the bolt through
the hanger and eye. Install the locknut on the hanger bolt and tighten
finger tight.
6. Lower the rear axle until it rests
on the spring,. Position the spring clip
plate on the clips (U-bolts). Install
the U-bolt nuts and torque to specification.
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7. Connect the lower end of the
shock absorber to the spring clip
plate using a new nut if working on
a station wagon or Ranchero.
8. Place safety stands under the
rear axle, lower the vehicle until the
spring is in the approximate curb
load position, and then torque the
front hanger stud locknut to specification.
9. Torque the rear shackle locknuts to specification.
10. Remove the safety stands and
lower the vehicle.
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DESCRIPTION

STEERING GEAR

The steering gear (Fig. 1) is of
the worm and recirculating ball type.
The sector shaft rotates in needle
bearings that are pressed into the
gear housing
' n e worm bearing preload is con-

trolled by the large bearing adjuster which is threaded into the housing.
The sector shaft mesh load is controlled by an adjusting screw located in
the housing cover.
A steering gear identification tag
is provided under one of the cover attaching bolts (Fig. 2).

STATIONARY STEERING
COLUMNS

The steering column is of the collapsible type to lessen the possibility of injury to the driver of the
vehicle should he become involved in
an accident. The lower end of the
steering cloumn tube at the bellows
area (Fig. 3) will collapse approximately six inches upon a predetermine d inpact.
The shift tube and the steering
shaft are provided with nylon dowels
and will shear and allow them to collapse in proportion to the shift tube
upon impact.
Once the steering column has been
collapsed, a complete new column must
be installed with new brackets which
also will shear away during impact.

SERIAL NUMBER O R DATE C O D E G1218-A

FIG. 2-Steering
Tag

FIG. 7-Recirculating

Ball Type Steering Gear-Typical

Gear Identification

FIG. 3-Tilt
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TILT-AWAY STEERING C O L U M N
DESCRIPTION

The tilt-away steering column features nine driving positions (four up
and four down from a center position)
and a tilt-away position that is automatically accomplished when the ignition key is turned to the O F F position and the left door is opened. This
completes an electrical circuit through
a switch in the left door jamb located
just below the courtesy light switch
and an electrically operated vacuum
release' valve mounted on the lower
edge of the instrument panel approximately eight inches to the right of
the steering column. The vacuum release valve is connected to a vacuum
reservoir located on the right fender
apron below the battery tray in the
engine compartment and to a vacuum
motor mounted on the same bracket
as the valve on the instrument panel
(Fig. 3). Each component of the
system is interconnected by a rubber
hose. When the vacuum release valve
is energized electrically, it opens a
valve and allows reservoir vacuum
to act on the vacuum motor diaphragm to pull the locking pawl
out of the lower flange at the upper
end of the column. -spring tension
then moves the steering wheel upward and to the right at approximately a 45 degree angle (tilt-away position) at the steering shaft universal
joint. The column will remain in the
tilt-away position until the driver
manually moves the column to the
drive position after the left door has
been closed.
T h e column will not move out of
the driving position until the key is
turned t o the O F F position and the
left door is opened, either operation
first as long as both operations are
performed.

Changing the column and steering

2

wheel from one driving position to
another can be made at any time by
depressing the turn indicator control
lever and holding it while selecting
the desired driving position for the
steering wheel. This releases the spring
loaded steering column locking lever
from the steering column locking index. The column and wheel are locked
in position when the turn signal control lever is allowed to return rearward. with spring tension, to its neutral position. This indexes the lug
on the steering column locking lever
with the closest tooth on the locking
index for the selected steering wheel
position.
The column also features a turn
signal switch with a lane-changer position, turn indicating position and
emergency warning flasher control
knob.
A starter safety switch located in
the vacuum motor prevents the engine
from being started while the steering
wheel is in the tilt-away position. The
starter safety switch is actuated by the
vacuum motor. When the steering
wheel is placed in the drive position,
piston closes the
the vacuum riotor
switch.
The vacuum 'reservoir has a capacity to operate (cycle) the steering
column for approximately three times
after the engine has been shut down.
The turn signal switch control
lever has a neutral (cancel On-Off)
position from which the lever can be
moved upward to indicate righ turns.
downward to indicate left turns and
forward to release the steering column lock when adjusting the steering
wheel to a desired driving position.
As the turn signal control lever is
moved slightly up or down when chaging lanes, contact is made in the turn
signal switch actuating the indicating
system prior to reaching detent for
full turn self-cancelling. The lever is
held in this position and released
~

when lane changing is completed, returning the lever to neutral position.
The full travel of the lever to detent
is for a complete left or right turn
and automatically cancels on return
of the steering wheel to straightahead position.
An emergency warning flasher system is integrated with the turn signal switch system. A control knob is
located on the right side of the
column just below the steering wheel
and opposite the turn signal control
lever. The emergency warning flasher
system is ON when the control knob
is pushed in and O F F when the knob
is pulled out. When the system is ON
the parking lights, stop lights and
instrument panel turn indicating lights
all flash simultaneously.
The steering column is of the collapsible type to lessen the possibility of injury to the driver of the
vehicle should he become involved in
an accident. The lower end of the
steering column tube a t the bellows
area (Fig. 3) will collapse approximately six inches upon a predetermined impact.
The shift tube and the steering
shaft are provided with nylon dowels
and will shear and allow them to collapse in proportion to the shift tube
upon impact.
Once the steering column has been
collapsed. a complete new column
must be installed along with mounting brackets which will also shear
away during impact.
The following steering column repair operations can be performed in
the vehicle:
Starter safety switch replacement.
Switch Adjustment
Steering wheel replacement
* Turn signal switch replacement
Upper bearing replacement
The following steering column repair operations must be made on the
bench:
Steering shaft replacement

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

H O I S T I N G lNSfR U C T I O N S

Damage t o suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur i f care is not exercised when positioning the hoist adapters of 2 post
hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
I f a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

STEERING G E A R W O R M A N D
SECTOR A D J U S T M E N T

made i n the following order to avoid
damage o r gear failure.
I. Disconnect the Pitman arm

The ball nut assembly and the sector gear must be adjusted properly
to maintain mimimum steering shaft
end play (a factor of preload adjustment) and minimum backlash between sector gear and ball nut. There
are only two possible adjustments
within the recirculating ball type
steering gear, and these should be

from the sector shaft.
2. Loosen the nut which locks the
sector adjusting screw (Fig. 4). and
turn the adjusting screw counterclockwise.
3. Measure the worm bearing preload by .attaching an in-lb torque
wrench to the steering wheel nut (Fig.
5). With the steering wheel off center,

PART 3-3 - M a n u a l Steering
ADJUSTER LOCK NUT

FILLER PLUG

arm pointing directly forward. If the
spokes are not in their normal posi
tion, they can be adjusted without
changing the toe-in adjustment (Refer
to Part 3-1).
STEERING WHEEL
REPLACEMENT

SECTOR SHAFT
ADJUSTING SCREW

FIG. 4-Steering

G 1071-C

G e a r Adjustments

-Typical
read the pull required to rotate the
input shaft approximately I 112 turns
either side of center. If the torque or
preload is not within specification
(Rart 3-6), adjust as explained in the
next step.
4. Loosen the steering shaft bearing adjuster lock nut, and tighten or
back off the bearing adjuster (Fig. 4)
to bring the preload within the specified limits.
5. Tighten the steering shaft bearing adjuster lock nut, and recheck the
preload.
6. Turn the steering wheel slowly
to either stop. Turn gently against the

1. Disconnect the negative cable
from the battery.
2. Working from the underside of
the steering wheel spoke, remove the
two crash pad attaching screws. Lift
the crash pad from the wheel.
3. Remove steering wheel nut, and
then remove the steering wheel with
tool T67L-3600-A (Fig. 6). Do not
use a hammer or knock-off type
wheel puller. Striking the puller or
shaft may cause damage to the bearings and/or collapsible column.
4. Transfer all servicable parts
to the new steering wheel.
5. Position the steering wheel on
the shaft so that the alignment mark
on the hub of the wheel is adjacent
to the one on the shaft. Install and
torque the nut to specification.
6. Install the steering wheel crash
pad.

STEERING WHEEL SPOKE
POSITION ADJUSTMENT

When the steering gear is on the
high point, the front wheels should
be in the straight-ahead position and
the steering wheel spokes should be in
their normal position with the Pitman

Tool- T67 L-3600-A

Steering Wheel

- Typical

wheel 2 114 turns to center the ball
nut.
7. Turn
the sector adjusting
screw clockwise until the specified
pull (Part 3-6) is necessary to rotate
the worm past its center high spot
(Fig. 5). N o perceptible backlash is

8. While holding the sector adjusting screw, tighten the locknut to
specification and recheck the backlash adjustment.
9. Connect the Pitman arm to the
sector shaft and torque to specification.

2. Insert an alignment pin through
the levers at the lower end of the
steering column to hold the levers
in neutral position.
3. Disconnect the two shift rods
from the shift levers.
4. Remove the two bolts that attach
the flex coupling to the steering
shaft.
5. Working from the underside of
the steering wheel spoke, remove the
two crash pad attaching screws. Lift
the crash pad from the wheel.
6. Remove the steering wheel attaching nut. Remove the steering wheel
with puller T67L-3600-A (Fig. 6). Do
not use a hammer or knock-off
type wheel puller. Striking the puller
or shaft may cause damage to the
bearings and/or collapsible column.

FIG. 6-Removing

stop to avoid possible damage to the
ball return guides. Then rotate the

permissable at 30 degrees on either
side of center.
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FIG. 5-Checking

Pre-Load

-Typical
STATIONARY STEERING
C O L U M N REPAIR
STEERlNG C O L U M N SHlFT
TUBE REPLACEMENT
Montego, Falcon a n d Fairlane
with
Standard
Transmission
Removal

1. Place the selector
the neutral position.

lever

in

7. Remove the turn signal and horn
wire shield from the side of the steering column tube.
8. Disconnect the horn and turn signal wires from the connector. Disconnect the back-up light wires if so
equipped.
9. Remove the screws that secure
the steering column tube and dust seal
to the dash panel.
10. Remove the six steering column
tube-to-bracket attaching nuts and lift
the column from the vehicle.
11. Remove the turn signal lever
from the column.
12. Remove the pin that secures
the selector lever in the hub. Lift
the lever from the hub.
13. Remove the three turn signal
switch attaching screws and remove
the switch and emergency flasher control button as an assembly.
14. Remove the snap ring from the
upper end of the steering shaft. Care-
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fully remove the shaft from the lower
end of the column.
15. Loosen the two flange bolt
nuts that attach the flange to the
steering column tube (Fig. 7). Disengage the bolt heads from the tube
and remove the flange.
16. Remove the three screws that
secure the shift lever retainer. Remove the lever retainer and shift
tube from the steering column tube.
Installation
1. Place the lever retainer and levers
on the new shift tube.
2. Insert the new shift tube into
the steering column tube and install
the three attaching screws.
3. Position the selector hub on the
upper end of the column.
4. Position the flange on the shift
tube and engage the heads of the
attaching bolts with the square holes
of the tube. Tighten the attaching
nuts to secure the flange.
5. Insert the steering shaft into
the lower end of the shift tube and
through the bearing in the flange. Install the snap ring to secure the
shaft.
6. Position the turn signal switch
on the flange and install the three
attaching screws. Secure the turn signal wire shield to the steering column

tube with the attaching screws.
7. Insert the selector lever in the
hub and secure it with a new pin.
8. Install the turn signal lever
9. Guide the steering column to
engage the steering shaft with the flex
coupling, then install the six column
bracket-teinstrument panel attaching nuts loosely.
10. Position the dust seal and column
retainer to the dash panel and install
the attaching screws.
11. Tighten the six steeringcolumnto-instrument panel attaching nuts.
12. Connect the back-up lamp, turn
signal and horn wires.
13. Install the steering wheel.
14. Secure the crash pad to the
steering wheel with the two attaching screws.
15. Install and tighten the flex
coupling attaching nuts.
16. Connect the shift rods to the
shift levers at the lower end of the
steeringcolumn.
17. Adjust the shift linkage as
required.
Montego, Falcon and Fairlane
with Automatic ~
~

Removal
1. Place the selector
the neutral position.

lever

in

2. Disconnect the shift rod from
the shift lever.
3. Remove the two bolts that attach
the flex coupling to the steering
shaft.
4. Working from the underside of
the steering wheel spoke, remove the
two crash pad attaching screws. Lift
the crash pad from the wheel.
5. Remove the steering wheel attaching nut. Remove the steering
wheel with puller T67L-3600-A (Fig.
6). Do not use a hammer or knockoff type wheel puller. Striking the
puller or shaft may cause damage to
the bearings and/or collapsible
column.
6. Remove the turn signal and horn
wire shield from the side of the steering column tube.
7. Disconnect the horn and turn signal wires from the connector. Disconnect the neutral switch wires from
thecolumn.
8. Remove the five screws that secure
the steering column tube and dust seal
to the dash panel.
9. Remove the six steering column
tube-to-bracket attaching nuts and lift
the column
~ from the vehicle.
~
~
10. Remove the turn signal lever
from the column.
11. Remove the two neutral switch
attaching screens and remove the
switch.

STEERING WHEE L-3600

STEERING COLUMN

COVER-13376

CONTROL KNOB-17513

SWITCH-13341
L W E R CLAMP-3BI4O
SWITCH-15520

STEERING SHAFT4524
GEAR SHIFT LEVER
THIRD)-7326
SHIFT TUBE-7212

SHIFT TUBE BEARING-7347
STEERING SHAFT-3524

Q

FIG. 7-Stationary

Steering Column Disassembled-Typical

FLEX COUPLING-3A525
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12. Remove the roll pin that secures
the selector lever in the hub. Lift
the lever from the hub.
13. Remove the three turn signal
switch attaching screws and remove
the switch and emergency flasher control button as an assembly.
14. Remove the snap ring from the
upper end of the steering shaft. Carefully remove the shaft from the lower
end of the column.
15. Remove the bolt that secures
the shift tube to the selector lever
hub.
16. Rotate the shift tube as required to slip it out of the selector
lever hub and the steering column
tube.
Installation

I. Place the plastic bushing on the
new shift tube.
2. Insert the new shift tube into
the steering column tube centering
washer and hub. Secure the shift tube
to the hub with the attaching bolt.
3. Insert the steering shaft into
the lower end of the shift tube and
through the bearing in the flange. Install the snap ring to secure the
shaft.
4. Position the turn signal switch
on the flange and install the three
attaching screws. Secure the turn
signal wire shield to the steering
column tube with the attaching
screws.
5. Insert the selector lever in the
hub and secure it with a new roll pin.
6. Install the turn signal lever.
7. Guide the steering column to engage the steering shaft with the flex
coupling, then install the six column
bracket-to-instrument panel attaching
nuts loosely.
8. Position the dust seal and column
retainer to the dash panel and install
the attaching screws.
9. Tighten the six steering columnto-instrument panel attaching nuts.
10. Connect the neutral switch,
turn signaland horn wires.
I I. Install the steering wheel.
12. Secure the crash pad to the
steering wheel with the two attaching
screws.
13. Install and tighten the flex
coupling attaching nuts.
14. Connect the shift rod to the
shift lever at the lower end of the
steering column.
15. Adjust the shift linkage as
required.

STEERING COLUMN UPPER
BEARING REPLACEMENT
Removal

1. Disconnect the horn wire and
the turn indicator wires at the connector.
2. Working from the underside of
the steering wheel spoke, remove the
two crash pad attaching screws. Lift
the crash pad from the wheel.
3. Remove the steering wheel attaching nut. Remove the steering
wheel using tool T67L-3600 -A (Fig.
6). Do not use a hammer or knockoff type wheel puller. Striking the puller or shaft may cause damage to the
bearings and/or collapsible column.
4. Remove the turn signal wire
shield from the side of the steering
column.
5. Remove the turn indicator lever.
6. Remove the turn signal switch
attaching screws. Lift the switch over
the end of the steering shaft and place
it to one side.
7. Remove the snap ring from the
top of the steering shaft.
8. Loosen the two flange-to-steering
column tube attaching bolts to disengage them from the tube.
9. Raise the flange upward while
tapping the steering shaft lightly with
a plastic hammer to free the bearing
and flange from the shaft.
10. Remove the bearing and insulator from the flange.
Installation

I. Install flange bolts (square head)
in flange if they were removed. Turn
the nuts onto the bolts one complete
turn only.
2. Position the flange onto the
steering column tube.
3. Engage the two flange bolt heads
with the square holes in the column
tube, then tighten the two attaching
nuts to specification.
4. Position the bearing and insulator on the shaft. Work it down onto
the shaft as far as possible, then
place a piece of 314 ID x 2 118 inch
pipe over the end of shaft and install
the steering wheel attaching nut (Fig.
8).
5. Tighten the nut until the bearing is seated in the flange, then remove the nut and pipe from the shaft.
6. Position the turn signal switch
on the flange and install the three
attaching screws.

7. Install the turn signal wire shield
on the steering column tube.
8. Make certain that the wheels are
in the straight ahead position. Place
the steering wheel on the steering shaft
with the spokes in the horizontal position. Install and torque the attaching nut to specification.
9. Secure the crash pad to the steering wheel with the two attaching
screws.
10. Connect the horn and turn
signal wires.
I I. Install the turn signal lever.
BEARING AND

3/4" I D r 2-1/8"

C 1497-1

FIG. 8-Installing

Upper Bearing

TILT AWAY STEERING
COLUMN REPAIRS
VACUUM RELEASE
VALVE
Removal
I. Working from the underside of
the instrument panel (Fig. 9) disconnect the two hoses from the valve.
2. Disconnect the wire from the
connector on the valve.
3. Remove the bracket-to-instrument panel attaching bolt and remove
the bracket.
4. Remove the two screws that secure the valve to the mounting bracket
and remove the valve.
Installation

I. Secure the valve to the mounting bracket with the two attaching
screws.
2. Position the bracket to the instrument panel and install the attaching bolt.
3. Connect the wire to the terminal on the valve.
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4. Center the vacuum motor with the
control cable retaining bracket, then
tighten the two attaching screws.
5. Connect the hose to the vacuum
motor.

4. Connect the hose from the
vacuum motor to the horizontal conector on the valve and the hose from
the reservoir to the vertical connector.
VACUUM MOTOR

UPPER BEARING
REPLACEMENT

Removal

Removal

1. Worki'ng from the underside of

the instrument panel, disconnect the
hose from the vacuum motor.
2. Remove the bracket-to-instrument panel attaching bolt and remove
the bracket.
3. Remove the cotter pin and the
clevis pin that secures the cable to
the vacuum motor rod.
4. Disconnect the starter safety
switch wire at the connector.
5. Remove the two motor-to-bracket
attaching screws and remove the
motor.

1. Disconnect the battery negative
cable.
2. Remove the steering wheel with
steering wheel puller T67L-3600-A and
install the spring, steel shipping spacer
(314 x I 118-inch pipe) and the steering wheel attaching nut. The shipping
spacer will prevent damaging the two
ball bearings a t the upper end of the
shaft. Do not use a hammer or knockoff type wheel puller. Striking the puller or shaft may cause damage to the
bearings and/or collapsible column.
3. Slide the lower cover (Fig. I I)
downward on the steering column.
4. Remove the turn signal wire
retaining clip from the upper end of
the steering column tube.
5. Remove the screws that attach
the upper cover to the tilt mechanism.
Slip the cover off the pivot cover.
6. Remove the screws that attach
the turn signal switch to the steering column. Move the switch wires
upward enough to permit lifting the

Installation
1. Position the motor on the mounting bracket and install, but do not
tighten the attaching screws.
2. Position the bracket to the
instrument panel and install the attaching bolt.
3. Connect the control cable to
the vacuum motor rod with the clevis
pin and a new cotter pin.

switch over the end of the steering
shaft and lay the switch to one side.
Be careful not to lose the turn signal
lever pivot from the switch.
7. Compress the steering column
locking clamp with vise grip pliers
(Fig. 12) and move to the full up
position.
8. Hold the column position spring
rod with vise grip pliers to prevent
flotation, then compress the spring
and remove the retainer. Remove the
plastic cover and spring.
9. Install tool T67P-3D739-A as
shown in Fig. 12. Thread the bolt
inward finger tight until it bottoms,
then back it out one full turn. Hold
the 318 inch bolt head stationary,
then tighten the nut to extract the
pin. Repeat this operation on the
opposite pin.
10. Remove the nut, shipping
spacer and spring from the steering
shaft.
11. With the steering column locking clamp still compressed, lift the
upper flange from the column by
working against the lower bearing
inner race. Care must be taken when
removing the flange.
12. Place the flange on the bench
with the smaller bearing toward the
bench (Fig. 13). Drive lightly on the
outer race at each slot with a small
pick.
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FIG. 12-Removing

Tilt Mechanism Pivot Pin

BEARING OUTER
RACE

the upper flange with the open side
facing inward. Place the socket on
the outer race and tap the bearing
into place. Be careful not to contact
the bearing inner race or the ball
section, as damage will result.

FIG. 13-Removing

Upper Flange

Bearings

13. To remove the upper bearing
invert the flange and remove the
larger bearing in the same manner.
Never drive or apply pressure to the
inner race.

Installation

I. Apply a light film of COAZ19584-A lubricant to the bearings.
2. Select a socket wrench that is
the same diameter of each bearing
outer race. Position the bearing on

3. Compress t h e column release
lever with vise grips to place the
locking levers in the release position.
4. Position the flange on the upper end of the shaft being careful to
apply pressure only on the upper bearing inner race to prevent bearing
da~mage.
5. Install the pivot pins as shown
in Fig. 14 with a C-clamp. The pivot
pins should have a clearance of 0.005
inch between the shoulder and casting
when properly installed. A clearance
of less than 0.005 inch may create a
bind in the tilt mechanism. If one
pin presses in before the other, place
a spacer washer over the head of the
pin that has already positioned to prevent over pressing while still pressing
the other one into position.
6.. Move the tilt mechanism to the
upper most position and remove the
vise grip pliers to lock it in place.
7. Position the release spring rod
and hold it up as high as possible
with vise grip pliers. Place the spring
and cover in place on the upper flange.
Compress the spring and install the
retainer. Remove the vise grip pliers.

8. Depress the column release lever
with pliers and place the tilt mechanism
in the center position.
9. Position the turn signal switch
and install the two attaching screws.
10. Pull the wires into place and
install the plastic retaining clip.
11. Slide the lower cover into place
making sure that the three retaining
clips engage the slots in the selector
lever hub.
12. Position the upper cover on
the pivot cover and install the attaching screws.
13. Install the combination turn
signal and tilt mechanism lever.
14. Install the steering wheel. and
crash pad.
15. Connect the negative cable to
the battery. Check the turn signal and
tilt mechanism for proper operation.
LOCKING LEVER
REPLACEMENT

Removal
I. Remove the upper flange and
bearings from the column.
2. Insert a 3 118-inch bolt between the lower ends of the locking
levers (Fig. 15) to relieve the tension
from the column release lever.
3. Place the flange in a vise as
shown (Fig. 15) and remove the two
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10. Lift the tilt mechanism and
steering shaft from the steering column
tube.
11. Remove the pivot pins as detailed under Upper Bearing Replacement. Remove the upper flange, lower
flange, locking index and pivot cover
from the shaft.

lnstallation

FIG. 14-Installing

Upper Flange Pivot Pins

retainers with a screwdriver.
4. Lift the column release lever
from the flange.
5. Drive the locking lever retaining pins from the flange with a small
drift.
6. Release the vise slowly to prevent the levers from flying out.
7. Remove the levers, spring caps
and springs from the flange (Fig. 11).

Installation
1. Make sure that the rubber insulators are in place in the upper
flange.
2. Position the springs, spring caps
and locking levers in the upper flange.
3. Place the assembly in a vise
and compress the springs. Install the
lever retaining pins in the upper
flange.
4. Install a 3 118-inch bolt between the lower ends of the locking
levers as shown in Fig. 15.
5. Make sure that the column release lever stop is in place in the upper
flange, then position the column release lever on the flange. Install the
two retainers.
6. Remove the 3 118-inch bolt
from between the levers.
7. Install the upper flange and
bearings in the steering column.

STEERING S H A F T
REPLACEMENT

Removal
I. Remove the steering wheel with
tool T67L-3600-A and install the
spring, shipping spacer (314 x 1 118inch pipe) and steering wheel attaching nut. Do not use a . hammer or
knock-off type wheel puller. Striking
the puller or shaft may cause damage
to the bearings and/or collapsible
column.
2. Remove the steering column
from the vehicle.
3. Remove the combination turn
signal and tilt mechanism lever.
4. Remove the upper cover attaching screws and remove the cover.
5. Slide the lower cover down on
the steering collimn tube.
6. Remove the turn signal switch
wire, plastic retaining clamp.
7. Remove the two turn signal
switch attaching screws. Lift the switch
and wires just high enough to clear
the top of the steering shaft. Remove
the plate (Fig. 11).
8. Working from the underside of
the hub, remove the three Allen head
screws lock washers and retainers.
9. -Remove the plastic tapered
bushing from the lower end of the
steering shaft.

I. Position the locking index, lower flange and pivot cover on the steering shaft.
2. Install the upper flange as detailed under Upper Bearing Replacement. A vise can. b k used to install
the pivot pins instead of a C-clamp
since the steering shaft is removed
from the column tube.
3. Install the steering shaft in the
column tube.
4. Secure the lowe; flange to the
tube with the three Allen head screws,
retaineis and 112 inch OD lock
washers.
5. Install the tapered plastic bushing on the lower end of the steering
shaft.
6. Position the plate and turn signal switch on the upper flange and
install the two attaching screws.
7. Work the wires down into place
and install the plastic retaining clamp.
8. Slide the lower cover into place
making sure that the three spring
clips engage the slots on the hub.
9. Install the upper cover on the

LEVER RETAINING

FIG. 15-Removing
Locking Levers

or Installing

PART 3-3
pivot cover and install the three attaching screws.
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10. Install the steering column in
the vehicle.

11. Install the
and crash pad.

steering

wheel

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur if care is not exercised when positioning the hoist adapters of 2 post
hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
I f a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. Do not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.
STEERING GEAR
ALL MODELS WlTH 200 C I D
ENGINE
Removal
1. Remove the bolt that secures
the flex coupling to the steering shaft.
2. Remove the nut and lock washer that secures the Pitman arm to the
sector shaft. Remove the Pitman arm
as shown in Fig. 16.
3. Remove the two fuel line-tochassis retaining clips and position
the fuel line out of the way.
4. Remove the steering gear attaching bolts and remove the gear.

Installation
1. Position the steering gear and
flex coupling in place; then, install and
torque the three steering gear attaching
bolts to specification (Part 3-6).
2. Secure the fuel line to the chassis with the two retaining clips and
bolts.
3. Position the Pitman arm and
the sector shaft and install the attaching nut and lock washer. Torque the
nut to specification.
4. Install and connect the flex
coupling attaching nut and torque it to
specification (Part 3-6).

ALL MODELS WlTH 289
C I D ENGINE
Removal
1. Open the hood and remove the
bolt and nut that secures the flex coupling to the steering shaft.
2. Remove the Pitman arm attaching nut and washer. Remove the Pitman
arm from the sector shaft with Tool

T64P-3590-F (Fig. 16).
3. Remove the two bolts that attach the engine left front mount to the
block.
4. Raise the engine approximately
I/2 inch off the mount and block it in
this position.
5. Remove three steering gear attaching bolts and remove the steering
gear.
lnstallation
1. Position the steering gear to the
frame side rail and the flex coupling
to the steering shaft and install the
three steering gear attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to specification (Part 3-6).
2. Remove the support from the
engine mount and lower the engine.
Install and torque the engine support
attaching bolts to specification.
3. Position the Pitman arm to the
sector shaft and install the washer and
attaching nut. Torque the nut to specification (Part 3-6).
4. Lower the vehicle and install
the flex coupling to steering shaft attaching bolt and nut.
5. Torque the bolt to specification
(Part 3-6).
6. Fill the steering gear with the
specified lubricant to-the correct level
(Part 3-1).

ALL MODELS WlTH 390
O R 427 C I D ENGINE
Removal
1. Remove the two bolts that secure the flex coupling to the steering
shaft and to the steering gear.
2. Remove the power cylinder
bracket-to-chassis attaching bolts.
3. Remove the Pitman arm attaching nut and lock washer. Remove the
Pitman arm from the sector shaft with
Tool T64P-3590-F (Fig. 16).
4. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipes from the exhaust manifolds and
lower the pipes.
5. Remove the three steering gear
attaching bolts. Lower gear enough to
slide the flex coupling off the gear input shaft, then, remove the gear.

lnstallation
1. Center the steering gear and .the

steering wheel spoke.
2. Raise the steering gear free of
obstructions, then slide the flex coupling onto the input shaft. Engage the
flex coupling with the steering shaft
and install and torque the three steering gear attaching bolts to specifications (Part 3-6).
3. Position new gaskets on the intake manifolds then secure the pipes to
the flanges.
4. Make certain that the wheels
are in the straight ahead position, then
place the Pitman arm on the sector
shaft. Install the attaching nut and lock
washer. Tighten the nut to specification.
5. Position the power cylinder
bracket and install and torque the attaching bolts to specification.
6. Install the two flex coupling attaching bolts and torque them to specification.
STEERING COLUMN
REPLACEMENT
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the negative cable
from the battery.
2. Remove the bolt that attaches
the flexible coupling to the steering
shaft.
3. Disconnect the shift rod(s) from
the lever(s) at the lower end of the
column. This applies to column shift
models, only.
4. Remove the screws that attach
the steering column tube flange to the
dash panel (Fig. 10) and to the tube.
5. Working from the underside of
the instrument panel disconnect the
steering column tilt-control cable from
the vacuum motor and mounting bracket (Fig. 9). This applies only to a tiltaway column.
6. Disconnect the turn signal
switch, and emergency flasher wires a t
the connectors. I f working on a model
equipped with an automat~ctransmission with a column shift, B~sconnectthe
wires from the neutral start switch.
7. While supporting the steering
column, remove the nuts and bolts
that attach the column to the instrument panel (Fig. 10). Lift the column
from the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the column in the veh-
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ToolT64P-3590.F

STEER'NG GEAR

2. Install the steering column tubeto-dash panel and to tube attaching
screws, but do not tighten them.
3. Install the upper clamp and the
attaching nuts. Tighten the nuts finger
tight.
,- ,
4. Move the lower flange as required to center the steering shaft in
the tube. The steering shaft is centered
when a 0.010 inch diameter wire gauge
can be rotated around the shaft without interfering with insulator 3C577
shown in Fig. I I . Tighten the lower
flange attaching nuts when the shaft is
centered.
5. Connect the shift rod(s) to the
shift lever(s) a t the lower end of the
column. This applies to column shift
models only.
6. Install and tighten the flex coupling attaching bolt.

7. Tighten the instrument panel-toclamp attaching nuts.
8. Connect the turn signal and
emergency flasher switch wires a t the
multiple connectors. If working on a
model equipped with an automatic
transmission with a column shift, connect the wires to the neutral start
switch.
9. Connect the tilt-column control cable to the retaining bracket and
vacuum motor. To remove cable slack,
loosen the bracket attaching screw and
pull it lightly toward the column, then
tighten the screw. This applies only to
the tilt-away steering column.
10. Connect the negative cable to
the battery.
11. Start the engine and check
the operation of the steering column
and switches (tilt-away column only).

a

PITMAN ARM

NG. 16-Removing

G1073-D

Pitman Arm

cle making sure that the steering shaft
engages the flex coupling.
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MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

STEERING GEAR
DISASSEMBLY
HOUSING COVER 3580

I. Rotate the steering shaft approximately 2 114 turns from either
stop.
2. After removing the sector adjusting screw locknut and the housing
cover bolts, remove the sector shaft
with the cover. Remove the cover from
the shaft by turning the screw clockwise. Keep the shim with the screw
(Fig. 17).
3. Loosen the worm bearing adjuster nut, and remove the adjuster assembly and the steering shaft upper
bearing and cup.
4. Carefully pull the steering shaft
and ball nut from the housing. T o
avoid possible damage to the ball return guides, keep the ball nut from
running down to either end of the
worm.
Disassemble the ball nut only if
there is indication of binding or tightness.

5. Remove the lower bearing and
cup from the housing. It may be necessary to tap the housing on a block
of wood (Fig. 18) to loosen it from
the housing.
6. Remove the ball return ,guide
clamp and the ball return guides from
the ball nut. Keep the ball nut clampside up until ready to remove the balls.

7. Turn the ball nut over. and rotate the worm shaft from side to side
until all balls (Mustang, Cougar 58-62
balls; Montego, Falcon, and Fairlane50-54 balls) have dropped out of the

LOCK NUT 3707
GASKET 3581 '
SCREW 3577

-ADJUSTING

.

WORM BEARLnWU
ADJUSTER 3A670

\ $

SECTOR S H A ~ T3575
BEARING 3576
FILLER PLUG

\

3552

/

BALL 3647
BALL GUIDE 3

' V

\

BEARING CUP 3552

\

HOUSING 3548

(
3-

BALL NUT
3524

OIL SEAL 3591
PITMAN ARM 3590

FIG. 17-Manual

Steering Gear Disassembled

nut into a clean pan. With the balls
removed, the ball nut will slide off the
worm.
Press both sector shaft bearings
out of the housing (Fig 19). Remove
the seal and the bearings only if there
is an indication of wear, damage, or
bearing mislocation. D o not install a
new bearing in a housing in which

the bearing has turned or is found to
be mislocated. A new housing must
be used.
ASSEMBLY

1. If the sector shaft bearings have
been removed, press new bearings into
the housing (Fig. 20).
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FIG. 18-Removing
Cup from Housing

Lower Bearing

2. Position a bearing cup in the
adjuster.
3. If the sector shaft oil seal has
been removed, install a new oil seal.
4. Swab the inside diameter of the
ball nut and the outside diameter of
the worm with gear lubricant C3AZ19578-A prior to assembly. Lay the
steering shaft on a bench as shown
in Fig. 2 1. After positioning the shaft,
turn the ball nut to place the guide
holes in the up position. Align the
grooves in the worm and in the ball
nut by sighting through the ball guide
holes.
5. Insert the ball guides into the
holes of the ball nut, tapping them
lightly with a wood handle of a screw
driver if necessary to seat them.
When assembling the steering gear,
make certain that the amount of balls
indicated below for each of the various
gears are installed.
BALL NUT
&

NARROW END OF
TAPER FACING DOWN

FIG. 27 -Positioning
Typical

FIG. 19-Removing
Bearing

Sector Shaft

Press Ram

T62F-3576-A\
with Adapter

T64K-3576-8

OF BALL NuT
G I 227-A

Ball Nut-

6. Insert the balls (Mustang and
Cougar-62 balls; Montego, Falcon, and
Fairlane-54 balls) into the hole in the
top of each ball guide. It may be necessary to rotate the shaft slightly one
way, then in the opposite direction to
distribute the balls in the circuit.
7. After the balls (Mustang and
Cougar-58-62 balls; Montego, Falcon,
and Fairlane-50-54 balls) are installed,
install the ball guide clamp. Check the
ball nut to see that it rotates freely.
Torque the screw to specification.
8. Coat the threads of the steering
shaft bearing adjuster, the housing cover bolts, and the sector adjusting screw
with a suitable oil-resistant sealing compound. D o not apply sealer to female
threads, and especially avoid getting
any sealer on the steering shaft bearings.

9. Coat the worm bearings, sector

FIG. 20-Installing
Bearing

Sector Shaft
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shaft bearing and gear teeth with gear
lubricant C3AZ- 19578-A.
10. Clamp the housing in a vise,
with the sector shaft axis horizontal,
and position the steering shaft lower
bearing cup and the bearing in place.
11. Position the steering shaft and
ball nut assembly in the housing.
12. Position the steering shaft upper bearing on the top of the worm,
and install the steering shaft bearing
adjuster and cup. Install the lock nut
with the flat side against the bearing
adjuster and the letter outward. Leave
the nut loose.
13. After installing the steering
wheel nut on the steering shaft adjust
the worm bearing preload, using an
inch-pound torque wrench to check
for specified preload.
14. Position the sector adjusting
screw and the adjuster shim, and
check the end clearance which should
not exceed 0.002 inch between the
screw head and the end of the sector
shaft. If clearance is greater than 0.002
inch, replace the shim with one of
proper thickness.
15. Thread the sector shaft adjusting screw into the housing cover.
16. Install a new gasket on the
housing cover.
17. Rotate the steering shaft until
the ball nut teeth are in position to
mesh with the sector gear, tilting the
housing so that the ball nut will tip
toward the housing cover opening.
18. Apply enough gear lubricant
C3AZ-19578-A to fill the pocket in the
housing between the sector shaft
bearings 30% full.
19. Push the housing cover with
the sector shaft into place.
20. Turn the cover to one side and
fill the housing with 112 Ib of gear
lubricant C3AZ- 19578-A.
21. Install but do not tighten the
housing cover attaching bolts. D o not
tighten the cover bolts until i t is certain that there is some lash between
the ball nut and the sector gear teeth.
22. After loosely installing the sector shaft adjusting screw lock nut, adjust the sector shaft mesh to the specified mesh load, then tighten the adjusting screw lock nut. Remove the
steering wheel nut.
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STEERING LINKAGE REPAIR

The manual and power steering
linkage (Figs. 22 and 23) consists of
the Pitman arm, the Pitman are-toidler arm rod, the idler arm, and the
spindle connecting sleeve and ends
(tie rods). D o not attempt to straighten bent linkage; use new parts.

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS

Damage to suspension and/or steering linkage components may occur if
care is not exercised when positioning
the hoist adapters of 2 post hoists prior
to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

SPINDLE CONNECTING ROD
END REPLACEMENT

The spindle connecting rod ends,
which are threaded into the outer ends
of the adjusting sleeves, have nonadjustable, ball studs. A rod end
should be replaced when excessive
looseness a t th'e ball stud is noticed.
1. Remove the cotter pin and nut
from the worn rod end ball stud.
2. Disconnect the end from the

spindle arm or center link as shown
in Fig. 24.
3. Loosen the connecting rod
sleeve clamp bolts, and count the
number of turns needed to remove
the rod end from the sleeve. Discard
all rod end parts that were removed
from the sleeve. All new parts should
be used when a spindle connecting
rod end is replaced.

4. Thread a new rod end into the
sleeve, but do not tighten the sleeve
clamp bolts a t this time.
5. Insert the stud in the part from
which the old one was removed, and
install the stud nut. Torque the nut
to specification and install the cotter
pin.
6. Check and, i f necessary, adjust
toe-in (Part 3-1). After toe-in is checked and adjusted, oil the sleeve clamp
bolts and torque them to specification.

The tie rod sleeve clamps must be installed as shown in Fig. 22, Part 3-1,
to prevent interference with the side
rail.
SPINDLE SLEEVE REPLACEMENT

A spindle sleeve should be replaced
if it becomes worn or d a m a g e d ~ ( ~ i g s .
22 and 23). D o not attempt to straight-

-

FRONT OF VEHICLE

+w

SPINDLE CONNECTING
ROD E N D

FIG. 22-Typical

Manual Steering Linkage-

All Vehicles

en the sleeve if threaded portion is
damaged.

I. Remove the spindle connecting
rod ends as described in the previous
sub-section.
2. Screw the spindle rod ends into
the new sleeve the same number of
turns as the ends that were removed.
Do not tighten the clamp bolts at .this
time.
3. Position the sleeve and end assembly on the center link and the spindle arm. Install the attaching nut, torque it to specification, and install the
cotter pin.
4. Check and, if necessary, adjust
toe-in (Part 3- 1). After toe-in is checked and' adjusted, oil the sleeve clamp
bolts then torque them to specification.
The sleeve clamp must be installed as
shown in Figs. 22 and 23.
CENTER LINK REPLACEMENT
The center link connecting the Pitman arm and the idler arm is non-adjustable and is provided with tapered
holes to accommodate the ball studs
(Figs. 22 and 23). The link should
be replaced when damaged or when
worn at the ball studs.
REMOVAL
I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist and
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position safety stands.
2. Remove the two cotter pins and
nuts that attach both tie rod ends to
steering arm-to-center link (Fig.
22).
3. Disconnect the tie rod ends
from the center lenk with Tool 3290-C
(Fig. 23).
4. Remove one cotter pin and nut
attaching the idler arm to the center
link and disconnect the idler arm from
the center link with Tool 3290-C.
5. Remove one cotter pin and nut
attaching the Pitman arm to the center
link. Disconnect the Pitman arm from
the center link with Tool 3290-C and
remove the center link. On a vehicle
equipped with power steering, remove
the center link from the control valve
as detailed under Power Steering
Control Valve Removal.

CENTER LINK

INSTALLATION
I. Replace the rubber seals on the
spindle connecting rod ends, i f required.
2. Position the center link to the
Pitman arm and idler arm and install
the attaching nuts. Torque the nuts to
the low end of the specification. Continue to tighten each nut until the slots
in the nut align with the hole in the
stud. Then install cotter pin.
3. Position the spindle connecting
rod ends to the center link and install
the attaching nuts. Torque the nuts to
the low end of the specification. Continue to tighten each nut until the slots
in the nut align with the hole in the
stud. Then, install the cotter pin.
4. Remove the safety stands, lower
the vehicle, check and adjust toe-in to
specification (Part 3-1).
S T E E R I N G IDLER A R M A N D
BRACKET

I. Raise the vehicle and remove
the cotter pin and nut attaching the

POWER STEERlNG ONLY:
POSITION TWO ADJUSTING SLEEVE CLAMPS ON LEFT SIDE OF
VEHICLE. FORWARD AS SHOWN, NO PORTION O F CLAMP ASSY .
PERMITTED REARWARD OF VERTICAL L I N E TANGENT TO an
OF CLAMP

FIG. 23-Typical

Power Steering Linkage-Mustang

idler arm to the center link (Figs. 22
and 23).
2. Remove the lock pin and nuts
attaching the idler arm and bracket
assembly to the side rail and remove
the idler arm.
3. Position the new idler arm to
the side rail and install the attaching
nuts.
4. Secure the center link to the
idler arm with the castellated nut.
Torque the nut to specification and install a new cotter pin.
5. Lower the vehicle and check
caster, camber and toe-in and adjust if
required.

FIG. 24-Disconnecting Steering
Linkage Ball Stud-Typical
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
The Power Steering System (Fig.
I) is a hydraulically controlled linkagetype steering system which includes an
integral pump and fluid reservoir, a
control valve, a power cylinder, the
the connecting fluid lines, and the
steering linkage. The hydraulic pump,
belt, driven from the engine crankshaft, draws fluid from the reservoir
and provides fluid pressure for the system. Within the pump itself is.a pressure-relief valve which governs the
pressures within the steering system
according to the varying conditions
operation. After fluid has passed from
the pump to the control valve and the
power cylinder, it returns to the reservoir.
The power steering pump is a belt
driven slipper type pump which is integral with the reservoir.1t is constructed so that the reservoir is attached to
the rear side of the pump housing
front plate and the pump b'ody is incased within the reservoir.

-

-

of

OPERATION
The control valve, operated by
steering wheel movement, directs the
pressure developed by the pump. When
the front wheels are in the straightahead position, the control valve spool
is held in the center (neutral) position
by its centering spring. Fluid then flows
around the valve lands and returns to
the reservoir (Fig. 2). Within the control valve body there is a reaction limiting valve which reduces parking effort.
Wher force of a b o u t 4 pounds is
exerted for a left turn, the valve spool
overcomes the pressure of the center-

FIG. 1-Power

Steering System

ing spring and moves toward the right
end of the valve. As a result, pressure
is exerted on the right side of the power cylinder piston, and fluid in the left
end of the cylinder returns to the reservoir (Fig. 2).

If the direction of the force on the
steering wheel is reversed, the front
wheels will turn to the straight forward position. Or as force on the
steering wheel falls below approximaly 4 pounds the valve spool centering
spring forces the spool back to the
center position and there the pressure
on both sides of the power cylinder
piston is equal. With normal forward
driving movement of the vehicle and
in the absence of operative pressure

within the power cylinder, the front
wheels will seek to return to the
straight ahead position. This is a normal effect of the front wheel alignment.
For a right turn, the directional
forces explained above are reversed
(Fig. 2).
If, for any reason, the pump fails
to deliver fluid pressure, the vehicle
may be steered without pump pressure.

POWER S T E E R I N G
PUMP
The pump rotor has 8 slippers and
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springs which rotate inside a cam insert containing two lobes 180 degrees
from each other. The cam insert and
the pump port plates provide a sealed
chamber within which the rotor and
slippers rotate between the two lobes
for pump operation.
As the rotor turns, the slippers are
forced outward against the inner surface of the cam insert by a combination
of centrifugal forcc, slipper spring
force and fluid pressure acting on the
under side of the slipper. A pair of adjacent slippers, along with the surfaces
of the rotor, cam and pressure plates,
form a sealed chamber within the crescent-shaped void. As this sealed chamber within the crescent-shaped void its
volume changes, resulting in a pumping action.
As the rotor rotates 90 degrees
(Fig. 3), the slipper dides outward in
its slot, riding on the cam and the
volume of the sealed chamber increases. This creates * a vacuum and
sets up a suction area. With the inlet
port placed in this area, the chamber
will f i l l with fluid. As the rotor rotates
from 90 degrees to 180 degrees, the
volume of the sealed chamber decreases, thus creating a pressure area.
The pressure or outlet port is located
e:
in this area. While this ~ u m. ~ i naction
is going on between O degrees and 180
degrees, the same condition occuring
between 180 degrees and 360 degrees.
This combination creates what is
known a s s balanced rotor pump. The
two pressure and suction quadrants
are diametrically opposite each other.

DIRECTION

-

FIG. 1-Power

Steering Pump Cycle

DIPSTICK,

a

FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Since the pump is a constant displacement pump, the internal flow
will vary directly with the pump speed.
However, a power steering gear requires a relatively high constant rate
of flow in the parking zone and up to
approximately 2800 rpm and thereafter a lower rate of flow. This is accomplished by means of a variable orifice
mechanism shown in Fig. 4.
All of the internal pump flow is
ported from the pumping mechanism
(rotor, slippers. and cam insert),
through passage A into the flow control zone. All of flow goes through the
orifice and out into .the line until the
bypass port is cracked open. This is
the regulation point. The fluid drops
in pressure in moving through the orifice. The lower pressure is then sensed through a hole drilled in the cover
communicating to the rear of the spool
valve. The differential in pressure thus

RELIEF VALVE

u

FIG. 4-Power

Steering Pump-Sectional

ORIFICE P L U G

View
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created on the spool valve increases
steadily and proportionally with increasing r p m and this moves the
valve progressively back into its bore,
thus increasing the opening of the
bypass port.
The metering pin (Fig. 4) travels
with the spool valve decreasing the
net area of the orifice at higher speeds.
This action reduces flow t o the steering gear.

2

PRESSURE RELIEF V A L V E
When the steering wheel is turned
completely to the stop position i n the
right or left turn direction, or i n the
case of a road load of sufficient magnitude, the steering cylinder will not
accept any flow from the pump, except for a very limited volume of fluid
due to leakage past valve seals. Because of this resistance, excessive hy-

draulic pressure would be developed,
i f i t were not limited by the pressure
relief valve.
When relief pressure is reached,
the pressure relief ball is forced off
its seat, allowing fluid to pass through
the spool valve and dump into the bypass port (Fig. 4). The relief valve w i l l
continue to l i m i t fluid pressure to the
relief setting for the duration of the
overload condition.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
Damage to suspension and/or steering linkage components may occur i f
care is not exercised when positioning
the hoist adapters of 2 post hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
I f a 2 post hoist is used to l i f t the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.
POWER STEERING PUMP
BELT TENSION ADJUSTMENT
Pump drive belt tension cannot be
checked accurately using the thumb
pressure or belt deflection methods.
Correct belt adjustment is assured only
with the use of a belt tension gauge.
I. Check the belt tension with a
belt tension gauge (T63L-8620-A).
With a new belt, or one that has been
run for less than 15 minutes, the tension should be 140 Ibs. W i t h a belt
that has been run for more than 15
minutes, the tension should be 110
Ibs.
2. T o adjust the belt, loosen the
nut on the pivot stud (bolt on 6-cyl)
and the bolt i n the adjusting slot.
Place leverage between mounting
bracket and hub of pulley. When adjusting the power steering pump belt
tension, do not pry against the pump
or reservoir to obtain the proper belt
tension. The reservoir will be deformed when pried on or pressed against
and a leak w i l l result.
3. Recheck the belt tension. When
the tension has been correctly adjusted, torque the bolts and the nut to
specification.
CONTROL VALVE CENTERING
SPRING ADJUSTMENT
1. Raise the vehicle and remove 2
spring cap attaching screws and lock
washers and remove the spring cap.

2. Tighten the adjusting nut snug
(90-100 in-lbs) then, loosen the n u t 114
turn. M a k e sure that the nut rotates
114 turn (90 degrees) on the threads
of the bolt. D o not tighten the adjusting nut too tight.
3. Position the spring cap to the
valve housing. Lubricate and install
the two attaching screws and washers.
Torque the screws to 72- I 0 0 in-lbs.
4. Lower the vehicle.
5. Start the engine and check the
turning effort with a spring scale. With
the spring scale attached to the r i m of
the steering wheel, the effort to turn
the wheel i n both directions should
not exceed I 2 pounds.
CONTROL VALVE T O POWER
STEERING CYLINDER HOSE

I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist and
place a drain pan under the power
cylinder.
2. Disconnect the hose from the
power cylinder and allow the fluid to
drain from the hose. Then, disconnect
the hose from the control valve.
3. Connect the unmarked end of
the shorter tube (9 7/16 i n long) to
valve port C (Fig. 5). H o l d the tube so
that the bend parallels the surface of
valve shown i n Fig. 5, tighten the nut.
Connect the opposite end to the lower
P L A N E OF TUBE B E N D IN
3A717 HOSE TO B E P A R A L L E L
WITH THlS SURFACE ON V A L V E .

COUPLING TO B E 1/16.
118 I N C H IN THIS AREA.

5-Power
Installation

G 1503-A

Hose

port i n the cylinder. H o l d the tube
securely while tightening the nut to
prevent twisting the tube. Connect the
other tube (9 518 i n long) to port A,
making sure that tube is parellel with
the other tube.
4. Remove the drain pan and lower the vehicle.
5. F i l l the power steering pump
reservoir with fluid t o the proper level
(Part 3-1).
6. Start the engine and turn the
steering wheel to each end of its travel
several times to cycle the system.
Then, check for leaks.
7. Stop the engine and again
check the power steering fluid level.
Add fluid as required.
POWER STEERING PUMP
T O CONTROL VALVE HOSE
REMOVAL

I. Remove the fluid from the pump
reservoir with a suction gun.
2. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
3. Remove the clamp retaining the
hose tubes to the control valve.
4. Disconnect the fluid return and
pressure hoses from the control valve
and allow the fluid to drain into a
pan.
5. Lower the vehicle and disconnect the fluid return hose f r o m the reservoir.
6. Disconnect the fluid pressure
hose from the pump outlet fitting.
7. Remove I bolt attaching the
hoses, insulator, and the retainer to
the frame side rail and remove the
hoses, and the insulator and retainer
as an assembly from the vehicle.
8. Remove the pressure and return
hoses from the retainer and insulator.
lN S T A L L A T I O N
I. Install the pressure and return
hoses i n the insulator and retainer.
Paint strip on pressure hose must be
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aligned with slot in insulator. Paint or
tape band on return hose must be centered in insulator. Position the assembly to the frame side rail and install
the attaching bolt.
2. Place a hose clamp on the fluid
return hose and install the hose on the
power steering pump reservoir return
fitting.
3. Torque the pump outlet fitting

3

to specification (Part 3-6). Then, connect the pressure hose to the outlet
fitting and torque the fitting to specification:
4. Raise the vehicle and connect
the pressure and return lines to the
control valve.
5. Install the clamp to retain the
hose tubes to the control valve.
6. Lower the vehicle and f i l l the

power steering pump reservoir with
fluid, C I AZ- 19582-A, to the proper
level (Part 3-1).
7. Start the engine and turn the
steering wheel to each end of its travel several times to cycle the system.
Then, check for fluid leaks.
8. Stop the engine and again check
the power steering fluid level (Part
3-1). Add fluid as required.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur if care is not exercised when positioning the hoist adapters of 2 post
hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. Do not
allow the adapters to contact the steering linkage.
STEERING GEAR
Refer to Group 3-3, Section 3 for
detailed.instructions.
POWER STEERING PUMP
%CYLINDER (EXCEPT
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
WITH 3 9 0 C I D ENGINE
AND AIR CONDITIONING)
Removal
1. Remove the f i l l cap from the
reservoir and remove the fluid with a
suction gun.
2. Disconnect the fluid return hose
from the reservoir.
3. Disconnect the fluid pressure
hose from the pump.
4. Remove the belt adjusting bolt
and nut. Remove the drive belt from
the pump pulley.
5. Remove 3 bolts attaching the
pump to the bracket and remove the
pump from the vehicle.

Installation
I. Position the pump to the bracket and loosely install the 3 pump to
bracket attaching bolts and the adjusting bolt.
2. Position the drive belt on the
pulley and adjust the belt tension to
specification with tool T63L-8620-A
(Section 2). Tighten the adjusting bolt
and nut to specification.

3. Torque the outlet fitting hex
n i t to specification (Part 3-6). Then,
connect the pressure hose to the fitting and torque the hose nut to specification.
4. Connect the return hose to the
reservoir and tighten the clamp.
5. Fill the pump reservoir to the
correct level withbtransmission fluid
C I AZ-19582-A. Start the engine and
turn the steering wheel to each end
of its travel several times to cycle the
system and check for leaks. Check the
fluid level, f i l l as required, and install
'the filler cap.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
( E Q U I P P E D WITH 390
CID ENGINE AND AIR
CONDITIONING)
Removal

I . Remove the power steering
fluid from the pump reservoir by disconnecting the fluid return hose from
the reservoir and allow the fluid to
drain in a suitable container.
2. Disconnect the pressure hose
from the pump reservoir.
3. Energize the magnetic clutch on
the compressor. Remove pulley attaching bolt. Install a 518-1 1 bolt in the
clutch drive shaft hole. With the clutch
still energized, tighten the bolt to
loosen the clutch from the 'shaft, then
remove the magnetic clutch pulley.
4. Remove two (2) bolts on A/C
compressor brush holder and position
out of way.
5. Remove service valve caps and
front seat (turn off) both service valves
to isolate the compressor.
6. Loosen the lower service valve
attaching nut and reposition the hose
and fitting on the compressor (up) to
gain accessability for power steering
pump removal. Retighten attaching
nut.
7. Remove the lower belt adjusting
bolt and nut. Remove the drive belt
from the pump pulley. Install jam nut
on mounting stud and remove stud
from left cylinder head.
.

8. Remove the power steering pump
and mounting bracket as an assembly.
9. Remove the power steering
pump pulley from the pump using tool
T63L- 10300-B.
lnstallation
1. Transfer mounting bracket to
new pump.
2. Install pulley to new pump using
tool T65P-3A733A.
3. Place the power steering pump
assembly in vehicle and connect pressure line and return line td pump loosely.
4. Position the power steering
pump and install the mounting stud
in the left cylinder head. lnstall the
lower adjusting boll and remove the
jam nut.
5. Tighten the return line clamp
and pressure line a t the power steering
pump.
6. Position the power steering
drive belt on the pulley and adjust the
belt tension to specification with
tool T63L-8620-A. Tighten the adjusting bolt and nut to specification.
7. Loosen attaching nut and reposition A/C line fitting (down). Retighten nut, open service valves and
install caps.
8. Install brush holder to compressor.
9. Position the clutch pulley to
compressor and install retaining bolt.
Energize the magnetic clutch and
torque attaching bolt.
10. Position drive belt and adjust
belt tension to specification with tool
T63L-8620-A.
11. Fill the pump reservoir to the
correct Ievel with transmission fluid.
Start the engine and turn the steering
wheel to each end of its travel several
times to cycle the system and check
for leaks. Check the fluid level, f i l l as
required, and install the fill cap.
REMOVAL
Other than pulley removal and reservoir or seal replacement. the pump
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should not be disassembled but replaced as a unit.
1. Drain as much of the fluid as
possible from the pump through the
f i l l pipe.
2. Install a 3/8-16 capscrew in the
end of the pump shaft to prevent damage to the shaft end by the tool screw.
3. Install the pulley remover tool,
T63L-10300-B on the pulley hub, and
place the tool and pump in a vise as
shown in (Fig. 6).
4. Hold the pump and rotate the
tool nut counterclockwise to remove
the pulley.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the pulley to the pump
shaft and install Tool T65P-3A733-A.
As shown in (Fig. 7).
2. Hold the pump and rotate the
tool nut clockwise to install the pulley
on the shaft. The pulley face will be
flush with the end of the pump shaft.
.Install the pulley without in and out
pressure on the shaft to prevent damage to internal thrust areas.
3. Remove the tool.

Tool-3290-C

Pulley From

POWER STEERING C O N T R O L
VALVE-ALL
MODELS

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the 4 fluid line fittings at the control valve, and drain
the fluid from the lines. Turn the front
wheels to the left and right several
times to force all the fluid from the
system.
2. Loosen the clamping nut and

VALVE
BALL STUD

FIG. 8-Removing
Ball Stud

FIG. 7-Pulley

Installation

bolt at the right end of the sleeve.
3. Remove the roll pin from the
steering arm to idler arm rod through
the slot in the sleeve.
4. Remove the control valve ball
stud nut.
5. Using the tool shown in Fig. 8,
remove the ball stud from the sector
shaft arm.
6. After turning the front wheels
fully to the left, unthread the control
valve from the center link steering
arm to idler arm rod.
INSTALLATION

FIG. 6-Removing
Pump
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1. Thread the valve onto the center link until about four threads are
still visible on the link.
2. Position the ball stud in the sector shaft arm.
3. Measure the distance between
the center of the grease plug in the
sleeve and the center of the stud at
the inner end of the left spindle connecting rod (Fig. 9). The distance
should be 5 518 inches for Montego,
Falcon and Fairlane vehicles. The distance should be 4 718 inches for Mustang and Cougar models. If the distance is not correct, disconnect the
ball stud from the sector shaft arm and
turn the valve on the center link to increase or decrease the distance.
4. When the correct distance is
obtained and the ball stud is positioned in the sector shaft arm, align the
hole in the steering arm to idler arm
rod with the slot near the end of the
valve sleeve. Install the roll pin in the
rod hole to lock the valve in position
on the rod.
5. Torque the valve sleeve clamp
bolt to specification.

PITMAN ARM

Control Valve

6. Install the nut on the ball stud,
and t o q u e the nut to specification. Install a new cotter pin.
7. Connect the fluid lines to the
control valve, and tighten all fittings
securely. Do not over-tighten.
8. Fill the fluid 'reservoir with the
specified fluid to the cross hatched
area on the dip stick.
9. Start the engine and run it at
idle speed for about two minutes to
warm the fluid in the power steering
system.
10. Turn the steering wheel all
the way to the left and right several
times, and check the system for fluid
leaks.
11. Increase the engine speed to
about 1000 rpm, and turn the steering
wheel all the way to the left and right
several times.
12. Stop the engine, and check the
control valve and hose connections
for fluid leaks. Correct the cause of
any leaks.
13. Check the fluid level, and refill the reservoir if necessary.
14. With the engine running check
CONTROL VALVE

CONNECTING ROD STUD

FIG. 9-Control
Valve Installation
Measurements-All Models
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the position of the steering wheel
when the front wheels are in the
straight-ahead position. Do not make
any adjustments until toe-in is checked.
15. Keep the engine running, and
check toe-in. If either toe-in or steering wheel position is not correct make
all necessary adjustments (Part 3-1) at
the spindle connecting rod sleeves.
16. Check the effort to turn the
wheels in both directions. The effort
should be about equal in both directions.

INSTALLATION

I. Install the washer, sleeve and
the insulator on the end of the power
cylinder rod.
2. Extend the rod as far as possible. Insert the rod in the bracket on
the frame and compress the rod as
necessary to insert the stud in the center link. Secure the stud with a castellated nut and a cotter pin.
3. Secure the power cylinder rod
with an insulator, washer, nut and a
pal nut.
4. Connect each of the two fluid
lines to their respective port in the
cylinder.
5. Fill the reservoir to the correct
level.
6. Start the engine and turn the
steering wheel to each end of its travel
several times to cycle the system. Stop
the engine.
7. Check the fluid level and f i l l as
necessary. Install the dipstick and cap.
8. Start the engine and check for
leaks.

CENTER LINK

- --

POWER CYLINDER

POWER CYLINDER Tml- T64P-3590-F G 1 1 7 3 4

REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the two fluid lines
from the power cylinder and allow
them to drain into a container.
2. Remove the pal nut, attaching
nut, washer and the insulator from
the end of the power cylinder rod.
3. Remove the cotter pin and castellated nut that secures the power
cylinder stud to the center link.
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4. Disconnect the power cylinder
stud from the center link as shown in
Fig. 10.

FIG. 10-Disconnecting
Cylinder Stud

Power

5. Remove the insulator sleeve and
washer from the end of the power cylinder rod.
6. Inspect the tube fittings and the
seats in the power cylinder for nicks,
burrs or damage. Replace the seats in
the cylinder or the tubes as required.

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

CONTROL VALVE

DISASSEMBLY
1. Wipe all fluid and loose dirt

disassembly, use a softjawed vise. and
clamp the valve only around the sleeve
flange to prevent damage to the housing, spool, or sleeve.

from the outside of the control valve.
2. Remove the centering spring
cap from the valve housing (Fig. I I).
When holding the control valve for

SPRING PLUG

BUSHINGS
LUBRICATION

CLAMP

\

BALL

STUD

FIG. I I-Control

Valve Disassembled-Typical

PART 3-4
3. Remove the nut from the end
of the valve spool bolt. Remove the
washers, spacer, centering spring,
adapter, and bushing from the bolt
and the valve housing.
4. Remove the two bolts that hold
the valve housing and the sleeve together, and separate the housing from
the sleeve.
5. Remove the plug from the valve
sleeve.
6. Push the valve spool out of the
centering spring end of the valve housing, and remove the seal from the
spool.
7. Remove the spacer. bushing,
and seal from the sleeve end of the
valve housing.
8. Drive the stop pin out of the
travel regulator stop with a punch and
hammer (Fig. 12). Pull the head of the
valve spool bolt tightly against the
travel regulator stop before driving the
pin out of the stop.

VALVE

SPOOL

REGULATOR

FIG. 12-Removing

i'

Stop Pin

9. Turn the travel regulator stop
counterclockwise in the valve sleeve to
remove the stop from the sleeve.
10. Remove the valve spool bolt,
spacer, and rubber washer from the
travel regulator stop.
11. Remove the rubber boot and
clamp from the valve sleeve.
12. Slide the bumper, spring, and
ball stud seat out of the valve sleeve,
and remove the ball stud socket from
the sleeve.
13. After removing the return port
hose seat, remove the return port relief valve.
14. After removing the spring plug
and O-ring, remove the reaction limiting valve (Fig. 13).
TUBE SEAT REPLACEMENT

I f a hose seat is worn or damaged
it should be replaced. It can be removed with an Easy-Out tool, or by

- Power Steering
,cf.

BALL STUD SEA

FIG. 13-Removing
Plug

Reaction Valve

using a bolt of appropriate size as a
puller.
I. Tap the existing hole in the
hose seat, using a starting tap of suitable size. Be sure to remove all metal
chips from the hose seat port after
tapping.
2. Place a nut and large flat wash-

er on a bolt of the same size as the
tapped hole. The washer must be
large enough to cover the hose seat
port.
3. Insert the bolt in the tapped
hole, and using the nut as a puller,
remove the hose seat.
4. Place a new hose seat in the
port, and thread a bolt of suitable size
into the port. Tighten the bolt enough
to bottom the seat in the port.

BALL STUD

SOCKET'

FIG. 14-Installing
Seal and Bracket

t 1035- 8

Ball Socket,

does not bind on the ball stud socket.

8. Insert the valve spool in the
valve housing. Rotate the spool while
inserting i t in the housing (Fig. 15).
9. Move the spool toward the cen-

tering spring end of the housing, and
place the small seal bushing, and spacer in the sleeve end of the housing.
10. Press the valve spool against
the inner lip of the seal and, a t the
same time, guide the lip of the seal
over the spool with a small screwdriver. D o not nick or scratch the seal
or the spool during installation.

ASSEMBLY
Before assembling the control
valve, coat all parts except the seals
with Automatic Transmission Fluid.
Coat the seals with lubricant COAZ19553-A.
I. Install the reaction limiting
valve, the spring, and the plug.
2. Install the return port relief
valve and the hose seat.
3. Insert one of the ball stud seats
(flat end first) into the ball stud socket, and insert the threaded end of the
ball stud into the socket.
4. Place the socket in the control
valve sleeve so that the threaded end
of the ball stud can be pulled out
through the slot in the sleeve (Fig. 14).
5. Place the other ball stud seat,
the spring, and the bumper (Fig. 1 I)
in the socket, and install and securely
tighten the travel regulator stop.
6. Loosen the stop just enough to
align the nearest hole in the stop with
slot in the ball stud socket, and install
the stop pin in the ball stud socket,
travel regulator stop, and valve spool
bolt (Fig. 12).
7. Install the rubber boot, clamp,
and the plug on the control valve
sleeve. M a k e sure that the lubrication fitting is turned on tightly and

FIG. 15-Inserting

Valve Spool

11. Place the sleeve end of the
housing on a flat surface so that the
seal, bushing, and spacer are at the
bottom end and push down the valve
spool until it stops.
12. Carefully install the spool seal
and bushing in the centering spring
end of the housing. Press the seal
against the end of the spool, guiding
the seal over the spool with a small
screwdriver. D o not nick or scratch the
seal or the spool during installation.
13. Pick up the housing, and slide

the spool back and forth in the housing to check for free movement.
14. Place the valve sleeve on the
housing so that the ball stud is on the
same side of the housing as the ports
for the two power cylinder lines. Install the two bolts in the sleeve, and
torque them to specifications.
15. Place the adapter on the centering spring end of the housing, and
install the bushing, washers, spacers,
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and centering spring on the valve spool
bolt.
16. Compress the centering spring,
and install the nut on the bolt. Tighten
the nut snug (90-100 in-lbs) then loosen
it not more than 114 turn (Fig. 16).
Make sure that the nut turns (90 degree) on threads of bolt. Excessive
tightening of the nut may break the
stop pin at the travel regulator stop.

the end of the cylinder. Be careful not
to distort or crack the cylinder i n the
vise.

2. Pull the piston rod out all the
way to remove the scraper, bushing,
and seals. If the seals cannot be removed in this manner, remove them from
the cylinder with a sharp pick. Take
care, when using a pick, not to damage
the shaft or seal seat.

outlet fitting hex nut, and the service
identification tag!
3. Invert the pump so the pulley
side is facing up and remove the reservoir by tapping around the flange with
a wood block (Fig. 20).
4. Remove the reservoir O-ring
seal, the outlet fitting gasket, from
the pump.
lN S T A L L A T I O N

INSTALLATION

CENTERING SPRING

G 1034 :'f

FIG. 16-Adjusting
Spring

Centering

17. Move the ball stud back and
forth in the sleeve slot to check the
spool for free movement. See Part
3-6 for the specified travel. Apply
COAZ- 19553-A (silicone) grease at
the sealing areas.
18. Llibricate the two cap attaching bolts. Install the centering spring
cap on the valve housing, and torque
the two cap bolts,to specification.
19. Install the nut on the ball stud
so that the valve can be positioned in
a vise as shown in Fig. 17. Then push
forward on the cap end of the valve to
check the valve spool for free movement.
20. Turn the valve around in the
vise, and push forward on the sleeve
end to check the spool for free movement.
PUSH FORWARD TO CHECK
VALVE SPOOL MOVEMENT

When replacing the power cylinder
seals, install all of the parts supplied
in the repair kit for the cylinder being
repaired.
1. Coat the new seals with lubricant COAZ-19553-A and place the
parts (Fig. 18) on the piston rod
which has been coated with the same
grease.
2. Push the rod in all the way, and
install the parts in the cylinder with
a deep socket slightly smaller than,
the cylinder opening (Fig, 19).

Valve Spool

POWER CYLINDER SEAL
REMOVAL

'

i

1. Clamp the power cylinder in a
vise, and remove the snap ring from

never be re-used.
2. Apply vaseline to the reservoir

O-ring seal and to the inside edge of
the new reservoir flange. D o not twist
the O-ring seal.
3. Position the reservoir over the

pump and align the notch in the reservoir flange with the notch in the
outer diameter of the plate and bushing assembly.

SNAP RING
G 1031-C

FIG. 78-Power

Cylinder
; ,.

POWER STEERING P U M P
RESERVOIR REPLACEMENT

Reservoir replacement must be
done on a clean workbench. Cleanliness of work area and tools is extremely important when repairing any hydraulic unit. Thoroughly clean the
exterior of the pump with a suitable
cleaning solvent. D o not clean, wash
or soak the shaft oil seal in solvent.

FIG. 17-Inspecting
Movernerlt

1. Install a new gasket on the outlet fitting and a new reservoir O-ring
seal on the pump housing plate (Fig.
21). The old gaskets and seal should

4. Install the reservoir on &the
pump and O-ring seal with a plastic or
rubber hammer and a block of wood
as shown in Fig. 22: Tap at the rear
of the reservoir and on the outer edges
only.

5. Inspect the assembly to be sure
15/16" O.D. X 6" STEEL
ELECTRICAL

Plug the inlet and outlet openings
with plugs or masking tape before
cleaning the pump exterior or removing the reservoir.

1. Position the pump in a bench
mounted holding fixture, Tool T57L500-A.
2. ,Rotate the pump so the pulley
side is facing. down and remove the

FIG. 19-l"talling
seais

Power Cylinder

PART 3-4-Power
the reservoir is evenly seated on the
pump housing plate.
6. Position the service identifica-
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tion tag on the outlet fitting and install the outlet fitting hex nut. Torque

the nut to specification (Part 3-6).
Do not exceed specification.

OUTLET FITTING
GASKET

TOOL

WOOD
BLOCK

FIG. 20-Removing

Pump Reservoir

FIG. 27 -Gasket

Locations

FIG. 22-Installing
Pump

Reservoir o n
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

FRONT WHEEL

Each front wheel and tire assembly is bolted to its respective front
hub and brake drum (or rotor with
disc brakes-optional). Two opposed
tapered roller bearings are installed
in each hub. A grease retainer is
installed a t the inner end of the hub
to prevent lubricant from leaking into the drum or on the rotor. The

and is held against the hub and drum
by the wheel nuts. The rear wheel
bearing is pressed onto the axle shaft
just inside the shaft flange, and the
entire assembly is secured to the
rear axle housing by the bearing retairer plate which is bolted to the
housing flange.
The inner end of each axle shaft
is splined to the differential in the
rear axle.

entire assembly is secured to its
spindle by the adjusting nut, nut lock
and cotter pin (Figs. 1 and 2).
REAR WHEEL

The rear brake drum assembly is
secured to studs on the rear axle
shaft flange by three speed nuts. The
wheel and tire assembly mounts on
the same rear axle shaft flange studs

HUB AND BRAKE
DRUM ASSEMBLY
ADJUSTING

INNER BEARING
CONE A N D

F1056-C

FIG. I-Front

Hub, Bearings a n d G r e a s e Retainer-Drum

Brake

ADJUSTING

F 1259

FIG. 2-Front

Hub, Bearings a n d ~ r e b s eRetainer-Disc

Brakes

-
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IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur if care is not exercised when
positioning the hoist adapters of 2
post hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not
allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

FRONT WHEEL BEARING
ADJUSTMENT
The front wheel bearings should
be adjusted i f the wheel is too loose
on the spindle or if the wheel does
not rotate freely. The following procedure will bring the bearing adjustment to specification.
1. Raise the vehicle until the
wheel and tire clear the floor.
2. Pry off the hub cap or wheel
,,cover and remove the grease cap
from the hub.
3. Wipe the excess grease from
the end of the spindle, and remove
the cotter pin and nut lock.
4. If equipped with disc brakes,
loosen the bearing adjusting nut

3
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three turns. Then, rock the wheel
and rotor assembly in and out several
times to push the shoe and linings
away from the rotor.
5. While rotating the wheel, hub,
and drum or rotor assembly, torque
the adjusting nut to 17-25 ft-lbs to
seat the bearings (Fig. 3).
6. Back the adjusting nut off as
shown in Fig. 3 one-half turn, then
retighten it to 10-15 in-lbs or finger
tight.
7. Locate the nut lock on the adjusting nut so that the castellations
on the lock are aligned with the cotter pin hole in the spindle.
8. Install a new cotter pin. .Bend

WITH WHEEL ROTATING,
TORQUE ADJUSTING NUT,
TO 17-25FT.LBS.

FIG. 3-Front

the ends of the cotter pin around the
castellated flange of the nut lock so
they don't interfere with the grease
cap.
9. Check the front wheel rotation.
If the wheel rotates properly, install
the grease cap and the hub cap or
wheil cover. If the wheel still rotates
roughly or noisily, clean or replace
the bearings and cups as required
(Section 4).
10. Before driving the vehicle (if
equipped with disc brakes), pump the
brake pedal several times to obtain
normal brake lining to rotor clearance and restore normal brake pedal
travel.

BACK ADJUSTING
NUT OFF 1/2 T U R N

TIGHTEN ADJUSTING
NUT TO 10-15 IN..LBS.

INSTALL THE LOCK
AND A NEW COTTER PIN

F 1138-C

Wheel Bearing Adjustment

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS

E n

Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may occur if care is not exercised when
positioning the hoist adapters of 2
post hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 post hoist is used to lift the
vehicle, place the adapters under the
front suspension lower arms. D o not

with rounded edges or irons designed
for demounting tubeless tires.

allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

WHEEL A N D TlRE R E M O V A L

I. Pry off the wheel hub cap or
cover. Loosen but do not remove
the wheel lug nuts.
2. Raise the vehicle until the
wheel and tire clear the floor.
3. Remove the wheel lug nuts
from the bolts, and pull the wheel
and tire from the hub and drum
or rotor.
REMOVING TlRE FROM
WHEEL
The tire can be demounted on a

the tire inner bead and the back side
of the wheel rim. Use only tire irons

FIG. 4-Bead

Loosening Tool

mounting machine. Be sure that the
outer side of the wheel is positioned
downward. If tire irons are used fol-

4. Leave one tire iron in position,
and pry the rest of the bead over the
rim with the other iron. Take small
bites with the iron around the tire
to avoid damaging the sealing surface
of the tire bead.
5. Stand the wheel and tire up
right with the tire outer bead in the
drop center well at the bottom of the
wheel. Insert the tire iron between
the bead and the edge of the wheel
rim, and pry the wheel out of the
tire.

INSTALLING TlRE ON WHEEL

low the procedure given here.
I. Remove the valve cap and core,
and deflate the tire completely.

2. With a bead loosening tool,
break loose the tire side walls from
the wheel (Fig. 4).
3. Position the outer side of the
wheel downward, and insert two tire
irons about 8 inches apart between

I. If a used tire is being installed
remove all dirt from the tire.
If a tire is being mounted to the
original wheel, clean the rim with
emery cloth or fine steel wool. Check
the rim for dents.
If a new wheel is being installed,
coat a new valve with RUGLYDE
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or similar rubber lubricant and position the valve to the new wheel. Use
a rubber hammer or a valve replacing tool to seat the valve firmly
against the inside of the rim.
2. Apply RUGLYDE or a similar rubber lubricant to the sealing
surface on both tire beads. With the
outer side of the wheel down, pry
the beads over the wheel rim with
two tire irons. D o not use a hammer

around the tire. If the rings are not
even, deflate the tire completely and
inflate it again.
6. When the rings are properly
positioned, deflate the tire to the
recommended pressure.
~1021-~-

FIG. 5-Tubeless
Band

Tire Mounting

or mallet to force the beads over
the rim.

3. Align the balance mark on the
tire with the valve on the wheel.
4. Hold the beads against the rim
flanges by positioning a tire mounting band over the tire (Fig. 5). If a
mounting band if not available, tie
a torniquet of heavy cord around
the circumference of the tire. Tighten
the cord with a tire iron. Center the

4

tire on the wheel with a rubber
mallet.
5. Give the tire a few quick bursts
of air to seat the beads properly,
then inflate the tire to 40 pounds
pressure. Check to see that the bead
positioning rings (outer rings near
the side walls) are evenly visible just
above the rim flanges all the way

WHEEL AND TIRE
INSTALLATION
1. Clean all dirt from the hub and
drum or rotor.
2. Position the wheel and tire on
the hub and drum or rotor. Install
the wheel lug nuts and tighten them
alternately to draw the wheel
evenly against the hub and drum
or rotor.
3. Lower the vehicle to the floor,
and torque the lug nuts to specification (Part 3-6).

M A J O R REPAIR OPERA'TIONS

HOISTING INSTRUCTIONS
Damage to suspension and/or
steering linkage components may
occur if care is not exercised when
positioning the hoist adapter of 2
post hoists prior to lifting the vehicle.
If a 2 Post hoist is used to lift
the vehicle, place the adapters under
the front suspension lower arms. DO

5. Clean the lubricant off the
inner and outer bearing cups with
solvent and inspect the cups for
scratches, pits, excessive wear, and
other damage, If the ,-ups are worn
or damaged, remove them with a drift.
Thoroughly clean the inner outer bearing cones and rollers with solvent, and
dry them thoroughly. D o not spin the
bearing with compressed air.

not allow the adapters to contact the
steering linkage.

7. Inspect the cone and roller assemblies for wear or damage, and replace them if necessary. The cone

FRONT WHEEL GREASE SEAL
AND BEARING REPLACEMENT
AND/OR REPACKING

and roller assemblies and the bearing cups should be replaced as a unit
if damaee to either is encountered.

I f bearing adjustment will not
eliminate looseness or rough and
noisy operation, the hub and bearings should be cleaned, inspected.
and repacked. If the bearing cups or
the cone and roller assemblies are
worn or damaged, they should be
replaced.
D R U M BRAKES

1. Raise

the vehicle until the
wheel and tire clear the floor.
2. Remove the wheel cover or
hub cap. Remove the grease cap
from the $hub. - Remove . the cotter
pin, nut lock, adjusting nut, and flat
washer from the spindle. Remove
the outer bearing cone and roller
assembly (Fig. I).
3. Pull the wheel, hub, and drum
assembly off the wheel spindle.
.
4. Remove the grease retainer and
the inner bearing cone and roller assembly from the hub with a drift.

8. ~ h o r o u ~ hclean
l ~ the spindle
and the inside of the hub with solvent to remove all old lubricant.
Cover the spindle with a clean
cloth, and brush all loose dust and
dirt from the brake assembly. T o
prevent getting dirt on the spindle,
carefully remove the cloth from the
spindle.
9. If the inner and/or outer bear-

FIG. 6-Installing Front Wheel
Bearing Cup-Falcon
6-Cylinder

ing cup(s) were removed, install the
replacement cup(s) in the hub with
the tool shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Be
sure to seat the cups properly in the
hub.
10.. Pack the inside of the hub with

specified wheel bearing grease. Add
lubricant to the hub only until the
grease is flush with the inside diameter of both bearing cups (Fig. 8).
11. All old grease should be completely cleaned from the bearings
before repacking them with new
grease. Pack the bearing cone and
roller assemblies with wheel bearing

INNER CUP
INSTALLATION

OUTER CUP
INSTALLATION
F1057-A

FIG. 7-Installing Front Wheel
Fairlane,.
Bearing Cup-All
M o n t e g o a n d Mustang a n d
8-Cylinder Falcon

PART 3-5 - Wheels And Tires

FIG. 8-Front

Wheel Hub

Lubrication-Typical

grease. A bearing packer is desirable for this operation. If a packer is
not available, work as much lubricant as possible between the rollers
and cages. Lubricate the cone surfaces with grease.
12. Apply wheel bearing grease
around the circumference of the grease
retainer seal lip. Place the inner bearing cone and roller assembly in the inner cup, and install the new grease
retainer with the reverse end of the
tool shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Be sure
that the retainer is properly seated.
13. Install the wheel, hub, and
drum assembly oh the wheel spindle. Keep the hub centered on the
spindle to prevent damage to the
grease retainer or the spindle threads.
14. Install the outer bearing cone
and roller assembly and the flat
washer on the spindle; then, install
the adjusting nut (Fig. 1).
15. Adjust the wheel bearings as
outlined in Section 2, and install a
new cotter pin. Bend the ends of the
cotter pin around the castellations of
the nut lock to prevent interference
with the radio static collector in the
grease cap. Install the grease cap.
16. Install the hub cap or wheel
cover.
DISC BRAKES
1. Raise the vehicle until
wheel and tire clear the floor.

the

2. Remove the wheel cover or hub
cap.
3. Remove the wheel and tire from
the hub.
4. Remove 2 bolts attaching the
caliper to the spindle. Remove
the caliper from the rotor and
wire it to the underbody to prevent
damage to the brake hose.
5. Remove the grease cap from
the hub. Remove the cotter pin, nut
lock, adjusting nut, and flat washer
from the spindle. Remove the outer
bearing cone and roller assembly
(Fig, 2).
6. Pull the hub and rotor off the
wheel spindle.
7. Remove the grease retainer and
the inner bearing cone and roller assembly from the hub.
8. Clean the lubricant off the inner and outer bearing cups with
solvent and inspect the cups for
scratches, pits, excessive wear, and
other damage. If the cups are worn
or damaged, remove them with a
drift.
9. Thoroughly clean the inner and
outer bearing cones and rollers with
solvent, and dry them thoroughly. Do
not spin the bearings with compressed
air.
Inspect the cone and roller assemblies for wear or damage, and replace them if necessary. The cone
and roller assemblies and the bearing cups should be replaced as a
unit if damage to either is encountered.
10. Thoroughly clean the spindle
and the inside of the hub with solvent
to remove all old lubricant.
Cover the spindle with a clean
cloth, and brush all loose dust and
dirt from the brake assembly. TO
prevent getting dirt on the spindle
carefully remove the cloth from the
spindle.
11. If the inner and/or outer
bearing cup(s) were removed, install
the replacement cup(s) in the hub
with the tool shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Be sure to seat the cups properly in
the hub.
12. Pack the inside of the hub
with specified wheel bearing grease.
Add lubricant to the hub only until
the grease is flush with the inside
diameter of both bearing cups. It
is important that all the old grease
be removed from the wheel bearings
and surrounding surfaces because the
new Lithium base grease ( C l AZ-19590
-B) is not compatible with Sodium
base grease which may already be
present on the bearing surfaces.
13. Pack the bearing cone and rol-
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ler assemblies with wheel bearing
grease. A bearing packer is desirable
for this operation. If a packer is not
available work as much lubricant as
possible between the rollers and
cages. Lubricate the cone surfaces
with grease.
14. Apply wheel bearing grease between the grease retainer lips. Place
the inner bearing cone and roller assembly in the inner cup, and install
the new grease retainer with the reverse end of the tool shown in Figs.
6 or 7. Be sure that the retainer is
properly seated.
15. Install the hub and rotor on
the wheel spindle. Keep the hub
centered on the spindle to prevent
damage to the grease retainer bearing
cups, or the spindle threads.
16. Install the outer bearing cone
and roller assembly and the flat
washer on the spindle; then, install
the adjusting nut.
17. Position the caliper over the
rotor and install and torque the 2 attaching bolts.
18. Install the wheel and tire on
the hub.
19. Adjust the wheel bearings as
outlined in Section 2, and install a
new cotter pin. Bend the ends of the
cotter pin around the castellations of
the nut lock to prevent interference
with the radio static collector in the
grease cap. Install the grease cap.
20. Install the hub cap or wheel
cover and lower the vehicle.
FRONT HUB A N D D R U M
REPLACEMENT
When the hub and drum assembly
is replaced, new grease retainers must
be installed in the new assembly. The
new grease retainer sealing surfaces
should be coated with wheel bearing
grease.
I. Raise the vehicle until the
wheel and tire clears the floor. Pry
off the hub cap or wheel cover, and
remove the wheel and tire from the
hub and drum assembly.
2. Remove the grease cap from
the hub. Remove the cotter pin, nut
lock, adjusting nut, and flat washer
from the spindle. Remove the outer
bearing cone and roller assembly
(Fig. I).
3. Pull the wheel, hub, and drum
assembly off the wheel spindle.
4. Remove the protective coating
from the new hub and drum with
carburetor degreaser.
5. Pack the inside of the hub with
specified wheel bearing grease. Add
lubricant to the hub only until the
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grease is flush with the inside diameter of both bearing cups (Fig. 8).
6. All old grease should be completely cleaned from the bearings
before repacking them with new
grease. Pack the bearing cone and
roller assemblies with wheel bearing
grease. A bearing,packer is desirable
for this operation. If a packer is not
available, work. as much lubricant as
possible, between the rollers and
cages. Lubricate the cone surfaces
with grease.
7. Place the inner bearing cone
and roller assembly in the inner
cup and install the new grease retainer with the reverse end of the
tool shown in Fig. 6 or 7. Be sure
that the retainer is properly seated.

8. Install the new hub and drum
assembly on the wheel spindle. Keep
the hub centered on the spindle to
prevent damage to the grease retainer.

9. Install the outer bearing cone
and roller assembly and the flat
washer on the spindle; then, install
the adjusting nut (Fig. I).
10. Position the wheel and tire
assembly on the new hub and drum
assembly. Install the wheel lug nuts
and tighten them alternately in order
to draw the wheel evenly against
the hub and drum. Do not exceed
specifications (Part 3-6).
11. Adjust the wheel bearings as
outlined in Section 2, and install a
new cotter pin. Bend the ends of the
cotter pin around the castellations of
the nut lock to prevent interference
with the radio static collector in the
grease cup. Install the grease cup.

12. Install the hub cap or wheel

cover.
FRONT HUB A N D ROTOR
REPLACEMENT
When the hub and rotor assembly
is replaced, new grease retainers must
be installed in the new assembly. The
new grease retainer sealing surfaces
should be coated with wheel bearing
grease.
1. Raise the vehicle until the
wheel and tire clears the floor. Pry
off the hub cap or wheel cover, and
remove the wheel and tire assembly
from the hub and rotor.
2. Remove 2 bolts attaching the
caliper to the spindle. Remove the
caliper from the rotor and wire it to
the underbody to prevent damaee to
the brake hose.
3. Remove the grease cap from
the hub. Remove the cotter pin, nut
lock, adjusting nut, and flat washer
from the spindle. Remove the outer
bearing cone and roller assembly
(Fig. 2). Pull the hub and rotor off
the wheel spindle.
4. Remove the protective coating
from the new hub and rotor with
carburetor degreaser.
5. Pack the inside of the hub with
specified wheel bearing grease. Add
lubricant to the hub only until the
grease is flush with the inside diameter of both bearing cups.
6. All old grease should be completely cleaned from the bearings
before repacking them with new
grease. Pack the bearing cone and

roller assemblies with wheel bearing
grease. A bearing packer is desirable for this oaeration. If a ~ a c k e ris
not available, work as much lubricant as possible between the rollers
and cages. Lubricate the cone surfaces with grease.
7. Place the inner bearing cone
and roller assembly in the inner cup,
and install the new grease retainer
with the reverse end of the tool
shown in Figs. 6 or 7. Be sure that
the retainer is properly seated.

8. Install the new hub and rotor
assembly on the wheel spindle. Keep
the hub centered on the spindle to
prevent damage to the grease retainer.

9. Install the outer bearing cone
and roller assembly and the flat
waqher on the spindle; then, install
the adjusting nut (Fig. 2).
10. Position the caliper over the
rotor and install and torque the attaching bolts. Install lock wire if
applicable.
11. Position the wheel and tire assembly on the new hub and rotor.
Install the wheel hub nuts and tighten
them alternately in order to draw
the wheel evenly against the hub and
rotor. Do not exceed specifications
(Part 3-6).
12. Adjust the wheel bearings as
outlined in Section 2, and install a
new cotter pin. Bend the ends of the
cotter pin around the castellations of
the nut lock to prevent interference
with the radio static collector in the
grease cap. Install the grease cap.
13. Install the hub cap or wheel
cover.

FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Vehicle Model
Montego .n
Falcon .I)
and Fairlane

ill

M~stang3
and Cougar a
I)

a

"C'
flat
"0"
"C'
"D"

Alignment
Factors
Caster
Camber
Toe-in Inches
Caster
Camber
Toe-in Inches

Dimension
"C'
Inches

Dimension
"0"
Imhet

6.50

6.72

-

-

6'30

5.50 (Mustang)
6.35 (Cougar)

-

Himimum

Maximum

-1 112"
-112"
118
-314"
+114"
1/16

+1/2"

-

Opt imum
Resottiq
Specifications
Dosird
flignment

Maximum
Variation
Bdwoon
Wheels

112"
112"

+lo

-112"
+1/4"
-114
+1/4"
+la
3/16

-

318
+1 114"
+1 314"
5/16

112'
112"

-

Dimension is the vertical distance between bottom iurface of spring tower on centerline of rebound bumper bolt and point on
surface of upper suspension arm midway between ball joint rivets.
Dimension is the vertical distance between bottom of side member and top of axle housing.
Dimension i s the vertical distance between point on underside of crossmember pocket and point on top of drag strut.
Dimension i s from axle housing t o surface on sidemember immediately behind axle bumper.

FRONT WHEEL TURNING ANGLE
Vehicle Model

BALL JOINTS

Turning Angle of Outside Wheel
With Inside Wheel Turned 20

Montego, Falcon and Fairlane
Mustang and Cougar

17.314"
18.314"

- RADIAL PLAY

Vehicle Model and Description
Radial flay-Max. Allowable
Montego, Falcon, Fairlane, Cougar and
Mustang, Lower Ball Joint
Replace i f Perceptibly Loose
Upper Ball Joint
0.250 Inch

WHEELBASE AND 'TREAD WIDTH-INCHES
Tread Width (Inches)
Vehicle Model
Montego and Fairlane
Falcon (Except Stat ion Wagon)
Mustang 200,289,302& 390 CID
Mont ego, Falcon and Fair lane Station Wagons
Cougar

302 CID
390 Cl D

Wheel base

Front

Rear

116
110.9
108
113
111.1
111.1

58.4
58.2
58.1
58.4
58.1
58.5

58.1
57.9
58.1
58.1
58.1
58.5

TORQUE LIMITS-FRONT SUSPENSION
MONTEGO, FALCON, FAIRLANE, MUSTANG AND COUGAR
Ft-Lbs

Description
Montego, Falcon, Fairlane
Shock Absorber Upper Attachment
Shock Absorber Upper Bracket t o Body
Front Suspension Compression Bumper t o Body
Brake Backing Plate t o Spindle
Upper Arm and Inner Shaft t o Body
Spring Seat to Upper Arm
Shock Absorber t o Spring Seat
Ball Joint t o Spindle (Upper and Lower)
Wheel Bearing Adjusting Nut
Strut to Lower Arm
Lower Arm to Underbody
Stabilizer Bar Mount~ngBracket t o Underbody
Strut to Underbody

20-28
15-25
12-17
2842
75-100
3040
8-12
60-90 ct
17-25 3
75-105
75-100
17-25
60-80

Mustang and Cougar

10-15
18-30
12-17
2842
75-100
3040
8-12
60-90 1'
17-25 s
75-105
75-100
17-25
60-80

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels & Tires
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TORQUE LIMITS
FRONT SUSPENSION
MONTEGO, FALCON, FAIRLANE, MUSTANG AND COUGAR (Continued)
Description

I

1

Montego, Falcon, Fairlane.
Mustan# and Cougar
5-10
5-10
- Upper
110.120
110-120
,
- Lower
60-70
60-70
50-70
50-70
Strut t o Underbody Slotted Nut
with cotter pin hole i n spindle.
$ Torque'the adjusting nut t o 17-25 ft-lb. Locate nut lock on adjusting nut so castellations are aligned
Then, back off .adjusting nut and nut lock so the next castellation- aligns with the cotter pin hole.
Stabilizer Bar t o Lower Arm
Caliper t o Spindle (Disc Brake)

.

MONTEGO, FALCON, FAIRLANE, MUSTANG AND COUGAR (Ft-Lbs)
Description
Spring Shackle Bars t o Body and Spring
Shock Absorber t o Upper Mounting Bracket
Shock Absorber t o Spr~ngClip Aate
Spring t o Axle U-Bolt Nut
Wheel Lug Nut
4-Lug Wheel
5- Lug Wheel
Spring t o Spring Front Hanger Bolt
Spring t o Spring Front Hanger . Nut
Universal Joint U-Bolt Nut - 6 Cylinder
Universal Joint U-Bolt Nut - 8 Cylinder

- REAR SUSPENSION

Montego, Falcon, Fair lane
15-22
15-25
15-25
'
30-45
55-85
70-115
90-120
40-60
7-1 0

-

Mustang and Cougar
15-22
15-25
15-25
3045
i

-

70-115

-

30-60
7-10
12-15

-

MANUAL STEERING GEAR
Vehicle tine and Model

TYpe
Ratio
Turns of Steering Wheel
(Lock t o Lock) s
Lube Type
lube Capacity4bs
3 Gear Only-Not attached t o Pitman Arm.

Mustang and Cougar
SMB-F,K
Special
Handling
Recirculating Ball
16:l

SMB-D

4 518

3 314
C3AZ-19578-A

.55*.05

Montego-Falcon
Fairlane
SMA. B
SMB-K
Recirculating Ball
16.1: 1

Mustang-Cougar

TYpe
Ratio
Turns of Steering Wheel
(Lock t o Lock) @
Lube Type
Lube Capacity-Lbs
o Gear Only-Not attached t o Pitman Arm

Montego
Fair lane
SMAC

16: 1

22: 1

3 314

5.5
,872.07

POWER STEERING GEAR
Vehicle tine and Model

Falcon
SMA F

4

3.314
C3AZ.19578-A
.55=.05

.87t.07

PART 3-6- Specifications
STEERING G E A R ADJUSTMENTS
Manual
Stetria
fill Vehicles
No Perceptible End Play
4 6 in-lbs o

hwor
Stoori~
fill Vohiclos

Descript ion
Sector Shaft End Play -Steering Linkage Disconnected
Worm Bearing Reload
3 4 inlbs o
Total h e l o a d a e s h Load Plus Worm Bearing Reload (Pull t o
Rotate Worm Past Center High Spot)
9-10 in-lbs
8-9 i n l b s
Sector Adjusting Screw Head t o End of Sector Shaft Maximum
Clearance
0.002 inch Maximum
0.002 inch Maximum
Normal Fluid Pressure Against Either Stop (Engine @ 1000 ipm)
750-900 psi
0.060 Approx.
Control Valve Spool Travel (From Center)
Power Stbering Belt Tension Using Tool BF3373F:
New
140 Ibs
Used
110 Ibs
@ Torque required t o turn input shaft at approximately 1 1/2 turns either side of center (gear out of vehicle or Pitman arm disconnected.).
o Total (meshload plus worm bearing preload) must be a minimum of 2 in-lbs greater than worm bearing preload.

STEERING GEAR A N D C O L U M N TORQUE LIMITS (FT-LBS)
Doscription
Sector Shaft Cover Bolts
Meshload Adjusting Screw Locknut
Ball Return Guide Clamp Screw (inlbs)

Montego, Falcon, Fairlane

Power Steering
Manual Steerim

Reload Adjuster Locknut4anual Steering
St eeriw Column
Steering Wheel Attaching Nut
Bracket t o Lower Clamp (Under Hood)
Lower Clamp Bracket t o Dash h n e l (Under Hood)
Steering Column t o Support Bracket (Inst rument Panel)
S t e e r i ~Column Shift Arm t o Linkage
Tilt Wheel Column Flame Screws
Neutral Switch Actuator t o Shift Tube (InLbs)
Steering Shaft Flex Coupling Bolt
Seal Retainer t o Dash Panel
S t e e r i ~Column t o Clutch and Brake Pedal Support
a Residual Torque Must Be 40 Ft-Lbs Min.
o Residual Torque Must Be 35 Ft-Lbs Min.

17-25
32-40
18-42 in-lbs
4240 in-lbs
60-80 o

#ustare;l a d m a r

1512
32-40
18-42 in-lbs
18-42 in-lbs
45-60 @

-

-

20-30

20-30

-

-

15-20
2035

15-20

25-35
1612

-

-

18-30

2535

-

STEERING L I N K A G E TORQUE LIMITS (FT-LBS)
Description
Cylinder Mounting Bracket to Underbody
or Frame

Montego, Falcon, Fairlane
(Side Hole)
(Bottom Hole)

Mustang and Cougar

35-43

35-43

Power Cylinder t o Bracket Lock Nut
Steering Tie Rod End to Spindle Arm

3-5
30-40 3

3-5
30-40 3

Pitman Arm t o Control Valve (Power Steering)
Steering Tie Rod to Center Link
SteeringGear to Side Rail or Frame
Pitman Arm t o Sector Shaft
Idler Arm to Center Link
Spindle Connecting Rod Clamp to Adjusting Sleeve
Pitman Arm t o Center Link Attaching Nut
3 Torque to low limit of specification; then, tighten the nut to the nearest cotter pin slot

35-47 3
3040 3
5045
150-225
60-80 8
10-14
35-47 3

4
18-24

and insert the cotter pin.

GROUP 3 - Suspension, Steering, Wheels 8 Tires
POWER STEERING PUMP-TORQUE
Description
Pump Rear Mounting Nut (8 Cylinder)
Outlet Fitting Hex Nut
Pressure Hose Nut
Pump t o Bracket Attaching Bolts
Bracket t o Engine Attaching Bolts

-

LIMITS (FT-LBS)
Montego, Fair lane, Falcon
Mustang & Cougar
20-30
4347

'

20-30
30-40
7-10
18-25
3040
25-35
2535
25-35
17-25

&Cylinder
289 CI D
390 CID

&Cylinder
Bracket t o Cylinder Head (8-Cylinder)
Belt Adjustment Bolt
Bracket t o Engine Adapter (6-Cylinder)
Engine Adapter t o Engine (6-Cylinder) .

- MONTEGO

TIRE U S A G E A N D I N F L A T I O N
Models

Hardtop Model 65A
Sport Coupe

Sedans, Hardtops and
Convertibles

Stat ion Wagons

GT Models

.r

.

Standard Tires
2 P l y 4 Ply
Rating

Engine

inflation
Ressur e (Cold)
Front
Rear
24
26

6 Cyl. and
302 V-8
390 V-8
427 V-8
6 Cyl., 302
and 390 V-8
427 V-8

7.35 x 14

6 Cyl. and
302 V.8
390 V-8

7.75 x 14

22

32

7.75 x 14
4 P l y 4 Ply
Rating
F70 x 14,u.

22

34

302 and
390 V-8
427 V-8

7.75 x 14
F70 x 14 s
7.75 x 14

24
24 3
24

F70 x 14

24

1'

FR70 x 14 8
(Type A)

.

o

26
26 4
26
26

s

Full Rated
(Max) Load
(bs)

Passenger and Luggage
Equivalent of Full
Rated (Max) Load

All Models
775

Driver + 3 pass.
175 Ibs. luggage

Trailer
Towing

Driver + pass. +
luggage + tongue
load must not exceed
f u l l rated (Max) load.

-

Up t o 200 Ibs.
actual
tongue load
8

I
"

24 s

26 5'

28

28

,

+

. .

For heavier tongue loads see your
authorized dealer.

High Speed Capability Tires.

8 May be inflated t o 28 psi for special handling requirements.

TIRE U S A G E A N D I N F L A T I O N
Models

Engine

- COUGAR
Standard Tires
2 f l y 4 fly
Rating

E70 x 14
All Except GT
7.35 x 14
Opt. instead of
F70 x 14 s
E70 x 14
F70 x 14 .p
Al I
GT Performance
Group Option (Std.)
Radial Tires
GT Perf. Group (Opt.)
FR70 x 14
GT-E (Std.)
FR70 x 14
Space Saver Spare
7.35 x 14
1 3 May be inflated t o 28 osi for soecial handlina resuirements.

lnilation
Ressure (Cold)
1 Rear
Front
25
25
25
25
24
24
24
24

28
28.
25

Full Rated
(Max) Load
(b s )

Passenger and Luggage
Equivalent of Full
Rated (Max) Load
.

775

,

Driver + 3 pass. and
175 Ibs. luggage

28
28
25

1
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TlRE USAGE A N D INFLATION
Models

- FALCON
Standard Tires
2 F l y 4 Fly
Rating

Engine

All Except
Station Wagons
Station Wagons

All

All Sedans with
Radial Ply Tires

TlRE INFLATION

Convertibles Except GT

GT Models

Station Wagons

Full Rated
(Max) Load
(b s )

6.95 x 14
7.75 x 14

26
22

26
32

1075
1200

185R-14
(Type A)

26

26

1075

Standard Tires
2 F l y 4 Fly
Rating

Engine

6 Cyl., 289 &
302 ClD V-8
390 CI D V-8
6 Cyl., 289 &
302 Cl D V-8
390 Cl D V-8
302 & 390
CID V-8
427 CID V-8
6 Cyl., 289 &
302 Cl D V-8
390 Cl D V-8

Ranchero
Standard Suspension
Heavy Duty Suspension
Optional Tires
Wide Profile Tires

All

Radial Ply Tires
(Type A)

a

Inflation
Pressure (Cold)
Rear
Front

Passenger and Luggage
Equivalent of Full
Rated (Max) Load
Driver + 5 pass.
175 Ibs. luggage
Driver + 5 pass.
300 Ibs. luggage
Driver + 5 pass.
175 Ibs. luggage

+
+

+

- FAIRLANE

Models

All Models Except GT,
Station Wagon, Convertibles and Ranchero

3-59

Inflation
Pressure (Cold)
Rear
Front

7.35-14
7.75-14

26

26

7.35-14
7.75-14

26

27

F70-14 s
FR70-14 @I

24 8
28

24 a
28

Full Rated
(Max) Load
(bs)

Passenger and Luggage
Equivalent of Full
Rated (Max) Load

Models W/
Bench Seats
1100

Driver + 5 pass.
200 Ibs. luggage

Models W/
Bucket Seats

Driver + 4 pass.
200 Ibs. luggage

+

+

950

7.75 x 14
7.75 x 14 S.

22
22

32
34

1200

Driver + 5 pass. +
300 Ibs. luggage or
Driver + 7 pass.

7.35 x 14
7.75 x 14

22
22

32
32

850
1250

Driver
Driver

E70-14
F70-14

26
24 a

20
24 a

28
26

28
26

I-

FR70-14 T
185R-14

+ 700 Ibs. Cargo
+ 1100 Ibs. Cargo

High Speed Capability Tires.

a 4 P l y 4 Ply Rating.
r May be inflated t o 28 psi for special handling requirements.
TlRE USAGE A N D INFLATION
Models

All -Except GT

GT Models

Optional Tires
Radial Ply (Type A)
Wide Profile

*

Engine

6 Cyl., 289,
302 V-8
390 V-8
289 H.P.,
302 V-8
390 V- 8
427 V-8

- MUSTANG
Standard Tires
2 F l y 4 Fly
Rating

Full Rated
(Max) Load
( Lbs)

Inflation
Pressure (Cold)
Rear
Front

Passenger and Luggage
Equivalent of Full
Rated (Max) Load

6.95 x 14
7.35 x 14
F70-14 I

24

24

24 z

24 2

28

28

28

28

24 3
24

24
24

775
FR70 x 14

I

FR70-14
185 R-14
F70-14 i
E70-14

High Speed Capability Tires.
2 May be inflated 28 psi for special handling requirements.

3

Driver + 3 pass.
175 Ibs. luggage

+

GROUP 3 --Suspension,- Steering, Wheels 8, Tires
SERVICE TOOLS
Ford Tool No.
T57L-500-A
T56P.1217-A
T60K-1217-A
T65P-3000-E or F
T57P-3006-A
T60K-3006-A
TOOL-32904
T62F3576A
T64K-3576A
T64K-3576-0
T64P.3590.F
TOOL3600.M
T65P-3A733-A
T63P-530A
(TOOL-53104)

Description
Bench Mounted Holding Future
Front Hub Bearing Cup and Grease Seal Replacer
Front Hub Bearing Cup and Grease Seal Replacer
Alignment Spacers
Spindle Ball Joint Assembly Remover Press
Spindle Ball Joint Press Adapter Screw
Tie Rod Ball Ends and Control Valve Ball Stud Remover
Sector Shaft Bushing Remover and Replacer
Sector Shaft Needle Bearings and Seal Remover and
Replacer
Sector Shaft Needle Bearings and Seal Remover
and Replacer.Adapter
Steering Arm Remover
Steering Wheel Remover
Power Steering Pump Pulley Replacer
Front Coil Spring Remover and Replacer

Ford Tool No.

Dwription

emo over

T64K-5310-A
T64K-5310-8
T66P.5310.A
T66P-5310.B
T64N-5781-A
T64K.5781-B
T63L-8620-A
T63L-10300-B
T56L-336104
T63L.10300-B
T65P-3A733.A

'

Front Coil Spring
and Replacer Adapter
(For T63P-5310-A)
Front Coil Spring Remover and Replacer Adapter .
(For TOOL.5310-C)
Front Coil Spring Remover and Replacer Adapter
(For T63 P-5310-A)
Front Coil Spring Remover and Replacer Adapter
(For TOOL-5310-C)
Rear Spring Front Bushing Remover and Replacer
Rear Spring Bushing Adapter
Belt Tension Gauge
Pulley Remover
Power Steering Pump Pressure Gauge
Pully Remover
Power Steering Pump Pulley Replacer

GROUP 4 - Rear Axle
I. Pinion bearing noise can be
identified as a .constant grinding
noise. Pinion bearings are rotating at
a higher speed than differential side
bearings or axle shaft bearings. The
noise is most noticeable a t a slight
pull between 18 to 25 miles per hour.
2. Wheel bearing noise may be
confused with rear axle noise. To
differentiate between wheel bearings
and rear axle, drive, the vehicle on a
smooth road a t medium low speed.
With traffic permitting, turn the vehicle sharply right and left. If noise is
caused by wheel bearings, the noise
will increase on the defective bearing because of side loading.
3. Side bearings will produce a
constant grinding noise of a slower
nature than pinion bearing, (side
bearing noise cannot be determined
by the wheel bearing test), but will
be in the same frequency as axle
shaft bearings.
Also, certain trouble symptoms are
common to both the conventional
and limited slip differential axles,
while still other symptoms are found
only in the limited slip differential.
To determine whether the vehicle is
equipped with a conventional or a
limited slip differential, check the vehicle warranty plate and the axle ratio
tag. Refer to VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION a t the front of this manual.
LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
The limited-slip differential can be
checked for proper operation without
removing the carrier from the axle
housing.
Jack up one rear wheel and remove the wheel cover. On a vehicle with
a removable carrier type axle, install
tool T59L-4204-A on the axle shaft
flange studs as shown in Fig. I. On
a vehicle with an integral carrier type
axle, use tool T65K-4204-A.
Using a torque wrench of a t least
200 ft-lbs capacity, rotate the axle
shaft. Be sure that the transmission
is in neutral gear, one rear wheel is
on the floor, and the other rear wheel
is raised off the floor. The torque re-

quired to continuously rotate the
shaft should be a t least 75 ft-lbs. (Removable type carrier) and 50 ft-lbs (Integral type carrier). The initial breakaway torque may be higher than the
continuous turning torque, but this is
normal. The axle shaft should turn
with even pressure throughout the
check without slipping or binding.
I f the torque reading is less than
the specified minimum, check the differential for improper assembly.

A vehicle equipped with a limitedslip differential will always have both
wheels driving. I f , while the vehicle is
being serviced, only one wheel is raised
off the floor and the rear axle is driven
by the engine, the wheel on the floor
will drive the vehicle off the stand or
jack.
GEAR T O O T H C O N T A C T
PATTERN CHECK
When, rolling a tooth pattern, use
the special compound (tube) packed
with each service ring gear and pinion
set.

Paint all gear teeth and roll a pattern as described in Section 3. After
diagnosing the tooth pattern as explained here, make the appropriate
adjustments as outlined in Section 2.
In making a final gear tooth contact pattern check, it is necessary to
recognize the fact that there are three
different types of gear set, hunting,
non-hunting and partial non-hunting.
Each type is determined by the number of teeth in the gears. The non-hunting and partial non-hunting types can
be identified by the paint timing marks
on the pinion and ring gear teeth
(Part 4-2, Fig. 25). See Part 4-4 for
complete identification specifications.
ACCEPTABLE TOOTH
PATTERNS (ALL AXLES)
Figure . 2 shows acceptable tooth
patterns for all axles. Any combination of drive and coast patterns will
be acceptable.
In general, acceptable tooth paterns should have the following characteristics:
1. The drive pattern should be
fairly well centered on the tooth.
2. The coast pattern should be
fairly well centered on the tooth.
3. Some clearance between the
pattern and the top of the tooth is
desirable.
4. There should be no hard lines
where the pressure is high.
The individual gear set need not
conform exactly to the ideal pattern
in order to be acceptable. Any combination of drive and coast patterns
shown in Fig. 2 are acceptable.

H U N T I N G GEAR S E T
In a hunting-type gear set, any one
pinion gear tooth comes into contact
with all ring gear teeth. In this type,
several revolutions of the ring gear
are required to make all possible gear
combina tions.

NON-HUNTING GEAR SET
In a non-hunting type gear set, any
one pinion gear tooth comes into contact with only a few ring gear teeth.
In this type, only one revolution of
the ring gear is required to make all
possible tooth contact combinations.
Any combination of drive and coast
patterns shown in Fig. 2 are acceptable.

PARTIAL NON-HUNTING
GEAR SET
In a partial non-hunting type gear
set, any one pinion tooth comes into
contact with only part of the ring
gear teeth, but more than one revolution of the ring gear is required to
make all possible gear tooth combinations. Any combination of drive
and coast patterns shown in Fig. 2
are acceptable.

S H I M CHANGES AND
BACKLASH
Since each gear set rolls a characteristic pattern, the patterns shown in
Fig. 2 are considered acceptable and
should be used as a guide. The drive
pattern is rolled on the convex side of
the tooth, and the coast pattern is
rolled on the concave side.
The movement of tooth contact
patterns with changes in shimming
can be summarized as follows:
Integral Carrier Type Axle

1. Thinner shim with the backlash
set to specifications moves the pinion
farther from the ring gear.
2. Thicker shim with the backlash
set to specifications moves the pinion
closer to the ring gear.
If the patterns are not correct,
make the changes as indicated. The
differential case and drive pinion will
have to be removed from the carrier
casting to change a shim. When reinstalling the pinion and ring gear of
a non-hunting or partial non-hunting
gear set, be sure that the marked
tooth on the pinion indexes between
the marked teeth on^ the ring gear
(Fig. 25, Part 4-2). Refer to Pinion
and Ring Gear Tooth Contact Adjustment, Section 2.
Removable Carrier Type Axle

1. Thicker shim with the backlash
set to specifications moves the pinion
farther from the ring gear.
2. Thinner shim with the backlash
set to specifications moves the pinion
closer to the ring gear.

'ART 4-1 - General Axle Service
I f the patterns are not correct,
make the changes as indicated. The
pinion need not be disassembled to
change a shim. All that is required is
to remove the pinion, bearing, and
retainer assembly and install a different shim. When reinstalling the pinion and retainer assembly of a nonhunting or partial non-hunting gear
set, be sure that the marked tooth
on the pinion indexes between the
marked teeth on the ring gear (Fig.
25, Part 4-2). Refer to Pinion and
Ring Gear Tooth Contact Adjustment. Section 2.
REAR AXLE COMPANION
FLANGE RUNOUT CHECK
( A L L AXLES)

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist that
supports the rear axle (twin-post
hoist).
2. Remove the driveshaft assembly
(Group 5).
3. Check the companion flange for
damage to the universal joint bearing
locating lugs. If the universal joint
bearing locating lugs on the companion flange are shaved (worn) or damaged, replace the companion flange
Fig. 3.
4. The rear axle companion flange
runout is checked with a modified universal joint (checking tool) a dial indicator with 1.000 inch minimum
travel, and a cup-shaped' dial indicator adapter tool (Fig. 4). T o fabricate the checking tool, modify a universal joint assembly by removing
two bearing cups that are opposite
each other, and cutting or grinding
off one of the universal joint bearing
flanges ( Fig. 4).

5. Install the cup-shaped adapter
on the dial indicator stem. Install the
dial indicator on the pinion retainer
or pinion nose bumper bracket. Position the indicator to allow an indication a t the ends of the universal joint
bearing cups and the remaining exposed journal of the cross-shaft.
6. Turn the companion flange so
that the dial indicator cup-type adapter rests on the machined surface of
the bearing cup (Fig. 4). Rotate the
companion flange side-to-side slightly
to obtain a reading indicating that
the bearing cup surface is perpendicular to the indicator cup-type adapter.
This will be the point at which the
dial indicator cup is closest to the
center of companion flange rotation.
I t is also the point at which the dial
indicator hand will reverse direction
as the companion flange is turning.

Set the dial indicator to zero.

FIG. ]-Checking

Limited-Slip Differential

7. Carefully retract the dial indicator stem and rotate the companion
flange 180 degrees to position the
machined surface of the opposite universal bearing under the dial indicator
adapter tool. Again, slightly rotate the
flange side-to-side to position the bearing perpendicular to the dial indicator
adapter. Again, this is the point a t
which the indicator hand will reverse
direction as the flange is rotated.
Record the flange bearing cup runout reading obtained from the indicator (Fig. 5).
Rotate the companion flange 90
degrees and position the dial indicator
adapter on the machined end of the
exposed journal (Fig. 6). Be sure the
end surface of the exposed journal is
perpendicular to the indicator cuptype adapter. This requires that the

cross-shaft be moved fore and aft on
the flange bearing cups. Note the
point at which the indicator hand reverses direction. Rotate the flange as-

sembly side-to-side until the crossshaft is perpendicular to the pinion
shaft axis, and the indicator hand
reverses direction. Zero the dial indicator and check the zero point again
by slightly moving the cross-shaft
fore and aft, then rotate the companion flange from side-to-side.
8. With the indicator at zero, carefully retract the dial stem and rotate
the flange 180 degrees. Rotate the
cross-shaft 180 degrees on the flange
bearing cups to position the exposed
journal under the dial indicator adapter. Rock the cross-shaft fore and aft
and the companion flange side-to-side
to establish the point at which the indicator hand reverses direction. This
will determine the driveshaft universal

cross-shaft runout. Record this reading
(Fig. 6).
9. Repeat steps 5 through 8 at
least three times and average the indicator readings obtained (Fig. 5).
10. T o determine the total (combined) companion flange runout, it
will be necessary to use the combined
runout chart (Fig. 7). Position a
straight edge a t the amount of flange
bearing cup runout indicated on the
left hand column of the chart. Position another straight edge vertically
at the amount of driveshaft universal cross-shaft runout indicated on
the top of the chart. The point at
which the straight edges cross the chart
indicates the combined rear axle flange
runout. For example:
With an indicated 0.003 inch flange
bearing cup runout and an indicated
0.004 inch universal cross-shaft runout (Fig. 7). the combined companion flange runout will be 0.005 inch
as indicated in the square on the
chart (Fig. 7).
11. If the reading obtained in Step
10 exceeds specifications, reposition
the companion flange 180 degrees on
the pinion shaft and repeat steps I
through 10.
12. If the repeat readings still exceed specifications, re-position the
flange an additional 90 degrees on the
pinion shaft and check the runout
(Steps 4 through 10).
13. If the runout is still excessive,
replace the companion flange and
check the runout. If necessary, rotate
the new flange on the pinion shaft until an acceptable runout is obtained.
If excessive runout is still evident
after replacement of the companion
flange, it will be necessary to replace

-
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ACCEPTABLE TOOTH PATTERN LIMITS
I

.L

..

3

:

Toe

Toe

DRIVE

FIG. 2-Acceptable

..

ANY COMBINATION OF D R I V E AND COAST PATTERNS SHOWN PERMISSIBLE

Tooth Pattern Limits (All Axles)

I

Toe

Toe

COAST
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the ring and pinion gear, and repeat
the above checks until runout is within specifications.
14. Install the driveshaft assembly
(Group 5). M a k e sure the universal

PROPERLYSEATED
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CUP SHAVES L U G

joint bearing cups are properly positioned between the companion flange
lugs.

15. Lower the vehicle. Road test the
vehicle. If drive shaft vibrations are
evident during the road test, remove
the driveshaft from the companion
flange and rotate it 180 degrees. Road
test the vehicle again.

FIG. 3-Checking
Flange

FIG. 4-Flange
Runout Check

Companion

Indicator
Reading

1

2
3
Average

Bearing Cup

Flange
Bearing C u p
Runout

Drive Shaft Universal
Cross-Shaft
Runout

0.004
0.002
0.003
0.003

0.005
0.004
0.003
0.004

Fig. 5-Flange Bearing Cup and Cross Shaft Runout Averaging ChartTypical Readings

2

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

PINION AND RING GEAR
TOOTH CONTACT
ADJUSTMENT

INTEGRAL CARRIER
TYPE AXLE

Two separate adjustments affect
pinion and ring gear tooth contact.
They are pinion location and backlash (Figs. 8 and 9).
Individual differences in matching
the differential housing and the gear
set require the use of shims to locate
the pinion for correct contact with
the ring gear.
When adjusting either type axle,
shim thickness should be increased or
reduced, only a s indicated by the tooth
pattern check described in the foregoing Section 1 .

The shim location for the integral
carrier type axle, is between the pinion
gear and the pinion rear bearing cone
(Fig. 8). When adjusting this type axle,
increasing shim thickness moves the
pinion toward the ring gear; reducing
shim thickness moves the pinion away
from the ring gear (Fig. 8).

If the tooth pattern check indicates
a change in backlash only, follow the
procedure under Backlash and Differential Bearing Preload Adjustments.
If the tooth pattern indicates a change
in shim thickness, follow the procedure
under Pinion Location.

REMOVABLE CARRIER
TYPE AXLE

Tool-6565, Used'Iu
With Bracket From
Tool-4201-C

The shim location for the removable
carrier type axle is between the pinion
retainer and the carrier (Fig. 9). When
adjusting this type carrier reducing
shim thickness will move the pinion
toward the ring gear; increasing shim
thickness will move the pinion away
from the ring gear (Fig. 9).

FIG. 6-Cross

'Tool-4201-c

E 1624-1

Shaft Runout Check
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Flange Bearing
Cup Runout

0.000
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008

Drive Shaft Universal Cross-Shaft Runout

0.000

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

0.006

0.007

0.008

0.000
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008

0.001
0.0013
0.0022
0.0032
0.0042
0.0051
0.0061
0.0071
0.0081

0.002
0.0022
0.0027
0.0036
0.0045
0.0053
0.0062
0.0073
0.0082

0.003
0.0032
0.0037
0.0042
0.005
0.0058
0.0068
0.0075
0.0087

0.004
0.0042
0.0045
0.005
0.0057
0.0063
0.0072
0.0081
0.009

0.005
0.0051
0.0053
0.0058
0.0064
0.0071
0.0078
0.0087
0.0094

0.006
0.0061
0.0062
0.0067
0.0072
0.0078
0.0085'
0.0093
0.010

0.007
0.0071
0.0072
0.0077
0.0081
0.0087
0.0092
0.0099
0.0104

0.008
0.0081
0.0082
0.0085
0.009
0.0094
0.010
0.0103
0.011

The total (combined) companion flange runout is located in the square where the columns containing the flange
bearing cup runout and universal cross shaft runout readings intersect.

FIG. 7-Companion

Flange Combi ned Runout Chart

PINION LOCAT

FIG. 9-Pinion and Ring Gear
Tooth Contact AdjustmentRemovable Carrier Type Axles
€1476-A

Fig. 8-Pinion

and Ring Gear
Tooth Contact AdjustmentIntegral Carrier Type Axles

BACKLASH A N D
DIFFERENTIAL BEARING
PRELOAD ADJUSTMENTS
T o secure a more uniform control
of differential side bearing preload in
service repairs, a dial indicator setup
such as shown i n Fig. 18 is used.

In both types of axle (Fig. 8 and 9),
the ring gear is moved away from or
toward the pinion as described in the
following procedure.
1. Remove the adjusting nut locks,
loosen the differential bearing cap
bolts, then torque the bolts to (1 5 ft-lbs
on integral carrier type axles; 20 ft-lbs
on removable carrier type axles) before making adjustments.
2. The left adjusting nut is on the
ring gear side of the carrier. The

right

nut

is on the

pinion side.

Loosen the right nut until ,it is away
from the cup. Tighten the left nut
until the ring gear is just forced into
the pinion with 0.000 backlash then
rotate the pinion several revolutions to
be sure no binding is evident. (Recheck
the right nut at this time to be sure
that it is still loose). Tightening the left
nut moves the ring gear into the pinion
to decrease backlash, and tightening
the right nut moves the ring gear away.

3. Install a dial indicator as shown
in Fig. 10.

4. Tighten the right nut until it first
contacts the bearing cup. Then preload
the bearings from 0.008 to 0.0012 inch
case spread. Rotate the pinion gear
several revolutions in each direction
while the bearings are loaded, to seat
the bearings in their cups to be sure
n o bind is evident. T h i s step i s
important.
5. Again loosen the right nut to

release the pre-load. If there is any

backlash between the gears as shown
by the dial indicator, tighten the left
nut just enough to remove this backlash. At this time, make sure that one
of the slots in the left nut is so located that the lock can be installed
without turning the nut. Carefully
tighten the right nut until it just contacts the cup.
6. Torque the differential cap bolts
to specification.
On integral carrier type axles, set a
preload of 0.008 to 0.012 inch case
spread for new bearings and 0.003 to
0.005 for the original bearings.
On removable carrier type axles,
the preload is 0.008 to 0.012 inch
case spread for new bearings and
0.005 to 0.008 for the original bearings. As preload is applied from the
right side, the ring gear is forced
away from the pinion and usually
results in the correct backlash.
7. Measure the backlash on several teeth around the ring gear. If
the measurements vary more than
(0.003 inch - both integral and removable carrier) there is excessive runout in the gears or their mountings,
which must be corrected to obtain a
satisfactory unit. If the backlash is
out of specification, loosen one adjusting nut and tighten the opposite nut
an equal amount to move the ring
gear away from or toward the pinion.
When moving the adjusting nuts, the
final movement should always be
made i n . a tightening direction. For
example, if the left nut had to be
loosened one notch, loosen the nut two
notches, then tighten i t one. This insures that the nut is contacting the
bearing cup, and that the cup cannot shift after being put in service.

After all such adjustments, check to
be sure that the case spread remains
as specified for the new or original
bearings used.
8. Again check the tooth contact
pattern. If the pattern is still incor-

~
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FIG. 70-Adjusting

Side Bearing Preload

rect, a change in pinion
(shim thickness) is indicated.

location

PINION LOCATION
Integral Carrier Type Axle
1. Remove the differential case
and the drive pinion from the carrier casting, and then remove the pinion bearings a s described under Removal of Differential Case and Drive
Pinion in Section 4.
2. Measure the original shim thickness with a micrometer. lncrease or
decrease the shim thickness as indicated by the tooth pattern check described
in the foregoing Section I and shown
in Fig. 2.
3. lnstall the corrected shim pack
and the bearings on the pinion, and
then install the pinion and the differential case in the carrier casting as
outlined under Installation of Drive
Pinion and Differential Case in Section 4 of Part 4-2.

3

4. Adjust the backlash between the
ring gear and pinion as outlined in
the foregoing procedure.
5. Make a tooth pattern check. If
the pattern is still unsatisfactory, repeat this procedure changing the shim
thickness each time until a satisfactory
tooth pattern is obtained.
Removable Carrier Type
Axle

1. Remove the retaining bolts and
the pinion and bearing retainer assembly from the carrier.
2. Measure the original shim thickness with a micrometer. Increase or
decrease the shim thickness as indicated by the tooth pattern check described
in Section 1 .
3. Replace the pinion retainer Oring (Fig. 25, Part 4-3). Coat the 0 ring with axle lubricant before installing. Do not roll the O-ring into the
groove. Snap it into position.

4-7
4. Being careful not to pinch the
O-ring, install the pinion and bearing
retainer assembly in the carrier with
the corrected shim pack.
Before installing the pinion and
bearing retainer assembly, determine
which type of gear set is being used.
The non-hunting and partial nonhunting types can be identified by the
paint timing marks on the gear teeth
(Fig. 25, Part 4-2).
If the gear set is of the non-hunting or partial non-hunting type, clean
the teeth on both the pinion and ring
gear so that the timing marks are
visible. Rotate the differential case
and drive gear assembly in the carrier until the marked teeth on the
ring rear are opposite the pinion entry hole. Place the pinion retainer
aisembly in the carrier so that the
marked tooth on the pinion indexes
between the marked teeth on the ring
gear (Fig. 25, Part 4-2).
In almost every case of improper
assembly (gear assembled out of
time), the noise level and probability
of failure will be higher than they
would be when properly assembled.
When installing the hunting type
gear set (no timing marks), assemble the pinion and retainer assembly
into the carrier without regard to the
matching of any particular gear teeth.
5. Install the retainer-to-carrier
mounting bolts and torque to specifications.
6. Set the backlash between the
ring gear and pinion to specifications
as outlined in the foregoing procedure.
7. Make a tooth pattern check. If
the pattern is still unsatisfactory, repeat this procedure changing the
shim thickness each time until a satisfactory tooth pattern is obtained.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

INSPECTION BEFORE
DISASSEMBLY OF CARRIER
(ALL AXLES)
The differential case assembly and
the drive pinion should be inspected
before they are removed from the
housing. These inspections can help
to find the cause of the trouble and
to determine the correction needed.
On removable carrier type axles,
mount the carrier in the holding fixture shown in Fig. I I.
Wipe the lubricant from the internal working parts, and visually inspect the parts for wear or damage.

Rotate the gears to see if there is
any roughness which would indicate
defective bearings or chipped gears.
Check the gear teeth for scoring or
signs or abnormal wear.
Check the differential case and the
drive pinion for end play.
Set up a dial indicator (Fig. I2 or
13) and check the ,backlash a t several pointsaround the ring gear.
Backlash should be within specifications as outlined in the Specifications Section, Part 4-4.
To check the gear tooth contact,
paint the gear teeth with the special
compound furnished with each serv-

ice ring gear and pinion. Rotate the
ring gear (use a box wrench on the
ring gear attaching bolts for a lever)
five complete revolutions in both directions or until a clear tooth contact
pattern is obtained.
Certain types of gear tooth contact
patterns on the ring gear indicate incorrect adjustment. Noise caused by
incorrect adjustment can often be
corrected by readjusting the gears.
Acceptable patterns and the necessary
corrections are explained under Gear
Tooth Contact Pattern Check in Section I .
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Tool- T57L-500-A
or 6005-M or MS

El306-0

FIG. 1 1-Bench Fixture for C a r r i e r
Overhaul-Removable Carrier Type
Axle

I
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BACKLASH CHECK

FIG. 13-Checking

Backlash a n d Runout-Integral

INSPECTION AFTER
DISASSEMBLY O F CARRIER
(ALL AXLES)

Thoroughly clean all parts Fig. 15,
Part 4-2 and Fig. 23, Part 4-3. Always
use new solvent when cleaning bearings. Synthetic seals must not be cleaned, soaked -or washed in cleaning solvent. D o not spin bearings with
compressed air. Oil the bearings im-

mediately to prevent rusting. Inspect
the parts for any major defects. Clean
the inside of the housing before rebuilding and installing the parts.
When a scored gear set is replaced,
the axle housing should be washed
thoroughly and steam cleaned. This

FIG. 12-Checking

BacklashRemovable Carrier ~~~eAxle

can only be done effectively if the'axle
shafts and shaft seals are removed
from the housing. Inspect individual
parts as outlined below.

GEARS

Gear tooth runout can sometimes
be detected by an erratic pattern on
the teeth. However, a dial indicator
should be used to measure the runout of the back face of the ring gear,
as shown in Fig. 13 or 14. Refer to
Specifications Section for maximum
allowable runout. If runout exceeds
specifications, disassemble carrier and
replace necessary parts as indicated
in Part 4-2, Section 4 and Part 4-3,
Section 4.
Loosen the differential bearing cap
bolts, and then torque to specification. Remove the adjusting nut locks.
Carefully loosen one of the adjusting
nuts to determine if any differential
bearing preload remains. If any preload remains, the differential bearings
may be re-used, provided they are not
pitted or damaged.

RUNOUT CHECK

Examine the pinion'and ring gear
teeth for scoring or excessive wear.
Extreme care must be taken not to
damage the pilot bearing surface of
the pinion.

The pattern taken during disassembly should be helpful in judging
if gears can be re-used. Worn gears
cannot be rebuilt to correct a noisy
condition. Gear scoring is the result
of excessive shock loading or the use
of an incorrect lubricant. Scored gears
cannot be re-used.
Examine the teeth and thrust surfaces of the differential gears. Wear
on the hub of the differential side
gear can cause a chucking noise known
as chuckle when the vehicle is driven
a t low speeds. Wear on splines, thrust
surfaces, or thrust washers can contribute to excessive drive line backlash.

25,6-A

Carrier Type Axle

B E A R I N G CUPS, C O N E
4
A N D ROLLER ASSEMBLIES

Check bearing cups for rings,
scores, galling, or erratic wear patterns. Pinion bearing cups must be
solidly seated. Check by attempting
to insert a 0.0015-inch feeler between
these cups and the bottoms of their
bores.
When operated in' the cups, bearing rollers must turn without roughness. Examine the roller ends for
wear. Step-wear on the roller ends indicates that the bearings were not preloaded properly or that the rollers
were slightly misaligned.
If inspection reveals either a defective cup or a defective cone and
roller assembly, both parts should be
replaced to avoid early failure.
DIFFERENTIAL BEARING
ADJUSTING NUTS

Temporarily install the bearing
caps and test the fit of the adjusting
nuts in their threads.
The nuts should turn easily when
the caps are tightened to 15 ft-lbs
(integral carrier type) or 20 ft-lbs
(removable .carrier type). The faces
of the nuts that contact the bearing
cups must be smooth and.square. Polish these with a fine abrasive on a
flat surface. Replace the nuts or examine the threads in the carrier, if
their fit is not proper. Be sure that
the bearing caps and adjusting nuts
are on the side which they were machined to fit by observing the punch
marks and scribe marks made durind disassembly operations.
U-JOINT F L A N G E

Be sure that the ears of the flange
have not been damaged in removing
the drive shaft or in removing the

PART 4-1
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P I N I O N RETAINERREMOVABLE CARRIER
TYPE AXLE ONLY

Be sure that the pinion bearing
cups are seated. Remove any chips
or burrs from the mounting flange.
Clean the groove for the O-ring seal
and all libricant passages. 1f the
CUDS were removed. examine the bores
ca;efully. Any nicks or burrs in these
bores must be removed to permit proper seating of the cups.
CARRIER HOUSING

FIG. 74-Checking

Ring Gear
Runout-Removable Carrier Type
Axle

flange from the pinion. The end of
the flange that contacts the front
pinion bearing inner face (both integral and removable carrier) as well
as the flat surface of the pinion nut
counterbore must be smooth. Polish
these surfaces i f necessary. Roughness
aggravates backlash noises, and
causes wear of the flange and pinion nut with a resultant loss in pinion
bearing preload.

Make sure that the differential
bearing bores are smooth and the
threads are not damaged.
Remove any nicks or burrs from
the mounting surfaces of the carrier
housing.
DIFFERENTIAL CASE

Make sure that the hubs where the
bearings mount are smooth. Carefully examine the differential case
bearing shoulders, which may have
been damaged when the bearings
were removed. The bearing assemblies will fail i f they do not seat firmly against the shoulders. Check the

Since gears are in mesh, some rear
axle noise is normal. However, excessive noise often indicates the beginning of other troubles in the axle.
A road test can help determine
whether the noise is being caused by
trouble in the rear axle or in other
parts of the vehicle. Before road-testing

EXCESSIVE REAR AXLE
N O I S E (ALL REAR AXLES)

FIG. 75-Rear

Axle Diagnosis Guide

the vehicle, make sure that the tire.
pressures and the rear axle lubricant level are normal. Then drive the
vehicle far enough to warm the axle
lubricant to its normal operating temperature.

With the vehicle stopped and the
transmission in neutral, run the engine
at various speeds. If the noise still
exists during this test, it probably
comes from the engine or the exhaust
system.
To determine if the noise is being
caused by the rear axle or the tires,
drive the vehicle over several different
types of road surfaces. Smooth asphalt or black-top roads minimize
tire noises. Tire noises may be eliminated by cross-switching the tires.
Snow tires often cause noises not
heard with conventional tires.

4-9
fit (free rotation) of the differential
.side gears in their counterbores. Be
sure that the mating surfaces of the
two parts of the case are smooth and
free from nicks or burrs.
LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
PARTS

Inspect the clutch plates for uneven or extreme wear. The dog-eared
clutch plates must be free from burrs,
nicks, or scratches which could cause
excessive or erratic wear to the bonding material of the internally splined
clutch plates. The internally splined
clutch plates should be inspected for
condition of the bond, bonding material, and wear. Replace the bonded
plates if their thickness is less than
0.085 inch or if the bonded material
is scored or badly worn. Inspect the
bonded plate internal teeth for wear.
Replace them, if excessive wear is
evident. Bonded plates should be replaced a s a set only.
Examine all thrust surfaces and
hubs for wear. Abnormal wear on
these surfaces can contribute to a
noisy axle.
Inspect the Bellville spring for
proper free height of 114 inch.

Noise caused by a worn or damaged wheel bearing is often loudest
when the vehicle is coasting at low
speeds, and it usually stops when the
brakes are gently applied. To find the
noisy bearing, jack up each wheel and
check each bearing. for roughness,
while the wheel is rotating, provided
that the vehicle is equipped with a
conventional differential.
If all possible external sources of
noise have been checked and eliminated, and the noise still exists, roadtest the rear axle under all four driving conditions-drive,
cruise, float,
and coast. Any noise produced by the
sidegears and pinions in the differential case will be most pronounced on
turns. A continuous whine under a
light load between 20 and 35 miles
per hour indicates rough or brinnelled
pinion bearings. If the tone of drive,
coast and float noise differs with
speed and i f the noise is very rough
and irregular; worn, rough or loose
differential or pinion shaft bearings
are indicated. Remove, disassemble,
and inspect the axle.

GROUP 4 - Rear Axle
1
EXCESSIVE REAR AXLE
BACKLASH (ALL REAR
AXLES)

O N E WHEEL SPINS
EXCESSIVELY (LIMITED-SLIP
DIFFERENTIAL O N L Y )

AXLE H A S A
HIGH-PITCHED, CHATTERING
N O I S E ON TURNS
(LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
ONLY)

Excessive backlash in the axle
driving parts may be caused by worn
axle shaft splines, loose axle shaft
flange nuts, loose U-joint flange
mountings, excessive backlash be-

tween the drive pinion and ring gear,
excessive backlash in the differential
gears, or bearings which are worn or
out of adjustment.

Use the procedure given unde,r
limited-slip differential for checking
the locking differential while the unit
is in the vehicle. If the torque required
to rotate one rear wheel is less than

[he specified minimum, the differential is not functioning properly. To
repair the unit, remove it from the
axle housing.

Drive the vehicle in a fairly tight
circle, making five circles clockwise and
five counterclockwise. This will permit the lubricant to work in between
the clutch plates. If the noise does
not disappear during this driving test,
it is probable that the axle does not
have thz approved Ford lubricant, or
has improperly assembled differential
clutch plates.
The differential carrier must be
disassembled, cleaned, and new fric-

tion plates installed. The axle housing must be cleaned and flushed.
Note: New friction plates must be
soaked for 112 hour in C6AZ-19580-C
(ESW-M20104-A) lubricant.
After refilling the axle with proper
lubricant, drive the vehicle in fairly
tight circles clockwise and counterclockwise. The chattering noise should
disappear as soon as the new lubricant works in between the clutch
plates.

J

FIG. 15-Rear

Axle Diagnosis Guide (Continued)
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DESCRIPTION A N D O P E R A T I O N

IDENTIFICATION
A metal tag stamped with the
model designation and gear ratio is
secured to all Ford-produced axles
under one of the rear cover-to-housing bolts. The first five spaces on the
top line are reserved for the model
designation letters such as WCY-E
WDJ-C, or WEA-B. These letters indi-

FIG. 7-Typical

Rear Axle Assembly

cate a specific combination of the following factors: conventional or limitedslip axle; diameter of ring gear; small
or large wheel bearings; and the gear
ratio. It is important, therefore, to
use the model designation for obtaining the correct replacement parts.
DESCRIPTION
The rear axle assembly is an inte-

gral-type housing, hypoid design, with
the centerline of the pinion set below
the centerline of the ring gear (Fig. 1).
The semi-floating axle shafts are
retained in the housing by ball bearings and a bearing retainer a t the
axle housing outer ends.
The differential assembly is mounted on two opposed tapered roller bearings. The bearings are retained in the
housing by removable caps. Differential

GROUP 4 - Rear Axle
bearing preload and drive gear backlash is adjusted by nuts located behind
each differential bearing cup.
The drive pinion assembly is
mounted on two opposed tapered
roller bearings. Pinion bearing preload is adjusted by a collapsible spacer on the pinion shaft. Pinion and
ring gear tooth contact is adjusted
by shims between the rear bearing
cone and pinion gear.
A cover on the rear of the differential housing provides access for inspection and removal and installation of the differential assembly and
drive pinion.
OPERATION
The rear axle
drive pinion receives
..

2

its power from the engine through
the transmission and drive shaft. The
pinion gear rotates the differential
case through engagement with the
ring gear, which is bolted to the case
outer flange. Inside the case, there
are two (in some axles 4) differential
pinion gears mounted on the differential pinion shaft which is pinned to
the case. These pinion gears are engaged with the side gears, to whi'ch
the axle shafts are splined. Therefore,
as the differential case turns, it rotates
the axle shafts and rear wheels. When
it is necessary for one wheel and axle
shaft to rotate faster than the other,
the faster turning side gear causes the
pinions. to roll on the slower turning
side gear to allow differential action

between the two axle shafts.
CARE O F AXLE
The lubricant level should be
checked every 6000 miles, with vehicle in normal curb attitude. The lubricant level should be a t the lower
edge of the filler plug hole located
in either the carrier casting or housing cover. It is unnecessary to periodically drain the axle lubricant. The
factory f i l l should remain in the housing for the life of the vehicle, except
when repairs are made. The specified
lubricant should be installed when the
axle is overhauled or lubricant added.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENT A N D REPAIR

REAR AXLE SHAFT, WHEEL
BEARING A N D OIL SEAL
REPLACEMENT
Synthetic wheel bearing seals are
used for production purposes only. Removal and insertion of rear axle shafts
must be performed with caution. The
entire length of the shaft (including
spline) u p ' t o the seal journal must
pass through the seal without contact.,
Any roughing or cutting of the seal
element during axle removal or installation will result in early seal failure.
Leather seals only will be used a s service replacements for synthetic wheel
bearing seals.

-

-

The rear axle shafts, wheel bearings, and oil seal can be replaced
without removing the differential assembly from the axle housing. Removal of the wheel bearings from the
axle shafts make them unfit for further use.
1. Remove the wheel cover, wheel
and tire from the brake drum.
2. Remove the Tinnerman nuts that
secure the brake drum to the axle housing flange, and then remove the drum
from the flange.
3. Working through the hole provided in each axle shaft flange, remove the nuts that secure the wheel
bearing retainer plate. Then pull the
axle shaft assembly out of the axle
housing (Fig. 2). The brake backing plate must not be dislodged. Install one nut to hold the plate in place
after the axle shaft is removed.

FIG. 2 - ~ e m o v i n ~ Axle S h a f t
4. If the rear wheel bearing is to
be replaced, loosen the inner retainer
ring by nicking it deeply with a cold
chisel in several places (Fig. 3). It
will then slide off easily.
5. Remove the bearing from the
axle shaft with the tool sho,wn in Fig.
4 or 5. If the push-puller operation
shown in Fig. 5 is used, be sure that
the puller arms contact the flat surface of the axle shaft flange rather
than the bolt heads. Also with this
method, be careful not to damage or
burr the oil seal journal a s the bearing breaks loose.
6. Whenever a rear axle shaft is
replaced the oil seal must be replaced. Remove the seal with the tools
shown in Fig. 8. Soak new oil seals in
SAE 10 oil for 112 hour before
installing.
7. Inspect the machined surfaces of
the axle shaft and the axle housing
for rough spots or other irregularities
which would affect the sealing action
of the oil seal. Check the axle shaft
splines for burrs, wear or damage.
Carefully remove any burrs or rough
spots. Replace worn or damaged parts.

FIG. 3-Removing Rear Wheel
Bearing Retainer Ring
8. Lightly coat wheel bearing bores
with axle lubricant.
9. Place the retainer plate on the
axle shaft, and press the new wheel
bearing on the shaft with the tool
shown in Fig. 4 or 5. The bearing
should seat firmly against the shaft
shoulder. Do not attempt to press on
both the bearing and the inner retainer ring a t the same time.
10. Using the bearing installation
tool, press the bearing inner retainer ring on the shaft until the retainer
seats firmly against the bearing.
11. Wipe all lubricant from the inside of the axle housing in the area
of the oil seal before installing the new
seal.
12. Wipe a small amount of oil
resistant sealer on the outer edge of
the seal before it is installed. Do not
put sealer on the sealing lip.
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13. Rear wheel oil seals with synthetic sealing elements have been incorporated in production. However,
only leather seals will be used as
replacements for the synthetic sealing element seals. Install the new oil
seal with the tools shown in Fig. 8. lnstallation without use of the proper
tool will distort the sea1 and cause
leakage. Be sure the new seal has been
soaked in SAE 10 oil for 112 hour.
14. Place a new gasket on each
side of the brake backing plate, and
then carefully slide the axle shaft into the housing so that the rough forging of the shaft will not damage the
oil seal. Start the axle splines into the
side gear, and push the shaft in until
the bearing bottoms in the housing.
15. Install the bearing retainer plate
on the mounting bolts a t the axle housing, and install the attaching nuts. Torque the nuts to specifications.
16. Install the brake drum and the
drum retaining nuts.
17. lnstall the wheel and tire on
the drum, and install the wheel cover.
REMOVAL A N D REPLACEMENT
O F DRIVE P I N I O N OIL SEAL
Synthetic seals must not be
cleaned, soaked or washed in cleaning
solvent.

Replacement of the pinion oil seal
involves removal and installation of
only the pinion shaft nut and the
universal joint flange. However, this
operation disturbs the pinion bearing
preload, and this preload must be
carefully reset when assembling.

1. Raise the vehicle and install
safety stands. Remove the rear wheels
and brake drums.
2. Make scribe marks on the drive
shaft end yoke and the axle U-joint
flange to insure proper position of the
drive shaft at assembly (Fig. 14).
Disconnect the drive shaft from the
axle U-joint flange. Be careful to
avoid dropping the loose universal
joint bearing cups. Hold the cups on

the spider with tape. Mark the cups
so that they will be in their original
position in relation to the flange when
they are assembled. Remove the drive
shaft ,from the transmission extension housing. Install an oil seal replacer tool in the transmission extension housing to prevent transmission
leakage. Refer to the transmission
group for the appropriate tool.
3. Install an in-lb torque wrench
on the pinion nut Fig. 6. Record the
torque required to maintain rotation
of the pinion shaft through several
revolutions.

Tool-T60K - 1 2 2 5 - A

FIG. 4-Removing

a n d Installing Rear
Wheel Bearing-Montego-Cougar

4. While holding the flange with
the tool shown in Fig. 9, remove the
integral pinion nut and washer.
5. Clean the pinion bearing retainer around the oil sesl. Place a drain
pan under the seal, or raise the front
of the vehicle higher than the rear.
6. Using the tool shown in Fig.
10, remove the pinion U-joint flange.
7. Using the tool shown in Fig.
7, remove the drive pinion oil seal.
8. Clean the oil seal seat.
9. Pinion oil seals have pre-applied
oil resistant sealer. Install the seal in
the retainer using the tool shown in
Fig. I I.
10. Check splines on the pinion
shaft to be sure they are free of burrs.
If burrs are evident, remove them
by using a fine crocus cloth, working
in a rotational motion. Wipe the pinion shaft clean.
11. Apply a small amount of lubricant to the U-joint splines.
12. Align the punch mark on the
U-joint flange with the mark on the
end of the pinion shaft, and install
the flange.
13. Install a new integral nut and
washer on the pinion shaft. (Apply
a small amount of lubricant on the
washer side of the nut.)
14. Hold the flange with the tool
shown in Fig. 9 while tightening the
nut.
15. Tighten the pinion shaft nut,
rotating the pinion occasionally to insure proper bearing seating, and take
frequent preload readings (Fig. 6) until
the preload is at the original recorded
reading established in step 3.
16. After original preload has
been reached, tighten the pinion nut
slowly, until an additional preload of
6 to 12 in-lbs has been added.

The preload should not exceed the
amount indicated above, or bearing
failure may result. Under no circum-

stances should the pinion nut be
backed-off to lessen preload. If this
is done, a new pinion bearing spacer
must be installed. In addition, the
U-joint flange must never be hammered on, or power tools used.
17. Remove the oil seal replacer
tool from the transmission extension
housing. Install the front end of the
drive shaft on the transmission output shaft.
18. Connect the rear end of the
drive shaft to the axle U-joint flange,
aligning the punch marks made on
the drive shaft end yoke and the axle
U-joint flange (Fig. 14).
19. Check the lubricant level.
Mak.e sure the axle is in running position. Add whatever amount of spucified lubricant is required to r:. !ch
the lower edge of the filler plug : ,:le,
located in the carrier casting or the
housing cover.
REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION
O F THE ORIGINAL U-JOINT
FLANGE

Use procedure as outlined under
drive pinion oil seal replacement.
INSTALLATION O F A N E W
UNIVERSAL JOINT FLANGE
( I N VEHICLE)

1. Raise the vehicle and install
safety stands. Remove both .rear
wheels and brake drums.
2. Disconnect the drive shaft
from the axle U-joint flange. Be
careful to avoid dropping the loose
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FOR FIXED
BED PRESS

Br~dge

BEARING REMOVAL
VlEW 3

MUSTANG, COUGAR,
FAIRLANE, MONTEGO
AND FALCON WITH8 CYLINDER ENGINE

FALCON WITH6CYLINDER ENGINE

FOR
ADJUSTABLE
BED PRESS
PUSH-PULLER
OPERATION

BEARING INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION
VlEW 6

BEARING REMOVAL
VIEW 1

FIG. 5-Removing

and Installing Rear Wheel Begring-Falcon,

El21 1-D

Mustang and Fairlane
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ing tightened.
I I. Tighten the pinion shaft nut,
rotating the pinion occasionally to insure proper bearing seating, (Fig. 6)
and take frequent preload readings
until the preload is at the original
recorded reading established in step 3.
12. After original preload has
been reached, tighten the pinion nut
slowly, until an additional preload of
6 to I2 in-lbs has been added.

6-Checking
Preload

Bearing

the tool shown in Fig. 9, -remove
the integral pinion nut and washer,
5. Clean the pinion bearing retainer around the oil seal. place-a drain
Dan under the seal. or raise the front
bf the vehicle higher than the rear.
Synthetic seals must not be cleaned,
soaked o r washed i n cleaning solvents.
6. Using the tool shown in Fig.

or

-
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FIG. 7-Removing

Pinion Seal

universal joint bearing cups. H o l d
the cups on the spider with tape.

Mark the cups so that they will be
in their original position in relation
to the flange when they are assem-

REMOVAL

FIG. 8-Removing
S h a f t Seal

10, remove the U-joint flange.
7. Check splines on the pinion
shaft to be sure they are free of burrs.
If burrs are evident, remove them by
using a fine crocus cloth, working
in rotational motion, then wipe clean.
Apply a small amount of lubricant
to U-joint splines.
8. Install the U-joint flange using
the tool shown in Fig. 12.
9. Install a new integral nut and
washer on the pinion shaft. (Apply a
small amount of lubricant on the
washer side of the nut.)
10. Hold the flange with the tool
shown in Fig. 9 while the nut is be-

'The preload should not exceed
the amount shown above, or bearing
failure may result.

Under no circumstances should the
pinion nut be backed off to lessen
preload. I f this is doen, a new pinion
bearing spacer must be installed. (In
addition, the U-joint flange must never by hammered on, or pneumatic
tools used.)
13. Remove the oil seal replacer
tool from the transmission extension
housing. Install the front end of the
drive shaft on the transmission output shaft.
14. Connect the rear end of the
drive shaft to the axle U-joint flange,
aligning the scribe marks made on
the drive shaft end yoke and the axle
U-joint flange (Fig. 14).
IS. Check the lubricant level.
M a k e sure the axle is in running position. Add whatever amount of spec-

ified lubricant is required to reach
the lower edge of the filler plug bole,
located in the carrier casting or
housing cover.

/
a n d lnstalling Axle

FIG. 9-Removing
Drive Pinion N u t

o r lnstalling
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Too 1

FIG. I I-Typical

Drive Pinion
Flange Seal Installation

FIG. 10-Typical

Flange Installation

Drive Pinion

Flange Removal

3

FIG. 12-U-Joint
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REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REAR AXLE HOUSING
REMOVAL
I. Raise the vehicle and support it
with safety stands under the rear
5
frame member.
2. Drain the lubricant from the
axle.
3. Make scribe marks on the drive
shaft end yoke and the axle U-joint
flange to insure proper position of
the drive shaft at assembly (Fig. 14).
Disconnect the drive shaft at the
drive pinion flange.
4. Disconnect the lower end. of the
shock absorbers.
5. Remove the wheels, brake
drums and both axle shafts as outlined in the foregoing Section 2.
6. Remove vent hose front vent
tube (Corbin clamp) and remove
vent tube from brake tube junction
and axle housing.
7. Remove the hydraulic brake Tfitting from the axle housing. Do not
open the hydraulic brake system
lines. Remove the hydraulic brake
line from its retaining clip on the
axle housing.
8. Remove both axle shaft oil seals
with the tools shown in Fig. 8.
9. Remove both brake backing
plates from the axle housing and sus-

pend them above the housing with
mechanic's wire. The hydraulic brake
lines and the parking brake cables
are still attached to the brake carrier plates.
10. Support the rear. axle housing
on a jack, and then remove the spring
clip nuts. Remove the spring clip
plates (Fig. 13).
11. Lower the axle housing and
remove it from under the vehicle.
12. If the axle housing-is being
replaced, transfer all the differential
and pinion parts to the new housing.
See. Section 4, Major Repair Operations.

3. Install new axle shaft oil seals
with the tool shown in Fig. 8. Soak
the new seals in light weight engine
oil (SAE 10) for 112 hour before installing them. Installation without use
of the proper tool will distort the
seal and cause leakage. Coat the outside edges of the new oil seal wkh a
nonhardening type of sealer such as Per
matex No. 2 or its equivalent.
4. Install the axle shafts, brake
drums and wheels as outlined in the
foregoing Section 2.
5. Attach the hydraulic brake line
T fitting to the axle housing, and secure the hydraulic brake line in its
retainer on the axle housing.
6. Install vent tube to brake tube
junction and install vent hose to vent
tube.

I. Raise the axle housing into position so that the spring clip plates
can be installed. On a Montego or
Fairlane position the spring upper insulators and retainers between the
axle housing and springs and install
the lower insulators. Torque the spring
cljp nuts to specification.
2. Place the brake backing plates
in their normal position on the axle
housing. Use new gaskets on each
side of the brake backing plates.

7. Raise the axle housing and connect the shock absorbers.
8. Connect the rear end of the
drive shaft to the axle U-joint
flange, aligning the scribe marks made
on the drive shaft end yoke and the
axle U-joint flange (Fig. 14).
9. Fill the axle with the proper
grade and amount of lubricant.
10. Road test the vehicle.
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Axle Installation-

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY
All service operations on the differential case assembly and the drive
pinion assembly can be performed
with the housing in the vehicle.
REMOVAL O F DIFFERENTIAL
CASE AND DRIVE P I N I O N
1. Raise the vehicle and support it
on the underbody, so that the rear axle
drops down as far as the springs and
shock absorbers permit.
2. Remove the cover from the carrier casting rear face, and drain the
lubricant.
3. Perform the Inspection Before
Disassembly of Carrier in Part 4-1,
Section 3.
4. Remove both rear wheels.
5. Remove the brake drums.
6. Working through the hole provided in the axle shaft flange, remove
the nuts that attach the wheel bearing retainers to the axle housing.
7. Pull the axle shafts with the
tool shown in Fig. 2. Care must be
exercised to prevent damage to the
oil seals. Install a nut on one of the

brake backing plate attaching bolts
to hold the plate to the axle housing
after the shaft has been removed.
Remove both seals with the tool
shown in Fig. 8.
8. Make scribe marks on the drive
shaft end yoke and the axle U-joint
flange to insure proper position of the
drive shaft a t assembly (Fig. 14).
Disconnect the drive shaft from the

axle U-joint flange. Be careful to
avoid dropping the loose universal
joint bearing cups. Hold the cups on
the spider with tape. Mark the cups
so that they will be in their original
position in relation to the flange when
they are assembled. Remove the drive
shaft from the transmission extension
housing. Install an oil seal replacer
tool in the transmission extension
housing to prevent transmission leakage. Refer to the transmission group
for the appropriate tool.
9. Rcmove the differential bearing
adjusting nut locks (Fig. 15).
10. Mark one differential bearing
cap and the case (Fig. 16) to help
position the parts properly during assembly.
11. Remove the differential bearing cap bolts and bearing caps. Hold
the differential case assembly in the
housing after the caps are removed.

12. Remove the differential case
and bearing cups (Fig. 17).
13. Hold the drive pinion flange
and remove the pinion nut (Fig. 9).
14. Remove the pinion flange
(Fig. 10).
15. With a soft-faced hammer,
drive the pinion out of the front bearing cone and remove it through the
rear of the carrier casting.
16. Drive against the pinion front
bearing cone and drive the pinion
flange seal and the bearing cone out
of the front of the carrier casting.
17. To remove and install the pinion rear bearing cone use the tools
in Fig. 18 and 19.

18. Measure the shim which is
found under the bearing cone with
a micrometer. Record the thickness
of the shim.

DISASSEMBLY O F
DIFFERENTIAL CASE
1. If the differential bearings are
to be removed, use the tools shown
in 'Fig. 20.
2. Remove the bolts that attach
the ring gear to the differential case.
Press the ring gear from the case or
tap it off with a soft-faced hammer.
3. With a drift, drive out the differential pinion shaft lock pin (Fig.
21).
4. Drive out the pinion shaft with
a brass drift. Remove the gears and
thrust washers.

PARTS REPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT
Clean and inspect all the parts as
outlined in Part 4-1, Section 3. Before assembling the carrier, repair or
replace all parts as indicated by the
inspection.
The principal replacement operations are covered in the following procedures. All other repair or replacement operations are performed during
Cleaning and Inspection Part 4-1, Section 3, or during the Assembly in this
section.
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D R l V E P l N f O N A N D GEAR
SET
Individual differences in machining
the carrier casting and the gear set require a shim between the pinion rear
bearing cone and the pinion gear to.
locate the pinion for correct tooth contact with the ring gear.
When replacing a ring gear and
pinion it should be noted that the
original factory installed shim is of
the correct thickness to adjust for individual variations in both the carrier
casting dimension and in the original
gear set dimension; therefore, to select
the correct shim thickness for the new
gear set to be installed, follow these
steps:
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FIG. 14-Drive Shaft-to-Axle
U-Joint Connection
P I N I O N BEARING CUPS
DO not remove the pinion bearing
cups from the carrier casting unless
the cups are worn or damaged.

If the pinion bearing cups are to
be re~laced. drive them out of the
Carrie; casting with a drift. Install
the new cups with the tool shown in
Fig. 22. Make sure the cups are properly seated in their bores. ~f a 0,0015feeler gauge can be inserted between a cup and the bottom of its bore
a t any point around the cup the cup
is not properly seated.
Whenever the cups are replaced,
the cone and roller assemblies should
also be replaced.

1. With a micrometer, measure the
thickness of the original shim removed
from the axle and use the same thickness upon installation of the replacement carrier assembly or drive pinion.

2. If further shim change is necessary, it will be indicated in the tooth
pattern ,-heck.
3. If the original shim is lost,

a
@ r

substitute a nominal shim for the original and use the tooth pattern check
to determine i f further shim changes
are required. Nominal shim thickness
is indicated in Part 4-4, Specifications.
A new ring gear and pinion should
always be installed in an axle as a
matched set (never separately). Be
sure the same identifying (matching)
number, painted in white, appears on
the bolt hole face of the ring gear and
on the head of the drive pinion (Fig.
23).
4. After determining the correct
shim thickness as explained in the
foregoing steps, install the new pinion and ring gear as outlined under

DIFFERENTIAL CASE,
BEARINGS, A N D R I N G
GEAR

I f the ring gear runout check (before disassembly) exceeded specifications, the condition may be caused by
a warped gear, a defective case, or excessively worn differential bearings.
To determine the cause of excessive runout proceed as follows:

a@@!$
DIFFERENTIAL P I N I O N SHAFT

DIFFERENTIAL P I N I O N GEAR
A N D THRUST WASHER

COVER A N D GASKET

@@

SHAFT RETAINER

DIFFERENTIAL SIDE GEAR
A N D THRUST WASHER

GEAR ATTACHING BOLT

PINION AND RING GEAR

P I N I O N LOCATING SHIMS

BEARING AND CUP

LE SHAFT SEAL
WHEEL BEARING
WHEEL BEARING RETAINER

I
I

FIG. 15-Disassembled

Rear Axle

FLANGE
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Press Ram

-

Fiber

FIG. 16-Typical
Differential
B e a r i n g Cap M a r k i n g

FIG. 19-Installing
Bearing Cone

FIG. 17-Differential
o r Installation

FIG. 21 -Differential
l o c k Pin R e m o v a l

Pinion S h a f t

Case R e m o v a l

FIG. 20-Differential
Removal

FIG. 18-Removing
Rear B e a r i n g C o n e

P i n i o n Rear

Pinion

1. Assemble the two halves of the
differential case together without the
ring gear, and press the two differential side bearings on the case hubs.

Bearing

2. Place the cups on the bearings
and set the differential case i n the
carrier.
3. Install the bearing caps and adjusting nuts as outlined i n steps II
thru 14 under Installation of Drive
Pinion and Differential Case i n this
section.
4. Tighten the right nut two
notches beyond the position where i t
first contacts the bearing cup. Rotate
the differential case several revolutions
i n each direction while the bearings are

loaded to seat the bearings i n their
cups. 'This step is important.
5. Again loosen the right nut to
release the preload. Check to see that
the left nut contacts the bearing cup.
Using the dial indicator set-up shown
i n Fig. 10. Part 4-1, adjust the preload
to 0.008 to 0.012 case spread for new
bearings or 0.005 to 0.008 for the original bearings, i f reused.
6. Check the runout of the differential case flange with a dial indicator. I f the runout does not now
exceed specifications, install a new ring
gear. I f the runout still exceeds specifications, the r i n g gear is true and the
trouble is due to either a defective
case or worn bearings.
7. Remove the differential case
from the carrier and remove the side
bearings from the case.
8. Install new bearings on the case
hubs, and again install the differential
assembly i n the carrier without the
ring gear.
9. Check the case runout again
with the new bearings. I f the runout
is now within limits, the old bearings
were excessively worn. Use the new
bearings for assembly. I f the runout is
still excessive, the case is defective and
should be replaced.
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ASSEMBLY
Refer to Part 4-1 for Cleaning and
Inspection before starting assembly operations.
ASSEMBLY OF DIFFERENTIAL
CASE
I. Lubricate all the differential
parts with axle lubricant, before they
are installed in the case.
2. Place the side gears and thrust
washers in the case.
3. Place the two pinion gears and
thrust washers exactly opposite each
other in the case openings and in
mesh with the-side gears.
4. Turn the pinions and thrust
washers until the holes in the pinion
gears align with the pinion shaft holes
in the case.
5. Start the pkion shaft into the
differential case. Carefully align the
shaft lock pin hole with the pin hole
in the case. Drive the shaft into place
and install the lock pin (Fig. 21).
6. Place the ring gear on the differential case and install the bolts.
Torque the bolts to specification.
7. If the differential bearings have
been removed, press them on as
shown (Fig. 24).
INSTALLATION O F DRIVE
PINION AND DIFFERENTIAL
CASE
I. Place the shim and pinion rear
bearing cone on the pinion shaft. Press
the bearing and shim firmly against
the pinion shaft shoulder (Fig. 19).
2. Place a new pinion bearing preload spacer on the pinion shaft.
3. Lubricate the pinion rear bearing with axle lubricant.
4. Lubricate the pinion front bearing cone and place it in the housing.
5. Install a new pinion oil seal in
the carrier casting (Fig. 11).

6. Insert the drive pinion shaft
flange into the seal and hold it firmly
against the pinion front bearing cone.
From the rear of the carrier casting,
insert the pinion shaft into the flange.
7. Start a new pinion shaft nut.
Hold the flange with the tool shown
in Fig. 9 and tighten the pinion shaft
nut. As the pinion shaft nut is tightened, the pinion shaft is pulled into the
front bearing cone and into the flange.
As the pinion shaft is pulled into
the front bearing cone, pinion shaft
end play is reduced. While there is
still end play in the pinion shaft, the
flange and cone will be felt to bottom. This indicates that the bearing
cone and flange have bottomed on
the collapsible spacer.
From this point, a much greater
torque must be applied to turn the
pinion shaft nut, since the spacer must
be collapsed. From this point, also, the
nut should be tightened very slowly and
the pinion shaft end play checked often, so that the pinion bearing preload
does not exceed the limits (Fig. 6).
If the pinion shaft nut is tightened to the point that pinion bearing preload exceeds the limits, the
pinion shaft must be removed and a
new collapsible spacer installed. Do
not decrease the preload by loosening the pinion shaft nut. This will remove the compression between the pinion front and rear bearing cones and
the collapsible spacer and may permit
the front bearing cone to turn on the
pinion shaft.
8. As soon as there is preload on
the bearings, turn the pinion shaft in
both directions several times to set
the bearing rollers.
9. Adjust the bearing preload to
specification. Measure, the preload

with the tool shown in Fig. 6.
10. Apply a thin coating. of lubricant on the bearing bores so that the
differential bearing cups will move
easily.
11. Place the cups on the bearings
and set the differential case assembly
in the carrier casting (Fig. 17).
If the gear set is of the non-hunting or partial non-hunting type, assemble the differential case and ring
gear assembly in the carrier so that
the marked tooth on the pinion indexes between the marked teeth on
the ring gear as shown in Fig. 25.
In almost every case of improper
assembly (gears assembled out of
time), the noise level and probability
of failure will be higher than they
would be with properly assembled
gears.
When installing the hunting type
gear set (no timing marks), assemble
the differential case and ring. gear
assembly in the carrier without regard to the matching of any particular gear teeth.
12. Slide -the case' assembly along
the bores until a slight amount of
backlash is felt between the gear
teeth. Hold the differential case in
place.
- 13. Set the adjusting nuts in the
bores so that they just contact the
bearing cups.
14. Carefully position the bearing
caps on the carrier casting. Match
the marks made when the caps were
removed.
15. Install the bearing cap bolts
and lockwashers. As the bolts are
tightened, turn the adjusting nut with
the tool shown in Fig. 26:
16. If the adjusting nuts do not
turn freely as the cap bolts are tightened, remove the bearing caps and
again inspect for damaged threads or
incorrectly positioned caps. Tightening
the bolts to the specified torque is
done to be sure that the cups and adjusting nuts are seated. Loosen the cap
bolts, and torque them to only 5 ft-lbs
before making adjustments. Refer to
part 4-1 for backlash and bearing preload adjustment procedures.
LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL

FIG. 22-Pinion

Bearing ~ u ' Removal
p
o r Installation

.

For integral.carrier limited-slip differentials see the repair procedures for
removable carrier limited-slip differentials, Part 4-3. These procedures are
good for the differential case only.
When the limited slip differential case
has been repaired replace the case
using the procedure for the conventional intergral carrier differential
case in this part.
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FIG. 23-Pinion
Marking
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and Ring Gear

WHICH GEARS WERE LAPPED

FIG. 25-Typical

FIG. 24-Differential
Installation

Gear Set Timing Marks

Bearing

FIG. 26-Backlash and Bearing
Pre-load Adiustment
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERA'TION

IDENTIFICATION
A metal tag stamped with the
model designation and gear ratio is
secured to all Ford-produced axles
under one of the rear carrier-to-housing
bolts. The first five spaces on the top
line are reserved for the model designnation letters such as WCY-E, WDJ-C,
.or WEA-B. These letters indicate a
specific combination of the following
factors: conventional or limited-slip
axle; diameter of ring gear; small or
large wheel bearings; and the gear ratio. It is important, therefore, to use
the model designation for obtaining the
correct replacement parts.
DESCRIPTION
The rear axle is of the banjo-housing, hypoid gear type, in which the
centerline of the pinion is mounted
below the centerline of the ring gear
(Fig. I).
The pinion gear and the pinion
bearings are assembled in a pinion retainer, which is bolted to the carrier.
In this axle, the pinion is straddle
mounted; that is, the pinion is supported by bearings both in front of
and to the rear of the pinion gear.
Two opposed tapered roller bearings
support the pinion shaft in front of the
pinion gear. A straight roller (pilot)

bearing supports the pinion shaft in
the rear of the pinion gear. Pinion
and ring gear tooth contact is adjusted
by shims between the pinion retainer
and the carrier housing.
The differential asiembly is mounted on two opposed tapered roller
bearings, which are retained in the carrier by removable caps. The entire
carrier assembly is bolted to the axle
housing.
Ball bearing assemblies (rear wheel
bearings) are pressed onto the outer
ends of the axle shafts and set in the
outer ends of the axle housing. These
bearings support the semi-floating axle
shafts at the outer ends. The inner
ends of the shafts spline to the differential side gears. Bearing retainer
plates hold the shafts in the housing.
The left and right axle shafts are not
interchangeable, because the left axle
shaft is shdrter than the right.
OPERATION
The rear axle drive pinion receives
its power from the engine through the
transmission and drive shaft. The pinion gear rotates the differential case
through engagement with the ring gear,
which is bolted to the case outer flange.
Inside the case, there are two (in
some axles 4) differential pinion gears
mounted on the differential pinion
shaft which is pinned to the case.

These pinion gears are engaged with the
side ,gears, to which the axle shafts
are splined. Therefore, as the differential case turns, it rotates the axle
shafts and rear wheels. When it is
necessary for one wheel and axle shaft
to rotate faster than the other, the
faster turning side gear causes the pinions to roll on the slower turning side
gear to allow differential action between the two axle shafts.
LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
AXLE
The limited-slip differential is provided as optional equipment in both
the integral and the removable carrier
type axle.
DESCRIPTION
The aitle assembly, except for the
differential case and its internal components, is identical to the conventional axle.
A constant-friction limited-slip differential, which employs automatic
transmission-type clutch plates to control differential action, is available as
optional equipment (Fig. 2).
Four steel clutch plates are locked
into the differential cover. Three
bronze, bonded clutch plates are splined to a clutch hub which, in turn is
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/ DRIVE PINION

RIGHT-HAND AXLE SHAFT
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PINION PILOT BEARING

PINION BEARING RETAINER
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FIG. 7-Rear
CASE

Axle Assembly
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FIG. 2-Typical

E
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Limited-Slip

Differential

FIG. 4-Removing

Rear Wheel
Bearing Retainer Ring

splined to the left-hand axle shaft.
A Belleville spring washer maintains a
constant pressure between the steel
and bonded clutch plates so that the
clutch is always engaged.
OPERA'110N

FIG. 3-Removing

Axle S h a f t

The pressure between clutch plates
opposes differential action at all

times. When the vehicle turns a corner the clutch slips allowing normal
differential action to take place. Under adverse weather conditions, where
one or both wheels may be on a lowtraction surface such as snow, ice or
mud, the friction between the clutch
plates will transfer a portion of the
usable torque to the wheel with the
most traction. Thus, the wheel that
is on ice or snow will not spin, but
will have a tendency to operate with
the opposite wheel in a combined
driving effort.
When performing the following
procedures, refer to Part 4-1, Section
3 for cleaning and inspection procedures.
C A R E OF A X L E

The lubricant level should be checked every '6000 miles, with vehicle in
normal curb attitude. The lubricant
level should be at the lower edge of
the filler plug hole. located in either
the carrier casting or housing cover.
It is unnecessary to periodically drain
the axle lubricant. The factory fill

*

should remain in the housing for the
life of the vehicle, except when repairs
are made. The specified lubricant

2
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should be installed when the axle is
,overhauled or lubricant added.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENT A N D REPAIR

REAR AXLE SHAFT, WHEEL
BEARING AND OIL SEAL
REPLACEMENT
Synthetic wheel bearing seals are
used for production purposes only. Hemoval and insertion of rear axle shafts
must be performed with caution. The
entire length of the shaft (including
spline) up to the seal journal must
pass through the seal without contact.
Any roughing or cutting of the seal
element during axle removal or Installation will result in early seal failure.
Leather seals only will be used as service replacement for synthetic wheel
bearing seals.
The rear axle shafts, wheel bearings, and oil seal can be replaced
without removing the differential assembly from the axle housing. Hemoval of the wheel bearings from the
axle shafts make them unfit for further use.
1. Remove the wheel cover, wheel
and tire from the brake drum.
2. Remove the Tinnerman nuts
that secure the brake drum to the axle
housing flange, and then remove the
drum from the flange.
3. Working through the hole provided in each axle shaft flange, remove the nuts that secure the wheel
bear~ngretainer plate. Then pull the
axle shaft assembly out of the axle
housing (Fig. 3). The brake backing plate must not be dislodged. Install one nut to hold the plate in place
after the axle shaft is removed.
4. I f the rear wheel bearing is to
be replaced, loosen the inner retainer
ring by nicking it deeply with a cold
chisel in several places (Fig. 4). It
will then slide off easily.
5. Remove the bearing from the
axle shaft with the tool shown i n Fig.
4 or 5 Part 4-2. If the push-puller operation shown in Fig. 5 Part 4-2 is used,
be sure that the puller arms contact
the flat surface or the axle shaft flange
rather than the bolt heads. Also with
'this method, be careful not to damage
or burr the 011seal jo'urnal as the bearing breaks loose.
6. Whenever a rear axle shaft is
replaced the oil seal must be re-

placed. Remove the seal with the tools
shown in Fig. 8. Soak new .oil seals
in SAE 10 oil for 112 hour before
installing.
7. Inspect the machined surface of
the axle shaft and the axle housing
for rough spots or other irregularities
which would affect the sealing action
of the oil seal. Check the axle shaft
splines for burrs, wear or damage.
Carefully remove any burrs or rough
spots. Replace worn or damaged
parts.
8. Lightly coat wheel bearing
bores with axle lubricant.
9. Place the retainer plate on the
axle shaft, and press the new wheel
bearing on the shaft with the tool
shown in Fig. 4 or 5 Part 4-2. The
bearing should seat firmly against the
shaft shoulder. Do not attempt to
press on both the bearing and the inner
retainer ring at the same time.
10. Using the bearing installation
tool, press the bearing inner retainer
ring on the shaft until the retainer
seats firmly against the bearing.
11. Wipe all lubricant from the inside of the axle housing in the area
of the oil seal before installing the
new seal.
12. Wipe a small amount of oil
resistant sealer on the outer edge of
the seal before it is installed. Do not
put sealer on the sealing lip.
13. Rear wheel oil seals with synthetic sealing elemeats have been incorporated in production. However,
only leather seals will be used as replacements for the synthetic sealing
element seals. lnstall the new oil
seal with the tools shown in Fig. 8. Installation without use of the proper
tool will distort the seal and cause
leakage. He sure the new seal has
been soaked in S A E 10 oil for 112
hour.
14.. Place a new gasket on each
side of the brake backing plate, and
then carefully slide the axle shaft into the housing so that the rough
forging of the shaft will not damage
the oil seal. Start the axle'splines into
the side gear, and push the shaft in
until the bearing bottoms in the housing.

15. Install the bearing retainer
plate on the mounting bolts at the
axle housing, and install the attaching nuts. Torque the nuts to specifications.
16. Install the brake drum and the
drum retaining (tinnerman) nuts.
17. Install the wheel and tire on
the drum, and install the wheel cover.

REMOVAL .AND REPLACEMENT

OF DRIVE PINION OIL SEAL
Synthetic seals must not be cleaned, soaked or washed in cleaning solvent.
Replacement of the pinion oil seal
involves removal and installation of
only the pinion shaft nut and the universal joint flange. However, this operation disturbs the pinion bearing
preload, and this preload must be
carefully reset when assembling.
I. Raise the vehicle and install
safety stands. Remove the rear wheels
and brake drums.
2. Make scribe marks on the drive
shaft end yoke and the axle U-joint
flange to insure proper position of the
drive shaft at assembly (Fig. 5). Disconnect the drive shaft from the axle
U-joint flange. Be careful to avoid
dropping the loose universal joint
bearing cups. Hold the cups on the
spider with tape. Mark the cups so
that they will be in their original
position in relation to the flange when
they are assembled. Remove the drive
shaft from the transmission extension housing. lnstall an oil seal replacer tool in the transmission extension housing to prevent transmission
leakage. Refer to the transmission
group for the appropriate tool.
3. Install an in-lb torque wrench
on the pinion nut Fig. 29. Record the
torque required to maintain rotation
of the pinion shaft through several
revolutions.
4. While holding the flange with
the tool shown in Fig. 6 remove the
integral pinion nut and washer.
5. Clean the pinion bearing retainer around the oil seal. Place a drain
pan under the seal, or raise the front
of the vehicle higher than the rear.

'
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FIG. 5-Drive

Shaft-to-Axle
U-joint Connection

REMOVAL

FIG. 8-Removing

FIG. 6-U-Joint
Tool

a n d Installing Axle S h a f t Seal

Flange Holding

4851-A
RED)

FIG. 9-Typical

Drive Pinion
Flange Seal Installation

FIG. 7-Removing

U-Joint Flange

6. Using the tool shown in Fig.7
remove the pinion U-joint flange.
7. Using the tool shown in Fig. 15,
remove the drive pinion oil seal.

8. Clean the oil seal seat.
9. Pinion oil seals have pre-applied

oil resistant sealer. Install the seal in
the retainer, using the tool shown in
Fig. 9. On vehicles equipped with high
performance engines, use tool 58L4676-A or 4676- F.
10. Check splines on the pinion
shaft to be sure they are free of burrs.
If burrs are evident, remove them by
using a fine crocus cloth, working in
a rotational motion. Wipe the pinion
shaft clean.

11. Apply a small amount of lubricant to the U-joint splines.
12. Align the punch mark on the
U-joint flange with the mark on the
end of the pinion shaft, and install
the flange Fig. 28.

13. Install a n?w integral nut and
washer on the pinion shaft. (Apply
a small amount of lubricant on the
washer side of the nut).
14. Hold the flange with the tool
shown in Fig. 6 while tightening the
nut.
15. Tighten the pinion shaft nut,
rotating the pinion occasionally to insure proper bearing seating, and take
frequent preload readings until the preload is at the original recorded reading
established in step 3.
16. After original preload has
been reached, tighten the pinion nut
slowly, until an additional preload of
8 to 14 in-lbs has been added.

The preload should not exceed the
amount indicated above, or bearing
failure may result. Under no circumstances should the pinion nut be
backed-off to lessen preload. If this
is done, a new pinion bearing spacer
must be installed. In addition, the Ujoint flange must never be hammered
on, or power tools used.
17. Remove the oil seal replacer
tool from the transmission extension
housing. Install the front end of the
drive shaft on the transmission output shaft.
10. Connect the rear end of the
drive shaft to the axle U-joint flange,
aligning the punch marks made on
the drive shaft end yoke and the axle
U-joint flange (Fig. 5).
19. Check the lubricant level.
Make sure the axle is in running position. Add whatever amount of specified lubricant is required to reach
the lower edge of the filler plug hole,
located in the carrier casting or the
housing cover.
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
OF THE ORIGINAL U-JOINT
FLANGE
Use procedure as outlined under
drive pinion oil seal replacement.

INSTALLATION OF A NEW
UNIVERSAL JOINT FLANGE
(IN VEHICLE)
1. Raise the vehicle and install
safety stands. Remove both rear
wheels and brake drums.
2. Disconnect the drive shaft
from the axle U-joint flange. Be careful to avoid dropping the loose universal joint bearing cups. Hold the
cups on the spider with tape. Mark
the cups so that they will be in their
original position in relation to the
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flange when they are assembled. Remove the drive' shaft from the transmission extension housing. Install an
oil seal replacer tool in the transmission extension housing to prevent
transmission fluid leakage. Refer to the
transmission group for the appropriate tool.
3. Install a n in-lb torque wrench
on the pinion nut Fig. 29. Record the
torque required to maintain rotation
of the pinion shaft through several revolutions.
4. While holding the flange with
the tool shown in Fig. 6, remove
the integral pinion nut and washer.
5. Clean the pinion bearing retainer ar0un.d the oil seal. Place a drain
pan under the seal, or raise the front
of the vehicle higher than the rear.
Synthetic seals must not be cleaned,
soaked or washed in cleaning solvents.

6. Using the tool shown in Fig.
6, remove the U-joint flange.
7. Check splines on the pinion
shaft to be -sure they are free of burrs.

3

If burrs are evident, remove them by
using a fine crocus cloth, working in
rotational motion, then wipe clean.
Apply a small amount of lubricant
to U-joint splines.
8. Install the U-joint flange using
the tool shown in Fig. 28.
Y. Install a new integral nut and
washer on the pinion shaft. (Apply a
small amount of lubricant on the
washer side of the nut.)
10. Hold the flange with the tool
shown in Fig. 6 while the nut is being tightened.
I I. Tighten the pinion shaft nut,
rotating the pinion occasionally to insure proper bearing seating, and
take frequent preload readings until
the preload is at the original recorded
reading established in step 3.
12. After original preload has
been reached, tighten the pinion nut
slowly, until an additional preload of
8-14 in-lbs has been added.
The preload should not exceed
the amount shown above, or bearing.

failure may result.

Under no circumstances should the
pinion nut be backed off to lessen
preload. I f this is done, a new pinibn
bearing spacer must be installed. (In
addition, the U-joint flange must never be hammered on, or pneumatic
tools used.)
13. Remove the oil seal replacer
tool from the transmission extension
housing. Install the front end of the
drive shaft on the transmission output shaft.
14. Connect the rear end of the
drive shaft to the axle U-joint flange,
aligning the scribe marks made on
the drive shaft end yoke and the axle
U-joint flange (Fig. 5).
15. Check the lubricant level.
M a k e sure the axle is in running position. Add whatever amount of spec-

ified lubricant is required to reach
the lower edge of the filler plug hole,
located in the carrier casting or
housing cover.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
REMOVAL

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist and
remove the two rear wheel and tire
assemblies.
2. Remove the two brake drums
(3 Tinnerman nuts at each drum)
from the axle shaft flange studs. If
difficulty is experienced in removing
the drums, back off the brake shoes
as explained in Part 2-2.
3. Working through the hole provided in each axle shaft flange, remove the nuts that secure the rear
wheel bearing retainer plate. Pull
each axle shaft assembly out of the
axle housing (Fig. 3). Care must be
exercised to prevent damage to the
production-type synthetic oil seal, if
so equipped. Any roughing or cutting
of the seal element during removal or
installation can. result in early seal
failure. Install a nut oh one of the

brake backing plate retaining bolts
to hold the plate to the axle housing
after the shaft has been removed.
4. Make scribe marks on the drive
shaft end yoke and the axle U-joint
flange to insure proper position at assembly. Disconnect the drive shaft at
the rear axle U-joint, remove the

drive shaft from the transmission extension housing. Install an oil seal replacer tool in the housing to prevent
transmission leakage. Refer to the
transmission group for the appropriate tool.
5. Place a drain pan under the
carrier and housing, remove the carrier retaining nuts, and drain the
axle. Remove the carrier assembly
from the axle housing.
INSTALLATION
Synthetic, production-type wheel
bearing seals must not be cleaned,
soaked or washed in cleaning solvent.

1. Clean the axle housing and
shafts using kerosene and swabs. To
avoid contamination of the grease in
the sealed ball bearings, do not allow
any quantity of solvent directly on
the wheel bearings. Clean the mating
surfaces of the axle housing and
carrier.
2. Position the differential carrier
on the studs in the axle housing using
a new gasket between carrier and
housing. Install the copper washers
and the carrier-to-housing retaining
nuts, and torque to specifications.
3. Remove the oil seal replacer
tool from the transmission extension

housing. Position the drive shaft so
that the front U-joint slip yoke splines
to the transmission output shaft.
4. Connect the drive shaft to the
axle U-joint flange, aligning the
scribe marks made on the drive shaft
end yoke and the axle U-joint flange
during the r e m ~ y a l procedure (Fig.
5). Install the U-bolts and nuts and
torque to specifications.
5. Install the two axle shaft assemblies in the axle housing. Care must
be exercised to prevent damage to
the oil seals. The shorter shaft goes

into the left side of the housing.
When installing an axle shaft,
place a new gasket on each side of
the brake backing plate and carefully
slide the axle shaft into the housing so
that the rough forging of the shaft
will not damage the oil seal. Start
the axle splines into the differential
side gear, and push the shaft in until
the bearing bottoms in the housing.
6. Install the bearing retainers on
the attaching bolts on the axle housing flanges. Install the nuts on the
bolts and torque to specifications.
7. Install the two rear brake
drums and the drum retaining (Tinnerman) nuts.
8. Install the rear wheel and tire
assemblies.
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9. If the rear brake shoe were
backed off, adjust the brakes as outlined in Part 2- I .
10. Fill the rear axle with specified lubricant.
AXLE HOUSING
REMOVAL
I. Remove the carrier assembly
from the axle housing as outlined in
the foregoing procedure.
2. 'Position safety stands under
the frame rear members, and support
the axle housing with either a floor
jack or hoist.
3. Disengage the brake line from
the clips that retain the line to the
axle housing.
4. Disconnect the vent tube from
the rear axle housing.
5. Remove the brake backing plate
assemblies from the axle housing,
and support them with wire. Do not
disconnect the brake line.
6. Disconnect each rear shock absorber from the spring clip plate and
position out of the way.
7. Lower the rear axle slightly to
reduce some of the spring tension. At
each rear spring, remove the spring
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clip (U-bolt) nuts, spring clips, and
spring clip plate. Remove the spring
lower insulator and retainer. See
Part 3-2.
8. Remove the rear axle housing
from under the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the rear axle housing
on the rear springs. On a Montego or
Fairlane, position the spring upper
insulators and retainers between the
axle housing and springs, and install
the lower insulators.
2. Install the spring clips (Ubolts), spring clip plate, and nuts.
Torque the spring clip nuts evenly to
specifications.
3. If a new axle housing is being
installed, remove the bolts that retain
the brake backing plate and bearing
retainer from the old housing flanges.
Position the bolts in the new housing
flanges to hold the brake backing
plates in position. Install the backing
plates with new gaskets to the axle
housing flanges.
4. Connect the vent tube to the
axle housing.
5. Position the brake line to the
axle housing, and secure with the
retaining clips.
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6. Raise the rear axle housing and
springs enough to allow connecting
the rear shock absorbers to the spring
clip plates. Connect the lower stud of
each shock absorber to its spring
clip plate, and install the bushing,
washer, and nut on the stud. Be sure
the spring clip plate is free of burrs.
Tighten the nut tospecified torque.
7. Rear wheel oil seals with synthetic sealing elements have been
incorporated in production. However,
only leather seals will be used as
replacements for the synthetic sealing element seals.
Soak two new rear wheel bearing
oil seals in SAE 10 oil for 1/2 hour
before installation. Apply a small
amount of an oil resistant sealer
on the outer edge of each seal before it is installed. Do not put
any of the sealer on the sealing lip.
Install the oil seals in the ends
of the rear axle housing with the
tool shown in Fig. 8.
Install the carrier assembly and
the two axle shaft assemblies in the
axle housing as outlined in the Installation procedure under Differential Carrier.
Care must be exercised to prevent
damage to the oil seals.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY
After removing the carrier from
the axle housing as described in
Section 3, mount the carrier in a
holding fixture and perform the Inspection Before Disassembly of Carrier as explained in Part 4- l, Section
3. Then disassemble the carrier as
outlined in the following procedures.
REMOVAL AND
DISASSEMBLY O F
CONVENTIONAL
DIFFERENTIAL CASE
I. Mark one differential bearing
cap and the mating bearing support
with punch marks to help position
the parts properly during assembly
of the carrier. Also, mark one of the
bearing adjusting nuts and the carrier with scribe marks for proper
location during assembly (Fig. 23).
2. Remove the adjusting, nut
locks, bearing caps, and adjusting
nuts. Then lift the differential assem-

bly out of the carrier.
3. If the differential bearings are
to be removed, use the tool shown in
Fig. 10. On vehicles equipped with
high performance engines, use tool
T57 L-4220- A.
4. Mark the differential case, cove;, and ring gear for assembly in
the original position.
5. Remove the bolts that attach
the ring gear to the differential case.
Press the gear from the case or tap
it off with a soft-faced hammer.
6. With a drift, drive out the
differential pinion shaft lock pin
(Fig. I I) and separate the 2-piece
differential case.
7. Drive out the pinion shaft with
a brass drift (Fig. 12).
8. Reinove the gears and thrust
washers. (Fig. 13).
REMOVAL AND
DISASSEMBLY O F
LIMITED-SLIP
Dl FFERENTIAL CASE
I. Remove the differential case

from the carrier and remove the
bearings from the differential as outlined in steps 1 through 4 in the
foregoing procedure.
2. Place the differential case in a
hydraulic press, and apply about one
ton pressure across the case bearing
hubs while removing the ring gear
attaching bolts. This procedure will
contain the spring pressure between
the differential case and cover until
the bolts are removed, and thereby prevent stripping of the threads.
If a press is not available loosen
alternate bolts an equal amount so
that the spring pressure will release
evenly.

3. Release the hydraulic press
ram, and remove the differential
case cover.
4. Remove the Belleville spring
(Fig. 32).
5. Remove the steel and the
bonded clutch plates.
6. Remove the differential clutch
hub, outer side gear, and thrust
washer.
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FIG. 73 - Assembly of Differential Case

or 4858-0 (Modified)

FIG. I 7 - Removing Differential
Pinion Shaft Lock Pin

E l 307-B

FIG. 74
Flange

- Removing U-Joint

, 7. Remove the ring gear from the
differential case.
8. Drive out the differential pinion shaft lock pin.
9. With a brass drift, drive out
the differential pinion shaft. Then
remove the pinion gears, inner side
gear, and thrust washers.

FIG. 72 -

riving O u t Differential

Pinion S h a f t

REMOVAL AND
DISSASSEMBLY OF
DRIVE PINION AND
BEARING RETAINER
1. Turn the carrier case upright,

and remove the pinion shaft nut
(Fig. 6). Then remove the U-joint
flange (Fig. 14).
2. Remove the seal (Fig. 15) and
the slinger.
3. Remove the pinion, bearing,
and retainer assembly from the carrier housing (Fig. 26). Measure the
shim thickness with a micrometer.
Record this original shim thickness.
If a new gear set is installed during
assembly, a new shim will have to be
installed. The original shim thickness
is one of the factors necessary in determining the new shim thickness.
Extreme care must be taken not to
damage the mounting surfaces of the
retaher and carrier.
4. Place a protective sleeve (hose)
on the pinion pilot bearing surface.
Press thk
shaft out i f the pinion front bearing cone (Fig. 16).
5. Press th'e pinion shaft out of
the pinion rear bearing cone (Fig.
17).
PARTS REPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT

Clean and inspect all the parts as
outlined in Part 4-1, Section 3. Before assembling the carrier, repair
or replace all Darts as indicated by
the inspection.
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The principal replacement operations are covered in the following
procedures. All other repair or replacement operations are performed
during Cleaning and Inspection Part
4-1, Section 3, or during the Assembly in this section.

PINION BEARING C U P S
D o not remove the pinion bearing
cups from the retainer unless the
cups are worn or damaged. The

PILOT BEARING
1. Remove the pilot bearing as
shown in Fig. 18. Drive out the pilot
bearing and the bearing retainer together. On vehicles with high performance engines, use handle adapter
T53L-200A with tool T57L-4625-A
or 4625-K.
2. Drive the new bearing in until
it bottoms as shown in Fig. 19. On
vehicles with high performance engines, use handle adapter T53L-200A
with tool T53L-4625-A, or 4625-K,
or 4625-KA.
3. Using the same tool, install a
new pilot bearing retainer with the
concave side up.

FIG. 17 - Removing Pinion Rear
Bearing Cone

flange and pilot of the retainer are
machined during manufacture by
locating on these cups after they are
installed in their bores. If the cups
are worn or damaged, they should
be removed and replaced as shown
in Fig. 20. On vehicles equipped with
high performance engines, use the
following tools: T57L-4614-A with
T57L-4616-A for front cup removal
except Montego; tool 4615-D for
Montego front cup removal; T57L4614-A with T57L-4616-A2 for front
cup installation and T57L-4614-A
with T55P-4616-A2 for rear cup installation.
After the new cups are installed
(Fig. 21), make sure they are seated
in the retainer by trying to insert a
0.001 5-inch feeler gauge between the
cup and the bottom of the bore.
Whenever the cups are replaced,
the cone and roller assemblies
should also be replaced.

FIG. 15 - Removing Pinion Seal

FIG. 18 - Removing Pilot Bearing
Tool-T62F-4625-A
or 4625-AC- 1 ond 2

FIG. 16 - Removing Pinion Front
Bearing Cone
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FIG. 19 - lnstalling Pilot Bearing

FIG. 20 - Removing Pinion
Bearing Cup

FIG. 21 - lnstalling Pinion
Bearing Cup
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IDENTIFICATION

E 1628-A

FIG. 22 - Pinion and Ring
Gear Marking

DRIVE PINION A N D
R l N G (;EAR S E T
When replacing a ring gear and
pinion, note that the original factory installed shim is of the' correct
thickness to adjust for individual
variations in both the carrier housing dimension and in the original gear
set dimension. Therefore, to select
the correct shim thickness for the
new gear set to be installed, follow
these steps:
1. With a micrometer, measure the
thickness of the original shim removed

from the axle and use the same thickness upon installation of the replacement carrier assembly or drive pinion.
If further shim' change is necessary,
it will be indicated in the tooth pattern
check.
2. If the original shim is lost, substitute a nominal shim for the original
and use the tooth pattern check to determine if further shim changes are required. Nominal shim thickness is indicated in Part 4-4, Specifications.
A new ring gear and pinion should
always be installed in an axle as a
matched set (never separately). Be
sure the same identifying (matching)
number, painted in white, appears on
the bolt hole face of the ring gear
and on the head of the drive pinion
(Fig. 22).
3. After determining the correct
shim thickness as explained in the
foregoing steps, install the new pinion and ring gear as outlined under
Assembly.

DIFFERENTIAL CASE,
B E A R I N G S A N D R l N G GEAR
If the ring gear runout check (before disassembly) exceeded specifications, the condition may be caused
AXLE HOUSING

by a warped gear, a defective case,
or excessively worn differential bearings.
To determine the cause of excessive runout proceed as follows:
1. Assemble the two halves of the
differential case together without the
ring gear, and press the two differential side bearings on the case hubs.
2. Place the cups on the bearings
and set the differential case in the
carrier.
3. Install the bearing caps and adjusting nuts as outlined in step I1
thru 14 under Assembly and Installation of Conventional Differential Case in this section.
4. Tighten the right nut two
notches beyond the position where
it first contacts the bearing cup.
Rotate the differential case several
revolutions in each direction while
the bearings are loaded to seat the
bearings in their cups. This step is
important.
5. Again loosen the right nut to
release the preload. Check to see
that the left nut contacts the bearing cup. Using the dial indicator setup shown in Fig. 10, Part 4-1, adjust
the preload to 0.012 case spread for
new bearings or 0.005 to 0.008 for
the original bearings, if re-used.

VENT
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FIG. 23 - Rear Axle-Disassembled
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6. Check the runout of the differential case flange with a dial indicator. If the runout does not now
exceed specifications, install a new
drive gear. If the runout still exceeds
specifications, the ring gear is true
and the trouble is due to either a
defective case or worn bearings.
7. Remove the differential case
from the carrier and remove the
side bearings from the case.
8. Install new bearings on the case
hubs, and again install the differential assembly in the carrier without the ring gear.
9. Check the case runout again
with the new bearings. If the runout
is now within limits, the old bearings were excessively worn. Use the
new bearings for assembly. If the
runout is still excessive, the case is
defective and should be replaced.

ASSEMBLY
Refer to Part 4-1 for Cleaning
and Inspection before starting assembly operations. Fig. 23 shows the
disassembled parts.

4614-A.
3. Lubricate the O-ring with axle
lubricant and install it in its groove
in the pinion retainer. Be careful not
to twist it. Snap the O-ring into position.
4. Place the proper shim on the
carrier housing and install the pinion
and retainer assembly being careful
not to pinch the O-ring (Fig. 26).
5. Install the pinion retainer bolts.
Torque bolts to specifications.
6. Install a new pinion oil seal in
the bearing retainer Fig. 27. On vehicles with high performance engines,
use tool T58L-4676-A or tool 4676-F.
New seals should be soaked in
SAE 10 oil for 112 hour before use.
7. Install the U-joint flange (Fig.
49).

8. Start a new integral nut and
washer on the pinion shaft.
9. Hold the flange (Fig. 6) and
tighten the pinion shaft nut to 175
ft-lbs. Do not exceed 175 ft-lbs at

this time. As the pinion shaft nut is

tightened, rotate the pinion shaft
frequently to allow the bearing to
seat.
10. Check the pinion bearing preload as shown in Fig. 29. If an inchpound torque wrench is not available
tool 4209-C may be used in combination with tool 4209-C12. Correct
preload will be obtained when the
torque required to rotate the pinion
in the retainer is as specified in Part
4-4. If the torque required to rotate
the pinion is less than specified,
tighten the pinion shaft nut a little
at a time until the proper preload is
established. Do not overtighten the
nut. If excessive preload is obtained
as a result of overtightening, replace
the collapsible bearing spacer.
Do not back off the pinion shaft
nut to establish pinion bearing preload. If the torque on the pinion

shaft nut is less than 175 ft-lbs. after
bearing preload is established, a new
collapsible spacer must be used.
ASSEMBLY A N D
INSTALLATION O F
CONVENTIONAL
DIFFERENTIAL CASE

ASSEMBLY AND
INSTALLATION O F DRIVE
PINION AND BEARING
RETAINER
1. Install the drive pinion rear
bearing cone and roller on the pinion
shaft (Fig. 24). On vehicles equipped
with high performance engines use
tool T57L-4621-B along with tool
T57L-4614-A as shown in Fig. 24.
Place a new spacer on the pinion
shaft (Fig. 25).
2. Place the bearing retainer on
the pinion shaft, and install the front
bearing cone and roller in the retainer. Press the front bearing cone
and roller into position with the
same tools as used in Fig. 24 for
front bearing installation. On vehicles
with high performance engines, use
T57L-4621-B along with tool T57L-
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1. Place a side gear and thrust
washer in the differential case bore
(Fig. 13). Lubricate all differential
parts liberally with axle lubricant
during assembly.
2. With a soft-faced hammer,

drive the pinion shaft into the case
only far enough to retain a pinion
thrust washer and pinion gear.
3. Place the second pinion and
thrust washer in position, and drive
the pinion shaft into place. Carefully
line up the pinion shaft lock pin
holes.

FIG. 24 - Installing Pinion Rear
Bearing Cone

4. Place the second side gear and
thrust washer in position (Fig. 13),
and install the cover on the differential case. Install the pinion shaft
lock pin. A pinion or axle shaft

O-RING

INTEGRALLOCKNUT ANDWASHER

PILOT BEARING

FRONT BEARING

FIG. 25 - Pinion a n d Bearing Retainer

RETAINER

SHIM

ROLLER CONE

~ 1 3 2 6 - ~
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and alternately torque them to specification.
14. I f the adjusting nuts do not
turn freely as the cap bolts are tightened, remove the bearing caps and
again inspect for damaged threads
or incorrectly positioned caps. Tightening the bolts to the specified torque
is done to be sure that the cups and
adjusting nuts are seated. Loosen
the cap bolts, and torque them to only
25 ft-lbs. before making adjustments.
15. Adjust the backlash between
the ring gear and pinion as outlined
in Part 4-1, Section 2.
16. Be sure to make a final tooth
pattern check before installing the
carrier assembly in the axle housing.

E 1473-A

FIG. 26 - lnstalling Pinion a n d
Retainer

FIG. 29 - Checking Pinion Bearing
Pre-load

E1474-A

FIG. 27 - lnstalling Oil Seal

FIG. 28 - lnstalling U-Joint
Flange
spline can be inserted in the side
gear spline to check for free rotation
of the differential gears.
5. Insert two 7/ 16 (N.F.) bolts two
inches long through the differential
case flange, and thread them three
of four turns into the ring gear as a
guide in aligning the ring gear bolt

holes. Press or tap the ring gear into
position.
6. Install and tighten the ring gear
bolts evenly, and torque them alternately across the gear to specification.
7. If the differential bearings have
been removed, press them on as
shown in Fig. 30.
8. Apply a thin coating of lubricant on the bearing bores so that the
differential bearing cups will move
easily.
9. Place the cups on the bearings.
If the gear set is of the non-hunting
or' partial non-hunting type, assemble
the differential case and ring gear
assembly in the carrier so that the
marked tooth on the pinion indexes
between the marked teeth on the
ring gear as shown in Fig. 31.
In almost every case of improper
assembly (gears assembled out of
time), the noise level and probability
of failure will be higher than they
would be with properly assembled
gears.
When installing the hunting type
gear set (no timing marks) assemble the differential case and ring gear
assembly in the carrier without regard to the matching of any particular gear teeth.
10. Slide the assembly along the
bores until a slight amount of backlash is felt between the gear teeth.
11. Set the adjusting nuts in the
bores so that they just contact the
bearing cups. T h e . nuts should be
engaged about the same number of
threads on each side.,
12. Carefully position the bearing
caps on the carrier. Match the marks
made when the caps were removed.
13. Install the bearing cap bolts

ASSEMBLY AND
INSTALLATION O F LIMITEDS L I P DIFFEWEN'l.IAL CASE

I. Place the side gear and thrust
washer in the differential case (Fig.
32). Lubricate all parts liberally with
axle lubricant during assembly.
2. With a soft-faced hammer,
drive the pinion shaft into the case
only far enough to retain a pinion
thrust washer and pinion gear.
3. Place the second pinion and
thrust washer in position, and drive
the pinion shaft into place. Carefully
line up the pinion shaft lock pin
holes.
4. Install the pinion shaft lock pin.
The lock pin must not extend beyond
the surface of the case.
5. Insert two 2-inch 7/16 (N.F.)
bolts through the differential case
flange, and thread them three or four
turns into the ring gear as a guide
in aligning the ring gear bolt holes.
Press or tap the ring gear into position.
6. Clamp the differential case in a
soft-jawed vise. Install the differential
outer side gear on the differential pinion gears. 'Place the clutch hub on the
side gear. Place the thrust washer on
the hub Fig. 33.
Limited - Slip
Clutch Plate Insicillation

Prior to clutch. plate installation,
the friction b o n d 4 plates must be
soaked in C6AZ-19580-C (ESWM2C104-A) differential lubricant
for approximately 112 hour. In
addition, the differential lubricant
must be liberally applied to all components to be assembled.
I. Place the clutch hub into position in a soft-jawed vise.
2. First, install a steel clutch plate
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in the cavity of the differential case
and then a bonded friction plate (Fig.
33).
Any tab on the steel plates can be
inserted into any cavity i n the differential case. however when the first
steel plate is inserted the others must
be placed i n the same manner (Fig. 34).
so the tabs with slots line up. Install
the remaining plates: a steel plate,
bonded friction plate, a steel plate,
bonded friction plate and lastly
a steel plate. Make sure the bonded
friction plate
inner-spline
teeth
properly engage the hub spline.

3. Center the ~ellevillespring on
the clutch pack (spring concave-side
facing downward on the pack) to pre-

FIG. 30 - Installing Differential
Bearing

Fig. 3 1 - Typical G e a r Set Timing M a r k s
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Clutch

Plates a n d Friction Plates

vent trapping the spring between the
left and right hand case in an eccentric position (Fig. 34). Improper location of the Belleville spring will cause
extremely high torque and differential
chatter. Be sure the slots in the rabbit
ears of the steel plates are in proper
alignment.
4. Carefully set the differential case
cover over the right hand case (Fig.
35). At this point, no force or pressure
should be applied to the cover. 'l'he
cover contains two 3/16 inch holes
by which the clutch plates can be
properly aligned. Insert the shank ends
of two 118 inch drill bits into the holes,
and work the drill bits back-and-forth
until the plates are centered (Fig. 35).
When the clutch plates are centered.
the weight of the cover will cause i t
to fall into position. Remove the drill
bits.
5. Install the ring gear to differential case bolts, and tighten them
evenly and alternately across the
diameter of the ring gear. Tighten
the bolts to specification.
6. Prior to installation of the limited slip differential into the vehicle,
a differential torque check must be
made. Check the torque required to
rotate one side gear while the other
side gear is held Fig. 36.
The initial breakaway torque required to start the side gear turning
may exceed 300 ft-lbs. Observe only
the torque required for continuous
even rotation. There should be no
abnormal roughness or binding. I n
some instances, the rotating torque
may reach 250 ft-lbs, this condition
is acceptable, if rotation is smooth.
I f the results of the bench check
are not within specified limits, internal trouble may be present and
should be corrected before installing the assembly in the vehicle.
Some possible torque problems are as
follows:

-
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FIG. 34 - Belleville S p r i n g

FIG. 35 - Differential Cover

lnstallation

lnstallation

High Torque
a. Insufficient lubricant on the
clutch plates.
b. A clutch plate wedged in between the case halves.

Belleville spring be ground down to
reduce torque.
The torque required to keep the side
gear turning with new clutch plates
is 100 to 125 ft-lbs integral carrier
and 155- 195 ft-lbs removable carrier.
On re-used clutch plates, the torque
required is a minimum of 50 ft-lbs
integral carrier and 75 ft-lbs removable
carrier.

c. An .improperly centered Belleville spring.
Low Torque
a. Weak Belleville spring.
b. Improper amount of clutch plates
installed.
Under no circumstances should the

7. If the differential bearings have
been removed, press them on as shown
in Fig. 30.

E1192-C

FIG. 36 - Differential Torque
Check

8. lnstall dhe side bearings on the
differential case, and install the case
in the carrier as-described in steps 7
through 16 under Assembly and lnstallation of Conventional Differential Case, or for integral carrier axles
install the assembled differential case
as detailed in part 4-2.
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WEST

ADJUSTMENTS
Description
Maximum Runout of Backface of Ring Gear
Differential Side Gear Thrust Washer Thickness
Differential Pinion Gear Thrust Washer Thickness
Drive Pinion Bearirlg.Solid Spacers
(Used w ~ t h9.318 rlng gear)
6 Spacers jn increments of 0.002 jnch
14 Spacers i n increments of 0.001 ~ n c h
Differential Bearing Reload (Case Spread Across
Differential)
New Bearings
Original Bearings
7-114 Ri Gear
7-314, 8,%3/4, 9, Ring Gear

Inch
0.003
0.0304.032
0.030-0.032
0.466-0.476
0.4774.490
0.008-0.012
0.003-0.005
0.005-0.008

1

9

1

Conventional]

2.75:11

44

1

16

4-36

GROUP 4 - Rear Axle

REAR AXLE TORQUE LIMITS (FT-LBS)

Oil Filler Plug
@

o

1

25-60

I f This Torque Cannot be Obtained With a Used Spacer, Install a New Spacer.
And New Seal.

25-50 i n carrier
60-80 i n housing

-

TORQUE C H K K (FT-LBS) REAR AXLES WITH LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
Miilimum Taq'ue Required t o Turn Axle Shaft and Gear
With One Wheel on t h e Ground
Bench Check
With New Clutch Plates
After Assembly
With Original Clutch Plates

All Axles Except Integral Carrier Type

Integral Carrier Type

75

50

155-195
75 Min

100-125
50 Min

LUBRICANT CAPACITIES
U.S. Measure
Lubricant Level
Ring Gear Size
Capacity (Pints)
7-114 Inch Conventional 3
3- 112
To Bottom of Filler Hole
To Bottom of Filler Hole
8 Inch Conventional a
4.0
9-Inch Conventional 3
To Bottom of Filler Hole
5.0
9 Inch Limited Slip a
5.0
To Bottom of Filler Hole
To Bottom of Filler Hole
7-114lnch Limited Slip a
2- 1I 2
To Bottom of Filler Hole
8 Inch Limited Slip 8
4.0
3 All conventional axles use ESW-M2ClO5-A lubricant (C6AZ-19580-B) Plus 4 02. ESW-M2C58-A (ClAA-19B546-A)
0 All l i m i t e d slip axles use ESW-M2ClO4-A lubricant (C6AZ.19580-C)

Imperial Measure
Capacity (Pints)
2
3- 1I 5
4.0
4.0
2
3- 115

PART 4-4
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SPECIAL TOOLS
Ford Tool No. Former No.
T50T-100-A
0-166
T58L.101-A
T62L-201-A
T56L-400.A
4851-A
T57L-500-A
TOOL-1175-AB 1175-AB
T50T-100.A and 1175-AE
TOOL-1175-AB
T60K.1177-B
1177-8
TMK-1225-A or
TOOL 1225-C
TOOL- 1225-0
TOOL-T54-P3044-A
TOOL-T57L4067-8
4067-A
T57L-4067-Aor 4221 or
T60K-4067-A
421 1-A
TOOL-4201-C 4201-C
and D
T65K-4204-A or ' F 0 6 7 - ~
T59 L-4204-A

Description
Impact Hammer
Puller Attachment
Handle Adapter
Puller
Bench Mounted Holding Fixture
Grease Seal Remover (Head Only)
Seal Remover
Rear Wheel Bearing Oil Seal
Axle Shaft Bearing Remover and Replacer
Axle Shaft Bearing Remover
Axle Shaft Bearing Replacer
Front Sus ension Upper and Lower Arm
Overhaul fool Kit
Differential Bearing Adjuster Nut
Wrench
Limited-Slip Ditterential Checm
Differential Backlash and Runout Gauge
With Universal Bracket, Dial Indicator
and Bracket
Differential Bear ing Adjuster Nut
Wrench

Ford Tool flo. Former No.
TOOL-42354
42354
T57L.4614-A
4614
TOOL-4615-J
TMK.4616A
T57L-4616-A
T57L-4616-A2
T55P.4616-A2
TOOL-4621-K
T62F-4621-A
T62F-4625-A
T55P.4676-A
T62F-4676-A
T53T-4851-A
T57L-4851.A
TOOL-4858-E

4615-1
4615-HF
4625-HR
4615-E
and F
4615-E
and F

-

4621-K

-

4625-AC
1 and 2
46766
4676-H
48514
4858-D
4851.K
4858-E

Description
Differential Bearing Remover Adapter
Drive Rnion and Drive Pinion Retainer
Assembly Support
Drive Pinion Front Bearing Cup Remover
Pinion Bearing Cup Replacer
Pinion Front Bearing Cup Remover
Pinion Front Bearing Cup Replacer
Pinion Rear Bearing Cup Replacer
Drive Anion Rear B e a r i q Cone Remover
Pinion Bearing Cone Replacer
Drive Rnion Alot Bearing Remover
and Replacer
Drive Anion Oil Seal Replacer
Drive Rnion Oil Seal Replacer
Flange (Universal Joint) Axle End
Remover
Universal Joint Flange Holder
Companion Flange and Rnion Bearing
Replacer
Limited-Slip Differential Torque Check
Adapter

Dial Indicator

5-2
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INSTALLATION

I

SLIP YOKE

- 4841

1. If either the rubber seal on
the output shaft or the seal and integral boot in the end of the transmission extension housing is damaged in any manner, replace the seal
or seals as required. Also, if the lugs
on the axle pinion flange are shaved
or distorted so that the bearings
.
slide, replace the flange.
2. Lubricate t h e yoke spline with
B8A-19589-A lubricant. This spline
is sealed +so that the transmission
fluid does not "wash" away the spline
lubricant (Fig. 3). Remove the tool
from the extension housing. Install
the yoke on the transmission output
shaft.
Install the driveshaft so that the
index marks or the yellow mark (if
visible) on the yoke is in line with
the yellow mark on the axle pinion
flange. This prevents vibration which
occurs when the balance of the shaft
and balance of the axle pinion flange
become additive instead of neutralizing. If a vibration exists, the driveshaft should be disconnected from
the axle, rotated 180 degrees and installed.
3. Install the U-bolts and nuts
that attach the U-joint to the drive
pinion flange. Torque the U-bolt nuts
to specification.
'

_.

FIG. I-Drive

S h a f t a n d Universal Joints Disassembled

\\

/

VIBRATION D~MPER-4980

C1739-A

FIG. 2-Vibration

Damper-Fairlane

O

I

L SEAL

A

/

SNAP RING (WRAP TYPE)

FIG. 3-Output

4

a n d M o n t e g o H a r d t o p Models

YOKE

FIG. 4-Removing

S h a f t Spline Seal

Universal Joint

Bearing

IN-VEHICLE REPAIR
I

DRIVESHAFT BALANCING
If rotating the driveshaft 180 degrees does not eliminate vibration, the

.

driveshaft may be balanced using the
following procedure:
1. Place the vehicle on a twin
post hoist so that the rear of the ve-

hicle is supported on the rear axle
housing with the wheels free to rotate.
2. With the driveshaft rotating
at a speedometer speed of 40-50 mph,

PART 5-1 - Drive Shaft
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CHALK MARK

I

E 16874

FIG. 5-Marking

Driveshaft

carefully bring a crayon or colored
pencil up until it just barely contacts
the rearward end of driveshaft (Fig.
5). The mark made by the crayon or
pencil will indicate the heavy side of
the shaft.
3. Install two Whittek type hose
climps on the driveshaft so that the

5

FIG. 6-Installing

Whittek C l a m p s

heads are located I80 degrees from
the crayon marking (Fig. 6). Tighten
the clamps.
4. Run the vehicle up to 65-70
mph speedometer speed. If no vibration is felt, lower the vehicle and road
test. If unbalance still exists rotate
the clamp heads approximately 45

FIG. 7-Rotating

Whittek C l a m p s

degrees away from each other and
test for vibration (Fig. 7).
5. Continue to rotate the clamp
heads apart in smaller amounts until
vibration is eliminated. D o not run
the vehicle on the hoist for an extended period to avoid overheating.

6. Road test the vehicle.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY
1. Place the drive shaft in a vise
being careful not to damage it.
2. Remove the snap rings that rctain the bearings in the slip yoke and
in the drive shaft.
3. Position the tool shown in Fig.
4 on the shaft and press the bearing
out of the slip yoke. If the bearing
cannot be pressed all the way out of
the yoke, remove it with vise grip or
channel lock pliers.
4. Reposition the tool to press on
the spider to remove the bearing
from the opposite side of the yoke.
5. Remove the yoke from the
spider.
6. Remove the bearings, nylon
thrust bearings and spider from the
drive shaft in the same manner.
7. Clean all foreign matter from
the yoke area a t each end of the
drive shaft.

3. Remove the tool and install a
new snap ring.
4. Insert the nylon thrust bearings into the end of the spider. Start
a new bearing into the opposite side
of the yoke.
5. Install the tool and press on the
bearing until the opposite bearing
contacts the snap ring.
6. Remove the tool and install a
new snap ring. I t may be necessary

to grind the surface of the snap ring
to permit easier entry.

7. Reposition the drive shaft and
install the new spider, nylon thrust
bearings and two new bearings in the
same manner as the rear yoke.
8. Position the slip yoke on the
spider and install nylon thrust bearings and two new bearings and snap
rings.
9. Check the joint for freedom of

ASSEMBLY
1. Start a new bearing into the
yoke at the rear of the drive shaft.
2. Insert the nylon thrust bearings into the end of the spider. Position the spider in the rear yoke and
press the bearing 114 inch below the
surface (Fig. 8).

FIG. 8-Installing

Universal Joint Bearing

GROUP 5 - Drive Shaft And Clutch
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movement. If a bind has resulted from
misalignment during the foregoing
procedures, a sharp rap on the yokes
with a brass hammer will seat the

DRIVE SHAFT VIBRA'I'ION

U-JOINT NOISE

FIG. 9-Drive

bearing needles and usually provide
freedom of movement. Care must be
taken to support the shaft.end during
this operation, as well as preventing
Undercoating or other foreign material on shaft.
Universal joint U-bolts loose.
Universal joints worn, or lack of
lubricant:
Drive shaft mis-aligned (drive line
angle).
Drive shaft and axle companion
flange 180 degrees out of phase.
Universal joint U-bolts loose.
Lack of lubrication.

Shaft Trouble Diagnosis and Possible Causes

blows to the bearings themselves. Do
not install the drive shaft unless the
universal joints are free of bind.

Broken rear spring center bolt.
Broken rear spring.
Rear springs not matched (Sagged
to one side).
Drive shaft damaged (bent) or out
of balance (missing balance weights).
Sheared companion flange lugs.
Improper pinion angle.

Worn U-joints.
Worn needle bearings.

PART 5-2- General Clutch Service
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for diagnosis information.

FLYWHEEL HOUSING ALIGNMENT

Alignment of the flywheel housing
bore and rear face with the engine
should be checked as a possible cause
of any of the following troubles:
excessive transmission gear wear,
transmission jumping out of gear, especially third gear, drive line vibration, excessive pilot bushing wear,
noisy release bearing, or excessive
clutch spin time.
INSPECTION
1. With the clutch release bearing removed, install the indicator ~ i l o t
tool shown i n Fig. I .
2. Clean the faces of the flywheel
housing bolt bosses, and remove all
burrs, nicks, and paint from the
mounting face of the housing.
3. Install the dial indicator on the
pilot and adjust the holder so .the
button will contact a circumference
just inside of the transmission mounting holes (Fig. I).
4. Push the flywheel forward to
remove crankshaft end play. Set the
dial indicator face to read zero.
5. Remove the spark plugs to
alleviate compression.
6. While forcing the flywheel forward, rotate the crankshaft through
one revolution and note the point of
maximum runout. Mark runout on
the face of housing as detailed in
Steps I and 2 of the Dia-L-Igner instructions (Fig. 2).
7. Position the dial indicator to
check bore alignment (Fig. I). The
bore must be clean and free of burrs,
nicks and paint.
8. Pull the crankshaft through one
revolution. Note the indicator reading and mark the maximum point of
runout on the face of the housing

MAXIMUM FACE RUN OUT

FIG. I-Flywheel

+ 0.009 INCH

UAXIMUM NEGATIVE BORE RUN OUT 0 015 lNCP C1017-C

Housing Alignment Check

as detailed in Steps 3 and 4 of the
Dia-L-Igner instructions (Fig. 2).
9. Remove the dial indicator from
the crankshaft and the housing.
10. Select the Dia-L-Igner pilot
(Fig. 3) which will fit snugly in the
bore of the flywheel housing.
I I . Press the pilot into place on
the locator on the back of the dial.
12. Position the Dia-L-Igner on
the face of the housing (Fig. 4) with
the pilot in the bore.
13. Rotate the face runout arrow
to the positive face runout mark on
the housing.
14. Without moving the face runout arrow, route arrow A until it is
at the negative bore reading.
15. Slide arrow A to register the
amount of bore runout on the-.010
- line of the white scale. Use the scale
No. to coincide with the pilot being
used.
16. Rotate arrow B until it points
in the direction of the face runout
arrow and its centerline is parallel to
the centerline of the face runout
arrow.

17. Determine the amount of the
face runout on the B arrow scale.
18. The value of the circular line
beneath the amount of face runout
will be the desired reading. If the
reading is in excess of 0.014 inch the
housing alignment is unacceptable.
19. Remove the Dia-L-lgner gauge
from the flywheel housing.
20. Install the spark plugs and
connect the wires.

CORRECTION
E N G I N E I N VEHICLE

Since any change in face alignment will change bore alignment, it
may be possible to correct bore
alignment by changing face alignment. Face alignment can be changed
by shimming between the flywheel
housing and engine. Fig. 4 shows the
type of shim which can be fabricated.
Not more than 0.010 inch thickness shims may be used between the
flywheel housing and engine. If a

0.010-inch shim will not bring face

FIG. 2-Dia-1-lgner

Gauge
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hammer or a block of wood and a
steel hammer.
4. The lateral alignment should be
brought within limits so that an indicator reading is within limits between
the 9 o'clock and 3 o'clock positions
on the bore circle. When the lateral
alignment is within limits, the housing usually can be moved straight up
or down without disturbing the lateral
alignment. When alignment is within
limits, torque the housing bolts and
recheck bore alignment.
5. If the flywheel housing cannot
be moved enough to bring the align-

&RE

RUNOUT

FIG. #-Fabricated
FIG. 3-Dia-L-lgner

G a u g e Installed

and bore alignment within limits, replace the flywheel housing.
The shim required .is one half the
maximum (-) indicator reading, and
should be located at the point of
maximum minus (-) indicator reading.
If both the bore and face alignment are out of limits, shim between
the flywheel housing and engine to
bring face alignment within limits.
Check the bore alignment.
If the bore alignment is out of
limits and the face alignment is within limits, shim the flywheel housing
to the limit of face misalignment and
check the bore alignment. If it is not
within limits, replace the housing.

E N G I N E O U T O F VEHICLE
The same procedure to correct

3

Flywheel

Housing Shim
alignment may be used with the
engine out of the vehicle or in the
vehicle up to the point of replacing
the flywheel housing. If the bore
alignment cannot be brought within
limits by shimming, follow this procedure:
1. Remove the flywheel housing
from the engine and remove the
dowel pins. Install the flywheel housing and tighten the attaching bolts.
2. Install the dial indicator (Fig.
I). Check the face alignment, and
shim as required to bring face alignment.
3. Position the indicator to check
the bore alignment. If the bore alignment is not within limits, reduce the
tension on the flywheel housing attaching bolts so that the housing can
be moved by striking it with a lead

ment within limits, mark the holes
restricting movement, and then remove the housing and drill the marked bolt holes 1/32 inch larger.
6. When the flywheel housing bore
alignment is within limits and the
attaching bolts are at normal torque,
hand ream the dowel pin holes 1/32
inch larger. Use a straight reamer
and ream from the flywheel housing
side. Oversize dowel pins can be
made from drill rod stock.
7. Remove the flywheel housing
and then install the oversize dowel
pins in the cylinder block. Complete
the assembly in the usual way.

8. Recheck the flywheel housing
with the Dia-L-Igner gauge to-make
sure that the housing is within the
specified limits.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

RELEASE BEARING
Wipe all oil and dirt off the release bearing. The bearing is prelubricated and should not be cleaned
with solvent.

Inspect the bearing retainer for
loose spring clips and rivets.
Inspect the release bearing assembly for burrs which may cause the

assembly to drag on the transmission
bearing retainer. Any such burrs
should be cleaned up with fine crocus
cloth. If burrs are found, inspect the
transmission input shaft bearing retainer for evidence of scoring. Any
scoring should be polished out with
crocus cloth. Coat bearing retainer
with a thin film of lithium-base grease
C3VY-19586-A. Prior to release bear-

ing installation, apply a light film
of lithium base grease (C3VY-19586A) on both sides of the release lever
fork where it contacts the release bearing hub and. retaining springs. Apply a light film of gre@e (C3VY19586-A) to the release bearing
surface that contacts the pressure
plate fingers. Carefully fill the
grease groove inside the bearing hub

GROUP 5
with Rotunda Grease (ClAZ-19590B). Clean all excess grease from the
bore of the bearing hub. Excess
grease could be forced out by the
transmission bearing retainer, contaminating the clutch lining.
Hold the bearing inner race and
rotate the outer race while applying
pressure to it. If the bearing rotation
is rough or noisy, replace the bearing.
Most release bearing failures are
caused by improper clutch pedal adjustments. If the clutch linkage does
not have enough free travel, the release bearing will constantly touch
the release fingers and will spin whenever the engine is running.
When installing a release bearing,
use the tool shown in Fig. 5.
Release bearing failure can be
caused by the release lever contact
points being out of plane. Check the
wear on the release bearing.assembly
where the release lever contacts it.
If one side of the assembly shows
more wear than the other, the release lever is bent out of plane, or
is not centering on the bracket on the
flywheel housing. '
Misalignment between the engine
and transmission can cause release
bearing failure. Other symptoms of
misalignment are: transmission jumping out of gear, especially third gear,
drive li?e vibration; excessive wear
in the pilot bushing, excessive clutch
disc spin time resulting in gear clash,
and excessive transmission gear wear.

Inspect the surface of the pressure
plate for burn marks, $cores,' or
ridges. Generally, pressure plate re-

- Drive Shaft And Clutch

surfacing IS not recommended. However, minor burn marks,' scores, or
r~dgesmay be removed. During the
resurfacing process, the .flatness of
the' pressure plate must be maintained. If the pressure plate is badly
heat-checked or deeply scored, replace
the pressure plate and cover assembly. Clean the pressure plate and flywheel surfaces with a suitable solvent to be sure the surfaces are free
from any oil film. D o not use cleaners
with petroleum base, and do not
immerse the pressure plate in the
*
solvent.

Place the plate on the floor, being
careful not to score or scratch the
surface. Force each individual finger
down, then release it quickly. If the
finger does not return quickly, a binding condition is indicated, and the
pressure plate should be replaced.
The pressure plate should be lubricated with a lithium-base grease between the driving lugs and the edges
of the pressure plate. Depress the
pressure plate fingers fully, apply the
lubricant, and then move the fingers
up and down until the lubricant is
worked in. D o not apply excessive

leaks or oil leaks from the flywheel
mounting bolts can contaminate the
'clutch disc.
Inspect the clutch disc for worn
or loose facings. Check the disc for
distortion and for loose rivets at the
hub. Check for broken springs.
Springs loose enough to rattle will
not cause noise when the car is operating. Replace the disc assembly if
any of these defects are present. Be
especially careful when installing a
new disc to avoid dropping i t or contaminating it with oil or grease.
PILOT B U S H I N G

Check the fit of the clutch. pilot
bushing in the bore of the crankshaft.
The bushing is pressed into the
crankshaft and should not be loose.
Inspect the inner surface of the bushing for wear or a bell-mouthed condition. If the bushing is worn or damaged, replace the bushing with a new
service bearing. Refer to the applicable engine for the replacement procedure.

lubricant.
CLUTCH DISC

Inspect the clutch disc facings for
oil or grease. Eliminate the source
of any oil or grease before replacing
the disc. An excessive amount of

grease in the crankshaft pilot bushing or release bearing hub will find
its way to the disc facings. Too much
lubricant in the transmission or a
olugged
. -- transmission vent will force
the transinission lubricant out the
input'shaft .and onto the disc facings.
Also, rear main bearing oil seal

Tool-T49P-7580-A
CLUTCH RELEASE

RELEASE
BEARING HUB

-

FIG. 5-lnstalling
Bearing o r Hub

Clutch Release

1
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POSSIBLE CAUSES

TROUBLE S Y M P T O M S
LOSS O F O R EXCESSIVE
CLUTCH PEDAL FREE PLAY
A N D / O R INADEQUATE
RESERVE

1. Clutch linkage out of adjustment.
2. Worn clutch disc.
3. Bent or broken equalizer bar.

CLUTCH PEDAL H A N G U P
O R EXCESSIVE CLUTCH
PEDAL EFFORT

CLUTCH

1. Broken or cracked equalizer
bar.
2. Binding at pedal support bracket, or equalizer rod at firewall.
3. Excessive pedal free travel.

5 -9
CORRECTION

1. Adjust clutch linkage.

2-3. Replace worn or defective
parts and adjust clutch linkage.

1. Install new parts.
2. Lubricate with engine oil or
replace support bracket bushing if
defective.
3. Adjust clutch linkage.

RELEASE BEARING

1. Lack of lube on transmission
input shaft bearing retainer.

CLUTCH N O I S Y W H E N
PEDAL IS DEPRESSED T O
THE E N D O F FREE TRAVEL,
ENGINE R U N N I N G

1. Clean and lubricate retainer
with thin coat of Lithium base
grease (no Polyethylene).

1. Release bearing failure due to:
A. Improper pedal travel.

A. Adjust travel to specification

B. Bearing cocked on hub.
C. Release lever to fulcrum bracket spring loose or broken.
D. Flywheel housing misalignment.
E. Excessive crankshaft end play.

B. Install correctly.
C. Check fulcrum bracket and
related spring. Install correctly.
D. Align to specification.
E. Repair to specification.

CLUTCH PEDAL A C T U A T I O N
N O I S Y W I T H E N G I N E OFF

1. Insufficient lubricant on assist spring seats and rollers.
2. Insufficient lubricant and/or
contamination on the transmission input shaft bearing retainer.
3. Binding
at pedal
support
bracket or equalizer rod at firewall.

1. Lubricate
linkage
and/or
spring seats and rollers.
2. Clean and lubricate the bearing retainer with a thin coat of lithium
base grease (no polyethylene).
3. Lubricate with engine oil or
replace support bracket bushing if
defective.

CLUTCH SLIPS O R
CHATTERS

1. Incorrect pedal free travel.
2. Worn or contaminated clutch
lining.
3. Grease or oil on clutch facings
from:
A. Release bearing.
B. Engine.
C. Pilot bearing.
D. Transmission.

1. Adjust travel to specification.
2-3. Replace defective parts. (If
grease or oil is causing the clutch to
lip, replace the disc. Remove the
grease or oil from the pressure plate
and flywheel face with alcohol
and re-use i f it is not burned or
scored.

THUD

1. Excessive engine crankshaft end
play.

CLUTCH PEDAL SCRUBBING
-ENGINE OFF

1. Pedal push rod rubbing on
firewall felt insulator or boot.
2. Pedal shaft binding at support bracket.
3. Lack of lube on transmission
input shaft bearing retainer.

FIG. 6-Diagnosis

Guide-Clutch

1. Repair to specification.

1. Lubricate boot and check
clearances.
2. Lubricate with engine oil or
replace support bracket bushing if
defective.
3. Clean and lubricate retainer
with a thin coat of Lithium base
grease (no Polyethylene).
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
The clutch is of the centrifugal
single dry disc type and consists of
the-clutch disc,
plate and the
clutch release bearing (Fig. 1).
OPERATION
The clutch is actuated by a clutch
pedal and a series of mechanical
linkage.
When the clutch pedal is in the
engaged position, the clutch disc facings are clamped between the friction
surface of the engine flywheel and
the face of the clutch pressure plate,
thereby connecting engine power to
the transmission. Depressing the
clutch pedal actuates the clutch release lever which moves the clutch
release bearing against the clutch
fingers. This, in turn, moves the pressure plate .away from the clutch disc.
Since the disc is splined to the transmission input shaft, the clutch disc
and transmission input shaft will stop
when the clutch is disengaged, therby disconnecting engine power from
the transmission.

FIG. I-Clutch

~s~ernbl~-~~~ical
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IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

CLUTCH PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
Adjust the clutch pedal free travel
whenever the clutch does not disengage properly, or when new clutch
parts are installed. Improper adjustment of the clutch pedal free travel
is one of the most frequent causes of
clutch failure and can be a contributing factor in some transmission failures.
FREE TRAVEL
1. Disconnect the clutch return
spring from the release lever.
2. Loosen the release lever rod
lock nut and adjusting nut (Figs 2
and 3).
3. Move the clutch release lever
rearward until the release bearing
lightly contacts the clutch pressure
plate release fingers.
4. Adjust the adapter length until
the adapter seats in the release lever
pocket.
5. Insert a feeler gauge (0.136
for all except 390 CID engines; 0.178
for 390 CID engines) against the
back face of the rod a d a ~ t e r .Then.
tighten the adjusting nut (inger tightj
against the gauge.
6. Tighten the lock nut against
the adjusting nut, being careful not
to disturb the adjustment. Torque
the locknut to specification.
7. Remove the feeler gauge.
8. Install the clutch return spring.
9. Check the free travel at the
pedal for conformance to specification. Readjust if necessary.
10. As a final check, measure the
pedal free travel with the transmission in neutral and the engine running at about 3000 rpm. If the free
travel at this speed is not a minimum
of 112 inch, readjust the clutch pedal
free travel. Otherwise, the release
fingers may contact the release bearing continuously, resulting in premature bearing and clutch failure. Free
travel must be exactly to specification.

CLUTCH PEDAL AND/OR
BUSHING REPLACEMENT
REMOVAL (MONTEGO
FALCON, FAIRLANE)
1. Remove the retaining clip (Fig.
2) that secures the equalizer rod to
the clutch pedal. Disconnect the rod
from the pedal.
2. Remove the lower bolt retain-

FIG. 2-Fairlane

a n d Montego Clutch Linkage Disassembled

ing the assist spring bracket to the
pedal support. Then, loosen the upper
bracket retaining bolt (approximately
4 turns) and disconnect the spring
from the clutch pedal and bracket.
Do not lose the spring inserts.
3. Disconnect the brake pedal push
rod from the brake pedal.
4. Remove the bolt that secures
the left air vent control cable bracket to the instrument panel. Position
the control cable to one side.
5. Remove the retaining clip and
flat washer from the clutch pedal
shaft. Then, remove the shaft, bushing, clutch pedal and brake pedal
from the support.
6. Remove the bushings from
the pedal shaft, and transfer the
pedal pad.
INSTALLATION (MONTEGO,
FALCON, FAIRLANE)
1. Lubricate the clutch pedal shaft
bushings and position them on the
shaft. Then, position the brake pedal
and clutch pedal in the pedal support.
2. Install the flat washer and retaining clip on the pedal shaft.
3. Position the assist spring to the

pedal and bracket. Pry the bracket
forward and install the lower bolt.
Torque the bolts to specifications.
4. Position the master cylinder
push rod, bushing, and washers on
the brake ped$l,and secure with a
retaining clip.
5. Connect the equalizer rod to
the clutch pedal and secure it in place
with a retaining clip.
6. Position the air vent control
cable bracket to the instrument panel
and secure with the attaching bolt.
7. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel.
'

REMOVAL (MUSTANG
AND COUGAR)
1. Remove the retaining clip (Fig.
3) that secures the equalizer rod to
the clutch pedal.
2. Lower the clutch pedal to the
floor. Hold the pedal firmly to prevent it from snapping downward.
Loosen the spring retaining bracket
to disconnect the spring from the
pedal and the bracket. Do not lose
the two inserts.
3. Remove the retaining clip that
secures the master cylinder push rod
to the brake pedal. Lift the rod and
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390 ENGINE

FIG.3-Mustang

C1741-A

a n d C o u g a r Clutch Linkage Disassembled

bushings off the brake pedal.
4. Working from the engine compartment, remove the two nuts and
flat washers that secure the parking
brake mounting bracket to the cowl
panel.
5. Remove the two bolts that secure the handbrake and the air vent
control cable bracket to the instrument panel. Position these controls
to one side.
6. Remove the three bolts that secure the left air vent to the plenum
chamber. Remove the air vent and
control cable.
7. Remove the retaining clip and
'flat washer from the right end of
the clutch pedal shaft.
8. While s u ~ p o r t i n g the brake
pedal, slide the clutch pedal from the
mounting bracket.
9. Remove the delrin bushings
from the pedals.
INSTALLATION (MUSTANG
AND COUGAR)
1. Lubricate the delrin bushings
and position them in place.
2. Hold the brake pedal in place,
then slide the clutch pedal shaft
through the support and the brake
pedal. Secure the clutch pedal with a
flat washer and the retaining clip.
3. Position the master cylinder
push rod and delrin bushings on the

brake pedal and secure them with a
retaining clip.
4. Install the delrin bushing to
the clutch pedal. With the retaining
bracket loose and the pedal on the
floor, install the spring and torque
the spring retaining bracket bolts
to specifications.
5. Connect the equalizer rod to
the clutch pedal and secure it in place
with a retaining clip.
6. Hold the air vent duct in place
on the plenum chamber and secure
it with the three attaching bolts.
7. Hold the hand brake control
and the air vent contrdl cable bracke t in place on the lower end of the
instrument panel and secure them
with the two attaching bolts.
8. Working from the engine compartment, secure the parking brake
mounting bracket to the cowl panel
with two flat washers and nuts:
9. Check, and if necessary, position the clutch pedal release rod in
the clutch release lever.
10. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel as required.
EQUALIZER BAR AND/OR
BUSHING REPLACEMENT
MONTECO, FALCON,
FAIRLANE (EXCEPT
MONTECO AND FAIRLANE
WITH 390 V-8)

1. Disconnect the clutch pedal
equalizer rod at the equalizer bar
(Fig. 2).
2. Raise the vehicle and disconnect
the return spring at the release lever.
Disconnect the release lever rod from
the equalizer lever.
3. Remove the equalizer bar center bolt.
4. Separate the equalizer bar and
remove both sections from the car.
5. Remove the equalizer bar outer
bracket and bushing assembly.
6. Remove the snap ring, bushing,
felt washer, and flat washer from the
outer bracket and inner pivot.
7. Position a flat washer, felt
washer, and bushing on each pivot
and secure with the snap ring.
8. Install the outer bracket and
bushing assembly to the frame (Fig.
2). Torque the bracket attaching
bolts to specifications.
9. Position the outer section of
the equalizer bar on the outer bracket
pivot.
10. Connect both sections of the
equalizer bar and position it on the
inner pivot.
11. Install the equalizer bar center bolt and torque to specifications.
Make sure that both ends of the
equalizer bar are against the felt
washers.
12. Connect the release rod and
the release lever return spring.
13. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel.
14. Lower the vehicle. Connect the
clutch pedal equalizer rod to the
equalizer bar and secure with the retaining clip.
15. Check the free travel at the
pedal for conformance to specification. Readjust if necessary.
MONTECO AND
FAIRLANE-390 V-8
1. Disconnect the clutch pedal
equalizer rod at the equalizer bar
(Fig. 2).
2. Raise the vehicle and disconnect the return spring at the release
lever. Disconnect the release lever
rod from the equalizer lever.
3. Remove the equalizer bar center bolt.
4. Separate the equalizer bar and
remove both sections from the vehicle.
5. Remove the bolts retaining the
equalizer bar inner bracket to the flywheel housing and remove the bracket and bushing assembly.
6. Remove the equalizer bar outer
bracket and bushing assembly.
7. Remove the snap ring, bushing,
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and felt washer from each bracket
assembly.
8. Position a felt washer, and
bushing on each bracket assembly
and secure with the snap ring.
9. Install the outer bracket and
bushing assembly to the frame (Fig.
2). Torque the bracket attaching
bolts to specifications.
10. Position the outer section of
the equalizer bar on the outer bracket pivot.
11. Connect the two sections of
the equalizer bar. Insert the inner
bracket pivot into the equalizer bar
and install the assembly to the flywheel housing. Torque the attaching
bolts to specifications.
12. Install the equalizer bar center bolt and torque to specifications.
Make sure that both ends of the
equalizer bar are against the felt
washers.
13. Connect the release rod and
the release lever return spring.
14. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel.
15. Lower the vehicle. Connect
the clutch pedal equalizer rod to the
equalizer bar and secure with the retaining clip.
16. Check the free travel at the
pedal for conformance to specifications. Readjust if necessary.
M U S T A N G AND COUGAR

1. Disconnect the clutch pedal
equalizer rod at the equalizer bar
(Fig. 3).
2. Raise the vehicle and disconnect the release lever return spring at
the lever.
3. Remove the equalizer bar outer
bracket and bushing assembly.
4. Remove the release rod from
the equalizer bar, and then remove
the equalizer bar. Remove the bushing and washers from the inner
mounting stud.
5. Position the equalizer bar,
washers, inner bushing, and retainer on the inner stud.
6. After positioning the outer
bushing, install the outer bracket
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(with the equalizer bar in place).
7. Connect the release rod and the
release lever return spring.
8. Lower the vehicle. Connect
the clutch pedal equalizer rod to the
equalizer bar and secure with the retaining'pin.
9. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel as required.
CLUTCH ASSIST
SPRING REPLACEMENT
(FAIRLANE, FALCON,
MONTEGO)
1. Remove the cotter pin from
the clutch rod at the clutch pedal
lever assembly inside the passenger
compa'rtment.
2. Grasp the clutch pedal lever
firmly to prevent slipping and remove the clutch rod from the lever.
Allow the clutch pedal lever to rest
on the floor panel.

3. Remove the forward bolt securing the assist spring bracket to the
brake pedal bracket and loosen the
rear bolt two or three turns. Do not
remove the rear bolt.
4. Grasp the assist spring bracket
with pliers and rotate upward until
the spring can be separated from the
bracket.
5. Position the assist spring in
the clutch pedal spring bracket and
the assist spring bracket. Rotate
the spring bracket downward until
the forward bolt holes in the assist
spring bracket line up with the holes
in the brake pedal bracket (Fig. 4).
6. Install the forward bolt retaining the assist spring bracket to
the brake pedal bracket and torque
the forward and rear bolts to specification.
7. Install the clutch rod to the
clutch pedal lever and insert the
cotter pin.

CLUTCH REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL ( 1 7 0 , 2 0 0 , 2 8 9 , 3 0 2
ClD ENGINES)
I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Disconnect the drive shaft from

the rear U-joint flange. Then slide the
drive shaft off the transmission out-

put shaft. Insert appropriate Extension Housing Seal Installation tool
over the output shaft and into the
extension housing oil seal.
3. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the extension housing.
4. Remove the back-up lamp

switch (if so equipped) from the shift
linkage control bracket.
5. Disconnect the gear shaft rods
from the transmission levers. If the
vehicle is equipped with a 4-speed
transmission, remove the bolts that
secure 'the shift control bracket to the
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extension housing.
6. Support the engine with a transmission jack and remove the two nuts
securing the transmission rear support to the crossmember.
7. Raise the rear of the engine
with the transmission jack. Remove
the two nuts, washers, and bolts securing the crossmember to the frame
supports. Remove the crossmember.
8. Remove the bolts that attach
the transmission to the flywheel housing.
9. Move the transmission rearward until the input shaft clears the
flywheel housing, then remove the
transmission.
10. Disconnect the clutch release
lever return spring from the release
lever.
11. Remove the starter cable. Remove the starter motor from the flywheel housing.
12. Remove the bolts that secure
the engine rear plate to the front
lower part of the flywheel housing.
13. Remove the bolts that attach
the flywheel housing to the cylinder
block and remove the housing and
the release lever as a unit.
14. Loosen the six pressure plate
cover attaching bolts evenly to release the spring tension. If the same
pressure plate and cover is to be installed after the clutch is overhauled,
mark the cover and flywheel so that
the pressure plate can be installed in
the same position, to maintain a balanced assembly.
15. Remove the six attaching bolts
while holding the pressure plate cover
then, remove the pressure plate and
clutch disc.
INSTALLATION ( 170,200,
289,302 CID ENGINES)

I. Hold the clutch disc, and pressure plate and cover assembly in position on the flywheel. Start the cover
attaching bolts to hold the pieces in
place but do not tighten them. Avoid
dropping the parts or contaminating
them with oil or grease.
2. Align the clutch disc with a
clutch arbor as shown in Fig. 5 and
torque the six pressure plate cover
attaching bolts evenly to specification. Then remove the tool.
3. Make certain that the release
bearing and hub is properly installed
on the release lever. Coat the bearing retainer outside diameter with a
light film of lithium soap-type grease.
Do not lubricate the bearing hub.
4. Make certain that the flywheel
housing and the cylinder block
mounting surfaces are clean. Position

"

the flywheel housing on the cylinder
block and install the attaching bolts.
Torque the bolts to specifications.
5. Seat the clutch release rod in
the release lever. socket and install
the release lever return spring.
6. Secure the engine rear plate to
the front of the flywheel housing with
the attaching bolts.
CLUTCH ARBOR

PRESSURE PLATE

FIG. 5-Installing

CLUTCH DISC

C1536-A

Clutch Disc

7. Install the starting motor and
connect the cable.
8. The mounting surfaces of the
transmission and the flywheel housing must be free of dirt, paint, and
burrs. Install two guide pins in the
flywheel housing lower mounting bolt
holes. Move the transmission forward on the guide pins until it is positioned against the flywheel housing.
9. Install the two upper mounting
bolts. Then, remove the guide pins
and install the two lower mounting
bolts. Torque all bolts to specifications.
10. Raise the rear of the engine
high enough to provide clearance for
installing the crossmember. Install
the two crossmember-to-frame support attaching bolts, washers, and
nuts. Do not tighten at this time.
11. Align the bolts in the transmission rear support with the bolt
holes in the crossmember, then lower the engine and remove the jack.
Install the two transmission rear support-to-crossmember washers and
nuts and torque to specifications.
Tighten the crossmember-to-frame
support nuts.
12. Connect the gear shift rods to
the transmission levers. If the vehicle
is equipped with a 4-speed transmission, connect the shift control bracket
to the extension housing. Adjust the
shift linkage.
13. Install the back-up lamp
switch (if so equipped) on the shift
linkage control bracket.
14. Remove the tool from the

transmission output shalt, and install
the drive shaft.
15. Adjust the clutch pedal total
travel and free play.
REMOVAL (390
ClD ENGINE)

I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Disconnect the drive shaft from
the rear U-ioint flanee. Then slide the
drive shaftdoff the Yransmission output shaft. Insert appropriate Extension Housing Seal Installation tool
over the output shaft and into the
extension housing oil seal.
3. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the extension housing.
4. Remove the back-up lamp
switch (if so equipped) from the shift
linkage control bracket.
5. Disconnect the gear shift rods
from the transmission levers. If the
vehicle is equipped with a 4-speed
transmission, remove the bolts that
secure the shift control bracket to
the extension housine.
"
' 6. Support
the engine with a
transmission jack and remove the
two nuts securing the transmission
rear support to the crossmember.
7. Raise the rear of the engine
with the transmission jack. Remove
the two nuts, washers, and bolts securing the crossmember to the frame
supports. Remove the crossmember.
8. Remove the bolts that attach
the transmission to the flywheel housing.
9. Move the transmission rearward until the input shaft clears the
flywheel housing, then remove the
transmission. .
10. Remove the flywheel housing
cover.
11. Remove the release lever retracting spring. Then slide the release
bearing and hub off the release lever.
12. Loosen the six cover attaching
bolts evenly to release the pressure
plate spring tension. If the same pressure plate and cover is to be installed
after the clutch is overhauled, mark
the cover and flywheel so that the
pressure plate can be installed i n the
same position.
13. Remove the cover and pressure plate and the clutch disc through
the opening at the bottom of the flywheel housing (Fig. 6).
14. Remove the clutch release
I-..--

1GVGl.

INSTALLATION (390
CID ENGINE) '

I. Install the clutch release lever.
2. Place the clutch disc, and pres-
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sure plate and cover assembly in position on the flywheel. Start the cover
attaching bolts to hold the pieces in
place but do not tighten them. Avoid
dropping the parts or contaminating
them with oil or grease.
3. Align the clutch disc with the

tool shown in Fig. 5, and torque the
six cover attaching bolts evenly to
specification. Then remove the tool.
4. Place the release bearing and
hub on the release lever. Coat the
bearing retainer inside diameter with
a light film of lithium-soap type
grease. D o not lubricate the bearing
hub.
5. The mounting surfaces of the

transmission and the flywheel housing
must be free of dirt, paint, and burrs.
With the guide pins installed in the
two lower mounting bolt holes, move
the transmission forward on the guide
pins until it is tightly positioned
against the flywheel housing.
6. Install the two upper mounting
bolts. Then remove the guide pins and

- Clutch

install the two lower mounting bolts.
Torque all bolts to specification.
7. Raise the rear of the engine
high enough to provide clearance for
installing the crossmember. Install
the two crossmember-to-frame support attaching bolts, washers, and
nuts. Do not tighten at this time.
8. Align the bolts in the transmission rear support with the bolt
holes in the crossmember, then lower
the engine and remove the jack. Install the two transmission rear support-to-crossmember washers and
nuts and torque to specifications.
Tighten the crossmember-to-frame
support nuts.
9. Connect the gear shift rods to
the transmission levers. If the vehicle
is equipped with a 4-speed transmission, connect the shift control bracket
to the extension housing. Adjust the
shift linkage.
10. Install the back-up lamp
switch (if so equipped) on the shift
linkage control bracket.

C 1130-8

FIG. 6-Clutch
Engine

Housing - 390 CID

11. Remove the tool from the
transmission output shaft, and install
the drive shaft.
12. Adjust the clutch pedal total
travel and free play.
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PART 5-4- Specifications
CLUTCH I D E N T I F I C A T I O N - M O N T E G O ,
Car Line

Engine

FALCON, FAIRLANE, M U S T A N G , C O U G A R

Transmission
Diameter No. of
(Inches) Springs
6
9

Falcon

170-1V

3-Speed

Fairlane
Falcon
Mont ego
Fair lane
Montego
Falcon

200-1V

3-Speed
(3.03 Trans.)

289-2V

3-Speed

9

6

10

9

4-Speed
3-Speed
(3.03 Trans.)

9

6

3-Speed
4-Speed

10

9

390-2V,
4V

3-Speed
4-Speed

11

9

390-4V GT

3-Speed

11.5

12

Mustang

-200 1V

Mustang
Cougar

289.2V

Fair lane
Comet
Fair lane
Montego
Mustang
Cougar

'

Pressure Plate
Color Identification
(Paint Daub)
Pressure Plate-Orange
Cover - Purple
Springs- Aluminum Strips
Pressure Plate Orange
Cover - Purple
Springs - Aluminum Stripe
Pressure Plate - Green
Cover White
Springs - Bronze

-

-

Pressure Plate - Orange
Cover - Purple
Springs - Aluminum Stripe
Pressure Plate - Blue
Cover - Purple
Springs - Bronze
Pressure Plate - Green
Cover - Purple
Springs - Purple
PressurePlate-Green

Disc
Color Identification
(Paint Daub)
Clutch - Pink
Springs: Blue

6

Clutch - Pink
Springs - Blue

10

12

Clutch - Blue

9

6

10

6

11

8

11.5

8

-

Springs - 6 Pink
6 Orange
Clutch - Blue
Springs - Blue
Clutch - Green
Springs - Orange
Clutch - Pink and
Orange
Springs - Aluminum
Clutch - Pink and
Orange
Springs - Aluminum

SPECIAL TOOLS

TORQUE LIMITS
Oescriplion
Flywheel Housing t o Cylinder 6-Cylinder
Block Bolts
&Cylinder
Pressure Hate and Cover Assembly t o Flywheel Attachirlg
Bolts
Clutch Release Equalizer Frame Bracket Bolts
Clutch Pedal Free Travel Adjustment Nut
Clutch Pedal Assist Spring Bracket t o Brake Pedal
Support Bracket

Ft-Lbs
2333
4060

Tod Number
T60K-7657.A or B
7657-C
CJ-91-0

12-20
2530
17-25

T64- L 6392-A
149-P 7580.A

12-17

.

i s greater than that indicated, the clutch
Maximum Shim t o Correct Alignment

No. of
Springs
6

9

Cover Purple
Springs - Purple

4-Speed

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENTS

Diameter
(Inches)
9

0.010

Description
Transmission G t ension
Housing Oil Seal Replacer
Universal Joint Bearing
Replace Tool
Dia-L-lgner Gauge
Transmission Clutch
Release Bearing Replacer
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lng as shown in Fig. 2.
6. Install the driveshaft.
LUBRICATION

Lubrication level should be in line
with the bottom of f~ller hole right
side of transmission case.

-

Tool- 1501-100-A

FIG. 7-Removing

C1174-F

Extension Housing Seal

01-T60K-76974
OR
6 5 7 - A AND Adapter
T m l -T64P -7657 -A
T 5 7 L -7657 - A

C1175-C

FIG. 2-Install

-.. . -- .

Extension Housing

Tool -T52L -7000 H A E
T57L 7657 - A

-

C1176-D
C1173-C

FIG. 3-Removing

Extension
Housing Bushing a n d Seal

3

FIG. 4-Installing
Housing Bushing

Extension

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

CLEANING

INSPECTION

1. Wash all parts, except the ball
bearings and seals in a suitable
cleaning solvent. Brush or scrape all
foreign matter from the parts. Be careful not to damage any parts with
the scraper. Dry all parts with compressed air. Do not clean, wash or
soak transmission seals in cleaning
solvent.

I. Inspect the transmission case
for being cracked, worn or damaged
bearing bores, damaged threads or
any other damage which could affect the operation of the transmission.
2. Inspect the front face of the
case for small nicks or burrs that
could cause misalignment of the
transmission with the flywheel housing.
Remove all small nicks or burrs with
a fine stone.
3. Replace a cover that is bent or
distorted. Make sure that the vent
hole in the cover is open.
4. Check the condition of the shift
levers, forks, shift rails and the lever
and shafts.
5. Examine the ball bearing races
for being cracked, worn or rough. Inspect the balls for looseness, wear,

2. Rotate the ball bearings in a
cleaning solvent until all lubricant is
removed. Hold the bearing assembly
to prevent it from rotating and dry
it with compressed air.
3. Lubricate the bearings with approved transmission lubricant and
wrap them in a clean, lint-free cloth
or paper until ready for use.

end play or other damage. Check the
bearings for looseness in the bores. If
any of these conditions exist, replace
the bearings.
6. Replace roller bearings that are
broken, worn or rough.
7. Replace the countershaft (cluster) gear if the teeth are chipped,
broken or worn. Replace the countershaft if it is bent, scored or worn.
8. Replace the reverse idler gear
or sliding gear if the teeth are
chipped, worn or broken. Replace the
idler gear shaft if bent, worn or scored.
9. Replace the input shaft and
gear if the splines are damaged or if
the teeth are chipped, worn or broken.
If the roller bearing surface in the
bore of the gear is worn or rough,
or if the cone surface is damaged,
replace the gear and the gear rollers.
10. Replace all other gears that
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are chipped, broken or worn.
11. Check the synchronizer sleeves
for free movement on their hubs.
Make sure that the alignment marks
(etched marks) are properly indexed.
12. Inspect the synchronizer blocking rings for widened index slots,
rounded clutch teeth and smooth internal surfaces (must have machined
grooves). With the blocker ring on
the cone, the distance between the

face of the blocker ring and the
clutch teeth on the gear must not
be less than 0.010 inches.
13. Replace the speedometer drive
gear if the teeth are stripped or damaged. Make certain to install the
correct size replacement gear.
'14. Replace the output shaft if
there is any evidence of wear or if
any of the splines are damaged.
15. Inspect the bushing and the
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seal in the extension housing. Replace them if they are worn or dam-,
aged. The bushing and/or seal should
be replaced after the extension housing has been installed on the transmission.
16. Replace the seal on the input
shaft bearing retainer.
17. Replace the seals on the cam
and shafts.

GROUP 6 - Manual Shift Transmissions
POSSIBLE CAUSES

TROUBLE SYMPTONS

RATTLE OR BUZZ IN
FLOOR SHIFT LEVER
*.

Some floor shift transmissions are
subject to shift lever buzz or rattle.
No transmission overhaul should be
attempted to correct this problem as
it is often mistaken for a grating noise
in the transmission.
I. Loose nuts a t transmission levers and shift rods. If the nuts are
loose, check for bell-mouthing of slots.
2. Bent transmission shift rods or
linkage interference.
3. Lack of lubrication of shift
linkage, trunnions and external shift
mechanism (floor shift).
4. Improperly located console and
excessive boot compression (floor
shift).
5. Grommets damaged allowing
hold down bolts and/or hold down
washers to ground out against lever
(floor shift).

CORRECTION

I. Adjust levers and shift rods to
proper crossover, torque nuts to
specification. Replace bell-mouthed
rods or levers.
2. Replace bent rods or levers.

3. Clean and lubricate with Lithium base grease (no Polethylene).

4.. Install correctly.
5. Replace defective parts. Instal1
correctly.

CLUTCH LINKAGE
GEAR CLASH
1. Lack of clutch pedal reserve,
free play and total travel.
2. Bottoming of clutch release
arm in window of clutch housing.
3. Bent or cracked equalizer bar.

1. Adjust to specification.
2. Grind opening in clutch hous-

ing or release arm to provide clearance.
3. Replace defective parts.

SHIFT LINKAGE
1. Improper crossover.
2. Loose nuts at transmission le-

vers and shift rods. If the nuts are
loose, check for bell-mouthing of
slots.
3. Bent transmission shift rods or
linkage interference.
4. Lack of lubrication of shift
linkage, trunnions and external shift
mechanism (floor shift).

1-2. Adjust levers and shift rods
to proper crossover, torque nuts to
specification. Replace bell-mouthed
rods or levers.

3. Replace bent rods.

4. Clean and lubricate with Lithium base grease (no Polyethylene).

CLUTCH

,

FIG. 5-Diagnosis

1. Excessive engine idle speed.
2. Inadequate clutch pedal reserve

1. Adjust engine idle rpm.
2. Adjust clutch linkage to speci-

resuiting in excessive spin time.
3. Incorrect pedal free travel.
4. Disc binding on transmission
input shaft.
5. Excessive disc runout.
6. Flywheel housing misalignment.
7. Oil or grease on clutch facings from:
A. Release bearing
B. Engine
C. Release lever
D. Pilot bearing
E. Transmission

fication. Check for damaged input
shaft pilot bearing or excessive clutch
disc runout - replace defective parts.
3. Adjust to specification.
4. Check for burrs on splines, replace if necessary.
57-8. Replace clutch disc.
6. Align to specification.

Guide-Transmissions

Continued o n next p a g e
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b

TROUBLE SYMPTONS

CORRECTION

POSSIBLE CAUSES

GEAR CLASH (Continued)

8. Damaged
clutch lining.

or

contaminated

TRANSMISSION

HARD SHIFTING

1. Forward Gear Clash.
A. Weak
or broken
insert
springs in the synchronizer assembly.
6. Worn blocking rings and/or
cone surfaces.
C. Broken blocking rings.
D. Excessive output shaft end
play.
E. Shifter fork loose on shift
rails.
F. Binding input shaft pilot
bearing (non-synchronized low gear
transmission only).
G. Worn shifter forks or sleeves.

1. A-6-C-D-F-G Replace worn or
defective parts.

2. Reverse Gear Clash (Allow approximately three-four seconds after
the clutch pedal has been depressed
before shifting into reverse gear).
A. If gear clash continues after
allowing proper time for the clutch
plate to stop, check the clutch adjustments to make sure that they are
within specifications.
6. Excessive engine idle speed.
C. Binding input shaft pilot
bearing.
D. Worn or damaged clutch disc.

2. A. Adjust clutch to specification - See possible causes under
Clutch for gear clash trouble symtoms.

E. Torque shifter
screws to specification.

,

fork

set

6. Adjust engine idler rpm.
C-D. Replace defective parts.

SHIFT LINKAGE
1. Improper crossover.
2. Loose nuts at transmission levers and shift rods. If the nuts are
loose, check for bell-mouthing of slots.
3. Bent transmission shift rods or
linkage interference.
4. Lack of lubrication of shift
linkage, trunnions and external shift
mechanism (floor' shift).
5. Improperly located console and
excessive boot compression (floor
shift).

1-2. Adjust levers and rods to proper crossover, torque nuts to specification. Replace bell-mouthed rods or
levers.
3. Replace bent rods or levers.
4. Clean and lubricate w ~ t h Lithium base grease (no Polyethylene).
5. Install correctly.

STEERING C O L U M N S
1. Improper column alignment,
looseness, binding and worn surfaces.
Make certain the toe plate a t the
base of the column is fastened securely to the firewall.
2. Worn shift key or broken weld
securing shift key to top or bottom
of shift tube.
3. Loose shift lever pin in die cast
selector lever hub.
4. Keyway in die cast selector lever hub pounded out.

1. Align column properly, replace
defective column parts and fasten
toe plate to firewall securely.
2-3-4. Replace defective parts.

<

FIG. 5 (Continued)-Diagnosis

Guide-Transmissions

Continued on next page
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GROUP 6TROUBLE. SYMPTOMS

Manual Shift Transmissions

POSSIBLE CAUSES

H A R D SHIFTING
(Continued)

CORRECTION

'

5. Align properly.

5. Alignment of. column to steering gear pilot bushing.
6. Loose screws securing die casting to bottom of tube. Excessive radial movement in the column linkage. (If the vehicle has high mileage or is subjected to hard use, -even
though the crossover has been properly set, the column may have deteriorated to a point where proper
crossover engagement will not occur
due to excessive radial movement in
the column linkage (lost motion).
7. Lack of lubrication at column
lower plate.

6. Replace defective parts. Tight~"CreWS securely.

7. Clean and lubricate with Lithium base grease (no Polyethylene).

CLUTCH LINKAGE
1. Loss of clutch pedal reserve,
free play and total travel.

1. Adjust to specification.

TRANSMISSION
1. Excessive shift effort.
A. Shift levers, shafts or forks

A-B. Replace worn

C-D. Install correctly, replace
defective parts, if necessary.

2. Sticking in Gear.
A. Low lubricant level.

2. A. Fill to bottom of filler plug

hole.

B. Corroded transmission levers (shaft).
C. Defective (tight) input shaft
pilot bearing.
D. Stuck detent pl'ug.
E. Burred or battered teeth on
synchronizer sleeve and/or input shaft.
F. Shifter fork loose on shift
rails.

-

B-D. Free-up and clean parts,
replace if necessary.
C-E. Replace defective parts.
F. Torque shifter fork set
screw to specification.

,

.

r

-

,

GEAR JUMPOUT

or defec-

tive parts.

worn or bent.
B. Synchronizer worn or broken.
C. Shift rail components not
functioning properly.
D. Worn shifter forks or sleeves.

SHIFT LINKAGE

.

'

,

I. Improper crossover.
2. Loose nuts at transmission levers and shift rods. If the nuts are
loose, check for bell-mouthing of
slots.
3. Bent transmission shift rods or
linkage interference.
4. Lack of lubrication of shift
linkage, trunnions and external shift
mechanism (floor shift).
5. Improperly located console and
excessive boot compression (floor
shift).

FIG. 5 (Continued)-Diagnosis

Guide-Transmissions

1-2. Adjust levers and rods to
proper crossover. Torque nuts to
specification. Replace bell-mouthed
rods or levers.

3. Replace bent rods or levers.

4. Clean and lubricate with Lithium base grease (no Polyethylene).
5. Install correctly.

,Continued o n next p a g e
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CORRECTION

POSSIBLE CAUSES

TROUBLE SYMPTOMS
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STEERING COLUMNS

GEAR JUMPOUT
(Continued)

I. Improper coIumn alignment
looseness, binding and worn surfaces.
Make certain the toe plate at the
base of the column is fastened securely to the firewall.
2. Alignment of column to steering gear pilot bushing.
3. Worn shift key or broken weld
securing shift key to top or bottom
of shift tube.
4. Keyway in die cast selector lever hub pounded out.
5. Loose screws securing die casting to bottom of tube. Excessive
radial movement in the column linkage. (If the vehicle has high mileage or is subjected to hard use, even
though the crossover has been properly set, the column may have deteriorated to a point where proper
crossover engagement will not occur
due to excessive radial movement in
the column linkage (lost motion).

1. Align column properly, replace
defective column parts and fasten
toe plate to firewall securely.

2. Align properly.
3-4. Replace defective parts.

5. Replace defective parts. Tighten screws securely.

TRANSMISSION
1. Transmission
loose.

misaligned

or

2. Bent or worn shift fork, lever
and/or shaft.
3. Worn input shaft pilot bearing.
4. End play in input shaft (bearing retainer loose or broken, loose
or worn bearings on input and output shafts).
5. Detent springs broken.
6. Detent notches worn.
7. Worn clutch teeth on the respective gear and/or worn clutch
teeth on synchronizer sleeve.
8. Shifter forks loose on shift
rails.

I . Align to specification. Torque
transmission-to-flywheel housing bolts
and flywheel housing-to-engine bolts
to specifications.
2-3-5-67. Replace

worn

or

de-

fective parts.
4. Torque retainer bolts to speclfication. Replace worn or defective
parts.

8. Torque shifter fork set screw
to specification.

-

LOCKED IN GEAR

SHIFT LlNKAGE

When a complaint of momentary
lockout is encountered in transmissions with non-synchronized low gear, determine whether or not a
normal "blockout" condition exists.
I f a "blockout" condition does exist,
the customer should be informed that
the transmission gears cannot be pull-

FIG. 5 (Continued)-Diagnosis

I. Improper crossover.
2. Loose nuts at transmission le-

vers and shift rods. If the nuts are
loose, check for bell-mouthing of
slots.
3. Bent transmission shift rods or
linkage interference.

Guide-Transmissions

1-2. Adjust levers and rods to
proper crossover. Torque nuts to
specification. Replace bell-mouthed
rods and levers.
3. Replace bent rods or levers.

Continued on next page
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TROUBLE SYMPTOMS

CORRECTION

POSSIBLE CAUSES

LOCKED I N GEAR
(Continued)

ed into mesh because of gear tooth to
tooth abutment which can be eliminated by releasing and depressing
the clutch pedal again (thus spinning
the clutch disc). 'This will re-index
the drive and driven gear teeth and
allow the gears to mesh.

STEERING COLUMN

CORRECTION

1. Tricking of shift linkage. Make
certain that when slowly shifting out
of low gear, the low gear shift lever
at the transmission is completely out
of low gear detent prior to the column
shift lever dropping through. neutral
crossover. If the transmission shift
lever is not completely out of low gear
detent, the shift interlock in the transmission will prevent engagement of
second gear and a lockup condition
occurs.
2. Improper column alignment,
looseness, binding and worn surfaces.
Make certain the toe plate at the
base of the column is fastened securely to the firewall.
3. Alignment of column to steering gear pilot bushing.
4. Worn shift key or broken weld
.securing shift key to top or bottom
of shift tube.
5. Loose shift lever pin in die
cast selector. lever hub.
6. Keyway in die cast selector
lever hub pounded out.
7. Loose screws securing die casting to bottom of tube. Excessive radial movement in the column linkage.
(If the vehicle has high mileage or
is subjected to hard use even though
the crossover has been properly set,
the column may have deteriorated to
a point where proper crossover engagement will not occur due to excessive radial movement in the column linkage
(lost motion). Lack of lubrication at
column lower plate.

1-2. Adjust column properly, replace defective parts and fasten toe
plate to firewall securely.

3. Align properly.
45-6. Replace defective parts.

7. Replace defective parts. Tighten screws securely. Clean and lubricate with Lithium base grease (no
Polyethylene).

TRANSMISSION
1. Shift rail components not functioning properly.
2. Gear seizure.
3. Synchronizer inserts out of position.

NOISY I N FORWARD
SPEEDS

1. Low lubricant level.
2. Transmission ''. misaligned
loose.

or

3. Input shaft bearings worn or
damaged.
4. Output shaft bearing worn or
damaged.

FIG. 5 (Continued)-Diagnosis
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1-3. Install correctly, replace defective parts.
2. Replace defective parts.

1. Fill to bottom of filler plug
hole.
2; Align to specification. Torque
transmission-to-flywheel housing bolts
and flywheel housing-to-engine bolts
to specifications.
3-4-5-6-7. Replace worn or defective Parts.

Continued on next page
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TROUBLE SYMPTOMS
NOISY IN FORWARD
SPEEDS (Continued)

POSSIBLE CAUSES

CORRECTION

5. Mainshaft gears worn or damaged. (In. any case of scored or
broken gears, the mating gears should
be checked).
6. Countershaft gear or bearings
worn or damaged.
7. Failure of the operator to fully
engage the gears on every shift before engaging the clutch and applying engine power.
Gear roll-over noise, inherent in
manual transmissions, is caused by
the constant mesh gears turning a t
engine idle speed, while the clutch is
engaged and the transmission in neutral; and throwout bearing rub are
sometimes mistaken for mainshaft
bearing noise.

Gear roll-over noise will disappear
when the clutch is disengaged or
when the transmission is engaged in
gear. Throwout bearing rub will disappear when the clutch is engaged.
In the event that a bearing is defective, the noise is more pronounced
while engaged in gear under load or
coast than in neutral. When complaints of this nature are encountered,
it will be necessary to road test the
vehicle to determine if bearing noise
exists. Under no circumstances
should any transmission rework be
attempted to eliminate gear rollover noise, or throwout bearing rub.

NOISY IN REVERSE

LUBRICANT LEAKS

I. Reverse idler gear or shaft,
worn or damaged.
2. Reverse sliding gear worn or
broken.
I. Excessive lubricant.

2. Vent plugged.
3. Input shaft bearing retainer
loose or cracked, seal or gasket damaged.
4. Worn or damaged extension
housing seal.
5. Worn shifter shaft seals.
6. Extension housing bolts not
sealed.
7. Expansion plug at front of
case not seated properly.
8. Access cover loose or gasket
damaged.

FIG. 5 (Continued)-Diagnosis
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1-2. Replace
parts.

worn

or defective

1. Drain to bottom of filler plug
hole.
2. Free up.
3. Add sealer and torque retainer
bolts to specifications. Replace defective parts.
4-5. Replace defective parts.
6-7-8. Add sealer to bolts, and
torque to specifications. Replace defective parts.
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1 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DESCRIPTION
The 3.03 R A N Model three-speed
transmission (Fig. I) is used on all
cars having a 200 or 289 C.I.D. engine. A 3.03 RAT Model transmission is used on all vehicles equipped
with a 302 or 390 C.I.D. engine. The
designation 3.03 is the actual distance
between the centerline of the countershaft and the centerline of the input
shaft.
A transmission service identification tag is located on the right side
of the case a t the front. The first
line on the tag will show the transmission model and service identification code when required. The second
line will show the transmission serial
number. Additionally, a drive line
component identification tag is located on the front flange on the upper
left side of the transmission case.
This transmission is of the fully
synchronized type, with all gears except the reverse gear and .sleeve being in constant mesh. All forwardspeed changes are accomplished with
synchronizer sleeves (Fig. 2) instead
of sliding gears. The synchronizers
enable quicker shifts, greatly reduce
gear clash and permit downshifting,
high te . intermediate between 40- 15
mph and from intermediate to low
below 20 mph.
On 6-cylinder models this transmission incorporates a floating countershaft. The countershaft floats in
oversize countershaft bores in the
transmission case.
The forward-speed gears are helical-cut and are in constant mesh
(Fig. 2). Gears used in the reverse

FIG. I-3-Speed

Transmission

gear train are spur-cut and are not
synchronized.
Ball bearings support the input
shaft and gear and the center of the
output shaft (Figs. 12 and 16). Roller bearings in the input shaft bore
support the front of the output shaft.
The countershaft gear (cluster gear)
runs on two rows of roller bearings.
Two bronze bushings are used in
the reverse idler gear (Figs. I I and
19). A bushing located a t the rear
of the extension housing supports the
rear of the output shaft.
Synchronizers and blocking rings
are the conventional tapered ring and
straight clutch gear type (Fig. 17).
The shift forks, shift rails, detent
mechanism, and related parts are
provided in the transmission case
(Fig. 9).
OPERATION
When the first-speed gear is selected, ihe shift lever moves the reverse
gear and sleeve forward and forces

the synchronizer blocking ring conical surface against .the matching
cone on the constant mesh first gear
located on the output shaft. If the
car is moving, the internal teeth of
the reverse gear and sleeve and
blocking ring will not index until
the constant mesh first gear is
brought up or down to the speed of
the reverse gear and sleeve which is
rotating at output shaft speed.
The reverse gear and sleeve has
internal splines that, with further
movement, will slide over the blocking ring and engage external clutch
teeth on the constant mesh first gear.
Since first gear is .now locked to the
countershaft (cluster) gear, the power
flow is from the input gear, through
the countershaft gear, to the constant
mesh first gear, through the reverse
gear and sleeve to the output shaft,
and out the rear of the transmission.
Engagement of second and third
gears is the same as first except for
ratio. In third gear, the input gear
and shaft is locked directly to the

PART 6-2 - Model 3.03 Three-Speed Transmission
output shaft by the second and third
speed synchronizer to provide a ratio
of I:1.
Spur teeth are cut on the outside
of the reverse gear and sleeve. The
reverse gear and sleeve like the hub
are always locked to the output shaft.
Reverse gear is engaged by sliding
the reverse gear and sleeve into mesh
with the spur gear at the rear of the
idler gear. The drive is then from the
input gear, through the countershaft
gear, to and through the reverse idler
gear to the output shaft reverse gear
and sleeve. The gears in this position
will rotate the output shaft in a reverse direction.
A system of interlocks and detents
in the transmission case prevents the
selection of more than one gear at a
time and helps to hold any gear in
the selected position.

LOW AND REVERSE SLIDING SLEEVE AND GEAR
FIRST-SPEED GEAR
SECOND-SPEED GEAR,

\

\

S K O N D AND HIGH
SYNCHRONIZER

OUTPUT SHAFT BEARING

I

INPUT SHAFT AN
INPUT SHAFT BEARIN

REZRSE
IDLER GEAR

COUNTERSHAn GEAR

FIG. 2-Power

2
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Flow-3-Speed

Transmission

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

GEAR SHIFT LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENT-MONTEGO,
FALCON, FAIRLANE
1. Place the gear shift lever in
the neutral position.
2. Loosen the two gearshift rod
adjustment nuts.

3. Check shift levers on transmission to be in neutral position.

4. Insert a 3116-inch diameter
alignment tool through the first and

reverse gear shift lever, the second
and third gear shift lever and both
holes in the lower casting. It may be
necessary to align the levers to insert
the tool (Fig. 3).

5. Tighten the two gear shift rod
adjustment nuts.
6. Remove the
from the levers.

alignment

tool

7. Start the engine and shift the
selector lever to each position to
make sure it operates freely.

GEAR SHIFT LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENT-MUSTANG,
COUGAR
1. Loosen the three shift linkage
adjustment nuts. Install a 114 inch
diameter alignment pin through the
control bracket and levers as shown
in Fig. 4.
2. Tighten the three linkage adjustment nuts and then remove the
alignment pin.
3. Check the gear shift lever for
a smooth crossover.

GROUP 6 - Manual Shift Transmissions
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FIG. 3-Montego,

Falcon a n d Fairlane Gearshift Linkage Adjustment

1
t.

.

SHIFT CONTROL

AN ALIGNMENT TOOL CAN BE MADE FRCM 1/4"
DIAMETER DRILL ROD BENT TO AN "L" SHAPE. THE
EXTENSIONS SHOULD BE 1 1/2" A N D 3 3/4" FROM
THE ELBOW. SHORT E N D OF ALIGNMENT TOOL
SHOULD BE INSERTED INTO CONTROL BRACKET A N D
LINKAGE HOLES UNTIL IT BOTTOMS.

-

-

AA

rment Tool

I

FIG. 4-Three-Speed

3

Shift Linkage Adjustment

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Disconnect the 'driveshaft from
the rear U-joint flange. Mark the
driveshaft so it may be installed in
the same relative position.
3. -Slide the front of the driveshaft out of the transmission extension
housing and off the output shaft. Insert the tool shown in Fig. 2, Part 6-1,
to prevent the lubricant from leaking
out of the transmission.
4. Remove the cap screw and lock
washer that 'secures the speedometer
cable retainer to the extension housing. Pull the speedometer cable out

of the extension housing.
5. Remove the cotter pin, flat
washer, and spring washer that secure the shift rods to the shift levers
on the transmission.
6. On a veh~cle equipped w ~ t h a
floor mounted gear shift selector
lever, remove the three bolts that attach the shift selector assembly to the
extension housing and allow the assembly to hang by the shift lever.
7. Remove the two nuts securing
the transmission rear support to the
crossmember.
' 8. Raise
the rear of the engine
enough to remove the welght from
the crossmember. Remove the two

nuts, washers and bolts securing the
crossmember to the frame supports.
Remove the crossmember.
9. Support the transmission with
a transmission jack and remove the
four flywheel housing-to-transmission
case attaching bolts and.,lock washers.
10. Move the transmission and
jack rearward until the input shaft is
clear of the flywheel housing.

11. Remove the transmission from
under the vehicle. D o not depress the
clutch pedal .while the transmission
is removed.

PART 6-2
INSTALLATION
1. Make certain that the machined
surfaces of the transmission case and
the flywheel housing are free of dirt,
paint and burrs.
2. Install a guide pin in each
lower mounting bolt hole.
3. Start the input shaft through
the release bearing. Align the splines
on the input shaft with the splines
in the clutch disc. Move the transmission forward on the guide pins
until the input shaft pilot enters the
bearing or bushing in the crankshaft.
If the transmission front bearing retainer binds up on the clutch release
bearing hub, work the release bearing lever until the hub slides onto the
retainer. Install the two transmissionto-flywheel housing upper mounting
bolts and lock washers. Remove the
two guide pins and install the lower

4

- Model 3.03 'three-Speed Transmission

mounting bolts and lock washers.
Torque the four mounting bolts to
specifications.
4. Raise the rear of the engine
high enough to provide clearance
for installing the crossmember. Install
the two crossmember-to-frame support attaching bolts, washers, and
nuts. Do not tighten a t this time.
5. Align the bolts in the transmission rear support with the bolt
holes in the crossmember, then lower
the engine and remove the jack. Install the two transmission rear support-to-crossmember washers and nuts
and torque to specifications. Tighten the crossmember-to-frame support
nuts.
6. On a vehicle equipped with a
floor mounted gear shift selector lever,
position the shift selector assembly to
the extension housing and install the
attaching bolts.
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7. Connect each shift rod to its
respective lever on the transmission
with a spring washer, flat washer,
and cotter pin.
8. Insert the speedometer cable
and driven gear in the extension
housing and secure with a cap screw
and lock washer.
9. Remove the tool shown in Fig.
2, Part 6-1, from the extension housing. Slide the front universal joint
yoke onto the output shaft and into
the extension housing. Connect the
rear universal joint to the axle pinion flange and torque the nuts to
specifications.
10. Fill the transmission to the
proper level with the approved lubticant and lower the vehicle.
11. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel and the shift linkage as required.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY
1. Mount the transmission in a
holding fixture and drain the lubricant.
2. Remove the nine cap screws
that attach the cover to the case. Remove the cover and the gasket (Fig.
5) from the case.
3. Remove the five cap screws
and lock washers that attach the
extension housing to the case. Remove the extension and gasket from
the case.
4. Remove the four cap screws
and lock washers that attach the
front bearing retainer to the case.
Remove the retainer and gasket from
the case. Remove either a long spring
(new design) or set screw and short
spring, (old design) that retains the
detent plug in the case (Fig. 9). Remove the detent plug with a small
magnet.
5. Remove the lubricant filler
plug from the right side of the case.
Working through the plug opening,
drive the roll pin out of the case
and countershaft with a 114-inch
punch (Fig. 6).
6. On 6-cylinder vehicles with
model RAN transmissions, tap the
countershaft from the rear of the case
with the tool (dummy shaft) shown in
Fig. 7 to remove the expansion plug
from the countershaft bore at the
front of the case.
7. Hold the countershaft gear
with a hook and with the tool (durn-

FIG. 5-Transmission

Case and Related Parts - Typical

COUNTERSHAFT

c 1584- A
C 1561 - A

FIG. 6-Removing
Roll Pin

Countershaft

FIG. 7-Removing

Countershaft
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2ND

AN^

3RD SHIFT FORK

1ST AND REVERSE
SHIFT RAIL

FIG. 8-Removing

Output Shaft

Bearing

FIG. 9-Shift
m y shaft) shown in Fig. 7, push the
countershaft out the rear of the case.
The countershaft (cluster) gear
and thrust washers (Fig. I I) can be
lowered to the bottom of the case.
(I. Remove the snap ring that secures the speedometer drive gear
on the shaft. Slide the speedometer
drive gear off the output shaft. Remove the speedometer drive gear
lock ball from the shaft.
9. Remove the snap ring that retains the output shaft bearing on
the shaft. Remove the bearing from
the case and a shaft as shown in
Fig. 8.
10. Place both shift levers in the
neutral (cemer) position.
11. Remove the set screw that secures the first-and reverse shift fork
to the shift rid. Slide the first and
reverse shift rail out through the rear
of the case.
12. Slide the first and reverse
synchronizer forward as far as possible, then rotate the first and reverse
shift fork upward, then lift it from
the case.
13. Move the second and third
speed shift fork to the second speed
position to gain access. to the set
screw. Remove the set screw from the
fork. Rotate the shift rail 90 degrees
as shown in Fig. 10.
14. Lift the interlock plug (Fig.
9) from the case with a magnet.
15. Tap on the inner end of the
second and third shift rail to remove
the expansion plug (Fig. 9) from the
front of the case. Remove the shift
rail.
16. Remove the second and third
detent plug and spring from the detent bore.
17. Pull the input gear and shaft

Rails a n d Forks-Disassembled

FIG. 70-Rotating

Second a n d Third- S p e e d Shift Rail

forward until the gear contacts the
case, and then remove the large snap
ring. It is necessary to move the gear
forward to provide clearance when
removing the output shaft assembly
in RAT models. On RAN models, the
input shaft and gear is removed from
the front of the case at this time.
18. Rotate the second and third
shift fork upward, and lift it from the
case.
19. Carefully lift the output shaft
assembly out through the top of the
case.
On RAT models, work the input
shaft bearings and gear back
through the bore in the case and out
the top.
20. Driving from the front of the
case, remove the reverse idler gear
shaft from the case and then lift the

reverse idler gear and two thrust
washers (Fig. 11) lrom the case.
21. Remove the snap ring from
the front of the output shaft, then
slide the synchronizers and the second speed gear (Fig. 12) off the
shaft. ,
22. Remove the next snap ring
and tabbed thrust washer from the
output shaft, and then slide the first
gear and blocking rimg off the shaft.
23. Remove the next snap ring
from the output shaft. The first and
reverse synchronizer hub is a press fit
on the output shaft. T o eliminate the
possibility of damaging the synchronizer assembly, remove and install the synchronizer .hub using an
arbor press as shown*in Fig. 13. D o
not attempt .to remove or install the
hub by hammering or prying.

PART 6-2 - Model 3.03 Three-Speed Transmission

SPEEDOMETER DRIVE GEAR

OUTPUT SHAFT

REVERSE

THRUST
WASHER
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LOCK BALL

ROLL

REVERSE IDLER

GEAR SHAFl

WASHER

REVERSE GEAR
AND SLEEVE

C1411-A

REAR BEAR'NG

SYNCHRONIZER

FIG. 7 ]-Reverse
Gear-Disassem

Idler Shaft and
bled

SNAP RINGS
CIUI-8

FIG. 72-Output

Shaft-Disassembled

OUTPUT SHAFT

OUTPUT SHAFT

SYNCHRONIZER

/

INSTALLATION

FIG. 73-Removing

C 1718-A

and Installing First and Reverse Synchronizer

FIG. 75-Shift

Lever and Shaft-

Disassembled

PARTS REPAIR O R
REPLACEMENT
GEAR

SPRING WASHER

7353

FIG. 74-Gear

Shift Lever Disassembled-Typical

C 1581-B

SHIFT L E V E R

1. Remove the snap r i n g from the
end of the selector shaft with pointed
snap ring pliers (Fig. 14).
2. Remove the flat washer and
spring.
3. A f t e r removing two bolts, pull
the retainer, selector levers, and spacer
from the shaft.
4: I f necessary to remove the studs
from the selector levers, remove the
cotter pins, flat washers, wave washers and studs.
5. Lubricate all mating friction
surfaces with lithium grease before
assembly.
6. Install the levers and spacer
on the shaft as shown i n Fig. 14.
7. Position the retainer and start
the bolts. Before tightening the bolts
be sure that the retainer is n o t interfering with free movement o f the shaft.
Tighten the bolts.
8. Install the spring, flat washer
and snap ring.
9. Install the lever studs i f they
were removed.
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SHIFT LEVERS AND SEALS
1. Remove the nut, lock washer
and flat washer that secures each
shift lever (Fig. 15) to the lever and
shaft in the transmission case. Lift
the levers off the shafts. Slide each
lever and shaft out of the case. Discard the "0" ring from each shaft.
2. Lubricate the new seals with
transmission lubricant and install
them on the shafts.
3. Install the lever and shafts in
the case.
4. Position a shift lever on each
shaft and secure them with a flat
washer, lock washer and nut.

BEARINGS
1

FRONT BEARING

FIG. 16-Input

S h a f t Gear-Disassembled
ASSEMBLY

INPUT SHAFT BEARING
1. Remove the snap ring securing
the input shaft bearing (Fig. 16),
and press the input shaft out of the
bearing.
2. Press the input shaft bearing
onto the input shaft with the tool
shown in Fig.. 17 and install the snap
ring on the shaft.

SYNCHRONIZERS

I. Push the synchronizer hub from
each synchronizer sleeve.
2. Separate the inserts and insert
springs from the hubs. Do not mix
the parts from the second and third
speed synchronizer with the first and
reverse synchronizer (Figs. 18 and
19).
3. Install the rear insert spring
(Fig. 20) in the groove of the first
and reverse synchronizer hub. Make
sure that the spring covers all insert
grooves. Start the hub in the sleeve
making sure that the alignment
marks are properly indexed. Position
the three inserts in the hub making
sure that the small end is over the
spring and that the shoulder is on the
inside of the hub. Slide the sleeve
and reverse gear onto the hub until
the detent is engaged. Install the
front insert spring in the hub to hold
the inserts against the hub. Install the
springs so that the spring humps of
the front spring covers different inserts than the spring humps of the
rear spring (Fig. 20).
4. Install one insert spring (Fig.
19) into a groove of the second and
third speed synchronizer hub, making sure that all three insert slots are
fully covered. With the alignment
marks on the hub and sleeve aligned,
start the hub into the sleeve. Place
the three inserts on top of the retaining spring and push the assembly

BLOCKING RING

SNAP RINGS

FIG. 17-Replacing

Input S h a f t

Bearing
together. Install the remaining insert
spring, so that the spring ends cover
the same slots as does the other
spring. Do not stagger the springs.
Place a synchronizer blocking ring
on each end of the synchronizer
sleeve.
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
BEARINGS
1. Remove the dummy shaft, 50
roller bearings, and the two bearing
retainer washers from the countershaft gear (Fig. 21).
2. Coat the bore in each end of
the counter shaft gear with grease.
3. Hold the dummy shaft in the
gear and install the 25 roller bearings and a retainer washer in .each
end of the gear.
4. Position the countershaft gear,
dummy shaft, and roller bearings in
the case.
5. Place the case in a vertical
position. Align the gear 'bore and the
thrust washers with the bores in the
case and install the countershaft.
6. Place the case in a horizontal
position and check the counterihaft
gear end play with a feeler gauge.
The end play should be within specification. If not within these limits, replace the thrust washers.
7. After establishing the correct
end play, install the dummy shaft in
the countershaft gear and allow the
gear to remain at the bottom of the
case.

1. Place countershaft gear in
proper position at bottom of case.
The countershaft gear will remain in
the bottom of the case until the output and the input shafts have been
installed.
2. Coat the reverse idler gear
thrust surfaces in the case with'a thin
film of lubricant and position the two
thrust washers (Fig. I I) in place.
3. Position the reverse idler gear
and dummy shaft in place. Align the
gear bore and thrust washers with
the case bores and install the reverse
idler shaft.
4. Measure the reverse idler gear
end play with a feeler gauge. End
play should be within specification. If
the end play is not within limits, replace the thrust washers. If the end
play is within limits, leave the reverse idler gear installed.
5. Lubricate the output shaft
splines and machined surfaces with
transmission lubricant.
6. Slide the first and reverse gear
and sleeve (Fig. 12) onto the output shaft with the teeth end of the
gear facing toward the rear of the
shaft. The first and reverse synchronizer hub is a press fit on the output
shaft. To eliminate the possibility of
damaging the synchronizer assembly, install the synchronizer hub
using an arbor press as shown in
Fig. 13. Do not attempt to install
the hub by. hammering or prying.
Secure it in place with the snap ring.
7. Place the blocking ring on the
tapered machined surface of the first
gear.
8. Rotate the gear as necessary
to engage the three notches in the
blocking ring with the synchronizer
inserts. Secure the first gear with the
thrust washer and snap ring.
9. Slide the blocking ring onto the
tapered machined surface of the
second gear. Slide the second gear
with blocking ring and the second
and third gear synchronizer onto the
mainshaft. The tapered machined
surface of the second gear must be
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toward the front of the shaft. Make
sure that the notches in the blocking
ring engage the synchronizer inserts.
Secure the synchronizer with a snap
ring.
10. Coat the bore of the input
shaft and gear with a thin film of
grease. A thick film of grease will
plug the lubricant holes and prevent
lubrication to the bearings. Install

the bearings (Fig. 16) in the bore.
I f working on an RAT model
transmission, install the input gear
and bearing through the top of the
case and through the bore in the
front of the case. On RAN models, the
input shaft is installed through the
front of the case. Install the snap ring
in the bearing groove.
11. Position the outout shaft assembly in the case. Position the second and third shift fork on the second
and third speed synchronizer.
12. Place a detent plug spring
and a plug in the case (Fig. 9).
Place the second and third speed synchronizer in the second speed position
(toward rear of transmission). Align
the fork and install the second and
third speed shift rail. It will be necessary to depress the detent plug to
enter the rail in the bore. Move the
rail inward until the detent plug engages the forward notch (second
speed position).
13. Secure the fork. to the shaft
with the set screw. Move the synchronizer to the neutral position.
14. Install the interlock plug in
the case. If the second and third
shift rail is in the neutral position, the
top of the interlock will be slightly
lower than the surface of the first and
reverse shift rail bore.
15. Move the first and reverse
synchronizer forward to the first
speed position. Place the first and reverse shift fork i n the groove of the
first and reverse synchronizer. Rotate
the fork into position and install the
first and reverse shift rail. Move the
rail inward until the center notch
(neutral) is aligned with the detent
bore. Secure the fork to the shaft
with the set screw.
16. Install a new expansion plug
in the case.
17. Hold the input shaft and
blocking ring in position, and then
move the output shaft forward to
seat the pilot in the roller bearings
of the input gear.
18. Tap the input gear bearing
into place in the case while holding
the output shaft to prevent the roller
bearings from dropping. Install the
front bearing retainer and new gas-

BLOCKING RlNG
SLE'EVE AND
REVERSE GEAR

C1416.C

FIG. 78-First

a n d Reverse Synchronizer-Disassembled

INSERT
SPRING

HUB AND SLEEVE ALlGNMEl'41 MARFS

BLOCKIYG RING

/

C

INSERT SPRING

FIG. 79-Second

and 'third Synchronizer-Disassembled
INSERT

FRONT

REAR
C 1742-A

FIG. 20-First a n d Reverse Speed Synchronizer Insert Spring InstallationRound Wire Spring

ket, making sure that the oil return
slot is at the bottom of the case. Install and torque the four attaching
screws to specification.
19. Install the large snap ring on
the rear bearing. Place the bearing
on the output shaft with the snap
ring end toward the rear of the shaft.
Press the bearing into place with the
tool shown in Fig. 22. Secure the
bearing to the shaft with a snap ring.

20. Hold the speedometer drive
gear lock ball in the detent and
slide the speedometer drive gear into
place. Secure the gear with a snap
ring.
21. Place the transmission in the
vertical position. Working through
the drain hole in the bottom of the
case, align the bore of the countershaft gear and the thrust washers
with the bore of the case with a
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FIG. 21-Countershaft
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~

Gear-Disassembled

screwdriver.
22. Working from the rear of the
case, push the dummy shaft out of
the countershaft gear with the countershaft. Before the countershaft is
completely inserted in the bore, make
sure that the hole that accomodates
the roll pin is in alignment with the
hole in the case. Push the countershaft into place and install the roll
pin. On 8-cylinder vehicles the countershaft is a press fit in the case. On
6-cylinder vehicles there is a countershaft to case clearance of 0.020 inch
a t the front bore 0.010 inch at the rear
bore. On 6-cylinder vehicles with model
RAN transmissions, install a new expansion plug in the countershaft bore
at the front of the case.
23. Coat a new extension housing gasket with sealer and position it

on the case.
24. Install lock washers on the
five attaching screws. Dip the threads
of the cap screws in sealer. Secure the
housing to the case and torque the
cap screws to specification.
25. Install the filler and drain
plugs in the case. Make sure that the
magnetic plug is installed in the bottom of the case. Install the remaining
detent plug in the detent bore of the
case. Install either a long spring (new
design retained by cover) or set screw
and short spring (old design) to secure
the detent plug.
26. Place the transmission in gear.
Pour lubricant over the entire gear
train while rotating the input or output shaft.
27. Coat a new cover gasket (Fig.

/

FIG. 22-Installing
Rear Bearing

Remover

Output Shaft

5) with sealer. Secure the cover with
nine cap screws. Torque the screws
to specification.
28. Check the operation of the
transmission in all of the gear positions.
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DESCRIPTION A N D OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
The Ford designed 4-speed transmission (Fig. I) is of the fully synchronized type with all gears except
the reverse sliding gear being in
constant mesh. All forward-speed
changes are accomplished with synchronizer sleeves. The synchronizers
will enable quicker shifts, greatly reduce gear clash, and permit downshifting into any forward-speed gear
while the vehicle is moving.
The shift linkage is mounted directly on the transmission extension
housing (Fig. I) and enters the driver's compartment through an opening in the floor pan. A flexible rubber dust boot (Fig. 3) is provided to
seal the driver's compartment from
the exterior.
The shift pattern is shown on the
top of the gear shift lever knob. A
finger-operated release lever is provided on the shift lever to prevent the
transmission from being accidentally
shifted into reverse gear. All forward
speed gears in the transmission are
helical-type, however, the reverse
sliding gear and the exterior of the
first- and second-speed synchronizer
sleeve are spur-type gears. The specifications on this section Part 6-5, lists
the transmission model numbers and
vehicles in which they are used.
A transmission service identification tag is located on the right side
of the case at the front. The first line
on the tag will show the transmission
model and service identification code
when required. The second line will
shown the transmission serial number.
Additionally, a drive line component
identification tag is located on the
front flange on the upper left side of
the transmission case.

FIG. I-Four-Speed

Transmission

The four-speed transmission will
be designated by the numeral 5 on
the vehicle warranty plate.
OPERATION
In first-speed (Figure 2), the firstand second-speed synchronizer sleeve
is moved rearward by the shift fork.
The sleeve engages the first-speed
blocking ring, which acts as a cone
clutch applied to the free-wheeling
first-speed gear. This action speeds
up or slows down the first-speed gear
to match the speed of the output
shaft. Further movement of the sleeve
locks the first-and-second-speed synchronizer hub to the first-speed gear

by means of internal splines. On engagement of the clutch, power flows
through the input shaft and gear to
the meshed countershaft gear and
thence to the first-speed gear. This
gear transmits the power through the
locked synchronizer hub to the transmission output shaft. All the other forward-speed gears are in idler motion,
as they are all driven by the countershaft (cluster) gear, but they do not
transmit power because they are not
locked to the output shaft. All the
forward-speed shifts are made in the
same manner as the first-speed shift,
due to the constant-mesh features.
Reverse gear is engaged by moving the reverse sliding gear forward
on the reverse idler gear until it
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meshes with the external teeth (spurtype) of the first- and second-speed
synchronizer sleeve. Movement of the
sliding gear is accomplished by the
center shaft lever. With all forwardspeed synchronizer sleeves in neutral,
power flow in reverse is through the
input shaft to the constant-mesh
countershaft (cluster) gear, thence to
the constant mesh reverse idler. Splines
then carry the power through the reverse sliding gear to the first-and-secong speed synchronizer sleeve which is
locked to the output shaft. As the reverse sliding gear is meshed with the
synchronizer sleeve, power is transmitted to the output shaft, rotating it
in a reverse direction.

SECOND SPEED
THIRD SPEED
GEAR

FIRST AND SECOND
SPEED SYNCHRONIZER

THIRD AND FOURTH SPEED
SYNCHRONIZER

FIRST SPEED GEAR

REVERSE IDLER GEAR
COUNTERSHAFT
CLUSTER GEAR

'

NOTE:
ALL HELICAL GEARS
I N CONSTANT MESH
WITH COUNTERSHAFT

FIG. 2-Power

Flow

REVERSE SL~DING
GEAR
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IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

SHIFT LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENT
1. Loosen the three shift linkage
adjustment nuts. Install a 114 inch
diameter alignment tool through the
control bracket and levers as shown
in Fig. 3.
An alignment tool can be made
from 114 inch diameter drill rod bent
to an "L" shape. The extensions should
be 1 112 inches and 3 314 inches from
the elbow. Short end of alignment
pin should be inserted into control
bracket and linkage holes until it
bottoms.
2. Tighten the three linkage adjustment nuts and then remove the
alignment pin.
3. Check the gear shift lever for
a smooth crossover.

FIG. 3-Adjusting

3

Shift Linkage

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

nuts securing the transmission rear
support to the crossmember.

INSTALLATION

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Disconnect the drive shaft
from the rear U-joint flange. Slide
the drive shaft off the transmission
output shaft and install the extension housing seal installation tool
into the extension housing to prevent
lubricant leakage.
3. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the extension housing.
4. Remove the retaining clip, flat
washer and spring washer that secures the shift rods to the shift levers.
5. Remove the bolts that attach
the shift linkage control bracket to
the extension housing and allow the
assembly to hang by the shift lever.
6.Support the engine with a
transmission jack and remove the two

7. Raise the rear of the engine
with the transmission jack. Remove
the two nuts, washers and bolts securing the crossmember to the frame
supports. Remove the crossmember.

I. Make sure that the mounting
surfaces of the transmission and the
flywheel housing are free of dirt,
paint, and burrs. Install two guide
pins in the flywheel housing lower
mounting bolt holes. Move the transmission forward on the guide pins
until the input shaft splines enter the
clutch hub splines and the case is positioned against the flywheel housing.
2. Install the two upper transmission to flywheel housing mounting
bolts snug and then remove the two
guide pins. Install the two lower
mounting bolts. Torque all mounting
bolts to specifications.
3. Raise the rear of the engine
high enough to provide clearance for
installing the crossmember. Install

8. Support the transmission on a
jack and remove the bolts that attach the transmission to the flywheel
housing.
9. Move the transmission and
jack rearward until the transmission
input shaft clears the flywheel housing. If necessary, lower the engine
enough to obtain clearance for transmission removal.
D o not depress the clutch pedal
while the transmission is removed.

GROUP 6 - Manual Shift.Transmissions
the two crossmember-to-frame support attaching bolts, washers, and
nuts. Do not tighten at this time.
4. Align the bolts in the transmission rear support with the bolt holes
in the crossmember, then lower the
engine and remove the jack. Install
the two transmission rear supportto-crossmember washers and nuts
and torque to specifications. Tighten
the crossmember-to-frame ,support
nuts.
5. Position the shift linkage control bracket to the extension housing

4

and install the attaching bolts.
6. Secure each shift rod to its respective lever with the spring washer, flat washer, and retaining pin.
7. Connect the speedometer cable
to the extension housing.
8. Remove the extension housing
installation tool and slide the forward end of the drive shaft over the
transmission output shaft. Connect
the drive shaft to the rear U-joint
flange.
9. Place both forward gear shift
levers and the reverse shift lever in

the neutral position and insert a 114
inch diameter alignment tool in the
shift linkage alignment hole (Fig. 3).
Adjust the linkage and tighten the
adjusting nuts. Remove the alignment tool. Adjust the clutch pedal free
travel as required.
10. Fill the transmission to the
proper level with the specified lubricant.
11. Lower the vehicle. Check the
shift crossover motion for full shift engagement and smooth crossover
operation.,

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS
shown in Fig. 8.

DISASSEMBLY
I. Mount the transmission in a
holding fixture and drain the lubricant.
2. Remove the cover attaching
screws from the case. Lift the cover and
gasket from the case. Remove either a
long spring (new design) or set screw
and short spring (old design) that retains the detent plug in the case. Remove the detent .plug with a small
magnet.
3. Remove the extension housing
attaching screws and lock washers.
Remove the housing and the gasket.
4. Remove the input shaft bearing
retainer attaching screws. Slide the
retainer off ,the input shaft.
5. Support the countershaft gear
with a wire hook. Working from the
front of the case, push the countershaft out the rear of the case as
.shown in Fig. 4. Lower the countershaft to the bottom of the case with
the wire hook. Remove the hook.
6. Place the first-and-second-speed
gear shift lever and the reverse shift
lever in the neutral position. Place
the third- and fourth-speed gear shift
lever in the third-speed position.
7. Remove the bolt that retains
the. third- and fourth-speed shift rail
detent spring and the plug in the left
side of the case as shown in Fig. 5.
Remove the spring and the plug with
a magnet.
8. Remove the attaching screw
from the third- and fourth-speed shift
fork. Tap on the inner end of the
shift rail to unseal the expansion plug
from the front of the case. Then
withdraw the third- and fourth-speed
shift rail from the front of the case.
Do not lose the interlock pin from the

FIG. 4-Removing
from Case

Countershaft

shift rail.
9. Remove the set screw from
the first- and second-speed shift fork.
Slide the first- and second-speed shift
rail out the rear of the case.
10. Remove the interlock plug and
the detent plug from the top of the
case (Fig. 5) with a magnet.
11. Remove the snap ring that secures the speedometer drive gear to
the output shaft. Slide the gear off
the shaft, then remove the speedometer gear drive ball.
12. Remove the snap ring that secures the output shaft bearing to the
shaft.
13. Remove the output shaft bearing as shown in Fig. 6.
14. Remove the input shaft 'and
bearing and the blocking ring from
the front of the case.
15. Move the output shaft to the
right side of the case to provide clearance for the shift forks. Rotate the fork
as shown in Fig. 7, then lift them from
the case.
16. Support the thrust washer and
first-speed gear to prevent them from
sliding off the shaft, then lift the output shaft assembly from the case as

17. Remove the reverse gear shift
fork set screw. Rotate the reverse
shift rail 90 degrees as shown in Fig.
9. Slide the shift rail out the rear of the
case. Lift the reverse shift fork from
the case.
18. Remove the reverse detent
plug and spring from the case with
a magnet.
19. Remove the reverse idler gear
shaft from the case as shown in Fig.
10.
20. Lift the reverse idler gear and
the thrust washers from the case. Be
careful not to drop the bearings and
the dummy shaft from the gear.
21. Lift the .countershaft gear and
the thrust washers from the case. Be
careful not to drop the bearings or the
dummy shaft from the countershaft
gear.
22. Remove the snap ring from
the front of the output shaft. Slide the
third- and fourth-speed synchronizer
(Fig. I I) blocking ring and the thirdspeed gear off the shaft..
23. Remove the next snap ring
and the second-speed gear thrust washer from the shaft. Slide the secondspeed gear and the blocking ring off
the shaft.
24. Remove the next snap ring,
first speed gear and blocking ring.
25. Remove the thrust washer
from the rear of the shaft. The first and
second gear synchronizer hub is a press
fit on the output shaft. To eliminate
the possibility of damaging the synchronizer assembly, remove the synchronizer hub using an arbor press.
D o not attempt to remove the hub by
hammering or prying.
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PARTS REPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT
GEAR SHIFI'
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
~ D E T E N PTL U G - 7C316

1. After removing the six screws

FIRST A N D S E C O N D SPEED SHIFT RAlL
7240

from the gear shift lever boot retainer,
slide the retainer and boot up on the
lever. Remove the plungers and springs
from the lever (Fig. 12).
2. Remove the two bolts retaining
the shift lever to the trunion and remove the shift lever.
3. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
4. Disconnect the three shift rods
at the transmission by removing the
hair pin type retainer (Fig. 3).
5. Remove the three bolts retaining
the shift assembly to the transmission
extension housing and remove the shift
assembly.
6. Remove the back up-light switch
from the shift assembly.
7. Remove the snap ring from the
end of the selector shaft with pointed
snap ring pliers (Fig. 12).
8. Remove the flat washer and
spring.
9. After removing two bolts, pull
the retainer, selector levers and bracket
from the shaft.
1U. Drive the short selector lever
pin from the shaft with a large pin
punch.
I I. Drive the long trunion pin from
the shaft and remove the trunion and
shaft.
12. Clean and inspect all parts.
13. Lubricate all mating friction
surfaces with Rotunda Lube C I A Z 19586-B.
14. Install the shaft in the bracket. Position the trunion and drive the
long straight pin through the trunion
and into the shaft until an equal length of the pin is exposed on both sides
of the shaft.
15. Drive the short pin into the shaft
until the pin is centered in the shaft.
16. Install the selector levers and
neutral index on the shaft as shown in
Fig. 12.
17. Position the retainer and start
the bolts.. Before tightening the bolts,
be sure that the retainer is not interfering with free movement of the shaft.
Tighten the bolts.
18. Install the spring, flat washer
and snap ring.
19. Position the shift assembly to
the transmission extension housing and
install the three retaining bolts.
20. lnstall the back up light switch.
21. Connect the shift rods at the
transmission by installing a wave washer, flat washer and hair pin-type re-

THIRD A N D FOURTH
SPEED SHIFT F O R K 7230
SCREW. 377886

FIRST A N D S E C O N D
SPEED SHIFT FORK 7230

-S

-

DETEl

~LJIO
NTERLOCK P I N

SCREW377886 S

-

I
THIRD A N D FOURTH
SPEED SHIFT RAlL
7241

6DBENT

P L U G - 7'3'6

---

I
DETENT
7C316

REVERSE SHIFT RAlL
7240

3

REVERSE SHIF'T FORK
7231

EXPANSION
PLUG 741 12.5

-

'b-

378206 S
&MAGNETIC

FIG. 5-Shift

DRAIN P L U G -373719-S

Rails a n d Forks Disassembled

tainer at each connection.
22. Adjust the back up light switch.
23. Adjust the shift linkage crossover pattern.
24. Lower the vehicle on the hoist.
25. lnstall the two bolts retaining the shift lever to the trunion.
lnstall the springs and plungers in
the shaft.
26. Slide the shift lever boot and
retainer down on the shift lever and
install the retainer with six screws.
27. Check the operation of the shift
assembly.
C A M AND S H A H ' SEALS

I. Remove the attaching nut, lock
washer and the flat washer from

each shift lever and remove the three
levers.
2. Remove the three cam and
shafts from inside the case.
3. Remove the O-ring from each
cam and shaft (Fig. 13) and discard
the O-rings.
4. Dip the new O-rings in gear lubricant and install them on the cam
and shafts.
5. Slide each cam and shaft into
its respective bore in the transmission
case.
6. Position a shift. lever on each
cam and shaft and secure with a flat
washer, lock washer and nut.
I N P U T SHAFT BEARlhG
I. Remove the snap ring that se-
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cures the bearing to the shaft (Fig.
14).
2. Press the input shaft gear out
of the bearing as shown in Fig. 15.
3. Press a new bearing onto the
input shaft with the tool shown in
Fig. 15.
4. Secure the bearing with a snap
ring.
SYNCHRONIZERS
I. Push the synchronizer hub from
each synchronizer sleeve (Fig. 16).
2. Separate the inserts and insert
springs from the hubs. Do not mix
the parts of the first- and secondspeed synchron~zer the the thirdand fourth-speed synchronizer.
3. Position the hub in the sleeve,
making sure that the alignment
marks are properly indexed.
4. Place the three inserts into
place on the hub. Install the insert
Springs making sure that the irregular surface (hump) is seated in one
of the inserts. Do not stagger the
springs.

FIG. 6-Removing

O u t p u t S h a f t Bearing

COUN'I'ERSHAFT GEAR
BEARlbGS
1. Remove the dummy shaft, two
bearing retainer washers, and the 21
roller bearings (Fig. 17) from each
end of the countershaft gear.
2. Coat the bore in each end of
the countershaft gear with grease.
3. Hold the dummy shaft in the
gear and install the 21 roller bearings and the retainer washer in each
end of the gear.

FIG. 7-Removing
Case

Shift Forks f r o m

FIG. 8-Removing

Output Shaft

Assembly

R E V E R S E ILILER
GEAR BEARINGS
I. Slip the reverse idler sliding
gear off of the reverse idler gear
(Fig. 18).
2. Remove the dummy shaft, two
bearing retainer washers and the 44
roller bearings from the reverse idler
gear.
3. Coat the bore in each end of
the reverse idler gear with grease.
4. Hold the dummy shaft in the
gear and install the 22 roller bearings and the retainer washer in each
end of the gear.
5. Install the reverse idler sliding
gear on the reverse idler gear making sure that the shift fork groove is
toward the front (Fig. 18).

FIG. 9-Rotating
Rail

Reverse Shift

INPUT SHAFT SEAL
I. Remove the seal from the input
shaft bearing retainer as shown in
Fig. 19.
2. Coat the sealing surface wlth

FIG. 70-Removing

Reverse Idler

Gear Shaft
lubricant.
3. Install the seal as shown in
Fig. 20.
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DRIVE GEAR
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RlNG
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S h a f t Disassembled

ASSEMBLY
I. Coat the countershaft gears
thrust surfaces in the case with a thin
film of lubricant and position a thrust
washer (Fig. 17) at each end of the
case.
2. Position the countershaft gear,
dummy shaft, and roller bearings in
the case.
3. Place the case in a vertical position. Align the gear bore and the
thrust washers with the bores in the
case and install the countershaft.
4. Place the case in a horizontal
position and check the countershaft
gear end play with a feeler gauge.
The end play should be within specification. I f not within these limits, replace the thrust washers.
5. After establishing the correct
end play, install the dummy shaft in

the countershaft gear and allow the
gear to remain at the bottom of the
case.
6 . Coat the reverse idler gear
thrust surfaces in the case with a thin
film of lubricant and position the two
thrust washers (Fig. 18) in place.
7. Position the reverse idler gear,
sliding gear, dummy shaft and the
roller bearings in place making sure
that the shift fork groove in the sliding gear is toward the front of the
case.
8. Align the gear bore and thrust
washers with the case bores and install the reverse idler shaft.
9. Measure the reverse idler gear
end play with a feeler gauge. End
play should be within specification. If
the end play is not within limits. replace the thrust washers. If the end

play is within limits, leave the reverse
idler gear installed.
10. Position the reverse gear shift
rail detent spring and detent plug in
the case. Hold the reverse shift fork
in place on the reverse idler sliding
gear and install the shift rail from
the rear of the case. Secure the fork
to the rail with the Allen head set
screw.
11. Install the first- and secondspeed synchronizer onto the front of
the output shaft (Fig. I I) making
sure that the shift fork groove is toward the rear of the shaft.
The first and reverse synchronizer
hub is a press fit on the output shaft.
To eliminate the possibility of damaging the synchronizer assembly, install the synchronizer hub using an
arbor press. D o not attempt to install
the huh by hammering or prying.
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FIRST AND SECOND SPEED CAM AND SHAFT

- K124

IFl LEVER ASSEMBLY

I

REVERSE SELECTOR

/ ioo5

FIRST AND SECOND SPEED SHIFT LEVER

- 7290

FLAT WASHER

3-4 SELKTOR LEVER

FIG. 12-Gearshift Lever
Disassembled-Typical

12. Position the blocking ring on
the second-speed gear.
13. Slide the second-speed gear
onto the front of the shaft, make sure
that the inserts in the synchronizer
engage the notches in the blocker
ring.
14. Install the second-speed gear
thrust washer and snap ring.
15. Slide the third-speed gear onto
the shaft with the synchronizer coned
surface toward the front.
16. Place a blocking rlng on the
third-speed gear.
17. Sllde the thud- and fourthspeed gear synchronlzer onto the
shaft making sure that the Inserts In
the synchron~zer engage the notches
In the blocking rlng.
18. Install the snap rlnR- on the
front of the output shaft.
19. Position the blocking
on
the first-speed gear.
20. Slide the first-speed gear onto
the rear of the output shaft making
sure that the notches in the blocking
ring engage the synchronizer inserts.
21. Install the heavy thrust washer
on the rear of the output shaft.
22. Support the thrust washer and
first-speed gear to prevent them
from sliding off the shaft. Carefully
lower the output shaft assembly into
the case as shown in Fig. 8.
23. Position the first- and secondspeed shift fork and, the third- and
fourth-speed shift fork in place on
their respe~tivegears and rotate them
into place.

FIG. 13-Cam

a n d Shafts a n d Shift Levers Disassembled ,
ROLLER BEARINGS

FRONT BEARING

BLOCKING RING

SNAP RINGS

FIG. 14-Input

i
C1415-B

Shaft G e a r Disassembled

a

'24. Place detent plug'(~ig.5) in
the detent bore. Place the reverse
shift rail into neutral position.
25. Coat the third- and fourthspeed shift rail interlock pin with
grease and position it in the shift rail.
26. Align the third- and fourthspeed shift fork with the shift rail
bores and slide the shift rail 'into
place making sure that the three detents are facing toward the outside
of the case. Place the front synchronizer into third-speed position and install the set-screw in the third- and
fourth-speed shift fork. Move the,

synchronizer to the neutral position.
Install the third- and fourth-speed shift
rail detent plug, spring and bolt in the
left side of the transmission case (Fig.
5). Place the interlock plug (tapered
ends) in the detent bore.
27. Align the first- and secondspeed shift fork with the case bores
and slide'the shiftrails into place. Secure the fork with the set screw.
28. Coat the input gear bore with
a thin Film of grease, then install the
15 roller bearings in the bore. A thick
film of grease could plug the lubricant holes and :restrict lubrication to
the bearings.
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29. Position the front blocking
ring in the third- and fourth-speed
synchronizer. Place the input shaft
gear in the transmission case making
sure that the output shaft pilot enters
the roller bearings in the input gear.
30. Place a new
put shaft bearing
attaching bolts in
and tighten them

gasket on the inretainer. Dip the
sealer and install
to specifications.

31. Install the output shaft bearing as shown in Fig. 21. Install the
snap ring to retain the bearing.

32. Position the
drive ball in the
slide the gear into
gear with the snap

REMOVAL

FIG. 15-Replacing

speedometer gear
output shaft and
place. Secure the
ring.

33. Place the transmission in a
vertical position as shown in Fig. 22.
Align the countershaft gear bore and
thrust washers with the bore in the
case. Install the countershaft.

Input S h a f t Bearing

INSERT SPRING

h

34. Use a new gasket and secure
the extension housing to the case
with the attaching screws. Use a sealer on the extension housing attaching screws. Torque the screws to
specifications.
35. Install the
plugs in the case
moved. Make sure
plug is installed in
case.

SLEEVE

36. Pour the specified lubricant
over the entire gear train while rotating the input shaft.

FIRST AND SECOND SPEED SYNCHRONIZER

ETCH MARKS

N
I SERT-,

/.\

SLEEVE

1

C

INSERT SPRING

INSERT SPRING

GROOVE TO FACE
TOWARD FRONT
OF TRANSMISSION
THIRD AND FOURTH SPEED SYNCHRONIZER

FIG. 76-Synchronizers

Disassembled

filler and drain
if they were rethat the magnetic
the bottom of the

C1523-A

37. Place each shift fork in all positions to make sure that they operate properly. Install the remaining
detent plug in the case. lnstall either
a long spring (new design-retained by
cover) or set screw and short spring
(old design) to secure the detent plug.
38. Use a new cover gasket and
install the cover. Coat the cover attaching screws with sealer and install
and tighten them to specifications.
39. Coat the third- and fourthspeed shift rail plug bore with a sealer and install a new expansion plug.
40. If the extension housing bushing and seal are to be replaced, refer to Section 4.
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THRUST WASHER

- 7119

FIG. 20-Installing

ROLLER BEARINGS- 712l(2')
WASHER

- 378559 - 5

FIG. 17-Countershaft

Gear Disassembled
REVERSE IDLER
GEAR SHAFT
7140

REVERSE SLIDING GEAR

- iD223

- 7149

R < LW

C 1528- 8

FIG. 18-Reverse

Idler Gear Disassembled

INPUT'SHAFT
BEARING RETAINER

FIG. 19-Removing

lnput Shaft Seal

lnput Shaft Seal

,

.

"

.
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'C

DETAIL 4
FORD AND MERCURY
DETAIL 5
COUGAR, FAIRLANE.
FALCON, MONTEGO.
AND MUSTANG
DETAIL

FIG. 21-Installing

Output Shaft Bearing

3

FIG. 22-Installing
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T R A N S M I S S I O N I D E N T I F I C A T I O N 3-SPEED T R A N S M I S S I O N S

Falcon

289-2V-4V

RAN-Cl

Fairlane, Montego
Falcon, Ranchero

302-2V-4V

RAT-T

4-SPEED T R A N S M I S S I O N
Car Model
Montego,
Fairlane

Engine
390-2V-4V

Trans.
Model
RUG-C2

1st

Mustang

289-4V-HP

RUG-N2

2.32

Fairlane,
Montego GT

390-4V

RUG-J2

Gear Ratios
2nd
3rd

1.69

1.29

Rev.

Car Model
Falcon, Montego
Fairlane

2.32

Mustang,Cougar
Mustang, Cougar

Engine
302-2V-4V
289-2V-4V
289-2V
302-2V-4V
390-4V

Trans.
Model
RUG-D2

1st

RUG.E2

2.78

Gear Ratios
2nd
3rd

Rev.

1.36

2.78

1.93

RUG-M2

TORQUE LIMITS IFT-LBSI

Ispeed

Extension Housing Bolts
Inout Shaft Bearinn- Retainer-to-Trammittion Case Bolts
Speedometer Cable Retainer-to-Transmission Extension
Overdrive Atsembly-to-Transmission Case Bolts
Transmissionto-Flywheel Housing Bolts
Gearshift Control Levers t o Cam and Shaft Assembly Lock Nuts
U-Joint Flange to Output Shaft
Engine Rear Support t o Extension Housing Bolts or Bracket Nut
Transmission Cover Bolts
Filler Plug-to-Case
Drain Plug-to-Case
Shift Fork-to-Shift Rail
Third and Fourth Shift Rail Detent Bolt
o 14-19 for &Cylinder Models

I

1

I

4 pts.

3 pts.

-

-

14-19
10-20
20-30
10-18

-

3742
18-23

14-19
10-20
20-30
10-18
10-18

CLEARANCES (INCHES)

Approximate Capacity
Imperirl
Yetsue
Yersure

4-Speed

Trtnsmissions
42-50
19-25
3.04.5

3742
18-23 @
40-50

M A N U A L T R A N S M I S S I O N REFILL CAPACITIES

,

&sped

Tnnrnakrions
42-50
30-36
3.04.5

Countershaft Gear End P l a y 3 and 4-Speed Ford............0.0044.018
Reverse Idler Gear End Aay-3- and 4-Speed Ford ...........O.W44.OI(

1

SERVICE TOOLS
Tool llumbers

SERVICE TOOLS (Continued)
Description
Impact Hammer-Long
Impact Hammer-Short
Puller Attachment
Grease Seal Remover
Differential Bearing Assembly Remover
Drive Pinion Bearing Cone Replacer Front & Rear
Drive Pinion Bearing Cone Replacer
Drive Pinion Bearing Cone Replacer
Differential Side Bearing Cone Replacer or lnput
Shaft Bearing Remover
Piston Pin Remover & Replacer
Solid Tappet Remover or Reverse Shift Rail Pliers
Extension Housing Bushing and Seal Remover
Extension Housing Bushing Installer
Transmatic Drive Bushing Replacer
Output Shaft Bearing Remover & Replacer
Output Shaft Bearing Remover & Replacer

Tool l l u m k s

Description

T-70258
T-702%
T57L-7111-A
T60K.7111-A
T62K-7111.A
T64Pi7111-A
T56P-7111-B
T63P-7111-B
T64P-7 140-A
T57 L-7657-A
T64P-7657-A
760K-7657-8
(76574)
T7688
T60K-7697-A
T57P-77047-A

Rear Main Shaft Bearing Remover
Main Shaft Bearing Remover & Replacer
Cluster Gear Roller Retainer Shaft
Cluster Gear Roller Retainer Shaft
Cluster Gear Rol!er Retainer Shaft
Cluster Gear Roller Retainer Shaft
Cluster Gear Roller Retainer Shaft
Cluster Gear Roller Retainer Shaft
Reverse Idler Shaft Remover
Transmission Extension Housing Oil Seal Replacer
Transmission Extension Housing Oil Seal Replacer
Transmission Extension Housing Oil Seal Replacer

T60K-77047-A

Lockout Lever Oil Seal Replacer
Transmission Extension Housilrg Bushing Remover
Transmission Input Shaft Oil Seal Replacer
-Standard Transmission
Transmission Input Shaft Oil Seal Replacer
-Standard Transmission

GROUP 7 - Automatic Transmission
teaspoon of dye powder to 112 pint
of transmission fluid have proved
helpful in locating the source of
the fluid leakage. Such dyes may
be used to determine whether an
engine oil or transmission fluid leakis present, or ' i f the fluid in the oil
cooler leaks into the engine coolant
system? A black light, however, must
be used with the fluorescent dye
solution.
FLUID LEAKAGE
CONVERTER AREA
In diagnosing.and correcting fluid
leaks in the front pump and converter area, use the following procedures to facilitate - locating the
exact cause of the leakage. Leakage
at the front of the transmission, as
evidenced by fluid around the converter housing, may have several
sources. By careful observation, it
is possible, in many instances, to
pinpoint the source of the leak before removing the transmission from
the vehicle. The paths which the fluid
takes to reach the bottom of the
converter housing are shown in Fig. I
1. Fluid leaking by the front
pump seal lip will tend to move
along the drive hub and onto the
back of the impeller housing. Except in the case of a total seal failure, fluid leakage by the lip of the
seal, will be deposited on the inside
of the converter housing only, near
the outside diameter of the housing.
2. Fluid leakage by the outside
diameter of the .seal and front pump
body will follow the same path as
leaks by the front pump seal or may
run down the face of the front pump.
3. Fluid that leaks by a front
pump and converter housing to case
bolts will be deposited on the inside
of the converter housing only. Fluid
will not be deposited on the back of
the converter.
4. Leakage by the front pump to
case and O-ring seal may cause fluid
to be deposited on the outside lower
part of the converter housing as
shown in Fig. I .
5. Fluid leakage from the converter drain plugs will appear at.the
outside diameter of the converter.
Engine. oil leaks are sometimes
improperly diagnosed as front pump
seal leaks. The following areas of
possible leakage should also be
checked to determine if engine oil
leakage is causing the problem:
(a) Leakage a t the rocker arm
cover (valley cover) may allow oil
to flow over the converter housing

or seep down between the 'converter housing and cylinder block
causing oil to be present in or a t
the bottom of the converter housing.
(b) Oil gallery plug leaks will allow oil to flow-down the rear face
of the block to the bottom of the
converter housing.
(c) Leakage by the crankshaft seal
will work back to the flywheel, and
then into the converter housing.
Fluid leakage from other areas,
forward of the transmission could
cause fluid to be present around the
converter housing due to blow-back
'or road draft.
The following procedure should be
used to determine the cause of leakage before any repairs are made:
(a) Remove the transmission dip-

FIG. I-Typical

stick and note the color of the fluid.
Original factory f i l l fluid is dyed red
to aid in determining if leakage is
from the engine or transmission.
Unless a considerable amount of
make-up fluid has been added or
the fluid has been changed, the red
color should assist in pinpointing the
leak.
Since road draft may cause leaking
valley cover oil to be present on the
transmission, this leakage, i f present,
should be eliminated before performing work on the transmission.
( b ) Remove the converter lower
housing cover. Clean off any fluid
from the top and bottom of the con'verter housing, front of the' transmission case, and rear face of the
engine and engine oil pan. Clean

Converter Area Leakage Checks
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the converter area by washing with
suitable non-flammable solvent, and
blow dry with compressed air.
( c ) Wash out the converter housing, the front of the flywheel, and
the converter drain plugs. The converter housing may be washed out
using cleaning solvent and a squirttype oil can. Blow all washed areas
dry with compressed air.
( d ) Start and run the engine until
the transmission reaches its normal
operating temperature. Observe the
back of the block and top of the
converter housing for evidence of
fluid leakage. Raise the car on a
hoist and run the engine a t fast idle,
then a t engine idle, occasionally
shifting to the drive and reverse
ranges to increase pressures within
the transmission. Observe the front
of the flywheel, back of the block
(in as far as possible), and inside
the converter housing (Fig. 1). Run
the engine until fluid leakage is evident and the probable source of leakage can be determined.
CONVERTER LEAKAGE
CHECK

During the above fluid leakage
checks, if there are indications that
the welds on the torque converter are
leaking, the converter will have to
be removed and the following check
made before the unit is replaced:
A leak checking tool (Fig. 2 ) ,
can be made from standard parts.
1. Install the plug in the converter (Fig. 3) and expand it by
tightening the wing nut. Attach the
safety chains.
2. Install the air valve in one of the
drain plug holes.
3. Introduce air pressure into the
converter housing. Check the pressure with a tire gauge and adjust
it to 2 0 psi.
4. Place the converter in a tank
of water. Observe the weld areas
for bubbles. If no bubbles are observed, it may be assumed that the
welds are not leaking.

- General Transmission Service
3%2" STEEL PLATE

DISHED OR
HEX. NUT %'-24

o.D

CHAIN, 10'

LONG
WELD TOGETHER
SECURELY-MUST

LONG SQUARE
THREAD END
REMOVE HEAD
AND WELD TO
WASHER

STANDARD FITTINGD1067-A

VALVE

FIG. 2-Converter

Leak Checking Tool
CONTROL PRESSURE A N D
V A C U U M DIAPHRAGM
U N I T CHECK

ANTI-STALL DASHPOT
CLEARANCE CHECK
After the engine idle speed has
been properly adjusted, check the
anti-stall dashpot clearance. Follow
the procedure give in Group 10 for
checking and adjusting this clearance.
M A N U A L LINKAGE CHECKS
Correct manual linkage adjust.
ment is necessary to position the
manual valve for proper fluid pressure direction to the different transmission
components.
Improperly
adjusted manual linkage may cause
cross-leakage and subsequent transmission failure. Refer to Linkage
Adjustments for detailed manual
linkage adjustment procedures.

E N G I N E IDLE SPEED CHECK
Check and, i'f necessary, adjust
the engine idle speed, using the procedure given in Group 10.
If the idle speed is too low, the
engine will run roughly. An idle
speed that is too high will cause
the vehicle to creep when the transmission is shifted into gear and w ~ l l
cause rough transmission engagement.

HEX. HEAD SCREW

k'

Tire Inflating Chuck

Tire Pressure G a u g e

FIG. 3-Typical
Checking Tool

D1514-A

Converter Leak

When the vacuum diaphragm unit
is operating properly and the downshift linkage is adjusted properly. all
the transmission shifts (automatic and
kickdown) should occur within the
road speed limits specified in the
Specification Section.
I f the automatic shifts do not occur within limits or the transmission
slips during shift points. the following procedure is suggested to separate engine. transmission, linkage,
and diaphragm unit or valve body
problems.
1. Using the automatic transmission tester (Fig. 4). attach the tachometer to the engine and the vacuum
gauge to the transmission vacuum line
at the vacuum unit (Fig. 5).
2. Attach the pressure gauge to the
control pressure outlet a t the transmission (Figs. 6 and 7).
3. Firmly apply the parking brake
and start the engine.
4. Adjust the engine idle speed to
the specified rpm. If the engine idle
speed cannot be brought within limits by adjustment at the carburetor
idle adjustment screw, check the
throttle and downshift linkage for a
binding condition. If the linkage is
satisfactory, check for vacuum leaks
in the transmission diaphragm unit
(Fig. 8), and its connecting tubes and
hoses. Check all other vacuum operated units for vacuum leaks.

>UP 7 - Automatic Transmission
V A C U U M U N I T CHECK
To check the vacuum unit for diaphragm leakage, remove the unit
from the transmission. Use a distributor tester equipped with a vacuum pump (Fig. 8). Set the regulator
knob so that the vacuum gauge reads
18 inches with the end of the vacuum hose blocked off.
Then connect the vacuum hose to
the transmission vacuum unit. If-the
gauge still reads 18 inches, the vacuum unit diaphragm i s not leaking.
As the hose is removed from the
transmission vacuu'm unit, hold a finger over the end of the control rod.
When the hose is removed, the internal spring of the vacuum unit
should push the control rod outward.

1-

TO VACUUM GAUGE

At altitudes above sea level, it may
not be possible to obtain 18 inches
vacuum at engine idle. At these altitudes with idle vacuum of less
than 18 inches, refer to the following
specificat~onsto determine idle speed
control pressure in forward driving
ranges.
2. At engine idle, depress and release the accelerator pedal quickly
and observe the vacuum gauge. The
amount of vacuum should decrease
and increase with the changes in
throttle openings. I f the vacuum response to changes in throttle opening .is too slow the vacuum line to
the diaphragm unit could be restricted. Make the necessary repairs
before completing the test.

D1515-A

FIG. 5-Typical
Connections

Vacuum Test Line

T E S T N U M B E R 2-CONTROL
P R E S S U R E C H E C K A'l' I0
INCHES O F VACUUM
A control pressure check sliould
be made a t 10 inches of vacuum in
D, 2, and I . Advance the throttle until the engine vacuum r e a d i n ~is 10
inches and check the control pressure
regulation. Control pressure should
be as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

T E S T N U M B E R 3-CON'PROL
PRESSURE CHECK BELOW
1.0 I N C H E S O F V A C U U M C 4 ANL) C 6 ' P R A N S M I S S I O N

FIG. 4-Rotunda
ARE-29-05
Automatic Transmission Tester

C O N T R O L PRESSURE TESTS

The test results of the following
checks should agree with the specifications given in Figures 9 and 10. When
performing control pressure tests,
make certain that the service brake
pedal is held in the applied position.

FIG. 6-Vacuum 'Diaphragm and
Control Pressure Connecting PointC 4 Transmission

Check control pressure below I .O
inches of vacuum in D, 2, and I .
The control pressure should be as
shown in Figures 9 and 10. Then
move the selector lever to R. With the
vacuum at 1.0 inch or less the control pressure should be as shown in
Figures 9 and 10.

TEST N U M B E R I-CONTROL
PRESSURE CHECK
A T E N G I N E IDLE
1. With the transmission is neutral, and a t the correct engine idle,
the vacuum gauge should show a
minimum of 18 inches a t sea level.
If the vacuum reading is lower than
18 inches, an engine problem is in.dicated or there is leakage in the
vacuum line. Make necessary repairs to obtain a minimum vacuum
reading of 18 inches.
At engine idle, check the transmission control pressure gauge a t
all selector lever positions. Transmission control pressure should agree
with the specifications shown in
Figures 9 and 10.

FIG. 7-Vacuum
Diaphragm and Control and.TV Pressure Connecting
Points-C6 Transmission
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While making this pressure test,
do not hold the throttle open for
more than five seconds i n each
detent position. Between each test
move the selector lever to neutral and
run the engine at 1000 rpm for
fifteen seconds to cool the converter.
I f the vacuum and pressure.
gauge readings are within specifications. the diaphragm u n i t and
transmission control pressure regulating system are operating properly.
I f the transmission control pressure is too low, too high, fails to
rise with throttle opening, or is extremely erratic, use the procedure
given under the following appropriate heading to resolve the problem.

FIG. 8-Testing Transmission
V a c u u m U n i t For L e a k a g e

Enginc
sped
Idle

7-5

C O N T R O L PRESSURE
TEST RESULTS
' r E S T fY U M B E R 1-CON'rROL
PRESSURE I S L O W A T
ENGINE IDLE
I f control pressure a t engine idle
is low i n all selector lever positions,
trouble other than the diaphragm
unit is indicated.
When control pressure a t engine
idle is low i n a l l ranges, check for
excessive leakage i n the front o i l
pump, case, and control valve body,
or a sticking control pressure regulator valve.

Manifold
Vac. Ins. Hg
o Above 18

Throttle
Closed

Range
P, N, D.

P.S.I.

55-61
55- 102
R
55- 182
As Required
10
As Required
93-101
0, 2, 1
As Required
Below 1.0
As Required
142-150
0, 2, 1
R
254-268
Wide Open
3 At altitudes above sea level, i t may not be possible to obtain 18 inches of engine vacuum at idle. For idle vacuums of less than 18
2, 1

inches, refer to the following table to determine idle speed pressure specification in 0 driving range.
Engine Vacuum
17 inches
16 inches
15 inches
14 inches
13 inches
12 inches
11 inches

FIG. 9-Control

Range

I

5546
55.-71
55-76
55-81
55-86
55-91
5546

Pressure a t Z e r o G o v e r n o r RPM-C4

Engine Speed
Throttle
Manifdd Vacuum (Inches Hg)

I

Line Pressure

Idle
Closed
Above l&o
Cgntrd
Pressure (p!i)
P, N, D , 2 , l
R

1

Transmission

As Required

As Required
As Required
Below 1.0

AS Required
10
TV
Contrd
Pressure Pressure (psi)
(psi)
0,2,1

TV

Control
Pressure (psi)

Pressure

TV
Pressure
(psi)

0,2, 1
R
(psi)
~ s0i
Barometric
29.5
SeaLeveI
5662
71-86
7-10
100-115
4044
IKl-190
240-3001
77-84
Pressure
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
@
I t may not be possible to obtain 18 inches of engine vacuum at idle. For idle vacuums of less than 18 inches the following table provides idle speed pressure specificationsin 0 range

I

FIG. 10-Control

1

(

1

1

I

I

Manifdd Vacuum

T.V.

Cont.

17
16
15
14
13
12
11

11-14
15-18
20-22
23-26
28-31
32-35
3640

5 6 69
5675
5684
5692
56-98
56105
56111

Pressure a t Z e r o G o v e r n o r RPM-

C6 Transmission-Non

Altitude C o m p e n s a t i n g T y p e

I
I

GROUP 7 - Automatic Transmission
'TEST NUMBER I-CONTROL
PRESSURE IS HIGH AT
ENGINE IDLE

.

I f transmission control pressure
a t engine idle is too high i n - all
ranges, the trouble may be in the
diaphragm unit or its connecting
vacuum tubes and hoses, throttle
valve, or control rod.
With the engine idling, disconnect
the hose from the diaphragm unit
and check the engine manifold vacuum. Hold a thumb over the end of
the hose and check for vacuum. If
the engine speeds up when the hose
is disconnected and slows down as
the thumb is held against the end of
the hose, the vacuum source is satisfactory.
Stop the engine, and remove the
diaphragm unit and the diaphragm
unit control rod. Inspect the control
rod for a bent condition and for
corrosion. Check the diaphragm unit
for leakage with the distributor tester.
'TESTS NUMBER 2 AND 3CONTROL PRESSURE NOT
WITHIN LIMITS AT 10
O R AT 1.0 INCH O R LESS
( C 4 AND C6)

If Idle pressure is within specifications but pressure a t 10 or 1.0
inch or less on the C4 and C 6 transmissions are not within specification in
all ranges, excessive leakage, low
pump capacity, or a restricted oil
pan screen is indicated.
If pressures are not wifhin specifications for specific selector lever
positions only, this indicates excessive leakage in the clutch or servo
circuits used in those ranges.
When the control pressure is within specifications at engine idle, but
not within specifications, a t 10 inches
or 1.0 or less on.the C4 and C 6 transmission, the vacuum diaphragm unit
may need adjustment.
The vacuum diaphragm assembly
used on ,the C4 and C 6 Automatic
transmission has an adjusting screw
in the vacuum hose connecting tube
(Fig. I I). The inner end of the screw
bears against a plate which in turn
bears against the vacuum diaphragm spring.
All readings slightly high or all
readings slightly low may indicate
the vacuum unit needs adjustment to
correct a particular shift condition.
For example, on a C 4 transmission, if the pressure at 10 inches of
vacuum was 120 psi or high a t 1.0
or below and upshifts and downshifts
were harsh, a diaphragm adjust-

ment to reduce ihe diaphragin assembly spring force would be re.quired.
If pressure readings are low,
an adjustment to increase diaphragm
spring force is required.
To increase control pressure, turn
the adjusting screw 'ii" clockwise. To
reduce control pressure, back the
adjusting screw " o u ~by turning it
counterclockwise.
One complete turn of the adjusting -screw (360 degrees) will change
idle line control pressure approximately 2-3 psi. After adjustment is made,
install 'the vacuum line and recheck
the pressures, particularly the pressure a t I0 inches of vacuum.
'The diaphragm should not be
adjusted to provide pressures below the ranges previously specified
in order to change shift feel. T o do
so could result in soft or slipping
shifts and damage to the transmission.

within specifications, or can be
brought within specification with a
diaphragm adjustment it can be assumed that the primary throttle valve,
its circuit and the vacuum diaphragm
are operating properly.
If TV pressures cannot be brought
within specifications, or are erratic,
the problem could be in the regulator
valve (due to its inability to supply
sufficient pressure,.!^ the throttle
valve) or in the throttle valve, diaphragm or vacuum lines. In these circumstances diagnostic and test procedures for the diaphragm, lines, etc.
should be applied.

LONTHOL

CUTBACK.
VALVE
COASTING BOOST VALVE
AND GOVERNOR VALVES
A series of tests can be applied
which will determine if the cutback
control valve, coasting boost dalve
and governor valves are functioning.

HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM
TESTS-C6 TRANSMISSION
In general, diagnosis and test procedures which apply to the C4 transmission will also apply to the C6.
One of the most important aspects of
diagnosis is understanding the correct and proper functioning of the
transmission, so that when improper
operation occurs, the cause can be
quickly isolated. For exainple, in the
hydraulic .control system
(Fig. 9
Part 7-3) the following test procedures
can be applied to isolate certain
valves in the C 6 transmission which
may be suspected of improper operation.
PRIMARY THROTTLE VALVE
AND REGULATOR VALVE
With pressure gauge installed *to
line pressure outlet, and vacuum
gauge installed in T _at diaphragm, '
check line pressure readings against
specifications. If readings are consistent and fall within specifications, it
can be assumed that the diaphragm,
throttle valve, and regulator valve
are functioning properly. If control
pressures do not fall within the specified ranges, are erratic or proper pressures cannot be obtained by a
diaphragm adjustment, the pressure
regulator valve can be isolated by
checking primary TV pressure. Install the pressure gauge to the primary TV pressure outlet and check
TV pressure vs, vacuum as shown in
specifications; if TV pressures are,

lHIS

ur

ADJU

FIG. I I-Adjustable

D1498-A

Vacuum Unit

With a pressure gauge connected
to read line pressure, the vehicle
should be driven and the shift points
checked. I f the transmission shifts a t
the specified road speeds, it can be
assumed that the governor is working properly. If the governor is
working properly but line pressure
cutback is delayed or does not occur,
the cutback control valve is at fault.
If the cutback control valve is sticking in the closed (up) position, piimary TV pressure is being delivered
to both the end and the first valley
of the pressure booster valve, and
no cutback will occur. Line cutback
should occur at or shortly before
the 1-2 shift. If the valve is sticking
in the closed (down)"position, the
primary TV pressur'epassages to the
pressure booster valve are open to
exhaust, and there will be no boost
in line pressure. The start of boost in
line pressure should occur between
17 and 15 inches manifold vacuum.
This condition would also result in
low stall pressures.
The coasting boost valve operation
can be checked as follows: with the
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vehicle coasting at a speed above 55
MPH, the selector leier should be
moved to the 1 position; if the coasting boost valve is operating properly,
an increase in line pressure will be
noted. As speed drops below approximately 55 M P H , a drop in line pressure should be noted, indicating that
the boost valve and governor are operating properly. If line pressure does
not respond as described, either the
governor or the coasting boost valve
is at fault. If shift points indicate
that the governor is operating correctly and other control pressures
check out to specification then the
problem is due to a sticking or inoperating coating boost valve.
STALL TEST

Start the engine to allow it to
reach its normal temperature. Apply
both the parking and service brakes
while making tests.
The stall test is made in D, 2, 1 or
R, at full throttle to check engine performance, converter clytch operation
or installation, and.the holding ability of the forward clutch, reverse-high
clutch and low-reverse band and the
gear train one-way clutch. While
making this test, do not hold the throttle open for more than five seconds at
a time. Then move the .selector lever to

Neutral and run engine a t 1000
rpm for about 15 seconds to cool the
converter before making the next test.
If the engine speed recorded by the
tachometer exceeds the maximum
limits shown in Figure 12, release the
accelerator immediately because clutch
or band slippage is indicated.
S T A L L S P E E D T O O HIGH

If stall speed exceeds specifications, band or clutch slippage is indicated, depending on transmission
selector lever position. Excessive engine rpm only in D, 2 and I indicates forward clutch slippage. Excessive engine rpm only in R indicates
either reverse-high clutch or lowreverse band slippage in the C 4
transmission, and either reverse-high
or low-reverse slippage in the C 6
transmission. Excessive engine rpm
only in D indicates gear train oneway clutch slippage.
STALL SPEED TOO L O W

When the stall test speeds are low
and the engine is properly tuned,
converter stator clutch problems are
indicated. A road test must be per-

formed to determine the exact cause
of the trouble.
I f the stall test speeds are 300 to
400 rpm below the specifications
shown in Figure 12, and the vehicle
cruises properly but has very poor
acceleration, the converter stator clutch
is slipping.
If the stall test speeds are 300 to
400 prm below the specified values,
and the car drags at cruising speeds
and acceleration is poor, the stator
clutch could be installed backwards.
Remove the converter and check
the stator clutch as described in
Cleaning and Inspection.
When the stall test shows normal
speeds, the acceleration is good, but
the car drags at cruising speeds, the
difficulty is due to a seized stator
assembly. If the stator is defective,
replace the converter.
INITIAL ENGAGEMENT
CHECKS

Initial
engagement
checks are
made to determine if initial band
and clutch engagements are smooth.
Run the engine until its normal
operating temperature is reached.
With the engine at the correct idle
speed, shift the selector lever from
N to 2, D, I and R. Observe the
initial band and clutch engagements.
Band and clutch engagements should
be smooth in all positions. Rough
initial engagements in D, 2, I, or R
are caused by high engine idle speed
or high control pressures.
Engine
Model

Engine
Speed

Transmission

CID

(r~m)

Type

170-1V

1400-1600

C4

200- 1V

1500-1700

C4

289-2V

1700-1940

C4

302-2V,4V

1780-2000

C4

390-2V

1680-1900

0

C6

390-2V

1720-1940

@

C6

390-4V GT

1750-1980

@ Regular Fuel
@ Premium FueI
FIG. 12-Stall

Speed Limits

C6

SHIFT POINT CHECKS

Check the light throttle upshifts in
D. The transmission should start in
first gear, shift to second, and then
shift to third within the shift points
specified in the specifications section.
While the transmission is in third
gear, depress the accelerator pedal
through the detent (to the floor). The
transmission should shift from third
to second or third to first, depending
on the vehicle speed.
Check the closed throttle downshift from third to first by coasting
down from about 30 mph in third
gear. The shift should occur within
the limits specified in the specifications section.
When the selector lever is at 2,
the transmission can operate only in
second gear.
With the transmission in third gear
and road speed over 30 mph, the
transmission should shift to second
gear when the selector lever is moved
from D to 2 to I . The transmission
will downshift from second or third to
first gear when this same manual
shift is made below approximately
25 mph with a C 4 transmission or
approximately 30 mph with a C 6
transmission. This check will determine.
if the governor pressure and shift
control valves are functioning properly.

Dur~ng the shift check operation,
if the transmission does not shift
within specifications or certain gear
ranges cannot be obtained, refer to
the Diagnosis Guide to resolve the
problem.
AIR PRESSURE CHECKS

A N O DRIVE condition can
exist, even with correct transmission
fluid pressure, because of inoperative
clutches, bands. The inoperative
units can be located through a series
of checks by substituting air pressure
for the fluid pressure to determine
the location of the malfunction.
When the selector lever is a t 2, a
N O DRIVE condition may be caused by an inoperative forward clutch.
A N O DRIVE condition a t D may
be caused by an inoperative forward clutch or one-way clutch.
When there is no drive in I, the
difficulty wuld be caused by improper functioning of the forward
clutch or low-reverse band and the
one-way clutch in a C4, or the forward clutch or low-reverse and oneway clutches in the C 6 transmission.
The low-reverse band in the C4
transmission and low-reverse in the
C 6 transmission cannot be checked
in I. If the low-reverse band or
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clutch fails, the one-way' clutch will
hold the gear train and operation
will be normal except that there will
be no engine braking. Failure to
drive in reverse range could be
caused by a malfunction of the reverse-high clutch or low-reverse
band in the C 4 transmission, or the
low-reverse clutch or the reversehigh clutch i n . the C 6 trar~smission.
Erratic shifts could be caused by a
stuck governor valve.
T o make the air pressure checks,
drain the transmission fluid, and then
remove the pan and the control
valve body assembly. The inoperative
units can be located by introducing
air pressure into the transmission
case passages leading to the clukhes,
servos, and governor.
FORWARD CLUTCH
Apply air pressure to the transmission case forward clutch passage
(Fig. 13). A dull thud can be heard
whejl the clutch piston is applied. If
no noise is heard, place the finger
tips on the input shell and again
apply air pressure to the forward
clutch passage. Movement of the
piston can be felt as the clutch is
applied.

Apply air pressure to the control
pressure to governor passage and
listen for a sharp clicking or whistling noise. The noise indicates secondary governor valve movement.
REVERSE-HIGH CLUTCH
Apply air pressure to the reverschigh clutch passage (Fig. 13). A dull
thud indicates that the reverse-high
clutch piston has moved to the applied position. If no noise is heard,
place the finger tips on the clutch
drum and again apply air pressure
to detect movement of the piston.
INTERMEDIATE SERVO
Hold the air nozzle in the intermediate servo apply passage (Fig.
13). Operation of the servo is indicated by a tightening of the intermediate band around the drum.
Continue to apply air pressure into

'ODY
PRIMARY THROTTLE
VALVE EXHAUST

I

G O V E R N O R PRESSURE
,-

.,...- "--.

\

L".

mu*,,

REVERSE SERVO

CONTROL
T O G O V'PRESSURE
ERNOR

D1494.8

FIG. 13 - ~ l " i dPressure P a s s a g e Holes
the intennediate servo ~ P P ~ JPas'
sage, and introduce a i r Pressure
into the intermediate servo release
Passage. The i n k r ~ ~ - ~ e d i a tservo
e
should release the band against the
apply pressure.
LOW-REVERSE CLUTCHC6 TRANSMISSION
Apply air pressure to the lowreverse clutch apply pressure passage. A dull thud indicates that the
piston has moved to the apply position. If no thud is heard, apply
air pressure again while holding the
palm of the hand on the exterior at
the rear of the case to detect clutch
apply movement.
LOW-REVERSE SERVOC4 TRANSMISSION
Apply air pressure to the low-reverse apply passage (Fig. 13). The lowreverse band should tighten around
the drum if the servo is operating
properly.
I f the servos do not operate, disassemble, clean the inspect them to
locate the source of the trouble.
If air pressure applied to any

clutch passage fails to operate the
clutch or operates more than one
clutch a t once, remove and, with
air pressure, check the fluid passages
in the case and front pump to detect
obstructions.
If the passages are clean, remove
the clutch assemblies, and clean and
inspect the malfunctioning clutch to
locate the trouble.
DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
The Transmission Diagnosis Guide
(Fig. 18 and 19) lists the most common trouble sysmtoms that may be
found in the transmission, and gives
the items that should be checked to
find the cause of the trouble.
The items to check for each
trouble sysptom are arranged in a
logical sequence which should be
followed for quickest results. The
letter symbols for each item are explained in the Key to the Diagnosis
Guide.
I f items A,. B, C, D, E,. and the
stall test have already been checked
during the preliminary checks and
adjustments, they need not be repeated when following the Diagnosis
Guide.
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C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

TRANSMISSION FLUID
LEVEL CHECK

I. Make sure that the vehicle is
standing level. Then firmly apply the
parking brake.
2. Run the engine a t normal idle
speed. If the transmission fluid is
cold, run the engine at fast idle speed
(about I200 rpm) until the fluid
reaches its normal operating temperature. When the fluid is warm,
slow the engine down to normal idle
speed.
3. Shift the selector lever through
all positions, and place the lever at
P. Do not turn off the engine during
the fluid level checks.
4. Clean all dirt from the transmission fluid dipstick cap before removing the dipstick from the filler tube.
5. Pull the dipstick out of the
tuoe, wipe it clean, and push it all
the way back into the tube.
6. Pull the dipstick out of the
tube again, and check the fluid level.
If necessary, add enough fluid to
the transmission through the filler
tube to raise the fluid level to the
F (full) mark on the dipstick. D o
not overfill the transmission.
TRANSMISSION FLUID D R A I N
A N D REFILL

Normal maintenance and lubrication requirements do not necessitate
periodic automatic transmission fluid
changes.
If a major failure, such as a
clutch, band, bearing, etc., has occurred within the transmission, it will
have to be removed for service. At this
time the converter, transmission fluid
cooler and cooler lines must be thoroughly flushed to remove all dirt.
When filling a dry transmission
and converter, install 5 quarts of
fluid. Start the engine, shift the selector lever as in Step 5 below, and
check and add fluid as necessary.
Following is the procedure for
partial .drain and refill due to minor
repairs.
1. Place a drain pan under the
transmission, Loosen and remove all
but two of the fluid pan bolts, from
the front of the case and drop the
rear edge of the pan to drain the
fluid. Remove and thoroughly clean
the pan and screen. Discard the
pan gasket.
2- Place a new gasket On the
Pan, and install the screen and Pan
on the transmission.

3. Add three quarts of fluid to the
transmission through the filler tube.
4. Run the engine at idle speed for
about two minutes. Check the fluid
level, and add fluid if necessary. Run
the engine at fast idle speed (about
1200 rpm) until it reaches its normal operating temperature. D o not
race the engine.
5. Shift the selector lever through

all the positions, place it a t P, and
check the fluid level. If necessary.
add enough fluid to the transmission
to raise the level to the F (Full)
mark on the dipstick. D o not overfill the transmission.
OIL COOLER FLUSH~NG
PROCEDURE

When a clutch or band failure or
other internal trouble has occurred
in the transmission, any metal particles or clutch .plate or band material that may have been carried into
the cooler should be removed from
the system by flushing the cooler
and lines before the transmission is
put back into service. In no case
should an automatic transmission
having a clutch or band failure or
other internal trouble resulting in
fluid contamination, be put back into
service without first flushing the
transmission oil cooler.
I. After installing a new or rebuilt automatic transmission and
converter assembly in the car, D o
Not Connect the Cooler Return Line
to the Transmission. Place the trans-

mission selector lever in the P
(park) position and connect the
cooler inlet (converter out) line to
the transmission. Place a pan under
the end of the cooler return line that
will hold transmission fluid. D o not
start the engine.

2. Install 5 quarts of automatic
transmission fluid meeting Ford
Specification.
3. Start the engine and allow it
to run at normal idle speed for 3
minutes with the selector lever in
P (park) position. Stop the engine
and add additional transmission fluid
required to complete total fill. Start
the engine and allow it to run a t
normal idle speed.
4. Allow
approximately
two
quarts of transmission fluid to drain
into the pan placed under the end
of the cooler return line.
5. If the fluid does not run clean
after draining two quarts of it
through the cooler, Shut off the engine and add two additional quarts

of transmission fluid.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until
the transmission fluid flowing out
of the cooler return line is clean.
7. If there is no fluid flow or the
fluid does not flow freely, shut off
the engine and disconnect both
cooler lines from the transmission
and cooler.
8. Use an air hose with not more
than 100 psi air pressure to reverse
flush the cooler lines and the cooler.
After reverse flushing, connect both
lines a t the cooler and the cooler
inlet line (converter out) to the
transmission.
9. Start the engine and check
the fluid flow. If the transmission
fluid flows freely, proceed with steps
3 through 6. If there is no fluid flow,
check for pinched cooler lines. I f the
flow is restricted, replace cooler lines
and/or the radiator.
10. Shut off the engine. and connect the cooler return line to the
transmission. Check the transmission
fluid level as indicated under heading Transmission Fluid Level Check.
Add or remove transmission fluid as
required until the proper fluid level
is obtained on the dipstick. DO NOT
OVERFILL
T H E TRANSMISSION.
11. D o not attempt to correct
cooler or cooler line leaks by closing
off the lines.
OIL COOLER TUBE
REPLACEMENT

When fluid leakage is found* at
the oil cooler, the cooler must W'replaced. Cooler replacement is described in the Cooling System Section of
Group I I .
When one or more of the fluid
cooler steel tubes must be replaced,
each replacement tube must be fabricated from the same size steel tubing
as the original line.
Using the old tube as a guide,
bend the new tube as required. Add
the necessary fittings, and install the
tube.
After the fittings have been tightened, add fluid as needed, and check
for fluid leaks.
THROTTLE A N D DOWNSHIFT
LINKAGE

Lubricate the throttle linkage with
10W engine oil. Lubricate the lower
pivot point of the downshift rod with
CIAZ-19590-A moly lube (ball joint
grease).
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CLEANING AND INSPECTION

CLEANING
TRANSMISSION
Clean all parts with suitable solvent and use moisture-free air to dry
off all parts and clean out the various
fluid passages.
The composition c1utc.h plates,
vacuum diaphragm, synthetic seals and
bands should not be cleaned i n a vapor
deterdegreaser Or with any type
gent solution. To clean these parts,
wipe them off with a lint-free cloth.
New clutch ~ l a t e sand bands should
be soaked in transmission fluid for
fifteen minutes before they are
assem bled.

11. Repeat steps 5 through 10 to
complete the cleaning operation.
12. After all cleaning fluid has
been drained, torque t h e drain plugs
to specification.

lNSPKTION
A special tool (Fig. 14) must be
Used to check the condition of the
converter. This special tool is used
to check the turbine and stator end
play and the operation of the oneway stator clutch.

CONVERTER
The converter cannot be diassem-bled for cleaning. If there is reason to
believe that the converter has an excessive amount of foreign material in
it, the following cleaning procedure
should be used:
1. Thoroughly clean the outsidem
sufaces of the converter. Remove
both drain plugs and drain as much
Fluid as possible.
2. Check the converter as detailed
under Inspection.
3. Place the converter on the cleaning machine with the drain holes facing downward.
4. Flush the inside diameter of the
converter hub for one minute using
the equipment jog switch to control
the pump pressure.
5. Install the filler cap on the converter. Place the converter on the
mounting pad with the drain holes
facing upward.
6. Connect the pump pressure line
to the filler cap. Fill the converter to
the drain hole level, then install the
filler plugs finger tight.
7. Turn the converter over on the
mounting pad so that the drain plugs
are facing downward and are 90 degrees to the cross-bar. Secure the converter with the cross-bar.
8. Remove both drain plugs from
the converter, then start the shaker
and flushing pump motors and allow
it to operate for seven minutes in
this manner.
9. Shut off the flushing pump and
allow the shaker to operate until the
converter is nearly dry of cleaning
fluid, then shut off the shaker motor.
10. Remove the converter from the
mounting pad and place it on the
screen and allow all cleaning fluid
to dram from it.

specifications, replace the converter.
6. Loosen the adjusting nut to free
the split bushing, and then remove
the tool from the converter.
STATOR ONE-WAY CLUTH
CHECK
1. Install the stator outer race
holding tool in one of the holes provided in the stator.
2. Insert the tool in the converter
pump drive hub.
3. As the tool enters the converter, the spline ,on the tool (Fig.
15) will engage the stator clutcb inner race spline.
4. Place a torque wrench on the
tool (Fig. 15). The tool (and stator
inner race) should turn freely clockwise (from the pump drive hub side
of the converter). It should lock up
and hold a 10 it-lb pull when the
wrench is turned counterclockwise.
Try the clutch for lockup and hold
in at least five different locations
around the converter. If the clutch
fails to lock up and hold a 10 ft-lb
torque, replace the converter unit.
The metal ring, which is a part of
this tool, will have to be held by
hand, to hold the lock pin during this
check.
5. Remove the tools from the converter.

STATOR TO IMPELLER
INTERFERENCE CHECK

ON C-4 AND C-6 TRANSMISSION

Tool-T64L-7902-A

FIG. 14-Converter

*w
D 1-E

Checking Tool

TURBINE AND STATOR
END PLAY CHECK
1. Insert the tool into the converter pump drive hub until it bottoms.
2. Install the guide over the converter pump drive hub.
3. Expand the split fiber bushing
in the turbine spline by tightening
the adjusting nut. Tighten the adjusting nut until the tool is securely
locked to the turbine spline.
4. Attach a dial indicator to the
tool (Fig. 15). Position the indicator
button on a converter pump drive
hub, and set the dial face a t - 0 (zero).
5. Lift the tool upward as far as
'it will go and note the indicator reading. The indicator reading is the total
end play which the turbine and stator
share. If the total end play exceeds

1. Position a stator support shaft
on the bench with the spline end of
the stator shaft pointing up (Fig. 16).
2. Place the front pump rotor
over the stator shaft with the flat
side of the rotor down.
3. Place the converter over the
stator support shaft so that the front
pump flats are in normal (running)
engagement with the pump rotor.
The converter pump driving hub
will bottom the rotor.
4. While holding the stator shaft
stationary, try to rotate the converter counterclockwise. The converter should rotate freely without
any signs of interference or scraping
within the converter asseqbly.
5. If there is an indication of.
scraping the trailing edges of the
stator blades may be interfering with
the leading edges of the impeller
blades. In such cases, replace the
converter.

STATOR TO TLlRBlNE
INTERFERENCE CHECK
1. Position

the converter,

front
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STATOR ONE-WAY CLUTCH

Splif
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FIG,Bushing

END PLAY CHECK

Torave Wrench

Torque Wrench
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TOO/-T~~L-~W>-A
C4 TRANSMISSION

STATOR CLUTCH CHECK

FIG. 15-Converter

Tool Installation-Typical

Toal

-

T63P. 79i
(C4 and C6)

GROUP 7 - Automatic Transmission
side down, on the bench.
2. Install the front pump assembly
(complete) to engage the mating
splines of the stator support and
stator, and pump drive gear flats.
3. Install the input shaft, engaging the splines with the turbine. hub
(Fig. 17).
4. While holding the pump stationary, attempt to rotate the turbine
with t h e , input shaft. The turbine
should rotate freely in both directions without any signs of interference or scraping noise.
5. I f interference exists, the stator
front thrust washer may be worn,
allowing the stator to hit the turbine.
In such cases, the converter must be,
replaced.
The converter crankshaft pilot
should be checked for nicks or damaged surfaces that could cause interference when installing the converter into the crankshaft. Check the
converter front pump drive hub for
nicks or sharp edges t h a t * would
damage the pump seal.

should fall of its own weight when
dry.
3. When cleaning the governor assembly (C4 Automatic), the oil screen
should be removed from the distributor
body and thoroughly blown out with
compressed air.

REVERSE-HIGH

FIG. 76-Checking S t a t o r t o
Impeller lnterference

FRONT P U M P AND STATOR
SUPPORT

I. Inspect the clutch drum journal
for wear and roughness.
2. Check the side clearance between the clutch apply pressure seal
rings and their grooves in the stator
support. These clearances should be
between 0.0035 and 0.0045 inch.
3. Remove the clutch apply rings
and install them in their normal running position in the clutch drum.
Then check the ring gaps. This ring
gap clearance should be between
0.002 and 0.009 inch.
4. Inspect the input shaft bushings in the stator support shaft for
wear.
Check the oil ring grooves in the
stator support for nicks, burrs or
damaged edges. Check the gasket
mating surface of the pump body for
damaged surface.
5. lnspect the converter pump
drive hub bushing in the front pump
housing. Inspect the pump seal in the
pump housing for defects that would
cause fluid leakage.
GOVERNOR
I . Inspect the governor valves
and housing for wear. Crocus cloth
may be used to polish the valves
if care is taken to avoid rounding
the sharp edges.
2. Install the governor valves in
the governor housing and check
them for free movement. Each valve

damage to the plates during the
transmission fluid f i l l period and initial running-in.
2. On C4 transmissions, inspect
the steel clutch plates. These clutch
plates should be flat. I f they are not
flat, they should be replaced.
3. lnspect
the clutch release
springs for being broken or distorted.
4. lnspect the clutch piston ball
check valve for free movement and
proper seating. Make sure the orifice
in the clutch piston is open.
5. Inspect the clutch drum bushing for wear.
CLUTCH

1. Inspect the drum band surface,
the bushings, and thrust surfaces. for
scores. Minor scores may be removed
with crocus cloth. Badly scored parts
must be replaced.
Inspect the clutch piston bore and
the piston inner and outer bearing
surfaces for scores. Check the air
bleed ball valve in the clutch piston
for free movement and proper seating. Check the hole to make sure it is
not plugged.
2. 'Check the fluid passages for obstructions. All fluid passages must be
clean and free of obstructions.
3. Inspect the clutch plates for wear
and scoring and check the plates for
fit on the clutch hub serrations. Replace all plates that are badly scored,
worn or do not fit freely in the hub
serrations.
4. Inspect the clutch pressure plate
for scores on the clutch plate bearing
surface. Check the clutch release
springs for distortion.
CONTROL VALVE BODY

FIG. 77-Checking S t a t o r To
Turbine lnterference
FORWARD CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

I. Inspect the compositon clutch
plates for damage. These plates
should be flat. If the plates are not
flat, they must be replaced. If the
old plates are to be re-used, they
must not be cleaned in a vapor degreaser or cleaned with any type of
detergent solution. Wipe them clean
with lint-free towels.
If new compositon plates are to
be installed, soak them in automatic
transmission fluid for a t least 15 minutes before assembling them in the
clutch drum. This soaking prevents

1. lnspect all valve and plug bores
for scores. Check all fluid passages
for obstruction. Inspect the check
valves for free movement. Inspect all
mating surfaces for burrs or distortion. Inspect all plugs and valves for
burrs and scores. Crocus cloth can
be used to polish valves and plugs if
care is taken to avoid rounding the
sharp edges of the valves and plugs.
2. lnspect all springs for distortion. Check all valves and plugs for
free movement in their respective
bores. Valves and plugs, when dry,
must fall from their own weight in
their respective bores.
PINION C A R R I E R S

1. The pins and

shafts in the
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planet assemblies should be checked
for loose fit and/or complete disengagement. Replacement, using a
new planet assembly, should be
made if either condition is found to
exist.
2. Inspect the pinion gears for
damaged or excessively worn areas.

3. Check for free rotation of the
pinion gears.
4. Inspect the C4 transmission
front planet thrust surface for excessive wear.

SERVO-ASSEMBLIES

1. lnspect the servo piston and
seals for defects that would cause
hydraulic leakage.

2. lnspect the cover seal and gasket cover sealing surface for defects.
CASE
1. lnspect the case Tor cracks.

2. With an air hose, check all fluid
passages for obstruction or cross

leakage.
3. check all case linkage parts for
free travel and proper engagement.
4. Check the vent passage for
gbstructions with an air hose.
ONE-WAY CLUTCH
I. lnspect the outer dhd inner
races for scores or damaged surface
area where the rollers contact the.
races.
2. lnspect the rollers and springs
for excessive wear or damag:e.
3. lnspect the spring and roller
cage for bent or damaged spring
retainers.

GROUP.7- Automatic Transmission

KEY TO DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
a
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FIG. 18-C4

Automatic Transmission Diagnosis Guide

TRANSMISSION OUT OF VEHICLE
Forward Clutch
Reverse-High Clutch
Leakage in Hydraulic System
Front Pump
Parking Linkage
Planetary Assembly
Planetary One-way Clutch
Engine Rear Oil Seal'
Front Pump Oil Seal
Converter One-way Clutch
Front Pump to Case Gasket or Seal
Reverse-High Clutch Piston Air Bleed Valve
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N o Drive in 2 Only
N o Drive in I Only
N o Drive in R Only
N o Drive in Any Selector Lever Position
Lockup in D Only
Lockup in 2 Only
Lockup in I Only
Lockup in R Only
Parking Lock Binds or Does Not Hold
Transmission Overheats
Maximum Speed Too Low, Poor Acceleration
Transmission Noisy in N and P
Transmission Noisy in First, Second. Third or Reverse Gear
Fluid Leak
Car Moves Forward in N

ACWJER
AWER
ACHWER
ACWER
E
HE
E
E
C
0EBW

YZ
AE
AE
AMNOPQSUXBJ
C
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c
c
bcr
cd
gC
bgci
gC
age
B
ns
n
d
hadi
imp
a

PROBABLE TROUBLE SOURCES
A
B
C
D
E
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S

Fluid Level
VacuumDiaphragm Unit or Tubes Restricted-Leakingddjustmcnt
'Manual Linkage
Governor
Valve Body
Intermediate Band
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
Figure I shows the, location of the
converter, front pump, clutches, gear
train and most of the internal parts
used in the C4 transmission.
The identification tag (Fig. 2) is
located under the lower front intermediate servo cover bolt. The tag
shows the model prefix and suffix,

FIG. I-C4 Automatic Transmission

engine displacement, and the built
date code. The service identification
number indicates changes to service
details which affect interchangeability

OPERATION

when the transmission model is not
changed. For interpretation of this

The hydraulic torque converter
(Fig. 4) consists of an impeller (pump),
a turbine, and a stator. All these parts
are enclosed and operate in a fluidfilled housing.
When the engine is running, the

number, see the Master Parts Catalog.
Figure 3 shows the engine and transmission model applications.
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fluid in the torque converter flows
from the impeller to the turbine and
back to the impeller through the
stator. This flow produces a maximum
torque increase of about 2 to I when
the turbine is stalled. When enough
torque is developed by the impeller.
the turbine begins to rotate, turning
the turbine shaft (input shaft).
The converter torque multiplication gradually tapers off as turbine
speed approaches impeller speed, and
it becomes 1 to I when the turbine is
being driven a t 9/10 impeller speed.
This is known as the coupling point.
When the turbine is rotating at less
than 9/ 10 impeller speed, the converter is multiplying torque. The fluid
leaving the turbine blades strikes the
front face of the stator blades.
These blades are held stationary by the
action of a one-way clutch (Fig. 4) as
long as the fluid is directed against
the front face of the blades.
When the turbine rotates faster
than 9/ 10 impeller speed the converter no longer multiplies torque. The
fluid is directed against the back face
of the stator blades. As the one-way
clutch permits the stator to rotate only
in the direction of impeller rotation,
the stator begins to turn with the impeller and turbine. The converter
operates as an efficient fluid coupling as long as the turbine speed remains qreater than 9/10 impeller
speed.
A constant flow of fluid into and
out of the converter is maintained.
The fluid coming out of the converter
is forced through a cooler located in the
radiator tank.
PLANETARY GEAR TRAIN,
CLUTCHES, BANOS,
AND SERVOS
planetary Gear Train

The gear train consists of an input
shaft that is splined to the turbine of
the converter and the forward clutch
cylinder (Fig. 5). The forward clutch
cylinder rotates the steel internal
clutch plates of the forward clutch
and the composition clutch plates of
the reverse-high clutch. When the reverse-high clutch is applied, the external area of, the clutch hub is splined to and drives the input shell to rotate the sun gear. When the forward
clutch is applied, the composition
clutch plates drive the forward
clutch hub and ring gear. The ring
gear rotates the forward planet gears.
When applied, the intermediate
band holds the reverse-high clutch

TRANSMISSION MODEL

A

- - .- ASSEMBLY P A R T NO.

FIG. 2-Identification

- ...-

Tag

Montego-Fairlane (Column Shift)

FIG. 3-Engine

PEE-V

302-2V

a n d Transmission Application

drum, input shell and sun gear from
rotating.
The sun gear, which is driven by
the input shell, is meshed with the
forward and reverse planet gears.
The reverse planet carrier and low
reverse drum are locked together
with external splines. The low-reverse
drum can be held from rotating by
the low-reverse band. In D the lowreverse drum is also held from rotating by a roller type one-way clutch.
The forward planet carrier, reverse ring gear hub, park gear and
governor oil collector are all splined
to the output shaft.

Forward Clutch

The input shaft is splined to and
drives the forward clutch cylinder (Fig.
5). Rotation of the cylinder drives the
steel clutch plates in the forward
clutch and the composition clutch
plates of the reverse-high clutch.
When the forward clutch piston
is applied by hydraulic pressure, the
movement of the piston against the
disc spring locks the steel and composition clutch plates together to
drive the forward clutch hub and ring
gear.
When hydraulic pressure is released from the piston, the disc spring
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ed to the clutch piston, the piston moves
against the release springs (Fig. 5).
The piston movement locks the steel
and rotating composition clutch
plates together. The steel clutch plates
drive. the reverse-high clutch drum
which is splined to the input shell.
kotation of the input shell drives the
sun gear which is splined to the input
shell.
T o release the reverse-high clutch,
hydraulic pressure is exhausted from
the apply side of the piston. The return springs move the piston to the released position. The steel and composition clutch plates are now released
to stop rotation of the reverse-high
clutch drum, input shell and sun gear.

TUR

(TURBINE)
SHAFT

Intermediate Servo and Band
D l0 0 4 - A

FIG. 4-Sectional
Converter.-

View of Torque
Typical

The intermediate servo is machined
into the transmission case and the
band has an external adjustment screw
(Fig. 6). T o apply the servo, hydraulic
pressure is directed from the control
valve body, through a hole in the case
to the hole in the servo piston stem.
The pressure passes through the center of the piston stem and then to the
apply side of the piston. The piston
moves against the return spring to tighten the intermediate band around the
reverse-high clutch drum.
T o release the servo piston, hy-

'

moves the piston to the released position. As the disc spring moves, the
steel and composition clutch plates
are released. This stops the rotation of
the forward clutch hub and ring gear
(Fig. 5). The forward clutch is applied in all forward drive gear ratios.

.Reverse-High Clutch
When hydraulic pressure is directO
+
R
\WARD

CLUTCH
CYLIYDER

FORWARD
CLUTCH

draulic pressure is directed to the release side of the piston. The release
pressure is assisted by the compressed
return spring to move the servo piston
and intermediate band to the O F F position. The intermediate servo and
band are applied only during the intermediate gear operation.
Low-Reverse Servo and Band

The low-reverse servo is machined
into the transmission case and the
band has an external adjustment screw
(Fig. 7). T o apply the servo, hydraulic
pressure is directed from the control
valve body through a hole in the case
to a hole in the piston stem. The pressure then passes through the center of
the piston stem to the apply area of the
servo piston. The apply pressure force
moves the piston against the piston return spring to tighten the low-reverse
band around the low-reverse drum.
T o release the servo piston and
band, the hydraulic pressure is exhausted from the apply side of the
piston. The compressed return spring
expands to release the piston and the
low-reverse band.
POWER FLOW
All Gear Rotations are viewed from
the front of transmission. Figure 8
shows the gear ratios obtained in the
different selector lever positions.
F ~ R W A R DPLANET CARRIER

/

FORWARD CLUTCH HUB
AND RlNG GEAR

/

/

INPUT

REVERSE-HIGH CLUTCH DRUM

FIG. 5-Gear

ILL
/
I

Train, Clutches a n d Bands

GEAR

'

OUTPUT SHAFT

\

REVERSE RING GEAR AND HUB

BAND
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Power Flow Neutral

In neutral (Fig. 9) the clutches or
bands are not applied, therefore, no
power is transmitted to the output
shaft.
STEM

Power Flow First Gear

In low gear (Fig. 9), the forward
clutch is applied, and the planet oneway clutch or low-reverse band i s
holding the low-reverse drum and reverse planet carrier from rotating.
The power flow is through the input
shaft and into the forward clutch.
The input shaft is splined to and
drives the forward clutch cylinder.
Rotation of the forward clutch
drives the forward clutch hub and
ring gear. The ring gear rotates the
forward planet gears clockwise to
cause the sun gear to rotate counterclockwise.
Counterclockwise rotation of the
sun gear turns the reverse planet
gear clockwise. The reverse planet
carrier being splined to the low-reverse drum is held from rotating by
the one-way clutch or low-reverse band.
With the reverse planet carrier
held stationary, the clockwise rotation of the reverse planet gears rotates the reverse ring gear and hub
clockwise. The hub of the reverse
ring gear is splined to the output
shaft and rotates the output shaft
clockwise.
The output shaft rotation is at a
reduced speed, compared to the input shaft rotation, but a t an increased torque.
The output shaft rotation a t a reduced speed is caused by the fact that
the forward planet carrier rotates at
the same speed of the output, shaft
and in the same direction since the carrier is splined to the output shaft.
The forward ring gear and planet
assembly are rotating
in the
same direction, but the planet carrier
is rotating a t a slower speed than
the ring gear. Therefore, the low gear
ratio (torque multiplication) is a combination of the ratios provided by the
forward and reverse planet assemblies.

.,----V-8 ENGINE

STRUTS

PRESSURE

6 CYLINDER ENGINE

FIG. 6-Intermediate

LRELEASE PRESSURE
D 1482-C

Servo and Band

' SCREW

Power Flow Intermediate Gear

In intermediate gear (Fig. 9), the
forward clutcH is applied and the intermediate band is holding the reverse
high clutch drum, input shell and sun
gear from turning.
The power flow is through the in~ u shaft
t
into the forward clutch and
forward front planet assembly ring
gear. The sun gear is held from rotating by the intermediate band. This
causes the forward planet pinions to

PRESSURE

PISTON STEM

7-Low-ReverseServoand

Band
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Selector
Position
N or P
1

D
D or 2
D
R

FIG. 8-Gear

Gear

Gear
Ratios

Neutral
Low
Low
Intermediate
High
Reverse

2.46: 1
2.46: 1
1.46: 1

1.00: 1
2.20: 1

Forward
Clutch
Off
On
On
On
On
Off

Reverse
High
Clutch
Off
Off
Off
Off
0n
On

Intermediate
Band
Off
Off
Off
On
Off
Off

Low
Reverse
Band
Off
On
Off
Off
Off
On

One-way
Clutch
' Off
Holding
Holding
Over-Running
Over-Running
Not Affected

Ratios

rotate (walk) around the sun gear,
carrying the forward planet carrier
with them. The forward planet carrier, being splined to the output shaft,
causes clockwise rotation of the output shaft at a reduction in speed compared to the speed of the input shaft,
and at an increase in torque.
Clockwise rotation of the output
shaft causes clockwise rotation of
the output shaft ring gear, causing
the reverse planet pinions to also rotate (walk) around the sun gear in a
clockwise direction. The reverse planet
carrier will also rotate clockwise and
the one-way clutch inner race being
splined to the reverse planet carrier,
will overrun.
Power Flow High Gear

In high gear (Fig. 9), the forward
and reverse-high clutches are applied.
The'power flow is through the input
shaft into the forward clutch cylinder. (The forward clutch cylinder
rotates the steel clutch plates of the
forward clutch and the composition
clutch plates of the reverse-high
clutch). The forward clutch directs the
power flow through the forward
clutch hub and ring gear to the forward planet carrier.
The reverse-high clutch directs the
power flow through the input shell to
the sun gear. With the sun gear and
the forward clutch hub ring gear
driven at the same speed the forward
planet assembly (that is splined to the
output shaft) is forced to rotate the
output sha-ft a t the same speed and
direction to provide high gear.
Power Flow Reverse

In reverse (Fig. 9), the reverse-high
clutch and low-reverse band are applied. The power flow is through the input shaft, reverse-high clutch, input
shell and to the sun gear. Clockwise
rotation of the sun gear causes count-

erclockwise rotation of the reverse
planet gears.
The low-reverse band, holding the
low-reverse drum and reverse planet
carrier from turning, causes the reverse planet gears to rotate counterclockwise.
This rotates the reverse ring gear
and hub counterclockwise. The hub
splined to the output shaft rotates
!he output shaft counterclockwise at a
reduction in speed and at a increase in
torque for reverse gear.

HYDRAULIC CONTROL
SYSTEM
The hydraulic system described below (Fig. 10) includes all models.
Front Pump
A gear type pump mounted or, the
front of the transmission case supplies the fluid for the operadon of
the hydraulic control system. Pump
intake is through a screen which is
part of the main control assembly
and into the case castin and pump.
Discharge is through
e case into
the main control assembly. Fluid
from the front pump is directed to
the following valves in the main control assembly:
Main Oil Pressure Regulator Valve
Manual Valve '
Throttle Booster Valve
2-3 Shift Valve
.
Fluid is also directed to the primary throttle valve, which is located
in the rear of the case, and the governor secondary valve which is located in the governor assembly, on
the output shaft. Fluid pressure delivered to these valves is a t a pressure
controlled by the main oil pressure
regulator valve.

d

Main Oil Pressure
Regulator Valve

The main regulator valve assembly

consists of the main oil pr&sure.regulator valve and spring, main oil pressure booster valve, spcing and sleeve,
located in one bore in the main control assembly (Fig. 10).
Fluid is delivpred to three valleys
of the main regulator valve, from the
front pump. The difference in diameter between the end land and the
second land provides an area differential tor regulation. Fluid pressure
in this area tends to move the valve
agahst spring force. Spring force is
s u ~ h that at approximately 60 psi
fa'ont pump pressure, the main valve
will move so that the third land uncovers the converter feed port, allowing additional pump volume to be
used to charge the converter. If volume supplied by the front pump is
greater than that required to maintain 60 psi line pressure, and converter and lube requirements, the
valve will move further allowing the
fourth land to uncover the port
which allows excess pump volume to
be discharged into the sump. Pressures over 60 psi which are required
under various opeiating conditions
are obtained by delivering fluid under
pressure to the pressure booster valve,
where it will cause the pressure booster valve to assist ,the main regulator
valve spring in increasing regulated
line pressure.
Source of these pressures which
cause variations in control pressure
are discussed later.
Manual Valve

One passage delivers line pressure
to the manual valve. The valve is positioned by the manual linkage, according to the mode of operation
desired, to direct fluid out of one or
more of the line passages which lead
from the manual valve. The four (4)
passages leading from the manual
valve (from left to right) are shown
in Fig. 10.
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1. 2
2. D
3. I-R
4. R
The 2 passage is charged in the 2
range only.
The D passage is charged in all
forward ranges.
The I-R passage is charged in 1
and reverse ranges.
The R passage is charged in reverse range only.
In Neutral and Park the manual
valve blocks the line pressure passage
and exhausts the four passages lead;
ing from the manual valve.
The D passage supplies fluid to the
D2 valve and the forward clutch.
The 2 passage supplies fluid to
the adjoining ends of the 1-2 shift
valve and D2 valve, and through one
ball.shuttle valve to the line coasting
boost valve, manual low valve, 2-3
shift valve and downshift valve,
through the downshift valve to and
through the throttle modulator valve
bore to the 1-2 shift valve.
The I-R passage supplies fluid
through a ball shuttle valve to the
line coasting boost valve, manual low
valve, 2-3 shift valve, downshift
valve, ,and through the downshift
valve to and through the throttle
modulator valve bore to the 1-2 shift
valve. In addition, fluid is supplied to
and through the D2 valve when it is
in the closed (up) position, to the
low and reverse servo, applying the
low and reverse band. The same fluid
is also directed to the spring end of
the D2 valve.
The R passage directs fluid to the
middle valley of the pressure booster
valve, to and through the 2-3 shift
valve to the reverse-direct clutch, applying it, and to the release side of
the intermediate servo (through intermediate servo check valve). Fluid
is also directed to the upper end of
the 2-3 backout valve.
Primary 'Throttle
Valve

The primary throttle valve responds
to manifold vacuum changes. Primary
throttle pressure starts at 20 inches
(nominal) of mercury vacuum. Primary throttle pressure is delivered to
the:
I. Cutback valve.
2. Top of intermediate band accumulator valve (through cutback valve).
3. Second land of coasting boost
valve (through cutback valve).
4. Upper valley of pressure booster valve through top of line coasting
boost valve.

5. End of and through the throttle
booster valve.
6. End of pressure booster valve
(through ball shuttle valve).
Figure I I shows how primary throttle pressure varies with engine vacuum.

160..

LINE

MANIFOLD VACUUM

D 1558- 0

FIG. I I-Primary

Throttle Pressure,
Boost Throttle Pressure and Line
Pressure Versus Manifold Vacuum

Pressure Booster Valve

(D, 2, 1 Range). T.V. pressure is
delivered to the upper valley of the
pressure booster valve and to the end
of the pressure booster valve through
a ball shuttk valve. Depending on
mode of operation, coasting boost
pressure instead of T.V. pressure may
be directed from the line coasting boost
valve through a ball shuttle valve
to the end of the pressure booster valve.
When force created on the booster
valve by T.V. pressure or T.V. and
coasting boost pressure exceeds pressure booster valve spring force, the
force will be added to the main regulator valve spring force transmitted
to the regulator valve. This will provide increased line pressures required
to compensate for increased throttle
openings and engine torque output.
Figure 11 shows how line pressure
varies with engine vacuum a t 0 output shaft rpm.
(R Range). In reverse, additional
fluid pressure is required to prevent
clutch and/or band slippage under
stall or partial stall conditions. This
additional pressure is provided by
directing R oil pressure to the middle
valley of the pressure booster valve.
The differential in area between the
lands creates a force which is added
to the forces present due to T.V. pressure and the line coasting boost valve
pressure. The resultant force is added
to the force of the main regulator
valve spring, to boost line pressure

to a higher value than i s available
in the forward driving ranges.
Governor

At Rest-0 mph. Control pressure
(line) is fed to the secondary governor
valve through the center passage in
the valve body. Because of the differential in area of the inner and outer
lands of the valve, the valve will be
forced inward, shutting off line press u r e feed to the governor passage
and allowing this passage to be
opened to exhaust, a t the inner end
of the valve. At the same time, line
pressure will pass by two flats on the
outer end of the valve, pressurizing
the line leakage passage leading to
the primary governor valve. At rest,
the spring on the outer end of the
primary governor valve holds the
primary governor valve inward, blocking further flow of the fluid in the
line leakage passage. This causes
pressure in the line leakage passage
to build to the same value as line
pressure. As a consequence, the secondary governor valve is held in and
there is no pressure in the governor
circuit.
Above 10 mph. When vehicle
speed reaches approximately 10 mph,
centrifugal force on the primary governor valve overcomes spring force,
and the valve moves outward, opening
the line leakage passage to exhaust.
This action reduces the pressure on the
end of the secondary governor valve
to zero (O), allowing the secondary
valve to also move outward, due to
spring force and centrifugal force.
When the secondary valve moves
outward, it closes the governor exhaust passage, and allows line pressure to enter the governor passage.
As pressure builds in the governor
passage it will create a force on the
secondary governor valve due to the
differential in areas of the inner and
outer lands of the valve. This force
tends to move the valve inward.
When the force on the valve created
by pressure in the governor passage
exceeds the centrifugal force plus
spring force, the valve will move inward, allowing governor pressure to
exhaust, and close the passage between line pressure and governor
pressure. When governor pressure is
reduced, the secondary valve will
again move outward, closing the governor exhaust port and opening the
line pressure to governor passage.
Above 10 mph, governor pressure is
regulated in this manner, and will
vary with vehicle speeds.
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If vehicle speed drops below 10
mph, the primary valve spring will
move the primary governor valve in,
closing the line leakage exhaust port
a t the primary valve. Pressure in the
line leakage passage will become
equal to line pressure, forcing the
secondary governor valve in. This
action shuts off line pressure feed to
the governor passage and exhausts
the governor circuit.
When the secondary governor valve
is regulating, governor pressure will be
delivered to the cut-back valve, end of
the 2-3 shift valve and the 1-2 shift
valve. Figure 12 shows the relationship
between governor pressure and output
shaft rpm.

Throttle Booster Valve

Throttle plate opening above 50 degrees provide very little 'change in engine vacuum a s compared to throttle
pIate openings below 50 degrees. The
throttle booster valve is provided to
boost throttle pressure a n d provide the
necessary shift delay for engine throttle plate openings above 50 degrees.
Below approximately 60 psi primary T.V. pressure, T.V. pressure
flows to and through the throttle
boost valve unaffected, working on
the end of the boost valve and on the
area differential on the spring side of
the boost valve. As a consequence,
T.V. pressure passes through the
throttle boost valve unaffected.
When T.V. pressure increases above 60 psi, the force created by T.V.
pressure acting on the end of the
throttle boost valve, minus the force
of T.V. pressure acting on the area
differential on the spring side, will
exceed the force of the spring. This
causes the valve to move against the
spring, closing off primary T.V.
pressure to the area differential on
the spring side and permitting this
area to be fed from line pressure,
causing a boost in the pressure used
for shift delay only. Because the area
of the end of the throttle boost valve
exceeds the area differential on the
spring side by approximately 2 112 to
I, throttle boost pressure above 60
psi primary T.V. pressure will increase 2.5 psi, per 1 psi primary T.V.
T.V. pressure from the. throttle
booster valve is delivered to the
downshift valve, th-rottle modulator
valve, cut-?ackFvalve, and spring end
of the-2-3 backout valve and manual
I
ow
valve. Figure I I shows the rela/tionship
between primary T.V. pressure and booster throttle pressure.

OUTPUT SHAFT RPM x I00

FIG. 12-Governor
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Pressure

Versus Output Shaft RPM
Throttle Modulator Valve

The' throttle modulator valve, located in the end of the 2-3 shift valve
bore, reduced throttle pressure which
acts on the ends of the 2-3 shift valve
and on the area differential of the
1-2 shift valve. Modulated throttle
pressure in these areas provides shift
delay in relation to throttle opening.
Cut Back Valve

Increased line pressure is required
to prevent clutch and band slippage
under stall conditions. As vehicle
speed increases, the requirements for
increased line pressure are considerably reduced. The cut back valve provides for the reduction in line pressure. When governor pressure acting
on the end of the cut back valve exceeds the force of T.V. pressure on
its area opposing governor and throttle boost pressure, the cut back valve
will move, cutting off primary T.V.
pressure being fed to the pressure
booster valve and intermediate band
accumulator valve. The cut back
valve movement will therefore vary
with engine throttle opening and vehicle speed. See Figure 13 for line
pressure variation with output shaft
rpm (vehicle speed) a t constant vacuum values.

throttle off conditions, the force created by I-R or 2 oil acting on the
area differential will be directed
through a ball shuttle valve to the end
of the pressure booster valve.
The output of the coasting boost
valve decreases with an increase in
primary T.V. pressure. Primary T.V.
pressure acting on the pressure booster valve tends to increase line pressure, however coasting boost pressure is decreasing, resulting in a
slight reduction in regulated line
pressure from 20 to 8 inches manifold
vacuum at Zero or low vehicle speeds.
Below 8 inches manifold vacuum, the
output pressure of the coasting boost
valve will connect to primary T.V.
pressure from the cutback valve,
which will increase regulated line
pressure. At high road speeds (after
cutback) the output of the coasting
boost valve will decrease from 20 inches through 0 inches manifold vacuum
which slightly decreases regulated
line pressure.
Downshift Valve
( I n 1, R and 2 Ranges). I-R or
2 oil pressure is delivered to the downshift valve. The difference in diameter
between the lands provides an area
differential for regulation. This pressure will be referred to later as regulated downshift valve oil pressure
and is used primarily to control the
2-1 downshift point in 1 range. Operation in D range, and under thrudetent throttle conditions in all ranges
is unchanged.

1-2 Shift Valve Train and
2-3 Shift Valve
The 1-2 shift valve train is composed of the 1-2 shift valve, D2 valve,
and the 1-2 shift valve spring.

Line Coasting Boost Valve

The line coasting boost valve is
provided to boost line pressure under
light throttle or closed throttle driving conditions in 2, 1 or R ranges.
The boosted line pressure controls
the 2-1 downshift point in 1 range.
Primary T.V. pressure is delivered
to the end of the line coasting boost
valve and to the upper valley of the
pressure booster valve. I-R or 2 oil
pressure is directed from the manual
valve through a ball shuttle valve to
the line coasting boost valve. Under
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OUT PUT SHAFT RPM X 100

FIG. 13-Line Pressure Versus
Output Shaft RPM
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Operation of the 1-2 shift valve
train, 2-3 shift valve, and the downshift valve in the various modes is as
follows:
( D Range: 1-2 Upshifts and 2-1
Downshifts). In D range the 1-2 shift
valve is held closed (up) by modulated
throttle pressure acting on the differential area between the two lands of
the 1-2 shift valve, by D oil pressure
acting on the differential in area between the two lands a t the spring end
of the D2 valve, and by the 1-2
shift valve spring. Governor pressure
tends to move the 1-2 shift valve train
against these forces. When force created by governor pressure exceeds
the forces holding the 1-2 shift valve
train closed, the 1-2 shift valve and
D2 valve will be opened (moved
downward), closing the exhaust port
and allowing D oil to pass through
the D2 valve to accomplish the 1-2
shift. When the D2 valve is moved
downward D oil is exhausted from
the.differential in areas provided by
the lower two lands of the D2 valve.
This action eliminates the force created
by D oil which tends to hold the
1-2 shift valve train closed:
If governor pressure is reduced to
the point where spring force and
modulated throttle pressure force exceeds governor pressure force, the
1-2 shift valve train will move up
(close) cutting off the flow of D oil
through the valve and opening the
exhaust port allowing a downshift to
low gear.
If the throttle is open to the point
where modulated throttle pressure
acting on the 1-2 shift valve plus the
1-2 shift valve spring force creates a
force greater than that provided by
governor pressure, the 1-2 shift'valve
train will be closed, providing a
torque demand downshift to low.
If the throttle is open through detent, the downshift valve moves to
allow boosted throttle pressure to enter the modulated throttle pressure
passage at the 1-2 shift valve to provide a forced 2- 1 downshift.

( D Range: 2-3 Upshifts and 3-2
Downshifts). The 2-3 shift valve is held
closed (up) by throttle modulator
valve spring force? modulated throttle
pressure force, and by line pressure
force acting on the differential in area
of the lands of the valve to which it is
delivered.
Governor pressure tends to open
the 2-3 shift valve. When force created by governor pressure exceeds
the forces holding the valve closed
(up), the valve will move downward
allowing D oil pressure to apply the

direct clutch and release the intermediate servo to accomplish the 2-3
shift.
With the shift valve open (down)
the throttle modulator valve is held
down cutting off modulated throttle
pressure to the 2-3 shift valve and 1-2
shift valve. In addition, the port
which delivered line pressure to the
differential in area of the shift valve
lands, is closed.
The shift valve will be reopened
(moved up) causing a 3-2 downshift
under one or more of the following
conditions:
Governor Pressure Reduced

If governor pressure is reduced to
the point where it can no longer hold
the shift valve down against spring
force and T.V. pressure force, the
valve will move up causing a downshift. Under closed throttle conditions, the 2-3 shift valve will close
a t approximately 10 mph (speed a t
which governor pressure is cut off).
Since governor pressure is cut off a t
this speed the 1-2 shift valve train
also closes a t the same time. This will
provide a 3-1 downshift when coasting in D range.
Throttle Pressure Increased

If throttle pressure is increased
sufficiently, it will move the throttle
modulator valve and consequently
the 2-3 shift valve up, causing a 3-2
torque demand downshift.
Throttle
Pressure introduced
Below 2-3 Shift Valve

If the downshift valve is moved
through detent, boosted throttle pressure is directed to the underside of
the 2-3 shift valve, forcing the valve
up and causing a forced 3-2 down
shift. Maximum 3-2 forced downshift speed is controlled by governor
pressure.
( D to 2 Range). If the manual
valve is moved to 2 range, the force
created by 2 oil pressure acting on
the area differential of the 2-3 shaft
valve and on the spring end of the
valve plus the force of the throttle
modulator valve spring will exceed
the force created by governor pressure.
The 2-3 shift valve will then close
(move up) allowing the direct clutch
apply-intermediate servo release oil
to exhaust, permitting the intermediate band to apply causing a 3-2
downshift. In addition, D2 oil pressure
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is introduced between the 1-2 shift
valve and D2 valve, and regulated
downshift valve oil pressure is introduced between the lands of the 1-2
shift valve. This opens (mpves down)
the D-2 valve and holds it ooen and
closes (moves up) the 1-2 shift valve
and holds it closed; thus preventing
a 2-1 downshift. The transmission will
remain in intermediate or second gear
until another mode of operation is
selected.
( D to 1 Range). If the manual
valve is moved to I range a t vehicle
speeds greater than approximately
30 mph, a 3-2 downshift will be accomplished in the same manner as in
2 range, except that I-R oil pressure
instead of 2 oil pressure is directed to
the 2-3 shift valve.
At vehicle speeds of approximately 30 mph or lower, the force created
by regulated downshift valve pressure acting on the area differential of
the 1-2 shift valve plus the force of
the 1-2 shift valve spring will exceed
governor pressure force holding the
1-2 shift valve train open (down).
The 1-2 shift valve train will then
close (move up), exhausting intermediate servo apply and allowing I-R
oil pressure to pass through the D2
valve to the spring end of the D2
valve, and to the reverse and low
servo applying the reverse and low
band. The transmission will remain
in low or first gear until another
mode of operation is selected.
( 2 Range). In 2 range, 2 oil
pressure is introduced between the 1-2
shift valve and D-2 valve, and regulated downshift valve oil pressure is
introduced between the lands of the
1-2 shift valve. This action opens the
D valve and holds it open and closes
the 1-2 shift valve and holds it closed
providing a second gear start and
preventing a 2- 1 downshift. The transmission will remain in intermediate or
second gear until another mode of
operation is selected.
( 1 Range). In I range, regulated
downshift valve pressures enter the
modulated throttle pressure passage
to provide a manual low downshift to
first gear. Once the transmission is in
low gear I-R oil pressure, which is
directed to the D2 valve, passes
through the D2 valve and is delivered
to the spring end of the D2 valve, preventing an upshift. I-R oil pressure
which passes through the D2 valve
also applies the reverse and low servo.
( R Range). In reverse I-R oil pressure is directed to and through the D2
valve to the spring end of the D2 valve
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and to the reverse and low servo applying the reverse and low band. The
force created by I-R oil pressure on
the spring end of the D2 valve and
the force created by regulated downshift valve oil pressure on the area
differential of the 1-2 shift valve is
added to the force of the 1-2 shift
valve spring, preventing any movement of the 1-2 shift valve train regardless of governor pressure.
R oil pressure is directed to And
through the 2-3 shift valve to the
reverse-direct clutch applying the
clutch and to the release side of the
intermediate servo. The force created by regulated downshift valve oil
pressure on the spring end of the 2-3
shift valve, and I-R oil pressure on
the area differential of the lands adjacent to the top valley of the 2-3
shift valve is added to the force of
the throttle modulator valve spring,
preventing any movement of the 2-3
shift valve regardless of governor
pressure.

2-3 Back-out Valve
The purpose of the 2-3 back-out
valve is to provide smooth upshifts,
when the throttle is suddenly closed
while accelerating in second gear.
Operation is as follows:
Normal Throttle-On 2-3 Upshifts.
When the 2-3 shift valve moves to
cause a 2-3 upshift, D oil pressure
passes through the valve to apply the
direct clutch and release the intermediate servo. This same pressure is
also directed to 'the end of the 2-3
back-out valve. However, with throttle open, T.V. boost pressure on the
opposite end of the 2-3 back-out
valve, assists spring force in holding
the valve up, so that there will be no
valve movement until after the 2-3
shift has been completed.
Back-Out 2-3 Upshifts. When the
throttle is closed during a 2-3 upshift,
and before the shift is completed, there

2

may be enough pressure in the direct clutch cylinder to apply the clutch
at the reduced engine torque input,
but not enough pressure to release
the intermediate servo. This condition
could cause a harsh 2-3 shift. How.
ever, if the throttle is closed during a
2-3 shift, primary throttle pressure
will be reduced to Zero (O), and reverse and direct clutch apply pressure
on the end of the 2-3 back-out valve
.will move the valve down against
spring force. This action immediately
connects the clutch apply circuit to
the intermediate servo apply circuit,
reducing the pressure on the apply
side of the servo to the same value as
in the direct clutch ( and also on the
release side of the intermediate servo).
When this happens, the intermediate
band is released, to provide a smooth
2-3 upshift.
M a n u a l Low Valve
The manual low valve insures that
the 2-3 back-out valve will be moved
up the instant that pressure drops in
the direct clutch apply-intermediate
servo release circuit, when a shift to
2 or 1 range is made from high gear.
This is accomplished by directing 2
or I-R oil pressure to the end of the
manual low valve, when 2 or 1 range
is selected.
Intermediate Band Accumulator
Valve Train
The intermediate band accumutator valve train is composed of the
intermediate band accumulator valve,
intermediate servo accumulator 3-2
control valve, intermediate servo accumulator 3-2 control valve sleeve, and
the accumulator valve spring. The
intermediate band accumulator valve
train in conjunction with the .intermediate servo check valve controls in-

termediate servo apply force on all
applications of the intermediate band,
under all operating conditions in D, 2
or 1 ranges.
Operation is as follows:
( 1 Range: 1-2 Upshifts and 3-2
~ownshifts). ( 2 and 1 Range: 3-2
Downshifts-Shifting
D to 2 or 1).
Fluid pressure from the D2 valve
acting on the apply side of the intermediate servo piston tending to apply the servo, causes the fluid which
is trapped in the intermediate servo
release passage to be pressurized. This
pressure acting on the area differential of the intermediate servo accumulator valve will cause the accumulator
valve to.move against primary T.V.
pressure acting on the 3-2 control valve
and/or the accumulator valve spring.
The servo release pressure is exhausted
through the reverse-direct clutch apply
circuit to maintain a certain level of
pressure on the release side of the
intermediate servo until it has completely stroked, applying the band.
Force created by this pressure on the
release side of the servo, plus intermediate servospring force, is subtracted from the force of control pressure
acting on the apply side of the servo,
.thereby controlling the serio apply
force during any condition requiring
the intermediate band to be on in
D, 2, and 1 ranges. On some models,
the accumulator valve spring and f or
the passage connecting the two ends
of the a&umulator valve are omitted
and the bottom end of the valve is
exhausted to provide the correct intermediate servo capacity.

( D Range: 2-3 Upshifts). During
a 2-3 upshift, D oil pressure from the
2-3 shift valve will unseat the intermediate servo check valve, bypassing
the intermediate servo accumulator
valve, allowing the release side of the
intermediate servo to be pressurized
a t the same pressure level as the direct clutch, thereby releasing the intermediate band.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

CONTROL LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENTS

'THROTTLE AND DOWNSHIFT
LINKAGE ADJUSTMENTS

The transmission control linkage
adjustments should be performed in
the order in whichrthey appear in
this section of the manual.

1. Apply the parking brake, and
place the selector lever a t N.
2. Run the engine a t normal idle
speed. If the.engine is cold, run the

engine a t fast idle speed (about 1200
rpm) until it reaches normal operating temperature. When the engine
is warm, slow it down to normal idle
speed.
3. Connect a tachometer to the
engine.
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4. Adjust engine idle speed to the
specified rpm with the transmission
selector lever at the D position.
5. The carburetor throttle lever
must be against the hot idle speed
adjusting screw at the specified idle
speed in D. To make sure that the

carburetor throttle lever is against the
idle adjusting screw, refer to Group
10 for the carburetor adjusting procedures.
ALL MODELS EXCEPT
MONTEGO AND FAIRLANE
WITH 289 CID ENGINE
1. With the engine off, check the
accelerator pedal for a height of 4112 inches measured from the top
of the pedal at the pivot point (Figs.
14, 15, 16 or 17) to the floor pan.
To obtain the correct pedrtl height,
adjust the accelerator connecting link
at point A.
2. With the engine OFF. disconnect th. downshift control .cable at
point B from the accelerator shaft
lever.
3. With the carburetor choke in
the off position, depress the accelerator pedal to the floor. Block the pedal to hold it in the wide open position.
4. Rbtate the downshift lever C
count~rclockwiseto place it against
the internal stop.

5. With the lever held in this position, and all slack removed from
the cable, adjust the trunnion so that
it will slide into the accelerator shaft
lever. Turn it one additional turn clockwise, then secure it to the lever with
the retaining clip.
6. Remove the block to release
the accelerator linkage.
MONTEGO AND FAIRLANE
LINKAGE-289 CID ENGINE
1. Disconnect the bellcrank to
carburetor rod at point C and the
accelerator connecting link from the
throttle shaft at point B (Fig. 18).
2. Disconnect the stabilizer rod
from the stabilizer at point A.
3. Insert a 114 inch diameter pin
through the stabilizer and the bracket (Fig. 18).
4. Adjust the length of the stabilizer rod so that the trunnion enters
the stabilizer freely. Secure the stabilizer rod with the retaining clip.
5. Secure the carburetor-to-bellcrank rod to the bellcrank with the
attaching clip at point C.
6. Adiust the leneth
of the accel"
erator rod connecting link to obtain
an accelerator pedal height of 4.112
inches measured at the
as shown
in Fig. 18. Connect the accelerator
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connecting link to the accelerator
shaft with the retaining clip after the
proper accelerator pedal height has
been established.
7. With the engine off, disconnect
the downshift control cable at point
D from the accelerator shaft lever.
8. With the carburetor choke in
the off position, depress the accelerator pedal to the floor. Block the
pedal to hold it in the wide open
position.,
9. Rotate the downshift lever E
counterclockwise to place it against
the internal stop.
10. With the lever held in this position, and all slack removed from the
cable, adjust the trunnion so that it
will slide into the downshift lever.
Turn it one additional turn clockwise,
then secure it to the accelerator shaft
lever with the retaining clip.
11. Remove the block to release
the accelerator linkage.
MANUAL LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENT

MONTEGO, FALCON.
FAIRLANE

Column Shift
1. Place the selector lever in the
D position tight against the D stop.

RETURN SPRING

PEDAL HEIGHT SETTING

WIDE OPEN

ACCELERATOR
DOYNSHIFT

9825

FIG. 14 - Throttle Linkage-Fairlane,

LUBRICATION POINTS 0

Falcon and Montego with 6 Cylinder Engine
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FIG. 15 - Throttle Linkage-Mustang

with 6 Cylinder Engine
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FIG. 16 - Throttle Linkage-Falcon

with 289 and 302 CID Engine
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FIG. 77 - Throttle Linkage-Mustang
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FIG. 78 - Throttle Linkage-Montego

and Fairlane with 289 and 302 CID Engine
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2. Loosen the nut at point A
enough to permit column shift lever
to slide on the shift rod (Fig. 19).
3. Shift the manual lever at the
transmission into the D detent position, third from the rear.
4. Make sure that the selector
lever has not moved from the D stop;
then, tighten the nut at point A to
10-20 ft-lbs torque.
5. Check the pointer alignment
and the transmission operation for
all selector lever detent positions.

COLUMN
SHIFT

TRANSMISSION

POINT A

Console Shift

1. Move the selector lever to the
D detent position against the stop.
2. Raise the vehicle and loosen the
manual linkage rod attaching nut
(Fig. 20). Move the transmission manual lever to the D Dosition. fourth
from the rear. The list dete"t position is low position.
3. With the selector lever and
the transmission manual lever in the
position, tighten the rod attaching
nut to 10-20 ft-lbs torque.
Selector Lever Removal,
Adjustment and Installation

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist or
jack stands.
2. Remove the retainer that se-

l9

Linkage

Column Shift

cures the manual linkage rod to the
lower end of the manual lever (Fig.
20).
3. Remove the flat washer and two
insulator washers and disconnect the
rod from the arm.
4. Working from inside of the
vehicle, remove the selector lever handle
attaching screw. Lift the handle off
the selector lever.
5. Remove the console trim panel
from the top of the console. Remove
-

-~

p-

TRANSMISSION
MANUAL

the console retaining screws and remove the console.
6. Remove the cover and dial indicator as an assembly.
7. Remove the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to the
selector lever housing. Lift the retainer from the housing.
8. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug connector.
Disconnect the bulb socket from the
selector lever housing.
9. Remove the three bolts that secure the selector lever control housing
to the console. Lift the selector lever
housing from the console.
10. Remove the selector lever to
housing attaching nut. Remove the
lever from the housing.
11. Install the selector lever in the
housing and install the attaching nut.
Torque the nut to 20 to 25 ft-lbs.
12. Install
the selector lever
handle.
13. Position the selector lever
as shown in Figure 22. With a feeler
gauge, check the clearance between
the detent pawl and plate. The clearance should be 0.005 to 0.010 inch.
If necessary adjust the height of the
detent pawl as shown in Figure 22.
14. Remove the handle from the
selector lever.

SELECTOR
LEVER

HANDLE
7217

LEVER

374949.58
SELECTOR LEVER
HOUSING

7340
INSULATOR

MANUAL
LINKAGE ROD

FIG: 20 - Manual Linkage Console-Montego

and Fairlane

ST: D
7353

BUSHING

&@
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PLATE 78233
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L E V E R ASSEMBLY
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FLOOR SHIFT

COVER

DIAL HOUSING

HOUSING A N 0

R
Y

MUSTANG-COUGAR
CONSOLE SHIFT

FIG. 27 - M a n u a l Linkage-Mustang-Cougar
15. Position the selector lever
housing in the console an'd install the
three attaching bolts. Do not tighten
the attaching bolts at this time.
16. Connect the bulb socket to
the selector lever housing and the
neutral start switch wires to the plug
connector.
17. Position the selector lever
retainer to the selector lever housing.
Install the six attaching screws.
18. Install the cover and dial
indicator.
19. Place the console in position and install the retaining bolts.
Tighten the selector lever housing
attaching bolts.
20. Position the console trim
panel and secure it with the attaching screws.
31. Install the handle and the
button on the selector lever. Secure
the handle with the set screw.
22. Secure the manual
linkage
rod
the a r m with
insulating
a 'Iat washer and a retainer (Fig. 20).
23. Adjust the linkage as required. Lower the vehicle.
MUSTANG-COUGAR

Linkage Adjustment
1. Position the transmission selector lever in D position (Fig. 21).

'

NG.22 - Selector Lever Detent

"

7 7

DETENT PAWL

Pawl Adjustment

2. Raise the vehicle and loosen the
manual lever control rod retaining
nut. Move the transmission manual
lever to the D position, fourth detent
position from the back of the transmission. The last &tent position is
mznual low.

3. With the transmission selector lever against the stop and manual
lever in the D positions, torque the attaching nut 20 to 25 It-lbs.
4. Check the operation of the
transmission in each selector lever
position.

Selector Lever Removal
Adjustment a n d Installat.ion
1. Raise the vehicle and remove
the manual lever control rod attaching
nut(Fig. 21).
2. Lower the vehicle, remove the
selector lever handle attaching screw.
3. Remove the dial housing attaching screws and the housing.
4. Remove the .selector lever plate
attaching screws and the plate.
5. Disconnect the dial indicator
light (Fig. 22).
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LEVER

FIG. 23 - Typical Starter Neutral Switch-Column Shift
6. Remove the selector housing
and lever assembly attaching bolts.
Remove the selector lever and hous
ing.
7. Remove the selector lever to
housing attaching nut (Fig. 22). Remove the lever from the housing.
8. Install the selector lever in the
housing and install the attaching nut.
Torque the nut to 20 to 25 ft-lbs.
9. Install the dial indicatar light.
10. Install
the selector
lever
handle.
11. Position the selector lever as
shown in Figure 22. With a feeler
gauge check the clearance between
the detent pawl and plate. The clearance should be 0.005 to 0.010 inch.
If necessary adjust the height of the
detent pawl as shown in Figure 22.
12. Remove the handle from the
selector lever.
13. Install the selector housing and
lever assembly as shown in Figure
21. Torque the attaching bolts 4-6
ft-lbs.

14. Connect

the

dial

indicator

light.
15. Install the selector lever plate

and tighten the attaching screws.
16. Install the dial housing and
tighten the attaching screws.
17. Install the selector lever handle
and tighten the attaching screw.
18. Position the selector lever in
the D position.
19. Raise the vehicle. Install the
transmission manual lever rod to the
selector lever. Adjust the manual
linkage.
20. Lower the vehicle and check
the transmission operation in each selector lever detent position.
NEUTRAL START SWITCH
ADJUSTMENT

MONTEGO, FALCON,
FAIRLANE
Column Shift
1. With the manual linkage properly adjusted, check the starter engage-

ment circuit in all transmission selector lever positions. The circuit
must be open in all positions except
park and neutral.
2. Set the parking brake and place
the transmission selector lever in
neutral. Be sure that the selector
lever is tight against the neutral
stop.
3. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug connector.
4. Remove the two screws securing
the neutral start switch to the steering column and remove the switch. If
equipped with a Type 11 switch, remove the actuator lever from the steering column and reinstall it in the
switch (Fig. 23).
5. With the switch wires facing
upward, move the actuator lever all
the way to the left. D o not apply
excessive pressure as internal damage
to the switch may result.
6. lnsert a gauge pin (No. 43

drill) in the gauge pin hole at point
A (Fig. 23). On a Type. 11 switch,
be sure the gauge pin is inserted'. to
a depth of 112 inch.
7. With the gauge pin in place,
move the actuator lever back until
a positive stop is engaged.
8. On a Type I switch, remove the
gauge pin and install it a t point B.
On a Type I1 switch, remove the gauge
pin, align the two holes in the switch
at point A, and reinstall the gauge
pin.
9. Position
the neutral start
switch on the steering column and install the two attaching screws.
10. Connect the switch wires to
the plug connector.
11. Remove the gauge pin.
12. Check the operation of the
switch in each selector lever position.
The starter should engage in only the
neutral and park detent positions.
Whenever the manual linkage is adjusted, the starter neutral switch should
be checked and if necessary adjusted.
.
Console Shift

D 1759-A

FIG. 24 - Starter Neutral SwitchConsole Shift

FIG. 25 - Neutral Start SwitchMustang-Cougar

1. With the, manual linkage properly adjusted, check the starter engagement circuit in all positions. The
circuit must be open in all drive positions and closed tinly in park a,nd
neutral.
2. Remove the selector lever handle from the lever.
3. Remove the trim panel from
the top of the console.
4. Remove the cover a n d dial indicator as an assembly.
5. Remove'the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to the
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selector lever housing. Lift the retainer
from the housing.
6. Loosen the two combination
starter' neutral and back-up light
switch attaching screws (Fig. 24).
7. Move the selector lever back
and forth until the gauge pin (No.
43 drill) can be fully inserted into
the gauge pin holes (Fig. 24).
8. Place the transmission selector lever firmly against the stop of
the neutral detent position.
9. Slide the combination starter
neutral and back-up light switch forward or rearward as required, until
the switch actuating lever contacts
the selector lever.
10. Tighten the switch attaching
screws and remove the gauge pin.
Check for starting in the park position.
11. Turn the ignition key to the
ACC position and place the selector
lever in the reverse position and
check the operation of the back-up
lights. Turn the key off.
12. Position the selector lever
retainer to the selector lever housing.
Install the six attaching screws.
13. Install the cover and dial
indicator.
14. Install the trim panel on the
top of the console. Install the selector
lever handle.
MUSTANG-COUGAR
1. With the manual lever properly
adjusted, loosen the two switch attaching bolts (Fig. 25).
2. With the transmission manual
lever in neutral, rotate the switch and
insert the gauge pin (No. 43 drill
shank end) into the gauge pin holes
of the switch. The gauge pin has to
be inserted to a full 31/64 inch
into the three holes of the switch
(Fig. 25).
3. Torque the two switch attaching bolts to specification. Remove
the gauge pin from the switch.
4. Check the operation of the
switch. The engine should start only
with the transmission selector lever
in Neutral and Park.
.NEUTRAL START SWITCH
REPLACEMENT

MONTEGO, FALCON,
FAIRLANE
Column Shift

I. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug connector.
2. Remove the two screws securing
the neutral start switch to the steering column and remove the switch. Remove the actuator lever from the steer-

ing column if equipped with a Type 11
switch (Fig. 23).
3; Position
the neutral start
switch on the steering column and install and tighten the two attaching
screws.
4. Connect the switch wires to
the plug connector.
5. Check the operation of the
switch in each selector lever position.
The starter should engage in only the
neutral and park positions.
Console Shift
1. Remove the selector lever handle
from the lever.
2. Remove the trim panel from the
top of the console.
3. Remove the cover and dial indicator asan assembly.
4. Remove the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to
the selector lever housing. Lift the
retainer from the housing.
5. Remove the two screws securing
the neutral start switch to the selector lever housing. Disconnect the
neutral start switch wires at the plug
connector and remove the switch.
6. Position
the neutral start
switch to the selector lever housing
and install the two attaching screws.
7. With the selector lever in neutral, move the selector lever back
and forth until the gauge pin (No. 43
drill) can be fully inserted into the
gauge pin holes (Fig. 24).
8. Place the transmission selector lever firmly against the stop of
the neutral detent position.
9. Slide the combination starter
neutral and back-up light switch forward or rearward as required, until
the switch . actuating lever contacts
the selector lever.
10. Tighten the switch attaching
screws and remove the gauge pin.
11. Connect the neutral start
switch wires to the plug connector
and check for starting in the park
position.
12. Position the selector lever
retainer to the selector lever housing.
Install the attaching screws.
13. Install the cover and dial
indicator.
14. Install the trim panel on the
top of the console. Install the selector
lever handle.
MUSTANG-COUGAR
I. Remove the downshift linkage
rod from the transmission downshift
lever.
2. Apply penetrating oil to the
downshift lever shaft and nut. Remove the transmission downshift outer
lever retaining nut and lever (Fig. 25).
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3. Remove the two neutral start
switch attaching bolts.
4. Disconnect the multiple wire
connector. Remove the neutral switch
from the transmission.
5. Install the neutral start switch
on the transmission. Install the two
attaching bolts.
6. With the transmission manual
lever in neutral, rotate the switch
and install gauge pin (No. 43 drill)
into the gauge pin hole (Fig. 25).
7. Tighten the switch attaching
bolts to specification and remove the
gauge pin.
8. Install the outer downshift lever
and attaching nut, and torque the
nut to specification. Install the downshift linkage rod to the downshift lever.
9. Install the switch wires. Connect the wire multiple connector. Check
the operation of the switch in each
+tent position. The engine should
6tart only with the transmission selector lever i n N (neutral) and P
(park).
BAND ADJUSTMENTS

INTERMEDlATE BAND
I. Clean all the dirt from the
band adjusting screw area. Remove
and discard the locknut.
2. Install a new locknut on the
adjusting screw. With the tool shown
in Fig. 26, tighten the adjusting
screw until the tool handle clicks. The
tool is a preset torque wrench which
clicks and overruns when the torque on
the adjusting screw reaches 10 ft-lbs.
3. Back off the adjusting screw
exactly 1314 turns.
4. Hold the adjusting screw from
turning and torque the locknut to
specification.

FIG. 26 - Intermediate Band
Adjustment
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7. Install the valve body to case
attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specification. Operate the external
manual and downshift levers to
check for proper travel of the valve
body manual and downshift valves.
8. Place a new gasket on the
fluid pan. Install the pan and attaching
bolts. Torque the bolts to specification.
9. Lower the vehicle and fill the
transmission with fluid. Check the transmission pan area for fluid leakage.

INTERMEDIATE SERVO
REPAIR

FIG. 27 - Low-Reverse Band
Adjustment
LOW-REVERSE BAND
I. Clean all the dirt from the band
adjusting screw area. Remove and discard the locknut.
2. Install a new locknut on' the
adjusting screw. With the tools shown
in Fig. 27, tighten the adjusting
screw until the tool handle clicks. The
tool is a preset torque wrench which
clicks and overruns when the torque on
the adjusting screw reaches 10 ft-lbs.
3. Back off the adjusting screw
exactly 3 full turns.
4. Hold the adjusting screw from
turning and torque the lock nut to
specification.
FLUID PAN AND
CONTROL VALVE
BODY REPLACEMENT
I. Raise the vehicle so the'transmission oil pan is accessible.
2. Loosen the fluid pan retaining
bolts and lower one edge of the pan
30 drain the transmission fluid. If
the same fluid is to be used again,
filter the fluid through a 1 0 0 mesh
screen. Re-use the fluid only if it
is in good condition.
3. Remove the transmission fluid
pan attaching bolts, pan and gasket.
4. Remove the valve body to case
attaching bolts (Fig. 38). Remove
the valve body from the case and
the transmission inner control levers.
5. Refer to the Major Repair
Operation for control valve body repair operation.
6. Thoroughly clean and remove
all the gasket material from the pan
and the pan mounting face of the
case. Install the valve body to the
case, engaging the transmission inner
control levers with the valve body
manual and downshift valves.

I. Raise the vehicle and remove
the four servo cover to case attaching
bolts.
2. 'Remove the servo cover, gasket, piston, and piston return spring.
Remove the piston from the cover
(Fig. 58).
3. Remove the. piston. seals and
cover gasket.
4. Install new piston seals on the
piston. Lubricate the piston seals
with clean transmission fluid. Install
the servo piston in the cover.
5. Install the piston return spring
in the case. Place a new gasket on
the cover. Install the piston and cover
into the transmission case making sure
that the slotted end of the piston is
in a horizontal position so that it
will engage the strut. Use two 5 / 1 6
18 x 1 1/4 bolts, 180 degrees
apart to position the cover against
the case.
6. Install the two servo cover
attaching bolts. Remove the two
1 I/4-inch bolts and install two attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specification.
7. Adjust the intermediate band.
Lower the vehicle and check the transmission fluid level.
8. If the tiand cannot be adjusted
properly, the struts are not in position. Remove the fluid pan and valve
body. Install the struts, valve body,
pan, and adjust the band. Refill the
transmission with fluid.
LOW-REVERSE SERVO
PISTON REPLACEMENT
I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Loosen the reverse band adjusting screw lock nut. Tighten the reverse band adjusting screw to 10
ft-lbs torque. (Tightening the screw
will insure that the band strut will
be held against the case by the band,
preventing it from falling down when
the reverse servo piston assembly is
removed).

3. Remove the four servo cover to
case attaching bolts. Remove the identification t a g and vent tube retaining
clip. Remove the servo cover and seal
from the case.
4. Remove the reverse servo piston
and stem from the case as an assembly.
5. Insert a small screwdriver in
the hole of the piston stem (Fig. 57).
Remove the piston attaching nut.
6. Remove the servo piston from
the stem. The piston seal cannot be
replaced without replacing the piston. The seal is bonded to the piston.
7. Install a new piston on the
stem. Install the attaching nut. Torque
the nut to specification. Make sure
the spacer add accumulator spring
(Fig. 56) is positioned on the piston
stem. The crowned side of the spring
should face toward the rod.
8. Install the reverse servo piston assembly in the case. Make sure
that the release spring is in position.
9. Install the reverse servo cover
and a new seal, positioning the
breather tube clip and service identification, tag under the proper coverto-case bolts. Torque the bolts to
specification.
10. Adjust the reverse band.
11. Lower the vehicle and check
the transmission fluid level.
EXTENSION HOUSING
BUSHING AND REAR
SEAL REPLACEMENT
1. Disconnect the drive shaft from
the transmission.
2. When only the rear seal needs
replacing, carefully remove it with
a tapered chisel or the tools shown
in Fig. 28. Remove the bushing as
shown in Fig. 29. Use the bushing
remover carefully so that the spline
seal is not damaged.
3. When installing a new bushing
use the special tool shown in Fig. 30.
4. Before installing a new seal,
inspect the sealing surface of the
universal joint yoke for scores. If
scores are found, replace the yoke.
5. Inspect the counterbore of the
housing for burrs and remove with
crocus cloth.
6. Install the seal into the housing
with the tool shown in Fig. 31. The
seal should be firmly seated in the
bore. Coat the inside diameter of the
fiber portion of the seal with B8A19589-A lubricant.
7. Coat the front universal joint
spline with B8A-19589-A lubricant
and install the drive shaft.
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GOVERNOR GOVERNOR
DISTRIBUTOR DISTRIBUTOR

Tool- 1501-100-A

FIG. 28 - Removing Extension Housing Seal
EXTENSION HOUSING

BUSHING

/

I

Tool-T57P-7697-0

FIG. 32 - Governor Installed
FIG. 29 - Removing Extension

FIG. 30 - Installing Extension

Housing Bushing

Housing Bushing

EXTENSION HOUSING AND
GOVERNOR REPLACEMENT

bolts. Raise the transmission and remove the mounting pad between the
extension housing and the crossmember.
5. Loosen the extension housing
attaching bolts to drain the transmission fluid. Disconnect the exhaust
inlet pipes a t the manifold and lower
the inlet pipes.
6. Remove the six extension housing-to-case attaching bolts and re-

1. Raise the vehicle on th'e hoist.
2. Remove the drive shaft. Posi-

tion the transmission jack to support
the transmission.
3. Remove the speedometer cable
from the extension housing.
4. Remove the extension housing
to crossmember mount attaching

EXTENSION HOUSIN(

D1027-C

FIG. 31 - lnstalling Extension Housing Seal

3

move the extension housing.
7. Remove the governor housingto-governor distributor attaching bolts
(Fig. 32). Remove the governor housing
from the distributor.
8. Refer to Major Repair Operations for governor repair operations.
9. lnstall the governor housing on
the governor distributor (Fig. 32).
Install the attaching bolts and torque
the bolts to specification.
10. Install a new extension housing gasket on the case. Install the
extension housing and six attaching
bolts. Torque the bolts to specification.
11. Install the transmission mounting pad to the crossmember. Lower
the transmission and install the extension housing-to-crossmember attaching bolts. Torque the attaching
bolts to specification. Remove the
transmission jack.
12. Connect the speedometer cable to the extension housing. Install
the drive shaft.
13. Install the inlet pipes on the
manifold.
14. Lower the vehicle and fill
the transmission with fluid.
15. Check the extension housing
area for fluid leakage.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle and remove
the two converter cover attaching bolts
at the lower front side of the converter housing. Remove the cover.
2. Remove the two converter
drain plugs (Fig. 33). Drain the fluid
from the converter. lnstall the two

converter drain plugs.
3. Remove the drive shaft and
install the extension housing seal replacer tool in the extension housing.
4. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the transmission vacuum unit.
Disconnect the vacuum line from the
retaining clip.
5. Remove the two extension hous-

ing to crossmember bolts.
6. Disconnect the speedometer
cable from the extension housing.
7. Disconnect the exhaust pipe
flange from the manifolds.
8. Remove the parking brake cable
from the equalizer lever.
9. Loosen the transmission fluid
pan bolts and drain the fluid at one
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CONVERTER

DRAIN PLUG
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FIG. 33 - Converter Drain Plug
Location

FIG. 34 - Transmission Mounted
o n Jack

corner of the pan. Tighten the attaching bolts after the fluid has drained.
10. Disconnect the fluid cooler
lines from the transmission case. Remove the fluid tube from the case.
11. Remove the manual and kickdown linkage rods from the transmission control levers.
12. On Mustang and Cougar,
disconnect the neutral start switch wires
from the retaining clamps and connectors.
13. Remove the starter cable. Remove the s.tarter attaching Bolts and
remove' #&@starter from the converter housing.
14. Remove the four converter-toflywheel attaching nuts.
15. Position the Transmission jack
to support the transmission and secure the transmission to the jack
with a safety chain.
16. Remove the four crossmem-

4

ber and mounting pad attaching bolts
and lower the crossmember.
17. Remove the five converter
housing-to-engine attaching bolts.
Lower the transmission (Fig. 34), and
remove it from under the vehicle.
INSTALLATION

I. With the converter properly
installed, place the transmission on
the jack (Fig. 34). Secure the transmission to the jack with the safety
chain.
2. Raise the transmission into position and install the five converter
housing-to-engine attaching bolts.
Torque the bolts to specification. Remove the safety chain from the
transmission.
3. Position the crossmember and

mounting pad into position and install the four attaching bolts. Torque
the bolts to specifications.
4. Lower the transmission and install the extension housing and cross
member attaching bolts. Torque the
bolts to specification.
5. Install the four flywheel-to-converter attaching nuts. Torque the
nuts to specification.
6. Remove the transmission jack.
Connect the vacuum hose to the transmission vacuum unit. Install the vacuum line retaining clip.
7. Install the transmission fluid
filler tube. Connect the fluid cooling
lines to the transmission case.
8. On Mustang and Cougar, connect the neutral start switch wires
to their respective connectors and secure the harness in the retaining
clamps.
9. Connect the linkage rods to the
transmission downshift and manual
control levers.
10. Connect the speedometer cable to the extension housing.
11. Connect the exhaust inlet,
pipes to the manifolds.
12. Install and adjust the parking
brake cable a t the equalizer lever.
13. Install the converter housing
cover and torque the attaching bolts
to specification.
14. Install the starter and torque
the bolts to specification. Connect the
starter cable.
15. Install the drive shaft. Torque
the companion flange U-bolt nuts to
specification.
16. Lower the vehicle and fill
the transmission with fluid. Adjust the
manual and kickdown linkage.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

Before removing any of the subassemblies, thoroughly clean the outside of the transmission to prevent
dirt from entering the, mechanical
parts. During the repair operations,
refer to Part 7-1 for common adjustments and repairs or cleaning and
inspection procedures.
During the transmission disassembly or assembly operations, ten
thrust washers located between the
sub-assemblies must be removed and
installed. It i s F h p o r t a n t that each
thrust washer be in the correct position during the assembly operation.
To properly locate and identify
the thrust washers, the various positions of the thrust washers are shnwn

in the illustrations and are numbered
I through 10. Number 1 is the first
thrust washer located at the front
pump. The last thrust washer, No.
10, is located at the parking gear.
DISASSEMBLY O F
TRANSMISSION

1. Remove the converter from the
transmission front pump and converter housing.
2. Remove the transmission vacuum unit with the tool shown in Fig.
35. Remove the vacuum unit gasket
and control rod.
3. From the vacuum unit hole in
the case, remove the primary throttle

valve (Fig. 36).
4. Remove the two extension housing-to-case attaching bolts and mount
the transmission in the holding fixture as shown in Fig. 37.
5. Remove the transmission fluid
pan attaching bolts, and the pan and
gasket.
6. Remove the eight control valve
body attaching bolts (Fig. 38). Remove the control valve body from
the case.
7. Loosen the intermediate band
adjusting screw (Fig. 39) and remove
the intermediate band struts from
the case. Loosen the low-reverse
band adjusting screw and remove the
low-reverse band struts (Fig. 39).
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INTERMEDIATE
BAND STRUTS

GRIND OFF

LOW.REVERSE BAND
ADJUSTING SCREW

INTERMEDIATE BAND
ADJUSTING SCREW

LOW.REVERSE
BAND STRUTS

D 13848

FIG. 39 - Band Adjusting S t u d s
a n d Struts

FIG. 37 - Transmission M o u n t e d
in Holding Fixture

FIG. 35 - Removing Vacuum Unit

FIG. 38 - Control Valve
FIG. 36 - Removing o r Installing
Primary Throttle Valve

TRANSMISSION END
PLAY CHECK
1. T o keep the output shaft in
alignment during the end play check,
install the extension housing oil seal
replacer tool or a front universal joint
yoke in the extension housing.
2. Remove one of the front pumpto-case attaching bolts and mount the
dial indicator as shown in Fig. 40.
3. The input shaft is a loose part
and has to be properly engaged with
the spline of the forward clutch hub
during the end play checking procedure. Move the input shaft and
gear train toward the back of the
transmission case.
4. With the dial indicator contacting the end of the input shaft, set

D 1383-8

FIG. 40 - Checking End Play

Attaching Bolts
the indicator a t zero (Fig. 40).
5. Insert a screwdriver behind the
.input shell (Fig. 40). Move the input
shell and the front part of the gear
train forward.
6. Record the dial indicator reading. The end play should be 0.008
to 0.042 inch. If the end play is not
within specifications, the selective
thrust washers (Fig. 41) must be replaced.
When it is necessary to change
a thrust washer, use the selective
thickness of thrust washer No. 2 to
obtain the proper end play. Fig. 41
shows the selectivity that is available
to obtain. the correct selective thrust
washers.
7. Remove the dial indicator and
remove the input shaft from the
front pump stator support (Fig. 42).

REMOVAL O F CASE
AND'EXTENSION
HOUSING PARTS
1. Rotate the holding fixture to
put the transmission in a vertical
position with the converter housing
UP.
2. Remove the six converter housing and front pump to case retaining
bolts. Remove the converter housing
from the front pump.
3; Remove the front pump by inserting a screwdriver behind the input shell (Fig. 43). Move the input
shell forward until the front pump
seal is above the edge of the case.
Remove the front pump and gasket
from the case. If the selective thrust
washer No. 1 did not come out with
the front pump, remove it from the
top of the reverse-high clutch.
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SELECTIVE THRUST WASHERS

FORWARD GEAR TRAIN ASStMBLY

(FOR END.PLAY CORRECTION)

THRUST WASHER NO. 1
0.053-0.0575
0.070.0.074
Green
0.087-0.091
Natural
Block
0.121-0.125
Yellow
0.138-0.142
Blue

FRONT PUMP
STATOR SUPPORT

THRUST WA_StER NO. 2
No. Strmped
Metal
Washer
Thrust Washer

0.075-0.073

Washers are Same

.ON SELECTIVE
RUST WASHER
NO. 1

&

SELEC TlVE THRUST WASHER NO. 2
Holding Fixture Tool-77530-A
0 1716-C

FIG. 4 1 - Selective Thrust Washer Locations

FIG. 42 - Removing o r Installing
lnput S h a f t

INPUT SHELL
FORWARD

INPUT SHELL

D1390-A

FIG. 47 - Forward Part of G e a r
Train Positioned in Holding Fixture
4. Remove the intermediate and
low-reverse band adiustina screws from
the case. Rotate the-intermediate band
to align the band with the clearance
hole in the case (Fig. 44). Remove
the intermediate band from the case.
If the intermediate band is to be reused, do not clean i t in a vapor
degreaser, or with a detergent solution. Clean the band with a lint free
cloth.
5. Using a screwdriver between
the input shell and rear planet carrier
(Fig. 45) lift the input shell upward
and remove the forward part of the
gear train as an assembly (Fig. 46).
6. Place the forward part of the
gear train in the holding fixture
shown in Fig. 47.
7. From the eear train in the
holding fixture, remove the reversehigh clutch and drum from the forward clutch (Fig. 48).
8. If thrust washer No. 2 (Fig.
41) did not come out with the front
pump, remove the thrust washer from
the forward clutch cylinder. Remove
the forward clutch from the forward
clutch hub and ring gear (Fig. 48).
9. If thrust washer No. '3 (Fig.
47) did not come out with the forward clutch, remove the thrust
washer from the forward clutch hub.
10. Remove the forward clutch
hub and ring gear from the front
planet carrier (Fig. 48).
11. Remove thrust washer No. 4
and the front planet carrier from the
input shell.
12. Remove the. input .shell, sun
gear and thrust washer No. 5 from
the holding fixture (Fig. 48).
13. From inside the transmission
case, remove thrust washer No.6
w

FIG. 45 - Lifting lnput Shell a n d
G e a r Train

FIG. 43 - Removing Front Pump

INTEKMEDIATE
BAND CCEARANCE
HOLE I N CASE

D 1389-8

I

FIG. 44,-

Removing o r Installing
Intermediate Band

FIG. 46 - Removing o r Installing
Forward Part of G e a r Train
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SUN GEAR
FORWARD CLUTCH
HUB AND
RING GEAR

INPUT SHELL

t

THRUST WASHER
NO. 3

I

NO. 4

\

THRUST WASHER
NO. 5

REVERSE-HIGH CLUTCH

D l393-A

FIG. 48 - Forward Part of G e a r Train Disassembled
(Fig. 49) from the top of the reverse vlanet carrier.
14. Remove the reverse planet
carrier and thrust washer No. 7
from the reverse ring gear and hub
(Fig. 49).
15. Move the output shaft forward and with the tool shown in
Fig. 50 remove the reverse ring gear
hub to output shaft retaining ring.
16. Remove the reverse ring gear
and hub from the output shaft. Remove thrust washer No. 8 from the
low and reverse drum.
17. Remove the low-reverse band
from the case (Fig. 5 1).
18. Remove the low-reverse drum
from the one-way clutch inner race
(Fig. 49).
19. Remove the one-way clutch
inner race by rotating the race clockwise as it is removed.
20. Remove
the
12 one-way
clutch rollers, springs, and the spring
retainer from the outer race (Fig.
49). Do not lose or damage any of
the 12 springs or rollers. The outer
race of the one-way clutch cannot
be removed from the case until the
extension housing, output shaft and
governor distributor sleeve are
removed.
21. Remove the transmission from
the holding fixture. Position the transmission on the bench in a vertical
position with the extension housing
up. Remove the four extension housingto-case attaching bolts. Remove the extension housing and gasket from the
case.
22. Pull outward on the output
shaft and remove the output shaft
and governor distributor assembly

from the governor distributor sleeve
(Fig. 52).
23. Remove the governor distributor lock ring from the output shaft
(Fig. 53). Remove the governor distributor from the output shaft.
24. Remove the four distributor
sleeve-to-case attaching bolts. Remove the distributor sleeve from the
case. Do not bend or distort the
fluid tubes as the tubes are removed
from the case with the distri,butor
sleeve.
25. Remove the parking pawl return spring, pawl and retaining pin
from the case (Fig. 54).
26. Remove the parking gear and
thrust washer No. 10 from the case.
27. Remove
the six one-way
clutch outer race to case attaching
bolts with the tool shown in Fig. 55.
As the bolts are removed, hold the
outer race located inside the case in
position. Remove the outer race and
thrust washer No. 9 from the case
(Fig. 49).
PARTS REPAIR O R REPLACEMENT
During the repair of the subassemblies, certain general instructions which apply to all units of the
transmissions must be followed. These
instructions are given here to avoid
unnecessary repetition.
Handle all transmission parts carefully to avoid nicking or burring the
bearing or mating surfaces.
Lubricate all internal parts of the
transmission before assembly with
clean automatic transmission fluid.
Do not use any other lubricants
except on gaskets and thrust washers which may be coated with
vaseline to facilitate assembly. Al-

ways install new gaskets when assembling the transmission.
~ k h t e n all bolts and screws to
the recommended torque outlined
in the Specification Section.
TRANSMISSION CASE
AND LINKAGE REPAIR
Low-Reverse Servo
1. Remove the four servo cover to
case attaching bolts. Remove the
transmission identification tag, vent
tube and retaining clip from the case.
2. Remove the servo cover, cover
seal, servo piston and piston return
spring from the case (Fig. 56).
3. The servo piston seal is bonded
to the piston. If the seal has to be
replaced, replace the piston assembly which includes the seal. Disassemble the servo piston from the
piston rod by inserting a small screwdriver in the hole of the piston rod
and removing the piston attaching
nut (Fig. 57). Install the new servo
piston and torque ,the piston attaching nut to specification. Make sure
the spacer and accumulator spring
(Fig. 56) is positioned on the piston
stem. The crowned side of the spring
should face toward the rod.
4. Place the piston return spring
in the servo bore of the case. Lubricate the piston seal with clean
transmission fluid and install the
servo piston (Fig. 56).
5. Place a new cover seal on the
cover and install the servo cover.
Install the identification tag and the
vent tube and retaining clip. Install
the four cover attaching bolts.
Torque the cover to case retaining
bolts to specification.
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THRUST WASHER NO. 9

THRUST WASHER NO. 8

REVERSE PLANET CARRIER

SPRING RETAINER

REVERSE RlNG GEAR
AND HUB

INNER RACE

I

\

I

LOW AND REVERSE DRUM

FIG. 49 - Lower Part of

\

v

THRUST W A ~ H E RNO. 7

THRUST WASHER NO. 6

I

ONE-WAY
CLUTCH
SPRINGS ( 1 2)
AND ROLLERS I1 2)

OUTER RACE

Gear Train Disassembled
OUTPUT SHAFT

GOVERNOR DISTRIBUTOR

FIG. 53 - Removing or

lnstalling

Governor Distributor Lock
HUB RETAINING RING

FIG. 50 - Removing or
Reverse
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Ring

making sure that the slot is in a horizontal position to engage the strut.
Use two 5/16-18 bolts, 1-114
inch long, 180 degrees apart, to position the cover against the case. Install
two cover attaching bolts. Remove the
two 1-114 inch bolts and install the
other two cover attaching bolts. Torque
the attaching bolts to specification.

Installing

Ring Gear,Hub Retaining

Ring

Downshift and Manual Linkage

FIG. 5 1 - Removing or
Low-Reverse Band

FIG. 52 - Removing or
Installing

Intermediate Servo Repair

1: Remove the four servo cover-

to-case attaching bolts.
.+- .
2. Remove the servo cover, gasket, servo piston, and piston return
spring from the case (Fig. 58).
3. On a transmission used with SIX
cylinder engines, remove the. intermediate servo-piston from the cover
by inserting air pressure into the
pressure hole in the cover (Fig. 59).
.
4. Remove the seal rings from the
servo piston and cover.

lnstalling

Output Shaft and Governor
Distributor

5. lnstall a new seal on the cover
and servo piston. Figure 60 shows
the correct servo piston and cover
for each transmission model. Lubricate the seals. with clean transmission fluid. Install the piston into the
cover. .Be careful not to damage the
piston seal.
-6. Install the piston return spring
in the servo bore of the case.
7. Place a new gasket on the
servo cover. Position the servo piston
and cover assembly into the case

I. Remove the downshift outer
lever attaching nut. Remove the
downshift outer and inner levers. Remove the neutral start switch by placing a screwdriver behind the switch
and carefully prying the switch off
of the lever. From inside the transmission case, remove the upper retaining ring from the manual lever
link (Fig. 61). Remove the upper
end of the lever link from the case
retaining pin.
2, From the*back of the transmission case, remove the upper retaining ring and flat washer from the
parking pawl link (Fig. ,62). Remove
the pawl link from the case retaining pin.
3. From the back of the transmission case, remove the parking pawl
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,he

SPRING

FIG. 55 - Removing One-Way
Clutch Outer Race Attaching Bolts
link, toggle rod, and manual lever
link as an assembly (Fig. 63).
4. Remove the rear parking pawl
link lower retaining ring, flat washer
and link from the toggle rod (Fig.

FIG. 54 - Parking Pawl Mechanism
COVER

64).
5. Remove the manual lever link

SEAL

lower retaining ring and link from
the toggle rod.
6. Remove the inner manual lever

SERVO PISTON STEM

0 1401-8

FIG. 56 - Low-Reverse Servo Disassembled

&()

V-8 ENGINE

PISTON

RETURN SPRING

COVER

SEALS

6 CYLINDER ENGINE

COVER
D1491-B

FIG. 58 - Intermediate Servo Disassembled
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FIG. 57 - Removing o r Installing

FIG. 59 - Removing Intermediate

Low-Reverse Servo Piston

Servo Piston-6

Cylinder Englne

FIG. 62 - Parking Pawl Link
Installed
MANUAL LEVER LINK1

FIG. 63 - Removing o r Installing
Parking Pawl Toggle Rod

FIG. 60 - lntermediate Servo Piston Cover a n d Spring Identification
attaching nut and lever. Remove the
outer manual lever from the case.
7. To remove the manual lever
seal, use the tools shown in Fig. 65.
To install the new seal, use the tool
shown in Fig. 66.
8. Install the outer. manual lever
in the case. Install the inner manual
lever and attaching nut (Fig. 61).
Torque the nut to specification.
9. From the back of the transmission case, install the parking toggle
rod and link assembly into the case
(Fig. 63).
10. Install the parking pawl link
on the case retaining pin. Install the
flat washer and link retaining ring
(Fig. 62).
11. Position the inner manual
lever behind the manual lever link,

with the cam of the lever contacting the lower link pin (Fig. 67).
12. Install the upper end of the
manual lever link on the case retaining pin. Install the retaining ring.
13. Operate the manual lever and
check for correct linkage operation.
14. Install the neutral start switch.
15. Install the inner and outer
downshift levers. Torque the attaching nut to specifications.
Bushing Replacement-Case
1. If the transmission case bush-

ing is to be replaced, press the bushing out of the case with the tool
shown in Fig. 68.
2. Install a new transmission case
bushing with the tool shown in Fig.
68.

Thread Repair-Case
Thread servi-ce kits may be purchased from local jobbers or the Heli?.
Coil Corporation. To repair a damaged thread, the following procedures
should be carefully followed.
I. Drill out the damaged threads,
using the same drill size as the thread
O.D. For example, use a 5/16 - inch
drill for a 5 / 16- 18 thread.
2. Select the proper special tap
and tap the drilled hole. The tap is
marked for the size of the thread
being repaired. Thus, the special tap
marked 5/16-18 will not cut the
same thread as a standard 5/16-18
tap. It does cut a thread large enough
to accommodate the insert, and
after the insert is installed the original
thread size (51 16-18) is restored.
3. Select the proper coil inserting
tool. These tools .are marked with
the thread size being repaired. Place
the insert on the tool and adjust
the sleeve to the length of the insert
being used.
Press the insert against the face
of the tapped hole. Turn the tool
clockwise and wind the insert into
the hole until the insert is 112 turn
below the face.
4. Working through the insert,
bend the insert tang straight up and
down until it breaksoff at the notch.
5. If the inserts are not properly
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INNER MANUAL LEVER ATTACHING NUT
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FIG. 65 - Removing M a n u a l
Lever Seal

INNER MANUAL LEVER

MANUAL LEVER LINK

D1405-B

FIG. 61 - C a s e Internal Linkage

FIG. 66 - Installing M a n u a l Lever

Seal
OUTER MANUAL

LEVER

MANUAL LEVER LlNK

\

INNER MANUAL LEVER

I

\

/

0

FIG. 67 - Inner M a n u a l Lever
PARKING PAWL LlNK
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FIG. 64 - C a s e Linkage
installed, they can be removed with
the extractor tool. Place the extractor tool in the insert so that the
blade rests against the top coil 114
to 112 turn away from the end of the
coil. Tap tke tool sharply with a
hammer so that the blade cuts into
the insert. Exert downward pressure
on the tool and turn it counterclockwise until tht insert is removed.

CONTROL VALVE
Disassembly
1. Remove the screws that attach

the oil screen to the body and remove
the screen (Fig. 69).
2. Remove the lower valve body
attaching screws and separate the
lower valve body, separator plate,
gasket and hold-down plates (Fig. 70)
from the upper valve body. Be careful not to lose the check valves and
spring when separating the upper and
lower valve bodies.
3. Depress the manual valve detent spring with the tool shown in Fig.
71. Remove the spring retaining pin
(roll pin) from the upper valve body.
Remove the spring and detent plunger.

Location
4. Slide the manual valve out of
the body.
5. Remove the cut-back and the
back-out valve cover plate from the
valve body (Fig. 72).
6. Remove the cut-back valve
from the body.
7. Remove the 2-3 back-out valve,
spring and the manual low valve
from the body.
8. Remove the 1-2 shift valve and
the 2-3 shift valve cover plate from
the valve body.
9. Remove the 2-3 shift valve and
the throttle modulator valve and
spring from the body.
10. Remove the 1-2 shift valve,
D2 valve and the spring from the
body.
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11. Remove the intermediate band
accumulator valve cover plate from
the valve body.

Tool

-

12. Remove the intermediate accumulator sleeve, 3-2 control valve,
spring, and the intermediate servo
accumulator valve.

T66L-7003-87

13. Remove the pressure booster
valve cover plate (Fig. 72).
14. Remove the pressure booster
valve and sleeve, washer, springs
and the main regulator valve:

REMO'V A L

INSTALLATION

D 1730- A

FIG. 68 - Replacing Transmission C a s e Bushing

LOWER
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~

15. Remove the spring and the
line pressure coasting boost valve
(Fig. 72).
16. Carefully pry the downshift
valve retainer from the body, then
remove the spring and valve.
17. Depress the throttle booster
valve plug (Fig. 73) to release the
retaining pin. Remove the plug, valve
and the spring.
18. Remove the two hold-down
plates and the separator plate from
the lower valve body. Be careful not
to lose the check valve when removing the separator plate and gasket
from the lower valve body.
Assembly

FIG. 69 - Upper a n d Lower Valve Bodies Disassembled
RUBBER BALL
SHUTTLE VALVE

SEPARATOR
PLATE,

RUBBER'BALL
SHUTTLE VALVE

LOWE; V A L V E
BODY

'HOA
DOWN
PLATES

SERVO
CHECK.VALVE

1. Place the check valve in the
lower body as shown in Fig. 70. Position the separator plate and the two
hold-down plates on the lower valve
body and install the four attaching
screws and torque them to specification.
2. Place the throttle booster valve
spring, valve (long end into spring)
and the plug (Fig. 72). Depress the
plug and install the retaining pin.
3. Insert the downshift valve into the body with the large diameter
facing inward. Install the downshift

. .-.-

V A I VF

SPRING
RETAINER

FIG. 70 - S e p a r a t i n g Upper a n d Lower Valve Bodies

FIG. 71 - Removing M a n u a l
Valve
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2-3 BACK.OUT VALVE
CUT.BACK VALVE
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3-2 CONTROL VALVE
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MAIN REGUL
VALVE
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ONTROL PRESSURE
BOOSTERVALVE
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FIG. 72 - Upper Valve Body Disassembled
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valve spring and the retainer (Fig.
72).
4. lnsert the line pressure coasting boost valve and spring in the
body (Fig. 72).
5. Place the main regulator valve
in the body with the large diameter
facing inward. Install the two springs
and the spacer, pressure booster
valve and sleeve.
6. Hold the' pressure booster valve
cover plate in place and install the
three attaching screws and torque
them to specification.
7. Place the intermediate servo accumulator valve and spring in the
body. Install the interinediate accumulator sleeve and 3-2 control
valve. Secure the cover to the body
with the attaching screw. Torque
the screw to specifications.

8. Position the spring, D2 valve
and the 1-2 shift valve in the body.
9. Place the throttle modulator
valve, spring, and 2-3 shift valve in
the body.
10. Secure the 1-2 shift valve and
the 2 3 valve cover plate to the body
and torque the screws to specifications.
11. Place the manual low valve,
spring, and the 2-3 back-out valve
in the body.
12. Place the cut-back valve in
the body.
13. Secure the cut-back and the
back-out cover plate to the body with
two screws. Torque the screws to
specifications.
14. Slide the manual valve into the
body making sure that the notch for
the manual lever is toward the inside
and that the detent notches are facing
upward.
15. Place the detent plunger and
spring in the body. Depress the spring

''21

PLUG

FIG. 73 - Removing Throttle
Booster Valve

and install a new roll pin.
16. Position a new rubber check
valve in the upper valve body
(Fig. 70).
17. Position the check valve and
spring in the upper valve body (Fig.
70). Place a new gasket, separator
plate and the lower valve body in
place on the upper valve body and
secure them with the attaching
screws. Torque the screws to specifications.
18. Secure the oil screen to the
body with the attaching screws.
Torque the screws to specifications.

FRONT P U M P
1. Remove the four seal rings
from the stator support.
2. Remove the five bolts that attach the stator support to the front
pump housing. Remove the stator
support from the pump housing
(Fig. 74).
3. Remove the front and rear
stator support bushings if they are worn
or damaged. Use the cape chisel
(Fig. 75) and cut along the bushing
seam until the chisel breaks through
the bushing wall. Pry the loose ends
of the bushing up with an awl and
remove the bushing.
4. Remove the drive and driven
gears from the front pump housing.
5. If the front pump housing
bushing is worn or damaged, press
the bushing from the housing as
shown in Fig. 76.
6. Press a new bushing into the
pump housing with the handle and
tool shown in Fig. 76. Make sure
the bushing is installed with the slot
and groove positioned to the rear of
the pump body and 60 degrees below
the horizontal center line.
7. Install the drive and driven
gears in the pump housing. Each
gear has an idehtification mark on
the side of the gear teeth that are
chamfered. The chamfered side'with
the identification mark has to be
positioned downward against the
face of the pump housing.

8. Press new bushings into the stator support with the tool shown in
Fig. 77. Use the end with the 118
inch step for the front bushing and
the end with the 114 inch step for
the rear bushing. When installing the
rear bushing, .be sure the hole in the
bushing is lined up with the lube
hole in the stator support.
9. Place the stator support in the
pump housing and install the five
attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specifications.

10. Install the four seal rings on
the stator support. Two large rings
are assembled first in the ring grooves
toward the front of the stator support
(Fig. 74).
11. Check the pump gears for free
rotation by placing the pump on the
converter drive hub in its normal
running position and turning the
pump housing.
12. If the front pump seal must be
replaced, mount the pump in the
transmission case and remove the
seal with the tool shown in Fig. 78.
T o install the new seal use the tool
shown in Fig. 78.
REVERSE-HIGH CLUTCH
1. Remove the pressure clutch
plate retaining snap ring (Fig. 80).
2. Remove the pressure plate, and
the drive and driven clutch plates (Fig.
81). If the composition clutch plates
are to be reused, do not clean the
plates in a vapor degreaser or with a
detergent solution. Wipe the plates
clean with lint-free cloth.
3. To remove the piston spring
retainer snap ring, place the clutch
hub in the arbor press. With the
tools shown in Fig. 82, compress the
piston return springs and remove. the
snap ring. When the arbor press ram
is released, guide the spring retainer
to clear the snap ring groove of the
drum.
4. Remove the spring retainer and
ten piston return springs.
5. Remove the piston by inserting
air pressure in the piston apply iioie
of the clutch hub (Fig. 83).
6. Remove the piston' outer seal
from the piston and the piston inner
seal from the clutch drum.
7. Remove the drum bushing if it
is worn or damaged. Use the cape
chisel (Fig. 84) and cut a shallow
groove 314 inch in length along the
bushing seam until the chisel breaks
through the bushing wall. Pry the
loose ends of the bushing up with an
awl and remove the bushing. To prevent leakage at the stator support
O-rings, be careful not to nick or
damage the hub surface with the
chisel.
8. Position the drum in a press,
and press a new bushing into the
drum with the handle and tool shown
in Fig. 85.
9. Install a new inner seal in the
clutch drum and a new outer seal
on the clutch piston. Lubricate the
seals with clean transmission flbid
and install the piston into the clutch
drum.
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PUMP HOUSING

I

STATOR SUPPORT

I

FIG. 74 - Front Pump and Stator Support Disassembled
10. Place the ten clutch piston
springs into position on the clutch
piston. Place the spring retainer on
top of the springs. T o install the
snap ring, use the tools shown in
Fig. 82. As the press ram is moved
downward, .make sure the spring
retainer is centered to clear the drum.
Install the snap ring. Before the press
ram is released make sure the snap
ring is positioned inside of the four
snap ring guides on the spring retainer.
11. When new composition clutch

plates are used, soak the plates in
transmission oil for fifteen minutes
before the plates are assembled. Install the clutch plates alternately by
starting first with a steel plate then
a non-metallic plate (Fig. 81). The
last plate installed is the pressure
plate. For the correct number of clutch
plates required for each transmission
model, refer to Part 7-4.
12. Install the pressure plate retaining snap ring (Fig. 80). Make
sure the* snap ring is fully seated in

the snap ring groove of the clutch
hub.
13. With a feeler gauge, check
the clearance between the snap ring
and the pressure plate (Fig. 86).
14. The pressure plate should be
held downward as the clearance is
checked. The clearance should be
0.050-0.066 inch. If the clearance is
not within specifications, selective
thickness snap rings are available in
these thicknesses, 0.102-0.106, 0.0880.092, 0.074-0.078, and 0.060-0.064
inch. Install the correct size snap ring
and recheck the clearance.

FORWARD CLUTCH
D 1731-A

1. Remove

the clutch pressure
plate retaining snap ring (Fig. 87).
2. Remove the pressure plate, and
the drive and driven clutch plates
from the clutch hub (Fig. 88).
3. Remove the disc spring retaining snap ring (Fig. 89).
4. Apply air pressure at the clutch
piston pressure hole (Fig. 90), to re-

REMOVAL

FIG. 76 - Removing Front Pump Housing Bushing

INSTALLATION

FIG. 75 - Removing Stator
support

hi^^^

move the piston from the clutch hub.
5. Remove the clutch piston outer seal and the inner seal from the
clutch hub (Fig. 88).
6. Install new clutch piston seals
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having five internal splined clutch
plates.
11. If the clearance is not within specifications, selective snap rings
are available in these thicknesses,
0.102-0.106, 0.088-0.092, 0.074-0.078
and 0.060-0.064 inch. Insert the correct size snap ring and recheck the
clearance.

FIG. 79 - lnstalling Front Pump

Seal

FORWARD CLUTCH H U B
AND RlNG GEAR

SNAP RlNG

\

FIG. 77 - lnstalling S t a t o r
S u p p o r t Bushings

FIG. 80 - Removing Reverse-High
Clutch S n a p Ring

FIG. 78 - Removing Front Pump
Seal
on the clutch piston and drum. Lubricate the seals with clean transmission fluid.
7. Install the clutch piston into
the clutch hub. Install the steel ring
on the piston. Install the disc spring
and retaining snap ring (Fig. 89).
8. Install the lower pressure
plate with the flat side u p and radius
side downward.

Install one non-metallic clutch
plate and alternately install the drive
and driven plates. Before installing
new composition clutch plates, soak

them in transmission fluid for fifteen
minutes. The last plate installed will
be the top pressure plate. (Fig. 88).
Refer to Specification Section for the
correct number of clutch plates for
the applicable model transmission.
9.tInstall the pressure plate retaining snap ring (Fig. 87). Make
sure the snap ring is fully seated in
the ring groove of the clutch hub.
10. With a feeler gauge, 'check
the clearance between the snap ring
and the pressure plate (Fig. 91).
Downward pressure on the plate
should be used when making this
check. The clearance should be 0.0200.036 inch for transmissions having
four internal splined clutch plates and
0.026-0.042 inch for transmissions

1. Remove the forward clutch
hub retaining snap ring (Fig. 92).
2. Remove the forward clutch
hub from the ring gear.
3. If the clutch hub bushing is
worn or damaged, press the bushing
from the hub as shown in Fig. 93.
4. Install a new bushing into the
clutch hub as shown in Fig. 93.
5. Install the forward clutch hub
in the ring gear. Make sure the hub
is bottomed in the groove of the
ring gear.
6. Install the front clutch hub retaining snap ring. Make sure the
snap ring is fully seated in the snap
ring groove of the ring gear.
I N P U T SHELL
AND SUN GEAR

I. Remove the external snap ring
from the sun gear (Fig. 94).
2. Remove thrust washer No. 5
from the input shell and sun gear
(Fig. 95).
3. From inside the input shell, remove the sun gear. Remove the internal snap ring from the sun gear.
4. If the sun gear bushings are to
be replaced, use the tool shown in
Fig. 96 and press both bushings
through the gear.
5. Press a new bushing into each
SNAP RlNG
DRIVE PLATES

PRESSURE PLATE
DRIVEN PLATES

FIG. 81 - Reverse-High Clutch Disassembled
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FIG. 86 - Checking Reverse-High
Clutch S n a p Ring C l e a r a n c e
ips
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FIG. 82 - Removing o r Installing Clutch Piston Spring Retainer S n a p Ring

FIG. 87 - Removing Forward
Clutch Pressure Plate S n a p Ring
the cape chisel and cut along the
bushing seam until the chisel breaks
through the bushing wall. Pry the
loose ends of the bushing up with an
awl and remove the bushing.
2. lnstall a new bushing with the
tool shown in Fig. 98.

FIG. 83 - Removing ReverseHigh Clutch Piston

FIG. 85 - lnstalling Reverse-High
Clutch Bushing
8. Install the external snap ring
on the sun gear (Fig. 94).

Copt Ch~sel

REVERSE RING
GEAR AND HUB

D 1734-A

FIG. 84 - Removing Reverse-High
Clutch Bushing
end of the sun -gear with the tool
shown in Fig. 96.
6. Install the internal snap ring
on the sun gear. Install the sun gear
in the input shell.
7. Install thrust washer No. 5 on
the sun gear and input shell (Fig.
95).

1. Remove the hub retaining snap
ring from the reverse ring gear.
2. Remove the hub from the reverse ring gear (Fig. 97).
3. Install the hub in the .reverse
ring gear. Make sure the hub is fully
seated in the groove of the ring gear.
4. .Install the snap ring in the reverse ring gear. Make sure the snap
ring is fully seated in the snap ring
groove of the ring gear.

LOW AND REVERSE
BRAKE DRUM BUSHING

1. Replace the low and reverse
brake drum bushing if it is worn or
damaged. T o remove the bushing, use

GOVERNOR AND
OIL DISTRIBUTOR
I. Remove the rings from the
governor oil distributor (Fig. 99).
2. Remove the governor housing
to distributor attaching bolts. Remove the governor from the oil distri-butor. Remove the governor oil
screen.
3. Remove the primary governor
valve retaining ring (Fig. 100). Remove the washer, spring, and primary governor valve from the
housing.
4. Remove the secondary governor valve spring retaining clip, spring,
and governor valve from the housing.
5. Install the secondary governor
valve in the housing. Install the
spring and retaining tip. Make sure
the clip is installed with the small
concaved area facing downward, to
hold the spring in the correct position.
6. Install the primary governor
valve in the housing. Install the spring,
washer and retaining ring. Make sure
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FIG. 88 - Forward Clutch Disassembled

FIG. 90 - Removing Forward
Clutch Piston
CHECK

FIG. 89 - Removing o r Installing Disc Spring S n a p Ring
the washer is centered in the housing
on top of the spring and the retaining ring is fully seated in the ring
groove of the housing.

7. lnstall the governor oil screen.
8. lnstall the governor assembly
on the oil distributor and torque the
attaching bolts to specification.
9. lnstall the rings on the distributor. Check the rings for, free
rotation in the ring grooves of the
oil distributor.
ASSEMBLY O F TRANSMISSION
Wen

assembling the

transmis

sion sub-assemblies (Fig. lo]), make
sure that the correct thrust washer
is used between certain subassemblies.

Vaseline should be used to hold the
thrust washers in their proper location. Lubricate thrust washers, bushings, and journal with automatii: transmission fluid. If the end play is not
within specifications,"'after the -transmission is assembled, either the wrong
selective thrust washers were used, or a
thrust washer came out of position
during the transmission assembly
operation.
I. Install thrust _washer No. 9 inside the transmiss!on case (Fig. 102).

BETWEEN SNAP RlNG

FIG. 91 - Checking Forward
Clutch S n a p Ring Clearance
RING, GEAR

SNAP RING

FORI~ARD
CLUTCH HUB

,. D 1 4 2 8 - A

FIG. 92 - Forward Clutch Hub
.and Ring G e a r Disassembled

.
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Tool
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T66L-7003.88

Tool

-

T66L-7003-82

REMOVAL

FIG. 93 - Replacing Forward Clutch Hub Bushing
2. Place the one-way clutch outer
race inside the case. From the back
of the case install the six outer race
to case attaching bolts. Torque the
bolts to specification with the tools
shown in Fig. 103.
3. Place the transmission case in
a vertical position with the back face
of the case upward. Install the parking pawl retaining pin in the case
(Fig. 104).
4. Install the parking pawl on the
case retaining pin. Install the parking pawl return spring as shown in
Fig.
- 104.
5. Install thrust washer No. 10
on the parking pawl gear (Fig. 105).
Place the gear and thrust washer on
the back face of the case (Fig. 104).
6. Place the two fluid distributor
tubes in the governor distributor sleeve.
Install the distributor sleeve on the
case. As the distributor sleeve is installed, the tubes have to be inserted

EXTERNAL SNAP RING

FIG. 96 - Replacing Sun Gear
Bushing
GEAR

SNAP RlNG

HUB AND FLANGE

FIG. 94 - Removing or Installing
Sun Gear External Snap Ring
in the two holes in the case and the
parking pawl retaining pin has to be
inserted in the alignment hole in the
distributor sleeve.
7. Install the four governor dis-

D1433-A

-

FIG. 97 - Reverse Rina Gear and
Hub Disassembled
tributor sleeve-to-case attaching bolts
and torque the bolts to specification.
8. Install the governor distributor
assembly on the output shaft. Install
the distributor retaining snap ring.
Fig. 106 shows the correct snap ring
that is to be used.

EXTERNAL SNAP RlNG
INPUT. SHELL

\

Tool

-

,Handle

INTERNAL SNAP RING

/

FIG. 95 - Input Shell and Sun Gear Disassembled

FIG. 98 - Installing Low and
Reverse Brake Drum Bushing
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reverse-high clutch plates with the
splines of the forward clutch (Fig.
110).
23. Using the end play check
reading that was obtained during the
transmission disassembly to determine which No. 2 steel backed thrust
washer is required, proceed as follows:
a. Position the stator support vertically on the work bench and install
the correct No. 2 thrustwasher to
bring the end play within specifications.
b. Install the reverse-high clutch
and the forward clutch on the stator
support.
c. Invert the complete unit making sure that the intermediate brake
drum bushing is seated on the forward clutch mating surface.
d. Select the thickest fiber washer
(No. 1) that can be inserted between
the stator support and the intermediate brake drum thrust surfaces
and still maintain a slight clearance.
Do not select a washer that must
be forced between the stator support
and intermediate brake drum.
e. Remove the intermediate brake
drum and forward clutch unit from
the stator support.
f. Install the selected Nos. 1 and
2 thrustwashers on the front pump
stator support (Fig. 41) using enough
vaseline to hold the thrust washers in
position during the front pump installation.
24. Install thrust washer No. 3
on the forward clutch (Fig. 1 1 I).
25. Install the forward clutch hub
and ring in the forward clutch by
rotating the units to mesh the forward clutch plates with the splines
on the forward clutch hub (Fig. 112).
26. Install thrust washer No. 4
on the front planet carrier (Fig. 113).
Install the front planet carrier into
the forward clutch hub and ring
gear. Check the forward thrust bear-

GOVERNOR O I L

RlNG RETAINER C L I P

YGOVERNORVALVE
SECONDARY
GOVERNORVALVE

RNOR HOUSING

D 1434-C

NG. 99 - G o v e r n o r a n d Oil Distributor

RlNG

D l 435.8

NG. 700 - Removing o r Installing
Retaining Ring
9. Check the rings in the governor distributor, making sure that
they are fully inserted in the grooves
dnd will rotate freely. Install the output shaft and governor distributor assembly in the distributor sleeve (Fig.
52).
10. Place a new extension housing
gasket on the case. Install the extension housing, vacuum tube clip,
and the extension housing-to-case
attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specification.
11. Place the transmission in the
holding fixture with the front pump
mounting face of the case up. M a k e
sure thrust washer No. 9 is still
located at the bottom of the trans
mission case (Fig. 102).
12. Install the one-way clutch
,

spring retainer into the outer race
(Fig. 107).
13. Install the inner race inside of
the spring retainer.

14. Install the individual springs
between the inner and outer race as
shown in Fig. 107.
15. Starting at the back of the
transmission case, install the one-way
clutch rollers by slightly compressing each spring and positioning the
roller between the spring and the
spring retainer.
16. After the one-way clutch has
been assembled rotate the inner race
clockwise to center the rollers and
springs. Install the low and reverse
drum (Fig. 101). The splines.of the
drum have to engage with the splines
of the one-way clutch inner race.
Check the one-way clutch operation
by rotating the low and reverse drum.
The drum should rotate clockwise but
should not rotate counterclockwise.
17. Install thrust washer No. 8 on
top of the low and reverse drum
(Fig. 108). Install the low-reverse
band in the case, with the end of
the band for the small strut toward
the low-reverse servo (Fig. 5 1).
18. Install the reverse ring gear
and hub on the output shaft.
19. Move the output shaft forward and install the reverse ring
gear hub to output shaft retaining
ring (Fig. 50).
20. Place thrust washers Nos. 6
and 7 on the reverse planet carrier
(Fig. 109).
21. Install the planet carrier in
the reverse ring gear and engage the
tabs of the carrier with the slots in
the low-reverse drum.
22. On the bench, install the forward clutch in the reverse-high clutch
by rotating the units to- mesh the

'

ing race inside the planet carrier for
proper location against the thrust
bearing. M a k e sure the race is centered for alignment with the sun
gear on the input shell (Fig. 114).
27. Install the input shell and sun

gear on the gear tram (Fig. 115).
Rotate the input shell to engage the
drive lugs of the reverse-high clutch.
If the drive lugs will not engage,
the outer race inside the forward
planet carrier is not centered to engage the end of the sun gear inside
the input shell. Center the thrust bearlng race and install the input shell.
28. Hold the gear train together
and install the forward part of the
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21. REVERSE RING GEAR
12. THRUST WASHER NO. 3
CONVERTER
INPUT SHAFT
13. FORWARD CLUTCH HUB
AND HUB
CONVERTER HOUSING
AND RING GEAR
22. LOW AND REVERSE BAND
FRONT PUMP
23. BAND STRUTS
14. THRUST WASHER NO. 4
THRUST WASHER NO. 1
24. THRUST WASHER NO,
THRUST WASHER NO. 2
5'
PLANET
25. LOW AND REVERSE DRUM
FRONT PUMP GASKET
16. INPUT SHELL, SUN GEAR
INTERMEDIATE BAND
AND THRUST WASHER NO. 5 26'
CLUTCH
INNER RACE
BAND STRUTS
7' THRUST WASHER
27. ROLLER 11 21 AND SPRING ( 1 21
REVERSE AND HIGH
CLUTCH DRUM
REVERSE PLANET
28. SPRING AND ROLLER CAGE
11. FORWARD CLUTCH AND
9' THRUST WASHER
29. ONE-WAY CLUTCH OUTER
20. SNAP RlNG
RACE
CYLINDER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

'
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30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

THRUST WASHER NO. 9
CASE
THRUST WASHER NO. 10
PARKING GEAR
GOVERNOR DISTRIBUTOR
SLEEVE
35. SNAP
36. GOVERNOR VALVES 6
DISTRIBUTOR
37. OUTPUT SHAFT

38. EXTENSION HOUSING AND GASKET
39. CONTROL VALVE BODY
40. OIL PAN AND GASKET
D 1378-C

FIG. 101 - Transmission Sub-Assemblies
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RETAINS REVERSE R I N G GEAR AND
HUB TO OUTPUT SHAFT

OF CASE

D1437-A

NG. 102 - Number 9 Thrust
Washer Location

FIG. 104 - Parking Pawl a n d
Gear
PARKING GEAR

RETAINS GOVERNOR DISTRIBUTOR
TO O U T P U T SHAFT

Dl 549-A

NG. 106 - Governor and Reverse
Ring G e a r and Hub S n a p Ring
Identification

FIG. 103 - Installing One-Way

THRUST WASHER

Clutch Outer Race Attaching Bolt

NO. 10

gear train assembly in the case (Fig.
46).
The input shell sun gear must
mesh with the reverse pinion-gears.
The front planet carrier internal
splines must mesh with the splines
on the output shaft.
29. A new band should be soaked
in transmission fluid for fifteen minutes before it is installed. Install the
intermediate band through the front
of the case (Fig. 44).

30. Install a new front pump
gasket on the case. Line up the bolt
holes in the gasket with holes in
the case.
31. Lubricate a new front pump
Oiring seal with transmission fluid
and install it on the pump.' Install
the front pump' stator support into
the reverse-high clutch. Align the
pump-to-case attaching bolt holes.
32. Position the converter housing on the front pump and case.

D1441-A

NG. 105 - Number 10 Thrust
Washer Location
Install all but one front pump-tocase. attaching bolts and torque them
to specification.
33. Install the input shaft (Fig.
42).
Rotate the holding fixture to place
the transmission in a horizontal position. Check the transmission end
play as shown in Fig. 40. If the
end play is not within specification,
either the wrong selective thrust
washers (Fig. 41) were used, or one
.*- of the .I0 thrust washers (Fig. 101)
is not properly positioned. .
34. Remove the dial indicator
used for checking the end play and
install- the one converter housing-tocase attaching bolt. Torque the bolt
to specification.
35. Install the intermediate and
low-reverse band adjusting screws in
the case. Install the struts for each.
band (Fig. 39).

36. Adjust the intermediate and
low-reverse band. Refer to In-Vehicle
Adjustments and Repair for band adjusting procedures.
37. Install a universal joint yoke
on the output shaft. Rotate the input
and output shafts in both directions
to check for free rotation of the
gear train.
38. Install the control valve body
(Fig. 38). As the valve body is in-stalled engage the manual and downshift valves- with the inner control
levers. Torque the eight control valve
body-to-case attaching bolts to
specification.
39. Place a new fluid pan gasket
on the case and install the pan and
pan-to-case attaching bolts. Torque
the bolts to specification.
40. Remove the transmission from
the holding fixture. Install the two
extension housing-to-case attaching
,bolts. Torque the bolts to, specification.
41. Install the primary throttle
valve in the transmission case (Fig.
36).
42. Install the vacuum unit, gasket, and control rod in the case.
Using the tools shown in Fig. 116.
torque 'the vacuum unit to 15-23
ft-lbs.
43. Make sure the input shaft is
properly installed in the front pump
stator support and gear train. Install
the converter in. the front pump,and
the converter housing.
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I

INSTALL SPRING RETAINER INTO OUTER RACE

INSTALL INNER RACE

I

I

I

INSTALL 12 SPRINGS

FIG. 707 - O n e - W a y Clutch Installation

INSTALL 12 ROLLERS
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THRUST WASHER
NO. 8

REVERSE
DRUM

REVERSE PLANET CARRIER
I

THRUST WAS,HER NO. 7

D1443-A

FIG. 7'08 - Number 8 Thrust
Washer Location

THRUST W ~ S H E RNO. 6

D1444-A

FIG. 709 - Numbers 6 and 7 Thrust Washer Location
FORWARD CLUTCH Hub

FORWARD

FRONT P-LANET CARRIER

CLUTCH

Dl439-A

FIG. 7 70 -.installing Clutch Units
THRUST WASHER NO. 3

\

FORWARD
CLUTCH CYLINDER

FIG. 7 72 - Installing Forward
Clutch Hub and Ring Gear

FIG. 7 7 7 - Number 3 Thrust
Washer Location

FIG. 7 73 - Number 4 Thrust
Washer Location
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Tool-FCO-24

INPUT SHELL
AND SUN GEAR

FIG. 7 76 - Installing Vacuum
Unit

DRIVE LUG
ENGAGEMENT

FIG. 7 74 - Installing Front
Planet Carrier

CLUTCH

FIG. 7 75 - Installing Input Shell
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FIG. 2-Identification
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D 16284

Tag

FIG. 4-Sectional View of Torque
Converter-Typical
bolts and allowing it to drain. Then
by finally removing all bolts except
two from the front. This will allow
the pan to drain more thoroughly.
OPERATION

TORQLIE CONVERTER

FIG. 3-Engine

a n d Transmission Application

DESCRIPTION

Figure I shows the location of the
converter, front pump, clutches,
gear train and most of the internal
parts used in the C6 transmission.
The identification tag (Fig. 2) attached by the servo cover bolt includes the model prefix and suffix,
as well as a service identification
number and serial number. The
service identification number indicates changes to service details which
affect interchangeability when the
transmission model is not changed.

For interpretation of this number,
see the Master Parts Catalog.
Figure 3 shows the engine and
transmission model applications.

The C 6 transmission is a three
speed unit capable of providing automatic upshifts and downshifts through
the three forward gear ratios, and
also capable of providing manual
selection of first and second gears.
The converter housing and the 'fixed
splines which engage the splined O D
of the low-reverse clutch steel plates,
are both cast integrally into the case.
Only one (intermediate) band is
used in the C 6 transmission. This
along with one forward clutch is
used to obtain intermediate gear.
The only adjustments on the transmission proper, are for the intermediate band, and on Mustang and
Cougar, the neutral safety switch.
The fluid is drained from the
transmission by loosening the pan

The hydraulic torque converter
(Fig. 4) consists of an impeller
(pump), a turbine, and a stator. All
these parts are enclosed and operate
in a fluid-filled housing.
When the engine is running, the
fluid in the torque converter flows
from the impeller to the turbine and
back to the impeller through the
stator. This flow produces a maximum torque increase of about 2
to I when the turbine is stalled.
When enough torque is developed
by the impeller, the turbine begins
to rotate, turning the turbine shaft
(input shaft).
The converter torque multiplication gradually tapers off a s turbine
speed approaches impeller speed, and
it becomes I to I when the turbine
is being driven a t 9/ 10 impeller speed.
This is known as the "coupling
point."
When the turbine is rotating a t
less than 9/10 impeller speed, the
converter is multiplying torque. The
fluid leaving the turbine blades
strikes the front face of the stator
blades. These blades are held stationary by the action of the one-way
clutch (Fig. 4) as long a s the fluid
is directed against the front face of
the blades.
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INTERMEDIATE
BAND

INPUT
SHAFT

-

PISTON
RELEASE
SPRING

PISTON

FIG. 5-Gear

Train, Clutches a n d Band

When the turbine rotates faster
than 9/ 10 impeller speed the converter no longer multiplies torque. The
fluid is directed against the back face
of the stator blades. As the one-way
clutch permits the stator to rotate
only in the direction of impeller rotation, the stator begins to turn with
the impeller and turbine. The converter operates as an efficient fluid
coupling as long as the turbine speed
remains greater than 9/10 impeller
speed.
A constant flow of fluid into and
out of the converter is maintained.
The fluid coming out of the converter is forced through a cooler
located in the radiator tank.

FIG. 6-Intermediate

Gear
Low
Intermediate
Direct
Reverse
@
Reverse clutch

FIG. 7-Gear

Intermediate
Direct
Forward
Reverse
Band
Clutch
Clutch
Clutch
2.46: 1
Off
Off
On
On @
1.46: 1
On
Off
On
Off
0n
Off
1.00: 1
Off
On
2.175: 1
Off
On
Off
On
is applied in manual low; one-way clutch is holding in low gear of Drive Range.

Ratios

Gear
Ratio

Servo a n d Band
One-way
Clutch
Holding @
Over-Running
Over-Running
Not Affected
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CLUTCHES AND THE BAND ARE RELEASED
NEUTRAL

ANID

BOTH THE FORWARD
THE R E V E R S E AND HIGH CLUTCH A R E APPLIED.
A L L PLANETARY GEAR MEMBERS ARE LOCKED TO EACH OTHER AND ARE
LOCKED TO THE OUTPUT SHAFT.
H l G H GEAR

THE FORWARD CLUTCH IS APPLIED. THE FRONT PLANETARY UNlT RING
GEAR IS LOCKED TO THE INPUT SHAFT.

I

THE REVERSE AND HlGH CLUTCH IS APPLIED. THE INPUT SHAFT IS LOCKED
TO THE REVERSE AND HlGH CLUTCH DRUM, THE INPUT SHELL AND THE
SUN GEAR.

THE LOW AND R E V E R S E CLUTCH (LOW RANGE) OR THE O N E - W A Y CLUTCH
(Dl RANGE) IS HOLDING THE REVERSE UNlT PLANET CARRIER STATIONARY.
F I R S T GEAR

E
PLANET
THE LOW AND REVERSE CLUTCH IS APPLIED. THE R ~ E R S UNlT
CARRIER IS HELD STATIONARY.
THE INTERMEDIATE BAND IS APPLIED. THE REVERSE AND HlGH CLUTCH
DRUM, THE INPUT SHELL AND THE SUN GEAR ARE HELD STATIONARY.

*-

REVERSE

SECOND 1.46:l
THE FORWARD CLUTCH l i APPLIED. THE FRONT P L A N E T A R Y UNIT RING
GEAR IS LOCKED TO THE INPUT SHAFT.
SECOND GEAR

FIG. 8-Power

Flow C6 Transmission
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PLANETARY GEAR T R A I N ,
CLUTCHES, B A N D
A N D SERVO
Planetary G e a r Train
The gear train consists of an input
shaft that is splined to the turbine of
the converter and the forward clutch
cylinder (Fig. 5). The forward clutch
cylinder rotates the steel internal
clutch plates of the forward clutch
and the composition clutch plates of
the reverse-high clutch. When the reverse high clutch is applied, the external area of the clptch hub is splined
to and drives the input shell to rotate
the sun gear. When the forward
clutch is applied, the composition
clutch plates drive the forward clutch
hub and ring gear. The ring gear
rotates the forward planet gears.
When applied, the intermediate
band holds the reverse high clutch
drum, input shell and sun gear from
rotating.
The sun gear, which is driven by
the input shell, is meshed with the
forward and reverse planet gears.
The reverse planet carrier and low
reverse clutch hub are locked together. The low-reverse clutch hub
can be held from rotating by the
reverse clutch. In D l the low-reverse
clutch hub is also held from rotating
by a roller type one-way clutch.
The forward planet carrier, reverse ring gear hub, park gear and
governor distributor are all splined
to the output shaft.
Forward Clutch
The input shaft is splined to and
drives the forward clutch cylinder
(Fig. 5). Rotation of the cylinder
drives the steel clutch plates in
the forward clutch and the composition clutch plates of the reverse-high
clutch.
When the forward clutch piston
is applied by hydraulic pressure, the
movement of the piston against the
disc spring locks the steel and composition clutch plates together to
drive the forward clutch hub and
ring gear.
When hydraulic pressure is released from the piston, the disc
spring moves the piston to the released position. As the disc spring
moves, the steel and composition
clutch plates are released. This stops
the rotation of the forward clutch
hub and ring gear (Fig. 5). The forward clutch is applied in all forward
drive gear ratios.
'

Reverse-High Clutch
When hydraulic pressure is directed to the clutch piston, the piston
moves against the release springs
(Fig. 5). The piston movement locks
the steel and rotating composition
clutch plates together. The steel clutch
plates drive the reverse high clutch
drum which is splined to the input
shell. Rotation of the input shell
drives the.sun gear which is splined
to the input shell.
T o release the reverse-high clutch,
hydraulic pressure is exhausted from
the apply side of the piston. The return springs move the piston to the
released position. The steel and composition clutch plates are now released to stop rotation of the reverse-high clutch drum, input shell
and sun gear.
Intermediate Servo a n d Band
The intermediate servo is machined into the transmission case
and the band has an external adjustment screw (Fig. 6). T o apply
the servo, hydraulic pressure is
directed from the control valve body,
through a hole in the case to the hole
in the servo piston stem. The pressure
passes through the center of the piston
stem and then to the apply side of
the piston. The piston moves against
the return spring to tighten the intermediate band around the reversehigh clutch drum.
T o release the servo piston, hy*
draulic pressure is directed to the
release side of the piston. The release pressure is assisted by the
compressed return spring to move
the servo piston and intermediate
band to thd O F F position. The intermediate servo and band are applied only during the intermediate
gear operation.

P O W E R FLOW
All Gear Rotations are viewed
from the front of transmission. Figure 7 shows the gear ratios obtained
in the different selector lever positions.
Power Flow Neutral

-

In neutral (Fig. 8) the clutches or
bands are not applied, therefore, no
power is transmitted to the output
shaft.
Power Flow First G e a r
In low gear (Fig. 8), the forward
clutch is applied, and the planet oneway clutch or reverse clutch is hold-

ing the reverse planet carrier from
rotating. The power flow is through
the input shaft and into the forward
clutch. The input shaft is splined to
and drives the forward clutch cylinder. Rotation of the forward clutch
drives the forward clutch hub and
ring gear. The ring gear rotates the
forward planet gears clockwise to
cause the sun gear to rotate counterclockwise.
Counterclockwise rotation of the
sun gear turns the reverse planet
gear clockwise. The reverse planet
carrier being splined to the lowreverse clutch hub is held from
rotating by the one-way clutch or
reverse clutch.
With the reverse planet carrier
held stationary, the clockwise rotataion of the reverse planet gears rotates the reverse ring gear. The hub
of the reverse ring gear is splined to
the output shaft and rotates the output shaft clockwise.
The output shaft rotation is a t a
reduced speed, compared to the input shaft rotation, but at an increased torque.
The output shaft rotation a t a reduced speed is caused by the fact
that the forward planet carrier rotates a t the same speed of the output
shaft and in the same direction since
the carrier is splined to the output
shaft. The forward ring gear and
planet assembly are rotating in the
same direction, but the planet carrier
is rotating a t a slower speed than
the ring gear. Therefore, the low
gear ratio (torque multiplication) is
a combination of the ratios provided
by the forward and reverse planet
assemblies.
Power Flow Intermediate G e a r
In intermediate gear (Fig. 8) the
forward clutch is applied and the
intermediate band is holding the
reverse-high clutch drum, input shell
and sun gear from turning.
The power flow is through the input shaft into the forward clutch
and forward planet assembly ring
gear. The sun gear is held from the
rotating by the intermediate band.
This causes the forward planet pinions
to rotate (walk) around the sun gear,
carrying the forward planet carrier
with them. The forward planet carrier, being splined to the output
shaft, causes clockwise rotation of
the output shaft a t a reduction in
speed compared to the speed of the
input shaft, and a t an increase in
torque.
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Clockwise rotation of the output
shaft causes clockwise rotation of
the output shaft ring gear, causing
the reverse planet pinions to also
rotate (walk) around the sun gear
in a clockwise direction. The reverse
planet carrier will also rotate clockwise and the one-way clutch inner
race, being splined to the reverse
planet carrier, will overrun.
Power Flow High Gear

In high gear (Fig. 8), the forward
and reverse-high clutches are applied.
The power flow is through the input
shaft into the forward clutch cylinder. (The forward clutch cylinder
rotates the steel clutch plates of the
forward clutch and the composition
clutch plates of the reverse-high
clutch). The forward clutch directs
the power flow through the forward
clutch hub and ring gear to the
forward planet carrier.
The reverse-high clutch directs
the power flow through the input
shell to the sun gear. With the sun
gear and the forward clutch hub
ring gear driven a t the same speed
the forward planet assembly (that
is splined to the output shaft) is
forced to rotate the output shaft a t
the same speed and direction to provide high gear.
Power How Reverse

In reverse (Fig. 8). the reversehigh clutch and reverse clutch are
applied. The power flow is through the
Input shaft, reverse-high clutch, input
shell and to the sun gear. Clockwise
rotation of the sun gear causes
counterclockwise rotation of the reverse planet gears.
The reverse-clutch, holding the
reverse planet carrier from turning.
causes the reverse planet gears to
rotate counterclockwise.
This rotates the reverse ring gear
and hub counterclockwise. The hub
splined to the output shaft rotates
the output shaft counterclockwise a t
a reduction in speed and a t an increase in torque for reverse gear.

HYDRAULIC CONTROL
SYSTEM
Front Pump

Fluid for operation of the hydraulic control system (Fig. 9) is supplied
by a gear type pump mounted on the
front of the transmission case. Pump
intake is through a screen which is

part of the main control assembly,
into the case casting and pump. Discharge is through the case into the
main control assembly. Fluid from
the front pump is directed to the main
oil pressure regulator valve, throttle
booster valve, manual valve and coasting regulator valve.
In addition, fluid is also directed
to the primary throttle valve, which
is located in the rear of the case.
Fluid dei~vered to these valves is a t
a pressure con!rolled by the main oil
pressure regulator valve.
Main Oil Pressure Regulator
Valve

The main regulator valve assembly consists of the main oil pressure
regulator valve and spring, mzin oil
pressure booster valve, spring and
sleeve. This assembly is loczted in one
.bore of the main control assembly.
Fluid is deiivered to two valleys
of the main regulator valve from the
front pump. The difference in diameter between thr end land and the
second land provides an area differential for regulation. Fluid pressure
in this area tends to move the valve
against spring force. Spring force 1s
such that at approximately 60 psi
front pump pressure, the main vaive
will move so that the fourth land
uncovers the converter feed port,
allowing additional pump volume to
be used to charge the converter and
provide fluid for cooling and lubricatior.. If irolume supplied by the
front pump is greater than that required to maintain 60 psi line pressure and converter and lube requirements, the valve will move further
allowing the third land to uncover
the port which allows excess pump
volume to. be discharged into the
sump.
Pressures over 60 psi which are
required under various operating
conditions are obtained by delivering fluid under pressure to the pressure booster valve, where it will
cause the pressure booster valve to
assist the main regulator valve spring
in increasing regulated line pressure.
Source of these pressures which
cause variations in control pressure
are discussed later.
Manual Valve

One passage delivers control pressure to the manual valve. The valve
is positioned by the manual linkage
according to mode of operation desired. Fluid is directed from the manual

valve through the following passages
(Fig. 9).
1. D
2. 2
3. D-2- I
4. I-R
5. R
The D passage is charged in drive
range only.
The (2) passage is charged in manual second gear range only.
The D-2-1 passage is charged in
all forward ranges.
The I-R passage is charged in manual low gear and in reverse gear.
The R passage is charged only in
reverse gear.
In park and neutral. the valve
blocks the flow of control pressure
and exhausts the five . ( 5 ) passages
leading from the manual valve (except
for 2 in P).
The D passage supplies fluid to
tne throttle downshift valve. the 2-3
shift valve and the end of the line
pressure coas?ing regulate- valve.
The 2 passaee suppiies fluid to
the adjoir?ing ends of thf 1-2 and
D-2 shift vaives.
The D-5-1 passage supplies fiuid
to ?he governor secondary valve. the
end of the D-2 shift valve and the
forward clutch.
The I-R passage supplies fluid to
the valley of the manual low 2-1
scheduling valve and the D-2 shift
valve. When the D-2 valve is in the
closed (up) position, fluid is directed
through i i to the low-reverse clutch
and to the iarge diameter land of the
manual low 2- 1 scheduling valve.
The R passage supplies fluid to the
upper valley of the pressure booster
valve. and through the 2-3 shift valve
to the direct drive clutch. applying
it, and to the release side of the
intermetiate servo. Fluid is also
supplie~to the upper end of the 2-3
backout valve.
Primary Throttle Valve

The primary throttle valve is actuated by changes in manifold vacuum. Primary throttle pressure starts
a t 20 inches (nominal) of mercury
vacuum. Primary throttle pressure
is delivered to the :
1. End of the pressure booster
valve.
2. Lower valley of pressure booster valve (through cutback valve and
coasting boost valves-under certain
conditions of vaive position).
3. Throttle modulator valve (through
throttle booster valve).
4. End of the throttle booster
valve.
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5. Spring end of the 2-3 backout
valve.
6. Intermediate servo accumulator
valve.
Fig. 10 shows how primary throttle
pressure varies with engine vacuum.
Main Oil Pressure Booster Valve
Forward Driving Ranges (D, 2, 1).
TV pressure is delivered to the lower
valley of the pressure booster valve
and to the end of the pressure booster
valve. Force created on the booster
valve by TV pressures in these two
areas is added to the main regulator
valve spring force transmitted to the
main regulator valve. This will provide increased control pressure required to compensate for increased
throttle openings and engine torque
output. Fig. I I shows how control
pressure varies with engine vacuum
at zero output shaft rpm.
Reverse (R). Additional fluid
pressure is required in reverse to prevent clutch and/or band slippage
under stall or partial stall conditions.
This additional pressure is provided
by directing line pressure to the
upper valley of the pressure booster
valve when reverse range is selected.
The differential in area between the
lands of this valve provides a force
which is added to the TV pressure
forces present in the lower valley
and on the end of the valve, to
boost line pressure to a higher value
than is available in the forward driving ranges.
Governor
At Rest (0 MPH). Control pressure (line) is fed to the secondary
governor valve through the center
passage in the valve body. Because
of the differential in area of the inner
and outer lands of the valve, the
valve will be forced inward, shutting
off line pressure feed to the governor passage and allowing this passage to be opened to exhaust, a t the
inner end of the valve. At the same
time, line pressure will pass by two
flats on the outer end of the valve,
pressurizing the line leakage passage leading to the primary governor.
valve. At rest, the spring on the outer end of the primary governor
valve holds the primary governor
valve inward, blocking further flow
of the fluid in the line leakage passage. This causes pressure in the
line leakage passage to build to the
same value as line pressure. As a
consequence, the secondary governor valve is held in and there is no
pressure in the governor circuit.
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FIG. 10-Primary Throttle Pressure, Throttle Boost Pressure and Control
Pressure Versus Engine Manifold Vacuum
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Pressure Versus Output

Above 10 MPH. When speed
reaches approximately 10 mph, centrifugal force on the primary governor valve overcome spring force,

and t h ~valve moves outward, opening the line leakage passage to exhaust. This action reduces the pressure on the end of the secondary
governor valve to zero (0). allowing
the secondary valve to also move
outward, due to spring force and
centrifugal force. When the secondary valve moves outward, it closes
the governor exhaust passage, and
allows line pressure to enter the governor passage. As pressure builds in
the governor passage, it will create a
force on the secondary governor
valve due to the differential in areas
of the inner and outer lands of the
valve. This force tends io move the
valve inward. When the force on
the valve created by pressure in the
governor passage exceed the centrifugal force plus spring force, the
valve will move inward, allowing
governor pressure to exhaust, and
close the passage between line pressure and governor pressure. When
governor pressure is reduced, the
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secondary valve will again move outward, closing the governor exhaust
port and opening the line pressure
to governor passage. Above 10 mph,
governor pressure is regulated in this
manner, and will vary with the car'
speeds.
I f the car speed drops below 10
mph, the primary valve spring will
move the primary governor valve
in, closing the line leakage exhaust
port at the primary .valve. Pressure
in the line leakage passage will become equal to line pressure, forcing
the secondary governor valve in.
This action shuts off line pressure
feed to the governor passage and
exhausts the governor circuit.
When the secondary governor
valve is regulating, governor pressure
is delivered to the end of the:
1. 3-2 timing valve
2. 2-3 shift valve
3. 1-2 shift valve
4. Coasting boost valve
5. Cut back valve
Fig. I I shows the relationship between governor pressure and output
shaft rpm.
Throttle Booster Valve

Throttle plate openings above 50
degrees provide very little change in
engine vacuum as compared to throttle
plate openings below 50 degrees. The
throttle booster valve is used to boost
throttle pressure and provide the necessary shift delay for engine throttle
plate openings above 50 degrees.
Below approximately 65 psi primary TV pressure, TV pressure
flows to and through the throttle
boost valve unaffected, working on
the end of the boost valve and on
the area differential in the first valley.
When TV pressure increases above
65 psi, the force created by TV
pressure acting on the end of the
throttle boost valve, minus the force
of TV pressure acting on the area
differential in the first valley will
exceed the force of the spring. This
causes the valve to move against
the spring, closing off primary TV
pressure to the area differential and
permitting this area to be fed from
line pressure, causing a boost in the
pressure used for shift delay only.
Because the area of the end of the
throttle boost valve exceeds the area
differential in the first valley by 3
to I, thrott!e boost pressure above
65 psi primary TV pressure will
increase 3 psi for each I psi increase
in primary TV.
Figure 10 shows the relationship
between primary TV pressure and
boosted throttle pressure.

Throttle Modulator Valve

The throttle modulator valve, located in the end of the 2-3 shift valve
bore reduces throttle pressure which
acts on the end of the 2-3 shift valve
and on the area differential of the 1-2
shift valve. Modulated throttle pressure in these areas provides shift
delay in relation to throttle opening.
Cutback Valve

Increased line pressure is required
to prevent, clutch and band slippage
under stall conditions. Dependent upon vehicle speed, the requirements for
increased line pressure are considerably
reduced. When governor pressure acting on the end of the cutback valve exceeds the force of TV pressure acting
on its area opposing governor, the cutback valve will move cutting off primary TV pressure being fed to the
lower valley of the pressure booster
valve, thru the coasting boost valve.
This action reduces the assist that the
pressure booster valve provides to the
main regulator valve spring. The cutback valve movement will therefore
vary with engine throttle opening and
vehicle speed. Figure I I shows how
line pressure varies with output shaft
rpm (vehicle speed) at constant vacuum values.
Line Pressure Coasting Regulator
Valve

When the selector lever is moved
from D to 2 or I to force a 3-2
(closed throttle) downshift in order to
use the engine as a brake, additional
pressure may be required to insure
positive band applications. With the
throttle closed there will be no TV
pressure present at the pressure booster valve. At speeds above approximately 30 mph, the required additional
pressure is obtained through the use
of the coasting regulator valve. When
the manual valve is shifted from D to 2
(second gear hold) or 1 (manual low),
line pressure is exhausted from the end
of the coasting regulator valve, allowing governor pressure to move the
valve train downward in the bore. This
allows line pressure to pass through the
lower valley of the valve to the lower
valley of the pressure booster valve,
increasing main line pressure. As
line pressure tends to increase, the
higher pressure working on the differential area of the coasting regulator
valve causes the valve to move up:
wards. This causes .the supply of line
pressure to the pressure booster valve
to be cut off, and line pressure is
again reduced. The valve continues
this regulating cycle until the vehicle

has slowed down to the point where
governor pressure, acting on the end
of the valve, is no longer sufficient
to overcome the force of line pressure
acting on the area differential. In this
manner boost in line pressur? is regulated by vehicle speed, the higher
the speed, the higher the pressure
(above approximately 30 mph.) (Fig.
12).
1-2 Shift Valve Train
The 1-2 shift valve train is composed of the 1-2 shift valve, the D2
valve, and the 1-2 shift valve spring.
D Range. In D range the 1-2
shift valve is held closed (up) by
modulated throttle pressure acting
on the differential area between the
two lands of the 1-2 shift valve, by
D fluid pressure acting on the differential in area between the two lands
at the spring end of the D2 valve, and
by the 1-2 shift valve spring. Governor pressure tends to move the 1-2
shift valve train against these forces.
When force created by governor pressure exceeds the forces holding the
1-2 shift valve train closed, the 1-2
shift valve and D2 valve will be
opened (move downward), closing
the exhaust port and allowing D fluid
to pass through the D2 valve to accomplish the 1-2 shift. When the D2
valve is moved downward, D fluid is
exhausted from the differential in
areas provided by the lower two lands
of the D2 valve and modulated
throttle pressure from area differential on 1-2 valve. This action eliminates the force created by D fluid
which tends to hold the 1-2 shift valve
train closed.
If gcvernor pressure is reduced to
the point where spring force exceeds
governor pressure force, the 1-2 shift
valve train will move up (close) cutting off the flow of D fluid through
the valve and opening the exhaust
port allowing a downshift to low gear.
If the throttle is opened through
detent, the downshift valve moves to
allow line pressure to enter the modulated throttle pressure passage at
the 1-2 shift valve to provide a
forced 2-1 downshift.
1 Range. Once the transmission is
in low gear I-R fluid, which is directed to the D2 valve, passes through
the D2 valve and is delivered to the
spring end of the D2 valve, preventing an upshift I-R fluid which passes
through the D2 valve also applies
the reverse clutch. Coasting downshifts to first gear are not possible
above approximately 30 mph in !ow
range.
2 Range. In 2 range, 2 fluid is
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introduced between the 1-2 shift and
D2 valves. This action opens the D2
valve and holds it open, providing a
second gear start and preventing a
2-1 downshift.
Intermediate Servo Accumulator
a n d Capacity Modulator Valves
The intermediate servo accumulator and capacity modulator valves are
used to control the rate of band application during a 1-2 shift.
During operation in first gear
prior to the 1-2 shift, line pressure
on the lower end of the servo accumulator valve holds the valve upward
in its bore against the force of spring
.
pressure.
When the 1-2 shift valve train
moves downward in the bore; signalling an upshift into 2 range, line pressure is directed from the D2 shift valve
to the intermediate servo capacity
modulator valve. This pressure passes
thru the capacity modulator valve bore,
goes to the differential in area between the two lands of the accumulator valve and thru the 2-3 backout
valve to apply the intermediate servo.
This same fluid also passes thru a
hole in the center of the capacity
modulator valve to the end of the
valve, and also thru an orifice which
feeds the fluid to the spring ends of
the accumulator and capacity modulator valves.
The fluid which passes thru the
center of the intermediate servo capacity modulator valve tends to move
the valve upward against spring force.
However, the spring effort and fluid
pressure created by the fluid which
has passed thru the orifice t o , the
spring end of the valve will hold
the valve down.
As fluid flows thru the orifice to
the spring ends of the accumulator
and capacity modulator valves, and
pressure increases on the spring ends
of the valves, the accumulator valve
starts to move downward. This movement of the accumulator valve causes
a flow of fluid thru the orifice, resulting in a lower pressure existing on
the spring sides of the valves.
As a consequence, the fluid pressure on the end of the capacity modulator valve opposite the spring will
be higher than the pressure on the
spring end of the valve, causing the
valve to move upward. This action
cuts off fluid supply to the intermediate servo (and thru the orifice) and
opens an exhaust port at the end of
the capacity modulator valve. When
the exhaust port opens, the pressure

on the end of the capacity modulator
valve opposite the spring is reduced,
allowing the valve to again move
downward and opening the line to the
intermediate servo apply.
In this manner, the intermediate
servo capacity modulator valve regulates to control the intermediate
servo apply during a 1-2 shift, until
the intermediate servo accumulator
valve has fully bottomed in its bore
and there is no more fluid flow thru
the orifice.

2-3Shift Valve
The 2-3 shift valve is held closed
by throttle modulator valve spring
force, modulated throttle pressure
force, and by D fluid pressure force
acting on the differential in area of
the lands of the valve to which it is
delivered.
Governor pressure tends to open
the 2-3 shift valve. When force
created by governor pressure exceeds the forces holding the valve
closed, the valve will move downward (open) closing the exhaust
passage (through the manual valve)
and opening the D passage to allow D fluid to apply the reversehigh clutch and release the intermediate servo.
With the shift valve open (down)
the throttle modulator valve is held
down cutting off modulated throttle
pressure to the 2-3 shift valve and
1-2 shift valve. In addition, the port
which delivered D fluid to the differential in area of the shift valve
lands, is closed.
The shift valve will be reopened
(moved up) causing a downshift under one or more of the following
conditions:
Governor Pressure Reduced. If
governor. pressure is reduced to the
point where it can no longer hold the
shift valve down against spring force,
the valve will move up causing a
downshift. Under closed throttle
conditions, the 2-3 shift valve will
close a t approximately 10 mph,
(speed a t which governor pressure is
cut off). Since governor pressure is
cut off a t this speed, the 1-2 shift
valve train also closes a t the same
time. This will provide a 3-1 downshift when coasting in D range.
Throttle Pressure Increased. If
throttle pressure is increased sufficiently, it will move the throttle
modulator valve and consequently
the 2-3 shift valve up, causing a 3-2
torque demand downshift.

Line Pressure Introduced Below

2-3 Shift Valve. If the downshift
valve is moved through detent, line
pressure is directed to the underside
of the 2-3 shift valve, forcing the
valve up and causing a forced 3-2
downshift. Maximum 3-2 forced
downshift speed is controlled by governor pressure.
In addition to the above, a 3-2
downshift will occur when the manual valve is moved to 1 range. The
D passage which feeds fluid to the
2-3 shift valve will then be opened
to exhaust, allowing reverse-high
clutch apply-intermediate servo release fluid to exhaust and causing a
3-2 downshift.

2-3Back-out Valve
The purpose of the 2-3 back-out
valve is to provide smooth upshifts,
when the throttle is suddenly closed
while accelerating in second gear.
Operation is as follows:
Normal Throttle-On 2-3 Upshifts.
When the 2-3 shift valve moves to
cause a 2-3 upshift, D fluid passes
through the valve to apply the direct
clutch and release the intermediate
servo. This same fluid is also directed
to the end of the 2-3 back-out valve.
However, with throttle open, primary throttle pressure on the opposite end of the 2-3 back-out valve,
assists spring force in holding the
valve up, so that there will be no
valve movement until after the 2-3
shift has been completed.
Back-Out 2-3 Upshifts. When the
throttle is closed during a 2-3 upshift, and before the shift is completed, there may be enough pressure in the reverse-high clutch cylinder to apply the clutch at the reduced engine torque input, but not
enough pressure to release the intermediate servo. This condition could
cause a harsh 2-3 shift. However, if
the throttle is closed during a 2-3
shift, primary throttle pressure will
be reduced to zero (0). and reversehigh clutch apply pressure on the
end of the 2-3 back-out valve will
move the valve down against spring
force. This action immediately connects the clutch apply circuit to the
intermediate servo apply circuit, reducing the pressure on apply side of
the servo to the same value a s in the
reverse-high clutch (and also on the
release side of the intermediate ser-'
vo). When this happens, the intermediate band is released, to provide
a smooth 2-3 shift.
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M a n u a l L o w 2-1
Scheduling V a l v e

When the selector lever is moved
from D or 2 to 1 range to provide engine braking, line pressure from the
manual valve is routed to the area
differential of the 2-1 scheduling valve,
and moves the valve to the right, compressing the spring. As the valve continues to move to the right the line
pressure feed port is closed off and
pressure escapes through the right
hand port (low-reverse clutch apply
circuit) which at this point is open to
exhaust a t the 1-2 shift valve. As the
pressure acting on the area differential drops, the spring forces the valve

2

to the left, closing off exhaust and repressurizing the area differential. The
pressure resulting from this regulating cycle is routed to the spring end
of the D2 shift valve. When,governor
pressure on the upper end of the valve
drops to the appropriate value, 2-1
scheduling pressure together with
spring force will force the D2 shift
valve upwards, effecting a downshift.
3 - 2 Shift Timing V a l v e

The 3-2 shift timing valve moves in
response to variations in governor
pressure, which is routed to the upper
end of the valve. However, the valve
is non-functional, and its position does

not affect the operation of the control
assembly.
2-3 Shift Orifice a n d Check V a l v e

During a 2-3 upshift the 2-3 shift
valve moves downward in its bore,
routing fluid to the direct clutch and
the release side of the servo to engage
high gear. During the upshift the 2-3
shift orifice check ball remains seated
in the orifice bypass- hole, so that
direct clutch apply-servo release fluid
is metered through the 2-3 shift orifice
to time the shift. When the manual
lever is moved to 2 or I to force a
3-2 downshift, the 2-3 shift orifice
check ball unseats to allow the release
fluid to bypass the orifice and exhaust
without further obstruction.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

CONTROL LINKAGE
ADJUSTMENTS

The transmission control linkage
adjustments should be performed in
the order in which they appear in
this section of the manual.
THROTTLE A N D D O W N S H I F T
LINKAGE ADJUSTMENTS

I. Apply the parking brake and
place the selector lever at N.
2. Run the engine at normal idle
speed. If the engine is cold, run the
engine a t fast idle speed (about 1200
rpm) until it reaches normal operating temperature. When the engine
is warm, slow it down to normal idle
speed.
3. Connect a tachometer to the
engine.
4. Adjust engine idle speed to the
specified rpm with the transmissionselector lever at D or 2, the drive
positions.
5. The carburetor throttle lever
must be against the hot idle speed
adjusting screw at the specified idle
speed in D. T o make sure that the
carburetor throttle lever is against
the idle adjusting screw, refer to
Group 10 for the carburetor adjusting
procedures.
MONTEGO A N D FAlRLANE
LINKAGE-390-CID E N G I N E
I. Disconnect the accelerator rod
from the throttle shaft at point B (Fig.
13).
2. Disconnect the stabilizer rod
from the stabilizer a t point A.

3. Insert a 114 inch diameter pin
through the stabilizer and the bracket (Fig. 13).
4. Adjust the length of the stabilizer rod so that the trunnion enters
the stabilizer freely. Remove the
alignment pin. Secure the stabilizer
rod with the retaining clip.
5. Adjust the length of the accelerator rod to obtain an accelerator
pedal height of 4-4 112 inches measured a t the pedal as shown in Fig.
13. Connect the accelerator rod to
the accelerator shaft with the retaining clip after the proper accelerator
pedal height has been established.
6. With the engine off, disconnect
the downshift rod from the lever at
point C (Fig. 13).
7. With the carburetor choke in the
off position, depress the accelerator
pedal to the floor. Block the pedal to
hold it in the wide open position.
8. Rotate the downshift lever on
the transmission in a counterclockwise direction to place it against the
internal stop.
9. Adjust the trunnion at point
D so that it enters the downshift
lever freely.
10. Turn it one turn counterclockwise to lengthen the rod. Secure
it to the lever with the retaining clip.
11. Remove the block from the
accelerator pedal.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
LINKAGE-390-CID E N G I N E
I. With the engine off, check the
accelerator pedal for a height of 4 112
inches measured from the top of the
pedal a t the pivot point (Fig. 14) to

the floor pan.. T o obtain the correct
pedal height, adjust the accelerator
connecting link at point A.,
2. With the engine OFF, disconnect the downshift control cable a t
point B from the accelerator shaft
lever.
3. With the carburetor choke in
the off position, depress the accelerator pedal to the.floor. Block the pedal
to hold it in the bide open position.
4. Rotate the downshift lever C
counter clockwise to place it against
the internal stop.
5. With the lever held in this position, and all. slack removed from
the cable, adjust the trunnion so that
it will slide into the accelerator shaft
lever. Turn it one turn clockwise, then
secure it to the lever with the retaining clip.
6. Remove the block to release
the accelerator linkage.
M A N U A L LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT

MONTEGO A N D F A l R L A N E
Column Shift
I. Place the selector lever in
the D position tight against the D
stop.
2. Loosen the nut a t point A
enough to permit column shift lever
to slide on the shift rod (Fig. 15).
3. Shift the manual lever a t the
transmission into the D detent position, third from the rear.
4. Make sure that the selector
lever has not moved from the D stop;
then, tighten the nut at point A to
10-20 ft-lbs torque.
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5. Check the pointer alignment
and the transmission operation for
all selector lever detent positions.
Console Shift

I. Move the selector lever to the
D detent position against the stop.
2. Raise the vehicle and loosen
the manual linkage rod, attaching
nut (Fig. 16). Move the transmission
manual lever to the D position, fourth
from the rear. The last detent position is low position.
3. With the selector lever and
the transmission manual lever in the
D position, tighten the rod attaching
nut to 10-20 ft-lbs torque.

.

TRANSMISSION
MANUAL

COLUMN SHIFl
LEVER

\

/

SHIF;

ROD

POINT A

DIBZB-A

FIG. 15-Manual
Column Shift

Linkage-

Selector Lever Removal,
Adjustment and Installation

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist
or jack stands.
2. Remove the retainer that secures the manual linkage rod to the
lower end of the manual lever (Fig.
16).
3. Remove the flai washer and
two insulator washers and disconnect
the rod from the 2 r ~ .
4. Working :;>m inside of the
vehicle, remove the selector lever handle attaching screw. Lift the handle
off the selector lever.
5. Remove the console trim panel
from the top of the console. Remove
the console retaining screws and remove the console.
6. Remove the cover and dial indicator as an assembly.
7. Remove the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to the
selector lever housing. Lift the retainer from the housing.

8. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug connector.
Disconnect the bulb socket from the
selector lever housing.
9. Remove the three bolts that secure the selector lever control housing to the console. Lift the selector lever housing from the console.
10. Remove the selector lever to
housing attaching nut. Remove the
lever from the housing.
11. Install the selector lever in the
housing and install the attaching nut.
Torque the nut to 20 to 25ft-lbs.
12. Install the selector lever handle.
13. Position the selector lever as
shown in Figure 18. With a feeler
gauge, check the clearance between
the detent pawl and plate. The clear.ance should be 0.005 to 0.010 inch. If
necessary adjust the height of the detent pawl as shown in Figure 18.
14. Remove the handle from the
selector lever.
15. Position the selector lever housing in the console and install the three
attaching bolts. Do not tighten the
attaching bolts at this time.
16. Connect the bulb socket to the
selector lever housing and the neutral
start switch wires to the plug connector.
17. Position the selector lever retainer to the selector lever housing.
Install the six attaching screws.
18. Install the cover and dial indicator.
19. Place the console in position
and install the retaining bolts. Tighten the selector lever housing attaching bolts.
20. Position the console trim panel
and secure it with the attaching
screws.
21. Install the handle and the button on the selector lever. Secure the
handle with the set screw.
22. Secure the manual linkage rod
to the arm with two insulating washers, a flat washer and a retainer
(Fig. 16).
23. Adjust the linkage as required.
Lower the vehicle.
MUSTANG-COUGAR
LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT

1. Position the transmission selector lever in D position (Fig. 17).
2. Raise the vehicle and loosen the
manual lever control rod retaining
nut. Move the transmission manual
lever to the D position, fourth detent
position from the back of the trans-

mission. The last detent position is
manual low.
3. With the transmission selector
lever against the stop and manual
lever in the D positions, torque the
attaching nut 20 to 25 ft-lbs.
4. Check the operation of the transmission in each selector lever position.

Selector Lever Removal
Adjustment and Installation

I. Raise the vehicle and remove
the manual lever control rod attaching nut (Fig. 17).
2. Lower the vehicle remove the selector lever handle attaching screw.
3. Remove the dial housing attaching screws and the housing.
4. Remove the selector lever plate
attaching screws and the plate.
5. Disconnect the dial indicator
light (Fig. 18).
6. Remove the selector housing
and lever assembly attaching bolts.
Remove the selector lever and housing.
7. Remove the selector lever to
housing attaching nut (Fig. 18). Remove the lever from the housing.
8. Install the selector lever in the
housing and install the attaching nut.
Torque the nut to 20 to 25 ft-lbs.
9. Install the dial indicator light.
10. Install the selector lever handle.
11. Position the selector lever as
shown in Figure 18. With a feeler
gauge check the clearance between
the detent pawl and plate. The clearance should be 0.005 to 0.010 inch.
If necessary adjust the height of the
detent pawl as shown in Figure 18.
12. Remove the handle from the
selector lever.
13. Install the selector housing and
lever assembly as shown in Figure
18. Torque the attaching bolts 4-6
ft-lbs.
14. Connect the dial indicator light.
15. Install the selector lever plate
and tighten the attaching screws.
16. Install the dial housing and
tighten the attaching screws.
17. Install the selector lever handle
and tighten the attaching screw.
18. Position the selector lever in
the D position.
19. Raise the vehicle. Install the
transmission manual lever rod to the
selector lever. Adjust the manual
linkage.
20. Lower the vehicle and check
the transmission operation in each selector lever detent position.
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Neutral Switch-

stall the two attaching screws.
10. Connect the -switch wires to
the plug connector.
11. Remove the gauge pin.
12. Check the operation of the
switch in each selector lever position.
The starter should engage in only the
neutral and park detent positions.
Whenever the manual linkage is adjusted, the starter neutral switch should
be checked and if necessary adjusted.
Console Shift
YPE l

LEVER
D 1826-A

FIG. 19-Typical

Starter Neutral Switch-Column Shift

NEUTRAL START SWITCH
ADJUSTMENT
MONTEGO A N D F A 1 R L A N E
Column Shift

switch, remove the actuator lever
from the steering column and reinstall it in the switch (Fig. 19).
5. With the switch wires facing
upward, move the actuator lever all
the way to the left. D o not apply

1. With the manual linkage pro-

excessive pressure as internal damage to the switch may result.

perly adjusted, check the starter engagement circuit in all transmission
selector lever positions. The circuit
must be open in all positions except
park and neutral.
2. Set the parking brake and place
the transmission selector lever in
neutral. Be sure that the selector
lever .is tight against the neutral
stop.
3. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug cbnnector.
4. Remove the two screws securing the neutral start switch to the
steering column and remove the
switch. I f equipped with a Type 11

6. Insert a gauge pin (No. 43
drill) in the gauge pin hole at point
A (Fig. 19). On a Type 11 switch,
be sure the gauge pin is inserted to
a depth of 1 / 2 inch.
7 . W i t h gauge pin in place
move the actuator lever back until
a positive stop is engaged.
8. On a Type I switch, remove
the gauge pin and install it at point
B. On a Type 11 switch, remove the
gague pin, align the two holes in
the switch at point A, and reinstall
the gauge pin.
9. Position
the neutral
start
switch on the steering column and in-

'

1. With the manual linkage properly adjusted, check the starter engagement circuit in all positions. The
circuit must be open in all drive positions and closed only in park and
neutral.
2. Remove the selector lever handle from the lever.
3. Remove the trim panel from
the top of the console.
4. Remove the cover and dial indicator as an assembly.
5. Remove the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to the
selector lever housing. Lift the retainer from the housing.
6. Loosen the two combination
starter neutral and back-up light
switch attaching screws (Fig. 20).
7. Move the selector lever back
and forth until the gau'ge pin (No.
43 drill) can be fully inserted into
the gauge pin holes (Fig. '20).
8. Place the transmission selector lever firmly against the stop of
the neutral detent position.
9. Slide the combination starter
neutral and back-up light switch forward or rearward as required, until
the switch actuating lever contacts
the selector lever.
10. Tighten the switch attaching
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screws and remove the gauge pin.
Check for starting in the park
position.
11. Turn the ignition key to the
ACC position and place the selector
lever in the reverse position and
check the operation of the back-up
lights. Turn the key off.
12. Position the selector lever retainer to the selector lever housing. Install the six attaching screws.
13. Install the cover and dial indicator.
14. Install the trim panel on the
top of the console. Install the selector
lever handle.

II

NEUTRAL STA
SWITCH

\

-

-

TOOL T 59 ~ 1 7 7 3 7 0B

MUSTANG-COUGAR
1. With the manual lever properly
adiusted. loosen the two switch attaihing bolts (Fig. 21).
2. With the transmission manual
lever in neutral, rotate the switch
and insert the gauge pin (No. 43
drill shank end) into the gauge pin
holes of the switch. The gauge pin
has to be inserted to a full 31/64
inch into the three holes of the
switch (Fig. 21).
3. Torque the two switch attaching bolts to specification. Remove
the gauge pin from the switch.
4. Check the operation of the
switch. The. engine should start only
with the transmission selector lever
in Neutral and Park.
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NEUTRAL START SWITCH
REPLACEMENT
MONTEGO AND FAIRLANE
Column Shift
1. Disconnect the neutral start
switch wires at the plug connector.
2. Remove the two screws securing
the neuGal start switch to the steering column and remove the switch.
Remove the actuator lever from the
steering column i f equipped with a
Type I1 switch (Fig. 19).
3. Position
the neutral start
switch on the steering column and
install and tighten the two attaching
screws.
4. Connect the switch wires to
the plug connector.
5. Check the operation of the
switch in each selector lever position.
The starter should engage in only the
neutral and park positions.

Console Shift
I. Remove the selector lever handle
from the lever.

FIG. 23-Servo

Disassembled

2. Remove the trim panel from the
top of the console.
3. Remove the cover and dial indicator as an assembly.
4. Remove the six screws that secure the selector lever retainer to
the selector lever housing. Lift the
retainer from the housing.
5. Remove the two screws securing
the neutral start switch to the selector lever housing. Disconnect the
neutral start switch wires at the plug
connector and remove the switch.
6. Position the neutral start switch
to the selector lever housing and install the two attaching screws.
7. With selector lever. in neutral, move the selector lever back
and forth until the gauge pin (No. 43
drill) can be fully inserted into the
gauge pin holes (Fig. 20).
8. Place the transmission seleclor lever firmly against the stop of
the neutral detent position.

FIG. 24-Governor

Installed

9. Slide the combination starter
neutral. and back-up light switch forward or rearward as required, until
the switch actuating lever contacts
the selector lever.
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10. Tighten the switch attaching
screws and remove the gauge pin.
I I. Connect the neutral start switch
wires to the plug connector and check
for starting in the park position.
12. Position the selector lever retainer to the selector lever housing.
lnstall the attaching screws.
13. Install the cover and dial indicator.
14. lnstall the trim panel on the
top of the console. lnstall the selector
lever handle.

Tool- T s ~ T -00-A
I

FIG; 25-Removing

Extension Housing Seal

MUSTANG-COUGAR
I. Remove the downshift linkage
rod from the transmission dowhshift
lever.
2. Apply penetrating oil to the
downshift lever shaft and nut. Remove the transmission downshift
outer lever retaining nut and lever
(Fig. 2 I).
3. Remove the two neutral start
switch attaching bolts.
4. Disconnect the two multiple
wire connectors. Remove the neutral
switch from the transmission.
5. lnstall the neutral start switch
on the transmission. lnstall the two
attaching bolts.
6. With the transmission manual
lever in neutral, rotate the switch
and install guage pin (No. 43 drill)
into the gauge pin hole (Fig. 2 I).
7. Tighten the switch attaching
bolts to specification and remove the
gauge pin.
8. Install the outer downshift lever
and attaching nut, and torque the
nut to specification. lnstall the downshift linkage rod to the downshift
lever.
9. Install the switch wires. Connect the wire multiple connectors.
red to red and blue to blue. Check
the operation of the switch in each
detent position. The engine should
start oily with the transmission selector lever in N (neutral) and P
(park).

BAND ADJUSTMENT
INTERMEDIATE BAND
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist or
jack stands.
2. Clean the threads of the intermediate band adjustment screw.
. 3. Remove and discard the lock
nut.
4. Install a new lock ntit and
tighten the adjusting screw to 10
ft-lbs. torque (Fig. 22).
5. Back off the adjusting screw
exactly 1 full turn.

-

-

-

Tool T 57 P 7697 A

Dl600-A

FIG. 26-Removing
Housing Bushing

Extension

FIG. 27-Installing
Housing Bushing

Extension

6. Hold the adjusting screw from
turning and torque the lock nut to
specification.
7. Lower the vehicle.

FLUID PAN AND CON'TROL
VALVE BODY REPLACEMENT
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist
or jack stands.
2. Place a drain pan under the
transmission. Loosen and remove
all but two of the transmission fluid
pan bolts from the front of the case
and drop the rear edge of the pan
to drain the fluid. Remove and thoroughly clean the Pan and screen.
Discard the pan gasket.
3. Remove the valve body attaching. bolts and remove the valve body
from the case.
4. Position the valve body to case
making sure that the selector and
downshift lever are engaged, then
install and torque the attach~ngbolts
to specification.
5- Clean the fluid Pan and gasket
surfaces thoroughly.

6. Using a new pan gasket, secure
the pan to the transmission case and
torque the attaching bolts to specification.
7. Lower the vehicle and f i l l the

--

b1602-A

FIG. 28-lnstalling ~
Housing Seal

~

transmission to the correct level with
the specified fluid.
INTERMEDIATE SERVO REPAIR

REMOVAL
I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist or

stands.
2. Remove the engine rear support-to-extension housing attaching ,
bolts.
3. Raise the transmission high
the weight from
the enginerear
4. Remove the bolt that secures
the engine rear support to the crossmember. Remove the support.

t
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5. Lower the transmission and remove the jack.
6. Place a drain pan beneath the
servo. Remove the bolts that attach
the servo cover to the transmission
case. Loosen the band adjusting
screw lock nut.
7. Remove the cover, piston, spring
and gasket from the case, screwing
the band adjusting screw inwards as
the piston is removed. This insures
that there will be enough tension on
the band to keep the struts properly
engaged in the band end notches
while the piston is removed.
SEAL REPLACEMENT

1. Apply * air pressure to the port
in the servo cover to remove the
piston and stem.
2. Remove the seals from the
piston (Fig. 23).
3. Remove the seal from the
cover.
4. Dip the new seals in transmission fluid.
5. lnstall the new seals on the
piston.
6. lnstall the new seal on the
cover.
7. Dip the piston in transmission
fluid and install it in the cover.

I. Position a new gasket on the
servo cover.
2. Position the servo spring on
the piston stem.
3. Insert the servo piston stem in
the case. Secure the cover with the
attaching bolts, taking care to back
off the band adjusting screw while
tightening the cover bolts. Make
sure that the vent tube retaining
clip and service identification taa
are in place.
4. Raise the transmission high
enough to install the engine rear support. Secure the support to the extension housing with the attaching
bolts. Lower the transmission as required to install the support to
crossmember attaching bolt. ..Torque
the attaching bolts to specification.
5. Remove the jack.
6. Adjust the band as detailed
in Section 2.
7. Lower the vehicle and replenish the fluid as required.
EXTENSION HOUSING AND
GOVERNOR REPLACEMENT

1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist or
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jack stands.

2. Place a large drain pan under
the transmission. Loosen the drain
pan attaching bolts and allow the
fluid to drain. Starting a t the rear
of the pan, gradually remove all
bolts but two and allow the fluid
to drain further. After the fluid has
drained, install two bolts loosely in
the rear side of the pan.
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18. Secure the engine rear support
to the crossmember with the attaching bolts. Torque the nuts to
specification.
19. Position the crossmember on
the frame side supports. lnstall the
attaching nuts and torque them to
specification. Secure the nuts with
cotter pins.

4. Remove the torque plate attaching bolts and remove the plate.

20. Lower the transmission and
remove the jack. lnstall and torque
the engine rear support-to-extension
housing attaching bolts to specification.

5. Disconnect the driveshaft from
the rear axle flange and remove it
from the transmission.

21. Secure the speedometer cable
to the extension housing with the
attaching bolts.

6. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the extension housing.

22. Connect the
to the equalizer.

3. Disconnect the parking brake
cable from the equalizer.

7. Remove the two nuts that secure the engine rear mount to the
crossmem ber.
8. Place a jack under the transmission and raise it just enough to
remove the weight from the crossmember.
9. Remove the cotter pins and
nuts that attach the crossmember
to the frame side supports. Remove
the crossmember.
10. Remove the engine rear support-to-extension housing attaching
bolts and remove the support.
I I. Lower the transmission to
permit access to the extension housing attaching bolts.

12. Remove the extension housing attaching bolts and slide the
housing off the output shaft.
13. Remove the four bolts that
attach the governor to the distributor (Fig. 24). Slide the governor off
the output shaft.

parking

brake

23. lnstall the drive shaft.
24. Secure the torque plate to the
floor pan with the attaching bolts.
Torque them to specification.
25. Fill the transmission to the
correct level with the specified fluid.

EXTENSION HOUSING
BUSHING AND REAR SEAL
REPLACEMENT

I. Disconnect the drive shaft from
the transmission.
2. When only the rear seal needs
replacing, carefully remove it with a
tapered chisel or the tools shown in
Fig. 25. Remove the bushing as
shown in Fig. 26. Use the bushing
remover carefully so that the spline
seal is not damaged.

16. Hold the extension housing
in place and secure it with the at.taching bolts.

3. When ~nstalllng a new bushrng
use the special tool shown in Fig. 27.
4. Before installing a new seal. Inspect the sealing surface of the universal joint yoke for scores. if scores
are foind, replace the y o k .
5. inspect the counterbore of the
housing for burrs and, if present. remove with crocus cloth.
6. install the seal into the housing with the tool shown in Fig. 28.
The seal should be firmly seated in
the bore. Coat the inside diameter
of the fiber portion of the seal with
B8A- 19589-A lubricant.

17. Raise the transmission high
enough to position the engine rear
support and the crossmember.

7. Coat the front universal joint
spline with B8A-19589-A lubricant
and install the drive shaft.

14. Secure the governor (Fig. 24)
to the distributor flange with the
attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specifica tion.
15. Clean the mounting surface
on the transmission and on the extension housing. Position a new
gasket on the transmission.
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REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
I. On Mustang and Cougar, disconnect the neutral switch wires from
the harness connector and the retaining clip on the dash.
2. Remove the bolt that secures
the filler tube to the rear of the right
cylinder head.
3. Raise the vehicle on a hoist or
jack stands.
4. Remove the converter drain
plug access cover from the lower end
of the converter housing.
5. Place a drain pan under the
converter housing and remove the
two converter drain plugs. lnstall the
plugs after the fluid has drained.
6. Place the drain pan under the
transmission fluid pan. Starting at
the rear of the pan and working toward
the front, loosen the attaching bolts
and allow the fluid to drain. Finally
remove all of the pan attaching bolts
except two at the front, to allow the
fluid to further drain. After the fluid
has drained, install two bolts on the
rear side of the pan to temporarily
hold it in place.
7. Disconnect the drive shaft from
the rear axle flange and remove it
from the transmission. lnstall tool
T61L-7657-A in the rear of the extension housing to prevent the fluid
from leaking.
8. Disconnect the downshift rod
from the transmission downshift
lever.
9. Disconnect the shift rod from
the manual lever.
10. Disconnect the speedometer
cable from the extension housing.
I I. Disconnect the rubber hose
from the vacuum diaphragm at the
rear of the transmission. Remove
the vacuum tube from the retaining
clip at the transmission.
12. Disconnect the starter cable
from the terminal on the starter.
Remove the starter attaching bolts
and remove it from the housing.
13. Lift the fluid filler tube from
the transmission case.
14. Remove the four converterto-flywheel attaching nuts.
15. On a Mustang or Cougar, disconnect the complete exhaust system
and allow it to hang on the rear axle.
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16. Remove the two nuts that attach the engine rear support to the
crossmem ber.
17. Raise the transmission with a
jack just enough to remove the
weight from the crossmember.
18. Remove the cotter pins from
the crossmember-to-frame side support attaching nuts and remove the
nuts. Lift the crossmember from the
frame side supports.
19. Remove the bolts that attach
the engine rear support tc the extension housing and remove the support.
20. Lower the transmission, then
disconnect the fluid cooler lines from
the transmission case.
21. Secure the transmission to the
jack with a chain.
22. Remove the six bolts that attach the converter housing to the
cylinder block.
23. Move the jack rearward until
the transmission clears the engine,
then tip it forward to provide clearance. Lower the transmission and remove it from under the vehicle.
24. Remove the converter from
the transmission. Mouht the transmission in a holding fixture if repairs
are necessary.
INSTALLATION
I. Mount the transmission in a
transmission jack and secure it with
a safety chain.
2. lnstall the converter on the
front pump.
3. Rotate the flywheel so that the
drain plug holes are in a vertical
position. Rotate the converter so that
the drain plugs are in the same relative position as the drain plug holes
in the flywheel.
4. Roll the transmission into position under the vehicle and raise it to
alignment with the engine. Move it
forward until the converter housing
contacts the cylinder block. lnstall
and torque the converter-to-cylinder
block attaching bolts.
5. Remove the jack safety chain
from the transmission.
6. Connect the two fluid cooler

lines to the fittings in the transmission case.
7. Secure the engine rear support
to the extension housing with the
attaching bolts. Torque the bolts to
specificatioa.
8. Position the crossmember on
the frame side supports and install
and tighten the attaching nuts to
specification. lnstall cotter pins to
retain the nuts.
9. Remove the transmission jack
from under the vehicle. Install and
torque the engine rear support-tocrossmember attaching nuts.
10. lnstall the exhaust system on
Mustang and Cougar.
I I. lnstall the converter-to-f lywheel attaching nuts and torque
them to specifications. righten the
drain plugs to specification.
12. Secure the converter drain
plug access cover to the lower end
of the converter housing with the
attaching bolts.
13. lnstall a new O-ring on the
lower end of the fluid filler tube. Dip
the O-ring in clean automatic transmission fluid and insert the filler
tube in the transmission case.
14. Secure the starter to the converter housing. Connect the cable to
the terminal on the starter.
15. Connect the speedometer cable to the extension housing.
16. Connect the shift rod to the
manual lever at the transmission.
17. Connect the downshift rod to
the lever on the transmission. Adjust
the-rod.
18. Remove the tool from the extension housing and install the drive
shaft.
19. Lower the vehicle.
20. Working from the engine
compartment, secure the fluid filler
tube to the rear of the right cylinder
head with the attaching bolt.
21. On Mustang and Cougar, connect the neutral switch wires to the
harness. Secure the wires to the dash
with the retaining clip.
22. Fill the transmission with the
specified lubricant as detailed in
Part 7- I .

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY OF TRANSMISSION
I. Mount the transmission in
holding fixture T59P-7000-A (Fig. 29).

2. Remove the fluid pan attaching bolts. Remove the pan and gasket.
3. Remove the valve body attaching bolts (Fig. 30). Lift the valve

body from the transmission case.
4. Attach a dial indicator to the
front pump as shown in Fig. 31. I n stall tool T61 L-7657-B in the exten-
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sion housing to center the shaft.
5. Pry the gear train to the rear
of the case and a t the same time,
press the input shaft inward until it
bottoms (Fig. 31). Set the dial indicator to read zero.
6. Pry the gear train forward
(Fig. 31) and note the amount of
gear train end play, on the dial indicator. Record the end play to facilitate assembling the transmission. Remove the dial indicator from the
pump and the tool from the extension housing.
7. Remove the vacuum diaphragm
rod and the primary throttle vatve
from the case.
8. Slip the input shaft out of the
front pump.
9. Remove the front pump attaching bolts. Pry the gear train forward as shown in Fig. 32 to remove
the pump.
10. Loosen the band adjustment
screw and remove the two struts.
11. Rotate the band 90 degrees
counterclockwise to align the ends
with the slot in the case (Fig. 33).
Slide the band off the direct drive
clutch drum.
12. Remove the forward part of
the gear train as an assembly as
shown in Fig.34.
13. Remove. the large snap ring
that secures the reverse planet carrier in the low-reverse clutch hub.
Lift the planet carrier from the
drum.
14. Remove the snap ring (Fig.
35) that secures the reverse ring gear
and hub on the output shaft. Slide
the ring gear and hub off the shaft.
15. Rotate the low-reverse clutch
hub in a clockwise direction and at
the same time, withdraw it from the
case.
16. Remove the reverse clutch
snap ring from the case, then remove
the clutch discs, plates and pressure
plate from the case.
17. Remove the extension housing attaching bolts. Remove the extension housing and gasket.
18. Slide the output shaft assembly from the transmission case.
19. Remove the distributor sleeve
attaching bolts and remove the
sleeve, parking pawl gear and the
thrust washer.
20. Compress the reverse clutch
piston release spring with tool T65P77515-A (Fig. 36). Remove the snap
ring. Remove the tool and the spring
retainer.
21. Remove the one-way clutch
inner race attaching bolts from the
rear of the case' Remove the inner
race from inside of the case.

Tool- T 6 4 L - 6 0 0 1 - A

FIG. 29-Transmission

Mounted in Holding Fixture

FIG. 30-Transmission

with Pan Removed

-
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22. Remove the low-reverse clutch
piston from the case as shown in
Fig. 37.
PARTS REPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT
During the repair of the subassemblies, certain general instructions
which apply to all units of the transmission must be followed. Following
these instructions will avoid unnecessary repetition.
All transmission parts must be
handled carefully to avoid nicking
or burring the bearing or mating
surfaces.
Lubricate all internal parts of the
transmission with clean automatic
transmission fluid before assembling
them.
Do not use any other lubricants
except on gaskets and thrust washers. These may be coated with vaseline to facilitate assembly. Always
use new gaskets and seals when assembling a transmission.
Tighten all bolts and screws to the
recommended torque as outlined in
the Specification Section.
TRANSMISSION CASE AND
LINKAGE
Downshift a n d Manual Linkage
1. Remove the nut and lock washer that secures the outer downshift
lever to the transmission and remove
the lever.
2. On a Mustang or Cougar, remove the two bolts that secure the
neutral safety switch to the case. 1.nsert a screwdriver between the switch
and case as close as possible to the
shaft. Gently pry the switch from the
case.
3. Slide the downshift lever out
from the inside of the case (Fig.
38). Remove the seal from the recess
in the manual lever shift.
4. Remove the C-ring that secures
the parking pawl actuating rod to
the manual lever. Remove the rod
from the case.
5; Remove the nut that secures
the inner manual lever to the shaft.
Remove the inner lever from the
shaft. Slide the outer lever and shaft
from the case.
6. Remove the seal from the case
with Tools T59L-100-B and T58L101-A or 7600-E.
7. Dip the new seal in transmission fluid and install it in the case as
shown in Fig. 39.
8. Slide the outer manual lever
and shaft i n the transmission case.
9. Position the inner lever on the
shaft and install the attaching nut.

FIG. 31-Checking

G e a r Train End Play
r"

FIG. 32-Removing

REVERSE-HIGH

OUTPUT

Front Pump
INPUT
SHELL

.
01608-A

FIG. 34-Removing

o r Installing
Forward Part of G e a r Train

4.

FIG. 33-Removing
Band

or Installing

Tighten the nut to specification. Install the parking pawl actuating rod
a n d secure it to the inner manual
lever with a C-washer.
10. Install a new downshift lever
seal in the recess of the outer lever
shaft: Slide the downshift lever and
shaft into position.
11. On a Mustang or Cougar, position the neulral safety switch on the
manual lever and secure it with-the
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LOW- REVERSE

OUTPUT
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OUTER
MANUALLEVER

SNAP

PARKING
PAWL ACTUATING
ROO
SNAP RING
PLIERS

D 1609-A

FIG. 35-Removing o r Installing
Reverse R i n g G e a r H u b Retaining
Ring

D1612-A

FIG. 38-Downshift

a n d M a n u a l Linkage

two attaching bolts. Leave the attaching bolts loose to adjust the switch
after installing the control valve.
12. Place the outer downshift
lever on the shaft and secure i t with
a lock washer and nut.
P a r k i n g P a w l Linkage

1. Remove the bolts that secure
the parking pawl guide plate to the
case (Fie.
late.
.~~
. " 40)., Remove the
2. Remove the spring, parking
pawl and shaft from the case.
~

-

FIG. 36-Compressing

DI~I~-A

APPLY PASSAGE

Dl6ll-A

-

FIG. 39-Installing
Seal

M a n u a l Lever

Low-Reverse Clutch Springs

3. Working from the pan mounting surface, d r i l l a 118 inch diameter
hole through the center of the
cupped plug. Pull the plug from the
case with a wire hook.
4. L i f t the end of the spring off
the park plate pin to relieve the
tension.
5. Thread a 1/4-20 inch or #
8-32 x 1 114 inch screw (Fig. 41)
into the park plate shaft. Pull the
shaft from the case with the screw.
6. Position the spring and park
plate in the case and install the shaft.

Hook the end of the spring over the
pin on the park plate.
7. Install a new cupped washer
(Fig. 40) to retain the shaft.
8. Install the parking pawl shaft
i n the case. Slip the parking pawl
and spring into place on the shaft.
9. Position the guide plate on the
case making sure that the actuating
rod is seated i n the slot of the plate.
Secure the plate with two bolts and
lock washers.
Servo A p p l y Lever
I. Working from inside of the

FIG. 37-Removing
Clutch Piston

Low-Reverse

transmission case, carefully drive on
the servo apply lever shaft to remove
the cup plug. The shaft (Fig. 42) can
be withdrawn from the case by hand.
2. H o l d the servo apply lever i n
position and install the new shaft.
3. Using the fabricated tool shown
in Fig. 42, drive the cup plug into position in the case. Be sure the plug is
flush with the shoulder of the counterbore.
Thread Repair Case
Thread service kits may be purchased from local jobbers o r the HeliCoil Corporation. T o repair a damaged thread, the following procedures
should be carefully followed.
I. D r i l l out the damaged threads
using the same d r i l l size as the
thread OL). For example, use a 51 16inch d r i l l when repairing a 5/16-18
inch thread.
2. Select the proper special tap
and tap the drilled hole. The tap is
marked for the size of the thread
being repaired. Thus. the special tap
supplied with the repair k i t marked
5/16-18 w i l l not cut the same thread
as a standard 5116-inch tap. I t w i l l
cut a thread large enought to accommodate the insert, and after the insert is installed. the original thread
size (51 16-16 inch) is restored.
3. Select the proper coil inserting
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GUIDE PLATE

SPRING

PIN

SPRING

CUPPED PLUG

\
PARKING PAWL

PARK PLATE

01614-A

FIG. 40-Parking

Pawl Mechanism
INSTALL CUP PLUG FLUSH WITH
SHOULDEROFCOUNTERBORE

I
SHAFT

FIG. 47-Removing

PLATE

INSTALLING T O O L
MAKE FROM 1/2" DIA. DRILL ROD
D 1629-8

Park Plate
Shaft
tool. These tools are marked with
the thread size being repaired. Place
the insert on the tool and adjust the
sleeve to the length of the insert
being used.
Press the insert against the face of
the tapped hole. Turn the tool clockwise and wind the insert into the
hole until the insert is one half turn
below the face.
4. Working through the insert,
bend the insert tang straight up and
down until it breaks off at the notch.
5. I f the inserts are not properly

FIG. 42 - Servo Apply Lever
Installation
installed. they can be removed with
the extractor tool. Place the extractor tool in the insert so that the
blade rests against the top coil 1 /4- 1/2
turn away from the end of the coil.
Tap the tool sharply with a hammer
so that the blade cuts into the insert.
Exeri downward pressure on the tool
and turn it counterclockwise until
the insert is removed.
CONTROL VALVE

Disassembly
1. Remove the nine screws that

attach the screen to the lower valve
body and remove the screen and gasket (Fig. 43).
2. Remove the twelve screws and
the 2 plates that attach the two
valve bodies.
3. Separate the bodies and remove
the separator plate and gasket. Be
careful not to lose the check valves
and springs.
4. Depress the manual valve detent spring with the tool shown in
Figdre 44.
Remove the retaining pin from the
upper valve body. Remove the spring
and detent plunger.
5. Slide the manual valve (Fig. 45)
out of the valve body.
6. Cover the downshift valve port
with a finger, then working from the
underside of the body remove the
downshift valve retainer. Remove the
spring and downshift valve.
7. Apply pressure on the pressure
booster valve retaining plate and remove the two attaching screws. Slowly release the pressure and remove
the plate. sleeve and the pressure
booster valve. Remove the two springs
and the main regulator valve from
the same bore. .
8. Apply pressure on the throttle
booster valve retaining plate and remove the two attaching screws. Slowly release the pressure and remove
the plate, throttle booster valve and
spring, and the manual low 2-1
scheduling valve and spring from the
body.
9. Apply pressure on the remaining valve retaining plate and remove
the eight attaching screws.
10. Hold the valve body so that
the plate is facing upward. Slowly
release the pressure and remove the
plate.
11. When removing the various
valves from the control valve body,
keep all ports covered with your fingers except the bore the valve is being
removed from. Remove the spring
and the intermediate servo modulator valve (Fig. 45) from the valve
body.
12. Remove the intermediate servo
accumulator valve and spring.
13. Remove
the 2-3 back-out
valve. and spring.
14. Remove the 2-3 shift valve,
spring and the throttle modulator
valve.
15. Remove the 1-2 shift valve,
D2 shift valve and the spring from
the valve body.
16. Remove the coasting regulator valve from the body.
17. Remove the cutback control
valve.
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SCREEN

FIG. 43-Upper

SEPARATOR
PLATE

LOWER V A L V E
00
7A

UPPER V A L V E

GASKET

and Lower Valve Bodies Disassembled
modulator valve and spring in the
body.
10. Carefully place the valve retaining plate on the body and secure
it with the eight attaching screws.
Tighten the screws to specification.

Tool - T U P - 7~ 128-

I I. Place the throttle booster valve
and sorine in the valve bodv. Place
the manual low 2-1 scheduling valve
and spring in the valve body and
install the retaining plate. Torque the
attaching screws to specification.
12. Place the main regulator, two
springs, pressure booster valve and
the sleeve in the valve body.
13. Install the pressure booster
plate and torque the two attaching
screws to specification.
14. Place the downshift valve and
spring in the valve body. Compress
the spring and install the retainer
from the underside of the body.
15. Place the manual valve in the
valve body and install the detent plug.
spring and the retaining pin in the
body.
16. Place the valve body on a
'clean surface wi!h the passage side
facing up. Place the converter relief
valve spring in its bore. (Fig. 46).
Coat the converter relief valve check
valve with vaseline and place
it on top of the spring. Place the 2-3
shift check valve ball in its cavity.
Place the throttle pressure relief
valve spring in its bore (Fig. 46).
Coat the throttle pressure relief valve
check ball with vaseline and place it
on top of the spring.
17. Carefully position the separator plate, new gasket and the lower
valve body on the upper valve body
and install and torque the attaching
bolts to specification.
18. Secure the screen to the lower
valve body with the attaching bolts
and torque them to specification.
r

VALVE

FIG. 44-Removing

Manual Valve

18. Remove the 3-2 shift timing
valve retainer and remove the plug.
19. Remove the 3-2 shift timing
valve and spring to complete the disassembly of the control valve.

Assembly
I. Place the spring and the 3-2
shift timing valve in the valve body.
2. Place the 3-2 shift timing valve
plug in the valve body and install the
plug retainer.
3. Place the cutback control valve
(Fig. 45) in the valve body.
4. Place the coasting regulator
valve in the body.
5. Place the spring, D2 shift valve
and the 1-2 shift valve in the body.
6. Place the throttle modulator
valve and spring and the 2-3 shift
valve in the valve body.
7. Place the spring and the 2-3
backout valve in the valve body.
8. Place the two springs and the
intermediate servo accumlator valve in
the valve body.
9. Place the intermediate servo
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FHON'I' PUMP
The front seal can be replaced
(Figs. 47 and 48) after the pump has
been installed on the transmission.

Disassembly
1. Remove the two seal rings and
the selective thrust washer (Fig. 49).
2. Remove the large square-cut
seal from the O.D. of the pump housing.
3. Remove the five bolts that secure the pump support to the pump
housing. Lift the support from the
housing.
4. Remove the drive and the driven gear from the housing.

Assembly
I . Install the drive and driven
gears in the pump housing. Each
ge;lr has an identification mark on
one face. 'l'he identification mark on
each gear must be toward the front
of the pump housing.

2. Position the pump support in
the pump housing and install and
torque the five attaching bolts to
specification.
3. Carefully install two new seal
rings on the pump support. Make
sure that the ends of the rings are
engaged to lock them in place. Install a new square-cut seal on the
O.D. of the pump housing.
4. Install the selective thrust
washer. Make sure that the correct
thickness selective washer is being
used to obtain the specified end play.
5. Place the pump on converter
making sure that the drive gear engages the converter hub. Rotate the
pump to make sure that the gears
rotate freely.
REVERSE-HIGH CLU'TCH

Disassembly
I. Separate

the

drive

train

as
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CONVERTER PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

- - . ... .

CHECK VALVE

D 1765-C

FIG. 46-Converter Pressure Relief Valve, Throttle
Pressure Relief Valve, a n d 2-3 Shift Check Valve Locations

Disassembty

D1637-A

FIG. 47-Removing
Seal

releasing the pressure on the tool,
make certain that the snap ring is
positioned inside of the four snap
ring guides on the spring retainer.
5. Dip the clutch plates in clean
transmission fluid. Install the clutch
plates alternately starting with a
steel drive plate and a composition
plate (Fig. 52).
6. After all clutch plates have
been installed, position the pressure
plate in the clutch drum with the
chamfered side facing up. Install
the pressure plate snap ring.
7. With a feeler gauge, check the
clearance between the pressure plate
and snap ring (Fig. 55).
8. The pressure plate should be
held downward as the clearance is
checked. The clearance should be
0.022-0.036 inch for PGA models, or
0.027-0.043 inch for PGB models. If
the clearance is not within specifications, selective thickness snap rings
are available in the following thicknesses: 0.065-0.069, 0.074-0.078 and
0.083-0.087 inch. Install the correct
size snap ring and recheck the
clearance.
FORWARD CLUTCH

UMP

FRONT PUMP
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Front Pump

shown in Fig. 50. Remove the pressure plate retaining snap ring from
the reverse-high clutch as shown in
Fig. 51.
2. Remove the pressure plate and
the drive and driven clutch plates
(Fig. 52).
3. lnstall
Tool
T65L-77515-A
(Fig. 53) on the reverse-high clutch
drum. Make sure that the legs clear
the snap ring enough to permit expanding it enough for removing it.
Remove the snap ring and remove
the tool.
4. Remove the spring retainer and
the piston return springs.
5. Apply air pressure to the piston
apply hole in the clutch hub (Fig.

FIG. 48-Installing

Front Pump Seal

54) and remove the piston.
6. Remove the piston outer seal
from the piston and the inner seal
from the clutch drum (Fig. 52).
Asse mbty
1. Dip the new seals in transmission fluid and install one on the
drum and one on the piston.
2. Install the piston in the clutch
drum.
3. Position the piston return
springs in the piston sockets. Place
the spring retainer on the springs.
4. lnstall
Tool
T65L-775 15-A
(Fig. 53) and compress the springs.
Make certain that the spring retainer
is centered while compressing the
springs. lnstall the snap ring. Befoie

1. Remove the clutch pressure
plate retaining snap ring (Fig. 56).
2. Remove the rear pressure plate,
the drive and driven plates and the
forward pressure plate from the
clutch hub (Fig. 57).
3. Remove the snap ring (Fig. 58)
that secures the disc spring in the
clutch cylinder. Remove the disc
spring.
4. Apply air pressure to the clutch
apply passage in the cylinder (Fig.
59) to remove the piston.
5. Remove the seal from the piston and the seal from the clutch hub
(Fig. 57).
Assembty
1. Dip two new seals in transmission fluid. Install the smaller seal
on the clutch hub and the other seal
on the clutch piston.
2. lnstall the clutch piston in the
cylinder.
3. Make sure that the steel pressure ring is in the groove on the piston. Position the disc spring in the
cylinder with the cowex face downward. lnstall the spring as shown in
Fig. 58. Secure the disc with the
retaining snap ring.
4. lnstall the forward pressure
plate with the flat side up and the
beveled side downward. lnstall first
a composition driven plate and a
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FRONT
PUMP SEAL.7A248

DRIVEN
GEAR17COI I
STATOR SUPPORT.7AIO9

S E L E C T I V E THRUST
WASHER

PD

SEAL
RINGS
7D429
7A106

7A2.18

FIG. 49-Front

7COIO

Pump Disassembled

steel drive plate. Install the remaining plates in this sequence. The last
plate installed will be the rear pressure plate with the internal chamfered side facing up (Fig. 57). Install the snap ring and make certain
that it seats fully In the groove.
5. With a feeler gauge, check the
clearance between the snap ring and
the pressure plate (Fig. 60). Downward pressure on the plate should
be maintained when making this
check. The clearance should be
0.03 1-0.044 inch.
6. I f the clearance is not within
specifications, selective snap rings
are available in the following thicknesses:
0.056-0.060.
0.065-0.069,
0.074-0.078, 0.083-0.087 and 0.0920.096 inch. Insert the correct size
snap ring and recheck the clearance.
I N P U T SHELL A h D SUN
GEAR

Disassembly
I . Remove the rear snap ring from
the sun gear as shown in Fig. 61.
2. Remove the thrust washer from
the input shell and sun gear (Fig.
62).
3. Working from inside the input
shell remove the sun pear.
Remove
the forward snap ring from the
gear.
Assembly
I. Install the forward snap ring
on the forward end (short end) of
the sun gear (Fig. 62). Working from
inside the input shell, slide the sun
gear and snap ring into place making sure that the longer end is at the
rear (Fig. 62).
2. Place the No. 6 thrust washer
on the sun gear and install the rear
snap ring.

OU'rPU'T S H A F r HUB
AND RING GEAR

Disassembly
I. Remove the hub retaining snap
ring (Fig. 63) from the ring gear.
2. Lift the hub from the ring
gear.

Assembly
I . Position the hub in the ring
gear.
2. Secure the hub with the retaining snap ring. Make certain that the
snap ring is fully engaged with the
groove.
ONE-WAY CLUTCH

Disassembh/
I. Remove the snap ring (Fig. 64)
from the rear of the low-reverse
clutch hub.
2. Lift the one-way clutch from
the hub.
3. Remove the remaining snap
ring from the hub.

Assembly
I. Install the snap ring in the
inner groove of the low-reverse
clutch hub.
2. Make sure that all of the rollers are in place and that the springs
contact them properly.
3. Place the low-reverse clutch
hub on the bench with the one-way
clutch race facing upward.
4. Place the one-way clutch on
the hub so that the springs load the
rollers in a counterclockwise direction when looking downward at the
unit (Fig. 65).
5. Work each roller inward just
enough to enter it in the ramp. Do
this to each individual roller until

the one-way clutch is positioned in
the race. Placing a rubber band
around the clutch as shown in Fig.
65 helps to contract the rollers to
permit installation. After all of the
rollers have started, remove the rubber band.
6. Install the snap ring at the rear
of the low-reverse clutch hub to secure the one-way clutch.
SERVO
Disassembly
I. Apply air pressure to the port
in the servo cover to remove the
piston and stem.
2. Remove the seals from the piston.
3. Remove
cover.

the

seal

from

the

I. Dip the new seals in transmission fluid.
2. Install new seals on the cover
and servo piston. Fig. 66 shows the
correct servo piston and cover for
the transmission.
3. Dip the piston in transmission
fluid and install it in the cover.
LOW-REVERSE CLUTCH
PISTON

Disassembly
I. Remove the inner and the
outer seal from the reverse clutch
piston.

Assembly
I. Dip the two new seals in clean
transmission fluid.
2. Install the seals on the piston..
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

FRONT PUMP SEAL RING
FRONT PUMP
GASKET
SEAL
NUMBER 1 THRUST WASHER
(SELECTIVE)
REVERSE-HIGH CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY
NUMBER 2 THRUST WASHER
FORWARD CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
NUMBER 3 THRUST WASHER
NUMBER 4 THRUST WASHER

FIG. 50-

11. FORWARD CLUTCH HUB
ASSEMBLY
12. NUMBER 5 THRUST WASHER
13. FORWARD PLANET ASSEMBLY
14. INPUT SHELL AND SUN
GEAR ASSEMBLY
IS. NUMBER 6 THRUST WASHER
16. SNAP RING
17. NUMBER 7 THRUST WASHER
18. REVERSE PLANET ASSEMBLY
19. NUMBER 8 THRUST WASHER

Drive Train Disassembled

20. REVERSE RING GEAR AND
HUB RETAINING RING
21. REVERSE RING GEAR AND HUB
22. NUMBER 9 THRUST WASHER
23. LOW- REVERSE CLUTCH HUB
24. ONE -WAY CLUTCH
25. ONE-WAY CLUTCH INNER RACE
26. SNAP RING
27. LOW-REVERSE CLUTCH
28. SNAP RlNG
29. LOW- REVERSE PISTON RETURN
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30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

is.
36.
37.
38.
39.

SPRING RETAINER
RETURN SPRING
LOW-REVERSE PISTON
CASE
NUMBER 10 THRUST WASHER
PARKING GEAR
GOVERNOR DISTRIBUTOR SLEEVE
SNAP RlNG
GOVERNOR DISTRIBUTOR
GOVERNOR
OUTPUT SHAFT
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3. Remove the seal rings from the
distributor.

SNAP RlNG

\

Assembly
1. Carefully install new seal rings
on the distributor.
2. Working from the front end of
the output shaft, slide the governor
distributor into place on -the shaft.
Install the snap ring to secure it.
Make sure that the snap ring is
seated in the groove.
3. Position the governor on the
distributor (Fig. 67) and secure them
with the attaching screws.

FIG. 5 1-Removing Reverse-High
Pressure Plate S n a p Ring
REVERSE -HIGH
CLUTCHDRUM
70044

3. Hold the one-way clutch inner
race in position and install and
torque the attaching bolts to specification.
4. Install a low-reverse -clutch return spring in each pocket in the
clutch piston. Press the springs firmly
into the piston to prevent them
from falling out.
5. Position the spring retainer over
the springs and position the retainer
snap ring in place on the one-way
clutch inner race.
6. Install the compressing tool
shown in Fig. 36 and compress the
springs just enough to install the
INTERNAL SPLINE
PLATE-7B164

OUTERSEAL
;A548

/

SELECTIVE
SNAP
RING

A

SPRING
78488

INNER SEAL
7E056

FIG. 52-Reverse-High

\

EXTERNAL
SPLINE
PLATE
78442

SPRING
RETAINER
7D427

PISTON -7A258

/

PRESSURE
. PLATE
78066

Clutch Disassembled
REVERSE -HIGH

FIG. 54-Removing

Reverse-High

Clutch Piston
Tool T 6 5 L - 7 7 5 1 5 - A

FIG. 53-Removing

D 1591-A

o r Installing S n a p Ring

Disassein bly
1. Remove the governor attaching
bolts and remove the governor.
2. Remove the snap ring that secures the governor distributor on the
output shaft (Fig. 67) and slide it
off the front of the shaft.

ASSEMBLY OF TRANSMISSION
1. Place the transmission case in
a holding fixture.
2. Position the low-reverse clutch
piston so that check ball is in the
6 O'clock position (toward bottom
of case) and tap the piston into place
in the case with a clean rubber hammer.

FIG. 55-Checking Reverse-High
Clutch S n a p Ring C l e a r a n c e
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FIG. 56-Removing

F o r w a r d Clutch
Pressure P l a t e S n a p Ring,
low-reverse clutch piston retainer
snap ring.
7. lnstall the snap ring, then remove the compressing tool.
8. Place the transmission case on
the bench with the front end facing
downward.
9. Position the parking gear thrust
washer and the gear on the case
(Fig. 40).
10. Position the o i l distributor and
tubes i n place on the rear of the
case. lnstall and torque the attaching bolts t o specification.
11. lnstall the output shaft and
governor as an assembly.
12. Place a new gasket on the
rear of the transmission case. Position the extension housing on the
case and install the attaching bolts.
Torque the attaching bolts to specification.
13. Place the case i n the holding
fixture.
1.4. A l i g n the low-reverse clutch
hub' and one-way clutch with the

377130894

o r I n s t a l l i n g Disc S p r i n g

inner race at the rear of the case.
Rotate the low-reverse clutch hub
clockwise while applying pressure
to seat i t on the inner race.
15. lnstall the low-reverse clutch
plates, starting with a steel plate and
following with friction and steel
plates alternately. Refer to the Specifications Section for the number of
plates required. I f new composition
plates are being used, soak them i n
clean transmission fluid for fifteen
minutes before installation. lnstall
the pressure plate and the snap ring.
Test the operation of the low-reverse

OUTER SEAL
7A,548

FORWARDCLUTCH

CYLINDEP-7D424

FIG. 5 7 - F o r w a r d

FIG. 58-Removing

7D256

C l u t c h Disassembled

DISC SPRING
78070

FORWARD PRESSURE
PLATE -7B066

377127 S

I

clutch by applying air pressure at
the clutch pressure apply hole i n the
case.
16. lnstall the reverse planet ring
gear thrust washer and the ring gear
and hub assembly. Insert the snap
ring i n the groove i n thc output shaft.
17. Assembly the front and rear
thrust washers onto the reverse
planet assembly. Retain them with
vaseline, and insert the assembly
into the ring gear. lnstall the snap
ring i n the ring gear.
18. Set the reverse-high clutch on
the bench. with the front end facing

INTERNAL SPLINE
PLATE.76164

REAR PRESSURE
PLATE-76066
I

EXTERNAL SPLINE
PLATE -7B442

SNAP RING

377126-s

D1632-A
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FORWARD
SNAP
RING
377300 - S

I

/

END
LONG

THRUST
WASHER

SUN GEAR
7A348

4 -I
/
REAR
SNAP
RlNG

FIG. 59-Removing Forward Clutch
Piston
CHECK BETWEEN SNAP RlNG
AND PRESSURE PLATE

377300.

FIG. 62-Input

Shell and Sun Gear Disassembled

GEAR

FIG. 60-Checking Forward Clutch
Snap Ring Clearance
PICK

\\

SNAP RING

I

HUB AND FLANGE

N G . 63-Output
Ring Gear

D1433-A

Shaft Hub and

lever. Install the struts and tighten
the band adjusting screw sufficiently
to retain the band.
23. Place the selective thickness
bronze thrust washer on the rear
shoulder of the stator support and
retain it with vaseline. If the end
play was not within specification when
checked prior to disassembly, replace
the washer with one of proper thickness. Refer to Specifications Section
for selective thrust washer thicknesses.
Lay a new gasket on the rear mounting face of the pump and position the
pump on the case being careful not

LOW AND R E V E R S E
CLUTCH DRUM- 7D390

FIG. 61-Removing or Installing
Sun Gear Rear Snap Ring
down. lnstall the thrust washer on
the rear end of the reverse-high
clutch assembly. Retain the thrust
washer with vaseline and insert the
d i n e d end of forward clutch into
the open end of the reverse-high
clutch so that the splines engage the
reverse-high friction plates (Fig. 50).
19. lnstall the thrust washer and
retain it with vaseline, on the front
end of the forward planet ring gear
and hub. Insert the ring gear into
the forward clutch.
20. lnstall the thrust washer on
the front end of the forward planet
assembly. Retain the washer with
vaseline and insert the assembly into

RING -377135
ROLLER-=

SNAP
RING-377135
D 1621 - A

FIG,. 64-One-way

Clutch Disasselmbled

the ring gear. lnstall the input shell
and sun gear assembly.
21. lnstall the reverse-high clutch,
forward clutch. forward planet assembly and input shell and sun gear
as an assembly into the transmission
case.
22. Insert the intermediate band
into the case around the direct
clutch cylinder with the narrow band
end facing toward the servo apply

to damage the O-ring. lnstall six of
the seven 'mounting bolts and torque
them to specification.
24. Adjust the intermediate band
as detailed in Section 2 and install
the input shaft with the long splined
end inserted into the forward clutch
assembly.

25. l,nstall tool 4201-C at the seventh' pump mounting bolt (Fig. 31)
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LOW.
REVERSECLUTCH

ONE- WAY
rl IlTrH

Models

Piston
Assembly

A
PGA-B3, C2

FIG. 65-Installing
Clutch

C6AP-7W21.C

- Inches

Diameter
Cover
C6AP-7D027-A

I

2.075

B

I

C

D

I

2.971

2.980

2.066

One-Way

and check the t r a n s m i s s i o n end p l a y .
R e m o v e the tool.
26. I n s t a l l the control v a l v e in the
case. making s u r e that the l e v e r s
engage the v a l v e s properly.
27. I n s t a l l the primary throttle
v a l v e , rod, ,and the v a c u u m diaphragm in the c a s e .
21). I n s t a l l a new pan g a s k e t and
the pan.
29. I n s t a l l the c o n v e r t e r a s s e m b l y .
30. I n s t a l l the t r a n s m i s s i o n in the

Models
PGA-S

Piston ond
Rod Assembly
C8SP.7E221-A

Dianater

- Inches

Cover
A
CBSP-7W27-A

2.183

l

e
2.840

1

c I

D

2.806

2.220
D 1805-B

FIG. 66-Intermediate

Servo Cover and Piston Dimensions

vehicle.

SNAP

SEAL

,TG

FIG. 67-Output

GOVERNOR
DISTRIBUTOR

I

Shaft Disassembled

OUTPUT
SHAFT

GOVERNOR

4
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PART 7-4- Specifications
,.

-

1

,

-

I

-

APPROXIMATE REFILL CAPACITIES

.

.

C4 Transmission

- Montego, Falcon, Fairlane, Mustang and Cougar -170

and 200 Engines
All Other Engines

U.S.
Measure
8 qt

Imperial
Measure
6-112 qt

gat
13 qt

10-314 qt

G6 Transmission -All Models

7.114 qt

CONVERTER IDENTIFICATION A N D STALL SPEEDS
C4 TRANSMISSION
..
Comerter
Part Number
C5 D P-7902-D

Nominal
Size
10 114

Stall
Ratio
2.10: 1

Identification
No. o
AL

C8ZP-7902-A

11 114

2.02: 1

BC

Transmission
Model
PEE-A-2
PEE-B-l,CZ,
E-1,F-2
PEE-H-2
PEE-M,N,.V,R,

s, u

9

Eqine
CI D
170-1V
20D- 1V

Stall
Speed
1400-1600
1500-1700

289-2V
302-2V, 4V

1700-1940
1780-2000

Converter identificatioiis stamped on the converter cover adjacent t o the converter drive stud.

C6 TRANSMISSION
Converter
Part Number
C8AP-7902-A

Trantmisrion
Model
PGA-B-3,CZ
PGA-S
C8SP-7902-A
PGA-M-2,P-2,
46
12
2.00: 1
R-2
PGB-W
PGB-Y,Z
Converter identification is stamped on the converter cover adjacent t o the converter drive stud.
@ Regular Fuel.
@ Premium Fuel.

-

Nominal
Size
12

Stall
Ratio
2.05: 1

Identification
No. o
44

Stat1
Speed
1680-1900
1720-1940
1750-1980

427-4V

1750-1950
1800-2000

CONTROL PRESSURE AT ZERO GOVERNOR RPM
C4 TRANSMISSION

Mine
wed
Idle

Throttle
Closed

Manif old
Vac. Ins. Hg
o Above 18

Ra~e
p,

P.S.I.
55-61
55-102
k
55-182
10
As Required
As Required
93-101
0, 2, 1
Below 1.0
As Required
142-150
As Required
0, 2, 1
R
254-268
6) At altitudes above sea level, i t may not be possible t o obtain 18 inches of engine vacuum at idle. For idle vacuums of less than 18
inches, refer t o the following table t o determine idle speed pressure specification i n D d r i v i q raqe.

,

h i n e Vacuum
17 inches
16 Inches
15 Inches
14 Inchet
1 Inc $8
~ncltt
11 Inchot

I!

Line Ressure
55-66
55-71
55-76
55-81

.

Engine
CI D
390-2V'@
390-2V 0
390-4V GT

PART 7-4
C6 TRANSMISSION
hiIB Speed
Throttle
Manifold V t c w m (Inches Hg)

Rase

kiarometric
B

Idle
Cl ored
Above 18.o
Control
Pressure (psi)
R
P,W,D,2,1

- Specifications
As Required
As Required
10
ll
Control
ll
Pressure Ressure (psi)
Ressure
Dl 2,l
(psi)
(psi)

As Required
As Required
Below 1.0
Control
Pressure (psi)
D, 2,1
R

ll
Pr ersur e
(psi)

100-115
7744
160-190
240-300
29.5
Sea Level
7-10
56-62
7146
4044
Pressure
a It may not be possible t o obtain 18 inches of engine vacuum at idle. For idle vacuums of less than 18 inches the following table provides idle speed pressure specification i n D range:
Manifdd Vacuum
T.V.
Cont.
17
11-14
56-69
16
15-18
56-75
15
20-22
5644
14
23-26
56-92
13
28-31
56-98
12
32-35
56-1 05
11
36-40
56-1 11

CHECKS A N D ADJUSTMENTS
C 4 TRANSMISSION
Operation
Transmission End Play
Turbine and Stator End Play
lntermediate Band Adjustment
Low-Reverse Band Adjustment
' Selective Snap Ring Thickness

Specification
0.0084.042 inch (Selective Thrust Washers Available)
Model PEE, PEA -New or Rebuilt 0.023 Max. Used 0.040 Max.
Model PEB -New or Rebuilt 0.044 Max. Used 0.060 Max.
.Adjust screw t o l o f t - l b s torque, then back off 1-3/4 turns.
Adjust screw t o 10 ft-lbs torque, then back off 3 turns.
0.1024.106
0.0884.092
'
0.0744.078

0.0604.064

C6 TRANSMISSION

Intermediate Band Adjustment
Forward Clutch ReSsure
Aate-tfiSnap Ring Clearance
Select~veSnap Rihg Thicknesses
Reverse-High Clutch Ressure

Adjust screw to 10 ft-lbs torque, then back off 1 turn and tighten lock nut t o specification.
0.0314.044

0.0564.060

0.0654.069

0.0744.078
0.0834.087
Transmission Models
ffi A
PGB
Plate-to-Snap Ring Clearance
0.0224.036
0.0274.043
Selective Snap Ring Thicknesses
0.0654.069
0.0744.078
0.0834.087
3 To check end play, exert force on checking tool t o compress turbine t o cover thrust washer. Set indicator at zero.

0.0924.096

SELECTIVE THRUST WASHERS
C 4 TRANSMISSION

I-

Thrust Washer No. 1
Wylon
Thrust Washer

0.0874.091
0.104-0.108
0.1214.125

n isrn 142

1

Thrust Washer No. 2
Color of
Washer

Natural
Black
Yellow
Blue

No. Stamped
On Washer

3
2
1

Metal
Thrust Washel

0.0754.073
0.0584.056
0.0434.041

GROUP 7 - Automatic Transmission
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CLUTCH PLATES
C4 TRANSMISSION
Forward Clutch
Reverse Clutch
Internal
Free Pack
External
Spline
Spline
Clear
Model
(Inches)
(Steel)
(Camp.)
0.020-0.0366
PEB
4 (5),@
3 (5)0
3 (4) 0
4
4
5
0.026-0.042
PEE
o Use the quantities shown i n parenthesis when a service replacement cylinder is installed.
@ 0.026-0.042 inches on PEB models with service replacement cylinder.
External
Spline

Internal
Spline
(bmp. )
3 (3) 0
4

Free Pack
Clear
(Inches)
0.050-0.066
0.050-0.066

C6 TRANSMISSION

1

I
Transmission
Model
Low Reverse Clutch Plates
Reverse-High Clutch Plates
Forward Clutch Plates

PGA

Original Equipment Case
St eel
Friction
Plates
Plates
5
5

PC
. -B
-

6

G

ffi A

3
4
3
4

3

PCB
PGA
PG B

4

4
5

CONTROL VALVE SPRING IDENTIFICATION44 TRANSMISSION

1.28
9.5
Inter. Band Accumulator Valve s
Inter. Band Accumulator Valve
10
1.293
Line Coasting Boost Valve 8
10
1.03
s Used on Models PEB-A2, B1, C2, El, F29EE-H2, R, S, U, V, M, N
o Used on Models PEE-R, S, U
Q Used on Models PEE-A2, 61, C2, El, F2
PEE-H2, M, N, V

0.375
0.375 I.D.
0.346

0.028
0.025
0.034

0.400
0.400
0.464

1.56
1.25
4.42

Dk. Blue
None
White
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CONTROL VALVE SPRING I D E N T I F I C A T I O N 4 6 TRANSMISSIONS

-

ACTUAL M P H
SHIFT 'SPEEDS
MONTEGO, FAIRLANE, FALCON A N D M U S T A N G WITH S I X CYLlNDER ENGlNE
C4 TRANSMlSSlON

-

Throttle

Range

Shift

1

2

3

4

5

6

Closed
(Above
18"
Vacuum)

D
D
D
1

1-2
2-3
3- 1
2- 1

8- 9
11- 18
9
16-23

8- 10
11-20
10
16-25

9-10
12-21
10
17-26

9-10
12-21
10
18-27

9-11
13-22
11
19-29

10-11
13-23
11
19-29

TO
Detent
(Torque
Demand)

D
D
D
D

1-2
2- 3
3.2
2-1 or 3-1

16-26
30.44
29
16

17-29
31-49
32
18

18-30
33-51
34
19

18-31
34.52
35
20

20-33
36-56
36
20

20-34
37-57
38
21

Thr u
Detent
(W.O.T.)

D
D
D
D

1-2
2- 3
3-2
2-1 01 3.1

25-32
47-59
63
25

26-35
50- 65
69
27

28- 37
53-68
72
28

29-38
5570
74
29

30-40
57-74
77
30

31-41
59-76
81
32

Vehicle

Axle Ratio

Montego,
Fairlane,
Falcon or
Mustang

3.50: 1
3.25: 1
3.20: 1
3.00: 1
2.83: 1

Tire Size
185R x 14
7.75 x 14
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14,
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
6.95 x 14, 185R x 14,
7.35 x 14, 7.75 x 14,
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14,
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
All

185R x 14
E70 x 14
F70 x 14, FR70 x 14
185R x 14

Use Column No.
1
2
2
3
2
3
4
5
6

GROUP 7 - Automatic Transmission
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C4 TRANSMISSION
MONTEGO, COUGAR,,FAIRLANE, FALCON AND
MUSTANG WITH 289-2V and 302-2V ENG Throttle

Range

Shift

'.

1

2

D
D
D
1

1.2
2-3
3.1
2.1

8-10
11.20
10
16.25

9- 10
13-21
10
18-27

TO
Detent
(Torque
Demand)

D
D
D
D

1-2
2- 3
3- 2
2-1 or 3-1

19.31
36-52
32
18

22-33
39-57
34
19

Thr u
Det ent
(W.O.T.)

D
D
D
D

1-2
2-3
3-2
2-1 01 3-1

28-37
53-68
69
27

31-40
58-73
73
29

Closed
(Above
18"
Vacuum)

c

.

Vehicle

Axle Ratio

M ont ego,
Cougar,
Fa~rlane,
Falcon or
Mustang

3.50: 1
3 25: 1
3.00: 1

2.79: 1

4

5

6

10.11
13-22
11
19.28

10-ii
13-23
11
.19-29

10.11
14-24
11
20. 30

22-34
41-58
35
20

23-35
42-60
36
20

23-36
43-61
37
21

24-37
45-64
39
22

32-41
60-75
74
29

3342
62-77
78
30

34.43
63-79
79
31

35-45
66- 83
84
33

3

.

9.10
13.22
.
10
18-28

,

-

Tire Size

Use Column No.

1
1
2
3
4
5

7.75 x 14
7.35 x 14, 185R x 14, FR70 x 14
6.95 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14
7.35 x 14, F70 x 14, FR70 x 14
7.75 x 14
6.95 x 14, 7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14, 185R x 14,
E70 x 14
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14

6

!

C4 TRANSMISSION
Throttle
Closed
(Above
18"
Vacuum)
TO
Detent
(Torque
Demand)
Thr u
Detent
(W.O.T.)

Vehicle
Montego,
Cougar,
Falcon or
Mustang

- MONTEGO, COUGAR, FALCON AND MUSTANG WITH 302-4V ENGINE
Range
D
D
D
1
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
Axle Ratio
3.00: 1

2.79: 1

Shift
1-2
2.3
3- 1
2- 1
1-2
2-3
3-2
2-1 or 3-1
1-2
2-3
3-2
2-1 01 3-1

\

1
9-11
13-22
11
18-28
25-36
45-60
36
20
34-43
62-77
77
30

Tire Size
6.95 x 14, 7.35 x 14, 7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14
7.35 x 14, 7.75 x 14, F70 x 14, FR70 x 14
185R x 14

2
10-11
1323
11
20- 30
26-39
48.65
38
21
36-46
67-82
82
32

,

Use Column No.
1

2

,
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- FAIRLANE, MONTEGO A N D COUGAR WITH 390-2V,

C6 TRANSMISSION
Throttle
Closed
(Above
17"
Vacuum)
To Detent
(Torque
Demand)
Thr,ough
Detent
(W.O.T.)

Range
D
D
D
1
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Shift
1-2
2-3
3- 1
2- 1
1-2
2- 3
3- 2
1.2
2. 3
3-2
3-1 or 2-1

Vehi cl e
Fairlane,
Montego,
Cougar

1
7-10
7-20
7-10
24-33
31-43
56-74
26.41
42-51
76-87
6 6 77
27-36

Axle Ratio
2.75: 1

3.00:l

L

C6 TRANSMISSION

2
7-9
7-20
7-9
23-32
30-42
54-72
25.40
40.49
73-84
64- 74
26-35

3
7-9
7- 19
7-9
22.31
29-40
52-69
24- 38
39-47
70-81
61-71
25.34

4
68
6 18
68
21-29
27-38
50-66
23-36
37-45
67-76
5868
24-32

5
6-8
6 17
68
2& 28
27-37
48-63
22-35
36-43
64-74
5665
23-31

6
68
6 17
68
20-27
26-26
4661
22.34
35-42
62-71
54-63
22-30
Use Column Ho.
2
2
3
4
5
6

- FAIRLANE, MONTEGO, MUSTANG A N D COUGAR WITH 3 9 W V GT ENGINE

A

Range
D
D
D
1
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Throttle
Closed
(Above
17"
Vacuum)
To Det ent
(Torque
Demand)
Through
Detent
(W.O.T.)

C6 TRANSMISSION

4 V ENGINE

Tire Size
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14, 7.35 x 14
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, 0 0 x 14

3.25: 1

Vehicle
Fairlane,
Montego,
Mustang,
Cougar

7-95

Axle Ratio
2.75: 1
3.00: 1
3.25: 1

Shift
1-2
2.3
31
2- 1
1-2
2-3
3-2
1-2
2- 3
3-2
31 or 2-1

1
7-9
7- 22
7- 9
25-37
37.54
64-88
2846
49-61
84- 100
75-89
37-46

2
69
6 20
69
23-34
34-50
59-80
26-42
45-56
77-92
70- 82
34-42

4
6-8
6 18
68
21-31
31.45
54-72
24- 38
41-50
7 1-83
64-74
31-38

3
68
619
68
22-32
32- 46
5674
25-39
4352
74-85
6676
32-39

Tire Size

Use Column Wo.

All
All
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14

1
2
3
4

- FAIRLANE, MONTEGO A N D COUGAR WITH 4 2 7 4 V ENGINE

Throttle
Closed
(Above
17"
Vacuum)
To Det ent
(Torque
Demand)
Through
Detent
(W.O.T.)

Range
D
D
D
1
D
D
D
D

Vehicle
Fairlane, Montego
and Cougar

Axle Ratio
3.25: 1

b

D
D

Shift
1-2
2-3
31
2- 1
1-2
2-3
3-2
1-2
2-3
32
3 1 or 2-1

1
68
6-20
6-8
22-32
32-46
5674
25- 39
43-52
74-85
6676
32-39

Tire Size
7.75 x 14, F70 x 14
7.35 x 14, FR70 x 14, 185R x 14, E70 x 14

2
68
6 19
68
21-31
31-45
54.72
24-38
41-50
71-82
64-74
31-38
Use Column Wo.
1
2

-
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7-96
TORQUE LIMITS

SPECIAL TOOLS
--

-.

I Converter t o Flywheel

'

s-

1 Converter Hsg. t o Trans. Case
Front Pump t o Trans. Case
+
Outer Race t o Case
Oil Pan t o Case
Rear Servo Cover t o Case
Stat or Support t o Pump
Converter Cover t o Converter Hsg.
Guide Plate tocase
Intermediate Servo Cover t o Case
Extension k s y . t o Trans. Case
Pressure Gauge Tap
Band Adi.. Stoo. t o Case
Manual Control Lever Nut
Downshift Lever t o Shaft
Filler Tube t o Engine
Transmission to Engine
Transmission t o Engine:
Comet, Falcon, Fairlane,
Mustang4 Cyl.
Diaphragm Assy. to Case
Distribuior Sleeve t o Case
I Reverse Servo Pistonto Rod
Cooler Tube Connector Lock
Convertor Drain Plug
Item
.
End Rates to Body
Inner Downshift Lever Stop
Lower t o Upper Valve Body
Reinforcement Plate t o Body
Screen and Lower t o Uooer Valve Bodv
Neutral Switch t o Case
Neutral Switch t o Column
Accumulator Plate t o Body
Screen and Control ksy. t o Case
Control Assv. to Case
Gov. Body t o Collector Body
Cooler Line Fittings
Tighten t o 10 ft-lbs and back off 5/8 turn.

..

120-30
12840
128-40
113-20
12-16
12-20
12-20
12-1 6

1

20-30

1

-

1.

12-20
18-25
12-16

1

20-30

I

1
1

-

-

-

1

12-16
12-16
12-1 6
10-14
25-30
9-1 5
35-45
-. .
30-40
12-16

16-22
28-40
9-15
3545
3040
12-16

23-33
40-50
15-23
12-20
I @

IFord Tool No.

T64L6001-A
T64P-7A128-A
T64P.7B456-A an
T65P-78456-0
T58L-101-A and
T59L-100-0
161L-7657-A

15-23
12-16

-

I

I

25-35
14-28

20-30
40-55
20-35 ~ n j20-30
; ~ ~ ~ ~
40-50
40-50
40-55
40-55
40-50
-.
55-75
55-75
12-18
12-18
80-120
80-120
80-120
100-120
.-.
80-120
100-120
80-120
~

~-

-

-

- - -

AR E-29-05
TOOL FCO-24
1501-100.A
T58L-101-A
T53L-200-A
T57L-5004
TOOL-1175-AB
1501-100.Aand
TOOL-1175-AB
TOO L-35524
TOOL4201-C

Forma No.

Owription
Automatic Transmission Tester
Vacuum Diaphragm Wrench
Impact Slide Hammer
Puller Attachment
Handle Adapter
Bench Mounted Holding Fixture
Grease Seal Remover (Head Only)
Seal Remover
Special Jaws for 7600-E
Differential Backlash and Runout
Gauge, with Universal Bracket,
Dial Indicator and Bracket
Air Nozzle Rubber Tip Assembly
Transmission Extension Housing
Rear Bearing Remover
Transmission Extension Housing
Rear Bearing Remover
Transmission Holding Fixture
Manual Valve Detent Spring
Clutch Race to Case Bolt Socket
Seal Remover (Head and Hammer)
Transmission Extension Housing
Oil Seal Replacer
Transmission Extension Housing
Oil Seal Replacer
Transmission Extension Housing
Bushing Remover
Transmission Extension Housing
Bushing Replacer
Transmission Extension Housing
Bushing Remover
Welded Converter Sprag Driver
and Gauge Post
converter stator Check Adapter
Welded Converter Swan Driver
and Gauge Post ~ d a g eKit
r for
T59P-7902-8
Dial lndicator Support Fixture
Control Shaft Seal Replacer
Front Band Torque Wrench
Rear Band Toque Wrench
Mustang Only
Rear Band Torque Wrench
Rear Clutch Spring Compresso~
400 Ib Pressure Gauge
Front Pump Seal R ~ l a c e r

I

GROUP8 - Engine
valves, camshafts and cylinder blocks,
be sure the part(s) are not repairable.
Recommended repairs covered in
Section 2 of this part should be followed whenever such repair will not
result in a deviation from Ford-recommended specifications, or will not adversely affect the performance, reliability or stability of the engine.
This part covers engine diagnosis,
tests, and adjustment and repair procedures. In addition, the cleaning and
inspection procedures are covered.
Complete engine tune-up specifications, including engine, ignition and
fuel system components, are covered
in Part 8-5. Engine assembly and repair specifications are also in Part 8-5.

1

For engine removal, disassembly,
assembly, installation and- major repair procedures, refer to thepertinent
part of this group.
An engine identification tag is
attached to the engine. The symbol
code (Fig. I) identifies each engine
for determining parts usage; i.e.,
engine cubic inch displacement and
model year. The change level and
engine code number determine if parts
are peculiar to a specific engine. The
engine plant code designates where
and when the engine was built., It is
imperative that the codes on the engine identification tag be used when
ordering parts or making inquiries
about the engine. The pertinent codes

MODEL YEAR
ENGINE

CHANGE LEVEL

C.I.D.

(
0

*'

6"

"O
8 -A

310

1

ENGINE

YEAR OF ENGINE
PRODUCTION

CODE N W B E R

MONTH\OF ENGINE
PROWCTION
(JANUARY)

FIG. I-Engine

A 2706 - A

Identification Tag

are shown in the Master Parts Catalog to designate unique parts.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

DIAGNOSIS

ENGINE
The first step in diagnosing a condition is to verify that the performance
complaint actually exists:
On engines equipped with a Thermactor exhaust emission control system, disconnect the Thermactor system before performing engine
diagnosis procedures. is connect the
air bypass valve vacuum sensing and
air supply lines at the intake manifold
connections. Plug the manifold connections to preclude leakage.
Engine performance complaints
usually fall under one of the basic
headings listed in the Diagnosis
Guide (Fig. 47). When a particular
trouble can not be traced to a definite
cause by a simple check, the possible
items that could be at fault are listed
in the order of their probable occurrence. Check the items in the order
listed. For example, under Poor' Acceleration, the ignition system is listed
as a probable cause of the trouble and
the conventional ignition system items
that affect acceleration are listed.
Check all these items before proceeding to the next probable cause.

EXHAUST EMISSION
CONTROL SYSTEMS
The 1968 engines incorporate either
an Imco or Thermactor exhaust emission control system.
Both the.Imco and Thermactor systems are designed to reduce the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide content
of the gasoline engine exhaust gases.
By controlling the amount of contaminants emitted through the exhaust sys-

FUEL SYSTEM

tem to an acceptable minimum, air
pollution is reduced.
When making carburetor idle fuel
mixture and speed adjustments, follow
the procedures in Part 10-1.

For diagnosis of fuel system components problems, refer to Part 10- 1.
TESTING

lmco System

CAMSHAFT LOBE L I I T
The Imco exhaust emission control
system uses a specially-calibrated carburetor and distributor in conjunction
with retarded ignition timing at idle
speeds. This reduces the exhaust contaminants by burning them within the
cylinder combustion chamber before
reaching the exhaust manifold.
Thermactor System
The Thermactor system controls the
exhaust-emitted gases by burning the
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
concentrations in the exhaust ports of
the cylinder head. Air under pressure
is injected into the exhaust ports
through air supply tubes near each exhaust valve. The oxygen in the air plus
the heat of the exhaust gases in each
exhaust outlet port induces combustion
during the exhaust stroke'of the piston.
The burned gases then flow out the
exhaust manifold into the exhaust
system.
Prior to performing any extensive
diagnosis of the Thermactor system
(Fig. 47) it must be determined that
the engine as a unit is functioning
properly.

IGNITION SYSTEM
For diagnosis procedures of ignition system malfunctions, refer to
Part 9-1.

'

Check the lift of each lobe in consecutive order and make a note of the
readings.
1. Remove the air cleaner. Remove
the heater hose and positive crankcase
ventilation line from the rocker arm
cover. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover(s).
2. On a 170 or 200 six or a 390 or
427 V-8, remove the valve rocker arm
shaft assemblies and install a solid
tappet-type push rod in the push rod
bore of the camshaft lobe to be checked or use the adapter for ball-end push
rods shown in Fig. 2.
On a 289 or 302 V-8, remove the
rocker arm stud nut, fulcrum seat
and rocker arm. Use the adapter for
ball-end push rods (Fig. 3).
3. Make sure the push rod is in
the valve lifter socket. Install a dial
indicator in such a manner as to
have the ball socket adapter of the
indicator on the end of the push rod
and in the same plane as the push rod
movement (Fig. 2 or 3).
On a socket-type push rod, position the actuating point of the indicator in the push rod socket and in
the same plane as the push rod
movement (Fig. 2).
4. Disconnect the brown lead (1
terminal) and the red and blue lead
( S terminal) at the starter relay. Install an auxiliary starter switch between the battery and S terminals of
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ing on the worn lobe(s) must be replaced.
8. On a 170 and 200 six or a 390
and 427 V-8, install the rocker arm
shaft assemblies.
On a 289 and 302 V-8, lubricate the
rocker arm fulcrum seat area with
1-ubriplate, and install the rocker arm,
fulcrum seat and stud nut. Adjust the
valve clearance (Section 2).
Do not rotate the crankshaft until
the hydraulic valve lifters have had
sufficient time to bleed down. Manually bleeding down will reduce the
time requirement. To do otherwise
may cause serious valve damage.
9. Install the valve rocker arm
cover(s), hoses and the air cleaner.

Tool

MANIFOLD VACUUM TEST
A manifold vacuum test aids in determining the condition of an engine
and in helping to locate the cause of

FIG. 2-Camshaft

Lobe Lift- 170
a n d 2 0 0 Six o r 390 a n d 4 2 7 V-8

poor engine performance. To check
manifold vacuum:
1. Operate the engine for a minimun of 30 minutes at 1200 rpm or until the engine is at normal operating
temperature.
2. On 6-cylinder engines, install
an accurate, sensitive vacuum gauge in
the intake manifold fitting.
e
On a V-8 engine, remove the plug
or power brake line at the rear of the
intake manifold and install an accurate, sensitive vacuum gauge.
3. Operate the engine at recommended idle rpm, with the transmission selector lever in neutral.
4. Check the vacuum reading on
the gauge.
Test Conclusions
Manifold vacuum is affected by
carburetor adjustment, valve timing.
ignition timing,. the condition of the

G a u g e Reading
15 inches or over
170 1-V Six
200 1-V Six
427 4-V V-8
17 inches or over
289 2-V V-8
302 2 and 4-V V-8
390 2 and 4-V V-8

Engine Condition

Normal.

NOTE -Engines equipped with
dual diaphragm distributors, idle
vacuum will be approx. 1 inch
less.

FIG. 3-Camshaft
a n d 302 V-8

Lobe Lift-289

the starter relay. Crank the engine
with the ignition switch OFF.
Bump the crankshaft over until the
tappet or lifter is on the base circle of
the camshaft lobe. At this point, the
push rod will be in its lowest position.
5. Zero the dial indicator. Continue to rotate the crankshaft slowly
until the push rod is in the fully raised
position (highest indicator reading).
6. Compare the total lift recorded
on the indicator with specifications.
7. To check the accuracy of the
original indicator reading, continue
to rotate the crankshaft until the indicator reads zero. If the lift on any
lobe is below specified wear limits, the
camshaft and the valve lifters operat-

Low and steady.

Loss of power in all cylinders possibly caused by late ignition or valve
timing, or loss of compression due to
leakage around the piston rings.

Very low.

Intake manifold, carburetor, spacer
or cylinder head gasket leak.

Needle fluctuates steadily as
speed increases.

A partial or complete loss of power
in one or more cylinders caused by a
leaking valve, cylinder head or intake
manifold gasket, a defect in the ignition system, or a weak valve spring.

Gradual drop in reading at
engine idle.

Excessive back pressure in the exhaust system.

Intermittent fluctuation.

An occasional loss of power possibly caused by a defect in the ignition
system or a sticking valve.

Slow fluctuation or drifting of
the needle.

Improper idle mixture adjustment
or carburetor,'spaar or intake manifold gasket leak or restricted crankcase.ventilation system.

FIG. 4-Manifold

Vacuum G a u g e Readings

GROUP 8 - Engine
valves, cylinder compression, the condition of the closed crankcase ventilation system, and leakage of the
manifold, carburetor, carburetor spacer
or cylinder head gaskets.
Because abnormal gauge readings
may indicate that more than one of
the above factors are at fault, exercise caution in analyzing an abnormal reading. For example, if the
vacuum is low, the correction of one
item may increase t h e vacuum
enough so as to indicate that the
trouble has been corrected. It' is important, therefore, that each cause
of an abnormal reading be investigated and further tests conducted,
where necessary, in order to arrive at
the correct diagnosis of the trouble.
Fig. 4 lists various types of readings and their possible causes.
Allowance should be made for the
effect of altitude on the gauge reading. The engine vacuum will decrease
with an increase in altitude.
COMPRESSION TEST
Dynamic Compression Test
To perform a dynamic compression check, follow the procedures in
Part 9-1, Section 1 under Ignition
System Tests-Rotunda Testers.
Compression G a u g e Check

1. Be sure the crankcase oil is at
the proper level. Be sure the battery
is fully charged. Operate the engine
for a minimum of 30 minutes at 1200
rpm or until the engine is at normal
operating temperature. Turn the' ignition switch .off, then remove all the
spark plugs.
2. Set the throttle plates (primary
throttle plates only on a 4-barrel
carburetor) and choke plate in the
wide open position.
3. Install a compression gauge in
No. I cylinder.
4. Disconnect the brown lead ( I
terminal) and the red and blue lead
( S terminal) at the starter relay. Install an auxiliary starter switch between
the battery and S terminals of the
starter relay. Using an auxiliary starter
switch, crank the engine (with the ignition switch off) at least five pumping
strokes, and record the highest reading.
Note the number of compression
strokes required to obtain the highest
reading.
5. Repeat the test on each cylinder, cranking the engine the same
number of times for each cylinder as
was required to obtain the highest
reading on the No. 1 cylinder.

Test Conclusions
A variation of 20 psi from specified
pressure is satisfactory. However, the
compression of all cylinders should be
uniform within 20 psi.
A reading of more than the allowable tolerance above normal indicates excessive deposits in the cylinder or wrong cylinder head(s) on
the engine.
A reading of more than the allowable tolerance below normal indicates leakage at the cylinder head
gasket, piston rings or valves or
wrong cylinder head(s) on the engine.
A low, even compression in two
adjacent cylinders indicates a cylinder head gasket leak. This should be
checked before condemming the rings
or valves.
T o determine whether the rings or
the valves are at fault, squirt the
equivalent of' a tablespoon of heavy
oil into the combustion chamber.
Crank the engine to distribute the
oil and repeat the compression test.
The oil will temporarily seal leakage
past the rings. If approximately the
same reading is obtained, the rings
are satisfactory, but the valves are
leaking. If the compression has increased substantially over the original reading, there is leakage past the
rings.
During a compression test, if the
pressure fails to climb steadily and
remains the same during the first
two successive strokes, but climbs
higher on the succeding strokes, or
fails to climb during the entire test,
it indicates a sticking valve.
H Y D R A U L I C VALVE
LIFTER TESTS
Hydraulic valve lifter noise may be
caused by improper operating clearance as a result of loose adjusting nuts
or improper original adjustment. Always check rocker arm to valve stem
clearance before condemning or replacing a valve lifter.
Dirt, deposits of gum and varnish
and air bubbles in the lubricating oil
can cause hydraulic valve lifter failure
or malfunction.
Dirt, gum and varnish can keep
a check valve from seating and cause
a loss of hydraulic pressure. An open
valve disc will cause the plunger to
Force oil back into the valve lifter reservoir during the time the push rod is
being lifted to force the valve from its
seat.
Air bubbles in the lubricating system can be caused by too much oil in
the system or too low an oil level. Air

,

may also be drawn into the lubricating
system through an opening in a damaged oil pick-up tube. Air in the hydraulic system will cause a loss of hydraulic pressure in the valve lifter.
Assembled valve lifters can be
tested with tool 6500-E to check the
leak down rate. The leak down rate
specification (Part 8-5) is the time
in seconds for the plunger to move
the length of its travel while under a
50 Ib. load. Test the valve lifters as
follows:
1. Disassemble and clean the lifter to remove all traces of engine oil.
Lifters cannot be checked with engine
oil in them. Only the testing fluid can
be used.
2. Place the valve lifter in the
tester, with the plunger facing upward.
Pour hydraulic tester fluid into the
cup to a level that will cover the valve
lifter assembly. 'The fluid can be purchased from the manufacturer of the
tester. Do not use kerosene or any
other fluid, for they will not provide
an accurate test.

A 1 894-A

FIG. 5- Placing Steel Ball in Valve
Lifter Plunger

3. Place a 5116-inch steel ball in
the plunger cup (Fig. 5).
4. Adjust the length of the ram so
that the pointer is 1116-inch below the
starting mark when the ram contacts
the valve lifter plunger (Fig. 6) to
facilitate timing as the pointer passes
the Start Timing Mark.
Use the center mark on the pointer scale as the $top Timing point
instead of the original Stop Timing
mark at the top of the scale.
5. Work the valve lifter plunger
up and down until the lifter fills
with fluid and all traces of air bubbles
have disappeared.
6. Allow the ram and weight to
force the valve lifter plunger downward. Measure the exact time it takes
for the pointer to travel from the
Start Timing to the Stop Timing
marks of the tester.
7. A valve lifter that is satisfactory
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manifold or carburetor spacer. If the
system is not restricted, further engine
component diagnosis will have to be
conducted to find the malfunction.
Air I n t a k e Test

FIG. 6-Adjusting

the Ram Length

must have a leak-down rate (time in
seconds) within the minimum and
maximum limits specified.
8. If the valve lifter is not within
specifications, replace it with a new
lifter.
9. Remove the fluid from the cup
and bleed the fluid from the lifter
by depressing the plunger up and
down. This step will aid in depressing
the lifter plungers when checking the
valve clearance.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM TEST

A malfunctioning closed crankcase
ventilation system may be indicated by
loping or rough engine idle. Do not
attempt to compensate for this poor
idle condition by disconnecting the
crankcase ventilation system and/or
making carburetor adjustments. The
removal of the crankcase ventilation
system from the engine will adversely
affect the fuel economy and engine
ventilation with resultant shortening
of engine life.
To determine whether the l o ~ i .ne
or rough idle condition is caused by
a malfunctioning crankcase ventilation
system, perform either of the following tests.

.

This test used the AC closed crankcase ventilation tester (Fig. 7) which is
operated by engine vacuum through
the oil filler opening. Follow the procedures described below to install the
tester and check the crankcase ventilation system for faulty operation.
1. W i t h the engine at normal operating temperature, remove the oil
filler cap and the dipstick.
2. Connect one end of the hose
to the tester body and connect the
other end of the hose to the tester
adapter.
3. Use the dipstick hole plug to
plug the opening in the dipstick tube.
4. Insert the tester adapter in the
iiller cap opening and turn the selector knob (Fig. 7) to number 2 for the
289, 302, 390 and 427 V-8 or number
4 for the 170 and 200 Six.
5. Start the engine and let it idle.
6. With the plugs secure, and the
tube free of kinks, hold the tester body
upright and note the color in the tester windows. Fig. 8 lists the various
colors and the probable cause or related condition of the crankcase ventilation system.
7. Clean or replace the malfunctioning or defective components, and
repeat the test to ensure that the
crankcase ventilation system is operating satisfactorily.
THERMACTOR
TESTS

SYSTEM

The following procedures are re-

8-5

commended for checking and/or verifying that the various components of
the Thermactor exhaust emission control system are operating, properly.
The engine and all components must
be at normal operating temperatures
when the tests are performed. A pre-

liminary Diagnosis Guide is included
at the end of this Part (Fig. 47) as an
aid in trouble shooting engines with
an exhaust emission control system.
Prior to performing any extensive
test or diagnosis of the Thermactor
system, verify that the problem exists,
then it must be determined that the
engine as a unit is functioning properly. Disconnect the air bypass valve

vacuum sensing line at the intake
manifold. Plug the manifold connection to preclude leakage. Normal engine diagnosis procedures can then be
performed.
Air Supply P u m p Test

1. Assemble a test gauge adapter
as shown in Fig. 9, and install a fuel
pump test gauge on the adapter. The
test gauge used must be accurate and
readable i n 114 psi increments.

2. Operate the engine until it
reaches normal operating temperature.
3. Inspect all hoses and hose connections for leaks and correct as necessary before checking the air supply
pump.
4. Check the air pump belt tension
and adjust to specifications.
5. Disconnect the air supply hose(s)
at the air manifold check valve(s). If
there are two check valves, close off
one hose by inserting a suitable plug
in the end of the hose. Use a hose
clamp and secure the plug so it will
not blow out.

SELECTOR KNOB
WINDOWS

Regulator V a l v e Test

Install a known good regulator valve
in the crankcase ventilation system.
Start the engine and compare the
engine idle condition to the prior idle
condition.
If the idle condition is found to be
satisfactory, leave the new regulator
valve installed and clean the hoses,
fittings, etc.
If the loping or rough idle condition remains when the good regullator valve is installed, the crankcase
ventilation regulator valve is not at
fault. Check the crankcase ventilation
system for restriction at the intake

TESTER ADAPTER

/ /
ALTERNATE PLUG

TESTER ADAPTER
DIPSTICK HOLE PLUG

FIG. 7-AC

Closed Crankcase Ventilation System Tester
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CAUSE

COLOR

System operating properly.

GREEN
GREEN AND YELLOW

Regulator valve or system partially plugged.
Slight kink in tester hose.
Slight engine blow-by.
Plugs from the kit or the engine
vacuum lines are not properly sealed.
Tester knob improperly set.
Regulator valve or system partially plugged.
Tester hose kinked or blocked.
Blow-by a t maximum capacity of
regulator valve.
Plugs from the kit or the engine
vacuum lines are not properly sealed.
Tester knob improperly set.

YELLOW

YELLOW AND RED

Regulator valve or system partially or fully plugged.
More engine blow-by than regulator valve can handle.
Vent hose plugged or collapsed.

RED

Regulator valve or system fully
plugged or stuck.
Vent hose plugged or collapsed.
Extreme blow-by.

FIG. 8-Diagnosis

of Air Intake Test

6. Insert the open pipe end of the
test gauge adapter in the other air
supply hose. Clamp the hose securely
to the adapter to prevent it from
blowing out.
Position the adapter and test gauge
s o that the air blast emitted through
the drilled ,pipe plug will be harmlessly dissipated.
7. Install a tachometer on the engine. Start the engine and slowly increase the engine speed to 1500 rpm.
Observe the pressure produced at the
test gauge. The air pressure should
be one (1) psi or more.
8. If the air pressure does not meet
or surpass the above pressures, disconnect and plug the air supply hose to
the air bypass valve. Clamp the plug
in place, and repeat the pressure test.
If the air pump pressure still does
not meet the minimum requirements,
install a new air pump and repeat the
pump test. Replace the air pump as
determined by the result of this test.
Check Valve Test
This test can be performed a t the
'
same time as the Air Pump Test.
1. O p e r a t e t h e engine until i t
reaches normal operating temperature.
2. Inspect all hoses and hose connections for obvious leaks and correct
as necessary before checking the check
valve operation.

ADAPTER FOR FUEL PUMP TEST GAUGE
(CALIBRATED IN I/4 PSI INCREMENTS

11 /32 INCH

1/2" PlPE TEE

assemblies, check both valves for free
operation.
6. Leave the hose(s) disconnected
and start the engine. Slowly increase
the engine speed to 1500 rpm and
watch for exhaust gas leakage at the
check valve(s). There should not be
any exhaust leakage. The valve may
flutter or vibrate a t idle speeds, but this
is normal due to the exhaust pulsations
in the manifold.
7. If the check valve(s) does not
meet the recommended conditions
(steps 4, 5 and 6), replace it.
Air Bypass Valve Functional Test
Determine if the air bypass valve
(Fig. 10) is functioning properly by
performing the. following operation(s):
1. Remove the air bypass valve to
air manifold check valve hose a t the
bypass valve hose connection.
2. With the transmission in neutral and the parking brake ON, start
- t h e engine and operate a t normal engine idle speed. Verify that air is flowing from the air bypass valve hose connection. Air pressure should be noted
as this is the normal delivery flow to
the air fnanifold(s).
3. Momentarily' (approximately 5
seconds) pinch off the vacuum hose to
the bypass valve to duplicate the air
bypass cycle.
4. Release the pinched vacuum hose.
Air flow through the air bypass valve
should diminish or stop for a short
period of time. The length of time
required to resume normal flow cannot be specified since the time interval is dependent on engine vacuum.and
length of time the vacuum line is
pinched off.

PlPE SEALER

Air Bypass ValveD i a p h r a g m L e a k a g e Check

(THREADED ONE END ONLY)

A2319-A

FIG. 9-Air S u p p l y Pump Test
G a u g e Adapter
3. Disconnect the air supply hose(s)
at the check valve(s).
4. Visually inspect the position of
the valve plate inside the valve body.
It should be lightly positioned against
the valve seat, away from the air
manifold.
5. Insert a probe Into the hose connection on the check valve and depress
the valve plate. It should freely return
to the original position, against the
valve seat, when released.
If equipped with two check valve

Evaluate the bypass valve for diaphragm leakage by performing the
following check:
1. Remove the vacuum supply hose
to the air bypass valve at the bypass
valve connection.
2. Insert a tee connection in the
vacuum supply hose. Connect a vacuum
gauge to one of the remaining hose
connections on the tee, insert a short
length of hose (approximately 3 inches)
on the remaining connection. Insert
a suitable plug in the open end of the
short length of hose.
3. Start the engine and note the
vacuum gauge reading.
4. Remove the plug from the short
length of hose and connect to the air
bypass valve vacuum connection. Ob.serve vacuum gauge reading. If the
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1
FIG. 12-Typical
Face Runout

Flywheel

under Ring Gear Replacement this
part Section 2.
FLYWHEEL RUNOUTAUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
AIR INLET
(FROM AIR PUMP)
S I X CYLINDER

V-8
A 2734- A

N G . 10-Therrnactor

Air Bypass Valves

indicated vacuum reading does not
correspond with the previous reading
after approximately 60 seconds, replace the air bypass valve.
C R A N K S H A m E N D PLAY
1. Force the crankshaft toward the
rear of the engine.
2. Install a dial indicator so that
the contact point rests against the
crankshaft flange and the indicator
axis is parallel to the crankshaft axis
(Fig. 11).
3. Zero the dial indicator. Push
the crankshaft forward and note the
reading on the dial.
4. If the end play exceeds the wear
limit, replace the thrust bearing. If the
end play is less than the minimum
limit, inspect the thrust bearing faces
for scratches, burrs, nicks or dirt. If
the thrust faces are not defective or
dirty, they probably were not aligned
properly. Install the thrust bearing and
align the faces following the procedure
recommended under Main Bearing
Replacement in the pertinent engine
section. Check the crankshaft end play.

FLYWHEEL FACE RUNOUTMAN UALSHIFT
TRANSMISSIONS
Install a dial indicator so that the
indicator point bears against the flywheel face (Fig. 12). Turn the fly
wheel making sure that it is full forward or rearward so that crankshaft

Remove the spark plugs.
Install a dial indicator so that the
indicator point rests on the face of the
ring gear adjacent to the gear teeth.
Push the flywheel and crankshaft
forward or backward as far as possible to prevent crankshaft end play
from being indicated as flywheel
runout.
Set the indicator dial on the zero
mark. Turn the flywheel one complete
revolution while observing the total
indicator reading (T.I.R.). If the T.I.R.
exceeds specifications, the flywheel and
ring gear assembly must be replaced.
FLYWHEEL RING GEAR
RUNOUT
Install the dial indicator so that the
point rests on a tooth of the ring gear
(Fig. 13), and check the outside diameter (O.D.)of the assembled flywheel and ring gear. For this check,

N G . 1 1-Typical
End Play

Crankshaft

end play will not be indicated as flywheel runout.
If the clutch face runout exceeds
the specifications, remove the flywheel and check for burrs between
the flywheel and the face of the crankshaft mounting flange. If no burrs exist,
check the runout of the crankshaft
mounting flange. Replace the flywheel
or machine the crankshaft flywheel
mounting face sufficiently to true up
the surface if the mounting flange runout is excessive.
If the ring gear runout exceeds specifications, replace it or reinstall in on
the flywheel, following the procedure

NG. 13-Typical
Gear Runout

Flywheel Ring
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carefully adjust the indicator on the
gear tooth s o that the indicator point
is near the extreme limit of its travel.
'This will prevent the indicator point
from catching between the gear teeth
as the flywheel is turned. Set the indicator dial on the zero mark and slowly
turn the flywheel through one revolution while observing the total indicator
reading. The T.I.R. must be within
specifications, or the ring gear (standard transmission) or flywheel and
ring gear assembly (automatic transmission) must be replaced.
C A M S H A F T E N D PLAY
On all V-8 engines, prying against
the aluminum-nylon camshaft sprocket, with the valve train load on the
camshaft, can break or damage the
sprocket. Therefore, the rocker arm
adjusting nuts must be backed off, or
the rocker arm and shaft assembly
must be loosened sufficiently to free
the camshaft. After checking the camshaft end play, adjust the valve clearance.
Push the camshaft toward the rear
of the engine. Install a dial indicator.
so that the indicator point is on the
camshaft sprocket retaining screw
(Fig. 14). Zero the dial indicator. Rosition a large screw driver between
the camshaft sprocket and the block.
Pull the camshaft forward and release it. Compare the dial indicator

2

reading with specifications. If the
end play is excessive, replace the thrust
plate. If a spacer is used, check the
spacer for correct installation before
it is removed. If the spacer is correctly
installed, replace the thrust plate. Remove the dial indicator.

REFERENCE POINT

RIGHT SIDE OF CHAIN

T I M I N G C H A I N DEFLECTION
1. Rotate the crankshaft in a
clockwise direction (as viewed from
the front) to take up the slack on the
left side of the chain.
2. Establish a reference point on
the block and measure from this point
to the chain (Fig. 15).
3. Rotate the crankshaft in the
opposite direction to take up the
TAKE U P SLACK ON LEFT SIDE, ESTABLISH
REFERENCE POINT. MEASURE DISTANCE A.
TAKE U P SLACK ON RIGHT SIDE. FORCE
L E ~ S OUT.
~ E MEASURE D~STANCEB.DEFLECTION IS A MINUS B.

FIG. 75- Typical Timing Chain
Deflection

FIG. 74-Typical
End Play

Camshaft

slack on the right side of the chain.
Force the left side of the chain out
with the fingers and measure the distance between the reference point and
the chain. The deflection is the difference between the two measurements.
If the deflection exceeds specifications, replace the timing chain and
sprockets.
- .

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS AN'D REPAIRS

ADJUSTMENTS

VALVE CLEARANCEH Y D R A U L I C VALVE
LIFTERS, 170 and 200 S I X
A 0.060-inch shorter push rod or
a 0.060-inch longer push rod are
available for service to provide a
means of compensating for dimensional changes in the valve mechanism. Refer to the Master Parts List
or the specifications fol the pertinent
color code. Valve stem to valve rocker
arm clearance should be to the specified clearance with the hydraulic lifter
completely collapsed. Repeated valve
reconditioning operations (valve and/
or valve seat refacing) will decrease
the clearnace to the point that if not
compensated for, the hydraulic valve
lifter will cease to function and the
valve will be held open.
T o determine whether a shorter or
a longer push rod is necessary, make
the following check:

1.. Disconnect the brown lead ( I
terminal) and the red and blue lead
( S terminal') at the starter relay. Install an auxiliary starter switch between the battery and S terminals of
the starter relay. Crank the engine
with the ignition switch O F F until
the No. 1 piston is on T D C after the
compression stroke. By using the procedure in step 3, check the following
valves:
No. 1 Intake
No! 1 Exhaust
No. 2 Intake
No. 3 Exhaust
No. 4 Intake
No. 5 Exhaust
2. Now rotate the crankshaft until
the No. 6 piston is on T D C after the
compression stroke (1 revolution of
the crankshaft). By using the procedure
in step 3, check the following valves:
No. 2 Exhaust
No. 3 Intake
No. 4 Exhaust

No. 5 Intake
No. 6 Intake
No. 6 Exhaust
3. Using Tool-651 3-K apply pressure to the push rod end of the rocker
arm .(Fig. 16) to slowly bleed down
the yalve lifter until the plunger is

- FIG. 76-Valve
-1

Clearance Check
70 and 200 Six
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completely bottomed. Hold the lifter
in this position and check the available clearance between the rocker arm
and the valve stem tip with a feeler
gauge.
If the clearance is less than specifications, install an under size push
rod. If the clearance is greater than
specifications, install an oversize push
rod.
VALVE CLEARANCEHYDRAULIC VALVE
LIFTERS, 289 and 302 V-8
Two different procedures may be
used to adjust the valve clearance on
the 289 or 302 V-8 engine. The preferred procedure is recommended, but
the alternate procedure may be used.
Preferred Procedure
Position the piston(s) on TDC after
the compression stroke (See Step 2 of
alternate procedure). Apply pressure to
slowly bleed down the valve lifter until the plunger is completely bottomed
(Fig. 17). While holding the valve lifter
in ihe fully collapsed bosition, check
the available clearance with a feeler
gauge between the rocker arm and
valve stem tip (Fig. 17). The feeler
gauge width must not exceed 318-inch.
If the clearance is not within specifications, rotate the rocker arm stud nut
clockwise to decrease the clearance
and counterclockwise to .increase the
clearance. Normally one turn of the
rocker arm stud nut will vary the
clearance by 0.066 inch: Check the
break-away torque of each stud nut
(step 3 of alternate procedure).

- General Engine Service

front to rear - right bank, 1-2-3-4;
left bank, 5-6-7-8.
The valves on the right bank are arranged from front to rear, I-E-I-EI-E-I-E.
The valves on the left bank are
arranged from front to rear, E-I-E-IE-I-E-I.
1. Disconnect the brown lead ( I
terminal) and the red and blue lead
( S terminal) at the starter relay. Install an auxiliary starter switch between the battery and S terminals of
the starter rela;. Crank the engine
with the ignition switch OFF.
2. Make three chalk marks on the
crankshaft damper (Fig. 18). Space the
marks approximately 90 degrees apart
so that with the timing mark, the
damper is divided into four equal parts
(90 degrees represents 114 of the distance around the damper circumference).
3. Rotate the crankshaft until
each piston is on TDC at the end of
the compression stroke. Check the
break-away torque (torque required
to turn nut in a counterclockwise
direction) of each intake and exhaust
stud nut. Replace the stud nut if the
break-away torque does not meet specifications. If the break-away torque
still is not within specifications, replace
the stud.
STEP 1- SET NO.l PISTON ON T.D.C. AT END OF

/
I

COMPRESSION STROKE -ADJUST NO.l
INTAKE AND EXHAUST

STEP 5-ADJUST N0.6 INTAKE AN0 EXHAUST

I'

,STEP

2- ADJUST N0.5 INTAKE AN0 EXHAUST

I I.STEP 6-ADJUST

N0.3 INTAKE AND EXHAUST

Alternate Procedure
The cylinders are numbered from
Tool

- 6513-AC

II

I

S T ~ 4-ADJUST
P
N0.2 INTAKE AND EXHAUST

'STEP

8- ADJUST N0.8 INTAKE AND EXHAUST

STEP 3-ADJUST N0.4 INTAKE AND EXHAUST

STEP )-ADJUST

the rocker arm stud nut until there
is end clearance in the push rod, then
tighten the nut to just remove all the
push rod to rocker arm clearance.
This may be determined by rotating
and/or moving the push rod with the
fingers as the stud nut is tightened
(Fig. 19). When the push rod to rocker arm clearance has been eliminated,
tighten the stud nut an additional
314 turn to place the hydraulic lifter
plunger in the desired operating range.

FIG. 79-Typical Valve Clearance
~ d i ~ ~ ~ ~and~ 302
~ V-8
~ - 2 8 9
5. Repeat this procedure for the
remaining set of valves, turning the
crankshaft with an auxiliary starter
switch, 114 turn at a time, in the
direction of rotation, while adjusting the valves in the firing order
sequence. The firing order is
1-5-4-2-6-3-7-8.
An alternate method is to remove
the distributor cap and turn the
crankshaft with an auxiliary starter
switch until the breaker points are
on the next peak of the distributor
cam lobe. When the breaker points
are on the next distributor cam lobe,
the valves for the cylinder next in
the firing order can be adjusted.
These procedures require two
complete turns of the crankshaft.
6. Operate the engine and check
for rough engine idle or a noisy
lifter(s). Valve clearance set too
tight will cause rough engine idle,
and valve clearance set too loose
will cause a noisy lifter(s).

N0.7 INTAKE AND EXHAUST
A2198.A

FIG. 78-289 and 302 V-8 Valve
Clearance Adjustment Points

FIG. 77-Typical Valve Clearance
Check-289 and 302 V-8
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4. With No. I piston on TDC at
the end of the compression stroke,
adjust the intake and exhaust valve
clearance for No. 1 cylinder. Loosen

VALVE CLEARANCEHYDRAULlC VALVE
LI ETERS, 390 and 427 V-8
The valve arrangement is E-I-EI-I-E-I-E from front to rear on both
cylinder banks:
A 0.060-inch shorter push rod or
a 0.060-inch longer push rod are

GROUP8 - Engine
available for service to provide a
means of compensating for dimensional changes in the valve mechanism. Refer to the Master Parts List
or the specifications for the pertinent color code.
Valve stem to valve rocker arm
clearance should be within specifications with the hydraulic lifter
completely collapsed. Repeated valve
reconditioning operations (valve and/
or valve seat refacing) will decrease the
clearance to the point that, i f not
compensated for, the hydraulic valve
lifter will cease to function.
T o determine whether a shorter
or a longer push rod is necessary,
make the following check:
1. Disconnect the brown lead
(I terminal) and the red and blue
lead ( S terminal) at the starter relay.

.Install an auxiliary starter switch
between the battery and S terminals
of the starter relay. Crank the engine with the ignition switch OFF.
2. Position the crankshaft as outlined in steps 3 and 4. Position the

hydraulic lifter compressor tool on
the rocker arm and slowly apply
pressure to bleed down the hydraulic lifter until the plunger is completely bottomed (Fig. 20). Hold the
lifter in the fully collapsed position
and check the clearance between the
valve stem and the rocker arm with
a feeler gauge. If the clearance is
within the specified limits (Part 8-5).
a standard length push rod may be
used. If the clearance is less than
specified, replace the standard push
rod with a shorter service push rod.
If the clearance exceeds the specified amount, the operating range
of the lifter is excessive, which indicates that the incorrect push rod has
been installed or severe wear has

occurred at the push rod ends, rocker
arm, or valve stem. In this caSe, it
will be necessary to determine the
area of discrepancy, and the incorrect
or defective part(s) should be replaced.
If all the valve train components except the push rod are within limits,
install a 0.060-inch longer push rod.
3. Rotate the crarikshaft until
No. I piston is on TDC at the end
of the compression stroke and check
the following valves:
No. I Intake No. 1 Exhaust
No. 3 Intake No. 4 Exhaust
No. 7 Intake No. 5 Exhaust
No. 8 Intake No. 8 Exhaust
4. After these valves have been
checked, rotate the crankshaft 360
degrees (one revolution) t o position
No. 6 piston on TDC and check the
following valves:
No. 2 Intake No. 2 Exhaust
No. 4 Intake No. 3 Exhaust
No. 5 Intake No. 6 Exhaust
No. 6 Intake No. 7 Exhaust
When
compressing the
valve
spring to remove the push rods, be
sure the piston in the individual
cylinder is below T D C to avoid
contact between the valve and the
piston.

T o replace a push rod, it will be
necessary to remove the valve rocker arm shaft assembly, following
the procedure in Part 8-4.
Upon replacement of a valve
push rod, valve rocker arm shaft assembly or hydraulic valve lifter, the
engine should not be cranked or rotated until the hydraulic lifters have had
an opportunity to leak down to their
normal operating position. The
leakdown rate can be accelerated
by using the tool shown in Fig. 20
on the valve rocker arm-and applying pressure in a direction to collapse the lifter.
T

REPAIRS

Tool- T S P - 6 5 6 S A

VALVE ROCKER A R M
AND/OR SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

Dress up minor surface defects
on the rocker arm shaft and in the
rocker arm bore with a hone.
If the pad at the valve end of
the rocker arm has a grooved
radius, replace the rocker arm. D o
not attempt
by grinding.
A 2621-A

FIG. 20-390
Clearance

and 427 V-8 Valve

to true

this surface

For a 289 or 302 V-8 engine, refer
to Cylinder Head Repair for the
rocker arm stud replacement procedure.

PUSH RODS

Following the procedures in Section 3 under Push Rod Inspection
check the push rods for straightness.
If the runout exceeds the maximum limit at any point, discard the
rod. D o not attempt to straighten
push rods.
CYLINDER HEADS

Replace the head if it is cracked.
D o not plane or grind more than
0.010 inch from the cylinder head
gasket surface. Remove all burrs or

scratches with an oil stone.
Rocker A r m Stud N u t
Replacement-289 a n d 3 0 2 V-8

If the rocker arm stud nut breakaway torque is less than specified,
install a new standard stud nut and
recheck the breakaway torque. Refer to Valve Clearance Adjustment
for the torque procedure.
If the breakaway torque still does
not meet specifications, replace the
stud.
Rocker A r m Stud
Replacement-289

a n d 3 0 2 V-8

If it is necessary to remove a
rocker arm stud, a rocker arm stud
kit (tool T62F-6A527-B) is available which contains the following: a
stud remover, a 0.006-inch O.S.
reamer, and a 0.015-inch O.S. reamer. For 0.010 inch oversize studs,
use reamer T66P-6A527-B. Use
stud
replacer
T65P-6A527-A to
press in replacement studs.
Rocker arm .studs that are broken
or have damaged threads may be
replaced with standard studs. Loose
studs in the head may be replaced
with 0.006, 0.010 or 0.015-inch
oversize studs which are available for
service.
Standard and oversize studs can
be identified by measuring the stud
diameter within 1 118 inch from the
pilot end of the stud. The stud diameters are:
Standard .........0.37 14-0.3721
0.006 oversize ...0.3774-0.3781
0.010 oversize ...0.38 14-0.382 1
0.015 oversize ...0.3864-0.3871
When going from a standard size
rocker arm stud to a 0.010 or 0.015inch oversize stud, always use the
0.006-inch oversize reamer before
finish reaming with the 0.010 or
0.01 5-inch oversize reamer.
1. Position the sleeve of the rock-
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er arm stud remover (tool T62F6A527-B) over the stud with the
bearing end down. Thread the puller
into the sleeve and over the stud
until it is fully bottomed. Hole the
sleeve with a wrench; then. rotate the
puller clockwise to remove the stud
(Fig. 2 1).
If the rocker arm stud was broken
off flush with the stud boss, use an
easy-out to remove the broken stud
following the instructions of the tool
manufacturer.
2. If a loose rocker arm stud is
being replaced, ream the stud bore
using the proper reamer (or reamers
in sequence) for the selected oversize
stud (Fig. 22). M a k e sure the metal

ing driver until it bottoms (Fig. 23).
When the installer contacts the stud
boss, the stud is installed to its correct height.

ToolT62F-6A527-A4

Refacing V a l v e Seats

o r 6527

\

FIG. 23-Rocker

Arm Stud

Installation
R e a m i n g V a l v e Guides

Arm Stud Removal

0.003-inch 0,s. pilot, and a 0.030inch reamer with a 0.015-inch O.S.
pilot.
When going from a standard size
valve to an oversize valve, always
use the reamers in sequence. Always
reface the valve seat after the valve
guide has been reamed, and use a
suitable scraper to
break the
sharp corner (I.D.) at the top of
the valve guide.

particles do not enter the valve area.

FIG. 21-Rocker

8-1 1

If it becomes necessary to ream
a valve guide (Fig. 24) to install a
valve with an oversize stem, a reaming kit is available which contains
the following reamer and pilot combinations: a 0.003-inch O.S. reamer with a standard diameter pilot, a
0.015-inch O.S. reamer with a

Refacing of the valve seats should
be closely co-ordinated with refacing
of the valve face so that the finished
seat and valve face will be concentric and the specified interference fit
will be maintained. This is important
so that the valve and seat will have
a compression tight fit. Be sure that
the refacer grinding wheels are properly dressed.
Grind the valve seats to a true 45
degree angle (Fig. 25). Remove only
enough stock to clean up pits, grooves, or to correct the valve seat runout. After the seat has been refaced,
use a seat width scale to measure the
seat width (Fig. 26). Narrow the seat,
if necessary, to bring it within specifications.
TO REMOVE STOCK
FROM TOP OF SEAT,
USE 30° WHEEL

I

TO REMOVE
STOCK FROM
BOnOM OF SEAT.
USE 60' WHEEL

ToolT62F-6A527-8

FIG. 22-Reaming

FIG. 25-Valve

Seat Refacing

FIG. 26-Valve

Seat Width

Rocker Arm Stud

Bore

3. Screw the new stud into the
sliding driver of the rocker arm stud
installer (tool T65P-6A527-A) and
coat the end of the stud with Lubriplate. Align the stud and installer
with the stud bore; then tap the slid-

FIG. 24-Reaming

Valve Guides
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If the valve seat width exceeds
the maximum limit, remove enough
stock from the top edge and/or
bottom edge of the seat to reduce
the width to specifications (Fig. 25).
Use a 30 degree angle grindihg
wheel to remove stock from the top of
the seats (lower the seats) and use a
60 degree angle wheel to remove
stock from the bottom of the seats
(raise the seats).
The finished valve seat should contact the approximate center. of the
valve face. I t is good practice to determine where the valve seat contacts
the face. T o do this, coat the seat
with Prussian blue, then set the valve
in place. Rotate the valve with light
pressure. If the blue is transferred to
the center of the valve face, the contact is satisfactory. If the blue is transferred to the top edge of the valve
face, lower the valve seat. If the blue
is transferred to the bottom edge of
the valve face, raise the valve seat.
VALVES
For inspection procedures - refer
to Section 3.
Valve defects, such as minor pits,
grooves, etc., may be removed. Discard valves that are severely damaged, .or if the face runout or stem
clearance exceeds specifications.
Refacing Valves

.The valve refacing operation
should be closely co-ordinated with the
valve seat refacing operation so that
the finished angles of the valve face
and of the valve seat will provide a
compression-tight fit. Be sure that the
refacer grinding wheels are properly
dressed.
If the valve face runout is excessive and/or to remove pits and
grooves, reface the valves to a true
44 degree angle. Remove only enough
stock to correct the runout or to
clean up the pits and grooves. If the
edge of the valve head is less than
1/32 inch thick after grinding; replace the valve as the valve will run
too hot in the engine. 'The interfer-

If the valve and/or valve seat has
been refaced, it will be necessary to
check the clearance between the
rocker arm pad and the valve stem
with the valve train assembly installed in the engine.
Select Fitting Valves

If the valve stem to valve guide
clearance exceeds the wear limit,
ream the valve guide for the next
oversize valve stem. Valves with oversize stem diameters of 0.003,0.015 and
0.030 inch are available for service. Always reface the valve seat
after the valve guide has been
reamed. Refer to Reaming Valve

Guides.
CAMSHAFT
Remove light scuffs, scores or
nicks from the camshaft machined
surfaces with a smooth oil stone.
CRANKSHAFT
Dress minor imperfections with an
oil stone. If the journals are severely
marred or exceed the wear limit,
they should be refinished to size for
the next undersize bearing.
Refinishing ~ o u r n a i s

Refinish the journal to give the
proper clearance with the next undersize bearing. If the journal will not
clean up to give the proper clearance
with the maximum undersize bearing
available, replace the crankshaft.
Always reproduce the same journal shoulder radius that existed
originally. Too small a radius will
result in fatigue failure of the crankshaft. Too large a radius will result
in bearing failure due to radius ride
of the bearing.
After refinishing the journals,
chamfer the oil holes, then polish
the journal with a No. 320 grit
polishing cloth and engine oil. Crocus cloth may be used also as a
polishing agent.

ence fit of the valve and seat should
not be lapped out.

PISTONS, P I N S AND
RINGS

Remove all grooves or score
marks from the end of the valve
stem, and chamfer it as necessary.
Do not remove more than 0.010
inch from the end of the valve stem.

Fitting Pistons

The valve stem from the valve lock
groove to the end (Fig. 35), must
not be shorter than the minimum
specified length.

Pistons are available for service
in standard sizes and the oversizes
shown in Fig. 27.
The standard-size pistons are
color coded red or blue .on the
dome. Refer to the specifications
for the standard-size piston dimeh-

sions. Pistons pins and retainers are
provided with new pistons, except
retainers are not used on the I70
and 200 Six.or 289 and 302 V-8.
Follow the procedures in Section
3 to measure the piston 0.D. and
cylinder bore I. D. The dimensions
should be within specifications, and
the piston to bore clearance (bore
I. D. minus piston 0.'
D.) must be
within the specified limits.
If the clearance is greater than the
maximum limit, recheck calculations
to be sure that the proper size' piston
has been selected, check for a damaged piston; then, try a new piston.
If t h e clearance is less than the
minimum limit, recheck calculations
before trying another piston. If none
can be fitted, refinish the cylinder to
provide the proper clearance for the
piston.
When a piston has been fitted,
mark i t for assembly in the cylinder to which i t was fitted.

If the taper, out-of-round and
piston t o cylinder bore clearance
conditions of the cylinder bore are
within specified limits, new piston
rings will give satisfactory service.
If the new rings are to be installed
in a used cylinder that has not been
refinished, remove the cylinder wall
glaze (Refer to Cylinder Block,
Refinishing Cylinder Walls). Be sure
to clean the cylinder bore thoroughly,
following the procedure in Section 3.

Engine

Piston
Oversize
(inches)

I

170 Six

NG. 27-

Oversize Service Pistons

To Fit a Piston:

1. Calculate the size piston to be
used by taking a cylinder bore
check. Follow the procedures outlined in Section 3.
2. Select the proper size piston
to provide the desired clearance
(refer to the specifications). Measure
the piston diameter in line with the
centerline of the piston pin and a t
90 degrees to the piston pinaxis.
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3. Make sure the piston and cylinder block are at room temperature (70 degrees F.). After any refinishing operation, allow the cylinder
bore to cool and make sure the piston
and bore are clean and dry before
the piston fit is checked.
Fitting Piston Rings

1. Select the proper ring set for
the size cylinder bore.
2. Position the ring in the cylinder
bore in which it is going to be used.
3. Push the ring down into the
bore area where normal ring wear is
not encountered.
4. Use the head of a piston to
position the. ring in the bore so that
the ring is square with the cylinder
wall. Use caution to avoid damage
to the ring or cylinder bore.

5. Measure the gap between the
ends of the ring with a feeler gauge
(Fig. 28). If the ring gap is less or
greater than the specified limits,
try another ring set.
6. Check the ring side clearance
of the compression rings with a
feeler gauge inserted between the ring
and its lower land (Fig. 29). The
gauge should slide freely around the
entire ring circumference without
binding. Any wear that occurs will
form a step a t the inner portion of
the lower land. I f the lower lands
have high steps, the piston should
be replaced.

Fitting Piston Pins

On the 390 or 427 V-8, the piston
pin should be a light thumb press
fit at normal temperature (70 degrees
F). Standard piston pins are color
coded green. Pins of 0.001-inch
oversize (color coded blue) and 0.002inch oversize (color coded yellow) are
available.
Install the piston pin in the .piston
and rod. Install a new retainer at
each end of the pin to hold it in
place. Make sure the retainers are
properly seated in their grooves.
On the 170 and 200 Six or 289
and 302 V-8, install the piston pin,
following the procedure under Piston
Assembly (Part 8-2 or 8-3).
If the pin hole in the piston must
be reamed or honed use precision honing equipment or an expansion-type
piloted reamer. Piston pin bores must
not be reamed with hand-driven reamers. Use motor-driven reamers, but do
not exceed the cutting speed (rpm)
recommended by the reamer manufacturer.

If a reamer is used, set the reamer to the size of the pin bore; then
expand the reamer slightly and trial
ream the pin bore. Take a light cut.
Use a pilot sleeve of the nearest
size to maintain alignment of the
bores.
Check the hole size, using the
new piston pin. If the bore is small,
expand the reamer slightly and make
another cut. Repeat the procedure
until the proper fit is obtained.
Check the piston pin for fit in the
respective rod or rod bushing if necessary, ream or hone the rod bushing to
fit the pin to specifications.
CYLINDER BLOCK
Refinishing Cylinder Walls

NG. 29-

Ring Side Clearance

Honing is recommended for refinishing cylinder walls only when the
walls have minor imperfections, such
as light scuffs and scratches, or for
fitting pistons to the specified clearance. The grade of hone to be used
is determined by the amount of
metal to be removed. Follow the instructions of the hone manufacturer.
If coarse stones are used to start
the honing operation, leave enough
material so that all hone marks can
be removed with the finishing hone
which is used to obtain the proper
piston clearance.
Cylinder walls that are severely
marred and/or worn beyond the
specified limits should be refinished.

Before any cylinder is refinished, all
main bearing caps must be in place
and tightened to the proper torque
so that the crankshaft bearing bores
will not become distorted from the
refinishing operation.
Refinish only the cylinder or cylinders that require it. All pistons are
the same weight, both standard and
oversize; therefore, various sizes of
pistons can be used without upsetting engine balance.

Refinish the cylinder with the
most wear first to determine the
maximum oversize. If the cylinder
will not clean up when refinished
for the maximum oversize piston
recommended, replace the cylinder
block.
Refinish the cylinder to within approximately 0.0015 inch of the required oversize diameter. This will
allow enough stock for the final step
of honing so that the correct surface
finish and pattern are obtained.
For the proper use of the refinishing
equipment follow the instructions of
the manufacturer. Only experienced
personnel should be allowed to perform this work.

Use a motor-driven, spring-pressure-type hone at a speed of 300-500
rpm. Hones of grit sizes 180-220 will
normally provide the desired bore surface finish of 15/32 RMS. When honing the cylinder bores use a lubricant
mixture of equal parts of kerosene and
SAE No. 20 motor oil. Operate the
hone in such a way to produce a crosshatch finish on the cylinder bore. The
cross hatch pattern should be at an
angle of approximately 30 degrees to
the cylinder bore. After the final operation in either of the two refinishing
methods described and prior to
checking the piston fit, thoroughly
clean and oil the cylinder walls, following the procedure in Section 3.
Check the piston fit, following the
procedure in this section and Section
3. Mark the pistons to correspond
to the cylinders in which they are to
be installed. When the refinishing of
all cylinders that require it has been
completed and all pistons are fitted,
thoroughly clean the entire block
and oil the cylinder walls following
the procedure under Cylinder Block
Cleaning in Section 3.
Repairing Engine
Castings W i t h Sand
Hole(s) O r Porosity

Porosity or sand hole(s) which will
cause oil seepage or leakage can occur
with modern casting processes. A
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complete inspection of engine and
transmission should be made. If the
leak is attributed to the porous condition of the engine block or sand
hole@) repairs can be made with metallic plastic (part No. C6AZ-19554A). Do not repair cracks with this material. Repairs with this metallic plastic must be confined to those cast iron
engine component surfaces (Fig. 30)
where the inner wall surface is not
exposed to engine coolant pressure or
oil pressure. for example:

cleaned surface. Solid metal must
surround the hole. Openings larger
than 114 inch should not be repaired using metallic plastic. Openings
in excess of 1/4 inch can be drilled,
tapped and plugged using common
tools. Clean the repair area thoroughly. Metallic plastic will not stick to a
dirty or oil surface. ,
2. Mix the metallic plastic base
and hardener as directed on the container. Stir thoroughly until uniform.
3. Apply the repair mixture with

SHADED AREAS MAY BE REPAIRED WITH EPOXY

.

the plug and pry it out with a small
pin punch. Clean and inspect the plug
bore.
Prior to installing a core plug the
plug bore should be inspected for any
damage that would interfere with the
proper sealing of the plug. If the bore
is damaged it will be necessary to true
the surface by boring for the next
specified oversize plug.
Oversize ( 0 s ) plugs are identified
by the O S stamped in the flat located
on the cup side of the plug.
Coat the plug and/or bore lightly
with an oil-resistant (oil galley) or
water-resistant (cooling jacket) sealer and install it following the procedure for cup type or expansion type
below:
Cup Type

FRONT AND L E F T SIDE

FRONT AND L E F T SIDE

TYPICAL FOR &CYLINDER ENGINE

TYPICAL FOR V-8 ENGINE

REAR AND RIGHT SIDE

REAR AND RIGHT SIDE

FIG. 30-Typical

Cast Iron Cylinder Block
Areas Repairable with Metallic Plastic
1. Cylinder block surfaces extending along the length of the block, upward from the oil pan rail to the cylinder water jacket but not including
machined areas.
2. Lower rear face of the cylinder
block.
3. Intake manifold casting. Repairs are not recommended to the intake manifold exhaust crossover section, since temperatures can exceed
the recommended temperature limit of
500 degrees F.
4. Cylinder front cover on engines
using cast iron material.
5. Cylinder head, along the rocker arm cover gasket surface.
The following procedure should be
used to repair porous areas or sand
holes in cast iron.
1. Clean the surface to be repaired
by grinding or rotary filing to a clean
bright metal surface. Chamfer or
undercut the hole or porosity to a
greater depth than the rest of the

a suitable clean tool, (putty knife, wood
spoon, etc.) forcing the epoxy into the
hole or porosity.
4. Allow the repair mixture to harden. This can be accomplished by two
methods, heat cure with a 250 watt
lamp placed 10 inches from the repaired surface, or air dry for 10-12
hours at temperatures above 50 degrees F.
5. Sand or grind the repaired
area to blend with the general contour
of the surrounding surface.
6. Paint the surface to match the
rest of the block.
CORE PLUG REPLACEMENT
To remove- a large core plug, drill
a 112-inch hole in the center of the
plug and remove with a clutch pilot
bearing puller (tool T59L-100-B and
T58L-101-A) or pry it out with a large
drift punch. On a small core plug.
drill a 114-inch hole in the center of

.

Cup-type core plugs (Fig. 31) are
installed with the flanged edge outward. The maximum diameter of this
plug is located at the outer edge of the
flange. The flange on cup-type plugs
flares outward with the largest diameter at the outer (sealing) edge.
It is imperative to pull the plug
into the machined bore using a properly designed tool. Under no circumstances is the plug to be driven into
the bore using a tool that contacts
the flange. This method will damage
the sealing edge and will result in
leakage and/or plug blow out.
The flanged (trailing) edge must
be below the chamfered edge of the
bore to effectively seal the plugged
bore.
If the core plug replacing tool
has a depth seating surface, do not
seat the tool against a non-machined
(casting) surface.
Expansion Type
Expansion-type core plugs (Fig.
31) are installed with the flanged edge
inward. The maximum diameter of
this plug is located at the base of the
flange with the flange flaring inward.
It is imperative to push or drive
the plug into the machined bore using
a properly designed tool. Under no
circumstances is the plug to be driven
using a tool that contacts the crowned
portion of the plug. This method will
expand the plug prior to installation
and may damage the plug and/or plug
bore.
When installed the trailing (maximum) diameter must be below the
chamfered edge of the bore in order
to effectively seal the plugged bore.
If the core plug replacing tool
has a depth seating surface, do not
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seat the tool against a non-machined
(casting) surface.
BEFORE
INSTALLATION

P L U G REPLACER TOOL

/u

EXPANSION
TYPE PLUG

INSTALLATION

FLYWHEEL RING GEARMANUAL-SHIFT
TRANSMISSIONS
T o replace a defective ring gear,
heat the defective ring gear with a
blow torch on the engine side of the
gear, and knock it off the flywheel.
Do not hit the flywheel when removing the ring gear.
Heat the new ring gear evenly
until the gear expands enough to slip
onto the flywheel. Make sure the
gear is seated properly against the
shoulder. Do not heat any portion of
the gear to a temperature higher than
500 degrees F. If this limit is exceeded, the temper will be removed from
the ring gear teeth.

EXPANSION TYPE CORE
PLUGREPLACERTOOL

A 2735- A

FIG. 31-Typical

3

Core Plugs and Installation Tools

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

VALVE ROCKER ARM
AND/OR SHAFT ASSEMBLY
CLEANING
Clean all the parts thoroughly.
Make sure all oil passages are open.
On ball stud rocker arms, make
sure the oil passage in the push rod
end of the rocker arm is open.

INSPECTION
On rocker arm shaft assemblies,
check the clearance between each
rocker arm and the shaft by check-

ing the I D of the rocker arm bore
and the O D of the shaft. If the clearance between any rocker arm and
the shaft exceeds the wear limit, replace the shaft and/or the rocker
arm. Inspect the shaft and the rocker
arm bore for nicks, scratches, scores
or scuffs.
Inspect the pad at the valve end
of the rocker arm for indications of
scuffing or abnormal wear. If the
pad is grooved, replace the rocker
arm. Do not attempt to true this surface by grinding.
On ball stud rocker arms, check
the rocker arm pad, side rails and fulcrum seat for excessive wear, cracks,

nicks or burrs. Check the rocker arm
stud and nut for stripped or broken
threads. Check the adjusting nut(s)
torque. If not within specifications
replace the nut (s).
The cleaning and inspection procedures in this section are for a complete engine overhaul; therefore,
for partial engine overhaul or parts
replacement, follow the pertinent
cleaning or inspection procedure.

INTAKE MANIFOLD
CLEANING
Remove all gasket material from
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surface (Fig. 33) for conformance to
specifications.
If necessary to refinish the cylinder head gasket surface, do not plane
or grind off more than 0.010 inch.

the machined surfaces of the manifold. Clean the manifold in a suitable
solvent and dry it with compressed
air.
INSPECTION
Inspect the manifold for cracks,
damaged gasket surfaces, or other
defects that would make it unfit for
further service. Replace all studs
that are stripped or otherwise damaged. Remove all filings and foreign
matter that may have entered the
manifold as a result of repairs.
On the 390 V-8 engine, check the
baffle plate on the underside of the
manifold; it should be securely fastened at all retaining points.
EXHAUST MANIFOLDS
CLEANING
Remove all gasket material from
the manifolds. Make sure the automatic choke air inlet and outlet
holes (right exhaust manifold on
V-8 engines) are completely open and
the cover does not leak.
Blow out the automatic choke air
heat tube with compressed air.
INSPECTION
Inspect the cylinder head joining
flanges of the exhaust manifold(s)
for evidence of exhaust gas leaks.
Inspect the manifold(s) for cracks,
damaged gasket surfaces, or other
defects that would make them unfit
for further service.
PUSH RODS
CLEANING
On a 289 or 302 V-8, clean the
push rods in a suitable solvent. Blow
out the oil passage in the push rods
with compressed air.
INSPECTION
Check the ends of the push rods
for nicks, grooves, roughness or excessive wear.
The push rods can be visually
checked for straightness while they
are installed in the engine by rotating them with the valve closed. They
also can be checked with a dial indicator (Fig. 32).
If the push rod is visibly bent, it
should be checked with a dial indicator. Refer to the specifications (Part
8-5) for the maximum allowable runout.

FIG. 32-Push

Rod Runout

CYLINDER HEADS
CLEANING
On engines equipped with Thermactor exhaust emission control system, clean the air supply tube tips or
cylinder head orifices with a wirz
brush. Clean the supply tube air hole
or orifice with a 5116-inch-diameter,
stiff wire brush.
With the valves installed to protect the valve seats, remove deposits
from the combustion chambers and
valve heads with a scraper and a wire
brush. Be careful not to damage the
cylinder head gasket surface. After
the valves are removed, clean the valve
guide bores with a valve guide cleaning tool. Use cleaning solvent to remove dirt, grease and other deposits.
Clean all. bolt holes; be sure the oil
transfer passage is clean.
Remove all deposits from the valves
with a fine wire brush or buffing
wheel.

FIG. 33-Typical
Flatness

Cylinder Head

VALVE S E A T R U N O U T
Check the valve seat runout with
an accurate gauge (Fig. 34). Follow
the instructions of the gauge manufacturer. If the runout exceeds the
wear limit, reface the valve and valve
seat.
VALVE SEAT WIDTH
Measure the valve seat width (Fig.

INSPECTION
On engines equipped with a Thermactor exhaust emission control system, inspect the air supply tubes or orifices for eroded, burned or damaged
tips that would restrict the normal
air flow. Inspect the connections for
stripped or damaged threads and
damaged tube nut seats. Inspect the
cylinder heads for cracks or excessively burned areas in the extiaust
outlet ports.
Check the cylinder head for
cracks, and inspect the gasket surface for burrs and nicks. Replace
the head if it is cracked.
The following inspection procedures are for a cylinder head that
is to be completely overhauled. For
individual repair operations, use
only the pertinent inspection' procedure.
CYLINDER HEAD
FLATNESS
When a cylinder head is removed
because of gasket leaks, check the
flatness of the cylinder head gasket

FIG. 34-Typical
Runout

Valve Seat

26). Reface the valve seats if the width
is not within specifications.
VALVES
The critical inspection points and
tolerances of the valves are illustrated
in Fig. 35. Refer to the specifications
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for the wear limits. Inspect the valve
face and the edge of the valve head
for pits, grooves, scores or other defects. Inspect the stem for a bent condition and the end of the stem for
grooves or scores. Check the valve
head for signs of burning, erosion,
warpage and cracking. Defects, such
as minor pits, grooves, etc., may be
removed. Discard valves that are
severly damaged.
Inspect the valve springs, valve
spring retainers, locks and sleeves
for defects.
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Install the tool on the valve stem
until it is fully seated, and tighten
the knurled set screw firmly. Permit
the valve to drop away from its seat
until the tool contacts the upper surface of the valve guide.
Position the dial indicator with
its flat tip against the center portion
of the tool's spherical section a t approximately 90 degrees to the valve
stem axis. Move the tool back and
forth in line with the indicator stem.
Take a reading on the dial indicator
without removing the tool from the
valve guide upper surface. Divide the
reading by two, the division factor for
the toal.
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fore, if the pressure of any spring approaches the wear limit, replace the
spring.

VALVE SPRING
SQUARENESS
Check each spring for squareness
using a steel square and a surface
plate (Fig. 39). Stand the spring and
square on end on the surface plate.
Slide the spring up to the square.
Revolve the spring slowly and observe
the space between the top coil of the
spring and the square. If the spring
is out of square more that 5/64 inch,
replace it.
Follow the same procedure to
check new valve springs before installation.
M a k e certain the proper spring
(color.coded) is installed.

Visually inspect the valve spring
retainer to determine if the damper
spring coil has been hitting the retainer. This interference will also
cause a clicking noise when the engine is operating. The damper spring
is properly installed in the valve spring
when positioned so that the end of
the damper spring bottom ?oil is 135
degrees counterclockwise from the
end of the valve spring lower coil.

FOR DIMENSIONS,
R E F E R TO
SPECIFICATIONS

VALVE H E A D

4

FIG. 35-Critical

A 1010-c

Valve Tolerances

VALVE FACE R U N O U T

T o o l d Y J 5 E 289 md332 V-8
T o o l d 5 0 5 F 390 m d 427 V-8
Tool-6505-G 770 and 200 S i x

A2342-0

Check the valve face runout (Fig.
36). It should not exceed the specified wear limit. If the runout exceeds
the wear limits, the valve should be
refaced or r e ~ l a c e das outlined under
Refacing Valves in Section 2.

FIG. 37-Typical

Valve Stem

THAN 5 / 6 4 "

CLOSED COIL

VALVE S P R I N G PRESSURE
Check the springs for proper pressure (Fig. 38) a t the specified spring
lengths (Tool-6513-DD). Manually rotating the valve spring assemblies
while installed in the engine, must
not be used to determine good and/or
bad valve springs. Weak valve springs

cause poor engine performance; thereAPPLY TORQUE UNTIL CLICK
IS HEARD READ Torque
Wrench AND M
READING BY

FIG. 36-Valve

~1014-c

FIG. 39-Valve

Spring Squareness

HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTERS

The valve lifter assemblies should
be kept in proper sequence so that
they can be installed in their original
position. Inspect and test each lifter
separately so as not to intermix the
internal parts. I f any part of the lift-

Face Runout

er assembly needs replacing, replace
the entire assembly.

VALVE S T E M CLEARANCE
CLEANING
Check the valve stem to valve guide
clearance of each valve in its r e s ~ e c tive valve guide with the tool shown
in Fig. 37 or its equivalent.

A 2 0 1 5-A

FIG. 38-Valve

Spring Pressure

Thoroughly clean all the parts in
clean solvent and wipe them with a
clean, lint-free cloth.
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INSPECTION
Inspect the parts and discard the
entire lifter assembly if any part
shows pitting, scoring, galling, excessive wear or evidence of non-rotation.
Replace the entire assembly if the
plunger is not free in t h e body. The
plunger should 'drop to the bottom
of the body by Its own weight when
assembled dry.
Assemble the lifter assembly and
check for freeness of operation by
pressing down on the push rod cup.
The lifters can also be checked with
a hydraulic tester to test the leak
down rate. Follow the instructions
of the test unit manufacturer or the
procedure in Section 1.
TIMING CHAIN AND
SPROCKETS

CAMSHAFT

CLEANING AND INSPECTION
Clean the camshaft in solvent and
wipe it dry. Inspect the camshaft
lobes for scoring and signs of abnormal wear. Lobe wear characteristics may result in pitting in the
general area of the lobe toe. This
pitting is not detrimental to the operation of the camshaft; therefore,
the camshaft should not be replaced
until the lobe lift loss has exceeded
0.005 inch.
The. lift of the camshaft lobes can
be checked with the camshaft installed in the engine or on centers.
Refer to Camshaft Lobe Lift.
Check the distributor drive gear
for broken or chipped teeth.

CLEANING
Clean all parts in solvent and dry
them with compressed air.
Lubricate the timing chain with
engine oil before installing it on the
engine.
INSPECTION
Inspect the chain for broken links.
Inspect the sprockets for cracks and
worn or damaged teeth. Replace all
components of the timing chain and
sprocket assembly if any one item
needs replacement.
T I M I N G GEARS

CLEANING
Clean the gears in solvent, and dry
them with compressed air.
INSPECTION
Inspect the gear teeth for scores,
nicks, etc. Note the condition of the
tooth contact pattern. If the teeth
are scored, replace the gears. ' FUEL P U M P ECCENTRIC

CLEANING
Clean the fuel pump eccentric in
solvent and dry with compressed air.

CRANKSHAFT VIBRATION
DAMPER A N D SLEEVE

A VS B = VERTICAL TAPER
C VS D
HORIZONTAL TAPER
A VS C AND B VS D = OUT-OF-ROUND
CHKK FOR OUT-OF-ROUND AT
EACH END OF JOURNAL

=

CLEANING
Clean the oil seal contact surface
on the crankshaft damper or sleeve
with solvent to remove any corrosion,
sludge or varnish deposits. Excess
deposits that are not readily removed
with solvent may be removed with
crocus cloth. Use crocus cloth to remove any sharp edges, burrs or other
imperfections which might damage
the oil seal during installation or cause
premature seal wear. Do not use cro-

FIG. 40-Crankshaft
Measurements
PILOT BUSHING

Journal

Telescope Gouge

cus cloth to the extent that the seal
surface becomes polished. A finely
polished surface may produce poor
sealing or cause premature seal wear.

INSPECTION
Inspect the crankshaft damper or
sleeve oil seal surface for nicks, sharp
edges or burrs that might damage the
oil seal during installation or cause
premature seal wear.
FLYWHEEL

CRANKSHAFT

CLEANING
Handle the crankshaft with care
to avoid possible fractures or damage
to the finished surfaces. Clean the

crankshaft with solvent, then blow out
all oil passages with compressed air.

INSPECTION
INSPECTION
Inspect the fuel pump drive eccentric for scores, nicks and excessive
wear. If the eccentric is scored, replace it.

Measure the diameter of each
journal in at least four places to determine out-of-round, taper or undersize condition (Fig. 40).
On engines used with a manualshift transmission, check the fit of
the clutch pilot bushing in the bore
of the crankshaft. The bushing is
pressed into the crankshaft and should
not be loose. Inspect the inner surface of the bushing for wear or a bellmouth condition. Check the ID of
the bushing (Fig. 41). Replace the
bushing if it is worn or damaged or
the ID is not within specifications.
Inspect the pilot bearing, when
used, for roughness, evidence of
overheating or loss of lubricant. Replace it if any of these conditions are
found.

Inspect main and connecting rod
journals for cracks, scratches, grooves
or scores.

A 1320-A

FIG. 4 7 -Typical Clutch Pilot
Bushing Wear Check
FLYWHEEL-MANUAL-SHIFT
TRANSMISSIONS

INSPECTION
Inspect the flywheel for cracks,
heat checks or other defects that
would make it unfit for further service. Machine the friction surface of
the flywheel if it is scored or worn.
If it is necessary to remove; more
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than 0.045 inch of stock from the
original thickness, replace the flywheel.
Inspect the ring gear for worn,
chipped or cracked teeth. If the teeth
are damaged, replace the ring gear.
With the flywheel installed on the
crankshaft, check the flywheel face
runout, following the procedure in
Section 1.
FLYWHEEL-AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
INSPECTION

Inspect the flywheel for cracks
or other defects that would make
it unfit for further service. Inspect the
starter ring'gear for worn, chipped or
cracked teeth. If the teeth are damaged, replace the ring gear and flywheel assembly.
With the flywheel installed on the
crankshaft, check the gear face runout and outside diameter runout of
the flywheel (refer to Section 1 for
the proper procedure).
CONNECTING RODS
CLEANING

Remove the bearings from the rod
and cap. Identify the bearings if they
are to be used again. Clean the connecting rod in solvent, including the
rod bore and the back of the inserts.
D o not use a caustic cleaning solution. Blow out all passages with compressed air.
INSPECTION

The connecting rods and related
parts should be carefully inspected
and checked for conformance to
specifications. Various forms of engine wear caused by these parts can
be readily identified.
A shiny surface on the pin boss
side of the piston usually indicates
that a connecting rod is bent or the
piston pin hole is not in proper relation to the piston skirt and ring
grooves.
Abnormal connecting rod bearing
wear can be caused by either a bent
connecting rod, an improperly machined crankpin, or a tapered connecting rod bore.
Twisted connecting rods will not
create an easily identifiable wear
pattern, but badly twisted rods will
disturb the action of the entire piston, rings and connecting rod assembly and may be the cause of ex-

cessive oil consumption.
Inspect the connecting rods for
signs of fractures and the bearing
bores for out-of-round and taper.
If the bore exceeds the recommended limits and/or if the connecting
rod is fractured, it should be replaced.
Check the piston pin to connecting rod bushing clearance. Replace
the connecting rod if the bushing is
so worn that it cannot be reamed or
honed for an oversize pin.
On the 170 and 200 Six or 289 and
302 V-8, check the I.D. of the connecting rod piston pin bore. If the pin
bore in the connecting rod is larger
than specifications, install a 0.001 inch
oversize piston pin. First prefit the
oversize piston pin to the piston pin
bore by reaming or honing the piston
to provide 0.0002-0.0004 inch clearance (light slip fit). Then, assemble
the piston, piston pin and connecting rod following the procedures
in Part 8-2 or 8-3. It is not necessary
to ream or hone the pin bore in the
connecting rod.
Replace defective connecting rod
nuts and bolts.
If the connecting rod has been
removed from the piston it should
be checked for bend or twist before
assembling it to the piston. Connecting rods can be checked for bend or
twist while assembled to the piston.
Check the connecting rods for bend or
twist on a suitable alignment fixture.
Follow the instructions of the fixture
manufacturer. If the bend and/or
twist exceeds specifications, the connecting rod must be straightened or
replaced.
PISTONS, PINS AND RINGS
CLEANING

Remove deposits from the piston
surfaces. Clean gum or varnish from
the piston skirt, piston pins and rings
with solvent. D o not use a caustic
cleaning solution or a wire brush to
clean pistons. Clean the ring grooves
with a ring groove cleaner (Fig. 42).
Make sure the oil ring slots (or holes)
are clean.
INSPECTION
Carefully inspect the pistons for
fractures a t the ring lands, skirts and
pin bosses,. and for scuffed, rough
or scored skirts. If the lower inner
portion of the ring grooves has a
high step, replace the piston. The step
will interfere with ring operation and
cause excessive ring side clearance.
Spongy, eroded areas near the
edge of the top of the piston are usually caused by detonation or pre-

ignition. A shiny surface on the thrust
surface of the piston, offset from the
centerline between the piston pin
holes, can be caused by a bent connecting rod. Replace pistons that
show signs of excessive wear, wavy
ring lands or fractures or damage
from detonation or pre-ignition.
Check the piston to cylinder bore
clearance by measuring the piston
and bore diameters. Refer to the
specifications for the proper clearance. Refer to Cylinder Block Inspection for the bore measurement procedure. Measure the O.D. of the piston with micrometers at the centerline
of the piston pin bore and at 90 degrees to the pin bore axis.
Check the ring side clearance following the procedure under Fitting
Piston Rings in Section 2.
Replace piston pins showing signs
of fracture, etching or wear. Check
the piston pin fit in the piston and
rod. Refer to Pistons and Connecting
Rods Assembly in the pertinent engine section.
Check the O.D. of the piston pin
and the I.D. of the pin bore in the
piston. Replace any piston pin or
piston that is not within specifications.
Replace all rings that are scored,
chipped or cracked. Check the end
gap and side clearance. It is good
practice to always install new rings
when overhauling an engine. Rings
should not be transferred from one
piston to another regardless of mileage.
MAIN AND CONNECTING
ROD BEARINGS
CLEANING

Clean the bearing inserts and caps
thoroughly in solvent, and dry them
with compressed air. D o not scrape
gum or varnish deposits from the
bearing shells.
Ring G r o o v e C l e a n e r

FIG. 42-cleaning

Ring Grooves

GROUP 8 - Engine

lnspect each bearing carefully.
Bearings that have a scored, chipped
or worn surface should be replaced.
Typical examples of bearing failures
and their causes are shown in Fig.
43. The copper lead bearing base may
be visible through the bearing overlay.
This does not mean that the bearing
is worn. It is not necessary to replace
the bearing i f the bearing clearance
is within recommended limits. Check
the clearance of bearings that appear
to be satisfactory with Plastigage. Fit
new bearings following the recommended procedure in the pertinent
part of Group 8.
CYLINDER BLOCK
CLEANING

After any cylinder bore repair
operation, such as honing or deglazing, clean the bore(s) with soap
or detergent and water. Then, thoroughly rinse the bore(s) with clean
water to remove the soap or detergent,
and wipe the bore(s) dry with a clean,
lint-free cloth. Finally, wipe the bore(s)
with a clean cloth dipped i n engine
oil. I f these procedures are not followed, rusting of the cylinder bore(s)
may occur.

If the engine is disassembled,
thoroughly clean the block in solvent.
Remove old gasket material from all
machined surfaces. Remove all pipe
plugs that seal oil passages; then
clean out all the passages. Blow out
all passages, bolt holes, etc., with compressed air.
O n the 390 and 427 V-8, be sure
the jiggle pin in the main oil gallery
front plug operates freely.
On a 427 V-8, remove the hexsoc-

ket pipe plug and oil pressure relief
valve at the rear of the main oil
gallery. Clean the relief valve and

spring and install-the pipe plug must
be flush to 0.020 inch below the face
of the block. Make sure the threads

in the cylinder head bolt holes are
clean. Dirt in the threads may cause
binding and result in a false torque
reading. Use a tap to true-up threads
and to remove any deposits.
Thoroughly clean the grooves in
the crankshaft bearings and bearing
retainers.
1NSPECTION

After the block has been thoroughly cleaned, make a check for
cracks. Minute cracks not visible to
the naked -eye may be detected by
coating the suspected area with a mixture of 25% kerosene and 75% light
motor oil. Wipe the part dry and immediately apply a coating of zinc
oxide dissolved in wood alcohol. If
cracks are present, the coating will
become discoIored at the defective
area. Replace the block if it is
cracked.
Check all machined gasket surfaces for burrs, nicks, scratches and
scores. Remove minor imperfections
with an oil stone. Check the flatness
of the cylinder block gasket surface
following the procedure and specifications recommended for the cylinder head. The cylinder block can be
machined to bring the cylinder head
gasket surface within the flatness specifications, but not to exceed 0.010
inch stock removal.

Replace all expansion-type plugs
that show evidence of leakage.
Inspect the cylinder walls for
scoring, roughness or other signs of
wear. Check the cylinder bore for
out-of-round and taper. Measure the
bore with an accurate gauge following the instructions of the manufacturer. Measure the diameter of each
cylinder bore at the top, middle and
bottom with the gauge placed at
right angles and parallel to the cen-
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SCRATCHED
BY M R T

TAPERED JOURNAL

INTO
BEARING

LACK O F O I L

RADIUS RIDE

SECTIONS

IMPROPER SEATING

FATIGUE FAILURE
A1021-A

FIG. 43-Typical

Bearing Failures

terline of the engine (Fig. 44). Use
only the measurements obtained at
90 degrees to the engine centerline
when calculating the piston to cylinder
bore clearance.

Refinish cylinders that are deeply
scored and/or when out-of-round and/
or taper exceed the wear limits.
If the cylinder walls have minor
surface imperfections, but the out-ofround and taper are within limits, it
may be possible to remove the imperfections by honing the cylinder walls
and installing new service piston rings
providing the piston clearance is within specified limits. Refer to Section 2,
Cylinder Block, Refinishing Cylinder
Walls.
-CENTER

LlNE OF ENGINE+

A

AT
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TO
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B
PARALLEL
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FIG. 44-Cylinder

Bore Out-of-

Round a n d T a p e r

OIL P A N
CLEANING

Scrape any dirt or metal particle
from the inside of the pan. Scrape
all old gasket material from the
gasket surface. Wash the pan in a
solvent and dry it thoroughly. Be
sure all foreign particles are removed
from below the baffle plate.
INSPECTION

Check the pan for cracks, holes,
damaged drain plug threads, a loose
baffle, and a nicked or warped gasket
surface.
Inspect for damage at the bolt
holes caused by over torquing the
bolts. Straighten any damaged surfaces as required.
Repair any damage, or replace the
pan if repairs can not be made.
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OIL P U M P

the specified interval. Remove the cap
or oil separator and wash in in a lowvolatility, petroleum-base solvent.
Shake the cap dry and install it. Do

CLEANING
Wash all parts in a solvent and dry
them thoroughly with compressed air.
Use a brush to clean the inside of the
pump housing and the pressure relief
valve chamber. Be sure all dirt and
metal particles are removed.
INSPECTION

not dry with compressed air as air
pressure may damage the filter
element.

\
FIG. 45-Outer

Refer to the specifications for clearances and wear limits.
Check the inside of the pump housing and the outer race and rotor for
damage or excessive wear.
Check the mating surface of the
pump cover for wear. If the cover
mating surface is worn, scored or
grooved, replace the cover.
Measure the outer race to housing
clearance (Fig. 45) which should be
to specifications.
With the rotor assembly installed
in the housing so that the identification mark-on the outer race is
toward the bottom of the pump,
place a straight edge over the rotor
assembly and the housing. Measure
the clearance (rotor end play) between the straight edge and the rotor
and outer race (Fig. 46).
The outer race, shaft and rotor
are replaceable only as an assembly.

Check the drive shaft to housing
bearing clearance by measuring the
OD of the shaft and the ID of the
housing bearing.
Inspect the relief valve spring for
a collapsed or worn condition. Check
the relief valve spring tension. If the
spring tension is not within specifications and/or the spring is defective; replace the spring.
Check the relief valve piston for

E N G I N E WILL
N O T CRANK

E N G I N E CRANKS
NORMALLY, BUT WILL
N O T START

FIG. 47-Engine
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A 1 409-B

Race to Housing

Clearance

Clean the crankcase ventilation system
connection on the carburetor spacer
by probing with a flexible wire or
bottle brush.
Clean the hoses, fittings, tubes and associated hardware with a low-volatility, petroleum-base solvent and dry
with compressed air.
THERMACTOR EXHAUST
EMISSION CONTROL
SYSTEM

CLEANING AND INSPECTION
AIR BYPASS VALVE

Do not attempt to clean the air
bypass valve.

FIG. 46-Rotor

End Play

scores and free operation in the bore.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM

Refer to the 1968 Passenger Car
Maintenance and Lubrication Manual
for the correct mileage interval for
maintenance.
CLEANING
Do not attempt to clean the crankcase ventilation regulator valve. I t must
be replaced at the specified mileage
intervals.
The oil filler cap and oil separator
(if so equipped) should be cleaned at

HOSES, LINES AND AIR
MANIFOLDS
Clean, inspect and replace the hoses
at the specified interval. Refer to the
Maintenance schedule. Use a lowvolatility, petroleum-base solvent and a
suitable stiff bristle brush to clean the
component parts. Dry the cleaned
parts, except the check valve, with
compressed air. Do not blow compressed air through the check valve in
either direction. Shake it dry.

AIR S U P P L Y P U M P
The air supply pump is not repairable and must be replaced as an assembly.

Turn iginition key to start and attempt to crank engine.
The cause of this trouble is usually in the starting system (Group 14).
If the starting system is not a t
fault, check for a hydrostatic lock or
a seized engine as follows:
Remove the spark plugs; then at-

tempt to crank the engine with the
starter. If the engine cranks, it indicates that water is leaking into the
cylinders. Remove the cylinder head(s)
and inspect the gasket(s) and/or
head(s) for cracks. Examine the cylinder block for cracks.

Crank engine to see if it starts while
listening carefully-for normal cranking
conditions.
Question driverlowner on proper
starting technique.
Check the fuel supply. If there is
sufficient fuel in the tank and the

proper starting procedure is used, the
cause of the trouble probably lies in
either the ignition or the fuel system.
To determine which system is at
fault, perform the following test:
Disconnect a spark plug wire.
Check the spark intensity at the end

GROUP 8 - Engine
ENGINE CRANKS
NORMALLY, BUT WILL
N O T START (Continued)
. i.

of the wire by installing a terminal
adapter in the end of the wire. Then
hold the adapter approximately 3/16
inch from the exhaust manifold and
crank the engine.
IF THERE IS N O SPARK
OR A WEAK SPARK
AT THE SPARK PLUGS

. -

.

The cause of the trouble is in the
ignition system.
Disconnect the brown lead (I terminal) and the red and blue lead ( S
terminal) at the starter relay. Install
an ,auxiliary starter switch between
the battery and S terminals of the
starter relay.
T o determine if the cause df the
trouble is in the primary-or the secondary circuit, remove the coil high
tension lead from the top of the distributor, and hold i t approximately
3/16 inch from the cylinder head.

With the ignition on, crank the engine
and check for a spark.
If the spark at the coil high tension lead is good, the cause of the
trouble is probably in the distributor
cap, rotor or spark plug wires.
If there is no spark or a weak
spark at the coil high tension lead,
the cause of the trouble is probably
in the primary circuit, coil to distributor high tension lead, or the coil.
IF THERE IS A G O O D SPARK AT
THE SPARK PLUGS
Check the spark plugs. If the spark
plugs are not a t fault, check the following items:
AUTOMATIC CHOKE
Check the position of the choke
plate. If the engine is hot, the plate
should be open. If the plate is not
open, the engine will load up due to
the excessively rich mixture and will
ENGINE STARTS, BUT
FAILS T O KEEP R U N N I N G

Verify that engine starts but fails to
keep running.
Check for vacuum leaks, disconnected hoses, or missing caps.
FUEL SYSTEM
Engine hot idle speed set too low.
Idle fuel mixture needle(s) not properly adjusted.
Engine fast idle speed set too low.
The choke not operating properly.
Choke thermostatic spring housing
improperly adjusted.
Choke pulldown clearance improperly adjusted.

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine
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not start. If the engine is cold, the
plate should be closed. If the plate is
not operating properly, check the following items:
The choke plate and linkage for
binding.
The fast idle cam linkage for
binding.
The thermostatic spring housing
adjustment.
FUEL SUPPLY AT T H E
CARBURETOR
Work the throttle by hand several
times. Each time the throttle is
actuated, fuel should spurt from the
accelerating pump discharge port (6cylinder) or nozzles (V-8).
If fuel is discharged by the accelerating Pump, the engine is probably flooded, or there is water in the
fuel system, or an engine mechanical
item is a t fault.
If fuel is not discharged by the
accelerating pump, disconnect the
carburetor fuel inlet line a t the carburetor. Use a suitable container to
catch the fuel. Crank the engine to
see if fuel is reaching the carburetor.
If fuel is not reaching the carburetor, check:
The fuel filter.
The fuel pump flexible inlet line
for a collapsed condition.
The fuel pump.
The carburetor fuel inlet line for
obstructions.
The fuel tank line for obstructions.
Fuel tank vent restricted.
If fuel is reaching the carburetor,
check:
The fuel inlet system including
the fuel inlet needle and seat assembly and the float assembly.
ENGINE
Mechanical
drive.

failure

in camshaft

Float setting incorrect.
Fuel inlet system not operating
properly.
Dirt or water in the fuel lines, fuel
filter, or carburetor.
Fuel pump defective.
Plugged fuel tank vent.
Carburetor icing.
I G N I T I O N SYSTEM
Defective spark plugs.
Breaker points not properly adjusted, or burned or pitted.
Leakage in the high tension wiring.
Open circuit in the primary resistance
wire.

PART 8-1 - GenerakEngine, Service
ENGINE RUNS, BUT
MISSES

Determine if the miss is steady or
erratic and at what speed the miss occurs by operating the engine at various
speeds under load.
MISSES STEADILY AT
ALL SPEEDS
Isolate the miss by operating the
engine .with one cylinder not firing.
This is done by operating the engine
with the ignition wire removed from
one spark plug at a time, until all cylinders have been checked. Ground the
spark plug wire removed.
If the engine speed changes when a
particular cylinder is shorted out, that
cylinder was delivering power before
being shorted out. If no change in the
engine operation is evident, the miss
was caused by that cylinder not delivering power before being shorted
out. In this case check the:
IGNITION SYSTEM

If the miss is isolated in a particular cylinder, perform a spark test on
the ignition lead of that cylinder.
If a good 'park does not occur* the
trouble is in the secondary circuit of
the system. Check the spark plug wire
and the distributor cap.
If a good spark occurs, check the
spark plug. If the spark plug is not
at fault, a mechanical component of
the engine is probably at fault.
ENGINE

Intake manifold gasket leak.
Perform a manifold vacuum or
compression test to determine which
mechanical component of the engine
is at fault.
MISSES ERRATICALLY
AT ALL SPEEDS
E X H A U S T SYSTEM

Exhaust system restricted.
IGNITION SYSTEM
Breaker points not properly adjusted.
Defective breaker points, condenser,
secondary wiring, coil or spark plugs.
High tension leakage across the
coil, rotor or distributor cap.
Defective ignition switch.
Excessive distributor cam runout.
FUEL SYSTEM
Restricted fuel filter.
Fuel inlet system not operating
properly.

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine
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Dirt or water in the fuel lines or
carburetor.
Float setting incorrect.
Loose booster venturi (V-8).
COOLING SYSTEM

Check the cooling system for inr
ternal leakage and/or for a condition
that prevents the engine from reaching normal operating temperature.
ENGINE
Perform a manifold vacuum or compression test to determine which mechanical component of the engine is
at fault.
MISSES AT IDLE ONLY
FUEL SYSTEM

Idle fuel mixture needle(s) not properly adjusted.
Restriction in idle fuel system.
IGNITION SYSTEM

Excessive play in the distributor
shaft.
Worn distributor cam.
Defective coil, rotor, condenser,
breaker points, ignition wiring or
spark plugs.
ENGINE

Valve clearance set too tight. Worn
camshaft lobe(s).
Perform a manifold vacuum or
compression test to determine which
mechanical component of the engine
is at fault.
MISSES AT HIGH SPEED ONLY
FUEL SYSTEM

Restricted fuel filter.
Power valve or passages clogged or
damaged.
Low or erratic fuel pump pressure.
Fuel inlet system not operating
properly.
Restricted main fuel system.
IGNITION SYSTEM

Defective spark. plugs.
High secondary wiring resistance.
COOLING SYSTEM

Engine overheating.
ENGINE

Perform a manifold vacuum or
compression test to determine which
mechanical component of the engine
is at fault.

8-24

ROUGH ENGINE IDLE

GROUP 8 - -Engine
Operate engine at idle speed and
normal operating temperature, and observe if engine idle is rough.
FUEL SYSTEM
Leaking vacuum line connections,
hoses disconnected, or leaking caps.
Engine idle speed set.too low.
Idle fuel mixture needle(s) not properly adjusted.
Air leaks between the carburetor,
spacer, and the manifold and/or
fittings. :
Intake manifold gasket leak (Vi8).
Power valve leaking fuel.
Idle fuel system air bleeds or fuel
passages restricted.
Secondary throttle plates not closing
(4-V carburetor).
Float setting incorrect.
Hot and cold air intake system (air
cleaner) stuck in heat on position.
IGNITION SYSTEM
Improperly adjusted or defective
breaker points.

POOR ACCELERATION

Remove air cleaner; actuate accelerator linkage and check fuel discharge
into carburetor intake bore(s).
If accelerating pump action appears
normal, ctieck'the ignition system, fuel
system, brakes, transmission and engine as follows:

Fouled or improperly adjusted spark
plugs.
Incorrect ignition timing.
High secondary wiring resistance.
Secondary wiring connected wrong
or loose connections.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Exhaust control valve inoperative or
sticking (if so equipped).
ENGINE
: ~ e a k i nvacuum
~
line connections,
hoses disconnected, or missing caps.
Leaking intake manifold gasket.
Loose engine mounting bolts or
worn engine support insulator.
Cylinder head bolts not properly
torqued.
Crankcase ventilation regulator
valve defective or a restricted vent tube.
Valve clearance set too tight.
Worn camshaft lobes.
Perform a manifold vacuum or
compression test to determine which
mechanical component is at fault.
Accelerating pump malfunction.
Float setting incorrect.
Leaky power valve, gasket or accelerating pump diaphragm.
Power valve piston stuck in the up
position (6-cylinder).
Restricted fuel filter.
Defective fuel pump.

IGNITION SYSTEM
BRAKES
Incorrect .ignition timing.
Fouled or improperly adjusted spark
plugs.
Improperly adjusted or defective
breaker points.
Distributor not advancing properly.
Improperly connected, leaking, or
disconnected distributor vacuum lines.
FUEL SYSTEM

DELAYED DECELERATION
( COAST-DOWN)

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine

Improper

adjustment-too

tight.

TRANSMISSION
Clutch slippage (manual-shift transmissions).
Improper band adjustment (automatic transmissions).
Converter One-way Clutch (automatic transmissions).

Dirty air cleaner element, or defective hot-cold valve (air cleaner) override
vacuum motor.
Throttle linkage not properly adjusted. .
Accelerating pump stroke not properly adjusted.

Perform a manifold vacuum or compression test to determine which mechanical component of the engine is
a t fault.

Operate engine and determine if deceleration rate is too slow.

Check anti-stall dashpot for specified
clearance.
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ENGINE

PART 8-1 - General Engine Service
Determine engine condition using
Rotunda Oscilloscope test equipment.

ENGINE DOES NOT DEVELOP
FULL POWER, OR HAS POOR
HIGH SPEED PERFORMANCE

Defective coil; condenser or rotor.
EXHAUST SYSTEM

FUEL SYSTEM
Dirty air cleaner element, or hotcold valve and duct not operating properly.
Throttle linkage improperly adjusted.
Power valve or passages clogged or
damaged.
Improper carburetor float setting.
cldgged or undersize main or secondary jets.
Restricted fuel filter.
Restricted air cleaner.
Fuel pump pressure incorrect.
Secondary throttle plates not opening (V-8).
Automatic choke malfunctioning or
improperly adjusted.
IGNITION SYSTEM
Ignition timing not properly adjusted.
Improperly adjusted or defective
breaker points.
Distributor not advancing properly.
Fouled or improperly adjusted spark
plugs or spark plugs of incorrect heat
range.
EXCESSIVE FUEL
CONSUMPTION

1
I

Determine the actual fuel consumption with test equipment installed in
the vehicle.
If the test indicates that the fuel
consumption is not excessive, demonstrate to the owner how improper
driving habits will affect fuel consumption.
If the test indicates that the fuel
consumption is excessive, make a preliminary check of the following items
before proceeding to the fuel and ignition systems.
PRELIMINARY CHECKS

Check:
Tires for proper pressure.
Front wheel alignment.
Brake adjustment.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Check the exhaust control valve operation (if so equipped).
System restricted.

I

I

ODOMETER
Check calibration.

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine
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Exhaust control valve inoperative or
sticking (if so equipped).
Restriction in system.
COOLING SYSTEM
Thermostat inoperative.
Check the cooling system for internal leakage and/or for a condition that
prevents the engine from reaching normal operating temperature.
ENGINE
Perform a manifold vacuum or engine compression test to determine
which mechanical component of the
engine is at fault.
One or more camshaft lobes worn
beyond wear limit.
Incorrect valve clearance.
Worn valve guides.
TRANSMISSION
Improper band adjustment (automatic transmissions).

IGNITION SYSTEM
Check:
Distributor breaker points.
Ignition timing.
ENGINE
Crankcase ventilation regulator valve
defective or restricted tubes (Closed
Crankcase Ventilation System).
Hot and cold air intake duct and
valve not operating properly.
FINAL CHECKS
FUEL SYSTEM
Check:
Choke adjustment.
Automatic choke for proper operation.
Air cleaner for restrictions.
Fast idle speed screw for proper
adjustment.
Engine curb idle speed.
Idle fuel mixture needle(s) for proper adjustment.
Air bleeds for obstructions.
Anti-stall dashpot for proper adjustment.
Power valve operation.
Fuel pump pressure excessive.
Float setting for fuel level.

GROUP 8 - Engine
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EXCESSIVE FUEL
CONSUMPTION
(Continued)

IGNITION SYSTEM
Check:
Ignition timing.
spark plug condition and adjustment.
Distributor spark advance operation.
ENGINE

CbOLlNG SYSTEM
Insufficient coolant.
Cooling system leaks.
Drive belt tension incorrect,.
Radiator fins obstructed.
Thermostat defective.
Thermostat improperly installed.
Cooling system passages blocked.
Water pump inoperative.
Faulty fan drive.
Distributor vacuum control valve
defective.

Unit or gauge defective (not indicating correct temperature) or constant
voltage regulator defective.

IGNITION SYSTEM

ENGINE

EXHAUST SYSTEM
Restrictions in. system.

Incorrect ignition timing.
Incorrect distributor advance.

BRAKES
Improper adjustment-too

tight.

Intake manifold to cylinder head
gasket defective (V-8).

COOLING SYSTEM
Loose or damaged hose connections.
Radiator c a defective.
~
overheating:
Leaking radiator or water pump.
~ e ~ e a t eremoval
d
of radiator cap
while engine is hot.
ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket defective.

Cracked cylinder head or block, or
warped cylinder head or block gasket
surface.

Verify that engine fails to reach norma1 operating temperature.

cating correct temperature) or constant voltage regulator defective.

TEMPERATURE SENDING
UNlT AND GAUGE
'

COOLING SYSTEM

Unit or gauge defective (not indi-

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine

TRANSMISSION

With engine running, check engine
termperature gauge (or warning light)
for indications of overheating. Determine if condition is constant, intermittent or octasional. The latter could
be caused by driving conditions.
Make sure the distributor or vacuum
control lines are properly connected.
(Refer to distributor vacuum system
schematics, Group 9).

Check coolant level (Part 11-2).

ENGINE FAILS TO REACH
NORMAL OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

Check thermostat operation and heat
range.

Check band adjustment (automatic
transmissions).

Cylinder head gasket leak.
Incorrect valve clearance.
Low oil level or incorrect oil viscosity used.

I

COOLING SYSTEM

Perform a manifold vacuum or engine compression test to determine
which mechanical component of the

TEMPERATURE SENDING
UNlT AND GAUGE

LOSS OF COOLANT

engine is at fault.
Check valve clearance.
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Cylinder head or intake manifold
bolts (V-8) not properly torqued.
Cylinder block core plugs leaking.
Temperature sending unit leaking.

Thermostat inoperative or of incorrect heat range.

PART 8-1
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Check for vacuum leaks, disconnected hoses or missing caps.
THERMACTOR AIR PUMP
NOISE

The Thermactor air pump like any
engine driven accessory may produce
a detectable sound with the hood
raised. This sound level, however, is
not noticeable in the passenger compartment.
On occasion a new air pump may
produce a slight squealing sound on
initial operation until the lip of the
pump seal on the centrifugal filter. fan
wears in, and the pump vanes may
produce intermittent chirping, squeaking, or knocking sounds at low engine
speeds until the pump wears in. Although factory break-in should have
eliminated these sounds, some mileage
(30 miles or more) may be required on
new vehicles to provide adequate air
pump break-in.
If air pump sounds are considered
objectionable, check the following:
Drive belt improperly adjusted or
drive pulley misaligned.
Loose mounting bracket.
Air hoses disconnected or leaking.
Hoses making contact with body
parts.
Defective centrifugal air filter fan.
Defective air pressure relief valve.
Wrong pressure setting plug (relief
valve), broken spring, or plug missing.
Then, if it is determined that noise
is coming from the air pump, and if
the noise is diagnosed as a pump problem, the pump should be replaced.

LOW ENGINE
OIL PRESSURE

NOISY HYDRAULIC
VALVE LIFTER

FIG.47 (Continued)-Engine

check for air delivery.
Drive belt slipping over pump pulley indicates pump seizure.
Air pump adjusting arm bracket
bolt (at pump) too long.
IGNITION

Incorrect initial ignition timing
causing spark ping or knock.
Incorrect distributor advance causing spark ping or knock.
Low octane fuel.
ENGINE
Leaking intake manifold gasket.
Loose engine mounting bolts or
worn engine support insulator(s).
Cylinder head bolts not properly
torqued.
Crankcase ventilation regulator valve defective or a restricted vent tube.
Improper valve clearance.
Worn camshaft lobes.
Perform a manifold vacuum or compression test to determine which mechanical component. is at fault.

EXHAUST SYSTEM

THERMACTOR AIR
PUMP INOPERATIVE
Remove air pump outlet hose to

Air bypass valve vacuum line collapsed, plugged, di~connectedor leaking-causing backfire.
Defective or malfunctioning air bypass valve-ca'Jsing backfire.
Defective or malfunctioning distributor Vacuum advance control valvecausing backfire.
Exhaust system leak; exhaust manifold-to-cylinder head, muffler inlet pipe
flange gasket, or loose muffler connections.

To properly diagnose a complaint
of low engine oil pressure the following procedure should be used:
1. Operate the engine to stabilize
temperatures.
2. Install a direct reading oil pressure gauge with a scale of 0-100 psi (a
larger scale is not accurate enough).
3. Refer to specifications for the
accepted hot oil pressure at ZOO0 rpm.
4. If the oil pressure is within
specifications, check the following for

low oil pressure 'indication:
( a ) If the vehicle is equipped with
a- pressure gauge, check the constant
voltage regulator and oil pressure sending unit for malfunction.
(b) If the vehicle is equipped with
an indicator light, check for correct
oil pressure sending unit.
5. If the oil pressure is below the
minimum requirement, determine if the
problem is in the oil pump, galley
plugs or excessive bearing clearance.

A noisy hydraulic valve lifter can
be located by operating the engine at
idle speed and placing a finger on the
face of the valve spring retainer. If
the lifter is not functioning properly,

a shock will be felt when the valve
seats.
Another method of identifying a
noisy lifter is by the use of a piece
of hose. With the engine operating
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N O I S Y HYDRAULIC VALVE
LIFTER (Continued)

.

,

FIG. 47 (Continued)-Engine

at idle speed, place one end of the
hose near the end of the valve stem
and the other end to the ear and
listen for a metallic noise. Repeat
the procedure on each intake and
exhaust valve until the noisy lifter(s)
has been located.
Before replacing a hydraulic valve
lifter for noisy operation, be sure the
noise is not caused by improperly adjusted valve lash, valve clearance, or
by worn rocker arms or push rods.
It should be noted that it is norma1 for a hydraulic tappet that is
holding a valve open to leak down during extended (overnight) shut-down
periods. Such a tappet will be noisy
for a few seconds following start-up.
The most common causes of hydraulic valve lifter troubles are dirt,
gum, varnish, carbon deposits and
alr bubbles.
Dirt in the lifter assembly can prevent the disc valve from seating, or it
may become lodged between the
plunger and body surfaces. In either
case, the lifter becomes inoperative
due to failure to pump-up or because the internal parts are no longer
free to function properly. When dirt
is found to be responsible for lifter
malfunction-, remove the lifter assembly and thoroughly clean it. Recommended engineoiland,filterchange4
intervals should be followed to
minimize lifter problems calked by
dirt.
Deposits of gum and virnish'
similar conditions to exist which may
result in lifter~malfunction. If these
conditions are found to be present,
the lifter should be disassembled and
cleaned in solvent to remove all traces
of deposits.

Diagnosis G u i d e

Air bubbles in the lubricating oil,
caused by an excessively high or low
oil level, may likewise cause lifter
malfunction. A damaged oil pick-up
tube may allow air to be drawn into
the lubricating system.
Check for engine oil aeration as
follows:
Check the engine oil level to be
sure it is within specification and correct as required. Be sure the correct
engine oil dipstick is being used.

Operate the engine a t approximately 1200 rpm until normal operating temperature is reached. Stop the
engine and remove the oil pressure
sending unit. Install a fitting in this
opening with a petcock-type valve
that will permit attachment of a 114to 318-inch diameter hose of sufficient
length to direct the oil discharge into
the oil filler pipe. Close the valve.
Start the engine and operate it at
approximately 500 rpm for a minimum of five minutes; then, open the
valve slightly to permit a steady discharge of oil. Check the oil flow for
air bubbles.
Increase the engine speed to approximately 1000 rpm and check for
air bubbles in the oil. T o facilitate
checking for air bubbles, direct the
~ilflowoverwhitePaPerorthrough
a piece of transparent tube. The engine should not be operated at
excessive speeds or lor extended
periods with the oil bleed attached.

If oil aeration is evident, remove
the oil pan for further test and/or
inspection of the oil pump intake
system. Perform corrective action as
required to remove air from the lubricating oil.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 170 and 200 Six engines (Figs.
I, 2, 3 and 4) have compression ratios
of 8.7 and 8.8 respectively. The 170
Six engine has a piston displacement
of 170 cubic inches and the patent
plate identification symbol is U. The
200 Six engine has a piston displacement of 200 cubic inches and the patent plate symbol is T.
The 170 and 200 Series engines use
either the Thermactor or the Imco exhaust emission control system to keep
exhaust gas contaminants at an acceptable level. Engines on standard transmission vehicles incorporate the Thermactor exhaust emission control
system. On vehicles with an automatic
transmission, the engines incorporate
the Imco exhaust emission control
system. The distributors are not interchangeable between these two types of
engines, due to special calibrations
for the Imco exhaust emission control
system. For a detailed description refer to Exhaust Emission Control Systems in this section.
An improved closed crankcase ven-

tilation system reduces the amount of
air pollutants emitted by the crankcase ventilating system.
MANIFOLDS
The intake manifold is cast integrally with the cylinder head. A hot and
cold air cleaner eliminates the need
for the coolant-heated spacer. The air
cleaner draws warm air from around
the exhaust manifold as needed during
cold operation.
Exhaust gases provide the heat necessary to assist in vaporizing the incoming fuel mixture. The exhuast manifold is a one-piece runner type of cast
iron.
CYLINDER HEAD
The cylinder head carries the
valves, valve rocker arm shaft assembly, integrally cast intake manifold,
the coolant outlet and thermostat.
Valve guides are integral with the
head. The valves are arranged from

front to rear E-I-I-E-I-E-E-I-E-I-I-E.
CYLINDER BLOCK
The cylinders are numbered from
I to 6 starting at the front of the engine. The firing order is 1-5-3-6-2-4.
The distributor, located on the left
front of the engine, drives the oil
pump through an intermediate drive
shaft.
The crankshaft used on the 170
engine is supported by four main
bearings. Crankshaft end thrust is
controlled by the flanges of the No. 3
main bearing.
The crankshaft used on the 200
engine is supported by seven main
bearings. Crankshaft end thrust is
controlled by the flanges of the No. 5
main bearing.
The pistons have two compression
rings and one oil control ring. The
top compression ring is molybdenum
coated and the lower compression
ring is phosphate-coated. The oil
control ring assembly consists of a
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serrated spring and two chromeplated steei rais.

VALVE TRAIN
The 170 and 200 Six engines utilize
hydraulic valve lifters to provide zero
lash. The operation and parts identification of the hydraulic valve lifters are
shown in Fig. 5. When the valve is
closed, the lifter assembly is on the
base circle of the camshaft lobe and
,the ialve push rod is in its lowest position. With the lifter assembly in this
position, the plunger spring expands,
forcing the plunger upward. This action
is transmitted to the valve rocker arm
via the valve push rod until there is
solid contact between the valve and the
valve rocker arm (zero valve lash).
As the lifter plunger moves upward, the volume of the compression
chamber is increased, resulting in
reduced oil pressure in the compression chamber. Therefore, to equalize
the resulting pressure differential between the .supply chamber add the
%ompression chamber, the disc valve
moves off-its seat and permits oil to
,
> 'A274sA
flow from the supply chamber to the
..
compression chamber.. When the. . :' compression ,chamber becomes filled
5
t ,. .
with oil, the pressures in the two
chambers 'are equalized: The oil flow
ceases and the'discvalve spring seats
the disc valve and 'closes t h i disc
valve port..
' A s the camshaft 'rotates, the lifter
. as'~embly is, raisedS.by.the camshaft
lobe. This increases the 'push rod
force against the lifter plunger and
.hydra~ilicpressure immediately builds
u p in ,the compression chamber until
it:acts as a2olid meinber of the valye
operating mechanism. The lifter then
becomes a hydraulic r a m which,
forces the valve in the cylinder head
to open. During this period, a slight
leakage of oil past the plunger occurs
(calibrated leak down rate).
As the high point of the camshaft
lobe rotates and passes by the foot
of the valve lifter, the valve in -the
cylinder head seats and .the valve
lifter assembly is forced downward.
Reduced' force on the lifter plunger
at this .time relieves the pressure on
the lifter plunger' and it is free to be
moved upward by the plunger spring.
This action allows oil to flow once
again through th'e oil holes in the
lifter +dy and plunger.
,
The operating' cycle is cqmpleted
A2746-A
for each revolution of the camshaft.
- .
Zero. clearance (lash) -in the valve
'
train'mechanism i s maintained at all,
by the hydraulic force arid. ex-:
. .
.times
,
'

.
FIG. I-Typical
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pansion of the plunger spring between the lifter body and plunger.
It is normal for a hydraulic tappet
that is holding a valve open to leak
down during extended (overnight)
shut-down periods. Such a tappet will
be noisy for a few seconds following
start-up.
LUBRICATION SYSTEM

A2747-A

FIG. 3-3/4

FIG. 4-3/4

Sectional View-

170 Six Engine

Sectional View-200

Six Engine

Oil from the oil pan sump is
forced through the pressure-type lubrication system (Fig. 7) by a rotor
pump. A spring-loaded relief valve
in the pump limits the maximum
pressure of the system. Oil relieved
by the valve is directed back to the
intake side of the pump.
All the oil discharged by the pump
passes through a full flow-type filter
before it enters the engine. The filter
has an integral by-pass valve and
mounting gasket. The by-pass valve
permits oil to by-pass the filter if it
becomes clogged, thereby maintaining an emergency supply of oil to the
engine at all times. An anti-drain
back diaphragm prevents a reverse
flow of oil when the engine is stopped.
From the filter, the oil flows into
the main oil gallery. The oil gallery
supplies oil to all thc camshaft and
main bearings through a drilled passage in each main bearing web.
The timing chain and sprockets
are splash-lubricated from the oil pan.
Cylinder walls, pistons and piston
pins are lubricated through a drilled
hole in each connecting rod which
indexes with a drilled hole in the
connecting rod journal of the crankshaft.
Oil from the main gallery feeds
pressure oil to the hydraulic valve
lifters and lubricates the lifter bores
in the cylinder block. A reservoir at
each valve lifter bore boss traps oil
so that oil is available for valve lifter
lubrication as soon as the engine starts.
Oil under reduced pressure is fed
to the valve rocker arm shaft assembly through a drilled passage in the
cylinder block at the No. 4 camshaft
bearing. The oil is metered by a
groove in the camshaft journal. The
passage in the block indexes with a
hole in the cylinder head. The oil
passage in the cylinder head is drilled
from the cylinder head bolt bore to
the No. 6 valve rocker arm shaft
support. The rocker arm shaft supports have a square cored bolt
mounting hole for more positive lubrication of the rocker arms, shafts
and valves. The oil flows through the
valve rocker arm shaft through drilled
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cored openings in the block
COOLING SYSTEM

FIG. 5-Hydraulic

Valve Lifter O p e r a t i o n

The coolant is drawn from the
bottom of the radiator by the water
pump which delivers the coolant to
the cylinder block (Fig. 7).
As the coolant enters the block, it
travels through cored passages to
cool the entire length of each cylinder wall. Upon reaching the rear of
the cylinder block, the coolant is
directed upward into the cylinder
head where it cools the combustion
chambers, valves, and valve seats on
its return to the front of the engine.
At this point, the coolant flows
into the coolant outlet connection,
past the thermostat if it is open and
into the top of the radiator. A Distributor Vacuum Control Valve (Temperature Sensing Valve) is installed in the
coolant outlet elbow to increase distributor advance under hot conditions.
This will temporarily increase the
idle speed and reduce the engine operating temperature. If the thermostat
is closed. a small portion of the coolant is returned to the water pump for
recirculation. The entire system is pressurized to 13-15 psi.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM

FIG. 6-Typical

Lubrication System

holes in each rocker arm to lubricate
the valve and the push rod end of the
rocker arm. The excess oil spirals
down the rotating push rod and assists
in lubricating the tappet and push rod
seat. An oil outlet in the No. 1 rocker
arm shaft support, exhausts excess oil

from the valve rocker arm shaft. The
oil from each rocker arm drains into
the push rod chamber through the
push rod bore holes in the cylinder
head.
The oil in the push rod chamber
drains back into the oil pan through

Ventilating air enters the crankcase
through the oil filler cap a t the front
of the valve rocker arm cover (Fig. 8).
The oil filler cap is sealed to prevent
atmospheric air entrance, but the top
of the filler cap is connected to the
engine air cleaner by a hose to admit
clean air to the crankcase. If the crankcase ventilation system becomes restricted, a backflow condition will
occur, thereby venting the crankcase
gases into the air cleaner and induction air system.
The air flow is metered by a restriction in the oil filler cap. The air
flows from the valve rocker arm chamber, through the push rod holes and
into the push rod chamber. Air also
flows between the crankcase and rocker arm chamber through the oil drain
holes and push rod holes in the cylinder 'head. Air flows to and from the
cylinder front cover and crankcase
through the front cover oil drain holes
at the front of the cylinder block.
From the valve rocker arm cover,
the ventilating air passes through
the crankcase ventilation regulator
valve at the rear of the rocker arm
cover and into the intake manifold
through a connecting hose and tube.
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uum is high. The high vacuum overcomes the spring pressure and moves
the valve to the Low Speed Operation
position (Fig. 9). With the valve in
this low-flow position, the ventilation
air passes between the valve (jiggle
pin) and the outlet port. In this position there is minimum ventilation, but
it never completely seals off the air
flow.
As engine speed increases and manifold vacuum decreases, the valve spring
forces the valve to the full open position (Fig. 9). This increases the flow
of ventilating air.
EXHAUST EMISSION
CONTROL SYSTEMS

A 2051 - 8

FIG. 7-Cooling

System

The 1968 engines incorporate either
one of two different types of exhaust
emission control systems. The Imco
exhaust emission system is used on
engines in combination with automatic transmissions. Vehicles with standard transmissions have engines with
a Thermactor exhaust emission system.
Both the Imco and Thermactor systems are designed to reduce the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide content
of gasoline engine exhaust gases. By
controlling the amount of contaminants emitted through the exhaust
system to an acceptable minimum, air
pollution is reduced. The Imco ensines
are easily identified since they do not
use an air supply pump, air by-pass
valve or coolant-heated carburetor
spacer. Thermactor engines are identified by the air pump, air manifold and
air bypass valve.

The Imco exhaust emission control
system controls engine combustion at
a level to reduce contaminants normally emitted through the exhaust system.
This is achieved by using a speciallycalibrated carburetor and distributor.
THERMACTO R

FIG. 8-Closed

C r a n k c a s e Ventilation System

The air, laden with crankcase vapors,
is dispersed in the induction air and
fuel mixture in the intake manifold
before entering the cylinder combustion chambers.
A slight vacuum is maintained in
the engine crankcase, due to the re-

striction (metering hole) in the oil
filler cap and by the amount of air
flow through the regulator valve. The
amount of regulator valve opening or
restriction is governed by intake
manifold vacuum pressure (Fig. 9).
During idle, intake manifold vac-

Control of exhaust-emitted gases
by the Thermactor system is achieved
by burning the hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide concentrations in the exhaust
ports of the cylinder head. T o accomplish this burning of the contaminants,
air under pressure is injected into the
exhaust ports near each exhaust valve.
The oxygen in the air plus the heat of
the exhaust gases in each exhaust outlet port induces combustion during
the exhaust stroke of the piston. The
burned gases then flow out the exhaust
manifold into the exhaust system.
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HIGH SPEED OPERATI
LOW MANIFOLD VACUI

POSITION

T O AIR 'WNIFOLD
CHECK VALVE

FIG. '9-Crankcase Ventilation
Regulator Valve Operation

POSITION

BY PASS AIR SHUTOFF VALVE PLATE

FROMAIR PUMP
7

The Thermactor system consists of:
an air supply pump; an air bypass
valve; a check valve; an air manifold
For the cylinder head; an air delivery
'tube for the exhuast port of each engine cylinder; and the connecting air
supply hoses and vacuum sensing line.
A sectional view of the air bypass
valve is shown i n Fig. 10. Installation drawings are shown i n Fig. I I.
A i r under pressure f r o m the pump
flows through the bypass valve t o the
air manifold that distributes the air
t o the air delivery tube i n each exhaust Port. A check valve i n the inlet air side of the air manifold prevents a backflow of exhaust gases into
the air pump when the exhaust back
pressure exceeds the air pump delivery

AIR PASSAGE TO
ATMOSPHERE

AIR BY-PASS AND
PRESSURE RE LIEF'
VALVE PLATE

I
AIR SILENCING CHAMBER

A' 2707- A

FIG. 10-Sectional

View Air Bypass Valve

pressure.
A l l the air from the air supply
pump passes through the air bypass

valve. Normally, the air is directed t o
the check valve and i n t o the air manifold. During engine deceleration per-

AIR MANIFOLD

CHECKVALVE

NUT AND FERRULE
SUPPLY PUMP
VACUUM SENSING LINE
CYLINDER HEAD

AIR DELIVERY TUBE

CER

POWER STEERING
RPAtKFT

FIG. 1 I-Thermactor

Installation

FOR AIR CONDITIONING OR
WAL BELTALTERNATOR
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iods air delivery to the air manifold
is momentarily interrupted and the
air is diverted to the atmosphere.
On both lmco and Thermactor ex-

2

haust emission control systems a distributor vacuum advance control
valve (deceleration valve) is used. This
valve advances the timing during de-

celeration to prevent exhaust after
burning or "popping". Refer to Part
9-1. Section I for a description of
this valve.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

When installing nuts or bolts that
must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5
for torque specifications), oil the
threads with light-weight engine oil.
Do not oil threads that require oilresistant or water-resistant sealer.
Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3 for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
Refer to Part 8-1, Section I for
test procedures.

NUT-34419.S2

ENGINE FRONT SUPPORTS

The procedures given apply to
either a right or left installation.
The engine front supports are located on each side of the cylinder
block (Figs. 12 and 13).

BOLT-379068-S (2 REQUIRED) 45-60 LB. FT.

BOLT-3751 172-2

A2663-A

NG. 12-Mustang

Engine Front Supports

NG. 13-Fairlane,

Falcon and Montego Engine Front Supports

MUSTANG
Removol

1. Remove the insulator to support bracket nuts and washers from
both insulators (Fig. 12).
2. Raise the engine with a jack
and wood block placed under the
oil pan.
3. Remove the insulator to engine
bolts and washers and remove the
insulator.
lnstollotion

1. Position the insulator assembly
on the engine and install the inhlator to engine bolts and washers
finger-tight.2. Lower the engine carefully to
make sure the insulator stud engages
the hole in the support bracket.
3. lnstall the insulator to support
bracket washer and nut on both engine front mounts. Tighten the insulator bolts and nuts to specifications.
FAIRLANE, FALCON
AND MONTECO
Removal

1. Remove the insulator to lower
support bracket retaining nut and
washer (Fig. 13).
2. Using a wood block placed
under the oil pan raise the engine
approximately 112 inch.

3. Remove two bolts, each side,
attaching upper insulator bracket to
engine.
4. Remove insulator assembly and
upper bracket. Remove nuts and bolts
attaching insulator to upper bracket
and separate parts.
Installation

1. Attach insulator assembly to
upper bracket with bolts and nuts.
2. lnstall insulator assembly and
upper bracket with two bolts, on
each side, to engine.
3. Carefully lower the engine guiding the insulator bolt into the lower
support bracket.

4. Install the insulator to lower
support bracket retaining nut and
washer, and torque to specifications.
ENGINE REAR SUPPORT

The rear support is located at the
transmission extension housing (Fig.
14).
FAIRLANE, FALCON
AND MONTECO
Removal

1. Support the transmission with a
floor jack to relieve weight from the
supporting crossmember.
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that is too tight
.places a severe
strain on the air pump bearings.
Properly tensioned drive belts
minimize noise and also prolong service life of the belt. Therefore, it is
recommended that a belt tension
gauge be used to check and adjust
the belt tension. Any belt that has

INSULATOR ASSEMBLY
6068

376905.52

30-60 FT. LB.

72034-s2

SUPPORTING CROSSMEMaER-5059
34670.52
25-35 FT. LB-

FIG. 74-'fairlane,

'

-\34'808.52
A2341-8

Falcon a n d M o n t e g o Engine Rear Support

2. Remove nuts and washers attaching insulator assembly to crossmember.
3. Remove the retaining nuts,
washers, and cotter keys from the
supporting crossmember, and remove
the supporting crossmember.
4. Remove the bolts and washers
which retain the engine rear insulator
assembly t o the transmission,
5. Remove the insulator assembly.
Installation

RIGHT SIDE ONLY\

INSULATOR 6068

30-42 F T . LB.

25-35 FT. LB.

MANUAL-SHIFT OR
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

FIG. 75-Mustang

A26648

Engine Rear

Support

1. Position the engine rear insulator
assembly in place beneath the transmission, and install the retaining bolts
and washers. Torque them to specifications.
2. Position the supporting crossmember and install the retaining
washers and nuts. Torque them to
specifications.
3. Install the cotter keys. If necessary, continue tightening the two
outer nuts as required to align the
castellations.
4. Install the nuts and washers
attaching the insulator assembly to
the
crossmember.
Tighten
to
speci-fication.
5. Remove the jack.
MUSTANG
Removal

1. Remove the insulator to rear
support nuts and washers (Fig. 15).
2. Raise and support the transmission with a transmission jack.
3. Loosen one of the rear support
to crossmember bolts.
4. Remove the other rear support
to crossmember bolt, washer (right
side only) and nut, and swing the

rear support down and out of the
way.
5. Remove the insulator to transmission bolts and washers and remove the insulator.
Installation

1. Position the insulator against
the transmission and install the insulator to transmission bolts and
washers (Fig. 15). Torque the bolts
to specifiations.
2. Swing the rear support up into
position and install the rear support
to crossmember bolt washer (right
side only) and nut. Torque both rear
support to crossmember nuts to
specifications.
3. Lower the transmission and install the insulator to rear support
nuts and washers. Toraue the nuts
to specifications.

THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

The
should
times.
proper

air supply pump drive belt
be properly adjusted a t all
A loose drive belt causes imair pump operation. A belt

operated for a minimum of 10 minutes is considered a used belt, and
when adjusted, i t must be adjusted
to the reset tension shown in the
specifications.

1. Install the belt tension' tool
(T63L-8620-A) on the drive belt
and check the tension following the
instructions of the tool manufacturer.
Compare the belt tension to the
specified belt tension (Part 8-5)
and adjust as necessary.
2. If adjustment is necessary,
loosen the air pump mounting and
adjusting arm bolts (Fig. 11). Move
the air pump toward or away from
the engine until the correct tension
is obtained. Use a suitable bar and
pry against the pump rear cover to
hold belt tension while .tighten'ing the
mounting bolts. D o not pry against
the pump housing. Remove the gauge.
Tighten the air pump adjusting arm
and mounting bolts. Install the tension gauge and check the belt tension.
THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE BELT REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen the air supply pump adjusting arm bolt (Fig. 11). Loosen
the air supply pump to mounting
bracket nut and bolt, and push
the air pump towards the cylinder
block. Remove the drive belt.
2. Install a new drive belt. With
a suitable bar, pry against the rear
cover of the air pump to obtain the
specified belt tension (refer to Part
8-5), and tighten the adjusting arm
bolt. D o not pry against the pump
housing. Adjust the belt tension
(refer to Section 3) as necessary. Always use a belt tension gauge (Tool
T63L-8620-A) to check belt tension.
3. Tighten the air supply pump

to mounting bracket bolt and nut.
THERMACTOR AIR BYPASS
VALVE REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the air and vacuum
hoses at the air bypass valve body
(Fig. 1 I), and remove the valve to
mounting bracket bolts and separate
the valve from the mounting bracket.
2. Position the air bypass valve
properly (Fig. l l ) , and connect the
air andvacuum hoses.
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THERMACTOR CHECK
VALVE REPLACEMENT

I. Disconnect the air supply hose
at the valve. Remove the check valve
assembly (the valve has a standard,
right-hand pipe thread).
2. Clean the threads on the air
manifold adapter with a wire brush.
Install the check valve and torque it
to specifications. Connect the air
supply hose.
THERMACTOR AIR MANIFOLD

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the air supply hose
a t the check valve and position the
hose out of the way.
2. Loosen all of the air manifold
to cylinder head tube coupling nuts
(compression fittings). Then unscrew
each one until it is free of the cylinder head. Grasp the air manifold at
each end and pull it away from the
cylinder head.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the air manifold(s) on
the cylinder head. Be sure all the tube
coupling nuts are aligned with the
cylinder head. Screw each coupling
nut into the cylinder head I to 2
threads. Tighten the tube coupling
nuts.
2. Connect the air supply hose to
the air manifold.

THERMACTOR AIR SUPPLY
TUBE REPLACEMENT

Normally, air supply tubes would
be replaced as necessary during cylinder head overhaul. An air supply
tube may be replaced without removing the cylinder head by removing the air manifold and using a
hooked tool to pull the tube from the
casting.
Additionally, the air tubes could
be inspected for badly eroded tips
with the aid of a mirror, when the
exhaust manifold(s) is removed.
THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE PULLEY REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen

the air supply pump
adjusting arm and mounting bolts
and nuts to relieve the belt tension.
2. Remove the drive pulley attaching bolts and pull the drive
pulley off the air pump shaft.
3. Position the drive pulley on the
air supply pump shaft, and install

the retaining bolts. Torque the bolts
in sequence, across from each other,
to specifications.
4. Position the drive belt and adjust the belt tension (Section 3) to
specifications. Tighten the adjusting
arm and mounting bolts and nuts.
THERMACTOR AIR
SUPPLY P U M P

Overhaul or rebuild of the air pump
is not recommended; therefore, do
not disassemble it. However, the
centrifugal filter fan is replaceable.
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the air outlet hoses
at the air pump.
2. Loosen the adjusting arm to
air pump and air pump to mounting
bracket bolts to relieve the drive
belt tension.
3. Disengage the drive belt. Remove the mounting bolts and air
P"""P.

THERMACTOR RELIEF VALVE
PRESSURE SETTING PLUG
REPLACEMENT

1. Compress the shoulders of the
pressure setting plug together and
pull the plug out of the relief valve.
2. Insert the proper plug in the
relief valve hole and press against
its center with an appropriate tool.
THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
CENTRIFUGAL FILTER
F A N REPLACEMENT

REMOVAL
1. Remove the drive pulley.
2. Pry loose and remove the outer
disc.
3. Pull the remaining portion from
the metal drive hub. It is seldom
possible to remove the filter fan without damage. Care should be taken to
prevent fragments from entering the
air intake hole. Do not attempt to

remove the metal drive hub.
INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION
Before installing the pump, be sure
that the correct pressure setting plug
is installed in the pressure relief
valve.
The correct pressure setting plug
for these engines should be color
coded blue.
1. Position the air pump on the
mounting bracket and install the mounting bolt and nut.
2. Place the drive belt in the
pulleys and attach the adjusting arm
to the ai; pump. Adjust the drive
belt tension to specifications and
tighten the adjusting arm and mounting bolts.
3. Connect the air inlet and outlet hoses to the air pump.
THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
RELIEF VALVE
REPLACEMENT
D o not disassemble the air pump to
replace the relief valve, but remove it
from the engine.

1. Position Too T66L-9A486-D on
the air pump and remove the relief
valve with the aid of a slide hammer (T59L-100-B).
2. Position the relief valve on the
pump housing and hold Tool T66L9A486-B on the relief valve. Use a
hammer to tap the tool lightly until,
the relief valve is seated.

1. Position the filter fan
the outer discon the drive hub.
2. Using the drive pulley and
retaining screws as tools draw
filter fan into position. Do
evenly by alternately torquing
retaining screws.

and
the
the
this
the

3. M a k e certain that the outer
edge of the filter fan slips into the
housing. A slight amount of inter-

ference with the housing is normal,
and some initial noise during run-in
may be expected.
EXHAUST MANIFOLD

REMOVAL
1. Remove the air cleaner and hot
air duct. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipe from the exhaust manifold, and
remove the automatic choke hot air
tube.
2. Bend the exhaust manifold retaining bolt lock tabs back and remove the retaining bolts. Remove
the exhaust manifold.

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the mating surfaces of
the exhaust manifold and cylinder
head. Scrape the gasket material
from the mounting flange of the exhaust manifold and muffler inlet
pipe.
2. Apply graphite grease to the
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mating surface of the exhaust rnanifold.
3. Position the exh;ust manifold
on the cylinder head and install the
retaining bolts and tab washers. Working from the center to the ends, torque
the bolts to specifications. Lock the
bolts by bending one tab of the
washer over a flat on the' bolt.
4. Place a new gasket on the muffler inlet pipe. Position the muffler
inlet pipe to the manifold. Install
and torque the retaining. nuts to
specifications. Install the automatic
choke hot air tube.
5. Install the air cleaner and .hot
air duct. Start the engine and check
for exhaust leaks.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM
' The closed crankcase ventilation
system components are shown in
Fig. 16.

REMOVAL,
1. Remove the inlet hose from the
air cleaner and the oil filler cap.
2. Remove the air cleaner.
3. Grasp the crankcase vent hose
near the rocker arm cover grommet
and pull the regulator valve from the
rocker arm cover.
4. Remove the regulator valve
from the vent hose and remove the
vent hose from the hose fitting in the
carburetor spacer.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the vent hose on the fitting in the carburetor spacer and the
regulator valve in the hose.
2. Insert the regulator valve into
the rocker arm cover mounting
grommet.
3. Install the air cleaner.
4. Connect the inlet hose to the air
cleaner and the oil filler cap.
5. Operate the engine and check
for leaks.
VALVE ROCKER A R M
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

FIG. 76-Closed

4. Remove the rocker arm shaft
support bolts by loosening the bolts
two turns at a time in sequence. Remove the rocker arm shaft assembly
(Fig. 17). Remove the valve push
rods. Make sure the push rods are
identified before removal so they
can be returned to the same location
when they are installed.

FIG. 77-Valve
Removal

1. Remove the air cleaner and the
crankcase ventilation system.
2. On Thermactor engines, disconnect the air hoses as necessary for
accessibility and position them out
of the way;
3. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover and discard the gasket.

Rocker Arm S h a f t

.

INSTALLATION
1. Apply Lubriplate to both ends
of the push rods' and .to the valve
',
stem tip.
2. Install the valve push rods. Position the valve rocker a r m ' shaft
assembly on the cylinder head.
3. Install and tighten all valve
rocker arm support bolts, two turns
at a time in sequence, until the supports fully contact the cylinder head.
Torque the bolts to specifications.
4. If any part which could affect
the valve clearance has been
J

REMOVAL

C r a n k c a s e Ventilation System Components
changed, check the valve clearance
following the procedure outlined under Valve Clearance - 170 and 200
Six (Part 8- I, Section 2).
5. Clean the valve rocker arm
cover and cylinder head gasket surfaces. Coat one side of a new gasket
with an oil resistant sealer and lay
thc cemented side of the gasket in
place on the cover. Install the cover,
making sure the gasket seats evenly
around the head. Tighten the cover
retaining bolts in two steps. First,
torque the bolts to specifications;
then, retorque to the same specifications two minutes after initial
tightening.
6. On Thermactor engines, connect the air hoses.
7. Install the crankcase ventilation system and the air cleaner.
DISASSEMBLY

&.

1. Remove the pin and spring
washer from each end of the valve
rocker arm shaft.
2. Slide the valve rocker arms,
springs, and supports. off the shaft.
Be sure to identify the parts. .
3. If it is necessary to remove the
plugs from. each end of the shaft,
drill or pierce the plug on one end.
Use a*.steel rod to knock out the

PART 8-2 - 170 And 200 Six
plug on the opposite end. Working
from the open end, knock out the
remaining plug.
ASSEMBLY
1. Clean, then lubricate all parts
with engine oil. Apply Lubriplate to
the valve and push rod ends of the
rocker arm.
2. If the plugs were removed
from the ends of the shaft, use a
blunt tool or large diameter pin
punch and install a plug, cup side
out, in each end of the shaft.
3. Install the spring washer and
pin on one end of the shaft.
4. Install the valve rocker arms,
supports, and springs in the order
shown in Fig. 18. Be sure the oil
holes in. the shaft are facing downward. Complete the assembly by installing the remaining spring washer
and pin.

J

nect the carburetor fuel inlet line
a t the fuel pump. Remove the lines
as an assembly.
7. Disconnect the spark plug
wires a t the spark plugs and the
temperature sending unit wire a t
the sending unit.
8. Remove the crankcase ventilation system. On Thermactor engines,
disconnect the air hose a t the check
valve. Remove the intermediate exhaust air supply tube assembly.
9. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover.
10. Remove the valve rocker arm
shaft assembly. Remove the valve
push rods in sequence (Fig. 19).
11. Remove the remaining cylinder head bolts and remove the
cylinder head. Do not pry between
the cylinder head and block as the
gasket surfaces may become damaged.

RETAINING BOLT
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head and block. Install guide studs
a t each end of the cylinder block
(Fig. 20).
2. On the 170 Six engine, apply
cylinder head gasket sealer to both
sides of a new gasket. Spread the
sealer evenly over the entire gasket surface. Do not apply sealer to
a 200 Six engine head gasket. Position
the gasket bver the guide studs on
the cylinder block.
3. Install a new gasket on the
flange of the muffler inlet pipe.
4. Lift the cylinder head over the
guides and slide it down carefully,
guiding the exhaust manifold studs
into the muffler inlet pipe.
5. Install, but do not tighten two
bolts at opposite ends of the head to
hold the head and gasket in position.
Remove the guides and install the remaining bolts.
6. The cylinder head bolts are
tightened in three progressive steps.
Torque all the bolts in sequence (Figs.
21) to 54 ft-lbs, then to 65 ft-lbs, and
finally to specifications. When cylinder head bolts have been tightened
following this procedure, it is not
necessary to retorque the bolts after
extended operation. However, on cylinder heads with composition gaskets,
the bolts may be checked and retorqued, if desired.

FRONT O F ENGINE

FIG. 18-Valve

Rocker Arm S h a f t Assembly

CYLINDER HEAD

FIG. 21-Cylinder
Torque Sequence

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system. Remove the air cleaner. Disconnect the
upper radiator hose at the engine.
2. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipe at the exhaust manifold. Pull
the muffler inlet pipe down. Remove
the gasket.
3. Disconnect the accelerator retracting spring. Disconnect the accelerator rod a t the carburetor.
4. On I M C O exhaust emission
equipped engines, disconnect the transmission kickdown rod. Disconnect the
accelerator linkage a t the bellcrank
assembly.
5. Disconnect the fuel inlet line at
the fuel filter hose, and the distributor vacuum lines. Disconnect vacuum
lines as necessary for accessibility and
identify them for proper connection.
6. Disconnect the distributor vacuum line at the distributor. Discon-

FIG. 19-Valve

Push Rod Removal

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the head and block gasket surfaces. (Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3, for cleaning and inspection
procedures.) If the cylinder head
was removed for a gasket change,
check the flatness of the cylinder
7/16"-14 x6"
r END AND

BOtT. CUT OFF HEAD, TAPER
SLOT FOR SCREWDR1VER.y

FIG.20-Cylinder
Studs

Head Guide

H e a d Bolt

7. Apply Lubriplate to both ends
of the push rods. Install the push
rods in their original bores, positioning the lower end of the rods into
the tappet sockets. Apply Lubriplate
to the valve stem tips and to the
rocker arm pads.
8. Install the valve rocker arm
shaft assembly following steps 1 thru
7 under Valve Rocker Arm Shaft Installation.
Check the valve clearance, following the procedure outlined under
Valve Clearance (Part 8-1, Section 2).
9. lnstall the muffler inlet pipe
lock washers and retaining nuts. Torque the nuts to specifications.
10. Connect the radiator upper
hose at the coolant outlet housing.
11. Position the distributor vacuum line and the carbbretor fuel
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8-40
inlet line on the engine. Connect the
fuel line at the fuel filter using a new
clamp; then connect the distributor
vacuum line at the carburetor.
12. On I M C O exhaust emission
equipped engines, connect the accelerator linkage at the bellcrank assembly.
Connect the transmission kickdown
rod.
13. Connect the accelerator rod
retracting spring. Connect the accelerator rod at the carburetor.
14. Connect the distributor vacuum line at the distributor. Connect
the carburetor fuel inlet line at the
fuel pump. Connect all vacuum lines
using previous identification for pro.per connection.
15. Connect the temperature sending unit wire at the sending unit. Connect the spark plug wires. Be sure the
wires are forced all the way down into their sockets.
16. Fill and bleed the cooling

system.
17. Install the crankcase ventilation system. On Thermactor engines
install the intermediate exhaust air
.supply tube assembly. Connect the
air hose at the check valve.
18. Start the engine and check for
coolant and oil leaks.

the valve stem squarely against the
sleeve surface. Tap the tube with a
steel hammer to dislodge the locks.
3. Remove the sleeve, 'spring retainer, stem seal, and valve. Discard
the valve stem seals. Identify all
valve parts. If the cylinder head is to
be replaced, remove the manifold assembly.
ASSEMBLY
1. Clean, inspect and repair all
parts before assembly. If the cylinder
head is being replaced, install the manifold assembly. Lubricate the valve
guides and valve stems with engine
oil. Apply Lubriplate to the tip of
the valve stems.
2. Install each valve (Fig. 23) in
the valve guide from which it was
removed or to which it was fitted.
Install a new stem seal on the valve.
3. Install the valve spring assembly over the valve. Install the spring
retainer and sleeve.

1. Remove the Thermactor exhaust
emission control system components.
Remove deposits from the combustion chambers and valve heads with
a scraper and a wire brush before removing the valves. Be careful not to
scratch the cylinder head gasket surf aces.

2. Compress the valve springs
(Fig. 22). Remove the valve retainer
locks and release the spring. If the
valve locks are stuck, place a piece of
steel tubing (314-inch OD, 112-inch
I D and 3-inches long) over the end of
V o l v e Spring C o m p r c r s o r

FIG. 23-Typical

Valve

FIG. 24-Valve
Height

SURFACE O F
SPRING PAD ~ 1 3 8 9 - ~

Spring Assem bled

less necessary. Use of spacers in excess of recommendations will result
in overstressing the valve springs and
overloading the camshaft lobes which
would lead to spring breakage and
worn camshaft lobes.

Install the Thermactor exhaust
emission control components.
VALVE SPRING, RETAINER
A N D STEM SEAL
REPLACEMENT

DISASSEMBLY

FIG. 22-Compressing
Spring-On
Bench

UNDERSIDE O F
SPRING RETAINER

Valve Assembly

4. Compress the spring and install
the retainer locks (Fig. 22).
5. Measure the assembled height
of the valve spring from the surface of
the cylinder head spring pad to the
underside of the spring retainer-with
dividers (Fig. 24).
6. Check the dividers against a
scale. If the ,assembled height is
greater than specifications, install the
necessary 0.030-inch thick spacer(s)
between thecylinder head spring pad
and the valve spring to bring the assembled height to the recommended
dimension. Do not install spacers un-

Broken valve springs or defective
valve stem seals and retainer may be
replaced without removing the cylinder head, provided damage to the
valve or valve seat has not occured.
1. Remove the air cleaner. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from the valve rocker
arm cover. On Thermactor engines,
disconnect the air hose at the check
valve. Remove the intermediate exhaust air supply tube assembly. Remove the valve rocker arm cover. Remove the applicable spark plug.
2. Loosen the valve rocker arm
shaft support bolts 2 turns at a time,
in sequence, until the valve spring
pressure is relieved. Remove both
valve push rods of the cylinder to
be serviced.
3. Install an air line with an
adapter in the spark plug hole.
4. Tighten the retaining bolts just
enough to seat the rocker arm shaft
supports on the cylinder head. Push
the rocker arm to one side and secure it in this position (Fig. 25). TO
move the rocker arm on either end of
the shaft, it will ,be necessary to remove the retaining pin' and spring
washer and slide the rocker arm off
the shaft.
5. Turn on the air supply. Air
pressure may turn the crankshaft until the piston reaches the bottom of
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its stroke. Using the valve spring
compression tool shown in Fig. 25,
compress the valve and remove the
valve spring retainer locks, the sleeve,
spring retainer and the valve spring.
If air pressure fails to hold the valve
in the closed position during this operation, i t can be presumed that the
valve is not seating or is damaged.
I f this condition occurs, remove the
cylinder head for further inspection.

FIG. 25-Compressing
Spring-In Chassis

Valve

6. Remove the valve stem seal
(Fig. 26). I f air pressure has forced
the piston to the bottom of the cylinder, any removal of air pressure
will allow the valve(s) to fall into the
cylinder. A rubber band, tape or
string wrapped around the end of the
valve stem will prevent this condition
and will still allow enough travel to
check the valve for binds.

7. lnstall a new valve stem seal.
Position the spring over the valve.
lnstall the spring retainer and sleeve.
Compress the valve spring and install
the valve spring retainer locks.
8. Apply Lubriplate to both ends
of the push rod, the valve and push
rod ends of the rocker arm, and the
valve stem tip. Remove the rocker

arm shaft and install the push rod(s),
making sure the lower end of the
rod is positioned in the valve lifter
push rod cup.
9. Remove the wire securing the
valve rocker arm and slide the rocker arm into position. I f an end valve
rocker arm was removed, slide it
into position on the shaft and install
the spring washer and retainer pin.
Turn off the air and remove the ail
line and adapter. lnstall the spark
plug and spark plug wire.
10. lnstall the rocker arm shaft
by following the instructions under
Rocker Arm Shaft Assembly Installation.
11. Clean the valve rocker arm cover and cylinder head gasket surfaces.
Coat one side of a new gasket with
an oil-resistant sealer and lay the
cemented side of the gasket on the
cover. lnstall the cover making sure
the gasket seats evenly around the
head. Tighten the .cover retaining
bolts in two steps. First, torque the
bolts to specifications. Two minutes
later, torque the bolts to the same
specifications.
12. On Thermactor engines, install the intermediate exhaust air supply tube assembly. Connect the air
hose at the check valve.
13. Insert the regulator valve (with
the vent hose attached) into the valve
rocker arm cover mounting grommet.
lnstall the air cleaner.
WATER P U M P

REMOVAL

1. Drain the cooling system.
Remove the power steering, air
conditioner, and Thermactor drive
belts, i f so equipped.
2. Disconnect the radiator lower
hose at the water pump. Remove the
drive belt, fan, or fan and drive clutch.
and water pump pulley.
3. Disconnect the heater hose at
the water pump.
4. Remove the water pump.
INSTALLATION
Before a water pump is re-installed, check it for damage. I f it is damaged, replace it.
I. I f a new water pump is to be

FIG. 26-Valve
Removal

Stem S e a l

installed, remove the heater hose
fitting from the old pump and install
it on the new pump. Clean the gasket surfaces on the water pump and
cylinder block.
2. Coat a new gasket on both
sides with water-resistant sealer and

position it on the cylinder block.
3. Position the water pump in
place and install the lock washers
and retaining bolts (the alternator
adjusting arm is retained by one water pump bolt). Torque the bolt to
specifications.
4. Connect the radiator lower
hose and the heater hose to the water
pump.
5. lnstall the water pump pulley
and fan or fan and drive clutch.
Torque the bolts evenly and alternately to specifications.
6. lnstall the power steering,
air conditioner and Thermactor air
pump drive belts, if so equipped, and
adjust the tension to specifications.
7. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Operate the engine until normal
operating temperature is reached.
Check for leaks and check the coolant level.
CYLINDER FRONT COVER
AND TIMING CHAIN

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Disconnect the radiator upper hose at the coolant outlet
housing and the radiator lower hose
at the water pump. On a vehicle with
automatic transmission, disconnect
the transmission oil cooler lines from
the radiator.
2. Remove the radiator. Remove
the drive belt, fan and pulley. On a
vehicle with air conditioning remove
the condenser retaining bolts and position the condenser forward. D o not
disconnect the refrigerant lines. Remove the compressor drive belt. On
Thermactor engines remove the air
supply pump drive belt. If so equipped, remove the accessory drive pulley.
Using tool T58P-6316-A, remove the
crankshaft damper.
3. Remove the cylinder front cover and gasket.
4. Rotate the crankshaft in a
clockwise direction (as viewed from
the front) to take up the slack on the
left side of the chain.
5. Establish a reference point on
the block and measure from this
point to the chain. Rotate the crankshaft in the opposite direction to
take up the slack on the right side
of the chain. Force the left side of
the chain out with the fingers and
measure the distance between the reference point and the chain. The deflection is the difference between the
two measurements. I f the deflection
exceeds 112 inch, replace the timing
chain and sprockets.

GROUP 8 - Engine
6. Crank the engine until the timing marks are aligned as shown in
Fig. 27. Remove the camshaft sprocket retaining bolt and washer. Slide
both sprockets and timing chain forward and remove them as an assembly (Fig. 28).
7. Remove the oil pan and related
parts

8. Start the engine and check the
ignition timing. Operate the engine at
fast idle and check all hose connections and gaskets for leaks.

Tool- 1531-200-A

CAMSHAFT
The camshaft and related parts
are shown in Fig. 3 1.

Tool- T60K-6700-A

F R O N T O I L SEAL
REPLACEMENT
It is good practice to replace the
oil seal each time the cylinder front
cover is removed.
1. Drive out the oil seal with a
pin punch. Clean the recess in the
cover.
2. Coat a new seal with grease
and install the seal. Drive the seal in
until it is fully seated in the recess,
(Fig. 29). Check the seal after installation to be sure the spring is properly
positioned in the seal.

FIG. 27-Aligning

Timing Marks

REMOVAL

OIL SEAL

1. Drain the cooling syGem and
the crankcase. Remove the air cleaner.
2. Disconnect the radiator hoses
from the coolant outlet housing and
the water pump. Remove the radiator.
Remove the grille. On a vehicle with
air conditioning remove the condenser retaining bolts, and position the
condenser to one side. Do not disconnect the condenser refrigerant
lines.
3. On a Mustang, remove the grille
center support bracket. Remove the
bolts from the left s ~ d eof the upper
and lower stone shields. If necessary
loosen the bolts on the right side
of the stone shields and raise the
stone shields out of the way ' t o remove the camshaft.
4. Disconnect the accelerator rod
retracting spring. Disconnect the accelerator rod from the carburetor.
5. Disconnect the fuel inlet line
at the fuel filter, and the distributor
vacuum line from the carburetor.
6. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipe from the exhaust manifold. Pull
the muffler inlet pipe down. Remove
the gasket.
7. Disconnect the distributor vacuum line from the distributor. Disconnect the carburetor fuel inlet line
from the fuel pump. Remove the
lines as an assembly.
8. Disconnect the spark plug wires
from the spark plugs and the coil high
tension lead at the coil. Remove the
distributor cap and spark plug wires
as an assembly. Disconnect the primary wire from the coil and remove
it from the retaining clip on the cylinder head.
9. Disconnect the engine temper-

'

FIG. 29-Crankshaft

Front Oil

Seal Replacement

30. Torque the retaining bolts to
specifications.
3. Lubricate the hub of the crankshaft damper with Lubriplate to prevent damage to the seal during installation or initial engine start. Using
tool T52L-6306-AEE, install the crankshaft damper. Torque the retaining
bolt to specifications.
4. Install the oil pan and related
parts.
5. Install the fan, pulley and drive
belt. Adjust the drive belt.
6. Install the radiator. Connect
the radiator upper and lower hoses.
7. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase with the proper quantity and grade of engine oil.

FIG. 28-Timing

Chain and
Sprockets Removal

INSTALLATION
1. Clean and inspect all parts be-

fore installation. Oil the timing chain
on the camshaft and crankshaft. Be
sure the timing marks on the sprockets and chain are positioned as shown
in Fig. 27. Install the camshaft sprocket retaining bolt and washer. Torque
the bolt to specifications.
2. Apply oil-resistant sealer to a new
cylinder front cover gasket and
position the gasket on the cylinder
front cover. Install the cylinder front
cover using the tool shown in Fig.

FIG. 30-Cylinder

Front Cover
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PART 8-2 - 170 And 200 Six
ature sending unit wire from the sending unit. Disconnect the flexible fuel
line from the fuel tank line and plug
the line. Remove the distribtor, the
fuel pump, and the oil filter.
10. Remove the crankcase vent
hose, regulator valve, valve rocker
arm cover and cylinder head by following steps 8 thru 1 1 under Cylinder
Head Removal.
11. Using a magnet, remove the
valve lifters and keep them in order
so that they can be installed in their
original location (Fig. 32). If the valve
lifters are stuck in their bores by excessive varnish, etc., it may be necessary to use a claw-type tool to remove the lifters.

FIG. 32-Valve

the rocker arm shaft by blowing compressed air into the opening in the
block. Oil the camshaft journals
and apply Lubriplate to all the camshaft lobes. Carefully slide the camshaft through the bearings.
2. Install the thrust plate with
the oil groove toward the rear of
the engine and torque the retaining
bolts to specifications. Replace the
crankshaft front oil seal.
3. Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 under
Cylinder Front Cover and Timing
Chain Installation and install the
sprockets and timing chain, cylinder
front cover and crankshaft damper.
4. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
screen, oil pan, and block gasket surfaces. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with oil and rotate
the pump shaft until oil emerges from
the outlet opening. Install the pump
inlet tube. Install the oil pump and
oil pan. Install the oil level dipstick.
5. Install the fan, fan pulley and
drive belt. Adjust the belt tension. Install the radiator and the grille.
On a Mustang, install the bolts
in the upper and lower stone shields,

Lifter Removal

12. Loosen and remove the drive
belt, fan and pulley. Remove the
crankshaft damper using tool T58P63 16-A
13. Remove the oil level dipstick.
Remove the oil pan. Remove the oil
pump and inlet tube assembly.
14. Remove the cylinder front cover and gasket.
15. Push the camshaft toward the
rear of the engine. Install a dial indicator so that the indicator point is
o n . the camshaft sprocket cap screw
(Fig. 33). Zero the dial indicator.
Position a large screw driver between
the camshaft sprocket and the block.
Pull the camshaft forward and release it. Compare the dial indicator
reading with specifications. If the end
play is excessive, replace the thrust
plate.
16. Remove the dial indicator.
Remove the timing chain and sprockets following steps 4 and 5 under Cylinder Front Cover and Timing Chain
Removal.
17. Remove the camshaft thrust
plate. Carefully remove the camshaft
by pulling it toward the front of the
engine. Use caution t o avoid damaging the journals and lobes.

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the oil passage that feeds

FIG. 33-Camshaft

End Play

and install the grille, grille center
support bracket and bumper.
6. Dip the valve lifter foot in Lubriplate. Coat the remainder of each
valve lifter with engine oil. Install the
valve lifters in their original bores.
7. Install the cylinder head, push
rods and the valve rocker arm shaft
assembly by following steps I thru
9 under Cylinder: Head Installation.
8. Using a new gasket, install the
fuel pump and connect the flexible
fuel line. Install the oil filter.
9. Position the No. I piston at
TDC after the compression stroke.
Position the distributor in the block
with the rotor at the No. I firing
position and the breaker points open.
Install the distributor hold down
clamp.

10. Connect the engine temperature sending unit wire. Connect the
coil primary wire. Install the distributor cap. Connect the spark plug wires
and the coil high tension lead.
11. Install the carburetor fuel inlet line, using a new clamp on the
filter tubing. Connect the distributor
vacuum line to the carburetor.
12. On a vehicle with air conditioning, position the condenser and install the retaining bolts. Install the
radiator and connect the radiator upper and lower hoses.
13. Connect the accelerator rod
retracting spring. Connect the accelerator rod at the carburetor. On Thermactor engines, install the intermediate exhaust air supply tube assembly.
Connect the air hose at the check
valve.
14. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase.
15. Start the engine and check
and adjust the ignition timing. Connect the distributor vacuum line to
the distrubutor. Check for coolant
and oil leaks. Adjust the engine idle
speed and the idle fuel mixture.

CAMSHAFT REAR BEARING
BORE PLUG REPLACEMENT
1. On a vehicle with a manualshift transmission, slide the transmission to the rear and remove the clutch
pressure plate and disc following the
procedure in Group 5.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, remove the transmission and
converter housing following the procedure in Group 7.
2. Remove the flywheel retaining
bolts and remove the flywheel and
engine rear cover plate.
3. Drill a 112-inch hole in the camshaft rear bearing bore plug and
use tool T58L-101-A to remove the
plug (Fig. 34).

FIG. 34-Camshaft
Bore Plug Removal

Rear Bearing
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4. Clean out the plug bore recess thoroughly.
5. Coat the flange of a new plug
with oil resistant sealer and install
it with the flange facing out and
slightly below the chamfer in the
bore (Fig. 35).
6. Install the engine rear cover
plate, apply oil-resistant sealer to the
flywheel bolts and install the flywheel.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the clutch pressure plate, disc, and transmission
following the procedure in Group
5.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission install the transmission and
converter housing following the procedure in Group 7.

disassembled and cleaned, be sure to
fill it with test fluid before installing
it in the engine. New valve lifters
already contain test fluid.
3. Install new (or cleaned) hydraulic valve lifters through the push
rod openings with a magnet (Fig. 32).
4. Install the cylinder head and
related parts.
DISASSEMBLY
Each valve lifter is a matched assembly; therefore, the parts are not
interchangeable. Disassemble and assemble each lifter carefully, keeping
the assemblies in proper sequence so
they will be installed in their orignal
bores.
I. Grasp the lock ring with needle nose pliers to release it from the
groove. It may be necessary to depress the plunger to fully release the
lock ring.
2. Remove the push rod cup,
plunger and spring.
3. Invert the plunger assembly
and remove the check valve retainer
by carefully prying up on it with a
screwdriver. Remove the check valve
and spring.
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 35-Camshaft

Rear Bearing

Bore Plug Installation
HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTER
REPLACEMENT
Before replacing a hydraulic valve
lifter for noisy qperation, be sure
the noise is not caused by improperly adjusted valve clearance or by worn
rocker arms or push rods.
1. Remove the cylinder head and
related parts following the procedure
under Cylinder Head Removal.
2. Using a magnet, remove the
valve lifters (Fig. 32). Place the lifters
in a rack so they can be installed in
their original positiois.
If the lifters are stuck in their
bores by excessive varnish or gum, it
may be necessary to use a plier-type
tool or claw-type tool to remove the
lifters. Rotate the lifter back and
forth to loosen the gum and varnish
which may have formed on the lifter.
The internal parts of each hydraulic valve lifter assembly a r e matched
sets. Do not intermix the parts. Keep
the assemblies intact until they are to
be cleaned. If the valve lifters are to be
tested- o r disassembled and cleaned,
following the procedures in Part 8-1.
If a hydraulic valve lifter has been

A typical hydraulic valve lifter assembly is shown in Fig. 36.
I. .Place the plunger upside down
on a clean work bench.
2. Place the check valve in position over the oil hole on the bottom
of the plunger. Set the check valve
spring on top of the check valve.
3. Position the check valve retainer over the check valve and spring
and push the retainer down into place
on the plunger.
4. Place the plunger spring and
then the plunger (open end up) into
the tappet body.
5. Place the push rod seat in the
plunger.
VALVE DISC RETAJNER

/

LIFTER ASSEMBLY-6500

FIG. 36-Typical
Assembly

A1835-0

Valve Lifter

6. Depress the plunger and position the closed end of the lock ring
in the lifter body groove. Release the
plunger; then depress it again to
fully seat the lock ring.
MAIN AND CONNECTING
ROD BEARING REPLACEMENT
The main bearing inserts are selective fit. Do not file or lap bearing caps
or use bearing shims to obtain the
proper bearing clearance.
Selective fit main bearings are available Tor service in standard sizes
and 0.001 and 0.002 inch undersize.
Standard bearings are divided into
two sizes and are identified by a duab
of red or blue paint. Refer to the
Parts Catalog for the available sizes.
Red marked bearings increase the
clearance; blue marked bearings decrease the clearance. Undersize bearings, which are not selective fit, are
available for use on journals that have
been refinished.
'

MAIN BEARING
1: Drain the crankcase. Remove
the oil level dipstick. Remove the oil
pan and related parts.
2. Remove the oil pump inlet
tube assembly and the oil pump.
3. Replace one bearing at a time,
leaving the other bearings securely
fastened. Remove the main bearing
cap to which new bearings are to be
installed.
4. Insert the upper bearing removal tool (tool 6331) in the oil hole
in the crankshaft.
5. Rotate the crankshaft in the direction of engine rotation to force
the bearing out of the block.
6. Clean the crankshaft journal.
When replacing standard bearings
with new bearings, it is good practice
to first try to obtain the proper
clearance with two blue bearing
halves.
7. To install the upper main bearing, place the plain end of the bearing over the shaft on the locking
tang side of the block and partially
install the bearing so that tool 6331
can be inserted in the oil hole in the
crankshaft. With tool 6331 positioned in the oil hole in the crankshaft, rotate the crankshaft in the
opposite direction of engine rotation
until the bearing seats itself. Remove
the tool.
8. Install the cap bearing.
9. Support the crankshaft so that
its weight will not compress the
Plastigage used in Step 10 and pro-
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vide an erroneous reading. Position
a jack so that it will bear against the
counterweight adjoining the bearing
which is being checked.
10. Place a piece of Plastigage on
the bearing surface the full width of
the bearing cap and about 114
inch off center (Fig. 37).
PLACE Plostigoge FULL
WIDTH OF JOURNAL
ABOUT '/4 INCH OFF
CENTER

CHECK

OF

FIG. 37-Installing

and Measuring

Plastigage-Engine

Installed

11. Install the cap and torque the
bolts to specifications. D o not turn
the crankshaft while the Plastigage
is in place.

12. Remove the cap. Using the

Plastigage scale, check the width of
the Plastigage. When checking the
width of the Plastigage, check at the
widest point in order to get the minimum clearance. Check at the narrowest point in order to get the maximum clearance. The difference between the two readings is the taper
of the journal.

13. If the clearance is less than
the specified limits, try two red bearing halves or a combination of red
and blue, depending upon the condition.
If the clearance exceeds specified
limits, try 0.001 or 0.002 inch undersize bearings in combination with blue
red or standard bearings. The bearing
clearance must be within specified
limits. I f 0.001 or 0.002 inch undersize main bearings are used on more
than one journal, be sure they are all
installed in the block.

If the standard and 0.001 or 0.002
inch undersize bearings do not bring
the clearance within the desired limits,
refinish the crankshaft journal; then
install undersize bearings. (Refer to
Part 8-1, Section 2). For complete
application and availability of bearings, refer to the Master Parts and
Accessories Catalog. D o not file or

lap bearing caps or use shims in an
effort to decrease bearing clearances.
14. If the rear main bearing is replaced, replace the lower oil seal in
the rear main bearing cap as follows:
Remove and discard the rear seal.
If there is evidence of oil seal leakage, the upper half of the oil seal
must also be replaced to assure satisfactory sealing.
Clean the mating surfaces of the
block and rear main bearing cap,
and the rear journal oil seal groove.
Preform the new seal by hand to
the approximate radius of the cap.
Insert the seal in the oil seal
groove, seating the center of the seal
first with the seal extending equally
on both ends. Press the seal down
firmly with the thumb at the center
of the seal, then press both ends of
the seal into the groove working
from the ends to the center.
Position the seal forming tool as
shown in Fig. 38 and complete the
seal installation. After installation,
cut the ends of the seal flush.
Apply a thin coating of oil-resistant sealer to the rear main bearing
cap at the rear of the top mating
surface (Fig. 38). D o not apply
sealer to the area forward of the
oil slinger groove.

The upper oil seal in the block
cannot be replaced with the crankshaft installed.
15. After the bearing has been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journal and bearings, then
install the bearing cap. Torque the
cap bolts to specifications.
16. Repeat the procedure for the
remaining bearings that require replacement.
17. If the thrust bearing cap (No.
3 main bearing) has been removed,
install it as follows:
Install the thrust bearing cap with
the bolts finger-tight. Pry the crankshaft forward against the thrust surface of the upper half of the bearing
(Fig. 58). Hold the crankshaft forward and pry the thrust bearing cap
to the rear (Fig. 58). This will align
the thrust surfaces of both halves of
the bearing. Retain the forward pressure on the crankshaft. Torque the
cap bolts to specification (Fig. 58).
18. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
screen. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with oil and rotating
the pump shaft until oil emerges from
the outlet opening. Then install the
oil pump and the inlet tube assembly.
19. Position the oil pan gaskets on
the oil pan. Position the oil pan front
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seal on the cylinder front cover.
Position the oil pan rear seal on the
rear main bearing cap. Install the oil
pan and related parts. Install the oil
level dipstick.
20. Fill the crankcase. Start the
engine and check for oil pressure.
Operate the engine at fast idle and
check for oil leaks.

FIG. 38-Seal

t o Rear Bearing C a p

Installation
CONNECTING ROD
BEARINGS

1. Follow steps I and 2 under
Main Bearing Replacement.
2. Turn the crankshaft until the
connecting rod to which new bearings are to be fitted is down. Remove
the connecting rod cap. Remove the
bearing inserts from the rod and
cap.
3. Be sure the bearing inserts and
the beqring bore in the connecting
rod and cap are clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort the
bearing and cause a failure.
4. Clean the crankshaft journal.
5. Install the bearing inserts in
the connecting rod and cap with the
tangs fitting in the slot provided.
6. Pull the connecting rod assembly down firmly on the crankshaft
journal.
7. Place a piece of Plastigage on
the lower bearing surface, the full
width of the cap and about 114
inch off center.
8. Install the cap and torque the
connecting rod nuts to specification.
D o not turn the crankshaft while
the Plastigage is in place.

9. Remove the cap; then, using
the Plastigage scale, check the
width of the Plastigage. When
checking the width of the Plastigage,
check at the widest point in order
to get the minimum clearance.
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Check at the narrowest point i n
order to get the maximum clearance.
The difference between the two
readings is the taper of the journal.
10. If the clearance is less than

the specified service limits, try two red
bearing halves or a combination of
red and blue depending upon the condition.
If the clearance exceeds the specified limits, try 0.002 inch undersize bearings in combination with
blue or red bearings. The bearing
clearance must be within specified
limits.

If proper clearance cannot be
achieved with standard or 0.002
undersize bearings, the crankshaft
will have to be ground undersize and
fitted with undersize bearings.
After the bearing has been fitted, clean and apply a light coat of
engine oil to the journal and bearings. Install the connecting rod cap.
Torque the nuts to specifications.
11. Repeat the procedure for the
remaining connecting rods that require new bearings.
12. Follow steps 18 thru 20 under
Main Bearing Replacement.
PISTIONS A N D C O N N E C T I N G
RODS

'

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
screen, and the oil pan and block
gasket surfaces.
2. Oil the piston rings, pistons and
cylinder walls with light engine oil.
3. Be sure to install the pistons in
the same cylinders from which they
were removed, or to which they were
fitted. The connecting rod and bearing caps are numbered from 1 to 6
beginning at the front of the engine.
The numbers on the connecting rod
and bearing cap must be on the same
side when installed in the cylinder
bore. I f a connecting rod is ever
transposed from one block or cylinder to another, new bearings should
be fitted and the connecting rod
should be numbered to correspond
with the new cylinder.
4. Make sure the ring gaps are

FIG. 40-Piston

Installation

connecting rod bearing seats on the
crankshaft journal. Install the connecting rod cap. Torque the nuts to
specifications.
8. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the connecting rod
side clearance on each crankshaft
journal (Fig. 41).

properly spaced around the circumference of the piston (Fig. 39). Install
a piston ring compressor on the piston
and push the piston in with a hammer handle until it, is slightly below
the top of the cylinder (Fig. 40). Be
sure to guide the connecting rods to
avoid damaging the crankshaft journals. Install the piston with the notch
in the piston head toward the front
of the engine.

REMOVAL
OIL RING SPACER

1. Drain the cooling system and

the crankcase.
2. Refer to Cylinder Head Removal and remove the cylinder
head and related parts.
3. Remove the oil pan and related
parts. Remove the oil pump inlet
tube and the oil pump.
4. Turn the crankshaft until the
piston to be removed is at the bottom of its travel and place a cloth
on the piston head to collect the cuttings. Remove any ridge and/or deposits from the upper end of the
cylinder bores. Remove the cylinder
ridge with a ridge cutter. Follow the
instructions furnished by the tool
manufacturer. Never cut into the
ring travel area in excess of 1/32
inch when removing ridges.

FIG. 39-Piston

5. Make sure all the connecting
rod caps are marked so that they
can be installed in their original positions. Remove the connecting rod
cap.
6. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out the top of the
cylinder with the handle end of a
hammer. Avoid damage to the crankpin or the cylinder wall when removing the piston and rod.

5. Check the clearance of each
bearing following the procedure
under Connecting Rod Bearing Replacement.
6. After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light. coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
7. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke, then push
the piston all the way down until the

Ring G a p S p a c i n g

FIG. 4 I-Typical

Connecting Rod

Side C l e a r a n c e
9. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with the oil and
rotating the pump shaft until oil
emerges from the outlet opening. Install the oil pump and the oil pump
inlet tube. Install the oil pan and related parts.
10. Install the cylinder head by
following steps I through 18 under
Cylinder Head Installation.
11. Fill the crankcase. .
12. Start the engine and check
for oil pressure. Operate the engine
a t fast idle and check for oil and
coolant leaks.
13. Check and adjust the ignition
timing, engine idle speed and the
fuel mixture.
14. Install the air cleaner.
DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the bearing inserts from
the connecting rod and cap.
2. Mark the pistons and pins to
assure assembly with the same rod
and installation in the same cylinders
from which they were removed.
3. Using an Arbor Press and the
tool shown in Fig. 42, press the piston
pin from the piston and connecting
rod. Remove the piston rings.
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and cap are clean. Foreign material
under the inserts will distort the bearing and cause a failure. Install the
bearing inserts in the connecting rod
and cap with the tangs fitting in the
slots provided.

UPPER

COMPRESSION
RING-

-

LOWER
COMPRESSION

FLYWHEEL
REMOVAL

PISTON
APERED PILOT
IN PISTON PIN
OR PIN REMOVAL
INSERT THIS END
IN PlSTON HOLE
OR INSTALLATION

1. On a manual-shift transmission, remove the transmission, clutch
pressure plate and disc, following
the procedures in Group 5. Do not
drain the transmission.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, remove the transmission and
converter housing following the procedure in Group 7. Do not drain the
transmission.
2. Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3
for flywheel face runout. Remove the
flywheel retaining bolts and remove
the flywheel.

PIN

6 1 3 5 7

7

Adoptor Defoll A 1
Tool-T65L-6135-C
Cup Detotl A-1

A2374-B

FIG. 42-Piston

Pin Removal a n d

Installation
ASSEMBLY
The piston, connecting rod and
related parts are shown in Fig. 43.
Check the fit of a new piston in the
cylinder bore before assembling the
piston and piston pin to the connecting rod.
The piston pi11 bore of a connecting rod and the diameter of the piston pin must be within specifications. Refer to Part 8-5.
1. Apply a light coat of engine oil
to all parts. Assemble the piston to
the connecting rod with the oil squirt
hole in the connecting rod and the
indentation in the piston positioned a s
shown in Fig. 44.
2. Start the piston pin in the piston
and connecting rod (this may require
a very light tap with a mallet). Using
an arbor press, press the piston pin
through the piston and connecting
rod until the pin is centered in
the piston (Fig. 42).
3. Check the end gap of all piston
rings (Part 8-1). They must be within
specifications.
4. Follow the manufacturer's instructions (included with the piston
ring package) and install the piston
rings.
5. Check the ring side clearance of
the compression rings with a feeler

NUT

A1391- C

FIG. 43-Typical

Piston, Connecting

Rod a n d Related Parts

FRONT OF ENGINE

1. Clean and inspect all parts before
installation. Position the flywheel on
the crankshaft flange. Apply oil-resistant sealer to the retaining bolts. Install
and torque the bolts in sequence
across from each other to specifications.
2. On a manual-shift transmission,
install the clutch pressure plate, disc,
and the transmission following the
procedures in Group 5.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, install the converter housing
and transmission following the procedure in Group 7. It is not necessary to adjust the transmission, when
it has been removed only for flywheel removal.

CLUTCH PILOT BUSHING
REPLACEMENT
INDENTATION
NOTCH
A 1 392-A

FIG. 44-Typical Piston a n d
Connecting Rod Assembly
gauge inserted between the ring and
its lower land (Part 8-1, Section 2).
The gauge should slide freely around
the entire ring circumference, without
binding. Any wear that occurs will
form a step at the inner portion of the
lower land. If the lower lands have
high steps, the piston should be replaced.
6. Be sure the bearing inserts and
the bearing bore in the connecting rod

Inspection procedures are outlined
under Flywheel Cleaning and Inspection in Part 8-1, Section 3.
1. Remove the transmission, clutch
pressure plate, and disc following the
procedures in Group 5.
2. Using tools T59L-100-B and
T58L-101-A, remove the pilot bushing (Fig. 45).
3. Coat the pilot bushing bore in
the crankshaft with a small quantity
of wheel bearing lubricant. Avoid
using too much lubricant as it may
be thrown onto the clutch disc when
the clutch revolves.
4. Using tool T52T-12 175-AJD,
install the pilot service bearing (Fig.
46).
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3. On a Mustang, disconnect the
stabilizer bar and pull it downward
out of the way. Remove one bolt and
loosen. the other on the No. 2 crossmember and lower it out of the way.
4. Remove the oi) pan and gasket.
5. Remove the oil pump inlet
tube and screen assembly.
. .
INSTALLATION
'

A2160-A

1. Clean and install the oil pump
inlet tube and screen. assembly (Fig.
47 or 48).

FIG. 45-Typical Clutch Pilot
Rushing Removal

~2228-A

FIG. 48-200 Six Oil Pump Inlet
Tube Installed
REAR SEAL

FIG. 46-Typical ~lutc'hPilot
Service Bearing Installation

'

5. Install the clutch pressure plate,
disc, and the transmission following
the procedures in Group 5.

1. Place a drip pan under the
filter. Unscrew the filter from the
adapter fitting. Clean the adapter
filter recess.
2. Coat the gasket on the replacement filter with oil. Position the filter
.on the adapter fitting. Hand tighten
the filter until the gasket iontacts
the adapter face, then advance it 112
turn.
3. Operate the engine a t fast idle,
*and check for oil leaks. If .oil leaks
are evident, perform the necessary
repairs to correct the leakag!. Check
the oil level and fill the crankcase if
necessary.

OIL P A N

REMOVAL

FIG. 47- 170 Six Oil Pump Inlet
Tube Installed
2. Clean the gasket surfaces of
the block and oil pan. Be sure to
clean the seal retainer grooves in
the cylinder block and oil pan. The
oil pan has a two-piece gasket. Coat
the block surface and the oil pan
gasket surface with oil-resistant
sealer. Position the oil pan gaskets on
the cylinder block (Fig. 49 or 50).
3. Position the oil pan front seal
on the cylinder front cover (Fig. 47
or 48). Be sure the tabs on the seal
are over the oil pan gasket.

1. Drain the crankcase.
2. Remove the oil level dipstick
and the flywheel housing inspection
cover.

'

4. Position the oil pan rear seal
on the rear main bearing cap (Fig.
49 or 50). B e sure the tabs on the
seal are over the oil pan gasket.

OIL PAN GASKET

A1384-A

FIG. 49- 170 Six Oil Pan Gaskets
and Seals Installed
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OIL PAN GASKET

R E A R SEAL
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stall the bolts and nuts. Torque to
specifications.
7. Install the oil level dipstick.
Fill the crankcase with the proper
grade and quantity of engine oil.
Operate the engine and check for
oil leaks.

I
-

OIL P U M P
REMOVAL

1. Remove the oil pan and related parts as outlined under oil
Pan Removal.
2. Remove the oil pump retaining bolts and remove the oil pump,
gasket, and intermediate drive shaft.
INSTALLATION

1. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with
engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft to
distribute the oil within the pump
body.
2. Position the intermediate drive
shaft into the distributor socket.
3. Position a new gasket on the
pump housing. Insert the intermediate drive shaft into the oil puma.
.
.
Install the pump and shaft as an assembly. D o not attempt to force the

FIG. 50-200 Six Oil P a n Gaskets
a n d Seals Installed
5. Hold

the oil pan in place
against the block and install a bolt,
finger-tight
- on each side of the oil
pan. Install the remaining bolts.
Torque the bolts from the center
outward in each direction to specifications.
6. On a Mustang, position the
No. 2 crossmember and torque the
bolts to specification. Position the
stabilizer bar to the chassis and in-

3

pump into position if it will not seat
readily. The drive shaft hex may be
misaligned with the distributor shaft.
T o align, rotate the intermediate
drive shaft into a new position. Torque

the oil pump retaining screws to specifications.
4. Install the oil pan and related
parts as outlined under Oil Pan Installation.
DISASSEMBLY

1. Remov? the oil inlet tube from
the oil pump and remove the gasket.
2. Remove the cover retaining
screws, and remove the cover. Remove the inner rotor and shaft assembly, and remove the outer race.

FIG. 57-Typical

Oil Pump

Assembly
3. Insert a self-threading sheet
metal screw of the proper diameter
into the oil pressure relief valve
chamber cap and pull the cap out of
the chamber. Remove the spring and
plunger.
ASSEMBLY

The oil pump assembly is shown
in Fig. 5 1.
1. Clean, inspect and oil all parts
thoroughly.
2. Install the oil pressure relief
valve plunger, spring, and a new cap.
3. Install the outer race. and the
inner rotor and shaft assembly. Be
sure the identification mark on the
rotor and on the outer race both
face to the bottom of the pump. The
inner rotor and shaft, and the outer
race are serviced as an assembly.
One part should not be replaced
without replacing the other. Install

the cover and torque the cover retaining screws to specifications.
4. Position a new gasket and the
oil inlet tube on the oil pump and
install the retaining bolts.

E N G I N E REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

1. Remove the hood.
2. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase.
3. Disconnect the closed crankcase
ventilation hose. Remove the air
cleaner. Disconnect the battery ground
cable at the cylinder head, and at the
battery. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose at the water outlet housing and

the radiator lower hose at the water
pump. On a vehicle with automatic
transmission disconnect the transmission oil cooler lines from the radiator.
4. Remove the radiator. Remove the
fan, spacer, belt and pulley.
5. Disconnect the heater hoses
from the water pump and engine
block. Disconnect the alternator
wires from the alternator, the starter

cable from the starter. the accelerator
rod and the choke control cable from
the carburetor. On a vehicle with air
conditioning, remove the compressor
from the mounting bracket, and
position it out of the way, leaving
the refrigerant lines attached.
6. Disconnect the flexible

fuel
line a t the fuel tank line and plug
the fuel tank line.
7. Disconnect the coil primary

GROUP 8 - Engine
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wire at the coil. Disconnect the oil
pressure and the water temperature
sending unit wires a t the sending
units.
8. Remove the starter and dust
seal.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, disconnect the clutch
retracting spring. Disconnect the
clutch equalizer shaft and arm
bracket at the underbody rail and
remove the arm bracket and equalizer shaft.
9. Raise the vehicle. Remove the
flywheel or converter housing upper
retaining bolts through the access
holes in the underbody.
10. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipe at the exhaust manifold. Loosen
the inlet pipe clamp and slide it off
the support bracket on the engine.
Disconnect the engine right and left
mount a t the underbody bracket. Remove the flywheel or converter housing cover.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, remove the flywheel
housing lower retaining bolts.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, disconnect the converter from
the flywheel. Remove the converter
housing lower retaining bolts.
11. Lower the vehicle. Support the
transmission and flywheel or converter housing with a jack.
12. Attach the engine lifting hook
(Fig. 52). Carefully lift the engine
out of the engine compartment. In-

FIG. 52-Engine

4

Lifting

Hook

stall the engine on a work stand
(Fig. 53).
INSTALLATION

1. Install guide pins in the flywheel or converter housing bolt holes
in the rear of the engine. Place a
new gasket over the studs of the exhaust manifold.
2. Carefully lower the engine into
the engine compartment.
3. Make sure the studs on the exhaust manifold are aligned with the
holes in the muffler inlet pipe and
the guide pins in the block engage
the holes in the flywheel housing.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, start the converter pilot into
the crankshaft.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, start the transmission
main drive gear into the clutch disc.
It may be necessary to adjust the
position of the transmission in relation to the engine i f the input shaft
will not enter the clutch disc. If the
engine hangs up alter the shaft
enters, turn the crankshaft slowly
(transmission i n gear) until the shaft
splines mesh with the clutch disc
splines.
4. Remove the engine lifting

hooks. Install the flywheel or converter housing upper retaining bolts.
5. Remove the jack from the
transmission. Raise the vehicle.
6. Remove the guide pin and install the flywheel or converter housing lower retaining bolts.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, attach the converter to the
flywheel and torque the retaining
nuts to specifications.
7. Install the flywheel or converter
housing dust cover.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the clutch equalizer shaft and arm bracket. Connect
the clutch retracting spring.
8. Install the engine left and right
mount to the underbody bracket.
9. Remove the plug from the fuel
tank line and connect the flexible
fuel line to the fuel tank line. Install
the exhaust manifold to muffler inlet
pipe retaining lock wishers and nuts.
Torque the nuts to specifications.

Position the inlet pipe clamp on the
support bracket on the engine and
tighten the clamp.
10. Lower the vehicle. Connect the
oil pressure and the engine temperature sending unit wires. Connect the
coil primary wire. Connect the accelerator rod. Connect and adjust
the choke control cable.
11. Install'the starter motor and
dust seal. Connect the starter cable.
Connect the alternator wires. Connect the heater hose at the water
pump and engine block. Connect the
battery ground cable.
12. Install the pulley, fan, and
drive belt. Adjust the drive belt tension. On a vehicle with air .conditioning, install the compressor on the
mounting bracket, and adjust the
belt tension to specifications. Install
the radiator. Connect the radiator
upper and lower hoses. Fill and bleed
the cooling system. Fill the crankcase
with the proper grade and quantity
of engine oil.
13. Install and adjust the hood.
14. Operate the engine a t fast
idle and check all gaskets and hose
connections for leaks.
On a vehicle with automatic transmission, adjust, the transmission control linkage (Group 7).
15. Install the air cleanersand connect the closed crankcase ventilation
hose.

FIG. 53-Engine

W o r k Stand

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

T o perform t h t operations in this
section, it will be necessary to remove the engine from the vehicle and

install it on a work stand.
When installing nuts or bolts that
must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5

for torque specifications), oil the
threads with light weight engine oil.
D o not oil threads that require oil-
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resistant or water-resistant sealer.
CRANKSHAFT

REMOVAL

The crankshaft and
parts
are shown in Fig. 54 or 55.
1. Remove the oil level dipstick.
2. Remove the accessory drive
pulley (if so equipped). Remove the
crankshaft damper retaining bolt
and washer. Remove the crankshaft
vibration damper using tool T58P63 16-A.
3'
the cylinder front
cover and air conditioning idler pulley assembly (if
equipped). Remove the cover gasket.
4. Check the timing chain deflection;
then remove the timing chain and
sprockets by following steps 4 thru
under
and
Timing Chain Removal.
5. Invert the engine On the
stand. Fkmove the flywheel.
the oil pan and gasket. Remove the
oil pump.
6. Make sure all bearing caps
(main and connecting rod) are
marked so that they can be installed
in their original locations. Turn the
crankshaft until the connecting rod
from which the cap is being removed
is down. Remove the connecting rod
cap. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly up in the cylinder.
Repeat for the remaining caps.
7. Remove the main bearing caps.
8. Carefully lift the crankshaft
out of the block SO that the thrust
bearing surfaces are not damaged.
Handle the crankshaft with care to
avoid possible fracture or damage
to the finished surfaces.

INSTALLATION
1. Remove

the rear journal oil

seal from the block and rear main
on a 170 Six engine or No. 5 bearbearing cap.
ing on a 200 Six engine). Be sure
2. Remove the main bearing inthat the main bearing caps are inserts from the block and bearing
stalled in their original locations.
caps.
Torque the bearing- cap
bolts to
.
3. Remove the connecting rod
specifications.
bearing inserts from the connecting
12. Install the thrust. bearing cap
rods and caps.
with the bolts finger-tight.
4. Clean the rear journal oil seal
13. Pry the crankshaft forward
grooves. Install a new rear journal
against the thrust surface of the
oil seal in the block (Fig. 56) and
upper half of the bearing (Fig. 58).
14. Hold the crankshaft forward
rear main bearing cap (Fig. 38). After
and pry the thrust bearing cap to the
installation, cut the ends of the seals
flush.
rear (Fig. 58). This will align the
5. Apply a thin coating of oil rethrust surfaces of both halves of the
sistant sealer to the rear main bearbearing.
ing cap at the rear of the top mating
15. Retain the forward pressure
surface (Fig. 38). DO not apply sealon the crankshaft. Torque the cap
er to the area forward of the oil
bolts to specifications (Fig. 58).
slinger groove.
16. Force the crankshaft toward
6. If the crankshaft main bearing
the
of the engine.
journals have been refinished to a
17. Install a dial indicator so that
definite undersize, install the correct
the contact point rests against the
undersize bearings. Be sure the bearcrankshaft flange and the indicator
ing inserts and bearing bores are
axis
axis is parallel to the
clean. Foreign material under the in( ~ i59).
~ .
will distort the bearing and
18. Zero the dial indicator. Push
cause a failure.
the crankshaft forward and note the
7. Place the upper main bearing
reading on the dial,
inserts in position in the bores with
19. If the end play exceeds specithe tang fitting in the slot provided.
fications, replace the thrust bearing.
8. Install the lower main bearing
If the end play is less than the miniinserts in the bearing caps.
mum
limit, inspect the thrust bear9. Carefully lower the crankshaft
ing faces for scratches, burrs, nicks,
into place. B~ careful not to damage
or dirt. If the thrust faces are not
the bearing surfaces.
10. Check the clearance of each
defective or dirty, they probably
main bearing. Place a piece of Plastiwere not aligned properly. Install
the thrust bearing and align the faces
gage on the crankshaft journal the
full width of the journal and about
following the recommended proced114 inch off center (Fig. 57). ~ 0 1 1 0 ~ ure (steps 12, 13, 14, and 15). Check
the end play which should be within
steps 11 thru 13 under Main Bearing ~
~
~
lspecifications.
~
~
~
11. After the bearings have been
20. Install new bearing inserts in
the connecting rods and caps. Check
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings. Inthe clearance of each bearing folstall all the bearings caps, except the
lowing the procedure under Conthrust bearing cap (No. 3 bearing
necting Rod Bearing Replacement.
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Oil Seal to Block

21. If the bearing clearances
are to specifications, apply a light
coat of engine oil to. the journals and
bearings.
22. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all the way down until the
rod bearing seats on the crankshaft
journal.
23. Install the connecting rod cap.

Torque the nuts to specifications.
24. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the connecting rod
side clearance on each connecting.
rod crankshaft journal (Fig. 4 1).
25. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the front end-is up. Install the timing chain and sprockets,
cylinder front cover and crankshaft
pulley or damper, following steps I
thru 3 under Cylinder Front Cover
and Timing Chain Installation.
26. Clean the oil pan, oil pump,
and oil pump screen.
27. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with oil and rotating
, the pump shaft until oil emerges from
the outlet opening. Install the oil
pump following steps 1, 2, and 3 under Oil Pump Installation. Install the

oil pan following steps 2 thru 5
under Oil Pan Installation.
28. Position the flywheel on the
crankshaft. Apply oil-resistant sealer
to the flywheel retaining bolts. Install
and torque the retaining bolts to
specifications.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use tool 7563 to locate
the clutch disc. Install the pressure
plate.
29. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the engine is in the
normal position. Install the oil level
dipstick. Install the accessory drive
pulley (if so equipped). Install and
adjust bhe drive belt and accessory
belts to specifications.
30. Remove the engine from the
work stand and install it in the vehicle.
CAMSHAFT BEARING
REPLACEMENT

The camshaft bearings are available pre-finished to size and require
no reaming for standard and 0.015inch undersize journal diameters.
I. Remove the flywheel and the
camshaft. Remove the rear bearing
bore plug (Fig. 34).
2. Remove the camshaft bearings
with the tool shown in Fig. 60.
3. Select the proper size expanding collet and back-up nut and assemble on the expanding mandrel.
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FIG. 59-Crankshaft

and install on the expanding mandrel. Wrap a cloth around the
threads of the puller screw to protect the front bearing or journal.
Tighten the pulling nut against the
thrust bearing and pulling plate to
remove the camshaft bearing. Be
sure to hold a wrench on the end
of the puller screw to prevent it
from turning.
5. Repeat the procedure for each
bearing. To remove the front bearing, install the puller screw from the
rear of the cylinder block.
6. Position the new bearings at
the bearing bores, and press them in
place with the tool shown in Fig.
60. Be sure to center the pulling
plate and puller screw to avoid damape
" to the bearing. Failure to use the

-

End Play

correct expanding collet can cause
severe bearing damage. Align the oil

With the expanding collet collapsed,
install the collet assembly in the
camshaft bearing, and tighten the
back-up nut on the expanding mandrel until the collet fits the camshaft
bearing.
4. Assemble the puller screw and
extension (if necessary) as shown

holes in the bearings with the oil
holes in the cylinder block when the
bearings are installed. Be sure the
front bearing is installed below the
front face of the cylinder block to
specifications. The rear has two oil
holes and must be installed 24 314
inches from the face of the camshaft
DETAIL.I,.2

or

EXPANDING MANDREL

\

DISASSEMBLY

Follow steps I thru 3, 5 thru 13,
and 24 under Engine Disassembly.
Remove the cylinder assembly from
the work stand.
ASSEMBLY

I

/

CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

.3

EXPANDING COLLET

THRUST BEARING

thrust plate surface. Check the oil
passage that feeds the rocker arm
shaft for obstructions by squirting
oil into the opening in the cylinder
block and observing the flow through
the oil hole at the rear camshaft
bearing.
7. Clean out the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug recess thoroughly.
Coat the flange of a new plug with
oil-resistant sealer and install the
plug (Fig. -35) with the flange edge
of the plug facing outward.
8. Install the camshaft, crankshaft, flywheel and related parts,
following the appropriate procedures
in Part 8-2, Section 2 or Section 4,
except d o not check connecting rod
and main bearing clearances as a
part of Camshaft Bearing Replacement. Install the engine in the vehicle.

BACK.UP N U T

/

Install the replacement cylinder
block assembly on a work stand.
Transfer all parts removed from the
old cylinder assembly to the new
cylinder assembly, following the
procedures in steps 28 thru 44, 47
thru 50, 53 and 56 thru 58 under
Engine Assembly. Check all assembly clearances.
CYLINDER BLOCK
REPLACEMEKT

\
DETAIL.5
PULLERSCREW

DETAIL-4
PULLING PLATE

PULLER SCREW EXTENSION

Before replacing any cylinder block
refer to Part 8-1, Section 2 to determine whether it is repairable. If repairable, follow the given procedures.
DISASSEMBLY

FIG. 60-Typical

Camshaft Bearing Replacement

Follow steps 1 thru 3, 5 thru
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19, 21 and 24 under Engine Disassembly. Remove the cylinder assembly from the work stand.
Clean the gasket and seal surfaces of all parts and assemblies.
ASSEMBLY

Install the replacement cylinder
block assembly on a work stand.
Transfer all parts removed from the
old cylinder assembly to the new
cylinder assembly, following the
procedures in steps 1 thru 4,. 6 thru
9, 11 thru 21, 28 thru 50, 53 and
56 thru 58 under Engine Assembly. Check all assembly clearances.
ENGINE DISASSEMBLY
1. Disconnect the distributor vacuum line at the carburetor.
2. Disconnect the carburetor fuel
inlet line at the fuel filter, and at the
fuel pump. Remove the fuel inlet line.
Disconnect the distributor vacuum
hose at the distributor.
3. Remove the crankcase ventilation system by following the procedures under Crankcase Ventilation System Removal in Section 2
of this part of the manual.
On a Thermactor engine disconnect the air and vacuum hoses.
Remove the air supply pump, air
manifold assembly, intermediate exhaust air supply tube assembly, air
bypass valve, and air and vacuum
hoses and brackets. Identify the vacuum lines for proper replacement.
4. Remove the automatic choke
heat tube; then remove the carburetor and gasket. Remove the exhaust manifold.
5. Remove the coil. Remove the
distributor cap and spark plug wires
as an assembly. Remove the distributor, fuel pump. oil pressure sending
unit, oil filter and oil filter mounting
insert. Remove the spark plugs. Remove the distributor vacuum advance
control valve (deceleration valve).
6. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover. Remove the valve rocker arm
shaft assembly (Fig. 18) by removing the support bolts evenly and
equally 2 turns at a time.
7. Remove the valve push rods in
sequence and identify them so that
they can be installed in their original
positions (Fig. 19).
8. Remove all cylinder head bolts.
Lift the cylinder head assembly off
the engine. D o not pry between the
head and block as the gasket surfaces may become damaged. Using

a magnet, remove the valve lifters
and keep them in order so they can

be installed in their original location
(Fig. 32). If the valve lifters are stuck
in their bores by excessive varnish,
etc., it may be necessary to use a clawtype tool to remove the lifters.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, mark the pressure plate
cover so that it can be replaced in
the same position. Remove the
clutch pressure plate and cover assem bly .
Remove the flywheel. Remove the
clutch pilot bushing (Fig. 45) and
engine rear cover plate.
9. Remove the dipstick and the
oil pan. Discard the gasket and
seals.
10. Remove the oil pump and inlet tube assembly. Discard the oil
pump gasket.
11. Loosen the alternator mounting bolts and disconnect the alternator adjusting arm at the water
pump.
12. Remove the alternator, the
water pump and the accessory drive
pulley (if so equipped). Remove the
crankshaft damper. Remove the
damper by using tool T58P-63 16-A.
13. Remove the cylinder front
cover. Discard the gasket. Check the
camshaft end play by following step
15 under Camshaft Removal. Check
timing chain deflection by following
steps 4 and 5 under Cylinder Front
Cover Removal.
14. Remove the camshaft sprocket retaining bolt and washer. Slide
both sprockets and the timing chain
forward and remove them as an
assembly (Fig. 28).
15. Remove any ridges and/or
deposits from the upper end of the
cylinder bores. Remove the cylinder
ridges with a ridge cutter. Follow the
instructions furnished by the tool
manufacturer. Never cut into the
ring travel area in excess of 1/32
inch when removing ridges.
16. M a k e sure all bearing caps
(main and connecting rod) are
marked so they can be installed in
their original locations. Turn the

crankshaft until the connecting rod
being removed is down. Remove the
connecting rod cap.
17. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out the top of the
cylinder with the handle end of a
hammer. Avoid damage to the crankpin or the cylinder wall when removing the piston and rod.
18. Remove the bearing inserts

from the connecting rods and caps.
Remove the main bearing caps.
19. Carefully lift the crankshaft
out of the cylinder block so that the
thrust bearing surfaces are not dam-

aged. Handle the crankshaft with
care to avoid possible fracture or
damage to the finished surfaces.
20. Remove the rear journal oil
seal from the block and rear main
bearing cap. Remove the main bearing inserts from the block and bearing caps.
21. Remove the camshaft thrust
plate. Carefully remove the camshaft
by pulling it toward the front of the
engine. Use caution to avoid damaging the journals and lobes.
22. Remove the camshaft

rear
bearing bore plug (Fig. 34).
23. Remove the camshaft bearings (Fig. 60).
24. Remove the dipstick tube
and the plug or drain.

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

Clean and inspect all parts per the
appropriate procedures in Part 8-1,
except do not disassemble the oil
pump and hydraulic valve lifters for
cleaning.
1. Install the camshaft bearings
and rear bore plug by following steps
6 and 7 ,under Camshaft Bearing
Replacement.
2. The camshaft and related parts
are shown in Fig. 31. Oil the camshaft journals and apply Lubriplate
to all camshaft lobes. Carefully slide
the camshaft through the bearings.
3. Install the thrust plate. Torque
the retaining screws to specifications.
4. The crankshaft and related
parts are shown in Fig. 54 or 55.
Be sure that the rear journal oil seal
grooves are clean. Install a new rear
journal oil seal in the block (Fig.
56) and rear main bearing cap (Fig.
38). After installation, cut the ends
of the seals flush.
5. If the crankshaft main bearing
journals have been refinished to a
definite undersize, install the correct
undersize bearings. Be sure the bearing bores are clean. Place the upper
main bearing inserts in position in
the bore with the tang fitting in the
slot provided.
6. Install the lower main bearing
inserts in the bearing caps.
7. Carefully lower the crankshaft
into place. Be careful not to damage
the bearing surfaces.
8. Check the clearance of each

main bearing following steps 10 thru
13 under Main Bearing Replacement. In step 10, place the Plastigage on the crankshaft journal instead of in the bearing cap (Fig. 57).
9. 'After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
o i l to the journals and bearings.
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Install all the bearing caps, except
the thrust bearing cap (No. 3 bearing on 170 six engine or No. 5 bearing on 200 six engine). Be sure that
the main bearing caps are installed
in their original locations. Torque

the bearing cap bolts to specifications.
10. Install the thrust bearing cap
by following steps 12 thru 15 under
Crankshaft Installation.
11. Check the crankshaft end play
by following steps 17 thru 19 under
Crankshaft Installation.
12. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the front end is up.
13. Oil the piston rings, pistons,
and cylinder walls with light engine
oil.
14. Be sure to install the pistons
in the same cylinders from which
they were removed, or to which they
were fitted. The connecting rods and
bearing caps are numbered from 1 to
6 beginning at the front of the
engine. The numbers on the connecting rod and bearing cap must
be on the same size when installed
in the cylinder bore. I f a connecting
rod is ever transferred from one
block or cylinder to another, new
bearings should be fitted and the
connecting rod should be numbered
to correspond with the new cylinder
number.
15. Make sure the ring gaps are

1

properly spaced around the circumferences of the piston.
16. Install a piston ring compressor on the piston and push the piston
in with a hammer handle until it is
slightly below the top of the cylinder
(Fig. 40). Be sure to guide the connecting rods to avoid daniaging the
crankshaft journals. Install the piston with the notch in the piston head
toward the front of the engine.
17. Check the clearance of each

bearing following the procedure under Connecting Rod Bearing Replacement.
18. After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
19. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all the way down until the
connecting rod bearing seats on the
crankshaft journal.
20. Install the connecting rod cap.
Torque the nuts to specifications.
21. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the connecting rod side
clearance on each crankshaft journal
(Fig. 41).
22. Lubricate the timing chain
and sprockets with engine oil. Place

the keys in position in the slots on
the crankshaft and camshaft.
23. Position the sprockets and
timing chain on the camshaft and
crankshaft. Be sure the timing marks
on the sprockets and chain are positioned as shown in Fig. 27.
24. Install the camshaft sprocket
retaining bolt and washer. Torque
the bolt to specifications. Check the
camshaft end-play (Fig. 33).
25. Clean the cylinder front cover and the gasket surface of the cylinder block.
26. Install a new crankshaft front
oil seal.
27. Coat the gasket surface of the
block and the cover with oil-resist.
ant sealer. Position a new gasket on
the block.
28. Using tool T61K-6019-A, install the cylinder front cover on the
block. Torque the screws to specifications. Apply Lubriplate to the
seal surface, and to the seal running
surface, of the damper.
29. Line up the crankshaft damper keyway with the key on the
crankshaft.
30. Install the crankshaft damper
using tool T52L-6306-AEE. Torque
the retaining bolt to specifications.
Install the accessory drive pulley
if so equipped.
31. Install the water pump, alternator, fan pulley, and fan. Install
and adjust all belts to specifications.
32. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft to
distribute the oil within the pump
body.
33. Using a new gasket, install the
oil pump. Clean and install the oil
inlet tube assembly.
34. Make sure the gasket surfaces
of the block and oil pan are clean.
35. Coat the block surface and oil
pan gasket surface with oil-resistant
sealer and position the gasket on
the block (Fig. 49 or 50).
36. Install the oil pan front seal
on the cylinder front cover and the
oil pan rear seal on the rear main
bearing cap (Fig. 49 or 50). Be sure
the tabs on the seals are over the oil
pan gasket.
37. Position the oil pan on the

block. Install the retaining screws.
Torque the screws from the center
outward in each direction to specifications.
38. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the top of the engine is
up. Install the clutch pilot bushing (Fig. 46). Install the engine rear
cover plate, position the flywheel on
the crankshaft. Apply oil-resistant

sealer to the flywheel bolts and install
the retaining bolts. Torque the bolts
to specifications.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use Tool 7563 to locate
the clutch disc. Install the pressure
plate. Torque the retaining bolts to
specifications.
39. Using a new gasket. install
the fuel pump.
40. Turn the crankshaft until No.
1 cylinder is a t TDC after the compression stroke. Position the distributor and intermediate drive shaft
into the block with the rotor a t the
No. 1 firing position and the breaker
points open. Install the hold down
clamp. M a k e sure the oil pump intermediate drive shaft is properly
seated in the oil pump. I t may be
necessary to reposition the intermediate shaft in order to engage i t
in the oil pump.
41. Install the oil filter insert and

oil filter assembly.
42. Dip the valve lifter foot in
Lubriplate. Coat the remainder of
each valve lifter with engine oil.
Install the lifters in their original
bores.
43. Clean the head and block gasket surfaces.
44. Inspect the head for any damage and repair as necessary.
45. On a 170 six engine, apply
cylinder head gasket sealer to both
sides of a new gasket. D o not apply
sealer to the gasket on a 200 six engine. Install the cylinder head guide

studs (Fig. 20). Position the gasket
over the guide studs on the cylinder
block.
46. Lift the cylinder head over
the guides and slide it down carefully. Before installing the cylinder
head bolts, coat the threads of the
end bolts for the right side of the
cylinder head with a small amount
of water resistant sealer. Install, but
d o not tighten, two bolts a t opposite
ends of the head to hold the head
and gasket in position. Remove the
guides, then install the remaining
bolts.
47. The cylinder head bolts are
torqued in three progressive steps.
Follow the sequence shown in Fig.
21. Torque the bolts to 55 ft-lbs;
then torque them to 65 ft-lbs. Finally, torque the bolts to specifications.
When cylinder head holts have been
tightened following this procedure,
it is not necessary to retorque the
bolts after extended operation. However, on cylinder heads with composition gaskets, the bolts may be check
ed and retorqued, if desired.
48. Apply Lubriplate to both ends
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of the push rods. Install the push
rods in their proper sequence, positioning the lower end of the rods in
the lifter sockets.
49. Apply Lubriplate to the valve
tips and the rocker arm pads. Position the valve rocker arm shaft assembly on the head. Be sure the oil
holes in the shaft are facing downward.
50. Install the valve rocker arm

shaft bolts. Tighten them in sequence
2 turns at a time until the specified
torque is obtained.
51. Refer to Part 8-1, Section 2
and check the valve clearance.
52. Clean the gasket surfaces on
the valve rocker arm cover and
cylinder head. Coat one side of a
new gasket with an oil-resistant
sealer and lay the cemented side of
the gasket on the cover. Install the
cover making sure the gasket seats

evenly around the head. Torque the
cover bolts to specifications. Torque
the cover bolts to specifications
again two minutes later.
53. Install the spark plugs. Install
the distributor cap and spark plug
wire assembly. Connect the spark
plug wires. Install the coil on the
block and connect the coil high tension lead. Install the distributor vacuum advance control valve (deceleration valve).
54. Position the exhaust manifold
on the cylinder head. Install the tab
washers and bolts. Torque the bolts
to specifications. Lock the bolts by
bending one tab of the washer over
a flat on the bolt.
55. Position the carburetor gasket
on the manifold. Install the carburetor.
56. Install the carburetor fuel inlet line, the manifold vacuum line

and the distributor vacuum hoses, and
the choke heat tube.
57. Install the crankcase ventilation system by following the procedure under Crankcase Ventilation
System Installation in Section 2 of
this part of the manual. On a
Thermactor engine install the air
bypass valve, air pump, air manifold
assembly and intermediate exhaust
air supply tube assembly. Install the
air and vacuum hoses and brackets.
Connect all vacuum lines using previous
identification
for
proper
connection.
58. Install the oil pressure sending unit, dipstick tube and dipstick.
59. Install the engine in the car.
60. Check the ignition timing and
adjust if necessary. Connect the distributor vacuum line. Adjust the
engine idle fuel mixture and idle
speed.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 289 and 302 V-8 engines are
shown in F i g s 1 through 3. Differences
in the engines are called out when
they exist.
An engine identification tag is located behind the oil dipstick mounting bracket washer. Refer to Part 8-1,
Section I, for engine tag code.
The 289 and 302 V-8 engines use
either the Thermactor or Imco exhaust
emission control system to keep exhaust gas contaminants at an acceptable level. Engines with standard transmission vehicles incorporate. the
Thermactor exhaust emission control
system. On vehicles with an automatic
transmission, the Imco exhaust emission control system is used. The carburetors and distributors are not interchangeable between these two types
of engines, due to special calibrations
for each exhaust emission control system. For a detailed description refer
to Exhaust Emission Control Systems
in this section.

An improved closed crankcase ventilation system controls air pollutants
emitted by the crankcase ventilating
system.
MANIFOLDS

Coolant flows from the front of the
engine through the intake manifold
into the heater inlet hose and circulates through the heater. On vehicles
that d o not have a heater, the coolant is, *urned
to the water pump
through a bypass hose.
Exhaust gases flowing through the
crossover passage (Fig. 4) provide
the initial heat necessary to assist in
vaporizing the incoming fuel mixture.
The intake manifold has two sets
of fuel passages, each with its own
separate inlet connection t o the carburetor (Fig. 5). The right venturi(s)
of the carburetor feeds Nos. 1, 4, 6
and 7 cylinders and the left venturi(s)
feeds Nos. 2, 3, 5 and 8 cylinders.

Exhaust manifolds are mounted to
the cylinder heads. Combostion pressure in the cylinder heads forces
engine exhaust gases through the exhaust manifolds into the exhaust
system.
Filtered air for the automatic choke,
is drawn from the air cleaner, through
an air inlet tube, into the heat chamber in the right exhaust manifold.
Here the air is heated and then directed to the automatic choke through
the air outlet choke tube (Fig. 6).
CYLINDER HEADS

The cylinder head assemblies contain the valves and the valve rocker
arm assemblies. The valve guides and
push rod guides are machined in the
head with a cast combustion chamber. The valve arrangement from
front to rear on the left bank is
E-I-E-I-E-I-E-I and on the right bank
I-E-I-E-I-E-I-E (Fig. 7).
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On Thermactor eneines.the
289 V-8
"
,
has drilled passages within the cylinder heads to distribute a i r from the
air pump to supply tubes in the exhaust
ports. The 302 V-8 has external air
manifolds fastened to each cylinder
head to distribute the air. The air
is injected under pressure and induces
combustion of the hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide contaminants.
CYLINDER BLOCK

A2751.A

NG. 1-3/4

'The cylinders are numbered from
front to rear, on the right bank, 1, 2,
3 and 4 and on the left bank 5, 6,
7 and 8. The firing order is 1-5-4-26-3-7-8.
The oil pump, mounted inside the
oil pan at the left front, is driven by
the distriblitor through an intermediate drive shaft.
The oil filter is mounted on the
left lower front of the cylinder block.
The crankshaft is supported by
five main bearings. Crankshaft end
thrust is controlled by the flanges of
the No. 3 main bearing.
The pistons have two compression
rings and one oil control ring. The
top compression ring is chromeplated and the lower compression
ring is phosphate-coated. The oil control ring assembly consists of a serrated spring and two chrome-plated
steel rails. -

. .

Left Front View

VALVE TRAIN
.

FIG. 2-3/4

Right Front View

.

.

The push rods are tubular steel
with ball ends. The push rods supply
oil from a metering valve (disc) in
the valve. lifters through drilled
holes in the ball ends for indepen.dent lubrication of each rocker arm.
The rocker arms have a drilled
hole in the-push rod end for lubrication to the valve stem ends. They are
individually mounted on a stud that
is pressed into the cylinder head on
regular performance engines. A
fulcrum seat permits the rocker motion
and=a nut secures the rocker arm
on the stud. Side movement of the
rocker arm is controlled by integral
side rails which ride against the valve
stem.
-.
The camshaft is supfiorted by five
stepped diameter bearings pressed
into the block. A dowel is used for
positioning the camshaft sprocket
to. the camshaft. The camshaft is
driven by a sprocket and timing chain
in mesh with a sprocket on the crankshaft. Camshaft end play is controlled
by a thrust plate attached to the cyl-

'
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TO AUTOMATIC CHOKE

FIG. 6-Automatic
Chamber

Choke Heat

IMCO ENGINE

289 AND 302 V-8

FIG. 3-Front

Cross Sectional View

-+FRONT

.

-

FIG. 7-Valve

FIG. 4-Intake

Manifold Exhaust

Gas Crossover Passage
inder block. An eccentric, bolted to
the front end of the camshaft, operates the fuel pump.
Two different types of hydraulic
valve lifters, (Figs. 8 and 9) are used
on all other 289 and 302 V-8 engines.
These lifters provide zero valve lash
and operate on the same principle.
Although the valve lifter assemblies are interchangeable, or both
may be used, on the same engine.
the component parts are not interchangeable. The valve lifters are

easily identified, type 11 having three
circumferential ribs on the barrel
near the oil hole. On type I1 design
lifter, an upper metering valve retainer with tensioning finger is used,
whereas in type I the metering valve
is flat.

1,4,6,AND7

2, 3, 5, AND 8

,

0

A1 5 7 9 4

FIG. 5-Typical
Fuel Passages

Intake Manifold

When the valve is closed, the lifter
assembly is on the base circle of the
camshaft lobe and the valve push
rod is in its lowest position. With the
lifter assembly in this position, the

RIGHT BANK

Port Arrangement

plunger spring expands, forcing the
plunger upward. This action is transmitted to the valve rocker arm via
the valve push rod until there is solid
contact between the valve and the
valve end of the valve rocker arm
(zero valve lash).
As the lifter plunger moves upward, the volume of the compression
chamber is increased, resulting in reduced oil pressure in the compression
chamber. Therefore, to equalize the
resulting pressure differential between the snpply chamber and the
compression chamber, the check
valve moves off its seat and permits
oil to flow from the supply chamber
to the compression chamber. When
the compression chamber becomes
filled with oil, the pressures in the
two chambers are equalized. The oil
flow ceases and the check valve spring
seats the check valve and closes the
check valve port.
As the camshaft rotates, the lifter
assembly is raised by the camshaft

GROUP 8 - Engine
VALVE OPEN

V A L V E CLOSED

for each revolution of the camshaft.
Zero clearance (lash) in the valve
train mechanism is maintained at all
times by the hydraulic force and expansion of the plunger spring between the lifter body and plunger.
It should be noted that it is normal
for a hydraulic tappet that is holding
a valve open to leak down during extended (overnight) shut-down periods.
Such a tappet will be noisy for a few
seconds following start-up.

FIG. 8 - Type 1 Hydraulic Valve Lifter

V ~ L V EOPEN

I

LIFTER BODYPUSH ROD CUP

'LINDER
ILOCK
/
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FIG. 9-Type

I I Hydraulic valve Lifter

lobe. This increases the push rod
force against the lifter plunger and
hydraulic pressure immediately builds
up in the compression chamber until
it acts as a solid member of the valve
operating mechanism. The lifter then
becomes a hydraulic ram which forces
the valve in the cylinder head to open.
During this period, a slight leakage of
oil past the plunger occurs (calibrated
leak down rate).
As the high point of the camshaft

lobe rotates and passes by the foot
of the valve lifter, the valve in the
cylinder head seats and the valve
lifter assembly is forced downward.
Reduced force on the lifter plunger
at this time relieves the pressure on
the lifter plunger and it is free to be
moved upward by the plunger spring.
This action allows oil to flow once
again through the oil holes in the
lifter body and plunger.
The operating cycle is completed

Oil from the oil pan sump, located
in the front of the oil pan, is forced
through the pressure-type lubrication system (Fig. 10) by a rotor oil
pump. A spring-loaded relief valve in
the pump limits the maximum pressure of the system. Oil relieved by
the valve is directed back to the intake side of the vumv.
All the oil discharged by the pump
passes through a full flow-type Autolite
filter before it enters the engine. The
filter is mounted at the lower left front
of the engine.
On a cartridge-type oil filter, a
relief valve in the filter permits oil
to bypass the filter i f the element
becomes clogged.
On an element-type oil filter, a bypass in the center bolt provides oil
to the engine in case the filter element becomes clogged. The bypass is
located in the hollow center bolt of
the filter and consists of a springloaded valve. When the element is
clean and oil will flow through it, the
pressure difference between the inner
and outer faces of the valve is not
great enough to overcome the spring
pressure behind the valve. Therefore,
no oil flows through the bypass.
When the element is dirty and will
not permit a sufficient flow of oil,
the pressure acting on the inner face
of the valve drops. If the pressure difference between the valve faces is great
enough to overcome spring pressure,
the valve will open. Oil then bypasses
the element, maintaining an emergency supply of oil to the engine.
From the filter, the oil flows into
the main oil gallery which is located
to the right side of the camshaft. The
oil gallery supplies oil to each individual main bearing, through drilled
passages in the block. Passages are
drilled from each main bearing to
each camshaft bearing. Number 1
main bearing feeds No. I camshaft
bearing, and No. 2 main bearing
feeds No. 2 camshaft bearing, etc.
The oil then flows through notches
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FIG. 70-lubrication
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System

or grooves in the main bearings to
lubricate the crankshaft journals. The
timing chain and sprockets are lubricated by oil forced through a drilled
passage leading to the oil pump intermediate shaft. Oil flows from the passage through a groove cut into the
thrust plate and passes around the
camshaft. It then flows through two
grooves cut into the socket and is deflected onto the timing chain.
The crankshaft is drilled from the
main bearings to the connecting rod
tiearings.
Oil passages are drilled from the
main oil gallery to each valve lifter
oil gallery. Oil from here feeds the
valve lifter assemblies. A reservoir at
each valve lifter bore boss traps oil
so that oil is available for valve lifter
lubrication as soon as the engine
starts.
The oil hole in the hydraulic lifter
is indexed with the lifter oil gallery
and oil flows into the lifter. Oil in
the lifter is then metered through
the metering valve (disc), through
the oil passages in the push rod cup
and then flows up the hollow push
rod. In this position, the drilled hole
in the ball end of the push rod is
indexed with a drilled hole in the
rocker arm and the oil lubricates the
upper valve train bearing areas (Fig.
10). Excess oil is returned to the oil

pan through drain back holes located
at each end of the cylinder heads
and block (Fig. 10).
AIR INTAKE SYSTEM
The temperature of the air entering the air cleaner is thermostatically
controlled by an air intake duct and
thermostat assembly (Fig. 2). This
system supplies warm air to the engine during the warm-up period, cesulting in better fuel vaporization
and reducing .the possibility of carburetor icing. The air duct shroud
and tube assembly together with the
air duct and thermostat assembly direct warm air into the air cleaner
and carburetor.
If the temperature of the air passing over the thermostat is less than
75 degrees F., the valve plate in the
air duct is held in an up or heat on
position by a valve plate tension
spring. When the valve plate is in the
"heat on" position, the air entering
the air cleaner is drawn through the
shroud and tube assembly. The air
passing through the shroud and tube
is first directed over the exhaust manifold and heated.
A wax-filled thermostat is connected to the valve plate by a thermostat rod. The incoming air passes
over the thermostat before entering

the air cleaner. As the temperature
of the air passing over the thermostat
approaches 85 degrees F., the wax
begins to expand and pushes the thermostat rod against the valve plate. The
tension of the valve plate spring is
overcome and the valve plate is moved
downward to partially close off the
warm air duct to allow the cooler air
from the engine comp.artment to mix
with the warm air directed from the
exhaust manifold.
If the temperature of the incoming air is approximately 105 degrees
F., the valve plate moves downward to
a heat-off position to close off the
warm air duct. Cooler air from the
engine compartment is then directed
to the air cleaner without passing over
the exhaust manifold.
COOLING SYSTEM
The coolant is drawn from the
bettom of the radiator by the water
pump which delivers the coolant to
the cylinder block (Fig. I I).
The coolant travels through cored
passages to cool the entire length of
each cylinder wall. Upon reaching
the rear of the cylinder block, the
coolant is directed upward into the
cylinder heads, where it cools the
combustion chambers, valves and
valve seats on its return to the front
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FIG. I I-Cooling

System

of the engine.
The coolant from each cylinder
head flows through the water passages in the intake manifold past the
water thermostat, if it is open, into
the top of the radiator. If the thermostat is closed, a small portion of
the coolant is returned to the water
pump for recirculation. The entire
system is pressurized and controlled
by the radiator ,pressure cap.
A centrifugal-type water pump is
mounted on the cylinder front cover.
The water pump inlet port is connected to the radiator lower header
tank to draw coolant from the radiator when the thermostat is open. A
bypass port on the water pump is
connected to the coolant outlet housing to permit coolant circulation
within the engine when the thermostat is closed, bypassing the radiator.
A thermostatic distributor vacuum
control valve is installed in the coolant outlet elbow to provide advanced
timing should prolonged idle cause
above normal coolant temperatures.
For a description of this valve see
Part 9-1, Section I of this manual.
The water pump has two outlet
ports, one for each cylinder bank, to
provide uniform coolant circulation
in both banks of the engine.
The water pump has a sealed
bearing integral with the water pump
shaft. The bearing requires no lubrication. A bleed hole in the water
pump hoking allows water that may
leak past the seal to be thrown out by
the slinger. This is not a lubrication
hole.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM

The engine is equipped with a
closed crankcase ventilation system
directing the crankcase vapors to the
intake manifold.
The air flow in the closed crankcase ventilation system is shown in
Fig. 12.
The ventilating air is picked up
at the air cleaner and transferred
through a tube to the oil filler cap.
The oil filler cap is otherwise closed to the atmosphere.
From the oil filler cap, the air
flows into the front section of the
valve rocker arm chamber. The ventilating'air moves down' past the push
rods into the front of the lower crankcase and into the timing chain
chamber.
The air flows towards the rear of
the crankcase and up into the rear
section of the right valve rocker arm
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cover. The air then enters a springloaded regulator valve that regulates
the amount of air to meet changing
operating conditions. The air is then
directed to the intake manifold
through the crankcase vent hose.
At idle speed, intake manifold vacuum is high. The high vacuum overcomes the tension of the spring pressure and moves the valve to the
Low-Speed Operation position (Fig.
13). With the valve in this position,the
ventilating air passes between the
valve (jiggle pin) and the outlet port.
With the valve in this position, there
is minimum ventilation.
As engine speed increases and manifold vacuum decreases, the spring
forces the valve to the full open position (Fig. 13). This increases the flow
of ventilating air.

by the Thermactor system is achieved
by burning the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide concentrations in the
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exhaust ports of the cylinder heads.
To accomplish this burning of the
contaminants, air under pressure is

BYPASS TIMING ORIFICE
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INTAKE MANIFOLD VACUUM
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TO AIR MANIFOLD
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BYPASS AIR SHUTOFF VALVE PLATE
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FROM AIR PUMP
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FIG. 74-Sectional

I
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AIR SILENCING CHAMBER

View of Air Bypass Valve

FIG. 73-Crankcase

Ventilation
Regulator Valve O p e r a t i o n
EXHAUST EMISSION
CONTROL SYSTEMS

All 1968 engines incorporate exhaust emission control systems namely
Imco on most automatic transmission
vehicles and Thermactor on all others.
Both the I M C O and Thermactor exhuast emission control systems are
designed to reduce the hydrocarbon
and carbon monoxide content of gasoline engine exhaust gases. By controlling the amount of contaminants
emitted through the exhaust system
to an acceptable minimum, air pollution is reduced.

IMCO
The I M C O exhaust emission control
system controls engine combustion at
a level to reduce contaminants normally emitted through the exhaust
system. This is achieved by using a
specially-calibrated carburetor and
distributor.
THERMACTOR
exhaust-emitted gases

FIG. 75-289

a n d 302 V-8 Engine With Thermactor Exhaust System

GROUP 8 - Engine
injected into the exhaust ports near
each exhaust valve. The oxygen in
the air plus the heat of the exhaust
gases in each exhaust outlet port induces combustion during the exhaust
stroke of the piston. The burned gases
then flow out the exhaust manifolds
into the exhaust system.
The Thermactor system consists of:
an air supply pump; an air bypass
valve; check valves; an air supply tube
to the exhuast port of each engine
cylinder; air manifolds for the cylin-

2

der heads on the 302 V-8 engines;
upper air supply tube assemblies; and
the connecting air supply hoses .and
'vacuum sensing hose.
A sectional view of the air bypass
valve is shown in Fig. 14. The Thermactor system is shown installed in
Fig. 15.
Air under pressure from the pump
flows through the bypass valve, to the
exhuast ports of the cylinder heads. A
check'valve in the inlet. air side of each
air manifold or air supply tube assem-

bly prevents a backflow of exhaust
gases into the air pump assembly
when the exhaust back pressure exceeds the air pump delivery pressure.
All the air from the air supply
pump passes through the bypass valve.
Normally, the air is directed to the
check valve and into the cylinder
heads. During engine deceleration periods, air delivery to the cylinder
heads is momentarily interrupted and
the air is diverted to the atmosphere.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS
INSULATOR ASSEMBLY-6038

When installing nuts or bblts that
must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5
for torque specifications), oil the
threads with light weight engine oil.
Do not oil threads that require oil-

37311252 (4 REQUIRED)

resistant or water-resistant sealer.

Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3 for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
Refer to Part 8-1. Section 1 for
test procedures.
ENGINE FRONT SUPPORT
INSULATORS

The front supports are located on
each side of the 'cylinder block (Figs.
16 and 17). The procedures given apply to either a right or left installation.

BOLT-20386s
ONT SUPPORT
6A094 R.H. 6A095 L.H.

C O U G A R A N D MUSTANG
Removal

1. Remove the weight of the engine from the front engine mounts.
2. Remove bolts and washers attaching engine mount to engine.
3. Remove bolts and washers attaching engine mount brackets to side
supports.
4. Remove engine mount bracket
assembly.
5. Detach engine mount from
bracket by removing long bolts and
nuts.

FIG. 76-Fairlane
Falcon a n d
-Montego Engine Front Supports

FAIRLANE, FALCON
AND MONTEGO

lnstallation
Removal

1. Attach engine mount t o bracket with long bolts and nuts. Torque to
specifications.
2. Install engine moun~/bracket
assembly.
3. Install bolts and washers attaching engine mount brackets to side
supports. Torque bolts to specification.
4. Install bolts and washers attaching engine mount to engine. Torque bolts to specifications.

1. Support the engine with a jack
and a piece of wood placed under the
oil pan.
2. Remove the insulator assembly
to support bolt, washer and nut from
both front supports. .3. Using the jack and block of
wood placed under the oil pan, raise
the engine enough to allow for rernoval of the insulator assembly.

FIG. 7 7 2 c o u g a r and Mustang
Engine Front Supports

4. Remove the bolts and , lock
washers retaining the insulator assembly to the engine.
Installation

1. Place the insulator assembly in
position on the engine block and install the bolts and washers. Torque
the bolts to specifications.
2. Lower the engine enough to
allow installation of the insulator
assembly to support bolt washer and
nut. Torque to specifications.
3. Remove the jack and block
of wood from under the oil pan.
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ENGINE REAR SUPPORT
INSULATOR

THERMACTOR AIR BYPASS
VALVE REPLACEMENT

REMOVAL

1. Remove bolts and washers attaching insulator assembly to transmission (Figs. 18 and 19).
2. Raise the transmission with a
floor jack.
3. Remove bolts and washers attaching insulator assembly to crossmember. Remove insulator assembly.

1. Install bolts and washers and
attach insulator assembly to crossmember.
2. Lower the transmission and remove jack.
3. Install bolts and washers attaching insulator assembly to transmission. Torque to specifications.

THERMACTOR AIR PUMP
DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

I . Disconnect the air hoses and
vacuum line at the air bypass valve
body (Fig. 15).
2. Be sure the valve is positioned
properly (Fig. 15) and connect the air
hoses and vacuum line.

THERMACTOR CHECK VALVE
REPLACEMENT

FIG. 78-Fairlane Falcon a n d
M o n t e g o Engine Rear S u p p o r t

THERMACTOR AIR MANIFOLD

The air supply pump drive belt
should be properly adjusted a t all
times. A loose drive belt causes improper air pump operation. A belt
that is too tight places a severe
strain on the air pump bearings.
Properly tensioned drive belts
minimize noise and also prolong service life of the belt. Therefore, a belt
tension gauge should be used to check
and adjust the belt tension. Any belt

REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the air supply hose
at the check vaLve and position the
hose out of the way.
2. Loosen all of the air manifold
to cylinder head tube coupling nuts
(compression fittings). Then unscrew
each one until it is free of the cylinder
head. Grasp the air manifold at each
end and pull it away from the cylinder head. Follow the same procedure
to remove the other air manifold, if
the engine is so equipped.

that has operated for a minimum of
10 minutes is considered a used belt,
and, when adjusted, i t must be adjusted to the used belt tension shown
in the specifications.
1. Install the belt tension tool

(T63L-8620-A) on the drive belt
and check the tension following the
instructions of the tool manufacturer.
Compare the belt tension to the
specified belt tension (Part 8-5)
and adjust as necessary.
2. If adjustment is necessary,
loosen the air pump mounting and
adjusting arm bolts (Fig. 15). Move
the air pump toward or away from
the engine until the correct tension
is obtained. Use a suitable bar and
pry against the pump rear cover to
hold belt tension while tightening
the mounting bolt. D o not pry
against the pump housing. Remove
the gauge. Tighten the air pump adjusting arm and mounting bolt. Install the tension gauge and check the
belt tension.

THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE BELT REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen the air supply pump ad-

1. Disconnect the air supply hose
at the valve. Use a 1 114 inch crowfoot wrench to unscrew the check
valve assembly (the valve has a standard, right-hand pipe thread).
2. Clean the threads on the air
manifold adapter with a wire brush.
Install the check valve and torque
it to specifications. Connect the air
supply hose.

INSTALLATION
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FIG. 79-Cougar

a n d Mustang
Engine Rear S u p p o r t

justing arm bolt (Fig. 15). Loosen the
air supply pump to mounting bracket
bolt, and push the air pump towards
the cylinder block. Remove the drive
belt.
2. Install a new drive belt. With
a suitable bar, pry against the rear
cover of the air pump to obtain the
specified belt tension (refer to Part
8-5). and tighten the adjusting arm
bolt. D o not pry against the pump
housing. Always use a belt tension
gauge (Tool T63L-8620-A) to check
belt tension.
3. Tighten the air supply pump

to mounting bracket bolt.

I. Position the air manifold(s)
on the cylinder head. Be sure all the
tube coupling nuts are aligned with
the cylinder head. Screw each coupng nut into the cylinder head I to 2
threads. Tighten the tube coupling
nuts.
2. Connect the air supply hose
to the air manifold.

THERMACTOR AIR SUPPLY
TUBE REPLACEMENT
Normally, ;ai; .supply-::tubes would
be replaced'($s .ne~es$ar.~
during cyl~ aii supply,
inder head o ' k i h a u ~ ;An
tube may be replaced without removing the air manifold and using a
hooked tool to pull the tube.
Additionally, the air supply tubes
could be inspected for badly eroded
tips with the aid of a mirror, when
the exhaust manifold(s) is removed;
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THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE PULLEY REPLACEMENT

1. Loosen the air supply pump
adjusting arm and mounting bolts
to relieve the belt tension.
2. Remove the drive pulley attaching bolts and pull the drive
pulley off the air pump shaft.
3. Position the drive pulley on the
air supply pump shaft, and install
the retaining bolts. Torque the bolts
to specifications.
4. Position the drive belt and adjjust the belt tension (Section 3) to
specifications. Tighten the adjusting
arm and mounting bolts.., .
THERMACTOR AIR PUMP
CENTRIFUGAL FILTER F A N
REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen the air supply pump adjusting arm bolt and mounting bracket
bolt to relieve drive belt tension.
2. Remove the drive pulley attaching bolts and pull the drive pulley off
the air pump shaft.
3. Pry the outer disc loose and
then pull off the centrifugal filter fan
as shown in Fig. 20; Care should be
taken to prevent fragments from entering the air intake hole if the fan
breaks when removing. DO NOT
ATTEMPT TO REMOVE THE METAL DRIVE HUB.
4. Install the new filter fan by
drawing it into position, using the
pulley and bolts as an installer. Draw
the fan evenly by alternately tightening the bolts, making certain that the
outer edge of the fan slips into the
housing.
A slight amount of interference
with the housing bore is normal, and
some initial noise during run-in may
be expected.

THERMACTOR AIR SUPPLY
PUMP

1. Disconnect the air outlet hose
at the air pump.
2. Loosen the adjusting 'arm to air
pump and air pump to mounting
bracket bolts to relieve the drive belt
tension.
3. Disengage the drive belt. Remove the mounting bolt and air pump.

1. Position the air pump on the
mounting bracket and install the
mounting bolt.
2. Place the drive belt in the pulleys and attach the adjusting arm to
the air pump. Adjust the drive belt
tension to specifications and tighten
the adjusting arm and mounting bolts.
3. Connect the air outlet- hose to
the air pump.

THERMACTOR AIR PUMP
RELIEF VALVE REPLACEMENT
D o not disassemble the air pump to
replace the relief valve, but remove it
from the engine.
1. Position Tool T66L-9A486-D on

the air pump and remove the relief
valve with the aid of a slide hammer
(T59L-100-B).
2. Position the relief valve on the
pump housing and hold Tool T66L9A486-B on the relief valve. Use a hammer to tap the tool lightly until the
relief valve is seated.
THERMACTOR RELIEF VALVE
PRESSURE SETTING PLUG
REPLACEMENT

VALVE ROCKER . A R M
ASSEMBLY
.

-,

, The valve rocker arm assembly,is

shown in Fig. 21.
Air Pump
Centrifugal Filter Fan Removal

Rocf:

A M

8-

FULCRUM
'

SEAT
6A528

INSTALLATION

1. Compress the sides of the pressure setting plug and remove with a
suitable tool.
2. Before installing the new plug,
be sure that the plug is the correct
one. The correct plug for this engine
should be color coded blue.
3. Insert ,the plug in the relief
valve hole and push the plug in until
it snaps into place.

.-FIG..20-Thermactor

ROCKER ARM
STUD NUT
6A529

REMOVAL

REMOVAL
1: To remove a valve rbcker'arm

.
Rocker Arm

A 1634-C

.

FIG. 21-Valve
Assembly

assembly from the right cylinder
head, disconnect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose at the
inlet tube near the right valve rocker
arm cover.
Remove the air cleaner and intake
duct assembly.
Remove the automatic choke heat
tube. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from the valve
rocker arm cover.
T o remove the rocker arm cover(s)
on Thermactor engines, disconnect the
air hose(s) from the check valve(s),
then remove the check valve(s).
2. Disconnect the spark plug wires
from the spark plugs by grasping,
twisting and pulling the moulded cap
only. Remove the wires from the
bracket on the valve rocker' arm cove r ( ~ )and position the wires out of
the way.
3. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover(s). Before removing any valve
rbcker arm, check the torque required to remove the adjusting nut. If

the torque is below specifications, replace the nut.
4. Remove the valve rocker arm
stud nut, fulcrum seat and rocker arm.
If removal of the rocker art stud is
necessary; refer to the procedure under Cylinder Head Repairs in Part
8-1, Section 2.

INSTALLATION
1. Apply Lubriplate to the top of
the valve stem.
. - ' 2. Apply lubriplate to the fulcrum
seat and socket, then install the valve
rocker arm, fulcrum seat and stud
nut. Adjust the. valve clearance- following the procedure in Part 8-1, Section 2.

PART 8-3
3. Clean the valve rocker arm
cover(s) and the cylinder head gasket surface(s). Apply oil-resistant
sealer to one side of new cover gasket(~).Lay the cemented side of the
gasket(s) in place in the cover(s).
4. Position the cover(s) on the cylinder head(s). Make sure the gasket
seats evenly all around the head.
Install the bolts. The cover is tightened in two steps. Torque the bolts
to specifications. Two minutes later,
torque the bolts to the same specifications.
On Thermactor engines, install
the check valve(s) and connect the air
hose(s) to the check valve(s).
If the right cover was removed.
install the automatic choke heat tube
and the crankcase ventilation regulator valve.
Connect the automatic choke heat
chamber air inlet hose.
Install the air cleaner and intake
duct assembly.
5. Install the spark plug wires in
the bracket on the valve rocker arm
cover(s). Connect the spark plug wires.
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INTAKE M A N I F O L D
The intake manifold assembly is
shown in Fig. 22.
REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system. Disconnect the automatic choke heat
chamber air inlet hose a t the inlet
tube near the right valve rocker arm
cover. Remove the air cleaner and
intake duct assembly.
2. Disconnect the accelerator rod
at the carburetor. Remove the accelerator retracting spring.
On a vehicle equipped with vacuum
operated accessories, disconnect any
vacuum lines that are connected to
the intake manifold.
3. Disconnect the high tension
lead and wires at the coil.
4. Disconnect the spark plug wires
at the spark plugs by grasping, twisting and pulling the moulded cap
only. Remove the wires from the
harness brackets on the valve rocker
arm covers. Remove the distributor
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cap and spark plug wire assembly.
5. Remove the carburetor fuel inlet line and the automatic choke heat
tube.
6. Disconnect the distributor vacuum hoses from the distributor. Remove the distributor hold down bolt
and remove the distributor.
7. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose at the coolant outlet housing,
and the water temperature sending
unit wire at the sending unit. Remove
the heater hose from the automatic
choke housing and disconnect the
hose at the intake manifold.
8. Loosen the clamp on the water
pump bypass hose at the coolant outlet housing and slide the hose off the
outlet housing.
9. Disconnect the crankcase vent
hose at the valve rocker arm cover.
10. On Thermactor engines remove the air manifold hoses at the
air bypass valve and position out of
the way.
11. If the vehicle is equipped with
an air conditioner, remove the compressor to intake manifold brackets.
12. Remove the intake manifold
and carburetor as an assembly. It
may be necessary to pry the intake
manifold away from the cylinder
heads, but be careful not to damage
the gasket sealing surfaces. Remove
the intake manifold gaskets and seals.
Discard the .intake manifold retaining
bolt sealing washers.
13. If the manifold is to be disassembled, identify all vacuum hoses
before disconnecting them, remove
the coolant outlet housing, gasket and
thermostat. Remove the ignition coil,
temperature sending unit, carburetor,
spacer and gaskets.
INSTALLATION

THERMOSTATIC
DISTRIBUTOR VACUUS
CONTROL VALVE

MANIFOLD-TO-

M A N I F O L D - T O - B L O C K F R O N T SEAL

A,,

FIG. 22-Typical

Intake Manifold Assembly

1. If the intake manifold assembly was disassembled, install the temperature sending unit (threads coated
with electrical conductive sealer),
ignition coil, carburetor, spacer and
g a s b t s . Position the thermostat in
the coolant outlet housing. Coat the
thermostat gasket with water-resistant sealer and position it on the coolant outlet housing. Install the coolant
outlet housing, thermostat and gasket
assembly. Connect all vacuum hoses
following the schematic shown in Part
9-1.
2. Clean the mating surfaces of
the intake manifold, cylinder heads
and cylinder block. Use a suitable
solvent to remove all traces of oil.
Coat the cylinder block seal surfaces
with contact adhesive sealer.
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3. Position new seals on the cylinder block and new gaskets on the
cylinder heads, with the gaskets interlocked with the seal tabs. Be sure the
holes in the gaskets are aligned with
the holes in the cylinder heads.
Apply non-hardening sealer at the
four junction points of the gaskets
and seals.
4. Carefully lower the intake manifold into position on the cylinder
block and cylinder heads. After the
intake manifold is i n place, run a
finger around the seal area to make
sure the seals are in place. I f the
seals are not i n place, remove the intake manifold and position the seals.

5. Be sure the holes in the manifold gaskets and manifold are in
alignment. Using new sealing washers, install the intake manifold retaining nuts and bolts. Torque the nuts
and bolts in two steps. Torque in
sequence to specifications.
After completing the remaining
assembly stips, operate the, engine
until i t reaches normal operating
temperature, then retorque the manifold nuts and bolts in sequence to
specifications.

Slide the clamp into position and
tighten the clamp.
7. Connect the radiator upper.
hose. Install the heater hose against
the automatic choke housing and
connect the hose at the intake manifold.
8. Install the carburetor fuel inlet line and the automatic choke heat
tube.
9. Rotate the crankshaft damper
until the No. 1 piston is on TDC at
the end of the compression stroke.
Position the distributor in the block
with the rotor at the No. I firing
position and the points open. Install
the hold down clamp.
10. Install the distributor cap, Position the spark plug wires in the
harness brackets on the valve rocker
arm covers, and connect the spark
plug wires.
11. Connect the crankcase vent
hose. Connect the high tension lead
and coil wires.
12. Connect the accelerator rod
and retracting spring.
On a vehicle equipped with vacuum operated accessories, connect
any vacuum lines that were disconnected from the intake manifold during removal.
On a vehicle with air conditioning,
install the compressor to intake manifold brackets.
13. On Thermactor engines, connect the hose from the left air maniold to the air bypass valve.
14. Fill and bleed the cooling system.
15. Start the engine and check
and adjust the ignition timing. Connect the distributor vacuum hoses to
the distributor.
16. Operate the engine at fast idle
and check all hose connections and
gaskets for leaks. When engine temperatures have stabilized adjust the
engine idle speed and idle fuel mixture. Retorque intake manifold bolts
to specifications.
17. Connect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose.
18. Install the air cleaner and intake duct assembly.
EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

REMOVAL
A1658-E

FIG.23-Intake

Manifold Torque

Sequence

6. Install the watei pump by-pass
hose on the coolant outlet housing.

'

1. On a right lxhaust manifold,
disconnect the automatic choke heat
chamber air inlet hose at the inlet
tube near the right valve rocker arm
cover.
Remove the automatic choke heat
tube from the right exhaust manifold.

2. Remove the air cleaner and intake duct assembly.
3. Disconnect the exhaust manifold at the muffler inlet pipe. ,
4. Remove the retaining bolts and
tab washers and remove the exhaust
manifold.
INSTALLATION

1. Clean the mating surfaces of
the exhaust manifold and cylinder
head. Clean the mounting flange of
the exhaust manifold and muffler
inlet pipe.
2. Apply graphite grease to the
mating surface of the exhaust manifold.
3. Position the exhaust manifold
on the cylinder head and install
the retaining bolts and tab washers.
Working from the center to the ends,
torque the bolts to specifications.
Lock the bolts by bending one tab of
the washer over a flat on the bolt.
4. Place new gaskets on the muffler inlet pipe. Position the muffler inlet pipe to the manifold. Install and
torque the retaining nuts to specifications.
5. Install the automatic choke
heat tube on the right exhaust manifold. Install the air cleaner and intake
duct assembly.
6. Connect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose.
7. Start the engine and check for
exhaust leaks.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM

The closed crankcase ventilation
system components are shown in
Fig. 24.
REMOVAL

1. Remove the ventilation system
air intake hose from the air cleaner
and the oil filler cap.
2. Remove the air cleaner and
intake duct assembly.
3. Disconnect the crankcase vent
hose at the carburetor spacer, regulator valve and hot idle compensator (if so equipped).
4. Pull the regulator valve out of
the valve rocker arm- cover mounting
grommet.
INSTALLATION

1. Insert the regulator valve into
the valve rocker arm cover mounting
grommet.
2. Connect the vent hose to' the
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ignition coil and air cleaner inlet
duct from the right cylinder head
assembly.
4. Disconnect the exhaust manifold(~) at the muffler inlet pipe(s).
Remove the rocker arm covers.
5. Loosen the rocker arm stud
nuts so that the rocker arms can be
rotated t o the side. Remove the push
rods in sequence (Fig. 25) so that
they may be installed in their original positions.
6. Install the cylinder head holding fixtures (Fig. 26). Remove the
cylinder head retaining bolts and
lift the cylinder head off the block.
Remove and discard the cylinder
head gasket.

FIG. 25-Valve

I

AIR C O N D I T I O N E D

( 2 - V ) MODELS ONLY

FIG. 24-Closed

I\,,/'

Crankcase Ventilation Systemcomponents

carburetor spacer regulator valve
and hot idle compensator (if so equipped).
3. Install the air cleaner and intake duct assembly.
4. Install the closed ventilation
system air intake hose to the air cleaner and the oil filler cap.
5. Operate the engine and check
for leaks.
CYLINDER HEADS
If a cylinder head is to be replaced, follow the procedures under
Cylinder Head Disassembly and Assembly, and transfer all valves,
springs, spark plugs, etc., to the new
cylinder head. Clean and inspect all
parts, reface the valves (refer to Part
8-1) and check all assembly clearances before assembling the new or
used parts to the new cylinder head.
REMOVAL
1. Remove

Push Rod Removal

the intake manifold

and carburetor as an assembly following the procedure under Intake
Manifold Removal.
2. Disconnect the battery ground
cable at the cylinder head.
If the left cylinder head is to be
removed, on a vehicle with an air conditioner, isolate and remove the
compressor as outlined in Group 15.
If the left cylinder head is to be
removed, on a vehicle with power
steering, disconnect the power steering
pump bracket from the left cylinder
head and remove the drive belt from
the pump pulley. Position the power
steering pump out of the way and
in a position that will prevent the
oil from draining out.
On a Thermactor engine, disconnect the air hose(s) from the check
valve(s). Remove the check valve(s).
Remove the air bypass valve, air pump
and bracket if the right cylinder head
is being removed.
3. If the right cylinder head is to
be removed, remove the alternator
mounting bracket bolt and spacer,

FIG. 26-Cylinder

Head Holding

Fixtures

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the cylinder head, intake
manifold, valve rocker arm cover
and cylinder block gasket surfaces.
If the cylinder head was removed
for a cylinder head gasket replacement, check the flatness of the cylindder head and block gasket surfaces.
2. On the 289 and 302 V-8 engines
a specially treated composition gasket
is used. Do not apply sealer to a
composition gasket. Position the new
cylinder head gasket over the cylinder dowels on the block. Position the
cylinder head on the block and install
the retaining bolts. Remove the holing fixtures.
3. The cylinder head bolts are
tightened in three progressive steps.
Torque all the bolts in sequence (Fig.
27) of 50 ft-lbs., then to 60 ft-lbs.,
and finally to specifications. When
cylinder head bolts have been tight-
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tioner, install the compressor as outlined in Group 15.
If the left cylinder head was removed, on a vehicle with power steering,
install the drive belt and power steering pump bracket. Install the bracket
retaining bolts. Adjust the drive belt
t o specifications.
10. Install the intake manifold
and related parts following the procedure under Intake Manifold Installation.

LOCKS d

.

FIG. 27-Cylinder

Head Bolt

Torque Sequence

ened following this procedure, it is
not necessary to retorque the bolts
after.. extended operation. However,
the bol€$'may be checked and retorqued, if desired.
4. Clean the push. rods in a suitable solvent. Blow out the oil passage in t h e push rod with compressed air. Check the ends of the
push rods for nicks, grooves, roughness or excessive wear. Visually
check the push rods for straightness
or check push rod runout with a dial
indicator. If runout exceeds the maximum limit a t any point, discard the
rod, Do not attempt to straighten
push rods.

5. Install the push rods in their
original positions. Apply Lubriplate
to the valve .stem tips.
6. Apply Lubriplate to the fulcrum seat and socket and install the
rocker arms. Perform a valve clearance adjustment as outlined in Part
8-1, Section 2.

9. Apply oil-resistant sealer to one
side of new cover gasket(s). Lay the
cemented side of the gasket(s) in place
in the cover(s). Install the valve rocker
arm cover(s).
If the right cylinder head was removed on a Thermactor engine, install the air pump and brackets. Install the check valve(s) and connect
the air hose(s) to the check valve(s)
on the right or left air manifolds.
If the left cylinder head was removed, on a vehicle with an air condi-
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DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the exhaust manifolds
and the spark plugs.
2. On Thermactor engines remove
the air supply tube assembly on the
289 V-8 or the air manifold assembly
on the 302 V-8. Remove the individual air supply tubes on the 302 V-8.
3. Clean the carbon out of the
cylinder head combustion chambers
before removing the valves.
4. Compress the valve springs
(Fig. 28). Remove the spring retainer locks and release the spring.
, 5. Remove the spring retainer,
spring, stem seal and valve. Discard
valve stem seals. Identify all valve
parts.
6. Clean, inspect and 'repair the
cylinder head as required, or transfer all useable parts to a new cylinder
head.

FIG. 29-Valve

Assembly

of the cylinder head spring pad to the
underside of the spring retainer with
dividers (Fig. 30). Check the dividers against a scale. If the assembled
height is greater than specifications,
install the necessary 0.030-inch t h i j c
spacer(s) between the cylinder hea'd
spring pad and the valve spring to
bring the assembled height to the
recommended height.
Do not install the spacers unless
necessary. Use of spacers in excess
of recommendations will result in
overstressing the valve springs and
overloading the camshaft lobes which
could lead to. spring breakage and
worn camshaft lobes.

4. On Thermactor engines install
.the individual air supply tubes on the
302 V-8. Install the air supply tube
assembly on the 289 V-8 or the air
manifold assembly on the 302 V-8.
5. Install the exhaust manifolds
and the spark plugs.

7. Position a new gasket(s) on the
muffler inlet pipe(s). Connect the exhaust manifold(s). Connect the exhaust manifold(s) at the muffler inlet pipe(s). Torque the nuts to specifications.

8. ,If the right cylinder head was
removed, install the alternator retaining bolt and spacer, ignition coil
and air cleaner inlet duct on the
right cylinder head assembly. Adjust
the drive belt tension to specifications.

VALYE SPRING

FIG. 28-Compressing
Spring-On Bench

Valve

ASSEMBLY
1. Install each valve (Fig. 29) in
the port from which it was removed
or to which it was fitted. Install a new
stem seal on the valve.
2. Install the valve spring over the
valve, and install the spring retainer.
Compress the spring and install the
retainer locks (Fig. 28).
3. Measure the assembled height
of the valve spring from the .surface

SURFACE OF SPRINGPAD

FIG. 30-Valve
Height

A~S~T-A

Spring Assembled
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VALVE SPRING, RETAINER
A N D STEM SEAL
REPLACEMENT

Broken valve springs, or defective
valve stem seals and retainers may be
replaced without removing the cylinder head, providing damage to the
valve or valve seat has not occured.
1. Disconnect the automatic choke
heat. chamber air inlet hose at the
inlet tube near the right valve rocker
arm cover.
2. Remove the air cleaner and
intake duct assembly.
To remove the right valve rocker
arm cover, remove the automatic
choke heat tube. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from
the valve rocker arm cover.
On Thermactor engines disconnect
the air hose(s) from the check valve(s).
Remove the check valves(s).
3. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover and the applicable spark plug.
4. Remove the valve rocker arm
stud nuts, fulcrum seats, valve rocker arms and push rods from the
applicable cylinder.
5. Install an air line with an
adapter in the spark plug hole and
turn on the air supply.
6. Install the stud nut and position the compressor tool as shown in
Fig. 31. Compress the valve spring
a ~ remove
~ d
the retainer locks, spring
retainer and valve spring.
7. Remove and discard the valve
steam seal (Fig. 32).
8. I f air pressure has forced the
piston to the bottom of the cylinder,
any removal of air pressure will
allow the valve(s) to fall into the
cylinder. A rubber ,band, tape or
string wrapped around the end of
the valve stem will prevent this condition and will still allow enough
travel to check the valve for binds.

NG. 31-Compressing
Spring-In Chassis

Valve

- 289 And 302 V-8

9. Inspect the valve stem for
damage. Rotate the valve and check
the valve stem tip for eccentric
movement during rotation. Move the
valve up and down through normal
travel in the valve guide and check
the stem for binds. I f the valve has
been damaged, i t will be necessary
to remove the cylinder head for repairs as outlined in Part 8-1, Section 2.
10. If the condition of the valve

proved satisfactory, hold the valve
in the closed position and apply the
air pressure within the cylinder.
11. Install a new valve stem seal
(Fig. 32). Place the spring in position over the valve and install the
valve spring retainer. Compress the
valve spring and install the valve
spring retainer locks. Remove the
compressor tool and stud nut.

heat chamber air inlet hose.
WATER P U M P

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system.

Remove the power steering, air
conditioner, and Thermactor drive
belts, if so equipped. Remove the
power steering pump and Thermactor
air pump.
2. Disconnect the radiator lower
hose and heater hose at the water
pump. Loosen and remove the drive
belt. Remove the fan, fan spacer and
pulley.
3. Loosen the bypass hose clamp
at the water pump.
4. Remove the bolts retaining the
pump to the cylinder front cover.
Remove the pump and gasket. Discard the gasket.
INSTALLATION
Before a water pump is re-installed, check i t for damage. If i t is damaged, replace it.
1. Remove all gasket material

Air line

NG. 32-Valve

SEAL

A 2653- A

Stem Seal Removal

o r Installation
12. Install the push rod. Apply
Lubriplate to the tip of the valve
stem.
13. Apply Lubriplate to the fulcrum seat and socket and install the
valve rocker arms fulcrum seats and
stud nuts. Adjust the valve clearance following the procedure in Part
8- 1, Section 2.
14. Turn off the air and remove
the air line and adapter. Install the
spark plug and connect the spark
plug wire.
15. Clean and install the rocker
arm cover.
If the right cover was removed
install the automatic choke heat tube
and the crankcase ventilation regulator valve.
On Thermactor engines install the
check valve(s). Connect the air hose(s)
to the check valve(s).
16. Install the air cleaner and intake duct assembly. Connect closed
crankcase hose.
17. Connect the automatic choke

from the mounting surfaces of the
cylinder front cover and water pump.
2. Position a new gasket, coated
on both sides with water-resistant
sealer, on the cylinder front cover;
then install the pump.
3. Install the retaining bolts and
torque them to specifications.
Install the power steering pump and
Thermactor air pump is so equipped.
Install the power steering, air conditioner and Thermactor air pump drive
belts if so equipped, and adjust the
tension to specifications.
4. Install the pulley, spacer and
fan. Install and adjust the drive '>elt
to the specified belt tension. Connect
the radiator hose and heater hose.
5. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Operate the engine until normal
operating temperatures have been
reached and check for leaks.
CYLINDER FRONT COVER
A N D TIMING CHAIN

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase.
2. Disconnect the radiator lower
hose at the water pump.
3. Disconnect the heater hose at
the water pump. Slide the water
pump bypass hose clamp toward the
water pump.
4. Loosen the alternator to cylin-
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der head mounting bolt. Remove the
alternator bracket bolts at the water
pump and cylinder front cover. Remove bracket.
On Thermactor engines, remove the
air pump and brackets.
5. On a vehicle with power steering and/or air conditioning, loosen
the drive belt tension and remove the
belt(s).
6. Remove the fan, spacer, pulley
and drive belt.
7. Remove the crankshaft pulley
from the crankshaft vibration damper. Remove the damper retaining
screw and washer. Install the puller
on the crankshaft vibration damper
(Gig. 33) and remove the vibration
damper.

then install the seal in the cover
(Fig. 36). Drive the seal in until it is
fully seated ;n the recess. Check the
seal after installation to be sure the
spring is properly positioned in the
seal.

FIG. 36-Crankshaft
Replacement
.

TIMING MARKS

FIG. 34-Aligning

A2731 - A

Timing Marks

Vibration

D a m p e r Removal

8. Disconnect the fuel pump outlet line a t the fuel pump. Remove
the fuel pump retaining bolts and lay
the pump to one side with the flexible fuel line still attached.
9. Remove the oil level dipstick.
10. Remove the oil pan to cylinder front cover retaining bolts. Remove the cylinder front cover and
water pump as an assembly.
If a new cylinder front cover is
to be installed, remove the water
pump and dipstick tube from the
old cylinder front cover and install
them on the new cover.
11. Discard the cylinder front
cover gasket. Remove the crankshaft
front oil slinger.
12. Check the timing chain deflection (refer to Part 8-1, Section 2).
13. Crank the engine until the
timing marks on the sprockets are
positioned as shown in Fig. 34.
14. Remove the camshaft sprocket cap screw, washers and fuel pump
eccentric. Slide both s ~ r o c k e t s and
the timing chain forward, and remove them as an assembly (Fig. 35).
15. Remove the oil pan and oil
pump pickup tube by following the
procedure under Oil Pan Removal.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the sprockets and timing chain on the camshaft (Fig. 35).
Be sure the timing marks on the
sprockets are positioned as shown in
Fig. 34.
2. Install the fuel pump eccentric,
washers and camshaft sprocket cap
screw. Torque the sprocket cap screw
to specifications. Install the crankshaft front oil slinger (Fig. 37).

FIG. 33-Crankshaft

Front Oil Seal

'

FIG. 35-Timing

C h a i n Removal o r

Installation
FRONT OIL SEAL
REPLACEMENT

It is good practice to replace the
oil seal each time the cylinder front
cover is removed.
1. Drive out the old seal with a
pin punch. Clean out the recess in
the cover.
2. Coat a new seal with grease;

FIG. 37-Fuel Pump Eccentric a n d
Front Oil Slinger Installed
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3. Clean the cylinder front cover,
oil pan and the block gasket surfaces.
4. Lubricate the timing chain with
engine oil.
5. Coat the gasket surfaces of the
block and cover with sealer. Position
a new gasket on the block.
6. Install the alignment pilot tool
on the cylinder front cover so that
the keyway in the pilot aligns with
the key in the crankshaft. Position
the cover and pilot over the end of
the crankshaft and against the block
(Fig. 38). Coat the threads of the
retaining screws with oil-resistant
sealer and install the screws. While
pushing in on the pilot, torque the
screws to specifications. Remove the
pilot.

FIG. 38-Cylinder
Alignment

Front Cover

7. Apply Lubriplate to the oil seal
rubbing surface of the vibration
damper inner hub to prevent damage
to the seal. Apply a white lead and
oil mixture to the front of the crankshaft damper for installation.
8. Line up the crankshaft vibration damper keyway with the key on
the crankshaft. Install the vibration
damper on the crankshaft (Fig. 39).
Install the cap Screw and washer.
Torque the screw to specifications.
Install the crankshaft pulley.
9. Install the oil pump pickup
tube and oil pan following the procedure under Oil Pan Installation.
10. Install the fuel pump using a
new gasket. Connect the fuel pump
outlet line.
11. Install the water pump pulley,
drive belt, spacer and fan.
12. On Thermactor engines, install
the air pump and brackets.
13. Install the alternator bracket.
Adjust the drive belt tension to specifications and tighten the alternator
mounting bolts.
14. Connect the heater hose and
the water pump bypass hose. Slide
the bypass hose clamp into position.
15. Connect the radiator hose.
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16. On a vehicle with power steering and/or air conditioning, install and
adjust the drive belts.
17. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase with the
proper grade and quantity of engine
oil.
18. Operate the engine at fast idle
and check for coolant and oil leaks.
Check and adjust the ignition timing.

CAMSHAFT

The camshaft and related parts are
shown in Fig. 40.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the cylinder front cover and the timing chain following the
procedure under Cylinder Front Cover and Timing Chain Removal.
2. Disconnect the spark plug wires
at the spark plugs and remove the
wires from the ignition harness brackets on the valve rocker arm covers.
Disconnect the coil high tension lead
at the coil. Remove the distributor
cap and spark plug wire assembly.
3. Disconnect the ignition coil
wires at the coil.
4. Disconnect the distributor vacuum hose at the carburetor. Remove
the distributor hold down bolt and
clamp and remove the distributor.
5. Disconnect the automatic choke
heat tube at the carburetor. Remove
the heater hose from the automatic
choke and disconnect the hose at the
intake manifold.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, disconnect the throttle
valve vacuum line at the intake
manifold. Disconnect the transmission
oil cooler lines at the radiator.
6. Disconnect tht radiator upper
hose and remove the radiator.
7. Disconnect the accelerator rod

FIG. 39-Crankshaft
Damper Installation

Vibration

at the carburetor. Remove the accelerator retracting spring.
8. Disconnect the water temperature sending unit wire at the sending
unit and the engine ground strap at
the engine.
9. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from the valve
rocker arm cover.
10. On Thermactor engines disconnect the air hoses from the check
valves. Remove the check valves. Remove the air bypass valve and air
pump. Remove the valve rocker arm
covers. Loosen the valve rocker arm
stud nuts and rotate the rocker arms
to the side.
11. Remove the intake manifold
and carburetor as an assembly, following the procedure under Intake
Manifold Removal. Remove the intake manifold gaskets and seals.
12. Remove the valve push rods
in sequence so that they can be installed in their original positions.
13. Using a magnet, remove the
valve lifters and place them in a
rack so that they can be installed
in their original bores (Fig. 41).
BEARINGS

THRUST

T I M I N G CHAIN-6268

AND

REAR BEARING
BORE PLUG
6266

FUEL PUMP ECCENTRIC-6287

NG. 40-Camshaft

a n d Related Parts
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FIG. 4 1-Valve

Lifter Removal

If the valve liiters are stuck in
their bores by excessive varnish, etc.
it may be necessary to use a pliertype tool (T52T-6500-DJD or 6500D) or a claw-type tool to remove the
lifters. Rotate the lifter back and
forth to loosen it from the gum or
varnish that may have formed at the
lifter.
14. Remove the camshaft thrust
plate. Carefully remove the camshaft
by pulling it toward the front of
the engine. Use kution to avoid
damaging the camshaft bearings.

INSTALLATION
1. Oil the camshaft journals and
apply Lubriplate to the lobes. Carefully slide the camshaft through the
bearings. Install the camshaft thrust
plate with groove towards engine
block. Check camshaft end play following the procedures in Part 8-1,
Section 1.
2. Install the valve lifters in the
bores from which they were removed.
3. Install the push rods in their
original position. Apply Lubriplate
to the valve stem tips. Position the
rocker arms over the push rods.
4. Install the intake manifold and
related parts by following steps 1
thru 5 under Intake Manifold Installation,
5. Connect the water temperature
sending unit and the engine ground
strap.
6. Connect the accelerator rod and
accelerator retracting spring.
7. Install the radiator.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the transmission
oil cooler lines and throttle valve
vacuum line.
8. Connect the heater hose at the

intake manifold. Position and connect the fuel line.
9. Replace the crankshaft front
oil seal. Install the timing chain, cylinder front cover and related parts
following steps 1 thru 16 under Cylinder Front Cover and Timing Chain
Installation.
10. With No. 1 piston on TDC
at the end of the compression stroke,
position the distributor in the block
with the rotor at the No. 1 firing
position and the points open. Install
the hold down clamp.
11. Perform a valve clearance adjustment as outlined in Part 8-1,
Section 2.
12. Clean the valve rocker arm
covers and,the cylinder head gasket
surface. Apply oil-resistance sealer
to one side of new cover gaskets.
Lay the cemented side of the gaskets
in place in the covers.
13. Position the covers on the
cylinder heads. Make sure the gasket seats evenly all around the head.
Install the bolts. The cover is tightened in two steps. Torque the bolts
to specifications. Two minutes later,
torque the bolts to the same specifications.
14. Clean and install the crankcase ventilation system.
15. On Thermactor engines, install the air pump and connect the
air bypass valve. Install check valves
and connect air hoses to the check
valves.
16. Install the automatic choke
heat tube. Connect the ignition coil
wires.
17. Install the distributor cap. Position the spark plug wires in the
harness brackets on the valve rocker
arm covers and connect the spark
plug wires. Connect the high tension
lead at the coil.
18. Fill 'and bleed the cooling
system. Fill the crankcase with the
proper grade and quantity of engine
oil.
19. Start the engine and check
and adjust the ignition timing. Connect the distributor vacuum hose at
the carburetor..
20. Operate the engine at fast
idle and check all hose connections
and gaskets for leaks. When the engine temperature has stabilized, adjust the engine idle speed and idle
fuel mixture.
21. Adjust the transmission throttle linkage. Install the air cleaner
and intake duct assembly.
22. Connect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose.

CAMSHAFT REAR BEARING
BORE PLUG REPLACEMENT
1. On a vehicle with a manualshift transmission, remove the transmission, clutch pressure plate and
disc following the procedures in
Group 5.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the transmission
and converter housing following the
procedure in Group 7.
2. Remove the flywheel retaining
bolts and remove the flywheel. Remove the engine rear cover plate.
3. Drill a 112-inch hole in the
camshaft rear bearing bore plug
and remove the plug using the tools
shown in Fig. 42.

FIG. 42-Camshaft Rear Bearing
Bore Plug Removal
4. Clean out the plug bore recess
thoroughly and coat the flange of a
new plug with oil-resistant sealer.
Install the new plug with the flange
facing outward. Drive the plug in until it is slightly below the chamfer in
the bore (Fig. 43).
5. Coat the flywheel retaining
bolts with oil-resistant sealer. Position the engine rear cover plate on
the the cylinder block dowels. Position
the flywheel on the crankshaft flange.
Install and torque the retaining bolts
in sequence across from each other
to specifications.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the clutch pressure plate, disc and the transmission
following the procedures in Group 5.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, install the transmission
and converter housing following the
procedure in Group 7. .

VALVE LIFTER REPLACEMENT
Before replacing a hydraulic valve
lifter for noisy operation, be sure
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rod guides in the cylinder head.
3. Position the rocker arms over
the push rods. Perform a valve clearance adjustment as outlined in Part
8-1, Section 2.
4. Install the valve rocker arm
covers. Install the crank case ventilation regulator valve in the valve
rocker arm cover. On Thermactor engines, install the check valves. Connect the air hoses to the check valves.
5. Install the intake manifold and
related parts by following steps 2
thru 18 under Intake Manifold Installation.

FIG. 43-Camshaft

Rear Bearing
Bore Plug Installation

the noise is not caused by improperly
adjusted valve lash or by worn rocker arms or push rods.
REMOVAL
1. Remove

the intake manifold
and related parts by following steps
1 thru 12 under Intake Manifold Removal.
2. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from the valve
rocker arm cover.
3. On Thermactor engines, disconnect the air hoses from the check
valves. Remove the check valves. Remove the valve rocker arm covers.
Loosen the valve rocker arm stud
nuts and rotate the rocker arms to
the side.
4. Remove the valve push rods in
sequence so that they can be installed
in their original positions.
5. Using a magnet, remove the
valve lifters and place them in a rack
so that they can be installed in their
original bores (Fig. 41).
If the valve lifters cannot be removed from their bores because of
excessive varnish, etc., it may be
necessary to use a plier-type tool
(T52T-6500-DJD or 6500-D) or a
claw-type tool to remove the lifters.
Rotate the lifter back and forth to
loosen it from the gum or varnish
that may have formed at the lifter.
INSTALLATION
I. Clean and install the valve lifters in the bores from which they
were removed. If a new lifter(s) is
being installed, check the new lifter(s)
for a free fit in the bore in which it
is to be installed. Lubricate the lifter(s)
before inserting it in the bore.
2. Install the push rods in their
original position. Apply Lubriplate
to the valve stem tips and the push

V A L V E LIFTER DISASSEMBLY
The internal parts of each hydraulic valve lifter assembly are
matched sets. D o not intermix the
parts. Kcep the assemblies intact
until they are to be cleaned.

The disassembly and assembly procedures for Types I and I1 valve lifters are different. Valve lifters should
always be tested after assembly;
refer to the test procedures covered in
Part 8-1. Section I.
TYPE I
Disassembly

Disassemble and assemble each
lifter spearately. Keep the lifter assemblies in proper sequence so they can
be installed in their original bores.
I. Grasp the lock ring with needle
nose pliers to release it from the groove.
It may be necessary to depress the
plunger to fully release lock ring.
2. Remove the pushrod cup, metering valve (disc), plunger and spring.
3. Remove the plunger assembly,
the check valve and the check valve
retainer and plunger spring. Carefully remove the plunger spring, the
check valve retainer and the check
valve disc from the plunger.
Assem bly

Type I hydraulic lifter assembly
is shown in Fig. 44.
I. Place the plunger upside down
on a clean work bench.
2. Place the check valve (disc or
ball check) in position over the oil hole
on the bottom of the plunger. Set the
check valve spring on top of the check
valve (disc or ball check).
3. Position the check valve retainer
over the 'check valve and spring and
push the retainer down into place on
the plunger.
4. Place the plunger spr1ng, and
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Lifter Assembly

then the plunger (open end up) into
the lifter body.
5. Position the metering valve
(disc) in the plunger, and then place
the push rod cup in the plunger.
6. Depress the plunger, and position the closed end of the lock ring in
the groove of the lifter body. With the
plunger still depressed, position the
open ends of the lock ring in the
groove. Release the plunger, and then
depress it again to fully seat the lock
ring.
7. Use the hydraulic valve lifter
leakdown tester (Part 8-1) to fill the
lifters with test fluid.
TYPE I1
Disassembly

Each valve lifter is a matched assembly. If parts of one lifter are intermixed with those of another, improper
valve operation may result. Disassemble and assemble each lifter separately. Keep the lifter assemblies in
proper sequence so they can be installed in their original bores.
I. Grasp the lock ring with needle
nose pliers to release it from the groove.
It may be necessary to depress the
plunger to fully release lock ring.
2. Remove the push rod cup, metering valve disc, and the upper metering valve. Do not bend the metering
valve or the valve tensioning finger.
3. Remove the plunger assembly,

the check valve and the check valve
retainer and plunger spring. Carefully remove the plunger spring, the
check valve retainer and the check
valve disc from the plunger.
Assem bly

Type I1 hydraulic lifter assembly
is shown in Fig. 45.
I. Place the plunger on a clean
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UPPER METERING
VALVE

bearing inserts are selective fit. D o
not file or lap bearing caps or use
bearing shims to obtain the proper
bearing clearance.

Selective fit bearings are available
for service in standard sizes and 0.001
and 0.002 inch undersize . Standard
bearings a r e divided into two sizes and
are .identified by a daub of red or blue
paint. Refer to the Parts Catalog for
the available sizes. Red marked bear-

of the bearing cap and about 114
inch off center (Fig. 46).
PLACE Plortigoge FULL
WIDTH OF JOURN

CHECK WIDTH OF

ings increase the clearance; blue
marked bearings decrease the clearance. Undersize bearings, which are

not selective fit, are available for use
on journals that have been refinished.
MAIN BEARING

FIG. 45-Type

II Hydraulic Valve

lifter Assembly
work surface (table or bench) in an
upside down position and center the
check valve disc on it. Carefully slide
the check valve over the disc and down
until it bottoms. A slight turning motion will help this. Use every precaution not t o distort i t i n anyway, or to
bend the preformed fingers. With a

slight turning motion slide the plunger
spring over the metering valve and
down until it seats.
2. Leaving the assembly in this
upside down position, slide the lifter
body down over the spring until it
slightly compresses the spring.
3. Position the combined assembly
right side up on the work surface
(table or bench).
4. Position the upper metering valve
in the plunger taking care not to tilt
it to either side, and not t o damage
or bend the valve tensioning finger.
Place the metering valve disc over'the
metering valve and install the push
rod cup. Depress the cup and install
the lock ring.
5. Use the hydraulic valve lifter
leakdown tester (Part 8-1) to fill the
lifters with test fluid.
CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL
SEAL REPLACEMENT

Replacement of a crankshaft rear
oil seal because of oil leakage requires replacement of both the upper
and lower seals. Remove the engine;
then remove the crankshaft and replace the seals by following the procedure under Crankshaft Removal
and Installation (Section 4).
M A I N A N D CONNECTING
R O D BEARING REPLACEMENT
'

The

main

and connecting rod

1. Drain the crankcase. Remove

the oil level dipstick. Remove the oil
pan and related parts.
2. Remove the oil pump inlet tube
assembly and the oil pump.
3. Replace one bearing at a time,
leaving the other bearings securely
fastened. Remove the main bearing

cap to which new bearings are to be
installed
4. Insert the upper bearing removal tool (tool 6331) in the oil hole in
the crankshaft.
5. Rotate the crankshaft in the
direction of the engine rotation to
force the bearing out of the block.
6. Clean the crankshaft journals.
Inspect the journals and thrust faces
(thrust bearing) for nicks, burrs or
bearing pick-up that would cause
premature bearing wear. When replacing standard bearings with new
bearings, i t is good practice to fit the
bearing to the minimum specified
clearance and to first try to obtain
the proper clearance with two blue
bearing halves.

7. To install the upper main bearing, place the plain end of the bearing over the shaft on the locking
tang side of the block and partially
install the bearing s o that tool 6331
can be inserted in the oil hole in the
crankshaft. With tool 6331 positioned in the oil hole in the crankshaft,
rotate the crankshaft in the opposite
direction of engine rotation until the
bearing seats itself. Remove the tool.
8. Replace the cap bearing.
9. Support the crankshaft so that
its weight, will not compress the
Plastigage and provide an erroneous
reading. Position a jack so that it will
bear against the counterweight adjoining the bearing which is being
checked.
10. Place a piece of Plastigage
on the bearing surface the full width

FIG. 46-Installing
Plastigage-Engine

a n d Measuring
Installed

11. Install the cap and torque the
bolts to specifications. D o not turn
the crankshaft while the Plastigage
is in place.
12. Remove the cap. Using the

Plastigage scale, check the width of
the Plastigage. When checking the
width of the Plastigage, check a t the
widest point in order to get the minimum clearance. Check at the narrowest point in order to get the maximum clearance. The difference between the two readings is the taper
of the journals.
13. If the clearance is less than
the specified limits, try two red bearing halves or a combination of red
and blue depending upon the condition.
If the clearance exceeds specified
service limits, try 0.001 or 0.002 inch
undersize bearings in combination
with red .blue or standard bearings.
The bearing clearance must be within
specified limits. If the 0.001 or 0.002

undersize main bearings are used on
more than one journal, be sure they
are all installed in the cylinder block
side of the bearing. If the standard
and 0.001 or 0.002 inch undersize
bearings d o not bring the clearance
within the desired limits, refinish the
crankshaft journal, then install undersize bearings (Refer to Part 8-1, Section 2). For complete application and
availability of bearings, refer to the
Master Parts and Accessories Catalog. D o not file or lap bearing caps
or use shims in an effort to decrease
bearing clearances.
14. After the bearing has been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journal and bearings; then
install the bearing cap. Torque the
cap bolts to specifications.
15. Repeat the procedure for the
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remaining bearings that require replacement.
16. If the rear main bearing is to
be replaced, remove the rear main
bearing cap. Remove and discard the
rear oil seal.
17. Clean the rear journal oil seal
groove and the mating surfaces of
the block and rear main bearing cap.
Preform the new seal by hand to the
approximate radius of the cap.
18. Insert the seal in the oil seal
groove, seating the center of the seal
first and allowing the seal to extend
equally on both ends. Press the seal
down firmly with thumb at the center
of the seal, then press both ends of
the seal into the groove, working
from the ends to the center.
19. Position the seal forming tool
as shown in (Fig. 47) and complete the
seal installation. After installation,
cut the ends of the seal flush.
20. Apply a thin coating of oilresistant sealer to the rear main bearing cap at the rear of the top mating
surface (Fig. 47). D o not apply sealer
to the area forward of the oil slinger
groove. Install the rear main bearing

cap and torque the cap bolts to specifications.

on the crankshaft. Torque the cap
bolts to specifications (Fig. 65).
22. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
screen. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with oil and rotate
the pump shaft until oil'emerges from
the outlet opening. Install the oil pump
and the inlet tube assembly.
23. Position the oil pan gaskets
on the oil pan. Position the oil pan
front seal on the cylinder front cover.
Position the oil pan rear seal on the
rear main bearing cap. Install the
oil pan and related parts. Install the
oil level dipstick.
24. Fill the crankcase. Start the
engine and check for oil pressure.
Operate the engine at fast idle and
check for oil leaks.
CONNECTING ROD BEARING
1. Follow steps I and 2 under
Main Bearing Replacement.
2. Turn the crankshaft until the
connecting rod to which new bearings are to be fitted is down. Remove
the connecting rod cap. Remove the
bearing inserts from the rod and cap.
3. Be sure the bearing inserts and
the bearing bore in the connecting
rod and cap are clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort
the bearing and cause a failure.
4. Clean the crankshaft journal.
When replacing standard bearings
with new bearings, i t is good practice to fit the bearing to the minimum
specified clearance and to first try to
obtain the proper clearance with two
blue bearing halves.
5. Install the bearing inserts in the

FIG. 47-Seal

to Rear Bearing
C a p Installation
21. If the thrust bearing cap (No.
3 main bearing) has been removed, install it as follows:
Install the thrust bearing cap with
the bolts finger-tight. Pry the crankshaft forward against the thrust surface of the upper half of the bearing
(Fig 65). Hold the crankshaft forward
and pry the thrust bearing cap to the
rear (Fig. 65). This will align the
thrust surfaces of both halves of the
bearing. Retain the forward pressure

connecting rod and cap with the tangs
fitting in the slots provided.
6. Pull, the connecting rod assembly down firmly on the crankshaft
journal.
7. Place a piece of Plastigage on
the lower bearing surface, the full
width of the cap and about 114 inch
off-center.
8. Install the cap and torque the
connecting rod nuts to specifications.
D o not turn the crankshaft while the
Plastigage is in pIace.
9. Refer to steps 12 and 13 under

Main Bearing Replacement.
10. After the bearing has been
fitted, clean and apply a light coat of
engine oil to the journal and bearings.
Install the connecting rod cap. Torque
the nuts t o specifications.
11. Repeat the procedure for the
remaining connecting rods that require new bearings.
12. Follow steps 22 thru 24 under
Main Bearing Replacement.

PISTONS A N D
C O N N E C T I N G RODS

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Remove the intake
manifold, cylinder heads, oil pan and
oil pump following the procedures in
this section.
2. Remove any ridge and/or deposits from the upper end of the cylinder bores as follows:
Turn the crankshaft until the piston to be removed is at the bottom
of its travel and place a cloth on the
piston head to collect the cuttings.
Remove any ridge and/or deposits
from the upper end of the cylinder
bores. Remove the cylinder ridge
with a ridge cutter. Follow the instructions furnished by the tool manufacturer. Never cut into the ring
travel area in excess of 1/32 inch
when removing ridges.

3. Make sure all connecting rod
caps are marked so that they can be
installed in their original positions.
4. Turn the crankshaft until the
connecting rod being removed is
down.
5. Remove the connecting rod
nuts and cap.
6. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out the top of the
cylinder with the handle end of a
hammer. Avoid damage to the crankshaft journal or the cylinder wall
when removing the piston and rod.

7. Remove the bearing inserts
from the connecting rod and cap.
8. Install the cap on the connecting rod from which it was removed.

INSTALLATION
1. If new piston rings are to be
installed, remove the cylinder wall
glaze. Follow the instructions of the
tool manufacturer.
2. Oil the piston rings, pistons and
cylinder walls with light engine oil.
Be sure to install the pistons in the
same cylinders from which they were
removed or to which they were
fitted. The connecting rod and +earing caps are numbered from l to 4
in the right bank and from 5 to 8 in
the left bank, beginning at the front
of the engine. The numbers on the
connecting rod and bearing cap must
be on the same side when installed
in the cylinder bore. If a connecting
rod is ever transposed from one
block or cylinder to another, new
bearings should be fitted and the
connecting rod should be numbered
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to correspond with the new cylinder
number.
3. Make sure the ring gaps are

properly spaced around the circumference of the piston (Fig. 48).
4. Install a piston ring compressor on the piston and push the piston in with a hammer handle until
it is slightly below the top of the cylinder (Fig. 49). Be sure to guide the
connecting rods to avoid damaging
the crankshaft journals. Install the
piston with the indentation notch in
the piston head toward the front
of the engine.
5. Check the clearance of each

8. Install the connecting rod cap.
The .bolts must be installed
with the flat on the outside of the
connecting rod. I f improperly installed, the bolt will loosen and eventually fail. Torque the nuts to speci-

fications.

9. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the side clearance between the connecting rods on each
crankshaft journal (Fig. 50).

bearing following the procedure under Connecting Rod Bearing Replacement.
6. After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
7. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all the way down until the
connecting rod bearing seats on the
crankshaft journal.

17. Install the air cleaner and
intake duct assembly. Connect closed
crankcase hose.
18. Connect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose.

DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the bearing inserts
from the connecting rod and cap.
2. Mark the pistons and pins to
assure assembly with the same rod
and installation in the same cylinders
from which they were removed.
3. Using an Arbor Press and the
tool shown in Fig. 51, press the piston
pin from the piston and connecting
rod. Remove the piston rings.

OIL RING SPACER
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10. Disassemble, 'clean and i s semble the oil pump. Clean theloil
pump inlet tube screen, and the oil
pan and block gasket surfaces.
11. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet port o r . outlet port
with engine oil and rotating the
pump shaft to distribute the oil within the housing. Install the oil pump
and the oil pan.
12. Install the cylinder heads following steps 1 thru 9 under Cylinder
Head Installation.
13. Install the cylinder heads following steps 2 thru 13 under Intake
Manifold Installation.
14. Fill and bleed the cooling
system. Fill the crankcase with the
proper grade and quantity of engine
oil.
15. Start the engine and check
and adjust the ignition timing. Connect the. distributor vacuum hoses
at the carburetor.
16. Operate the'engine at fast idle
and check for oil and coolant leaks.
When the engine temperature has
stabilized, adjust the engine idle speed
and idle fuel mixture.

A 1
Tool-T65L-6135-C
Cup Detall A-1

A2374 - 8

FIG. 57-Piston

Pin Removal a n d

Installation
ASSEMBLY
The piston, connecting rod and
related parts are shown #in Fig. 52.
Check the fit of a new piston i n the
cylinder bore before assembling the
piston and piston pin to the connecting rod.

The piston pin bore of a connecting rod and the diameter of the piston pin must be within specifications.
Refer to Part 8-5.
1. Apply a light coat of engine oil
to all parts. Assemble the piston to
the connecting rod with the cylinder
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UPPER
COMPRESSION
RING

LOWER
COMPRESSION

the entire ring circumferenc'e without
binding. Any wear that occurs will
form a step at the inner portion of
the lower land. I f the lower lands
have high steps, the piston should be
replaced.

5. Be sure the bearing inserts and
the bearing bore in the connecting
rod and cap are clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort
the bearing and cause a failure. Install
the bearing inserts in the connecting

RIGHT BANK

8-79
runout, following the procedure in
Part 8-1,. Section I and install the
clutch pressure plate, disc and the
transmission following the procedures
in Group 5.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission check the flywheel runout, following the procedure in Part
8-1, Section I and install the transmission and converter housing following the procedure in Group 7.

L E F T BANK

CLUTCH PILOT B U S H I N G
REPLACEMENT

NOTCHTOWARD

1. Remove the transmission, clutch
pressure plate and disc following the
procedures in Group 5.
NUMBERED SIDE OF ROD

FIG. 53-Correct

A1997-E

Piston a n d Rod

Positions
rod and cap with the tangs fitting in
the slots provided.
FLYWHEEL

FIG. 52-Piston, Connecting Rod
a n d Related Parts
number side of the connecting rod
and the indentation notch in the piston positioned as shown i n Fig. 53.

On replacement connecting rods, install the large-chamfered side of the
connecting rod bearing bore towards
the crankshaft check; facing towards
front of engine on right bank rods,
and facing towards rear of engine on
left bank rods.
2. Start the piston pin in the piston and connecting rod (this may require a very light tap with a mallet).
Using an Arbor Press, press the piston pin through the piston and connecting rod until the pin is centered
in the piston (Fig. 51).
3. Check the end gap of all piston
rings (Part 8-1). It must be within
specifications (Part 8-5). Follow the
instructions contained on the piston
ring package and install the piston
rings.
4. Check the ring side clearance
of the compression rings with a feeler
gauge inserted between the ring and
its lower land. (Part 8-1, Section 2).
The gauge should slide freely around

REMOVAL

I. On a vehicle with a manualshift transmission, remove the transmission, clutch pressure plate and disc
following the procedures in Group 5.

On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the transmission
and converter housing following the
procedure in Group 7.

2. Remove the pilot bushing as
shown in Fig. 54.

3. Coat the pilot bushing bore in
the crankshaft with a small quantity
of wheel bearing lubricant. Avoid using
too much lubricant as i t may be
thrown onto the clutch disc when
the clutch revolves.

4. Install the pilot service bearing as shown in Fig. 55.

5. Install the clutch pressure plate,
disc and the transmission, following
the procedures in Group 5.
OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT
CARTRIDGE-TYPE
OIL FILTER

The oil filter assembly is shown
in Fig. 56.

2. To check flywheel face runout
refer to Part 8- 1, Section I .
3. Remove the flywheel retaining
bolts and remove the flywheel.
INSTALLATION

I. Clean and inspect all parts before installation. Coat the threads of
the flywheel retaining bolts with oilresistant sealer. Position the flywheel
on the crankshaft flange. Install and
torque the bolts in sequence across
from each other to specifications.
2. On a vehicle with a manualshift transmission check the flywheel

FIG. 54-Clutch
Removal

Pilot Bushing
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cover and the fiber gasket from the
bolt. Discard the filter element and
all gaskets.
3. Wash all parts in solvent. Make
sure all the openings in the center
bolt are clean.
4.'Install a' new filter element in
the filter cover following the instructions furnished with the new element.
5. Clean the oil filter cover mounting surface on the adapter. Position
a new gasket in the adapter recess.
6. Place the filter assembly in
position, and thread the center bolt
into the adapter finger-tight. Rotate
the filter slightly, in each direction,
to make sure the gasket is seated
even1y .
7. Torque the center bolts to specifications. D o not overtighten the cen-

Tool-7600-H
A1650-C

FIG. 55-Clutch

Pilot Bearing

-

Installation

ter bolt.

1. Place a drip pan under the filter. Unscrew the filter from the adapter fitting and clean the adapter recess.

8. Add oil to the crankcase if
necessary. Operate the engine at fast
idle, and check for leaks.
9. If oil leaks are evident, perform the necessary repair to correct
the leakage.

2. Coat the gasket on a new filter with oil. Place the new filter in
position on the adapter fitting. Hand
tighten the filter until the gasket contacts the adapter face, and then advance it 112 turn.

HOUSINGGASKET

-GASKET

the oil level dipstick.
2. Lower the stabilizer bar. On a
Mustang or Cougar, the idler arm
will also have to be lowered.
3. Remove the oil pan retaining
bolts and crank the engine to obtain
clearance between the crankshaft and
oil pan. Remove the oil pan.
4. Remove the oil pump inlet tube
and screen assembly.
5. Remove and discard the inlet
tube to pump gasket.

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
and screen assembly.
2. Using a new inlet tube to pump
gasket, install the inlet tube and
screen assembly.
3. Clean the gasket surfaces of
the block and oil pan. The oil pan
has a two-piece gasket. Coat the
block surface and the oil pan gasket
surface with sealer. Position the oil
pan gaskets on the cylinder block
(Fig. 58).
4. Position the oil pan front seal
on the cylinder front cover. (Fig. 58).
Be sure the tabs on the seal are over
the oil pan gasket.
REAR SEAL,

3. Operate the engine a t fast idle,
and check for oil leaks. If oil leaks
are evident, perform the necessary
repairs to correct the leakage. Check
the oil level and f i l l the crankcase
if necessary.

FILTER ELEMENT

1

ADAPTER- FITTING
A2727- A

FIG. 56-Cartridge-Type

CENTER BOLT

Oil Filter

ELEMENT-TYPE OIL FILTER
The oil filter assembly is shown
in Fig: 57.
1. Place a drip pan under the
filter. Loosen the filter center bolt,
and remove the filter assembly and
gasket.
2. Remove {he filter element, neoprene gasket, spring and seat. Remove the center bolt from the filter

*

FIG. 57-Element-Type

Oil Filter

OIL PAN
REMOVAL
1. Drain t h e crankcase. Remove

OIL PAN GASKET

FIG. 58-Oil
Seals Installed

FRONT SEAL

A16'3-A

P a n Gaskets a n d

.

.
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5. Position the oil pan rear seal
on the rear main bearing cap (Fig. 58).
Be sure the tabs on the seal are over
the oil pan gasket.
6. Hold the oil pan in place against

the block and install a bolt, fingertight, on each side of the oil pan. Install the remaining bolts. Torque the
bolts from the center outward in each
direction to specifications.
7. Connect the stabilizer bar. On
a Mustang or Cougar, the idler
arm must be installed.
8. Install the oil level dipstick. Fill
the crankcase with the proper grade
and quantity of engine oil. Start
the engine and check for oil leaks.

INLET TUBE
ASSEMBLY

6622
R O T O R A N D SHAFT
ASSEMBLY
660R
IDENTIFICATION MARKS

PLATE

OIL PUMP
REMOVAL

FIG. 60-Oil

Pump Assembly

I. Remove the oil pan and related

parts as outlined under Oil Pan Removal.
2. Remove the oil pump inlet tube
and screen assembly. Discard the
gasket.
3. Remove the oil pump retaining
bolts and remove the oil pump, gasket
and intermediate drive shaft.
INSTALLATION
I. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with
engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft
to distribute the oil within the pump
body.
2. Position the intermediate drive
shaft into the distributor socket. With
the shaft firmly seated in the distributor socket, the stop on the shaft
should touch the roof of the crankcase. Remove the shaft and position
the stop as necessary.
3. Position a new gasket on the
pump housing. With the stop properly positioned, insert the intermediate
drive shaft into the oil pump. Install
the pump and shaft as an assembly.
D o not attempt to force the pump

.3

FIG. 59-Oil

Pump a n d Inlet Tube

Installed
into position if i t will not seat readily.
The drive shaft hex may be misaligned with the distributor shaft. T o align
rotate the intermediate drive shaft
into a new position. Torque the oil

pump retaining screws to specifications.
4. Clean the oil pump inlet tube
and screen assembly (Fig. 59).
5. Using a new gasket, install the
oil pump inlet tube and screen assembly.
6. Install the oil pan and related
parts as outlined under Oil Pan Installation.
DISASSEMBLY

I. Remove the oil inlet tube from
the oil pump and remove the gasket.
2. Remove the cover retaining
screws and the cover. Remove the
inner rotor and shaft assembly, then
remove the outer race.
3. Insert a self-threading sheet
metal screw of the proper diameter
into the oil pressure relief valve

chamber cap and pull the cap out
of the chamber. Remove the spring
and plunger.
ASSEMBLY

The oil pump assembly is shown
in Fig. 60.
1. Clean. inspect and oil all parts
throughly.
2. Install the oil pressure relief
valve plunger, spring and a new cap.
3. Install the outer race, and the
inner rotor and shaft assembly. The
inner rotor and shaft, and the outer
race are serviced as an assembly.
One part should not be replaced without replacing the other. Be certain
that the dimple (identification mark)
on the outer race is facing outward
on the same side as the identification
mark on the rotor. Install the cover

and torque the cover retaining screws
to specifications.
4. Position a new gasket and the
oil inlet tube on the oil pump and
install the retaining bolts.

E N G I N E REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

The engine removal and installation procedures are for the engine
only without the transmission attached.

REMOVAL
I. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Remove the oil filter.
2. Remove the hood. Disconnect
the battery ground cable at the cylinder block.
3. Disconnect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet hose at the
inlet tube near the right valve rocker
arm cover. isc connect the closed

crankcase ventilation hose. Remove
the air cleaner and intake duct assembly.
4. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose at the coolant outlet housing and
the radiator lower hose at the water
pump.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, disconnect the transmission oil cooler lines at the radiator.
5. Remove the radiator. Remove
the fan, spacer, belt and pulley.
6. Disconnect the wires at the
alternator. Loosen the alternator adjusting bolts to allow the alternator

toswing down and out of the way.
7. Disconnect the oil pressure
sending unit wire at the sending unit,
and the flexible fuel line at the fuel
tank line. Plug the fuel tank line.
8. Disconnect the accelerator rod.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, disconnect the throttle
valve vacuum line at the intake
manifold. Disconnect the manual shift
rod and remove the retracting spring.
Disconnect the transmission filler tube
bracket at the cylinder block.
On a vehicle with an air conditioner, isolate and remove the compres-
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gine left lifting bracket at the front
of the left cylinder head, and install
the engine right lifting bracket at
the rear of the right cylinder head;
then attach the engine lifting sling
(Fig. 63).
15. Remove the air cleaner duct
stud from the exhaust manifold. Remove the battery.
16. Raise the engine slightly and
carefully pull it from the transmission.
Carefully lift the engine out of the
engine compartment so that the
rear cover plate is not bent or other
components damaged. Install the engine on a work stand.

FIG. 61 Engine Lifting Bracket
and Sling-Typical
sor as outlined in Group 16.
On a vehicle with power steering,
disconnect the power steering pump
bracket from the cylinder head. Remove the drive belt. Position the
power steering pump out of the way
and in a position that will prevent
the oil from draining out.
On a vehicle with power brakes,
disconnect the brake vacuum line at
the intake manifold.
9. Remove the heater hose from
the automatic choke housing. Disconnect the heater hoses at the
water pump and intake manifold.
Disconnect the water temperature
sending unit wire at the sending unit.
10. Remove the flywheel or converter housing to engine upper bolts.
11. Disconnect the primary wire
at the ignition coil and position the
wire out of the way.
12. Raise the front of the vehicle.
Disconnect the starter cable at the
starter. Remove the starter and dust
seal.
13. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipes from the exhaust manifolds.
Disconnect the engine-support insulators at the brackets on the frame
underbody.
On a vehicle with a manual shift
transmission, remove the remaining flywheel housing to engine bolts.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the converter
housing inspection cover. Disconnect
the flywheel from the converter. Secure the converter assembly in the
housing. Remove the remaining converter housing to engine bolts.
14. Lower the vehicle, then support the transmission. Install the en-

4

INSTALLATION
1. Position new gaskets on the
muffler inlet pipes.
2. Attach the engine lifting brackets and sling (Fig. 61). Remove the engine from the work stand.
3. Lower the engine carefully into
the engine. compartment. Make sure
the exhaust manifolds are properly
aligned with the muffler inlet pipes
and the dowels in the block are
through the re'ar cover plate and engage the holes in the flywheel housing.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, start the converter pilot
into the crankshaft.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, start the transmission
main drive gear into the clutch disc.
It may be necessary to adjust the
position of the transmission in relation to the engine if the input shaft
will not enter the clutch disc. I f the
engine hangs up after the shaft enters.
turn the crankshaft slowly (transmission in gear) until the shaft splines
mesh with the clutch disc spline.
4. Install the flywheel or con-

verter housing upper bolts.
5. Install the engine support insulator to bracket retaining nuts. Disconnect the engine lifting sling and
remove the lifting brackets.
6. Raise the front of the vehicle.
Connect both exhaust manifolds to
the muffler inlet pipes. Torque the
nuts to specifications.
7. Position the dust seal and install the starter.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the remaining
flywheel housing to engine bolts.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the retainer securing the converter in the housing.
Attach the converter to the fly-

wheel.
Install the converter housing in
spection cover. Install the remaining
converter housing retaining bolts.
8. Remove the support from the
transmission and lower the vehicle.
9. Connect the engine ground
strap and coil primary wire.
10. Connect the water temperature sending unit wire. Install the
heater hose -on the automatic choke
housing and connect the hose at the
intake manifold.
11. Connect the accelerator rod.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the transmission
filler tube bracket. Connect the manual shift rod and install the retracting spring. Connect the throttle valve
vacuum line.
On a vehicle with an air conditioner, install the compressor as outlined in Group 16.
On a vehicle with power steering
install the drive belt and power steering pump bracket. Install the bracket
retaining bolts. Adjust the drive belt
tension to specifications.
On a vehicle with power brakes
connect the brake vacuum line.
12. Remove the plug from the
fuel tank line. Connect the flexible
fuel line and the oil pressure sending
unit wire.
13. Install the pulley, belt, spacer
and fan. Adjust the belt tension to
specifications.
14. Install the battery. Install the
air cleaner duct stud on the exhaust
manifold.
15. Tighten the alternator adjusting bolts. Connect the alternator wires
and the battery ground cable.
16. Install the radiator. Connect
the radiator upper and lower hoses.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the transmission
oil cooler lines.
17. Install the oil filter. Fill and
bleed the cooling system. Connect
the heater hose at the water pump.
Fill the crankcase with the proper
grade and quantity of oil.
18. Adjust the transmission .throttle linkage.
19. Operate the engine at fast idle
and check all gaskets and hose connections for leaks.
20. Install the air cleaner and intake duct assembly. Connect the closed crankcase ventilation hose. Connect the automatic choke heat chamber
air inlet hose.
21. Install and adjust the hood.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

When installing nuts or bolts that must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5 for torque specifications), oil the threads
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with light weight engine oil. D o not
oil threads that require oil-resistant
or water-resistant sealer.
To perform the operations in this
section, it will be necessary to remove the engine from the vehicle and
install it on a work stand.
Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3 for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
CRANKSHAFT

The crankshaft and related parts
are shown in Fig. 62.

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the spark plug wires
at the spark plugs and remove the
wires from the ignition harness brackets on the valve rocker arm covers.
Disconnect the coil to distributor high
tension lead at the coil. Remove the
distributor cap and spark plug wire
assembly. Remove the spark plugs to
allow easy rotation of the crankshaft.
2. Remove the fuel pump and oil
filter. Slide the water pump bypass

hose clamp toward the water pump.
Remove the alternator and mounting
brackets.
On Thermactor engines, remove
the air pump and bracket.

3. Remove the crankshaft pulley
from the crankshaft vibration damper.
Remove the cap screw and washer
from the end of the crankshaft. Install the puller on the crankshaft vibration damper (Fig. 33) and remove
the damper.
4. Remove the cylinder front cover and water pump as an assembly.

5. Remove the crankshaft front
oil slinger.. Check the timing chain
deflection; then remove the timing
chain and sprockets by following
steps 12 through 14 under Cylinder
Front Cover and Timing Chain Removal.
6. Invert the engine on the work
stand. Remove the clutch pressure
plate and disc (manual-shift transmission). Remove the flywheel and engine
rear cover plate. Remove the oil pan
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and gasket. Remove the oil pump.
7. M a k e sure all bearing caps
(main and connecting rod) are marked
so that they can be installed i n their
original locations. Turn the crank-

shaft until the connecting rod from
which the cap is being removed is
down and remove the beating cap.
Push the connecting rod and piston
assembly up into the cylinder. Repeat this procedure until all the connecting rod bearing caps are removed.
8. Remove the main bearing caps.
9. Carefully lift the crankshaft
out of the block so that the thrust
bearing surfaces are not damaged.
Handle the crankshaft with care to
avoid possible fracture or damage
to the finished surfaces. To refinish

journals, dress minor imperfections,
etc., refer to Part 8-1, Section 2.

INSTALLATION
1. Remove the rear journal oil
seal from the block and rear main
bearing cap.
2. Remove the main bearing in-

MAlN BEARING INSERTS

AIN BEARING INSERTS

CRANKSHAFT SPROCKET

MAlN BEARING CAPS

FIG. 62-Crankshaft

and Related Parts
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serts from the block and bearing caps.
3. Remove the connecting rod
bearing inserts from the connecting
rods and caps.
4. If the crankshaft main bearing
journals have been refinished to a definite undersize, install the correct undersize bearings. Be sure the bearing
inserts and bearing bores are clean.
Foreign material under the inserts will
distort the bearing and cause a failure.
5. Place the i p p e r main bearing
inserts in position in the bores with
the tang fitting in the slot provided.
6. Install the lower main bearing
inserts in the bearing caps.
7. Clean the rear journal oil seal
groove and the mating surfaces of
the block and rear main bearing cap.
Preform the new seal by hand to the
approximate radius of the cap.
8. Insert the seal in .the oil seal
groove, seating the center of the seal
first and allowing the the seal to extend equally on both ends. Press the
seal do-wn firmly with the thumb at
the center of the seal: then press both
ends of the seal into the groove,
working from the ends to the center.
9. Position the seal forming tool
as shown in Fig. 63 and complete
the seal installation. After installation. cut the ends of the seal flush.

to the journals and bearings. Install
a new seal in the rear main bearing
cap and install the rear main bearing
cap by following steps 17 thru 20 under Main Bearing Replacement. Install all the bearing caps, except the
thrust bearing cap (No. 3 bearing).
Be sure that the main bearing caps
are installed in their original locations. Torque the bearing cap bolts

to s~ecifications.
PLACE Plostigoge FULL
WIDTH OF JOURNAL
ABOUT I/, INCH

CHECK WIDTH
OF P'0sfi90ge
0.002"

FIG. 64-Installing
Plastigage-Engine

a n d Measuring
on Work Stand

\

13. Install the thrust bearing cap
with the bolts finger-tight.
14. Pry the crankshaft forward
against the thrust surface of the upper half of the bearing (Fig. 65).
15. Hold the crankshaft forward
and pry the thrust bearing cap to the
This will align the
rear (Fie.
. - 65).
.
thrust surfaces of both halves-of the
bearing.
16. Retain the forward pressure
on the crankshaft. Tighten the cap
bolts to specifications (Fig. 65).
17. Force the crankshaft toward
the rear of the engine.
18. Check the crankshaft end play
(refer to Part 8-1. Section 1).
19. lnstall new bearing inserts in
the connecting rods and caps. Check
the clearance of each bearing following the recommended procedure.
20. After the connecting rod bearings have been fitted. apply a light
coat of engine oil to the journals and
bearings.
21. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all the way down until the rod
bearing seats on the crankshaft journal.
22. Install the connecting rod cap.
Torque the nuts to specifications.
23. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed,
check the side clearance between the
connecting rods on each connecting
rod crankshaft journal (Fig. 50).
-

FIG. 63-Rear

Oil Seal t o Block

Installation
10. Carefully lower the crankshaft
into place. Be careful not to damage the
bearing surfaces.

11. Check the clearance of each
main bearing as follows:
Place a piece of Plastigage on the
crankshaft journal the full width of
the journal and about 114 inch offcenter (Fig. 64). Follow steps l l thru
'15 under Main Bearing Replacement.
12. After the ,bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine oil

24. lnstall the timing chain and
sprockets, cylinder front cover and
crankshaft pulley and adapter, fol-

lowing steps I through 8 under Cylinder Front Cover and Timing Chain
Installation.
25. Coat the threads of the flywheel retaining bolts with oil-resistant sealer. Position the flywheel on
the crankshaft flange. Install and
torque the bolts to specifications.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use tool 6392-N to
locate the clutch disc. lnstall the
pressure plate. Tighten the retaining
bolts.
26. Clean the oil pan, oil pump
and oil pump screen. Prime the oil
pump by filling either the inlet or
outlet port with engine oil and rotating the pump shaft to distribute oil
within the housing. Install the oil
pump and oil pan by following the
procedures under Oil Pan and Oil
Pump Installation.
27. Install the oil filter, fuel
pump and connect the fuel lines. Install the alternator, shield and mounting bracket.
On Thermactor engines, install the
air pump and mounting bracket.
28. Install the spark plugs, distributor cap and spark plug wires. Connect the spark plug wires and high
tension lead.
29. Install the engine in .the vehicle.
CAMSHAFT BEARING
REPLACEMENT

Camshaft bearings are available
pre-finished to size for standard and
0.015-inch undersize journal diameters. The bearings are not interchangeable from one bore to another.
I. Remove the camshaft, flywheel
and crankshaft. following the appropriate procedures in Section 2 or
Section 4. Push the pistons to the
top of the cylinders.
2. Remove the camshaft rear bearing bore plug (Fig. 42). Remove the
camshaft bearings (Fig. 66).
3. Select the proper size expanding collet and back-up nut and assemble on the expanding mandrel.
With the expanding collet collapsed,
install the collet assembly in the
camshaft bearing, and tighten the
back-up nut on the expanding mandrel until the collet fits the camshaft
bearing.
4. Assemble the puller screw and
extension (if necessary) as shown
and install on the expanding mandrel. Wrap a cloth around the
threads of the puller screw to protect the front bearing or journal.
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DETAIL.I,.Z or .3
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plug (Fig. 43) with the flange edge
of the plug facing outward.
8. Install the camshaft, crankshaft,
flywheel and related parts, following
the appropriate procedures in Section 2 or Section 4, except do not
check connecting rod and main bearing clearances as a part of Camshaft
Bearing Replacement. Install the
engine in the vehicle.
CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT

DISASSEMBLY

\

\
DETAIL-5
PULLER SCREW

FIG. 66-Typical

DETAIL.4
PULLING PLATE

CAMSHAFT ~ E A R I N G(LOOSE)

DETAIL-6 or . 7
PULLER SCREW EXTENSION

Tool -T65L-6250-A

C a m s h a f t Bearing Replacement

Tighten the pulling nut against the
thrust bearing and pulling plate to
remove the camshaft bearing. Be sure
to hold a wrench on the end of the
puller screw to prevent it from turning.
5. Repeat the procedure for each
bearing. To remove the front bearing,
install the puller screw from the rear
of the cylinder block.
6. Position the new bearings at
the bearing bores with the oil holes
aligned, and press them in place with
the tool shown in Fig. 66. Be sure to
center the pulling plate and puller
screw to avoid damage to the bearing.
Failure to use the correct expanding
collet can cause severe bearing damage.
Be sure the front bearing is installed
the specified distance below the front
face of the cylinder block (Fig. 67).
7. Clean out the camshaft rear

Follow steps 1 thru 9, l l thru 13,
and 16 thru 19 under Engine Disassembly. Remove 4 cylinder head
dowels from the cylinder block. Remove the cylinder block drain plugs,
and remove the cylinder assembly from
the work stand.
ASSEMBLY
Clean the gasket and seal surfaces
of all parts and assemblies.
Install the replacement cylinder
block assembly on a work stand. Install the cylinder block drain plugs
and cylinder head dowels. Transfer
all parts removed from the old cylinder assembly to the new cylinder
assembly. following the procedures
in steps 2 1 through 32 and 38 through
56 under Engine Assembly. Check
all assembly clearances and correct
as necessary.

67-Camshaft

Front Bearing

Measurement

CYLINDER BLOCK
REPLACEMENT

bearing bore plug recess thoroughly.
Coat the flange of a new plug with
oil-resistant sealer and install the

Before replacing a cylinder block,
determine i f it is repairable, and make
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the necessary repairs following the
procedures in Part 8-1, Section 2.
DISASSEMBLY

Follow steps I through 9, 1 1
through 14, 16 through 24. 27 and
28 under Engine Disassembly. Remove the 4 cylinder head dowels and
the cylinder block drain plugs from
the cylinder block. Remove the cylinder block from the work stand.
ASSEMBLY

Install the replacement cylinder
block on the work stand. Install the
cylinder block drain plugs and cylinder head dowels. Transfer the parts
removed from the oil cylinder block
to the new cylinder block by following Steps 5 through 56 under Engine
Assembly. Check all assembly clearances and correct as necessary.
E N G I N E DISASSEMBLY

1. Install the engine on the workstand.
2. Remove the distributor cap and
spark plug wire assembly.
3. Disconnect the distributor vacuum hose at the distributor. Remove
the carburetor fuel inlet line and fuel
pump outlet line. Remove the fuel
pump and discard the gasket. Remove the oil filter and adapter.
4. Slide the clamp on the water
pump bypass hose toward the water
pump. Remove the automatic chokeheat tube.
5. Remove the valve rocker arm
covers and the crankcase ventilation
svstem.
On Thermactor engines, discon'nect
the air hoses from the check valves.
Remove the check valves. Disconnect
the air bypass valve from the air
pump. Remove air pump and brackets.
6. Remove the alternator mounting brackets. Remove the ignition coil.
Remove the distributor hold-down
bolt and remove the distributor.
7. Remove the intake manifold
retaining bolts. Raise the manifold
a d carefully remove it from the
engine. Discard the intake manifold
gaskets, seals and sealing washers.
' 8 . Loosen the valve rocker arm
stud nuts so that the valve rocker
arms can be rotated to the side.
Remove the valve push rods in sequence and put them in a rack or
holder so that they can be installed
in their original position.
9. Using a magnet, remove the
valve lifters and place them in a rack

so that they can be installed in their
original bores (Fig. 41).
I f the valve lifters are stuck in
their bores by excessive varnish, etc.,
it may be necessary to use a pliertype tool (T52T-6500-DJ D or 6500D) or a claw-type tool to remove the
lifters. Rotate the lifter back and forth
to loosen it from the gum or varnish
that may have formed at the lifter.
The internal parts of each hydrauIic valve lifter assembly are matched
sets. D o not intermix the parts. Keep
the assemblies intact until they are
to be cleaned.

10. Remove the exhaust manifolds
and the spark plugs.
11. Install the cylinder head holding fixtures (Fig. 26). Remove the
cylinder head bolts and lift the cylinder heads off the block. Discard the
cylinder head gaskets.
12. Remove the crankshaft pulley
from the crankshaft vibration damper. Remove the cap screw and washer from the end of the crankshaft.
Install the puller on the crankshaft
vibration damper (Fig. 33) and remove the vibration d a r p e r .
13. Remove the oil pan to cylinder front cover retaining bolts. Remove the cylinder front cover retaining screws. Remove the cylinder
front cover and water pump as an
assembly. Discard the gasket and remove the crankshaft front oil slinger.
14. Check the timing chain deflection and remove the timing chain
and sprockets by following steps 12
thru 14 under Cylinder Front Cover
and Timing Chain Removal. Remove
the crankshaft sprocket key.
15. Remove any ridge and/or
carbon deposits from the upper end
of the cylinder bores. Move the piston to the bottom of its travel and
place a cloth on the piston head to
collect the cuttings. Remove the
cylinder ridge with a ridge cutter.
Follow the instructions furnished by
the tool manufacturer. Never cut
into the ring travel area in excess
of 1/32 inch when removing ridges.

After the ridge has been removed,
remove the cutter from the cylinder
bore.
16. On a flywheel for a manualshift transmission, remove the clutch
pressure plate and disc.
17. Remove the flywheel and rear
cover plate. Remove the clutch pilot
bushing (Fig. 54).
18. Invert the engine. Remove the
oil pan and discard the gaskets and
seals.
19. Remove the oil pump and in-

let tube as an assembly. Remove the
intermediate drive shaft. Discard the
oil pump gasket.
20. Make sure all connecting rods
and caps are marked so that they
can be installed in their original
locations. Turn the crankshaft until
the connecting rod being removed
is down. Remove the rod cap.
21. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out the top of the
cylinder with the handle end of a
hammer. Avoid damage to the connecting rod journal or the cylinder
wall. when removing the piston and
rod.

22. Remove the bearing inserts
from the connecting rods and caps.
Install the rod caps on the connecting rods from which they were removed." '
23. Remove the main bearing
caps.
24. Carefully lift the crankshaft
out of the cylinder block so that the
thrust bearing surfaces are not damaged. Handle the crankshaft with
care to avoid possible fracture or
damage to the finished surfaces.

25. Remove the rear journal oil
seal from the block and rear bearing
cap.
26. Remove the main bearing inserts from the block and bearing
caps. Install the main bearing caps
in their original positions.
27. Remove the camshaft thrust
plate. Carefully remove the camshaft
by pulling it toward the front of the
engine. Use caution to avoid damaging the journals and lobes.
28. Remove the oil filter adapter.
29. Remove the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug (Fig. 42). Remove
the camshaft bearings (Fig. 66).
E N G I N E ASSEMBLY

I f the cylinder block is to be replaced, transfer the cylinder head
dowels and cylinder block drain
plugs to the new cylinder block and
start the assembly procedures with
step 5.
1. If the original block is used,
remove the glaze from the cylinder
bores by following the instructions
in Part 8-1, Section 2.
2. Invert the engine. on the work
stand.
3. Position the new camshaft
bearings at the bearing bores with the
oil holes aligned, and press them in
place with the tool shown in Fig. 66.
Be sure the camshaft front bearing
is installed specified distance below
the front face of the cylinder block
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(Fig. 67).
4. Clean out the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug recess thoroughly.
Coat the flange of a new plug with
oil-resistant sealer and install it
with the cup side facing out (Fig. 43).
Drive the plug in until it is slightly
below the chamfer in the bore.
5. Oil the camshaft journals and
apply Lubriplate to all lobes, then
carefully slide it through the bearings. Install the camshaft thrust
plate with groove towards engine
block. and then check camshaft end
play as shown in Part 8-1, Section I.
6. Clean the rear journal oil seal
groove and the mating surfaces of
the block and rear main bearing cap.
Preform the new seal by hand to the
approximate radius of the cap.
7. Insert the seal in the oil seal
groove, seating the center of the seal
first and allowing the seal to extend
equally on both ends. Press the seal
down firmly with the thumb at the
center of the seal, then press both
ends of the seal into the groove,
working from the ends to the center.
8. Position the seal forming tool
as shown in Fig. 63 and complete
the seal installation. After installation, cut the ends of the seal flush.
9. I f the crankshaft main bearineu
journals have been refinished to a
definite undersize, install the correct
undersize bearings. Be sure the bearins inserts and bearing bores are
clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort the bearing and cause
a failure.
Place the upper main bearing inserts in position in the bore with the
tang fitting in the slot provided.
10. lnstall the lower main bearing
inserts in the bearing caps.
11. Carefully lower the crankshaft into place. Be careful not to
damage the bearing surfaces.
12. Check the clearance of each
main bearing following the procedure under Main Bearins Replacement.
13. After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine oil
to the journals and bearings.
14. lnstall a new journal oil seal in
the cap (Fig. 47) by following steps
6, 7 and 8. Apply a thin coating of
oil-resistant se'dler to the rear main
bearing cap at the rear of the top
mating surface (Fig. 47). Do not
apply sealer to the area forward of
the oil slinger groove. Install the rear
main bearing cap and the remainder
of the caps, except the thrust bearing cap (No. 3 bearing). Be sure that
the main bearing caps are installed

in their original positions. Torque the
bearing cap bolts to specifications.
15. Install the thrust bearing cap
and check crankshaft end play by
following steps 13 thru 18 under
Crankshaft Installation.
16. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the front end is up.
17. lnstall the pistons and connecting rods by following steps I
thru 9 under Piston and Connecting
Rod Installation.
18. Position the sprockets and
timing chain on the camshaft and
crankshaft (Fig. 35). Be sure the
timing marks on the sprockets are
positioned as shown in Fig. 34.
19. Lubricate the timing chain
and sprockets with engine oil.
20. Install the fuel pump eccentric, washer and camshaft sprocket
cap screw. Torque the sprocket cap
screw to specifications. lnstall the
crankshaft front oil slinger (Fig. 37).
21. Clean the cylinder front cover
and the cylinder block gasket surfaces. Install a new crankshaft front
oil seal (Fig. 36).
22. Coat the gasket surface of the
block and cover and the cover bolt
threads with oil-resistant sealer. Position a new gasket on the block.
23. Install the alignment pilot
tool on the cylinder front cover so
that the keyway in the pilot aligns
with the key in the crankshaft. Position the cover (and water pump) and
pilot over the end of the crankshaft
and against the block (Fig. 38).
24. lnstall
the cylinder front
cover screws finger tight. While
pushing in on the pilot, torque the
cover .bolts to specifications. Remove
the pilot.
25. Lubricate the crankshaft with
a white lead and oil mixture and
apply lubriplate to the oil seal rubbing surface of the vibration damper inner hub to prevent damage to
the oil seal.
26. Line up the crankshaft vibration damper keyway with the key on
the crankshaft, then install the vibration damper on the crankshaft (Fig.
39). Install the damper cap screw
and washer. and torque the screw
to specifications. lnstall the crankshaft pulley.
27. Invert the engine on the work
stand. Position the intermediate drive
shaft into the distributor socket.
With the shaft' firmly seated in the
distributor socket, the stop on the
shaft should touch the roof of the
crankcase. Remove the shaft and

position the stop as necessary.
28. With the stop properly positioned, insert the intermediate drive
shaft into the oil pump.
29. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with
engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft to
distribute the oil within the pump
body.
30. Position a new gasket on the
pump housing and install the pump
and shaft as an assembly. Do not
attempt to force the pump into position if it will not seat readily. The
drive shaft hex may be misaligned
with the distributor shaft. To align.
rotate the intermediate shaft into a
new position. Torque the oil pump
retaining screw to specifications.
31. Clean the gasket surfaces of
the block and oil pan. Coat the block
surface and the oil pan sasket surface with sealer. Position new gaskets
on the block and position a new seal
on the cylinder front cover and rear
main bearing cap. Make sure the
tabs on the seal are over the oil pan
gasket. lnstall the retaining screws
and torque them from the center
outward to specifications (one screw
retains the fuel line bracket).
32. Using a new gasket, install the
fuel pump.
33. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the top of the engine
is up.
34. Clean the cylinder head and
block gasket surfaces. On the standard 289 and 302 V-8 engines a
specially treated composition gasket
is used. Do not apply sealer to a composition gasket. Install the head gasket over- the cylinder head dowels.
35. Place the cylinder head on
the engine, then remove the holding
fixtures. Coat the head bolt threads
with water-resistant sealer. and then
install the bolts.
36. The cylinder head bolt tiphtening procedure is performed in
three progressive steps. Torque the
bolts in sequence (Fig. 27) to 50 ftIbs, then to 60 ft-lbs and finally to
specifications. When cylinder head
bolts have been tightened following
this procedure, it is not necessary to
retorque the bolts after extended operation. However. the bolts may be
checked and retorqued, if desired.
37. Coat the cylinder head mating surfaces of the exhaust manifold with a light film of graphite
grease. Position new gaskets on the
muffler inlet pipe.
38. Position the exhaust manifolds on the cylinder heads and
install the retaining bolts and flat
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washers. Torque the retaining bolts
to specifications, working from the
center to the ends.
39. lnstall the spark plugs.
40. Use the hydraulic valve lifter
leakdown tester (Part 8-1) to f i l l the
lifters with test fluid. Coat the outside
of each valve lifter with engine o i l to
provide initial lubrication. Place each
lifter i n the bore from which i t was
removed.
41. lnstall the push rods i n their
original positions. Apply Lubriplate
over the valve stem tips. lnstall the
rocker arms over the push rods. Perform a valve clearance adjustment as
outlined i n Part 8-1. Section 2.
42. Clean the mating surfaces of
the intake manifold. cylinder heads
and cylinder block.
43. Coat the intake manifold and
cylinder block seal surfaces with
quick-setting adhesive.
44. Position new seals on the cylinder block and new gaskets on the
cylinder heads with the gaskets interlocked with the seal tabs. Apply
non-hardening sealer at the four
junction points of the seals and
gaskets. Be sure the holes i n the gaskets are aligned with the holes i n
the cylinder heads.
45. Carefully lower the intake
manifold on the cylinder block and
cylinder heads. After the intake manifold is i n place, run a finger around
the seal area to make sure the seals
are in place. If the seals are not in
place, remove the intake manifold
and position the seals.

46. Be sure the holes i n the manifold gaskets and manifold are i n
alignment.Using new sealing washers,
install the intake manifold retaining

nuts and bolts. Torque the intake
manifold nuts and bolts i n two steps
(Fig. 23).
Torque i n sequence t o specifications.
After completing the remaining
assembly steps, operate the engine
until it reaches normal operating
temperature, then retorque the manifold nuts and bolts in sequence to
specifications.

47. Install the water pump bypass hose on the coolant outlet housing. Slide the clarnp into position and
tighten the clamp.
48. Rotate the crankshaft until
the N o . I piston is on T D C after
the compression stroke, then position
the distributor i n the block with the
rotor at the N o . I firing position and
the points open. Install the hold down
clamp.
49. lnstall the ignition coil. Position and install the alternator, shield
and mounting bracket.
O n Thermactor engines, install the
air pump and brackets. Connect the
air bypass valve t o the air pump. Install the check valves. Connect the
air hoses to the check valves.
50. Clean the valve rocker arm
covers and the cylinder head gasket
surface. Apply oil-resistant sealer to
one side of new cover gaskets. Lay
the cemented side of the gaskets i n
place i n the covers.
51. Position the covers on the
cylinder heads. Make sure the gasket
seats evenly all around the head. I n stall the bolts. The cover is tightened
i n two steps. Torque the bolts to
specifications. T w o minutes later,
torque the bolts to the same specifications.

52. Install the crankcase ventilation system.
53. Install the automatic choke
heat tube. lnstall the distributor cap.
Position the spark plug wires i n the
brackets on the valve rocker arm
covers. Connect the spark plug wires
and the coil wire.
54. Connect the carburetor fuel
inlet line and fuel pump inlet line.
55. Install the o i l filter adapter.
Clean the o i l filter gasket surface.
Coat the gasket on the filter with oil.
Place the filter i n position on the
adapter fitting. Hand tighten the
filter until the gasket contacts the
adapter face; then advance i t 112
turn.
56. lnstall the clutch pilot service
bearing (Fig. 55). Coat the threads
of the flywheel retaining bolts with
oil-resistant sealer. Position the rear
cover plate on the block and the flywheel on the crankshaft flange. I n stall and torque the bolts to specifications.
O n a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use tool T58P-7563-A
to locate the clutch disc. lnstall the
pressure plate.
57. Install the engine i n the vehicle. F i l l and bleed the cooling system. F i l l the crankcase with the proper grade and quantity of engine oil.
58. Operate the engine and check
for o i l and coolant leaks. Check and
adjust the ignition timing. Connect
the distributor vacuum hose at the
distributor. Retorque intake manifold
bolts to specifications.
59. Adjust the engine idle speed,
fuel mixture and anti-stall dashpot
(if applicable). Adjust the transmission throttle linkage.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATlOPd

The 390 and 427 V-8 engines (Figs.
I through 4) have the same basic design. Typical engine sections are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Differences in
the engines are called out when they
exist. Refer to Group I and Part 8-5
for the engine . identification and
application.
An engine identification tag is attached to the ignition coil bracket;
refer to Part 8-1, Section I for engine
identification tag codes.
The 390 and 427 V-8 engines use
either the Thermactor or Imco exhaust
emission control systems to keep exhaust gas contaminants at an acceptable level. The 390 V-8 engine on
manual-shift transmission vehicles
incorporates the Thermactor exhaust
emission control system. On vehicles
with an automatic transmission, the
390 V-8 engine incorporates the Imco
exhaust emission control system. The
390 G T and 427 H P V-8 engines are
equipped with the Thermactor exhaust
emission control system with either
transmission application. The carbur-

etors and distributors are not interchangeable between Imco and Thermactor engines, due t o special
carburetor and distributor calibrations
for each system. For a detailed description refer to Exhaust Emission
Control Systems in this section.
An improved closed crankcase ventilation system substantially reduces
air pollutants emitted by the crankcase ventilating system.
MANIFOLDS

On the 390 G T and 427 V-8 engines
an exhaust control valve is located between tlie right exhaust manifold and
muffler inlet pipe. It remains closed
during engine warmup to thus direct
exhaust gases through a heat crossover passage in the intake manifold
(Fig. 7). The warmed intake manifold
assists in vaporizing the incoming fuel
mixture.
The intake manifold has two sets
of fuel passages, each with its own
separate inlet connection to the car-

buretor (Fig. 8). The right barrel(s)
of the carburetor feed Nos. 1, 4, 6
and 7 cylinders, and the left barrel(s)
feed Nos. 2, 3, 5 and 8 cylinders.
Exhaust manifolds are mounted to
the cylinder heads. Combustion pressures in the cylinder heads force
engine exhaust gases through the exhaust manifolds into the exhaust system.
The distributor is mounted at the
left front of the intake manifold.
Warm air for the automatic choke
is drawn from the heat chamber of
the right exhaust manifold for the 390
V-8. The warm air for the automatic
choke for the 427 V-8 is drawn from
the left exhaust manifold.
CYLINDER HEADS

The cylinder head assemblies contain the valves and the valve rocker
arm shaft assembly. The combustion
chambers are machined in the head.
Valve guides are an integral part of
the head. The valves are arranged
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from front to rear on both banks EI-E-I-I-E-I-E (Fig. 9).
On engines equipped with a Thermactor exhaust emission control system, external air manifolds mounted
to each cylinder head distribute air
from the system air pump to the air
supply tubes in each exhaust port.
The,air is injected under pressure and
induces combustion of the hydrocarbon
and carbon monoxide contaminants.
#

CYLINDER BLOCK

,

The cylinders are numbered from
front to rear, on the right bank 1.2,
and 4 and on the left bank 5, 6, 7
and 8. The firing order is 1-5-4-2-63-7-8.
The oil pump, mounted .inside the
oil pan at the front, is driven by the
distributor through an intermediate
drive shaft.
The crankshaft is supported by
five main bearings. Crankshaft end
thrust is controlled by the flanges of
the No. 3 main bearing.
On the 427 V-8 engine, crossbolted,main bearing caps are used to
reinforce the cylinder block for high.)
stress operation.
The pistons have two compression rings and one oil control ring.
The top compression ring is chrome
plated, and the lower compression ring
is phosphate-coated. The oil control ring assembly consists of a serrated spring and two chrome-plated steel
rails. The pistons are the slipper type.
Indentations a r e provided in the piston crown for valve clearance.

.

FIG.-7-390 V-8 With lmco Exhaust

mission Control System

i.

.

i

VALVE TRAIN
The intake and exhaust valve assemblies are the rotating-type which
rotate slightly each time the valve
opens and closes.
The push rods are solid steel with
oil cushioned sockets.
The camshaft is supported by five
bearings pressed into the block. It is
driven by a sprocket and timing chain
in mesh with a sprocket on the crankshaft. Camshaft thrust is controlled
by a thrust plate bolted t o the front
of the cylinder block. An eccentric,
bolted t o the front end of the camshaft, operates the fuel pump.
On all engines hydraulic valve lifters
are used which provide zero valve lash.
The valve lifters are housed in bores
located in the cylinder block valve lifter chamber. The valve lifters operate
directly on the camshaft lobes, thereby transmitting the thrust of the cam.shaft lobes, by the means of,hydraulic

A27M-A

FIG. 2-390

V-8 W.ith Thermactor Exhaust Emission Control System
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pressure, to the push rods which act"ate the valve train. Figure 10 shows
the various components and operation
of a typical hydraulic valve lifter.
When either an exhaust valve or
an intake valve is closed, the actuating valve lifter is on the base circle (lowest position) of the camshaft
lobe.

A2760-A

FIG. 3-390

GT V-8 With Thermactor Exhaust Emission Control System

~

FIG. 4-427

V-8 With Thermactor Exhaust Emission Control System

2

~

5

When the valve lifter is in this position, the lifter plunger spring expands. This action forces the lifter
plunger and valve push rod upward,
forcing the valve end of the rocker
arm to maintain solid contact with
the valve (zero valve lash).
As the lifter plunger moves upward, the volume of the compression
chamber is increased, resulting in
reduced oil pressure in the compression chamber. Therefore, to equalize
the resulting pressure differential between the supply chamber and the
compression chamber, the disc valve
moves off its seat and permits oil to
flow from the supply chamber to the
compression chamber. When the compression chamber becomes filled with
oil, the pressures in the two chambers
are equalized. The oil flow ceases and
the disc valve spring seats the disc
valve and closes the disc valve port.
As the camshaft rotates, the lifter
assembly is raised by the camshaft
lobe. This increases the push rod
force against the lifter plunger and
hydraulic pressure immediately
builds up in the compression chamber until it acts as a solid member of
the valve operating mechanism. The
lifter then becomes a hydraulic ram
which forces the valve in the cylinder head to open. During this period,
a slight leakage of oil past the plunger occurs (calibrated leak down rate).
As the high point of the camshaft
lobe rotates and.'passes by the foot
of the valve lifter, the valve in the
cylinder head seats and the valve
lifter assembly is forced downward.
Reduced force on the lifter plunger
at this time relieves the pressure on
the lifter plunger and it is free to be
moved upward by the plunger spring.
This action allows oil to flow once
again through the oil holes in the
lifter body and plunger.
The operating cycle is completed
for each revolution of the camshaft.
Zero clearance (lash) in the valve
train mechanism is maintained a t all
times by the hydraulic force and expansion of the plunger spring be~tween
- ~ the lifter body and plunger.
It is normal for a hydraulic tappet
that is holding a valve open to leak
down during extended (overnight) shut-
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down periods. Such a tappet will be
noisy for a few seconds following
start up.
LUBRICATION SYSTEM

FIG. 5-390 V-8 With Imco, Sectional View-Inset
Cylinder Head

Shows Thermactor

A27594

FIG. 6-427

V-8 With Thermactor-Sectional

View

Oil from the oil pan sump, located
in the front of the oil pan. is forced
through the pressure-type lubrication
system (Figs. I I and 12) by a rotor
type oil pump. A spring-loaded relief
valve in the pump limits the maximum pressure of the system. Oil
relieved by the'valve is directed back
to the intake side of the pump.
All the oil discharged by the pump
passes through a full-flow filter before
it enters the engine. The filter is mounted in a vertical position at the lower
left front of the engine. A relief valve
in the filter permits oil to bypass the
filter element if it becomes clogged.
On the 427 V-8 engine, an auxiliary ,oil pressure relief valve is located
at the rear of the main oil gallery to
prevent excessively high pressures in
the system during cold starts.
From the filter, the oil flows into
the main oil gallery which is located
in the center of the valve push rod
chamber floor (except on th; 427 engine). The oil gallery supplies oil to
each individual camshaft bearing,
through drilled passages in the block.
Passages are drilled from each camshaft bearing to each main bearing.
Number I camshaft bearing feeds No.
I main bearing. and No. 2 camshaft
bearing feeds No. 2 main bearing, etc.
On the 427 V-8, the oil gallery is
located along the left side of the engine. From the gallery. oil is delivered to the passages connecting the
camshaft bearings and the main
bearings. In this manner each bearing receives oil under direct pressure
from the oil pump. Oil then flows
through notches or grooves in the
main bearings to lubricate the crankshaft journals.
On the 390 and 427 V-8 engines,
a jiggle pin in the main oil gallery
front plug allows any air that may be
trapped in the oil to escape.
Oil drains from the front cam
bearing and a bore in the front of
the cylinder block to the thrust face
of the camshaft sprocket that rides
against the cylinder block front surface. The rotation of the camshaft
sprocket sprays the oil onto the timing chain and crankshaft sprockets.
The crankshaft is drilled from the
main journals to the connecting rod
journals for pressure lubrication to the
connecting rod bearings.
A small groove is located in the
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A2021.8

FIG. 7-Typical

Intake Manifold
Exhaust G a s Passages

BASE CIRCLE /

FIG. 10-Typical

$2

A2132-D

Hydraulic Valve Lifter O p e r a t i o n

2. 3. 5 , A N D 8
1, 4, 6, A N D 7

A1420-D

FIG. 8-Typical

Intake Manifold

Fuel Passages

FIG. 9-Valve Port A r r a n g e m e n t
connecting rod at the mating face
where the cap contacts the connecting rod. This groove is used as an oil
squirt hole for cylinder wall lubrication. Oil from the connecting rod
squirt hole lubricates the opposite
cylinder wall. For example, the No. I
connecting rod oils No. 5 cylinder,
etc. As the crankshaft turns, the hole
in the connecting rod bearing aligns
with the hole in the journal causing
a direct squirt of oil. onto the cylinder wall (Fig. 13).
Oil passages are drilled from the
main oil gallery to each valve lifter
oil gallery. Oil from here feeds the
valve lifter assemblies. A reservoir at
each valve lifter bore b.oss traps oil so
that oil is available for valve lifter lubrication as soon as the engine starts.

FIG. 1 I- Lubrication System-390
An oil passage is drilled from the
camshaft No. 2 bearing web to the
left cylinder head between Nos. 5
and 6 cylinders to lubricate the valve
rocker arm shaft assembly (Fig. 14).
The oil passage in the cylinder head
is drilled from the cylinder head bolt

V-8
bore to the No. 2 valve rocker arm
shaft support.
The oil flows through the valve
rocker arm shaft through drilled
holes in each valve rocker arm to
lubricate the rocker arm bearing surface and both ends of the valve
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NO. 2 SUPPORT,
RIGHT HEAD

FROM NO. 2

FIG. 14-Valve

Rocker Arm S h a f t

Lubrication

FIG. 12-Lubrication

System-427

rocker arm. The excess oil spirals
down the rotating push rods and
lubricates
the push
seats. The
right valve rocker arm shaft assembly is similarly lubricated from No.
4 camshaft bearing via the No. 3
valve rocker arm shaft support.

V-8

COOLING SYSTEM
The coolant is drawn from the
bottom of the radiator by the water

A baffle located under the valve
rocker arm shaft assembly shields the
valve stems from oil splash. Excess
oil is returned to the oil pan through
drain holes located at each end of
the cylinder head and in the push
rod chamber floor.

Rod Bearing
a n d Cylinder Bore Lubrication

FIG. 13-Connecting

FIG. 15-Typical

Cooling System

pump which delivers the coolant to
the cylinder block .(Fig. 15).
The coolant travels through cored
passages to cool the entire length of
each cylinder wall. Upon reaching
the rear of the cylinder block, the
coolant is directed upward into the
cylinder heads where it cools the
combustion chambers, valves, and
valve seats on its return to the front
of the engine.
The coolant from each cylinder
head flows through the water passages in the intake manifold past the
water thermostat, if it is open, and in-
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FIG. 78-Crankcase

Ventilation
Regulator Valve Operation

FIG. 76-Closed
3 9 0 GT V-8

Crankcase Ventilation System-390

V-8 Engine, Except

pump is connected to the intake manifold coolant passage to permit coolant
circulation within the engine when the
thermostat is closed, bypassing the
radiator.
A thermostatic distributor vacuum
control valve (temperature sensing
valve) is installed in the coolant
outlet elbow to increase distributor
vacuum under hot idle conditions.
Under these conditions the distributor vacuum is increased, thereby
increasing engine speed and reducing
engine operating temperatures.
A vane-type impeller supplies coolant through centrifugal action to the
water pump outlet ports. Two outlet
ports, one for each cylinder bank, provide uniform coolant circulation in
the engine cooling passages.
The water pump has a sealed
bearing integral with the water pump
shaft. The bearing requires no lubrication. The hole in the water pump
housing is a bleed hole to allow water
that may leak past the seal to be
thrown out by the slinger. This is not
a lubrication hole.
The cooling fan hub is pressed a
specified distance onto the water
pump shaft.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM

FRONT

FIG. 77-Closed

A2725-A

Crankcase Ventilation System-390

GT and 427

HP V-8 Engines
to the radiator header tank. If the
thermostat is closed, a small portion
of the coolant is returned to the water
pump for recirculation. The entire system is pressurized to 12-15 psi.
A centrifugal-type water pump is

mounted on the front of the cylinder
block. The water pump inlet port is
connected to the bottom of the radiator left header tank to draw coolant
from the radiator when the thermostat
is open. A by-pass port on the water

The engines are equipped with a
closed crankcase ventilation svstem
(Figs. 16 and 17).
Ventilating air enters the engine
through the oil filler cap located on
the front of the left valve rocker arm
cover. The filler cap contains a filtering element which filters the incoming
air.
The crankcase ventilating air source
is the carburetor air cleaner. The air
passes through a hose connecting the
air cleaner to the oil filler cap. The
oil filler cap is sealed at the filler
opening to prevent the entrance of
atmospheric air.
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AIR PUMP

MOUNTING BRACKET

FIG. 79-Typical

Thermactor Exhaust Emission System Instiillation

From the oil filler cap, the air
flows into the front section of the
valve rocker arm chamber. The ventilating air moves down past the push
rods into the front of the lower crankcase and into the timing chain
chamber.
The air flows towards the rear of
the crankcase and up into the rear
section of the right valve rocker arm
cover. The air then flows through
an oil separator (except. 390 G T and
427 HP) to the spring-loaded regulator
valve (Fig. 18) that regulates the
amount of air flow to meet changing
operating conditions. The air is then
directed t o ' t h e intake manifold or
carburetor spacer through the crankcase vent hose, tube and fittings.
During idle, intake manifold vacuum is high. The high vacuum overcomes the tension of the spring pressure and moves the valve to the low
speed operating position (Fig. 18).
With the valve in this position, the
ventilating air passes between the
valve (jiggle pin) and the outlet port.
With the valve in this position, there
is minimum ventilation.
AS engine speed increases and manifold vacuum decreases, the spring
forces the valve to the full open position (Fig. 18). This increases the flow
of ventilating air.

BYPASS TIMING ORIFICE

m
DIAPHRAGM CHECK VALVE

KE MANIFOLD VACUUM

DIAPHRAGM R E T U R N

T O AIR MANIFOLD
LVE

AIR P
T O ATM

7

BYPASS AIR SHUTOFF VALVE PLATE
(NORMAL POSITION)

FROM AIR PUMP

BYpAss POSITION'

AIR BYPASS A N 0 PRESSURE
R E L I E F VALVE PLATE

FIG. 20-Sectional

1

-

4

View Of Air Bypass Valve

AIR SILENCING CHAMBER
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EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Two different types of exhaust emission control systems are used on the
engines. The Thermactor system is
used on the 390 V-8 with manual-shift
transmission. The Imco System is
used on the 390 V-8 with automatic
transmission. The 390 G T and 427
H P V-8 engines are equipped with
the Thermactor system for both
manual-shift and automatic transmissions.
Both the Imco and Thermactor
systems are designed to reduce the
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
content of gasoline engine exhaust
gases. By controlling the amount of
contaminants emitted through the exhaust system to an acceptable minimum, air polution is reduced.

The lmco exhaust emission control
system controls engine combustion at

2

a level to reduce contaminants normally emitted through the exhaust
system. This s! achieved by using a
specially-calibrated carburetor and
distributor.
THERMACTOR
Control of exhaust-emitted gases
by the Thermactor system (Fig. 19)
is achieved by burning the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide concentrations in the exhaust ports of the
cylinder head. Air under pressure is
injected into the exhaust outlet ports
through air supply tubes near each
exhaust valve. The oxygen in the air
plus the heat of the exhaust gases in
each exhaust outlet port induces combustion during the exhaust stroke of
the piston. The burned gases then flow
out the exhaust manifold into the exhaust system.
The Thermactor system consists of:
an air supply pump; an air bypass
valve; a check valve on each cylinder
head; an air manifold for each cylin-

der head; an air supply tube in the
exhaust port of each engine cylinder;
and the connecting air supply hoses
and vacuum sensing line.
The Thermactor system installation
is shown in Fig. 19. A check valve is
incorporated in the air manifolds to
the cylinder heads. The check valve
prevents a backflow of exhaust gases
into the air pump during operating
periods when the exhaust back pressure exceeds the air pump delivery
pressure.
The pressure air from the air
supply pump is connected to the air
bypass valve (Fig. 20). Normally the
valve is closed and the air is directed
t o the check valves and into the cylinder heads.
During engine deceleration periods the air bypass valve opens and
air delivery to the cylinder heads is
momentarily interrupted and aiverted
to the atmosphere.

I N - V E H I C L E A D J U S T M E N T S A N D REPAIRS

When installing nuts or bolts that
must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5
for torque specifications), oil the
threads with light-weight engine oil.
Do not oil threads that require oilresistant or water-resistant sealer.
Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3 for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
Refer to Part 8-1, Section I for
test procedures.
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PORT BRACKET

WASHER
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ENGINE SUPPORTS
The front supports are located on
each side of the cylinder block and
the rear support is located at the
transmission extension housing.
ENGINE FRONT S U P P O R T
INSULATOR-FAIRLANE,
FALCON AND MONTEGO
The engine front support is shown
in Fig. 21.
Removal
1. Remove the nuts securing the
intermediate support brackets to the
support brackets.
2. Position a jack and wood block
under the engine oil pan, and raise
the engine sufficiently to have the
bolts, from which the nuts have been
removed, clear the support brackets.

WASHER-374886S2

A2339-c

FIG. 21-Engine

Front Supports-Fairlane,
With 390 o r 427 V-8

3. Remove the insulator assembly
to engine retaining bolts and lock
washers.
4. Remove the intermediate support bracket retaining nuts and washers on both engine supports and separate from the insulators
Installation
1. Position the insulator assembly(ies) to the engine and install the
retaining bolts and lock washers.

Falcon a n d Montego

Torque the retaining bolts to specifications.
2. Position the intermediate support bracket on the insulator to intermediate support bracket mounting
bolts and install the retaining nuts.
Torque the retaining nuts to specifications.
3. Lower the engine and install the
intermediate support bracket to support bracket retaining nut on both
supports. Torque the retaining nuts
to specifications.
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ENGINE FRONT SUPPORT
UPPER BRACKET
6A069 L.H. 6043 R.H.

SUPPORTING CRMSMEMBER-5059.
FOR XPL TRANSMISSION

INSULATOR ASSEMBLY-6068

ENGINE FRONT SUPPORT
L W E R BRACKET
6A095 L.H. 6A094 R.H.

A2501-B

FIG. 22-Engine
390 or 427 V-8

Front Supports-Mustang

and Cougar With

376905.52
SUPPORTING CROSSMEMBER'-5059

TRANSMISSIONS

-*c,L//C
INSULATOR ASSEMB

FIG. 24-Engine

Rear Support-

Mustang and Cougar With 390

ENGINE REAR S U P P O R T
INSULATOR-FAIRLANE,
FALCON AND MONTEGO
WITH 390 or 427 V-8

FIG. 23-Engine
390 or 427 V-8

Rear Support-Fairlane,

Falcon and Montego With

The engine rear support is shown
in Fig. 23.

Removal
ENGINE FRONT S U P P O R T
INSULATOR-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
The engine front support insulators
are shown in Fig. 22.

Removal
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Remove the horizontal through

bolt, washer and nut, retaining the
insulator assembly to the engine front
support lower bracket.
3. Position a jack and wood block
under the oil pan and raise the engine
so the insulator clears the lower
bracket.
4. Remove the bolts, washers and
nuts retaining the insulator to the
engine front support upper bracket.
5. On a right insulator support, position the starter cable and its re-

taining bracket to one side. Remove
the insulator.

Installation
1. Position the insulator to the engine front support upper bracket, and
install the retaining bolts, washers and
nuts
On a right insulator, position the
starter cable and its retaining bracket before installing the retaining bolts,
washers and nuts. Torque to, specifications.
2. Lower the engine and install
the thru bolt, washer and nut retaining the insulator to the frame bracket. Torque the bolts to specifications.

3. Remove the jack and wood
block and lower the vehicle.

1. Position a jack under the transmission extension housing. Remove
the insulator assembly to crossmember support bracket retaining bolts
and nuts. Remove the insulator to
transmission extension housing bolts
and lock washers.
2. Raise the transmission extension housing and remove the insulator.

Installation
1. Position the insulators to the
crossmember and install the nuts and
washers.
2. Lower the transmission extension housing.
3. install the insulator to transmission extension housing bolts and
lock washers. Torque all bolts and
nuts to specifications. Remove the
jack.
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ENGINE REAR SUPPORT
INSULATO R-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

The engine rear support insulator
is shown in Fig. 24.
Removal
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
2. Place a jack under the transmis-

sion.
3. Remove the bolts and nuts retaining the crossmember. to the side
supports and to the engine rear support insulator. Remove the crossmember.
4. Remove the retaining bolts and
remove the rear support insulator
from the transmission extension housing.
Installation
1. Position the support insulator to
the transmission extension housing
and install the retaining screws. Torque the screws to specifications.
2. Position the crossmember (note
letter R stamped on the flange indicating rear), and install the retaining
bolts and nuts at both the side supports and at the rear support. Torque
the bolts and nuts to specifications.
3. Remove the jack and lower the
vehicle.

THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT

The air supply pump drive belt
should be properly adjusted at all
times. A loose drive belt causes improper air pump operation: A belt
that is too tight places a severe
strain on the. air pump bearings.
Properly tensioned drive. belts
minimize noise and also prolong service life of the belt. A belt tension
gauge should be used to check and adjust the belt tension. Any belt that
has operated for a minimum of 10
minutes is considered a used belt,
and when adjusted, it must be adjusted t o the tension shown in the
specifications for used belts.

B E L T TENS1O.N

1. Install the belt tension tool
(T63L-8620-A) on the drive belt and
check the tension following the instructions of the tool manufacturer.
Compare the belt tension tb the
specified belt tension and adjust as
necessary.

2. If adjustment is necessary,
loosen the air pump mounting and
adjusting arm bolts (Fig. 19). Move
the air pump toward or away from
the engine until the correct tension
is obtained. Use a suitable bar and
pry against the pump rear cover to
hold belt tension while tightening the
mounting bolts. D o not pry against
the pump housing. Remove the gauge.
Tighten the air pump adjusting arm
and mounting bolts. Install the tension
gauge and check the belt tension.

THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
DRIVE BELT REPLACEMENT

I. Loosen the air supply pump
adjusting arm bolt. Loosen the air
supply pump to mounting bracket nut
and bolt, and push the air pump towards the cylinder block. Remove the
drive belt.
2. Install a new drive belt. With
a suitable bar, pry against the rear
cover of the air pump to obtain the
specified belt tension (refer to Part
8-5), and tighten the adjusting arm,
bolt. D o not pry against the pump
housing. Adjust the belt tension
(refer to Part 8-5) as necessary. Always use a belt tension gauge (Tool
T63L-8620-A) to check belt tension.
3. Tighten the air supply pump to

mounting bracket bolt and nut.
THERMACTOR AIR
BYPASS VALVE REPLACEMENT
1. Disconnect the air and vacuum
hoses at the air bypass valve (Fig. 19).
Remove the bypass valve.
2. Position the air bypass valve
(Fig. 19), and connect the air and
vacuum hoses.

THERMACTOR CHECK VALVE
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the air supply hose
at the valve. Use a 1-114 inch crowfoot wrench to unscrew the check
valve assembly (the valve has a standard. right-hand pipe thread).
2. Clean the threads on the air
manifold adapter with a wire brush.
Install the check valve and torque it
to specifications. Connect the air supply hose.

2. Loosen all of the air manifold
to cylinder head tube coupling nuts
(compression fittings). Then unscrew
each one until it is free of the cylinder head. Grasp the air manifold at
each end and pull it away from the
cylinder head. Follow the same procedure to remove the other air manifold.
INSTALLATION

I. Position the air manifold(s) on
the cylinder head. Be sure all the tube
coupling nuts are aligned with the
cylinder head. Screw each coupling
nut into the cylinder head I to 2
threads. Tighten the tube coupling
nuts.
2. Connect the air supply hose to
the air manifold.
THERMACTOR AIR SUPPLY
TUBE REPLACEMENT

Normally, air supply tubes would be
replaced as necessary during cylinder
head overhaul. A supply tube may be
replaced without removing the cylinder
head by removing the air manifold
and using a hooked tool to pull the
supply tube.
For cleaning and inspection, refer
to Part 8-1, Section 3. Additionally,
the air supply tubes could be inspected
for badly eroded tips with the aid of
a mirror, when the exhaust manifold(s)
is removed.
AIR P U M P DRIVE PULLEY
REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen the air supply pump
adjusting arm and mounting bolts to
relieve the belt tension.
2. Remove the drive pulley attaching bolts and pull the drive pulley off the air pump shaft.
3. Position the drive pulley on the
air supply pump shaft, and install
the retaining bolts. Torque the bolts
to specifications.
4. Position the drive belt and adjust the belt tension (Part 8-5) to
specifications. Tighten the adjusting
arm and mounting bolts and nuts.

THERMACTOR AIR P U M P
CENTRIFUGAL FILTER F A N
REPLACEMENT

THERMACTOR AIR M A N I F O L D
REMOVAL

I. Disconnect the air supply hose
at the check valve and position the
hose out of the way.

I. Loosen the air supply pump adjusting arm bolt and mounting bracket
bolt to relieve drive belt tension.
2. Remove the drive pulley attaching bolts and pull the drive pulley off
the air pump shaft.

GROUP 8 - Engine
3. Pry the outer disc loose and
then pull off the centrifugal filter
fan as shown in Fig. 25. Care should
be taken to prevent fragments from
entering the air intake hole if the
fan breaks when removing.
4. Install the new filter fan by
drawing it into position, using the
pulley and bolts as an installer. Draw
the fan evenly by alternately tightening the bolts, making certain that the
outer edge of the fan slips.into the
housing.
A slight amount of interference with
the housing bore is normal, and some
initial noise during run-in may be expected.

THERMACTOR AIR SUPPLY
PUMP
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the air inlet and
outlet hoses at the air pump.
2. Loosen the adjusting arm to air
pump and air pump to mounting
bracket bolts t o relieve the drive belt
tension.
3. Disengage the drive belt. Remove the mounting .bolts and air
Pump.

FIG. 25-Thermactor

Air Pump
Centrifugal Filter Fan Removal

1NSTALLATION

1. Position the air pump on the
mounting bracket and install the
mounting bolt and nut.
2. Place the drive belt in the pulleys and attach the adjusting arm to
the air pump. Adjust the drive belt
tension to .specifications and tighten
the adjusting arm and mounting
bolts.
3. Connect the air inlet and outlet hoses to the air pump.

AIR PUMP RELIEF VALVE
REPLACEMENT
Do not disassemble the air pump
to replace the relief valve, but remove
it from the engine.
1. Position Tool T66L-9A486-D on
the air pump and remove the relief
valve with the aid of a slide hammer
(T59L- 100-B).
2. Position the relief valve in the
pump housing and hold Tool T66L9A486-B on the relief valve. Use a hammer to tap the tool lightly until the
relief valve is seated.
RELIEF VALVE PRESSURE
SETTING PLUG REPLACEMENT
1. Compress the three locking tabs
inward (together) and remove the
plastic pressure setting plug.
2. Before installing the new plug,
be sure that the plug is the correct
one. The correct plug for this engine
shouldbe color coded blue.
3. Position the plug in the relief
valve hole, and push the plug in until
it snaps. into place.

VALVE ROCKER ARM SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

fle plate. On the left cylinder head
start at the No. 5 cylinder and follow
the same procedure on the valve
rocker arm shaft support bolts. This
procedure must be followed to avoid
damage to the rocker shaft.
INSTALLATION
1. Apply Lubriplate to the pad
end of the rocker arms, to the tip of
the valve stems, and to both ends of
the push rods.
2. If the crankshaft damper has
been moved, reposition it on the XX
mark, following the procedure under
Step 5 of Removal above.
3. Position the baffle plate and the
valve rocker arm shaft assembly(ies)
on the cylinder heads with the valve
push rods in place and the rocker
shaft support bolts finger-tight. Be
sure the shaft is positioned so that
the oil holes are to the bottom. Also,
the identification notch (Fig. 26)
must be downward and toward the
front on the right bank, or toward
the rear on the left bank.
5. On the right cylinder head,
start at the No. 4 cylinder and tighten
the bolts in sequence, two turns at a

REMOVAL
1. Remove the air cleaner.
2. On Thermactor engines, disconnect the air hoses as necessary for accessibility and position them out of
the way.
3. Disconnect the spark plug wires
at the spark plugs. Remove the wires
from the bracket on the valve rocker
arm cover(s) 'and position the wires
out of the way.
To remove the right valve rocker
arm cover, remove the carburetor
choke air heat tube, and the heat
chamber air inlet tube (except 427
V-8). Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve or vent tube from
the rocker cover or oil separator.
4. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover(s).
If the left cover is removed, position the wire loom out of the way.
5. Crank the engine until the No.
I piston is on TDC at the end of the
compression stroke. Rotate the crankshaft damper an additional 45 degrees
(identified by X X on the damper).
6. Start at the No. 4 cylinder and
loosen the valve rocker arm shaft
support bolts in sequence, two turns
at a time. After the bolts are all
loosened. remove the valve rocker
arm shaft assembly and the oil baf-

.

FIG. 26-Typical

- -

Installation

Identification Mark-Rocker

Arm

S h a f t Assembly
time, until the supports fully contact
the cylinder head. Torque the bolts in
sequence to specifications.
5. On the left cylinder head, start
at the No. 5 cylinder and follow the
same procedure fort the left valve
rocker arm shaft support bolts. The
additional time consumed in this
procedure will permit the hydraulic
lifters (if so equipped) to leak down.
This will minimize the possibility of
bending the push rods, valves or rocker arms. Be sure that the hydraulic
lifters have leaked down to their
normal operating position before
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FIG. 27-Valve

Rocker Arm S h a f t Assembly-Hydraulic

cranking the engine. This is necessary
in order to avoid possible damage to
the valves, push rods or valve rocker
arms.

6. Clean the valve rocker arm
cover(s). Apply oil-resistant sealer
to one side of new cover gasket(s).
Lay the cemented side of the gask e t ( ~ )in place in the cover(s).
7. Position the cover(s) on the
cylinder head(s). Make sure the gasket seats evenly all around the head.
Install the bolts (and the wire loom
clamps on the left cover). The cover
is tightened in two steps. Torque
the bolts to specifications. Two minutes later, torque the bolts to the
same specifications.
On a vehicle with power brakes, i f
the left cover was removed, connect the
brake booster vacuum line to the intake manifold. On Thermactor engines
connect the air hoses.
Lf the right cover was removed,
install the carburetor choke air heat
tube, and connect the automatic
choke heat chamber air inlet tube
(except 427 V-8). Install the crankcase ventilation regulator valve in the
rocker cover or oil separator.
8. Connect the spark plug wires.
Install the air cleaner.

DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the cotter pins from
each end of the valve rocker arm
shaft. Remove the flat washer and
spring washer from each end of the
shaft:
2. Slide the rocker arms, springs
and supports off the shaft. Be sure to
identify all the parts.

Valve Lifters

3. If it is necessary to remove the
plugs from each end of the shaft,
drill or pierce one plug. Then insert
a steel rod through the drilled plug
and knock out the plug on the opposite end. Working from the open
end, knock out the remaining plug.
ASSEMBLY
1. Clean and inspect all parts. Repair or replace parts as required.
2. Oil all the moving parts with
engine oil. Apply Lubriplate to the
pad of the valve rocker arms.
3. If the plugs were removed from
the ends of the shaft, use a blunt
tool or large diameter pin punch,
and install a plug, cup side out, in
each end of the rocker arm shaft.
Drive the plug(s) in straight and
be sure i t does not become cocked
at any time during installation.
4. Install the rocker arms, sup-

ports and springs in the order shown
in Fig. 27. Be sure the oil holes in
the shaft are facing downward. When
properly assembled, the identification
notch (Fig. 26) on the right rocker
shaft assembly must be facing downward and toward the front of the engine. On the left rocker shaft assembly, the notch is downward and toward
the rear. Complete the assembly by

installing the remaining flat washer,
spring washer and cotter pin.
INTAKE MANIFOLD

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system. Re-

move the engine hood. Remove the
air cleaner.
Disconnect the accelerator cable at
the carburetor. Remove the accelerator retracting spring. Remove the accelerator cable bracket from the intake manifold and position the cable
and bracket assembly out of the way.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the kickdown
rod retracting spring. Disconnect the
kickdown rod at the carburetor. Disconnect the transmission vacuum line.
2. Disconnect the coil high tension
lead and the primary wire at the distributor. Disconnect the oil pressure
sending unit wire at the sending unit
(and oil temperature sending unit
wire on the 427 V-8 engine if so
equipped).
3. Disconnect the spark plug wires
at the spark plugs and remove the
wires from the ignition harness
brackets on the valve rocker arm
covers. Remove the distributor cap
and spark plug wire assembly. Disconnect the distributor vacuum hoses
at the distributor.
4. Remove the carburetor fuel inlet line at the fuel filter, and the automatic choke air heat tube and the
heat chamber air inlet tube (except
427 V-8). Disconnect the brake booster vacuum line at the intake manifold
and at the flexible hose. Remove the
vacuum line.
5. Remove the distributor hold
down bolt and clamp and remove the
distributor.
6. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose a t the thermostat housing. Disconnect the heater hose from the intake manifold. Disconnect the water

GROUP 8 - Engine
On 390 G T and 427 V-8 engines remove the crankcase ventilation inlet
tube and fittings.
INSTALLATION

FIG. 28-Typical

Intake Manifold
Removal o r Installation
temperature sending unit wire at the
sending unit. Disconnect the heater
hose at the water pump and remove
it from the automatic choke housing
bracket.
7. Loosen the clamp on the water
pump bypass hose, and slide it toward
the water pump.
8. Remove the crankcase ventilation regulator valve from the right
valve rocker arm cover or oil separator. On Thermactor engines- disconnect the air lines and hoses as necessary for accessibility. Remove the
valve rocker arm covers. Position
the wire loom attached to the left
valve rocker arm cover out of the
way.
9. Refer to Valve. Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly-Removal
and remove the valve rocker arm shaft assemblies by following steps 5 and 6.
10. Remove the valve push rods
in sequence, and place them in a rack
so they can be installed in the same
location.
11. Remove the intake manifold
retaining bolts.
12. Install standard eye bolts with
5/16-18 threads in the left front and
right rear rocker arm cover screw
holes and attach the engine lifting
sling (Fig. 28).
13. Use a hoist to raise the manifold. Remove the intake manifold
and radiator supply tank (if so equipped) as an assembly. Remove the intake manifold gaskets and seals.
14. If the intake manifold assembly is to be disassembled, identify the
distributor vacuum hoses to facilitate
proper .connection; then remove the
hoses. Remove the thermostat housing, thermostat and gasket. Remove
the carburetor, spacer and gaskets.
Remove the coolant temperature sending unit.

The intake manifold assembly is
shown in Fig. 29.
1. Clean the mating surfaces of
the intake manifold, cylinder heads
and cylinder block. Use a suitable
solvent to remove all traces of oil.
2. If the intake manifold assembly
was disassembled, install the carburetor, spacer and gaskets. Coat the
thermostat gasket with water-resistant sealer and place it in position on
the intake manifold. Install the thermostat and thermostat housing.
Coat ,the coolant temperature send- .
ing unit threads with electrical-coriductive sealer, and install the sending
unit in the intake manifold. Install.
the distributorvacuum hoses. Be sure
the hoses are properly connected (Refer to the vacuum system schematic,
Part 9-1).
3. Coat the intake manifold and
cylinder block seal surfaces with contact cement. Apply a non-hardening
sealer to the mating lines of the cylinder heads and cylinder block.
4. Position new seals on the cylinder block and new gaskets on the cylinder heads. Be sure the seals are
properly positioned during installation as the adhesive sticks to the
seals immediately on contact. Position the manifold gasket slots over
the end tabs on the seals. Coat these
four connections with a non-hardening sealer. Be sure the holes in the
gaskets are aligned with the holes
in the cylinder heads.
5. Install the eye bolts in the intake manifold and attach the engine
lifting sling.
6. Use a hoist to lower the intake
manifold on the engine (Fig. 28),
and at the same time engage the
coolant outlet nipple with the water
pump bypass hose.
7. After the intake manifold is in
place, run a finger around the seal
area to make sure the seals are in
place. 14 the seals are not in place,
remove the ,intake manifold and reposition the seals.
8. Be sure the holes in the manifold gaskets and manifold are in
alignment. Coat the underside of the
heads of the retaining bolts with oil
resistant, non-hardening sealer. Install the manifold retaining bolts.
Torque the intake manifold bolts in
two steps (Fig. 30). Torque all bolts
in sequence to specifications.
'

After completing the remaining assembly steps; operate the engine until it reaches normal operating temperature; then retorque the manifold
bolts in sequence to specifications.
9. Remove the engine lifting sling
and eye bolts.
10. Slide the water pump bypass
hose clamp into position. Connect the
coolant temperature sending unit
wire. Connect the heater hoses
and the radiator upper hose. Install
the water pump heater hose in the
automatic choke housing bracket.
11. Refer to Valve Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly Installation, and install the valve rocker arm shaft assembly by following steps I thru 5.
12. Rotate the crankshaft damper
until the No. I piston is on TDC at
the end of the compression stroke.
Position the distributor in the block
with the rotor at the No. 1 firing
position and the points open. Install
the ho'ld down clamp.
13. Clean the valve rocker arm
covers. Apply oil-resistant sealer to
one side of new cover gaskets. Lay
the cemented side of the gaskets in
place in the covers. Install the valve
rocker arm covers, bolts, and wire
loom clamps. Tighten the covers in
two steps. First, torque the bolts to
specifications. Two minutes later,
torque the bolts to the same specifications.
14. Install the closed crankcase
ventilation system components. On
Thermactor engines connect the air
and vacuum hoses.
15. Connect the brake booster vacuum line and connect the flexible
hose.
16. Using a new clamp, install the
carburetor fuel inlet line at the fuel
filter; then connect the distributor vacuum hoses. Be sure the vacuum hoses
are properly connected (Refer to Part
9-1 for illustrations of distributor vacuum hose connections). Install the
automatic choke air heat tube and
except on 427 engines, the air inlet
tube.
17. Install the distributor cap.
Connect the spark plug wires.
18. Conntct .the oil pressure sending unit wire, coolant temperature
sending unit wire, coil high tension
lead and coil primary wire.
Install the accelerator cable bracket on the intake manifold. Connect
the accelerator cable to the carburetor. Insta!l the accelerator retracting
spring.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the kickdown
rod. Install the kickdown rod retract-
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FIG. 29-Typical

COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENDING UNIT

Intake Manifold Assembly

ing spring, and the spacer vacuum
line.
19. Fill and bleed the cooling system.
20. Install the air cleaner, start
the engine, and check and adjust the
ignition timing. Operate the engine
until engine temperatures have stabilized and adjust the engine idle
speed and idle fuel mixture. Retorque
the intake manifold bolts to specifications.
21. Install the engine hood.

FIG'
'O-Intake
Sequence

Manifold

Torque

EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

1. Disconnect the exhaust manifold from the muffler inlet pipe, and
remove the exhaust control valve
assembly (if so equipped).
2. Remove the automatic choke
air heat tube and air inlet tube from
the right exhaust manifold, and exhaust control valve assembly.
3. Remove the retaining bolts and
tab washers and remove the exhaust
manifolds.

1. Remove the exhaust manifold
retaining bolts that are accessible
from the top of the engine.
To remove the left exhaust manifold, remove the clutch pedal to
equalizer rod lower adjusting nut. Remove the automatic choke air heat
tube.
2. Raise the vehicle. Remove the remaining manifold retaining bolts.
T o remove the left exhaust manifold, remove the equalizer inner
bracket from the engine and the
equalizer bar. Disconnect the retracting spring and release rod. Position
the equalizer bar out of the way.

To remove the right exhaust manifold, remove the idler arm to chassis
bolts' and lower the idler arm assembly. Disconnect the engine front support insulators at the frame. Raise
the engine approximately I or 2
inches to provide necessary clearance
to remove the right manifold.
3. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipe at the exhaust manifold and remove the exhaust manifolds.
On the right exhaust manifold, remove the exhaust control valve assembly.

I. Clean the mating surfaces of
the exhaust manifold and cylinder
head. Scrape the gasket material
from the mounting flange of the exhaust manifold and muffler inlet
pipe, and exhaust control valve assembly.
2. Apply graphite grease to the
cylinder head mating surface of the
exhaust manifold.
3. Position the exhaust manifold
on the cylinder head and install the
retaining bolts and flat washers.
Working from the center to the ends,
torque the retaining bolts to specifications.
4. Install the automatic choke air
heat tube and air inlet tube on the
right exhaust manifold.
5. If equipped with an exhaust control valve assembly, install it between
the right exhaust manifold and muffler inlet pipe. Be sure to use a new
gasket between the control valve and
inlet pipe. Install and torque the retaining nuts to specifications.
6. Start the engine and check for
exhaust leaks.
INSTALLATIO N-427

V-8

1. Clean the muffler inlet pipe
gasket surfaces.
On a right manifold, clean both
sides .of the exhaust control valve assembly.
2. Position the manifold to the
cylinder head and install the bolts
accessible from beneath the alpine.
Working from the center to the ends,
torque the retaining bolts to specifications. Lock the bolts by bending
one tab of the washer over a flat
on the bolt.

If the right manifold was removed, lower the engine and install
the front insulator lock washers and
nuts. Torque the nuts to specifications. Position and install the idler
'

GROUP 8 - Engine
arm assembly. Torque the retaining
bolts to specifications.
[f the left manifold was removed,
position the equalizer bar to the
outer bracket. Position the release
rod and connect the retracting spring.
Install the equalizer inner bracket.
3. On the left manifold, position
a new gasket to the manifold and
connect the muffler inlet pipe to the
manifold. Torque the nuts to specifications.
On the right manifold, place a new
gasket between the control valve and
muffler inlet pipe, and position it over
the inlet pipe studs on the manifold.
Connect the muffler inlet pipe to the
manifold and torque the nuts to specifications.
4. Lower the vehicle and install
the remaining manifold retaining
bolts. Working from the center to the
ends, torque the retaining bolts to
specifications. Lock the bolts by bending one tab of the washer over a flat
on the bolt.
If the left manifold was removed,
install the clutch pedal to equalizer
rod lower adjusting nut. Install the
automatic choke air heat tube.
5. Start the engine and check for
exhaust leaks.
CLOSED CRANKCASE
VENTILATION SYSTEM
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the vent hose and
remove the air cleaner.
2. Remove the vent hose and oil
filler cap (Fig. 16 or 17).
3. Disconnect the inlet vent hose
from the carburetor spacer or inlet
vent tube assembly (390 G T and 427
HP). Grasp the crankcase ventilation
regulator valve, and pull it upwards
and out of the grommet in the right
valve rocker arm cover or oil separator (if so equipped).
4. On 390 G T and 427 H P engines,
remove the inlet vent tube assembly
from the intake manifold.

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the hoses, inlet vent tube
assembly (if so equipped), oil filler
cap, oil separator (if so equipped),
and carburetor spacer (or intake manifold connections). Follow the cleaning procedures in Part 8-1, Section
3. Do not clean the crankcase ventilation regulator valve. It should be
replaced a t the interval specified in
the maintenance schedule.
2. On 390 G T and 427 H P engines,

install the inlet vent tube assembly
on the intake manifold.
3. Install the regulator valve in
the vent hose. Connect the vent'hose
to the carburetor spacer or inlet vent
tube tee, and install the regulator
valve in the valve rocker arm cover
grommet or oil separator (if so
equipped). Be sure the grommet is
properly seated around the regulator
valve.
4. Install the air cleaner, oil filler
cap, and vent hose. Connect the vent
hose to the air cleaner.
CYLINDER HEADS
REMOVAL
If a cylinder head is to be replaced, follow the procedures under Cylinder Head Disassembly and Assembly,
and transfer all valves, springs, spark
plugs, etc., to the new cylinder head.
Clean and inspect all parts and reface the valves (refer to Part 8-1) before assembling the used parts to the
new cylinder head. Check all assembly clearances.
1. On Thermactor engines disconnect the air lines and hoses as necessary for accessibility. Remove the intake manifold, crankcase ventilation
system components, carburetor, and
thermostat housing as an assembly
following the procedure under Intake Manifold Removal.
2. On the 390 V-8, disconnect
the exhaust manifold(s) a t the muffler inlet pipe(s). Remove the exhaust
control valve. Leave the manifold(s)
attached to the cylinder head(s).
On the 427 V-8, remove the ex-haustmanifold to cylinder head retaining bolts. Refer to Exhaust Manifold Removal. Leave the manifold(s)
attached. to the muffler inlet pipes,
and secure them to the car frame
with wire.
3. If the left cylinder head is to
be removed, remove the ignition coil
and engine identification tag.
Remove the power steering pump
mounting bracket bolts, and position
the power steering pump and bracket
assembly out of the way. Leave the
fluid lines attached to the power
steering pump.
On a vehicle with air conditioning,
remove the compressor mounting
bracket bolts and position the compressor out of the way.
4. Remove the cylinder head bolts.
5. Do not pry the cylinder head(s)
loose from the cylinder block. Lift
the cylinder head(s) off the block. Remove and discard the cylinder head

gasket. Remove the baffle plate.

INSTALLATION

1. Clean the cylinder head and cylinder block gasket surfaces.
On the 427 V-8, clean the exhaust manifold gasket surfaces.
2. Inspect the cylinder head, following the procedures in Part 8-1,
Section 3. If the cylinder head was removed for a cylinder head gasket replacement, check the flatness of the
cylinder head and block gasket surfaces (Part 8-1, Section 3).

3. On a 427 engine apply cylinder head gasket sealer to both sides
of a new gasket. All other engines
use a specially treated composition
gasket. Do not apply sealer 'to a
composition gasket. Guided by the
word FRONT on the gasket, install
the gasket over the cylinder head
dowels.
4. Place the cylinder head on the
engine.
5. Install the cylinder head bolts.
The cylinder head bolts are tightened
in three progressive steps.

On the 390 V-8, torque all the
bolts in sequence (Fig. 31) to 70 ftIbs. Then torque them to 80 ft-lbs.
and finally to specifications. When
cylinder head bolts have been tightened following this procedure, it is
not necessary to retorque the bolts
after extended operation. However,
on cylinder heads with composition
gaskets, the bolts may be checked
and retorqued, if desired.
On the 427 V-8 engine, torque all
the bolts in sequence (Fig. 31) to
90 ft-lbs. Then torque them to 100
ft-lbs, and finally to specifications.
After the cylinder head bolts have
been torqued to specifications, the
bolts should not be disturbed.
6. On the left cylinder head, install t.he ignition coil. engine identification tag and power steering pump.
Adjust the power steering pump belt
tension to specifications.

On a vehicle with an air conditioner, install the compressor mounting
bracket with the power steering pump.
Adjust the compressor drive belt tension to specifications.
7. On the 390 V-8, position new
gasket(s) on the muffler inlet pipe(s).
Position the exhaust control valve

PART 8-4 - 390 And 427 V-8
(if so equipped) on the right exhaust
manifold; then connect the exhaust
manifold(s) to the muffler inlet pipe(s).
Torque the nuts to specifications.
On the 427 V-8, use new gasket(s)
and position the exhaust manifold(s)

FIG. 31-Cylinder

H e a d Bolt

Torque Sequence
to the cylinder head(s). Install and
torque the retaining bolts to specifications.
8. Install the baffle plate. Install
the intake manifold and related parts
following the procedure under Intake
Manifold Installation. I f equipped
with Thermactor exhaust emission
control system, connect the air hoses.
DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove the Thermactor exhaust emission control system components. On all engines except the
427 V-8, remove the exhaust manifold(~).
2. Taking special care not to
damage the exposed machined surfaces. remove the spark plugs. Clean

the carbon out of the cylinder head
combustion chambers before removing the valves.
3. Compress the valve springs
(Fig. 32). Remove the spring retainer locks and release the spring.
Inspect the valve springs before
removal t o determine if the damper
spring(s) is intertwined with the
valve spring(s). If this condition
exists, replace all defective or worn
components (refer to inspection procedures in Part 8-1, Section 3).
4. Remove the sleeve, spring retainer, spring (and damper spring if
applicable), stem seal and valve.
Discard the valve stem seals. Identify all valve parts.
5. Clean, inspect, and repair all
parts following the procedures in Part
8-1, Sections 2 and 3.
ASSEMBLY
1. Install each valve (Fig. 33) in
the port from which it .was removed
or to which it was fitted. Install a
new stem seal on the valve. The exhaust valve stem seal is approximately 0.025 inch shorter in over-all
height than the intake valve stem
seal (identified with yellow paint);
therefore, be sure the seals are installed on the proper valves.
2. Install the valve spring (closed
coils downward) over the valve, and
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install the spring retainer and sleeve.
Make sure the damper spring is installed in the valve spring so that
the coil end of the damper spring is
135 degrees counterclockwise from
the coil end of the valve spring.
3. Compress the spring and install
the retainer locks (Fig. 32).
4. Measure the assembled height
of the valve spring from the surface
of the cylinder head spring pad to
the underside of the spring retainer
with dividers (Fig. 34). Check the
dividers against a scale. If the assembled height is greater than specified, install the necessary 0.030-inch
thick spacer(s) between the cylinder
head spring pad and the valve springs
(Fig. 35) to bring the assembled
height to the recommended specifications.
Do not install spacers unless necessary. Use of spacers in excess of
recommendations will result in overstressing the valve springs and overloading the camshaft lobes which
could lead to spring breakage and
worn camshaft lobes.
5. On the 390 V-8, install the exhaust manifold(s).
6. Install the spark plugs.
Install the Thermactor components.

@ +LOCKS

SPRING RETAINER,

INTAKE VALVE
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Valve Assembly

Broken valve springs, or defective
valve stem seals and retainers may
be replaced without removing the
cylinder head provided damage to the
valve or valve seat has not occurred.
1. Remove the valve rocker arm
cover(s) and rocker arm shaft assemblies following the procedures under
Valve Rocker Arm Shaft Assembly
Removal.
2. Remove both push rods of the
cylinder to be serviced.
3. Tighten the valve rocker arm
support bolts evenly and alternately,
two turns at a time, until they are
h u g . Push the rocker arm to one
side and secure it in this position
(Fig. 36). If an end valve is to be
worked on, it will be necessary to
remove the rocker arm from the
shaft.
4. Remove the applicable spark
plug. Install an air adapter in the
spark plug hole and connect the air
supply hose to the adapter (Fig. 37).
Turn on the air supply. Air pressure may turn the crankshaft until

:

GROUP 8 - Engine.
the piston reaches the bottom of its
stroke.
5. Compress the valve spring and

remove the' valve retainer locks from
the valve (Fig. 36).
-6. Remove the valve spring and
related parts. Remove the valve stem
seal (Fig. 38). I f air pressure has

in the valve guide and check the
stem for binds. I f the valve has been

i n , position. Install the end
arm(s), i f they were-removed.
13: Crank the engine until
piston is on TDC at the end
compression stroke. Rotate the

damaged, i t w i l l be necessary t o remove the cylinder head for. repairs
as outlined i n Part 8-1, Section 2.
8. If the condition of -the valve

rocker
No. 1
of thC
crank-

forced the piston t o the bottom of
UNDERSIDE O F SPRING RETAINER

of Air Adapter
Tool in Spark Plug Hole
FIG. 37-Installation

SURFACE O F SPRING PAD

FIG. 34-Valve
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shaft damper an additional 45 degrees
(identified by X X on the damper).
14. Loosen the valve rocker arm
support bolts evenly and alternately,
two turns at a time, until spring tension is removed. Apply Lubriplate
to both ends of the push rod. Position the push rod within' the rocker
arm socket and the valve lifter, seat.
15. Tighten the rocker arm shaft
support bolts evenly and alternately,
two turns at a time, until they are
snug. Torque the bolts to specifications.
16. Install the spark plug wires.
Check the valve clearances and correct
if necessary (Part 8-1, Section 2).
17. Clean the 'valve rocker arm
'

FIG. 36-Compressing

the cylinder, any removal of air
pressure w i l l allow thP valve(s) t o
fall into the cylinder. A rubber band,
tape or string wrapped around the
end of the valve stem w i l l prevent
this condition and w i l l still allow
enough travel t o check the valve for
binds.

spring-ln

Valve

'

Chassis

proved satisfactory, hold the valve in
the closed position and apply the
air pressure within the cylinder.
9. Inspect the valve stem seal
for a cracked, torn or brittle condition, and replace it if nkessiry. Install the seal on the valve stem. The
exhaust valve stem seal (identified
by ,yel(ow paint) is approximately
0.025 inch shorter i n overall height
than the intake valve stem seal;
therefore, be sure-the proper seal is
installed.

10. Install the valve springs, retainer and sleeve over the valve stem.
M a k e sure. the valve damper spring.
is iilstalled ' i n the valve spring" so
that the coil end of the damper spring
is 135 degrees counterclockwise f r o m
the coil end of the valve spring.

FIG. 35-Valve

Spring Spacer

Installation
7. Inspect the valve stem for damage. Rotate the valve and check the
valve stem tip for eccentric movement during rotation. Move the valve
up and down through normal travel

11. Compress the valve spring
(Fig. 36) and install the valve retainer locks. Tap the valve stem tip
with a soft mallet to make certain
that the retainer locks are properly
- ,.
seated.
12. Remoie the air line and
adapter. Install the spark plug. Remove the wire securing the valve
rocker arm and slide the rocker arm

FIG. 38-Valve

Stem Seal Removal
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cover@). Apply oil-resistant sealer to
one side of new cover gasket(s). Ley
the cemented side of the gasket(s) in
place on the cover(s).
Position the cover(s) on the cylinder head(s). Make sure the gasket seats evenly all around the head.
lnstall the bolts (and the wire loom
clamps on the left cover). The cover
is tightened in two steps. Torque the
bolts to specifications. Two minutes
later, torque the bolts to the same
specifications. On Thermactor engines,
connect the air hoses.
18. Connect the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet tube (except
427 V-8). lnstall the air cleaner.

lnstall the power steering pump
and bracket assembly. lnstall the
power steering, air conditioning, and
Thermactor drive belts, if so equipped.
4. Install the pulley, spacer or fan
drive clutch and fan. Torque the capscrews evenly and alternately to specification. Then, check the fan drive
clutch flange-to-water pump hub (if so
equipped) for proper mating. Install
the belt(s) and adjust the belt tension
to specifications. Connect the radiator
hose and heater hose. lnstall the radiator upper support and fan guard.

5. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Operate the engine until normal
operating temperatures are reached
and check for leaks.

WATER PUMP
CYLINDER FRONT COVER
AND TIMING CHAIN

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Remove the power steering, air
conditioning, and Thermactor drive
belts, if so equipped. Remove the
bolts and nuts retaining the power
steering pump mounting bracket. Remove the power steering pump and
mounting bracket as an assembly, and
position it to one side.

3. Disconnect
hose and heater
pump. Remove
support and fan
fan belt(s), fan,
drive clutch, and

the radiator lower
hose at the water
the radiator upper
guard. Remove the
fan spacer or fan
pulley.

4. Remove the four bolts retaining
the pump to the block. Remove the
pump and gaskets.

INSTALLATION
Before a water pump is re-installed, check it for damage. I f i t is damaged and requires repair, replace it
with a new pump.

1. If a new water pump is to be
installed, remove the heater hose fitting from the old pump and inst?ll it
on the new ~ m p Remove
.
all gasket
material f r c h the;mounting surfaces
of the cylinder fro81 cover or cylinder
block and water pum.p.
2. Position a new gasket, coated on
both sides with water-resistant sealer,
on the cylinder block: then install the
Pump.
3. lnstall the retaining bolts and
torque them to specifications.

If the cylinder front cover is being removed to replace the gasket
or to replace the fuel pum.p drive
eccentric, it is not necessary to check
the timing chain deflection. For cylinder front cover gasket replacement,
it is not necessary to remove the timing chain and sprockets.
REMOVAL

I. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Disconnect the battery
ground cable. Remove the air cleaner.

2. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose at the radiator. Disconnect the
radiator lower hose at the radiator.
On a car with automatic transmission,
disconnect the transmission oil cooler
lines from the radiator.
3. Remove the radiator
4. Disconnect the heater hose at
the water pump and remove the hose
from the carburetor choke housing
clamp. Slide the water pump bypass
hose clamp toward the engine.
On a vehicle with power steering,
remove the power steering pump
bracket mounting bolts. Wire the
pump assembly to the left side of the
vehicle in a position that will prevent
the oil from draining out.
On a vehicle with an air conditioner, remove the compressor mounting
bracket bolts, and position the compressor out of the way. D o not disconnect the compressor refrigerant
lines.

5. Loosen the alternator adjusting
arm and mounting bolts at the alternator. Remove the drive belt. Remove
the alternator support bracket bolts
at the water pump and move the
brackets out of the way. Remove the
water pump and fan assembly.
On a vehicle with air conditioning
remove the condenser retaining bolts
and position the condenser forward.
D o not disconnect the refrigerant
lines. Remove the compressor drive

belt. On Thermactor engines remove
the air supply pump drive belt. I f so
equipped. remove the accessory
drive pulley.
6. Remove the cap screw and
washer from the end of the crankshaft. On a vehicle with power steering, remove the power steering pulley
from the crankshaft damper. lnstall
the puller on the crankshaft damper
(Fig. 39) and remove the damper.
7. Disconnect the carburetor fuel
inlet line at the fuel pump.
8. Remove the fuel pump retainins bolts and lay the pump to one
side with the flexible fuel line still
attached.
9. Remove the crankshaft sleeve.

10. Remove the screws fastening
the cylinder front cover to the block
and to the oil pan. Remove the cylinder front cover.

I I. Discard the cylinder front
cover gasket. Remove the crankshaft
front oil slinger.
12. Check the timing chain deflection by following the procedure in
Part 8-1, Section 1.
13. Crank the engine until the timing marks on the sprockets are positioned as shown i n Fig. 40.

Tool-T58P-6316-A o r - B o r 6306-AJ

FIG. 39-Crankshaft
Removal
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14. Remove the camshaft sprocket cap screw and the fuel pump eccentric.
15. Slide both sprockets and the
timing chain forward, and remove
them as an assembly (Fig. 4 1).

DOWEL

FUEL PUMP ECCENTRIC

16. Remove the oil pan and oil
pump screen, following the procedure
under Oil Pan Removal.

FIG. 42-Oil

Seal lnstallation

2. Coat a new seal with grease,
and install the seal (Fig. 42). Drive
the seal in until it is fully seated in
the recess (Fig. 42). Check the seal
after installation to be sure the spring
is properly positioned in the seal.

INSTALLATION

FIG. 40-Aligning

Timing M a r k s

1. Position the sprockets and timing chain on the camshaft and crankshaft (Fig. 41). Be sure the timing
marks on the sprockets are positioned
as shown in Fig. 40.
2. Install the fuel pump eccentric
and the camshaft sprocket cap screw
(Fig. 43). Torque the sprocket cap
screw to specifications. Install the
crankshaft front oil slinger.

3. Clean the cylinder front cover,
crankshaft damper, oil pan, and the
cylinder block gasket surfaces, following the procedures in Part 8- 1 .
4. Coat the gasket surface of the
block and cover and the cover bolt
threads with sealer. Position a new
gasket on the block.

FIG. 43-Fuel
Pump Eccentric a n d
Front Oil Slinger Installed

8. On a vehicle with power steering, install the power steering pump
pulley on the damper. Torque the
screws to specifications. Install the
damper cap screw and washer. Torque the screw to specifications.

9. Clean the oil pan and the oil
pump screen, following the procedures
in Part 8-1. lnstall the oil pump screen
and oil pan, following the procedure
under Oil Pan and Oil Pump Installation.
10. Clean the water pump gasket
surfaces. Coat new gaskets with waterresistant sealer and position the gas-

5. Lubricate and install the alignment pilot tool on the cylinder front
cover so that the keyway in the pilot
aligns with the key in the crankshaft.
Position the cover and pilot over the
end of the crankshaft and against the
block (Fig. 44). lnstall the retaining
screws.

FIG. 4 1 -Timing Chain a n d
Sprocket Removal a n d Installation

While pushing in on the pilot, torque the screws to specifications. Remove the pilot.

FRONT OIL SEAL REPLACEMENT

6. Lubricate the front seal contact surface of the sleeve with lubriplate and install the crankshaft
sleeve.

It is good practice to replace the
oil seal each time the cylinder front
cover is removed.
1. Drive out the old seal with a
pin punch. Clean out the recess in
the cover.

7. Lubricate the inside diameter
of the hub and line up the damper
keyway with the key on the crankshaft. lnstall the damper on the crankshaft (Fig. 45).

- ,
Tool-T61P-6019-6 o r 6 0 5 9 - F

FIG. 44-Cylinder
Alignment
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CAMSHAFT

bearings. Install the thrust plate and
spacer. The chamfered I D of the

The camshaft and related parts are
shown in Fig. 46.

spacer must be toward the camshaft
front journal. Be sure the thrust plate
oil groove is up and towards the
front (next to camshaft sprocket).

REMOVAL

~ o o l - ~ 5 2 ~ 6 3 0 6 - ~ k ~ o r 6 3 0 6A 1
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FIG. 45-Crankshaft

Damper

Installation
kets on the block. Install the water
pump and fan, and torque the water
pump mounting bolts to specifications. Attach the alternator adjusting
arm and mounting bracket to the
water pump.
11. Install and adjust the a l t e ~ n a tor drive belt(s) to the specified tension.
12. Install the fuel pump, using a
new gasket. Connect the carburetor
fuel inlet line, at the fuel pump and
at the carburetor filter. Use a new
clamp.
13. On a vehicle with an air conditioner, install the compressor and
adjust the drive belt. On Thermactor
engines, install the air pump drive
belt and adjust to specifications.

On a vehicle with power steering,
install the power steering pump and
drive belt. Adjust the drive 'belt tension to soecifications.
14. Connect the heater hoses.
Slide the water pump bypass tube
clamp forward on the tube.
15. lnstall the radiator. Connect
the radiator lower hose at the water
pump and the radiator upper hose at
the thermostat housing. Connect the
battery ground cable.

I. Remove the cylinder front cover following steps I .thru I I under
Cylinder Front Cover and Timing
Chain Removal. On Thermactor engines disconnect the air hoses as necessary for accessibility, and ,posi!ion
them out of the way.
2. Remove the headlight inner
doors (2). Remove the center grille section and hood lock support as an assembly. On a vehicle with air conditioning, remove the condenser retaining bolts, and position the condenser
to one side. D o not disconnect the
condenser refrigerant lines.

3. Refer to Valve Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly Removal and remove
the valve rocker arm covers and the
valve rocker arm shaft assemblies.
4. Remove the intake manifold
and baffle plate, following the procedures under Intake Manifold Removal.
5. Remove the valve lifters in sequence and place them in a rack so
they can be installed in their original
locations.
6. Remove the oil pan and oil
pump screen by following the procedure under Oil Pan and Oil Pump
Removal.
7. Remove the timing chain and
sprockets following steps 12 thru 15
under Cylinder Front Cover and Timing Chain Removal.

8. Remove the camshaft thrust
plate and spacer. Carefully remove
the camshaft by pulling it toward the
front of the engine. Use caution to
avoid damaging the camshaft bearings.

3. Check the camshaft end play.
Install a dial indicator so the indicator point is on the camshaft sprocket retaining screw. Push the camshaft toward the rear of the engine and
set the dial indicator on zero. Pull the
camshaft forward and release it.
Compare the indicator reading with
the specifications. If the end play is
excessive, check the spacer for correct
installation. If the spacer is installed
correctly, replace the thrust plate.
4. Position the sprockets and timing chain on the camshaft and crankshaft (Fig. 41) with the timing marks
on the sprockets aligned as shown in
Fig. 40.
5. Install the fuel pump eccentric
and the camshaft sprocket cap screw
(Fig. 43). Torque the sprocket cap
screw to specifications. lnstall the
front oil slinger.
6. Replace the crankshaft front
oil seal. Install the cylinder front
cover, crankshaft damper, and related
parts following steps 3 thru 15 under
Cylinder Front Cover and Timing
Chain Installation.
7. lnstall the grille and hood lock
assembly. lnstall the headlamp inner
doors.

8. Install the valve lifters in the
bores, from which they were removed.
Install the intake manifold. following
the procedures under Intake Manifold
Installation.
9. lnstall the push rods in their
original positions. Refer to Valve
Rocker Arm Shaft Assembly Installation and install the valve rocker arm
shaft assembly following steps I thru
8.
On Thermactor engines connect
the air hoses.

On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission connect the transmission
oil cooler lines.
16. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase with the proper grade and quantity of engine oil.
Connect the heater hose to the intake
manifold. Install the air cleaner.

I. Clean, inspect and repair (as
required) the camshaft, thrust plate,
spacer, sprockets, etc., following the
procedures in Part 8-1.

10. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase with the proper grade and quantity of engine oil.

17. Operate the engine at fast idle
and check for coolant and oil leaks.
Adjust the ignition timing.

2. Oil the camshaft journals and
apply Lubriplate to the lobes. Carefully slide the camshaft through the

11. Start the engine and check and
adjust the ignition timing. Connect
the distributor vacuum hoses. Operate

INSTALLATION

On a vehicle with air conditioning,
position the condenser and install
the retaining bolts. Install the radiator.
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a n d Related Parts
bolts and remove the flywheel. Remove the rear cover plate.
3. Drill a 112-inch hole in the camshaft rear' bearing bore plug and use
tool T-7600:E t o remove the plug.
4. Clean out the plug bore recess
thoroughly.
5. Coat the flange of a new plug
with oil-resistant sealer and install
it with the flange facing inward (Fig.
47).

'.

,

6. Install the rear cover plate. Install the flywheel.
.!I

FIG. 47-Camshaft

On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the clutch pressure plate, disc, flywheel housing,
transmission following the procedure
in Group 5.
On a vehicle with *an automatic
transmission, install the transmission
and converter housing following the
procedure in Group 7.
,
' . .
".
HYDRAULIC VALVE .LIFTER
REPLACEMENT
The following procedure is applicable for removing one or all of the
valve lifters. Before replacing a hydraulic valve lifter for noisy operation, be
sure the noise is not caused by improper valve clearance or by worn
rocker arms or push rods.
1. Refer to Valve Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly Removal, and remove
the valve rocker arm covers and valve
rocker arm shaft assemblies following steps 1 thru 6. .
2. Position an inspection light
to shine through the push rod opening
and into ttie push rod valley (Fig. 48).
Remove the lifters with a claw-type
.tool through the push rod openings.
I n , some cases it will be necessary
to transfer the lifter to an adjoining
opening in order to, remove it. Place
the lifters in a rack so that they
can be installed in their original positions.
The internal parts of each hydrau-

Rear Bearing

Bore Plug Installation

the engine a t fast idle and check all
hose connections and gaskets for
leaks.
L

I

CAMSHAFT REAR BEARING
BORE PLUG REPLACEMENT

I. O n a vehicle 'with a manualshift transmission, slide the transmission to the rear a,nd rernove the clutch
pressure plate. disc and flywheel
housing .following the procedure in
Group 5.

"

,.

>

On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission; remove the transmission and converter housing following
the procedure in Group 7.
; *

.

,

'0

,

.

2.; Removi the flywheel retaini;lg

LIG~T

'A2742-A
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FIG. 48-Valve
Installed
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PART 8-4 - 390 And 427 V-8
lic valve lifter assembly are matched
sets. Do not inter-mix the parts.
Keep the assemblies intact until they
are to be cleaned.
3. Install the new (or cleaned)
hydraulic valve lifters through the
push rod openings with the lifter removal tool (Fig. 48). Install the push
rods in their original,positions.
4. Refer to Valve Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly Installation and install the valve rocker arm shaft assemblies and rocker arm covers by following steps I thru 8.

SPRING
VALVE DISC RETAINER

/

LIFTER ASS~MBLY-6500

FIG. 50-Typical

A1835-0

Hydraulic Valve

Lifter Assembly
HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTER
DISASSEMBLY
Each valve lifter is a matched assembly. If the parts of one lifter are
intermixed with those of another, improper valve operation may result.
Disassemble and assemble each lifter
separately. Keep the lifter assemblies
in proper sequence so that they can
be installed in their original bores.
1. Grasp the lock ring with the
needle nose pliers to release it from
the groove. It may be necessary to
depress the plunger to fully release
the lock ring.
2. Remove the push rod cup. Remove the plunger (Fig. 49) and plunger
spring.
3. Invert the plunger assembly
and remove the disc valve retainer
by carefully prying up on it with
a screw driver. Remove the disc valve
and spring.
HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTER
ASSEMBLY
A typical hydraulic valve lifter assembly is shown in Fig. 50.
1. Clean the valve lifter parts,
following the procedures in Part 8-1.

FIG. 49-Lifter

Plunger Removal

Place the plunger upside down on a
clean work bench.
2. Place the disc valve in position
over the oil hole on the bottom of
the plunger. Set the disc valve spring
on top of the disc.
3. Position the disc valve retainer
over the disc and spring and push
the retainer down into place on the
plunger.
4. Place the plunger spring and
then the plunger (open end up) into
the lifter body.
5. Place the push rod cup in the
plunger:
6. Push the plunger and push rod
cup into the body and install the
lock ring (Fig. 51). Release the plunger; then depress it again to fully
seat the lock ring.
7. Use the hydraulic valve lifter leakdown tester (Part 8-1) to fill
the lifters with test fluid. Refer to
Part 8-1, Section I for the test procedure.
CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
REPLACEMENT-SPLIT, LIP-TYPE
Replacement of a crankshaft rear
oil seal t o correct for oil leaks requires replacement of both the upper
and lower seals, as follows:
1. Remove the oil par1 and oil
pump (as required) following the procedures in this section.
2. Loosen all the main bearing
cap bolts, thereby lowering the crankshaft slightly but not to exceed 1/32
inch.
3. Remove the rear main bearing
cap, and remove the oil seal from
the bearing cap and cylinder block.
On the block half of the seal use a
seal removal tool, or install a small
metal screw in one end of the seal
and pull on the screw to remove the
seal. Exercise caution t o prevent
scratching or 'damaging the crankshaft seal surfaces.

4. Carefully clean the seal grooves
in the cap and block with a brush
and solvent.
5. Dip the split, lip-type seal halves
in clean engine oil.
6. Carefully install the upper seal
(cylinder block) into its groove with
undercut side of seal toward the
F R O N T of the engine (Fig. 52). by
rotating it on the seal journal of the
crankshaft until approximately 0.375
inch protrudes below the parting
surface.
Be sure no rubber has been shaved
from the outside diameter of the seal
by the bottom edge of the groove.
7. Tighten the remaining bearing
cap bolts and torque to specifications.
8. Install the lower seal in the
rear main bearing cap with undercut
side of seal toward the FRONT of
the engine (Fig. 52). allow the seal
to protrude approximately 0.375 inch
above the parting surface to mate
with the upper seal when the cap is
installed.
9. Apply a thin coating of oilresistant sealer to the rear main bearing cap at the rear of the top mating
surface (Fig: 52). Do not apply sealer
to the area forward of the side seal
groove. Install the rear main bearing
cap. Torque the cap bolts to specifications.
10. Dip the rear, bearing cap side
seals in light engine oil; them immediately install them in the grooves. Do
not use sealer on the side seals. The
seals a r e designed t o expand when
dipped in oil. Using sealer may retard this expansion. It may be necessary to tap the seals into place for
the last 112 inch of travel. Do not cut
the seal projecting ends.
11. Check the rear bearing cap
side seals for leaks by squirting a few
drops of oil into the parting lines be-

Tool

FIG. 5 1 -Valve
Installation

Lifter Lock Ring
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tween the rear main bearing cap and
the cylinder block from the outside.
Blow compressed air against the seals
from the inside of the block. If air
bubbles appear in the oil, it indicates
possible oil leakage. This test should
not be performed on newly installed
seals u n t i l sufficient t i m e has been
allowed for the seals t o expand i n t o
the seal grooves.

12. Install the oil pump and oil
pan. Install the oil level dipstick. Fill
the crankcase with the proper
amount and viscosity oil.
13. Operate the engine and check
for oil leaks.

REAR F A C E O F
REAR MAIN BEARING

M A l N A N D C O N N E C T I N G ROD
BEARING REPLACEMENT

The main and connecting rod bearing inserts are selective fit. D o not
file or lap bearing caps or use shims
t o obtain the proper bearing clearance.

Selective fit bearings are available
for service in standard sizes and 0.001
and 0.002 inch undersize.. Standard
bearings are divided into two sizes and
are identified by a daub of red or blue
paint. Refer to the Parts Catalog for
the available sizes. Red marked bear,ings increase the clearance; blue
marked bearings decrease the clearance. Undersize bearings, which are

not selective fit, are available for use
on journals that have been refinished.
M A I N BEARING
REPLACEMENT

1. Drain the crankcase. Remove
the oil level dipstick. Remove the
oil pan and oil pump. Remove the
spark plugs t o allow easy rotation
of the crankshaft.
2. Replace one bearing a t a time
leaving the other bearing securely
fastened. Remove the main bearing

cap to which new bearings are to be
installed.
O n a 427 V-8, remove the main
bearing cap cross-bolts, washers and
spacers (Fig. 53) before removing
the cap retaining bolts.

3. Insert the upper bearing removal tool (tool 6331-E) in the oil hole in
the crankshaft (Fig. 54).
4. Rotate the crankshaft in the
direction of engine, rotation t o force
the bearing out of the block.
5. Clean the crankshaft journal
and bearing inserts. When replacing
standard bearings with new bearings, i t i s good practice t o first t r y
t o obtain the proper clearance with
two-blue bearing halves.

REAR F A C E OF RE

FIG. 52-Crankshaft
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Rear Seal Installation

6. To install the upper main bearing. place the plain end of the bearing over the shaft on the locking
tang side of the block and partially
install the bearing so that tool 6331E can be inserted in the oil hole in
the crankshaft (Fig. 54). With tool
6331-E positioned in the oil hole in
the crankshaft, rotate the crankshaft
in the opposite direction of engine
rotation until the bearing seats itself.
Remove the tool.
7. Install the cap bearing.
8. Support the crankshaft so that
its weight will not compress the
Plastigage and provide an erroneous
reading. Position a small jack so that
it will bear against the counterweight
adjoining the bearing which is being
checked.
9. Place a piece of Plastigage on
the bearing surface the full width of
the bearing cap and about 114 inch
off-center (Fig. 55).
10. Install the cap and torque the
bolts to specifications. D o not turn
the crankshaft while the Plastigage
is i n place. When checking the width
of the Plastigage, check at the widest
point i n order t o get the minimum
clearance. Check at the narrowest
point i n order t o get the maximum
clearance. The difference between the
two readings is the journal taper.

11. if the clearance is less than

the specified limits, try two red bearing halves or a combination of red
and blue depending upon the condition. If the clearance exceeds specified limits, try 0.001 or 0.002 inch
undersize bearings in combination with
standard, blue, or red bearings. The
bearing clearance must be within specified limits. Whenever a combination
of 0.001 or 0.002 inch undersize bearings with blue or red bearings is used,
the undersize bearing should go i n the
top, or cylinder block. If the stand-

ard and 0.001 or 0.002 inch undersize bearings do not bring the clearance within the desired limits, refinish
the crankshaft journal (Refer to Part
8-1. Section 2). Then install undersize bearings. For complete application
and availability of bearings, refer
to the Master Parts and Accessories
Catalog. D o not file or lap bearinp caps or use shims in an effort to
decrease bearing clearances.
12. After the bearing has been
checked and found to be satisfactory
apply a light coat of engine oil to
the journal and bearings; then install
the bearing cap. Torque the cap bolts
to specifications.
13. If the thrust bearing cap (No.
3 main bearing) has been removed,
install it as follows:
Install the thrust bearing cap with
the bolts finger-tight. Pry the crank-

PART 8-4 - 390 And 427 V-8
CAP CROSS-BOLT
SPACER LOCATION

CAP CROSS-BOLT

tween the rear main bearing cap-and
the cylinder block from the outside.
Blow compressed air against the seals
from the inside of the block. If air
bubbles appear in the oil, it indicates
possible oil leakage. This test should
not be performed on newly installed
seals until sufficient time has been
allowed for the seals to expand into
the seal grooves.
22. Disassemble, clean and assem-

ble the oil pump if necessary (Refer
to Part 8-1. Section 3). Prime the oil
pump by filling the inlet opening with
oil and rotate the pump shaft until
oil emerges from the outlet opening.
Install the oil pump and oil pan.
23. Install the oil level dipstick.
Fill the crankcase with the proper
amount and viscosity oil. Install the
spark plugs.
24. Operate the engine and check
for oil leaks.
CONNECTING ROD BEARING
REPLACEMENT

A1 789-C

FIG. 53-427

V - 8 Cylinder Block Details

shaft forward against the thrust surface of the upper half of the bearing
(Fig. 71). Hold the crankshaft forward and pry the thrust bearing cap
to the rear (Fig. 71). This will align
the thrust surfaces of both halves of
the bearing. Retain the forward pressure on the crankshaft. Torque the
cap bolts to s~ecifications.
14. On a 427 V-8, after all the
main bearings have been fitted, torque
all the main bearing cap bolts to
specifications.
Make sure the cross-bolt spacers
are installed in their proper locations
(Fig. 53). Production spacers are
marked L-2, R-2, L-3, R-3. L-4 and
R-4.
Install and torque the cross-bolts
in two steps, following the sequence
shown in Fig. 53. First, torque all
the cross-bolts to 20 ft-lbs. Finally,
torque all the cross-bolts to specifications.
15. Repeat the procedure for the
remaining bearings that require replace.
ment.
16. If the rear main bearing is to
be replaced, remove the rear main

bearing cap. Remove and discard the
rear seal and side seals.
17. Clean the rear journal oil seal
groove in the block and cap.
18. Install a new rear oil seal in
the rear main bearing cap and block,
following the procedures under Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal Replacement.
19. Apply a thin coating of oil resistant sealer to the rear main bearing
cap at the rear of the top mating surface. D o not apply sealer t o the area
forward of the side seal groove. Install the rear main bearing cap. Torque the cap bolts to specifications.
20. Dip the rear bearing cap side
seals in light engine oil; then immediiately install them in the grooves. Do

1. Drain the crankcase. Remove
the oil level dipstick. Remove the oil
pan and oil pump. Remove the spark
plugs to allow easy rotation of the
crankshaft.
2. Turn the crankshaft until the
connecting rod to which new bearings
are to be fitted is down.
3. Remove the connecting rod cap.
Push the connecting rod up into the
cylinder and remove the bearing insert
from the rod and cap.
4. Follow step 5 under Main Bearing Replacement.
5. Install the new bearings in the
connecting rod and cap. Pull the connecting rod assembly down firmly on
the crankshaft journal.
6. Place a piece of Plastigage on
the lower bearing surface, the full
width of the cap and about 114 inch
off-center.

not use sealer on the side seals. The
seals are designed to expand when
dipped in oil. Using sealer may retard this expansion. It may be neces-

sary to tap the seals into place for
the last 112 inch of travel. Do not
cut the seal projecting ends.
21. Check the rear bearing cap side
seals for leaks by squirting a few
drops of oil into the parting lines be-

CRANKSHAFT JOURNAL
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Main Bearing
Insert Removal o r Installation

GROUP 8 - Engine
7. Install the cap and torque the
connecting rod nuts to specifications.
D o not t u r n the crankshaft while the
Plastigage is i n place.

8. Remove the cap; then, using
the Plastigage scale, check the width
of the Plastigage. When checking the
width of the Plastigage, check at the
widest point i n order t o get the mini m u m clearance. Check a t the narrowest point i n order t o get the maxi m u m clearance. The difference between the t w o readings is the journal
taper.

9. If the clearance is less than
the specified limits, try two red bearing halves or a combination of red
and blue depending upon the condition.
If the clearance exceeds the specified limits, try 0.002 inch undersize
bearings in combination with blue or
red bearings. The bearing clearance

caps are'marked so that they can be
installed in their original locations.
4. Turn the crankshaft until the
connecting rod being removed is
down.
5. Remove the connecting rod
cap.
6. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out of the top of the
cylinder with the handle end of a
hammer. Avoid damage t o the crank-

,
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must be within specified limits.

If the proper clearance cannot be
achieved with standard or 0.002 undersize bearings, the crankshaft will
have to be ground undersize and fitted with undersize bearings (Refer to
Part 8-1, Section 2).
10. After the bearing clearance
has been checked and found to be
satisfactory, apply a light coat of engine oil to the journal and bearings.
Install the connecting rod cap.
11. Repeat the procedure for the
remaining connecting rods that require new bearings.
12. Follow steps 22, 23 and 24 under Main Bearing Replacement.

FIG. 55-Installing
Plastigage-Engine

and Measuring
in Chassis

shaft journal or the cylinder wall
when removing the piston and rod.

Remove the bearing inserts
from the connecting rod and cap.
8. Install the cap on the connecting rod from which it was removed.
INSTALLATION

PISTON A N D C O N N E C T I N G
ROD ASSEMBLY
REMOVAL

1. Drain the cooling system and
the, crankcase. Remove the intake
manifold, cylinder heads, oil pan and
oil pump following the procedures
in this section.
2. Remove any ridge and/or deposits from the upper end of the cylinder bores as follows:
Turn the crankshaft until the piston to be removed is at the bottom
of its travel and place a cloth on the
piston head to collect the cuttings.
Remove any ridge and/or deposits
from the upper end of the cylinder
bores. Remove the cylinder ridge
with a ridge cutter (tool 6011-E). Follow the instructions furnished by the
tool manufacturer. Never cut i n t o the
r i n g travel area i n excess of 1/32 inch

1. If new piston rings are to be
installed, remove the cylinder wall
glaze (Part 8-1, Section 2, Repairs-

Cylinder Block). Follow the' instructions of the tool manufacturer. After
performing cylinder bore repairs,
clean the bore(s), following the procedure in Part 8-1, Section 3.
2. Oil the piston rings, pistons and
cylinder walls with light engine oil.
Be sure t o install the pistons i n the
same cylinders f r o m which they were
removed or t o which they were fitted.
The connecting rods and bearing caps
are numbered f r o m 1 t o 4 i n the right
bank and f r o m 5 t o 8 i n the left bank,
beginning at the front of the engine.
The numbers on the connecting r o d
and bearing cap must be on the same
side when installed i n the cylinder
bore. I f a connecting r o d is ever transposed f r o m one block or cylinder t o
another, new bearings should be fitted, and the connecting r o d should
be numbered t o correspond with the
new cylinder number.

3. Make sure the ring gaps are
properly spaced around the circumference of the piston (Fig. 56).
4. Install a piston ring compressor
on the piston and push the piston in
with a hammer handle until it is
slightly below the top of the cylinder.
(Fig. 57). Be sure to guide the connecting rods to avoid damaging the
crankshaft journals. Install the piston with the indentation i n the piston head toward the front of the
engine.

,5. Check the clearance of each
bearing following the procedure under Connecting Rod Bearing Replacement.
6 . After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
7. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all. the way down until the

.
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when removing ridges.

3. Make sure all connecting rod

FIG. 56-Piston

Ring Gap Spacing

FIG. 57-Typical Piston Installation

PART 8-4 - 390 And 427 V-8
following steps I thru 6 under Cylinder Head Installation.
13. Refer to Intake Manifold Installation and install the intake manifold by following steps 2 thru 18.
14. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Fill the crankcase with the proper grade and quantity of engine oil.
15. Install the automatic choke
heat chamber air inlet tube (except
427 V-8). Install the air cleaner. Operate the engine and check for oil
and coolant leaks. Check and adjust
ignition timing.
16. Adjust the engine idle speed
and fuel mixture (Refer to Part 10-1,
Section 2).
DISASSEMBLY

FIG. 58-Connecting
Clearance

Rod Side

connecting rod bearing seats on the
crankshaft journal.
8. Install the connecting rod cap.
Torque the nuts to specifications.
9. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the side clearance between the connecting rods on each
crankshaft journal (Fig. 58).
10. Disassemble, clean and assemble the oil pump. Clean the oil pump
inlet tube screen and the oil pan and
cylinder block gasket surfaces.
11. Prime the oil pump by filling
the inlet opening with oil and rotate
the pump shaft until oil emerges from
the outlet opening. Install the oil pump
and pan.
12. Install the cylinder heads by

1. Mark the pistons and pins to
assure assembly with the same rod
and installation in the same cylinder
from which they were removed.
2. Remove the piston rings. Remove the piston pin retainers. Drive
the pin out of the piston and connecting rod (Fig. 59). Discard the retainers.
ASSEMBLY

The piston, connecting rod and
related parts are shown in Fig. 60.
1. Clean, inspect, and repair (or
replace) the parts following the procedures in Part 8-1. Lubricate all parts
with light engine oil. Position the connecting rod in the piston and push the
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FIG. 67 -Correct Piston and
Connecting Rod Position
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pin into place. Assemble the piston
and connecting rod as shown in Fig.
61.
2. Insert new piston pin retainers
into the piston. Check the end gap
of all piston rings (Part 8-1). It must
be within specifications (Part 8-5).
Follow the instructions contained on
the piston ring package and install
the piston rings. Be sure the piston
ring gaps are properly spaced (Fig.
56).
3. Check the ring side clearance
of the compression rings with a
feeler gauge (Refer to Fitting Piston
Rings in Part 8-1, Section 2.)
4. Be sure the bearing inserts and
the bearing bore in the connecting
rod and cap are clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort
the bearing and cause a failure. Install the bearing inserts in the connecting rod and cap with the tangs
fitting in the slots provided.
FLYWHEEL

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the transmission from
the engine and slide it to the rear as
outlined in Group 5 (manual-shift
transmission) or on an automatic
transmission remove the transmission
(Group 7).
On a manual-shift transmission, remove the pressure plate and cover
assembly as outlined in Group 5. ;
2. Remove the flywheel retaining
bolts and remove the flywheel.

L OASSEMBLY
I L RNIG-

INSTALLATION

I
FIG. 59-Piston

Pin Removal
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BEARING INSERTS-6211

FIG. 60-Typical Piston Connecting
Rod and Related Parts

1. Clean and inspect the flywheel
following the procedures in Part 8:1.
To check flywheel face runout or replace the flywheel ring gear, refer to
Part 8- 1.
2. Install the flywheel on the
crankshaft flange and install the retaining bolts. Torque the bolts in sequence across from each other to
specifications.
3. Check the flywheel runout, following the procedure in Part 8-1, Section 1.

GROUP 8 - Engine
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Clutch Pilot

Bushing Removal
,

4. On a manual-shift transmission,
install the pressure plate and cover assembly (Group 5).
5. Connect the transmission to the
engine as outlined in Group 5 (manual-shift transmissions), or on an automatic transmission, install the'transmission (Group 7). It is not necessary
to adjust the transmission. when it
has been removed only for flywheel
removal.
CLUTCH PILOT B U S H I N G
REPLACEMENT

Inspection procedures -are outlined
under Crankshaft Cleaning and Inspection in Part 8-1, Section 3.
1. Disconnect
the transmission
from the engine and slide it to the
rear as outlined in Group 5.
2. Remove the pressure plate and
cover assembly and the clutch disc
as outlined in Group 5.
3. Remove the pilot bushing (Fig.
62).
4. Coat the pilot bushing bore in
the crankshaft with a small quantity

A129l-E

FIG. 64-Typical

Oil Filter Assembly

of wheel bearing lubricant. Avoid
using too much lubricant as it may
be thrown onto the clutch disc when
the clutch revolves.
5. Install the pilot service bearing

(Fig. 63).
6. Install the clutch disc and the
pressure plate and cover assembly as
outlined in Group 5.
7. Connect the transmission to the
engine as outlined in Group 5.
OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT

The oil filter assembly is shown in
Fig. 64.
1. Place a drip pan under the filter. Unscrew the filter from the adapter fitting. Clean the adapter filter
recess.
2. Coat the gasket on the new
filter with oil. Place the filter in position on ttie-adapter (Fig. 65). Hand
tighten the filter until the gasket contacts the adapter face. Then advance
it 112 turn.
3. Operate the, engine at fast idle
and check for leaks. If oil leaks are
evident, perform the necessary repairs
to correct the leakage. Check the oil
level and fill the crankcase ifpecessary.
OIL P A N
REMOVAL

CLUTCH PILOT B E ~ R I N G

NG. 63-Typical

~1979-B

Clutch Pilot
Service Bearing Installation

I

1. Raise the , vehicle and place
safety stands into position. Drain the
oil from the crankcase. On a vehicle
equipped with air co n.ditioning remove the fan shroud from the radiator and position it over the fan.

FIG. 65-Oil

Filter Replacement

2. Disconnect the stabilizer bar at
the connecting links and pull the
ends down.
3. To allow clearance for removal
of the oil pan, remove the engine
front support insulator to intermediate
support bracket nuts and lock washers. Install a block of wood on a
floor jack and position the jack under
the front leading edge of the oil pan.
Raise the engine approximately 1 114
inches and insert a I inch block of
wood between the insulators and the
frame cross member. Remove the
floor jack.
4. Remove the oil pan retaining
screws and lower the oil pan to the
frame cross member.
5. Crank the engine to obtain the
necessary clearance between, the
crankshaft counterweight and the rear
of the oil pan. Remove the upper bolt
and loosen the lower bolt on the inlet
tube (Fig. 66). Position the inlet tube
and screen out of the way, and remove
the oil pan.
INSTALLATION

I. Clean the oil pan and cylinder
block gasket surfaces following the
procedures in Part 8-1. Clean the oil
pump inlet tube screen. Position a
new oil pump inlet tube gasket on
the oil pump and install the inlet
tube (Fig. 6 6 ) with the lower bolt
only. Do not tighten the bolt.
2. Apply oil-resistant sealer to the
oil pan gasket surfaces and position
the gaskct on the oil pan.

PART 8-4
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OIL PUMP
REMOVAL
1. Remove the oil pan, refer to
Oil Pan Removal.
2. Remove the oil pump retaining
screws; thep remove the oil pump
and intermediate drive shaft.
3. Remove the inlet tube and
screen assembly from the oil pump.
Discard the gasket.
INSTALLATION

FIG. 66-Typical Oil Pump and
Inlet Tube Installation

3. Position the oil pan on the
crossmember and install the inlet
tube to oil pump upper mounting
bolt. Tighten both bolts.
4. Hold the oil pan in place against
the cylinder block and install a retaining screw on each side of the
pan. Using the special spring washers, install the oil pan to rear main
bearing cap bolts. tnstall the remaining screws and tighten them from the
center outward. Torque the screws
to specifications.
5. Position the floor jack and block
of wood under the leading edge of
the oil pan. Raise the engine slightly
and remove the wood blocks from
beneath the insulators. Lower the engine and remove the jack. Install the
insulator to frame lock washers and
nuts. Torque the nuts to specifications.
6. Connect the stabilizer bar. Replace the oil filter. Remove the safety
stands and lower the vehicle. If the
fan shroud was removed, install it
on the radiator.
7. Fill the crankcase with the
proper grade and quantity of engine
oil. Operate the engine and check
for oil leaks.

3

1. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with
engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft
to distribute the oil within the pump
body.
2. Position a new gasket on the
pump housing. Insert the intermediate
drive shaft into the oil pump. Install
the pump and shaft as an assembly
(Fig. 66). D o not attempt to force
the pump into position if i t will not
seat readily. The drive shaft hex may
be misaligned with the distributor
shaft. T o align, rotate the intermediate shaft into a new position. Torque

the oil pump retaining screws to
specifications.
3. Install the inlet tube and screen
assembly and oil pan, following the
procedure under Oil Pan Installation.
DISASSEMBLY
1. Remove 'the oil inlet tube from
the oil pump and remove the gasket.

2. Remove the cover retaining
screws and cover plate. Remove the
inner rotor and shaft assembly and the
outer race.

3. Remove the staking marks at
the relief valve chamber cap. Insert
a self-threading sheet metal screw
of the proper diameter into the oil
pressure relief valve chamber cap
and pull the cap out of the chamber.
Remove the spring and plunger.

R
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FIG. 67-Typical
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Oil Pump

Assembly

Refer to Part 8-1, Section 3 for
the cleaning and inspection procedures.
ASSEMBLY

The oil pump assembly is shown
in Fig. 67.
1. Oil all parts thoroughly.
2. Install the oil pressure relief
valve plunger, spring and a new cap.
Stake the cap.
3. Install the outer race and the
inner rotor and shaft assembly. Be
sure the dimple (identification mark)
on the outer race is facing outward
and on same side as identification
mark on rotor. The inner rotor and
shaft and the outer race are serviced
as an assembly. One part should not
be replaced without replacing the
other. Install the cover plate and re-

taining screws. Torque the cover retaining screws to specifications.
4. Position a new gasket and the
oil inlet tube on the oil pump and
install the retaining bolts.

ENGINE REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

The engine removal and installation procedures are for the engine
only without the transmission attached.

390 V-8 E N G I N E
REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Remove the hood.

Remove the air cleaner and disconnect the battery positive cable.
2. Disconnect the radiator upper
hose at the engine and the radiator
lower hose at the water pump. On a
car with automatic transmission disconnect the transmission oil cooler
lines from the radiator.
3. Remove the cooling fan and
spacer (or fan drive clutch) and

power steering pump drive belt (if
so equipped). Remove the radiator.
Remove the oil level dipstick.
4. Disconnect the oil pressure sending unit wire at the sending unit and
the flexible fuel line at the fuel tank
line.
Disconnect the accelerator cable
a t the carburetor. Remove the accelerator retracting spring. Remove
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FIG. 68-Typical

Engine Lifting

Bracket a n d Sling
the accelerator cable bracket from
the intake manifold. Position the accelerator cable and body ground
strap out of the way.
On a vehicle with automatic transmissron, disconnect the kickdown rod
at the carburetor. Remove the kickdown rod retracting spring. Disconnect the transmission vacuum line at
the engine.
On a vehicle with power steering,
remove the power steering pump
from the mounting bracket. Remove
the power steering hose bracket bolt.
Wire the power steering pump in a
position that vlill prevent the oil
from draining out. Remove the power steering pump bracket, coil bracket, and compressor bracket and compressor assembly (if equipped with
air conditioning). Remove the coil.
Position the compressor (with. lines
attached) out of the way. On a vehicle with power brakes, disconnect
the brake vacuum hose at the pipe
and position the hose out of the way.
5. Disconnect the heater hoses at
the water pump and intake manifold and remove the heater hose
from the automatic choke bracket.
Disconnect the coolant temperature
sending unit at the sending unit. Remove the wire loom from the clips
on the left valve rocker arm cover
and position it out of the way.
On a vehicle with air conditioning, remove the compressor from
the mounting bracket, and position
it out of the way, leaving the refrigerant lines attached.
6. Remove the battery ground
cable and alternator ground cable
bolt ' a t the engine. Remove the alternator mounting bolts and spacer,
and position the alternator out of
the way.
7. Disconnect the fuel inlet line at
the pump.
8. Raise the front of the vehicle.
Remove the starter.

9. Disconnect the muffler inlet
pipes from the exhaust manifolds.
10. Remove the engine support insulator to intermediate support bracket nuts, and loosen the right side support insulator to engine bolts.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the flywheel
housing cover. Remove the oil cooler
lines retaining clip from the engine
block. Disconnect the converter from
the flywheel. Secure the converter
assembly in the housing: Remove the
remaining flywheel housing to engine
bolts, and remove the transmission
fluid filler tube bracket.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, remove the flywheel
housing inspection cover and the
clutch pedal retracting spring. Disconnect the clutch release bracket at
the equalizer rod and remove the
bracket from the engine. Remove the
remaining flywheel housing to engine
bolts.
11: Lower the vehicle, then support the transmission. Install the engine left lifting bracket on the front
of the left cylinder head, and install
the engine right lifting bracket at
the rear of the right cylinder head,
then attach the engine lifting sling
(Fig. 68).
12. Remove the flywheel or converter housing to engine upper bolts.
13. Raise the engine slightly and
carefully pull it from the transmission. Lift the engine out of the engine compartment.
INSTALLATION
1. Attach the engine lifting brackets, and sling (Fig. 68).
2. Lower the engine carefully into
the engine compartment. Make sure
the exhaust manifolds are properly
aligned with the muffler inlet pipes
and the dowels in the block engage
the holes in the flywheel housing.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, start the converter pilot
into the crankshaft.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, start the transmission
main drive gear into the clutch disc.
It may be necessary to adjust the position of the transmission in relation
to the engine i f the input shaft wiil
not enter the clutch disc. If the engine hangs up after the shaft enters,
turn the crankshaft slowly (transmission in gear) until the shaft
splines mesh with the clutch disc
splines.
3. Install the flywheel or converter
housing upper bolts.

4. Remove the transmission jack.
Lower the engine until the front support insulators are properly positioned in the intermediate support
brackets. Torque the right side insulator bolts to specifications. Disconnect the engine lifting sling and remove the lifting brackets.
5. Raise the vehicle and install
the remaining flywheel housing to
engine block retaining bolts. Torque
the bolts to specifications.
6. Install the lock washers and
nuts on the engine support insulators. Torque both insulator nuts to
specifications.
7. Install new muffler inlet pipe
gaskets, and connect the muffler inlet pipes to the exhaust manifolds.
Torque the nuts to specifications. ,
8. On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, remove the retainer
securing the converter in the housing. Attach the converter to the flywheel. Install the transmission fluid
filler tube bracket. Install the flywheel housing cover assembly. Install the oil cooler lines bracket.
Connect the kickdown rod to the
transmission.
On a vehicle with a manual-shift
transmission, install the clutch bracket.
Connect the clutch release rod and install the clutch retracting spring. Install the flywheel housing lower cover.
9. Install the starter and trans.mission oil filler tube bracket. Attach the starter cable.
10. Lower the vehicle. Install the
power steering pump bracket, coil
bracket, and compressor and bracket assembly (if equipped with air
conditioning).
11. Connect the flexible fuel line
and the oil pressure sending unit
wire.
12. Place the alternaror drive belt
on the crankshaft pulley. Install the
power steering pump and adjust the
belt tension to specifications. On a
vehicle with air conditioning, install
the compressor on the 'mounting
bracket, and adjust the belt tension
to specifications.

'

13. Install the alternator and attach the battery ground cable. Connect the alternator wires and coolant temperature sending unit wire.
Connect the heater hoses at the water pump and intake manifold (on
390-2V engines at the rear of the
coolant heated spacer).
14. Install the ignition coil and
connect the coil primary and high
tension wires. Position the wire loom
in the retaining clips on the left
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valve rocker arm cover. Install the
oil level d,ipstick.
15. On a vehicle with an automatic transmission, connect the kickdown rod to the carburetor. Install
the kickdown rod retracting spring.
Connect the transmission vacuum
line.
Install the accelerator cable bracket and body ground strap. Connect
the accelerator cable to the carburetor and install the retracting spring.
16. Install the radiator. Connect
the radiator upper and lower hoses.
Install the hood.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the transmission oil cooler lines.
17. Install the fan and spacer (or
fan drive clutch). Torque the bolts
to specifications. Position the alternator drive belt and adjust the tension to specifications. Tighten the alternator mounting bolts to specifications. Connect the battery positive
cable.
On a vehicle with air conditioning, adjust the compressor belt tension to specifications.
18. Fill and bleed the cooling system. Connect the heater hose a t the
water pump. Fill the crankcase with
the proper grade and quantity of oil.
Install the hood.
19. Install the air cleaner and operate the engine at fast idle and
check all gaskets and hose connections for leaks.
20. Adjust the accelerator cable
and the idle speed and fuel mixture as
required, following the procedures in
Part 10-1.
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, check and adjust the
transmission control linkage.
427 V-8 ENGINE

I
I

I
I
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REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system and
the crankcase. Remove the hood and
the air cleaner. Disconnect the battery ground cable.
2. Disconhect the radiator upper
hose at the engine and the radiator
lower hose at the water pump. Disconnect the fransmission oil cooler
lines from the radiator.
3. Remove the radiator. Remove
the oil level dipstick. Remove the
cooling fan and spacer and power
steering drlve belt (if so equipped).
4. Disconnect the oil pressure sending unit wire a t the sending unit, and
the flexible fuel line at the fuel tank
line. Plug the fuel tank line.

5. Disconnect the accelerator rod
at the carburetor. Remove the accelerator retracting spring.
Disconnect the automatic transmission kickdown rod at the carburetor.
Remove the kickdown rod retracting
spring. Disconnect the transmission
vacuum line at the engine.
On a vehicle with power steering,
remove the power steering pump from
the mounting bracket. Remove the
power steering hose bracket bolt.
Wire the pober steering pump in a
position that will prevent the oil
from draining out. Remove the power steering pump bracket, coil bracket, and compressor bracket and compressor assembly (if equipped with
air conditioning). Remove the coil.
Position the compressor with lines
attached out of the way. On a vehicle with power brakes, disconnect
the brake vacuum hose a t the pipe
and position the hose out of the way.
On a vehicle with air conditioning, remove the compressor from
the mounting bracket, and position
it out of the way, leaving the refrigerant lines attached.
6. Disconnect the heater hoses at
the water pump and intake manifold, the alternator wires at the alternator, and the water temperature
sending unit at the sending unit.
7. Disconnect the wire loom at
the distributor and ignition coil. Remove the wire loom from the clips
on the left valve rocker arm cover
and position it out of the way.
8. Raise the front of the vehicle.
Disconnect the muffler inlet pipe at
the right exhaust manifold. Remove
the exhaust control valve.
9. Disconnect the engine front
support insulators at the frame.
Raise the engine approximately I or
2 inches to provide necessary clearance to remove the right exhaust
,manifold.
10. Remove the right exhaust manifold. Disconnect the muffler inlet pipe
at the left exhaust manifold.
11. Disconnect the starter cable.
Remove the starter.
12. Remove the flywheel housing
cover. Remove the oil cooler lines
retaining clip from the engine block.
Disconnect the converter from the
flywheel. Secure the converter assembly in the housing. Remove the
remaining flywheel housing to engine
bolts, and remove the transmission
fluid filler tube bracket.
13. Lower the vehicle and support the transmission. Install the engine left lifting bracket on the front
of the left cylinder head, and install

the engine right lifting bracket at
'the rear of the right cylinder head,
then attach the engine lifting sling
(Fig. 68).
14. Remove the converter housing
to engine upper bolts.
15. Raise the engine slightly and
carefully pull it from the transmission. Lift the engine out of the engine compartment.

INSTALLATION
1. Clean the muffler inlet pipe
gasket surfaces and both sides of the
exhaust control valve assembly.
2. Attach the engine lifting brackets and sling (Fig. 68).
3. Lower the engine carefully into
the engine compartment. Make sure
the exhaust manifolds are properly
aligned with the muffler inlet pipes
and the dowels in the block engage
the holes in the flywheel housing.
4. On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, start the converter pilot
into the crankshaft. It may be necessary to adjust the position of the transmission in relation to the engine if
the input shaft will not enter the converter housing.
5. Install the converter housing upper bolts. Install the remaining converter housing to engine block retaining bolts.
6. Raise the front of the vehicle.
Install the starter. Connect the starter cable.
7. Raise the engine approximately I or 2 inches and position the
right exhaust manifold. Install and
torque the retaining bolts to specifications.
8. Make sure the engine support
insulator bolts are properly aligned
with the support brackets on :he
frame. Completely lower the engine
and install the engine support insulator lock washers and nuts. Torque
the nuts to specifications.
9. Disconnect the engine lifting
sling and remove the lifting brackets.
10. Place new gaskets on both
sides of the exhaust control valve
and position it over the inlet pipe
studs on the right exhaust manifold.
Connect the muffler inlet pipe to the
exhaust manifold and torque the
nuts to specifications.
11. Position a new gasket to the
left exhaust manifold and connect
the muffler inlet pipe to the manifold. Install and torque the nuts to
specifications.
12. Remove the retainer securing
the converter in the housing. Attach
the converter to the flywheel. Install
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the transmission fluid filler tube bracket. Install the flywheel housing cover
assembly. Install the oil cooler lines
bracket. Connect the lcickdown rod to
the transmission.
13. Remove the support from the
transmission and lower the vehicle.
14. Install the fan and spacer (or
fan drive clutch). Torque the bolts
to specifications. Position the alternator drive belt and adjust the tension
to specifications. Tighten the alternator mounting bolts to specifications.
Connect the battery positive cable.
On a vehicle with air conditioning,
adjust the compressor belt tension
to specifications.
15. Connect the alternator wires,
the water temperature sending unit
wire, and connect the heater hose at
the intake manifold. Connect the
battery ground cable.
16. Connect the flexible fuel line
and oil pressure sending unit wire.

17. Install the power steering pump
bracket, coil bracket, and compressor
and bracket assembly (if equipped
with air conditioning).
Place the alternator ,drive belt on
the crankshaft pulley. Install the power steering pump and adjust the
belt tension to specifications. On a
vehicle with air conditioning, install
the compressor on the mounting
bracket, and adjust the belt tension
to specifications.
18. Connect the coil primary and
high tension wires. Connect the wire
loom at the distributor. Position the
wire loom in the retaining clips on
the left valve rocker arm cover.
19. On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, connect the kickdown
rod to the carburetor. Install the kickdown rod retracting spring. Connect
the transmission vacuum line. Install
the oil level dipstick. Install the accelerator retracting spring. Connect

To perform the operations in this
section, it will be necessary to remove the engine from the vehicle and
install it on a work stand. For engine removal and installation procedures, refer to Section 3.

When installing nuts or bolts that
must be torqued (refer to Part 8-5
for torque specifications), oil the
threads with light weight engine oil.
D o not oil threads that require oilresistant or water-resistant sealer.

the accelerator rod and adjust the
accelerator linkage.
20. Install
the radiator
Connect the
lines. Install

the radiator. Connect
upper and lower hoses.
transmission oil cooler
the hood.

21. Fill and bleed the cooling sys-,
tem. Connect the heater hose at the
water pump. Fill the crankcase with
the proper grade and quantity of oil.
22. Install the air cleaner, and
operate the engine at fast idle and
check all gaskets and hose connections for leaks.
23.- Adjust the accelerator cable and
the idle speed and fuel mixture as required, following the procedures in
Part 10-1.

On a vehicle with an automatic transmission, check and adjust the transmission control linkage.

CRANKSHAFT
The. crankshaft and related parts
are shown in Fig. 69.

REMOVAL
1. Install the engine on a work
USED WITH ALITOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS ONLY-6A366
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stand. Remove the spark plugs to allow easy rotation of the crankshaft.
2. Slide the water pump bypass
hose clamp toward the intake manifold. Remove the water pump. On
Thermactor engines, remove the air
pump and brackets from the right
cylinder head.
3. Remove the accessory drive
pulley (if so equipped). Remove the
crankshaft damper cap screw and
washer. Remove the power steering
drive pulley. Install the puller on the
damper (Fig. 39) and remove the
damper.
4. Remove the crankshaft sleeve.
5. Remove the carburetor fuel inlet line. Remove the fuel pump. Remove the cylinder front cover and
air conditioning idler pulley assembly
(if so equipped). Remove the cover
gasket.
6. Remove the crankshaft front
oil slinger. Check the timing chain
deflection; then remove the timing
chain and sprockets by following the
applicable steps under Cylinder
Front Cover Removal.
7. Invert the engine on the work
stand. Remove the flywheel and engine rear cover plate. Remove the
oil pan and gasket. Remove the oil
pump and inlet tube and screen assem bly.
8. M a k e sure all bearing caps (main
and connecting rods) are marked so
that they can be installed in their
original locations. Remove the connecting rod bearing caps. Turn the
crankshaft until the connecting rod
from which the cap is being removed is down and remove the cap.
Push the connecting rod and piston
assembly up into the cylinder.
9. Remove the main bearing caps.
On a 427 V-8, remove the main
bearing cap cross bolts, washers and
spacers (Fig. 53) before removing the
cap retaining bolts.

10. Carefully lift the crankshaft
out of the block so that the thrust
bearing surfaces are not damaged.
Handle the crankshaft with care to

avoid possible fracture or damage to
the finished surfaces.
Be sure the oil seal surfaces on the
crankshaft and crankshaft damper
are properly cleaned (Refer to Part

8-1).
To refinish journals, dress minor
imperfections, etc., refer to Part 8-1,
Section 2.
l NSTALLATION

1. Remove the rear journal oil
seal from the block and rear main
bearing cap. Remove the rear main
bearing cap to block side seals.
2. Remove the main bearing inserts from the block and bearing
caps.
3. Remove the connecting rod
bearing inserts from the connecting
rods and caps.
4. If the crankshaft main bearing
journals have been refinished to a
definite undersize, install the correct
undersize bearings. Be sure the .bearing inserts and bearing bores are
clean. Foreign material under the
inserts will distort the bearing and
cause a failure.
5. Place the upper m'ain bearing
inserts in position in the bores with
the tang fitting in the slot provided.
If the oil hole does not line up
with the cylinder block oil passage,
check the holes with a rod corresponding to the following diameters:
No. I Bearing-7/64
inch
No. 2 Bearing-9/64
inch
No. 3 Bearing-9/32 inch
No. 4 Bearing-5/32
inch
No. 5 Bearing-9/32 inch
I f the rod passes through both the
bearing and the block, sufficient
lubrication is assured.
6. Install the lower main bearing
inserts in the bearing caps.
7. Carefully lower the crankshaft
into place. Be careful not to damage
the bearing surfaces.

8. Dip the seal halves in clean
engine oil. Carefully install the
upper seal (cylinder block) into its
groove with undercut side of seal toward the FRONT of the engine (Fig.
52), such that approximately 0.375
inch protrudes above the parting
surface.
9. Check the clearance of each
main bearing as follows:
Place a piece of Plastigage on the
crankshaft journal the full width of
the journal and about 114 inch offcenter (Fig. 70). Follow steps LO and
I I under Main Bearing Replacement
in Part 8-2, Section 2.
10. After the bearings have been

fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
11. Install the lower seal in the
rear main bearing cap with the undercut side of the seal toward the
FRONT of the engine (Fig. 52). Allow the seal to protrude approximately 0.375 inch above the parting surface to mate with the upper seal when
the cap is installed.
12. Apply a thin coating of oilresistant sealer to the rear main
bearing cap a t the rear of the top
mating surface. D o not apply sealer
to the area forward of the side seal
groove. Install the rear main bear-

ing cap. Torque the cap bolts to
specifications.
13. Dip the rear bearing cap side
seals in light engine oil; then immediately install them in the grooves. D o
not use sealer on the side seals. The
seals are designed to expand when
dipped in oil. Using sealer may retard this expansion. I t may be neces-

sary to tap the seals into place for
the last 112 inch of travel. Do not
cut the. seal projecting ends.
14. Check the side seals for leaks
by squirting a few drops of oil into
the parting lines between the rear
main bearing cap and the cylinder
block from the outside. Blow compressed air against the seals from the
inside of the block. If air bubbles appear in the oil, it indicates possible
oil leakage. This test should not be
performed on newly installed seals
until sufficient time has been allowed
for the seals to expand into the seal
grooves.

15. Install all the bearing caps,
except the thrust bearing cap (No. 3
bearing). Be sure that the main
bearing caps are installed in their
original locations. Torque the bearing

cap bolts to specifications.
On a 427 V-8 install the main bearing caps, following the procedure in
step 15 of Engine Assembly.
16. Install the thrust bearing cap
with the bolts finger-tight.
17. Pry the crankshaft forward
against the thrust surface of the
upper half of the bearing (Fig. 71).
18. Hold the crankshaft forward
and pry the thrust bearing cap to
the rear (Fig. 71). This will align the
thrust surfaces of both, halves of the
bearing.
19. Retain the forward pressure
on the crankshaft. Torque the cap
bolts to specifications (Fig. 71).
20. Check the crankshaft end play
by following the procedure in Part
8- 1. Section I.
21. Install new bearing inserts in
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the connecting rods and caps. Check
the clearance of each bearing following the procedure under Main
Bearing Replacement.
22. After the connecting rod bearings have. been fitted, apply a light
coat of engine oil to the journals end
bearings.
23. Turn the crankshaft throw to
the bottom of its stroke. Push the
piston all the way down until the rod
bearing seats on the crankshaft journal.
24. Install the connecting rod cap.
Torque the nuts to specifications.
25. After the piston and connecting rod assemblies have been installed, check the side clearance between the connecting rods on each
connecting rod crankshaft journal
(Fig. 58).
26. Install the engine rear cover
plate; then position the flywheel on
the crankshaft. Install the retaining
-bolts. Torque the bolts to specifications.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use tool 7563 to locate
the clutch disc. Install the pressure
plate. Tighten the retaining bolts.
27. Install the timing chain and
sprockets, cylinder front cover and
crankshaft damper, following steps 1
thru 9 under Cylinder Front Cover
Installation.
28. Clean the oil pan, oil pump
and oil pump screen. Prime the oil
pump by filling the inlet opening with
oil and rotating the pump shaft until oil emerges from the outlet opening.
Install the oil pump and oil pan.
29. Install the oil filter, fuel pump
and carburetor fuel inlet line. Install
the spark plugs.
On Thermactor engines, install the
air pump and brackets on the right
cylinder head.

semble on the expanding mandrel.
With the expanding collet collapsed,
install the collet assembly in the camshaft bearing, and tighten the backup nut on the expanding mandrel
until the collet fits the camshaft bearing. Assemble the puller screw and
extension (if necessary) as shown and
install on the expanding mandrel.
Tighten the pulling nut against the
thrust bearing and pulling plate to
remove the camshaft bearing. Be
sure to hold a wrench on the end of
the puller screw to prevent it from
turning. Repeat the procedure for
each bearing. To remove the front
bearing, install the puller screw from
the rear of the cylinder block.

30. Remove the engine from ihe
work stand.
CAMSHAFT BEARING
REPLACEMENT

Camshaft bearings are available
pre-finished to size for standard and
0.01 5-inch undersize journal diameters. The bearings are not interchangeable from one bore to another.
1. Install the engine on a work
stand. Remove the camshaft, flywheel and crankshaft. Push the pistons to the top of the cylinders.
2. Remove the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug. Remove the camshaft bearings (Fig. 72).
'
If the camshaft bearings are being removed with the tool shown in
Fig. 72, the following procedure will
apply. Select the proper size expanding collet and back-up nut and as-

3. Position the new bearirig at the
bearing bores, and press them in
place with the tool shown in Fig. 72.
Be sure to center the pulling plate
DETAIL. 1,-2 or .3
EXPANDING COLLET

THRUSTBEARING

DETAIL-1,-2or - 3
BACK-UP NUT
/

EXPANDING MANDREL

DETAIL.4
PULLING PLATE

\
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I
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stall the cylinder block drain plugs
and cylinder head dowels. Transfer
all parts removed from the old cylinder assembly to the new cylinder
assembly, following the procedures
in steps 22 thru 34 and 41 thru 62,
under Engine Assembly. Check all
assembly clearances.
CYLINDER BLOCK
REPLACEMENT
Before replacing a cylinder block,
determine if it is repairable, and make
the necessary repairs following the
procedures in Part 8-1, Section 2.

FIG. 73-Camshaft
Measurement

Front Bearing

and the puller screw to avoid damage to the bearing. Wrap a cloth
around the threads of the puller
screw to protect the front bearing or
journal. Failure to use the correct
expanding collet can cause severe
bearing damage. Align the oil holes
in the bearings with the oil holes in
the cylinder block when the bearings
are installed. Be sure the front bearing is installed below the front face
of the cylinder block (Fig. 73) to
specifications.
4. Clean out the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug recess thoroughly.
Coat the flange of a new plug with
oil-resistant sealer and install the
plug, with the flange edge of the plug
facing inward (Fig. 47).
5. Install the camshaft, crankshaft, flywheel and related parts, following the appropriate procedures i n
Section 2 or Section 4, except do not
check the connecting rod and main
bearing clearances as a part of Camshaft Bearing Replacement. Remove
the engine from the work stand,
CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
REPLACEMENT
DISASSEMBLY
Follow steps I thru l I, 13 thru 20,
and 24 thru 26 under Engine Disassembly. Remove the cylinder head
dowels from the cylinder block. Remove-the cylinder block drain plugs
and remove the cylinder assembly
from the work stand.
Clean the gasket and seal surfaces
of all parts and assemblies (refer to
Part 8-1, Section 3).
ASSEMBLY
Install the replacement cylinder
block assembly on a work stand. In-

DISASSEMBLY
Follow steps I thru 34 under Engine Disassembly. Remove the cylinder head dowels and cylinder block
drain plugs. Remove the intake and
exhaust manifolds and cylinder head
as an assembly. Remove the cylinder block from the work stand.
Clean the gasket and seal surfaces
of all parts and assemblies (Part 8-1,
Section 3).
ASSEMBLY
Install the replacement cylinder
block on a work stand. Install the
cylinder block drain plugs and cylinder head dowels. Transfer all parts
removed from the old cylinder block
to the new cylinder block, following
steps 7 thru 62. Check all assembly
clearances. Install thc manifolds and
cylinder head as an assembly.
ENGINE DISASSEMBLY
I. Install the engine on the work
stand.
2. Remove the distributor cap
and spark plug wire assembly.
3. Remove the vacuum hoses from
the distributor and distributor vacuum
control valve. Tag or identify each
hose to facilitate installation and
connection to the proper ports. Remove the carburetor fuel inlet line.
Remove the fuel pump and discard
the gasket.
4. Slide the clamp on the water
pump by-pass hose toward the water
pump. Remove the automatic choke
air heat tube and air inlet tube.
On Thermactor engines, disconnect
the air and vacuum hoses. Remove
the air supply pump, air manifold
assembly, air bypass valve and air
and vacuum hoses and brackets.
Remove the valve rocker arm covers

and positive crankcase ventilation
system components.
Starting at the No. 4 cylinder,
loosen the right rocker arm shaft
support bolts in sequence, two
turns at a time. After the bolts
are all loosened, remove the valve
rocker arm shaft assembly and the
oil baffle plate. Starting at the No. 5
cylinder, follow the same procedure
on the left valve rocker arm shaft
support bolts.
5. Remove the valve push rods in
sequence a l ~ dput them in a rack so
that they can be installed in their
original bore.
6. Remove the distributor hold
down bolt and clamp and remove
the distributor.
7. Remove the intake manifold retaining bolts.
8. Install standard eye bolts with
5/16-18 threads in the left front and
right rear rocker arm cover screw
holes and attach the engine lifting
sling (Fig. 28).
9. Raise the intake manifold and
carefully remove it from the engine.
Discard the intake manifold gaskets
and seals.
10. Remove the baffle plate from
the valve push rod chamber Floor by
prying up on the baffle with a
screwdriver (Fig. 74).
11. Lift the valve lifters or tappets from the cylinder block and
place them i n a rack so that they
can be installed in their original bore
(Fig. 75).
The internal parts of each hydraulic valve lifter assembly are matched
sets. Do not intermix the parts. Keep
the assemblies intact until they are
to be cleaned.
12. Remove the exhaust manifolds and the spark plugs. Remove
the automatic choke air chamber
cover from the right exhaust manifold.
13. Remove the cylinder head
bolts.
14. Lift the cylinder heads off the
block. Do not pry between the head
and the block. Discard the cylinder
head gaskets.
15. Remove the oil filter. Remove
the oil filter adapter assembly and
oil pressure sending unit as an assembly. Discard the gasket.
16. Remove the alternator, bracket and drive belt.
17. Remove the water pump, pulley and fan as an assembly. Remove
the accessory drive pulley (if so
equipped).
18. On a vehicle with power steering, remove the power steering pulley
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from the crankshaft damper. Remove the damper (Fig. 39).
19. Remove the crankshaft sleeve..
20. Remove the cylinder front
cover. Discard the gasket. Remove
the crankshaft front oil slinger.
21. Check the timing chain deflection by following the procedure in
Part 8-1, Section I.
22. Remove the camshaft sprocket cap screw and the fuel pump eccentric. Remove the sprockets and
timing chain as an assembly (Fig.
41). Remove the crankshaft sprocket
key.
23. Remove any ridge and/or
carbon deposits from the upper end
of the cylinder bores. Move the piston to the bottom of its travel and
place a cloth on the piston head to
collect the cuttings. Remove the cylinder ridge with a ridge cutter. Follow the instructions furnished by the
tool manufacturer. Never cut into
the ring travel area in excess of 1/32
inch when removing ridges. After the
ridge has been removed, remove the
cutter from the cylinder bore.
24. On a flywheel for a manualshift transmission, mark the pressure
--plate cover so that it can be replaced
in the same position; 'and remove
the clutch pressure plate and cover
assembly. Remove the flywheel. Remove the rear cover plate.
25. Invert the engine. Remove the
oil pan. Discard the gasket.
26. Remove the oil pump and inlet tube as an assembly. Remove the
oil pump intermediate shaft. Discard
the oil pump gasket.
27. Make sure all connecting rods
and caps are marked so that they
can be installed in their original locations. Turn the crankshaft until
the connecting rod being removed is
down. Remove the rod cap.
28. Push the connecting rod and
piston assembly out the top of the
cylinder with the handle end .,of a
hammer. Avoid damage to the connecting rod journal or the cylinder
wall when removing the piston and
rod.
29. Remove the bearing . inserts
from the connecting rods and caps.
Install the rod caps on the connecting rods from which they were removed.
30. Remove the main bearing caps.
On the 427 V-8, remove the main
bearing cap cross-bolts, washers and
spacers (Fig. 53) before removing the
cap retaining bolts.
.
31. Carefully lift the crankshaft out
of the cylinder block so that the thrust
bearing surfaces are not damaged.

FIG. 74-Baffle

Plate Removal

Handle the crankshaft with care to
avoid possible fracture or damage to
the finished surfaces.
32. Remove the rear journal oil
seal from the block and rear bearing
cap and remove the cap to block
side seals.
33. Remove the main bearing inserts from the block and bearing
caps. Install the main bearing caps
in their original positions.
34. .Carefully remove the camshaft. Avoid damaging the journals
and lobes.
35. Remove the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug. Remove the camshaft bearings (Fig. 72).
36. Clean, inspect, and repair or
replace all parts following the procedures in Part 8-1.
ENGINE ASSEMBLY

I f the cylinder block is to be replaced, transfer 'the . cylinder head
dowels and cylinder block drain
plugs to the new cylinder block. Also,
omit steps 1 thru 6 below, if a new
cylinder' block is used.
1. If the original cylinder block is
used, remove the glaze from the cylinder bores by following the procedures in Part 8-1, Section 2.
2. Invert the engine on the work
stand.
-3. Position the new camshaft bearings at the bearing bores and press
them in place with the tool shown in
Fig. 72. Align the oil holes in the cylinder block when the bearings are installed. Be sure the camshaft front
bearing is installed below the front
face of. the cylinder block (Fig. 73)
to specifications.
4. Check t h e oil passage that feeds
the rocker arm shafts for obstructions by squirting oil into the opening on each cylinder bank and .ob-

serving the flow through the oil holes
at Nos. 2 and 4 bearings.
5. Clean out the camshaft rear
bearing bore plug recess thoroughly.
6. Coat the flange of a new plug
with oil-resistant sealer and install it
with the flange facing inward. (Fig.
47). Drive the plug in until it is flush
or slightly below the casting surface.
7. Oil the camshaft journals and
apply Lubriplate to all lobes; then
carefully slide it through the bearings. Check the camshaft end play
and correct as required.
8. If the crankshaft main bearing
journals have been refinished to a
definite undersize, install the correct
undersize bearings. Be sure the bearing inserts and bearing bores are
clean. Foreign material under the inserts will distort the bearing and
cause a failure.
Place the upper, main bearing inserts in position in the bore with the
tang fitting in the slot provided.
9. Install the lower main bearing
inserts in the bearing caps.
10. Be sure that the rear oil seal
grooves are clean. Dip the seal halves
in clean engine oil. Carefully install
the upper seal (cylinder block) into
its groove with undercut side of seal
toward the FRONT of the engine
(Fig. 52). such that approximately
0.375 inch protrudes above the parting
surface.
11. Carefully lower the crankshaft into place. Be careful not to
damage the bearing surfaces.
12. Check the clearance of each
main bearing following the procedure
under Main Bearing Replacement.
13. After the bearings have been
fitted, apply a light coat of engine
oil to the journals and bearings.
14.Be sure that the oil seal
grooves in the rear main bearing cap
are clean. Install the lower seal in the
rear main bearing cap with the seal
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lip toward the F R O N T of the engine
(Fig. 52). Allow the seal to protrude
approximately 0.375 inch above the
parting surface to mate with the upper
seal when the cap is installed. Apply
a thin coating of oil-resistant sealer
to the rear main bearing cap at the
rear of the top mating surface (Fig.
52). D o not apply sealer to the area
forward of the side seal grooves.

15. Install the rear main bearing
cap and the remainder of the caps,
except the thrust bearing cap (NO. 3
bearing). Be sure that the main bearing caps are installed i n their original
locations. Torque the bearing cap

bolts to specifications.
16. Dip the rear main bearing cap
side seals in light engine oil; then immediately install them in the grooves.
D o not use sealer on the side seals.
The seals are designed to expand
when dipped i n oil. Using sealer may
retard this expansion. It may be nec-

essary to tap the seals into place for
the last 112 inch of travel. Do not cut
the seal projecting ends.
17. Check the retainer side seals
for leaks by squirting a few drops
of oil into the parting lines between
the rear main bearing cap and the
cylinder block from the outside. Blow
compressed air against the seals from
the inside of the block. If air bubbles appear in the oil, it indicates
possible oil leakage. This test should
not be performed on newly installed
seals until sufficient time has been
allowed for the seals to expand into
the seal grooves.

18. Install the thrust bearing cap
following steps I I thru 14 under
Crankshaft Installation. Check the
crankshaft end play by followidg the
procedure in Part 8-1. Section I.
19. On a 427 V-8, torque the maln
bearing cap bolts to specifications.
Make sure the cross-bolt spacers
are installed in their proper locations
(Fig. 53). Production spacers are
marked L-2, R-2, L-3, R-3, L-4 and
R-4.
Install and torque the cross-bolts
in two steps, following the sequence
shown in Fig. 53. First, torque all
the cross-bolts to 20 ft-lbs. Finally,
torque all the cross-bolts to specifications.
20. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the front end is up.
21. Install the pistons and connecting rods by following steps 1 thru
9 under Piston and Connecting Rod
Assembly Installation.
22. Position the sprockets and
timing chain on the camshaft and
crankshaft (Fig. 41). Be sure the

timing marks on the sprockets are positioned as shown in Fig. 40.
23. Lubricate the timing chain
and sprockets with engine oil.
24. Install the fuel pump eccentric (Fig. 43) and the camshaft
sprocket cap screw. Torque the
sprocket cap screw to specifications.
Install the crankshaft front oil slinger.
25. Clean the cylinder front cover
and the cylinder block gasket surfaces. Grease and install a new crankshaft front oil seal (Fig. 42).
26. Coat the gasket surface of the
block and cover and the cover bolt
threads with sealer. Position a new
gasket on the block.
27. Install the alignment pilot tool
on the cylinder front cover so that
the keyway in the pilot aligns with
the key in the crankshaft. Position
the cover and pilot over the end of the
crankshaft and against the block (Fig.
44).
28. Install the cylinder front cover bolts finger-tight. While pushing
in on the pilot, torque the cover bolts
to specifications. Remove the pilot.
29. Apply Lubriplate to the outer
surface (front oil seal contact surface)
of the crankshaft sleeve, and install
the sleeve.
30. Apply a white lead and oil
mixture to the inside diameter of the
crankshaft damper.
31. Line up the damper keyway
with the key on the crankshaft, and
install the damper on the crankshaft
(Fig. 45). Install the power steering
pulley on the crankshaft damper. Install the damper cap screw and washer, and torque the screw to specifications.
32. Clean the water pump gasket
surfaces and apply water-resistant
sealer to both sides of new gaskets.
Position new gaskets on the pump
and install the water pump, pulley,
and fan as an assembly.
33. Using a new gasket, install
the fuel pump.
34. Turn the engine on the work
stand so that the top of the engine
is up.
35. Clean the cylinder head and
block gasket surfaces. On a 427 engine apply sealer to both sides of a
new gasket. All other engines use a
specially treated composition gasket.

ening procedure is performed in
three progressive steps. Torque the
bolts in sequence (Fig. 31) to 70 ftIbs, then to 80 ft-lbs; and finally to
specifications. When cylinder head
bolts have been tightened following
this procedure, it is not necessary to
retorque the bolts after extended operation. However, on cylinder heads
with composition gaskets, the bolts
may be checked and retorqued, if
required. After the cylinder head
bolts have been torqued to specifications, the bolts should not be disturbed on 427 engines.

38. Coat the mating surfaces of
the exhaust manifold with a light
film of graphite grease.
39. Using a new gasket, install
the automatic choke air chamber
cover on the right exhaust manifold.
Be sure the cover is securely fastened.

40. Position a new gasket over the
muffler inlet pipe studs of the exhaust
manifolds.
41. Position the exhaust manifolds
on the cylinder heads and install the
retaining bolts and flat washers.
O n a 427 V-8, do not install the
right exhaust manifold until the engine has been installed in the car. Refer to Engine Installation.

Torque the retaining bolts to specifications, working from the center to
the ends.
42. Install the spark plugs.
43. Invert the engine on the work
stand. Position the oil pump drive
shaft into the distributor socket.
With the shaft firmly seated in the
distributor socket, the stop on the
shaft should touch the roof of the
crankcase. Remove the shaft and position the stop as necessary.
44. With the stop properly positioned, insert the oil pump drive
shaft into the oil pump.
45. Prime the oil pump by filling
either the inlet or outlet port with
engine oil. Rotate the pump shaft to
distribute the oil within the pump
body.
46. Position a new gasket on the
pump housing and install the pump
and shaft as an assembly. D o not at-

DO not apply sealer to the composition cylinder head gasket. Guided

tempt to force the pump into position if i t will not seat readily. The
drive shaft hex may be misaligned
with the distributor shaft. T o align,
rotate the intermediate shaft into a
new position.

by the word F R O N T on the gasket,
install the head gasket over the cylinder head dowels.
36. Place the cylinder head on the
engine. Install the bolts.
37. The cylinder head bolt tight-

47. Position a new gasket on the
oil pan and place the oil pan assembly on the block. Install the retaining
screws and torque them from the center outward to specifications.
48. Invert the engine on the work
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stand. Install the baffle plate in the
valve push rod chamber. Position one
side of the baffle plate and press the
other side into place.
Use the hydraulic valve lifter leakdown tester (Part 8-1) to fill the lifters
with test fluid. Coat the outside of
each valve lifter with engine oil to provide initial lubrication. Place each
lifter in the bore from which it was
removed.
49. Clean the mating surfaces of
the intake manifold, cylinder heads
and cylinder block. Use a suitable
solvent to remove all traces of oil.
50. Coat the intake manifold and
cylinder block seal surfaces with a
quick-setting seal adhesive. Apply a
non-hardening sealer to the mating
lines of the cylinder heads and cylinder block.
51. Position new seals on the cylinder block and new gaskets on. the
cylinder heads. Be sure the seals are
properly positioned during installation as the adhesive sticks to the seals
immediately on contact. Position the
manifold gasket slots over the end
tabs on the seals. Coat these four
connections with a non-hardening
sealer. Be sure the holes in the gaskets are aligned with the holes in the
cylinder heads. .
52. Install the eye bolts in the intake manifold and attach the engine
lifting sling and carefully lower the
intake manifold on the engine (Fig.
28).
53. Position the intake manifold.
After the intake manifold is in place,
run a finger around the seal area to
make sure the seals are in place. If

the seals are not in place, remove the
intake manifold and position the
seals.
54. Start the water pump bypass
hose on the intake manifold.
55. Be sure the holes in the manifold gaskets and manifold are in
alignment. Apply a non-hardening,
oil-resistant sealer to the under side
of each manifold retaining bolt head.
Install the manifold retaining bolts.
Torque the intake manifold bolts in
two steps.
Torque .all bolts in sequence (Fig.
30) to specifications.
After completing the remaining
assembly steps; operate the engine
until it reaches normal operating
temperature; then retorque the manifold bolts in sequence to specifications.
56. Remove the engine lifting sling
and eye bolts.
57. Refer to Valve Rocker Arm
Shaft Assembly Installation and install the valve rocker arm shaft assemblies by following steps 1 thru 9.
58. Install the automatic choke
air heat tube and air inlet tube.
59. Rotate the crankshaft damper
until the No. 1 piston is on TDC of
the compression stroke; then position
the distributor in the block with the
rotor at the No. I firing position and
the points open. Install the hold down
clamp.
60. install the distributor cap and
spark plug wire assembly. Connect
the spark plug wires.
61. Install the carburetor fuel inlet line at the fuel pump, and using a
new clamp, connect the line at the

fuel filter. Install the distributor vacuum hoses. Be sure they are connected to the proper ports (Refer to distributor vacuum system schematic
Part 9-1 ).
62. Install the engine rear cover
plate. Position the flywheel on the
crankshaft and install the retaining
bolts. Torque the bolts alternately to
specifications.
On a flywheel for a manual-shift
transmission, use tool 7563-E to locate the clutch disc. Install the pressure plate.
63. Clean the oil filter adapter gasket surfaces. Apply oil-resistant sealer
to a new a d a ~ t e rgasket, and install
the adapter assembly and gasket.
64. Clean the adapter filter recess.
Coat the gasket on a new filter with
oil. Place the filter in position on the
adapter. Hand tighten the filter until the gasket contacts the adapter
face, and advance it 112 turn.
On Thermactor engine, install the
air bypass valve, air manifold assembly and air supply pump. Install the
air and vacuum lines and brackets.
65. Remove the engine from the
work stand, and install it in the vehicle. Install the air cleaner; fill and
bleed the cooling system; fill the
crankcase with the proper grade and
quantity of engine oil; then operate
the engine and check for oil and
coolant leaks. Check the ignition
timing (Part 9-I), and adjust the engine idle speed and idle fuel mixture
(Part lo-]), accelerator cable, and
anti-stall dashpot (if applicable). Connect the distributor vacuum hose(s).
On a vehicle with an automatic
transmission, adjust the transmission
control linkage.

NOTE: All specifications are given i n inches unless otherwise noted.
Refer t o the latest Technical Service Bulletins for the latest information and changes i n specifications.

ENGINE IDENTIFICATION A N D APPLICATION
Compw
slon
Prurure EMne
Taxable Brake Gross
PSI(Sea Idk
Oil
Compres- Bore Hone Hone- Toque Level)@ Manifold ReuureWrty
Plane
Firing
and l k f t r Power Ft-Lk Cranking Vacuum
Engine Plate Cou. Fair- hl- Yon- M u . Ranch- Plane sion
Hot
Speed o
82000 RPM Order
Stroke
Ratio
Taxi
Q
@
ero
o
Q
----------170 Six
3.50 x
1059 1589
X
2.94
29.40 4400 2400
1-5-31-V
U
150-200
9.1:l
17
200 Six
1208 1909
6-2.4
3.68 x
T
X
X
X
X
X
32.50 4400 2400
X
1-V
9.2:l
3.13
289 V-8
4.00 x
2008 282@
X
X
X
2-V
9.31
2.87
4400 2400
C
2109 2959 130-170
302 V-8
18
F
X
X
2-V
X
X
X
9.5:l
4.00 x 51.20 4400 2400
1-5-4302 V-8
3.00
2358 31@
X
X
4-V
J
4800 3200
2-6-3
X
X
10.5:l
3540
390 V.8
2709 3909 160400
7-8
Y
X
2-V
X
X
9.5:l
4400 2600
390 V-8
4.05 x 52.49 2808 4038
17
X
X
2-vo
170-210
3.78
4400 2600
10.5: 1
390 V-8
3208 427@
X
X
4-V0
S
X
X
X
4800 3200
427 V-8
15
160-200
4.23 x 57.33 3908 4609
X
X
4-V@
W
X
10.9:l 3.78
X
5600 3200
@ Premium Fuel
o Engine No. shown is the piston displacement in cubic inches.
Q @ Specified RPM
o GT
@ Allowable tolerance between cylinders -20 psi
e High Performance

ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS

Engine

lmco
Aut 0.
Trans.
550
550 o
550
550 o
550
550
550

Curb Idle R W 0
EIhaust Emission
Thermactor
Auto.
Std.
Tra m.
Tram.
700
700
625
625
625
625

Fast (Cold) Idle RPM
EIhrutt Emission
Thermactor
lmco
Std.
Auto.
Aut 0.
Tram.
Trans.
Trans.

170 Six ( 1 4 )
200 Six (14)
1500
1400
1400
289 V-8 (2-V)
1200
1400
1200
302 V.8 (2-V)
1400
1250
302 V-8 (4-V)
1500
1300
390 V-8 (2.V)
1500
390 V-8 (2-V)
700
2100
1900
390 V-8 (4-V) GT
550
2100
427 V-8 (4-V)
600
a Premium fuel (24).
Q Adjusted with headlights on; automatic transmission in drive; and A/C operating at maximum cooling.
@ Adjusted with A/C off.

Initial Ignition Timing
EIhaut Emission
Thermactor
lmco
Auto.
Std.
Auto.
Trans.
Trans.
Tram.

6" BTC

6" BTC

6" BTC
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ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)
Dwell Angle At
Idle Speed

Distributor
Point Gap

Spark
PIug
Gap

Engine
Thermactor
Thermactor
lmco
lmco
35"-40°
0.027
0.027
170 Six (1-V)
35"40°
35"-40°
35"-40°
0.027
0.027
200 Six (1-V)
24"-29"
24O-29"
0.021
0.021
289 V-8 (2-V)
24O-29"
0.021
0.021
24"-29"
302 V-8 (2-V)
0.017
0.021
26"-31°
24"-29"
302 V-8 (4-V)
26'41"
0.021
24O-29"
390 V-8 (2-V)
0.017
24'-29"
0.021
390 V-8 (2-V) X
390 V-8 (4-V) GT
26'41"
0.016
427 V-8 (4.V)
26'31"
0.017
o Premium fuel (2-V)
@ Installation torque 15-20ft. Ibs.
o Hydraulicvalve l i f t e r adjustment turns down after contact - 1.

0.0324.036

Spark
fl ug
No. o
B F-82
BF-82
BF-42
BF-32

Valve Clearance
Hydraulic Lifters

Belt
Tension
(Ft. Lbs.)

Desired
Allowable
0.066-0.166 Q 0.117
0.145
0.095-0.195
0.067-0.167
0.117
0.0674.167 0 0.117
0.0674.167 o 0.117

a
New
140
Used
110

-

0.150

0.1004.200

-

Valve lash mechanical tappets
Cold 0.018; Hot 0.018
Q All belts.

@

- 170 Six -

ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)

CYLINDER HEAD

Engine
170,200
302.2V
289-2V
302-4V
390
427

Combustion
Chamber
Volume
51.5-54.0
60.5-63.5
52.0-55.0
67.1-70.1
72.7-75.7

Valve Guide
Bore Diameter
(Standard Intake
and Exhaust
0.3115- 0.3125

Valve Seat Width
-

Intake
0.0400.060

0.3433- 0.3443
0.0600.080
0.37284.3738

3 Head Gasket Surface Fin~shR.M.S

.........90-150.

Exhaust
0.0700.090
0.0600.080

Valve Seat
Angle
Intake
and
Exhaust
45"

Valve Seat
Runout
(Maximum)
0.0015

Valve Arrangement
(Front t o Rear)
E.I.1.E-I-EE-I-E-I-I-E
Rlght I-E.1-E-I-E-I-E
Left E.1-E-I-E-I-E-1

Rocker Arm
Stud Bore
Dia.-Std.

-

Gasket
Surface
Flatness
0.003
Inch
I n Any
6 Inches

0.36854.3695
0.0700.090

".

Intake300
Exhaust 45"

0'0020

.-

Rlght and Left
E.I.E.I.I.E.I.E

0.007
Overall
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VALVE ROCKER ARMS, ROCKER A R M SHAFT, PUSHRODS A N D TAPPETS
Valve Tappet or Lifter

Engine

170,200
289,302
390,427

Rocker Arm Shaft
0.0.

Roeker Arm
To Rocker
Shaft Clearance

Rocker Arm
Bore
Diameter

0.780-0.781

0.0024.00453

0.7834.784

-

-

-

0.8394.840

0.0030-0.00550

0.843-0.844

Rocker
Arm
Lift
Ratio

Valve
Push Rod
(Maximum Runout)

1.50:1
1.60:l
1.73:1

0.025
0.015
0.025

Wear Limit -0.0060

,p

T

Standard
Diameter

Clearance
ToBore Ln

0.87400.8745

0.00050.0020

Hydraulic Lifter
Leakdown Rate
5-50 Seconds
Maximum-Measur ed
at 1/16 inch
plunger travel

Wear Limit -0.005

VALVE SPRINGS
Engine

Valve Spring
Free Length
Approximate

Valve Spring Ressure
Lbs. @ Specified Length
Pressure
Wear Limit

170 Falcon and 200

1

46 @ 1.590 1
1 2 8 1.222
68 @ 1.660
162 @ 1.230
77 @ 1.820
186 @ 1.380
72 @ 1.820
230 611.320

5 1 4 7 @ 1.590
142-158@ 1.222
71-79 @ 1.660
171-189 @ 1.230
85-95 @ 1.820
209-231 @ 1.380
80-00 @ 1.820
255-280 @ 1.320

289, 302
390
390 GT, 427

Valve Spring
Out.01Square (Max.)

.Valve Spring
Assembled Height
Psd To Retainer

1 1 9116-1 39/64

1.79
1.97

1518-1 11/16

2.12

1 13116-1 27/32

2.06

1 51164-1 53/64

5/64 (.078)

VALVES
Engine

Valve Stem
To Valve Guide
Clearance

Valve Lash
(Mechanical Tappets)
Intake and Exhaust

Valve Clearance
Hydraulic
Lifters

Valve Head
Diameter

Valve
Face
Angle
I

Intake

0.00080.0025 .I'
0.00100.0027 .i>
0.0010390
0.0024 c.
427
0.00100.0024 a
Wear limit 0.0045
Wear limit 0.0047
,J. Wear limit 0.0055
170
200
289,302 6

"

VALVES (Continuod)

Exhaust

Cold

0.0010- 0.018
0.0027 ."
0.00150.0032
0.00150.0032 r
0.00200.0034 3

Hot

Allowable

Desired

Intake

Exhaust

0.0664.166 0.117
0.0954.195 0.145
0.0674.167 0.117

1.642-1.657

1.381-1.396

1.773-1.783

1.442-1.457

-

Intake
and
Exhaust

0.1004.200 0.150

2.022-2.037

1.551-1.566

44"

-

0.1004.200

2.0804097

1.645-1.660

0.018

-

Minimum
Allowable
Valve Stem
Tip Length

5/16 (0.312)

-

Intake 29"
Exhaust 44"
Clearance specified is obtained at the valve stem t i p w i t h the tappet collapsed.
.I' Valve face runout -All Engines............................. M a x i m 0.0020
a Hydraulic valve l i f t e r adjustment turns down after contact
289 and 302........................... 1
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CAMSHAFT
Lobe L i f t 3
Intake
Engine
0.2320
170 Falcon
0.2320
200
289 and 302
0.2303
0.2470
390 2-V
0.2780
390 G T
0.2780
427
o Maximumallowable lobe

Exhaust
0.2320
0.2320
0.2375
0.2490
0.2830
0.2830
l i f t loss

Theoretical
Valve L i f t
Exhaust
Intake
0.3480
0'3480
0.3480
0.3480
0.3680
0.3810
0.4270
0.4300
0.4810
0.4900
0.4810
0.4900
(all engines) 0.005

Camshaft
End Play
Wear Limit.

End Play

0.0014.007

0.0120

.0.00054.0055

0.0070

0.00104.0070

0.0120

Camshaft Journal
To Bearing Clearance
Clearance
Wear Limit

0.00104.0030

0.0060

CAMSHAFT (Continued)
Engine
Item

Bearing
(No. 1)
(No. 2)
(NO. 3)
(No. 4)
(No. 5)
(No. 1)
(No. 2)
(No. 3)
(No. 4)
(No.
5).
.

I

Camshaft Journal
DiameterStandard a

Camshaft Bearings
Inside Diameter

Camshaft Bearing
Location 3
@ Camshaft iournal maximum runout
All engines..........................0.0050
Camshaft journal maximum out-of-round
170,200,289,302 ......................0.0005
All others................................ 0.0010.

170,200
1.8095-1.8105

1.8115-1.8125
I

I

(No. 1)

0.11504.1250

289,302
2.0805-2.0815
2.0655-2.0665
2.0505-2.0515
2.0355-2.0365
2.0205-2. 0215
2.0825-2.0835
2.0675-2.0685
2.0525-2.0535
2.0375-2.0385
2.0225-2.0235
0.00504.0200

390,427
2.1238-2.1248

2.1258-2.1268
I

0.00504.0200

Distance i n inches that the front edge of the
bearing i s installed towards the rear from the
front face of the cylinder block.

@

CAMSHAFT VALVE TIMING

CAMSHAFT DRIVE MECHANISM
Camshaft Gear Or Sprocket
Engine

170,200
289,302
390
427

-

Face Runout
T.I.R. Max.

0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002

Assembled Face Runout
T.I.R. Max.

Crankshaft Gear Or Sprocket
Face Runout
T.I.R. Max.

Assembled
Face Runout
T.I.R. Max.

liming
Chain
Deflection
(Maximum)

0.003
0.006

0.001

0.006

0.500
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CYLINDER BLOCK
Cylinder Bore
Diameter (Standard
Spreads For 8
Grades) :I>
3.50003.5024
3.68003.6824

Cylinder
Bore
Engine
Diameter
0.003 0.S
170
3.50243.5036
200
3.6824-3.6836
4.00044.0028
4.00284.0040
289,302
4.05004.0524
4.05244.0536
390
427
4.23284.2352
4.23524.2364
3 Maximum out-of.round .......................0.001
Wear limit .............................0.005
Cylinder bore surface finish RMS
All ......................................15.35
I

Cylinder Bloek
Distributor Shaft
Bearing Bore
Diameter

Main
Bearing
Bore-Dia.

Tappet
Bore Dia.

0.8754.876

2.40124.4020
2.4012-2.4020
2.4412-2.4420

0.45254.4535

Overall
0.003 incb i n
any 6 inches
0.007 inch

0.45254.4541

2.9412-2.9420
@

Head Gasket
Surface
Flatne~s

0.452544535
Head gasket surface finish RMS
All ....................90.150

L

CRANKSHAFT AND FLYWHEEL

170,200
289,302

Main Bearing
Journal
Diameter a
2.24822.2490
2.2482-2.2490

390,427

2.74842.7492

Engine

@

Main Bearing
Journal
Thrust Face
Runout

Main Bearing
Journal RunoutMaximum
0.0025 O
0.002
Wear limit
0.003

Thrust
Bearing
Journal
Length
1.275-1.277
1.137-1.139

Main Bearing
Journal
Taper Max.

Journal

Thrust Face

12

0.0003
Per Inch

0.001

Main Bearin Sucace Finish
R.M.S. haximum

35 Front
25 Rear

1.124-1.126

I

Wear limit 0.0035
Connecting rod and main bearing journal out-of-round maximum 0.0004 (all engines)

CRANKSHAFT AND FLYWHEEL (Continued)

1
Engine

170,200
289,302

Connecting
Rod l o u r n i
Diameter In

2.1232-2.1240
2.1228-2.1236

I

Connecfinn
Rod ~ e a r i i g
lour nal
Maximum
Taper
0.0003 Per Inch
0.0004 Per Inch

1

I

Crankshaft
Free End
Play

0.0044.008

Crankshaft
To Rear Face
Of Block Run.
Out T.I.R.
Max.

3

I

Flvwheel
Flywheel
0.0. Runout
Transmission

Runout

0.007
0.010

0.010

0.018

-

2.4380-2.4388
0.0003 Per Inch
0.0044.010 @
0.005
390,427
@ Wear limit 0.012
O Wear limit 0.014
@ Connectine rod and main bearing iournal out-of-round maximum 0.0004 (all engines)

0.020
0.017

CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS

Engine
170,200
289,302

Connecting Rod Bearings
Wall Thickness
To Crankshaft Clearance
-Standard s
Desired
Allowable
0.05714.0574
0.00084.0024
0.05724.0577
0.00084.0015

0'00084'0026
0.07554.0760
390,427
@ 0.002 U.S. thickness
170, 200, 289, 302 .................Add 0.0010 t o standard tnickness
Others ......................................................0.09664.0971

Main Bearings
To Crankshaft Clearance
Desired

Wall Thickness
-Standard a

Allowable
0.00054.0022
0.07584.0761
No. 1 Bearing
0.00054.0015
No. 1 Bearing
0.00014.0018
0.09614.0966
All Others
All Others
0.09574.0962
0.00054.0024
0.09564.0961
0.00054.0025
@ 0.002 U.S. thickness
289, 302, 390, 427 .......Add 0.0010 t o standard thickness
170, 200 ................................................0.05834.0588

GROUP 8 - Engine
CONNECTING ROD
Piston Pin
Bore Or Bushing
I.D. @

Engine

0.91074.9112
0.91044.9112
0.9104- 0.91 12 '
302
0.97524.9755
390,427
Piston pin bushing or bore
Maximum out-of.round
390,427 ..................0.0004
Maximum taper
390. 427.. ...............0.0003
@ Connecting rod bearing bore
maximum out.of-round and
taper (all'engine) .....0.0004
170,200
289

,

,

1

Connecting
Rod.Bearing
Bore Diameter
Red@

,

Connecting
Rod Bearing
Bore Diameter
Blue

Connecting
Rod Length
Center To Center

-

2.2390-2.2398
2.239042398
2.2390-2.2398
2.5907-2.591 1

Twist
0.008

4.7135-4.7165
5.1535-5.1565

Bend
-

Connecting Rod Assembly
(Assembled To Crankshaft)
Side Clearance
0.0035-0;0105

Wear Limit
0.014

+ .

'

0.004

5.0885-5.0915 '
0.0104.020
0.012
0.004
6.4864.490
0.0104:020
0.012
O Pin bushing and crankshaft bearing bore must be
parallel and i n the same vertical plane within
the specified total difference at ends of 8:inch
'long bar measured 4 inches on each side of rod.

2.5911-2.5915

A

Connecting Rod
Alignment
Maximum Total
Difference o

0.023
0.023
a

.

.
,

.

PISTON PIN

1

Engine

o

Diameter

Length

0.001 Oversize

Standard

I

I

Wear Limit 0.0008

I

1

0.002 Oversize

I

I

To Connecting Rod
Bushing Clearance

I

Wear Limit 0.0010

Interference f i t

@

I

To Piston
Clearance

PISTON
Diameter @

3.50013.5005

Piston To
Cylinder Bore
Clearance
0.00144.0020

Piston Pin
Bore
Diameter
0.91224.9125

3.67903.6796
3.9996-4.0002

3.68023.6808
4.00084.0014

0.00144.0020
0.00184.0026

0.91224.9125
0.91234.9126

4.04964.0502

4.05084.0514

0.00154.0023

0.97524.9755

427
4.22934.2299
4.23054.2311
4.23174.2323
0.00304.0038
Measured at the piston pin bore centerline at 90" t o the pin bore.

0.97524.9755

Coded
Red
3.49823.4987

Coded
Blue
3.49933.4999

0.003 Oversize

200
289
302

3.67783.6784
3.99843.9990

390

' 4.04844.0490

Engine

170

o

Ring Groove Width
Upper Compression Ring
(all engines) 0.0804.081
Lower Compression Ring
(all engines except 427)
0.0804.081
(427) 0.0964.097
Oil Ring
(all engines) 0.18804.1890

PISTON RINGS

I

Engine

I

Ring- Width
Compression Ring
TOP

Bottom

170
200
0.0774.078
289,302
0.0774.078
390
0.0774.078
427
0.0624.063
0.0624.063
@ Wear l i m i t (all engines) 0.0060

I

.

1

Side Clearance
Compression Ring

o

Bottom

TOP

oil
Ring

Rine- Gap. Width
Compression R i w

TOP

BP~W

I

0.0024.004

@

0.0024.004

0.0104.020

Steel Rail

0.0104.031
0.0184.028

oil @
Ring
0.0154.055

0.0104.020
Snug

I

'

0.0154.025

0.0154.069
0.0154.066
0.0154.055
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WATER PUMP
Water Pump Assembly Dimensions
Front Face of
Impeller t o Housing
Pulley Hub t o
Pump Housing Face Mounting Surface Clearance

Water Pump Pulley
To Engine Ratio

Engine and Vehicle
170 All
200 All

AIC

289,302
AIC

427 All
AIC

390 Fairlane, Montego
AIC

390 Mustang, Cougar
AIC

1.04:1
1.04:1
1.18:l
0.95:l
1.13:l
0.94:l
1.10:1
0.94:1
1.25:l
0.94:1
1.10:l

3.94

0.011-0.045

3.94

0.011-0.045

5.420

0.030-0.050

7.569

0.070-0.080

7.569

0.070-0.080

7.569

0.0704.080

Water Pump
Drive Arrangement

Water pump, fan and
alternator belt driven
from crankshaft damper.

OIL PUMP
Rotor-Type Oil
Pump Relief Valve
Spring Tension
Lbs g Specified Length
9.0-10.1 @ 1.078
11.15-11.75 @ 1.704

Engine

170, 200
289, 302
390
427

9.0-9.6@ 1.53
8.0-13.0 a 1 56

APPROXIMATE OIL P A N CAPACITIES

Drive Shaft
To Housing
Bearing Clearance

Relief Valve
Clearance

Rotor Assembly
End Clearance

Outer Race
To Housing
(Radial Clearance)

0.00154.0029

0.0015-0.0029

0.00114.0041

0.0064.012

?I .

Imperial Measure
U.S. Measure
3-112quarts
4.112 quarts
4-112quarts
3-112quarts
200
5 quarts
4 quarts
289,302
s Includes one quart required with filter replacement.
Engine
170 Falcon

330
427 Mustang. Cougar
1427 Fairlane, Montego1

TORQUE LIMITS

.

Step1

Step2

Step3

55
50
70
70

65
60
80
80

70-75
65-72
80-90
80-90

170,200
289, 302

$1

Oil Pa710
Cylinder Block

Cylinder Head Bolts

Engine

7-9 (11440)

?

7-9
9-11 (5116-18) .I
9-1 1
9-11

I

Manifolds To
Cylinder Head
Intake

Exhaust

-

13-18
15-20
18-24
18-24

20-22
32-35
32-35
Fair lane. Montego. Mustang, Cougar 15-20

Imperial Measure
4 quarts
4 warts
5 quarts

U.S Measure
5 quarts
5 ouarts
6 quarts

Engine

*

Water
Outlet
Housing

Flywheel
To
Crankshaft

12-1 5

75-85

TORQUE LIMITS (CONTINUED)

Engine

Main
Bearing
Cap Bolts

170. 200

Oil Pan
Drain
ug

Oil Pump
To
Cylinder
Block

Oil
Pump
Cover
Rate

Oil Filter
Adapter To
Cylinder
Block

12-15

6-9

10-15

9-12

60-100

6-9

12-15

60-70

289, 302
23-28
15-20
390
20-25
95-105
427
427 Main Bearing Cross Bolts, Step 1 is 20, Step 2 is 40
.I)

Oil Filter
To Adapter
Or Cylinder
Block
With grease on the
gasket surface, handtighten until gasket
contacts adapter
face, then tighten
112 t u r n more.

1
I

Cylinder
Front
Cover

7-9
12-15

GROUP8 - Engine
TORQUE LIMITS (CONTINUED)
Water Pump
To Cylinder
Block Or
Front Cover
12-15

Engine
170.200

,

1

Camshaft
Sprocket
To
Camshaft
3545

.

Camshaft
Thrust
Plate
In Block
12-15

1

Damper Or
Pulley To
Crankshaft

Valve
Rocker
Arm
Cover
3-5

Connecting
Rod
Nuts
19-24

85-100

TORQUE LIMITS (CONTINUED)
Oillnlet
Tube To
Engine
Oil Pump
170,200
289
12-15
302
390,427

Fuel Pump To
CylinderBlock
Or Cylinder
Front Cover
12-15

Distributor
Vacuum
AirManifoldTo
Control
Cylinder HeadValve
Ther mactor
15-18

14-16

Check Valve To
AirManifoldor
Supply TubeTher mactor

AdjustingArm
To Air PumpTher mactor

Air Pump
Mounting BoltsTher mactor

Air Pump
Drive Pulley
To Pump HubTher mactor

16-19

30

23-28

7-1 1

20-25

T0,RQUE LIMITS (CONTINUED)

Engine
170, 200

-

390, 427

Valve Rocker
Shaft Support
To Cylinder
Head
30-35

Valve Rocker Arm Adjusting Nut
Removal torque (Break-away) counterclockwise
289, 302 ...................................................................
4 . 5 1 5 Ft-Lbs
Self-Locking Valve Rocker Arm Adjusting Screw
(Minimum Torque Required t o Rotate)
170 ......................................................................7 Ft.Lbs

4045

ENGINE SUPPORT TORQUE LIMITS

Assembly t o Transmission

- FT. LBS.
-

'
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TORQUE LIMITS FOR V A R I O U S SIZE BOLTS
Caution: 11 any of the torque l i m i t s listed i n this table disagree w i t h any of those listed i n the preceding tables,
the l i m i t s listed i n the preceding tables prevail.
1/4-20
Size (Inches)
1/4-28
5/16-18
5/16-24
3/8-16
Torque (Ft- Lbs)
6-9
6-9
12-15
15-18
23-28
7/16-14
7/16-20
Size (Inches)
112-1 3
9/16-18
1/2-20
5040
Torque (Ft-Lbs)
45-50
60-70
70-80
85-95

SPECIAL TOOLS

3/8-24
3035
5/8-18
130-145

GROUP 8 - Engine
SPECIAL T O O L S (Continued)

SPECIAL TOOLS

- THERMACTOR A I R P U M P

Description
Relief Valve Installer
Relief Valve Remover (Use
With T59L-100-B)
Slide Hammer

Ford Tool
No.

Former
No.
T66L-9A486-B

Description
Belt Tension Gauge

Ford Tool
No.
T59L- 100- B

Former
No.

Crowfoot Wrench - 1 114 inch
(Check Valve Removal)

T66L-9A486-D
T59L-100-B

THERMACTOR D R I V E BELT T E N S I O N

1 New

140 Lbs.

I

Used (any belt operated over 10 minutes)

110 Lbs.

LUBRICANTS
Exhaust Control Valve Lubricant

Ford Part No.
COAZ-19A501-4 R-149-A

SEALERS
Loct i t e (thread locking compound)

Ford Part No.
C3AZ-19554.A

I

GROUP 9 - lgnition System
PART NUMBER PREFIX

/

PART NUMBER SUFFIX

1.1111

1m
..

111mum.

' \

DESIGN CHANGE

ASSEMBLY CODE (YEAR, MONTH, WEEK)

FIG. 7 - Distributor Identification
The primary circuit consists of the:
1. Battery.
2. Ignition switch.
3. Primary circuit resistance wire.
4. Primary windings of the ignition coil.
5. Breaker points.
6. Condenser.
The secondary circuit consists of
the:
1. Secondary windings of the ignition coil.
2. Distributor rotor.
3. Distributor cap.
4. High tension wires.
5. Spark plugs.
When the breaker points are
closed, current flows from the battery
through the ignition switch to the primary windings in the coil, then to
ground through the closed breaker
points. When the breaker points
open, the magnetic field built up in
the primary windings' of the coil
moves through the secondary windings of the coil producing high voltage. High voltage is produced each
time the breaker points open. The
high voltage flows through the coil
high tension lead to the distributor
cap where the rotor distributes it to
one of the spark plug terminals in
the distributor cap. This process is
repeated for every power stroke of
the engine.
DIAGNOSIS
lgnition system troubles are-caused by a failure in the primary and/or
the secondary aircuit, . incorrect ignition timing, 'or incorrect distributor advance. Circuit failures may
be caused by shorts, corroded or
dirty . : terminals, loose connections,
defective wire insulation, cracked distributor cap or rotor, defective distributor points, fouled spark plugs,
or by improper dwell, angle.
If an engine starting or operating
trouble is attributed to the ignition
system, start the engine and verify

P R I M A R Y CIRCUIT
mmmmm.SECONDARY CIRCUIT

-

FIG. 2 - Typical Conventional lgnition System Circuit
'the complaint. On engines that will
not start, be sure the fuel system
is operating properly and there is
gasoline in the fuel tank. Then locate thedignition system problem by
an oscilloscope test or by a spark
intensity test.
TESTS
S P A R K INTENSITY TEST
~ r b u b l eIsolation
1. Disconnect the brown wire from
the starter relay I terminal and the
red and blue wire from the starter
relay S terminal.
2. Remove the coil. high tension
lead from the distributor cap.
3. .Turn on the ignition switch.
4. While holding the high tension
l e a d ' a p p r ~ x i m a t e3/16
l ~ inch from the
cylinder head or any other good
ground, crank the engine by using an
auxiliary starter. switch between the
starter relay battery and S terminals.
If the spark is good, the trouble
lies in the secondary circuit.
If there is no spark or a weak
spark, the trouble is in the primary
circuit, coil to distributor high tension
lead, or the coil.

Primaly Circuit
A breakdown or energy loss in the
primary circuit can be caused by: defective primary wiring, or loose or
corroded terminals; burned, shorted,
sticking or improperly adjusted breaker points; a defective coil; or defective condenser.

A complete test of the primary
circuit consists of checking the circuit from the battery to the coil,
the circuit from the coil to ground,
and the starting ignition circuit.
Excessive voltage drop in the primary circuit will reduce the secondary
output of the ignition coil, resulting in hard starting and poor performance.
T o isolate a trouble in the primary circuit, use a voltmeter and perform the following tests: Battery
to Coil; Starting lgnition Circuit;
Resistance Wire; Coil to Ground; or
Breaker Points.

Secondaly Circuit
A breakdown or energy loss in the
secondary circuit can be caused by:
fouled or improperly adjusted spark
plugs,; defective high tension wiring;
or high tension leakage across the
coil, distributor cap or rotor resulting from an accumulation of dirt.
T o check ,the spark intensity at the
spark plugs, thereby isolating an
ignition problem to a particular cylinder, prbceed as follows:
1. Disconnect a spark plug wire.
Check the spark intensity of one wire
at a time.
2. .Install a terminal adapter in
the terminal of the wire to be checked.
Hold the adapter approximately 3/ 16inch from the exhaust manifold and
crank the engine, using a remote
starter switch. The spark should jump
:the gap regularly.
3. If the' spark intensity of all
the wires is satisfactory, the coil,
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Connect the green lead to the jumper
wire.
3. Remove the No. 1 plug wire
from the distributor cap; place the
blue pickup in the cap, and place the
plug wire in the pickup.
4. On the ARE-27-55 tester, connect the black lead to a good ground.
5. Clip the red pickup over the
coil-to-distributor high tension wire.
6. If the engine timing is to be
checked, plug the timing light into
its socket.
7. On the ARE-881 tester, disconnect'the battery positive and negative cables at the battery. Install the
battery adapter on the positive battery post. Connect the battery positive cable to the battery adapter. Connect the shunt spade terminal and
the yellow' lead to the battery cable
post on the battery adapter. Connect
the shunt to the adapter.
Connect the battery negative cable
to the battery negative terminal and
connect the black lead to the battery
negative terminal.
'Turn the ground polarity switch
to the minus position. Turn the
VOLTS switch to the 20-volt position.
Point Resistance Test
ARE-88 1 Tester

FIG. 3 - Rotunda ARE-27-55 Test Connections
condenser, rotor, distributor cap and
the secondary wires are probably satisfactory.
If the spark is good at only some
wires, check the resistance of the
faulty leads.
If the spark is equal at all wires,
but weak or intermittent, check the
coil, distributor cap and the coil
to distributor high tension wire.
The wire should be clean and bright
on the conducting ends, and on the coil
tower and distributor sockets. The
wire should fit snugly and be bottomed in the sockets.
R O T U N D A OSClLLOSCOPE
TESTS

The following is a complete stepby-step procedure for connecting the
scope, checking the ignition system
primary and secondary circuits and

checking the engine dynamic compression (ARE-88 I only).
The primary and secondary superimposed pattern checks can be performed with the engine cranking.
This allows the dwell, coil and condenser t o be checked if the engine
will not start.
Test Connections-ARE-27-55,
And ARE-88 1, Testers

The test connections for the ARE27-55 tester are shown in Fig. 3 and
the test connections for the ARE-88 1
tester are shown in Fig. 4.
1. With the tester turned off,
plug the power plug into a proper
A C outlet.
2. Disconnect the distributor primary wire at the coil. Connect a
jumper wire to the coil DIST terminal
and the distributor primary wire.

This test checks the voltage drop
from the distributor terminal of the
coil, through the primary wire and
the breaker points and toground.
1. Remove and ground the high
tension wire from the center of the distributor.
2. Depress the VOLT A M P pushbutton and turn the VOLTS switch
to the PT. RES. position.
3. Disconnect the brown wire (I
terminal) and the red and blue wire
( S terminal) a t the starter relay. Install an auxiliary starter switch between the battery and S terminals
of the starter relay. With the ignition
switch ON, tap the auxiliary starter
switch until the lowest voltmeter reading is obtained.
4. Depress the PT. RES. pushbutton.
5. The voltmeter pointer should
read in the 12V black, PT. RES.
area. If it doesn't, check for improper breaker point spring tension,
a loose or defective primary or
ground wire or for burned or pitted
points. O n some ARE-881 Testers
the 12V black point resistance area
allows for a maximum voltage drop
of 0.1. The correct specification now
is 0.25. A simple way to assure the

right result with a tester calibrated to

'GRO~JP
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pointer. If it doesn't, loosen the distributor hold-down bolt and rotate
the distributor until the mark lines
up with the pointer. Now tighten the
hold-down bolt and check the timing
again in case the timing changed
while the distributor hold-down bolt
was being tightened.
4. Connect the distributor vacuum
line(s) (if so equipped).
5. With the timing light pointed
towaids the timing marks, accelerate the engine to see if the timing
advances.
ARE-881 Tester

BATTERY POST ADAPTER
DISTRIBUTOR
B2280.C

FIG. 4 - Rotunda ARE-881 Test Connections
the previous specification is to ignore
the black poinb resistance area and
instead read the lower voltage scale
(0-1 volts). If the voltage meter
pointer exceeds 0.25 volts replace
the points.
6. Connect the high tension wire
to the distributor.
7. Turn the ignition switch O F F
and turn the VOLTS switch to the
2OV position.
8. Remove the auxiliary starter
switch from the starter relay and
connect the brown wire and the red
and blue wire to the starter relay.
lgnition Timing

The following procedure checks the
initial ignition timing and the ignition
advance mechanism.

Section 2 of this part gives the ignition timing mark locations (Figs. 23,
24 and 25).
Disconnect the distributor vacuum
line(s). Plug the intake manifold line to
the manifold (if so equipped). Clean
and mark the desired timing mark if
using the ARE-27-55 tester orthe TDC
timing mark if using the ARE-881
tester.
ARE-27-55 Tester
1. Start the engine and allow it to
warm up.
2. Turn the TEST SELECTOR to
the TIMING LIGHT position.
3. Operate the engine at the specified idle rpm and point the timing
light toward the pointer. The desired
timing mark should line up with the

1. Turn the RPM selector to the
800 position.
2. Depress the ADVANCE TbMING pushbutton.
3. Start the engine and allow it
to warm up.
4. Operate the engine at the specified idle rpm.
5. Point the timing light toward
the timing pointer and turn the ADVANCE control until the TDC mark
lines up with the pointer. The IGNITION ADVANCE scale of the
VOLTS meter will indicate the initial timing. If the initial timing is
incorrect, loosen the distributor holddown bolt and rotate the distributor
until the desired timing is obtained.
Tighten the distributor hold-down
bolt and check the timing again in
case the timing changed while the
distributor hold-down bolt was being
tightened.
6. Connect the distributor vacuum
line(s) (if so equipped).
7. Turn the R P M switch to the
8000 position and adjust the engine
speed to 2000 rpm.
8. Point the timing light toward
the timing pointer and turn the
ADVANCE control until the TDC
mark lines up with the pointer. The
IGNITION ADVANCE scale of the
VOLTS meter will indicate the total
ignition advance for 2000 rpm.
When checking the advance at
2000 rpm, the total ignition advance
should be the sum of the initial timing
and the 2000 rpm advance specification given with the distributor vacuum line connected.
If the advance with the distributor
vacuum line connected is correct, the
total advance at 2000 rpm is correct.
This means that the vacuum and
centrifugal advance mechanisms are
probably operating within specifications.
If the advance with the distributor
vacuum line disconnected is correct
and the advance with the distributor
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LUG FIRING OSCILLATIONS MISSING

c
PRIMARY CIRCUIT RESISTANCE

NORMAL

NO PLUG FIRING OSCILLATION

I

I

DWELL TOO SHORT

PARTIALLY SHORTED CONDENSER

DWELL VARIATIONS

CONDENSER NOT
FULLY DISCHARGED

DWELLTOOLONG

FIG. 5-Primary

Circuit Superimposed Patterns

D

C

V

OWELL VARIATIONS

GROUP 9 - Ignition System
vacuum line connected is incorrect,
the vacuum advance needs adjustment
on a distributor tester.
If the advance with the distributor
vacuum line disconnected is incorrect
and the advance- with the distributor
vacuum line connected is incorrect,
the centrifugal advance and possibly
the vacuum advance needs adjustment
on a distributor tester.
9. On a dual-diaphragm distributor,
remove the manifold vacuum line. Readjust the engine idle speed t o 500600 rpm. Point the timing light toward
the timing pointer and observe the
spark timing. Remove the plug from
the manifold vacuum line and connect
the line to the distributor inner diaphragm. The timing should immediately retard to specifications. If not to
specifications the dual diaphragm assembly should be replaced.
Primary Circuit
Superimposed Pattern

-

This pattern shows the indiiidual
firing patterns as seen by the primary circuit. The individual firing
patterns are superimposed to give
the appearance of one firing pattern.
The primary circuit superimposed
pattern will indicate incorrect battery polarity, incorrect dwell angle,
excessive primary circuit resistance,
partially shorted condenser, uneven
distributor cam lobes,. bent distributor shaft or worn distributor bushings.
Procedure

1. On an ARE-27-55 Tester, operate the engine at 1000 rpm, and turn
the TEST SELECTOR switch to the
PRI position.
2. On an ARE-881 Tester, turn
the R P M selector to the 1600 rpm
position. Start the engine and adjust
it to 1000 rpm. Depress the PRI pushbotton on the console panel.
3. Adjust the PARADE control to
position the left end of the pattern
at the 6-cyl 60 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen.
4. Adjust the EXPAKD control
so /hit.-the right- end cf the pattern
is a t the 6-cyl 0 degree dwell mark
on the scope screen.
Results

A normal test pattern is shown in
Fig. 5.
Point A indicates the spark plug
firing line which is the time when the
points open. The pattern between A
and B is the spark plug firing time.

.

At B, the coil energy is used up
sufficiently so that the plug no longer fires. The coil/condenser oscillation
which is indicated in the pattern be- tween'B and C is completely used up
at C which is the points close mark.
The portion of the pattern between C
and D is the points close time, which
is cam angle or dwell time. At D, the
points again open and the firing cycle
repeats.
If the firing line is not below the 0
horizontal line and there are no oscillations at point C, there is an open
circuit at the coil high tension tower.
This could be caused by a broken
wire inside the coil tower, or a
broken center contact on the distributor rotor.
If the dwell time is too. long or
short (Fig. 5). the breaker points
are incorrectly set (the larger the gap,
the smaller the dwell).
If point A is at a reduced height,
and the distance to B is short or nonexistent (Fig. 5), there is a high resistance in the coil primary circuit.
This could be caused by a defective ignition switch, loose coil terminal connection, poor ground connection to
breaker plate or engine block, or a
loose connection to breaker points. If
the scope pattern is still the same after the above ignition parts have been
checked and proven satisfactory, run
the 15 KV test to check for a gasket
leak or a lean fuel mixture.
If point A is at a greatly reducedheight and there are no oscillations
at point B, the condenser is partially
shorted (Fig. 5).
If there is a variation of more
than 3 degrees at point C, the cam
lobes are uneven, the distributor shaft
is bent, or the distributor bushings
are worn (Fig. 5).
Secondary Circuit
Superimposed Pattern

This pattern shows the individual
firing patterns as seen by the secondary circuit. The individual firing
patterns are superimposed to give the
appearance of one firing pattern. The secondary circuit superimposed pattern will indicate arching
breaker points, defective coil or coil
high tension wire, excessive resistance in the distributor cap, rotor,
secondary wiring or spark plugs or
a loose connection in the primary
circuit.
The ignition system, as seen by
the secondary circuit, can be further
checked by checking the 15 KV and
30 KV patterns.

Procedure

1. On an ARE-27-55 Tester, operate the engine at 1000 rpm, and turn
the TEST SELECTOR switch to the
SEC position.
2. On an ARE-881 Tester, turn the
RPM selector to the 1600 rpm position. Start the engine and adjust it
to 1000 rpm. Depress the SEC push
button on the console panel.
3; Adjust the PARADE control
so that the left end of the pattern is
a t the 6-cyl 60 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen.
4. Adjust the EXPAND control
so that the right end of the pattern
is at the 6-cyl 0 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen.
Results

A normal test pattern is shown in
Fig. 6.
Point A is the points open time.
The height of the pattern at 6oint A
indicates the high tension voltage
required to overcome the spark
gap resistance.
The pattern between A and B is
the plug firing line. Notice that this
portion of the pattern is quite thick. Remember that this pattern is actually
6 or 8 firing patterns superimposed
one on top of the other. This increase
in thickness of the pattern at B is
caused by slight variations in the
plug gap, distributor rotor gap
and slight differences in the resistance
of the individual spark plug circuits.
The pattern area between points
B and C shows the coil/condenser
oscillations to be correct. No point
bounce a t C indicates correct breaker point spring tension (Fig. 6).
The few damped oscillations appearing at C are normal and are
caused by the surge of current through
the coil primary winding when the
breaker points first close.
To observe the coil/condenser oscillations and the damped oscillations
at
in the greater detail, adjust the
expand control so that the. pattern
area between points B and C nearly
rills the screen.
If there is erratic action at points
B and C, and there is a blotch above .
point D (Fig. 6). the breaker points
are burned or badly pitted.
If there are no condenser oscillations between B and C and no damped oscillations a t point C (Fig. 6),
there are shorted primary windings in
the coil.
If the plug firing line is sloping
downward greatly from A to B (Fig.
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;OIL-&DENSER
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COIL PRIMARY
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REVERSED COlL POLARITY

NORMAL
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I
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_I,

SHORTED COlL

MULTAPLE SPARK LlNE

n

OSCILLATIONS BELOW
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I

BOUNCING POINTS

FIG. 6-Secondary

Circuit

Superimposed

HIGH SECONDARY RESISTANCE

Patterns

GROUP 9 - Ignition System
6). there is a high resistance in the
spark plug wires, distributor cap or
rotor.(resistor plugs will cause a slight
slope). If the plug firing line is sloping
upward, there is a high resistance in
the spark plugs.
If the dwell line between points' C
and D is not the smooth line shown,
there is a loose connection in the
primary circuit. Check the primary
circuit for loose connections, damaged wires or a defective starter switch.
Secondary Circuit
15 KV Pattern

This pattern shows the individual
firing patterns as seen by the secondary circuit. The individual firing patterns are paraded from left to right
in order of firing order.
The secoridary circuit 15 KV' pattern will indicate weak breaker point
spring tension, improper breaker
point contact, incorrect condenser
capacitance, excessive resistance in
the distributor cap terminal or a
spark plug wire, shorted or improperly adjusted spark plugs, partially shorted coil primary windings
or an incorrect idle fuel inixture.

Procedure
1. On an ARE-27-5SLTester, oper- ,
ate the engine at 1000 rpm, and turn
the test selector switch to the 15 KV
position.
2. On an ARE-881 Tester, turn the
RPM selector to the 1600 rpm position.
Operate the engine at 1000 rpm, and
depress the 15 KV pushbutton.
3. Adjust the PARADE control
so that the left end of the pattern is
at the 6-cyl 60 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen.
4. Adjust the EXPAND control
so that the right end of the pattern
is at the 6-cyl 0 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen (Fig. 7).

Results
A normal eight cylinder engine
15 KV pattern is shown in Fig. 7.
The six cylinder pattern would have
six similar images. The-spark plug
line (A) for the No. I spark plug is
on the extreme right hand side of the
screen. The remainder of the No. I firing pattern is on the left side of the
screen. The remainder of the patterns
are shown from left to right in their
firing order.
With the exception of the No. I
spark plug line (which should be
shorter than the others), the patterns
should be similar. If one of the pat-

terns differs ,from the others, adjust
the expand and parade controls until
that pattern fills the screen in the
same manner as in the secondary
test (Fig. 7).
The following list of symptoms
will refer to Fig. 7.
The condenser oscillation signal
from B to C should diminish to a
straight line at C. If it doesn't, the
condenser capacitance is incorrect.
If the plug firing line (A) is higher than the rest and the plug firing
line (B) is sloped downward at an
unusually large slope, there is excessive resistance in the high tension
wire to that cylinder or .in the distributor cap.
If the plug firing line (A) is low
and the firing line is long and nearly
straight, the spark plug is shorted,
fouled, or gapped too close.
If all of the plug firing, lines (A)
are at varied heights, check the idle
adjustment of the carburetor.
Secondary Circuit
30 KV Pattern

This pattern is like the 15 KV pattern with the exception of the height.
The height has been reduced to allow for checking the coil output
reserve.
The secondary circuit 30 KV pattern will indicate excessive resistance
in the plugs, insufficient coil reserve
voltage or leakage at the rotor, distributor cap or spark plug wire.

Procedure
1. On an ARE-27-55 Tester, operate the engine at 600 rpm, and turn
the-test selector switch to the 30 KV
position.
2. On an ARE-881 Tester, set the
RPM selector at the 1600 position.
Operate the engine at 600 rpm, and
depress the 30 KV pushbutton.
3. Adjust the PARADE control
so that the left end of the pattern is
at the 6-cyl 60 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen.
- 4. Adjust the EXPAND control
so that the right end of the pattern is
at the 6-cyl 0 degree dwell mark on
the scope screen (Fig. 8).

Results
A normal eight cylinder engine
30 KV pattern is shown in Fig. 8.
The six cylinder pattern would have
six similar images. The spark plug
firing line (A) for the No. I spark

plug is on the extreme right hand side
of the screen. The remainder of the NO.
I firing pattern is on the left side of
the screen. The remainder of the patterns are shown from left to right in
their firing order.
Notice the average height of the
plug firing lines. Increase the speed
of the engine and notice the height of
the dotted lines. The difference is the
required ignition output under load.
The maximum should , b e between
13.5 and 15 KV.
If the maximum for one or more
of the plugs is above 15 KV (Fig.
8), check the complete circuit(s) of
the plug(s) for any trouble that
would cause resistance. If the maximum does not increase during the
increase in engine speed, check for a
fouled or improper gapped spark plug
or for very low compression.
Remove the high tension wire at
the distributor cap for any plug except No. 5. Notice the change between the average points open line
and the points open line of the cylinder with the high tension wire removed. This height difference is the
coil reserve. The coil reserve should
be greater than 25 KV. If it is less
than 25 KV, replace the coil.
Remove and do not ground one
spark plug wire at the spark plug. If
a plug firing line shows up on the
scope for that cylinder, check the
plug wire, rotor and distributor cap
for bad insulation. Rotor air gap
should not exceed specifications.
Dynamic Compression
Test-ARE-88 1 Tester

Procedure
1. Turn the RPM selector to the
1600 position and depress the DYNAMIC COMPRESSION pushbutton.
2. Adjust the engine to 1500 rpm.
3. Adjust the EXPAND and PARADE controls so that the six patterns (6-cyl) or eight patterns (8cyl) fill the scope screen dwell range.
4. Press and turn the BALANCE
TO LINE control to position the
needle on the DYNAMIC COMPRESSION scale at the 0 mark. Hold
the BALANCE T O LINE control
in until you are ready to read the
dynamic compression.
5. The shorting pattern indication
as shown in the cylinder shorted pattern Fig. 9 will appear.
6. Turn the CYLINDER SELECTOR control clockwise from its O F F
position. As the switch is turned clockwise,' the pattern indication will move
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to the right across the scope.
7. When the pattern indication
passes through the firing pattern the
plug firing line on each cylinder will
disappear in the firing order and the
engine will miss on the subject cylinder. The fourth cylinder of the firing
order is shown shorted in the cylin.
der shorted pattern of Fig. 9.
8. Release i the BALANCE T O
LINE control and observe the dynamic compression meter reading for the
number 5 cylinder.
9. Continue to rotate the CYLI N D E R SELECTOR control to duplicate the above condition for each
cylinder in the system except number
one (last plug firing line).
10. Turn the CYLINDER SELECTOR control to its maximum
clockwise rotation.
11. Turn the NO. I CYL.,switch on.
12. Slowly turn the CYLINDER
SELECTOR control counterclockwise
until the pattern shown in Fig. 9 is
obtained.
13. Observe the dynamic compression meter reading for the number 1 cylinder.
NOTE: If the' engine rpm should
change from 1500 rpm, set the speed
back to 1500 rpm and repeat step 4.
Results.
The
readings
obtained are
relative readings. However, if the
engine -compression and firing conditions are normal, the readings for all
cylinders will be approximately the
same.
If the readings are not within 3
divisions of each other, the cylinder(s)
with the low reading(s) are not operating as efficiently as the other
cylinders.
A cylinder. (or cylinders) that is
not operating efficiently indicates one
or more of the following causes:
Low Compression caused by worn
piston rings, leaking valves, leaking
cylinder head gasket and/or damaged piston or rings.
Intake Vacuum - Leak caused by
leaking manifold, carburetor or carburetor spacer gaskets.
Malfunctioning Crankcase Ventilation Regulator Valve.
Carburetor Air Cleaner Restricted.
BATTERY T O C O I L
VOLTMETER TEST
1. Connect the voltmeter leads
as shown in Fig. 10.
2. Install a jumper wire from the
distributor terminal of the coil to a
good ground on the distributor
housing.
3. Turn the lights and accessories
off.

4. Turn the ignition switch on.
5. If the voltmeter reading is
between 4.5 and 6.9 volts, the primary
circuit from the battery to the coil is
satisfactory.
6. If the voltmeter reading is
greater than 6.9 volts, check the following:
The battery and cables for loose
connections or corrosion.
The primary wiring for worn insulation, broken strands, and loose
or corroded terminals.
The resistance wire for defects.
The starter relay to ignition switch
for defects.
If the voltmeter reading is less
than 4.5 volts the resistance wire
should be replaced.

3. Turn all of the accessories and
lights off.
4. Turn the ignition switch on.
5. If the voltmeter reading is between 6.6 and 4.5 volts the resistance
wire is satisfactory.
6. If the voltmeter reading is
greater than 6.6 volts, or less than
4.5 replace the resistance wire.
7. Turn the ignition switch off.
Disconnect the voltmeter leads. Remove the jumper wire connected to
the coil DIST terminal and. the distributor. Remove the jumper wire
connected to the coil BAT terminal
and the coil BAT lead. Connect the
BAT lead to the BAT terminal and
go on to the Coil to Ground Test.

COIL T O G R O U N D
VOLTMETER TEST

STARTING IGNITION
C I R C U I T VOLTMETER TEST

1. Connect the voltmeter leads as
shown in Fig. 13.
2. Close the breaker points.
3. Turn all lights and accessories
off.
4. Turn the ignition switch on.
5. If the voltmeter, reading is 0.25
volt or less, the primary circuit from
coil to ground is satisfactory.
6. If the voltmeter reading is
greater than 0.25 volt,. test the voltage drop between each of the following:
The coil and the breaker point connections of the coil to distributor primary wire.
The movable breaker point and
the breaker plate.
The breaker plate and the distributor housing.
The distributor housing and engine ground.
7. Turn the ignition switch off.
Disconnect the voltmeter leads.

1. Connect

the voltmeter leads
as shown in Fig. 10.
2. Disconnect and ground the coil
to distributor high tension lead at
the distributor.
3. With the ignition switch off,
crank the engine by installing a
jumper wire between the battery and
the S terminal of the starter relay
while observing the voltage drop.
4. If the voltage drop is 0.1 volt
or less, the starting ignition circuit is
satisfactory.
5. If the voltage drop is greater
than 0.1 volt, clean and tighten the
terminals in the circuit or replace
the wiring as necessary.
IGNITION SWITCH
VOLTMETER TEST
1. Connect the voltmeter leads as

- shown in Fig. 1 1.

2.. Install a jumper wire from the
distributor terminal of the coil to a
good ground on the distributor body.
3. Turn all of the accessories and
lights off.
4. Turn the ignition switch on.
5. If the voltmeter reading is 0.3
volt or less, the ignition switch and
the relay to switch wire are satisfactory.
6. If the voltmeter reading is
greater than 0,.3 volt, either the ignition switch and/or the wire are defective.

RESISTANCE WIRE
VOLTMETER TEST
1. Connect the voltmeter leads as
shown in Fig. 12.
2. Install a jumper wire from the
DIST terminal of the coil to a good
ground on the distributor housing. '

BREAKER P O I N T S
CHECK

-

Clean and inspect the breaker
points by following the procedure under Cleaning and Inspection (Section
3 of this part).
The breaker point, 'dwell can be
checked with a distributor tester or
a dwell meter by following the procedure under Distributor Tests in
this section of the manual.
The breaker point resistance can
be checked with a Rotunda ARE1416 distributor.. tester by following
the procedure under Distributor Tests
in this section of the manual.
COIL TEST
Clean and inspect the coil by
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following the procedure under Cleaning and Inspection (Section 3 of this
part).
Check the coil on a coil tester
by following the manufacturers instructions. Check for excessive resistance on both the primary and
secondary windings. Also check the
amperage draw both with the engine
idling and stopped. These checks
should all fall within specifications.
SECONDARY (HIGH TENSION)
W I R E S RESISTANCE TEST

The secondary wires include the
wires connecting the distributor cap
to the spark plugs and the wire connecting the center terminal of the
distributor cap to the center terminal
of the ignition coil.

FIG. 73 - Coil t o Ground Test
FIG. I7 - lgnition Switch Test
Clean and inspect the secondary
wiring by following the procedure
under Cleaning and Inspection (Section 3 of this part).
These wires are the radio resistance-type which filter out the high
frequency electrical impulses that
are the source of ignition noise interference. The resistance of each
wire should not exceed 1000 ohms
per inch. When checking the resistance of the wires or setting, ignition
timing, do not puncture the !ires
with a probe. The probe may cause

'

a separation i n the conductor.
When removing. the wires from
the spark plugs grasp and twist the
moulded cap, then pull the cap off
the spark plug. D o not pull on the
wire because the wire connection inside the cap may become separated
or the insulator may be damaged.

T o check the spark intensity at the
spark plugs, proceed as follows:
1. Disconnect a spark plug wire.
Check the spark intensity of one wire
at a time.
2. Install a terminal adapter in the

terminal 'of the wire to be checked.
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Hold the adapter approximately 31 16inch from the exhaust manifold and
crank the engine, using a remote
starter switch. The spark should jump
the gap regularly.
3. If the spark intensity of all the
wires is satisfactory, the coil, condenser, rotor, distributor cap and the
secondary wires are probably satisfactory.
If the spark is good at only some
wires, check the resistance of the
faulty leads.
If the spark is equal at all wires.
but weak or intermittent, check the
coil, distributor cap and the coil to
distributor high tension wire.

SPARK PLUG TEST
Inspect, clean and gap the plugs
following the instructions in Sections
2 and 3. After the proper gap is obtained, check the plugs on a testing
machine. Compare the sparking efficiency of the cleaned and gapped plug
with a new plug. Replace the plug if
it fails to meet 70% of the new plug
performance.
Test the plugs for compression
leakage a t the insulator seal. Apply
a coating of oil to the shoulder of
the plug where the insulator projects
through the shell, and to the top of
the plug, where the center electrode
and terminal project from the insulator. Place the spark plug under pressure with the tester's high tension
wire removed from the spark plug.
Leakage is indicated by air bubbling
through the oil. If the test indicates
compression leakage, replace the
plug. If the plug is satisfactory., wipe
it clean.

DISTRIBUTOR CHECKS

tributor or camshaft gear, or excessively worn gears.

Distributor Shaft End flay
If the shaft end play is not to
specifications, check the location of
the gear on the shaft (6-cyl. engine
distributor) or the distributor shaft
collar (8-cyl. engine distributor).
6-cyl. Engine Distributor. 'The shaft
end play can be checked with the
distributor installed on the engine.
1. Mount a dial indicator on the
distributor so that the indicator tip
rests on the top of the distributor
shaft.
2. Push the shaft down as far as
it will go and set the dial indicator
on zero.
3. Pull the distributor shaft upward as far as it will go and read the
end play. The end play should be
within specifications with the distributor removed or installed.
&cyl. Engine Distributor

I. Remove the distributor from
the engine.
2. Place the distributor in the
holding tool and clamp it in a vise
with the gear end up.
3. Push the distributor shaft upward as far as it will go, and check
the end play with a feeler gauge
placed between the shaft collar and the
distributor base. The end play should
be within the specified limits. If the
shaft end play is not to specifications,
check the location of the distributor
shaft collar.
DISTRIBUTOR TESTSROTUNDA ARE27-44
WELL TESTER

Distributor Gear Backlash
Test Connections
The distributor gear backlash can
not be accurately checked on the
dual advance or centrifugal advance
distributor.
1. Mount a dial indicator on the
distributor so that the indicator point
rests on the rotor, 518-inch from the
center.
2. Turn the rotor as far as it will
go and set the indicator on zera.
3. Turn the rotor in the opposite
direction and note the reading on
the dial indicator. This is the backlash.
4. The backlash should be 0.003
to 0.005 inch. If the backlash is not
to specifications, it indicates an incorrect number of teeth on the dis-

1. Disconnect thc distributor primary wire at the coil. Connect a short
jumper wire to the DIST terminal
of the coil and the distributor primary wire. Connect the red lead to
the jumper wire.
2. Connect the black lead to a
good ground on the engine.

4. Start the engine and let it idle.
5. Turn the test control knob to
the 8 CYL position for eight cylinder engines or to the 6 CYL position
for 6 cylinder engines.
6. Read the dwell angle on the
dwell meter and compare the reading to specifications.
7. Turn off the engine.
8. If the dwell angle was below
the specified amount, the breaker
point gap is too large. If the dwell
angle was above the specified amount,
the breaker point gap is too small.
If the dwell is to specifications,
turn the test selector knob to the
OFF position and disconnect the
tester leads and jumper wire.
Dwell Angle Adjustment
If the dwell angle is not within
specifications, proceed as follows:
1. Remove the coil high tension
lead from the distributor and ground
it.
2. Remove the distributor cap and
place it out of the way.
3. Disconnect the brown wire
(I terminal) and the red and blue
wire (S terminal) from the starter relay.
4. Loosen the breaker point assembly retaining screw near the
breaker point contacts.
5. With the ignition on, crank the
engine with an auxiliary starter switch
connected between the battery and S
terminals of the starter relay and adjust the gap to specifications.
6. Release the auxiliary starter
switch and tighten the breaker point
assembly retaining screw.
7. Since the adjustment may have
changed when the retaining screw
was tightened; crank the engine again
with the auxiliary starter switch and
check the dwell. When the dwell is
properly adjusted, remove the jumper
wire, auxiliary starter switch and
tester leads and install the distributor
cap, coil high tension lead and starter relay wires.

DlSTRlBUTOR TESTSROTUNDA DISTRIBUTOR
TESTER
Mounting Distributor

Dwell Angle Check
A RE-236 Tester
1. Connect the tester.
2. Turn the test control knob to
the set position.
3. Adjust the set control knob until the needle on the dwell meter
lines up with the set line.

1. Adjust the distributor support
arm in relation to the distributor
shaft length.
2. Set the distributor in the support arm and enter the lower end of
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the distributor shaft in the Syncrograph chuck.
3. Tighten the chuck on the distributor shaft, using the wrench located near the support arm column;
4. Align the distributor shaft by
shifting the support arm and distributor, and tighten the clamp screw.
5. Clamp the distributor securely
in the distributor support arm clamp
so that it will not turn in its mounting.
6. Connect the Synchrograph test
lead to the primary or distributortransistor lead wire of the distributor.
7. Connect the tester.vacuum line
to the vacuum .diaphragm fitting.

indicates improper spring tension or
burned or pitted points.
INSULATION AND LEAKAGEARE-236 AND ARE-14-16
TESTERS
1. Turn the test selector to the
cam angle position and revolve the
chuck by hand until the distributor
breaker contacts are open.
2. The cam angle meter should
show a zero reading. If a zero reading is not obtained, a short circuit
to ground exists.
.
A short could be caused by poor
primary wire insulation, a shorted
condenser or a short between the
breaker arm and breaker plate.

ARE-14-16 Tester
1. Clamp the distributor securely
in the distributor support arm clamp
so that it will not turn in its mounting.
2. Loosen the hand-operated locking screw on the side of distributor
support arm, and adjust the support
arm column up or down by turning
the crank on the knob a t the top
of the column until the distributor
shaft or adapter shaft can be semrely fastened in the driving chuck.
3. Securely tighten the drive
chuck to the distributor drive shaft
by means of the chuck key, attached by a chain to the Synchrograph.
4. Rotate the drive chuck by hand
to make sure the distributor shaft
turns freely and then tighten the locking screw on the distributor support
arm.
5. Connect the Synchrograph test
lead to the primary or distributortransistor lead wire of the distributor.
BREAKER POINT
RESISTANCE
ARE-1 4- 16 Tester

1. Turn the test selector to the
POINT RES. position.
2. Revolve the chuck by hand until the distributor breaker points are
closed.
3. The meter pointer on the cam
angle meter should read in the OK
zone at the left side of the meter
scale to specifications. If the meter
pointer does not fall in the OK zone,
there is excessive resistance caused by
a faulty contact across the distributor
,points, a faulty primary lead, 'or a
poorly grounded base plate. A faulty
contact across the distributor points

MECHANICAL OPERATIONARE-236 AND' ARE-14-16
TESTERS
1. Tuln the OFF, SET, CAM,
SYNC. switch to the SET position.
2. Adjust the SET TACH control
so that tachometer pointer is on the
SET line.
3. Turn the OFF, SET, CAM,
SYNC. switch to the. SYNC. posi-'
tion.
4. On an ARE-14-16 Tester,
turn the test selector to the SYNCHRO. position and check to make
sure that the drive chuck is securely
tightened on the distributor shaft.
5. Turn the MOTOR switch to
the LEFT for 8 cylinder cars or to
the RIGHT for 6 cylinder cars.
6. Adjust the speed control to vary
the distributor speed between 400
and 4000 engine rpm, or at the
maximum speed of the engine on
which the distributor is used. Erratic
or thin faint flashes of light preceding the regular flashes as the speed
or rotation is increased can be due
to weak breaker arm spring tension
or binding of the breaker arm on the
pivot pin.
7. Operate the distributor at approximately -2500 engine rpm and
move the protractor scale so that
the zero degree mark on the scale is
opposite one of the neon flashes. The
balance . o f all the flashes should
come within 1 degree plus or minus,
evenly around the protractor scale.
A variation larger than I degree or
erratic or wandering flashes may be
caused by a worn cam or distributor
shaft or a bent distributor shaft.
Dwell Angle

1. On an ARE-236 Tester turn

the OFF, SET, CAM, SYNC. switch
to the C A M position. Operate the distributor at about I000 rpm.
2. On a ARE-14-16 Tester, turn
the cylinder selector to the 8 position.
Turn the test selector switch to the
cam angle position and operate the
distributor at approximately 1000
engine rpm:
3. Adjust the breaker point gap
until the dwell angle is to specifications.
Breaker Plate Wear

A worn breaker plate on the distributor ~ i l l ~ c a u sthe
e breaker point
gap and contact dwell to change as
engine speed and load conditions are
varied.
On the, dual advance distributor,
adjust the test set to 0 degrees advance, 0 inches vacuum, and 1000
rpm. Adjust the dwell angle to 26
degrees. Apply vacuum to the distributor diaphragm and increase it
very slowly while observing the indicated dwell angle. The maximum
dwell angle variation should not exceed 6 degrees when going from zero
to maximum vacuum at constant rpm.
If the dwell angle variation exceeds
this limit, there is excessive wear a t
the stationary subplate pin or the
diaphragm rod is bent or distorted.
DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE AND
RETARD CHECK-ON ENGINE
Check the initial ignition timing,
centrifugal advance, vacuum advance,
and vacuum retard (dual-diaphragm
distributor), following the procedure
under Initial Ignition Timing Adjustment in Section 2 of this part.

Screwdriver

B201O.B

FIG. 74 - Centrifugal Advance
Adjustment
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2. Using a tachometer, increase
the idle speed by setting on the first
step of the fast idle cam.
3. Using a timing light observe
ignition timing setting.
4. Connect the carburetor vacuum
line to the outer diaphragm. The timing should advance immediately. Adjust if necessary.

DISTRIBUTOR SPARK
ADVANCE TEST-ARE236
AND ARE14-16 TESTERS
The spark advance is checked to
determine if the ignition timing advances in proper relation to engine
speed and load.
Check the contact dwell. If the
contact'dwell is not within specifications, adjust the breaker points.
Check the breaker arm spring
tension and adjust it, if necessary.
The dual advance distributor has
two independently operated spark
advance systems. Each system is adjusted separately. Adjust the centrifugal advance before adjusting the
vacuum advance.
Centrifugal Advance

1. Operate the distributor in the
direction of rotation (counterclockwise)
and adjust the speed to the initial
rpm setting listed in the specifications.
Move the protractor scale s o that one
of the flashes lines up with the zero
degree mark.
2. Slowly increase the rpm to the
setting specified for the first advance
reading listed in the specifications.
If the correct advance is not indicated a t this rpm, stop the distributor and bend one spring adjustment
bracket to change its tension (Fig.
14). Bend the adjustment bracket
away from the distributor shaft to
decrease advance (increase spring
tension) and toward the shaft to increase advance (decrease spring tension). After the adjustment is.made,
identify the bracket.
3. After an adjustment has been
made to one spring, check the minimum advance point again.
4. Operate the distributor a t the
specified rpm to give an advance
just below the maximum. If this advance is not to specifications, stop
the distributor and bend the other
spring bracket to give the correct
advance.
5. Check the advance a t all rpm
settings listed in the specifications.
Operate the distributor both up and
down the rpm range.
V a c u u m Advance (Single or Dual
Diaphragm)

1. Connect the test set vacuum
line to the fitting on the diaphragm.
2. Set the test set a t 0 degrees
advance, 0 vacuum, and a t 1000 rpm.
3. Check the advance a t the first
vacuum setting given in the specifications.

SPACING WASHERS
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FIG. 15 - Vacuum Advance
Adjustment

4. If the advance is incorrect,
change the calibration washers between the vacuum chamber spring
and nut (Fig. 15). After installing or
removing the washers, position t h e
gasket in place and tighten the nut.
The addition of a washer will decrease advance and the removal of a
washer will increase advance.

5. After one vacuum setting has
been adjusted, the others should be
checked. Do not change the original
rpm setting when going to a different vacuum setting. If the other set-

tings are not within limits, there is
incorrect spring tension, leakage in
the vacuum chamber and/or line, or
the wrong fibre stop has been installed in the vacuum chamber of
the diaphragm housing.
T o check the diaphragm for leakage, (either, or both on dual diaphragm
distributors).
Install the distributor on a distributor tester. Do not connect the
vacuum line to the distributor.
Remove the vacuum line from the
distributor. Adjust the vacuum pressure of a distributor tester to its
maximum position. Hold your hand
over the end of the tester's vacuum
hose and note the maximum reading
obtained. Do not exceed 2 5 inches
Hg.
If the maximum. reading is 25
inches Hg or less, connect the tester's vacuum line to the vacuum fitting on the diaphragm to be tested
without changing any of the adjustments. The maximum gauge reading

should not be less than it was above.
If it is less, the diaphragm is leaking
and should be replaced.
DISTRIBUTOR DUAL
D I A P H R A G M TEST
V a c u u m Advance

1. Disconnect the vacuum lines
from both the outer and inner diaphragms. Plug the line removed from
the inner diaphragm.

V a c u u m Retard

1. Readjust the engine idle speed
to 550-600 rpm.
2. Using a timing light observe
the spark timing.
3. Remove the plug from the manifold vacuum line and connect the line
to the inner diaphragm.
4. The timing should retard immediately. Replace the dual diaphragm
unit if the retard portion is out of
calibration, the advance portion cannot be calibrated to specifications, or
either of the diaphragms are leaking.

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM
ADVANCE CONTROL
VALVE (DECELERATION
VALVE) TEST
1. Connect a tachometer to the
engine and bring engine to normal
operating temperature.
2. Connect a vacuum gauge to the
distributor vacuum line. Be sure the
tee has the same inside diameter as
the distributor vacuum line to prevent false pressure readings.
3. If the engine is equipped with
a dash pot, take the plunger in a depressed position so that it does not
contact the throttle lever a t idle
speed.
4. Clamp closed the vacuum line
that connects, the deceleration valve
to the intake manifold.
5. Remove the distributor vacuum
tube a t the distributor and clamp the
hose closed.
6. With engine operating at specified idle rpm (transmission in neutral and parking brake on), set the
ignition timing to specifications.
7. If necessary, adjust carburetor to obtain specified engine speed
and air-fuel mixture. The distributor
vacuum must be below six inches of
mercury a t idle speed.
8. Remove the clamps from the
vacuum tubes and reconnect the vacuum
tube to the distributor. Remove the
distributor vacuum advance control
valve cover (Fig. 16).
9. Increase -engine speed to 2000
rpm in neutral and hold speed approximately five s e c ~ n d s . Re!ease the
throttle and note the distributor
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1. Make certain that all vacuum
hoses are properly routed and installed.
2. Attach
engine.

a tdchometer to the

3. Bring the engine up to operating temperature and be certain that
the choke plate is in the vertical
position. Engine must not be overheated.

FIG. 16 - Distributor Vacuum

FIG. 17 - Distributor Vacuum

Advance Control Valve-Cover
Removed

Control Valve

vacuum reading. When the throttle is
released the distributor vacuum should
increase to more than 16 inches of
mercury and remain there for a minimum of one second. The distributor
vacuum should fall below six inches
of mercury within three seconds.after
the throttle is released.
10. It is normal during this period for a buzzing sound to be heard.
If it takes less than one second or
more than three seconds for the distributor vacuum to fall below six
inches of mercury, adjust the valve.
Turning the spring end adjusting screw
counterclockwise will increase the
time that the distributor vacuum remains above six inches of mercuryafter the throttle is closed. One
turn of the adjusting screw will
change the valve setting by approximately one half inch of mercury. If
the valve cannot be adjusted to specifications, replace the vilve.
11. Replace the valve cover. Remove the tape from the dashpot plunger (if s a equipped) and recheck the
performance of the deceleration valve.
1f the distributor vacuum does not
fall below six inches of mercury with-
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in four seconds after the throttle
is closed, readjust or replace the
dashpot.
12. T o check the distributor
vacuum advance control valve for a
possible diaphragm leak, connect a
vacuum gage into the vacuum hose
connecting the valve to the intake
manifold vacuum connection. Use a
tee fitting with the same diameter as
the inside diameter of the vacuum
hose (114 inch I.D.). Clamp the
vacuum hose connecting the valve to
the distributor. Clamp the hose connection between the valve and carburetor. Start the engine and operate
at normal idle speed. Note indicated
vacuum reading. Place a clamp on
the vacuum hose connectirrg the valve
to the intake manifold (between the
valve and the vacuum gage tee).
Note Reading: If the second reading
indicates a higher vacuum than the
first replace the valve assembly.
DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM
CONTROL VALVE
(TEMPERbTURE
VA,LVE) TEST
The Distributor Vacuum Control
Valve is shown in Fig. 17.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

GENERAL PROCEDURES
Accurate ignition system adjustments are of great importance in
the control of hydro-caibon and
carbon monoxide emissions thereby
reducing air pollution.
After any adjustment of ignition
timing and distributor point dwell,
check the distributor automatic advance for proper operation.
T o keep engine emission -control
within the limits of government regulations, the carburetor fuel mixture

4. Note the engine idle rpm with
transmission in neutral and carburetor throttle in the curb idle position.

REPLACEMENT

6. Note engine idle rpm with the
hose disconnected. If no change in
idle speed, the valve is acceptable
up to this point. If there is a drop
in idle speed of 100 rpm or more,
the valve should be replaced.

7. Reconnect the vacuum line.
Verify that the all season cooling
mixture is up to specifications, and
that the correct radiator cap is installed.
8. Cover the radiator sufficiently
to induce a high temperature condition.
9. Continue to run the engine until the red high temperature light
comes on indicating an above normal
temperature.
.I
If the engine idle speed has by
this time increased 100 rpm or more,
the temperature sensing valve is satisfactory. If not, it should be
replaced.

.

and idle speed adjustments should be
checked after making ignition system adjustments. Also the exhaust
control valve (if so equipped), crankcase ventilation system, and vacuum
systems must be in good operating
condition. Refer to the applicable
group in this manual for maintenance
and repair procedures.
BREAKER POINTS AND
CONDENSER

5. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the intake manifold at the temperature sensing valve and plug or
clamp the hose.

Dual Advance Distributors
Removal
1. Remove the distributor cap and
the rotor.
2. Disconnect the primary and the
condenser wires from the breaker
point assembly.
'3. Remove the breaker point assembly and condenser retaining
screws. Lift the breaker point assembly, and condenser out of the distributor.

,

u
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(Fig. 19). Do not bend the breaker arm.
3. After the breaker points have
been properly aligned, adjust the
breaker point gap or dwell.

CORREC
-----
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uIsALIGNMENT
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To check and adjust the
points with a scope, refer
tion System Test-Rotunda
scope Testers.
To check and adjust the
points with a dwell rnetqr,
Distributor Tests-Rotunda
27-55 Dwell Tester.

breaker
to IgniOscillobreaker
refer to
ARE-

u

CENTERED

MISALIGNMENT
O F P O I N T FACES
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FIG. 18 - Breaker Point Alignment
Installation
1. Place the breaker point assembly and the condenser in position and
install the retaining screws. Be sure
to place the ground wire under the
breaker point assembly screw farthest from the breaker point contacts
on an eight cylinder engine distributor or under the condenser retaining
screw on a six cylinder engine distributor.
2. Align and adjust the breaker
point assembly.
3. Connect the primary and condenser wires to the breaker point
assembly.
4. Install the rotor and the distributor cap.

BREAKER P O I N T
ALIGNMENT
The vented-type breaker points
must be accurately aligned and strike
squarely in order to realize the full
advantages provided by this design
and assure normal breaker point life.
Any misalignment of the breaker
point surfaces will cause premature
wear, werl~eatingand p;tting.
I . T u r n tha cam sc that the
breaker points are closed and check
the alignment 01 thc points (Fig. 18).
If the distributor is in the engine,
close the points by proceeding as follows:
Disconnect the brown wire and
the red and blue wire from the
starter relay and, with the ignition
switch off, crank the engine by using
an auxiliary starter switch between
the S and the battery terminals of
the starter relay.
2. Align the breaker points to
make full face contact by bending
the stationary breaker point bracket

FIG. 19 - Aligning Breaker Points
BREAKER POINT GAP
ADJUSTMENT
A scope, a dwell meter, or a feeler
gauge can be used to check the gap
of new breaker points.
A scope or a dwell meter can be
used to check the gap of used breaker points. Due to the roughness of
used points, it is not advisable to use
a feeler gauge to check the gap.
T o check and adjust the breaker
points with a feeler gauge:
1. Check and adjust the breaker
point alignment.
2. Rotate the distributor until the
rubbing block rests on the peak of a
cam lobe.
If the distributor is in the engine,
place the rubbing block on the peak
of the cam by proceeding as follows:
Disconnect the brown wire and the
red and blue wire from the starter
relay and, with the ignition switch
OFF, crank the engine by using an
auxiliary starter switch between the
S and battery terminals of the
starter relay.
Insert the correct blade of a clean
feeler gauge between the breaker
points (Fig. 20).
Apply a light film of distributor
cam lubricant (C4AZ-19D530-A) to
the cam when new points are installed. Dn not use engine oil to
lubricate the distributor cam.
Set the ignition timing.
If a scope or a dwell meter is used
to adjust new points, be sure the
points are in proper alignment. Also,
set the contact dwell to the low setting.

FIG. 20 - Adjusting N e w Breaker
Point G a p

FIG. 21 - Checking Breaker Point
Spring Tension

BREAKER POINT S P R I N G
TENSION ADJUSTMENT
Correct breaker. point spring tension is essential to proper engine operation and normal breaker point
life. If the spring tension is too great,
rapid wear of the breaker arm rubbing block will result, causing the
breaker point gap to close up and
retard the spark timing. If the spring
tension is too weak, the breaker arm
will flutter at high engine rpm resulting in an engine miss.
T o check the breaker point spring

GROUP 9 - Ignition Systen

FIG. 22 - Adjusting Breaker Point
S p r i n g Tension
'FIG. 24 - 289 a n d 302 V-8 Engine
Timing M a r k s

FIG. 23 - Typical Six Cylinder
Engine Timing Marks
tension place the hooked end of the
spring tension gauge over the movable
breaker point. Pull. the gauge at a
right angle (90 degrees) to the movable
arm until the breaker points just start
to open (Fig. 21). If the tension is
not within specifications, adjust the
spring tension.
T o adjust the spring tension
(Fig. 22).
1. Disconnect the primary lead
wire and the condenser lead, at the
breaker point assembly primary ter-minal.
2. Loosen the nut holding the
spring in positiod. Move the spring
toward the breaker arm pivot to
decrease tension and i n the opposite direction to increase tension.

3. Tighten the lock nut; then check
spring tension. Repeat the adjustment until the specified spring
tension is obtained.
4. Install the primary lead wire
and the condenser lead to the breaker
point assembly primary terminal with

FIG. 25 - Typical 390 V-8 Engine
Timing M a r k s
the lock-washer, and tighten the nut
securely.
IGNI'TION TIMING
TIMING MARK
LOCATIONS
The timing marks and their locations a r e illilstrated in Figs. 23, 24,
and 25.
The procedure for checking and adjusting the ignition timing with a
scope 4s given in section one of this
part. T o check and adjust the timing
with a Rotunda 13-07 power timing
light proceed as follows:
INITIAL IGNITION
TIMING
1. Clean and mark the timing
marks. Be sure the distributor vacuum

lines are properly connected (Figs. 32
through 43).,
2. Disconnect the vacuum line
(single-diaphragm distributors) or
vacuum lines (dual-diaphragm distributor), and p l u g ~ h edisconnected vacuum
line(s).
3. Connect a timing light to the
No. 1 cylinder spark plug wire. Install an engine speed tachometer.
4. Start the engine and adjust
the initial ignition timing to specifications by rotating the distributor
in the proper direction.
5. Check the centrifugal advance
for roper operation. Start the engine
and accelerate it to approximately
2000 rpm. If the ignition timing advances, the centrifugal advance mechanism is functioning properly. Note
the engine speed when the advance
begins and the amount of advance.
Stop the engine.
6. Unplug the carburetor source
vacuum line and connect it to the
distributor vacuum advance unit
(outer diaphragm on dual diaphragm
distributors). Start the engine and
accelerate it to approximately 2000
rpm. Note the engine speed when the
advance begins and the .amount of
advance. Advance of the ignition
timing should begin sooner and advance farther than when checking the
centrifugal advance alone. Stop the
engine.
7. Check the vacuum retard operation on dual-diaphragm distributors.
Connect the intake manifold vacuum
line to the inner (retard) diaphragm
side of the vacuum advance. Operate
the eng-ine at normal idle speed. The
initial timing should retard to approximately TDC, to 3 degrees ATDC
on G T engines if the initial ignition
timing is correct. On other engines
it will g o as low as 6 degrees ATDC
(degrees after top dead center).
8. If the vacuum advance or
vacuum retard (dual-diaphragm distributors) is not functioning properly
(refer to steps 6 and 7 above), remove the distributor and check it
on a distributor tester. Replace the
deal diaphra'gm unit if the retard
portion is not to specification, the
advance portion cannot be calibrated
to specifications, or either of the
diaphragms are leaking. Unplug and
reconnect the distributor vacuum
lines. Remove the timing light and
tachometer.
L

SPARK PLUG WIRE
REPLACEMENT
When removing the wires from
the spark plugs, grasp, twist and pull
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FIG. 26 - Typical Six-Cylinder Engine lgnition Wiring

FIG. 28 - Filing Spark Plug
Electrodes

FIG. 29 - Checking Spark Plug Gap
in a clockwise direction in the firing
order (1-5-3-6-2-4) starting at the
No. I socket.
3. Install the coil high tension
lead. Push all insulator boots into
position.

ALL V-8 E N G l N E S

FIG. 27 - Typical V-8 Engine lgnition Wiring
the moulded cap only. Do not pull
on the wire because the wire connection inside the cap may become
separated or the boot may be damaged.
170 A N D 200 S I X

The ignition wiring i~~stallation
for these engines is shown in Fig. 26.

Removal
1. Disconnect the wires a t the
spark plugs and at the distributor
cap.

2. Remove the coil high tension
lead. Clean and inspect the wires
(Part9-1, Section 3).

Installation
1. Connect the wires to the proper
.
.
spark plugs.
2. Install the boots on the distributor end of the wires, and install
the wires in the correct sockets in the
distributor cap. Be sure the wires are
forced all the way down into their
sockets and that they are held firmly
in position. The No. I socket is
identified on the cap. Install the wires

The ignition wiring installation is
shown in Fig. 27.

Removal
1. Disconnect the wires from the
spark plugs and distributor cap.
2. Pull the wires from the brackets
on the valve rocker arm covers and
remove the wires.
3. Remove the coil high tension
lead. Clean and inspect the wires
(Part 9-1, Section 3).

Installation
1. Insert each wire in the proper
socket of the distributor cap. Be sure
the wires are forced all the way down
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into their sockets. The No. I socket
is identified on the cap. Install the
wires in a counterclockwise direction
in the firing order (1-5-4-2-6-3-7-8)
starting at the- No. 1 socket. Cylinders are numbered from front to rear;
right bank 1-2-3-4, left bank 5-6-7-8.
2. Remove the brackets from the
old spark plug wire set and install
them on thenew set in the same relative positim. Instal! the wires in the
brackets on the valve rocker arm
covers (Fig. 27). Connect the wires
to the proper spark plugs. Install the
coil high tension lead. Be sure the
No. 7 spark plug wire is positioned

2. After loosening each spark
plug one or two turns, clean the area
around each spark plug port with
compressed air; then remove the spark
plugs.
3. Clean the spark plugs (Refer ru
Section 3 of this Part). Dress the
electrodes with a small file to obtain
flat, parallel surfaces on both electrodes (Fig. 28). Set the plug .gap to
specifications by bending the ground
electrode (Fig. 29). All spark plugs
(new or used) should have the gap
checked and reset as required.

INSTALLATION

in the bracket as shown in Fig. 27.
SPARK PLUGS

REMOVAL
1. Remove the air cleaner and
duct as necessary. Remove the wire
from each Spark plug by grasping,
twisting and then pulling the moulded cap of the wire only. D o not pull
on the wire because the wire connection inside the cap may become separated or the weather seal may be
damaged.
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1. Install the spark plugs and
torque each plug to specifications
(Part 8-5).
When a new spark plug is installed
in a new replacement cylinder head,
torque the plug to new plug specifications (Part 8-5).
2. Connect the spark plug wires.
3. Install the air cleaner and duct.
RESISTANCE WIRE
REPLACEMENT

1. Disconnect the battery.

2. Disassemble the cluster housing from the instrument panel to expose the main instrument panel wiring.
3. Looking through the cluster
opening near the center of the instrument panel, locate the single female
connector with the red-green stripe
and the red-yellow stripe wire. Disconnect the pink resistor wire and cut
as close to the harness as possible.
4. Connect the new resistor wire
assembly and route through the existing retainers along the harness to
the multiple connector on the left
hand side of the dash panel. Use tape
to supplement the existing retainers
to prevent wire from hanging loosely.
5. Cut the damaged pink resistor
wire approximately 1 inch from the
multiple connector and tape to the
red-green stripe wire for the purpose
of insulation.
6. Cut the red-green stripe wire
approximately I inch from the taped
portion and assemble a bullet terminal to each of the wire ends. Assemble a double connector between the
two wire ends. Connect the remaining
end of the new resistor wire into the
double connector.
7. Connect the battery.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

SPARK PLUGS

Examine the firing ends of the
spark plugs, noting the type of deposits and the degree of electrode
erosion. Refer to Fig. 30 for the various types of spark plug fouling and
their causes.
Clean the plugs on a sand blast
cleaner, following the manufacturer's
instructions. D o not prolong the use
of the abrasive blast as i t will erode
the insulator and electrode.

Clean the electrode surfaces with
a small file (Fig. 28). Dress the electrodes to obtain flat parallel surfaces
on both the center and side electrodes.
Examine the plug carefully for
cracked or broken insulators, badly

pitted electrodes, and other signs of
failure. Replace as required.
DISTRIBUTORS

Soak all parts of the distributor
assembly (except the condenser,
breaker point assembly, lubricating
wick, vacuum diaphragm, distributor base oil seal and electrical wiring) in a mild cleaning solvent or
mineral spirits. Do not use a harsh
cleaning solution. Wipe all parts that
can not be immersed in a solvent
with a clean dry cloth.
After foreign deposits have been
loosened by soaking, scrub 'the parts
with a soft bristle brush.. D o not use
a wire brush, file, or other abrasive
object. Dry the parts with com-

pressed air.

Examine the bushing surface(s)
of the distributor shaft and the bushing(~)for wear.
Inspect the distributor cam lobe
for scoring and signs of wear. If an./
lobe is scored or worn, replace the
cam assembly.
Inspect the breaker plate assembly
for signs of distortion. In addition,
on the dual advtince distributor, inspect the stationary sub-plate for
worn nylon contact buttons. Replace
the breaker plate assembly if it is
defective.
The breaker point assembly(ies)
and condenser (if so equipped) should
be replaced whenever the distributor
is overhauled.
Inspect all electrical wiring for
fraying, breaks, etc., and replace any
that are not in good condition.

.
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Check the distributor
cracks or other damage.

9-2 1

base for

Check the diaphragm housing,
bracket, and rod for damage. Check
the vacuum line fitting for stripped
threads or other damage. Test the
vacuum fittings, case, and diaphragm
for leakage as explained under Distributor Tests. Replace all defective
parts.
The breaker point assembly consists of the stationary point bracket
assembly, breaker arm and the primary wire terminal.
Breaker points should be inspected, cleaned and adjusted as necessary. Breaker points can be cleaned
with chloroform and a stiff bristle
brush. Replace the breaker point assembly if the contacts are badly burned or excessive metal transfer between
the points is evident (Fig.31). Metal
transfer is considered excessive when
it equals or exceeds the gap setting.

DRY FLUFFYCARBON
DEPOSITS ON INSULATOR

OPERATING HEAT RISER
OR EXCESSIVE IDLING.
CAN BE CLEANED.

A HOTTER PLUG.

DISTRIBUTOR CAP
Clean the distributor cap with a
soft bristle brush and mild cleaning
solvent or mineral spirits. Dry the
cap with compressed air. Inspect the
cap for cracks, burned contacts, permanent carbon tracks or dirt or corrosion in the sockets. Replace the
cap if it is defective.

GRAY, BLACK, YELLOW
OR TAN DEPOSITS OR A
.FUSED GLAZED COATING
ON THE INSULATOR TIP.
CAUSED BY HIGHLY
LEADED GASOLINE. CAN
BE CLEANED.

ERODED OR WORN
CAUSED BY NOR
CAN BE CLEANED.

Clean the rotor with a soft bristle
brush and mild cleaning solvent. or
mineral spirits. Dry the rotor with
compressed air. Inspect the rotor for
cracks or burning. Replace the
rotor if it is defective.
SECONDARY WIRING

Wipe the wires with a damp cloth
and check for fraying, breaks or
cracked insulation. Inspect the terminals and boots for looseness or
corrosion. Replace any wires that are
not in good condition.

Wipe the coil with a damp cloth
and check for any cracks or other
defects.

FIG. 30 - S p a r k Plug Inspection
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Any discoloration other than a frosted slate
grey shall be considered as burned points.

Incorrect voltage regulator setting.
Radio condenser installed to the distributor
. side of the coil.
Ignition condenser of improper capacity.
Extended operation of the engine at speeds
other than normal

FIG. 37 - Breaker Point Inspection
RE/
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ACCESSORY
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INTAKE MANIFOLO
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lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 170 and 200 Engine With lmco
and Automatic Transmission-Without Air Conditioning
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DUAL-DIAPHRAGM
DISTRIBUTOR

FIG. 33-Ignition Vacuum Schematicand Manual-Shift Transmission-Falcon

170 Engine With Thermactor

RED STRIPE
I

DUAL-DIAPHRAGM
DISTRIBUTOR

B3OW-A

FIG. 34 - lgnition Vacuum Schematicand Manual-Shift Transmission

200 Engine With Thermactor
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AIR CLEANER VACUUM OVERRIDE

RED STRIPE

DlSTRlBUTaR
VACUUM
CONTROL
VALVE

GREEN STRIPE
D

.

FILTER
FITTING
NIPPLE

2-V CARBURETOR

DUAL-DIAPHRAGMDISTRIBUTOR

FIG. 35 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 2 8 9 2-V and 3 0 2 2-V With lmco
and Automatic Trans- mission-Without Air Conditioning

AIR CLEANER VACUUM OVERRIDE

DUAL-DIAPHRAGM
DISTRIBUTOR

83075.).

FIG. 36 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 2 8 9 2-V and 3 0 2 2-V with Imco,
Automatic Trans- mission, and Air Conditioning

,
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AIR CLEANER VACUUM OVERRIDE

RED STRIPE

SINGLE.DIAPHRAGM DISTRIBUTOR

FIG. 37 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic-

302 4-V with Imco, Automatic
Transmission, and Air Conditioning(0ptional) Except Fairlane

FIG. 38 - Ignition Vacuum Schematic-

289 and 302 V-8 With

Thermactor, Manual-Shift Transmission, and Air Conditioning (Optional)
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FIG. 39 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic-

390 2-V (Premium Fuel) With
Imco, Automatic Transmission;and Air Conditioning-Cougar

RED STRIPE

II

I

I

83096 - A

FIG. 40 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic-

3.90 2-V With Imco, Automatic

Transmission and 'Air Conditioning (optional)-~airlan'e and ~ o n t e i o
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FIG. 4 7 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 390 GT With Thermactor and
Automatic Transmission- Without Air Conditioning- Except Falcon

REAR-INTA KE
MANIFOLD FITTING

OR CAPPED

-

FIG. 42
lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 390 4-V and GT With Ther rnactor,
Manual-Shift Transmission, and Air Conditioning (Optional)Except Falcon
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FIG. 43 - lgnition Vacuum Schematic- 427 HP With Thermactor and
Automatic Transmission- Without Air ConditioningExcept Falcon
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DESCRIP'TION AND OPERATION

IGNITION SYSTEM
The 1968 engine ignition systems
are basically the same as in past model
years, but some new features have been
incorporated. Improvements to the
distributor timing advance and retard
mechanisms, in combination with the
leaner carburetor air-fuel ratios,
provide for the required reduction in
exhaust gas contaminants on Imco engines. Thermactor engines employ
additional means of exhaust emissions
control. New features in the ignition
system are:
Dual Diaphragm Vacuum Advance
Distributor
Distributor Vacuum Control Valve

Distributor Vacuum Advance Control
Valve
Vacuum Sources for Distributor
Vacuum Advance Units
All distributors are equipped with
both vacuum and centrifugal advance
units. The vacuum advance governs the
ignition timing (spark advance) during
low engine speeds (rpm) or low engine
loadings. The, centrifugal advance,
in combination with the vacuum
advance, control the ignition timing
at higher engine speeds or heavy
engine loadings to provide the correct
~gnitiontiming for maximum engine
performance. A dual-diaphragm vacuum advance is used on some engines
to provide additional ignition timing
retard during engine operation.

DUAL ADVANCE
DISTRIBUTOR-SIN GLEDIAPHRAGM VACUUM
ADVANCE
The distributor has two independently operated spark advance
systems. A centrifugal advance mechanism (Fig. I), located below the
stationary sub-plate assembly, has
centrifugal weights that move inward
or outward with changes in engine
speed. As engine speed increases the
centrifugal weights cause the cam to
advance or move ahead with respect
to the distributor drive shaft. The
rate of advance is controlled by
calibrated weight springs.
The vacuum advance has a springloaded diaphragm connected to the

DISTRIBUTOR CAP

COIL HIGH TENSIW WIRE TERMINAL
AM ASSEMBLY

CAM ASSEMBLY
MOVABLE BREAKER PLAT

DJUSTING BRACKET

CONTROL SLOT

STATIONARY

VACUUM

B 2706-8

DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT

FIG. ]-Advance

Mechanisms-Dual

Advance Distributor With Single Vacuum Diaphragm
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breaker plate assembly. The diaphragm
is actuated against the spring pressure by vacuum pressures. When the
vacuum , increases, the diaphragm
causes the movable breaker plate to
pivot on the stationary sub-plate. The
breaker point rubbing block, which
is positioned on the opposite side
of the cam from the pivot pin, then
moves opposite to distributor rotation
and advances the spark timing. As
the movable breaker plate is rotated
from retard ,position to full-advance
position, the breaker point dwell decreases slightly. This is caused by
the breaker point rubbing block and
the cam rotating on different axes.

DISTRIBUTOR DUALDIAPHRAqM VACUUM
ADVANCE
On dual-diaphragm vac"um advance
distributors, the centrifugal advance
unit is the same, as on single-diaphragm vacuum advance distributors.
The dual-diaphragm unit consists of
two independently operating diaphragms (Fig. 2). The outer (primary).
diaphragm utilizes carburetor vacuum
to advance ignition timing. The inner
(secondary) diaphragm is actuated by
intake! manifold vacuum to provide
additional ignition timing retard
during periods of closed throttle

deceleration and idle, thereby assisting in the reduction ,of exhaust system
hydrocarbons.
The outer diaphragm is coupled to
the movable breaker plate much the
same way as in single-diaphragm distributors. An increase in vacuum
pressure moves the diaphragm against
the advance diaphragm spring tension,
causing the movable breaker plate to
pivot opposite to distributor rotation.
Thus, an ignition timing is advanced,
and this is calibrated to occur during normal road-load operatio?, but
not during deceleration or idle.
When intake manifold vacuum is applied to the inner diaphragm (retard),
it moves inward toward the distributor.
This allows the advance diaphragm
spring to move the advance diaphragm
causing the movable breaker plate to
pivot in the same direction as distr~butor rotation. This retard of
the ignition timing occurs during engine idle or deceleration

The distributor vacuum control valve
is installed in the coolant outlet elbow
to sense engine coolant temperatures.
Normally, the valve connects two
ports, normal source vacuum at the
carburetor and the distributor port.
During periods of prolonged .idle,
should the engine temperature rise
above normal, the valve closes the
normal source vacuum port and connects the distributor port to the
alternate source vacuum port. On
some engines the latter port is
capped with a filter, thus sensing
ambient pressures. The advanced
ignition timing causes an immediate
increase in engine speed which will
continue until the engine temperature
returns to
normal.
Distributor
vacuum system schematics for the
various engine systems are shown in
Figs. 32 thru 43 (Part I of this
manual).

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM
ADVANCE CONTROL
VALVE

DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM
CONTROL VALVE
The distributor vacuum control
valve (temperature sensing valve) is
incorporated in the distributor vacuum advance supply line to provide
advanced ignition timing under
certain engine operating conditions.

-

On the 240 six-cylinder engine,
a distributor vacuum advance control
valve (deceleration valve) is incorporated in the distributor vacuum system to provide additional control of
the ignition timing. This device is
used in conjunction with the dual-

RETARDDIAPHRAGMATFULLRETARDPLATE RESTING ON STOP

AMOUNTOFTRAVELFOR RETARDDWPHRAGMPLATE RESTING AT 00 RETARD

MANIFOLD VACUUM CONNECTION
ADVANCE DIAPHRAGM IN
F U L L ADVANCE POSITION

FULLVACUUM ADVANCE

FULLVACUUMRETARD
ADVANCE DIAPHRAGM

CARBURETOR

VACUUM ADVANCE SPRING

DISTRIBUTOR BASE

.

,

VACUUMADVANCE ANDRETARDDIAPHRAGMSATREST

FIG.2-Dual-Diaphragm

Vacuum Advance Mechanism.
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diaphragm vacuum advance unit. Normally, the outer (advance) diaphragm
is connected to a vacuum port on the
carburetor. During deceleration periods
when intake manifold rises above a
specific valve, the deceleration valve

2

closes off the cacburetor vacuum and
provides direct intake manifold vacuum to the distributor outer diaphragm. This permits maximum
ignition timing advance to prevent
afterburning or popping in the engine
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exhaust system. When the vehicle
slows down and the engine is operating at idle, the deceleration valve
shuts off the intake manifold vacuum
and opens the carburetor vacuum to
the distributor.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

BREAKER POINT AND/OR
CONDENSER REPLACEMENT

The replacement procedures are
covered in Part 9- 1, Section 2.
V A C U U M ADVANCE UNIT
REPLACEMENT-SINGLEAND
DUAL-DIAPH R A G M
REMOVAL

I. Remove the distributor cap
and the rotor.
2. Disconnect the vacuum line(s).
3. Remove the spring clip that
szcures the diaphragm link to the
movable breaker plate.
4. Remove the advance unit retaining screws, and carefully remove the
advance unit.
INSTALLATION

1. Install

the

advance unit

on

the distributor and place the
phragm link in position.
2. Install the spring clip
secures the diaphragm link to
movable breaker late. Install
advance unit retaining screws.
3. Install the vacuum line(s).
4. Install the rotor and the
tributor cap.

diathat
the
the

dis-

BREAKER PLATE AND/OR
SUB-PLATE REPLACEMENT

Refer to Figs. 3 and 4 for the
proper location of parts.
REMOVAL

1. Remove the distributor cap and
the rotor.
2. Remove the breaker point assembly, the condenser, and the vacuum diaphragm.
3. Working from the inside of the

VACUUM DIAPHRAGM

\

BREAKER PO!NT

ASSEMBLY

distributor, pull the ,primary wire
through the opening in the distributor.
4. Remove the spring 'clip, the flat
washer, and the spring washer securing the breaker plate to the sub-plate.
5. Remove the sub-plate retaining
screws and lift both plates out of the
distributor.
INST A L L A T I O N

1. Place the breaker plate in position on the sub-plate.
2. Install the spring washer, the
flat washer, and the spring clip that
secures the breaker plate'to the subplate.
3. Install the sub-plate hold down
screws (the ground wire should be
under the sub-plate hold down screw
near the primary wire opening in the
distributor).
4. Working from the inside of the
distributor, push the primary wire
through the opening in the distributor.
5. Install the breaker point assembly, the condenser and the vacuum
diaphragm.
6. Install the rotor and the distributor cap.
C A M A N D CENTRIFUGAL
ADVANCE M E C H A N I S M
REPLACEMENT
REMOVAL

GROUND

IRE

/

DISTRIBUTOR &SING

FIG. 3-Breaker
Distributor

Plate Installed-

COND~NSER

I

BREAKER ~ O I N TAND
CONDENSER PLATE

6-Cylinder Engine Dual-Diaphragm

1. Remove the distributor cap and
the rotor.
2. Working from the inside of the
distributor, pull the primary wire
through the opening in the distributor.
3. Remove the sub-plate retaining
screws and lift the plate assembly
out of the distributor.
4. Mark one of the distributor
weight springs and its brackets. Also
mark one of the weights and its pivot
pin.
5. Carefully unhook and remove
the weight springs.
6. Lift the lubricating wick from
the cam assembly. Remove the cam

GROUP 9 - Ignition .System
assembly retainer and lift the cam assembly off the distributor shaft. Remove the thrust washer.
7. If replacing the weights, remove the weight retainers and lift the
weights out of the distributor.

GROUND W I R E

VACUUM DIAPHRAGM

\

\

SUB-PLATE

INSTALLATION

1. If the weights were removed, fill
the grooves in the weight pivot pins
with distributor cam lubricant (C4AZ19D530-A).
2. Position the weights in the distributor (the marked weight is placed
on the marked pivot pin) and install
the weight retainers.
3. Place the thrust washer on the
shaft.
4. Fill the grooves in the upper
portion of the distributor shaft with
distributor cam lubricant (C4AZ19D530-A).
5. Install the cam assembly. Be

PRIMARY W l R E

DIAPHRAGM LlNK

LlNK SPRING CLIP

sure that the marked spring bracket
on the cam assembly is near the
marked spring bracket on the stop
plate.

If a new cam is being installed,
make sure that the cam is installed
with the hypalon covered stop in the
correct- cam plate control slot. This
can be done by measuring the length
of the slot used on the old cam and
by using the corresponding slot on the
new cam. Some of the cams will have
the size of the slot in degrees
stamped near the slot. I f the wrong
slot is used, an incorrect maximum
advance will be obtained.

Place a light film of distributor
cam lubricant on the distributor cam
lobes. Install the retainer and the

3

CONDENSER WlRE

/

B R E A K E R POINT ASSEMBLY

FIG. 4-Breaker

p l a t e Installed-V-8

wick. Saturate the wick with SAE
IOW engine oil.
6. Install the weight springs. Be
sure that the marked spring is attached to the marked spring brackets.

-

'

82275.9

Engine Single D i a p h r a g m Distributor
through the opening in the distributor.
9. Install the rotor and the distributor cap.
ADJUSTMENTS

7. Install the sub-plate assembly.

8. Working from the inside of the
distributor, push the primary wire

Refer to Part 9-1, Section 2 for
the adjustment procedures.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

INSTALLATION

1. Disconnect the primary wire at
the coil. Disconnect the vacuum advance line at the distributor. Remove
the distributor cap.
2. Scribe a mark on the distributor body and engine block indicating
the position of the body in the block,
and scribe another mark on the distributor body indicating the position
of the rotor. These marks can be used
as guides when installing the distributor in a correctly timed engine.
3. Remove the distributor hold
down bolt and clamp. Lift the distributor out of the block.

1. If the crankshaft was rotated
while the distributor was removed
from 'the engine, it will be necessary
to time the engine. Rotate the crankshaft until No. I piston is on TDC
after the compression stroke. Align
the TDC mark on the timing pointer
with the timing pin on the crankshaft
damper. Position the distributor in
the block with the rotor at the No. I
firing position.

D o not rotate the crankshaft while
the distributor is removed, or it will
be necessary to time the engine.

.

M a k e sure the oil pump intermediate shaft properly engages the distributor shaft. I t may be necessary to
crank the engine with the starter,
after the distributor drive gear is
partially engaged, in order to engage
the oil pump intermediate shaft.

Install,' but do not tighten, the re-

taining clamp and bolt. Rotate the
distributor body counterclockwise
until the breaker points are just starting to open. Tighten the clamp.
2. If the crankshaft has not been
rotated, position the distributor in the
block with the rotor aligned with the
mark previously scribed on the distributor body, and the marks on the
distributor body and engine block in
alignment.
Install the retaining
clamp.
3. Install the distributor cap.
4. Connect the primary wire to the
coi I.
5. Check the ignition timing with
a timing light and adjust to specifications i f necessary. Connect the vacuum lines and check the advance with
the timing light when the engine is
,
.
accelerated.
.I
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MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

T o perform the operations in this
section, it will be necessary to remove
the distributor from the engine and
place it in a vise.

BENCH DISASSEMBLY

The distributor assemblies are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6.

1. Remove the rotor.
2. Disconnect the primary and the
condenser wires from the breaker
point assembly.
DRIVE GEAR-12390

HOUSING-12130
QIL SEAL-12143
DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLYWEIGHT RETAINER-

RETAINER-12177
STATIONARY SUB.PLATE-12151
MOVEABLE BREAKER PLATE-12151

A S P R I N G - 1 2 1 9 1 or 12192
CALIBRATING W

CONOENSER-I2

SPRING WASHER-372395

GROUND WIRE-12264
PRIMARY WIRE-12216

FIG. 5-Distributor

Assembly V-8 Engines
PRIMARY WIRE-12216

SPRING-12191 or 12192
BREAKER POINT
DRIVE GEAR-12390

SPRING WASHER

CLAMP-12144
O-RING SEAL-12143

t

HOUSING-12130

CONDENSER-12300
(CONVENTIONAL
IGNITION SYSTEM ONLY)

SHAFT-12175

FIG. 6-Distributor

Assembly Six Cylinder Engines

GROUP 9 - Ignition System
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11. Lift the lubricating wick from
the cam assembly. Remove the cam
assembly retainer and lift the cam assembly off the distributor shaft. Remove the thrust washer.
12. Remove the weight retainers
and lift the weights out of the distributor.
13. Remove the distributor cap
clamps.

FIG. 7-Gear Pin Removal o r
Installation-Typical

14. If the gear and shaft are to
be used again, mark the gear and the
shaft so that the pin holes can he
easily aligned for assembly. Rempve

the gear roll pin (Fig. 7), and then
remove the gear (Fig. 8).
15. Remove the shaft collar roll
pin (Fig; 9).
16. Invert the distributor and place
it on a support plate in a position
that will allow the distributor shaft
to clear the support plate and press
the shaft out of the collar and the
distributor housing (Fig. 10).
17. Refer to Figs. I I and I2 and
remove the distributor shaft upper
and lower bushings.

FIG. 8-Gear

Removal
BENCH ASSEMBLY

FIG. 10-Shaft

Removal

ORIGINAL S H A F T AND
GEAR

FIG. 9-Collar Pin Removal o r
Installation
3. Remove the breaker point assembly and condenser retaining
screws. Lift the breaker point assembly and condenser out of the distributor.
4. Remove the spring clip that secures the diaphragm link to the
moveable breaker plate.
5. Remove the diaphragm retain'ing screws and slide the diaphragm
out of the distributor.
6. Working from the inside of the
distributor, pull the primary wire
through the opening in the distributor.
7. Remove the spring clip, the flat
washer, and the spring washer securing the breaker plate to the sub-plate.
8. Remove the sub-plate retaining
screws and lift both plates out of the
distributor.
9. M a r k one of the distributor
weight springs and its brackets. Also
mark one of the weights and its pi"ot
pin.
10. Carefully unhook and remove

the weight springs.

1. Oil the new upper bushing, and
position it on the bushing replacer
tool. Install the bushing (Fig. 13).
When the tool bott,oms against the
distributor base, the bushing will be
installed to the correct depth.
2. Burnish the bushing to the proper
size (Fig. 14).
3. Invert the distributor and install
and burnish the lower bushing in a
similar manner.
4. Clean out the bushing: then oil
the shaft and slide it into the distributor body.
5. Place the collar in position on
the shaft and align the holes in the
collar and the shaft. then install a' '
new pin. Install the distributor cap .
clamps.
6. Check the shaft end play with
'
a feeler gauge placed between the
collar and the base of the distributor.
If the end play is not within specifications, replace the shaft and gear.
7. Attach the distributor shaft
supporting tool to the distributor..
Tighten the backing screw in the tool
enough t o remove all shaft end play.
8. Install the assembly in a press.
Press the gear on the shaft (Fig. 1 9 ,
using the marks made on the pear
and shaft as guides to.align the pin
holes.
9. Remove the distributor from the

Tool

FIG. 11-Lower
Typical

Bushing Removal-

press. Install the gear retaining pin
(Fig. 5).
10. Position the distributor in a
vise. Fill the grooves in the weight
pivot pins with a distributor cam lubricant.
11. Position the weights in the dis-
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13. Fill the grooves in the upper
portion of the distributor shaft with
distributor cam lubricant (C4AZ19D530-A).
14. Install the cam assembly. Be

Tool-T57L-12390-A
Detail 3

sure that the marked spring bracket
on the cam assembly is near the
marked spring bracket on the stop
plate.

I f a new cam is being installed,
make sure that the cam is installed
with the hypalon covered stop in the
correct cam plate control slot. This
can be done by measuring the length
of the slot used on the old cam and
by using the corresponding slot on the
new cam. Some of the cams will have
the size of the slot in degrees stamped
near the slot. I f the wrong slot is

FIG. 12-Upper Bushing RemovalTypical

used, an incorrect maximum advance
will be obtained.

Place a light film of distributor
cam lubricant on the distributor cam
lobes. Install the' retainer and the
wick. Saturate the wick with SAE
IOW engine oil.
15. Install the weight springs. Be
sure that the marked spring is attached to the marked spring brackets.
16. Place the breaker plate in po-

FIG. 13-Upper Bushing lnstallation

FIG. 14-Burnishing

Bushing

tributor (the marked weight is placed
on the marked pivot pin) and install
the weight retainers.
12. Place the thrust washer on the
shaft.

sition on the sub-plate.
17. Install the spring washer, the
flat washer, and the spring clip that
secures the breaker plate t o the subplate.
1.8. Install the sub-plate hold down
screws (the ground wire should be
under the sub-plate hold down screw
near the primary wire opening in the
distributor).
19. Working from the inside of the
distributor, push the primary wire
through the opening in distributor.
20. Slide the diaphragm into the
opening in the distributor and place
the link in its position.
21. Install the spring clip that secures the diaphragm link to the
moveable breaker plate.
22. Place the breaker point assembly and the condenser in position
and install the retaining screws. Be
sure to place the ground wire under
the breaker point assembly screw farthest from the breaker point contacts.
Align and adjust the breaker point assembly by following the procedure
in Part 9- I .
23. Connect the primary and condenser leads to the breaker point assem bly.
24. Install the rotor and the distributor cap.
25. Check and adjust (if necessary) the centrifugal and vacuum
advance (Refer to Part 9- 1, Section
1 ).

FIG. 15-Original S h a f t a n d
G e a r lnstallation
Arhar P r e s s R a n

PRESS ON GEAR UNTIL
IT BOT
SPECIFIE

ToolT 6 5 L - 12390 - 6

TIGHTEN SCREW
UNTIL SPECIFIED
E N D PLAY IS
OBTAINED BETWEEN

FIG. 16-New
Installation

Shaft a n d G e a r

NEW S H A F T AND GEARSIX-CYLINDER ENGINES
The shaft and gear are replaced as
an assembly. One part should not be
replaced without replacing the other.
Refer to Fig. 6 for the correct location
of the parts.
1. Follow steps 1, 2, and 3 under
Installing Original Shaft and Gear.
2. Attach the distributor shaft supporting tool to the distributor and
install the assembly in a vise. Insert a
0.003 inch feeler gauge between the
backing screw and the shaft. Tighten
the backing screw on the tool enough
to remove all shaft end play. Remove
the feeler gauge and allow the shaft to
rest on the backing screw. Place the
gear thrust washer in position. Press
the gear on the shaft until it bottoms
on the gear thrust washer (Fig., 16).
Drill a 118 inch hole through the shaft
using the access opening in the gear
as a pilot.
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3. Remove the distributor fromthe
press and remove the support tool.
Install the gear retaining pin (Fig. 7).
4. Complete the assembly by following steps 8 thru 23 under Installing
Original Shaftand Gear.

Specified
Alignment

Tool-T571- 12390-A,
Detail 3

DRlU H INCH
HOLE THROUGH

NEW SHAFT AND GEAR
-V-8 ENGINES
The shaft and gear are replaced
as an assembly. One part should not
be replaced without replacing the
other. Refer to Fig. 5 for the.correct
location of the parts.
1. Follow steps I, 2, 3, and 4 under Installing Original Shaft and
Gear Conventional Ignition System
Distributor.
2. Attach the distributor shaft supporting tool to the distributor and
install the assembly in a vise. Insert
a 0.024-inch feeler gauge between
the backing screw and the shaft.
Tighten the backing screw on the
tool enough to remove all shaft end

ToalT571-12390-A,

TIGHTEN SCREW
ENOUGH TO

81387-D

FIG. 77-New
Installation-V-8

Shaft a n d G e a r
Engines

play. Remove the feeler gauge and
allow the shaft to rest on the backing screw. Slide the collar on the

shaft. While holding the collar in
place against the distributor base
(Fig. 17). drill a 118-inch hole through
the shaft using the access opening
in the collar as a pilot.
3. Position the gear on the end of
the shaft. Install the assembly in a
press.
4. With the backing screw on the
support tool tightened enough to remove all end play, press the gear on
the shaft to the specified distance
from the bottom face of the gear to
the bottom face of the distributor
mounting flange (Fig. 17). Drill a
118-inch hole through the shaft lising
the hole in the gear as a pilot.
5. Remove the distributor from
the press and remove the support
tool. Install the collar retaining pin
(Fig. 7) and the gear retaining pin
(Fie.
. " 7).
6 . complete the assembly by following steps 9 thru 25 under Installing Original Shaft and Gear.

PART 9-3-Specifications
E N G I N E TUNE-UP SPECIFICATIONS
Refer to Engine Tune-Up Specifications (Part 8-5) for the following in-vehicle ignition system adjustment specifications: i n i t i a l ignition
timing; distributor point gap; distributor dwell angle; spark plug number and gap; and spark plug torque.
Refer t o the Technical Service Bulletins for the latest information and changes i n specifications.

DISTRIBUTOR GENERAL I N F O R M A T I O N
Rotor Air Gap
Voltage Drop
(Max.)

Point
Voltage Drop
(Max.)

Engine

170-200
289/302
390 3
7.5 KV
390 4'
390 5 )
390 ,b
427
1
Measured with distributor removed.
Distancefrombottomof m o u n t i n g f l a n g e t o b o t t o m o f gear.
3
Standard Transmission.

Breaker Arm

Distributor
Shaft
End Play 1 .
.022-,033
,024,035
,022,033
,022-,032
.022-,032
,022,033
,022,032

Spring
Tension (Dz)

17-21

*'
9

s

Gear
Location
3

4.0314.038
3.0714~078
3.071-3.077
3.07141078
3.0714.078 -' 3.071-3.077

'

Automatic Transmission.
Premium Fuel (2-V)
GT

COIL, CONDENSER A N D P R I M A R Y CIRCUIT RESISTOR SPECIFICATIONS
Condenser
Primary
Circuit
Resistor

Coil
Primary
Resistance (Ohms)
Secondary
Resistance (Ohms)
Amperage Draw
(Engine Stopped)
Amperage Draw
(Engine Idling)

1.40-1.54
(75°F)
76004800
(75°F)
4.5

Resistance
(Ohms)

1.30-1.40
(75°F)

2.5

Capacity
(Microfarads)
0.214.25

Minimum
Leakage
(Megohms)
10

Maximum
Series
Resistance
(OHMS)
1

0.214.25

10

1

-

-

-

0.214.25

10

1

DISTRIBUTOR APPLICATIONS
Distributor Type and Number I
Dual Advance

Dual Advance

Engine
170
200
289 (2V)
302 (4V)
390 (2V)
Reg. Fuel
390 (2V)
Prem. Fuel

Vehicle
Application
Falcon
Falcon, Fair lane,
Cougar, Mustang
Falcon, Mustang
Falcon, Montego
Mustang, Cougar
Fair lane, Cougar,
Montego
Cougar

Standard
lransmission

-

Automatic
Transmission

Standard
Transmission
C8DF-A
C8DF-C

Automatic
Transmission
CSDF-B
C8D F- D

-

-

-

C8ZF. D

C8TF- F
C8ZF-A

C8OF-C
-

-

C7AF-AA

C8AF- M

-

-

C8W F.B

-

-

-

GROUP 9 - Ignition System
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DISTRIBUTOR APPLICATIONS (Continued)
Distributor Type and Number (1)

- Dual Advance

Vehicle
Mplication

Engine

I

390 G T

Dual Advance
Dual Vacuum Diaphragm
Automatic
Standard
Transmission
Transmission

.

Single Vacuum ~ i a p h r a g h
Standard
Automatic
Transmission
Transmission

I

Fair lane, Montego,
b u ~ a r Mustang
.
427 (4V)
Fair lane, Montego,
C70F- F
Mustang, Cougar
3 The basic distributor number (12127) is stamped on the distributor housing. The number used should agree with the above.

-

DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE SPEClFlCATlONS

...

Distributor

Crankshaft
Advance At
2000 Engine
RPM With
D~stributor
Vacuum Line
Connected

C8DF-A

23 1/2-32 1/2

C8DF.B

C8DF-C

C8D F-D

C8TF.F

C80 F.C

21 1/2-30 1/2

3342

26 1/2-35 1/2

25-34

30-39 1/2

Crankshaft
Advance At
2000 Engine
RPM With
Distributor
Vacuum Line
Disconnected

Vacuum Advance
Set Test Stand t o 0" at 1000 Distributor rpm
and 0 Inches of Mercury.
Advance
Max. Adv.
Vacuum
(Distributor or
(Camshaft
(Inches of
Degrees)
Camshaft Degrees)
Mercury)
5
0-1
10
3 6
15
5 1/24
8
12 1/2-16 1/2
2o
5 1/24
5 1/24
25

7 1/2-11 1/2

13-17

9 1/2-13 1/2

7-1 1

12-16 1/2

25

0-3
6 3
7 3 1/2
7 3 112
7-9 1/2

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
6 3 / 4 3 1/2
10-12 1/2
10-12 1/2
10-12 1/2

5
10
15
2o
25

0-1
6 1 / 2 3 1/2
8 1/2-11
8 1/2-11
8 1/2-11

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
2-5
5 3 / 4 4 3/4
8-1 1
9-1 1 1/2

11 1/2

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
2-5
5 3 / 4 4 3/4
8 1/4-11
9-11 1/2

11 1/2

5
10
15

2o

9 1/2

12 1/2

11

Centrifugal Advance
Set Test Stand t o 0' at 250 Distrjbutor rpm
and 0 Inches of Mercury.
Max. Adv.
Advance
(Camshaft
(Distributor or
Distributor
Camshaft Degrees)
Degrees)
rpv
0-1/2
350
0-2
500
3-5
750
14
6 1 / 4 4 1/4
1000
8 3/4-11
1500
2000
10 1/2-13
0-1/2
350
500
0-1/2
750
1-3
14
1000
3 3 / 4 6 3/4
1500
8 1/4-10 1/2
2000
12-14
350
0-1/2
0-2
500
3 1 / 4 4 1/4
750
14
6 1 / 2 4 1/2
1000
8 1/4-10 1/2
1500
9 1/2-12
2000
350
0-1/2
0-1 1/4
500
2 3 / 4 4 3/4
750
14
4 3 / 4 4 3/4
1000
1500
9-11 1/4
2000
12-14
0-1/2
350
500
0-1 /2
11
750
0-2
1000
3 1 / 2 4 1/2
1500
7-9
2000
8 3/4-11
350
0-1/2
500
0-1 3/4
14
4 3 / 4 6 3/4
750
1000
6 4 1/4
1500
8-10 114
10-12 1/2
2000

.

-
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DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)

Distributor

C8ZF-A

CSZF-D

C8AF. M

C7AF-AA

C8W F-B

CSOF-D

Crankshaft
Advance At
2000 Engine
RPM With
Distributor
Vacuum Line
Connected

27-36

20112-29112

27-36

29 1/2-38

30-39

31-40

Crankshaft
Advance At
2000 Engine
RPM With
Distributor
Vacuum Line
Disconnected

Vacuum Advance
Set Test Stand to 0" at 1000 Distributor rpm
and 0 Inches of Mercury.
Vacuum
Max. Adv.
Advance
(Inches of
(Distributor or
(Camshaft
Camshaft Degrees)
Mercury)
Degrees)

11-15

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
4 3/44
8-10 112
8-10 112
8-10 112

71/2-11 112

5
1D
15
20
25

0-314
1-4
5 1 / 2 4 112
6 1/24

7-1 1

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
4 - 6 314
9 1/4-12 114
10-12 112
10-12 112

12 1/2-15

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
4 114-7
8 112-1 1 112
8 1/2-11 112

10114

5
10
15
20
25

0-314
1-4 314
7-10
9 1/2-12 112
10-12 112

12 112

17-21

5
10
15
20
25

0-314
1 3 / 4 4 314
6 314-9 112
7 4 112
7 4 112

9 112

5
10
15
20
25

0-1
1 - 4 314
7-10
8-1 1

10 112

9

-

12 112

11 112

-

-

C70F- F

35-43

19-21

-

11

Centrifugal Advance
Set Test Stand to 0" at 250 Distributor rpm
and 0 Inches of Mercury.
Advance
Max. Adv.
Distributor
(Distributor x
(Camshaft
Camshaft Degrees)
Degrees)
rpm
350
0-112
500
3!4-2 314
5 114-7 114
11
750
5.112-7 112
1000
1500
6 1 / 4 4 112
7 4 112
2000
.O-112
350
0-112
500
750
11
1-3
3 3 / 4 4 314
1000
1500
6 1 / 4 4 112
2000
7-9 112
350
0-1 12
1/24? 112
500
2 1 / 4 4 114
750
11
1000
3 1 / 2 4 112
1500
5 3 / 4 4 114
8 1/4-10 314
2000
350
0-112
112-1 112
500
14
750
5 1 / 4 6 114
1000
6 114-7 112
1500
8 1 / 2 4 314
2000
10 1/2-12
350
0-1 12
500
0-1 112
14
3 1 / 4 4 114
750
5 -7
1000
7 1 / 4 4 314
1500
9 3/4-12 114
2000
0-112
350
3/44? 314
500
7 112-9 112
16
750
8 1/2-10 112
1000
10 1/4-12 112
1500
2000
12-14 112
350
0-112
500
2-3
750
8 112-9 112
16
1000
9 1/2-10 112
1500
11 1/4-12 112
13-14-L/2
2000

GROUP 9 - Ignition System
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15

5-6

5.6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5- 6

209

5-6

5.6

5.6

5- 6

5-6

5-6

s

a

5-6

-

5.6

-

5-6

5-6

-

5-6

2 1123 112
21123 112

-

Set test stand t o 0" at 1000 distributor rpm and 0 inches of Mercury.
Maximum retard at 20 inches of Mercury.

SPECIAL TOOLS
Tool Description
Breaker Point Aligning Tool
Breaker Point Spring Tension Scale
Bushing Burnisher
Bushing Installer
Bushing Remover
Distributor Puller
Distributor Puller Adapter
Distributor Holding Clamp
,

Tool No.
KD-111 or 'TK.419-A
12151
12132
T57L. 12120.A or 12132.A
12132-H
T66L- 121.32.A
T66L-12132-8
758L-12132-8

Tool Description
Distributor Testers
Drive Gear Installing Fixture
Drive Gear Remover K i t
Ignition Oscilloscopes
Pin Removing Fixture
Tach.Dwell Tester
Timing Light

Tool No.
AR E-236 or ARE-1416
T52L- 12390:DED and T65L- 12390-B
T52L.1290-C
AR E-27-55 or ARE-881
T52L-12131.CAD
AR E-27-44
13-07

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
T t e 1968 car engines .incorporate
a closed positive crankcase ventilation
system and an exhaust emission system to control engine emissions within Government specifications.
To maintain the required exhaust
emission.levels;,the carburetor must be
kept in good operating condition and
adjusted to specifications. .
Additional engine performance
checks are required to keep the exhaust
emissions at the specified minimum
pollutant level. Refer to the applicable
owners manual for these performance
checks and the recommended intervals.
To ensure satisfactory performance
of the 1968 engines, many of the en:
gine test and adjustment procedures

1

have been changed, particularly on the
igniticm and fuel systems. Thus, when
performing tests, adjustments or repairs to the engine, ignition system or
fuel system, i t is essential to follow the
procedures and specifications in Croup
8,9 and 10 of this manual.

This part covers general fuel system diagnosis, tests, adjustment and
repair precedures. In addition, the
cleaning and impection procedures
are covered.
For fuel system component removal, disassembly, assembly, installation. and major repair procedures, refer to the pertinent part of this group.
Complete engine tune-up specifications, including engine, ignition and

fuel system components, are covered
in Part 8-5. All other specifications
for fuel system components are covered in Part 10-1 1.
The carburetor identification tag
is attached to the carburetor. The
basic 'part number for all carburetors
is 9510. To procure replacement parts.
it is necessary to know the part number prefix and suffix and, in some instances, the design change code (Fig.
1).
Always refer to the Master 'Parts
Catalog for parts usage and inteichangeability before rep!acing a carburetor or a component part for a
carburetor.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

DIAGNOSIS

TESTS

FUEL TANK, LINES AND
FILTER

Water and dirt that accumulate in
the fuel tank can cause a restricted
fuel line or filter and malfunction of
the fuel pump or; carburetor. Condensation, which is the greatest source
of water in the fuel tank, is formed
by moisture in the air when it strikes
the cold interior walls of the fuel tank.
If repeated .fuel filter restriction
build-up is encountered, the fuel tank
should be removed and flushed, and
the line from the fuel pump to the
tank should be blown out with compressed air.
Leakage in the fuel inlet line can
cause low suction and capacity conditions, in addition to the loss of fuel.
A restricted fuel tank vent can
cause low fuel pump pressure and
volume may, in some instances, result in collapsed inlet line hoses or a
collapsed fuel tank.
Refer to Fuel Pump, Tank and
Lines Diagnosis Guide (Fig. 65) for
fuel system complaints and causes.
FUEL P U M P

Incorrect fuel pump pressure and
low volume (capacity or flow rate)
are the two most likely fuel pump
troubles that will affect engine performance. Low pressure will cause a
lean mixture and fuel starvation at
high speeds and excessive .pressure
will cause high fuel consumption and
carburetor flooding. Low volume will
cause fuel starvation at high speeds.
Refer to Fuel Pump, Tank and

F U E L P U M P TESTS

To determine that the fuel pump is
in satisfactory operating condition,
tests for both fuel pump pressure and
fuel pump capacity (volume) should
be performed.
The tests are performed with the
fuel pump installed on the engine and
the engine a t normal operating temperature and at idle speed.

/

ASSEMBLY

CODEYEAR, MONTH AND WEEK

DESIGN CHANGE
02955-0

FIG. j Typical C a r b u r e t o r
Identification T a g
Lines Diagnosis. Guide (Fig. 40) for
the causes of fuel pump performance
complaints.
CARBURETORS
Prior to performing an extensive
diagnosis of carburetor malfunction
on a Thermactor exhaust emission
control equipped vehicle, disconnect
the air bypass valve vacuum sensing
and air supply lines at the intake
manifold. Plug the manifold connections to prevent leakage. Normal fuel
system diagnosis procedures can then
be.perf or med.

Dirt in the fuel and air passages.
improper idle adjustments, and improper fuel level are the major sources
of carburetor troubles.
Refer to Carburetor Diagnosis
Guide (Fig. 64) for the causes of
carburetor complaints.

Before the tests, make sure the replaceable fuel filter has been changed
with the recommended maintenance
mileage interval. When in doubt,
install a new filter.
PRESSURE TESTS

Refer to Fuel System Specifications,
Part 10-10, and note the fuel pump
pressure and capacity (volume) design tolerances.
1. Remove the air cleaner assembly. Disconnect the fuel inlet line or
the fuel filter at the carburetor. Use
care to prevent combustion due to
fuel spillage.

2. Connect a pressure gauge. a
restrictor and a flexible hose (Fig. 2)
between the fuel filter and the carburetor.
3. Position the flexible hose and
the restrictor so the fuel can be discharged into a suitable, graduated
container (Fig. 2).
4. Before taking a pressure reading operate the engine at the specified
idle rpm (Part 8-5) and vent the
system into the container by opening
the hose restrictor momentarily.
5. Close the hose restrictor, allow
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HOT AND COLD-TYPE AIR
INTAKE SYSTEM TESTS
Failure of this system to function
will affect the vehicle exhaust emission control system and may result
in failure of the vehicle to meet Federal emission regulations as well as affecting driveability.
To determine whether the system is
functioning properly. the following
procedure should be used.
Duct a n d Valve A s s e m b ! ~

FIG. 2-Typical

Fuel Pump Pressure a n d C a p a c i t y Test Equipment

the pressure to stabilize, and note the
reading. Refer to Specifications, Part
10-10.
I f the pump.pressure is not within
specifications, and the fuel lines and
filter are in satisfactory condition,
the pump is defective and should be
replaced.
I f the pump pressure is within
specifications, perform the test for fuel
capacity (volume).

THERMOSTAT

l AIR

ANE

Capacity (Volume) Test
With the fuel pump pressure within
specifications, test the capacity (volume) as follo.ws:
1. Operate the engine at the specified idle rpm.
2. Open the hose restrictor and expel the fuel into the container (Fig. 2),
while observing the time required to
expel one pint; then close the restrictor. One pint or more of fuel should
be expelled within the specified time
limit (Part 10-10).
I f the pump volume is below specifications, repeat the test using an auxiliary fuel supply and a new fuel filter.
I f the pump volume meets specifications while using the auxiliary fuel
supply, check for a restriction in the
fuel supply from the tank and for the
tank not venting properly.

1. With the duct assembly installed on the vehicle, cold engine. and
ambient temperature in the engine compartment of less than 100 degrees F.
the valve plate should be in the heat
on position (Fig. 3).
2. I f the plate is not in the
heat on position. check for possible
interference of plate and duct which
would cause the plate to bind in its
given travel. Correct. if interference
is present, by realigning thc plate.
3. Remove the duct and valve assembly from the vehicle.
4. Immerse the duct assembly in
water so that the thermostat capsule
is covered with water.

HOT AIR

FIG. 3-Duct

BJIII-A

a n d Valve Assembly in Heat-On Position-Warm-up

eCOLDl AIR

BJII~-A

FIG. 4-Duct

a n d Valve Assembly in Heat-Off Position-Warm

Engine

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
VACUUMMOTOR PLATE

5. Raise the water temperature
to 100 degrees F, allow 5 minutes to
stabilize temperature, and observe the
valve plate position. The correct position should he in the heat on position (Fig. jj.
6. lncreaee the water temperature
to 135 degrees F, allow five minutes
to stabilize the temperature, and observe the v-lve plate. The valve plate
should be In the heat off position
(Fig. 4).
If the valve plate does not meet
the requirements as outlined in steps
5 and 6, and no plate and duct interference i$ observed, the duct and valve
assembly should be replaced.

MOTOR R O D

tir
CLOSED

FIG. 5-390

VACUUM MO

INTAKE MANIFOLD
VACUUM

POSITION
GT Air Valve a n d Varuum Motor Assembly

AIR

Duct a n d Valve Assembly w i t h
V a c u u m Motor Attached Directly
t o Air Cleaner-390
GT Only
In additi,on to checking the duct
and valve assembly, the vacuum motor
that is attached to the air cleaner
should be checked for functional operation.
1. Start the engine, observe the
vacuum motor plate. It should be fully
closed (F.ig.,S).
2. Disconnect the vacuum hose at
the vacuum motor. The plate should
be in the full-open position.
3. If the positiol~s a s , described,
are not ~ b t a i n e d ,check for interference and alignment of plate and motor
rod and vacuum from the hose at the
vacuum motor (minimum of 15 inches
hg.).
I f vacuum is no' availah~e,check
the hose and connection for ledks.
4. I f thq vacuurn motor mire still
remains in one position, remove the
vacuum motor from .the alr cleaner,
connect it to another vacuum source
to confirm that vacuum motor is not
operating. If the motor rod does not
move when vacuum is a ~ p l i e d ,the
motor is defective and should be
replaced.
5. Reassemble the motor to the
air cleaner and repeat steps I and 2.

FIG. 6-Duct

a n d Valve Assembly in Partial Heat-On Position-Cold

Acceleration

.
'

Duct a n d Valve Assembly V a c u u m
Override System,
.
1. With the duct assembly installed on the vehicle, cold engine, and
ambient temperature in the engine compartment less than 100 degrees F, the
valve plate should be in approximately "
112 heat on position (Fig. 6).
2. If the plate is not in the
above position, check for possible in-

terference of plate, duct, and/or vacuum motor which would cause the
plate to bind in its given travel. Correct, i f interference is present, by realienine
the d a t e or vacuum motor
.as required.
3. Start the engine and observe
the valve plate position while the
engine is still cold. The correct position for the plate is in the full heat
on position. .Align the plate or vacuum motor i f interference is noted.
4. If the valve plate remains only
in the 112 heat 04 or. up position, as
observed in step, I, remove the vacuum hose at the- override vacuum motor and check for vacuum at the hose
(rninimum of 15 inches hg at idle).
5. If the vacuum is less than 15
inches hg, check for vacuum leaks in
the hose and hose connection.
6. When the vacuum meets specification, reconnect the hose to the
override motor and again with underhood temperature less than 100 degrees F, observe the valve plate position.
7. I f .the plate still remains only
in the 112 heat on position and there
is no interference between the valve
plate, duct, or vacuum motor rod, the
vacuum motor should then be removed
and connected to another vacuum
source.
8. If the motor rod moves a mini-

-

mum of 112-inch, the motor is functional and should be reassembled into
the duct assembly and a check made
for interference and misalignment and
a check of the thermostat bulb should
be made as outlined under Duct and
Valve Assembly.
9.' I f ttie motor rod does .not 'move
a minimum of 112-inch, the motor is
defective and should be replaced.
After assembling the replacement motor into the,duct assembly, a check
should be made as outlined in steps
I thru 5 to be sure alignment is correct and no interference exists.

CARBURETOR TESTS
Accelerating
Test

Pump

Discharge

1. Remove the air cleaner (Part
10-7).
2. Open the primary throttle
plates and observe the fuel flow from
the accelerating pump discharge nozzles. If the system is operating correctly, a quick steady stream of fuel will
flow from the discharge nozzles.

Power Valve Tesh
1

A power valve test can be perform-

'
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ed only on the Autolite Models 2100
2-V and Holley Model 4150 4-V carburetors.
O n the Autolite Models l I 0 0 I - V ,
4300 4-V and the Carter Model Y F
I-V, the power valve piston assembly
is replaced only by Ford-authorized
carburetor rebuilders.
A power valve must not be replaced unless i t is leaking sufficiently
t o cause an unadjustable rough engine idle condition. Fuel accumulation
i n the power valve cover does not
necessarily indicate a defective power
valve. Fuel vapors w i l l be drawn into
the vacuum side of the power
valve and condense during periods of
deceleration. Leakage in the power
valve area can be caused by a n improperly tightened cover or defective
gaskets. Any defect in the gasket sealing qualities must be corrected before
the power valve is replaced.
I f power valve leakage is suspected,
the following test procedure must be
performed.
Autolite M o d e l
Carburetor

2100

2-V

I. Remove the carburetor from
the intake manifold. Invert the carburetor.
2. Remove the glass bowl from
the fixture (Fig. 7). F i l l the bowl halffull of water. Install the bowl on the
fixture.
3. Connect a line from the vacuum pump to the fitting on top of
the fixture. Insert the large O D end
of the wand into the tube and attach
the other end of the tube to the fitting

2
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tem. I f no bubbles are seen, the power valve, gaskets and cover are sealing
properly.

CONNECT TO VACULM PUMP

Holley M o d e l 4 150-C 4-V
Carburetor

.

Twl-TS'L-9906A
h i 1 17

83176-A

FIG. 7-Typical
Autolite
C a r b u r e t o r Power V a l v e Test f o r
Model 2100 2-V
on the side of the fixture. Slip the
rubber gasket (furnished with the tool)
over the small O D end of the wand.
Hold this end against the power valve
vacuum pick-up port (Fig. 7).
4. Look for bubble formations i n
the water i n the bowl. A continuous
stream o f hubbles indicates leakage
through the power valve diaphragm or
gasket, or the cover or gasket.
I f leakage is encountered. the power valve, power valve gasket, cover,
and cover gasket should be replaced
one at a time with a new part and the
test repeated until the source of leakage has been found. I f the source
of leakage can not be found, the gasket
seats are damaged and the defective
parts should be replaced.
A few bubbles may be noticed immediately upon attaching the vacuum
line. The bubbling should stop within
approximately 15 seconds or after the
air has been removed from the sys-

1. Remove the secondary fuel
bowl and secondary metering block
from the carburetor.
2. Install the fuel bowl. metering
block, and gaskets on the adapter
plate (Fig. 8). Be sure the fuel bowl
screws are properly tightened.
3. Remove the glass bowl from the
fixture and fill i t half-full of water.
4. Install a bowl on the fixture.
5. Connect a line from a vacuum
CONNECT TO VACUUM

FIG. 8-Typical Holley C a r b u r e t o r
Power Valve Test
pump to the fitting on top of the fixture.
6. Connect a line from the adapter plate to the fitting on the side of
the fixture.
7. Follow step 4 under Power Valve
Tests for the Autolite Model 2100 2-V
Carburetor.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS
I D L E SPEED A N D F U E L
MIXTURE
T o help assure that 1968 Ford M o tor Company vehciles operate within
the limits of Government regulations
governing exhaust emission,all carburetors are equipped with idle fuel mixture adjusting limiters. The limiters
control the maximum idle fuel richness
and help prevent unauthorized persons
from making overly rich idle'adjustments. There are two types of idle
limiters: external and internal.
The external-type plastic idle
limiter cap installed on the head of
the idle fuel mixture adjusting screw(s)
is used on all Autolite carburetors.

Any adjustment made on carburetors
having this type of limiter must be
within the range of the idle adjustins limiter. Under no circumstances
are the idle adjusting limiters or the
limiter stops on the carburetor to be
mutilated or deformed to render the
limiter inoperative. On Autolite model 2100 2-V carburetor; the power valve
cover must be installed with the limiter stops on the cover i n position to
provide a positive stop for the tabs
on the ~ d l eadjusting limiters (Fig. 9).
The internal needle-type Timiter
used on the Carter Model Y F I - V
(Fig. 10) and Holley Model 4150 C
4-V carburetor is located in the idle
channel which is not externally visible.
The limiter is installed and sealed during manufacture.

IDLE ADJUSTING LIMITERS

LIMITER STOPS

8 3 1I ~ - A

FIG. 9 - ~ ~ t ~ ~
l i t ~~2 1 0 0d2-v ~
Limiters and Limiter
View
A satisfactory idle should be obtainable within the range of the idle
adjusting limiters. i f all other engine

l
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IDLE ADJUSTING LIMITER

SEAL

Model YF 1-V
Sealed ldle Adiusting Limiter

'FIG. 10-carter

FIG. 14-dash pot-Typica1
Installation

systems are operating within specifications.
At pre-delivery, follow the Normal
Idle Fuel Settings for both Engine
Off and Engine On and step I . of
Additional Idle Speed and Fuel Mixture Procedures. Other fuel system adjustments should not be required at
pre-delivery service.
Following are the normal procedures
necessary to properly adjust the engine idle speed and fuel mixture. The
specific operations should be followed in the sequence given whenever
the idle speed or idle fuel adjustments
are made.
In isolated cases, a satisfactory
idle condition may not be achieved
by performing the normal procedures.
If this occurs, refer to Additional Idle
Speed and Fuel Mixture Procedures.

FIG. I I -Idle

Fuel Mixture
Limiter Caps-Autolite
Carburetors
IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTINGSCREW

IDLE MIXTURE'
LIMITER SEAL

IDLE .MIXTURE ADJUSTING SCREW'

83132.A

FIG. 12-Idle Fuel Mixture
1-V
Adjusting screw'-carter

Normal ldle Fuel SettingsEngine Off

.

.

1. On Autolite (all models) carburetors, set the idle fuel mixture
screw(s) and limiter cap(s) to the fullcounterclockwise position of the limiter cap(s) as illustrated in Fig. 11.
On Carter I-V (Fig. 12) and Holley
4:V .(Fig. 13) carburetors, establish
an initial idle mixture screw setting by
turning the screw inward until it is
lightly seated; then turn it outward
1-112 turns. Do not turn the screw(s)
tightly against the.screw seat, as this
may damage the end of the screw.
If the screw end is damaged,,the screw
must be replaced before a satisfactory
adjustment can be obtained.
2. Back off the idle speed adjusting screw until the throttle plate(s)
seat in the throttle bore (s).
3. Be sure the dashpot (if so equipped) is not interfering with the throttle
lever (Fig. 14).
It may be necessary to loosen the
dashpot to allow the throttle plate to
'seat in the throttle bore:

IDLE MIXTURE ADJUSTING SCREW

FIG. 13-Idle

Fuel Mixture
Adjusting Screws Holley.4-V

83133-A

.

,

,

4. Turn the idle speed adjusting
screw inward until it just makes the
contact with the screw stop on the
, throttle shaft and lever assembly, and
then turn the <crew inward 1 112
turns t o establish a preliminary idle
speed adjustment (Fig. 15).

' -

5. Set' the parking brake while
making idle mixture and speed adjustments.

Normal ldle Fuel SettingEngine O n
1. The engine and underhood temperatures must be stabilized before
idle adjustments are made. Run the
engine a minimum of 20 minutes at
1500 rpm. This can be done by positioning the fast idle screw on the intermediate step of the fast idle cam.
2. Check the initial ignition timing and the distributor advance and
retard as described in Part 9-1.
Use an accurate reading tachometer when checking the initial ignition
timing and idle fuel mixture and speed.
3. On a manual-shift transmissions,
the idle setting must be made only
when the transmission is in Neutral.
On automatic transmissions, the
idle setting is made with the parking
brake on and the transmission selector lever in the Drive range, except
as noted- when using an exhaust gas
analyzer.
4. Be sure the choke plate is in
the full-open position (Fig. 16).
5. On carburetors equipped with
a hot idle compensator or where the
idle compensator is in the crankcase
ventilation hose, be sure the compensator is seated to allow for .proper
idle adjustment (Figs. 17 and 18).
6. Turn the headlights on high
beam, to place the alternator under
a load condition in order to properly
adjust to the specified engine idle
speed during the adjustment procedure.
7. The final idle speed adjustment is made with the air conditioner
turned ON (except on 200 Six and 302
2-V V-8 with automatic transmission
the air conditioner should be OFF).
8. Adjust the engine curb idle rpm
to specifications Part 8-5. The tachometer reading (rpm) must be taken
with the air cleaner installed. On vehicles with less than 50 miles, set the
idle speed approximately 25 rpm below
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with the air cleaner installed.
10. After the final adjustment
of the idle r p m and mixture. stop the
engine and adjust the carburetor fuel
bowl vent valve (Figs. 35 through 38)
to specifications (all but the Carter
model YF I - V carburethr).
UTOLITE MODEL 1100 1-V

A d d i t i o n a l l d l e S ~ e e da n d Fuel
M i x t u r e Procedures

'
FIG. 15-Idle

MODELUPD 4-v

HOLLEY MODEL 4 1 S C 4-V

B317CA

S p e e d A d j u s t i n g Screws

CHOKE PLATE OPEN

FIG. 16 C h o k e Plate i n F u l l - O p e n
Position

FIG. 17-Hot I d l e C o m p e n s a t o r
Installed i n C a r b u r e t o r

HOT IDLE COMPENSATOR

FIG. 18 H o t l d l e C o m p e n s a t o r
Installed i n Crankcase V e n t i l a t i o n
Hose
specifications t o allow for an idle r p m
increase as engine "loosens up" i n the
first I 0 0 miles of driving.
I f i t is not possible to adjust the
idle speed with the air cleaner installed: remove it, make the adjustment.
then replace the air cleaner and check
again for the specified rpm.
9. Turn the idle mixture adiusting screw(s) inward to obtain the
smoothest idle possible within the
range of the idle limiter(s). O n 2-and
4 - ~ ' k n t u r i carburetors. turn the idle
mixture adjusting screws inward an
equal amount.
Check for idle smoothness only

I f a satisfactory idle condition is
not obtained after .performing the
preceding normal idle fuel settings.
additional checks of engine systems
must be performed.
1. The following items should be
checked and. i f required, corrected.
a. Vacuum leak(s) (refer to the distributor vacuum 'system schematics i n
Part 9-1).
b. Ignition system wiring continuity.
c. Spark plugs.
d. Distributor breaker point dwell
angle.
e. Distributor point condition.
f. Initial ignition timing.
I n certain instances. i t [nay be possible that the idle condition is not as
good as normally expected. I t is suggested that the customer with a new
vehicle be advised that the vehicle be
driven 50 to 100 miles. Then. when
the engine friction has been reduced.
the idle condition should be improved. If, after this break-in period. the
idle condition is believed t o be unsatisfactory. readjust the engine idle speed
to specification and observe for a satsifactory idle.
2. I f the idle condition is not improved after the items in Step I have
been checked. ~ e r f o r mthe following
enlgine mechanical checks:
a. Fuel level and fuel bowl vent.
b. Crankcase ventilation system.
c. Valve clearance. using the collapsed tapped method.
d. Engine compression.
3. After verification of all engine
systems has been made, there may
be isolated cases where a satisfactory
idle condition has not been obtained.
due possibly t o a lean idle fuel m i x ture. I f this condition is encountered.
check the air-fuel ratio with the aid
of an exhaust gas analyzer, and adjust
the air-fuel ratio to specific a t 'tons.
U S E OF 'THE E X H A U S T
GAS A N A L Y Z E R
The use of the exhaust gas analyzer is recommended only after the N o r -
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ma1 Fuel Setting Procedures and Additional -Idle Speed and Fuel Mixture
Procedures have been performed and
the engine idle condition is still not
satisfactory.
1. Connect a Rotunda Model A R E
27-5611 or 76 Exhaust Gas Analyzer.
or equivalent A/C-powered unit, in accordance with instructions provided by
the manufacturer. All exhaust gas analyzers must be checked for proper
calibration. Rotunda analyzers must
have a Certified Calibration identification on the face of the instrument.
2. O n a Thermactor-equipped vehicle, disconnect the Thermactor pump
air supply hose a t the air pump o r
the check valve(s). Do not adjust for
the drop in engine idle speed. 'which
occurs when the air supply hose is
disconnected. Note the amount of rpm
drop for use in step 4.
3. Observe the reading obtained
on the exhaust gas analyzer. The analyzer reading must be taken with the
air cleaner installed. Refer to the specifications ( P a r t 8-5) for the specified
minimum air-fuel ratio.
4. Turn the idle mixture adjusting screw(s), as required, within the
range of the idle limiter until the
specified air-fuel ratio is obtained (on
2-and 4-V carburetors. turn the screws
an equal amount). T h e analyzer reading must be obtained with the air
cleaner installed. Correct for any
changes in engine idle speed immediately a s the idle mixture screw(s) are
turned. (Refer to the drop in idle rpm
obtained when the Thermactor air
pump hose(s) were disconnected in
step 2, then correct the idle speed to
the rpm noted.) Allow a t least 10
seconds following each idle mixture
screw adjustment for the analyzer
reading to properly respond and stabilize.
Verify the analyzer reading-Therma1 conductivity exhaust gas analyzers
will give an erroneously rich reading
i f the air-fuel mixture is extremely
lean. T o check for this condition, partially hand choke the carburetor,'or
rapidly open-and close the throttle
three or four times, to enrich the airfuel mixture. The analyzer meter will
reflect the momentary rich condition.
then will deflect in the lean direction
a s the rich condition subsides. and will
gradually return t o a richer reading
as the excessively lean air-fuel ratio is
produced. Vehicles with an automatic
transmission must be in Neutral while
this is being done.
5. I f the air-fuel ratio is to specifications, 'and the various engine systems a r e functioning correctly, no further adjustments should be mgde.

If the air-fuel ratio is not to specifications, as shown. by the analyzer
reading, it may be corrected by altering the controlled limits'of the carburetor idle fuel system. Refer to the
procedures in:
a. Removal and Installation of
Idle Limiter Caps (All Autolite and
Carter 4-V Carburetors).
b. Remove and Installation of
Lead Seal and Readjustment of ldle
Limiter (Carter I -V Carburetor).
c. Enlarging Secondary ldle Discharge Ports (Holley 4-V Carburetor).
REMOVAL AND
INSTALLATION O F IDLE
LlMlTER CAPS (ALL
AUTOLITE CARBURETORS)

IDLE LIMITER

FIG. 19-Idle

Limiter InstallationAutolite C a r b u r e t o r s

1. Remove the plastic limiter
caps by cutting with side-cutter pliers
and knife. After the cut is made, carefully pry the limiter apart. O n some
carburetors, it may be necessary to remove the carburetor to remove the
limiters.
2. After the limiters a r e removed,
set the carburetor to the correct airfuel ratio, using the exhaust gas analyzer.
3. When the air-fuel ratio is within
specifications, install a colored plastic
service limiter cap.
When installing the limiter cap (Fig.
19). use care not to turn the idle mixture screw with the cap. Position the
cap s o that it is in the maximum
counterclockwise position with the
tab of the limiter against the stop on
the carburetor.
T h e idle mixture adjusting screw
will then be a t the maximum allowable
outward, or rich, setting.
T o install the service limiter cap,
use a straight, forward pushing force
with thumb pressure or a 318-inch
socker wrench extension.
4. Recheck the air-fuel ratio with
the air cleaner installed, using the
exhaust gas analyzer t o make sure
the limiter caps a r e properly installed.

REMOVAL AND
INSTALLATION O F T H E
LEAD S E A L AND
READJUSTMENT O F T H E
IDLE LIMITER ( C A R T E R ,
M O D E L Y F 1-V
CARBURETOR)
I. Remove the lead seal covering
the idle limiting needle in the throttle body (Fig. 20) by carefully picking
it out with a sharp-pointed tool. I f
necessary.'drill out the center o f the
lead seal with a 1 /%inch diameter drill
in a pin vise.

831 1 8 - A

IDLE ADJUSTING LIMITER

SEAL

FIG. 20-Idle

Limiter, Seal a n d
ldle Adiusting Screw-Carter 1 -V

Ca.rburetor

2. With the idle adjusting needle
a t the maximum rich setting, slowly
back out the idle limiter, 1/16 turn
at a time, until the specified air-fuel
reading is obtained on the exhaust
gas analyzer.
3. After obtaining the specified
air-fuel reading, install a new lead
seal over the idle limiter. Drive the
lead seal into the hole with a small
punch until the lead just contacts
the head of the screw. After the idle
limiter has been reset and the airfuel ratio and idle condition a r e satisfactory, stamp o r scribe the letter R
on the carburetor identification tag just
above the name A U T O L I T E t o indicate that the carburetor has been reworked.

-

ENLARGING T H E
SECONDARY IDLE
DISCHARGE P O R T S
( H O L L E Y M O D E L 4150-C
4-V C A R B U R E T O R )

I

This
enrichment
alteration
should be performed only after it has
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been firmly established that the rough
idle is caused by a lean condition as
indicated on an exhaust gas analyzer.
I. Remove the carburetor.
2. Enlarge the secondary idle discharge ports with a No. 70 (0.028inch diameter) drill'in a pin vise (Fig.
21). Coat the drill bit with grease and
slowly rotate the drill through the
port. Do not enlarge the ports beyond the specified drill size. After removing the drill, make sure all of the
metal chips are removed.
3. Install the carburetor and adjust the speed and mixture to the specified rpm and air-fuel ratio, using a
tachomkter and exhaust gas analyzer.
After the secondary idle discharge
ports have been enlarged and the airfuel ratio and idle condition are satisfactory, stamp or scribe the letter R
on the carburetor identification tag
just above the name Autolite to indicate that the carburetor has been reworked.
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''

LDJUSTING SCREW-

ADJUSTMENT SCREW

82416.~

FIG. 22-Idle S p e e d Adjustments
Autolite Model 1'1 00 1 - V
FAST IDLE ADJUSTING SCREW

I

0.028.1NCH DRILL

83115-A

FIG. 25-Fast ( c o l d Engine) Idle
S p e e d Adjustment-Holley
Model
Make certain the idle (hot engine)
speed and mixture is adjusted to specification before attempting to set the
fast idle speed.
I. With the engine operating temperature normalized (hot), air cleaner
removed and the tachometer attached,
manually rotate the fast idle cam until the fast idle adjusting screw rests
on the center step on the cam.
2. Start the engine. and turn the
fast idle adjusting screw inward or
outward as required to obtain the
specified idle rpm (Part 8-5).
Carter Model YF 1 - V

FAST IDLE CAM
82595-A

FIG. 23-Fast (Cold Engine) ldle
S p e e d Adjustment-Autolite Model
2 100 2-v

FIG. 2 7 -Secondary ldle Discharge
Ports Enlargement-Holley
Model
41 50-C 4-V C a r b u r e t o r
FAST (COLD E N G I N E ) IDLE
SPEED ADJUSTMENT

ANTI-STALL DASHPOT
ADJUSTMENT
The anti-stall dashpot adjustment
is made with the air cleaner removed
from the vehicle.

All Autolite a n d 4-V Holley
Carburetors
The fast idle adjusting screw (Figs.
22 thru 25) contacts one edge of the
fast idle cam. The cam permits a faster engine idle speed for smoother
running when the engine is cold during
choke operation. As the choke plate
is moved through its range of travel
from the closed to the open position,
the fast idle cam pick-up lever rotates
the fast idle cam. Each position of the

The carburetor must be removed
from the engine to check or correct
the fast idle speed adjustment.
I. Open the throttle plate and
hold the choke plate fully closed to
allow the fast idle cam (Fig. 26) to
revolve to the fast idle position.
2. Close the throttle and use a
drill with a diameter equal to the
specified clearance to check the clearance between the throttle plate and
throttle body bore (Fig. 26). T o adjust
the clearance, bend the choke connector rod in a direction to open or close
the throttle as required.

Autolite Model 1 100 1 -V

FIG. 24-Fast (Cold Engine) ldle
S p e e d Adiustment-Autolite
Model
4300 4-v
fast idle cam permits a slower idle
rpm as engine temperature rises and
choking is reduced.

1. Adjust the throttle position to
the hot idle setting. Turn the dashpot
adjusting screw outward until it is clear
of the dashpot plunger assembly
(Fig. 27).
2. Turn the dashpot adjusting

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
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All Carburetors Except ~ u t o l i t e
Model 1 100 1 -V

CHOKE
CONNECTOR
ROD

FIG. 26-Fast
Adjustment-

.
THT"o";'
H$)T'Ty;E
830384
BORE CLEARANCE

Idle S p e e d
C a r t e r Model YF 1 -V

1. With the eigine idle speed and
mixture properly adjusted, and the engine at normal operating temperature, loosen the anti-stall dashpot lock
nut (Fig. 28).
2. Hold the throttle in the closed
position and depress the plunger with
a screwdriver blade. Measure the
clearance between the throttle lever and
the plunger tip. Refer to Part 8-5 for
the specified clearance. Turn the antistall dashpot in a direction to provide
the specified clearance between the tip
of the plunger and the throttle lever.
Tighten the locknut to secure the ad,justment.
3. Check the accelerating pump
stroke for proper adjustment, i f required. Install the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
+..
,

ADJUST T,O SPECIFIED
. CLEARANCE

thermostatic spring housing. Refer
to the specifications (Part 8-5) for the
proper setting.
1. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, heater hose and
mounting bracket (if so equipped)
from the carburetor, if they have
not been previously removed.
On the AutoliJe Model 4300 4-V
carburetor, loosen the $hoke heat tube
nut. The molded-in fitting on the
thermostatic choke cover must be
held with a wrench while the heat
tube nut is turned.
2. Loosen the thermostatic spring
housing clamp retaining screws. Set
the spring housing to the specified
(Part 8-5) index mark (Fig. 29) and
tighten the clamp retaining screws.
On the Autolite Model 4300 4-V
carburetor, also tighten the choke
heat tube nut while holding the fitting on the choke cover with a wrench.
3. If other carburetor adjustments
are not required, install the heater
hose and mounting bracket (if so
equipped) and the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2) on the carburetor.
THERMOSTATIC SPRING HOUSING INDEX MARK

\

FIG. 28-Typical Anti-Stall Dashpot
Adjustment-All
~ x c e Autolite
~ t
,
Model 1 100 1 -V
AUTOMATIC CHOKE
THERMOSTATIC S P R I N G
HOUSING ADJUSTMENT

FIG. 27-Anti-Stall
Dashpot
Adiustment-Autolite
Model 1 100 1 -V
screw inward until it initally contacts
the dashpot plunger assembly; then,
turn the adjusting screw inward (clockwise) the specified (Part 10-10) number of turns against the dashpot
diaphragm plunger assembly.
3. Check the accelerating pump
lever and stroke for proper adjustment.
Install the air cleaner.

The automatic choke has an adjustment to control its reaction to engine temperature. By loosening the
-clamp screws that retain the thermostatic spring housing to the ,choke
housing, the spring housing can be
turned to alter the adjustment. Turning the housing in a counterclockwise direction will require a higher
therm,ostatic spring temperature (cold
weather operation) to fully open the
choke plate. Turning the spring housing in the opposite direction (clockwise) will cause the choke plate to be
fully open at a lower thermostatic
spring temperature (hot weather operation). This is the Iean direction, as
indicated by the arrow on the choke

CHOKE HOUSING INDEX MARK

g23q.A

FIG. 29-Automatic Choke
Thermostatic Spring Housing
~djustment-~~~ical
ACCELERATING P U M P
ADJUSTMENTS
P u m p Clearance

1. Insert the roll pin in the lower hole position in the lever (Fig. 30).
2. Position the throttle and choke
linkage so that the throttle plate
will seat in the throttle bore. Hold
the throttle plates in the closed position. Position a gauge or drill .of

PAR 10- 1
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the specified thickness (Part 10-10)
between the roll pin and the cover
surface. Bend the accelerating pump
actuating rod to obtain the specified
gauge or drill clearance between the
pump cover and the roll pin in the
pump lever (Fig. 30).
Holly Model 4150C 4-V. Using
a feeler gauge and with the primary
throttle plates in the wide open position, there should be the specified
(Part 10-11) clearance between the
accelerating pump operating lever
adjusting screw head and the pump
arm when the pump arm is fully
depressed
manually
(Fig.
3 1).
Turn the adjusting screw in to
increase the clearance and out to
decrease the clearance. One-half
turn of the adjusting 'screw is equal
to 0.01 5 inch.

FIG. 37-Accelerating Pump
Clearance-Holley Model
4 15 0 C 4-V

WITH THROTTLE PLATE FULLY CLOSED.
INSERT A G a u g e THAT EQUALS THE
SPECIFIED CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE
PIN AND COVER

P W P STROKE
AOJUSTMENT

82399-C

FIG. 32-

Accelerating Pump Stroke
Ad justment-Autolite
Model
1 1 0 0 1-v

10-1 1

Whenever the accelerating pump has
been adjusted, the fuel bowl vent
valve should be checked and, if required, adjusted (Part 10-10).
Autolite Model 1100 I-V. The
pump stroke is controlled by changing
location of the roll pin in the lever
stop hole (Fig. 32).
Autolite Model 2100 2-V. The
primary throttle shaft lever (overtravel lever) has 4 holes and the
accelerating pump link has 2 holes
(Fig. 33) to control the accelerating
pump stroke.
The accelerating pump operating
rod should be in the specified (Part
10-10) hole in the overtravel lever
and the inboard hole (hole closest
to the pump plunger) in the accelerating pump link (Fig. 33).
1. To release the rod from the
retainer clip, press the tab end of
the clip toward the rod; then, at the
same time, press the rod away from
the clip until it is disengaged.
2. Position the clip over the specified hole in the overtravel lever.
Press the ends of the clip together
and insert the operating rod through
the clip and the overtravel lever.
Release the clip to engage the rod.
Autolite Model 4300 4-V. Before
adjusting the accelerating pump
stroke, measure the height of the
pump piston stem as shown in Fig.
34. (Refer to Part 8-5 for the specified
height). Bend the pump control rod
to correct the piston stem height.
If it is necessary to correct the
setting, the pump stroke can be
altered as follows:
RETAIYER CLIP

PUT R M ) IN ,INSIDE HOLE
FAST IDLE SCREW NO'
TOUCHING IDLE CAM
BEN0 ROO FOR
CLEARANCE AOJUSTMENT
82418-A

FIG. 30-Accelerating

Pump
Clearance Adjustment-Autolite
Model 1 1 0 0 1 -V
Pump Stroke

The accelerating pump stroke has
been set to help keep the exhaust
emission level of the engine within
the specified limits. The additional
holes provided for pump stroke adjustment are for adjusting the stroke
for specific engine applications. The
stroke should not be changed from
the specified setting.
If the pump stroke has been changed
from the specified setting refer to
the following instructions to correct
the stroke to specifications.

LINK

OPERATING ROD

IDLE SPEED SCREW

NG. 33-Accelerating Pump Stroke a n d Idle (Hot Engine) Speed Adjustments
-Typical for Autolite Model 2 1 0 0 2-V

GROUP,10 - Fuel System
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BEND ROD
TO ADJUST
HEIGHT

F U E L BOWL V E N T
VALVE A D J U S T M E N T

VENTVALVECLEARANCE

VENTVALVE

The fuel bowl vent valve clearance
is adjustable on all but the Carter
Model Y F I-V carburetor.
Autolite Model 1 100 1 -V

FIG. 34-Accelerating
Stem Height-Autolite
4300 4-V

Pump Piston
~ o d e l

1. Remove the pump pivot pin retainer. Remove pivot pin.
2. Insert the pivot pin into the
specified hole.
The holes in the fuel bowl vent
lever, main body casting and the pump
lever must be in line.
3. Install the pivot pin retainer.
Position the pump rod end into the
pump arm and install the retainer.
4. Adjust the vent valve clearance
(Fig. 35).
Holley Model 4150 C 4-V. Two
positions are provided to adjust
the accelerating pump stroke. Hole
No. 1 provides minimum discharge
and Hole No. 2 provides maximum
discharge. Refer to the specifications
(Part 8-5) for the correct setting.
CLEARANCE

The vent valve adjustment is always
performed after the accelerating pump
adjustment has been completed.
1. With the air cleaner removed,
set the throttle linkage to the hot
idle position. The groove in the vent
valve rod should now be even with the
open end of the vent (Fig. 36). Bend
the arm on the vent valve rod actuating
lever (where it contacts the accelerating pump lever) to align the groove
with the edge of the bore.
2. Install the air cleaner.

FIG. 37-Fuel Bowl Vent Valve
Adiustment-Autolite
Model
2 1 0 0 2-v
Autolite Model 4300 4-V
The fuel bowl vent valve (Fig. 35)
must be adjusted to the specified
clearance. The adjustment can be
made with the carburetor on or off
the engine.
I. Set the throttle plates in the
closed position.
2. Check the clearance between
the vent valve and the valve seat.
3. If it is necessary to reset the
clearance. bend the end of the vent
valve lever downward to decrease the
clearance or upward to increase the
clearance.
Holley Model 4 150 C 4-V

e
9

-

FIG. 36- Fuel Bowl Vent Valve.
Adjustment-Autolite
Model
1100 1-v

Autolite Model 2 100 2-V

Bowl Vent Valve
~ d j u i t m e n t - ~ u t o l i t e Model
4300 4-V

83129-A

NOTCH ON V E N T VALVE ROD TO ALIGN WITH EDGE

BEND LEVER TO OBTAIN CORRECT ROD POSITION

FIG. 35-Fuel

BEND LEVER TO ADJUST CLEARANCE

The vent valve (Fig. 37) must be
closed during normal and wide-open
throttle operation, and open to the
specified clearance (Part 8-5) at
closed throttle or idle operation.
Bend the vent rod at the rod attaching bracket to obtain -the specified
clearance.

The fuel bowl vent clearance must
be adjusted whenever the accelerating
pump lever and/or accelerating pump
stroke adjustments are performed. A
change in the accelerating pump adjustments will affect the fuel bowl
vent valve clearance.
1. With the engine temperature
stabilized and the engine operating
at curb (hot engine) idle speed, check
the clearance between the bottom of
the rubber vent valve and the top of
the fuel bowl at the vent opening
(Fig. 38).
If the clearance is not within specifications (Part 10-1 1) bend the vent
rod to obtain the specified clearance
(Fig. 38).

FUEL LEVEL FLOAT
ADJUSTMENT-WET
Autolite Models 1 100 1 -V
a n d 4300 4-V a n d Carter
Model YF 1 -V
The design of these carburetors

PART 10-1 - G e n e r a l Fuel System Service

B E N D H E R E TO
ADJUST CLEARANCE

J

WITH ENGINE TEMPERATURE STABILIZED
AND ENGINE OPERATING AT CURB IDLE
(HOT E N G I N E I S P E E D , BEND VENT ROO TO
OBTAIN SPECIFIED CLEARANCE
BJIZBA

FIG. 38-Fuel Bowl Vent Valve
Adjustment-Hotley Model
41 50 4-V

FIG. 39-Fuel Level Float
Adjustment (Wet)-Typical
Autolite Model 21 00 2-V

does not permit a wet float setting. The
dry float setting is the final setting
and is made with the air horn assembly removed from the carburetor.
The fuel pump pressure and volume
must be to specifications (Part 10-10)
prior to performing the following adjustments.

correct fuel level (wet) setting.
5. If any adjustment is required,
stop the engine to minimize the hazard
of fire due to fuel spray when the
float setting is distrubed. T o adjust
the fuel level, bend the float tab (contacting the fuel inlet valve) upward
in relation to the original position to
raise the fuel level, and downward to
lower it. Each time an adjustment is
made to the float tab to alter the
fuel level, the engine must be started
and permitted to idle for at least
three minutes to stabilize the fuel
level. Check the fuel level after each
adjustment until the specified level is
achieved.
6. Install a new air horn gasket,
the air horn assembly, carburetor
identification tag and the retaining
screws. Tighten the retaining screws.
Install the air cleaner anchor screw.
7. Check the idle fuel mixture,
idle speed adjustments and the carburetog dashpot (if so equipped). Adjust the carburetor as required.
8. Install the air cleaner assembly
(Part 10-7, Section 2).

Autolite Model 2 100 2-V
1. Operate the engine to normalize
engine temperatures, and place the
vehicle on a flat surface as near level
as possible. Stop the engine.
2. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2) and anchor screw, i f they have
not been previously removed.
3. Remove the air horn retaining
screws and the carburetor identification tag. Temporarily place the air
horn and gasket in position on the
carburetor main body and start
the engine. Let the engine idle for
several minutes, then rotate the air
horn and remove the air horn gasket
to provide accessability to the float
assembly(ies).
4. While the engine is idling, use
a standard depth scale to measure
the vertical distance from the top machined surface of the carburetor
main body to the level of the fuel in
the fuel bowl (Fig. 39). The measurement must be made at least 114
inch away from any vertical surface to assure an accurate reading,
because the surface of the fuel is
concave (higher a t the edges than in
the center). Care must be exercised to
measure the fuel level at the point of
contact with the fuel. Refer to the
specifications (Part 10-10) for the

for
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sight plug opening - 1/16 inch.
2. If the fuel level is satisfactory,
install the sight plug. Do not install
the air cleaner at this time.
3. If the fuel level is too high, stop
the engine, install the sight plug, drain
the fuel bowl and refill it and check
it again before altering the float
setting. This will eliminate the possibility of foregin material causing a
temporary flooding condition. T o
drain the fuel bowl, loosen one lower
retaining bolt from the fuel bowl and
drain the fuel into a suitable container.' InS'tall the bolt and the fuel
lever sight plug, and start the engine
to fill the fuel .bowl. After the fuel
level has stabilized, stop the engine
and check the fuel level.
If the fuel level is too hiah. it
should first be lowered below specifications and then raised until it is just
at the lower edge of the sight plug
opening. If the fuel level is too low,
it is only necessary to raise it to the
specified level. Follow the procedure
under To Lower Fuel Level or To
Raise Fuel Level, whichever is applicable.
T o Lower Fuel Level.
I. With the engine stopped. loosen
the lock screw on top of the fuel bowl
just enough to allow rotation of the
adjusting nut underneath (Fig. 23).
Do not loosen the lock screw or attempt to adjust the fuel level with the
sight plug removed and the engine
running because the pressure in the
line will spray fuel out and present a
fire hazard.
2. Turn the adjusting nut approximately I/2 turn in to lower
the fuel level below spe'cifications (116
turn of the adjusting nut, depending
on direction of rotation. will raise or

Holley Model 4 150 C 4-V
Position the vehicle on a level floor.
Be sure the fuel pump pressure is
within specifications. Operate the
engine until normal operating temperature has been reached.
I. Check the fuel level in each
fuel bowl separately. Place a suitable
container below the fuel level sight
plug to collect any spillover of fuel.
Remove the fuel level sight plug add
gasket and check the fuel level (Fig.
40). The fuel level within the bowl
should be at the lower edge of the

ADJUSTING NUT

82714-A

FIG. 40-Fuel Level Float
Adjustment (Wet) Holley 4-V
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lower the float assembly at the fuel
level sight plug opening 3/64 inch).
3. Tighten the lock screw and
reinstall the fuel level sight plug.
Start the engine. After the fuel level
has stabilized, stop the engine and
check the fuel leveleat the sight plug
opening. The fuel level should be below specified limits. If it is not, repeat
the previous sFeps, turning the adjusting nut an additional amount
sufficient to lower the fuel below the
specified level.
4. Loosen the lock screw and turn
the adjusting nut out in increments of
116 turn or less until the correct fuel
level is achieved. After each adjustment tighten the lock screw, install the
fuel level sight plug and then start
the engine and stabilize the fuel
level. Check the fuel level at the sight
plug opening. Install the sight plug
and gasket.
5. Check the idle fuel mixture and
idle speed adjustments. Adjust the carburetor as required.
T o Raise Fuel Level. Preform steps
1, 4 and 5 under the procedure To
Lower Fuel Level.
F L O A T ADJUSTMENT-DRY
Autolite M o d e l 1 1 0 0 1-V

The dry float fuel level adjustment
for the Autolite Model l I00 I-V carburetor is a final float or fuel level
adjustment.
I. Remove ~ n carburetor
e
air horn
and gasket from the carburetor. Refer to Air Horn to Main Body Gasket
Replacement in this section for the
proper procedure.
2. Measure the distance from the
gasket surface of the upper body (air
horn) to the top of the float (Fig. 41).
I f the float adjustment is not within
the specified dimension, bend the float
arm tab, as necessary, to obtain the
specified dimension. D o not apply

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
Autolite Model 2 1 0 0 2 - V

FIG. 4 7-Fuel
Adjustment-

The dry float adjustment is a preliminary fuel level adjustment only.
The final adjustment (Fuel Level Float
Adjustment-Wet)
must be made
after the carburetor is mounted on
the engine.
With the air horn removed, the float
raised and the fuel inlet needle seated, check the distance between the
top surface of the main body and the
top surface of the float for conformance to specifications (Part 10-1 1).
Take the measurement near the center
of the float at a point 118 inch from
the free end of the float.

Level Float
Autolite M o d e l

1100 1-v
I. Remove the carburetor air horn
and gasket from the carburetor. Refer to Air Horn to Main Body Gasket
Replacement in this section for the
proper procedure.
2. Fabricate a float level gauge
(Fig. 42) to the specified float level
dimension.
3. Invert the . air horn assembly,
and check the clearance from the top
of the float to the bottom of the air
horn with the float level gauge (Fig.
42). Hold the air horn a t eye level
when gauging the float level. The float
arm (lever) should be resting on the
needle pin. Bend the float arm as
necessary to adjust the float level
(clearance). D o not bend the tab at
the end of the float arm, it prevents
the float from striking the bottom
of the fuel bowl when empty.
4. lnstall the carburetor air horn
and a new gasket on the carburetor.
Refer,toCarburetor Air Horn to Main
Body Gasket Replacement (in this section) for the proper procedure.

Depress the float tab to seat the
fuel inlet ineedle. The float height
is measured from the gasket surface
of the main body with the gasket removed. If necessary, bend the tab

on the float to bring the setting
within the specified limits. This
should provide the proper preliminary
fuel level setting.

TAB (LOW FUEL L E V E L )

\
TOUCH AT THIS POINT

pressure on the fuel inlet.needle. The
viton tip of the fuel inlet needle may
be damaged through undue pressure exerted on it and cause an improper fuel level within the bowl.
3. lnstall the carburetor air horn

B2590-A

FIG. 43-Fuel
Level Float
Adjustment (Dry) Autolite ~ o d e l

2 1 00 2-v
Autolite Model 4 3 0 0 4-Vfloat a n d ~ u x i l i a ~ ~ a l v e

and a new gasket on the carburetor.
Refer to Carburetor Air Horn to Main
Body Gasket Replacement (in this section) for the proper procedure.
Carter M o d e l YF -1- V
FLOAT

The dry float fuel level adjustment for the Carter Model Y F I-V
carburetor is a final float or fuel level
adjustment.

I f the cardboard float gauge is
used place the gauge in the corner
of the enlarged end section of the
fuel bowl (Fig. 43). The gauge should
touch the float near the end, but
not on the end radius.

GAUGE
B3035 -A

FIG. 42-Fuel
Adjustment-

Level Float
Carter M o d e l YF

1 -V

To simplify parallel setting of
the dual pontoons, refer to Fig. 44 for
the construction of an adjustable
float gauge and a float tab bending tool.
I. Adjust gauge to ,the specified
height.
2. Insert gauge into the air horn
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outboard holes (Fig. 45).
3. Check the clearance and alignment of the pontoons to the. gauge.
Both pontoons should just touch the
gauge for the proper setting. Align
the pontoons i f necessary by slightly
twisting the pontoons.
If it is necessary to adjust the
float clearance, bend the primary
needle tab downward to raise the
float and upward to lower the float.
To bend the tabs with the float
bending tool, the procedure is as
follows:
To Raise the Float. Insert the open
end of the bending tool to the RIGHT
side of the float lever tab and between the .needle and float hinge.
Raise the float lever off the needle
and bend the tab downward.
To Lower the Float. Insert the open
end of the bending tool to the LEFT
side of the float -lever tab, between
the needle and float hinge. Support
the float lever and bend the tab upward.
Auxiliary Valve Setting. Check the
auxiliary valve clearance (Fig. 45).
If it is necessary to adjust the auxiliary valve and float tab to the
specified clearance, use the bending
tool shown in Fig. 44.

BEND TAB TO RAISE OR LWER FLOAT
FLOATS SHOULD JVST CONTACT GAUGE

/

INSTALL FLOAT PIN
F R THIS
~ SIDE

FIG. 45-Float

SECONDARY THROTTLE'
PLATE ADJUSTMENTHOLLEY MODEL 4150 C
4-v
1. Hold the secondary throttle
plates closed.
2. Turn the secondary throttle
shaft lever adjusting screw (stop
screw) out (counterclockwise) until
the secondary throttle plates stick
in the throttle bores (Fig. 47).
3. Turn the screw in (clockwise)
until the screw JUST contacts the
secondary lever.
4. Turn the screw (clockwise) the
specified distance (Part 10-10).

ROD, 8" LONG

028s~-0

The drv
preliminar;
only. The
Level Float

Gauge and Bending Tool Details-Autolite

float adiustment is a
fuel level adjustment
final adjustment (Fuel
Adjustment-Wet) must

~ o d e 1 4 3 04-V
0

the fuel bowl inverted (Fig. 46).

ADJUST BOTH NUTS TO FLOAT
HEIGHT SPECIFICATIOHS

Holley Model 4 150 C 4-V

02860-C

and Auxiliary Fuel Valve Setting-Autolite

TWO 3/16" HOLES
TWEEN CENTERS

FIG. 44-Float
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Model 4300 4-V

be performed after the carburetor is
installed on the engine.
As a preliminary adiustment, adjust the fioat so that thicenter of the
float is an equal distance from the
top and bottom of the fuel bowl with

SECONDA RY THROTTLE
AIR VALVE AUTOLITE
MODELS 4300 4-V
The air valve spring adjustment should
not be changed from the original
setting. If it is necessary to remove
the spring and housing for any reason,
scribe index marks on the air valve
spring housing and air horn casting.
On installation, assemble the spring
housing to the original setting.
CHOKE PLATE
CLEARANCE (PULLDOWN)
AND FAST IDLE CAM
LINKAGE ADJUSTMENT

Autolite Model 1 100 1-V
The automatic choke fast idle cam

GROUP 10 - Fuel System

1.0-16

SPECIFIED SIZE D r i l l or G o u g e
B E T W E E N C H O K E P L A T F A N D U P P E R BODY
'HROTTLE L E V E R IN FAST IDLE POSITION
(FAST IDLE SCREW AGAINST COLD
POSITION ON FAST IDLE CAM)

\

T U R N ADJUSTING NUT UNI IL CENTER

OF FLOAT IS A N EQUAL DISTANCE
FROM TOP A N D BOTTOM OF BOWL
WITH F U E L BOWL I N V E R T E D

FIG. 46-Float Adjustment (Dry)
-Holley Model 4150 C 4-V

82414-8

FIG. 48-Choke Plate Clearance (Pull-Down) Adjustment-Autolite
Model 1100 1-V
contact the swivel on the choke lever assembly.

Autolite Model 2 100 2-V
OPERATING DIAPHRAGM LEVER

B1437-A

FIG. 47-Secondary Throttle Plate
Adjustment-Holley Model
41 50 C 4-V
linkage must be properly adjusted'before performing the choke plate clearance (pull-down) adjustment, because the position of the pull-down
rod is one of the determining factors
affecting the throttle-to-choke opening
relationship.
1. Insert a gauge pin or drill
of the specified clearance (Part 10-1 1)
thickness between the throttle plate
and the side of the throttle bore. Hold
the throttle plate against the gauge
pin or drill (Fig. 48). Close the
choke plate and turn the fast idle
screw inward until it just contacts
the fast idle cam. ,
2. Place a drill or gauge of the
same thickness as the specified clearance (Part 10-10) between the choke
plate and the upper body wall (Fig.
48). Close the choke plate on the
drill or gauge and hold it securely.
3. Close the throttle until the
fast idle screw touches the fast idle
cam. Adjust the plastic nut to just

1. Remove the air cleaner (Part
10-8), then remove the choke thermostatic spring housing from the carburetor. To remove the thermostatic
spring housing with the carburetor
installed on the engine, refer to Thermostatic Spring Housing and Gasket Replacement in this section.
2. Bend a wire gauge of the specified diameter (Part 10-10) at a
90 degree angle approximately 118inch from one end.
3. Block the throttle about halfopen so the fast idle cam does not
contact the fast idle adjustment screw,
then insert the bent end of the wire
gauge between the lower edge of the
piston slot and the upper edge of the
right hand slot in the choke housing
(Figs. 49 and 50).
4. Pull the choke piston lever
counterclockwise until the gauge is
snug in the piston slot. Hold the wire
gauge in place by exerting light
pressure on the choke piston lever.
Check the choke plate clearance (pulldown) between the front of the plate
and the wall of the air horn. Adjust
the choke plate to the specified clearance (Part 10-10).

Set the fast idel cam clearance.
Refer to Fast (cold engine) Idle Speed
in this section.
On the Autolite M o d e l 2100 2-V
carburetor turn the choke plate clevis
adjusting nut as required to obtain
the specified choke plate clearance
(Part 10-10).
On the Autolite M o d e l 4300 (4-V)
carburetor, adjust the choke plate
clearance to specifications (Part 1010) by bending the adjusting arm
on the choke shaft lever. Bend the
lever downward to increase or upward
to decrease the clearance.
5. Install the gasket and thermostatic spring housing on the choke
housing. Install the spring housing
retainer and screws.
6. Rotate the spring housing counterclockwise (rich direction) to align
the center index mark on the choke
housing with the index mark on the
spring housing. Rotate the spring
housing an addition 90 degrees
counterclockwise
(Fig. 51) and
tighten the retaining screws.
7. On the Autolite M o d e l 2100
2-V carburetor check the clearance
between the Front of the choke plate
and the air horn wall. Turn the
fast idle cam lever adjusting screw
(Fig. 51) inward to increase the
clearance and outward t o decrease
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the clearance. Make sure the fast
idle screw stays at the index mark
on the fast idle cam during the
adjustment.
On the Autolite Model 4300 4-V
carburetor, position the fast idle
speed adjusting screw end on the kickdown (center) step of the fast idle
cam. Check the clearance between the
lower edge of the choke plate and the
air horn wall. Turn the fast idle adjusting screw inward to increase the
clearance or outward to decrease the
clearance. Make sure the fast idle
speed adjusting screw stays at the
kickdown step of the fast idle cam
during the adjustment.
8. Set the thermostatic choke
housing to the specified index mark
(Part 8-5) and tighten the retaining screws.
9. If the choke plate clearance
and fast idle cam linkage adjustment
was performed with the carburetor on
the engine, adjust the engine idle
speed and fuel mixture. Adjust the
anti-stall dashpot (if so equipped).
DECHOKE CLEARANCE
B3175A

FIG. 49-Choke
-Autolite

Plate Clearance (Pull- Down) Adjustment (Typical)
Model 2 1 0 0 2-V

CHOKE PLATE

Autolite Model 4 3 0 0 4-V

1. Open the throttle plate to the
wide-open throttle position and hold.
2. Rotate the choke plate towards
the closed position until the pawl
on the fast idle speed lever contacts
the fast idle cam (Fig. 52).
3. Check the clearance between
the lower edge of the choke plate and
the air horn wall.
4. Adjust the clearance to specfications by bending the pawl on
the fast idle speed lever forward to
increase or backward to decrease the
clearance.

Carter Model YF I - V

FIG. 50-Choke
Model 4 3 0 0 4-V

Plate Pull-Down and Fast Idle Cam Adjustment-Autolite

1. Remove the air cleaner (Part
10-7). then remove the choke thermostatic spring housing from the carburetor. To remove the thermostatic
spring housing with the carburetor
installed on the engine, refer to Thermostatic Spring Housing and Gasket Replacement in this Section.
2. Hold the throttle plate fully
open and close the choke plate as far
as possible without forcing it. Use
a drill of the proper diameter to check
the clearance between the choke
plate and air horn (Fig. 53).
3. If the clearance is not within
specifications, adjust by bending the
arm on the choke trip lever. Bending
the arm downward will increase the

.
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tarpo OF SPECIFIED CLEARANCE SIZE \

1
ADJUST SCREW TO OBTAIN SPECIF'IED
CLEARANCE BETWEENCHOKE
PLATE AN: AIR HORN

and gasket from the carburetor. Refer
to Air Horn to Main Body Gasket Replacement in this section for the proper
procedure.
2. With the throttle plate closed,
press down on the end of the diaphragm shaft (Fig. 54). until it bottoms
in the vacuum chamber. Check the position of the metering rod well, and the
metering rod arm should contact the
lifter link at the lifting lug and at the
diaphragm shaft.
3. If iecessary, bend the metering
rod pin flange (on the metering rod
arm) up-or'down to properly position
the metering rod.
4. Install the .carburetor air horn
and a new gasket.on the carburetor.
Refer to Carburetor Air Horn to Main
&BodyGasket-Replacement (in this sec&on)for the proper procedure.
METERING ROD ARM
DIAPHRAGM SHAFT,

/ If

METERING RO

FIG. 51-Fast
21002-v .

Idle Cam Linkage Adjustment (Typical)-Autolite
TANG (CHOKE
LEVER AND SHAFT:

Model

CHOKE TRlP
L E V E R ARM

METERING ROD WELL

82976 A

FIG. 54-Metering
ment-Carter

FAST IDLE LEVER

THROTTLE LIN KA'GE
ADJUSTMENT

THROTTLE IN WIDE
OPEN POSITION

FIG. 52-Dechoke
-Autolite

Clearance
Model 4300 4-V,

clearance, and bending it upward
will decrease the clearance. Always
recheck the clearance after making
any adjustment.
4. Install the baffle plate, gasket and thermostatic coil housing.
Be sure the thermostatic spring engages the tang on the choke lever
and shaft assembly.
5. Set the thermostatic choke hous-'
ing to the specified index mark (Part
10-10) and tighten the retaining
screws.
6. If the choke plate clearance
and fast idle cam Zinkage adjustment
was performed with the4.carbbretor
on the engine, adjust the engine idle
speed and fuel mixture. Adjust the

Rod AdjustModel YF 1 -V

Manual-Shift Transmissions

-

C H O ~ ETRlP
LEVER AND PIN
ASSEMBLY

THROTTLE LEVER
(OPEN POSITION)
83037-A

FIG. 53- Dechoke Clearance
-Carter Model YF 1 -V
anti-stall dashpot (if so equipped).
METERING ROD
, ADJ USTMENT-CA RTER
MODEL YF 1-V CARBURETOR
I. Remove the carburetor air horn.

The engine idle speed and fuel mixture (Part 10-1, Section 2) must be
adjusted- to specification (Part 8-5)
prior to performing throttle linkage adjustments.
On vehicles equipped with a bellcrank stabilizer, it will be necessary
to perform a bellcrank stabilizer adjustment before adjusting the throttle
(accelerator) linkage.
Views of the throttle (accelerator)
linkage for the-various vehicle models
are shown in Fig. 55 through 61.
Bellcrank Stabilizer AdjustmentFairlane .and Montego 289, 302 and
390 V-8. Refer to Fias. 59 or 60.for
views of the bellcrank stabilizer for the
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the fast idle cam is not contacting the
applicable car model(s).
fast idlescrewThe bellcrank stabilizer must be
properly adjusted prior to adjusting
3. Check the accelerator pedal
the carburetor throttle (accelerator)
for the specified idle height. Use a
pointed instrument to penetrate the
linkage.
I. Disconnect the retaining clip
floor covering and sound deadner.
and bell crank stabilizer clevis from
Measure the pedal height from the
floor sheet metal to the top of the
the bellcrank assembly.
accelerator pedal cover.
2. Insert a 114-inch drill or an ad4. If the pedal height requires i d justment pin (fabricated out of cold
justment, disconnect the accelerator
rolled steel) through the adjustment
holes in the bellcrank assembly. ~ d - retracting spring and return spring
at the accelerator shaft. Dkconnect
just the bellcrank stabilizer trunnion so
the accelerator control shaft rod. at
that it centers (fits freely) in the bore
the carburetor accelerator shaft lever.
of the bellcrank.
3. Connect the retaining clip and
5. With the carburetor throttle
bellcrank stabilizer trunnion to the bellplate closed, adjust the accelerator
control shaft rod assembled length
crank. Secure the stabilizer into position with the retaining clip. Make
to obtain the specified accelerator
pedal idle height.
sure the clip is positioned securely.
6. Connect the accelerator control
Remove the adjustment pin.
shaft rod so that it centers over the
Accelerator Pedal Idle
retaining ball stud on the carburetor
Height Adjustment
accelerator shaft lever. M a k e sure it
is secure. Install the return spring
Mustang Six. Refer to Fig. 55 for
and accelerator retracting spring.
a view of the accelerator linkage and
All Models Except Mustang Six.
the accelerator pedal specified idle
Refer to Figs. 56 through 61 for views
height for the car model.
of the accelerator linkage and the ac1. Adjust the engine idle (hot encelerator pedal specified idle height
gine) speed (Part 10-1, Section 2) t~
for the applicabie car model (s):
specification (Part 8-5). if required.
1. Adjust the engine idle (hot en2. With the engine stopped, make
sure the carburetor choke plate is
gine) speed (Part 10-1. Section 2) to
fully opened and the carburetor
specification (Part 8-5). i f required.
throttle plate is fully closed. Be sure
2. With the engine stopped, make
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sure the carburetor choke plate is
fully opened and the throttle plate (s)
is closed. Be sure the fast idle cam
is not contacting the fast idlescrew.

3. Check the accelerator pedal for
the specified idle height. M a k e sure
the floor mat is properly positioned
when performing this operation.

4. If the pedal height requires adjustment, disconnect the accelerator
retracting spring at the accelerator
shaft or bellcrank (if so equipped).
Disconnect the accelerator shaft at
the carburetor throttle lever or accelerator bellcrank lever, if so equipped.
5. With the throttle plate(s) closed, lengthen or shorten the assembled
length of the accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod to obtain the accelerator
pedal specified height.
6. Install the retaining clip and
connect the accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod at the carburetor throttle
lever or accelerator bellcrank lever,
if so equipped. M a k e sure the clip is
properly seated. Install the accelerator retracting spring.
Automatic Transmission

The throttle linkage adjustments
for the automatic transmissions are
covered in Group 7.

PEDAL HEIGHT SETTING

9D703 BRACKET MUST BE INSTALLED
AS SHOWN WlTH OFFSET TCWARDS ENGINE

CARBURETOR CHOKE
FULLY OPENED

LYREFERENC
ITH LUBRIPLATE

'OR PAN REFERENCE

LUBRlCATE PIVOTS MARKEDo
WlTH A DROP OF LIGHT ENGINE OIL

7C176 REFERENCE
82898-8

FIG. 55-Throttle

Linkage Adjustment-Mustang

Six

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
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ACCELERATOR BELLCRANK STAalLlZER
BRACKET-9D703
4"-4 - 1 /2"
ADJUST ACCELERATOR SHAFT
TO BELLCRANK ROD -9A702
TO OBTAIN THIS IDLE PEDAL
HEIGHT SETTING WlTH CARBURETOR
CHOKE F U L L Y OPENED

INSULATOR-9B720
INSTALL DRY-USE OF A LUBRICANT
DESTROYS EFFECT OF THIS DAMPER
ACCELERATOR
BE LLCRANK ASSEMBLY-9724

ACCELERATOR PEDAL

IF ROD IS PERMANENTLY BENT
EXCESSIVE DEFLECTION WILL OCC
PREVENTING PROPER OPERATIO
OF THE ACCELERATOR CONTROL

ND PAD ASSEMBLY- 9A799
RICATE HINGE POINTS WITH
LUBRIPLATE

WlTH A DROP OF LIGHT ENGINE OIL

FIG. 56-Throttle

Linkage Adjustment-Falcon,

\.

Montego, Fairlane Ranchero a n d Fairlane Six

AC CELERATOR
RETRACTING
L

4"-4.1/2"

NYLON WASHER-379010.S

BELLCRANK ROD-9A702

SPRING-9737 BLUE

'@;:...*

ACCELERATOR PEDAL
ASSEMBLY-9767

.

9A733 BLUE,

289 AND 302 4V
CARBURETOR

*USED

DKHLRC I

9A733 BLACK

390 4V CARBURETOR

-. .....-

. --

,

~~~~~-9873-@3

ON MODELS 638 . 65B
63D AND
. ~
,~
.65D
...

LUBRICATE
PIVOTS
.
. MARKED-- WITH A DROP OF LIGHT ENGINE OIL

FIG. 57-Throttle

Linkage Adjustment-Mustang

\'s/,
w
and Cougar V-8

....ri..-
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BRACKET-9A733
ACCELERATOR SHAFT ASSEMBLY-9725
ACCELERATOR RETRACTING SPRING-9737
BRACKET-9A733

:.,-:
SPRING-9737

bq
FOR 4-V CARBURETOR

SCREW-31498-S8
LUBRICATE HIN

COTTER PIN-72003.S

WASHER-379010.S

2.66"

RUBBER GROMMET- 37740aS

ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO
BELLCRANK ROD ASSEMBLY-9A702

L
4"-4.1/2"
ADJUST ACCELERATOR SHAFT TOBELLCRANK
ROD-PA702 TO OBTAIN THlS PEDAL HEIGHT
SETTING WlTH THE CARBURETOR CHOKE
FULLYOPENED

SPR ING-9760

SHAFT-9873-

P E D A L HEIGHT SETTING

LUBRICATE PIVOTS MARKED.

FIG. 58-Throttle

WlTH A DROP OF LIGHT ENGINE OIL

--

Linkage Adjustment-Falcon

ACCELERATOR SHAFTTOCARBURE
ASSEMBLY (BELLCRANK)-9A729
CI IP-9826

INSERT .25 DIA.
ADJUSTMENT PIN
THESE (3) HOLES
ADJUSTING THE
BELLCRANK

I
CLIP-9625

V-8

FIG. 59-Throttle

ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO
LCRANK ROD
ROD ASSEMBLY-PA702
ASSEMBLY-PA702
LCRANK
ACCELERATOR SHAFT ASSEMBLY-9725

COTTER PIN-72003.S
ACCELERATOR
ACCELERATOR SHAFT
SHAFT
ASSEMBLY-9725

ADJUST ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO
BELLCRANK ROD-9A702 TO OBTAIN
THIS IDLE PEDAL HEIGHT SETTING

P E D A L HEIGHT SETTING

STABILIZER BRACKET - 9 D 7 9
SCREW- 55876S2 2 REQUIRED

ACCELERATOR SHAFT
TOBELLCRANKROD
ASSEMBLY -9A702

LUBRICATE PIVOTS MARKED.
URUP OF L
l l i H l tENGINE
N G l N t OIL
WlTH A DROP
LIGHT

Linkage Adjustment-Fairlane,

Montego and Fairlane Ranchero

289 and 302 V-8
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+

-

ABlLlZER BRACKET

ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO CARBURE
ASSEMBLY (BELLCRANK)-9AR9

RUBBER GROMMET

ASSEMBLY-9725

ACCELERATOR PEDAL I'AD
AND INSERT ASSEMBLY- 9A 799

LUBRICATE PIVOTS MARKED.

MONTECO, F A I R L M E CT,
M D LUXURY MODELS
ACCELERATOR
2 y r i i L C RBELLCRANKTOCARBURETOR
ANK
TO CARBURETO
THROTTLE LEVER RW-9780

\\

ACCELERATOR
CARBURETOR
ASSEMBLY-9725

.ROD-PA782
.- - .. ..- - TO
. - OBTAIN
.. THIS
. . .. IDLE PEDAL HEIGHT
-

SETTING WlTH CARBURETOR
CARBURETOI CHOKE FULLY OPENED

FIG. 60-Throttle

Linkage Adjustment-Fairlane,

Fairlane Ranchero and Montego 390 V-8

,

ACCELERATOR RETRACTING SPRING-9737
COTTER PIN-720034
ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO
LCRANK POD ASSEMBLY-9A702
WASHER-382263-S
2 REQUIRED

RUBBER GROMMET-3774064
BUSHING-7A440

COTTER PIN-7200j-S

ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO
BELLCRANK ROO ASSEMBLY-9A702

,

ACCELERATOR RETRACTING
SPRING-9737

ACCELERATOR ASSEMBLY-9725
R SHAFT TO
BELLCRANK ROD ASSEMBLY-9Am2

ACCELERATOR SHAFT
ASSEMBLY-9725
WNTEGO, M D F A I R L W E CT
SPRIN!-9760

3 REQUIRED

2.66"
ADJUST ROD (9A702) TO OBTAIN THlS
IDLE PEDAL HEIGHT SETTING WlTH
CARBURETOR CHOKE FULLY OPENED

FIG. 61 -Throttle

Linkage Adjustment-

CLIP-m711
LUBRICATE PIVOTS WRKED.
WITH A DROP OF LIGHT ENGINE OIL

Fairlane and Montego
L

.

.

Win-A
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CARBURETOR REPAIRS
A I R H O R N T O M A I N BODY
CASKET REPLACEMENT
AUTOLITE MODEL 1100
I-V

Removal

I. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
2. Remove the fuel filter from the
carburetor.
3. Depress the tab on the retaining clip that secures the fuel bowl
vent rod to the actuating lever, and
remove the rod and the retainer from
the lever.
4. Remove the air horn to lower
body retaining screws and the carburetor identification tag.
5. Tilt the fuel bowl vent side of
the upper body to allow clearance between the float assembly and the lower body, using a twisting motion to
disconnect the choke plate lever from
the actuating rod. Remove and discard the gasket.
Installation

1

the new gasket have been properly
punched and that no foreign material has adhered to the gasket. Install

the air horn assembly, dashpot and
bracket assembly and air horn attaching screws. Insert the end of the
choke connector rod in the fast idle
link, and secure it with the throttle
connector rod retainer.
2. Connect the fuel inlet line and
choke heat tube to the carburetor air
horn.
3. Install the air cleaner. Start
the engine and run it until normal
operating temperature is reached. Adjust the idle fuel mixture and idle
speed.

holes in the new gasket have been
punched and that no foreign material
has adhered to the gasket. M a k e certain the word Top (inscribed on the
gasket) is facing upward.

Removal

Install the upper to lower body retaining screws and the carburetor identification tag. Tighten the screws.
3. Position the fuel bowl vent rod
retaining clip on the vent rod actuating lever. Depress the tab on the
retaining clip and install the vent rod
in the clip and the lever. Release the
tab.
4. Connect the fuel filter and inlet
line to the carburetor.
5. Adjust the idle fuel mixture
and engine idle speed as outlined in
this section.
Carter M o d e l YF 1 -V

I
Ii

I. Install a new air horn to main
body gasket. M a k e sure all holes in

Autolite M o d e l 21 0 0 2-V

stallation, observe the float shaft to
make certain i t does not dislodge.

I

Installation

1. Install a new gasket on the carburetor lower body. M a k e sure all

2. Insert the choke plate lever actuating rod through the choke plate
lever. Use a twisting motion to posi:
tion the carburetor air horn on
the mounting gasket. During the in-

1'

at the carburetor air horn. Disconnect
the fuel inlet line at the carburetor.
3. Disengage the throttle connecting rod retainer from the choke connector rod, and pull the rod out of
the fast idle link. Remove the air
horn assembly attaching screws, dashpot and bracket assembly and air horn
gasket. Discard the gasket.

Removal

11

I. Remove the air cleaner.
2. Disconnect the choke heat tube
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idle speed and the dashpot as outlined
in this section.
6. Install the carburetor air cleaner
assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
Autolite M o d e l 4300 4-V
Removal

1. Remove the air cleaner assembly.
2. Disconnect the fuel inlet line
from the air horn.
3. Remove the choke clean air pickup tube (if so equipped) from the
air horn.
4. Remove the choke control rod
retainer from the automatic choke
lever. Separate the rod from the lever.
5. Remove the accelerator pump
rod retainer from the pump rod. Separate the rod from the throttle lever.
6. Remove the air cleaner stud
and the air horn to main body retaining screws (one of the screws retains the fuel bowl external vent
valve), and the carburetor identification tag.
7. Lift the air horn off the fuel
bowl.
8. Remove the gasket.
Installation

I. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2). Remove
the air cleaner anchor screw.
2. Disconnect the automatic choke
clean air tube a t the carburetor.
3. Remove the automatic choke
plate operating rod to choke lever retainer.
4. Remove the air horn retaining
screws and lock washers, and the carburetor identification tag. Remove
the air horn gasket.
Installation

I. Install a new air horn to main
body gasket. M a k e sure all holes
in the new gasket have been properly
punched and that no foreign material
has adhered to the gasket.

2. Position the air horn on the
main body and gasket so that the
choke plate operating rod fits into the
opening in the choke housing lever.
Install the choke plate rod retainer.
3. Install the air horn retaining
screws and lock washers and the identification tag. Install the air cleaner
anchor screw.
4. Connect the automatic choke
clean air tube to the carburetor.
5. Adjust the idle fuel mixture and

I. Install a new air horn to main
body gasket. M a k e sure all holes in
the new gaskets have been properly
punched and that no foreign material has adhered to the gasket. Gasket

surfaces must be clean and flat and
free of nicks or burrs.
2. Carefully position the air horn
assembly over the main body. Guide
the accelerator pump plunger and the
secondary throttle dashpot piston
into their chambers as the air horn
is gently lowered into position.
3. Install the longest of the air
horn retaining screws in the left rear
hole.
4. Slide the fuel bowl vent valve
into position under the accelerator
pump lever. Position the vent valve
support on the vent valve arm and
install the retaining screw.
5. Install the other air horn retaining screws and the carburetor identification tag.
6. Insert the key end of accelerator
pump control rod into the keyed hole
in the primary throttle lever. Insert
the other end of the rod into the
pump lever and install retainer.
7. Insert the choke control rod end
into the automatic choke lever. With
long nose pliers, install the retainer.

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
8. Check the fuel bowl vent valve
clearance (Fig. 35).
9. Connect the fuel inlet line.
10. Connect the choke clean air
pickup and heat tubes (if so equipped).
11. lnstall the air cleaner.
12. Adjust the idle fuel mixture and
engine idle speed as outlined in this
section.
FLOAT O R NEEDLE
VALVE REPLACEMENT

Autolite Model 1 100 1 -V
1. Remove the carburetor air
horn and gasket by following the instructions under Air Horn to Main
Body Gasket Replacement in this
section.
2. Remove the carburetor float
shaft and float assembly.
3. If necessary, remove. the fuel
inlet needle valve, seat and gasket.
Discard the gasket.
4. If the needle valve and seat
were removed, install the new gasket
and the needle valve seat. Tighten
the seat with a wrench. Insert the
needle valve into the bore, with the
viton tip toward the seat.
5. Position the float assembly in
the air horn, with the tab on the arm
located over the needle valve and the
hinge of the arm lined up between
the hinge bracket holes in the casting.
Insert the float shaft through the
holes in the upper body and float
assembly. ''
6. Check the float setting. Refer
to Float Adjustment-Dry in this section..
7. lnstall the carburetor air horn
and gasket by following the instructions under Carburetor Air Horn to
Main Body Gasket Replacement in
this section.

Carter Model YF 1 -V
1. Remove the carburetor air horn
and gasket by following instructions
under Air Horn to Main Body Gasket
Replacement in this section.
2. Hold the air horn assembly bottom side up, and remove the float
pin and float and lever assembly. Turn
the air horn assembly over and allow the needle pin, spring, needle, and
sedt to fall into the hand.
3. Remove the needle seat and
gasket.
4. Replace the float if the needle
pin contact surface is grooved. If the
float. is serviceable, polish the needle
pin contact surface with crocus cloth
or steel. wool. Replace the float pin
i f it is worn.

5. lnstall the needle seat and gasket in the air horn. With the air horr.
inverted, install the needle, pin spring,
needle pin, float and lever assembly,
and float pin.
6.-Adjust the float level to specifications. Refer to Float AdjustmentDry, in this Section.
7. lnstall the carburetor air horn
and gasket by following instructions
under Air Horn to Main Body Gasket
Replacement in this section.
MAIN J E T 'REPLACEMENTAUTOLITE MODEL 1100 1-V

1. Remove the carburetor air horn
and gasket by- following the procedure under Air Horn to Main
Body Gasket Replacement - Autolite
Model 1100 I-V, in this section.
2. Remove and replace the carburetor main jets with a jet wrench
or wide bladed screwdriver.
3. lnstall the carburetor air horn
and gasket by following the procedure under Air Horn to Main Body
Gasket Replacement - Autolite Model
1100 I-V, in this section.
FLOAT, NEEDLE VALVE
AND SEAT, INLET
SCREEN, O R MAIN J E T
REPLACEMENT-AUTOLITE
MODEL 2100 2-V
1. Remove the carburetor air
horn to main body gasket by following the procedure under Air Horn to
Main Body Gasket Replacement Autolite Model 2100 2-V.
2. With the use of a screwdriver,
pry the float shaft retainer(s) from
the fuel inlet seat(s). Remove the
float, float shaft retainer(s) and fuel
inlet needle assembly(ies).
3. If required, remove the fuel inlet needle seat, filter screen and the
main jets with a jet wrench. Be sure
the correct (specified) jets are installed
(Part 10-10).
4. If required, install the fuel inlet filter in the inlet valve seat bore.
Install the valve seat a n d gasket(s).
Install the fuel inlet needle valve.
5. Slide the float shaft into the
float lever.. Position the float shaft,
retainer on the float shaft.
6. Insert
the
float assembly
into the fuel bowl and hook the float
lever tab under the fuel inlet needle
clip. Insert the float shaft into the
guides at the sides of the fuel bowl.
7. With the use of a screwdriver,
position the float shaft retainer on
the groove of the fuel inlet' needle

seat.
8. Refer to Float AdjustmentDry, in this section, and perform a
dry float fuel level adjustment on the
float.
9. lnstall the carburetor air horn
and gasket and related parts. Refer
to Air Horn to Main Body Gasket
Replacement-Autolite
Model 2100
2-V in this section, for the proper
procedure.
10. Refer to Fuel Level Float
Adjustment-Wet, in this section, and
perform the wet fuel level adjustment
procedures.
11. Adjust the idle fuel mixture
and engine idle speed.
MAIN AND AUXILIARY
FUEL INLET VALVE
REPLACEMENT-AUTOLITE
MODEL 4300 4-V
1. Remove the air horn assembly
from the main body of the carburetor.
2. Pull the float pivot pin and remove the float and lever assembly.
3. Remove the main fuel inlet
needle valve, then use the proper size
screwdriver or jet removal tool to remove the main and auxiiliary valve
seats and gaskets.
4. Install new gaskets on the valve
seats. Then install the seats in the air
horn. *
5. Place the main fuel inlet needle
valve in the valve seat.
6. Position the float and lever assembly between the hinge posts and
over the fuel inlet valves, then install
the float pivot pin. The pin must be
inserted from the pump plunger side
for self-retention.
7. Install the air horn on the
main body.
8. Adjust the idle fuel mixture
and engine idle speed.
ACCELERATING P U M P
DlAPHRAGM REPLACEMENT
-AUTOLITE MODEL 1100 1-V
1. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
2. Depress the tab on the accelerating pump lever to control rod
retaining clip with pliers, and slide
the rod out of the lever. Remove the
clip from the lever.
3. Remove the accelerator pump
cover retaining screws.. Lift the cover upward and remove the diaphragm and return spring.
4. Position the new diaphragm on
the diaphragm cover, with the diaphragm plunger facing the lever, and
line up the holes. While holding the
diaphragm in place, position the small
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diameter of the diaphragm return
spring on the boss in the accelerator
pump chamber: then position the cover
and the diaphragm over the return
spring and onto the lower body. Install the cover retaining screws fingertight.
5. Push the diaphragm inward
with the lever and tighten the cover
screws.
6. Position the accelerating pump
actuating rod retaining clip over the
hole in the accelerating pump lever,
with the tab side of the clip toward
the carburetor barrel. Depress the
tab and insert the end of the rod
throught the lever and clip. Release
the tab when the rod is inserted. Perform the Accelerating Pump Adjustments outlined in this section.
7. Install the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
ACCELERATING PUMP
DIAPHRAGM AND/OR
ELASTOMER VALVE
REPLACEMENT-AUTOLITE
MODEL 2100 2-V
1. Remove the carburetor air
horn to main body gasket following
the procedure under Air Horn to
Main Body Gasket ReplacementAutolite Model 2100 2-V in this
section.
2. Remove the accelerating pump
operating rod retainer. To release
the rod from the retainer, press the
tab ends of the clip together; then,
at the same time, press the rod away
from the clip until it is disengaged.
Remove the rod. Remove the accelerating pump cover, diaphragm assembly and spring.
3. If inspection proves it necessary to remove the Elastomer valve,
grasp it firmly and pull it out. If
the Elastomer valve tip broke off
during removal, be sure to remove the
tip from the fuel bowl. An Elastomer
valve must be replaced whenever it is
removed from the main body.
4. If the Elastomer valve was removed, lubricate the tip of a new
valve and insert the tip into the accelerator pump cavity. Using needle
nosed pliers, reach into the fuel bowl
and grasp the valve tip. Pull the valve
in until it seats, and cut off the tip
forward of the retaining shoulder. Remove the tip from the bowl.
5. Position the new accelerating
pump diaphragm assembly to the
cover and place the cover and diaphragm assembly in position on the
return spring and main body. Install
the cover screws finger-tight. Push

the accelerating pump plunger the
full length of its travel and tighten
the cover screws.
6. Position the accelerating pump
operating rod in the inboard hole
(hole closest to the pump plunger).
7. Adjust the accelerating pump
stroke to specification (Part 10-10).
8. Install the carburetor air horn
and gasket. Refer to the Air Horn
to Main Body Gasket ReplacementAutolite Model 2100 2-V, in this
section for the proper procedure.
ACCELERATOR PUMP,
INLET BALL CHECK,
NEEDLE VALVE AND
DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE
REPLACEMENT AUTOLITE
MODEL 43004-V
1. Remove the air horn assembly
from the main body of the carburetor.
2. Remove the accelerator rod retainer and rod from the accelerator
pump lever, then remove the lever
from the accelerator pump piston and
remove the pump assembly from the
air horn.
3. Remove the discharge check
valve retainer with a small hook.
Invert the air horn and allow the
check valve to fall into palm of
hand.
4. Remove the accelerator pump
inlet ball check retainer with longnose pliers, then use a magnet to
lift the ball check from the pump well.
5. Pick the accelerator pump discharge needle from the discharge
cavity.
6. Place the accelerator pump
ball check in the pump inlet hole of
the pump chamber. Install the ball
check retaining ring. The retaining
ring must be installed with the
tangs over the pump inlet hole as
shown in Fig. 62.
7. Insert the discharge check
valve into the valve cavity. and install the valve retainer flush with the
air horn surface. Note: The cross slot
in the retainer is towards the valve.
8. Place the accelerator pump discharge needle into the pump discharge
cavity.
9. insert the accelerator pump piston in the air horn.
10. Compress the pump plunger
and insert accelerator pump arm into
plunger stem.
11. Slide fuel vent valve lever on
air horn and under pump lever.
Line up holes in both levers and
insert pivot pin through the No. 2
hole in levers and the air horn casting
(Fig. 37). Install retainer on pin.

ACCELERATOR PUMP
DISCHARGE NEEDLE

RETAINER

MAIN JETS

82877-A

FIG. 62 - Main Body Valves and
Jets Autolite Model 4 3 0 0 4-V
12. Install the air horn assembly
on the main body.
MAIN METERING JET,
LOW-SPEED JET, METERING
ROD, ACCELERATING
PUMP OR CHECK NEEDLE
REPLACEMENT-CARTER
MODEL Y F 1-V
Removal

1. Remove the carburetor from
the engine as described in Part 10-3.
2. Remove the carburetor air
horn and gasket by following the instructions under Aif Horn to Main
Body Gasket Replacement in this
section.
3. Turn the main body casting
upside dowd and catch the accelerating pump check needle in your hand.
4. Loosen the throttle shaft arm
screw, and remove the arm and the
pump connector link.
5. Remove the accelerating pump
diaphragm housing screws. Lift out
the pump diaphragm assembly, the
pump lifter link, the metering rod
and the fuel bowl baffle plate as a
unit (Fig. 63).
6. Disengage the metering rod arm
spring from the metering rod, and remove the metering rod from the metering rod arm assembly. Compress
the upper pump spring, and remove
the spring retainer. Remove the upper spring, the metering rod arm assembly, and the pump lifter link from
the pump diaphragm shaft. Compress
the pump diaphragm spring, and retainer, spring, and pump diaphragm
assembly from the pump diaphragm
housing assembly.
7. With the proper size jet tool
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pump spring on the diaphragm shaft.
Depress the spring and install the
upper pump spring retainer.
3. Install the metering rod on the
metering rod arm and place the looped end of the metering rod arm spring
on the .metering rod as shown in Fig.
48. Align the pump diaphragm with
the diaphragm housing; make sure
holes are aligned. Install the housing
attaching screws to keep the diaphragm and housing aligned.
4. Install the carburetor air horn
and gasket as described under Air
Horn to Main Body Gasket Replacement in this section.
5. Install the carburetor on the engine as described in Part 10-3.

METERING
?OD PIN
SPRING

'

FUEL BOWL
BAFFLE
PLATE
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d

FIG. 63 - Accelerating Pump a n d
Lifter Link AssemblyC a r t e r Model YF 1 -V
ACCELERATING PUMP NOZZLE

\

#I 5

MAIN BODY CASTING

1

PUMP CHECK-NEEDLE

diaphragm and return spring.
4. Position' the new diaphragm on
the dashpot cover, with the diaphragm
plunger facing the lever, and line up
the holes. Position the small diameter
of the spring on the boss in the dash
pot chamber; then, position the cover
and diaphragm over the return spring
and onto the lower body. Install the
cover retaining screws finger-tight.
5. Push the diaphragm inward
with the lever and tighten the cover
screws.
6. Position the dashpot actuating
rod retaining clip over the hole in the
accelerating pump lever, with the
tab side of the clip toward the carburetor barrel. Depress the tab and insert the end of the rod through the
lever and clip. Release the tab when
the rod is inserted. Adjust the dashpot. Refer to Anti-Stall Dashpot Adjustment, in this section, for the proper
adjustment procedure.
7. Install the air cleaner assembly
(Part 10-7, Section 2).
All Carburetors Except Autolite
Model 1 100 1 -V

METERING ROD JET

TI-PERCOLATOR PLUG
AND HOUSING
ASSEMBLY

FUEL BOWL BAFFLE

PLATE

/

LOW SPEE:D JET

\

.

METERING R W

METERING ROD ARM SPRING

FIG. 64 - Pump D i a p h r a g m a n d Housing Installation-.
C a r t e r M o d e l YF 1 -V
or screwdriver remove the low speed
jet and the metering rod jet (Fig. 64).

..

Installation
1. With the proper size jet tool
(or screwdriver) install the- low speed
jet and the metering rod jet (Fig. 64).
2. Install the pump diaphragm in
the pump diaphragm housing. Position
the pump diaphragm spring on the
diaphragm shaft and housing assembly. Install the spring retainer. Install
the pump lifter link, metering rod
arm and spring assembly, and upper

ANTI-STALL DASHPOT
REPLACEMENT
Diaphragm Replacement_
Autolite Model 1 100 1 -V
1. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
2. Depress the tab on the dashpot
lever to control rod retaining clip
with pliers and slide the rod out of
the lever. Remove' the clip from the
lever.
3. Remove the dashpot cover retaining screws. Remove the cover,

1. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
2. Remove the retaining nut and
the dashpot from the mounting bracket.
3. Install the new dashpot and retaining nut on the mounting bracket.
4. Adjust the anti-stall dashpot.',
Refer toAnti-Stall Dashpot Adjustment,
in this section for the proper procedure.
5. Install the air cleaner (Part
10-7, Section 2).

THERMOSTATIC CHOKE
S P R I N G HOUSING AND
GASKET REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner'assembly (Part 10-7, Section
2).
2. Remove the heater hose and
mounting bracket from the carburetor,
except on the Autolite Model 4300 4-V.
On the Autolite Model 4300 carburetor disconnect the choke heat tube.
3. Remove the thermostatic spring
housing clamp retaining screws and
remove the spring housing and gasket. Discard the gasket.
4. Replace the spring housing, if
required.
5. Position the thermostatic choke
spring housing gasket on the choke
housing. On the Autolite Model 1100
I-V carburetor, make sure the loop a t
the end of the thermostatic spring is
on the thermostatic spring lever. On
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Autolite 2-V or 4-V carburetors, make
sure the slot in the arm of the thermostatic spring lever is inserted into
the loop of the thermostatic spring.
On the Carter Model YF I-V carburetor, be sure the thermostatic spring
housing gasket is installed between the
spring housing and baffle plate and
the thermostatic spring engaged with
the tang on the choke plate lever.
Position the retainers over the thermostatic spring housing and loosely
install the retaining screws.
6. Set the thermostatic spring housing to the specified index mark (Part
10-10) and tighten the retaining screws.
7. Install the heater hose mounting
bracket, heater hose, choke heat tube
(if applicable), and the air cleaner
assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2) on
the carburetor.
THERMOSTATIC C H O K E
ASSEMBLY REMOVAL AND
INSTALLATION-CLEAN
AND OVERHAUL
Autolite Model 1 100 1-V
1. Remove the carburetor assembly from the vehicle. Refer to Removal and Installation (Part 10-2, Section
2) for the procedures.
2. Remove the choke pull-down
rod to throttle lever retainer. Remove
the rod from the lever.
3. Remove the choke thermostatic
spring housing to choke housing retaining screws. Remove the thermostat spring housing clamp, housing
and the gasket. Discard the gasket.
4. Remove the choke housing to
lower body retaining screws. ~ o t a t e
the choke housing to disconnect the
choke control rod and remove, the
choke housing and the gasket. Discard the gasket.
5. Remove the choke control lever to thermostatic choke shaft screw.
Remove the choke control lever
assembly and the spring. Slide the
choke shaft out of the choke housing.
6. Remove the choke control rod
from the lever.
7. Remove the choke pulldown
rod adjusting nut from the rod. Slide
the rod out of the swivel.
8. Clean and inspect the automatic
choke. Refer t o Cleaning and Inspection (Part 10-1, Section 3) for the
procedures. Replace all worn or damaged parts.
9. When facing the cam side of
the choke housing (Part 10-2, Section
3), position the choke shaft spring over
the bushing hub with the hook of the
spring on the cam finger (spring
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windup will rotate the cam counterclockwise).
10. Hold the cam finger clockwise
and against the stop of the housing;
then rotate the spring counterclockwise until the spring straight end
passes the cam finger. Position the
choke control lever over the fast idle
cam, with the pulldown swivel away
from the housing and the short tang
between the cam finger and the spring
straight end.
11. Insert the thermostatic choke
shaft assembly into the choke housing from the bimetal spring side of
the housing and into the choke control lever (the pull-down swivel and
the thermostatic spring arm should
be aligned and not opposite), and install the retaining screw.
12. Insert the threaded end of the
choke pull-down rod through the
swivel (from the bottom) and install
the adjusting nut.
13. Position the short end of the
choke control rod into the keyhole in
the choke housing choke lever.
14. Insert the choke assembly retaining screws into the choke housing. Position the new choke control
gasket and the choke housing onto
the lower body, connecting the rod to
the choke plate shaft. Start the retaining screws into the body.
15. Insert the end of the choke
pull-down rod into the throttle shaft
lever hole and install the retainer.
16. Check the position of the
choke control gasket and tighten the
retaining screws.
17. Position
the
thermostatic
spring housing, new gasket and cover to the choke housing, making sure
the loop a t the end of the thermostatic spring is on the choke lever.
Loosely install the thermostatic
spring housing clamp and the retaining screws. Rotate the spring housing in a counterclockwise (rich) direction and align the index mark on
the spring housing with the specified
index mark (Part 10-10) on the choke
housing. Tighten the retaining screws.
18. Perform the Automatic Choke
Plate Clearance (Pull-Down) and
Fast Idle Cam Linkage AdjustmentAutolite Model 1100 I-V, outlined
in this section of the manual.
19. Install the carburetor assembly. Refer to Removal and Installation (Part 10-2, Section 2) for the
procedures.
Autolite Model 2 100 2-V
I. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section
2).

2. Remove the heater hose and
mounting bracket from the carburetor. Disconnect the choke heat tube
from the carburetor.
3. Remove the fast idle cam retainer.
4. Remove the choke .control rod
retainer. Remove the choke housing
retaining screws. Remove the choke
housing assembly, gasket and fast
idle cam as a unit. Remove the fast
idle cam and rod from the fast idle
cam lever.
5. If it is necessary to clean and
overhaul the thermostatic choke
housing assembly, remove the choke
lever retaining screw and washer.
Remove the choke piston lever from
the housing. If necessary, remove the
pin securing the choke piston to the
choke lever link. Remove the choke
lever and fast idle cam lever from
the choke housing.
6. Clean and inspect the component parts. Refer to Cleaning and
Inspection (Part 10-1, Section 3)
for the proper procedure.
7. If it was necessary to clean and
over haul the thermostatic choke assembly, perform the following procedure:
If the choke piston and link was
disassembled, install the choke piston on the choke thermostatic spring
lever link and install the retaining
pin.
Position the fast idle cam lever on
the thermostatic choke shaft and
lever assembly. The bottom of the
fast idle lever adjusting screw must
rest against the tang on the choke
shaft lever. Insert the choke shaft
assembly into the rear of the choke
housing. Position the choke shaft
lever so that the hole in the lever is
to the left side of the choke housing.
Insert the choke piston into the
choke housing. Position the choke
thermostatic spring lever on the
flange of the choke shaft, and install
the retaining screw and washer.
8. Install the fast idle cam rod on
the fast idle cam lever. Place the fast
idle cam on the fast idle cam rod
and install the retainer. Place the
choke housing vacuum pick-up port
to main body gasket on the choke
housing flange.
9. Position the choke housing on
the main body, and at the same time,
install the fast idle cam on the hub
of the main body. Position the gasket and install the choke housing retaining screws. Install the fast idle
cam retainer.
10. Connect the choke heat inlet
tube to the carburetor thermostatic
choke housing.
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11. Refer to the Automatic Choke
Plate Clearance (Pull-Down) and
Fast Idle Cam Linkage adjustment
procedures, in this section, and perform steps 2 through 9.

Autolite Model 4300 4-V
1. Disconnect the choke heat tube.
'The molded-in fitting on the thermostatic choke cover &st be held with
a wrench while the heat tube nut is
turned.
2. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner (Part 10-7, Section 2).
3. Remove the thermostatic spring
housing retainer, housing and bi-metal
coil and gasket.
4. Remove the choke lever-to-choke
shaft retaining screw and then remove
the vacuum piston and lever assembly
from the choke housing.
5. If it is necessary t o remove
the fast idle cam, bushing or lever,
refer to the disassembly procedure
for the throttle body in Part 10-5.
6. Clean and inspect the component
parts. Refer to Cleaning and Inspection (Part 10-1, Section 3) for the
proper procedure.
7. If the fast idle cam, bushing
or lever was removed, refer to the
assembly procedure for the throttle
body in Part 10-5.
8. Install the vacuum piston and
lever assembly.
9. Adjust the Automatic Choke Plate
Clearance (Pull-Down) and Fast Idle
Cam Linkage as described in this section.
10. Assemble the gasket, thermostatic spring housing and bi-metal coil
and thermostatic spring housing and
retainer to the choke housing. Set
the choke thermostatic spring housing
to the specified (Part 10-10) index
mark and tighten the retaining screws.

Holley Model 4 150C 4-V
1. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section
2).
2. Remove the choke rod retainer
from the automatic choke housing shaft
and lever assembly. Remove the thermostatic spring housing and gasket;
then remove the choke housing and
gaskets from the main body.
3. Remove the choke housing shaft
nut, lock washer, and spacer, then,
remove the shaft and fast idle cam.
Remove the choke piston and lever
assembly.
4. Remove the choke rod and seal
from the main body.
5. Clean and inspect the compo'

nent parts. Refer to Cleaning and
Inspection (Part 10-1, Section 3) for
the proper procedure.
6. Position the choke plate shaft
in the air horn and install the choke
plate in the shaft. Install the rod
seal on the choke rod. Slide the Ushaped end of the choke plate rod
through the opening in the main body
and insert the rod end through the
inner side of the bore in the choke
lever. The rod end must face outward.
Push the rod seal into the retaining
grooves on the underside of the air
cleaner mounting flange.
7. Position the choke thermostat
lever link and piston assembly in the
choke housine.
" Position the fast idle
cam a s s e m ~ i yon ;he choke housing and
install the choke housing shaft and
lever' assembly. Position the lever
and piston assembly on the choke
housing shaft and lever assembly.
Install the spacer, lock washer and
nut.
8. Position the choke housing gaskets on the main body. Insert the
choke rod in the choke housing shaft
lever as the choke housing is placed
in position on the main body. Be
sure the projection on the choke rod
is placed under the fast idle cam so
that the cam will be lifted when the
choke plate is closed. Install the
choke housing lock washers and screws.
Using needle-nose pliers, install
the choke rod cotter pin.
9. Adjust the automatic Choke
Plate Clearance (Pull-Down) and Fast
Idle Cam Linkage as described in this
section.
10. Assemble the gasket, thermostatic spring housing and bi-metal coil
and thermostatic spring housing and
retainer to the choke housing. Set
the choke thermostatic spring housing
to the specified (Part 10-10) index
mark and install the retairiing screws.
11. Connect the choke heat inlet
tube to the carburetor choke housing.
VENT VALVE REPLACEMENT
A A U T O L I T E MODEL 1100 1-V
1. Remove the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
2. Remove the stake marks and
the vent rod opening with a scraper
or a small file.
3. Remove the roll pin securing
the vent rod actuating lever to the
accelerator pump cover. Use pliers
to rotate the pin in a direction that
will coil the pin to a small diameter.
If the pin offers resistance to turning, turn it in the opposite direction.
Remove the lever from the rod.

4. Remove the vent rod assembly
by pulling it outward. Remove the
return spring.
5. Insert the fuel vent valve return spring in the vent passage. Insert the piston end of the fuel vent
rod in the passage.
6. Punch three indentations in the
vent valve passage opening with a
center punch and a hammer. The
indentations must distort the inside
edge of the opening sufficiently to
act as a stop for the piston end of
the vent rod.
7. Install the vent rod actuating
lever on the vent rod. Position the
lever on the accelerator pump cover
and install the roll pin with pliers.
8. Perform a vent valve adjustment as outlined in this section of
the manual.
..
9. Install the air cleaner assembly (Part 10-7, Section 2).
S P A R K VALVE O R
GASKET REPLACEMENTA UTOLITE MODEL 1100 1-V
1. Remove the spark valve with
a wrench. Removal and discard the
gasket.
2. Install a new gasket on the
spark valve. Install the spark valve
and tighten it securely with a
wrench.

POWER VALVE
REPLACEMENT
Autolite Model 2 100 2-V
1. Remove the carburetor from
the vehicle. Refer to Part 10-4, Section 2 for the removal procedure.
2. Test the power valve (Part
10-1, Section 1).
3. If it is necessary to replace
the cover gaskets or power valve,
invert the main' body. Remove the
power valve cover and gasket. Do
not disturb the setting of the idle
fule mixture adjusting screws. Discard
the gasket. Remove the power valve
with a box wrench or socket wrench.
Discard the power valve gasket.
Install a new gasket on the.power
valve. Install the power valve and
gasket. Tighten the power valve securely. Position a new cover gasket
on the main body. Install the cover
and tighten the retaining screws securely. The power valve cover must
be installed with the limiter stops
on the cover in position t o provide
a positive stop for the tabs on the
idle adjusting limiters (Fig. 9). ,
4. Install the carburetor assembly

-
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on the vehicle. Refer to Part 10-4,
Section 2 for the proper procedure.
Autolite M o d e l 4300 4-V

1. Remove the air horn assembly
from the main body of the carburetor.
2. With a 3/8 deep socket, remove
the power valve from the floor of the
main body fuel bowl.
3. Install the new power valve in
the main body.
4. D o not remove the power valve
vacuum piston assembly from the air
horn. It is staked in place in the air

horn, and care must be used to avoid
damage to the air horn casting when
relieving the staked areas. Usually
it is replaced only during carburetor
rebuilding operations.
5. Install the air horn on the main
body.
Holley M o d e l 4 1 5 0 4-V

The power valve is located in
the primary metering block of the
carburetor. Refer to Part 10-6 for
removal and installation.
CARBURETOR SPACER
AND CASKETS
REPLACEMENT
It is necessary to remove the carburetor from the vehicle to replace
a carburetor spacer and gaskets. Refer to the Carburetor Removal and Installation procedure steps in this
group that pertain to the type of
carburetor installed on the vehicle.
THROTTLE LINKAGE
REPAIR-MAN UAL S H I F T
TRANSMISSIONS
Accelerator Pedal Cover
Replacement

Refer to Figs. 55 through 60 for
views of the accelerator pedal cover
for the applicable vehicle models.
I . Hold the accelerator pedal in a
manner that will prevent strain on
the accelerator linkage and uncrimp
the pedal cover to pedal retaining
tabs. Remove the pedal cover.
2. Position the new pad on the accelerator pedal and carefully crimp
the retaining tabs in a manner that
will prevent distortion of the tabs and
movement of the cover on the accelerator pedal pad.
Accelerator Pedal Replacement

Refer to Figs. 55 through 61 for

views of the accelerator pedal for
the applicable vehicle model(s).
1. Remove the retaining screw
and nut securing the accelerator pedal assembly to the accelerator shaft.
Remove the accelerator pedal and
spring.
2. Lubricate the accelerator pedal
hinge points with the specified lubricant (Refer to the 1968 Ford Car
Maintenance and Lubrication Manual)
and position the accelerator pedal on
the accelerator shaft and install the
retaining screw and the spring
assembly. M a k e sure the spring is
properly seated on the pedal and the
accelerator shaft. Install the retaining
nut.
Accelerator S h a h Replacement

Refer to Figs. 55 through 61 for
views of the accelerator linkage components for the applicable vehicle
model(s).
1. Remove the accelerator pedal
assembly. Refer to Accelerator Pedal Replacement, in this section, for
the proper procedures.
2. Disconnect the accelerator retracting spring.
3. On all models except the Mustang, Falcon, Montego and Fairlane
Six engines, remove the accelerator
shaft to bellcrank rod retaining cotter
pin, washer, rubber grommet, bushing
and clevis from the accelerator shaft
assembly.
On Falcon, Fairlane and Montego
Six engines, loosen the accelerator
shaft to bellcrank rod retaining clip.
Disconnect the accelerator shaft to
bellcrank rod from the accelerator
shaft assembly. Remove the retaining
clip.
On a Mustang Six engine, disconnect the accelerator control shaft rod
from the accelerator shaft assembly.
4. On a Fairlane, Falcon and
Montego Six engine, disconnect the
stabilizer rod from the accelerator
shaft assembly inner bracket.
5. Remove the retaining screws securing the accelerator shaft assembly
bracket(s) to the dashpanel within the
engine compartment. Remove the accelerator shaft assembly, seal and insulator as a unit. Discard the seal and
the insulator if they are worn or damaged.
6. Lubricate the accelerator shaft
hinge points with the specified lubricant (Refer to the 1968 Ford Car
Maintenance and Lubrication Manual)
Install the seal and insulator on the
accelerator shaft assembly. Position
the accelerator shaft bracket(s) seal
and insulator on the dashpanel. M a k e

sure the seal is properly installed to
prevent the entrance of air, dirt and
foreign material. Secure the accelerator

shaft assembly bracket(s) tb the
dashpanel with the retaining screws.
On a Fairlane, Falcon and Montego
Six engine, connect the stabilizer rod to
the accelerator shaft assembly inner
bracket.
7. On a Mustang Six engine, connect the accelerator control shaft rod
to the accelerator shaft. M a k e sure
the rods are properly connected.

On a Falcon, Fairlane and Montego
Six engine, install the retaining clip
on the accelerator shaft. Connect the
accelerator bellcrank clevis to the
accelerator shaft, and secure the retaining clip to bellcrank rod.
On all models except the Mustang,
Falcon, Fairlane and Montego Six
engines, install the bushing and rubber
grommet on the accelerator shaft to
bellcrank rod clevis, and install the
clevis on the accelerator shaft assembly.
lnstall the washer and cotter pin on
the clevis. Spread the ends of the retaining cotter pin.
8. Install the accelerator shaft retracting spring.
9. Install the accelerator pedal assembly. Refer to Accelerator Pedal
Replacement in this section for the
proper procedure.
10. Check the accelerator pedal
for the specified idle height. Refer to
Throttle Linkage Adjustment in this
section for the proper procedure.
Adjust the throttle linkage, i f required.
Accelerator Control S h a h Rod
or Accelerator Bellcrank to
Carburetor Rod Replacement

1. Remove the accelerator retracting spring and return spring (if so
equipped).
2. Disconnect and remove the accelerator control shaft rod (Mustang
Six) or accelerator bellcrank to carburetor rod.
3. Lubricate the accelerator control shaft rod or accelerator bellcrank to carburetor rod hinge
point(s) with the specified lubricant
(Refer to the 1968 Ford Car Maintenance and Lubrication Manual).
4. Install the accelerator control
shaft rod (Mustang Six) or bellcrank
to carburetor rod. If the accelerator
control shaft or bellcrank to carburetor rod is equipped with ball retaining clips, make sure the clips are
properly seated over the ball.

5. lnstall the accelerator retracting spring and return spring (is so
equipped).
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6. Check the accelerator pedal
for the specified idle height. Refer to
Throttle Linkage Adjustment in this
section for the proper procedure. Adjust the throttle linkage, if required.
Accelerator Shaft To Bellcrank
Rod Replacement

Refer to Figs. 55 through 61 for
views of the accelerator linkage components for the applicable vehicle
model(s).
1. Disconnect the accelerator retracting spring.
2. On all models except the Mustang, Falcon, Montego and Fairlane
Six engines, remove the accelerator
shaft to bellcrank rod retaining cotter
pin, washer, rubber grommet, bushing
and clevis from the accelerator shaft
assembly. Disconnect the accelerator
shaft to bellcrank rod a t the carburetor throttle lever or bellcrank (if so
equipped) lever.
On Falcon, Fairlane and Montego
Six engines, Loosen the accelerator
shaft to bellcrank rod retaining clip.
Disconnect the accelerator shaft to
bellcrank rod from the accelerator
shaft assembly. Remove the retaining
clip. Disconnect the accelerator shaft
to bellcrank rod at the bellcrank
lever.
3. Replace all worn or damaged
parts. Lubricate the accelerator shaft
to bellcrank rod hinge points with the
specified lubricant (Refer t o the 1968
Ford Car Maintenance and Lubrication Manual).
4. On a Fairlane or Montego
289, 302 and 390 V-8 engine, check
the bellcrank stabilizer for proper adjustment. Refer to Bellcrank Stabilize'r Adjustment-289 and 390 V-8 in
this section, for the proper procedure.
5. On a Falcon, Fairlane and
Montego Six engine, install the retaining clip on the accelerator shaft.
Connect the accelerator bellcrank
trunnion to the accelerator shaft, and
secure the retaining clip to bellcrank
rod.
On all models except the Mustang,
Falcon. Fairlane and Montego Six
engines, install the bushing and rubber
grommet on the accelerator shaft to
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bellcrank rod clevis, and install the
clevis on the accelerator shaft assembly.
Install the washer and cotter pin on
the clevis. Spread the ends of the
retaining cotter pin.
6. Adjust the throttle (accelerator)
linkage to obtain the specified accelerator pedal idle height, and connect the accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod to the carburetor throttle
lever or bellcrank lever (if so equipped). Refer to Throttle Linkage Adjustments, in this section, for the
proper procedure.
Bellcran k Stabilizer Replacement

Refer to Figs. 55 through 61 for
views of the accelerator linkage components for the applicable car model(s).
1. Loosen the bellcrank stabilizer
rod retaining clips and disconnect the
stabilizer rod from the retaining
brackets.
2. Replace all worn or damaged
parts.
3. Install the ;etaining clips on the
bellcrank stabilizer brackets and connect the stabilizer rod to the brackets.
4. On a Fairlane or Montego
289 or 390 V-8 engine, perform a
bellcrank stabilizer adjustment. Refer to Bellcrank Stabilizer Adjustment-Fairlane
and Montego 289
or 390 V-8, in this section, for the
proper procedure.

-

Accelerator Bellcrank
Replacement Assembly

Refer to Figs. 55 through 61 for
views of the accelerator linkage components for the applicable vehicle
model(s).
1. Disconnect the accelerator shaft
retracting spring.
2. On a Falcon, Montego and
Fairlane Six engine, disconnect the
accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod at
the bellcrank. Disconnect the bellcrank stabilizer' rod from the bellcrank stabilizer bracket. Disconnect
the accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod
a t the accelerator shaft. Remove the
bellcrank stabilizer bracket retaining
washer. Kemove the bellcrank assembly.

3. On a Fairlane and Montego
V-8 engine, disconnect the bellcrank
stabilizer rod, accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod and the accelerator bellcrank to carburetor rod from the bellcrank assembly. Remove the bellcrank retaining screws and remove
the bellcrank assembly.
4. Replace all worn or damaged
parts. Lubricate the accelerator linkage hinge points with the specified
lubricant (Refer to the 1968 Ford
Car Maintenance and Lubrication
Manual).
5. On a Falcon, Montego Fairlane
Six engine, install the bellcrank stabilizer bracket assembly and .retaining
washer. Connect the accelerator shaft
to bellcrank rod at the accelerator
shaft. Connect the bellcrank stabilizer
rod to the bellcrank stabilizer bracket. Connect the accelerator shaft to
bellcrank rod a t the bellcrank. M a k e
sure the accelerator linkage retaining
clips are securely fastened.

6. On a Fairlane and Montego
V-8 engine, install the bellcrank assembly on the engine; position the
bracket and brace (if so equipped)
on the bellcrank and install the retaining screws. Torque the screws to
specification. Connect the bellcrank
tocarburetor rod to the bellcrank.
Perform a bellcrank stabilizer adjustment and connect the stabilizer
rod. to the bellcrank. Refer to Bellcrank Stabilizer Adjustment-Fairlane and Montego 289 V-8, 'in this
section, for the proper procedure.
Connect the accelerator shaft to
bellcrank rod to the bellcrank.
M a k e sure the accelerator linkage
retaining clips are securely fastened.

7. Check the accelerator pedal idle
height and adjust the linkage, i f required. Refer to Throttle Linkage Adjustment in this section for the proper
procedure.
8. Connect the accelerator retracting spring.
THROTTLE LINKAGE
REPAIR-AUTOMATIC
TRANsMIssIoN

The throttle linkage repair procedures for automatic transmissions
are covered in Group 7.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

CARBURETOR

Dirt. gum, water or carbon contamination in the carburetor or the
exterior moving parts of the carbu-

retor are often responsible for unsatisfactory performance. For this
reason, efficient carburetion depends
upon careful cleaning and inspection.
The cleaning and inspection of on-

ly those parts not included in the carburetor overhau! repair kit are covered here. All gask-ets and parts included in the repair kit should be installed when the carburetor is as-
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automatic choke housing and the
piston. Check the operation of the
choke piston in the choke housing to
make certain it has free movement.
Check the throttle shafts in their
bores for excessive looseness or binding and check the throttle plates for
burrs which prevent proper closure.
lnspect the main body, throttle
body, metering body and secondary
metering block (Holley 4-V carburetor, air horn, nozzle bars and booster venturi assemblies (2-V and 4-V
carburetors), choke housing and
thermostatic spring housing, power
valve cover, accelerating pump cover,
secondary operating diaphragm cover
and the diaphragm housing (Holley
4-V carburetor) for cracks.
Check metallic float(s) for leaks
by holding them under water that has
been heated to just below the boiling
point. Bubbles will appear i f there is
a leak. If a float leaks, replace it.
Replace the float if the arm needle
contact surface is grooved. If the
floats are serviceable, polish the needle
contact surface of the arm with crocus
cloth or steel wool. Replace the float
shafts i f they are worn.
Replace all screws and nuts that
have stripped threads. Replace all
distorted or broken springs.
Inspect all gasket mating surfaces

sembled and the old gaskets and
parts should be discarded.
Wash all the carburetor parts (except the accelerating pump diaphragm, the power valve, the secondary operating diaphragm, and the
anti-stall dashpot assembly) in clean
commercial carburetor cleaning solvent. If a commercial solvent is not
available, lacquer thinner or denatured alcohol may be used.
Rinse the parts in kerosene to remove all traces of the cleaning solvent, then dry them with compressed
air. Wipe all parts that can not be
immersed in solvent with a clean,
soft, dry cloth. Be sure all dirt, gum,
carbon, and other foreign matter are
removed from all parts.
Force compressed air through all
passages of the carburetor. D o not
use a wire brush to clean any parts
or a drill or wire to clean out any
openings or passages in the carburetor. A drill or wire may enlarge

the hole or passage, changing the
calibration of the carburetor.
Check the choke shaft for grooves,
wear and excessive looseness or
binding. lnspect the choke plate
for nicked edges and for ease of
operation and free it i f necessary.
Make sure all carbon and foreign
material has been removed from the

for nicks and burrs. Repair or replace any parts that have a damaged
gasket surface.
On Autolite Model 2100 2-V
carburetors, inspect the idle tubes
in each nozzle bar assembly. If they
are plugged, bent or broken, replace
the booster venturi and nozzle bar
assembly.
On Holley 4-V carburetors, inspect the main and accelerating pump
discharge nozzles and idle restrictions.
If any of the openings are blocked,
open them with compressed air.
Inspect the rubber boot of the
anti-stall dashpot for proper installation in the groove of the stem
bushing. Check the stem movement
for smooth operation. Do not lubricate the stem. Replace the assembly
if it is defective.
FUEL PUMP
On all Carter permanently sealed
fuel pumps, clean the fuel pump with
a cloth. Inspect the fuel pump for
cracks or damage. lnspect the
mounting flange for distortion. Inspect the rocker arm spring, pin and
the rocker arm for wear, cracks or
damage. If any fuel pump components are damaged beyond repair,
replace the fuel pump.

HARD STARTING

Check engine for hard starting.
Incorrect setting of choke thermostatic spring housing.
Improper starting procedure, causing a flooded engine.
Improper carburetor fuel level.
Improper idle adjustments.
Sticking or incorrectly seating fuel
inlet needle.

Incorrect fuel pump pressure.
Improper carburetor gasket and/or
spacer combination.
Choke linkage or plate binding.
Binding or broken manual choke
linkage.
Restrictions or air leaks in the
choke vacuum or hot air passages.
Dirty Air cleaner element.

ROUGH IDLE

Check idle at normal operating
temperature.
Improperly adjusted idle mixture
screw.
Throttle plates and/or throttle
shaft bent or damaged. Throttle plates
misaligned.
Positive crankcase ventilation system malfunctioning or restricted.
Idle compensator malfunction.
Idle adjusting needle(s) grooved,
worn or otherwise damaged.
Idle air bleeds restricted.
ldle air or fuel passages restricted.
ldle discharge holes restricted.
ldle discharge holes not in proper
relation t o throttle plate(s).

Excessive dirt in air cleaner.
High or low fuel level or float setting.
Fuel inlet needle not seating properly, or worn needle or seat.
Power valve leaking.
Restricted air bleeds.
Plugged idle fuel channel restrictor.
Worn or damaged main metering
jet.
Fuel pump pressure too low, or
excessive.

FIG. 65 - Carburetor Diagnosis Guide

Fuel siphoning from secondary
main
'ystem (4-V).
Restriction in main fuel passage.
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STALLING

GROUP 1 0 - Fuel System

Verify stalling complaint.
E N G I N E H O T O R COLD
Incorrect idle fuel mixture.
Engine idle speed too slow (fast or
cold idle adjustments).
Dirt, water or ice in fuel filter. .
Positive crankcase ventilation system malfunctioning or restricted.
Fuel lines restricted or leaking air.
Fuel tank vent restricted.
Leaking intake manifold or carburetor gaskets.
Carburetor icing (cold, wet or

..

POOR ACCELERATION

Poor acceleration complaints fall
under one of three headings: the engine is sluggish on acceleration, the
engine stalls when accelerated, or
the engine hesitates or develops a
flat spot when accelerated. Poor acceleration is caused by either an excessively lean or rich mixture on acceleration and/or defects or improper
adjustments in the ignition system.
Road test the car to verify the
tomplaint.
A LEAN M I X T U R E ON
ACCELERATION C A N BE
CAUSED BY:
1 ncorrect accelerating pump stroke
adjustment.
Accelerating pump diaphragm defective.
Low fuel pump pressure.
Sticking fuel inlet needle.
Low fuel level or float setting.
Restriction in main fuel passage.
Air leak between the carburetor
and the manifold caused by loose
mounting bolts or defective gasket.
Air leak at the throttle shaft caused
by a worn throttle shaft.
Accelerating pump fuel inlet valve
(Elastomer valve or ball check) not
seaiing on acceleration. .
Restriction in the accelerating
pump discharge passage.
Accelerating pump discharge Elastomer valve (2-V or 4-V), ball check
or weight not coming fully off its
seat, or failing to seat properly on
the reverse stroke of the pump diaphragm.
Air leak at the accelerating pump
cover caused by a defective gasket or
warped pump cover.
4-V CARBURETORS
Defective power

FIG. 65 - C a r b u r e t o r Diagnosis G u i d e (Continued)

valve

spring.

humid weather).
Incorrect throttle linkage adjustment to carburetor.
Clogged air bleeds or idle passages.
Defective fuel pump.
ENGINE HOT ONLY
Improperly adjusted or defective
carburetor dashpot.
Idle compensator malfunctioning
Coolant control thermostat defective.
Excessive looseness of throttle shaft
in bore(s) of throttle body.

Defective secondary diaphragm.
Air leak where secondary vacuum
pick-up tube fits into air horn, between air horn and the main body,
or between the secondary diaphragm
housing cover and housing.
Secondary throttle plates wedged
in barrels.
Bent secondary throttle shaft.
Secondary throttle plates operating
rod binding, or disconnected from
secondary diaphragm or secondary
throttle lever.
Secondary vacuum passage ball
check stuck on its seat.
Secondary vacuum probe restricted or not properly positioned.
Restricted secondary fuel passages.
Power valve stuck.
Defective power vacuum piston
valve spring (Autolite 4300 4-V).
A RICH M I X T U R E O N
ACCELERATION C A N BE
CAUSED BY:
Broken power valve spring.
Stuck or improperly adjusted secondary throttle air plates.
Secondary throttle damper piston
or linkage stuck.
High fuel level or float setting.
Fuel inlet needle not seating properly or worn needle and/or seat.
Malfunctioning automatic choke.
Excessively dirty air cleaner.
Incorrect accelerating pump stroke
adjustment.
Power valve leakage.
Restricted air bleeds.
Worn or damaged main metering
jet.
Accelerating pump Elastomer valve
(2-V or 4-V) ball check and/or weight
not seating properly.
Excessive fuel pump pressure.
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AUTOMA'TIC CHOKE
SLOW WARM-UP,
ON TOO OFTEN

Check cold engine starting.
Thermostatic choke setting too rich.
Choke linkage sticking or binding.
Incorrect choke linkage adjustment.
Choke plate misaligned or binding
in air horn.

Defective coolant thermostat.
Restricted coolant line at carburetor.
Restriction or air leak in the choke
vacuum or hot air passage.
Choke heat inlet tube restricted,
Choke clean air tube restricted.

SEVERE TRANSMISSION
ENGAGEMENT AFTER
COLD ENGINE START

Check transmission engagement.
Carburetor fast idle speed setting
too high.
Throttle operating on starting step

(highest step) of fast idle cam.
Binding or sticking throttle linkage.
Dashpot setting incorrect.

POOR PERFORMANCE
AT HIGH (LEGAL)
SPEEDS

Excessive dirt in air cleaner.
Improper size or obstructed main
jets.
Float setting too high or too low.
Fuel pump pressure or volume too
high or too low.
Power valve spring weak, or power
valve restricted.
Restricted air bleeds.
Restriction in main fuel passages.
Throttle plates not fully open.
Faulty choke operation.
Improper throttle linkage adjustment.

pick-up tube fits into air horn and
main body, or air leakage between
the secondary diaphragm housing
cover and housing or the air horn
mounting gasket.
Secondary diaphragm return spring
too stiff.
Secondary throttle plates wedged
in venturis.
Bent secondary throttle shaft.
Secondary throttle plate operating
rod binding.
Secondary vacuum passage ball
check sticking on its seat.
Secondary damper linkage sticking.
Distributor advance incorrect.

4-V CARBURETORS
Air leak where secondary vacuum

INCONSISTENT ENGINE
IDLE SPEED

SURGING (CRUISING
SPEEDS TO TOP
(LEGAL) SPEEDS)

FLOODING OR LEAKING
CARBURETOR

Fast idle screw contacting low step
of cam at curb idle.
Incorrect throttle linkage adjustment to carburetor.
Binding or sticking throttle linkage
or accelerator pedal.
Sticking carburetor throttle shaft.
Excessive looseness of throttle
shaft in bores of throttle body.
Improperly adjusted or defective

carburetor dashpot (automatic transmission).
Incorrectly installed throttle plates.
Idle compensator malfunctioning
(4-V).
Positive crankcase ventilation system restricted.
Sticking fuel inlet needle.
Defective power valve or gasket.

Road test.car to verify complaint.
Clogged main jets.
Imporper size main jets.
Low fuel level or float setting.
Clogged filter or filter screen.
Distributor vacuum passage clogged.

Defective spark valve or gasket
Autolite (I -V).
Defective power valve or gasket.
Distributor advance incorrect.
Low fuel pump pressure or volume.

Check carburetor for flooding or
leaking.
Cracked carburetor body.
Defective main body and/or fuel
bowl gasket.
High fuel level or float setting.
Fuel inlet needle not seating properly or worn needle and/or seat.
Ruptured accelerating pump diaphragm. (Autolite I-V and 2 - V ) .

Excessive fuel pump pressure.
Defective power valve gasket.
Ruptured power valve diaphragm.
Loose fuel inlet needle valve seat
or seat gasket damaged or missing.
Sticking and/or restricted float
operation.
Float tab surface rough.
Dirt or foreign material in fuel
holds float needle valve open.

FIG. 65 - Carburetor Diagnosis Guide (Continued)

GROUP 10 - Fuel System

LOW FUEL PUMP
PRESSURE OR VOLUME

Diaphragm stretched or leaking.
Fuel pump diaphragm spring is
weak.
Rocker arm or eccentric worn or
undersize.
Fittings loose or cracked.
Fuel filter clogged (low volume).

Fuel line cracked or broken.
Fuel pump valves improperly seating.
Dirt in fuel tank and/or lines.
Fuel tank vent restricted.
Diaphragm ruptured.
Main body retaining screws loose.

HIGH FUEL PUMP
PRESSURE OR VOLUME

Diaphragm spring too strong or
improper spring.
Diaphragm surface too tight (over-

tensioned).
Diaphragm vent hole is plugged or
omitted.

LOW FUEL PUMP VACUUM

Diaphragm stretched or leaking.
Fuel pump springs weak.
Fuel pump valves improperly
seating.

Diaphragm ruptured.
Rocker arm or eccentric worn.
Main body retaining screws loose.

LOW FUEL PUMP,
VOLUME WITH NORMAL
PRESSURE

Fuel filter clogged.
Fuel pump to carburetor inlet line
obstructed, crimped or leaks.

Restriction in fuel supply line to
fuel pump.

Threads on fittings stripped.
Body cracked.

FUEL PUMP
LEAKS FUEL

Diaphragm defective.
Fittings loose.

FUEL PUMP
LEAKS OIL

Fuel pump retaining bolts loose.
Mounting gasket defective.

Diaphragm pull rod oil seal defective.

FUEL PUMP NOISE

Rocker arm or eccentric worn.
Mounting bolts loose.
Rocker arm springs weak

broken.
Diaphragm pull rod bumper pad
defective.

FUEL TANK AND/OR
INLET LINE HOSES
. .
COLLAPSED

NG. 66-Fuel

Fuel tank vent restircted.

Pump, Tank and Lines Diagnosis Guide

or
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
FUEL BOWLVA

The carburetor (Figs. I and 2) consists of two main assemblies, the main
(upper) body and the throttle (lower)
body.
The upper body (air horn) assembly contains the major metering components of the carburetor: the main
and idle fuel system, which consists
of the power valve, float chamber
vent, and the fuel inlet system.
The lower body assembly contains: the fuel bowl, the accelerating
pump assembly, and the idle mixture
adjusting screw (needle). A hydraulic
dashpot is also included in the lower
body.
OPERATION
The engine speed is regulated and
controlled by the proportion of fuel
and air delivered to the cylinders for
all engine operating conditions. Operation is based on the principle of
pressure differences or vacuum.
Air is drawn into the carburetor
air horn by manifold vacuum. As the
air passes through the carburetor on
its way to enter the cylindcrs, low
pressure is created at the fuel discharge outlets of the cerburetor. The
fuel bowl is vented to atmospheric
and to carburetor air inlet pressure
through a vent hole in the upper
body assembly. The high air pressure
exerted on the fuel in the bowl forces
the fuel to travel up through the
fuel discharge channels and out into
the air stream passing through the
carburetor. The fuel and air is mixed

A N T I A T A L L D ~ S H P O T( W I T H
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION)

FIG. I-Autolite

V

Model 1100 1-V Carburetor-Right

at this point and distributed into the
engine cylinders for combustion.
FUEL INLET SYSTEM
The fuel inlet system (Fig. 3) of
the carburetor maintains a predetermined fuel level in the fuel bowl.
The fuel I c d m the bowl is cxtremely important to carburetor calibration. If the level of the fuel in
the bowl is below the specified setting, a lean fucl-air mixture will result. A rich fuel-air mixture will
occur from a higher than specified
fuel level. The entire calibration of
the carburetor is disturbed i f the fuel
level is not set as specified.

-#

02423-8

Front 3/4 View

Fuel enters the fuel bowl through
the fuel inlet needle valve and seat
assembly. The amount of fuel entering is regulated by the distance the
needle valve is moved off the seat
and by fuel pump pressure. Correct
fuel pump pressure is required to
maintain the carburetor fuel level
within the specified limits.
The fuel level is maintained at a
predetermined level by the float and
lever assembly which controls the
movement of the needle valve. The
needle valve, riding on the tab of the
float and lever assembly, reacts to
any change in height of the float and
the fuel level i n the fuel bowl.
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FIG. 2-Autolite

Model 1 100 1 -V Carburetor-Left

Rear 3/4 View

an idle channel restriction to the idle
channel in the lower body assembly.
The fuel.air mixture passes down
the idle channel, past two idle transfer holes. to the idle mixture adjusting screw (needle). The idle transfer
holes act as additional air bleeds at
normal idle. The fuel air mixture
flows past the idle adjusting screw
needle and seat and is discharged
below the throttle plate. The amount
of mixture to be discharged is determined by the position of the idle
screw needle in relation to the seat
in the ,lower body passage. To help
keep engine emission control within
the limits of government regulations,
idle mixture limiter caps are installed.
The caps prevent the enrichment of
the idle mixture; however, the adjustment screws can be turned approximately 415 turn toward the lean side
(inward).
During off-idle operation, when the
throttle plate is moved past the idle
transfer holes, each hole begins discharging fuel as it is exposed to the
lower air pressure (manifold vacuum). Continued opening of the
throttle plate increases engine rpm
and air flow through the carburetor.
The greater air flow past the booster
venturi causes a pressure drop in the
venturi great enough to bring the
main fuel metering system into operation as the idle fuel metering system tapers off.
MAIN FUEL METERING
SYSTEM
The main fuel metering system
(Fig. 5) supplies the fuel required
for engine operation during the
cruise or part-throttle range. The
system begins to function when the
air flow through the carburetor venturi creates sufficient vacuum to start
fuel flowing in the main system. The
vacuum at the discharge nozzle will
increase as the air flow increases. The
faster the engine operates, the more
fuel will flow through the main fuel
system.

NEEDLE VALVE

@."EL

FIG. 3-Fuel

Inlet System

IDLE FUEL SYSTEM
The idle system (Fig. 4) functions
when the engine is operating at low
rpm. It supplies the fuel-air mixture
when the air flow past the carburetor
venturi is insufficient to operate the
main metering system.
The range of the idle system extends into the operation of the main

metering system. Fuel flows from the
main well, through the idle jet and up
the idle well to the idle fuel channel.
Filtered air from the carburetor air
horn enters the idle air bleed passage
and mixes with the fuel. The air bleed
passage incorporates a restriction
which also serves as a vent to prevent
siphoning of fuel at high speeds or
when the.engine is shut-off. The fuelair mixture then passes down through

Fuel entering the main jet flows up
toward the main nozzle. A main well
tube is inserted within the main well.
Air from the high speed bleed channel enters the main well tube through
a calibrated restriction at the top of
the tube. The air passes through holes
spaced along the tube, mixing with
the fuel flowing up the main well. The
fuel and air mixture being lighter than
solid fuel. responds faster to changes
in venturi pressures. The mixture continues flowing up the main well to the

,,,

. ...-a-*...
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fuel is mixed with the filtered air moving past and through the booster
venturi.
The anti-siphon bleed also acts as
a vent to prevent siphoning of fuel
at low engine speeds.
ACCELERATING
P U M P SYSTEM

IDLE CHP

IDLE

TRANSFER

HOLES

FIG. 4-Idle

RES

@VACUUM

Fuel System

ANTI
FUEL.AIR MIXING

MAIN WELl

MAlN I=UEL DISCHARGE TI

Smooth acceleration requires a
momentary increase in the supply of
fuel. The air flow through the carburetor responds almost immediately
to any increase in carburetor throttle
valve opening. The fuel within the
metering passages will lag momentarily in its response to the pressure
difference created by this increased
air flow. This lag in fuel response will
cause a temporary leanness in the
fuel-air mixture that results in a
hesitation in engine acceleration. A
mechanically operated accelerating
pump system (Fig. 6) supplies added
fuel to provide a richer fuel-air mixture for this brief period of time.
The accelerating pump is actuated
by linkage connected to the throttle
shaft. When the throttle is opened on
acceleration. the diaphragm forces fuel
from the accelerating pump chamber
into the discharge channel. The inlet
ball check closes to prevent a reverse
flow of fuel. Fuel under pressure forces
the outlet ball check valve and the
weight off its seat, allowing fuel to
pass up to the discharge nozzle. The
fuel is sprayed from the nozzle into
the air stream above the main venturi.
When the throttle plate is closed
on acceleration, a return spring forces
the diaphragm back. drawing fuel
through the inlet channel. The inlet
ball check opens. allowing fuel to pass
into the chamber while the outlet ball
check closes preventing entry of air. A
bleed hole is located in the body casting to allow vapor and excess pressure
to escape from the diaphragm chamber.

BOOSTER VENT1

POWER FUEL SYSTEM

FIG. 5-Main

Metering System

anti-siphon bleed. More air is introduced at the anti-siphon bleed to the

fuel and air mixture which is then discharged from the main nozzle. The

When the engine is required to
deliver more power to meet an increased road load demand or wideopen throttle operation. the carburetor must deliver a richer fuel-air
mixture than supplied during the
operation of the main fuel system
at cruise or part throttle operation.
When the engine is running under a
high power demand, intake manifold
vacuum is low. The vacuum below
the carburetor throttle plate approximates intake manifold vacuum. The
carburetor power valve (Fig. 7) will

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
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power demands.
Manifold vacuum is transmitted
from an opening below the throttle
plate, through a channel to the upper body assembly and to the top of
the power valve piston. At idle and
normal engine speeds, the manifold
vacuum is great enough to hold the
power valve piston up.
The power valve rod is connected
to the piston. The foot of the rod
controls the gradient valve.
A power valve spring is adjusted by
the threaded plastic nut against the
spring to obtain a predetermined tension. The spring tension overcomes the
vacuum above the piston when manifold vacuum drops below a predetermined level. Upon demand for more
power, the manifold vacuum drops
below this level. The spring tension
moves the rod down and allows the
gradient valve to move. Air pressure
above the fuel bowl forces fuel to
flow through the power jet, adding to
fuel in the main fuel system, enriching the fuel-air mixture.
As the demand for power decreases and manifold vacuum increases. the vacuum above the oiston
overcomes the spring tension.' The
piston and rod move up and the gradient valve closes the power jet channel.

T BAL

!AGM AND R E T U R N

OPERA1'ING L

G.6-Accelerating

Pump System

.

.
AUTOMATIC CHOKE
SYSTEM

PIS TON RE

ADJLJSTMEN NUT

VACUUM
AIR

I

FUEL

FIG. 7-Power

MAIN METERING JET

Valve a n d Fuel Enrichment System

open when the manifold vacuum drop
below a predetermined value. The fuel

air n ~ x t u r eis thus automatically enriched .to meet the increased engine

The automatic choke system (Fig.
8) provides the proper choking action required to enrich the fuel-air
mixture during the engine warm up
period. This is accomplished primarily through the use of a bimetal thermostatic coil spring. The automatic
choke control assembly is mounted
on the lower body assembly and
linked t o the choke shaft lever by
the choke control rod.
The bimetal thermostatic spring
winds up when cold and unwinds
when warm. When the engine is
cold, the thermostatic spring, through
attaching linkage, holds the choke
plate in a closed position. A cold engine is started by opening the throttle fully to permit the pressure exerted by the bimetal spring to close
the choke plate. A fast idle cam is
also rotated into position by the auto-matic choke lever and through a torsion spring to contact the fast idle
adiusting screw.
he ihrottle is returned to a partially opened position as the engine
is cranked. When the engine starts
running, the spring action of the bi;metal spring will permit partial open-
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FIG. 8-Automatic
-EXTERNAL

Choke System
VENTING

ND VALVE OUT

FUEL BOWL V

ing of the choke plate. As the throttle is returned to the idle position,
the pulldown rod opens the choke
plate mechanically to a calibrated
setting. The fast idle screw, attached
to the throttle lever, increases the
engine idle speed for smoother running when the engine is cold.
During driveaway, increased air
flow will result in increased pressure
on the choke plate, causing the choke
plate to partially open against the
force of the bimetal spring, thereby
controlling fuel-air mixture in response to engine demand.
As the engine continues to run.
manifold vacuum draws heated air
from the exhaust manifold heat chamber through the 'thermostatic choke
control outlet line connected to the
choke housing. The amount of air
entering the choke housing is controlled by restriction of air channels
in the carburetor.
The warmed air from the heat
chamber enters the choke housing
and heats the thermostatic spring,
causing it to warm up. Tension of
the thermostatic spring gradually decreases as the temperature of the air
from the heat chamber rises, allowing
the choke plate to open. The air in
the choke housing is exhausted into
the intake manifold.
When the engine reaches its normal operating temperature, the spring
exerts full tension on the choke plate,
forcing it to the full open position.
When the choke plate is partially
or fully closed. a fast idle cam is
rotated into position to contact the
fast idle adjustment screw. The screw,
attached to the throttle lever. permits
a faster engine idle speed for smoother
running when the engine is cold. The
thermostatic choke lever and torsion
spring rotates the fast idle cam to
lower the engine idle speed when the
engine temperature rises and choking
is reduced.
The throttle lever and pull-down
rod partially opens the choke plate
when the accelerator pedal is fully
depressed. This permits unloading a
flooded engine.
FUEL BOWL VENT SYSTEM

@VACUUM

FIG. 9-Fuel

Bowl Venting System

The fuel bowl requires venting
(Fig. 9) to provide proper operation
for the various systems. Fuel vapors
may form in the fuel bowl when a
hot engine is stopped, idling, or operating at very low speeds. By ventiing the fuel bowl to the atmosphere
by means of a vent control valve,
engine performance is improved. At
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The vent control valve, (Fig. 9) is
at the inward position during closed
or part throttle operation. In this position, the valve allows venting only
to the atmosphere. At normal or
wide-open throttle operation the valve
moves outward, sealing the external
vent and opening the vent to the carburetor throat.

DASHPOT SYSTEM

I

FUEL INLET PORT

DIAPHRAGM AND RETURN SPRING

FIG. 10-Anti-Stall

Dashpot

higher engine speeds. venting to the
carburetor air horn prevents calibration changes due to normal air cleaner
contamination.
The restriction of air due to air

2

cleaner contamination causes a pressure drop in the carburetor air horn,
and a richer air-fuel mixture. T h e ,
pressure drop will increase as demand
for air (engine speed) is increased.

The low idle rpm setting on automatic transmission equipped units
requires a means of control to prevent engine stall upon sudden closing
of the throttle plate. This is accomplished by hydraulic dariipeninp of
the throttle closing rate.
The dashpot is acluated by linkage
connected to the throttle shaft (Fig.
10). When the throttle is opened a return spring forces the diaphragm
back, drawing fuel through the inlet
channel. The inlet ball check opens.
allowing fuel to flow into the dashpot
chamber.
When thc throttle plate is closed.
thc dashpot actuating lever and adjusting screw moves the diaphracm
inward. The diaphragm moving Inward seats the inlet ball check. closes
the inlet channel and forces fuel
through a restriction into the fuel
outlet channel into the bowl.' The
discharge restriction limits the flow
of fuel and slows the closing of the
throttle plate.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

.

Flooding, stumble on acceleration
and other performance complaints
are. in many instances, caused by
the presence of dirt, water, or other
foreign matter in the carburetor. To
aid in diagnosing the complaint. the
carburetor should be carefully removed from the'engine without removing the fuel from the bowl. The
contents of the bowl may then be
examined for contamination as the
carburetor is disassembled.
I. Remove the air cleaner from
the air horn of the carburetor (Part
10-8, Section 2).
2. Disconnect the clean air tube.
accelerator return spring, accelerator
linkage, automatic choke heat tube,

in-line fuel filter and. the distributor
vacuum line.
3. Remove the carburetor to intake manifold retaining nuts. Remove
the carburetor, spacer and the upper
and lower spacer gasket. Discard the
gaskets.

INSTALLATION
I. Clean the gasket surfaces of the
carburetor, i n t a k e manifold and
spacer. Position the spacer between
2 new gaskets and position them on
the intake manifold.
2. Install the carburetor and tighten the retaining nuts. evenly and alternately. to specification.

3. Connect the distributor vacuum
line. in-line fuel filter, automatic
choke heat tube, clean air tube. accelerator linkage and the accelerator
return spring.
4. Refer to Common Adjustments
and Repairs (Part 10- I . Section 2) for
idle speed and mixture adjustments.

PART 10-2 - Autolite Model 1 100 1 -V Carburetor
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M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

Refer t o Part 10-1. Section 3. for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
DISASSEMBLY
Use a separate container for the
component parts o f the various ;ISsemblies t o facilitate clc;~ning. inspection and assemblg..
T h e following is a step-by-step
sequence of operations for conipletely overhauling the carburetor:
however, certain components o f the
carburetor m a y be ser\!iccd without
a complete disassembly o f the entire
unit.
ACiTOMATIC C H O K E

I . Remove the chokc p u l l - d o \ v ~ i
r o d to throttle lever rctaincr ( F i z .
I?). RernoLGethe r o d f r o m the levcr.
2. Reniove the choke thermostatic
spring housing t o choke I ~ o u s i n ?retaining screws. Remove the tlierlnostat spring housing clamp. houbinc
and the gasket.
3. Remove the choke housins t o
lower the b o d retaining screws. Rot;~te the choke housing to disconnect
the choke control r o d and remove the
choke housing and the gasket.

4. Remove the choke control lever
t o thermostatic choke shaft screw.
Remove the choke control lever assembly and the spring. Slide the
choke shaft o u t o f the choke housing.
5. Remove the choke control r o d
f r o m the lever.
6. Remove the choke pulldown r o d
adjusting nut f r o m the rod. Slide the
r o d o u t of the swivel.

UPPER A I R H O R N A N D
LOWER BODY

I. Squeeze the tang o n the fuel
b o w l vent valve r o d t o accelerating
p u m p vent actuating lever (Fig. I I),
and disconnect the vent r o d f r o m the
lever. Remove the fuel b o w l vent valve
r o d and,spring.
2. Remove the upper t o lower
body retaining screws a n d the carburetor identification tag. Separate
the upper body assembly, gasket and
lower body assembly (Fig. I I ) . Discard the gasket.
3. Invert the lower body assembly
and allow the accelerating p u m p dis-

charge \$eight and ball check, the
accelerating p u m p inlet ball check.
and the dashpol ball check. i f so
equipped. t o fall i n t o the hand.
IjI'PEH

BODY

(AIR

HORN)

I. Kernovc the float retaining p i n
and the I'lout asscmbly (Fig. I I ) .

2. Kcmove the fuel inlet needle
valve. Remove tlic needle valve seat
and 9;lskct. Dihcard the gasket.
3. Kenlove the m a i n jet.

4. Kcmove the air clcaner bracket
rctaining r o l l pins \ < i t h pliers. T u r n
tlicm i n a direction that w i l l c o i l the
pin.; to ;I smaller diameter. I f they
ol'l'cr r-csistancc t o turning. turn them
i n the opposite direction. Pull the
br;~ckct out o f the retaining channels.
5. II' i t is nece:sary t o remove the
choke plate and sh:ift, lightly scribe
the chokc along the choke shaft so
that the choke plate can be installed
i n the same position d u r i n g installation.
Remove the choke plate screws.
T h e retaining screws are staked i n
the choke shaft. I f the tips o f the
screws are flared excessively. file o f f
the flared p o r t i o n t o avoid damage t o
the threads i n the choke shaft. Be
careful not t o damage the choke
shaft o r venturi w h i l e f i l i n g the
screws. Remove the choke plate f r o m
the t o p o f the a i r h o r n by sliding the
plate out o f the shaft. Slide the shaft
out o f the body.

LOWER BODY
1. Depress the tab on the accelerating p u m p link t o control r o d retaining c l i p and slide the r o d out o f
the link. (Fig. I I).

2. Remove the accelerating p u m p
cover retaining screws. Remove the
cover assembly f r o m the lower body.
Separate the p u m p di.rphragm and
spring f r o m the cover or lower body.
I f necessary. remove the fuel vent
valve r o d actuating lever t o cover retaining p i n and the accelerating p u m p
lever t o cover retaining p i n w i t h pliers.
T u r n them i n a direction that w i l l c o i l
the pins t o a smaller diameter. I f the
pins offer resistance t o turning, t u r n
them i n the opposite direction. Re-

move the levers f r o m the cover.

3. Depress the tab on the dashpot
lever and control r o d retaining clip.
and slide the r o d out o f the dashpot
lever. Remove the dashpot cover retaining screws and remove the cover
assembly. Separate the diaphragm and
spring f r o m the cover or body.
I f necessary. remove the lever t o
cover retaining p i n with pliers. T u r n
the p i n i n a direction that w i l l c o i l
the pin t o a smaller diameter. I f the
p i n offers resistance t o turning. t u r n
i t i n the opposite direction and remove the lever f r o m the cover.
4. Remove the throttle shaft lever
retaining r i n g and washer. Remove
the accelerating p u m p lever and overtravel spring f r o m the throttle shaft.
Remove the accelerator p u m p and
dashpot control rods from the lever.
5. Remove the distributor vacuum
outlet adapter.
6. I f i t is necessary t o remove the
throttle plate and shaft. lightly scribe
the throttle plate along the throttle
shaft so that the throttle plates can
be installed i n the same position duri n g installation.
Remove the throttle plate retaini n g screws and slide the plate out o f
the shaft. F o r assembly purposes.
note that the dimple i n the throttle
plate is located below the throttle
shaft. T h e retaining screws are staked
i n the throttle shaft. I f the tips o f the
screws are flared excessively. file o f f
the flared p o r t i o n t o avoid damage
t o the threads i n the throttle shaft.
B e careful not t o damage the throttle
shaft or t e n t u r i while f i l i n g the screws.

7. Remove the overtravel spring
tension p i n f r o m the throttle shaft
and slide the shaft out o f the body.
ASSEMBLY
M a k e sure a l l holes i n the new
gaskets have been properly punched
and that n o foreign material has adhered t o the g ~ ~ s k e t s .
D u r i n g assembly o f the carburetor. certain adjustments are required. T h e details o f these adlustments are covered i n Part 10-1. Section 2. under C o m m o n Adiustnients
and Repairs.
A disassembled vlew o f the carburetor is shown i n Fig. I I.
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Model 1100 1-V Carburetor Assembly

I

AIR CLEANt R BRACKET -98672
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LIPPER

BODY

(AIR' HORN)

1. If the choke plate and the shaft
were removed, insert the choke shaft
assembly into the qir horn with the
lever pointing toward the accelerating
pump side of the carburetor (Fig. I I).
Refer to the line previously scribed
on the choke plate and insert the
choke plate into its original position
with .the plate indentation facing upward and toward the accelerating
pump side of the carburetor. lnstall
the choke plate retaining screws
snug, but not tight.
Check for proper plate fit, binding in the air horn and free rotation
of the shaft by moving the plate
from the closed position to the open
position. If it moves freely, tighten
the choke plate retaining screws while
holding the plate in the fully-closed
position. Stake the screws. When
staking the screws, support the shaft
and plate on a block of wood or a
metal t a r to prevent bending of the
shaft.

2. lnstall the main jet in the main
fuel well.
3. lnstall the needle valve seat
gasket and the seat. Tighten the needle
valve seat firmly. Insert the needle
valve into the needle valve seat, with
the viton tip toward the seat.
4. Position the float assembly in
the body, with the tab on the arm
located over the needle valve and the
hinge of the arm lined up between
the hinge bracket holes in the upper
body casting. lnsert the float hinge
pin through the holes in the upper
body and float assembly.
5. Check and adjust the float setting. Refer to Common Adjustm,ents
and Repairs (Part 10- 1, Section 2) for
the proper procedure.
6. lnsert the air cleaner bracket
in the channels of the air horn and
install the bracket retaining pins.
LOWER BODY

1. If the throttle plate and shaft
were removed, slide the throttle shaft
into the lower body. with the lever
on the throttle shaft located opposite the fuel bowl and the fast idle
adjusting screw facing upward (Fig.
I I).
Refer to the line previously scribed
on the throttle plate and insert the
plate through the slot in the throttle
shaft. The plate indentation must
face the bottom of the body and
point toward the accelerator pump
side of the lower body. lnstall the
throttle plate screws snug, but not
tight.

Rotate the throttle shaft while
lightly tapping the throttle plate within the throttle bore. Check for free
rotation of the throttle shaft. Hold
the lower body up to the light. Little
or no light should show between the
throttle plate and throttle bore. When

the plate is properly located, hold
the throttle plate closed; then, tighten
and stake the retaining screws. When
staking the screws, support the shaft
and plate on a block of wood or a
metal bar to prevent bending of the
shaft.

2. lnstall the distributor vacuum
outlet fitting.
3. If the accelerating pump link
was removed from the accelerating
pump cover, position the top hole of
the link between the top bracket holes
in the cover; then, install the retaining
roll pin.
Position the vent rod lever over
the accelerating pump cover bracket. Line up the hole in the lever with
the holes in the bracket and install
the retaining roll pin.
Position the small diameter end of
the diaphragm return spring in the
boss in the accelerating pump chamber. Position the diaphragm assembly
in the accelerating pump cover, with
the diaphragm plunger facing the
lever, and line up the holes. Position
the cover and diaphragm over the
return spring and onto the body. Install the cover retaining screws finger-tight. Push the diaphragm assembly inward with the lever and tighten
the cover screws.
4. If the lever was removed from
the dashpot cover, position the hole
in the lever between the holes in the
bracket on the cover. lnstall the lever
retaining roll pin. lnstall the adjusting screw in the lever, i f necessary.
Position the small diameter of the
diaphragm return spring on the boss
in the dashpot chamber. Position the
diaphragm in the dashpot cover with
the diaphragm plunger facing the
lever, and line up the holes. Position
the cover and the diaphragm over
the return spring and onto the body.
Install the cover retaining screws finger tight. Push the diaphragm assembly inward with the lever and tighten
the cover screws.
5. Position the overtravel spring
(Fig. I I) on the accelerating pump
lever and hook the tang of the spring
on the lever. Position the accelerating pump lever and spring on the
throttle shaft and insert the accelerating pump actuating rod and dashpot actuating rod, if so equipped,
into the two holes in the lever.
6. lnstall the overtravel tension

spring retaining pin in the throttle
shaft. Pull the arm of the spring over
the retaining pin to apply spring tension to the overtravel lever. Install
the washer and retaining clip on the
throttle shaft. Insert the keyed end of
the accelerating pump actuating and
the dashpot actuating rod (if so
equipped) into the inboard side of
the slotted holes in the accelerating
pump lever.
7. Position the accelerating pump
actuating rod retaining clip over the
hole in the accelerating lever, with
the tab side of the clip toward the
carburetor barrel (Fig. I I). Depress
the tab and insert the shorter end of
the rod through the lever and clip.
Release the tab when the rod is inserted. Perform the Accelerating
Pump Adjustments (Part 10-1, Section 2) after the carburetor is assem bled.
8. Position the dashpot actuating rod
retaining clip over the hole in the dashpot lever, with the tab side of the clip
facing toward the carburetor barrel
(Fig. I I). Depress the tab and insert
the shorter end of the rod through
the lever and clip, then release the
tab when the rod is inserted. Perform
an Anti-Stall Dashpot Adjustment
(Part 10-1, Section 2) after the carburetor is assembled.
9. After the carburetor is installed
on the vehicle, refer to Part 10-1 of
this manual for idle mixture adjustments.
UPPER ( A I R H O R N ) T O
LOWER BODY ASSEMBLY

1. Place the ball check and the
accelerating pump weight into the
lower, body accelerating pump outlet
passage (Fig. I I): lnsert a ball check
in the accelerating pump inlet passage.
2. lnsert a ball check in the dashpot inlet passage (Fig. I I).
3. Install the new upper to lower
body gasket onto the lower body.
M a k e certain the word T O P (inscribed on the gasket) is facing upward. Position the upper body on the
lower body and gasket. During the
installation, observe the float shaft to
make certain i t does not dislodge.

lnstall the upper to lower body retaining screws and the carburetor
identification tag. Tighten the screws.
4. Install the vent valve spring and
rod, connecting the rod to the vent
actuating lever. Position the fuel vent
valve rod retaining clip over the hole
in the actuating lever, with the tab
side of the clip toward the carburetor
air horn. Depress the tab on the clip
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FIG. 12-Automatic

C h o k e .Link

and connect the rod to the actuating
lever. Release the tab.
AUTOMATIC CHOKE

1. When facing the cam side of
the choke housing (Figs. I I and 12),
position the choke shaft spring over
the bushing hub with the hook of
the spring on the fast idle cam finger
(spring windup will rotate the cam
counterclockwise).
2. Hold the cam finger clockwise
and against the stop of the housing,
then rotate the spring counterclockwise until the spring straight end
passes the cam finger. Position the
choke control lever over the fast idle

cam, with the pulldown swivel away
from the housing and the short tang
between the cam finger and the spring
straight end.
3. Insert the thermostatic choke
shaft assembly into the choke housing from the bimetal spring side of
the housing and into the choke control lever (the pull-down swivel and
the thermostatic spring arm should
be aligned and not opposite), and
install the retaining' screw.
4. Insert the threaded end of the
choke pull-down rod through the
swivel (from the bottom) and install
the adjusting nut.
5. Position the short end of the
choke control rod into the keyhole
in the choke housing choke lever.

6. Insert the choke assembly retaining screws into the choke housing. Position the choke housing to
main body gasket and the choke
housing onto the lower body. connecting the control rod to the choke
plate shaft. Start the retaining screws
into the body.
7. Insert the end of the choke pull
down rod into the front of the throttle shaft lever hole and install the
retainer.
8. Check the position of the choke
housing to main body gasket and
tighten the retaining screws.
9. Position the thermostatic spring,
housing, gasket and cover to the
choke housing, making sure the loop
at the end of the thermostatic spring
is on the choke lever (Fig. 13). The
spring must wind clockwise toward
the center when viewed from the
choke housing side of the carburetor.
Loosely install the spring housing
clamp and the retaining screws. Rotate the spring housing in a counterclockwise (rich) direction and align
the index mark on the spring housing with the specified index mark
(Part 10-1. Section 2) on the choke
housing. Tighten the thermostatic
spring housing clamp retaining screws.
10. Perform the Automatic Choke

FIG. 13-Correct Position of
A u t o ~ n a t i cChoke Torsion Spring
Plate Clearance (Pull-Down) and
Fast Idle Cam Linkage Adjustment
(Part 10-1. Section 2).
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DESCRIPTION A.ND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

FUEL BOWL VENT

The carburetor is made up of three
main assemblies: the air horn, the
main body and throttle body (Figs. 1
and 2).
The air horn, which serves as the
main body cover, contains the choke
plate, a vent for the fuel bowl, automatic choke thermostatic control and
the fuel inlet fitting, inlet needle
and seat and the float and lever assembly. The anti-stall dashpot is attached to the air horn by means of
a bracket.
The main body contains the accelerating pump assembly. metering
rod jet, low-speed jet, accelerating
pump check needle, a high speed air
bleed and the main discharge nozzle.
The throttle body contains the
throttle plate, throttle shaft and
lever, idle mixture adjusting screw
and discharge slot, and choke connector rod.

. DASHF

\CUUM

'

IDLE SPEED ADJUSTING SCREW

OPERATION
THROTTLE LEVER AND SHAFT ASSEMBLY

The engine speed is regulated and
controlled by the proportion of fuel
and air delivered to the cylinders
for all engine operating conditions.
Operation is based on the principle
of pressure differences or vacuum.
Air is drawn into the carburetor
air horn by manifold vacuum. As the
air passes through the carburetor on
its way to enter the cylinders, low
pressure is created at the fuel discharge outlets of the carburetor.

B3028-A

FIG. I-Carter

Model YF 1-V Carburetor-Rear

The fuel bowl is vented to the carburetor air horn. The high air pressure
exerted on the fuel in the bowl forces
the fuel to travel up through the
fuel discharge channels and out into
the air stream passing through the
carburetor. The fuel and air is

View

mixed at this point and distributed
into the engine cylinders for combustion.

FUEL INLET SYSTEM
The fuel inlet system (Fig. 3) of
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CHOKE HEAT TUBE

assembly. The amount of fuel entering is regulated by the distance the
needle valve is moved off the seat
and by fuel pump pressure. Correct
fuel pump pressure is required to
maintain the carburetor fuel level
within the specified limits.
The fuel level is maintained at a
predetermined level by the float and
lever assembly which controls the
movement of the needle valie. The
needle valve, riding on the tab of the
float and lever assembly, reacts to
any change in height of the float and
the fuel level in the fuel bowl.

(

IDLE FUEL SYSTEM

FUEL SUPPI

ACCESSOI
THROTTLE SHAFT
B3029-A

FIG. 2-Carter

Model YF 1-V Carburetor-Left

Front View

BOWL VENT TUBE

FUEL INLET VALVE
AN0 SEAT

Fuel for idle and early part throttle
operation is metered through the idle,
or low-speed system (Fig. 4).
Fuel enters the idle well through the
metering rod jet. The low-speed jet
measures the amount of fuel for idle
and early part throttle operation. The
upper idle air bleed, fixed idle restriction, and lower idle air bleed are carefully calibrated and serve to break up
the-liquid fuel. The fuel is then mixed
with air as it moves through a passage to the idle port and idle adjustment screw port. Turning the idle
adjustment screw inward rkduces the
quantity of fuel air mixture supplied by
the idle circuit.
The idle port is slot-shaped. As
the throttle valve is opened, more of
the idle port is uncovered, allowing
a greater quantity of the fuel air
mixture to enter the carburetor bore.
MAIN FUEL METER'ING
SYSTEM

FLOAT AND LEVER
ASSEMBLY

*

FUEL

03040 - A

FIG. 3-Fuel

Inlet System

the carburetor maintains a predetermined fuel level in the fuel bowl.
The fuel level in the bowl is extremely important to carburetor calibration. I f the level of the fuel in
the bowl is below the specified setting. a lean fuel-air mixture will re-

sult. A rich fuel-air mixture will
occur from a higher than' specified
fuel level. The ,entire calibration of
the carburetor is disturbed if the fuel
level is not set as specified.
Fuel enters the fuel bowl through
the fuel inlet needle valve and seat

The main fuel metering system
(Fig. 5) supplies the fuel required for
engine operation during the cruise
or part-throttle range.
The position of the metering rod in
the metering rod jet controls the
amount of fuel admitted to the highspeed nozzle. The position of the metering rod is dual controlled; mechanically, by movement of the throttle and
by manifold vacuum applied to the
diaphragm.
MECHANICAL METERING
ROD ACTION
During part throttle operation,
manifold vacuum pulls the diaphragm
assembly down holding the metering
rod arm against the pump lifter
link. Movement of the metering rod is
then controlled by the pump lifter
link, connected to the throttle shaft.
This is true a t all times when vac-
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VACUUM METERING
ROD ACTION
Under any operating condition, when
the tension of the pump diaphragm
lower spring overcolnes the pull of
vacuum under the diaphragm, the
metering rod will move toward the
wide-open throttle position.
The restriction and air bleed in
the vacuum passage provide a lower
and more uniform vacuum condition
in the chamber below the diaphragm.

HIGH SPEED
AIR BLEED
To prevent vapor bubbles in the
nozzle passage and low-speed well,
caused by heat from forcing fuel
out of the nozzle, high speed air bleeds
are used. The purpose of the air bleeds
is to vent the vapors and relieve the
pressure before it is sufficient to force
the fuel out of the nozzle and into the
intake manifold. The high speed air

FIG. 4-Idle

bleed and the main nozzle are permanently installed and must not be
removed in service.

Fuel System

83042-A

FIG. 5-Main

Fuel Metering System

ACCELERATING P U M P
SYSTEM
The accelerating pump system
(Fig. 6) provides a measured amount
of fuel, which is necessary for smooth
engine operation during acceleration.
~ c c e l e r a t i n pump
~
action is controlled both mechanically and by
manifold vacuum in the same manner as the metering rod. When the
throttle is closed, the diaphragm
moves downward and fuel is drawn
into the pump fuel chamber. When
the diaphragm moves downward, the
discharge check is seated. When the
throttle is opened, the diaphragm
moves upward, forcing fuel out
through the discharge passage, past
the discharge check, and out of the
pump jet.
If the throttle is opened suddenly,
the pump upper spring will compress,
resulting in a smoother pump discharge of longer duration.
Manifold vacuum is applied to
the underside of the dia'phragm at
all times the engine is in operation.
When manifold vacuum decreases to
the point where the pump lower diaphragm spring overcomes the manifold vacuum, the diaphragm moves
upward and a pump discharge
results.
AUTOMATIC CHOKE SYSTEM

uum under the diaphragm is strong
enough to overcome the tension of
the pump lower diaphragm spring.

The pump upper spring serves as a
bumper upon deceleration and as a
delayed action spring on acceleration.

The automatic choke system (Fig.
7) provides a correct mixture necessary- for quick, cold engine starting
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FIG. 6-Accelerating

Pump System
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FIG. 7-hutomatic
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TO M A N I F O L D

THERMOSTATIC COIL

83044-A

Choke System

and warm-up.
When the engine is cold, tension of
the thermostatic spring holds the choke
valve closed. When the engine is started, air velocity against the offset,
chok-e valve causes the valve to open
slightly against the thermostatic
spring tension. Intake maniFold vacuum applied to the choke piston also
tends to pull the choke valve open.
The choke valve assumes a position
where' tension of the thermostatic
spring is balanced by the pull of
vacuum on the piston and force of
air velocity on the offset valve.
When the engine starts, slots located in the sides of the choke piston
cylinder are uncovered allowing intake manifold vacuum to draw
warm air, heated by the exhaust
manifold. through the choke housing.
The flow of warm air heats the
thermostatic spring and causes it
to lose some tension. The thermostatic spring loses tension gradually
until the choke plate reaches fullopen position.
If the engine is accelerated during
the warm-up period, the corresponding
drop in manifold vacuum allows the
thermostatic spring to momentarily
close the choke, providing a richer
mixture.
During the warm-up period, it is
necessary to provide a fast idle speed
to prevent engine stalling. This is
accomplished by a fast idle cam
connected to the choke shaft. The
choke-trip lever contacts the fast idle
cam. The fast idle link attached to the
throttle lever contacts the choke-trip
lever, and prevents the throttle valve
from returning to a normal warm
engine idle position while the automatic choke is in operation.
If, during the starting period, the
engine becomes flooded, the choke
valve may be opened manually to
clean out any excessive fuel in the
intake manifold. This may be accomplished by depressing the accelerator pedal to the floor and engaging the starter. The unloader projection on the fast idle link will contact
the unloader lug on the choke-trip
lever and in turn partially open the
choke valve.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Remove the air cleaner. Disconnect the distributor vacuum hose

from the carburetor and the automatic transmission or accessory vacuum line i f so equipped. Disconnect
the automatic choke heat tube at

the thermostatic coil (choke) housing
on the carburetor. Disconnect the fuel
line at the carburetor. Disconnect the
accelerator linkage at the carbu-

PART 10-3 - Carter Model YF 1- V Carburetor
retor throttle shaft and lever assembly.
2. Remove the two nuts retaining
the carburetor to the carburetor adpater. Pull the carburetor straight
up and off the adapter to prevent
damage to the throttle plate.
INSTALLATION

I. Clean all old gasket material
from the carburetor throttle body
flange and the carburetor adapter

3

surface. Install a new carburetor
to adapter gasket. Set the carburetor straight down on the adapter
studs. Install the two retaining nuts
and tighten evenly.
2. Connect the accelerator linkage
to the carburetor throttle lever. Connect the fuel line to the carburetor.
Install the automatic choke heat
tube to the thermostatic coil housing
and tighten the tube nut. Connect
the distributor and automatic trans-
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mission or accessory vacuum lines
or hoses to the carburetor. Set the
thermostatic coil housing index mark
to specification.
3. Start the engine and check for
fuel or vacuum leaks. Allow the engine to reach normal operating temperature. Set the idle mixture and
idle speed. Check and set the anti-stall
clearance. Install the air cleaner,
and reset the idle speed and mixture
as necessary.

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

Refer to Part 10-1, Section 3 for
cleaning and inspection procedures.
DISASSEMBLY

Use ;I separate container for the
component parts of the various assemblies to facilitate cleaning, inspection and assembly.
The following is a step-by-step
sequence of operations for completely overhauling the carburetor;
houever. certain components of the
carburetor may be serviced without
LI complete disassembly of the entire
unit.
A disassembled view of the carburetor is shown in Fig. I I .
I . Disengage the throttle connector
rod retainer (Fig. I I ) from the choke
connector rod, and pull the rod out
of the fast idle link.
2. Remove the attaching screws and
retainers. the thermostatic spring housing assembly, spring housing gasket,
spring housing baffle plate, choke trip
lever and pin assembly. and fast idle
link.

.,
FIG. 9-Acceleration

Pump a n d

Lifter Link Assembly

3. Remove the air horn assembly
attaching screws. dashpot and bracket assembly, air horn assembly, and
air horn gasket.
4. Hold the air horn assembly
bottom side up. and remove the float
pin and float and lever assembly.
Turn the air horn assembly over and
allow the needle pin. spring. needle,
and seat to fall into the hand.
5. Remove the needle seat and
gasket.
6. Remove the air cleaner bracket.
Remove the choke plate attaching
screws. File the staked ends. if necessary. and use new screws upon reassembly. Remove the choke plate from the
air horn assembly. Disengage the fast
idle cam spring from the cam spring
lever on the choke piston lever and
shaft assembly. Rotate the choke shaft
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and piston assembly counterclockwise
until the choke piston is out of the
choke piston cylinder (Fig. 8). Remove
the assembly from the air horn. Remove the piston pin, piston, fast idle
cam, and fast idle cam spring from the
choke piston lever and shaft assembly.
7. Turn the main body casting upside down and catch the accelerating
pump check needle in your hand.
8. Disconnect the throttle shaft
arm spring. Loosen the throttle
shaft arm screw, and remove the arm
and pump connector link.
9. Remove the accelerating pump
diaphragm housing screws. Lift out
the pump diaphragm assembly, the
pump lifter link, the metering rod and
the fuel bowl baffle plate as a unit
(Fig. 9).
10. Disengage the metering rod
arm spring from the metering rod, and
remove the metering rod from the metering rod arm assembly. Compress
the upper pump spring, and remove
the spring retainer. Remove the upper
spring, the metering rod arm assembly, and the pump lifter link from
the pump diaphragm shaft. Compress the pump diaphragm spring,
and remove the pump diaphragm
spring retainer, spring, and pump
diaphragm assembly from the pump
diaphragm housing assembly.
11. W i t h the proper size jet tool
or screwdriver remove the low speed jet
(Fig. 10).
12. Remove the retaining screws
and separate the throttle body flange
assembly from the main body casting. Remove the body flange gasket.
13. Remove the idle mixture screw
and spring. Remove the throttle plate
retaining screws. File the staked ends,
i f necessary, and use new screws upon
reassembly. Slide the throttle shaft
and lever assembly out of the throttle body flange assembly.

ASSEMBLY
1. Install the throttle shaft and
lever assembly (Fig. I I) in the throttle
body flange. Position the throttle
plate on the throttle shaft with the
notch in the plate aligned with the
slotted idle port (Fig. 12) in the throttle body flange. Install the throttle
plate attaching screws snug, but
not tight. Move the shaft back and
forth and rotate it to be sure the
throttle plate does not bind in the
flange bore. Reposition the plate if
necessary. Tighten the screws and
stake (or peen) the screws in place.
2. Install the idle mixture screw
and spring. Lightly seat the screw.

Then back it out (unscrew) I
turns for initial setting.

THROTTLEPLATE
FIG. 72-Throttle

NO~CH
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Plate Installation

3. Place a new body flange gasket and the main body casting on
the throttle body flange. Install the
attaching screws and tighten them
evenly.
4. With the proper size jet tool (or
screwdriver) install the low speed jet
and the metering rod jet (Fig. 10).
5. Install the pump diaphragm in
the pump diaphragm housing (Fig.
I I). Position the pump diaphragm
spring on the diaphragm shaft and
housing assembly. Install the spring
retainer. Install the pump lifter link,
metering rod arm and spring assembly, and upper pump spring on the
diaphragm shaft. Depress the spring
and install the upper pump spring
retainer.
6. Install the metering rod on the
metering rod arm and place the looped end of the metering rod arm spring
on the metering rod as shown in Fig.
9. Align the pump diaphragm with
the diaphragm housing; make sure
the holes are cligned. Install the
housing attaching screws to keep
the diaphragm and housing aligned.
7. Position the fuel bowl baffle
plate on the pump assembly as shown
in Figs. 9 and 10.
Align the
pump housing, pump lifter link, metering rod and baffle plate with the
main body casting. Be sure the vacuum passage in the diaphragm housing is aligned with the vacuum passage in the main body. Install the

assembly in the main body casting, being careful to engage the pump lifter
link with the main body, the baffle
plate with the grooves in the main
body, and to insert the metering rod
in the metering rod jet. Install the
pump housing attaching screws snug,

but not tight. Push down on the diaphragm shaft to compress the diaphragm, and tighten the attaching
screws. Adjust the metering rod, following the procedure under Metering
Rod Adjustment.
8. Install the throttle shaft arm
and pump connector link on the throttle shaft and pump lifter link (Fig.
13). Tighten the lock screw. Connect
the throttle shaft arm return spring.
9. Install the fast idle cam and
spring on the choke piston lever and
shaft assembly. Assemble the choke
piston and pin to the choke piston lever
and shaft assembly. Disengage the
cam spring from the cam spring lever
on the choke lever and shaft assembly.
Install the choke shaft assembly in
the air horn and position the piston
as shown in Fig. 8.
PUMP CONNECTOR L l N K

LINK

THROTTLE SHAFT

THROTTLE SHAFT ARM

FIG. 73-Throttle
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S h a f t Arm

Installation
10. Align the piston with the cylinder and rotate the shaft assembly
clockwise until the piston pin is inside
the piston cylinder. Position the cam
spring on the cam spring lever of the
choke lever assembly. When the spring
is properly positioned, the tangs on
the cam and the choke lever will be
aligned one in front of the other.
11. Position the choke plate on

the choke shaft and install the screws
snug. Check the choke plate movement
to be sure it isn't binding. Tighten the
screws and peen or stake them to prevent loosening.
12. Install the needle seat and
gasket in the air horn. With the air
horn inverted, install the needle, pin
spring, needle pin, float and lever assembly, and float pin.
13. Adjust the float lever to specifications.
14. Place the pump check needle in
the main body casting (Fig. 10).
Position a new air horn gasket, the
air horn assembly, and the anti-stall
dashpot and bracket on the main
body. Install and tighten the attaching screws.

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
15. Install the choke trip lever and
fast idle link in the choke housing of
the air horn. Be sure they are properly
engaged with each other and with the
choke piston lever and shaft assembly.
Install the thermostatic coil housing,
gasket and baffle plate, identification
mark facing outward, with the gas-

ket between the baffle and coil housing. Be sure the thermostatic spring
engages the choke lever tang. Install
the retainers and housing screws. Set
the coil housing index to specificstions and tighten the screws.
16. Install the air cleaner bracket.
Install the throttle connector rod re-

tainer on the fast idle link. Install the
choke connector rod on the throttle
lever and fast idle link. Engage the
connector rod retainer with the choke
connector rod when attaching air
horn to main body.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION
The carburetor (Figs. I and 2) has
two main assemblies, the air horn a'nd
the main body.
The air horn assembly, which serves
as the main body cover, contains the
choke plate and the internal vents for
the fuel bowl. This carburetor also includes an external fuel bowl vent valve
assembly .
The throttle plate, the accelerating
pump assembly, the power valve as-

sembly, and the fuel bowl are in the
main body. The automaticchoke housing is attached to the main body.
The two barrels each contain a
main and booster venturi, main fuel
discharge, accelerating pump discharge,
idle fuel discharge and a throttle plate.
OPERATION
FUEL INLET SYSTEM
The amount of fuel entering the

CHOKE HOUSING

fuel bowl (Fig. 3) is regulated by the
distance the fuel inlet needle is raised
off its seat and by fuel pump pressure.
Movement of the fuel inlet needle in
relation to the seat is controlled by
the float and lever assembly which
rises and falls with the fuel level. When
the fuel in the fuel bowl reaches a preset level, the float lowers the fuel inlet
needle to a position where it restricts
the flow of fuel. admitting only enough
fuel to replace that being used.
An integral retaining clip is attached
to the fuel inlet needle assembly. The
clip hooks over the tab on the end of
the lever of the float assembly. This clip
assures reaction of the fuel inlet needle
to any downward movement of the
float. Downward movement of the
float or float drop is controlled by adDISTRIBUTOR\ VACUUM PICK.UP

F U E L INLET

CHOKE VACUUM PICK.UP

FIG. I-Autolite

Model 2100 2-V C a r b u r e t o r Left Front 3/4 View

83050-A

FIG. 2-Autolite Model 2100 2-V
Carburetor Bottom View
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justment of the tab end of the float
lever.
A wire-type retainer prevents movement of the float shaft within the
guides on each side of the fuel bowl.
The retainer fits into a groove on the
outside of the fuel inlet needle seat.
The ends of the retainer are hooked
over grooves on opposite ends of the
float shaft.
'

FUEL BOWL VENT SYSTEM
Percolation or fuel vapors may form
in the fuel bowl when a hot engine is
stopped, idling or operating at very
low speeds. Engine performance is improved by venting the fuel bowl to the
atmosphere.
The fuel bowl is internally vented
into the air cleaner. On some engine
,applications, it is also e~ternally~vented to the atmosphere. (Fig. I).
The fuel bowl-vent rod. plug and
spring assembly is mounted within a
bracket retained on the acceleratof
pump cover by two screws'.
At normal or wide-open .throttle
operation, vent rod spring pressure,
applied through the vent rod to the
plug, seals the fuel ,bowl vent opening
in the air horn.
During closed or part-throttle operation, the accelerator pump lever overcomes spring pressure against the vent
rod and the inward movement of the
vent rod opens the vent p!u_g a specified distance from the air horn at the
fuel bowl vent opening.

FIG. 3-Fuel

Inlet System

AUTOMATIC CHOKE SYSTEM
The choke plate, located in t h t air
horn above the barrels, when closed.
provides a high vacuum above as well
'as below the throttle plates. With a
vacuum above the throftle plates. fuel
will flow from the main fuel system as
well as from the idle fuel system. This
provides the extremely rich fuel mixture necessary for cold engine operation.
The carburetor choke shaft is linked
to a thermostatic choke control mechanism m&nted on the main body (Fig.
4).
The linkage between the choke lever and the throttle shaft is designed so
that the choke plate will partially open
when the accelerator peda1.i~fully depressed. This permits unloading of a
flooded engine.
The automatic choke is' equipped
with a bi-metal thermostatic spring
and a vacuum piston (Fig. 4). The bimetal thermostatic spring mechanism
winds up when cold and unwinds
when warm. When the engine is cold.

HEA

FIG. 4-Automatic

Choke System

the thermostatic spring, through attaching linkage. holds the choke piston
upward and the choke plate in a closed

position prior to engine start. Manifold vacuum channeled through a passage in the choke control housing

PART 104
draws the choke vacuum piston downward, exerting an opening force on
the choke plate.
When the engine is started, manifold vacuum, acting directly on the
piston located in the choke housing,
immediately moves the choke plate
against the tension of the thermostatic spring to a partially open position
to prevent stalling.
As the engine continues to operate, manifold vacuum draws heated
air from the exhaust manifold heat
chamber. The amount of air entering
the choke housing is controlled by restrictions in the air passages in the
carburetor.
The warmed air enters the choke
housing and heats the thermostatic
spring, causing it to unwind. The tension of the thermostatic spring gradually decreases as the temperature of
the air from the heat chamber rises,
allowing the choke plate to open. The
air is exhausted into the intake manifold.
When the engine reaches it normal
operating temperature. the thermostatic spring exerts tension on the choke
plate forcing it to the full open position. In this position, the choke piston is at its lowest point in the cylinder. Slots in the piston chamber wall
allow sufficient air to bleed past the
piston and into the intake manifold.
causing a continual flow of warm air
to pass through the thermostatic spring
housing. The spring remains heated
and the choke plate remains fully open
until the engine is stopped and allowed to cool.
The choke rod actuates the fast
idle cam during choking. Steps on the
edge of the fast idle cam contact the
fast idle adjusting screw. This permits
a faster engine idle speed for smoother
running when the engine is cold. As
the choke plate is moved through its
range of travel from the closed to the
open position, the choke rod rotates
the fast idle cam. Each step on the fast
idle cam permits a slower idle rpm as
engine temperature rises and choking
is reduced.
During the warm-up period, if the
engine should reach the stall point due
to a lean mixture, manifold vacuum
will drop considerably. The tension of
the thermostatic spring then overcomes
the lowered vacuum acting on the
choke piston and the choke plate is
moved toward the closed position,
providing a richer misture to help prevent stalling.
The linkage between the choke
lever and the throttle shaft is designed
so that the choke plate will partially
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open when the accelerator pedal is
fully depressed. This permits unloading of a flooded engine.
IDLE FUEL SYSTEM
The difference in pressure between
the fuel bowl and the idle discharge
port forces fuel through the idle fuel
system. Fuel flows from the fuel bowl
through the main jet and into the
bottom of the main well (Fig. 5).
From the main well, the fuel flows
up through the idle tube and through
a short diagonal passage in the booster
venturi assembly into the idle passage
in the main body. A calibrated restriction, at the upper tip of the idle tube.
meters the flow of fuel.
Air enters the idle system from the
air bleed, located directly above the
idle tube. The air bleed also acts as a
vent to prevent siphoning at off idle or
high speeds and when the engine is
stopped
Fuel flows down the idle passage in
the main body past three idle transfer
holes. The idle transfer holes act as
additional air bleeds at curb idle. The
Fuel then flows past the pointed tip of
the adjusting needle which controls
the idle fuel discharge. From the adjusting needle chamber, the fuel flows
through a short horizontal passage and
is discharged below the throttle plates.

During off idle when the throttle
plate is moved slightly past the idle
transfer holes, each hole begins discharging fuel as it is exposed to manifold vacuum. As the throttle plate is
opened still wider and engine speed
increases. the air flow through the
carburetor is also increased. This
creates a vacuum in the booster venturi strong enough to bring the main
fuel system into operation. Fuel flow
from the idle fuel system tapers :off
as the main fuel system begins discharging fuel.
ACCELERATING SYSTEM
Upon acceleration, the air flow
through the carburetor responds almost immediately to the increased
throttle opening. There is, however,
a brief interval before the flowing fuel,
which is heavier than air, can gain the
required flow speed to maintain the
desired balance of fuel and air. During
this interval, the accelerating sgstem
(Fig. 6) supplies fuel until the other
systems can once again provide the
proper mixture.
When the throttle is closed, the
diaphragm return spring forces the
diaphragm toward the cover, drawing
fuel into the chamber through the inlet. The inlet has an Elastomer valve
which uncovers the inlet hole to admit

\
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fuel from the fuel bowl. The valve
covers the inlet hole when the accelerating pump is operated to prevent the
fuelfrom returning to the bowl. A discharge weight and ball check prevents
air from entering from the discharge
nozzel when fuel is drawn into the
diaphragm chamber.
When the throttle is opened, the
diaphragm rod is forced inward, forcing fuel from the chamber into the
discharge passage. Fuel under pressure forces the pump discharge we~ght
and ball off their seat and fuel passes
through the accelerating p u y p discharge screw and is sprayed into each
main venturi through discharge ports.
An air bleed in the wall of the accelerating pump fuel chamber prevents
vapor entrapment and pressure buildup in the diaphragm chamber.

@AIR
+FUEL-AIR

F U E L
'

,

@m VACUUM

MAIN AIR B L E E D

BOOSTER V E N T U R I

MAlN FUEL SYSTEM

As engine speed increases, the air
passing through the booster venturi
creates a vacuum. The amount of
vacuum is determined by the air flow
through the venturi, which in turn is
regulated by the speed of the engine.
The difference in pressure between the
main discharge port and the fuel bowl
causes fuel to flow through the main
fuel system (Fiy. 7).
At a predetermined venturi vacuum,

FIG. 7-Main

Fuel System

fuel flows from the fuel bowl, through
the main iets. and into the bottom of
the main \ell. The fuel moves up the
main well tube past air bleed holes.
Filtered air from the main air bleed
enters the fuel flow in the main well
tube through holes in the side of the
tube. The main air bleed meters an increasing amount of air to the fuel as
venturi vacuum increases, maintaining
the required fuel-air ratio. The mixture
of the fuel and air is lighter than raw
fuel and responds faster to changes in
venturi vacuum. It also atomizes more
readily than raw fuel. The fuel is discharged into the booster venture where
it is atomized and mixed with the air
flow~ngthrough the carburetor.
The throttle plate controls the amount of the fuel-air mixture admitted
to the intake manifold, regulating the
speed and power output of the engine.
A balance tube is located in each
barrel ,directly below the booster venturi. When decelerating, the balance
tube siphons off any excess fuel droplets remaining around the edge of the
booster venturi and discharges the
droplets into the equalizing slots in
the base of the carburetor where they
are mixed with the idle fuel. The balance tube also acts as an additional
air bleed during the idle fuel system
operation.

PART 104
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POWER F U E L S Y S T E M
During periods of increased road
loads or high speed operation, the
fuel-air ratio must be increased for
added power. The added fuel required
during this period is supplied by the
power fuel system (Fig. 8).
The power fuel system is controlled
by the intake manifold vacuum.
Manifold vacuum is transmitted
from an opening in the base of the
main body, through a passage in the
main body and power valve chamber
to the power valve diaphragm. The
manifold vacuum, acting on the power
valve at idle speed or normal road
load conditions, is great enough to
hold the power valve diaphragm down,
overcoming the tension of the spring
on the valve stem and holding the
valve closed. When high power operation places a greater load on the engine and manifold vacuum drops below a predetermined value, the spring
opens the power valve. Fuel from the
fuel bowl flows through the power
valve and into passages leading to the
main fuel well. Here the fuel is,added
to the fuel from the main fuel system,
enriching the mixture.
As engine power demands are reduced, manifold vacuum increases.
The increased vacuum overcomes the
tension of the valve stem spring and
closes the power valve.

2

FIG. 8-Power

Fuel System

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

Flooding, stumble on acceleration
and other performance complaints Bre
in many instances, caused by the presence of dirt, water or other foreign
matter in the carburetor. To aid in
diagnosing the cause of complaint. the
carburetor should be carefully removed
from the engine without removing
the fuel from the bowls. The contents
of the bowls may then be examined
for contamination as the carburetor is
disassembled.
1. Remove the air cleaner (Part
10-7. Section 2). Remove the choke
shield retaining screws and remove
the hose and shield from the carburetor assembly.
2. Remove the throttle cable from
the throttle lever. Disconnect the dis-

3
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M A J O R REPAIR

tr~butorvacuum line in-line fuel filter
and the choke heat tube at the carburetor.
3. Disconnect the choke clean air
tube from the air horn.
4. Remove the carburetor retaining nuts and lockwashers; then remove
the carburetor. Remove the carburetor
mounting gasket, spacer and lower gasket, from the intake manifold.
INSTALLATION

lockwashers and nuts. To prevent leakage, distortion or damage to the carburetor body flange, snug the nuts:
then, alternately tighten each nut in
a criss-cross pattern to the specified
torque (Part 10- 10).
2. Connect the in-line fuel filter
throttle cable, choke heat tube, and
distributor vacuum line. Position the
heater hose on the choke shield and
install the shield and retaining screws.
3. Connect the c'loke clear air tube
to the air horn.

I . Clean the gasket mounting surfaces of the spacer and carburetor.
Place the spacer between two new
gaskets and position the spacer and
gaskets on the intake manifold. Position the carburetor on the spacer and
gasket and secure it with the retaining

4. Refer to Part 10-1, Section 2.
Common Adjustments and Repairs
and adjust the engine idle speed, the
idle fuel mixture, anti-stall dashpot (if
so equipped) and the accelerating
pump stroke (if required). Install the
air cleaner (Part 10-7, Section 2).

OPERATION^

DISASSEMBLY
To facilitate working on the carburetor, and to prevent damage to the

throttle plates, install carburetor legs
on the base. I f legs are unavailable,

install 4 bolts (about 2 114 inches long
of the correct diameter) and 8 nuts on

GROUP 10
the carburetor base.
Use a separate container for the
component parts of the various assemblies to facilitate cleaning, inspection
and assembly.
The following is a step-by-step sequence of operations for completely
overhauling the carburetor. However
certain components'of the carburetor
may be serviced without a complete
disassembly of the entire unit. For a
complete carburetor overhaul, follow
all of the steps. To partially overhaul
a carburetor o r to install a newgasket
kit. follow'only the applicable steps.
Refer to Fig. 20 for parts identification.

- Fuel System
OVER-TRAVEL LEVER
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FAST IDLE SCREW

I

RET~INER

FAST IDLE ADJUSTING LEVER

AIR H O R N
1. Remove the air cleaner anchor
screw.
2. Remove the automatic choke
control rod retainer.
3. Remove the air horn retaining
screws, lock washers and the carburetor identification tag. Remove the air
horn and air horn gasket (Fig. 9).
4.- Remove the choke control rod
by loosening and turning the choke
shaft lever clevis nut counterclockwise.
Remove the rod from the air horn.

CHOKE SHAFT RETAINING
SCREW AND WASHER

Horn Assembly

Slide the felt seal and two washers out
of the air horn.
I f it is necessary to remove the
choke plate, remove the staking marks
on the choke plate retaining screws
and remove the screws. Remove the
choke plate by sliding it out of the
shaft from the top of the air horn.
Slide the choke shaft out of the air
horn.
If the tips of the screws are flared
excessively. file off the flared portion
to prevent damage t o the threads in
the shaft.
VACUUM PISTON CHOKE
1. Remove the fast idle cam retainer (Fig. 10).
2. Remove the thermostatic choke
spring housing retaining screws and
remove the clamp, housing and gasket.
3. Remove the choke housing assembly retaining screws. If the air

82605-A

~2604.~

FIG. 10-Fast ldle C a m a n d Fast
ldle Lever
horn was not previously removed.
remove the choke control rod retainer. Remove the choke housing assembly, gasket and the fast idle cam and
rod from the fast idle cam lever.
4. Remove the choke lever retaining screw and washer (Fig. 11). Remove the choke piston lever from the
housing. If necessary, rembve the pin'
securing the choke piston to the choke
lever 'link. Remove the choke lever
and fast idle cam lever from the choke
housing.
M A l N BODY
1: With the use of 4 screwdriver.
pry the float shaft retainer from the
fuel inlet seat (Figs. 12 and 13). Remove the float, float shaft retainer and
fuel inlet needle assembly. Remove the
CH?K.,:~TON

FIG. 9-Air

FUEL INLET NEEDLE, CHIP
AND ANTI-SPLASH WASHER

FIG. 12-Float

FIG. 13-float S h a f t Retainer
Removal o r Installation
*
+

discharge weight and ball fall into the
hand. Remove the fuel inlet fitting.
4. Remove the accelerator pump
operating rod from the over-travel
lever and the retainer. T o release the
operating rod from the over-travel
lever retainer, press the ends of the
retainer together; then, at the same
time, press the rod away from the reJFT WRFNCH

FIG. I 1 -Choke

Assembly

FUEL INLET~NEEDLESEAT

S h a f t a n d Lever

retainer and float shaft from the float
lever.
2. Remove the fuel 'inlet needle.
seat, filter screen, and the main jets
with a jet wrench (Figs. 14 and 15).
3. Remove the accelerator pump
discharge screw, air distribution plate
(if so equipped), booster venturi and
gasket (Fig. 16). Invert the main
body and let the accelerating pump

FIG. 14-Fuel Inlet Needle S e a t
Removal o r Installation
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ELASTOMER VALVE
82838- B

FIG. 17-Accelerating
FIG. 15-Main
Installation

Jet Removal or
sockel

Pump and Fuel Bowl Vent Valve Assembly
M A I N BODY

,.,
IDLE LIMITER

FIG. 16-Booster
or Installation

Venturi Removal

tainer until it is disengaged. Remove
the rod and retainer.
5. Remove the accelerating pump
cover retaining screws. Remove the
accelerating pump cover, diaphragm
assembly, vent valve (if so equipped)
and spring (Fig. 17).
6. If it is necessary to remove the
Elastomer valve, grasp it firmly and
pull it out. If the Elastomer valve tip
broke off during removal, be sure to
remove the tip from the fuel bowl. An
Elastomer valve must be replaced
whenever i t has been removed from the
carburetor.

7. Invert the main body and remove the power valve cover and the
gasket. Remove the power valve with
a box wrench or socket wrench (Fig.
18). Remove the power valve gasket.
Discard the gasket.
8. Remove the idle fuel mixture
adjusting screws (needles) and the
springs.
9. If necessary, remove the nut and
washer securing the fast idle adjusting
lever assembly to the throttle shaft,
and remove the lever assembly (Fig.
10). If necessary, remove the idle screw
and the retainer from the fast idle
adjusting lever.
10. Remove the anti-stall dash-pot.
if so equipped.
11. If it is necessary to remove the

FIG. 18-Power
Installation

Valve Removal or

When staking the screws, support the
shaft and plate on a block of wood or
a metal bar to prevent bending of the
shaft.
4. If necessary, install the fast idle

SCRIBEL ~ E SAND

IDENTIFICATION MARKS
81363-B

FIG. 19-Throttle

1. Slide the throttle shaft assembly
into the main body.
2. Refer to the lines scribed on the
throttle plates and install the throttle
plates in their proper location with
the screws snug, but not tight.
3. Close the throttle plates. Invert
the main body, and hold it up to the
light. Little or no light should show
between the throttle plates and the
throttle bores. Tap the plates lightly
with a screwdriver handle to seat them.
Hold the throttle plates closed and
tighten and stake the retaining screws.

Plate Removal

throttle plates, iightly scribe the throttle plates along the throttle shaft, and
mark each plate and its corresponding
bore with a number or letter for proper installation (Fig. 19).
12. Slide the throttle shaft out of the
main body.
Clean and inspect the carburetor
component parts. Refer to Part 10-1.
Section 3 for the proper procedure.

ASSEMBLY
Make sure all holes in the new gaskets have been properly punched and
that no foreign material has adhered
to the gaskets. Make sure the accelerating pump diaphragm is not torn or
cut.
The carburetor assembly is shown
in Fig. 20.

screw pin and the screw on the fast
idle adjusting lever.
5. Install the anti-stall dashpot,
if so equipped.
6. If the fast idle lever was removed, place the fast idle adjusting
lever assembly on the throttle shaft
and install the retaining washer and
nut (Fig. 10).
7. If the Elastomer valve was removed, lubricate the tip of a new
Elastomer valve and insert the tip into the accelerator pump cavity center
hole. Using a pair of needle nosed
pliers, reach into the fuel bowl and
grasp the valve tip. Pull the valve in
until it seats in the pump cavity wall
and cut off the tip forward the retaining shoulder. Remove the tip from
the bowl.
8. Install the accelerating pump
diaphragm return spring on the boss
in the chamber (Fig. 17). Insert the
diaphragm assembly in the cover and
place the cover and diaphragm assembly into position on the main body.
Install the two cover screws that do
not retain the vent valve bracket.
Insert a new plug in the vent rod.
Install the vent rod and bracket assembly on &heaccelerating pump and

FIG. 20-Carburetor

Assembly

GASKET-9563

POWER VALVE-PA565

FAST (COLD ENGIN
IDLE ADJUSTING SCREW

FLOAT-9550

CHOKE CLEAN AIR

AIR HORN

LEVER -9A753

ROD LUBRICATOR-98501

SHER -359555.5

ATE SHAFT (9546)

CHOKE SHIELD -9861

GASKET -9A536

NOZZLE BAR AND BOOSTER
VENTURI ASSEMBLY

WEIGHT -98511

LEVER ASSEMBLY

OASHPOT BRACKET-90550

OASHPOT -98549

BOOSTER VENTURI SCREW
9577
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tighten the retaining screws.
9. Insert the accelerating pump
operating rod into the inboard hole of
the accelerating pump actuating lever.
Position the accelerating pump operating rod retainer over the specified
hole (Part 10-10) in the overtravel lever to suit the operating and climatic
conditions under which the car is to
be operated. Press the ends of the retainer together: then, at the same time,
insert the operating rod through the
retainer and the hole in the over-travel
lever. Release the ends of the retainer
to secure the rod.
10. Invert the main body. lnstall
the power valve (economizer valve)
and new gasket with a wrench (Fig.
18). Tighten the valve securely.
11. Install the idle mixture adjusting screws (needles) and springs (Fig.
18). Turn the needles in gently with
the fingers until they just touch the
seat, then back them off the specified
(Part 10-10) turns for a preliminary
idle fuel mixture adjustment. lnstall
the power valve cover and new gasket.
12. Install the main jets and the
fuel inlet seat, filter screen, and new
gasket, using a jet wrench (Figs. 14
and 15). Be sure the correct jets are
installed.
13. lnstall the fuel inlet needle assembly in the fuel inlet seat. The fuel
inlet needle and seat are matched assemblies. Be sure the correct needle
and seat are assembled together.
14. Slide the float shaft into the float
lever (Fig. 12). Position the float shaft
retainer on the float shaft.
15. Insert the float assembly into
the fuel bowl and hook the float lever
tab under the fuel inlet needle assembly. Insert the float shaft into its guides
a t the sides of the fuel bowl.
16. With the use of a screwdriver,
position the float shaft retainer in the
groove on the fuel inlet needle seat
(Fig. 13). Refer to Part 10-1, Section
2 and check the float setting.
17. Drop the accelerating pump
discharge ball into its passage in the
main body. Seat the ball with a brass
drift and a light hammer. Make sure
the ball is free in the bore. Drop the
accelerating pump discharge weight
on top of the ball. Position the new
booster venture gasket and the booster venturi in the main body. Install the
air distribution plate (if so equipped)
and the accelerator pump discharge
screw (Fig. 16). Tighten the screw.

- Autolite Model 21 00 2-V Carburetor
link and install the retaining pin (Fig.
21).
2. Position the fast idle cam lever
on t h e thermostatic choke shaft and
lever assembly (Fig. 21). The bottom
of the fast idle cam lever adjusting
screw must rest against the tang on
the choke lever. insert the choke lever
into the rear of the choke housing.
Position the choke lever so that the
hole in the lever is to the left side of
the choke housing.
3. Insert the choke piston into
the choke housing, and install the
choke piston lever on the flange of
the choke lever. lnstall the choke piston lever to choke lever retaining
screw and washer (Fig. I I).
4. lnstall the fast idle cam rod on
the fast idle cam lever. Place the fast
idle cam on the fast idle cam rod and
install the retainer. Place the choke
housing vacuum pick-up port to main
body gasket on the choke housing
flange. Position the choke housing on
the main body and at the same time,
install the fast idle cam on the hub on
the main body. Position the gasket.
and install the choke housing retaining screws. lnstall the fast idle cam
retainer. The thermostaticspring housing is installed after the choke plate
clearance (pull-down) has been adjusted to specification.
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AIR H O R N
Refer to Fig. 9 for the correct location of the parts.
1. I f the choke plate shaft was removed, position the choke plate shaft
in the air horn. Place the choke plate
rod seal between the two brass washers and slide them into position on the
choke plate rod seal retainer.
Insert the choke plate rod through
the rod seal and the air horn. Insert
the choke plate rod into the choke
shaft lever clevis nut, and turn the nut
clockwise to thread the rod onto the
nut.
2. I f the choke plate was removed,
insert the choke plate into the choke
plate shaft. Install the choke plate
screws snug, but not tight. Check for
proper plate fit. binding in the air horn
and free rotation of the shaft by moving the plate from the closed position
to the open position. If necessary, remove the choke plate and grind or
file the plate edge where it is binding
or scraping on the air horn wall. I f
the choke plate and shaft moves freely, tighten the choke plate screws
while holding the choke in the fully
closed position. Stake the screws.
When staking the screws, support
shaft and plate on a block of wood or
a metal bar to prevent bending of the
shaft.

ADJUSTING SCREW
FAST IDLE CAM L E V E R
FAST IDLE CAM ROD

CHOKE HOUSING

PISTON PIN AND LINK

THERMOSTATIC SPRING HOUSING COVER

VACUUM PISTON CHOKE
1. I f the choke piston and link was
disassembled install the choke piston
on the choke thermostatic spring lever

82608-A

FIG. 27 -Choke

Housing Assembly
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3. Position the air horn gasket on
the main body, with the fuel bowl vent
hole in the gasket located opposite
the fuel inlet.
4. Position the air horn over the
main body and insert the end of the
choke. plate rod into the automatic
choke lever. Install the air horn re-

GROUP 10

- Fuel System

taining screws arid the carburetor identification tag. Tighten the retaining
screws. Install the choke plate rod
retainer. Install the air cleaner anchor
screw.
5. Refer to Part 10-1, Section 2
Common Adjustments and Repairs
and perform the automatic choke plate

clearance (pull-down). vent valve adjustment (if so equipped) and fast idle
cam linkage adjustment. Perform a
fuel level float adjustment (wet) after
the carburetor has been installed on
thecar.
I
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DESCRIP'TION AND OPERATION
HOT IDLE COMPENSATOR

DESCRIPTION
The Autolite Model 4300 4-V Carburetor (Figs. l, 2 and 3) is a threepiece, separately cast design consisting of the air horn, main body and
throttle body.
A cast-in center fuel inlet has provision for a supplementary fuel inlet
system. The fuel bowl is vented by an
internal balance vent, and a mechanical atmospheric vent operates during
idle.
A hot idle compensator is used
to help idle stability.
The main (primary) fuel system
has booster-type venturis cast integral
with the air horn and the main venturis are cast integral with the main
body. The secondary throttle plates
are mechanically operated from the
primary linkage. Air valve plates are
located above the secondary main
venturis and an integral hydraulic
dashpot dampens sudden movement
of the air valve plates to help prevent
flutter and erratic engine operation. A single fuel bowl supplies both
the primary and secondary fuel systems. Pontoon-type floats are used to
help cornering and hill climbing
capability. The accelerator pump is of
the piston type located in the fuel
bowl.
OPERATION
FUEL INLET SYSTEM
The fuel inlet system (Fig. 4)
maintains a predetermined quantity
of fuel (fuel level) within the carburetor. The correct fuel level is important for proper carburetor operation.
A fuel level below the specified setting will result in lean fuel-air mixtures, while high fuel levels, produce
cich fuel-air mixtures. The calibration
of the carburetor is upset if the fuel
level is not to specifications.

\

CHOKE CONTROL ROD

I

'RANSMISSION
THERMOSTATIC
SPRING HOUSING

EXHAUST MANIFOLD
SECONDARY AIR VALVE
SPRING HOUSING

FAST~DLE
ADJUSTING SCREW

FIG. 7 - Autolite Model 4300 4-V Carburetor-Right
Fuel enters the carburetor through
the fuel inlet channel located in the
air horn. A needle valve and seat
regulates the quantity of fuel flowing
into the fuel bowl located in the
main body. The quantity of fuel is
regulated by the distance the needle
valve is moved off the seat and by
fuel pump delivery (volume and pressure). Correct fuel pump delivery is
necessary if the specified fuel level
within the carburetor is to be maintained.
The fuel level within the carburetor, is maintained at a predetermined
level by a dual pontoon float and
lever assembly, which controls the
movement of the needle valve. The
float reacts to any lowering in the
fuel level. The needle riding on the
float lever, falls away from the seat

Rear 3/4 View

as the float drops due to a lower fuel
level. T o prevent fuel starvation during hot fuel vapor handling, an auxiliary fuel inlet valve opens to supplement the main fuel inlet valve. The
auxiliary valve opens when the float
drops below a predetermined level.
The float lever presses against the
auxiliary valve plunger, opening the
valve for additional fuel to enter the
fuel bowl.
The fuel bowl is vented internally
by two stand pipes located adjacent
to the choke air horn. In addition, a
mechanically actuated valve, vents
the fuel bowl externally during periods of idle and part throttle operation. The accelerator pump link controls the movement of the external
vent valve.
The fuel inlet system has three
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DISTRIBUTORVAC~JUM PICK-UPTUBE

FIG. 2-Autolite

Model 4 3 0 0 4-V Carburetor-Left

82985-8

Front 3/4 View

FUEL INLET\

DAMPENER LEVER

FIG. 3-Autolite

CHOKE C L E A N AIR PICK-UP TUBE

Model 4 3 0 0 4-V Carburetor-Top

main calibrating adjustments: float
level, auxiliary fuel inlet and the
external vent valve. The dual pontoons must be parallel for proper
operation.

83161-A

View

IDLE FUEL SYSTEM
The primary idle fuel system (Fig.
5 ) functions when the engine is oper-

ating at lo* engine rpm. It supplies

the fuel-air mixture when the air flow
past the carburetor venturi is insufficient to operate the main metering
system. Air bleeds, restrictors and
adjustments are provided to control
and meter the idle fuel-air mixture.
At curb idle speeds, the throttle
plates are partially open and with
manifold vacuum below the plates,
enough difference in pressure is
created between the fuel bowl and the
idle discharge ports to operate the
idle fuel system.
Fuel is forced from the fuel bowl
through the main metering jets into
the main well. The fuel then flows up
through a calibrated restriction in the
idle tube. Filtered air enters an idle
air bleed restriction and mixes with
the fuel flowing up the idle tube. The
idle air bleed also serves as an antisyphoning vent at high engine speeds
or when the engine is shut down. The
fuel-air mixture passes down the idle
channel into an idle cavity in the
throttle body. The idle cavity has an
upper and lower discharge port. At
curb idle (throttle plate closed), the
idle fuel-air mixture flows past an
idle fuel adjusting screw and is discharged below the throttle plate from
the lower discharge port and from a
small portion of the upper discharge
port.
The upper discharge port is a vertical slot-type port and extends slightly below the closed throttle plate.
When opening the throttle plate. a
greater portion of the upper discharge port is exposed to manifold
vacuum and a larger amount of idle
fuel-air mixture will discharge from
the upper port. Further opening of
the throttle plate results in a decrease in manifold vacuum and a decrease in the quantity of idle fuel-air
mixture that is discharged. As the
idle system tapers off, the main fuel
metering system begins to discharge
fuel.
The idle speed (engine rpm) is adjusted by turning the idle speed adjusting screw the specified turns to
partially open the primary throttle
plates.
MAIN METERING
SYSTEM
The main fuel metering system
(Fig. 6) is calibrated to supply a
leaner fuel-air mixture than other
fuel metering systems. This is because the main fuel metering system
operates during a cruise or part
throttle condition and under low engine power load requirements.
Main system calibration is con-

PART 10-5 - Autolite Model 4300 4-V Carburetor
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the fuel flow in the main system will
increase.
Fuel flows from the fuel bowl
through calibrated main metering jets
into a main well. The height of the
fuel in the main well is controlled by
the fuel level in the fuel bowl. Air is
channeled down into the main well
from a high speed air bleed, located
in the air horn. Fuel is mixed with
this air, which enters through holes
in the main well tube. The fuel-air
mixture flows up the tube and over
to the discharge channel and is then
discharged into the air stream flowing past the discharge nozzle in the
booster venturi.
The high speed air bleed also serves
as a vent to prevent syphoning of
fuel at low speeds and as an antipercolation vent during hot engine
shut down.
ACCELERATOR
P U M P SYSTEM

AIR

FUEL

FIG. 4-Fuel

Inlet System

I

IDLE F U E L ADJUSTING SCREW
IDLE T R A N S F E R SLOT

FIG. 5-Idle

Fuel System

trolled by calibrated main metering
jets, high speed air bleeds and the
fuel level in the fuel bowl.
The system begins to function when
the air flow through the carburetor
venturi creates a sufficient pressure

\

IDLE SPEED SCREW
-THROTTLE

LEVER
B3162-A

drop (vacuum) to start fuel flow in
the main system. The pressure drop
at the main discharge nozzle in the
booster venturi will increase, as the
air flow through the carburetor increases. When engine speeds increase.

For smooth acceleration, the accelerator pump system (Fig. 7) injects a metered amount of fuel directly into the air stream flowing through
the carburetor. This fuel supplement
is required for a brief period to compensate for a fuel lag that ocqurs in
the idle or main fuel system when
the throttle plates are suddenly
opened. The air, which is lighter than
fuel, responds almost immediately to
any opening of the throttle plates.
When the throttle is closed, the
accelerator pump plunger is pulled
upward, compressing the accelerator
pump spring. Fuel flows from the
fuel bowl, past the intake ball check
valve and into the pump chamber.
The pump discharge valve needle is
seated at this time to prevent air
from being drawn into the pump
chamber. When the throttle is opened, the spring loaded pump plunger
moves downward, forcing fuel into
the discharge channel and simultaneously forcing the inlet ball check to
seat, thus preventing fuel from being
forced back into the fuel bowl. The
pressure of the fuel in the discharge
channel unseats the discharge needle
and the fuel flows through restrictions at the discharge nozzle outlets.
During high speed operation, a vacuum exists at the discharge nozzles.
To prevent fuel from being drawn
through the system, the discharge
nozzles are vented by a check valve
disc located in the cavity between the
discharge nozzles and the pump discharge needle. This allows air instead
of fuel to be drawn through the discharge nozzles.
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BOOSTER
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Metering System

MECHANICAL BOWL V E N T (OPEN)

L

PUMP AIR
BLEED (OPEN)

MECHANICAL BOWL VENT (CLOSED)

\

PUMP AIR BLEED
(CLOSED)
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At normal engine power demands,
the high manifold vacuum draws the
piston upward in the power valve vacuum chamber. With the piston in its
uppermost position, the piston stem
does not contact the power valve
stem and the valve is thus normally
closed.
During high power demands, a
greater load is placed on the engine
and manifold vacuum drops. When
manifold vacuum drops below a predetermined value, the vacuum in the
power valve piston chamber is reduced and the piston moves downward
due to force applied by the vacuum
piston spring. As the piston moves
downward, the stem on the piston
contacts the stem on the power valve.
Continued downward movement of
the piston opens the power valve.
When the power valve is opened,
fuel flows through the valve and into
the connecting main fuel wells to
supply the additional fuel required to
meet the engine power demands.
When engine demands are reduced.
manifold vacuum increases and the
higher vacuum in the power valve
vacuum chamber pulls the piston upward. As the piston moves upward
the force exerted by the spring in
the power valve closes the valve,
shutting off the additional supply of
fuel to the main wells.
SECONDARY METERING
SYSTEM

FIG. 7-Accelerator.Pump

System

POWER FUEL
SYSTEM
During periods of increased engine
road load operation, the fuel-air ratio
must be increased for added power.
Additional fuel . is supplied during
this period by the power fuel system
(Fig. 8).
The power fuel system is piston
actuated and controlled by manifold
vacuum. A stem on the piston contacts the power valve in the lower

main body. The piston assembly and
the power valve are both spring
loaded and oppose each other. However, the spring tension on the piston
assembly, is greater, therefore, piston
position controls the power valve position.
Manifold vacuum, sensed through
slots in the base of the throttle body,
is transmitted through a passage in
the main body to the power valve
vacuum chamber, located in the upper body assembly.

To provide a sufficient quantity
of the fuel-air mixture to operate the
engine at maximum power, the mixture supplied by the main fuel system is supplemented by an additional
quantity of fuel-air mixture from the
secondary fuel system (Fig. 9).
The secondary throttle plates are
mechanically connected to the primary throttle lever. The secondary
throttle plates begin to open when
the primary throttle plates are 314
open and the engine warmed sufficiently to disengage the secondary
throttle lock-out lever. The secondary
throttle lock-out prevents the secondary throttles from opening during
cold engine wide open throttle operation. Off-set air valve plates are located above the secondary main venturis and below the booster venturis.
A calibrated coil spring pre-loads the
air valve plates to a closed position.
When the secondary throttle plates
begin to open, manifold vacuum appears below the air valve plates. Enrichment discharge tubes. located in
the secondary main venturis, sense the
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A thermostatically controlled hot
idle compensator (Fig. 10) is located
in the upper main body on the secondary side of the carburetor. At
cafburetor high inlet temperatures,
the, hot idle compensator will open
and additional air is mixed with the
idle fuel-air mixture.
The air enters through the compensator valve and moves down the air
horn and main body passage into the
idle air discharge chamber of the
throttle body. The air is discharged
below the throttle plates. The additional air improves idle stability and
minimizes the excessively rich idle
mixture resulting from increased fuel
vaporization of a hot engine.
AUTOMATIC
CHOKE SYSTEM

82%

Metering System

pressure drop and fuel starts to flow
in the secondary fuel system. The air
valve plates also react to the pressure
drop and start to open. The amount
of opening is controlled by the
velocity of air acting upon the off-set

ation.
Fuel flows from the fuel bowl up
through the secondary main jet tube.
The fuel flows past the secondary
channel anti-syphon bleed, located in
the primary air horn, and down
through a passage to the secondary
main wells. The fuel flowing up the
main well tubes is mixed with air
from the high speed air bleeds and
the fuel-air mixture is initially discharged from the enrichment discharge tubes. As the air flow through
the secondaries increases, a greater
pressure drop occurs in the booster
venturis and the fuel-air mixture is
then discharged from the secondary
main discharge tubes. The antisyphon bleed and the high speed air
bleeds act as anti-percolator vents
during idling periods and when a hot
engine is shut down. This helps vent
fuel vapor pressure in the main well
tubes before fuel is pushed out
through the nozzles.
When the primary throttle plates
begin to close on deceleration, the
secondary throttle plates are closed
mechanically, As air flows through
the secondaries diminishes, the air
valves are closed by force exerted by
the air valve spring.
HOT IDLE
COMPENSATOR

HIGH SPEED BLEED

SECONDARY CHANNEL ANTI-SYPHON B L E E D
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plates and the opposing torque
exerted by a spiral torsion spring. In
addition, an integral hydraulic dashpot dampens sudden movements of
the air valve plates to help prevent
plate flutter and erratic engine oper-

In orde'r to start and operate a
cold engine, a richer fuel-air mixture
must be introduced into the cold intake manifold. The need for a richer
fuel-air mixture is due to condensation of the atomized fuel inside the
cold manifold. As the engine warms
up the atomized fuel inside the warm
manifold can vaporize and a leaner

- Fuel System
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opens to a position where the tension from the thermostatic spring is
balanced by the ajr velocity acting on
the choke plate and the pull of vacuum on the piston. Enough air is
drawn around the choke plate to
prevent engine flooding and to enable the engine to operate. The piston initial pull-down travel is limited
by vacuum bypass slots in the piston
cylinder wall and a slot in the piston.
When the slot in the piston is exposed to the slots in the cylinder
wall, vacuum travels through the
channel and further downward movement of the piston is restricted. The
choke plate then, is opened to a definite distance, but no farther.
When the engine reaches its normal
operating temperature, the bimetallic
spring exerts torque to hold the

.

.

7 0 - ~ o t Idle Compensator

.

fuel-air. mixture is then required. The
automatic choke system (Fig. 11) provides the function of regulating the
enrichment of the fuel-air mixture
during the start and warm-up period
of cold engine operation.
Exhaust-heated air is used to control automatic choke operation. Air
is drawn from the pickup tube, located in the carburetor upper body
assembly, and a heater in a chamber
on the exhaust manifold. The heated
air is then routed into the automatic
choke cover and deflected around a
bimetallic spiral torsion spring which
controls the position of the choke
plate relative t o engine temperature.
The air is exhausted below the throttle plates after passing through restrictions in the vacuum piston chamber.
When the engine is cold, the torque
exerted by the bimetallic spring forces
the choke linkage to close the choke
plate when the accelerator pedal is
depressed.
As the engine starts, air velocity
against the offset choke plate causes
the choke plate to open slightly.
Manifold vacuum, applied to the
choke piston, pulls the piston downward and further assists in opening
the choke plate. The choke plate

2

spring to partially close the choke
piate for a brief moment. This action
provides a richer fuel-air mixture to
prevent engine stumble or stalls.
If the engine should flood (overrich mixture) during the starting
period, the choke plate may be
opened manually to lean out the
excessively rich fuel-air mixture in
the intake manifold. This is accomplished by fully depressing the accelerator pedal and engaging the
starter. A projection on the throttle
lever contacts the unloaded face on
the fast idle cam and, in turn, partially opens the choke plate.
During the engine warmup period,
it is necessary to provide a faster
idle speed to prevent engine stalling.
A fast idle cam is rotated into position by the automatic choke lever.
CHOKE PLATE
BOOSTER VENTURI

,PRIMARY

FIG. 7 7-Automatic

VENTURI

Choke System

choke plate open.
.
If the engine is accelerated during
the engine-warmup period, the drop
in manifold vacuum applied to the
choke piston allows the thermostatic

A fast idle adjusting screw on the
throttle lever contacts the cam face
to provide the increased engine speed
that is required.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

Flooding, stumble on acceleration,
and other performance complaints
are, in many instances, caused by the
presence of dirt, water, or other .foreign matter in the carburetor. T o aid
in diagnosing the cause of a com-

plaint, the carburetor should be carefully removed from the engine without removing the fuel from the bowl.
The contents of the bowl may then
be examined for contamination as the
carburetor isdisassembled.
1. Remove the air cleaner. Remove the bracket that secures the

heater hose to the automatic choke.
Remove the throttle cable from the
throttle lever. Disconnect the distributor vacuum line, in-line fuel filter,
choke clean air tube and the choke
heat tube at the carburetor.
2. Remove the carburetor retaining nuts and lock. washers; then re-
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move the carburetor.
Whenever the carburetor is removed from the engine, care must be
exercised to prevent damage to the
throttle plates. The lower edges of
the throttle plates project below the
carburetor body whenever they are
open.
INSTALLATION

I. Clean the gasket surface of the

3

Model 4300 4-V Carburetor

intake manifold and carburetor. Install a new gasket. Position the carburetor, then install the carburetor
retaining nuts. To prevent leakage,
distortion or damage to the carburetor body flange, snug the carburetor
retaining nuts; then, alternately
tighten the nuts in a criss-cross pattern to the specified torque.
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in-line fuel filter, choke clean air
tube and the distributor vacuum line.
Connect the throttle cable to the
throttle lever and adjust the accelerating pump stroke (if necessary);
the idle fuel mixture and idle speed,
and the anti-stall dashpot (if so
equipped). Install the air cleaner.

2. Connect the choke heat tube,

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY

To facilitate working on the carburetor, and to prevent damage to
the throttle plates, install carburetor
legs on the base. If legs are unavailable, install four 5/16 x 2 112 inch
bolts and 8 nuts; install nuts on the
bolts, above and below the carburetor
base.
Use a separate container for the
component parts of the various assemblies, to facilitate cleaning, inspection, and assembly.
The following is a step-by-step sequence of operations for completely
overhauling the carburetor. However,
certain components of the carburetor
may be serviced without a complete
disassembly of the entire unit. Refer

to Fig. 14 for parts identification.
AIR H O R N

I. Remove the fuel inlet line from
the fuel filter.
2. Remove the choke clean air
pick up tube (if so equipped) from
the air horn.
3. Remove the choke control rod
retainer from the automatic choke
lever. Separate the rod from the lever.
4. Remove the accelerator pump
rod retainer from the pump rod. Separate the rod from the throttle lever.
5. Remove the air horn to fuel
bowl retaining screws (one of the I I
screws also retains the fuel bowl external vent valve).
6. Lift the air horn off the main
body.
7. pull' the float pivot pin and remove the float assembly.
8. Using the proper size screwdriver or jet removal tool, remove
the main and auxiliary fuel inlet
seats and gaskets.
9. Remove the secondary air valve
lever retainer and the rod from the
dampener piston assembly and air
valve plate, then remove the air
valve dampener piston and rod.

10. If it is necessary to remove
the secondary air valve plates or
shaft, scribe a n index mark on the
air valve spring housing and air horn
casting. Remove the air valve plate
retaining screws. Remove the plates,
then slide the shaft out of the air
horn.
11. If it is necessary to remove
the choke plate or choke shaft, remove the staking marks on the choke
plate retaining screws and remove
the screws. I f the tips of the screws
are flared excessively, file the flared
portion to prevent damage to the
threads in the shaft. Remove the

choke plate, then slide the choke
shaft out of the air horn.
12. Remove the hot idle compensator attaching screws, then remove
the compensator.
13. D o not remove the power
valve vacuum piston assembly unless
it is to be replaced. I t is staked in

place in the air horn, and care must
be used to avoid damage to the air
horn casting when relieving the
staked areas.
M A I N BODY

1.Turn the main body upside
down and catch the accelerating
pump discharge needle (Fig. 12).
2. With a 318 deep socket, remove the power valve from the floor
of the main body fuel bowl (Fig. 12).
3. Remove the main metering jets
(Fig. 12) from the fuel bowl with a
jet tool.
4. Using long nose pliers, remove
the accelerating pump inlet check
ball retainer, then turn the main
body over and catch the ball from
the pump well.
THROTTLE BODY
D o not remove the idle mixture
SECONDARY THROTTLE
DASHPOT PLUNGER W E L L

MAIN~ETS

\

ACCELERATOR PUMPWELL

FIG. 72-Main

Body Assembly
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GROUP 10
limiter caps or the mixture screws
from the throttle body.
1. Remove the throttle body to

main body screws from the bottom
of the throttle body (Fig. 13) and separate the two castings. '
2. Remove the choke housing cover screws, cover, gasket and thermostatic spring.
3. Remove the choke piston lever
retaining screw, then remove the piston assembly.
4. Remove the retainers frsm the
secondary throttle lever to primary
throttle connecting link, then remove
the link.
5. If it is necessary t o remove the
throttle plates or shafts from the
throttle body, remove the staking
marks on the throttle plate attaching screws. Remove the screws and
remove the plates.
7. Remove the nut from the secondary throttle shaft, then remove
the lockout lever and slide the shaft
and return spring out of the throttle
body.
8. Remove the nut from the primary throttle shaft and remove the
fast idle lever and adjusting screw.
Slide the throttle shaft and primary
throttle shaft and lever assembly out
of the throttle plate.
9. ,Remove the primary throttle
lever assembly retainer, then slide the
lever and springs off the shaft.
10. If it is necessary to remove
the fast idle cam or bushing, carefully
press the bushing out of the choke
housing and bushing column. The
column may bend out of alignment
or break without proper support to
the column during bushing removal
or installation.

CLEANING A N D INSPECTION
Refer to Part 10-1, Section 3 for
the cleaning and inspection procedures.
ASSEMBLY
Make sure all holes in the new
gaskets have been properly punched
and that no foreign material has adhered to the gaskets. Gasket surfaces
must be clean and flat and free of
nicks or burrs.
The carburetor assembly is shown
in Fig. 14.
T H R O T T L E BODY
1. If the throttle plates and shafts
are removed, slide the primary throttle return spring (coiled clockwise) on
the primary throttle shaft (flat milled)

THROTTLE BM)Y
TO MAIN BODY
ATTACHING SCREWS
(6 REQUIRED)

CHOKE HOUSING
IDLE FUEL
ADJUSTING SCREWS

Install the retaining screw.
9. Insert the secondary throttle to
primary throttle connecting rod into
the throttle levers and install retainers.
MAIN BODY T O
THROTTLE BODY

SECO~~ARY
THROTTLE PLATES

PRIMARY YHROTTLE
SHAFT ANDLEVER
ASSEMBLY

83164-A

FIG. 13-Throttle

Body-Bottom

View
and slide the shaft into the primary
shaft holes (mixture needle side of
body).
2. Position the primary throttle
plates (smaller diameter) in the primary bores with the ground flat edge
of the plates facing up and towards
the idle mixture needles. Install the
plate retaining screws snug but not
tight.
3. Rotate the throttle shaft to the
closed position and tap the plate
lightly with the end of a screw
driver handle or similar tool, so that
the plates are properly and fully seated in the throttle bores (when viewed
with a light behind the plates, little
or no light should be observed).
Tighten the throttle plate screws.
4. Install the secondary throttle
lock out lever.
5. Install the fast idle speed lever
and adjusting screw.
6. If the fast idle cam and bushing
were removed, insert the automatic
choke shaft bushing through the
choke housing. Position the fast idle
cam between the choke housing and
bushing column. Slide the bushing
through the fast idle cam. Press the
bushing in the choke housing and into the column. Clean the bushing
with a 114-inch reamer.
7. Insert the automatic choke shaft
and lever in the bushing.
8. Position the automatic choke
piston in the choke cylinder and the
lever on the automatic choke- shaft.

1. Position the main body on a
working surface with the fuel bowl
down.
2. Position the main body to throttle body gasket on the main body.
3. Position the throttle body on
the main body and install the retaining screws.
4. Invert the main body and throttle body so the fuel bowl is upward.
5. Install the power valve and
mainjets in the main body.
6. Install the choke to throttle
lockout lever.
7. Place the accelerator pump ball
check in the pump inlet hole of the
pump chamber. Install the ball check
retaining ring. The retaining ring
must be installed with the tangs over
the pump inlet hole as shown in Fig.
47, Part 1, Section 2.

8. Place the accelerator pump discharge needle into the pump discharge cavity.

AIR H O R N
1. Install the components removed
from the air horn in the following
order:
a. Power valve and gasket.
b. Main fuel inlet seat and gasket.
c. Auxiliary fuel inlet valve and
gasket.
d. Hot idle compensator and gasket.
2. Assemble the accelerator pump
plunger (Fig. 15) and insert into air
horn.
3. Compress the pump plunger and
insert accelerator pump arm into
plunger stem.
4. Slide fuel vent valve lever on
air horn and under pump lever.
Line up holes in both levers and
insert pivot pin through the No. I
hole in levers and the air horn casting (Fig. 16). Install retainer on pin.
, 5. If
the choke plate and shaft
were removed, slide the choke shaft
through the holes in the air .horn
with the lever end of the shaft on
the automatic choke side.
i
Insert the choke plate into the
slot in the choke shaft and install
the plate retaining +screws snug bur
not tight.
'
6. Close the choke plate and gently tap the plate with the end of a

.

T
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17. lnsert the accelerator pump
bleed disc into the pump bleed cavity.
18. Set float levels (Refer to InVehicle Adjustments and Repairs,
Section 2).

AIR HORN TO
MAIN BODY

FIG. IS-Accelerator

Pump in Position on Air Horn

screw driver or a similar tool to properly position the plate in the air horn.
Tighten and stake the plate retaining screws.
7. lnsert a new choke control rod
seal on the choke control rod.
Push seal into air horn and attach control rod end to choke shaft
lever with retainer. The seal must
grip the ledge in the air horn at all
four points to prevent unfiltered air
from entering carburetor.
8. I f the air valve plates and shaft
were removed, slide the shaft through
the holes on the secondary side of
the air horn and with the slotted end
of the shaft in the air valve spring
chamber.
Position the plain air valve plate
in the air horn opening on the underside of the air horn and adjacent to
the spring chamber.
Install the plate retaining screws
snug but not tight.
Position the other air valve plate
in the air horn opening with the eye
retainer for the air valve control rod
facing upward.
Install the plate retaining screws
snug but not tight.
9. Close the air valve plates and
lightly tap the plates with end of a
screwdriver or similar tool to properly position the plates in the air horn.
Tighten and stake the plate retaining screws. Be sure the plates

and shaft turn freely gfter assembly.
10. Insert .the air valve spring in
the slot at the end of the shaft. Push
the spring to the bottom of the
slot. The spring must be installed
with the outer hook at the bottom
of the spring cavity when the air
valve plates are vertical (open). The
hook opening must face to the left.
11. Install the housing retainer but
do not tighten the attaching screw.
12. Adjust air valve spring tension
to the original setting as shown by
the index marks inscribed during disassembly.
13. Insert fuel inlet needle into
fuel inlet seat.
14. Position float and lever assembly between hinge post and over fuel
inlet valves.
lnsert the float hinge pin through
the post and float lever. The pin
must be inserted from the pump
plunger side for self-retention.
15. Insert key end of air valve
dampener rod into keyed hole in
the air valve lever.
Slide other end of rod into eye
on the air valve plate.
Position the air valve dampener
lever on the air horn and install
pivot pin and retainer.
16. Insert the air valve dashpot
piston rod through air horn and attach the rod end to the air valve
lever.

1. Position the main body to air
horn gasket on the main body.
2. Carefully position ,the air horn
assembly over the main body. Guide
the accelerator pump plunger and
the secondary throttle dashpot piston
into their chambers as the air horn
is gently lowered into position.
3. Install the longest of the I I air
horn retaining screws in the left rear
hole.
4. Slide the fuel bowl vent valve
into position under the accelerator
pump lever: Position the vent valve
support on the vent valve arm and
install the retaining screw.
5. Install the other air horn retaining screws.
6. Insert the key end of accelerator
pump control rod into the keyed
hole in the primary throttle lever. Insert the other end of the rod into
the pump lever and install retainer.
7. Insert the choke control rod
ehd into the automatic choke lever.
With long nose pliers, install the retaining clip.
8. Check the choke plate pulldown clearance (Refer to Part 1,
Section 2).
9. Install the choke gasket cover
and retainer. Set the cover to the
ninety (90) degree rich position.
10. Check the fast idle cam clearance (Refer to Part I, Section 2).
11. Reset the choke cover to specifications.
12. Check the fuel bowl vent valve
clearance (Refer to Part 1, Section 2).
13. Remove the carburetor legs or
bolts from the throttle body.
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DESCRIPTION A N D O P E R A T I O N

DESCRIPTION

The fuel inlet system contains an
external fuel distribution tube that
routes fuel from the primary fuel
inlet to the secondary fuel inlet.
The primary fuel bowl is vented
during curb and off-idle engine operation through a vent valve, actuated by
a lever on the throttle shaft.
The carburetor (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) is
mounted on a 118-inch gasket on the
intake manifold. The carburetor is installed in the normal manner with
the primary throttle and fuel bowl
facing toward the front of the engine.
The carburetor can be considered
as two dual-carburetors; one supplying a fuel-air mixture throughout the
entire range of operation (primary
stage), and the other functioning only
when a greater quantity of fuel air
mixture is required (secondary stage).
The primary stage of the carburetor contains a fuel bowl, fuel bowl
vent, metering block and an accelerating pump assembly. The primary
power system or power valve is located within the primary metering
block. The primary barrels each contain a primary and booster venturi,
main fuel discharge nozzle, throttle
plate and an idle fuel passage. The
choke plate, mounted on the air horn
above the primary barrels, is controlled by an automatic choke mechanism.
The secondary stage of the carburetor contains the secondary fuel bowl,
metering block and the secondary
throttle operating diaphragm assembly. The secondary barrels each contain a primary and booster venturi,
idle fuel passages, a transfer system,
a main secondary fuel discharge nozzle and a throttle plate.

CHOKE PLATE AND SHAFT

FUELBWLVENTROD

I

I

PRIMARY THROTTLE
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

FIG. I-Left

SECONDARY T H R ~ T T L E
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

Rear View-Holley

Model 4150C 4-V

FUEL INLET SYSTEM

A separate fuel inlet system is provided for the primary and secondary
stages. The fuel first enters the primary fuel bowl through a filter screen
and then into the fuel inlet needle
and seat assembly. A fuel tube at the
fuel inlet connects both fuel bowls.
The fuel inlet system for the primary
and secondary system operates the
same.

The amount of fuel entering the
fuel bowl is regulated by the distance
the fuel inlet rleedle is lowered off its
seat, and by fuel pump pressure.
Movement of the fuel inlet needle in
relation to the seat is controlled by
the float and lever assembly which
rises and falls with the fuel level. As
the fuel level drops, the float drops,
lowering the fuel inlet needle from
its seat to allow fuel to enter the
fuel bowl.

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM LlNE

I

SECONDARY INTERNAL
FUEL BOWL V E N T
SECONDARY FUELBOWL

. . ... .

When the fuel in the fuel bowl
reaches a pre-set level, the float raises the fuel inlet needle to a position
where it restricts the flow of fuel, admitting only enough fuel to replace
that being used. The fuel inlet system must maintain the pre-set level,
because the basic metering systems
are calibrated to deliver the proper
fuel mixture only when the fuel is
at the proper level. A spring, located
under the float, assists in keeping the
float stable.
The fuel bowls are internally vented by the vent tube at all times. In
addition, the primary fuel bowl is
externally vented by an air vent located a t the top of the bowl. The external vent provides a ,release of excess fuel vapors from the bowl.
The balance tube, which connects
the primary and secondary fuel bowls,
balances the air pressure between the
two bowls.
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The choke plate,
in the
.
. located
air horn above the primary barrels,
when closed, provides a high vacuum
above as well as below the throttle
plates. With a . vacuum above the
throttle dates. fuel will flow from the
main fudl system as wtll as from the
idle fuel system. This provides the
rich fuel mixture required for cold
engine operation.
The carburetor choke shaft is linked to a thermostatic choke control
mechanism mounted on the main body
(Fig. 4).
The automatic choke is equpped
with a bi-metal thermostatic spring
and a vacuum piston. The bi-metal
thermostatic spring mechanism winds
up when cold and unwinds when
warm. When the engine is cold, the
thermostatic spring, through attaching linkage, holds the choke plate in
a closed position. Manifold vacuum,
channeled through a passage in the
choke control housing, draws the
choke vacuum piston downward, exerting an opening force on the choke
plate. When the engine is started,
manifold vacuum acting directly on
the piston located in the choke housing, and the flow of air acting on the
offset choke plate immediately moves
the plate against tension of the thermostatic spring. This action partially
opens the choke plate to prevent
stalling.
As t h e engine continues to operare, manifold vacuum draws heated
air from the exhaust manifold heat
chamber. The amount of air entering

-
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air is exhausted into the intake manifold.
When the engine reaches normal
operating temperature, the thermostatic spring no longer exerts an opposing tension on the choke piston. allowing the piston to pull the choke
plate to the full open position. In this
position, the choke piston is at its
lowest point in the cylinder. Slots in
the piston chamber will allow sufficient air to bleed past the piston and
into t h e intake manifold, causing a
continual flow of warm air to pass
through the thermostatic spring housing. The spring thus remains fully
open until the engine is stopped and
allowed to cool.
The choke rod actuates the fast
idle cam during choking. Steps on the
edge of the fast idle cam contact the
fast idle adjusting screw which permits a faster engine,$idle speed for
smoother running when the engine is
cold. As the choke plate is moved
through its range of travel from the
closed to the open position, the choke
rod rotates the fast idle cam. Each
step on the fast idle cam permits a
slower idle rpm as engine temperature rises and choking is reduced.
During the warm-up period, i f the
engine should reach the stall point
due to a lean mixture, manifold vacuum will drop considerably. The tension of the thermostatic spring then
overcomes the lowered vacuum acting
on the choke piston, and the choke
plate will be moved toward the closed
position, providing a richer mixture
to prevent stalling.
The linkage between the choke lever and the throttle shaft is designed so
that the choke plate will partially
open when the accelerator pedal is
fully depressed. This permits unloading of a flooded engine.
IDLE FUEL SYSTEM

FIG. 5-Typical

Holley 4-V Idle Fuel System

the choke housing is controlled by restrictions in the air passages in the
carburetor.
The warmed air enters the choke
housing and heats the thermostatic

spring, causing it to unwind. The tension of the thermostatic spring gradually decreases as the temperature of
the air from the heat chamber rises,
allowing the choke plate to open. The

At idle and low speed operation,
the engine does not draw sufficient air
through the primary booster venturi
to create a vacuum great enough to
operate the main metering system;
therefore, an idle fuel system is provided which is not dependent upon
venturi-vacuum to discharge fuel.
High manifold vacuum at idle
creates a low pressure at the idle discharge port. The pressure in the fuel
bowl is near atmospheric pressure.
The difference in pressure between
the fuel bowl and the idle discharge
port forces fuel through the idle fuel
system.
The carburetor has identical idle

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
fuel systems (Fig. 5) for each primary venturi and identical idle fuel
systems for each secondary venturi.
Idle fuel is discharged into both the
primary and secondary venturis. Idle
fuel for the primary venturis is drawn
from the primary fuel bowl, and idle
fuel for the secondary venturis is
drawn from the secondary fuel bowl.
Fuel flows from the primary fuel
bowl through the main jets into a
smaller angular passage (idle feed)
that leads across to the idle well.
Fuel flows from the secondary
fuel bowl through the main metering
restrictions of the rear metering body
and into the idle well. The fuel flows
up the idle well, where it is mixed
with air from the idle air bleeds.

IDLE FUEL RESTRICTION
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FIG. 6-Typical

Holley 4-V Idle Transfer System

After leaving the idle well, the
fuel-air mixture flows through a short
horizontal passage and then down another vertical passage. At the bottom
of this vertical passage, the fuel-air
mixture branches in two directions,
one through the idle discharge passage and the other to the idle transfer passage (Fig. 6).
The fuel in the idle discharge passage flows past the idle adjusting
needle which controls the fuel discharge a t idle. From the idle adiusting needle chamber, the fuel goes
through a' short passage in the main
body and down another passage into
the throttle body. An internal needle
type limiter, located in the idle channel of the throttle body, controls the
maximum idle fuel richness. The
limiters are installed and sealed during manufacture, and no attempt
should be made to adjust the setting.

61405-6

FIG. 7-Typical

Holley 4-V Accelerating System

During off-idle operation when the
throttle plate is .moved slightly, the
fuel flows through the idle transfer
passage. (Fig. 6) in the metering body
and then into the main body through a
restriction. From the main body, it
flows into a passage i n the throttle
body. As the idle transfer slot is exposed to manifold vacuum, fuel is
discharged.
As the throttle plate is opened
still wider and engine speed increases,
the air flow through the carburetor is
also increased. This creates a vacuum
in the booster venturi great enough to
bring the main fuel system into operation. The flow from the primary
stage idle fuel system begins tapering
off as the main fuel system begins
discharging fuel.
SECONDARY STAGE

After leaving the idle well or idle
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sage, the fuel-air mixture flows
through a short passagein the main
body, and down another passage into
the throttle body. The fuel is discharged below the closed throttle plate.
A transfer slot acts as an air bleed
at idle. The secondary idle fuel system
continues discharging fuel until the
secondary main fuel system comes into operation.

MAlN
AIR B

ACCELERA'I'ING SYSTEM

FIG. &-Typical

The accelerating system for the
primary and secondary carburetors
operate in the same manner; therefore, only one carburetor is discussed.
Upon acceleration, the air flow
through the carburetor responds almost immediately to the increased
throttle opening. There is, however, a
brief interval before the fuel, which
is heavier than air, can gain speed and
maintain the desired balance of fuel
and air. During this interval, the accelerating pump supplies fuel until
the other fuel systems can once again
provide the proper mixture (Fig. 7).
The accelerating pump is located
in the bottom of the primary fuel
bowl. It begins to function when the
pump operating lever is actuated by
throttle movement. When the throttle
is opened, the accelerating pump linkage, actuated by a cam on the primary throttle shaft, forces the pump
diaphragm up. As the diaphragm
moves up, the inlet ball check is
forced onto its seat, preventing fuel
from flowing back into the fuel bowl.
The fuel flows from the short passage in the primary fuel bowl into
the long diagonal passage in the .primary metering block.. The fuel passes
into the main body and then into the
pump discharge chamber. The pressure of the fuel raises the discharge
needle and fuel is discharged into the
venturi from the pump nozzle.
As the throttle is moved toward
the closed position, the linkage returns
to its original position and the diaphragm spring forces the diaphragm
down. As the diaphragm returns to
its original position, the pump in.let
ball check is moved off its seat and
the diaphragm chamber is filled with
fuel from the fuel bowl.

Holley 4-V Primary Stage Main Fuel System
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Holley 4-V Power Fuel System

fuel passage, the fuel-air mixture
flows through a short horizontal pas-

sage and then down another vertical
passage. At the bottom of this pas-

The primary stage main fuel system for the primary and secondary
carburetors operate in the same manner, therefore, only one carburetor is
discussed.

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
When the throttle plate is progressively opened, engine speed increases
and the air passing through the booster venturi gradually creates sufficient
vacuum to bring the main fuel system into operation and fuel will be
discharged through the main discharge nozzle. The difference in pressure between the primary venturi
and the fuel bowl causes fuel to flow
through the primary stage main fuel
system (Fig. 8). '
The fuel moves up the main well
past the main well air bleeds in the
side of the well. Filtered air enters
through the main air bleed in the main
body and then into the metering block
by interconnecting passages. This mixture of fuel and air, being lighter
than raw fuel, responds faster to any
change in venturi vacuum and atomizes more readily when discharged
into the air stream of 'the venturi.
The mixture of fuel and air moves
up the main well passage in the
metering block and passes into the
short horizontal passage leading t o the
main body, then through the horizontal channel of the discharge nozzle.
The fuel is discharged into thebooster
venturi where it is atomized and mixed with air flowing through the carburetor.
POWER FUEL SYSTEM
The primary power fuel systems
for the primary and secondary carburetors operate in the same manner;
therefore. only one carburetor is discussed.
During periods of increased road
loads or high power operation, the
carburetor has a tendency to lean out
as the air flow is increased. T o supplement the primary stage main fuel
system, additional fuel is required to
maintain the proper fuel-air ratio. The
added fuel required during this period
is supplied by the power fuel system
(Fig. 9).
The power fuel system is controlled
by manifold vacuum, which gives an
accurate indication of the power demands placed on the engine. Manifold
vacuum is highest at idle speed and
decreases as the load on the engine is
increased.
Manifold vacuum is t r a n s m i t t e d
from an opening in the base of the
throttle body, through a passage in the
throttle bokly, and main body to the
power valve chamber in the primary
metering block. The manifold vacuum, acting on the diaphragm a t
idle or normal load conditions. is
strong enough to overcome the ten-

,
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FIG. 10-Typical

Holley 4-V S e c o n d a r y S t a g e Main Fuel System

sion of the power valve spring and
holds the diaphragm closed. When
high power operation places a greater load on the engine and manifold
vacuum drops below a predetermined
value, the power valve spring overcomes the reduced vacuum and opens
the power valve. Fuel flows through
the power valve and through the diagonal restrictions in the metering
block into the main well. In the main
well, the fuel joins the fuel flow from
the primary stage main fuel system,
enriching the mixture.
As engine power demands are reduced, manifold vacuum increases.
The increased vacuum overcomes the
tension of the power valve spring and
draws the valve diaphragm closed.
T h ~ scloses the power valve and' shuts
off the added fuel supply.
SECONDARY STAGE
THROTTLE OPERATION A N D
M A I N FUEL SYSTEM

.

The secondary stage throttle operation and.main fuel systerhs for the
primary and secondary carburetors
are the same in operation; therefore,
only one carburetor is discussed.
The secondary stage of the carburetor is supplied with fuel from the
secondary fuel bowl which receives

its fuel through a connecting tube at
the fuel inlet fitting on the primary
fuel bowl. The secondary fuel inlet
system operates the same as the primary fuel inlet system.
The secondary stage throttle plates
are operated by a spring-loaded vacuum diaphragm assembly attached to
the side of the main body and linked
to the secondary throttle shaft (Fig.
10).
Opening of the secondary throttle
plates is controlled by vacuum from
the right primary and secondary venturis. A t high speeds. when engine
requirements approach the capacity
of the two primary barrels, the increased primary venturi vacuum
moves the secondary diaphragm, compressing the diaphragm spring. The
diaphragm, acting through the diaphragm link and lever, starts to
open the secondary throttle plates.
The position of the throttle plates depends upon the strength of the vacuum. This, in turn, is determined by
the air flow through the primary barrels. As the secondary throttle plates
in the
begin to open, the
secondary barrels increases. The increased vacuum in the right secondary venturi 'assists the primary venturi vacuum in further opening the
secondary throttle plates. As top speed
is reached, the secondary throttle

vacuum
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plates will approach wide open position.
The bleed past the ball check valve
in the vacuum passage of the secondary diaphragm housing limits the rate
at which the secondary throttle plates
will open. Any rapid increases in vacuum, which would tend to open the
secondary throttle plates too suddenly,
merely holds the ball check valve securely against its seat. The opening
of the throttle plates is slowed to a
rate governed by the amount of air
passing through an air bleed in the
ball check valve seat. This allows the
vacuum to build up slowly at the diaphragm, which results in a controlled
rate of opening for the secondary
throttle plates.
When engine speed is reduced, venturi vacuum in the bores becomes

2

secondary throttle connecting rod.
This rod, which is fastened to the primary throttle lever, rides in a slot in
the secondary throttle lever.
A transfer slot or passage begins
to function when the secondary throttle plates begin to open. As the plates
begin to open, the fuel flows through
the main metering restrictions into
the transfer passages. which are similar to those in the primary metering
block.
When the secondary throttle plates
are opened further, the difference in
pressure between the secondary booster venturis and the secondary fuel
bowl causes the secondary main fuel
system to begin discharging fuel. The
passages in this system are similar
to those in the primary main fuel system.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

Flooding, stumble on acceleration,
and other performance complaints are,
in many instances, caused by the
presence of dirt, water, or other foreign matter in the carburetor. To aid
in diagnosing the cause of a complaint, the carburetor should be carefully removed from the engine without removing the fuel from the.bowls.
The contents of the bowl may then
be examined for contamination as the
carburetor is disassembled.
REMOVAL

1. Remove the air cleaner. Remove

3

weaker. The momentarily stronger
vacuum at the secondary throttle operating diaphragm moves the ball
check valve off its seat in the vacuum passage, permitting an immediate flow of air into the diaphragm
chamber. As the vacuum acting on
the diaphragm is lessened, the load on
the diaphragm spring will start closing
the secondary throttle plates. The diaphragm spring is assisted by the design of the secondary plates. Each
secondary plate is slightly off set.
When the plates are closing, the combined force of manifold vacuum and
the air stream has greater effect on
the larger, upstream area of the
plates, forcing them to a closed position. The secondary plates a r e retained in the closed position when primary. .plates are fully closed by the
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the throttle rod from the throttle lever.
Disconnect the choke control heat
tube and the fuel line at the carburetor.
2. Remove the carburetor retaining nuts and lockwashers; then remove the carburetor and mounting
gasket. Remove the carburetor spacer and gaskets. Discard the gaskets.
INSTALLATION

1. Be sure all old gasket material
is removed from the spacer. Install a
new lower spacer gasket and the spacer on the intake manifold. Position the

carburetor and a new gasket on the
spacer.
Connect the choke heat tube, and
fuel'inlet line loosely to the carburetor.
Install the carburetor retaining lock
washers and nuts. Tighten the nuts
evenly and alternately.
2. Tighten the choke heat tube and
fuel line fittings at the carburetor.
Connect the throttle rod. Refer to
Common Adjustments and Repairs
and adjust the engine idle speed, idle
fuel mixture, fast idle speed and the
anti-stall dashpot (if so equipped).
Install theair cleaner.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

DISASSEMBLY

To facilitate working on the carburetor(~),and to prevent damage to the
throttle plates, install carburetor legs
on the base. If the legs are unavailable, install four bolts, about 2 114 inches long of the correct diameter, and
eight nuts on the carburetor base.
Use a separate container for the
component parts of the various assemblies, to facilitate cleaning, inspection, and assembly.
The following is a step-by-step sequence of operations for completely
overhauling the carburetor. However,
certain components of the carburetor

may be serviced without a complete
disassembly of the entire unit. For a
complete carburetor overhaul, follow
all the steps. T o partially overhaul the
carburetor or to install a new gasket
kit, follow only the applicable steps.
Refer to Fig. 18 for identification
of the parts used on the Holley carburetor.
P R I M A R Y FUEL BOWL AND
METERING BLOCK

I. Disconnect the inter-connecting
fuel line a t the primary and secondary
fuel bowls. Remove the retaining
screws and gaskets, fuel bowl and

gasket and the metering block and
gasket. Discard the gaskets. Remove
the baffle.
2. Remove the idle adjusting
screws from the metering block.
3. Using a jet wrench, remove the
main jets (Fig. 1 I).
4. Using a socket wrench, remove
the power valve and gasket (Fig. 12).
5. Remove the fuel level adjustment lock screw and gasket. Turn the
adjustment nut counterclockwise and
remove the lock nut and gasket. Remove the fuel inlet needle and seat
assembly. Do not disassemble the fuel
inlet needle and seat. They are matched assemblies and are replaced as an

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
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assembly.
6. Remove the screws securing the
float assembly to the fuel bowl (Fig.
13). Remove the float assembly.
7. Slide the shaft out of the float
assembly and remove the spring (Fig.
14).
8. Remove the fuel level sight plug
and gasket. Remove the fuel bowl interconnecting fuel line fitting and
gasket. Discard the gasket.
9. Remove the fuel inlet fitting,
gasket, and filter screen.
10. Invert the fuel bowl and remove the accelerating pump cover,
diaphragm, and spring. The accelerating pump inlet ball check is not removable.
11. Remove the vent rod bracket
retaining screw and lockwasher. Remove the plug, spring and bracket
from the vent rod.
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FLOAT ASSEMBLY RETAINING SCREWS

SCRIBED LINES A N D IDENTIFICATION MARKS

FIG. 13-Float Assembly Removal
o r Installation-Holley
4-V
FLOAT LEVER HINGE

FIG. 16-Throttle
Holley 4-V

\

Plate Removal-

PRIMARY
METERING
BLOCK
FLOAT AND L ~ V E RASSEMBLY

FIG. 14-Float

B2710-A

Assembly-Holley

4-v
SECONDARY THROTTLE
SHAFT ASSEMBLY

81460-A

FIG. 17-Throttle Lever .and S h a f t
Assembly Installation-Holley
4-V
Jet ~ r i n c h

M A I N JETS

B1438-A

Automatic Choke

FIG. 1 1 -Main J e t Removal o r
Installation-HoIley
4-V

FIG. 15-Accelerating Pump
Discharge Needle RemovalHolley 4-V
the metering block and the front and
the rear gasket.
Disassemble the fuel bowl and the
metering block by following Steps 3, 5,
6, 7 and 8 under Primary Fuel Bowl
and Metering Block.

Socket Wrench

81439-A

FIG. 12-Power Valve Removal o r
Installation-HoIley 4-V
SECONDARY FUEL BOWL
AND M E T E R I N G BLOCK
1. Remove the fuel bowl. Remove

MAIN BODY
1. Remove the air cleaner anchor
stud, and remove the secondary diaphragm operating rod to link retainer.
2. Invert the carburetor and remove the throttle body retaining
screws and lock washers. Lift the
throttle body and discard the throttle
body gasket.

I. Remove the choke rod retainer
from the automatic choke housing
shaft and lever assembly. Remove the
thermostatic spring housing and gasket; then remove the choke housing
and gaskets from the main body.
.. 2. Remove
the choke housing
shaft nut, lock washer, and spacer,
then, remove the shaft and fast idle
cam. Remove the choke piston and
lever assembly.
3. Remove the choke r o d a n d seal
from the main body. If necessary, remove the choke plate from the choke
shaft; then slide the shaft and lever
out of the air horn. The retaining
screws are staked to the choke shaft.
If the tips of the screws are flared
excessively, file off .the flared portion
to avoid damage to the threads in the
choke shaft. Be careful not t o damage
the choke shaft or venturi while filing
the screws.
Secondary Diaphragm . Housing
1. Remove

the

secondary

dia-

FIG. 78-Holley
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FIG. 79-Accelerating Pump
4-V
Discharge Assembly-Holley
phragm housing assembly and gasket
from the main body. The housing assembly must be removed before the
cover can be removed.
2. Remove the diaphragm housing
cover; then, remove the spring and
diaphragm, and the vacuum ball check
from the housing.
Accelerating
Assembly

throttle shaft lever (Fig. 17). Slide the
primary throttle lever and shaft assembly out of the throttle body. If
necessary remove the accelerating
pump cam.
Slide the secondary throttle shaft
out the main body and remove the
bushings from the shaft.

Pump

Discharge

1. Remove the accelerating pump
discharge nozzle screw. Lift the pump
discharge nozzle and gaskets out of
the main body. Invert the main body
and let the accelerating pump discharge needle fall into the hand (Fig.

Make sure all holes in the new
gaskets have been properly punched
and that no foreign material has adhered to the gaskets. Make sure the
accelerating pump and secondary
operating diaphragms are not cut or
torn.
The carburetor assembly is shown
in Fig. 18.
THROTTLE BODY
Refer to Fig. 18 for the correct location of the parts.
1. If the secondary throttle plates
were removed, position the bushings
on the secondary throttle shaft. Slide
the shaft into the throttle body. Refer
to the lines scribed on the throttle
plates; then, install the plates in their
proper location with the screws snug,
but not tight.
Close the throttle plates and hold
FAST IDLE CAM

CHOKE HOUSING

MAIN BODY
Accelerating
Assembly

Pump

Discharge

1. Drop the accelerator pump discharge needle into its well (Fig. 19).
Lightly seat the needle with a brass
drift and a hammer.
2. Position the accelerating pump
nozzle and gaskets in the main body
and install the retaining screw.

IS).
THROTTLE BODY
1. Remove the accelerating pump
operating lever retainer.
2. Remove the secondary throttle
connecting rod retainers and the connecting rod. Remove the secondary
diaphragm lever and the fast idle cam
lever retaining screws and washers,
and remove the levers.
3. If necessary, remove the throttle stop screw.
4. If it is necessary to remove the
throttle plates, lightly scribe the throttle plates along the throttle shaft, and
mark each plate and its corresponding
bore with a number or letter for proper installation (Fig. 16). Remove the
throttle plates. The retaining screws
are staked to the throttle shaft. If the
tips of the screws are flared excessively, file off the. flared portion to
avoid damage to the threads in the
throttle shaft. Be careful not to damage the throttle shaft or venturi
while filing the screws.
Remove the primary throttle shaft
return spring from the notch on the

2. Install the secondary diaphragm
lever, lock washer, and screw.
3. Install the accelerating pump
cam on the primary throttle shaft if it
was previously removed. Place the
throttle connecting rod end with the
smallest bend into position in the piimary throttle lever. Slide the throttle
shaft into the thiottle body, guiding
the throttlc connecting rod so that the
other end fits into the secondary throttle lever.
4. Position the primary throttle return spring so that the small tang fits
into the slot in the throttle lever and
the long tang rests against the slot in
the throttle body stop (Fig. 17).
5. Install a washer on the secondary throttle shaft end of the connecting
rod; then secure both ends of the connecting rod with hairpin type retainers.
6. Install the primary throttle
plates, using the same procedures as
for the secondary throttle plates.
7. Install the fast idle cam lever,
lock washer, and screw.
8. Install the throttle stop screw.
9. Install the accelerating pump
operating lever and retainer.

S e c o n d a v Diaphragm Housing

SHAFT AND LEVE

FIG. 20-Choke

Housing Linkage

Installed-Holley

4-V

the throttle body up to the light. Little
or no light should show between the
throttle plates and the throttle bores.
If the throttle plates are properly installed and there is no binding when
the throttle shaft is rotated, tighten
the throttle plate screws. Stake the
screws. When staking the screws, support the shaft and plates on a block
of wood or a soft metal bar to prevent
bending of the shaft.
Refer to Common Adjustments and
Repairs for the correct adjustment of
the secondary throttle plates.

1. The secondary diaphragm housing must always be installed before
the choke housing. Drop the vacuum
ball check in the vacuum port of the
secondary diaphragm housing; then,
position the secondary diaphragm in
the housing and place the spring in
the cover (Fig. 18).
2. Install the cover with the screws
finger-tight. Pull the diaphragm rod
downward as for as it will go and
tighten the cover screws. The diaphragm housing must always be removed from the main body to install
the cover.
3. Place the gasket on the secondary vacuum passage opening on the
main body. Place the diaphragm housing in position on the main body and
install the lock washers and, retaining
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Automatic Choke
1. Position the choke plate shaft
in the air horn and install the choke
plate in the shaft (Fig. 18). Install the
rod seal on the choke rod. Slide the
U-shaped end of the choke plate rod
through the opening in the main body
and insert the rod end through the
inner side of the bore in the choke
lever. The rod end must face outward.
Push the rod seal into the retaining
grooves on the underside of the air
cleaner mounting flange.
2. Position the choke thermostat
lever link and piston assembly in the
choke housing. Position the fast idle
cam assembly on the choke housing
and install the choke housing shaft and
lever assembly (Fig. 20). Position the
lever and piston assembly on the
choke housing shaft and lever assembly. Install the spacer, lock washer
and nut.
3. Lay the main body assembly on
its side and position the choke housing
gaskets on the main body. Insert the
choke rod in the choke housing shaft
lever as the choke housing is placed
in position on the main body. Be sure
the projection on the choke rod is
placed under the fast idle cam s o that
the cam will be lifted when the choke
plate is closed. Install the choke housing lock washers and screws. Using
needle-nose pliers, install the choke
rod cotter pin.
4. Place the thermostatic spring
housing gasket in position on the
choke housing, engaging the thermostatic spring on the spring lever; then,
install the housing, clamp and screws.
Adjust the thermostatic spring housing by aligning the index mark on the
cover with the mid-position mark on
the choke housing.

Moin Body To Throttle Body
1. Invert the main body and position the throttle body gasket on the
main body. Place the throttle body on
the main body and slide the secondary

diaphragm rod onto the secondary operating lever as the throttle body is
placed into position. Install the throttle body to main body retaining screws
and lock washers.
2. Secure the secondary diaphragm
rod with t%e retainer.
3. Install the air cleaner anchor
stud.

PRIMARY FUEL BOWL A N D
METERING BLOCK
1. Place the accelerating pump
diaphragm spring and diaphragm in
the accelerating pump chamber. The
diaphragm must be positioned so that
the large end of the lever disc will be
against the operating lever. Install the
cover with the screws finger-tight.
Make sure the diaphragm is centered,
then, compress the diaphragm with
the pump operating lever and tighten
the cover screws.
After the carburetor is assembled,
refer to Common Adjustment and Repair for the correct adjustment of the
accelerating pump.
2. Install the gasket and fuel inlet
and filter fitting.
3. Install the fuel lever sight plug
and gasket. Install the fuel bowl interconnecting fuel line fitting and gasket.
4. Install the plug in the fuel bowl
vent rod. Position the spring on the
vent rod. Install the vent rod assembly and bracket on the fuel bowl and
install the retaining screw.
.5. Position the float hinge bracket
on the float arm and install the float
shaft and spring (Fig. 14). Secure the
float assembly to the fuel bowl with
the retaining screws (Fig. 13).
6. Apply petroleum jelly to a new
O-ring seal and slide it on the fuel
inlet needle and seat assembly.
7. Position the fuel inlet needle
and seat assembly in the fuel bowl
through the top of the bowl. Position
the adjusting nut gasket and nut on
the fuel inlet needle and seat assembly. Align the flat on the I.D. of the
nut with the flat on the O.D. of the

fuel inlet needle and seat assembly.
Install the fuel level adjustment lock
screw and gasket.
8. As a preliminary float adjustment, refer to Common Adjustments
and Repairs and perform the Float
Adjustment-Dry procedure (Part 10-1).
9. Using a socket wrench, install
the power valve and gasket in the
metering block (Fig. 12). Be sure to
install the specified power valve. Refer to the specifications for the correct identification number. The number is stamped on a flat on the base
of the valve.
10. Using a jet wrench, install the
specified jets in the metering block
(Fig. 11).
11. Install the idle adjusting needles. Turn the idle adjusting aeedles
in until they just touch the seat, then,
back them off the specified number of
turns for an initial idle fuel mixture
adjustment.
12. Position the metering block
gasket on the dowels located on the
back of the metering block.
Position the metering block and
gasket on the main body. Position the
baffle plate (primary side only) and
the gasket on the metering block.
Place the retaining screws and new
compression gaskets in the fuel bowl.
Position the bowl in place on the metering block while making certain the
fuel bowl vent rod is properly positioned against the primary throttle
lever. Make sure the accelerating
pump lever adjusting screw rests on
the lever on the accelerating pump
cover.
Tighten the retaining screws.

SECONDARY FUEL BOWL
AND METERING BODY OR
METERING BLOCK
1. Assemble the secondary fuel
bowl, perform a dry float adjustment,
and assemble the metering block by
following procedure steps 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,
10 and 12 under Primary Fuel Bowl
and Metering Block.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DRY-TYPE AIR CLEANER
Views of the various air cleaners
are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

VACUUM OVERRIDE MOTOR

FIG. 7-Conventional

03168-A

Air C l e a n e r

All engines are equipped with a
dry-type air cleaner that have a replaceable filtering element. The air
cleaner body is mounted on a sealing
gasket, located on the carburetor
air horn. The air cleaner assembly is
retained on the engine by a stud on
the carburetor body and a wing nut
above the filter cover.The filter element has integral plastic gaskets, located on the top and bottom of the
element. The gaskets prevent entry
of dirt and unfiltered air into the
engine.
The air from the engine compartment enters the air cleaner assembly
through the hot and cold air intake
duct and valve (except 427 4-V) on
the side of the body, into a silencing
chamber and passes through the filter
element. Dust particles are trapped in
the filter element as the air passes
through it. After leaving the filter
element, the air is drawn into the

FIG. 2-Air

Cleaner-390

GT

carburetor.
The 427 4-V engines (Fig. 3) have
a low silhouette, 360 degrees opening
type air cleaner without the hot and
cold air intake duct and valve assembly.

H O T A N D COLD AIR
INTAKE DUCT A N D VALVE
ASSEMBLY
Engines equipped with a dry-type

carburetor air cleaner assembly (except the 427 4-V) have a thermostatically controlled hot and cold air intake duct and valve assembly secured
to the air cleaner body with 2 hexhead cap screws.
The duct and valve assembly slips
onto a tube and shroud assembly.
The shroud is positioned on the right
exhaust manifold and is retained 'by
a stud, lockwasher and nut.
The hot and cold air intake duct
and valve assembly mechanism for all
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FIG. 3-Air

Cleaner, 4 2 7 4-V

except the 390 G T engines have a
valve plate, thermostat and rod, vacuum motor with a piston rod, 2
springs and a retaining clip. The vacuum motor for the 390 G T operates
an air inlet valve and is attached directly to the side of the air cleaner.
The temperature of the air entering the air cleaner is thermostatically
controlled by the carburetor air duct
assembly. Air from the engine compartment, or heated air from a

2

shroud around the exhaust manifold,
is available to the engine.
A thermostatic bulb in the air duct
is exposed to the incoming air. A
spring-loaded valve plate is connected
to the thermostatic bulb through linkage. The valve plate spring holds the
valve in the closed position (heat on)
until the thermostatic bulb overcomes
the valve spring tension.
During the engine warm-up period
when the air temperature entering
the air duct is less than 100 degrees F,
the thermostat is in the retracted posi-.
tion and the valve plate is held in the
up position (heat on) by the valve
plate spring (Fig. 4), thus shutting off
the air from the engine compartment.
All air is then drawn from the shroud
around the exhaust manifold.
As the temperature of the air passing the thermostatic bulb rises, the
thermostat starts to expand, and
forces the valve plate down. This allows cooler air from the engine compartment to enter the air cleaner.
When the temperature of the air further increases, the valve plate will
move to the down position (heat off)
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so that only engine compartment air
is allowed to enter the air cleaner.
During cold acceleration periods,
additional carburetor intake air is
provided by the vacuum override motor control. The decrease in intake
manifold vacuum during acceleration
causes the vacuum override motor to
override the thermostat control. This
opens the system to both engine compartment air and heated air from the
exhaust manifold shroud (Fig. 5).
AUXILIARY AIR INLET-390

GT

Additional carburetor air, during
acceleration and full throttle periods,
is provided by the auxiliary air inlet
valve on the side of the air cleaner
(Fig. 2).
The decrease in intake manifold
vacuum during acceleration and full
throttle periods, causes the vacuum
motor to open the auxiliary air inlet
valve. This provides the carburetor intake system with additional engine
compartment air.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

AIR CLEANER M A I N T E N A N C E

Refer to the 1968 Passenger Car
Maintenance and Lubrication Manual
for the air cleaner assembly recommended maintenance mileage interval.

THERMOSTAT ROD

THERMOSTAT MOUNTING B R A C K E T

VALVE P L A T E

LOCKNUT

/

rTHERMOSTATIC

BULB

AIR CLEANERS A N D
FILTER ELEMENTS

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the vacuum hose from
the vacuum control motor.
2. Disconnect the crankcase ventilation system hose from the air
cleaner.
3. Remove the wing bolt or nut
retaining the air cleaner to the carburetor. Remove the air cleaner and air
intake duct and valve assembly from
the carburetor as a unit.
4. Remove the air cleaner cover
and filter element from the air cleaner
body.
5. Inspect the air cleaner to carburetor mounting gasket. Replace if it
is worn or damaged.
Refer to Part 10-1, Section 3 for
the recommended cleaning and inspection procedure.

CONNECTION

VACUUM O V E R R I D E MOTOR

I
I

EXHAUST MANIFOLD
SHROUD TUBE

FIG. 4-Hot

-

TO A I R C L E A N E R

VALVE PLATE

a n d Cold Air Intake Duct a n d Valve Assembly

-m

GROUP 10 - Fuel System

VALVE PLATE

FIG. 5-Valve

Plate Position
During Cold Acceleration

INSTALLATION
I. Install a new air cleaner to
carburetor mounting gasket, if required.
2. Position the air cleaner and
if applicable, the air intake duct
and valve assembly on the carburetor
and shroud tube.
3. Install a new filter element in
the air cleaner body, if required. If the
word T O P is indicated on the filter
element, .make sure the word T O P
faces upward. Make sure the filter
'element is properly seated. Install the
air cleaner cover and retaining wing
nut or screw.
4. Connect the crankcase ventilation system hose to the air cleaner
body .
5. Connect the vacuum hose to the
vacuum control motor.
HOT AND COLD AIR INTAkE
DUCT AND VALVE ASSEMBLY
The vacuum override motor (if ap-

plicable) Fig. 4, must be removed before the thermostatic control valve adjustments can be performed.
.The air intake duct thermostatic
valve can be adjusted to change the
air temperature at which t h e valve
opens. Loosening the lock nut and
turning the thermostat (clockwise) further into the mountirig bracket (Fig.
4) will move the valve toward the
heat-OFF position. Turning the thermostat out (counterclackwise) will
move the valve toward the heat-ON
position. Adjustments must be verified by testing ,the opening temperature as detailed in Part 10-1 Section I .
Tighten the locknut after adjustment
is made.
REMOVAL
I. Remove the hex head retaining
cap screws that secure the air intake
duct and valve assembly to the air
cleaner.
2. Remove the air intake duct and
valve assembly from the engine.
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING
Refer to Part 10-1, Section I for
the air intake duct and valve testing
procedures.
INSTALLATION
I. Install the air intake duct
valve assembly on the shroud tube.
2. Connect the air intake duct
valve assembly to the air cleaner
tighten the 2 hex head retaining
screws.

and
and
and
cap

DISASSEMBLY
1. If the duct and valve assembly
was removed because of a suspected
temperature malfunction, remove the
vacuum override motor (if applicable)
Fig. 4, then check the operation of
the thermostat and valve plate assembly. Refer to the Air Intake Duct
Test (Part 10,1, Section 1) for the proper procedure.

2. If inspection reveals that the
valve plate is sticking or the thermostat is malfunctioning, remove the thermostat and valve plate (Fig. 4) as follows:
Detach the valve plate tension spring
from the valve plate using long-nose
pliers. Loosen the thermostat locknut
and unscrew the thermostat from the
mounting bracket. Grasp the valve
plate and withdraw if from the duct.
ASSEMBLY
I. If it was necessary to disassemble the thermostat and air duct and
valve, assemble the unit as follows:
Install the valve plate. Install the
locknut on the thermostat, and screw
the thermostat into the mounting
bracket. Install the valve plate tension
spring on the valve plate and duct.
Check the operation of the thermostat and air duct assembly. Refer
to the Air Intake Duct Test (Part 10-1,
Section I) for the proper procedure.
Adjust the thermostat, as required.
Tighten the locknut.

. 2. Install the vacuum override motor (if applicable) and check for proper
operation.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERA'TION

A single action fuel pump is standard equipment for all vehicle models.
The fuel pump on the 6-cylinder
engines is mounted on the lower, leftcenter of the engine cylinder block.
On all V-8 engines, the fuel pump
is mounted on the left-side of the cylinder front cover.
Refer to Figs. 1, 2 and 3 for views
of the fuel pumps.
A separate in-line fuel filter (Fig.
4) is used on all engines. The filter is

ROCKER
ARM PIN
PLUG

FUEL PUMP
BODY SCREWS
PULSATOR
DIAPHRAGM

FUEL PUMP

I
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COVER

FIG. I -Carter

Permanently-Sealed
Fuel Pump for 6-Cylinder Engines

PLUG-9A360

/

FIG. 2-Carter

ROCKER ARM
SPRING-9380

/

Permanently-Sealed
Fuel Pump for V-8 Engines

FIG. 3-Carter Fuel Pump for
427 V-8 Engine

FIG. 4-In-Line

of one-piece construction and does
not contain a cleanable filter element.
The fuel pumps are mechanically
actuated by means of the fuel pump
rocker arm and an eccentric on the
camshaft.
A flexible fuel pump diaphragm is
operated by a combination of rocker
arm action and calibrated spring tension.
On the fuel intake stroke:the camshaft eccentric causes the rocker arm
to lift the fuel pump diaphragm against
the diaphragm spring pressure. This
action draws fuel through the intake
valve into the pump inlet chamber
and closes the outlet valve. At the

same time, fuel is drawn from the
fuel tank through the fuel intake line
to replace the fuel drawn into the
chamber.
As the camshaft eccentric continues to rotate, the rocker arm relieves
the pressure on the diaphragm spring
and allows the spring to move the diaphragm toward the inlet and outlet
valves, exerting pressure on the fuel
inlet chamber. This pressure causes
the pump inlet valve to close and the
ensuing pressure build-up opens the
outlet valve. The fuel is then forced
through the pump outlet to the fuel
filter where it is cleansed before entering the carburetor. Fuel is deliver-

Fuel Filters
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GROUP 1 0 - Fuel System

ed to the carburetor only when the
fuel inlet valve in the carburetor is
open. The carburetor inlet valve is
colsed by fuel pressure on the float
when the specified fuel level in the
carburetor float chamber is reached.
When there is no demand for fuel
from the carburetor. the diaphragm
spring tension is not strong enough
to force the diaphragm against the

fuel pressure built up in the inlet chamber of the pump. Thus, the up and
down rocker arm action continues,
but the diaphragm remains stationary
until pressure against the carburetor
float is relieved by a demand for fuel
at the carburetor.
The Carter premanently-sealed
pumps contain pressure relief orifices
in the inlet valve cage to prevent pres-

2

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLA'TION

FUEL FILTER REPLACEMENT
The in-line fuel filter used on all
engines (Fig. 4) is of one-piece construction and cannot be cleaned. Replace the filter if it becomes clogged
or restricted.
I. Remove the air cleaner (,Part
10-8, Section 2).
2. Loosen the retaining clamp securing the fuel inlet hose to the fuel
filter.
3. Unscrew the fuel filter from
the carburetor and discard the gasket if so equipped. Disconnect the fuel
filter from the hose and discard the
retaining clamp.
4. Install a new clamp on the
inlet hose and connect the hose to the
filter. Place a new gasket on the new
fuel filter. if so equipped and screw the

3

sure build-up in the pump during hot
soak periods.
An air vent is located in the fuel
pump bodies to relieve air pressure
build-up on the spring side of the diaphragm.
The fuel pumps contain a diaphragm
rod seal to prevent the entrance of
engine oil into the fuel pump.

filter into the carburetor inlet port.
Tighten the filter.
5. Position the fuel line hose clamp
and crimp the clamp securely.
6. Start the engine and check for
fuel leaks.
7. Install the air cleaner (Part
10-8, Section 2).
FUEL PUMP
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the inlet line and
the outlet line at the fuel pump.

2. Remove the fuel pump retaining screws and remove the pump and
the gasket. Discard the gasket.

INSTALLATION
1. Remove all the gasket material
from the mounting pad and pump.
Apply oil-resistant sealer to both
sides of a new gasket. Position the
new gasket on the pump flange and
hold the pump in position against
the mounting pad. Make sure the
rocker arm is riding on the camshaft
eccentric.
2. Press the pump tight against
the pad, install the retaining screws,
and alternately torque them to specifications.
3. Connect the fuel inlet hose (use
a new clamp on the hose) and the
outlet line. Crimp the retaining clamp
securely.
4. Operate the engine and check
for fuel leaks.

M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS

CARTER PERMANENTLY SEALED
FUEL PUMPS
DISASSEMBLY

'

The fuel pump assemblies are
shown in Figs. I, 2 and 3.
I. ,Scrape away the staking mark
and remove the rocker arm pin retaining plug as shown in Fig. 5.
2. Release the tension on the rocker arm pin by pressing the arm downward against the diaphragm and rocker arm spring pressure or remove the
rocker arm spring and allow the rocker arm pin to fall out. If the pin does
not comk out freely, tap the fuel pump
assembly lightly on the bench until the
pin sticks out of the bore or remove
the pin with needle nose pliers (Fig.
6). Remove the rocker arm.
3. Clean -and. inspect the service-

FIG. 6-Rocker
or Installation
FIG. 5-Rocker
'lug Removal

Arm Pin Retaining

Arm Pin Removal

able fuel pump component parts. Refer to Cleaning and Inspection (Part

PART 10-8 - Fuel Pump and Filters
10-1, Section 3) for the proper procedure. Replace all worn or damaged
parts.

arm out to release the rod from the
rocker arm bumper pad (Fig. 9).
7. Remove the fuel pump diaphragm assembly. D o not disassemble

ASSEMBLY

as the diaphragm avd spring are serviced as an assembly only.

The fuel pump assemblies are
are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
I. Insert the rocker arm spring
into the spring guide bore in the
fuel pump rocker arm cavity.
2. Insert the rocker arm into the
cavity and install it onto the diaphragm rod, directly below the rod
bumper pad. Position the rocker arm
spring over the spring locater on the
rocker arm or on the anti-force reversal lever. Align the rocker arm pin
holes and install the rocker arm pin.

Refer to Part 10-1, Section 3, for
the cleaning and inspection procedures.
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 8-Scribe

Marked Fuel Pump

M a k e certain the rocker arm spring
is properly positioned ori the spring
locater on the rocker arm or on the
anti-force reversal lever.

3. Install a new rocker arm pin
retaining plug. Stake the plug into
position (Fig. 7).

force reversal lever must be inserted
in the opening of the rocker arm behind the rocker arm pin.

FIG. 9-Fuel

Pump Diaphragm
Removal or Installation

2. Remove the valve housing assembly. Separate the valve housing
from the cover and note the position
of the pulsator diaphragm so that it
can be assembled in its proper position. D o not remove the fuel valves

FIG; 7-Staking

the Pin Retaining

Plug
CARTER FUEL PUMP 427 V-8
ENGINES
DISASSEMBLY

1. Scribe marks on the fuel pump
body, valve housing, and valve housing cover (Fig. 8) so that these parts
can be assembled in their original
position.

1. Position the fuel pump diaphragm assembly into the pump body,
then apply pressure on the diaphragm
spring so that the rocker arm can be
installed on the rod as shown in Fig.
9.
2. Align the rocker arm pin holes
by applying slight pressure on the diaphragm spring, then install the rocker
arm pin.
3. Install a new rocker arm pin
retaining plug. Stake the plug in position (Fig. 7). Install the anti-force reversal lever. The inner end of the anti-

from the valve housing. The valve
housing is replaced as an assembly.

3. Remove the rocker arm return
spring and the anti-force reversal lever.
4. Scrape away the staking mark
and remove the rocker arm pin retaining plug as shown in Fig. 5.
5. Press the fuel pump diaphragm
into the fuel pump body to release the
tension on the rocker arm and allow
the rocker arm pin to fall out. If the
pin does not come out freely, use
needle nose pliers (Fig. 6).
6. Press the diaphragm into the
fuel pump body and pull the rocker

4. Position the rocker arm return
spring on the boss in the pump body.
Compress the spring and slip it over
the tang in the anti-force reversal
lever.
5. Place a new pulsator diaphragm
on the valve housing in the position
previously noted on disassembly (opening in the diaphragm over the fuel
inlet chamber). Position the cover on
the valve housing, aligning the scribed
lines on the cover with the line on the
valve housing. Be sure the pulsator diaphragm extends evenly around the
edge of the cover. Install and tighten
the two retaining screws inside the
valve housing.
6. Align the scribe line on the
valve housing and the line on the fuel
pump body. Hold the valve housing
assembly tight against the fuel pump
body and install the six screws. Be
sure the fuel pump diaphragm extends
evenly around the edge of the valve
housing before tightening the retaining screws.
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DESCRIP'TION AND OPERA'TION

Fuel tanks, lines and related parts
are shown in Figs. 1-5.
The fuel tanks used on all vehicles
are made of terne plate coated steel.
On the Montego, Falcon and Fairlane
(except station wagons.and Ranchero)
and the Mustang and Cougar, the top
of the fuel tank forms the luggage

FIG. 1-Fuel

System-Montego,

compartment floor.
Venting on all Fairlane models (except station wagons) is through a tube
mounted into the side rail. All other
vehicle models are vented through the
fuel filler cap.
The sending unit on all vehicles is
accessible from underneath the vehicle.

On Montego and Fairlane station wagon models, a fuel tank guard in the
wheel well must be removed to gain access to the sending unit.
The complete fuel line is replaceable as a unit. However, only the damaged segments are usually replaced.

Falcon and Fairlane Sedans (Except Ranchero and Station Wagon Models)

PART 10-9 - Fuel Tank And Fuel Lines

FIG. 2-Fuel

System-Mustang
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and Cougar

HOSE

CAP

FILLER CAP NECK

UPPER FILLER

82678-C

FIG. 3-Fuel

System-Fairlane

Ranchero and Falcon Station Wagon Models

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
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FIG. 4-Fuel

System-Montego

FIG. 5-Fairlane

and Fairlane Station Wagon Models

and Montego Convertible

PART 10-9 - Fuel Tank And Fuel Lines
2

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

FILLER PIPE

FAIRLANE (CONVERTIBLES,
S E D A N S A N D STATION
WAGONS) A N D MONTEGO
STATION WAGONS
The fuel tank filler pipe is a part
of the fuel tank on these models and
cannot be replaced separately.

FALCON, MONTEGO
CONVERTIBLES A N D
SEDANS, COUGAR
A N D MUSTANG
Removal

1. Drain the fuel tank with a siphon to a level below the filler pip;
opening in the tank. The gas should
be drained into a suitable clean container.
2. Remove the retaining screws securing the filler pipe to the body panel.
3. Loosen the hose clamp and
loosen the hose from the filler pipe.
4. Rotate the filler pipe and pull
it outward to remove it from the fuel
tank.
Installation

1. If necessary install new hose
clamps on the filler pipe hose.
2. Place the gasket on the filler
pipe.
3. Position the filler pipe in. the
body panel and slidc the hose m t o
the filler pipe.
4. Install and tighten the filler pipe
retaining screws.
5. Tighten the hose clamp and install the siphoned gas back in the
fuel tank.

FAIRLANE RANCHERO
A N D FALCON STATION
WAGON
Renroval

1. Drain the fuel tank with a siphon to a level below the filler pipe
opening in the fuel tank. The gas
should be drained into a suitable
clean container.
2. Working from inside the rear
quarter panel, loosen the hose
clamp(s).
3. Working from underneath the

vehicle, loosen the hose clamps and remove the retaining screws securing
the lower filler pipe to the body.
4. Remove the retaining screws securing the upper filler pipe to the
body panel.
5. Pull the lower filler pipe down
and remove it from the vehicle.
6. Pull the upper filler pipe out
through the body panel. The end of
the upper filler pipe will have to be
folded over for removal through the
body panel.
Installation
1. If necessary, install new hose
clamps on the filler pipe hose(s).
2. Place the gasket on the lower
filler pipe and slide it into the body
panel and hose from the fuel tank.
Install the retaining screws and tighten the hose clamps.
3. On ranchero models, slide the
hose onto the lower filler pipe. Place
the gasket on the upper filler pipe
and slide the upper filler pipe through
the opening in the body side panel
and into the hose. Install the upper
filler pipe retaining screws and tighten the hose clamps.
4. On station wagon models, fold
over the end of the upper filler pipe
and slide it through the body side
panel and over the lower filler pipe.
Install the filler pipe neck retaining
screws and tighten the hose clamp.
5. Place the siphoned fuel back in
the fuel tank.
FUEL TANK

CONVERTIBLES A N D
SEDANS
Removal

1. Raise the rear of the vehicle
and position safety stands.
2. Remove the fuel tank drain
plug and drain the fuel into a suitable container.
3. Disconnect the fuel gauge sending unit wire at the sending unit.
4. Loosen the hose clamp, slide the
clamp forward and disconnect the
fuel line at the fuel gauge sending
unit.
5. Disconnect the fuel tank vent
hose at the tank, if so equipped.
I f the fuel gauge sending unit is to
be removed, turn the unit retaining
ring counterclockwise and remove the
sending unit retaining ring and gas-

ket.
6. Remove the spare tire from the
luggage compartment. Pull the compartment floor mat out of the way for
access to the fuel tank.
7. Remove the fuel tank filler neck
retaining screws.
8. Loosen the filler neck to tank
hose clamps. Remove the filler neck,
mounting gasket, and filler neck to
tank hose.
9. Remove the fuel tank to luggage compartment floor pan retaining screws and remove the fuel tank.
Installation

1. Make sure all the old sealer has
been removed from the fuel tank
mounting flange and mounting surface at the luggage compartment
floor pan. Apply caulking cord to the
fuel tank mounting surface at the
luggage compartment floor pan.
2. Position the fuel tank to the
luggage compartment floor pan and
install the retaining screws.
3. Position the hose and filler neck
assembly and gasket to the body
back panel. Position the hose to the
fuel tank neck.
4. Install the filler neck to body
back panel retaining screws and tighten the hose clamps.
5. If the fuel gauge sending unit

was removed. make sure all the old
O-ring material has been removed
from the unit mounting surface on
the fuel tank. Using a new gasket,
position the fuel gauge to the fuel
tank and secure with the retaining
ring.
6. Position the luggage compartment floor mat and install the spare
tire.
7. Connect the fuel gauge sending
unit wire to the sending unit.
8. Connect the fuel line a t the fuel
gauge sending unit and tighten the
hose clamps securely. Install the
drain plug.
9. Connect the fuel tank vent hose,
i f so equipped.
10. Remove the safety stands and
lower the vehicle.
11. Fill the tank and check all connections for leaks.
FALCON STATION WAGON
A N D FAIRLANE RANCHERO
MODELS
Removal

1. Siphon the fuel from the fuel

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
A damaged section of tubing
longer than 12 inches can be cut
out of the existing line and replaced
by a comparable service tubing
section, spliced into the line by means
of connecting hoses and retaining
clamps.
A damaged section of tubing
shorter than 12 inches can be cut out
of the line and replaced by a length
of service hose and two retaining
clamps. All replacement hoses must

tank into a suitable container.
2. Loosen the filler hose clamp at
the tank and disconnect the hose.
3. Disconnect the fuel gauge sending unit wire at the sending unit.
4. Loosen the clamps and disconnect the flexible fuel line a t the sending unit.
5. Remove the two nuts retaining
the fuel tank support straps to the
underbody. Remove the straps and
lower the tank.
6. Remove the fuel gauge sending
unit.
Installation

1. Using a new O-ring, install the
fuel gauge sending unit.
2. Hold the tank in position
against the underbody. Hook the support straps to the retainers in the underbody. Position the straps over the
studs, then install the nuts retaining
the straps to the underbody.
3. Connect the fuel line and filler
hose.
4. Connect the fuel guage sending
unit wire.
5. Fill the tank and check all connections for leaks.
FAIRLANE A N D
MONTEGO STATION
WAGONS
Removal

1. Remove the filler cap. Using
necessary precautions, siphon the
fuel into a suitable clean container.
2. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
3. Remove the left rear wheel assembly.
4. Remove the wheel well splash
shield.
5. Disconnect the fuel gauge sending unit wire and fuel line a t the sending unit.
6. Remove the nut retaining the
taiik support strap t o the body. Remove the strap and remove the tank:

be cut t o a length that will insure
proper clamp retention beyond the
flared ends of the connecting tubing.
TUBE

FIG. 6-Fuel

B1987-A

Line Tube Die

7. Remove the sending unit from
the old tank if a new tank is to be installed.
'

Installation

I. If a new tank is to be installed,
install the fuel gauge sending unit
and',a',new mounting gasket in the
fuel tank.
-2. Hold the tank in position and
install the retaining strap.
3. Connect the fuel line and sending unit wire to the sending unit.
4. Install the wheel well splash
shield.
5. Install the left rear wheel and
lower the vehicle.
6. Fill the fuel tank and install the
filler cap.
7. Check all connections for leaks.

FUEL LINES

The various fuel lines (Figs. 1 thru
5) are not serviced as assemblies.
They must be cut, squared and
formed out of rolls of fuel system
service tubing and hose material
available a t dealerships.

REMOVAL
1. Drain the fuel from the tank.
2. Disconnect the line a t the fuel
gauge-sender unit and the fuel pump.
Remove the lines from the holding
clips along the underbody. Remove
all damaged hose sections and tube
sections.
INSTALLATION
1. Cut a new section of tubing to
approximately the same length a s the
section to be replaced. Allow extra
length for flaring the ends of the tubing. Square the ends of the cut tubing

with a file.
2. Ream the inside edges of the
cut tubing with the reamer blade on
the tube cutter. B e sure metal chips
are removed from inside the tube@).

Flare the ends of the cut tubing, as
required, with a standard tube flaring kit and tool (Fig. 6).
3. Bend the tube section to conform to the contour of the original
tube. Cut an ample length of hose to
form a coupling between the flared
ends of the fuel lines. Connect the
hose couplings to the tubing and install the retaining clamps.
4. Position the lines in the underbody clips and tighten the clips. Connect the line t o the fuel gauge sender unit and the fuel pump. Fill the
tank and check for leaks.

CARBURETOR
The basic part number of all the carburetors is 9510.
The part number prefix and suffix appears on the
identification tag mounied on the carburetor.
Always refer to the Master Parts Catalog for parts
usage and interchangeability before replacing a carburetor, or a component part for a carburetor.
Refer to Engine Tune-Up Specifications (Part 8-5)

for the following in-vehicle fuel system adjustment specifications; fast (cold) idle rpm; anti-stall dashpot clearance;
automatic choke setting; choke plate clearance; accelerator pump setting; idle air fuel ratios.
Refer to the latest Technical Service Bulletins for
the latest information and changes in specifications.

CARBURETOR APPLICATION
l MCO
Automatic
C8DF-B

THERMACTOR
Engine
170- 1V
200- 1V

1

289-2V
302-2V
302-4V
390-2V

I

I

-

I

I

Cougar

390-2V
390-4V (GT)
427-4V

Vehicle Application
Falcon
Cougar, Falcon, Fairlane,
Montego, Mustang
Falcon. Fairlane. Mustann
Cougar.
- . Fair lane. Montego
Cougar, Falcon, Montego, Mustang
Fairlane, Montego

I
I

Cougar, Fairlane, Montego, Mustang
Cougar. Fairlane. M o n t e ~ o .Mustang

I
I

Carburetor Type
Carter-YF

Standard
C8DF-A

Autolite-1100
Autol ite-2100
Autolite.2100
Autolite-4300
Autolite-2100
Autolite-2100
Prem. Fuel
Holley-4150C
Hollev-4150C

C80F-A
QAF-AK
C8AF. AK
C8ZF.C
C8AF.M, AM

I

C80F-C

Automatic

C8OF-B
C8ZF-G
C8ZF-G
C8ZF-D
C8OF-U
C80F-K

I

I

1

QOF-D
C8AF-AD

CARTER MODEL YF 1-V
CARBURETOR SIZE
Throttle
Venturi
Bore
Diameter
Diameter
1.125
1.440
1.190

Carburetor
Part
NO.
(9510)
C8DF-A
C8D F-B

MAIN FUEL SYSTEM
Main Jet
Nor ma1

1111.

'0.095

-

-

,

Metering
Rod (Tapered)
0.0675x0.044
0.065~0.044

CHOKE SYSTEM
Cap and
Spring Ident.

AS

IDLE
SYSTEM
Fast Idle
Cam Set
0.035
0.046

AUTOLITE MODEL 1 100 1-V
Carb.
Part
No.
(9510)
CBOF-A

Throttle
Bore
Diameter
1.437

C8OF-B

CARBURETOR SIZE
Max.
Ai r
Venturi
flow
Diameter
(CFM)
1.100

156

lOLE SYSTEM
Idle
Jet

Idle
Bleed
0.055

Discharge
Port
0.052

0.067

0.055

0.031

Transfer
Slot

Idle
Restrict ion
0.059

0.035
0.052

GROUP 1 0 - Fuel System
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AUTOLITEMODEL 1100 1-V (Continued)
Qrb.
Part
No.
(9510)
C8OF.A
@OF-B

Norm.

Alt.

60F

58F

ACCELERATING PUMP.

MAIN FUEL SYSTEM
Power
H i Speed
Valve
Air
Timing
Power
Bleed
Jet
(In. Hg)
12.5 t o 13.5
0.076
0.043
10.5 t o 11.5

Main
Meter Jet

-

Power
Valve
Type

Capacity
lostrokes
(CC)

Pump
J et

Pump
Bleed

Gradient

11.14

0.024

0.012

Pin
Position
I n Lever

Lever
Set
0.090

Hi

,AUTOLlTE MODEL 1100 1-V (Continued)
Car b.
Part
No.
(9510)
C8OF-A

Spark
Vacuum
Port

Spring & Cap
Ident.
TS

CHOKE SYSTEM
Pulldown
Setting
=0.010
0.150

FUEL lN LET SYSTEM
Dechoke
(Min)

0.063

Fuel Press.
(psi)

15/64

CNF-B

TB

4.5

Float Setting
21/32
11/32

0.130

AUTOLITE MODEL 2 100 2-V
Car b.
Part
No.
(9510)
C8AF. M
C8AF-AK
MOF-K

I

Throttle
Bore
Diameter
1.687
1.562
1.687

C80 F-U
C8ZF-G
C8AF-AM

1.562
1.687

CARBURETOR SIZE
Max.
Air
Flow
Venturi
Diameter
(CFM)
1.231
356
287
1.080
351
1.231
356 .
287
1.080
1.231
356

IDLE SYSTEM
Idle
J et
0.036
0.041
0.036
0.038
0.036
0.037

Idle
Bleed
0.110
0.104

Discharge
Port
0.086
0.078

Transfer
Slot
0.200
0.136

0.110

0.089

0.200

0.104
0.110

0.078
0.089

0.082
0.200

Support
Ident.
BA
6
X
B
H

-

AUTOLITE MODEL 2 100 2-V (Continued)

AUTOLITE MODEL 2 100 2-V (Continued)

Ccra
Part

#a

(%lo)
C8AF-M
CBAF-AK
CaOF-K
C80F-U
B Z F -G
C8AF-AM

Spring &
Cap
Ident.
TN
TO

CHOKE SYSTEM
Fast Idle
Piston &
Cam Set.
Link
Ident.
=0.010
No. 1
U.IIU

Pulldown
Set
=0.010
0.210

Dechoke
(Min)

Fuel
Press.
(psi)

0.060

5.0

NO. 3

0.100

0.120

NO. 1

0 120
0.170

0.140
0.210

TW
TT

TW

1

Fuel
Level
21/64
718
314

FUEL lN LET SYSTEM
Float
Set.
4/32
3 1164
318

718

3 1164

314

318

Vent
Valve
=0.010

0.070
0.080
0.070

PART 10-10 - Specifications
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AUTOLITE MODEL 4300 4-V
lD LE SYSTEM

CARBURETOR SIZE
Carb.
Part
No.
(9510)
C8ZF-C

Throttle
Bore Dia.
Pri

See

Venturi
Diameter

Max.
Air
Flow
(CFM)

1.437

1.562

1.00

44 1

Idle
Jet

0.026

Disch.
Port

Idle
Bleed
0.081
and
0.043

C8ZF- D

Idle
Cornpensator
Opens

Trans.
Slot
0.035X
0.233

148°F

0.076
0.253

AUTOLITE MODEL 4300 4-V (Continued)
ACCELERATING PUMP

MAIN FUEL SYSTEM

Qrb.
Far t

No.
(9510)
C8ZF-C
, C87.F-D

Main
Meter.
Jet
Norm Alt
49F
47F
, 48F

Hi Speed Air
Bleed
Pri
Sec
0.031
0.024
, 46F , 0.028 ,

Spark
Vac.
Port

0.065

Power
Valve
Anti-Syphon
Timing
Bleed
Pri
Sec
(In. Hg)
7.5
0.046
to
0.026
0.022
8.5
,

Power
Valve
Jet

Capacity.
10 Strokes
(CC)

Pump
Jet

Pump
Stem
Height

15-20

0.028

0.480

Pump
Lever
Hole No.

2

AUTOLlTE MODEL 4300 4-V (Continued)
Qr b
h t
Ra
(4310)

CHO K E SYSTEM
Spring & Piston &
Link
Cap
Ident.
Ident.

WF-C
WF-D

M
EX

No 4

Fast Idle
CamSet.
20.010
0.090
0.100

CHOKE
Pulldown
Cam
Setting
*0.010
Ident.
0.120
0.140

Dechoke
(min)

Fuel
Press.
(psi)

0.300

5.0

FUEL INLET SYSTEM
Aux.
Float
Setting
ValveSetting
ell32
~1164

13/16

1/16

Vent
Valve
20.010

0.070

HOLLEY MODEL 41 50-C 4-V

HOLLEY MODEL 41 50-C 4-V (Continuad)

I

1

No.
(9510)
C8OF-C
C8OF- D
C8AF-AD

SEL THROITLE
Throttle Screw
Setting
112 Turn
after contact
w i t h lever

FUEL lNLET SYSTEM
Fuel
Float
Setting
Level
Pr i
Sec
Pr i
Sec
Parallel with
Lower edge of
float bowl floor
sight plug
(bowl inverted)

ACCELER AT1 NG
PUMP
Hole
Setting
No. 1
No. 2
No. 2

I

CHOKE SYSTEM
Cap and Spring
Ident.
G T1
G TA
57M1

GROUP 10 - Fuel System
FUEL PUMP
Engine
Application

1

I

170Sixand200Six
289, 302, 390 and
427 V-8

Intake Static
Vacuum (Min.)In. HG @ 500 Eng. RPM

Static PressurePSI @ 500 Eng. RPM

Min. Volumeflow @ 500 Eng. RPM
I

1 pint130 seconds

I

I

1

4.04.0

1 pint 120 seconds

4.54.5

Eccentric Total
Lift-lnches

6.0

0.2904.310

'

'

1

0.6904.710

FUEL TANK CAPACITIES

I

1

GALLONS
U.S.
Measure
20
16
17

VEHICLE MODEL
Fairlane Car and Station Wagons, Falcon Station Wagon and Montego
Mustang and Falcon Car
Cougar

Imperial
Measure
16 314
13 114
14

SPECIAL TOOLS
Tool
Choke Plate Staking Pliers
Holley Float Setting Tool
Power Valve Test Fixture
Wire Gauges -Specified Clearance Sizes k Required

Number
9586
9950-M
T57L-9904-A

I

Tool
Float Bending Tool
Fuel Line Tube Die
Throttle Connecting Link Bending Tool
Throttle Shaft Bending Tool

Number
9564-A
T62P-9A274-A
99798
9581

GROUP 11-Cooling System
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ENGINE OVERHEATS

ENGINE FAILS TO REACH
NORMAL OPERATING
TEMPERATURE OR HAS
WRONG INDICATED
TEMPERATURE

LOSS OF COOLANT

FIG. I-

1. Radiator fins obstructed.
2. Thermostat stuck closed, or
otherwise defective.
3. Cooling system passages blocked
by rust, scale or other foreign matter.
4. Belt tension incorrect.

5. Faulty fan drive clutch.
6. Ignition initial timing incorrect.
7. Distributor advance incorrect.
8. Water pump inoperative.
9. Exhaust control valve sticking
(except 170 and 200 engine).

Thermostat stuck open or of incorrect heat range.
Temperature sending unit defective (causing gauge to indicate low
engine temperature).

Temperature gauge defective (not
indicating true engine temperature)
or incorrectly installed.
Incorrect temperature gauge indication.

Leaking radiator, radiator supply
tank, or transmission pi1 cooler.
Loose or damaged hose connections.
Water pump leaking.
Cylinder head gasket defective.
Improper tightening of cylinder

head bolts.
Cylinder block core plugs leaking.
Cracked cylinder head or block,
or warped cylinder head or block
gasket surface.
Radiator pressure cap defective
or wrong type.

Diagnosis Guide-Cooling System

FAN NOISE WHEN ENGINE IS COLD
If Defective

Action Indicated

Most Probable C a u s e
Slow pump-out of oil from the
fluid clutch.

Run engine at 2,000 to 3,000 rpm
for 30 to 60 seconds. Fan noise will
fade away if operation is normal.

Perform minimum and maximum
fan drive requirement check for modulating cycle. Replace if defective.

HIGHWAY FAN NOISE AT ALL TIMES
Perform minimum and maximum
fan drive requirement check for modulating cycle.

Fan clutch not modulating.

FAN NOISE AT HIGH

Replace fan drive clutch.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURES:

( O v e r 90 O F With A/C o n )
Normal operation.

No test required.
FAN NOISE WHEN ACCELERATING FROM A
STOP AT MODERATE AMBIENT TEMPERATURES:
(60" -90"

Normal operation.

FWithA/Con)

No test required.

.

ENGINE OVERHEATING
Fan clutch not performing properly in the maximum cooling range.

FIG. 2-Diagnosis

Perform maximum fan drive requirement check.

Guide-Fan Drive Clutch
I

Replace fan drive clutch.

\

PART 1 1 - 1 - General Cooling System Service
the pressure cap when performing
the pressure test.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
O I L COOLER TEST
1. Remove the battery ground strap.

2. Disconnect the transmission oil
cooler lines at the radiator connection,
and cap the lines to prevent loss of
transmission oil.
3. Remove the two straight hose
nipple fittings or flare connectors in
the inlet and outlet openings of the oil
cooler.
4. Fill the radiator to the top of
the filler neck with coolant.
5. Install a 1/8-27 or 1/4-18
N P T F pipe plug in one end of the oil
cooler and pressurize the opposite end
to 50 to 70 PSI air pressure.
6. Observe the coolant in the filler neck area for air bubbles. If air
bubbles are evident, the oil Cooler is
defective.

'THERMOSTAT 'TESTTHERMOSTA'T REMOVED
It is good practice to test new
thermostats before installing them in
the engine.
Remove the thermostat and immerse it in boiling water. Replace
the thermostat if it does not open
more than 3/ 16 inch.
I f the problem being investigated
is insufficient heat, the thermostat
should be checked for leakage. This
may be done by holding the thermostat up to a lighted background.
Light leikage around the thermostat
valve thermostat at room temperature) is unacceptable and the thermostat should be replaced. It is possible, on some thermostats, that a
slight leakage of light at one or two
locations on the perimeter of the

2

valve may be detected. This should
be considered normal.
M I N I M U M FAN DRIVE
REQUIREMENT I'EST
1. Spin the fan blade. A resistance should be felt. If there is no
resistance or very high resistance,
the oil in the clutch has been destroyed and the fan clutch must be
replaced.
2. Using a suitable marker, mark
the water pump pulley hub, one of the
fan blade attaching bolts and the
crankshaft pulley.
3. Connect a tachometer to the
engine.
4. Install a thrdttle adjusting
tool.
5. Connect a Sun Strobe Light.
This can be a SLT- I or SLT-2 Strobotach or a STA- I Strobe Trigger adapter
for the Sun Distributor Test Stand.
6. Start the engine and run it
at approximately 1500 rpm until enginetemperature has normalized.
7. Adjust the engine to the specified engine testing speed (Part 1 1-5).
8. Operate the Strobe Light at
2000 rpm and aim it at the water
pump pulley. Adjust the engine speed
until the flashes and the water pump
pulley. mark are synchronized.
9. Aim the timing light at the
fan blade attaching bolts. Adjust
the Strobe Light until it is synchronized with the fan blade.
10. The fan speed must not be
greater than the specified minimum
fan test speed at 2000 water pump
rpm (Part 1 1-5).
11. Turn the engine off.
12. If the fan speed was greater
than the specified minimum fan test
speed, check for proper parts usage.
If the correct parts are used, replace the fan drive clutch.
If the part (s) are not the correct

ones, replace the part (s) and perform
the test again.
13. If the Maximum Fan Drive Requirement Test is going to be performed, do not remove the tachometer,
Strobe Light o'r throttle adjusting
tool.
14. If a Maximum Fan Drive Requirement Test is not going to be
performed, remove the tachometer,
Strobe Light and Throttle adjusting
tool.
M A X I M U M FAN DRIVE
REQUIREMENT.'fEST
I. If the Minimum Fan Drive Requirement Test was not performed,
follow steps I thru 5 under Minimum
Fan Drive Requirement Test.
2. Block off areas on each side
of the core in the engine compartment
and the front of the grille.
3. Place the air conditioning selector to the maximum position and
the blower switch to the high position.
4. Adjust the Strobe ~ i ~ toh 2000
t
rpm.
5. Start the engine and adjust it
until the water pump pulley is synchronized with the Strobe Light. This
will be near the engine testing speed
given in the specifications.
6. Turn off the air conditioning
blower switch.
7. Synchronize the timing light
with the marked fan to clutch attaching bolts.
8. The fan speed must meet or exceed the specified maximum fan test
speed at 2000 water pump rpm.
9. If the fan speed was less than
the specified maximum fan test speed,
check for proper parts usage.
If the correct parts are used, replace the fan drive clutch.
If the part (s) are not the correct
ones, replace the part (s) and perform
the test again.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

ADJUSTMENTS

DRIVE BELI'S
The fan drive belqs) should be
properly adjusted at all times. A
loose drive belt(s) causes improper
alternator, fan and water pump
operation. A belt(s) that is too tight
places a severe strain on the water
pump and the alternator bearings.

Properly tensioned drive belts
minimize noise and also prolong
service life of the belt. Therefore, it
is recommended that a belt tension
gauge be used to check and adjust
the belt tension. Any belt that has
operated for a minimum of 10 minutes is considered a used belt, and
when adjusted, it must be adjusted to
the reset tension shown in the specications.

Belt Tension
1. Install the belt tension tool on
the drive belt (Fig. 3) and check
the tension following the instructions
of the tool manufacturer,
2. I f adjustment is necessary,
loosen the alternator mounting and
adjusting arm bolts. Move the alternator toward or away from the engine until the correct tension is

GROUP 1 1

- Cooling System

F A N DH1V.E BELI'
REPLACEMENT

FIG. 3-Checking
Tension

Drive Belt

obtained. Tighten the alternator ad.justing a r m , and the mounting bolts.
Check t h e hel! tension.
REPAIRS
FAN REPLACEMENT
6-Cylinder Engines

1. Loosen ,the fan belt. Remove
the capscrews and lock washers re.
taining the fan to the water pump
hub. Remove the fan.
2. Position the fan on the water
pump hub. Install the lock washers
and capscrews and torque the capscrews to specifications. Adjust the
fan belt.
V-8 Engines

On a car with an air conditioner
or extra-cooling radiator, a fan drive
clutch.may be used. Cars without a
fan drive clutch utllize a ~ulley-to-fan
sDacer.
1. Remove the radiator upper suppoll dnd fan guard. Loosen the fan
belt. Remove the capscrews and lock
washers retaining the fan and spacer
(or fan drive clutch) to the water
pump hub. Remove the fan and
spacer (or fan drive clutch).
2. If equipped with a fan drive
clutch, remove' the retaining capscrews and lock washers and separate
the fan from the drive coupling. Position the replacement fan on the
drive clutch and install the lock
&ashers and capscrews.
3. Position the fan and spacer
(or drive clutch) on the water pump
hub and install the lock washers and
capscrews. Torque the capscrews
evenly and alternately to specifications. Adjust the fan belt tension to
specifications: Install the radiator upper support and fan guard.

I. If equipped with power steering,
air conditioning and/or Thermactor
exhaust emission control system it
will be necessary to loosen and remove the drive belfs before the fan
drive belt can be removed.
2. Loosen the alternator mounting and adjusting arm bolts. Move
the alternator toward the engine. Remove the belt(s) from the alternator
and crankcase pulleys, and lift them
over the fan.
3. Place the belt(s) over the fan.
Insert the belt(s) in the water pump
pulley, crankshaft pulley and alternator pulley grooves. Adjust the belt
tension to specifications.
4. On a car with an air conditioner, install and adjust the compressor drive belt to specifications.
5. On a car with power steering,
install the power steering pump drive
belt and t~ghtenthe pump bracket to
the water pump. Adjust the drive
belt tension to specifications.
RADIA'L'OR H O S E
REPLACEMENT

Radiator hoses should be replaced
whenever they become cracked, rotted
or have a tendency to collapse.
I. Drain the radiator; then loosen
the clamps at each end of the hose
to be removed. Slide the hose off the
radiator connection and the radiator
supply tank' connection (upper, hose)
or the water pump connection (lower
hose).
2. Position the clamps at least 118
inch from each end of the hose. Slide
the hose on the connections. M a k e sure
the clamps are beyond the bead and
placed i n t h e center of the clamping
surface of the connections. Tighten

the clamps. Fill the radiator with
coolant. Operate the engine' for
several minutes; then check the hoses
and connections for leaks. Check for
proper coolant level after the engine
has reached normal operating temperature.

A poppet-type thermostat is mounted in a recess in the coolant outlet
elbow at the front of the intake manifbld on the V-8 engines. On 6-cylinder
engines, the thermostat is located 'in
the coolant. outlet elbow at the front
of the cylinder head. When the thermostat is closed, coolant flows to the

FIG. 4

- Installing 'Thermostat

water pump through a bypass passage
at the front of the engine. When theL"
thermost'at is open, coolant flows
through the coolant outlet elbow (thermostat housing) to the radiator.
The thermostat used in production
is for use with water or permanenttype anti-freeze, A thermostat is also
available for use with non-permanent'
type anti-freeze or water. For operating temperatures, refer to specifications.
Check the thermostat before installing it following the procedure
under "Thermostat 'Test", Part I I - 1.
D o not attempt to repair thp
thermostat. I t should be replaced if
it is not operating properly.
Removal

1. Drain the cooling system below the level of the coolant outlet
housing.
2. Remove the coolant outlet
housing retaining bolts and slide the
housing (with the hose' attached) to
one side.
3. Remove the thermostat and gasket.
Installation

I. Clean the coolant outlet housing and cylinder head surface. Coat
a new coolant outlet housing gasket
with sealer. Position the gasket on
the cylir~derhead or intake manifold.
The gasket must be positioned on the
cylinder head or intake manifold before the thermostat is installed. 'To
prevent incorrect installation of the
thermostat, the water outlet casting
contains a locking recess into which
the thermostat is turned and locked.
Install this thermostat with the bridge

PART 1 1 - 1 - General Cooling System Service
section (Fig. 4 ) in the outlet casting.
'Turn the thermostat clockwise to
lock i t in position on the flats cast
into the outlet elbow.
2. Position the coolant outlet hous-

ing and install the retaining screws.
Torque the screws to specifications.
3. Fill the radiator. Operate the
engine and check for coolant leaks
and proper coolant level after the
engine reaches normal operating
temperature.

COOLER ASSEMBL

TYPICAL DOWN FLOW RADIATOR INSTALLATION

AU'TOMATIC TRANSMISSION
O I L COOLER REPLACEMENT

LER ASSEMBLY

The method of diagnosing transmission oil cooler leaks is covered in
Group 7. Replacement of the automa-

tic transmission oil cooler in the radiator tank, as given below, is usually
performed by radiator specialty shops
on a sub-let basis. However, the operation can be performed in a dealer
service department, providing proper
equipment is available. To replace
the cooler:
1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Remove the radiator from the
vehicle, following the procedure given
in Part 1 1-2.
3. Thorougbly clean the radiator
assembly internally and externally
by submerging in a tank filled with a
caustic solution. Then, using clean
water, flush until solution is removed
from all internal and external surfaces.
N O T E : Caution should be exercised
during the disassembly and assembly
solder operation of radiator components. Avoid excess heat concentration
which could result in burning through
the radiator sheet metal or loosening
an adjoining soldered area.

4. Loosen the supports connecting
the affected tank to the core, if so
equipped.
5. Remove the radiator tank containing the defective oil cooler.
6. Remove the puddled solder from

3

IL COOLER
COMPLETELY

45223.57 2 R E Q ' D BEFORE
SOLDERING TORQUE
TO 1-3 F i X T -LB.

2-REQUIRED

SOLDER OIL COOLER
FITTINGS CWPLETELY,
TO TANK

FIG. 5 - Installing Oil Cooler
the oil cooler inlet and outlet connections along with the internal tooth
lock washers retaining the connections
to the tank.
7. Remove the defective oil cooler.
8. Clean the soldered surface areas
and inspect and tin as necessary to
assure proper solder bonding.
9. Install the replacement oil cooler assembly into the tank openings
provided.
10. Make a new mechanical connection by installing new internal tooth
lock washers on the external inlet and
outlet connections of the cooler (Fig.S),
11. Seat the tank assembly in the
seam well and solder securely, completely filling the seam well. Use 4060 solder with either zinc chloride 30
(BAUME) or 5-B,NALCO flux.
12. Resolder the supports in position.

13. Puddle solder the oil cooler
fittings completely to the tank.
14. Flush off all excess acid, internally and externally.
15. Pressure test the radiator assembly to 14-16 P.S.I. for leaks.
16. Paint as required.
17. Install the radiator in the vehicle. Install the straight hose nipple
fittings or flare connectors in the oil
cooler inlet and outlet connections
and connect the transmission oil cooler lines.
18. Connect the radiator inlet and
outlet connections.,
19. Assemble the fan shroud to the
radiator if so equipped.
20. Flush the cooling system and ref i l l with a 50-50 mixture of Rotunda
all season coolant.
NOTE: Only manufactured or natural
gas torches should be used to perform
radiator repairs. D o not use Acetylene.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

CLEANING C O O L I N G SYSTEM

T o remove rust, sludge and other
foreign material from the cooling
system, use Ford Cooling System
Cleanser. Removal of such material
restores cooling efficiency and avoids
over-heating.
In severe cases where cleaning

solvents will not properly clean the
cooling system for efficient operation,
it will be necessary to use the pressure
flushing method.
Various types of flushing equipment are available. If pressure flushing is used, make sure the cylinder
head bolts are properly tightened to

prevent possible water leakage into
the cylinders.
Always remove the
prior to pressure flushing.

thermostat

A pulsating or reversed direction
of flushing water flow will loosen sediment more quickly than a steady
flow in the normal direction of coolant flow.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The radiators are of the tube and
corrugated-fin-core type with the
tubes arranged for vertical flow of
'the coolant. Two header tanks, one
on the top and one on the bottom

2

of the radiator provide uniform distribution of the coolant to the tubes.
The radiator outlet port (lower header
tank) is connected to the water
pump inlet port. The radiator inlet

port (upper header tank) is connected
to the coolant outlet housing of the
engine, thereby permitting coolant
circulation through the radiator when
thethermostat isopen.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

INSTALLATION

1. Drain the cooling system. Disconnect the radiator upper and lower
hoses at the radiator.

1. If a new radiator is to be installed, remove the drain cock from
the old radiator and install it in the
new radiator. On a car with automatic transmission, remove the oil
cooler line fittings from the old radiator, and install them in the new radiator, using oil-resistant sealer.
2. Position the radiator assembly
and install the support bolts.

2. On a car with automatic transmission, disconnect the oil cooler lines
at the radiator.
3. Remove the radiator support
bolts and remove the radiator.

3. Connect the radiator upper and
lower hoses.
On a car with automatic transmission, connect the oil cooler lines.

4. Close the drain cock. Fill and
bleed the cooling system.
5. Operate the engine and check
for leaks at the hose connections and
the automatic transmission oil cooler
lines. Check the automatic transmission fluid level.

PART 11-3-
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
BI-METAL STRIP

DESCRIPTION
The fan clutch permits use of a
powerful fan without paying the penalty of power loss or noise. It satisfies
the need of a mechanical device capable o f providing maximum air flow
through t h ~radiator when required;
providing a minimum air flow when
less than maximum cooling is necessary; having the ability to modulate
between the maximum and the minimum air flows according to conditions, and limiting fan speed to a maximum rpm, beyond a given engine input speed.
The viscous fluid shear principle in
general is applied to fan clutch design.
in the following manner:
A drive plate totally enclosed within, the clutch housing is attached directly to the clutch input shaft. (assembled to the water pump shaft and
pulley). A predetermined clearance
between the drive plate and the inner
surfaces of the clutch housing is established at assembly.
The clutch housing and the fan
blade assembly are mounted to the input shaft by a sealed bearing and are
free to rotate independently of the
drive plate and input shaft.
The interior chamber of the clutch
housing is filled with a given amount
of silicon base oil. Centrifugal force
resulting from the rotation of the
clutch, coupled with the constant
pumping action designed into the unit
forces the silicon base oil evenly about
the inner surfaces of the clutch in the
close clearance or drive area. The
drag between the driving and the
driven members is thus increased by
the presence of the oil, causing the
clutch action.
By including a control valve op-

CONTROL PISTON

FIG. 1 - Typical Fan Drive
Clutch Installation.
erated by a temperature-sensitive bimetal coil or strip in the air stream
of the front of the clutch, the amount
of oil pumped in or out of the close
clearance (drive) area is regulated.
This action determines the fan speed
in relation to the drive pulley and the
radiator core air flow temperature.

82631 - 8

FIG. 2-Fan
Flat

Drive Clutch With
Bi-Metal Spring

BI-METAL SPRING

OPERATION

At start-up, or after a prolonged
engine shut-down period, near maximum fan noise can be heard as the
fan clutch fluid is forced into the close
clearance area by centrifugal force,
resulting in maximum application of
the clutch. As the normal operating
temperature is reached, the amount of
fluid allowed to remain in the close
clearance area is regulated by the
temperature-sensitive control valve.
This determines fan speed in relation
to the fan drive pulley and the radiator

FIG. 3-Fan Drive Clutch With Coil
Bi-Metal Spring

GROUP 1 1 - Cooling System
core air flow temperature.
RUNNING-LOW AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE
After the initial start-up cycle has
been completed, and as long as the air
flowing through the radiator core does
not exceed 150 degrees- 180 degrees F
temperature, the fan clutch will remain in or near the maximum slip position. During this cycle, the control
valve allows a minimum amount of
fluid to remain in the close clearance
(drive) area.
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RUNNING-HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE
As ambient temperatures increase,
or air flow temperatures through the
core become increasingly higher, additional cooling is required. The bimetal coil or strip senses this change
and moves the control valve to the
minimum slip position, retaining a
maximum amount of oil in the close
clearance area.
MODULATING CYCLE
As vehicle operation varies with

heavy to light traffic, terrain, Gc., the
fan clutch operates within the .high and
low rpm positions, modulating .as required as ambient air flow through
the radiator core changes.
HIGH SPEED SUSTAINED
OPERA'rION
During high speed operation, fan
clutch action will limit speed of the
fan to a given maximum rpm. This
will occur under hot or cold conditions.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
I. Loosen the fan belt. Remove
the capscrews retaining the fan drive
clutch to water pump hub (Fig. 4).
Remove the fan drive clutch and fan
as an assembly.
2. Remove the retaining capscrews

and separate the fan from the drive
clutch.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the fan on the drive
clutch and install and tighten the retaining capscrews evenly and alternately to specifications.

2. Position the fan drive clutch
and fan assembly to the water pump
hub (Fig. 4). Install and tighten the
retaining capscrews evenly and alternately to specifications. Check the fan
clutch mounting face for proper alignment.

3. Adjust the fan belt.

PART 11-4- Ford Flex Blade Fan

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DESCRIPTION

OPERATION

The Ford' Flex Blade fan (Fig. I)
consists of a spider stamping of either
5-blade or 7-blade configuration, to
which are riveted the flexible blade assemblies. Other than the riveted, flexible blades, the fan is conventional
in appearance and is removed and
replaced in the same manner as a
standard fan (Part I I-I). It is installed
where extra-cooling is required and
each Flex-Blade Fan assembly is part
of an integrated design which includes
the radiator, engine, heater, and air
conditioner, if supplied.

Because the blades flex as engine
rpm increases, thereby reducing effective pitch, the Ford Flex-Blade Fan
tends to use less power and to generate
less noise than does a conventional
rigid extra-cooling fan of fixed pitch
and equal capacity. In effect, this fan
adjusts itself to the engine speed without the use of complicated variable
speed drive mechanisms. No test or
adjusiment is therefore required, beyond keeping the fan drive belt adjusted to the proper (standard) tension.

83143-A

FIG. I-Ford

Flex-Blade Fan

PART 11-5-

Specifications

THERMOSTATS

TORQUE VALUES

LOW TEMPERATURE
OPENS "F
All Engines.................................................................................. 157'-164'
FULLY OPEN
All Engines..................................................................................
184'

NOTE: All specifications are given in Ft-Lbr. unleu othemise noted.
Water Pump to Cylinder Block (or Cylinder Front Corer)
All Engines ..........................................................................................
12-15
Water Outlet Housing
All Engines..........................................................................................
12-15
Fan and Spacer to Pulley Hub
All Engines..........................................................................................
10-15
Fan t o Fan Clutch (with alc)
All Engines..........................................................................................
10-15
Radiator to Front End Sheet Metal
All Engines..........................................................................................
8-13
Radiator to Engine Hose Clamps
All Engines........................................................................................
1.0-2.5
Transmission Oil Cooler Tube Hose to Radiator
Fairlane...............................................................................................
8-12
Transmission Oil Cooler Tube But to Bottom of Itadintor
All Except Fairlane..............................................................................
10-15
Radiator Inlet and Outlet Hose Clamps
All Engines........................................................................................
1.0-25

HIGH TEMPERATURE
OPENS "F
All Engines..................................................................................188'-195'
FULLY OPEN
212'
All Engines..................................................................................

D R I V E BELT T E N S I O N
ALL BELTS
LBS.
New ............................................................................ 140
Used (any belt operated over 10 minutes) ............................ 110

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS
F a d Tool No.

Former Tool No.

Description

T63-8620-A

8620.A

Belt Tension Gauge

1 9 6 8 C O O L I N G SYSTEM CAPACITY (QUARTS) A N D SUPPLEMENTAL PROTECTION (1)

Cougar

302

Fair./Montego/Ranch.

390

Mustang/Cougar

390

13.4

-

-

14.7

20.0

-

-

20.4

19.5

-

427
Fair./Montego
20.4
20.2
427
Must angICougar
(1) Includes heater. I f deleted, subtract one quart.
(2) A/C Cooling only.

20.2

-

6.7
7.3
10.0
10.2
9.8
10.1
10.2
10.1

0.8
0.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

1.6
-1.8
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.4

2.4
2.6
3.6
3.7
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.6
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FLEX BLADE FAN APPLICATION CHART
Fan Description

Vehicle
Mustang
Falcon
Fair lane
Ranchero
Montego

Engine
Option
289
302
289
302
302
30 2
302

Cooling
Package
A/C
A/C
A/C
A/C
A/C
A/C
A/C

Fan
Assembly
68600
CBSE- B
USE-B
USE-B
USE-B
C8SE- B
C8SE-B
C8SE-B & D

FAN DRIVE CLUTCH APPLICATION CHART

No.
of
Blades
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Dia.
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5
17.5

Projected
Height
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4

Water Pump
Pulley
Ratio
1.13:l
1.13:l
1.04: 1
1.04: 1
1.04: 1
1.04: 1
1.04: 1
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GROUP 1 1 - Cooling System

RADIATOR AND COOLING FAN IDENTIFICATION

PART 1 1-5 - Specifications
RADIATOR AND COOLING FAN lDENTlFlCATlON (Continuod)

Radiator Identification

11-13

11-14

GROUP 1 1 - Cooling System

RADIATOR AND COOLING FAN IDENTIFICATION (Continued)

GROUP 12 - Exhaust System
The open and closed positions
of the exhaust control valve are
shown in Fig. 1 (427 V-8 engine).
T o test proper valve action,

2

As the engine warms-up the valve should
gradually open, until it is fully open
a t normal operating temperature.

COMMON ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

ADJUSTMENTS
The exhaust system must be free
of leaks, binding, grounding and
excessive vibrations.
These conditions are usually
caused by loose, broken or improperly
assembled clamps, brackets or pipes.
If any of these conditions exist,
check the exhaust system components
and alignment. Adjust or replace as
necessary to maintain the specified
clearances (refer to the illustrations in Part 12-2).
EXHAUST SYSTEM
ALICNMEN'L'
The clearance specifications and
locations of components are given in
the illustrations in Part 12-2. Perform the following procedure to align
the complete exhaust system.

3

rapidly accelerate and decelerate
the engine while the engine is cold.
The valve should momentarily open
and then return to its closed position.

1. Loosen the pipe connection
clamps and the pipe support bracket
clamp(s). Loosen the inlet pipe to
exhaust manifold retaining nuts.
2. Torque the exhaust manifold
to inlet pipe retaining nuts evenly
and alternately to specifications, Part
12-2 Section 3, so that the pressure
on the seal and inlet pipe flange will
be uniform on both sides.

3. Work from the front of the
vehicle toward the rear and progressivcly adjust the exhaust system components and clamps a t the various pipe
connections to relieve binds and improper pipe connections. Be sure that
the inlet and outlet pipes and mufflers
are aligned so that all clearances are
within the limits shown on the illustrations in Part 12-2. Then torque the
clamps to specifications.

REPAIRS
- EXHAUST CONTROL

VALVE MAINTENANCE
Refer to the 1968 Passenger Car
Maintenance and Lubrication Manual
Form 7920C-68, for the recommended
maintenance mileage interval.
The exhaust control valve on the
427 V-8 engine should be checked periodically to ensure that it is operating properly. (Refer to Section I).
Lubricate the valve with FoMoCo
Exhaust Control Valve Solvent ( C O A Z
19A501-A).
MUFFLERS, I N L E T P I P E S
AND OUTLET P I P E S
Brackets; clamps and insulators
should be replaced if they are defective or badly corroded. Do not attempt
to repair these parts.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

E X H A U S T SYSTEM I N S P E C T I O N
Inspect the inlet pipe(s), outlet
pipe(s), resonator(s) and muffler(s) for
cracked joints, broken welds and corrosion damage that would result in a
leaking exhaust system. Inspect .the

clamps, brackets and insulators for
cracks and stripped or badly corroded
bolt threads. When pipe clamp(s) are
loosened and/or removed to replace
a pipe, muffler or resonator, replace
the clamp(s) if there is reasonable
doubt that its service life is limited.
Check the exhaust control valve

on the 427 V-8 engine. Be sure that
the thermostatic spring is hooked on
the stop pin. Also move the counterweight by 'hand to make sure that it
moves freely throughout its normal
travel range (approximately 90 degrees
nf rotation).

PART 12-2- ExhausO Epes, Mufflers

BOD$Control
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12-3
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DESCRIPTION

The exhaust systems for the various
car models are listed in Fig. 1, and are
shown in Figs. 2 through 9.
SINGLE EXHAUST SYSTEMS
The single exhaust system in cars
with a six cylinder engine consists of
an inlet pipe and an inlet pipe extension, muffler and outlet pipe assembly
(Figs. 2 through 4).
The single exhaust system in
qairlane, Falcon, and Montego cars
with a 289 or 302 V-8 engine consists
of a Y-type inlet pipe and an inlet
pipe extension, muffler and outlet
pipe assembly (Fig. 2).
Fairlane and Montego Sedans with

2

Section
Page
Muffler and Outlet Pipe Assembly - Exoept
Mustang Dual Exhaust System ................12-4
Resonators -Mustang Dual Exhaust System ...12-4
Muffler - Mustang Dual Exhaust System ......12-4
Outlet Pipe(s) and Extension(s) - Mustang
Dual Exhaust System .............................
12-5
3 Specifications.. ............................................
12-14

a 390-2V engine and Station Wagons
with any 390 V-8 engine have an exhaust system which consists of a Ytype inlet pipe and an inlet pipe extension. muffler and outlet pipe
assembly (Figs. 5 and 6).
DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEMS
The dual exhaust system in Fairlane and Montego Hardtops and Convertibles with a 390 V-8 engine and
Hardtops with a 427 V-8 engine consists of an H-type inlet pipe and an
inlet pipe extension, muffler and outlet pipe assembly for each side (Fig. 7).
The Must~ng302-4V GT, 390-4V,
390-4V GT, and 427-4V engines have a

dual exhaust system consisting of an
H-type inlet pipe, inlet pipe extension, resonator and resonator-tomuffler pipe assemblies, muffler, and
outlet extensions. The GT performance option has dual outlet pipe
extensions (Fig. 8). The 390-4V GT
and 427-4V also have an exhaust
control valve.
The Cougar dual exhaust system
consists of an H-type inlet pipe and
inlet pipe extension, muffler and outlet pipe assemblies (Fig. 9).
The location and type of exhaust
system gaskets, retaining clamps, and
support brackets are shown in the exhaust system illustrations (Figs. 2
through 9).

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

The replacement procedures given
apply to all car models and to single
and right and left assemblies of dual
exhaust systems unless otherwise noted.
Typical exhaust systems for the various
car models are shown in Figs. 2 through
9.
EXHAUST CONTROL VALVE
REPLACEMENT 427 E N G I N E

-

5. Remove the nuts securing the
inlet H-pipe to both exhaust manifolds.
pull the inlet H-pipe rearward and remove the exhaust control valve and all
mounting gaskets. Discard the gaskets.
6. Clean the exhaust control
valve and the flanges of the inlet
pipe and the exhaust manifolds. Replace all worn or damaged parts.

INSTALLATION
REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle.
2. Remove the retaining bolts
,securing the left and right outlet
pipes to the intermediate support
brackets (Figs. 7 through 9).
3. Remove the retaining clamp
bolts on the outlet. pipe rear support.
brackets.
4. Temporarily support the exhaust system with soft wire.

1. Position the exhaust control
valve to the studs of the right exhaust
manifold. Place a new gasket on the
left and right inlet pipe flanges.
2. Install the muffler inlet pipe
on the exhaust manifold; loosely install the retaining nuts.
3. Properly position the exhaust
system clamps and brackets, loosely
install the retaining bolts, and adjust the system components to the

clearance specifications. Working
from the front of the exhaust system
toward the rear, torque the retaining
nuts and bolts to the specifications
given in Section 3 of this part.
4. Remove the temporary support
wires.
5. Check the exhaust system for
leaks.
6. Lower the vehicle.
INLET PIPES
REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle.
2. Remove the inlet pipe clamp(s)
at the inlet pipe extension(s) (Figs.
2 through 9).
3. Remove the bolts securing the
outlet pipe(s) (resonator-to-muffler
pipe on Mustang Dual Exhaust Systems) to the intermediate support
bracket(s).

GROUP 12 - Exhaust System
4. Support the muffler and outlet pipe(s) with soft wire.
5. Remove the clamp(s) attaching
the outlet pipe@) to the rear support
bracket(s).
6. Separate the inlet pipe extension(~)from the inlet pipe(s).
7. Remove the retaining nuts
securing the inlet pipe(s) to the exhaust manifold(s) and remove the
inlet pipe(s). Re-mdve the exhaust control valve from the right exhaust manifold, if so equipped.
8. Clean the gasket surfaces of
the exhaust manifold(s), inlet pipe(s)
and exhaust control valve.
9. Discard the gaskets and replace any damaged parts.

INSTALLATION
1. Place a new gasket on the
inlet pipe flange(s). Position the
exhaust control valve (if so equipped)
to the studs on the right exhaust
manifold.
2. Install the inlet pipe(s) on
the exhaust manifold(s) and loosely
install the flange retaining nuts.
3. Position the outlet pipe(s)
to the intermediate and rear support
brackets. Loosely install the retaining bolts.
4. Position
the
inlet
pipe(s)
to the inlet pipe extension(s) and,
loosely install the retaining clamp(s).
5. Align the exhaust system to
conform to the clearance specifications
(Figs. 2 through 9). Starting from
the front of the system, torque all
nuts and bolts to the specifications
in Section 3 of this part.
6. Check the exhaust system for
leaks.
7. Lower the vehicle.

5. Remove the clamp(s) securing
the inlet pipe extension(s) to the
inlet pipe(s).
6. Separate the inlet pipe extension(~)from the inlet pipe(s).
7. Remove the outlet pipe(s)
and muffler(s).
8. Replace any damaged or defective parts.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the muffler and outlet
pipe assembly(s) to the rear support
bracket(s) and loosely ' install the
clamp(s). (Figs. 2 through 7 and Fig.
9).
2. Position the muffler and outlet
pipe assembly(s) to the intermediate
support bracket(s) and loosely install
the retaining bolts.
3. Install the inlet pipe extension(~) to the inlet pipe(s) and
properly position the clamp(s). Be
sure to maintain the specified clearances for the clamp(s) and locating
tab(s). Tighten the clamp snug, but

not tight.
4. Align the exhaust system to
conform to the clearance specifications
(Figs. 2 through 7 and Fig. 9). Starting from the front of the muffler,
torque all nuts and bolts to the
specifications in Section 3 of this
part.
5. Remove the temporary support
wire.
6. Check the system for leaks.
7. Lower the vehicle.

-

RESONATORS M U S T A N G DUAL
EXHAUST SYSTEM

INSTALLATION
1. Install the inlet pipe extension(~) to the inlet pipe. Tighten
the clamp snug, but not tight. Install
the resonator-to-muffler pipe(s) to
the muffler(s). Be sure that all dimensional specifications are maintained

(Fig. 8).
2. Loosely
install
the
bolts
securing the resonator-to-muffler
pipe(s) to the intermediate support
bracket(s).
3. Align the exhaust system to
conform to the clearance specifications (Fig. 8). Starting from the front
of the system and working rearward, torque all nuts and bolts to the
specifications in Section 3 of this part.
4. Remove the temporary support
wires.
5. Check the system for leaks.
6. Lower the vehicle.

-

MUFFLER M U S T A N G
DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEM

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle.
2. Remove the clamps securing
the resonator-to-muffler pipes to
the muffler (Fig. 8).
3. Remove the clamps securing
the outlet pipes to the muffler.
4. Temporarily support the system
with soft wire.
5. Separate the muffler from
the resonator-to-muffler pipes and
the outlet pipes. Remove the muffler
from the vehicle.

REMOVAL
INSTALLATION

MUFFLER A N D OUTLET
PIPE ASSEMBLY (EXCEPT
M U S T A N G DUAL EXHAUST
SYSTEM)

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist
that permits the rear axle to fall to
its furthest extension. This will provide the clearance necessary to remove the muffler outlet pipe assembly.
2. Remove the bolts securing the
outlet pipe(s) to the intermediate
support bracket(s).
3. Remove the clamp(s) securing
the outlet pipe(s) to the rear support
bracket(s).
4. Support the inlet pipe(s) with
a soft wire.

I. Raise the vehicle.
2. Remove the inlet pipe clamp(s)
at the inlet pipe extension(s) (Fig. 8).
3. Remove the clamp(s) at the
muffler securing the resonator-tomuffler pipe(s).
4. Remove the bolts securing the
resonator-to-muffler pipe(s) to the
intermediate support bracket(s).
5. Support the muffler, outlet
pipes and inlet pipe(s) with. soft
wire.
6. Separate
the
resonator-tomuffler pipe(s) from the muffler.
7. Separate
the
inlet
pipe
extension(s) from the inlet pipe(s)
and remove the resonator assembly(s)
from the car.
8. Replace any damaged or defective parts.

1. Position the muffler to the
resonator-to-muffler pipes and the
outlet pipes.
2. Loosely install the clamps
securing the outlet pipes to the
muffler.
3. Loosely install the clamps
securing the resonator-to-muffler
pipes t i t h e muffler.
4. Align
the exhaust system
to conform to the clearance specifications (Fig. 8). Starting from the
front of the-aystem, torque all nuts
and bolts to the specifications in
Section 3 of this part.
5. Remove the temporary support
wire.
6. Check the system for leaks.
7. Lower the vehicle.

PART 12-2 - Exhaust Pipes, Mufflers a n d Control Valve
OUTLET PIPE(S) AND
EXTENSION(S) MUSTANG
DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEM

4. Temporarily support the muffler
with soft wire.
5. Separate the outlet pipe(s)
from the muffler and remove.

-

REMOVAL
1. Raise the vehicle.
2. Remove the clamps securing the
outlet pipe(s) to the muffler.
3. Remove the clamp(s) securing
the outlet pipe extension(s) to the
rear support bracket(s).

lNSTALLATlON

1. Position the outlet pipe(s)
and extension(s) to the muffler and
loosely install the retaining clamp(s).
2. Position the outlet pipe ex-

Falcon

Fairlane

Montego

Mustang

Cougar

@

@
@

Cyl.
6
6

C.I.D.
170
200

8
8

289
302

6
8
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
8

200
2 89
302

E
x
h
a
u
s
t
Carb.
1V
1V
2V

Sedan and
Hardtop
Single
Single
Single

4V

Single

1V

Single
Single

390

2V
2V
2V

390
427

4VGT
4V

200
289
302
302

1V
2V

Single
Single

2V
4V
2V
4V
4V
1V
2V

Single

390
390
427
200
289
289
302
390
427
200
302
302

tension(~) to the rear support
bracket(s) and loosely install the
retaining clamp(s).
3. Remove the temporary support
bracket.
4. Align the outlet pipe(s) to
conform to the clearance specifications
(Fig. 8). Torque the clamps to specifications.
5. Check the system for leaks.
6- Lower the vehicle.

TYPE SYSTEM

ENGINE

Car Line
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4V
4V @
4VGT
4V
1V
2V

Single
Single@
Dual

FIG. I - Exhaust System Application

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Dual
Dual

Station
Wagon
Single

Single
Singlea
Dual
Dual
Single
Single
Dual
Single
Dual
Dual
Single
Single o

Single
Single
Single
Single
Dual
Dual
Single
Single
Dual
Single
Dual
Dual

Resonator
no

Control
Valve
no
no

Single
Single

no
no
no

Single

no

no

no

no

Single
Single
Single

no

no

no
no

no

no

Yes

Single

no
no

80

Single

Dual

4V
Dual
2V
Dual
4VGT
Dual
8
390
427
Dual
4V
8
Hardtop has Dual Exhaust System
GT option has Dual Exhaust System with Resonator
Optional Dual Exhaust System
390P

Convertible

no
no
Single
Single

no
no
no
no
no
Yes
no

no
no

no

no
no
no
no
no
Yes
no
no
no
no
no

Yes
Yes
no
no

Yes
no

no
no
no
no

no
no

no
no
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SECTION A-A

FIG. 5 - Fairlane and Montego Single Exhaust System-390
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SPECIFICATIONS

EXHAUST SYSTEM TORQUE LIMITS (FFLBS)

z

Inlet Pipe(s) t o Manifold(s) -Nuts (Except Fairlane 427-4V, Montego 427-4V, Mustang 390-4V GT)
Inlet Pipe t o Muffler Clamp (Except Fairlane 427-4V, Montego 427-4V, Mustang 390-4V GT)
Inlet Pipe t o Muffler Clamp (Fairlane 427-4V, Montego 427-4V)
Resonator Inlet Pipe t o Exhaust Manifold (Mustang 390-4V GT)
Resonator or Support Bracket t o Mounting Plate and Resonator (Mustang 390-4V GT)
Resonator Inlet Pipe Flanges (Mustang 289-4V H.P., 390-4V GT)
Muffler Insulator Bracket t o Outlet Pipe Bracket and Mounting Pipe
Muffler t o Inlet and Outlet Pipe -Clamp (Mustang 390-4V GT)
Outlet Pipe and Cross Over Pipe Clamps (Mustang qO-4V GT)
Outlet Pipe Support Bracket t o Frame (Falcon 289-2V, 302-4V Sedan and Convertible)

Ft-Lbt
1745
20-28
1442
17-25
1442
20-28
2048
20-28
2048
14-22

13-2
2. I f the above operations fail
to correct the problem, perform the
charging system tests (Part 13-2).
C H A R G E INDICATOR LIGHT
FLICKERS O R C H A R G E
INDICATOR G A U G E (AMMETER)
FLUCTUATES
Refer to Fig. I for causes. Verify
the malfunction.
I. Check for loose or damaged
connections a t the battery, starter
relay, alternator or line connectors
in between these units.
2. Examine the bulb and socket

GROUP 13 - Charging System
of the indicator light system.
3. Examine the ammeter leads and
tighten the terminals of the ammeter
in an ammeter system.
4. I f the above operations fail
to correct the problem, perform the
charging system tests (Part 13-2).
CHARGE INDICATOR LlGHT
D O E S . N O T LlGHT W H E N
I G N I T I O N SWITCH IS
TURNED ON

I. Check for a burned
shorted indicator light bulb.

out or

2. Check for defective wiring or
lightsocket.
3. Examine the regulator connector plug to be sure it is not loose,
corroded. or disconnected.
4. If the above operations fail
to correct the problem, perform the
charging system tests (Part 13-2).

Refer to Fig. I for causes. Verify
the malfunction.
I

b

or

DISCHARGED BATTERY

Verify the malfunction.
I. Battery low in charge,
defective battery.
2. Loose alternator drive belt.
3. Continuous dram on battery.

5. Defective alternator.
6. Defective regulator or voltage
limiter out of adjustment.

C H A R G E INDICATOR LIGHT
STAYS ON O R C H A R G E
INDICATOR G A U G E INDICATES
C O N S T A N T DISCHARGE

Verify the malfunction.
I. Loose or broken drive belt.
2. Loose connections, or broken
wlres.
3. Grounded wiring from alternator to regulator.

4. Open 15-ohm resistor across
charge indicator light.
5. Defective alternator.
6. Defective regulator.
7. Defective Gauge.

LIGHTS FAIL
PREMATURELY, BATTERY
USES EXCESSIVE WATER

Verify the malfunction.
I. Loose or corroded connections
in charging system wiring.

2. Defective regulator,
voltage limiter setting.

C H A R G E INDICATOR I.IGHT
FLICKERS O R C H A R G E
INDICATOR G A U G E
FLUCTUATES

Verify the malfunction.
I. Loose or damaged connections
at battery, starter relay or alternator.

C H A R G E INDICATOR LlGHT
DOES N O T LlGHT W H E N
I G N I T I O N SWITCH IS
TURNED ON

Verify the malfunction.
I. Burned out charge
bulb.

FIG. I - Charging System Trouble Diagnosis Guide

4. Corroded battery cables.

indicator

or

high

2. Loose bulb or defective socket.
3. Defective regulator.

2. Defective wir~ng.
3. Regulator connections loose or
disconnected, or defective regulator.

PART 13-2- Charging System Testing
Section
Page
1 Autolite Charging System .............................. 13-3
Tests Using the Rotunda ARE 20-22
Alternator Regulator Tester ..................... 13-3
Tests Using the Rotunda ARE 27-38
Volt-Amp Alternator Tester ..................... 13-3
Alternator Output Test ........................... 13-3
Stator Neutral Voltage Test .....................13-4
Field Open or Short Circuit Test ..............13-4
Diode Test ........................................... 13-4
Open or Grounded Stator Coil Tests .........13-5
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Section

Page
Regulator Tests ..................................... 13-5
Voltage Lirniter Test ........................... 13-5
Field Relay Test ................................. 13-8
Battery Tests and Conclusions .................... 13-8
Tests Using the Rotunda SRECA-200
Cell Analyzer ....................................... 13-9
Tests Using the Rotunda ARE 16-31
Battery Starter Tester ............................. 13-9
Battery Capacity Test ............................. 13-9

AUTOLITE CHARGING SYSTEM

Check the alternator drive belt
and adjust it to specification (Part
13-5), before proceeding with any
tests. Check and tighten all connectors at the starter relay and battery.
TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA
ARE 20-22 ALTERNATOR
REGULATOR TESTER
The following procedures make use
of the Rotunda Alternator Regulator
Tester. The general procedure is to
connect the tester to the charging system, start the engine, make two tests,
and then compare the pattern of lights
that appear on the tester to each set
of patterns shown on two charts (Figs.
4 and 5).
The light patterns shown on the
charts correspond to the possible malfunctions of the system. If the light
patterns on the tester compare with
a set of patterns on the chart, then
that is the particular malfunction. A
large arrow on each chart pattern indicates the malfunction. A detailed
description of the malfunction aDpears
heside each set of patterns.
TEST P R O C E D L I R E ( A R E
20-22
Make certain that the battery specific gravity is at least 1.230 before
making any tests with the A R E 20-22.
I. Disconnect the wiring harness
plug from. the alternator regulator.
Connect the male plug of the A R E 2022 tester to the wiring harness, and
connect the female plug of the tester
to the alternator regulator. Connect

the ground clip of the tester to the
regulator mounting screw. Set the
Circuit Selector Switch (Fig. 3). to
the Indicator Lamp position i f the
vehicle has a charge indicator light,
and to the Ammeter position i f the
vehicle is equipped with an ammeter
charge indicator.
2. Start the engine and adjust the
speed to 1000-1500 rpm for all tests
(use a tachometer, Part 9- 1 , Section I).
3. With the Test Switch (Fig. 3),
in the A position, observe the pattern
of lights on the tester.
4. Slide the Test Switch (Fig. 3),
to the B position (hold in this position for at least 10 seconds). Observe
the pattern of lights on the tester. A
momentary flash or delay of the red
R E G light when sliding the test switch
to the B position is normal and should
be ignored.
5. Compare the two patterns of
lights observed in steps 3 and 4 to
each set of patterns shown in Figs.
4 and 5, to determine the malfunction.
6. Repair the malfunction and
retest until the pattern set I (Fig. 4),
indicating no malunction, is obtained.
Note the special light pattern conditions described in pattern sets 4 and 5
(Fig. 4) and pattern sets 7. 9 and 10
(Fig. 5).
Both tests A and B must be performed for proper diagnosis.
TESTS USING THE ROTUNDA
ARE 27-38 VOLT-AMP-ATERNATOR
TESTER
The following test procedures make
use of the Rotunda Volt-Amp - Alternator Tester A R E 27-38.

Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring harnesses. Schematics are shown
in Group 19 of this manual. Use
care whe-n connecting any test equipment to the alternator system, as the
alternator output terminal is connected to the battery at all times.
ALTERNATOR OUTPUT
TEST-ON
ENGINE
When the alternator output test is
conducted off the car, a test bench
must be used. Follow the procedure
given by the test bench equipment
manufacturer. When the alternator
is removed from the vehicle for this
purpose always disconnect the battery
cable as the alternator output connector is connected to the battery at
all times.
To test the output of the alternator on the vehicle, proceed as follows:
I. Place the transmission in neutral or park and apply the parking
brake. Make the connections and tester knob adjustments as shown in Fig.
6 Output Test. Be sure that the field
rheostat knob is at the O F F position
at the start of this test.
2. Close
the battery adapter
switch. Start the engine, then open the
battery adapter switch.
3. Increase the engine speed to
approximately 2000 rpm (use a tachometer Part 9-1 Section I). Turn off all
lights and electrical accessories.
4. Turn the field rheostat knob
clockwise until 15 volts is indicated on
the voltmeter upper scale. Turn the
master control knob clockwise until the
voltmeter indicates between I I and 12

13-4
volts. Holding the master control knob
in this position turn the field rheostat
clockwise to its maximum rotation.
Turn the master control knob counterclockwise until the voltmeter indicates
15 volts. Observe the ammeter reading.
Add 2 amperes to this reading, to obtain alternator output. I f rated output
cannot be obtained. increase the engine
speed to 2900 rpm and repeat this
step.
5. Return the field rheostat knob
to OFF, release the master control
knob, and stop the engine. Disconnect
the test equipment, i f no further tests
are to be made.
An output of 2 to 5 amperes below specifications usually indicates an
open alternator diode. An output of
approximately I0 amperes below specifications usually indicates a shorted
alternator diode. An alternator with a
shorted diode will usually whine.

A U'rOLI'I'E S'I'A'I'OR
N E'U'I'R A L VO LY'A G E 'I'ES'I'-O N ENGINE
The Autolite alternator STA terminal is connected to. the stator coil
neutral, or center point of the alternator windings (see Figs. I and 2).
The voltage generated at this point
is used to close the field relay in
the Autolite charge indicator light system.
To test for the stator neutral voltage, disconnect the regulator connector
plug from the regulator. Make the
connections and tester knob adjustments
as shown in Fig. 7.
Start the engine and run it at 1000
rpm (use a tachometer Part 9-1, Section I). Turn off all lights and accessories. Rotate -the field rheostat
clockwise until at least 6 volts is indicated on the voltmeter upper,scale.
I f 6 volts of more is not obtained,
remove the alternator and perform the
diode and stator tests.

GROUP 13 - Charging System
BATTERY TERMINAL
O F STARTER RELAY

ACCESSORY CHARGE
GREENRED STRIPE
TERMlNAC INDICATOR

WHl T E

SLIP RINGS

FIG. I.-Autolite

Alternator System With Indicator

Light

BAllERY TERMINAL
O F STARTER RELAY

FIELD O P E N O R SHOR'I'
C I R C U I T TEST-ON B E N C H
Make the connection as shown in
Fig. 3 Field Open Or Short Circuit
Test. The current draw, as indicated
by the ammeter, should be to specifications (Part 13-5). I f there is little
or no current flow, the field or brushes
have a high resistance or are open. A
current flow considerably higher than
that specified above, indicates shorted
or grounded field turns or brush leads
touching. I f the test shows that the
field is shorted or open and the field
brush assembly or slip rings are not at
fault, the entire rotot must be replaced.

NG. 2-Autolite

Alternator System With Ammeter

I f the alternator has output at low
rpm and no output at high rpm,
centrifugal force may be causing the
rotor windings to short to ground. Put
the alternator on a test stand and repeat the preceding test. Run the alter-

at high speed during the test.

D I O D E I'EYI-ON HENCH
Disassemble the alternator (Part
13-3 Section 4), and disconnect the

.
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GREEN

FIG. 3-ARE

GREEN

GREEN

13-5

GREEN

20-22 Tester

rectifier assembly from the stator and
make the test connections as shown
in Figs. 8 or 9.
To test one set of diodes, contact one probe to the diode plate as
shown and contact each of the three
stator lead terminals with the other
probe. Reverse the probes and repeat
the test. Test the other set of diodes
in the same way.

These tests are made to determine if the stator coil is defective. Disassemble the stator from the alternator and rectifier assembly (Part 13-2
Section 4), for these tests.
O p e n Stator

All 6 tests should show a low
reading of approximately 60 ohms in
one direction and infinite reading (no
needle movement) with the probes
reversed. Be sure to use the Rotunda
ohmmeter with the multiply-by knob
at 10, and calibrate the ohmme1er.a~
indicated inside the ohmmeter cover.

Grounded Stator Test-On

OPEN OR GROUNDED
STATOR COIL TESTSON BENCH

Test-On

Bench

Set the Rotunda ohmmeter multiply-by knob at I . Connect the ohmmeter probes between each pair of stator leads ([ig. 7 Part 13-3). If the
ohmmeter does not show equal readings
between each pair of stator leads, the
stator is open and must be replaced.

Bench

Set the Rotunda ohmmeter multiply-by knob at 1000. Connect the
ohmmeter probes between one of the
stator leads and the stator core,' Be
sure that the test lead makes a good
electrical connection to the core. The
ohmmeter should not show any continuity (no reading), if it does show
a reading, the stator winding is
grounded and must be replaced.

Voltage Limiter Test

Voltage limiter calibration tests
must be made with the regulator operating with battery and ignition loads
only.
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INDICATES LlGHT IS ON

INDICATES LIGHT IS OFF

TEST A

TEST B

'

INDICATES MALFUNCTION

FAULT

NO M A L F U N C T I O N I N CHARGING SYSTEM.
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT (IN THE VEHICLE) WILL BE ON.

OPEN F I E L D IN A L T E R N A T O R OR O P E N
F I E L D WlRE (WHITE) IN A L T E R N A T O R T O
R E G U L A T O R HARNESS. REG RED L l G H T
MAY BE OUT (TEST B).

SHORTED

OR GROUNDED F I E L D C O I L ,

THE A L T E R N A T O R T O R E G U L A T O R H A R NESS
TESTER M A Y MAKE B U Z Z I N G
NOISE
CAUTION: THESE CONDITIONS DAMAGE
THE REGULATOR.
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NOTE: ALWAYS REPAIR MALFUNCTION AND RETEST

FIG. 4-ARE

20-22.Test Chart

1

-

d.e..,.,

. .,.2

SHORTED D I O D E , OR GROUNDED S T A T O R .
GROUNDED
OR MISCONNECTED WIRE
(WHITE WITH B L A C K S T R I P E ) B E T W E E N
THE A L T E R N A T O R STATOR T E R M I N A L
AND T H E R E G U L A T O R S T E R M I N A L .
STATOR GREEN LIGHT MAY BE ON.

OPEN

DIODE

.,,,

OR STATOR WINDING OR

S T R I P E ) FROM A L T E R N A T O R B A T T E R M I N A L T O STARTER R E L A Y .
STATOR GREEN LlGHT MAY BE OUT
(TEST B).
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INDICATES L I G H T IS ON

INDICATES L l G H T IS O F F

TEST A

TEST B

1 [m

I
I

1

A

I

4

II

INDICATES MALFUNCTION

FAULT

(FLDI

1
I

LOOSE DRIVE B E L T OR P U L L E Y , OPEN
STATOR WlRE (WHITE W l T H B L A C K
T R A C E R ) IN HARNESS FROM ALTERNA.
TOR TO REGULATOR, OR OPEN STATOR
WlRE IN ALTERNATOR.

OPEN OR MISSING 15-OHM RESISTANCE
WlRE OR OPEN WlRE (GREEN WlTH R E 0
TRACER) IN REGULATOR TO IGNITION
SWITCH HARNESS.
IF THE IGN GREEN LlGHT IS LIGHTED,
THE CHARGE INDICATOR BULB, SOCKET,
OR WIRING IS SHORTED.

GROUNDED WlRE (GREEN-RE0 TRACER)
B E T W E E N REGULATOR
PLUG A N 0
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT.
REG LlGHT MAY BE ON.
CAUTION: THIS CONDITION DAMAGES
THE REGULATOR.

I IGN BATI m m IRECI I I lGNl IBATI ISTAI lFLDl /REGI I
I

I

In ~
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II
II
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1
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NOTE: ALWAYS REPAIR MALFUNCTION AND RETEST

FIG. 5-ARE

20-22 Test Chart (Continued)

REGULATOR OEFECTIVE
REG GREEN LIGHT MAY BE ON IN TEST B.

~

STATOR AN0 F I E L D WIRES ARE CROSS
CONNECTED
REG GREEN L I G H T WILL
B E DIM I N TEST A.

OPEN WlRE (YELLOW) BETWEEN B A T TERY TERMINAL OF STARTER R E L A Y
AN0 REGULATOR PLUG.

]
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VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR TESTER

VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR TESTER
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Green

FIELD OPEN OR SHORT CIRCUIT TEST
JI3S6-C

FIG. 6 - Alternator Tests
For accurate voltage limiter testing, the battery specific gravity must
be' at least 1.230. If the battery is
low in charge, either charge it to
1.230 specific gravity or substitute a
fully charged battery, before making
a voltage limiter test.
To test the voltage regulator on
the car, make the test connections
to the battery and tester knob adjustments as shown in Fig. 10 Voltage
Limiter Test. Turn all accessories off,
including door operated dome lights.
Close the battery adapter switch,
start the engine, then open the adapter switch. Operate the engine at approximately 2000 rpm for 5 minutes
(use a tachometer Part 9- 1 Section I).
When the battery is charged, the
ammeter should indicate less than 10
amperes with the master control set
at the 114-OH M position.

'

Cycle the ,r,egulator as follows:
turn the ignition key to O F F t o s t o p
the engine, close the adapter switch,
start the engine, and open the adapter switch. Increase the engine speed to
2000 rpm. Allow the battery to normalize for about one minute, then
read the voltmeter upper scale. Compare the voltmeter reading with the
voltage given in Fig. 11. If the re.gulated voltage is not within specifications, replace the regulator.

moment that the test light comes on.
This is the relay closing voltage. If
the relay closes immediately, even with
the field rheostat knob close to the
maximum counterclockwise position,
push the red button between the
two meters, and repeat the test. If
the closing voltage is not to specifications, (Part 13-5), replace the regulator.

BATTERY TESTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

Field Relay Test
Remove the regulator from the vehicle. Make the connections as shown
in Fig. 10 Field Relay Test. Slowlv
rotate the field rheostat knob clockwise
from the maximum counterclockwise
position until the test light comes on.
Observe the voltmeter reading at the

Tests are made on a battery to determine the state of charge and also
the condition. The ultimate result of
these tests is to show that the battery
.is good, needs recharging, or must be
replaced.
If a battery has failed, is low in
charge, or requires water frequently,

PART 13-2
good service demands that the reason for this condition be found, It
may be necessary to follow trouble
shooting procedures to locate the
cause of the trouble (Part 13- 1).
Hydrogen and oxygen gases are
produced during normal battery operation. 'This gas mixture can explode
if flames or sparks are brought near
the vent openings of the battery. 'l'he
sulphuric acid in the battery electrolyte
can cause a serious burn if spilled
on the skin or spattered in the eyes.
It should be flushed away with large
quantities of clear water.
Before attempting to test a battery,
it is important that it be given a
thorough visual examination to determine if it has been damaged. The presence of moisture on the outside of the
case and/or low electrolyte level in one
or more of the cells are indications of
possible battery damage.
The Rotunda batteries incorporate
a single one-piece cover which completely seals the top of the battery
and the individual cell connectors.
This cover must not be pierced with
test orobes to verform individual cell
tests. One battery cell has a special
vent cap. The center of the cap will
glow if the electrolyte level is low.
Wipe the top of the cap clean before
checking for the glow effect. If this cap
glows, check the electrolyte level in
all cells.

- Charging System Testing
VOLT-AMP ALTERNATOR TESTER
f

111

A R E 27-38

+
A+

DISCONNECT PLUG
FROM REGULATOR

FIG. 7-Autolite

TO ALTERNATOR

J 1397.A

S t a t o r Neutral

Voltage-Test
OHMMETER ARE 27-42

'IESTS USING 'THE
RO'TU NDA SRECA-200 CELL
ANALYZER
The Rotunda Cell Analyzer (SRECA-200) measures the individual
cell voltages by inserting probes into
the cell openings. Follow the instructions that come with the unit.
'TESTS USING 'THE
ROTUNDA ARE 16-31
BAVI"TERY-STAR'I'ER
'TESTER
A battery can also be tested by
determining its ability to deliver current. This may be determined by conducting a Battery Capacity Test. Fig.
12 shows the battery capacity test
in outline form.
BATTERY CAPACITY TEST
A high rate d i s c h a r e tester (ROtunda A R E 16-31 Battery-Starter Tester) in conjunction with a voltmeter is
used for this test.
1. Turn the control knob on the
Battery-Starter Tester to the O F F
position.

CONTACT
DIODE
PLATE

FIG. 8-Autolite

\

CONTACT

EACH
STATOR LEAD TERMINAL

J1211-E

Diode Test

2. Turn the voltmeter selector
switch to the 20-volt position.
3. Connect both positive test leads
to the positive battery post and both

FIG. 9-65-Ampere

Autolite
Alternator Diode Test

negative test
battery post.
must contact
not the high

leads to the negative
The voltmeter clips
the battery posts and
rate discharge tester

GROUP 13 - Charging System
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VOLT-AMP-ALTERNATOR TESTER

FIEU) RELAY TEST

FIG. 10-Alternator

Tests
Limiter

50°F-125°F

FIG. 1 1 -Voltage

133-15.5
Limiter Setting

clips. Unless this is done the actual
battery terminal voltage will not be
indicated.
4. Turn the load control knob in
a clockwise direction until the ammeter reads three times the ampere
hour rating of the battery. (A 45
ampere-hour battery should be tested
at 135 amperes load).
5. With the ammeter reading the
required load for 15 seconds, note
the voltmeter reading. Avoid leaving
the high discharge load on the battery for periods longer than 15 seconds.

6. I f the voltmeter reading is 9.6
volts or more, the battery has good
output capacity and will readily accept a charge, i f required. Check the
specific gravity. I f the specific gravity
reading is 1.230 or below, add water if necessary and charge the battery until it is fully charged (Fig. 12).
Always disconnect the battery ground
cable when charging the battery.
The battery is full charged when
the cells are all gassing freely and
the specific gravity ceases to rise for
three successive readings taken at
hourly intervals. Additional battery
testing will 'not be necessary after the
battery has been properly charged.
7. I f the voltage reading obtained
during the capacity test is below 9.6
volts, check the specific gravity of
each cell.
8. If the difference between any

two cells is more than 50 points
(0.050), the battery is not satisfactory for service and should be replaced.
9. If the difference between cells
is less than 50 points (0.050) the
battery should be charged according
to the charging schedule in Fig. 13.
In some cases the electrolyte level
may be too low to obtain a specific
gravity reading. In such cases water
should be added until the electrolyte
level just covers the ring in the filler
well, then charge the battery a t 35
amperes for the maximum charging
time indicated in Fig, 13 for capacity
of the battery being tested.

. 10. After the battery has been
charged, repeat the capacity test. If
the capacity test battery voltage is
still less than 9.6 volts, replace the
battery. I f the voltage is 9.6 volts or

PART 13-2 - Charging System Testing
more, the battery is satisfactory for
service.
11. I f the battery is found to be
discharged only, check for a loose
fan belt, loose electrical connections,
and charging system performance.

13-1 1

BATTERY CAPACITY TEST
ADJUST RESISTANCE UNTIL AMMETER READS 3 TIMES AMPERE-HOUR
RATING O F BATTERY. HOLD FOR I 5 SECONDS A N D NOTE VOLTAGE.

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE ~ V E R
9.6

II

LES'S THAN

9.6

I

CHECK SPECIFIC G R A V I T Y . CHARGE BATTERY,
I F BELOW 1.230. OTHERWISE BATTERY IS O.K.

I

I

MORE THAN 50 POINTS
( 0 . 0 5 0 ) BETWEEN CELLS

LESS THAN 5 0 POINT
( 0 . 0 5 0 ) BETWEEN CELLS

I
ADD WATER I F NECESSARY AND CHARGE BATTERY PER
CHARGING SCHEDULE AND REPEAT CAPACITY TEST

VOLTAGE

TOTAL
LESSTHAN

I

9.6

FIG. 72-Battery

VOLTAGE

TOTAL
MORE THAN 9.6

I

Capacity Test Outline

If the specific gravity i s below 1.125, use the indicated high rote of charge for the
1.125 specific gravity, then charge at 5 amperes u n t i l the specific grovity reaches
Charge at 5 ampere rate only u n t i l the specific gravity reaches 1.250 at 80" F.
A t no time during the charging operatian shauld the electralyte temperature exceed

J 1355-c

FIG. 13-Allowable

Battery High Rate Charge Time Schedule
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DESCRIPTION A N D OPERATION

The alternator charging system
ALTERNATOR
is a negative (-) ground system, and
consists of an alternator, regulator.
The alternator is belt driven from
a charge indicator, a storage battery
the engine. Energy is supplied from the
and associated wiring. Refer to Wiring ~i~~~~~
Form 7 7 9 5 ~ - 6 8 - 'alternator-regulator system to the rotafor locations of wiring harnesses.
ting field of'the alternator through two
Schematics are shown in Group 19
bruthes to two slip rings. The slip
rings are mounted on the rotor shaft
of this manual.

a

~~~~~r

2

(Fig. 4), and are connected to the
field coil.
The alternator produces power in
the form of alternating current. he
alternating current is rectified to direct current by six diodes ( ~ i 7)~ for
.
use in charging the battery and SUPplying Power to the electrical system.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

BELT ADJUSTMENTALTERNATOR
I. Loosen the alternator mounting bolt to a snug position and loosen

3

Page
Operations - Except
Alternator .............................. 13-14
Operations Alternator .............................. 13-18

the adjusting arm bolts.
2. Apply pressure on the alternator front housing only and tighten the
adjusting arm tb alternator bolt.

3. Check the belt tension using
tool T63L-8620-A. Adjust the belt
for specified tension.
4. Tighten all mounting bolts.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable, then raise the vehicle on a hoist.'
2. Loosen the alternator mounting bolts and remove the adjustment
arm to alternator bolt.
3. Disengage the alternator belt.
Remave the alternator mounting bolt
(and spacer if used), remove the connector block plastic covers, remove

the alternator connector block and
wiring harness, and remove the alternator.
INSTALLATION
1. Install the alternator connector
block and plastic covers, and wiring
harness (Fig. I or 2). Position the alternator to the engine, and install the
alternator mounting bolt finger-tight

(and spacer i f used).
2. Install the adjustment arm to
alternator bolt.
3. Adjust the belt tension using
tool T63L-8620-A. Apply pressure
on the alternator front housing only,
when tightening the belt. Tighten the
adjusting arm bolts and the mounting bolt.
4. Lower the car and connect the
battery ground cable.

PART 1 3 - 3
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Block-Red S t r ~ p e

\

\

FIG. I-Wiring

Harness Connections-Typical Except 65-Ampere

FIG. 2-Wiring

Harness Connections- 65-Ampere Alternator
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M A J O R REPAIR OPERATIONS -EXCEPT

DISASSEMBLY
Fig. 3 shows a disassembled view
of the Ford alternator.
I. Mark both end housings and
the stator with a scribe mark for assembly.
2. Remove the three housing
through bolts.
3. Separate the front end ,housing
and rotor from the stator and rear
end housing.
4. Remove all the nuts and washers from the rear end housing and
remove the rear end housing from the
stator and rectifier assembly.
5. Remove the brush holder mounting screws and remove the holder,
brushes, brush springs, insulator and
terminal.
6. I f replacement is necessary,
press the bearing from the rear end
housing, supporting the housing on
the inner boss.
7. I f the rectifier assembly is
being replaced, unsolder the stator
leads from the printed-circuit board
terminals, and separate the stator
from the rectifier assembly. Use a
100-watt soldering iron.
8. Original production
alternators will have two types of recti:
fier assembly circuit boards; one with
a molded circuit board with the circuit molded in the board, and the
other with a fiber circuit board which
has an exposed circuit.
If the alternator rectifier has a
molded circuit board, remove the
screws from the rectifier by rotating
the bolt heads 114 turn clockwise to
unlock them and then remove the
screws (Fig. 8). Push the screws out,
on a rectifier with a fiber circuit
board.
9. Remove the drive pulley nut,
lockwasher, pulley, fan, fan spacer,
rotor and rotor stop (Fig. 4).
10. Remove the three screws that
hold the front end bearing retainer,
and remove the retainer. Support the
housing close to the bearing boss,
and press out the old bearing from the
housing, only if the bearing is defective or has lost its lubricant.
I I. Perform a diode test and a
field open or short circuit test (Part
13-2).
CLEANING AND INSPECTION
I. The rotor, stator. and bearings
must not be cleaned with solvent. Wipe

65-AMPERE ALTERNATOR

these parts off with a clean cloth.
2. Rotate the front bearing on
the drive end of the rotor drive shaft.
Check for any scraping noise, looseness or roughness that will indicate
that the bearing is excessively worn.
Look for excessive lubricant leakage.
I f any of these conditions exist, replace the bearing.
3. lnspect the rotor shaft at the
rear bearing surface for roughness or
severe chatter marks. Replace the rotor assembly if the shaft is not smooth.
4. Place the rear end bearing on
the slip-ring end of the shaft and rotate the bearing on the shaft. Make
the same check for noise, looseness
or roughness as was made for the
front bearing. lnspect the rollers and
cage for damage. Replace the bearing if these conditions exist, or if the
lubricant is lost or contaminated.
5. Check the pulley and fan for
excessive looseness on the rotor shaft.
Replace any pulley or fan that is
loose or bent out of shape. Check the
rotor shaft for stripped or damaged
threads. lnspect the hex hole in the
end of the shaft for damage.
6. Check both the front and rear
housings for'cracks. Check the front
housings for stripped threads in the
mounting ear. Replace defective housings.
7. Check all wire leads on both
the stator and rotor assemblies for
loose soldered connections, and for
burned insulation. Resolder poor connections. Replace parts that show
burned insulation.
8. Check the slip rings for nicks
and surface roughness. Nicks and
scratches may be removed by turning down the slip rings. Do not go
beyond the minimum diameter limit
of 1.22 inches. I f the slip rings are
badly damaged, the entire rotor will
have to be replaced, as it is serviced
as a complete assembly.
9. Replace any parts that are
burned or cracked. Replace brushes
and brush springs that are not to
specification. The diode plate assembly is serviced as an assembly. However the printed circuit board is seviced separately.
ASSEMBLY
I. Press the front end bearing in
the bearing boss (put pressure on the
outer bearing only), and install the
bearing retainer.

2. If the stop-ring on the rotor
drive shaft was damaged, install a
new stop-ring. Push the new ring on
the shaft and into the groove. Do not
open the ring with snap ring pliers as
permanent damage will result.
3. Position the rotor stop on the
drive shaft with the recessed side
against the stop-ring.
4. Position the front end housing,
fan spacer, fan, pulley and lock
washer on the drive shaft and install
the retaining nut (Fig. 3), to specified torque.

5. I f the rear end housing bearing was removed, support the housing
on the inner boss and press in a new
bearing flush with the outer end surface.
6. Place the brush springs, brushes,
brush terminal and terminal insulator
in the brush holder and hold the
brushes in position by inserting a piece
of stiff wire in the brush holder as
shown in Fig. 5.
7. Position the brush holder assembly in the rear end housing and
install the mounting screws. Position
the brush leads in the brush holder as
shown in Fig. 6.
8. w r a p the three stator winding
leads around the printed-circuit board
terminals and solder them. Use a 100watt solder~ngiron and rosin-core solder. Position the stator neutral lead
eyelet on the stator terminal insulators
(Fig. 7). Position the diode assembly
(Fig. 7).
9. For a rectifier with a molded
circuit board, insert the special screws
through the wire lug, dished washers
and circuit board as shown in Fig. 8;
Turn them 114 turn counterclockwise
to lock them. For fiber circuit boards,
insert the screws straight through into the holes.
'l'he metal dished washers are to
be used on the molded circuit boards
only. I f they are used on the fiber circuit boards with an exposed copper
circuit, a short circuit will occur. A
flat insulating washer is to be used
between the stator terminal and the
board, when a fiber circuit board is
used.
10. Install the STA and BAT terminal insulators (Figt7). Position the
stator and diode plate assembly in
the rear end housing. Position the
STA (black), BAT (red) and FLD
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BRUSH TERMINAL
AND INSULATOR
379251-5
10329
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FRONT
BEARING
10094

RECTl FlER
ASSEMBLY

FAN SPAC
1OA344

REAR BEARING
PULLEY
10344

FAN
10A310
10351

FIG. 3-Disassembled

FRONT HOUSING
10333

Alternator

(white) insulators, on the terminal
bolts, and install five retaining nuts
(Fig. 9).
11. Wipe the rear end bearing
surface of the. rotor shaft w ~ t h a
clean lint-free rag.
12. Position the rear end housing
and stator assembly over the rotor
and align the scribe marks made
during disassembly. Seat the machined portion of the stator core into
the step in both end housings. Install
the housing through bolts. Remove
the brush retracting rod, and put a
daub of waterproof cement over the
hole to seal it.

RADIO SUPRESSION
CAPACITOR (18827)

PLATE

\

INSULATOR;IOA383

J 1203-C

-

Tool
T 6 5 P ;lOlOO-B

FIG. 5-Brush

Holder Assembly

PRESS FlRMlLY AGAINST HOUSING

STATOR
WINDING LEADS

/

DIODE PLATE
J 1167-D

FIG. 7-Stator
FIG. 4-Pulley

Removal

FIG. 6-Brush

Lead Positions

Lead Connections
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DISHED WASHER (STEEL)

FIG. 8-Rectifier

FIG. 9-Alternator

Assembly

~ e r m i n a Locations
l
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65-Ampere Autolite Alternator
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M A J O R REPAIR 'OPERATIONS-65-AMPERE

DISASSEMBLY

Fig. 10 shows a disassembled view
of the Autolite 65-ampere alternator.
1. Remove the brush holder and
mounting plate assembly from the
rear end housing.
2. Mark both end housings and the
stator with a scribe mark for assembly.
3. Remove the three housing
through bolts.
4. Separate the front end housing
and rotor from the stator and rear
end housing.
5. Remove the drive pulley nut,
lockwasher, flat washer, pulley, fan,
fan spacer and rotor from the front
end housing (Fig. 4).
6. Remove the three screws that
hold the front end bearing retainer,
and remove the retainer. Support the
housing close to the bearing boss, and
press out the bearing from the housing, only i f the bearing is defective or
has lost its lu'bricant.
7. Remove all the nuts, washers,
and insulators from the rear end
housing and remove the rear end
housing from the stator and rectifier
plate assembly.
8. If replacement is necessary,
press the bearing from the rear end
housing, supporting the housing on
the inner boss.
9. Unsolder the three stator leads
from the rectifier assembly, and sep,
arate the stator from the assembly.
Use a 200 watt soldering iron.
10. Perform a diode test and an
open and grounded stator coil test.
PARTS REPAIR O R
REPLACEMENT

Nicks and scratches may be removed from the rotor slip rings by
turning down the slip rings. Do not
go beyond the minimum diameter
limit of 1.22 inches. If the slip rings
are badly damaged, the entire rotor
must be replaced as it is serviced as
an assembly. The rectifier is serviced
as an assembly.
ASS E MBLY
1. If the front end bearing is being
replaced, press the new bearing in
the bearing boss and install the bearing retainer, put pressure on the
outer race only, and tighten the retainer screws until the tips of the
retainer touch the housing.

ALTERNATOR

2. Position the rectifier assembly to
the stator, wrap the,.three stator leads
around the diode plate terminals and
solder them (Fig. 10). Use a 200 watt
soldering iron.
3. If the rear end housing bearing
was removed, press in a new bearing from the inside of the housing.
4. Install the BAT-GRD insulator
(Fig. 10). Position the stator and diode
plate assembly in the rear end housing.
5. Install the BAT (red) terminal
insulator on the terminal bolt and
install the .flat washers, lock washers
and nuts. Make certain that the
shoulders on all insulators both inside and outside of the housing, are
seated properly before tightening the
nuts.
6. Wipe the rear end bearing surface of the rotor shaft with a clean
lint free rag.
7. Make certain that the rear end
bearing has grease, then position the
rotor into the stator and rear .end.
housing assembly.
8. Position the front end housing
over the rotor and align the scribe
marks made during disassembly. Seat
the machined portion of the stator
core into the step in both end housings, and install the through bolts.
9. If the field brushes have worn
to less than 318 inch, replace both
brushes (Fig. I I).
10. Position the brush holder assembly into the rear end housing and
install the three mounting screws.
Make certain that the plastic rod that
the brush holders rotate on is seated
in the recess in the rear end housing.
11. Install the fan spacer, fan, pulley, flat and lock washers and nut
on the rotor shaft (Fig. 4).

5. Solder the new FLD brush to the
-FLD stud lug (Fig. 12).
6. Install both brushes in their
holders Fig. 12.
7. Install the brush holder and
mounting plate assembly to the rear
end housing. Make certain that the
plastic rod that the brush holders rotate on is seated in the recess in the
rear end housing.

BAT-GRD INSULATOR

FIG. 7 ]-Stator

Lead Connections

BRUSH REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the brush holder and
mounting plate assembly from the
rear end housing.
2. Slide the' FLD brush out of its
holder and unsolder the brush lead
from the terminal lug.
3. Slide the ground brush out of its
holder. Unsolder the brush lead from
the plate, and remove the brush.
4. Position the new ground brush
to the mounting plate and solder the
brush lead to the plate. Make sure
that the brush springs are hooked
over the lugs as shown in Fig. 12.
l'he entire brush and plate assembly is also available for service.

J1353-8

FIG. 72-Field

Brush Assembly
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The alternator regulator has been
designed to exercise automatic control over the charging system, and
also to compensate for seasonal teniperature changes. The Autolite electro-mechanical regulator is factory
calibrated and is not to be adjusted.
The alternator regulator is composed of two control units, a field relay and a voltage limiter, mounted as an
assembly (Fig. 1). Refer to wiring
Diagram Manual Form 7795P-68 for
locations of wiring harnesses. Schematics are shown in Group 19
of this manual.
-

FIELD RELAY

The field relay serves to connect
charging system voltage to the field
circuit when the engine is running.

CHARGE INDICATOR
LIGHT TERMINAL

FIG. I-Alternator

/

:IELD C

.TERMINAL

RELAY

IRMINAL

\BATTERY
TER!!IINAL FOR
FIELD SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Regulator

Charge lndicator Circuit -Light

When the ignition switch 1s closed,
the charge indicator light shunted with
a 15-ohm resistor supplies adequate
starting field current.
When the alternator builds up
enough voltage to close the field relay contacts, full voltage is applied
to the field, and the charge indicator
light goes out.

2

Charge Indicator Circuit
-Ammeter

When the ignition switch is closed,
the field relay is energized. Closing
of the relay contacts connects ihe
battery and alternator output to the
field through the voltage limiter contacts.

Voltage Limiter

The voltage limiter is a double contact unit. Limiting is accomplished by
controlling the amount of current
supplied to the rotating field.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1. Remove the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the regulator mounting screws.
3. Disconnect the regulator from
the wiring harness.

4. Connect the new regulator to
the wiring harness.
5. Mount the regulator to the
regulator mounting plate. The radio
suppression condenser mounts under
one mounting screw. The ground lead

mounts under the other mounting
screw.
6. Connect the battery ground
cable, and test the system for proper
operation.
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Speciliicafions

ALTER WATOR

Battery Freezing Temperatures
Allowable Battery High Rate Charge fime Schedule
Specific Gravity Freezing Temp Specific Gravity
Specific
Qlarge
Battery b p a c i t y 4 m p e r e Hours
1.150
Gravity
Rate
1.280
4O0F
Reading
45
55
Amperes
70
80
85
1.100
1.250
-62°F
80
min. 100 min. 115 min. 125 min.
1.125-1.150
1.050
-16OF
50 min.
1.150-1.175
65 min.
80 min. 95 min. 105 min.
40 min.
35
1.175-1.200
70 min. 75 min.
50 min.
60 min.
1.200-1.225
50 min. 55 min.
45 min.
30 min.
35
Battery
Wum k r
8,
Q,
0
Above 1.225
5
Q,
8,
knpere
01
I f the specific gravity is below 1.125, use the indicated high
Hours
flates
rate of charge for the 1.125 spec~ficgravity, then charge at
45
54
5 amperes until the specific gravity reaches 1.250 at 80°F.
Charge at 5ampere rate only until the specific gravity reach55
66
es 1.250 at 80°F.
70
66
At no time during the charging operation should the electre
80
lyte temperature exceed 130°F.
78

-

Freezim Temp
+ 5°F
+lg°F
+27"F

---

+

-

REGULATOR
Lower Stage
Voltage Limiter
Field Relay
Vdtage Regulation
Contact..
Contact
Core Air
Core Air
All Models (Volts)
Gap
Gap
Gap
Gap
Supplier
Current Rating
Temp OF
Setting
(Inches)
(Inches)
(Inches)
(Inches)
Autolite
Used With All Auto50°F
13.5
liteAlternators3
to
to
15.3
125°F
3 Silver Stamp Color is used with 38 and 42-ampere alternators. Yellow Stamp Color is used with 55 and 65-ampere alternators.

-

-

Closing
Volts
2.0-4.2

SPECIAL TOOLS
Ford Tool No.
AR E-16-31
AR E-20-22
AR E-27-38
AR E-27-42

Former No.

Description
Battery Starter Tester
Alternator4egulator Tester
Ohmmeter

GROUP 14 - Starting System
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MILLED TOOTH-METAL

NORMAL WEARPATTERN

SMALL WEARPATTERN

MILLED GEARS
J 1372-A

FIG. 2-Pinion

a n d Ring G e a r W e a r Patterns

CHECK STARTER RELAY
Connect a jumper from the battery
terminal of the relay to the S terminal of the relay (Fig. 3, connection
No. 2). If the engine does not crank,
the starter relay may be at fault.
Connect a jumper wire across the
relay (Fig. 3, Connection 1). If the
engine cranks, the relay is defective.
Replace the relay.

CHECK STARTER. DRIVE
AND STARTER
Operate the ignition switch and
listen for starter noise. If the starter
rotates or makes a distinct clunk but
will not crank the engine, the drive
may be defective. Whenever possible,
remove the plunger cover and observe
the plunger pole operation on the
vehicle.
If the pole does not seat on the
frame, the electrical wiring in the
starter may be defective. After removing the starter, i f the pole cannot
be seated by pushing on it, some
mechanical part is defective. With
the starter on the engine, if the pole
does seat on the frame and the
starter spins free, the drive may be
slipping. If no other defect is found,
replace the drive. After removing the
'starter, check for a broken drive

plunger lever. ' I f the pole seats and a
harsh grinding sound is heard, the
ring gear or starter pinion may be
milled (See Pinion and Ring Gear
Wear). Remove the starter and repair or replace the defective part.
Do not damage the exposed switch
during starter installation or removal.
If no starter noise is heard, temporarily connect a heavy jumper
from the battery positive terminal
to the starter terminal of the starter
relay. If the starter will not crank
the engine, the starter is defective.
Repair or replace the starter. If
starter cranks, check the neutral start
switch and control circuit.
Pinion And Ring Gear Wear

Examine the wear pattern on the
starter drive teeth. The pinion teeth
must penetrate to a depth greater
than 112 the ring gear tooth depth
(Fig. 2), to eliminate premature ring
gear and starter drive failure.
Replace starter drives and ring
gears with milled, pitted or broken
teeth or that show evidence of inadequate engagement (Fig. 2).

CHECK NEUTRAL START
SWITCH
On vehicles equipped with an au-

toniatic transmission, apply the
brakes and attempt to start the engine while moving the transmission
selector lever through all ranges. This
may determine if the problem is
caused by a maladjusted or defective
neutral-start switch. Refer to Group
7 Part 3 for the adjustment of this
switch.
Place the selector lever in N or
P and set the brakes. Remove the
neutral start switch connector block
and connect a 'jumper between the
two red-blue stripe wires. I f the engine will now crank the neutral start
switch is defective. Replace the
switch.

CHECK STARTER CONTROL
CIRCUIT
On vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission, if the engine does
not crank, connect a jumper from the
battery terminal of the relay to the
relay side of the nautral-start switch
(Fig. 3, connection No. 3). If the
engine does -not crank, the wiring
between tblneutral-start switch and
the relay 'is' at fault. If the engine
cranks, connect a jumper from the
battery terminal of the relay to the
starter (ignition) switch side of the
neutral-start switch (Fig. 3, connection No. 4). If the engine does not

PART 14- 1 - General Starting System Service
crank, the neutral-start switch is out
of adjustment or defective. If the
engine cranks, check for voltage at
the battery terminal of the starter
(ignition) switch wiring harness connector with a test light or a voltmeter. If voltage is not available,
the wiring between the battery terminal of the starter relay and the
battery terminal of the starter (ig-

I

ALTERNATOR OUTPUT

-TO

STARTER RELAY

nition) switch is at fault. If voltage is available, substitute an ignition switch from stock. If the engine cranks, replace the ignition
switch. If the engine still will not
crank, the trouble is in the wiring
or connections between the ignition
switch and the starter-neutral switch.

CHECK ENGINE
Remove the spark plugs. Remove
the coil high tension lead wire at the
distributor and ground it to the engine. Try to crank the engine with
the starter. If the engine cranks, it
indicates that water is leaking into
the cylinders.
With the spark plugs removed and
coil to distributor high tension lead
grounded to the engine, attempt to
crank the engine with the starter. If
the engine does not crank or cranks
very slowly, a seized engine is
indicated.
E N G I N E C R A N K S SLOWLY
BUT WlLL N O T START

&(--------AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION

STARTER NEUTRAL SWITCH
R e d - B l u e Stripe

+

- - -(ON
- STARTER
SWITCH
IGNITION SWITCH)

TO BATTERY

FIG. 3-Starting

Control Circuit

Refer to Fig. 9 for this symptom.
Make the following checks as covered under Starter Will Not Crank
The Engine: Check Battery, Check
Cables, Check Starter Drive and
Starter. In addition make the lollowing checks:
Examine the dipstick for congealed engine oil. Check the car
owner regarding the viscosity and
grade of oil in the crankcase. Drain
the crankcase and install the proper
viscosity engine oil. Change the oil
filter if required.
Check for partially seized pistons

Tests
VOLTMmR A

CARBON PILE RHEOSTAT

1

TO OTHER CIRCUITS

TO IGNITION
TO BATTERY

FIG. 4-Starter

STARTER

Load Test

14-3

or bearings. Remove the oil pan.
Check for water in the lubrication
system. If water is found, remove the
cylinder head and check for'combustion chamber leaks. Check for seized
pistons, rings and bearings. Clean,
repair or replace defective or damaged engine components.
E N G I N E WlLL C R A N K A T
N O R M A L SPEED BUT WlLL
N O T START

Refer to Group 8 for this symptom.
STARTER LOAD TEST

Connect the test equipment as
shown in Fig. 4. Be sure that no current is flowing through the ammeter
and heavy-duty carbon pile rheostat
portion of the circuit (rheostat at
maximum counterclockwise position).
Crank the engine with the ignition OFF, and determine the exact
reading on the voltmeter. This test is
accomplished by disconnecting and
grounding the high tension lead from
the ignition coil, and by connecting a
jumper from the battery terminal
of the starter relay to the ignition
switch terminal of the relay.
Stop cranking the engine, and
reduce the resistance of the ,carbon
pile until the voltmeter indicates the
same reading as that obtained while
the starter cranked the engine. The
ammeter will indicate the starter current draw under load.
STARTER N O - L O A D TEST

The starter no-load test will uncover such faults as open o r shorted

,: ;: GROUP 14,-
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windings, rubbing armature, and bent
armature shaft. The starter' can be
tested, at no-load, on#the test bench
only. ,
Make the test connections as shown
in Fig. 5. The starter will run at noload. Be sure that no current is flowing through th'e ammeter (rheostat at
maximum counterclockw~;e position).
Determine the exact reading ?n the
voltmeter.
Disconnect the starter from the
battery, and reduce the resistarice of
the rheostat 'until the *voltmeter indicates the same reading as that obtained while the starter was running,
The ammeter will indicate the starter
no-load current draw.
ARMATURE OPEN CIRCUIT
TEST-ON
TEST BENCH

Starting System
JUMPER $LEAD
KFFPROTH

POSITIVE
LEADS

VOLTMETER
NEGATIVE
LEAD

FIG. 7-Field

FIG. 5 L S t a r t e r No-Load Test on
Test Bench

An open circuit armature may
sometimes be detected by examining
the commutatdr'for evidence of burning. A spot burned on the commutator is caused by an arc formed every
time the commutator segment, connected to the open circuit winding,
.
passes under a brush,.

.

.

VOLTMmR
POSITIVE
' LEAD'

-4
J1094-D

Grounded Circuit Test

D O N O T CONNECT
LEAD TO BEARING

'

ARMATURE A N D FIELD
GROUNDED CIRCUIT 'TESTON TEST BENCH

This test will determine if the winding insulation has failed, permitting a
conductor to touch the frame or armature core.
To determine if the armature windings are grounded, make the connections as shown in Fig. 6. If the volt-

NEGATIVE LEAD
VOLTMETER POSITIVE LEA
TOUCH T O COMMUTATOR

-C

FIG. 6 - ~ r m a t " r e Grounded
circuit Test

FIG.
8-Starter
Test

'

41.

-

1. Battery low in charge.
2. Defective battery.

STARTER WILL N O T
CRANK ENGINE

3. Corroded battery cables or
connections.
4. \Defectivestarter relay.
5. Defective starter drive.
6. Defective starter.
7. Maladjusted neutral start switch
- ,(if used).

ENGINE CRANKS SLOWLY
BUT WILL N O T START

FIG. 9-Starter

1.
2.
3.
4.

+

.

Battery low in charge.
Defective battery.,
Corroded battery cables.
Defective starter.
i
*

Sys#emksobte-Diagnosis Guide

.-

-

-

-

Cranking Circuit

8. Defective neutral start switch
. (ifused).
9. Defective ignition switch.
10. Defective wiring from ignition switch through neutral start switch
(if used), to starter relay.
11. Hydrostatic lock.
12. Engine has seized pistons or
bearings.

5. Incorrect viscosity engine oil
in crankcase.
6. Pistons or bearings partially
seized.

. -.

..,..

-

.

i
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meter indicates any voltage, the windings are grounded.
Grounded field windings can be detected by making the connections as
shown in Fig. 7. If the voltmeter indicates any ~ l t a g e ,the field windings
are grounded.
STARTER CRANKING
CIRCUIT TEST

Excessive resistance in the starter
circuit can be determined from the
results of this test. Make the test connections as shown in Fig. 9. Crank
the engine with the ignition OFF.
This is accomplished by disconnect-

ing and grounding the high tension
lead from the ignition coil and by
connecting a jumper from the battery
terminal of the starter relay to the
S terminal of the relay.
The voltage drop in the circuit will
be indicated by the voltmeter (0 to 2
volt range). Maximum allowable voltage drop should be:
1. With the voltmeter negative
lead connected to the starter terminal
and the positive lead connected to the
battery positive terminal (Fig. 8, connection ,I\ ) .......................... 0.5 volt.

2. With the voltmeter negative
lead connected to the battery termi-

nal of the starter relay and the positive lead connected to the positive
terminal of the battery (Fig. 8, connection s ) ....................... 0.1 volt.

3. With the voltmeter negative
lead connected to the starter terminal
of the starter relay and the positive
lead connected to the positive terminal
of the battery (Fig. 8, connection o
........................................ 0.3 volt.
4. With the voltmeter negative
lead connected to the negative terminal of the battery and the positive
lead connected to the engine ground
(Fig. 8, connection @ ) ....... 0.1 volt.
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1

if the selector lever is not in the N
(neutral) or P(park) position.
The starter utilizes an integral
positive-engagement drive (Fig. 2).
When the starter is not in use, one
of the field coils is connected directly
to ground through a set of contacts.
When the starter is first connected to
the battery a large current flows
through the grounded field coil, actuating, a movable pole shoe. The pole
shoe is attached to the starter drive
plunger lever and thus the drive is
forced into engagement with the flywheel.
When the movable pole shoe is
fully seated, it opens the field coil
grounding contacts and the starter is

FIG. ]-Starter

Mounting
then in normal operation. A holding
coil is used to maintain the movable
pole shoe in the fully seated position,
during the time that the starter is
turning the engine.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

I. Raise the vehicle on a hoist.
(8-cyl. engine only).
2; Disconnect the starter cable a t
the starter terminal.

3. On a Montego with power steering (8-cyl. engine), disconnect and
lower the idler arm from the frame.

3
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERA'TION

The function of the starting system
is to crank the engine a t high enough
speed to permit it to start. The system
includes the starter motor and drive,
the battery, a remote control starter
switch (part of the ignition switch),
the neutral-start switch, the starter
relay, and heavy circuit wiring. The
starter mounting is shown in Fig. I .
Turning of the ignition key to the
START position actuates the starter
relay, through the starter control circuit. The starter relay then connects
the battery to the starter.
Vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission have a neutral-start
switch, in the starter control circuit,
which prevents operation of the starter

2
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Push the bolts back through the
frame.
4. Remove the starter mounting
bolts. Remove the starter assembly.
5. Position the starter assembly to
the flywheel housing, and start the
mounting bolts.
6. Snug all bolts while holding

the starter squarely against its mounting surface and fully inserted into the
hole. Torque the bolts to specification.

7. Connect the starter cable.
8. Install the idler arm (if removed), and lower the vehicle.

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

STARTER DRIVE REPLACEMENT

I. Loosen and remove the brush
cover band and the starter drive plunger lever cover.
2. Loosen
the
through
bolts
enough to allow removal of the drive
end housing and the starter drive plunger lever return spring. If the starter
has a needle bearing, and the bearing is not being replaced, insert a dummy shaft in the housing to prevent
loss of any of the bearing needles.
Before assembly, apply a small
amount of grease to the needles.
3. Remove the pivot pin retaining

the starter drive plunger lever and remove the lever.
4. Remove the drive gear stop
ring retainer and stop ring from the
end of the armature shaft and remove
the drive gear assembly.
5. Apply a thin coating of Lubriplate 777 on the armature shaft
splines. Install the drive gear assembly on the armature shaft and install
a new stop ring.
6. Position the starter gear plunger lever on the starter frame and install the pivot pin. Be sure that the

7. Install a .new stop-ring retainer.
Position thc..starter drive plunger lever return spring and drive end housing
to the starter frame, and then tighten
the through bolts to specifications
(55-75 inch pounds).
8. Position the starter drive plunger lever cover and the brush cover
band, with its gasket, on the starter.
Tighten the brush cover band retaining screw.

plunger lever properly engages the
starter drive assembly.

Replace the starter brushes when
they are worn to 114 inch. Always

BRUSH REPLACEMENT

PART 14-2 - Starter
install complete set of new brushes.
1. Loosen and remove the brush
cover band, gasket, and starter drive
plunger lever cover. Remove the
brushes from their holders.
2. Remove the two through bolts
from the starter frame.
3. Remove the drive end housing,
and the plunger lever return spring.
If the starter has a needle bearing,
and the bearing is not being replaced,
insert a dummy shaft in the housing
to prevent loss of any of the bearing
needles. Before assembly, apply a
small amount of grease to the needles.
4. Remove the starter drive plunger lever pivot pin and lever, and remove the armature.
5. Remove the brush end plate.
6. Remove the ground brush retaining screws from the frame and remove the brushes (cut the ground
brush nearest the starter terminal from
the brush lead terminal as possible).
the brush lead terminal as possible.
7. Cut the insulated brush leads
from the field coils, as close to the
field cannection point as possible.
8. Clean and inspect the starter
motor.
9. Replace the brush end plate if
the insulator between the field brush
holder and the end plate is cracked or
broken.
10. Position the new insulated field
brushes lead on the field coil connection. Position and crimp the clip provided with the brushes to hold the
brush lead to the connection. Solder
the lead, clip, and connection together, using rosin core solder (Fig.
5). Use a 300-watt iron.
11. Install the ground brush leads
to the frame with the retaining screws.
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The ground brush with the over-size
unthreaded hole is placed under the
terminal from which the previous
ground brush was cut.
12. Clean the commutator with
# 00 or # 000 sandpaper.
13. Position the brush end plate
to the starter frame, with the end plate
boss in the frame slot.
14. Position the fiber washer on
the commutator end of the armature
shaft and install the armature in the
starter frame.
15. Install the starter drive gear
plunger lever to the frame and starter
drive assembly, and install the pivot
pin.
16. Position the return spring on
the plunger lever, and the drive end
housing to the starter frame. Install
the through bolts and tighten to specified torque (55-75 inch pounds). Be
sure that the stop ring retainer is seated properly in the drive end housing.
17. Install the commutator brushes
in the brush holders. Center the brush
springs on the brushes.
18. Position the plunger lever cover and the brush cover band, with its
gasket, on the starter. Tighten the band
retaining screw.
19. Connect the starter to a battery
to check its operation.
ARMATURE REPLACEMENT
1. Loosen the brush cover band
retaining screw and remove the brush
cover band, gasket, and the starter
drive plunger lever cover. Remove
the brushes from their holders.
2. Remove the through bolts, the
drive end housing, and the drive plunger lever return spring. If the starter

has a needle bearing, and the bearing
is not being replaced, insert a dummy
shaft in the housing to prevent loss of
any of the bearing needles. Before assembly, apply a small amount of
grease to the needles.
3. Remove the pivot pin retaining
the starter gear plunger lever, and remove the lever.
4. Remove the armature. I f the
starter drive gear assembly is being
reused, remove the stop ring retainer
and the stop ring from the end of the
armature shaft, and remove the drive.
5. Place the drive gear assembly
on the new armature with a new stop
ring.
6. Install the fiber thrust washer
on the commutator end of the armature shaft and install the armature.
7. Position the drive gear plunger
lever to the frame and drive gear assembly and install the pivot pin.
8. Position the drive plunger lever
return spring, the drive end housing,
and the brush end plate to the starter
frame, and then install and tighten
the through bolts to specification. Be
sure that the stop ring retainer is seated properly in the drive housing. If
the starter has needle bearings apply
a small amount of grease to the
needles before installing the drive
housing.
9. Place the brushes in their holders, and center the brush springs on
the brushes.
10. Position the plunger lever cover and the brush cover band, with its
gasket, and then tighten the retaining
screw.
I I. Connect the starter to a battery to check its operation.

MAJOR REPAIR OPERATIONS

Use the following procedure when
it becomes necessary to completely
overhaul the starter. Fig. 2 illustrates
a partially disassembled starter.
DISASSEMBLY

I. Loosen the brush cover band
retaining screw and remove the brush
cover band and the starter drive plunger lever cover. Observe the lead position for assembly and then remove the
commutator brushes from the brush
holders.
2. Remove the through bolts,
starter drive end housing, and the
starter drive plunger lever return spring.
If the starter has needle bearings, and
the bearing is not being replaced, insert a dummy shaft in the housing to
prevent loss of any of the bearing

needles. Before assembly, apply a
small amount of grease to the needles.
3. Remove the pivot pin retaining
the starter gear plunger lever and remove the lever and the armature.
4. Remove the stop ring retainer.
Remove and discard the stop ring retaining the starter drive gear to the
end of the armature shaft, and remove the starter drive gear assembly.
5. Remove the brush end plate.
6. Remove the two screws retaining the ground brushes to the frame.
7. On the field coil that operates
the starter drive gear actuating lever,
bend the tab up on the field coil retaining sleeve and remove the sleeve.
8. Remove the three coil retaining
screws, using tool 10044-A and an
arbor press (Fig. 3). The arbor press
prevents the wrench from slipping

out of the screw. Unsolder the field
coil leads from the terminal screw,
and remove the pole shoes and coils
from the frame (use a 300-watt iron).
9. Cut (or unsolder) the insulated
brush leads from the field coils, as
close to the field connection point as
possible.
10. Remove the starter terminal
nut, washer, insulator and terminal
from the starter frame. Remove any
excess solder from the terminal slot.
CLEANING AND INSPECTION
I. Use a brush or air to clean the
field coils, armature, commutator,
armature shaft, brush end plate, and
drive end housing. Wash all other
parts in solvent and dry the parts.
2. Inspect the armature windings
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DRlVE END
HOUSING
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FIELD COILS 11082
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/

a
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IRRETURN
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11222

RETAINER
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FIG. 2-Starter

Disassembled

for broken or burned insulation and
unsoldered connections.
3. Check the armature for open
circuits and grounds.
4. Check the commutator for runout (Fig. 4). Inspect the armature
shaft and the two bearings for scoring and excessive wear. On a starter
with needle bearings apply a small
amount of grease to the needles. If
the commutator is rough, or more
than 0.005 inch out-of-round, turn it
down.
5. Check the brush holders for
broken springs and the insulated
brush holders f o r shorts to ground.
Tighten any rivets that may be loose.
Replace the brushes if worn to 114
inch in length.
6. Check the brush spring tension.
Replace the springs if the tension is
not within specified limits (40 ounces
minimum). 7. Inspect the fieid coils for
burned or broken insulation and continuity. Check the field brush connections and lead insulation. A brush
kit and a contact kit are available.
All other assemblies are to be replaced rather than repaired.
ASSEMBLY

USE Arbor Press T O H O L D
Tool IN SCREW SOCKET

BE SURE T O SEAT DRlVE HEAD
IN SCREW SOCKET

FIG. 3-Pole

J1059-C

Shoe Screw Removal

FIG. 4-Commutator

minal together, using rosin core solder
(Fig. 4). Use a 300-watt iron.
7. Position the solenoid coil
ground terminal over the nearest
ground screw hole.
8. Position the ground brushes to
the starter frame and install the retaining screws (Fig. 4).
9. Position t h e starter brush end
plate to the frame, with the end plate
boss in the frame slot.
10. Apply a thin coating of Lubriplate 777 on the armature shaft
splines. Install the starter motor drive
gear assembly to the armature shaft
and install a new retaining stop ring.
Install a new stop ring retainer.
11. Position the fiber thrust washer.on the commutator end of the armature shaft and position the armature
in the starter frame.
12. Position the starter drive gear
plunger lever to the frame and starter
drive assembly, and install the pivot
pin.
13. Position the starter drive plunger. lever return spring and the drive
end housing to the frame and install
and tighten the through bolts to specification (55-75 inch pounds). Do not
pinch the brush leads between the
brush plate and the frame. Be sure
that the stop ring retainer is seated
properly in the drive housing.
14. Install the brushes in the
brush holders. Be sure to center the
brush springs on the brushes.
15. Position. the drive gear plunger lever cover on the starter and install the brush cover band. with a
gasket. Tighten the band retaining
screw.
16. Check the starter no-load amperage draw.

~ u n & tCKeck

3. Install the solknoid coil and re1. Install the starter terminal, insulator, washers, and retaining nut in
the frame (Fig. 5). Be sure to position
the slot in the screw perpendicular to
the frame end surface.
2. Position the coils and pole
pieces, with the coil leads in the terminal screw slot, and then install the
retaining screws (Fig. 3). As the pole
shoe screws are tightened, strike the
frame several sharp blows with a softf a d hammer to seat and-align the
pole Shoes, then stake the screws.

tainer and bend the tabs to retain the
coils to the frame.
4. Solder :the field coils and solenoid wire to the starter .terminal using rosin core solder. Use a 300-watt
iron.
5. Check for continuity and grounds
in the assembled coils.
6. Position the new insulated field
brushes lead on the field coil terminal.
Install the, clip provided with the
brushes to hold the brush lead to the
terminal. Solder the lead, clip, and ter-

\

FIELD'COIL
CONNECTION

GROUND BRUSH

FIELD
RUSHES
J1092-D

FIG. 5-Field

Coil Assembly
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Starter Brushes

Starter Yotor

Mountill Bdt Torque
(FtiLbs)
J/&ln
Bolt Two
Hole Mtg.

Min, Stall
l h r ough
Normal
Bolt
Mar.
No.
Mfg.
War
Current Draw
Torque 8 5
Spriy
him
Dia. Under Normal
Volts
load
Lemth
Limit
Tem~on Torque
Lord
Cranhim
(Ft-Lbr)
(Inches) Lord (Amps.) Sped (rpm)
(Inches)
(Ounces) (Inlh)
(Amp.) (Amps.) (Inches)
4
70
0.50
0.25
55-75
15-20
9.0
460
40
150400
180-250
670
40
4-112
15.5
0.50
70
0.25
55-75
15-20
. 150-200
150-250
Marimum Commutator runout is 0.005 inch. Marimum starting circuit voltage drop (battery positive terminal t o starter terminal) at normal
engine temperature is 0.5 volt.

SPKIAL TOOLS

1

tool
..
.
. Nurnbrr
. -. - .

Tool 10044-A

II

I

Descriotion
Generator Pole Screw Wrench

1
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GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DUAL BRAKE WARNING LIGHT
AND SWITCH ASSEMBLY
The dual brake system on all vehicle? has a dual brake warning light
and switch incorporated in the system.
The funct/o? of the warning 'ystem
is to indicate a failure of either the
front (primary) or rear .(secondary)
brake system.
The switch assembly is located on
the pressure differential valve on the
master cylinder and activates a dual
warning light located on the instrument panel (See Group 2, Part 2).
When the ignition switch is turned
to the start position, a dual-brake
warning light provides a visual indication that the warning light lamp is
functional. If the dual-brake warning
light comes on when the ignition switch
is turned to the ON or ACC position,
one portion of the dual-brake system
has become inoperative.
HEADLIGHTS
The Falcon and Mustang use two
No. 2 type sealed-beam headlights.
Each light has low-beam and highbeam filaments.
The Cougar, Montego and Fairlane
use four sealed-beam headlights. The

No. I light is in the inner position and
the No. 2 light is in the outer position.
A conventional beam-' selector
switch is located on the floorboard
at the left of the driver.
Quick disconnect terminals are also provided at the left and right of
the radiator support assembly. The
terminals are color coded. Like colored termini+ are connected together.

-

'

.

HEADLIGHT COVERS-COUGAR
The headlight covers are opened
and closed by the use of two vacuum
motors. Refer to Fig. I for location
of the headlight cover operating components a i d installation. Note the
vacuum hose routing, connections and
color codes.
The headlight switch, when pulled
fully out, actuates a distribution valve
located on the back of tne headlight
switch (Fig. 2). The distribution valve
directs vacuum to the vacuum motors
operating the headlight covers. The
distribution valve also provides a vacuum relief (exhaust) port to that side
of the vacuum motor diaphragms to
which vacuum is not applied. The vacuum exhaust is vented into the passenger compartment in order to prevent
engine oil fumes from entering the

FIG. 7 - Headlight Cover Vacuum System-Cougar

-

distribution valve.
Early production vehicle headlight
covers are equipped with an external
hinge spring, attached to each cover.
The spring functions as an over center
type spring, and helps to hold the
covers in the open or closed position.
Vacuum applied to either side of the
vacuum motor diaphragm during
opening or closing, overcomes this
spring tension.
On later production vehicles, the
headlight control motors will' be
equipped ,with an internal spring instead of cover springs. The internal
spring 'will automatically open the
headlight covers in the event the vacuum system should fail.
A vacuum reservoir provides vacuum storage .which permits limited
cycling of the headlight covers without the engine running.
In case of a vacuum loss the headlight covers, ,equipped with external
springs, can be opened or closed manually. To open the covers, pull the
headlight switch all the way out and
lift the covers by hand. To close the
covers, push the headlight switch all
the way in and close the covers. by
hand.
The headlight covers should be
opened (raised) when washing the car
to clean the headlights for safer nighttime driving.
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DISTRIBUTION VALVE
KNOB RELEASEBUTTON
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FIG. 2 - Headlight Switch (with
Distribution Valve)

FIG. 3-Headlight

HEADLIGHT SWITCH

A combination headlight switch
and two circuit breakers is used (Fig.
3). The headlight circuit is protected
by an 18 ampere circuit breaker for
the Montego, Falcon, Cougar and
Fairlane, a 12 ampere circuit breaker
for the Mustang. The tail, parking,
license plate light, marker light, ignition switch light, and horn circuits are
protected by a 15 a m p e r e circuit
breaker.
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Switch

MECHANICAL STOP LIGHT
SWITCH

The mechanical stoplight switch
differs from the hydraulic switch formerly used. The switch assembly is
installed on the pin of the brake pedal arm so that it straddles the master
cylinder push rod. The switch assem-

bly is a slip fit on the pedal arm pin
and thus the switch assembly moves
with the pedal arm whenever the
brake pedal is depressed.
The brake pedal arm pin has a designed-in clearance with the eye of
the master cylinder push rod (Fig.
4). Because of this clearance, whenever the brake pedal is pushed forward, the stop light switch contacts,
moving with i h e h e d a l arm, are actually pushed against the end of the
master cylinder push rod, through the
switch actuating pin. It is this movement of the switch with respect to the
actuating pin and master cylinder push
rod that closes the switch contacts
completing the circuit to the stoplights.
When the brake pedal is released,
the spring in the stop light switch returns the actuating pin to its normal
position and the circuit to the stop
lights opens.

STOP LIGHT

BRAKE PEDAL ARM
(BRAKES NOT APPLIED)

PEDALMOVEMENTA
BRAKES ARE APPLIED

--

I
K1582-A

Fig. 4-Mechanical

2

Stop Light Switch Operation

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

HEADLIGHT COVER TROUBLE
DIAGNOSIS GUIDE-COUGAR

Before performing a vacuum check
on the headlight cover system, check
the mechanical components and operation.of the headlight covers (refer to
Fig. I, Section I). Also check to see
that all hoses are properly connected
to the system components and do not

have any kinks that would impair the
operation of the system.
- During the performanc< of the diagnosis procedure, it will be necessary
to consult Fig. 6 for location of the
proper check points. Also, it will be
necessary to read the Vacuum Test
Probe procedure in this section for
fabrication and use of the vacuum

probe to diagnose the headlight cover
system.
The diagnosis guide has been coded
to allow for easier use. The major
steps have been coded A I, A2, B I, B2,
etc. After the initial check has been
made, the code allows for quicker selection of the proper step in i'solating
the faulty component.

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments

Verify the complaint.
1. Loose battery cable.
2. Loose quick disconnect or broken wire from the battery to the headlight switch.
3. Defective headlight switch.
4. Disconnected or broken wire
from the headlight switch to the beam
selector switch.

ALL HEADLIGHTS
DO NOT LIGHT

3. Poor ground.

Verify the complaint.

INDIVIDUAL LIGHTS
DO NOT LIGHT

1. Burned out bulb.

2. Loose or broken -wires to the
bulb.

LIGHTS BURN OUT
REPEATEDLY

Verify the complaint.
1. Loose or corroded
connections.
2. Excessive vibration.

BOTH LOW BEAM
HEADLIGHTS DO
NOT LIGHT

Verify the complaint.
1. Defective beam selector switch.
2. Loose or broken wire to the
bulbs.

FIG. 5-Headlight

5. Loose or broken wire to the
bulbs.
6. Defective beam selector switch.
7. All headlight bulbs burned out.
This may be caused by a defective
or improperly adjusted alternator voltage regulator (Group 13).

electrical

3. Improperly adjusted or defec:
tive alternator voltage regulator
(Group 13).

3. Both low beam filaments burned out.

Trouble Diagnosis Guide

VEHICLES WITH EX1ERNAL
SPRINGS O N HEADLIGHT
COVERS

ONE HEADLIGHT COVER
DOES NOT OPERATE

If Cover Check Not OK

A1 If Point D Check Not OK

Replace the cover motor, or check
for an interference of the cover mechanism.

Cap the connector at B and recheck
for vacuum at connector D (Fig. 6).

If Cover Check 0 K

Verify the complaint. Check for
vacuum through the green hose at the
cover motor that does not operate.

Apply vacuum to
yellow hose, point
that connects to the
OFF the headlight
should close.

the tee end of the
L or M (Fig. 6),
cover motor. Turn
switch. The cover

If Cover Motor Green Hose
Not Ok

If Yellow Hose Check Not OK

Check for vacuum at point 1 or .I
through the tee (Fig. 6).

Repair or replace the yellow hose
between the cover motor and the tee.

If Check OK

If Yellow Hose Check OK

Check for vacuum through the hose
atpointc.
If Hose Vacuum Not OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points C and R.
If Hose Vacuum 0 K

Repair or replace the green hose
between the tee and the motor.
If Check Not OK

If Recheck At D Not OK

'

Repair or replace the tee in the
open (green) circuit.
I f Cover Motor Green Hose OK
Remove the yellow hose from the
effected cover motor. The cover should
raise.

Repair or replace the tee in the
yellow (close) circuit.
HEADLIGHT COVERS DO
NOT OPERATE WHEN
ENGINE IS RUNNING OR
WHEN ENGINE IS OFF

Verify the complaint. Start the
engine and check for vacuum at the
connector at point D.

Replace the check valve.

If Recheck at D OK

Perform a leak test on the reservoir.

If Reservoir Leak Test Not 0 K

Replace the reservoir.
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If Vacuum At Point E Not OK
Repair or replace the hose between
points D and E.
LEFTVACUUM
COVERMOTOR

RIGHT VACUUM
COVERMOTOR

If Vacuum At Point E OK
Perform a leak test a t the headlight
switch (Refer to Headlight Cover Vacuum System Leak Test in this section).

If Headlight Switch Test Not OK
Replace the headlight switch.

If Headlight Switch Test OK
Repair leaks in the OPEN and
CLOSE circuits.

C2 If Retest At Point D OK
Perform leak test at the connector
H.

D l If Leak Test At Point H Not OK
Perform leak test on the hose a t
point I.

If Leak Test At Point I Not OK

K

FIG. 6-Headlight

218aA

Leak test the left cover motor a t
point N.

Cover Vacuum System-Cougar
If Left Cover Motor Not OK

If Reservoir Leak Test OK
Repair or replace the hose between
points A and B.

retest the hose at point D.
C l If Retest At Point D Not OK
Leak test the connector at point H.

A2 If Point D Check OK

If Leak Test At Point H Not OK

Turn the headlight switch O N and
leak test the hose at point D.

Leak test both cover motors and
replace as required.

Replace the cover motor.
If Left Cover Motor 0K
Repair or replace the hose between
points I and N.
If Leak Test At Point I OK
Perform the leak, test on the right
cover motor a t point Q .

If Leak Test At Point H OK
If Right Cover Motor Not OK

B 1 If Hose Leak'rest At Point D Not OK
Turn the headlight switch O F F and

Check for vacuum through the hose
a t point E.

Replace the right cover motor.

GROUP 15 - Lighting. System, Horns And Instruments
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-If Right Cover Motor OK

If Green Hose Check Not OK

Repair or replace the.hose between
points J and -Q.

If Right Cover Motor Leak Test OK

Check for vacuum at connector F.

If Vacuum At Point F Not 0 K

D2 If Leak Test At Point H OK

1

If Leak Test At Point F Not OK
Repair or replace the hose between
points F and H.

F2 If Leak Test At Point K 0 K

Replace the headlight switch.

Perform leak test on the hose at
point F.

If Vacuum At Point F OK

Perform a leak test on the hose
at point G.

-

Repair or replace the hose between
and the cover
If Green Hose Check OK

If Leak Test At Point F OK
Replace the headlight switch.

The venting holes on the headlight
switch are plugged, repair as necessary.

B2 If Hose Leak Test At Point D OK
Check for vacuum through the yellow hose at either cover motor.

B3 If Hose LeakTest At Point D
Nclt OK
Perform a leak test at connector K.

El If Yellow Hose At Cover Motors
Not OK
Check for vacuum through the hose
at point E.

Repair or replace the hose between
points M and P.

F1 If Leak Test At Point K Not
OK
Perform leak test on hose at point

L.

If Leak Test At Point G Not OK
Repair or replace the hose between
points G and K.
If Leak Test At Point G OK
Replace the headlight switch.
HEADLIGHT .COVERS
OPERATE WHEN ENGINE
IS RUNNING BUT NOT
WHEN EN.GINE IS OFF
Verify the complaint. Turn OFF
the headlight switch. Insert a vacuum
gauge into the system at point D.
Start the engine and allow it to run
for approximately one minute to fill
the vacuum reservoir. Turn the engine
off and check for a minimum of 14
inches of steady vacuum.

If Vacuum At Point E Not OK

If Leak Test At Point L Not Ok

A1 If Point D Vacuum Reading
Not OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points E and D.

Perform leak test on the left cover
motor at point 0 .

Perform a leak test on the hose at
point D (Fig. 6).

If Vacuum At Point E OK

If Left Cover Motor Leak Test
Not OK

Check for vacuum at connector G.

Replace the left cover motor.
If Vacuum At Point G Not OK
Replace the headlight switch.
If Vacuum At Point G OK Repair or replace the hose between
point G and the cover motors.
E2

fi Yellow ~ o s e ' k$over
t

If Left Cover Motor Leak Test 0 K
Repair or replace the hose between
points L and 0.
If Leak Test At Point L OK
Perform leak test on the right cover motor at point P. .

If Leak Test At Point D Not OK
Turn ON the headlight switch and
repeat the leak test at point D.
B1 If second Leak Test Not 0 K
Perform a leak test at connector
H.
If Leak Test At Connector H Not OK
Perform a leak test at each of the
cover niotors and replace the motor(s)
as required.

Motor 0 K
Turn the headlight switch ON and
check for vacuum through the green
hose at either of the cover motors.

If Right Cover Motor Leak Test
Not OK
Replace the right cover motor.

If Leak Test At Connector H OK
Check for vacuum through the hose
at point E.
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If Vacuum Check At Point E Not OK

If Leak Test On Right Motor OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points D and E.

Repair or replace the hose between
points M and P.

If Vacuum Check At Point E OK

C2 If Leak Test At Connector
K OK

Perform a leak test on the headlight switch.

Perform a leak test'on the hose at
point G.

If Leak Test At Connector H
Not OK
Perform a leak test on the hose a1
point I.

El If LeakTest At Point I Not OK

If Leak Test At Point G Not OK

If Headlight Leak Test Not OK

Replace the headlight switch.

Perform a leak test on the left cover motor at point N.

Repair or replace the hose between
points G and K.

If Left Cover Motor Leak Test
Not OK

Replace the left cover motor.

If Headlight Leak Test OK
Repair any leaks in the OPEN and
CLOSE hose circuits.

If Leak Test At Point G OK

Replace the headlight switch.

If Left Cover Motor Leak Test OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points I and N.
If Leak Test At Point D OK

B2 If Second Leak Test OK

Perform a leak test at the connector K.

Perform a leak test on the hose at
point B.
If Leak Test At Point B OK

C1 If Leak Test At Connector K
Not OK

Repair or replace the check valve.

Perform a leak test on the hose at
Point L.

If Leak Test At Point B Not OK

Perform a leak test on the vacuum
reservoir.
If Leak Test At Point L Not OK
If Reservoir Test Not OK

Perform a leak test on the left cover motor at Point 0.

E2 If Leak Test At Point I OK

Perform a leak test on the right
cover motor at point Q.

If Right Cover Motor Leak Test
Not OK

Replace the right cover motor

If Right Cover Motor Leak Test OK

Repair or replace the hose between
poings J and Q.

Repair or replace the vacuum reservoir.
If Leak Test At Connector H OK

If Leak Test On Left Motor Not OK

Replace the left cover motor.

If Reservoir Test 0 K

If Leak Test On Left Motor OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points A and B.

Repair or replace the hose between
points 0 and I.

A2 If Point D Vacuum Reading OK

If Leak Test At Point L OK

With the vacuum gauge still at
point D, turn the headlight switch ON
and check for 14 inches of steady
vacuum.

Perform a leak test on the right
cover motor at point P.

D l If Vacuum Check With
Headlight Switch On Not OK

If Leak Test On Right Motor
Not OK

Perform a leak test at connector
Replace the right cover motor.

H.

Perform a leak test on the hose at
point F.
If Leak Test At Point F Not OK

Repair or replace the hose between
points F and H.
If LeakTest At Point F OK

Replace the headlight switch.

D2 If Vacuum Check With
Headlight Switch On OK

Apply vacuum to the connector at
H. The headlight covers should open.

GROUP 15'F1 If Cover Check At Point H
Not OK
With vacuum still applied a t point
H, remove the hose a t point L. The
covers should open.

Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
VEHICLES WITH INTERNAL
SPRINGS IN HEADLIGHT
COVER MOTORS .
HEADLIGHT COVERS
REMAIN CLOSED ALL
O F THE TlME

If Cover Check At Point L Not OK
Repair or replace the tee in the
open (green) circuit.

Verify the compla~nt.Turn the headlight switch O N and remove the green
hose from either cover motor. The
headlight covers should open.

If Cover Check At Point L O K
Apply vacuum to the connector a t
K. Turn the headlight switch off. The
covers should close.
If Cover Check at Connector K
Not Ok

A1 If Headlight Cover Check
Not OK

ONE HEADLIGHT.COVER
REMAINS CLOSED
ALL O F T H E T l M E
Verify the complaint. Turn the
headlight switch O N and remove the
green hose from the inoperative motor.
The headlight cover should open.
A1 If Cover Check Not OK
Remove the yellow hose from the
cover motor. The headlight cover
should open.
If Yellow Hose Check Not OK

Check the yellow hoses and connectors in the close circuit for plugged
hoses or kinks.

Check for interference of the cover
mechanism. ,

If Yellow Hose Check Not 0 K

If Cover lnterference Check Not 0 K

Repair or replace the tee in closed
(yellow) circuit.

Repair the yellow hose as required.

Repair or replace the ,components
where interference is taking place.

If Cover Check At Connector K OK

If Yellow Hose Check OK

If Cover lnterference Check OK

Check the mec?anical operation of
the headlight switch.

Replace the affected headlight cover motor.

If Headlight Switch Operation
Ndt OK

If Yellow Hose Check OK

If Cover Check At Point G Not 0 K
Repair or replace the hose between
points G and K.

Replace the headlight sw'itch.
If Headlight Switch Operation OK

If Cover Check At Point G OK

Check the vent holes on the headlight switch and (Inplug the holes as
required.

Manually raise the covers and apply vacuum to the hose a t point G.
The headlight covers should close.

Replace or repair the headlight
switch.
F2 If Cover Check At Point H OK
Manually close the headlight covers. Apply vacuum to the hose at point
F. The headlight covers should go up.
If Cover Check At Point F Not OK

A2 If Headlight Cover Check OK

A2 If Cover Check OK

Repair the green hose a s required.

Check the mechanical operation of
the headlight switch.

Check the green hose between the
tee and the cover motor in the open
circuit for plugs or kinks.
If Green Hose Check Not OK

If Headlight Switch Operation
Not OK

If Vacuum Check At Point E Not 0 K
Replace the headlight switch.

Replace the headlight switch..

If Yellow Hose Plugged Check OK

If Green Hose Check Not OK

If Cover Check At Point F OK

If Vacuum Check At Point E OK

Repair or replace the yellow hose
as required. ,

Repair or replace the tee in the
closed circuit.

If Green Hose Check 0 K

Repair or replace the hose between
points D and E.

If Yellow Hose Plugged Check
Not OK

Check the green hoses and connectors in the open circuit for plugged
hoses or kinks.

Repair or replace the hose between
points F and H.

Check for vacuum at the hose at
point E.

Check the yellow hose between the
cover motor and the tee in the close
circuit for plugged conditions or kinks.

If Headlight Switch Operation OK
Check the 'vent holes on the headlight switch and unplug the holes as
required.

Repair or replace the green hose
as required.
If Green Hose Check OK
Repair or replace the tee in the
open circuit as required.
HEADLIGHT COVERS
REMAIN OPEN ALLOF
THE TlME
Verify the complaint. Start the
engine and turn the headlight switch
ON. Perform a leak test on the hose

PART
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hoses and connectors in the close circuit for leaks.

If White Hose Vacuum To Headlight
Switch Not OK

If Close Circuit Check Not OK

Repair or replace the hose between
the headlight switch and the check
valve.

A1 If Leak Test At Point D Not OK
Turn off the headlight switch"and
perform the leak test at point D again
(Fig. 6).
B1 If Second Leak Test At Point
D Not OK

Repair or replace the leaking component.
If Close Circuit Check OK
Replace the leaking headlight switch.

Perform a leak test on the headlight cover motors.
If Cover Motors Leak Test Not OK

Check for vacuum at connector D.
C1 If Vacuum At Connector D

If Cover Motors Leak Test OK

Cap connector B and recheck for
vacuum a t connector D.

If White Hose Vacuum Check Not OK

Dl If Recheck at Connector D'
Not OK
Check for vacuum through the hose
a t point C.

If White Hose Vacuum Check OK

If Hose Vacuum Check At Point C
Not OK

If Headlight Switch Leak Test
Not OK
Replace the headlight switch.
If Headlight Switch Leak
Test 0 K
Repair leaks in the open and close
circuits.
B2 If Second Leak Test At Point
D OK
Check the cover motors, green
hoses and connectors in the open circuit for leaks.

Repair or replace the hose between
the manifold and the check valve.
If Hose Vacuum Check At Point
COK
Replace the check valve.

Perform a leak test on the vacuum
reservoir.

Replace the vacuum reservoir.

Repair or replace the hose between
the check valve and the reservoir.

If Open Circuit Check OK

C2 If Vacuum Check At Connector
DOK

Replace the headlight switch.

Check the cover motors, yellow

Repair or replace the plugged
close circuit.
E2 If Yellow Hose Vacuum To
Cover Motors 0 K
Turn the headlight switch ON and
check for vacuum through the green
hose to the cover motors.
If The Green Hose Vacuum OK
Repair the plugged venting holes
in the headlight switch.
If The Green Hose Vacuum Not OK
Check for vacuum at the green con-.
nector at the headlight switch.
If Headlight Switch Green Connector
Vacuum Not 0 K
Replace the headlight switch.

Repair or replace the leaking component.

B3 If Second Leak T e ~At
t Point
D Not OK

If Headlight Switch Yellow
Connector Vacuum 0 K

If Reservoir Leak Test Not OK

If Reservoir Leak Test 0 K

Turn off the headlight switch and
perform the leak test a t point D again.

Replace the headlight switch.

D2 If Recheck At Connector D OK

If Open Circuit Check Not OK

A2 If Leak Test At Point D OK

If Headlight Switch Yellow
Connector Vacuum Not OK

Not OK

Repair or replace the hose between
the check valve and the headlight
switch.

Perform a leak test on the headlight switch.

Check for vacuum at the yellow
connector on the headlight switch.

If Second Leak Test At Point D OK

Replace the inoperative headlight
cover motor.

Check for vacuum through. the
white hose a t the headlight switch.

If White Hose Vacuum to Headlight
Switch OK

Check for vacuum through the yellow hose to the cover motors at the
tee.

If Headlight Switch Green Connector
Vacuum OK
Repair or replace the plugged open
circuit.
HEADLIGHT COVERS OPEN
AFTER THE ENGINE IS
TURNED OFF BUT WORK
PROPERLY WHEN THE
ENGINE IS RUNNING

El If Yellow Hose Vacuum To Cover
Motors N.ot 0 K

Verify the complaint. Perform a
leak test on the hose at point B.

Check the vacuum through the
white hose to the headlight switch.

If Leak Test At Point B Not OK
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Perform a leak test on the vacuum
reservoir.

If Reservoir Leak Test Not OK
Replace the vacuum reservoir.

If Reservoir Leak Test OK
Repair or replace the hose between
the check valve and vacuum reservoir.

If Leak Test At Point B OK
Remove the hose from the connector C and perform a leak test at connector D on the check valve.

If Leak Test At Connector D Not OK
Replace the check valve.

If Leak Test At Connector D OK
Use the diagnosis procedures outlined for Headlight Covers Remain
Open All Of The Time.
HEADLIGHT COVER VACUUM
SYSTEM LEAK TEST

A leak test on any part or component of the headlight cover vacuum system, can be accomplished with the use
of the vacuum test probe. Refer to Vacuum'Test Probe for fabrication. To
perform the leak test, plug the probe
into the system at the desired point.
The reading on the gauge should
momentarily fall below the pre-set value of 14 inches of vacuum. If there are
no leaks in that part of the system being checked, the gauge reading should

3

come back to 14 inches of vacuum and
hold steady. If a leak is present in the
system, the gauge reading will not
come up to 14 inches of vacuum.
The leak test for the headlight
switch can be accomplished by attaching the vacuum test probe to' the center (white) port of the headlight switch
and capping the two outside ports.
Move the switch selector thru the OFFPARK-ON position and observe the
reading on the vacuum probe guage.
The gauge should read 14 inches of
vacuum in all of the positions. If the
reading should f i l l off at any of the
positions, the headlight switch should
be replaced.

on another nipple of
nectors.
5. Install a short
on the last nipple of
nector. Insert a Tee
this hose.
6. Install a short

ROTUNDA FUELPUMP
TESTER GAUGE ARE 345

the 4-way conlength of hose
the 4-way conconnector into
length of hose

3/16 TEE

3/16 SPLICE

V A C U U M TEST PROBE

A vacuum gauge is required to diagnose and test a vacuum control system.
The Rotunda Fuel Pump Tester Gauge
(ARE345) is recommended. It is also
recommended that the vacuum gauge
be used, as a part of a vacuum probe
tester. Ordinarily, a vacuum gauge
is used alone to measure the vacuum
from a vacuum system hose or nipple,
reservoir, or the engine intake mani,fold. A vacuum probe tester, on the
other hand, is used to supply a definite
amount of vacuum to a particular
point inthe system. It tests the system
from this point to a component.
A vacuum probe tester is not commercially supplied, but it is easily made.
I. Cut or splice a length of 3116inch hose long enough to reach from
the engine intake manifold to the most
remote component in the vacuum system. Call the epds of the hose the
manifold end and the working end.
2. Insert a 4-way connector into
the working end of the hose.
3. Attach a vacuum gauge to one
of the 4-way connector nipples (Fig.
7).
4. Ins!all a short length of 3/16
hose with an adjustable hose restrictor

3A6CAP
HOSE FLOW CONTROL
TRANSMISSION TESTER KIT

NG. 7-Vacuum

K-2178.A

Test Probe

to the two open ends of the Tee connector (Fig. 7). Install a 3/16 - 118 reducer in one hose and a 3/ 16 splice
connector in the other hose. By adding or removing connectors (splices)
to these test probe hoses, they can be
connected to any 3/ 16-118 hose,
nipple, or connector, while the other
test hose is plugged, or both the 3/16
and 1/8 tester probes can be used
at the same time.
To adjust the probe to the required
14 inches of test vacuum, plug the test
probe hoses into the vacuum source
at the carburetor, and adjust the hose
restrictor until the vacuum gauge reads
14 inches. The vacuum supply at the
end of the test probe hoses should be
checked often, as the engine warms
up, loads up, etc.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS

HEADLIGHT ALIGNMENT

All headlight adjustments should
be made with a half-full ,tank plus or
minus one gallon, with a person seated in the driver's seat and a person
seated in the passenger seat, the car
unloaded and the trunk empty except
for the spare tire and jacking equipment, and recommended pressure in
all the tires. Before each adjustment,
bounce the car by pushing on the cen-

ter of both the front and rear bumpers,
to level the car.
To align the No. 1 headlights by
means of a wall screen, select a level
portion of the shop floor. Lay out the
floor and wall as shown in Fig. 8.
Establish the headlight horizontal
centerline by subtracting 2 0 inches
from the actual measured height of
the headlight lens center from the
floor and adding this difference to the
20-inch reference line obtained by
,

sighting over the uprights to obtain
dimension B (upper diagram Fig. 9).
Draw a horizontal line 2 inches below,
and parallel to the headlight horizontal centerline. Then draw the headlight
vertical centerlines on the screen as
measured on the vehicle (dimension A,
upper diagram Fig. 9).
NO. 1 HEADLIGHT HIGH
BEAM ADJUSTMENT
Adjust each No. 1 headlight beam
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as shown in Fig. 9 upper diagram.
Cover the No. 2 lights when making
this adjustment.
Some states may not approve of
the 2-inch dimension for the No. 1
headlights. Check the applicable state
law, as a 3-inch dimension may be
required.

i
1

NO. 2 HEADLIGHT L O W

1

B E A M ADJUSTMENT

To align the No. 2 headlights, a
new wall chart is used. Dimension B
for the No. 2 lights will be different
than B for the No. 1 lights, but dimension A which is measured on the car
will be the same as for the No. 1
lights. Note that the line of adjust-

POINTS, ARRIVED AT BY SIGHTING OVER 20"
UPRIGHTS. REPRESENT THE 20" HEIGHT
REGARDLESS OF ACTUAL
DISTANCE FROM FLOOR

PLACE WHERE CENT
WOULD BE, WITH
PMCE WHERECENTERLINE OF REAR AXLE/
WOULD BE, WITH VEHICLE IN POSITION

FIG. 8-Floor

and

K1086-C

Wall Layout

ment of the No. 2 lights is the horizontal centerline of the No. 2 lights.

Turn the headlights to low beam and
adjust each No. 2 light as shown in
Fig. 9.
Each headlight can be adjusted by
means of two screws located under
the headlight trim ring. Always bring
each beam into final position by
turning the adjusting screws clockwise so that the headlights will be
held against the tension springs when
the operation is completed (Fig. 10).

C

LlNE OF ADJUSTMENT

\

q, OF LEFT NO. 1
HEADLIGHT

1

HEADLIGHTS25 FEET
WALL

OF VEHICLE

t

20" LlNE

NO. 1 LIGHT HIGH BEAM DIAGRAM

- 1

DIMENSION "Aw-4

AND HORIZONTAL
OF HEADLIGHTS

--F

2"

-

HORIZONTAL 4
OF HEADLIGHTS

t

t

LlNE OF ADJUSTMENT
HEADLIGHT

I ,

OF VEHICLE

Q OF RIGHT NO. 1
HEADLIGHT

OF RIGHT NO. 2
HEADLIGHT

t

20" LlNE

NO. 2 LIGHT LOW BEAM DIAGRAM

FIG. 9-Headlight

4

Wall S c r e e n s

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

BACKUP LIGHT BODYCOUGAR A N D M U S T A N G

1. Open the luggage compartment
and remove the luggage compartment
rear trim panel (Cougar only).
2. Fold back the carpet and remove
the cover over the quarter panel.
3. Disconnect the backup light connector, push the grommet through the
side of the inner panel, and pull the
lead through the hole.
4. Remove the nuts and retainer

and remove the backup light from the
lower body panel extension.
5. Transfer the lens, bulb and gasket to the new light body, and install sealer to the new light.
6. Position the light assembly to
the lower body panel extension, position the retainer, and install the mount.
ing nuts.
7. Route the lead through the hole
and push the grommet into place.
8. Connect the backup light connector, check the operation of the

light, install the quarter panel cover,
and position the carpet.
9. Install the luggage compartment,
rear trim panel (Cougar only).
BACK-UP LIGHT SWITCH

On cars equipped with the steering
column standard shift, the switch is
located on the lower end of the steering column.
On cars equipped with a shift lever directly over either the standard
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PART
or automatic transmission, the backup light switch is located on the
transmission.
D O M E A N D COURTESY
LIGHTS

On the Mustang Hardtop, the dome
light bulb can be removed by removing the screws retaining the dome
light lens. To replace the dome light
bulb in the Falcon, Fairlane and
Montego it is only necessary to snap
out the dome light lens.
To replace the courtesy light bulb
for Mustangs (except Hardtops) pry
the light assembly out of the lower
rear quarter panel. On the Cougar
the courtesy light is located in the
upper rear quarter panel and the
bulb can be replaced by snapping out
the light assembly lens.
D O M E LIGHT S W I T C H

The dome light switch is part of
the headlight switch. It is actuated by
rotating the switch control knob to the
maximum counterclockwise position.
The dome light and headlight switch
is replaced as a unit (Fig. 3).
DUAL BRAKE W A R N I N G
LIGHT SWITCH-ALL

1. Disconnect the brake warning
light wire from the switch (mounted
on the pressure differential valve assembly). T o prevent damage to the
brake-warning switch wire connector,
expand the plastic lugs to allow removal of the shell-wire connector
from the switch body.
2. Remove the switch from the
pressure differential valve.
3. Install the new switch in the
pressure differential valve.
4. Connect the shell-wire connector to the brake warning light switch.
Make sure that the plastic lugs on
the connector hold the connector securely to the switch.
Refer to Group 2, Part I, Brakes
for centralizing differential valve procedures.
FRONT SIDE MARKER LIGHT
BODY-COUGAR

1. Remove the two screws retaining the lens and remove the lens.
2. Reaching under the fender remove the four screws retaining the
head light cover vacuum reservoir and
position the reservoir to the side.
3. Remove the two nuts retaining
the side light and retainer to the
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fender. Disconnect the side light
lead wire and remove the retainer and
body from thevehicle.
4. If a new body is being installed, transfer the body seal and
bulb.
5. Position the light body and
the retainer to the fender and install
the two retaining nuts and connect
the lead wire.
6. Install a new lens gasket and
position the lens, and install the two
retaining screws.
7. Position the vacuum reservoir
to the fender and install the four retaining screws.
8. Check the operation of the
light assembly.
FRONT SIDE MARKER LIGHT
BODY-MUSTANG

1. Remove the two retaining screws
from the lens and remove the lens.
2. Remove the two nuts retaining
the side light body and retainer to
the fender. Disconnect the lead wire
and remove the light body and retainer.
3. If a new light body is to be
installed, transfer the body seal and
bulb.
4. Position the light body and
retainer to the fender and install the
retaining nuts. Connect the light lead
wire.
5. Position the lens to the assembly and install the retaining screws.
6. Check the operation of the light.
FRONT SIDE MARKER LIGHT
BODY - M O N T E G O

1. Open the hood and disconnect
the marker light feed wire plug near
the headlighf connector.
2. Through the opening in back
of the headlight assembly, remove the
two nuts retaining the light body and
retainer to the fender. Remove the
light body and retainer.
3. Remwe the two screws retaining the lens to the light body, and
remove the lens and gasket.
4. If a new light body is to be
installed, transfer the bulb.
5. Position the gasket and lens
to the light body, and install the retaining screws.
6. Position the light body retainer
to the fender. Position the light body
to the fender and retainer and install
the two retaining nuts.
7. Connect the marker light feed
wire connector and check the operation of the light.
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FRONT SIDE MARKER
LIGHT BULB A N D / O R
LENS-COUGAR

To service the lens or bulb from
the Cougar side marker light, remove
the two screws retaining the lens and
remove the lens. Replace the lens
or bulb as is necessary. Position
the lens to the light body and install the retaining screws.
HEADLIGHTS-EXCEPT

FALCON

To gain access to the Cougar headlights to change a bulb, disconnect
the battery ground cable and pull the
headlight switch to the ON position
and change the headlight bulb.
1. Remove the screws from the
headlight door and remove the door.
2. Unhook the spring(s) from the
retaining ring. Remove the screws
securing the retainer ring and remove
the ring.
3. Pull the bulb forward and disconnect the wiring assembly plug and
remove the bulb.
4. Plug in the new bulb and position the bulb in the headlight housing.
5. Position the retainer over the
bulb and install the retaining screws
and connect the spring(s) to the retainer.
6. Position the headlight door
and install the retaining screws.
HEADLIGHTS-FALCON

1. Remove the four screws retaining the headlight door and remove the
door.
2. Loosen the three screws holding the headlight retainer ring in position. Rotate and remove the retainer.
3. Disconnect and remove the headlight bulb.
4. Connect and install the headlight bulb.
5. Position the retaining ring and
tighten the three retaining screws.
6. Position the headlight door and
install the four retaining screws.
HEADLIGHT B E A M
SELECTOR SWITCH

Lay the floor mat back from the
area of the switch, and remove the
mounting screws (Fig. 1I). Disconnect the wire terminal block from the
switch.
To install the switch, connect the
terminal block to the switch and install the switch to the floor. Replace
the floor mat.
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HEADI.IGHT COVER VACUUM
MOTOR-COUGAR

HEADLIGHT SWITCH-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
Refer to Group 17, Part 3 of this
manual for illustration showing grille
attaching parts.
1. Open the hood and remove the
four screws which retain the center
grille panel t o the hood latch support brace.
2. Remove the headlight cover return springs.
3. Remove two capscrews which
retain the grille center.
4. Remove two retaining screws
from the grille outer end.
5. Remove the two stud nuts which
retain the grille outer end.
6. Pull the grille assembly out from
around the headlights.
7. Disconnect the. vacuum motor
lower vacuum hose from the vacuum
motor. Remove the through bolt and
nut from the bottom of the vacuum
motor.
8. Disconnect the headlight wiring
connectors from the headlights and
lift out the vacuum motor assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the vacuum motor assembly and, reaching under the car,
install the retaining through bolt and
nut. Connect the lower vacuum hose
to the vacuum motor.
2. Connect the upper vacuum hose
to the vacuum motor and connect the
headlight wiring connector plug.
3. Position the grille in the
grille opening and install the two retaining stud nuts.
4. Install the two grille top retaining screws and the two capscrews
which retain the grille center.
5. Install the two headlight cover
return springs.
6. Install the vacuum motor to
headlight cover retaining clip.
7. Position the center grille panel
to the grille and install the four center
panel retaining capscrews.
8. Start the engine and check
headlights and headlight covers for
proper operation.
HEADLIGHT COVER VACUUM
RESERVOIR-COUGAR

1. Raise the left front of the vehicle and remove the .left front tire and
wheel assembly.
2. Reaching under the fender remove the four bolts retaining the vacuum reservoir to the reservoir retain-
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FIG. 7 7-Headlight

Beam Selector

Switch
ing bracket behind the left headlights.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the reservoir and remove the
reservoir.
4. Connect the vacuum hose to the
vacuum reservoir.
5. Position. the reservoir 'to the
reservoir retaining bracket and install
the four retaining bolts.
6. Install the left front tire and
wheel assembly and lower the vehicle.
Check the operation of the headlight
covers.
HEADLIGHT SWITCH-EXCEPT
MUSTANG AND COUGAR

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. T o remove the control knob and
shaft assembly, place the knob in the
full ON position. Then press the knob
release button on the switch assembly.
Pull the knob and shaft out of the
switch assembly.
3. Unscrew the mounting nut, remove the bezel and switch, then remove the junction block from the
switch.
4. T o install the switch, connect
the junction block to the headlight
switch, position the switch in the instrument panel, and install the bezel
and mounting nut.
5. Install the knob and shaft assembly by inserting it all the way into
the switch until a distinct click is
heard. In some instances it may be
necessary to rotate the shaft slightly
until it engages the switch-contact
carrier.
6. C o n n e c t t h e battery ground
cable.

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Remove two screws and lower
the parking brake and air control.
3. T o remove the control knob and
shaft assembly, place the knob in the
full ON position. Then press the knob
release button on the switch assembly
(Fig. 2 or 3). Pull the knob and shaft
out of the switch assembly.
4. Remove the switch bezel retaining nut and the bezel, then lower the
switch assembly. Disconnect the wiring junction block from the switch
and the three vacuum hoses (Cougar
only) and remove the switch.
5. T o install the switch, connect
the junction block to the headlight
switch and the three vacuum hoses
(Cougar only), position the switch in
the instrument panel, and install the
bezel and the retaining nut.
6. Install the knob and shaft ,assembly by inserting it all the way .into
the switch until a distinct click is
heard. In some instances it may be
necessary to rotate the shaft slightly
until it engages the switch-contact
carrier.
7. Position the parking brake and
air control and install the two retaining screws.
8. Connect the battery ground cable to the battery and check the
switch operation.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
ILLUMINATION BULBSCOUGAR AND MUSTANG
On the Mustang and Cougar, bulbs
on the right side of the cluster can
be replaced by reaching under the instrument panel. Bulbs on the left side
of the cluster are replaced by removing the four heater control retaining
screws and positioning the heater control outward to provide access.
The instrument cluster bulbs are
retained in plug-in type sockets. The
instrument cluster light bulbs can be
replaced by pulling out the individual
light sockets from the rear of the instrument cluster.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
ILLUMINATION BULBSMONTEGO
T o change the' cluster illumination
bulbs (Fig. 14), it is necessary to remove the instrument panel pad. (Refer to Group 18, Part I ) . Remove the
screws retaining the instrument cluster.

PART 15-1
Positioning the cluster out will allow
for replaceme* of any of the cluster
illumination bulbs.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
I L L U M I N A T I O N BULBS-FALCON

The instrument cluster illumination
bulbs can be replaced by reaching under the instrument panel and removing the light bulb and socket from the
back of the panel. Pull the bulb from
the socket and push the replacement
into the socket. Install the bulb and
socket in the back of the instrument
cluster.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
I L L U M I N A T I O N BLILBSFAIRLANE

O I L AND ALTERNATOR
BULBS
The oil, alternator, and illumination bulbs on the lower right side of
the instrument panel can be changed
by reaching under the instrument panel and pulling the bulb socket from
the panel and replacing the bulb.
CONTROL NOMENCLATURE
BULBS
The instrument panel control nomenclature bulbs can be changed after
the panel cover has been removed to
allow access to the bulbs.
CLUSTER ILLUMINATION
BULBS
T o change the thirteen bulbs in the
instrument cluster, it is necessary to
remove the panel cover and position
the cluster out to replace any of the'
bulbs.
I N S T R U M E N T CLUSTER
LENS-FAIRLANE
1. Remove the instrument panel
cover assembly (See Part 18- 1).
2. Remove the eight button clips
retaining the lens and mask to the
cluster and remove the lens (Fig. 12).
3. Position the lens and mask to
the cluster and install the eight
button retaining clips.
4. Install the instrument panel
cover assembly.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
LENS-FALCON

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
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2. Remove the instrument panel pad
assembly. (Refer to Group 18, Part 1).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster to the instrument panel.
position the cluster out (Fig. 13) and
disconnect the speedometer cable,
heater control cables, and control illumination bulb. Disconnect the heater
switch plug and the clamp retaining
the cables to the heater controls. Also
disconnect the multiple plug to the
printed circuit and remove the cluster.
4. Remove the heater control knobs
and remove the eight screws retaining
the instrument cluster rear housing and
remove the housing.

5. The lens is in the cluster front
cover; replace the lens if required.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the cluster rear housing to the cluster and install the eight
retaining screws. Also install the heater control knobs.
2. Connect the heater control cables to the control and install the retaining clamp. Also connect the speedometer cable, heater control illumination bulb, heater switch plug, and the
multiple plug to the printed circuit.
3. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five retaining screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
LENS-MONTEGO

REMOVAL
1. Open the hood and disconnect
the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad. (Refer to Group 18, Part 1).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument
panel and position the cluster out.
Disconnect the speedometer cable,
cluster multiple plug, and the multiple
plug to the convenience control lights
and clock, if so equipped. Also disconnect the heater control cables and
switch, and remove the cluster.
4. Remove the knobs from the
heater controls and switch, and remove
the seven retaining screws retaining
the back of the cluster and remove the
back (Fig. 14).
5. Remove t h e lens from t h e
cluster.
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INSTALLATION
I. Position the lens on the cluster.
2. Place the back on the cluster
and install the seven retaining screws.
Install the control knobs on the heater
controls and switch.
3. Plug in the multiple connector
to the printed circuit and connect the
speedometer cable. Connect the convenience control lights and the clock,
if so equipped. Also connect the heater control cables and heater switch.
Position the cluster to the instrument
panel and install the eight retaining
screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground
cable.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER LENSMUSTANG, COUGAR A N D
C O U G A R XR-7
1. Remove the instrument cluster
from the instrument panel (Refer to
Par; 3).
2. Remove the clock reset nut and
knob and the trip reset knob.
3. Remove the eight cluster rear
housing retaining screws and remove
the rear cluster housing and gauges
(Fig. 15 and 16).
4. Remove three lens retaining
screws and remove the lens and mask.
5. Position a new lens and mask in
the cluster and install the three lens
retaining screws.
6. Position the rear housing to the
cluster and install the nine rear housing retaining screws.
7. Install the clock reset nut and
knob and trip reset knob.
8. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
9. Check the gauge operation.

INTERIOR LIGHT SWITCH(S)C O U G A R XR-7
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly from the instrument panel.
3. Remove the nut(s) retaining the
toggle switch(s) to the instrument
panel. Pull the switch(s) to the cluster
opening position the switch(s) to the
the switch(s).
4. Connect the switch(s) to the
lead wire(s) and working through the
opening position the switch(s) to the
instrument panel and install the retaining nut(s).
5. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
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INSTRUMENT
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ILLUMINATION
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FIG. 12-Fairlc Ine Instrument Cluster
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6. Connect the battery ground cable. Check the operation of the
switch(s).
LICENSE PLATE BULB
AND/OR LENS

On all vehicles except the Cougar
and station wagon, the license plate
bulb or lens can be replaced by removing one screw that retains the
lens, lens bezel and gasket to the
light assembly.
On station wagons the bulb or lens
may be replaced by prying the lens
assembly from the bumper and then
removing the bulb and socket assembly from the lens.
For the Cougar license plate light
only, it is necessary to open the rear
deck and remove the luggage compartment liner and then pull the light
socket from the rear panel.
LICENSE PLATE LlGHT
ASSEMBLY-EXCEPT C O U G A R
A N D STATION W A G O N S

1

1. Open the rear deck lid and
disconnect the license plate light lead
wire and feed the wire through the
rear panel.
2. Remove the two screws attaching the light assembly to the bumper
and remove the assembly.
3. Remove the lens bezel, lens and
gasket retaining screw and remove the
bulb from the assembly.
4. Install the bulb in the assembly.
Position the gasket, lens and lens
bezel to the assembly and install the
retaining screw.
5. Position the light assembly to
the bumper and install the two retaining screws.
6. Feed the lead wire thru the
rear panel and connect the connector.

M A P LlGHT SWlTCHM U S T A N G (ROOF CONSOLE)
1. Remove the four console-to-roof
retaining screws (two screws a t the
front and two screws at the rear).
2. Remove the two swi tch-to-console retaining screws. Remove the
ground wire retaining screw above
the windshield. Disconnect the switch
wiring connectors and remove the
switch.
3. Position the new switch to the
console and install the two switch-toconsole retaining screws. Position the
ground wire above the windshield and
install the retaining screw. Connect
the switch wiring connectors.
4. Position the console to the roof
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and install the four console-to-roof
retaining screws.
PARKING LlGHT
To replace the bulb, remove the
lens retaining screws and the lens.
PARKING LlGHT ASSEMBLYFAIRLANE
REMOVAL
1. Open the hood and disconnect
the plug connector between the parking light and the wiring harness, and
remove the wire lead from the retaining clip.
2. Reaching under the fender, remove the two nuts retaining the light
assembly to the fender. Remove the
light assembly from the vehicle.
3. Remove the two screws retaining the lens to the assembly, and remove the lens and bulb.

INSTALLATION
1. If a new light assembly is
being installed, transfer the rubber
bumper and plastic spacer to the new
assembly.
2. Install the bulb, lens, and two
retaining screws to the light assembly.
3. Route the wire lead through
the fender. Position the assembly
to the fender, and install the two retaining nuts.
4. Position the wire lead in the
retaining clip and connect the plug
connector.
5. Check the operation of the
parking light.

PARKING LlGHT BODYFALCON
1. Open the hood and disconnect
the parking light connector along the
fender apron, and push the grommet
and feed wire through the fender apron.
2. Remove the feed wire from the
two retaining clips under the fender.
3. Remove the two screws retaining the parking light assembly to the
bumper.
4. Remove the two screws retaining the lens to the parking light body
and remove the lens, gasket, and bulb
from the body.
5. Position the bulb, gasket, and
lens to the light body and install the
two retaining screws.
6. Position the light assembly to
the bumper and install the two retaining screws.
7. Route the feed wire through the

opening in the fender. Insert the grommet in the fender opening and connect
the connector. Position the feed wire
in the retaining clips under the fender.
8. Close the hood and check the
operation of the light.
PARKING LlGHT BODYMONTEGO, MUSTANG AND
COUGAR
1. Open the hood and disconnect
the connector between the radiator
support and grille.
2. Remove the lead wires from the
retaining clips and pull the wire down.
3. Remove the two screws or retaining nuts from the housing retainer
and remove the lamp assembly and
housing retainer from the bumper or
stone deflector extension.
4. Remove the lens, gasket and
bulb from the lamp housing.
5. Install the bulb, gasket and
lens in the housing.
6. Position the housing and retainer to the bumper or stone deflector extension and install the retaining screws or nuts.
7. Re-route the lead wires back
to the connector a t the radiator support and connect the connector.
8. Position the lead wire in the
retaining clips as required.

STOP LlGHT SWITCH-ALL
1. Disconnect the wires a t the connector.
2. Remove the hairpin retainer,
slide the stop light switch, the push
rod and the nylon washers and bushing away from the pedal, and remove
the switch (Fig. 17).
3. Position the switch, push rod,
and bushing and washers on the
brake pedal pin, in the order shown
in Fig. 9, and install the hairpin retainer.
4. Connect the wires a t the connector, and install the wires in the retaining clip (Fig. 17).

TAIL A N D STOPLIGHT BULBSEXCEPT STATION W A G O N S
The tail and stoplight bulbs may
be replaced by opening the rear deck
lid and removing the socket and bulb
assembly by rotating the socket approximately 114 turn counterclockwise
and pulling the assembly from the
light body.
T o install the socket and bulb assembly, insert the assembly into the
light body and rotate clockwise until
the socket stops.
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On the Cougar, (Fig. 8, Part 2). it
will be necessary to pull back the luggage compartment liner in order to remove the light socket.

TAILLIGHT ASSEMBLYFAIRLANE (MODEL 7 1 )
REMOVAL
1. Remove the two screws retaining the light assembly to the quarter
panel. Disconnect the three bulbs and
remove the light assembly.
2. Remove the taillight assembly
gasket.
3. Remove the six screws retaining the taillight door, lens, and lens
gasket and separate the assembly.

INSTALLATION

13dRO SWITCH ASSEMBL

PART OF WIRING
ASSEMBLY

1. Position the lens gasket, lens
and door to the light assembly and install the six retaining screws.
2. Install
the light assembly
gasket.
3. Connect the three bulbs to the
light assembly.
4. Position the assembly to the
quarter panel and install the two retaining screws.
5. Check the operation of the
taillight.

13480 STOP LIGHT
SWITCH ASSEMBLY
USH ROD THRU
ASH PANEL TO

TAILLIGHT BODY-COUGAR
1. Remove the luggage compartment rear trim panel.
2. Remove the four bulb and socket assemblies from the light body.
3. Remove the six nuts retaining
the light assembly to the body back
panel and remove the assembly.
4. Remove the outer seal from the
light body and also remove the four
rubber ring gaskets from the bulb
openings.
5. Remove the ten retaining nuts
and remove the lens and door assembly from the light body.
6. If replacement of the light body
is necessary transfer the six studs to
the new light body.
7. Cement the lens seal to- the
light body.
8. Position the lens and door assembly to the light body and install
the ten retaining nuts.
9. Instali: 'the rubber ring gaskets
in the bulb openings. Cement the outer
seal to the light body.
10. Position the light assembly to
the car body and install the six light
assembly retaining nuts.
11. Plug in the light socket and
bulbs.

-

FIG. 77-Mechanical

Stoplight Switch Assembly

12. Install the luggage compartment rear trinl panel. Check the operation of the lights.

TAILLIGHT BODY-FALCON
MODEL 7 1
1. Remove the four screws retaining the light assembly. Position the
light assembly out and disconnect the
lead wires, and remove the assembly.
2. Remove the screws retaining
the taillight lens to the assembly and
remove the taillight lens. Remove the
bulbs' from the light body, and the
light body to quarter panel gasket.
3. Install the quarter panel to
light body gasket, and install the light
bulbs in the light body.
4. Position the taillight lens to

the light body and install the retaining
screws.
5. Connect the lead wires to the
light assembly, and position the assembly to the quarter panel and install the
retaining screws. Check the operation
of the light.

TAILLIGHT BODY- FALCON
EXCEPT MODEL 7 1
REMOVAL
1. Open the luggage compartment
door, and remove the bulb socket from
the light body by rotating the light
socket approximately 114 turn counterclockwise and pulling the socket
out. Also disconnect the back-up light
and ground wires to the light body.

PART
2. Remove the four nuts retaining
the light body to the quarter panel
and remove the light assembly.
3. Remove the screws retaining the
lens to the light body, Separate the
lens from the body, and pull the backup light wires through the body.

1. Route the back-up light wires
through the light body.
2. Position the taillight lens to the
light body and install the retaining
screws.
3. Position the light assembly to
the quarter panel and install the four
retaining nuts.
4. Connect the back-up light and
ground wires to the light body, and
insert in the bulb socket and rotate the
socket clockwise until it stops.
5. Check the operation of the
taillight, and close the luggage compartment door.

TAILLIGHT BODY-MUSTANG
1. Remove the spare wheel and
tire assembly.
2. Unplug the bulb and socket from
the light body.
3. Remove the six plastic covers
from the light body and bezel (doors)
retaining studs.
4. Remove the six nuts from the
light body and bezel (doors) retaining
studs.
5. Pull the light body back and
off the studs. The light bezels (doors)
can be replaced if necessary at this
time as the studs are on the bezel and
these studs and nuts retain the light
assembly to the body panel.
6. Remove the gasket seal from the
front of the lens.
7. Remove the six lens retaining
screws from the light body and remove
the lens from the light body.
8. lnstall a new gasket in the light
body. Position the lens to the body
and install the six lens retaining
screws.
9. If the bezels (doors) were removed, position the bezels to the body
panel, using new seals.
10. Position the seal to the lens and
light body assembly.
11. Position the light body assembly on the retaining studs and install
the six retaining nuts. Install the six
plastic stud covers.
12. Plug the bulb and socket as-

sembly into the light body.
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TAILLIGHT BODY, LENS
AND/OR BACK-UP LIGHT
BULB-FAIRLANE

1. Open the luggage compartment
door and disconnect the wire leads
and pull the bulb socket from the light
assembly.
2. Remove the four nuts retaining
the light assembly to the quarter panel
and remove the light assembly.
3. Remove the six screws retaining the lens to the light body and remove the lens:
4. Replace the taillight body, lens
or back up light bulb as necessary.
5. Position the lens to the light
body and install the six retaining
screws.
6. Position the light assembly to
the quarter panel and install the four
retaining nuts.
7. Plug in the bulb socket and connect the wire leads to the light assembly.
8. Check the operation of the
light assembly and close the luggage
compartment door.
TAILLIGHT AND/OR BACK-UP
LIGHT BODY, BULB, DOOR
AND/OR LENS-MONTEGO
(EXCEPT MODEL 71)
1. Open the luggage compartment
door and position the spare tire to
the side, if necessary.
2. Unplug the back-up and taillight bulb sockets from the taillight
assembly.
3. Remove the nuts retaining the
light assembly to the taillight door
studs. Remove the light assembly and
door from the vehicle. If only the taillight door is being replaced, proceed
to step 6.
4. Remove the screws retaining
the lens to the light body and remove
the lens and the lens gasket.

5. Position the lens gasket and
lens to the light body and install the
retaining screws.
6. From the outside of the vehicle,
position the taillight door to the quarter panel. From the inside of the luggage compartment, position the light
assembly to the retaining studs and
install the retaining nuts.

7. Plug in the taillight and backup light sockets to the taillight assembly. Position the spare tire in the luggage compartment and check the
operation of the taillights.

TAILLIGHT BULBS AND/OR
LENS-FALCON MODEL 71

1. Remove the four screws retaining the taillight lens and remove the
lens. Replace bulbs as necessary.
2. If the lens is to be replaced,
remove the four screws retaining the
back-up lens and door to the taillight
lens, and remove the lens and door.
3. Position the back-up light lens
and door to the taillight lens, and
install the four retaining screws.
4. Position the taillight lens to
the light body and install the four retaining screws.
TAILLIGHT BULB, DOOR
AND/OR LENS-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO MODEL 71
REMOVAL
1. Remove the two screws retaining the light body to the quarter panel. Remove the light body and disconnect the three bulbs. If only a bulb is
being replaced, proceed to step five in
the installation procedure.
2. Remove the taillight body
gasket.
3. Remove the six screws retaining the lens and the taillight door to
the body and remove the body. If
only the door is being replaced, proceed to step three of the installation
procedure.
4. Remove the four nuts retaining
the chrome ring to the lens and remove the ring.
5. Remove the four nuts retaining
the backup light assembly to the lens
and remove the lens.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the lens to the backup light assembly, and install the four
retaining nuts.
2. Position the chrome ring to
the lens, and install the retaining nuts.
3. Position the lens and taillight
door to the light body, and install the
six retaining screws.
4. lnstall the taillight body.
5. Connect the three bulbs to the
light body. Position the light body to
the quarter panel, and install the two
retaining screws.
6. Check the operation of the
taillights.

TAILLIGHT DOOR-COUGAR
1. Remove the luggage compartment rear trim panel.
2. Remove the four bulb and
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socket assemblies from the light body
by rotating the socket assembly approximately 114 turn counterclockwise and pulling it from the light
body.
3. Remove the six nuts retaining
the light assembly to the body back
panel.
4. Remove the light assembly and
place it on a work bench.
5. Remove ten nuts and remove
the lens and door from the light body.
Remove the lens from the door..
6. Position the lens in the door.
7. Position the lens and door assembly to the light body and install
the ten retaining screws.
8. Position the light assembly to
the car body and install the six light
assembly retaining nuts.
9. Install the light socket and
bulbs by inserting the assembly into
the light body and rotating it clockwise until it stops.
10. Install the luggage compartment rear trim panel.

assembly approximately 114 turn
counterclockwise and pulling the assembly from the light body.
3. Remove the six plastic covers
from the light body and bezel (door)
retaining studs.
4. Remove the six nuts from the
light body and bezel (doors) retaining studs and pull the light body from
the studs.
5. Remove the three door assemblies from the back panel and remove
the seals from the doors.
6. Install the three rubber seals
on the door assemblies and install the
door assemblies to the back panel.
7. Position the light body to the
retaining studs and install the six
retaining nuts.
8. Install the six plastic stud
covers.
9. Install the bulb and socket assembly into the light body by inserting
the assembly into the light body and
rotating it clockwise until it,stops.
10. Install the spare tire, and
check the operation of the lights.

TAILLIGHT DOOR-FALCON

TAILLIGHT LENS-COUGAR
1. Remove the luggage compartment rear trim panel.
2. Remove the four bulb and
socket assemblies from the light body.
3. Remove the six nuts retaining
the light assembly to the body back
panel.
4. Remove the light assembly and
place it on a work bench.
5. Remove ten nuts and -remove
the lens and door from the light body.
Remove the lens from the door.
6. Position* the new lens in the
door.
7. Position the lens and door assembly to the light body and install
the ten retaining sctews.
8. Position the light assembly to
the car body and install the six light
assembly retaining nuts.
9. Plug in the light socket and
bulbs.
10. Install the luggage compartment rear trim panel.

Open the luggage compartment
door, and remove the four nuts retaining the taillight door to the quarter
panel extension, and remove the door.
T o install the door, position it to the
quarter panel extension and install the
retaining nuts, and close the luggage
compartment door.
TAILLIGHT DOOR-FAIRLANE
1. Open the luggage compartment
door and disconnect the wire connectors and bulb socket.
2. Remove the four nuts retaining
the light assembly to the quarter panel and remove the light assembly.
3. Remove the four nuts retaining
the taillight door to the quarter panel
extension and remove the door.
4. Position the door to the quarter panel .extension and install the
four retaining nuts.
5. Position the taillight assembly
to the quarter panel and install the
four retaining nuts.
6. Connect the wire connectors
and bulb socket to the light assembly.
7. Check the operation of the
light assembly and close the luggage
compartment door.

TAILLIGHT DOOR-MUSTANG
1. Open the rear deck and remove
the spare tire.
2. Unplug the bulb and socket
from the light body by rotating the

TAILLIGHT LENS-MUSTANG
1. Open the rear deck and remove
the spare tire.
2. Remove the bulb socket from
the rear light body.
3. Remove the six plastic covers
from the ends of the bezel assembly
studs and also remove the six retaining nuts.
4. Pull the light body and lens
from the studs and remove the assembly from the vehicle.
5. Remove the six retaining screws

from the lens and remove the lens
from the body.
6. Position the lens to the light
body and install the six retaining
screws.
7. Position the light body assembly to the bezel studs and install the
six retaining nuts. Install the plastic
covers on the ends of the studs.
8. Plug the bulb and socket assembly into the light body.
9. Replace the spare tire and
close the rear deck lid.
TAILLIGHT LENS AND/OR
BACK-UP LIGHT BULB-FALCON
EXCEPT MODEL 71
REMOVAL
1. Open the luggage compartment
door and pull the bulb socket from the
light assembly. Disconnect the back-up
light and ground wires to the light
body.
2. Remove the four nuts retaining
the light assembly to the quarter panel and remove the light assembly.
3. Remove the screws retaining the
taillight lens to the light body and
separate the lens from the body. If
only the back-up light bulb is to be
replaced, pull the socket from the lens
and replace the bulb, and proceed to
step 2 of the installation procedure.
4. Pull the back-up light wires
from the body and remove the lens.
5. Remove the four nuts retaining
the back-up light body and door to the
taillight lens and remove the body
and door.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the back-up light body
and door to the taillight lens and install the four retaining nuts.
2. Route the back-up light wires
through the light body. Position the
taillight lens to the light body and
install the retaining screws.
3. Position the light assembly to
the quarter panel and install the four
retaining nuts.
4. Connect the back-up light and
ground wires, and plug in the bulb
socket.
5. Check the operation of the
light and close the luggage compartment door.
TRANSMISSION CONTROL
SELECTOR LIGHT-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
1. Remove the four retaining
screws from the selector lever cover

PART 15-1
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and dial indicator on the floor.
2. Lift the lever cover assembly
and replace the bulb.
3. Position the cover to the floor
and install the four cover retaining
screws.
TRANSMISSION CONTROL
SELECTOR LIGHT (ON
CONSOLE)-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR
1. Pry the top finish pad cover
from the console.
2. Remove the two retaining
screws from inside the glove box and
remove the upper finish panel.
3. Position the selector lever in the
one position and remove the light socket and bulb from its retainer.
4. Replace the bulb and install the
socket in the retainer.
5. Position the finish panel and
install the retaining screws.
6. Snap the finish pad cover into
position.

5
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL
SELECTOR LIGHT (STEERING
COLUMN MOUNTED)
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the two screws retaining the steering column pad and remove the pad.
3. Push down and turn the horn
ring and remove the horn ring and
spring.
4. Remove the steering wheel.
(Refer to Group 3).
5. Remove the screw retaining the
light socket to the steering column
and position the socket out. Remove
the bulb from the socket.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the bulb in the light
socket. Position the socket and install the retaining screw.

SPECIFICATIONS

FALCON, FAIRLANL, MONTEGO, AND MUSTANG- BULB CHART
Light Description

15-25

2. Install the steering wheel.
3. Position the spring to the horn
ring. Position the horn ring to the
steering column, push down and turn
the horn to lock the ring in place.
4. Position the steering column
pad to the steering column and install the retaining screws.
5. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the light.
WARNING LIGHT BULBS
ROOF CONSOLE-XR-7 COUGAR
1. Remove two console retaining
screws.
2. Pry the console downward to
free the console retaining clips (two)
from the roof.
3. Replace either of the four bulbs
(seat belt, door, parking brake or low
fuel) as required.
4. Snap the console into place and
install the two retaining screws.
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FALCON, FAIRLANE, MONTEGO, AND MUSTANG
I

Light Description

,

Warning Lights, Panel or Lamp K i t s
Emergency Flasher '
HI-Beam Indicator
Oil Press., Alt., and Temp Warning .
Parking Brake Warning o
Seat Belt Warning
l g n i t ~ o nKey
Front Side Marker
Turn S~gnalIndicator
(Mounted on Hood) o
o Fog Light 4415 (35W)

.

- BULB CHART (Continued)

*

:.

Mont ego
Candela or
. Bulb
No.
Wattage

,

194
194
194
194
1895

1178-A

-

2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.

-

4C.

-

Falcon
Bulb
Candela or
Wattage
No.

194
194
194
1895
1895
1895
1178-A

-

Fair lane
Candela or
Bulb
Wattage
No.

2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.
4C.

194
194
194
1895
1895

@

1816 (3C.) For Rally Pac
R.P.O.

-

o

-

-

2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.
2C.

Bulb
No.

Mustang,
Candela or
Wattage

1895
1895
1895
256

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

1178-A.
53X

-

2C.
2C.
2C.
1.6C.

4C.
1C.

COUGAR BULB CHART
Light Description
Gages
Hi-Beam
Turn Signal
Clock
Turn Signal Indicator
Courtesy Light
Hand Brake Signal
Radio
AM
.- - ...
.
Spqt light
I Console Linht
I-Low Fuel War ninn
Door Lock Warning
Seat Belt Warning

I

1

1
1

1
1

Bulb
No.
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
631
1895
1893
4405
1816
1895
257
1895
-

~

I

1
1

Candela or
Wattage
2C.
2C.
LC.
2C.
2C.
6C.
2C.
1.9C.
30 Watts
3C.
2C.
1.6C.
2C.

1
I
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DESCRIPTION A N D OPERATION

EMERGENCY W A R N I N G
FLASHER SYSTEM-COUGAR

The emergency warning flasher
utilizes the sequential turn signal system. The system is controlled by a
push-pull switch located on the right
hand side of the steering column opposite the turn signal indicator lever,
and i s part of the turn signal switch.
The system' utilizes the sequential
turn signal flasher by the use of relays and turn signal wiring. The emergency warning flasher uses the two
front turn signal and two center
rear lights, plus the instrument panel
turn indicator lights. The signal lights
can be made to flash at the same
time by closing the contacts of the
switch by pushing the switch plunger
in. The canceling action is obtained
by manually pulling the switch plunger out.
HORNS
A pair of tuned horns are used.
The horn button closes the circuit to
the horns. One of the horns has a
high-pitched tone; the other has a
low-pitched tone.

TURN INDICATOR

The turn in!icator used the dual
filament parking lights as indicator
lights.

The turn indicator flasher is located in the back of the instrument
panel. The emergency warning flasher
is located on the right side of the
upper steering column hub.
On the Mustang the flasher is
mounted on the front side of the air
duct.
TURN SIGNAL A N D
EMERGENCY W A R N I N G
FLASHER SYSTEM-EXCEPT
COUGAR

The turn signal and emergency
warning flasher switches are integral
parts of the same switch assembly
mounted on the steering column hub.
Refer to Wiring Diagrams, Group 19.
The turn signal switch lever is on
the left side of the upper steering
column hub. The emergency warning
switch knob is located on the right
side of the upper steering column hub.
To operate the turn signals, the
ignition switch must be in either the
ACC or ON positions. To indicate a
normal full turn, move the turn signal
switch lever to the second stop position for the turn desired. The lever will
remain in position without manual
effort until the turn is completed, at
which time the lever will automatically cancel the turn signals.
The emergency warning system is
operated independently of the ignition
switch. All turn signal lights can be
made to flash at the same time by

pushing in the actuating knob of the
emergency warning switch located on
the side of the steering column.
Two flasher units are used. One
unit is used in the turn signal circuit
and the other for the emergency
warning system. Refer to the wiring
diagrams in Group 19.
The turn signal system also has
a lane change feature. To operate
the lane change system, move and
hold the turn signal lever to the first
stop position when changing lanes.
When the lane maneuver is completed,
release the lever and it will return to
the off position.
SEQUENTIAL TURN SIGNAL
SYSTEM-COUGAR

DESCRIPTION
The sequential turn signal system
is composed of the following components: 15-ampere in-line fuse, the
turn signal switch located on the
steering column, a turn signal indicator relay under the instrument panel, and the emergency warning relay,
sequential turn signal flasher unit and
sequential turn signal relay which
are located in the luggage compartment. The system also utilizes eight
turn-signal bulbs, two in the front of
the vehicle and six in the rear. Refer
to Group 19 for the wiring diagram
and wire color code.
The sequential turn signal flasher

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
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activated in the sequential, turn signal relay. The sequential turn signal
relay solenoid breaks the stop light
circuit contacts and establ~shesa bank
of contacts to the lights which indicate the turn. At the same time, the
circuit to the sequential turn signal
flasher is completed and starts operation of the flasher motor and cam.
As the cam rotates, the circuit to each
of the three rear lights, in sequence,
is completed thru the sequential relay. The lighting sequence may start
at any one of the lights and progress
until the cycle is completed, at which
time the normal cycle of inboard,
center and outboard would start.
Each light will then remain illuminated until the cycle iicompleted. Then
all three lights go out at the same
time and the cycle is repeated as

unit consists of a motor and a three
toothed cam. As the cam turns, it
operates the contacts to each of the
three rear light bulbs in sequence,
thru the sequential turn signal relay.
OPERATION

When the ignition switch is turned
ON, the turn signal switch is energized. Also the solenoid in the emergency warning relay is energized,
closing two sets of contacts which
provide circuits for the two inboard
and two outboard lights on the rear
of the vehicle.
When the turn signal switch lever,
located on the left side of the steering column, is moved to indicate a
turn, the appropriate solenoid is

long as the turn signal switch is in
the closed position. The front parking light bulb flashes in sequence with
the center rear light bulb. When the
turn signal switch is canceled, the
light bulbsgo out immediately.
The instrument panel turn indicator lights are controlled thru the contacts in the turn signal switch. Two
separate indicator light feed circuits,
combine to provide a constant feed
circuit to the right or left coil in the
turn signal relay. This provides a
constant feed to the indicator bulb
of the turn selected. The turn signal
relay determines the flash time of the
indicator bulb. When the four bulbs
are on in the sequential cycle, the indicator bulb ground circuit is broken
by the turn signal relay, resulting in
the indicator bulb flash effect.

-
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

HORNS DO NOT SOUND

ONE HORN FAILS
TO OPERATE

Verify the complaint.
I . Loose connections at horn button contact.
2. Open wire (yellow-green stripe)
from horn to horn button.
3. Open wire (yellow) from head-

light switch to horn button.
4. Horns defective or out of adjustment.
5. Defective circuit breaker in
headlight switch.

Verify the complaint.
I. Broken or loose wire to the
horn (blue-yellow).

2. Horn defective or out of adjustment.

HORNS OPERATE
CONTINUOUSLY

FIG. I-Horn

Verify the complaint.
I. Horn button defective.

Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e

ALL TURN SIGNALS
INOPERATIVE

ONE OR BO'TH FRONT
TURN SIGNAL DOES NOT
OPERATE (TURN INDICATOR
LIGHT REMAINS ON AND
REAR LIGHTS OPERATE)

Verify the complaint.
I. Defective fuse.
2. Open circuit between fuse panel
and turn signal switch.
3. Poor ground for turn signal
relay and sequential flasher in luggage compartment.
4. Defective turn signal switch.
5. Open circuit betweed turn signal relay (dash panel) and turn signal switch.

6. Open circuit in turn signal relay (dash panel).
7. No electrical feed (open wire)
between the turn signal relay (instrument panel) and the sequential flasher
in the luggage compartment.
8. Defective sequential turn signal
flasher assembly (luggage compartment).

Verify the complaint.
I. Turn signal filament of bulb
burned out.
2. Corrosion o i foreign matter on
bulb or socket terminal.

3. Open circuit between the bulb
and the turn signal relay.
4. Defective turn signal relay or
wiring in the luggage compartment.

FIG. 2-Sequential

Turn Signal Trouble Diagnosis Guide-External

Signals
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REAR TURN SIGNALS
INOPERATIVE-ONE SIDE,
BOTH SIDES, OR INDIVIDUAL
BULBS (FRONT LIGHTS
FLASH CORRECTLY)

Verify the complaint.
I. Turn signal filament of bulb
burned out.
2. Open circuits in rear turn signal wiring between turn signal relay
in luggage compartment and turn signal bulbs.
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3. Incorrect operation of the turn
signal relay.
4. Open circuit between the sequential flasher assembly anJ the turn signalrelay.
5. Defective
sequential
flasher
assembly.
-

ONLY CENTER LIGHT FLASHES
FOR THE TURN SIGNAL
DIRECTION SELECTED (TURN
INDICATOR LIGHTS GLOW
STEADY)

FIG. 2-Sequential

Verifythe
1. Cpen circuit to the coil of the
emergency
relay'
2. Defective emergency warning
relay in the luggage compartment.
3. Defective turn signal and emer-

Turn Signal Trouble Diagnosis Guide-External

gency warning switch assembly in the
steering column.
4. Open circuit between the turn
signal switch wiring assembly and the
emergency warning relay in the luggage compartment.

Signals (Continued)

Verify the complaint.
1. Defective bulbs.
2. Inadequate ground at the turn
signal relay.
3. Open circuit in the ground

wire between the indicator bulbs and
the turn signal relay.
4. Defective turn signal indicator
relay under the instrument panel.

LEFT OR RIGHT INDICATOR
BULB INOPERATIVE

Verify the complaint.
I. Defective bulb.
2. Inadequate ground a t the bulb
socket.
3. Open ground circuit between

the bulb and the two terminal connectors.
4. Open feed circuit from the
turn signal switch.

ONE INDICATOR BULB LIGHTS
STEADY, BUT DOES NOT FLASH

Verify the complaint.
1. Defective outside turn signal
bulb or bulbs in the system.

2. Short to ground of the indicator bulb or ground wire.

BOTH INDICATOR BULBS WILL
NOT LIGHT (TURN SIGNAL OR
EMERGENCY FLASHER)

BOTH INDICATOR BULBS LIGHT
STEADY, BUT DO NOT FLASH

FIG. 3-Sequential
Panel Bulbs

1. Defective outside turn signal
bulb or bulbs.
2. Defective turn signal indica-

tor relay under the instrument panel
(3terminal).
3. Short to ground of the indicator bulb or ground wire(s).

Turn Signal Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e - Instrumental

EMERGENCY WARNING
SYSTEM IS INOPERATIVE

FIG. 4-Sequential
W a r n i n g System

verifythe complaint,

Verify the complaint.
I. Defective
15-ampere circuit
breaker.
2. Open feed circuit between the
circuit breaker and turn signal switch

Turn Signal Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e - Emergency

and wiring assembly in the steering
column.
3. Defective emergency warning
switch (part of turn signal switch on
the steering column).

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments

EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEM
OPERATES
BUT OR 6 LIGHTS
FLASH SEQUENTIALLY AT THE
SAME TIME

'

EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEM
OPERATES BUT O N E OR BOTH
TURN INDICATOR BULBS DO
NOT FLASH

Verify the complaint.
1. The emergency warning system
is activated and the turn signal lever
is in either turn direction position.
2. Defective emergency warning
Verify the complaint.
1. Defective emergency warning
switch in the turn-and-emergency

FIG. 5-Sequential Turn S i g n a l Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e - Emergency
W a r n i n g System (Continued)

relay in the luggage compartment.
3. Defective emergency warning
switch in the turn-and-emergencywarning-switch, and wiring assembly
in the steering column.
.
warning-switch, and wiring on the
steering column.

,

Verify the complaint.
1. Burned out bulbs, or loose
socket connections.
2. Open connection a t turn signal
flasher.
3. Loose or broken wire frdm
ignition switch to flasher.

4. Defective flasher.
5. Loose or broken wire from
flasher to turn signal switch.
6. Defective turn signal switch.
7. Broken, shorted, or loose wires
from switch to lights.

INSTRUMENT PANEL
TURN SIGNAL LIGHTS
OPERATE INCORRECTLY

Verify the complaint.
1. Burned out bulb, .or improper
connection at socket.
2. Loose, broken, or shorted wires

from switch to lights.
3. Inoperative outside turn signal
lights (See above).

TURN SIGNAL
CANCELS IMPROPERLY

Verify the complaint.
1. Cam improperly positioned on
steering wheel hub.

2. Coil spring on switch plate assembly loose or weak.

OUTSIDE TURN SIGNAL
LIGHTS INOPERATIVE

FIG. 6 - S t a n d a r d

Turn Signal Trouble Diagnosis G u i d e

HORN TEST

to the horn and to a voltage supply

CURRENT LIHAW 'rEYI'

Connect a voltmeter and ammeter

HORN

FIG. 7-Horn

Current D r a w Test

-

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENT
HORN ADJUSTMENT
Horn current can be adjusted by

4

changing the contact tension. Connect the horn as shown in Fig. 7.
Turn the self-locking adjusting nut

until the current is within the limits
for the horn being adjusted.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

EMERGENCY WARNING
FLASHER-EXCEPT COUGAR
Pull the flasher unit from the retaining clip, and disconnect the wire.
Refer to Group 19 for location of the
flasher unit.

HORNS
Disconnect the horn wire from the
terminal. Remove the horn mounting
bracket to horn retaining screws and
remove the horn.
TO install, mount the horn in posi-

tion, then connect the horn wire to
the horn terminal.
HORN BUTTON AND/OR RING
1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
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2. Remove the two screws retaining the steering column pad and remove the pad.
3. Push down and turn the horn
ring and remove the horn ring and
spring.
4. Position the spring to the horn
ring. Position the horn ring to the
steering column, push down and turn
the horn ring to lock the ring in place.
5. Position the steering column
pad to the steering column and install
the retaining screws.
6. Connect the battery ground
cable.
NEUTRAL START SWITCH

See Group 7 for replacement of
the neutral start switch on cars equipped with automatic transmission.
SEQUENTIAL TURN SIGNAL
RELAY AND/OR FLASHERCOUGAR

sound deadening insulation from
around the relay assembly.
5. Remove two screws and nuts
and remove the relay or flasher assembly from its rubber mounting
pad.
6. Position the new relay or
flasher to the mounting pad and install the retaining screws and nuts.
7. Position the sound deadener insulation around the assembly and
wrap it with tape.
8. Connect the five multiple wiring connectors and position the relay
assembly on the hooks in the quarter
panel.
9. Check turn signals for proper
operation.
10. Install the quarter panel well
cover and floor mat.
TURN SIGNAL/EMERGENCY
W A R N I N G FLASHER SWITCHFIXED STEERING C O L U M N

REMOVAL

1. Open the luggage compartment
door.
2. Fold back the floor mat and
from over the left quarter well remove
the retaining screws from the left
quarter panel well cover (Fig. 8) and
remove the panel.
3. Disconnect five multiple wiring connectors and remove the relay
assembly from its two retaining hooks
in the quarter panel.
4. Carefully unwrap or cut the

1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the steering wheel hub
and steering wheel (Refer to Group
3, Part 3).
3. Pry the wire cover from the
steering column (Fig. 9).
4. Disconnect the flasher switch
multiple plug connector at the base of
the steering column. Remove the wires
and terminals from the connector

,

NG. 8-Cougar

-

/'

Rear Lights, Sequential Flasher Assembly a n d Wiring
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plug. This can be done by fabricating
a tool shown in Fig. 10. Record the
color code and location of each wire
before removing it from the connector plug. Remove the wire cover
sleeve, if so equipped.
5. Unscrew the turn signal lever.
If the vehicle is equipped with a speed
control unit, it will be necessary to
separate the speed control wires from
the flasher switch wlres to allow for
removal of the turn signal lever.
6. Remove the screws retaining
the flasher switch and wire assembly
to the steering column and pull the
assembly from the column.
INSTALLATION
1. Route the switch wire assembly
thru the steering column opening. If
the vehicle is equipped with a speed
control unit, route the speed control
wire thru the column opening before
positioning the flasher switch to the
column.
2. Position the switch assembly
to the column and install the retaining screws.
3. Install the turn signal lever.
Install the wire cover sleeve, if so
equipped.
4. Press the switch wires into the
connector block in their correct location recorded during removal and
connect the block connectors.
5. Install the wire cover to the
steering column.

K-2187-A
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WlRE ASSEMBLY
COVER

WlRE ASSEMBLY
COVER S L E E V E

\

FIG. 9-Turn Signal/Emergency
W a r n i n g Flasher Switch Removal
6. Install the steering wheel and
hub.
7. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the switch.

1. Tape the wiring of the replacement switch assembly together and
transfer the pull cord used during
removal.
2. Pull the wires down through the
steering column with the cord, and
position the switch to the steering
column hub.

14. Connect the battery ground
cable to the battery.
15. Check the operation of the
turn signal emergency flashers and
horns.

REMOVAL

BEND TO
FORMHANDLE

1/2" D E E P

FIG. 10-Wire

.

3. Install the two screws retaining
the switch assembly to the steering
column hub.
4. Install the wiring retaining clip
on the steering column.
5. lnstall the plastic cover over
the wires.
.
6. Press 'the switch wires into the
connector blocks in their correct location recorded during removal. Plug
the connector blocks together ,with the
mating connector blocks a t the dash
panel.
7. Pull the steering column collar
up and snap it in position.
8. Position the upper column and
install the two retaining screws.
-9. Install the emergency flasher
retainer and knob.
10. Install the turn signal lever.
11. Position the steering wheel on
the steering shaft and install the steering wheel retaining nut.
12.Install the horn button with
its springs and the three retaining
screws.
13. Install the hub.

trol on some Mustang and Cougar
models to provide access to the turn
signal wiring connector.
9. Remove the wires and terminals
from the connect'or blocks. This can
be done by depressing the tab on the
wire terminal with an: awl or, with an
empty ball point pen refill cartridge;
then, pull the wire and terminal from
the connector block. Record the color
code and Iocation of each wire before
removing it from the connector block.
Tape the wires together and attach
a piece of heavy cord to the wires to.
help pull the wires through the steering column during installation.
10. Remove the plastic cover from
over the wires.
11. Push the lower steering column
collar down. Remove the wiring retaining clip.
12. Remove the two screws retaining the switch in the steering
column and pull the switch and wiring assembly out of the column.
INSTALLATION

TURN INDICATOR SWITCH
AND WlRE ASSEMBLY

The emergency warning flasher
switch and the turn signal flasher
switch are integral parts of the same
switch assembly.
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the steering wheel hub.
3. Remove the horn button (three
screws). The springs will fall out.
4. Remove the steering wheel retaining nut.
5. Using tool 3600-AA, remove the
steering wheel.
6. Remove the turn signal switch
lever. Remove the emergency flasher
control knob. (Disconnect the setspeed switch wiring connector, if so
equipped).
7. Remove two steering column
upper collar retaining screws and remove the upper collar.
8. Disconnect the turn signal
switch wiring multiple connector (near
bottom of the steering column). It
may be necessary to lower the hand
brake control and left air vent con-

.

COPPER TUBING
FLATTEN E N D SLIGHTLY TO
ACCOMMODATE TERMINAL WlRE

Terminal Removal Tool
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TURN SIGNAL FLASHER
AND/OR EMERGENCY
FLASHER UNIT-FALCON,
FAIRLANE A N D M O N T E G O

disconnect the wiring connector from
the flasher unit. Connect the wiring
connector to the replacement unit
and replace the unit in its holder.

The flasher units are accessible by
reaching under the instrument panel
at the steering column (Refer to
Group 19 for Instrument Panel Wiring Diagrams). The turn signal unit
is located on the right of the steering column and the emergency flasher is located on the left. Remove the
appropriate unit from its holder and

T U R N SIGNAL FLASHER
UNIT-MUSTANG
1. If equipped with air conditioning, remove the three ash tray retaining screws and remove the ash tray
to provide access.
2. Push in and twist the flasher
unit, then pull outward (Refer to

15-33

Group 19 for Instrument Panel Wiring Diagram).
3. Disconnect the flasher wiring
leads from the flasher and remove the
Flasher.
4. Connect the wiring leads to
the flasher. Position the flasher and
push in with a twisting motion to
lock it in place.
5. Install the ash tray if removed.
6. Check turn signals for proper
operation.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

CHARGE INDICATOR GUAGEMONTEGO AND MUSTANG

The charge indicator gauge is an
ammeter. which indicates whether
the battery is being charged or discharged . The ammeter is non-adjusable and should be replaced if proven
to be defective .
CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT

A red alternator charge indicator
light is used . This light glows on if

the battery is discharging and the alternator is not supplying current .
When the ignition switch is closed.
battery current flows through the
charge indicator light and 15-ohm
parallel resistor. and through the regulator voltage limiter contacts to the
field. and the light comes on .
When the alternator builds UD
enough voltage to close the field rela;
contacts. full voltage is applied to the
field and the charge indicator light
goesout .

FUEL INDICATING SYSTEM

The fuel indicating system consists
of a sender unit located in the fuel
tank and a fuel gauge mounted in the
instrument cluster .
The fuel gauge pointer is attached
to a wire wound bi-metal strip and
when heated by the flow of current
controlled by the sender. produces the
appropriate indication . When the
current is low. there is little heating
effect and the pointer moves a short
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distance. As the current increases,
it produces a greater heating effect
causing the pointer to move a proportionately greater distance.
The fuel level sending unit consists of r variable resistor, that is
controlled by the action of an atFUEL LEVEL

erage value of 5.0 volts at the gauge
terminals.
The regulator operates by means of
a bimetallic arm and a heating coil.
When the ignition switch is turned on,
the heating coil (Fig. 2) heats the bimetallic arm causing it to deflect
and break the contacts, disconnecting
the voltage supply from the heating
coil. The bimetallic arm then cools
and brings the contacts together
again. The making and breaking of
the contacts, causes a pulsating voltPOSITION OF FUEL SENDER
WHEN MOUNTED IN TANK

A

'G
FIG. I-Fuel

A thermistor assembly (Fig. 3), attached to the fuel sender outlet tube,
is kept cool when covered by gasoline.
When the fuel level drops low enough
to expose the thermistor to air, the
thermistor heats. up. The thermistor
resistance then decreases and allows
current to flow through the warning
signal relay. The relay contacts then
close, to light the warning lamp.
OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
The oil pressure gauge consists o j
a sending unit in which a diaphragm
controls the position of the contact
on the variable resistor and a gauge
on the instrument panel. The resistance of the sending unit is high when
the oil pressure is low. As the oil

Y

FLOAT
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Level Indicating System

tached float in the fuel tank. When
the fuel level is low, the sending unit
resistance is high and restricts the
flow of current to the fuel gauge. A
high fuel level causes a low resistance
in the sending unit and allows a higher current to flow to the fuel gauge.
Thus, if the fuel level is low; resistance in the sender is high and allows only a low current to flow to
the gauge causing the pointer to move
a short distance. If the fuel level is
high, the resistance in the sender is
low and allows a higher current to
flow causing the pointer to move a
greater distance.
INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
The instrument voltage regulator
(Fig. 2) used with the fuel, temperature, and oil gauges maintains an av-

HEATING COIL
BIMETALLIC ARM

/
'OLTAGE SUPPLY
INPUT TERMINAL

REGULATEDVOLTAGE
OUTPUT TERMINAL

K1026-8

FIG. 2-Instrument
Regulator

Voltage

W FUEL LEVEL

K1477-8

FIG. 3-Fuel
Assembly

Level Warning Sender

age, with an effective average value of
5.0 volts to be supplied to the gauges.
Although these pulsations are quite rapid, there is in each gauge a bimetallic
arm which changes temperature quite
slowly, assuring steady average readings.
To prevent the pulsating voltage
from causing radio interference, a radio suppression choke is connected in
series with the instrument voltage regulator supply wire.
LOW FUEL LEVEL
WARNING SYSTEM
The low fuel level warning system
consists of the thermistor assembly
attached to the fuel sender outlet
tube (Fig. 2). located in the gas tank,
the warning relay, a 45-ohm ballast
resistor in parallel with the relay coil,
and the warning lamp located on the instrument panel. The warning lamp
will light up just before the fuel
gauge pointer indicates empty and/or
when there are approximately four
and one-half gallons of fuel in the
tank.

OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH

FIG. 4-Oil
System

Pressure Warning

pressure increases, the resistance of
the sending unit decreases.
OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR
LIGHT
A red indicator light glows on
when the oil pressure is below a safe
value. The light should come on when
the ignition switch is first turned on,
and it should go out when the engine
comes up to speed. The light is connected between the oil pressure
switch unit mounted on the engine at
the left rear on the six, above the oil
filter on the V-8, and the coil terminal
of the ignition switch (Fig. 4).
The switch unit used with the
warning indicator light system is not
interchangeable with the sending unit
used with the gauge system. Refer
to the Ford Car Master Parts Catalog
for proper parts usage.
Misuse of the sending units will
result in inoperative oil pressure
warning systems and damaged sending units or gauges.
SPEEDOMETER
The speedometer is connected to
the output shaft of the transmission

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
RED LIGHT PROVE OUT
SWITCH CONTACTS
CLOSE IN START POSITION

.

I

Block

- Red

by means of a flexible shaft, and a
drive gear located inside the transmission. The flexible shaft drives the
speedometer which registers speed in
miles per hour, and also drives an
odometer which records distance
traveled in miles and tenths of a mile.
TEMPERATURE GAUGE

IGNITION SWITCH

""T

7

"C"

I R e d - Whive Stripe

R e d - Y e l l o w Stripe

c

HOT TERMINAL

W h i t e - G r e e n Stripe

COLD TERMINAL

The temperature gauge consists of
a Thermistor type sending unit mounted in the cylinder head, and temperature gauge mounted on the instrument
panel. When the engine temperature
is low the resistance of the Thermistor is high, thus restricting the flow
of current to the gauge and moves
the pointer a short distance. As the
temperature of the engine increases,
the resistance of the Thermistor decreases causing a proportionately
higher flow of current and movement of the pointer.
TEMPERATURE INDICATING
LIGHTS

WATER TEMERATURE
SENDING UNIT

K1581-0

FIG. 5-Temperature
System
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Indicating

The temperature indicating system
provides the driver with warning indication of engine coolant operating
temperature by means of indicator
lights. This system consists of a temperature switch unit mounted in the
intake manifold (8 cylinder) or engine head (6 cylinder), lead wires and

two temperature indicator lights
mounted on the instrument panel.
The lights in the instrument panel are
identified by letters HOT on red color and C O L D on blue color (Fig. 5).
When the engine is cold and the
ignition switch is in ON (IGN) position, the C O L D light glows and remains on until the engine begins to
approach operating temperature. When
the temperature of the engine coolant
reaches approximately 125 degrees F,
the (COLD) light will go out indicating that the engine has reached 125
degrees or more.
Should the temperature of the engine coolant reach approximately 245
degrees F, the HOT red warning
light will glow, indicating that the engine is overheated. The HOT red light
does not indicate low coolant level.
These indicating lights are controlled by the temperature switch.
The temperature switch has a temperature-sensitive bimetallic arm which
completes the circuit through the
switch body to the engine ground.
With the ignition switch in the
START position, the HOT red light
should glow even though the engine is
cold, thus proving that the light bulb
is operable. A set of contacts in the
ignition switch (normally open) completes the proving circuit to ground
in the start position.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

BRAKE WARNING LIGHT
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE

B R A K E W A R N I N G LIGH'T
W I L L NO'T P R O V E OU'T
Verify the complaint by turning the
ignition switch O N to see if the light
glows. Disconnect the bulb ground
circu~ta t the sender switch and ground
the switch side of the bulb. The brake
light should glow.

If Light Check 0 K
Check for an open circuit in the
wiring harness from the sender switch
to the proof terminal of the ignition
switch. Repair the circuit a s required.

If Light Check N o t 0 K
Check for ''Itage
a t the
source side of the bulb with a 12 volt
test light.
If Voltage Check N o t O K
Check for an open circuit in the

power source lead and repair as required.
If Voltage Check 0 K
Check the bulb for continuity.

If Bulb Continyity N o t O K

If Light 0 K
Test the sender switch with a self
powered test light. If the light does
not come on, replace the switch.
CLOCK TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS
GUIDE

Replace the bulb.

CLOCK

DOES

NO'T

WORK

If Bulb Continuity O K

Check for an open circuit in the
wiring harness between the bulb and
ignition switch and repair a s required.

BRAKE

LIGHer

N O T G O O U T W I T H 'THE
~ G N ~ T ~ OO NN A N D B R A K E S O K

Verify the complaint. Check the
clock for proper ground.

If Ground N o t 0 K
Ground the clock properly. Check
the torque on the retaining screws.

If Ground O K
Verify the complaint. Disconnect
the ground circuit of the bulb at the
sender switch. The light should go out.

Check for voltage at the clock.

If Voltage N o t 0 K
If Light Not O K
Check for a short circuit in the
wiring harness and repair a s required.

Check the wiring harness for shorts
or open circuits, and repair as necessary.
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If Circuit 0 K
Replace the clock.
COLD TEMPERATURE LIGHT
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
COLD TEMPERATURE LlGHT
DOES NOT LIGHT WlTH
THE IGNITION SWITCH ON

perature above 125 degrees F, the test
light should not come on. If the test
light does come on, replace the switch.

If Cold Terminal Check
Not OK
Disconnect the power source lead
a t the bulb, the bulb should go out.
If Bulb Check Not OK

Verify the complaint by turning
the ignition switch ON to see if the
light comes on. (Engine must be below
125 degreesF). Disconnect the bulb
ground circuit lead a t the cold terminal (Fig. 8), of the temperature switch
and ground the lead. The COLD
light should come on.

Check the bulb socket for a short
to ground and repair as required.
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If Sender Unit Check Not OK
Check and repair the open circuit
in the gauge ground circuit lead to the
sender unit.
If Sender Unit Check OK
Ground the appropriate sender unit
with a jumper from the flange of the
sender to the vehicle frame.
If Sender Ground Check Not OK
Replace the appropriate sender
unit(s).

Check for short in the bulb to switch
circuit and repair the short.

If Sender Ground 0 K
Ground the sender unit(s) properly.

If Cold Light OK
Check the temperature switch for
proper ground and ground the switch
as necessary. If the switch ground is
OK, replace the temperature switch.
If Cold Light Not OK
Check for voltage a t the bulb socket with a 12 volt test light.
If Socket Voltage N o OK

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER GAUGE
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
ALL (OR AN INDIVIDUAL)
GAUGE(S) DOES NOT
INDICATE OR OPERATE
Verify the complaint. Perform the
test by disconnecting 'the output terminal lead from the Instrument Voltage
Regulator (IVR) a t any gauge and
test with a 12 volt test light. The test
light should pulsate.

ALL GAUGES OPERATE
ERRATICALLY
Verify the complaint. Check for
loose ground connections at the Instrument Voltage Regulator and the radio
suppression choke, if so equipped.
If Connections Not OK
Repair the loose connection.
If Connections 0 K

Check and repair the power source
lead to the socket.
If Socket Voltage OK
Check the bulb for continuity.
I If Bulb Continuity Not OK

If Light Check Not OK
Replace the IVR.
Using a 12 volt test light, check
for voltage a t the inpu! terminal of the
Instrument Voltage Regulator (IVR).
On vehicles with a radio, also check
the radio suppression choke for an
open circuit and if necessary replace
the choke.

Replace the bulb.
If Bulb Continuity OK
Check for continuity from the bulb
to temperature switch circuit with an
ohmmeter or self powered test light.
If the circuit check is NOT OK, repair the open in the circuit.

If lnput Terminal Check
Not OK

ALL GAUGES READS LOW
Verify the complaint. If the vehicle is equipped with a radio, check to
see that the radio suppression choke
is not connected to the output terminals of the Instrument Voltage Regulator. (If the vehicle has no radio,
proceed to I F CHOKE OK step.

Check and repair the battery source
lead to the IVR.

If Choke Not OK

If lnput Terminal Check OK

Connect the choke to the input
(ignition) terminal of the IVR.

Replace the IVR unit.
COLD LIGHT STAYS ON
WlTH ENGINE WARM

If Light Check 0 K

If Choke OK

Verify the complaint by starting
the engine and bring the temperature
above 125 degrees F. Disconnect the
bulb ground circuit lead to the cold
terminal of the temperature switch.
The COLD light should go out.

Perform the IVR test with a 12 volt
test light at the gauge(s) output terminal. The test light should pulsate.

Disconnect the gauge ground circuit lead from the sender unit and perform the Instrument Voltage Regulator-Gauge Calibration Test.

If Test Light Check Not OK
Keplace the appropriate gauge(s).

If Calibration Test Not OK

If Cold Terminal Check
OK

If Test Light Check 0 K

Test the temperature switch with a
12 volt test light. With the engine tem-

Perform the JVR test with a 12 volt
test light a t the sender unit(s).

Replace the IVR unit and perform
the calibration test again. If the calibration test is still NOT OK, replace
the appropriate gauge.

GROUP'I5 -.Lighting
If Calibration Test OK
With an ohmmeter perform the
sender unit test.
If Sender Unit Not OK

System, Horns And Instruments
If Bulb Socket Check Not OK

HOT TEMPERATURE LlGHT
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
HOT TEMPERATURE LlGHT
DOES NOT GO OUT WITH
THE ENGINE RUNNING

Check for an open circuit in the
power source circuit and repair as
required.
-.
If Bulb socket Check OK

'%,

Replace the sender unit.
INDIVIDUAL GAUGE READS
HIGH LIMIT ,
Verify the complaint. With the
ignition switch ON, disconnect the
gauge ground-circuitlead at the sender.
The gauge pointer should go to no
reading on the low side.
If Gauge Check Not OK
Disconnect the sender side of the
ground circuit at the gauge with the
ignition switch ON. The gauge pointer
should go to no reading on the low
side.
If Ground Check Not OK

Verify the complaint. Turn the ignition switch ON, the light should'not
come on. (The engine temperature
must be below 245 degrees F.)

Connect a 12 volt test light from
the positive terminal of the battery to
the hot terminal of the temperature
switch (Fig. 8). If the test light comes
on, replace the temperature switch.

Check for a shorted wire in the
bulb ground circuit lead from the bulb
to the switch, repair as necessary.
Check the prove out circuit for a short
with an ohmmeter or test light.

If Ground Check OK

Repair the prove out circuit as
required.

On vehicles with two or three
gauges, replace the appropriate sender
unit.
ALL GAUGES READ

EXTREME HIGH LIMIT
Verify the complaint. Disconnect
the battery and check the Instrument
Voltage Regulator (IVR) case for
proper ground using an ohmmeter or
self powered test light. Also check the
printed circuit ground for an open. ,
If Ground Check Not OK.
Properly ground the IVR.

If Bulb Continuity Not OK

If Bulb Continuity OK
Check for continuity from the bulb
to the ignition switch. If the continuity check is NOT OK, repair the
open in the switch circuit.
LOW FUEL WARNING LlGHT
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE

LOW FUEL WARNING LlGHT
WILL NOT GO OUT (WHEN
GAS TANK IS FULL)
Verify the complaint. Disconnect
the wire connector at the low fuel
warning,relay. With the ignition switch
on, the low fuel light should go out.

If Prove Out Circuit OK
Perform a continuity test on the
ignition switch proof terminal (Fig. 7).
If the ignition switch test NOT OK.
replace the ignition switch.
HOT LlGHT DOES NOT
PROVE OUT WHEN
CRANKING ENGINE
Verify the complaint. Disconnect
the ground lead at the ignition switch
proof terminal and ground the wire.
The HOT light should glow.
If Hot Light OK
Check the ignition switch proof
terminal with a self powered test light
(Fig. 7).

If Light Prove Out Not OK
Check for a short in the wiring
harness from the plug at the low fuel
warning relay to the safety convenience panel plug or for crossed wires
in the plug.
If Light Prove Out OK
Disconnect the terminal plug at
the fuel sender unit or in the trunk.
whichever is most convenient: Check
the resistance of the relay from the
relay wire in the trunk to the accessory terminal of the ignition switch,
with the switch in the OFF position.
The resistance reading should be 22.5
ohms.

If Ignition Check Not OK
If Relay Test Not OK

If Ground Check OK
Replace the IVR unit. (If the vehicle had a full tank of gas when the
IVR failed, the fuel sender unit and
gauge may be out of calibration and
should be !ested. If the test shows the
system to be out of calibration, the
sender unit and gauge MUST be
replaced.)

i

*

If Light Not OK

If Prove Out Circuit Not OK

If Guage Check OK

.

Check the bulb for continuity.

Replace the bulb.

Loosen and realign the appropriate
gauge.

If the gauge operates properly,
check the wiring harness for a possible short and repair as required.

,

-

Replace the ignition switch:
If Ignition Check OK

If the resistance reading is 45
ohms, the parallel ballast resistor
should be connected.

Repair the terminal connection.
If Relay Test OK
If Hot Light Not OK
Check for, voltage at the bulb socketwith a 12 volt test light.

Check the plug at the low fuel relay for a short circuit or connected to
the wrong wiring harness.
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LOW FUEL WARNING
LIGHT WILL NOT GO ON
WlTH THE FUEL TANK
EMPTY

circuit. If the wiring check is OK,
replace the warning relay.

terminal. Short the switch body to the
engine block. If the pressure light does
not glow, replace the pressure switch.

If Ground Check OK
If Light Not OK

Vciify the complaint. Disconnect
the plug connector at the sender unit
or in the trunk, whichever is most
convenient. With the ignition switch
in the ON position, ground the relay
wire. T h e low fuel warning light
should come on.

Check the thermistor resistance
with a 1.5 volt ohmmeter from the
thermistor terminal at the sender unit
to ground. If the resistance is not between 400 to 600 ohmsthe sender unit
should be replaced.
OIL PRESSURE LIGHT TROUBLE
DIAGNOSIS GUIDE

If Ground Check Not OK
Turn the ignition switch to the
START position. The warning light
should come on.

OIL PRESSURE LIGHT DOES
NOT LIGHT WlTH IGNITION
SWITCH ON (ENGINE NOT
RUNNING)

Check for voltage at the bulb socket.
If 'Voltage Not OK
There is an open circuit to the bulb
from the ignition switch. Repair or replace the circuit as necessary.
If Voltage OK
Check the bulb.
If Bulb Not OK
Replace the bulb.

If Start Position Check Not OK
Check the wiring for an open circuit. If the wiring check is OK, replace the warning light.

Verify the complaint. Remove the
wire from the oil pressure switch terminal and ground the wire to the engine
block. The oil pressure light should
glow.

If Start Position Check OK
Check the wiring for an

If Light OK
open

Install the lead wire on the switch

Check the continuity from the bulb to
the oil pressure switch.
If Continuity Not OK
There is an open circuit between the
bulb and the pressure switch, repair or
replace the circuit as necessary.

TROUBLE SYMPTOMS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

CORRECTION

NOISY SPEEDOMETER SYSTEM
WITH/WITHOUT NEEDLE
FLUCTUATION
(VERIFY THE COMPLAINT)

I. Core kinked due to cable assembly being kinked or damaged.
2. Cable attaching nut loose at
speedometer head.
3. Quick
Connect
attachment
loose.
4. End of core bent due to loose
attaching nut.
5. Drive and driven gear damaged
or scored.
6. Driven gear damaged.
7. Driven gear retaining clip installed backwards causing interference.
8. Core binding due to burr on
core tip.
9. Odometer gear binding due to defective odometer. (Clicks every mile of
distance traveled).
10. Speed control regulator internal noise.
11. Insufficient core lubrication.
12. Grease or foreign material on
speedometer.

I. Repair routing and install a new
core. If repairs do not correct, replace
the cable assembly.
2. Tighten cable nut (18-25 in Ibs).
3. Make sure Quick Connect is
properly attached.
4. Replace core.
5. Replace both gears. (Refer to
Parts Catalogue for correct gear information.
6. Replace gear.
7. Install retaining clip correctly.
8. Carefully file off burr.
9. Replace speedometer head assembly. (Set odometer to reading
shown on head being replaced).
10. Replace regulator.
1 I. Clean core and re-lubricate
with B5AZ-19581-A lubricant.
12. Replace speedometer head.
(Set odometer to reading shown on
head being replaced).

FIG. &Speedometer

Trouble Diagnosis Guide
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TROUBLE SYMPTOMS
INOPERATIVE SPEEDOMETER
SYSTEM
(VERIFY THE COMPLAINT)

POSSIBLE CAUSES

CORRECTION

1. Core broken at head due to
loose upper cable attaching nut.

1. Remove broken core from head
and replace core. Make sure nut is
tight (18-25 in Ibs).
2. Remove broken core from head
and replace core. Make sure Qurck
Connect is properly attached.
3. Repair kink in cable and inshll
a new core. If repairs do not correct,
replace cable assembly. If cable is
damaged, replace the cable assembly.
4. Replace both drive and driven
gears.
5. Replace driven gear. (Refer to
Parts Catalogue for correct gear information).
6. Replace speedometer head assembly. (Set odometer to reading
shown on head berng replaced).

2. Core broken at head due to
Quick Connect attachment loose.
3. Core broken due to cable assembl y being kinked or damaged.

4. Drive gear damaged.

5. Driven gear teeth damaged.
6. Odometer inoperative.

INACCURATE SPEEDOMETER
SYSTEM
(VERIFY THE COMPLAINT)

DEFECTIVE SPEEUOMETER
SYSTEM
(VERIFY THE COMPLAINT)

FIG. 6-Speedometer

1. Incorrect driven gear for tire
size, transmissron and axle combinations.
2. Speedometer head out of calibration.
3. System is within normal production tolerance - no defect.
1. Needle hangs up at zero due to
grease or foreign material on speedometer needle zero stop.

1. Replace driven gear. (Refer to
Parts Catalogue for correct gear information).
2. Replace speedometer head (Set
Odometer to reading shown on head
being replaced).
3. Road test vehicle with customer.
1. Replace speedometer head assembly. (Set odometer to reading
shown on head being replaced).

Trouble Diagrnosis Guide (Continued)

AMMETER TEST
To test the ammeter, turn the headlights on with the engine stopped. The
meter pointer should move toward the
D or discharge scale. If no movement
of the needle is observed, check the
rear of the meter housing to see if the
battery to circuit breaker wire connections are loose. If the connections are
tight, and the meter does not indicate
a discharge, the meter is inoperative.
If the meter pointer moves toward the
C or charge scale when the headlights
are turned ON, the wire connections
at the meter are reversed. When the
headlights are turned on, the battery
is reversed, or the wire passes through
the loop in the wrong direction. Feed
the wire through in the opposite direction to correct this condition, after
checking first to make sure that the
battery is not reversed.

-

CHARGE INDICATOR LIGHT
TEST
To test the charge indicator light,
turn the ignition switch on with the
engine stopped. The light should come
on. If it does not, the bulb is burned

out, or the wiring to the light is
defective.
An open resistor wire in the Ford
alternator charging system wiring harness will usually cause the charge indicator light to stay on until the engine
speed is increased to several thousand
rpm. This effect will be noticed each
time the engine is started. In some
cases the light will not go out at all.
The charge indicator light may be
tested with the use of a test light containing a trade number 67 or 1155
bulb.
Disconnect the regulator plug from
the regulator. Turn the ignition switch
to ACC position. Touch one test probe
from test light to the ignition terminal
and the other to the regulator base.
The tcst light will come on if the circuit is in proper working order. If the
15 ohm resistor or circuit is open, the
indicator light will operate a t full'
brightness and the test light will be out.
FUEL G A U G E A N D FUEL
SENDING U N I T TEST
Disconnect the sender lead wire from
the sending unit and gauge being tested.
Perform the Instrument Voltage Regulator test on the vehicle to verify the

gauge circuit is not open. Connect the
sending unit lead to a ground through
a 10 ohm resistor. This is equivalent to
the FULL scale reading on the fuel
gauge.
If the fuel gauge does not indicate
or operate during the test, the gauge is
defective and should be replaced. If the
fuel gauge does not operate after replacement then the circuit between the
gauge and sending unit is defective.
If the fuel gauge operates correctly,
then the sending unit is defective or is
not properly grounded.
I G N I T I O N SWITCH
CONTINUITY TEST
To test the continuity of the ignition
switch remove the switch from the vehicle. Insert the ignition key in the
switch. ( D o not use anyth'ing but the
key to actuate the switch to the varipositions because of possible
damage to the switch). Using a self-

- ous

powered test light or ohmmeter, check
the continuity through the switch as illustrated in Fig. 7. If the switch does
not meet all of the'continuity tests, the
switch is defective and should be replaced.
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER G A U G E
W I R I N G H A R N E S S TEST
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IGNITION K E Y POSITIONS
ACCESSORY

Refer to W i r i n g Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring
harnesses. Schematics are shown i n
Group 19 of this manual.
A voltmeter or test light may be
used to test the wiring harness from
the Instrument Voltage Regulator
(I.V.R.) to the gauges, for a broken or
open circuit. I f a voltmeter is used. set
the range selector on the 20 volt scale.
Attach the negative (minus) lead to
a good ground and the positive lead to
the suspected wire or circuit. W i t h the
ignition switch i n the ON position, i f
the pointer moves i n a pulsating manner or the test light flickers, there is
continuity from the I.V.R. and the
open condition exists between the test
point and the terminal or sending unit
end of the wire. I f the pointer does not
deflect or pulse, the open circuit exists
between the test point and the I.V.R.
Repeating this procedure a t the various
connectors w i l l isolate the faulty section of the wire harness.

ON (IGNITION)

OFF

START

(G) GROUND (SWITCH BODY)

$

y/

I/

.I-(S)
START TERMINAL

n

(A) ACCESSORY TERMINAL

INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR TEST
The instrument voltage regulator
may be tested i n the vehicle. T o test,
disconnect the gauge lead from the
sender u n i t and connect the lead of a
test light or the positive lead of a volt
meter (20 volt scale) t o the fuel gauge
lead. Connect the other end t o a suitable ground. W i t h the ignition switch
i n the ON or A C C position. a flashing
light or fluctuating voltage w i l l indicate
that the instrument voltage regulator
is good and that the gauge circuit' is
not interrupted. I f the light glows and
does not pulse, check to see that the
I.V.R. case isgrounded properly.
D o not ground or spark either
terminal of the instrument voltage
regulator. 'This w i l l burn out the dash
wiring harness or the instrument voltage regulator or both.

SWITCH POSITION

CONTINUITY SHOULD EXIST ONLY BETWEEN

ACCESSORY
OFF
ON
START
PROOF

AaB
NO CONTINUITY BETWEEN ANY TWO TERMNALS
B AN0 I, B AN0 A, I A N 0 A
B A N 0 5, B AN0 I, I AN0 S, P A N 0 G, P AND P
P AN0 G, B A N 0 I. P AN0 P

'

INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR-GAUGE
CALIBRATION TEST
When the instrument voltage regulator or gauge is suspected of being out
of calibration, having a fluctuating
movement or a high or low reading,
both the gauge and the instrument
voltage regulator must be tested simultaneously. This test is done i n the
vehicle.
Testing the gauge for calibration
with a 10-ohm resistor for high readings and a 73-ohm resistor for low

FIG. 7 - I g n i t i o n S w i t c h C o n t i n u i t y Test

readings, the pointer must lie close to
the high or low graduation dots on
the dial.
T o perform the tests, disconnect the
lead from the appropriate sender unit.
W i t h the ignition switch ON and a
10-ohm resistor connected to the gauge
lead and the other end connected to
ground, the gauge should give a high
reading. A 73-ohm resistor should give
a low reading.
I f the gauge does n o t perform as
indicated, replace the instrument voltage regulator and retest to determine
i f the gauge is at fault. I f the gauge
reads good, the instrument voltage
regulator was at fault. I f the gauge is
still out of calibration, the gauge is
bad and must be replaced.

LOW FUEL LEVEL W A R N I N G
SYSTEM TEST
The low fuel warning light circuit
is tested e,ach time the ignition switch
is turned to the start position. When
the ignition switch is turned from ON
to S T A R T , the warning light is illuminated. This proves that the light
is functioning properly:
The system consists of three components: the thermistor assembly attached t o the fuel sender, the warning
relay, and the warning light. I n the
event of system failure, the following
tests can be made:
1. Check t o see that the bulb lights
with the switch i n the start position.
2. Check for loose connections,
broken wires, o r a blown fuse.

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
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3. With the ignition switch on ACC
or O N position, disconnect the wiring
a t the fuel sender assembly and ground
the relay to thermistor wire (green,
white stripe). If the warning light
lights, replace the sender assembly. If
the warning light does not light, replace
the relay.
If the warning light stays on when
there is more than a half tank of fuel,
check the resistance between the relay
thermistor wire (green-white .stripe)
and the ACC terminal of the ignition
switch. The ohmmeter should read approximately 22 ohms. If the resistance
is approximately 45 ohms, check to
see that the ballast-.resistor (located
a t the cowl flange above the glove
Sox) is connected.

-=,

I

O I L PRESSURE I N D I C A T O R
G A U G E TEST

Remove the oil pressure sendei unit
and temporarily attach an oil pressure
gauge in its place. Operate the engine
to determine the oil pressure. If the
oil pressure is normal, the gauge should
indicate within the normal band.
If the gauge did not indicate, perform the Instrument Voltage Regulator-Gauge Calibration Test. If the
gauge does not indicate, the gauge, the
wires leading to the gauge or the constant voltage regulator are a t fault.

:

The sending unit used with the
warning indicator light system is not
interchangeable with the sending unit
used with the gauge system. Refer to

the Ford Car Master Parts Catalog for
proper parts usage.
Misuse of the sending units will result in inoperative oil pressure warning systemsand damaged sending units
or gauges.
O I L PRESSURE I N D I C A T I N G
LIGHT TEST

T o test the indicator light, turn on
the ignition switch. Do not start the
engine. The light should come on.
Start the engine. The light should go
out, indicating that the oil pressure
has built up to a safe value.
T o test the oil pressure switch on
the engine, turn the ignition switch on,
engine not running, the indicator light
should come on. If the indicator light
does not come on, short the terminal
of the oil pressure switch unit to
ground. If the light now comes on, the
oil pressure switch is defective, or n.ot
properly- sealed to the engine. Be sure
to use electrically conductive sealer
C3A&-19554-B on all oil pressure
switches which do not have white tape

on the mounting threads. If the light

still does not come on, the bulb is
burned out or the wires from the bulb
to the ignition switch and oil pressi;re
switch are defective.
SPEEDOMETER TEST

To test the odometer accuracy, drive
the car over a measured mile. Speedometer accuracy can be checked by
comparing the speedometer in question against one known to be accurate,
while two cars are moving a t the same
speed, or by timing the car on a measured mile. Refer to Speedometer
calibration tolerance specifications,
Section 5 in this part. The Ford Car
Master Parts Catalog and the Lincoln
Mercury Parts and Accessories Catalog show the proper speedometer gears
to use for various rear axle and tire
size combinations.
TEMPERATURE (COLD A N D H O T )
I N D I C A T I N G LIGHTS TEST

During the test procedure, d o not
apply 12 volts directly to the temperature switch terminals at any time. This
voltage will damage the temperature
switch unit.
Perform the test on the (COLD)
light only if the engine is cool (below 125 degrees F). Turn the ignition
switch to- the O N position. The blue
light marked COLD, should glow. If
the cold light does not glow:
1. The engine temperature is
above 125 degrees F.
2. The electrical circuit is not
completed.
3. The switch unit is not properly
grounded to the engine.
Connect a jumper wire from the temperature switch body to the engine. If
the COLD light now glows, tighten
the switch as necessary to establish a
good ground connection from the
switch to the engine. If the COLD
light still does not glow, proceed with
further testing:
Remove the 2-terminal connector
from the temperature switch and connect a jumper wire from the connector
(white-green stripe wire), to the engine
(Fig. 8). If the COLD light now glows,
verify that the switch is defective by
connecting an ohmmeter from the
switch COLD terminal to. the switch
body (Fig. 8). If the resistance is not
zero ohms, remove and replace the
temperature switch. Be sure to use
electrically conductive thread sealer
C3AZ-19554-B. Reconnect the 2-termi-

nal connector and check that the
COLD light glows. If the COLD light

FIG.8-Temperature Switch a n d
Cold-Hot Light Bulbs Testing
Diagram
does not glow, the wiring or light bulb
is defective. When replacing the light
bulb, be sure that the ignition switch
is in the O F F position.
Perform the test on the red (HOT)
light only if the engine temperature is
less than 245 degrees F. If the red
light stays on-with the ignition switch
turned to the O N position, a defective
temperature sending switch is indicated. Remove the 2-terminal connector
from the temperature switch and connect an ohmmeter from the temperature switch HOT terminal to the engine (Fig. 8). There should be an open
circuit (infinite ohms). If the meter
reads zero ohms replace the switch.
If the light is off when the ignition
switch is in the ON position, turn the
switch to the start position and the
proveout circuit should light the bulb.
If the bulb does not glow, the bulb or
the proveout circu,it is defective. Remove the bulb and check the bulb for
continuity. If the ohmmeter indicates
an open circuit (infinite ohms), replace
the bulb and again turn the ignition
switch to the start position to light the
bulb with the prove-out circuit. If the
bulb still does not light, check the wire
continuity from the temperature sending switch to the light bulb and then to
the ignition switch. Repair any breaks
in the circuit. This should complete the
prove-out circuit so that the bulb will
light'when the ignition switch is again
turned to the start position.
TEMPERATURE G A U G E TEST

Start the engine and allow it to run
at 1200 rpm for 30 minutes. Place a
thermometer in the coolant at the
radiator filler cap. The temperature
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should read a minimum of 180 degrees
F., and the gauge in the instrument
panel should indicate within the norma1 band.
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CLOCK ADJUSTMENT

I
i

- Instrument Cluster, Gauges And Controls
If the gauge does not indicate, perform the Instrument Voltage Regulator-Gauge Calibration Test. If the
gauge does not indicate, the gauge,
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the wires leading to the gauge, or the
constant voltage regulator are at fault.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENT A N D REPAIR

Adjustment of the clock is automatic. If the clock runs slow or fast,
merely reset the clock to the proper
time. This action adjusts the clock
automatically. Turning the knob clockwise, the clock will go faster. By turning the knob counterclockwise the
clock will go slower.
The clock fuse is in the fuse panel
which is mounted on the dashboard
above and to the right of the brake
pedal.
SPEEDOMETER REPAIR
PROCEDURES

LOOSE CABLE ATTACHING
N UTS
1. Cable nuts should be tightened
with pliers to approximately 18 to 25
in-lbs.
2. Cable nuts should start and run
up freely by hand for at least three to
four turns.
3. A loose cable nut can cause a
bent cable core. Tightening will not
always correct the problem.

DEFECTIVE CABLE CORE
AND HEAD
Before removing a speedometer

4

head, disconnect the cable a t the
head and insert a short section of
cable core in the head. Rotate the
section of core to check for any dragging or noise. The speedometer shaft
should turn freely and evenly.
If a new speedometei head is being
installed, examine the square drive hole
for sufficient lubricant. If lubricant is
needed, apply a 3/16 inch diameter
ball of C5AZ-19581-A lubricant in the
drive hole. Also set the odometer to
the reading shown on the head being
replaced.
DEFECTIVE CABLE CORE
AND HOUSING
1. To check for a kinked cable core
remove and wipe dry. Lay the core
out straight on a flat surface and roll
it back and forth. Any kinks or
damage will be seen. Then take an
end in each hand, allowing core to
hang in approximately a 9 to 12 inch
loop. Rotate both ends'to be sure core
turns evenly.
2. Routing of the cable housing is
particularly important where the cable
leaves the speedometer head. The optimum routing would provide that the
cable and housing take virtually no
change of direction for a t least a
length of 8 inches from the speedometer head.

3. When installing a new cable and
housing it is necessary that extra care
be taken to see 'that the new assembly
is guided and routed properly to eliminate any kinks.
4. Proper lubrication of the cable
core is accomplished by a light application of BSAZ- 1958I-A lubricant after the cable has been wiped clean. A
light film is all that is required.
DEFECTIVE DRIVE AND
DRIVEN GEARS
1. A scored, nicked or gouged
driven gear is usually indicative of a
defective drive gear on those vehicles
that have the drive gear integral with
the transmission output shaft. The
output shaft should be carefully inspected for imperfections and replaced
if necessary.
2. A driven gear with two or three
adjoining teeth badly scored is indicative of improper assembly procedure.
The gear should be inserted in the
transmission while simultaneously
turning the drive shaft. This will insure initial gear engagement and prevent gear damage. Force should never
be used.
3. Whenever a drive gear is replaced, a new driven gear should also
be installed, regardless of its apparent
condition.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

CHARGE INDICATOR AND/OR
OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR
GAUGE-MUSTANG
1. Remove the instrument cluster

from the instrument oanel.
2. Remove the nine cluster rear
housing retaining screws and remove
the cluster rear housing (Fig. 16,
Part I).
3. Remove the four nuts retaining
the gauges in their housing and remove the gauge to be replaced.
4. Position the gauge in the housing and install the four retaining nuts.
5. Posit~on the cluster rear housing assembly to the cluster and install
the nine retaining screws.

6. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
7. Check the gauge operation.
CHARGE INDICATOR GAUGECOUGAR XR-7
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly (in this part).
3. Remove the nine rear cluster
housing retaining screws and remove
the cluster housing (Fig. 15, Part I).
4. Disconnect the two push on
connectors and remove the two charge
indicator gauge retaining nuts and
remove the gauge.

5. Position the gauge assembly to
the cluster housing and install the two
retaining nuts and connect the push on'
connectors.
6. Position the cluster rear housing assembly and install the nine retaining screws.
7. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
8. Connect the battery ground cable arld check the operation of the
gauge.
ELECTRIC CLOCK-COUGAR
XR-7 (CONSOLE MOUNTED)

I. Remove the radio control knobs.
2. Remove the two screws which
retain the console front pad. Pry out
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the pad (four retaining clips).
3. Disconnect the two wiring con:
nectors and the bulb from the clock.
4. Remove the three nuts which
retain the clock to the pad and remove
the clock from the pad.
5. To install the clock, position it
to the console pad and : ,tall the
three retaining nuts.
6. Connect the two clock wiring connectors and the clock bulb.
7. Snap the console pad in place at
the radio and install the two pad retaining screws and the radio control
knobs.
ELECTRIC CLOCK-FAIRLANE
I. Remove the instrument panel
pad. (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
2. Remove the three screws retaining the clock to the instrument panel
pad.
3. Position the clock to the instrument panel pad and install the
three retaining screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad to the instrument panel.
5.Check the operation of the
clock.
ELECTRIC CLOCK-FALCON
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. From underneath the instrument
panel, disconnect the clock wire connectors (blue and blue-red wires).
3. Remove the nut and washer with
spacer assembly which retains the
clock.
4. Pull the clock wires through the
instrument panel and remove the clock.
5. Position the replacement clock
to the instrument panel and route the
clock wires through the instrument
panel.
6. Install the spacer, nut and
washer assembly which retains the
clock to the instrument panel.
7. Connect the clock wiring connectors.
8. Connect the battery ground
cable to the battery.
ELECTRIC CLOCK-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR
I. Remove the instrument cluster
(in this section).
2. Remove the clock re-set knob
and nut.
3. Disconnect the wiring connector
from the clock. Remove three clock
retaining screws and remove the clock.
4. Position the clock to the instrument cluster. Install the three retaining
screws and connect the -wiring connector.

5. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel. Install the clock
reset knob.
6: Check the clock operation.

ing screws.
8. Position the right instrument
panel shield to the panel and install
the four retaining screws.
. 9. Install the instrument panel pad.
10. Connect the battery ground
cable.

FUEL GAUGE-FAIRLANE
REMOVAL

FUEL GAUGE-FALCON

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. ~ e m o v e 'the instrument panel
pad (See Part 18- 1).
3. Remove the right instrument
panel shield assembly retaining screws
and remove the shield.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out. Disconnect the speedometer, tachometer (if so equipped),
and the multiple plug from the printed
circuit, and remove the cluster.
5. Remove the eight button clips
retaining the lens and mask to the
cluster. At this time, the oil and alternator finish covers and, four rubber
spacers will come off with the mask
and lens (Fig. 12, Part I).
6. Remove the four screws and two
nuts retaining the fuel gauge and housing to the cluster, and remove the
gauge and housing.
7. Unsnap the ornament from the
center of the gauge.
8. Remove .the four screws from
the gauge finish cover and carefully
remove the cover.
9. Remove the two nuts retaining
the gauge assembly to the housing, and
remove the gauge.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the fuel gauge in the
housing, and install the two retaining
nuts.
2. Position the gauge finish cover,
and install the four retaining screws.
Be careful not to damage the hand of
the gauge.
3. Snap the ornament into the
center of the fuel gauge.
4. Pcsition the fuel gauge assembly to the cluster, and install the four
screws and two nuts retaining the assembly. The instrument voltage regulator wires are also retained by two of
the retaining screws.
5. Position the oil and alternator
finish covers to the cluster. Position
the four rubber spacers and install the
lens and mask. Snap the eight retaining buttons into place.
6. Connect the speedometer cable,
tachometer (if so equipped), and the
multiple plug to the cluster.
7. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five retain-

REMOVAL
t

I. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad assembly. (Refer to Group 18,
Part 1).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster to the instrument panel.
Position the cluster out and disconnect
the speedometer cable, heater control
cables, and control illumination bulb.
Disconnect the heater switch plug and
the clamp retaining the cables to the
heater controls. Also disconnect the
multipIe plug to the printed circuit and
remove the cluster.
4. Remove the heater control knobs
and remove the eight screws retaining
the instrument cluster rear housing and
remove the housing (Fig. 13, Part I).
5. Remove the three screws retaining the speedometer to the housing and
remove the speedometer assembly.
6. Remove the two nuts retaining
the fuel gauge to the cluster housing
and remove the gauge.

I. Position the fuel gauge to the
cluster housing and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Position the speedometer to the
cluster housing and install the retaining screws.
3. Position the cluster rear housing to the cluster and install the eight
retaining screws. Also install the heater control knobs.
4. Connect the heater control cables to the control and install the retaining clamp. Also connect the speedometer cable, heater control illumination bulb, heater switch plug, and the
multiple plug to the printed circuit.
5. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five retaining screws.
6. Install the instrument panel pad.
7. Connect the battery ground (negative) cable to the battery and check
the operation of the gauge.
FUEL G A U G E - M O N T E G O
REMOVAL
I. Open the hood and disconnect
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the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument panel
and position the cluster out. Disconnect the speedometer quick disconnect,
by pressing the ribbed sections of the
plastic ring inward to disengage the
catch and pull the cable from the
speedometer head. Unplug the fuel
gauge terminal wires, the multiple
connectors to the printed circuit and
convenience control lights, i f so equipped. Disconnect the heater switch, heater control cables, and the clock, if
so equipped. Remove the cluster.
4. Remove the heater control and
switch knobs. Remove the seven screws
retaining the back of the cluster and
remove the cluster back (Fig. 14,
Part I).
5. Remove the two nuts retaining
the fuel gauge assembly to the instrument cluster and remove the assembly.
6. Unsnap the ornament from the
center of the gauge assembly.
7. Remove the three screws retaining the gauge finish cover and carefully remove the cover.
INSTALLATION

1. Position the finish cover to the
fuel gauge and install the three retaining screws. Be careful not to damage
the hand of the gauge.
2. Snap the ornament into the
center of the gauge.
3. Position the fuel gauge assembly to the cluster, and install the two
retaining nuts.
4. Position the back to the cluster and install the seven retaining
screws. Install the knobs on the heater
controls and switch.
5. Connect the multiple plugs to
the printed circuit, fuel gauge terminal
wires and the convenience control
lights, i f so equipped. Push on the
speedometer cable connector until it
snaps into place. Connect the heater
control cables, heater switch, and the
clock, if so equipped.
Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the eight retaining screws.
6. Install the instrument panel pad.
7. Connect the battery ground cable and check the operation of the fuel
gauge.
FUEL GAUGE AND
TEMPERATURE GAUGECOUGAR, COUGAR XR-7
AND MUSTANG
The fuel and temperature gauges

are replaced as a unit.
I . Remove the instrument cluster.
See Instrument Cluster Assembly Cougar.
2. Remove the nine rear cluster
housing retaining screws. Remove the
rear cluster housing and gauges.
3. Remove the four nuts retaining
the gauge assembly to the housing
and remove the gauge assembly.
4. Position the gauge assembly in
the cluster rear housing and install
the four gauge retaining nuts.
5. Position the cluster rear housing assembly to the cluster and install the nine retaining screws.
6. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
FUEL SENDING UNIT

1. Remove the fuel from the fuel
tank.
2. Disconnect the fuel gauge sending unit wire from the sending unit.
3. Loosen the hose clamp and disconnect the tank line at the sending
unit.
4. Remove any dirt that has accumulated around the sending unit
so that it will not enter the tank.
5. Turn the sending unit retaining
ring counterclockwise and remove the
unit, retaining ring, and mounting
gasket.
6. Clean the fuel gauge sending unit
mounting surface at the fuel tank.
7. Position the sending unit and
mounting gasket on the fuel tank and
secure with the retaining ring.
8. Connect the sending unit wire
and the fuel tank line.
9. Fill the tank with the fuel removed.
10. Check the fuel gauge operation and check lor leaks.
IGNITION SWITCHALL MODELS
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Insert the ignition key in the
switch. Turn the switch to the accessory position. Insert a wire pin in
the hole on the ignition switch. Slightly depress the pin while turning the key
counterclockwise past the accessory
position. This will release the lock
cylinder from the switch assembly.
Pull out the lock cylinder with the key.
If only the lock cylinder is to be replaced, proceed to step 8.
3. Remove the bezel nut with tool
T65L-700-A (Fig. 9).
4. Lower the switch assembly from
the instrument panel and remove the

FIG. 9-Ignition
Removal
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Switch Connector

accessory wire retaining nut and depress the .tabs securing the multiple
connector to the rear of the ignition
switch with a modified tool 18918-A
(Fig. 10). The modification of the tool
consists of grinding the inside of the
tool jaws to allow clearance around
the rear of the switch. Pull the multiple connector from the switch and remove the switch.
5. To install the switch, depress
the tabs on the multiple connector and
plug the connector into the switch assembly, being sure that the tabs lock
in place.
6. Position the switch in its retainer and install the bezel nut.
7. Insert the key in the switch
assembly and turn the key to the accessory position. Place the cylinder and
key in the switch. Push the cylinder
into the switch until it is fully seated
then turn the key to the lock position.
Turn the key to check the lock cylinder operation.
8. Connect the battery ground cable
to the battery and check the operation
of the switch assembly.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTERFAIRLANE, FALCON AND
MONTEGO
The removal and installation procedure for the Fairlane, Falcon and
Montego con be found in the printed
circuit removal and installation procedures. The appropriate printed circuit procedures are located in Part 5
of this Group.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
COUGAR AND COUGAR XR-7
REMOVAL
Instrument cluster components are
accessible by removing the cluster as
an assembly.
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
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PART 15-3
2. Cover the steering column, to
prevent paint damage.
3. Remove the instrument panel,
front pad assembly retaining screws
and remove the pad assembly.
4. Remove the four screws retaining the heater control assembly to
the instrument panel and position the
control assembly outward.
5. Reaching through the heater
control opening, disconnect the speedometer cable from the speedometer.
6. Remove the three ash tray receptacle retaining screws. Disconnect
the cigar lighter element wiring connector and remove the ash tray
receptacle.
7. Reaching through the ash tray
opening, remove the nut which retains
the inboard end of the instrument cluster to the instrument panel.
8. Remove the seven external screws
retaining the instrument cluster to the
instrument panel.
9. Position the cluster assembly
outward, disconnect the two multiple
connectors and remove the instrument
cluster assembly.
lN S T A L L A T I O N

I. To install, position the cluster
assembly on the steering column and
connect the multiple connectors.
2. Position the cluster assembly
to the instrument panel and install the
seven external retaining screws.
3. Reaching through the ash tray
opening, install the instrument cluster
assembly inboard end retaining nut
and washer.
4. Position the ash receptacle and
install the three retaining screws. ,
5. Reaching through the heater
control opening, connect the speedometer cable to the speedometer.
6. Position the heater control to
the instrument panel and install the
four retainini screws.
7. Position the front instrument
panel pad and install the pad retaining screws.
8. Connect the battery ground cable to the battery.
9. Check the instruments and cluster bulbs for proper operation. Remove
the steering column protective cover.
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prevent paint damage.
3. Remove the four screws retaining the heater control assembly to the
instrument panel and position the control assembly outward.
4. Reaching through the heater control opening, disconnect the speedometer cable from the speedometer.
5. Remove the three ash tray receptacle retaining screws. Disconnect
the cigar lighter element wiring connector and remove the ash tray receptacle.
6. Reaching through the ash tray
opening, remove the nut which retains
the inboard end of the instrument
cluster to the instrument panel.
7. Remove the five external screws
retaining the instrument cluster to the
instrument panel.
8. Position the cluster assembly outward, disconnect the two multiple
connectors and remove the instrument
cluster assembly.
9. To install, position the cluster
assembly on the steering column and
connect the multiple connectors.
10. Position the cluster assembly
to the instrument panel and install the
five external retaining screws.
11. Reaching through the ash tray
opening, install the instrument cluster
assembly inboard end retaining nut
and washer.
12. Position the ash receptacle and
install the three retaining screws.
13. Reaching through the heater
control opening, connect the speedometer cable to the speedometer.
14. Position the heater control to
the instrument panel and install the
four retaining screws.
15. Connect the battery ground cable to the battery.
16. Check the instrument and cluster bulbs for proper operation. Remove the steering column protective
cover.
17. Connect the battery ground
cable.
I N S T R U M E N T CLUSTER
I L L U M I N A T I O N BULBS

The removal and installation procedure for the instrument cluster
illumination bulbs can be found in
Part 1 of this group.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTERMUSTANG

INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR-COUGAR

Instrument cluster components are
accessible by removing the cluster as
an assembly.
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Cover the steering column to

1. Disconnect the ground cable
from the battery.
2. Remove the four screws retaining the heater control to the instrument panel and position the control
assembly outward.
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3. Reaching through the heater
control opening, disconnect the spade
connectors from the constant voltage
regulator (located to the left of the
speedometer), (Fig. 15, Part I).
4. Remove the nut and washer
which retains the regulator to the
stud on the back of the instrument
cluster.
5. Position the replacement regulator on the mounting stud and install the retaining nut and washer.
6. Connect the wiring connectors
to the regulator.
7. Position the heater control to
the instrument panel and install the
four retaining screws.
8. Connect the battery ground cable to the battery.
9. Check the gauge operation.
INSTRUMENT V O L T A G E
REGULATOR-FAIRLANE
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
cover assembly (See Part 18-1).
3. Remove the four screws retaining the right instrument panel shield
assembly.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out.
5. Disconnect the two push on connectors to the voltage regulator (Fig.
12, Part I). Remove the screw retaining the regulator to the cluster
and remove the regulator.
INSTALLATION

1. Position the voltage regulator
to the cluster and install the retaining screw. Connect the two push on
connectors.
2. Position the cluster to the
panel and install the retaining screws.
3. Position and install the instrument panel cover assembly.
4. Connect the battery ground
cable.
INSTRUMENT V O L T A G E
REGULATOR-FALCON
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel pad
assembly. (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster to the instrument
panel. Position the cluster out.
4. Disconnect the two push on connectors from the instrument voltage
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regulator(Fig. 13, Part 1). Remove
the voltage regulator retaining screw
and remove the regulator.

INSTALLATION

I. Position the voltage regulator
to the back of the cluster and install the retaining screw. Connect
the two push on connectors.
2. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
3. Install the instrument panel
pad assembly.
4. Connect the battery ground (negative) cable and check the operation
of the instruments.
INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR-MONTEGO

REMOVAL

1. Open the hood and disconnect
the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument
panel and position the panel out.
4. Disconnect the two push on connectors to the voltage regulator (Fig.
14, Part 1). Remove the one screw
retaining the regulator and remove the
instrument voltage regulator. ' ',.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the instrument voltage regulator to the back of the
cluster and install the retaining screw.
Connect the two push on connectors.
2. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel a n d install the
eight retaining screws.
3. Install the instrument panel
pad.
4. Connect the battery ground
cable.

OIL PRESSURE SENDING
UNIT OR OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH
T o replace the unit, disconnect the
wire from the terminal. Remove the
unit from the engine. Apply conductive sealer C3AZ-19554-9 to the
threads of the new unit and install
the unit. Connect the wire to the terminal and check the operation of the
unit.
The sending unit used with the
warning indicator light system is not
interchangeable with the sending unit
used with the gauge system. Refer
to the Ford Car Master Parts Catalog for proper parts usage.
Misuse of the sending units will
result in inoperative oil pressure
warning systems and damaged
sending uniis or gauges.
PARKING BRAKE W A R N I N G
SWITCH-COUGAR

1. Disconnect the lead wire to the
switch.
2. Remove the nut and bolt retaining the switch assembly to the parking brake control assembly and remove the switch.
3. Position the parking brake in
the O F F position, then position the
switch to the lower end of the parking brake control rod and loosely
install the retaining nut and bolt.
4. Connect the lead wire to the
switch assembly.
5. With the parking brake in the
O F F position, slide the switch up
the brake control rod until the warning light, goes out. Tighten the retaining nut and bolt to fasten the
switch in position.
6. Check the operation of the parking brake and switch.
SPEEDOMETER-FAIRLANE

REMOVAL
INSTRUMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATOR-MUSTANG

1. Remove the instrument cluster
from the instrument panel.
2. Remove the wiring connectors
from the regulator terminals (Fig. 16,
Part 1).
3. Remove the regulator retaining
screw and remove the regulator.
4. Position the new regulator and
install the retaining screw.
5. Connect the wiring connectors to
the regulator terminals.
6. lnstall the instrument cluster to
the instrument panel.
.
7. Check the gauge operation.

I. Disconnect the baitery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
cover assembly (See Part 18-1).
3. Remove the four screws retaining the right instrument panel shield
assembly.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out.
5. Disconnect the speedometer cable
tachometer (if so equipped), and the
multiple plug and remove the cluster
from the vehicle.
6. Remove the eight button clips
retaining the lens and mask to the

cluster (Fig. 12, Part 1). At this time,
the oil and alternator finish covers
and four rubber spacers will come off
with the mask and lens.
7. Remove the two screws retaining
the speedometer to the cluster housing
and remove the speedometer.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the speedometer to
the cluster housing and install the
retaining screws.
2. Position the oil and alternator finish covers to the cluster. Position the four rubber spacers and
install the lens and mask. Snap the
eight retaining buttons into place.
3. Connect the speedometer cable,
tachometer (if so equipped), and the
multiple plug to the cluster. Position the cluster to the panel and
install the retaining screws.
4. Position and install the instrument panel cover assembly.
5. Connect the battery ground
cable, and check the operation of the
speedometer.

SPEEDOMETER-FALCON

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad assembly. (Refer to Group 18,
Part 1).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster to the instrument
panel. Position the cluster out and
disconnect the speedometer cable,
heater control cables, and control
illumination bulb. Disconnect the heater switch plug and the clamp retaining
the cables to the heater controls. Also
disconnect the multiple plug to the
printed circuit and remove the cluster.
4. Remove the heater control knobs
and remove the eight screws retaining the instrument cluster rear housing and remove the housing (Fig. 13,
Part 1).
5. Remove the three screws retaining the speedometer to the housing and
remove the speedometer assembly.

1. Position the speedometer to the
cluster housing and install the retaining screws.
2. Position the cluster rear housing to the cluster and install the
eight retaining screws. Also install the heater control knobs.
3. Connect the heater control cables
to the control and install the re-
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taining clamp. Also connect the speedometer cable, heater control illumination bulb, heater switch plug, and
the multiple plug to the printed circuit.
4. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
5. lnstall the instrument panel pad.
6. Connect the battery ground (negative) cable, and check the operation pf
the gauge.

S P E E D W E T E R DRIVEN
GEAR RETAINER
17292
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SPEEDOMETER-MON'CEGO
REMOVAL
1. Open the hood and disconnect
the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument panel
and position the cluster out. Disconnect the speedometer cable connector by pressing the ribbed section of
the plastic ring inward to disengage
the catch and pull the cable from the
speedometer head. Unplug the fuel
,gauge terminal wires, printed circuit
multiple connectors and the convenience control lights, if so equipped.
Disconnect the heater switch, heater
control cables, and the clock, if so
equipped.Remove the cluster assembly.
4. Remove the heater control and
switch knobs. Remove the seven screws
retaining the back of the cluster and
remove the cluster back (Fig. 14,
Part I).
5. Remove the two screws from the
speedometer and remove the speedometer assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the speedometer assembly to the cluster and install the
two retaining screws.
2. Position the back to the cluster and install the seven retaining
screws. Install the knobs on the
heater controls and switch.
3. Connect the multiple plugs to
the printed circuit, fuel gauge terminal wires, and the convenience control lights, if so equipped. Install
the speedometer cable connector by
aligning the connector with the speedometer head and push the connector
in until it snaps into place. Connecl
the heater control cables, heater
switch, and the clock, if so equipped.
Position the cluster to the instrument
panel and install the eight retaining
screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground

FIG. I I - Speedometer Driven Gear Retainer and Mounting
cable and check the operation of the
speedometer.
SPEEDOMETER-MUSTANG,
COUGAR AND COUGAR
XR-7
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly. Remove the trip reset knob
(if so equipped).
3. Remove the eight rear cluster
housing retaining screws and remove
the rear cluster housing and gauges
(Fig. 15 and 16, Part I).
4. Remove the two speedometer retaining screws and remove the speedometer from the rear cluster housing.
5. Position the speedometer in the
rear cluster housing and install the
two retaining screws.
6. Position the rear cluster housing to the cluster and install the eight
retaining screws.
7. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel. Install the trip
reset knob (if so equipped).
8. Check speedometer operation.
9. Connect the battery ground
cable.

SPEEDOMETER SHAFTALL VEHICLES
REMOVAL
I. Reaching under the instrument
panel, disconnect the speedometer hous.
ing and shaft from the speedometer
assembly.
2. Remove the speedometer shaft
from the housing.
3. If the shaft is broken, raise
the vehicle on a hoist and remove the
bolt retaining the speedometer housing
clamp to the transmission.
4. Remove the shaft and driven
gear from the transmission (Fig. I I).
Remove the driven gear retainer, and

remove the driven gear and shaft from
the housing.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the driven gear to
the housing and install the gear retainer. Install the driven gear and
housing in the transmission, and install the retaining bolt. Lower the
vehicle.
2. Using the old cable, carefully
determine the exact length of the cable
Subtract 9/16 of an inch from that
length.
3. Cut the new cable to the proper
length and remove any burrs or frayed
edges. Be certain not to cut from the
squared end of the cable.

4. Install the tip on the cable,
making certain to seat the cable in
the bottom of the tip.
5. Place the cable and tip in a
crimping die, and place the die on
a solid surface and strike it squarely
with a hammer to crimp it.
6. Remove the crimping die.
7. Lubricate the cable with cable
lubricant C5AZ- 1958 1-A (do not over
lubricate), and install it in the
speedometer housing. When the cable
is nearly seated, twist it slightly to
make sure that the squared end is
engaged in the speedometer driven
gear.
8.Connect the housing to the
speedometer, being sure to eliminate
any kinks in the housing and shaft.
Check the operation of the speedometer.
SPEEDOMETER SHAFT AND
HOUSING-COUGAR AND
MUSTANG
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
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cable.
2. Remove the four screws retaining the heater controls to the instrument panel and position the controls
out.
3. Reaching thru the heater opening disconnect the speedometer cable
from the speedometer head.
4. Remove the housing from the
retaining clip on the left fender apron.
Pull the shaft and housing thru the
dash panel. This includes the rubber
grommet in the dash panel.
5. On vehicles with a 289 V-8
with a four speed transmission or a 390
V-8 with a three or four speed transmission (Fig. 12). remove the housing
from the retaining clip under the
accelerator linkage.
6. Raise the vehicle on a hoist
and remove the housing from a clip
on the floor panel.
7. Remove the bolt retaining the
housing to the transmission and remove the driven gear from the housing.

I

TACHOMETER

CLUSTER HOUSING
(BACK VIEW)

VOLTAGE REGULATOR

CLOCK 8 CONVENIENCE
CONTROL LIGHTS
ASSEMBLY
(FRONT VIEW)

I

I N S T R U M E N T CLUSTER
HOUSING
(FRONT VIEW)

INSTALLATION
ELECTRIC

1. Install the driven gear on the
housing. Position the driven gear and
housing to the transmission and install the retaining bolt and torque to
specifications (Section 5).
2. Position the housing in the
retaining clip on the floor panel
and lower the vehicle.
3. Position the housing in the
xetaining clip under the accelerator
linkage, if necessary.
4. Route the housing through the
dash panel and push the grommet into
position.
5. Position the housing in the
retaining clip on the left fender
apron.
6. Thru the heater control opening, connect the speedometer housing
and shaft to the speedometer head.
7. Position the heater controls to
the instrument panel and install the
four retaining screws.
8. Connect the battery and check
the operation of the speedometer.

SPEEDOMETER SHAFT AND
HOUSING-FALCON AND
FAIRLANE

REMOVAL
I. Remove the left cowl trim panel,
and fold back the carpet.
2. Reaching under the instrument
panel, disconnect the speedometer housing and shaft from the speedometer
(Fig. 13).
3. Push the speedometer housing
grommet through the floor panel.
4. Raise the vehicle and remove the

TACHCMETER
ASSEMBLY

FIG. 74 - Fairlane Instrument Cluster With Tachometer
bolt retaining the speedometer housing to the transmission. Remove the
driven gear from the transmission,
and remove the speedometer shaft and
housing from the vehicle.
INSTALLATION

'

1. Position the driven gear and
.housing assembly to the transmission
a d install the retaining bolt (Fig. 12).
2. Route the housing through the
floor ane el, a d push the housing
grommet into position.
3. Lower the vehicle and connect
the speedometer shaft and housing to
the speedometer.
4. Position the carpet and install
the left cowl trim panel.
5. Check the operation of the speedometer.

3. Raise the vehicle on a hoist
and disconnect the bolt retaining the
housjng to the transmission. Remove
the housing and shaft from the vehicle
and remove the driven gear retainer
and remove the driven gear from the
shaft.
4. Position the driven gear to the
shaft and install the driven gear retainer. Position the driven gear and
shaft in the transmission and install
the retaining nut and torque to
specifications (Fig. 13).
5. Route the housing through the
floor panel and push the housing grommet into place.
6. Lower the vehicle. Reaching
under the instrument panel, push on
the speedometer housing quick connector. Check the operation of the speedometer.

SPEEDOMETER SHAFT AND
HOUSING-MONTEGO

TACHOMETER-FAIRLANE

I. Reaching under the instrument
panel, disconnect the speedometer
housing quick connector by pressing
the ~ i b b e dsection of the plastic ring
inward to disengage the catch and pull
the ,cable from the speedometer head
(Fig. 13).
2. Push the speedometer housing
grommet, located near the left end
of the heater assembly, through the
floor panel.

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the ilstrument panel
pad (See Part 18- 1).
3. Remove the right instrument
panel shield assembly retaining screws
and remove the shield.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out. Disconnect the speed:
ometer, tachometer and multiple plug

REMOVAL

PART 15-3
from the printed circuit and remove
the cluster.
5. Remove the eight button clips
retaining the lens and mask to the
cluster.
6. Remove the three nuts retaining
the tachometer to the back of the
cluster housing and remove the tachometer assembly from the cluster housing. (Fig. 14).
INSTALLATION

- instrument Cluster, Gauges And Controls
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part 1).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the instrument cluster to the instrument panel and position the
cluster out.
4. Disconnect the electrical connectors to the clock or the tachometer,
whichever is being removed. Remove
the four screws retaining the clock
or the tachometer to the cluster and
remove the instrument. If the clock
is being removed, remove the control
knob before removing t k clock assembly.

1. Route the tachometer lead wire
thru the opening in the cluster housing. Position the tachometer assembly
to the cluster housing and install
the three retaining nuts.
2. Position the mask and lens to
the instrument cluster and snap the
eight retaining buttons into place.
3. Connect the speedometer cable
and tachometer lead wire and the multiple plug to the cluster.
4. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
5. Position the right instrument
panel shield to the panel and install
the four retaining screws.
6. Install the instrument panel
pad.
7. Connect the battery ground
cable.

1. Position the clock or tachometer to the instrument cluster and
install the four retaining screws. Install the clock control knob.
2. Connect the electrical connectors to the clock or tachometer.
3. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the eight
retaining screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the clock and/or tachometer.

TACHOMETER AND/OR
CLOCK-MONTEGO

TACHOMETER-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR XR-7

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground

5

INSTALLATION

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.

2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly (Refer to the procedure in
this section).

3. Remove the nine rear cluster
housing retaining screws and remove
the rear cluster housing and gauges.
4. Remove the two tachometer retaining nuts and remove the tachometer from the rear cluster housing.
5. Position the tachometer in the
rear cluster housing and install the
two retaining nuts.
6. Position the rear cluster housing
to the cluster and install the eight
retaining screws.
7. Install the instrument cluster in
the instrument panel.
8. Check tachometer operation.
TEMPERATURE SENDING
UNIT
1. Disconnect the temperature sending unit wire from the sending unit.
2. Prepare the new temperature
sending unit for installation by applying a small amount of conductive
water resistant sealer C3AZ-19554-B,
to the threads.
3. Remove the temperature sending unit from the cylinder head and
immediately install the new temperature sending unit.
4. Connect the wire to the temperature sending unit.
5. Start the engine and check the
sending unit operation.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPEEDOMETER

.. .

Transmission Mounting Clip Bolt Torque . . . .
34 1/2 Ft. Lbs.
Cable Nut at Speedometer Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18-25 In. Lbs.

.

SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATION TOLERANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Vehicle
60 mph Actual Speed
30 mph ktual Speed
Non-Rental
Rental

3 0 4 4 mph
29-33 mph

6 0 4 6 mph
5 8 4 5 mph

Odometer Measure Over
Actual 10 Mile Distance
9.9-10.5 Miles
9.6-10.4 Miles
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

ELECTRIC WINDSHIELD
WASHER PUMP-EXCEPT
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
The windshield washer pump for
the Falcon, Fairlane, Montego is an
electrically powered' system consisting
of a control switch, washer pump,
washer reservoir, and water lines. The
washer pump is designed to eject an
interrupted stream of fluid only when
the windshield wiper motor is in
operation and. as long as the control
switch is pushed in for Montego and
pulled out on the Falcon and Fairlane.

FOOT-OPERATED WINDSHIELD
WASHER SYSTEM-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
The windshield washer system utilizes a foot operated bellows type
pump and electrical switch assembly,
co-ordinated with the wiper motor
through the electrical windshield wiper
switch. Pump operation is obtained by
depressing and releasing the foot pedal
with a pumping action to eject a
spray of water onto the windshield
glass.
The washer pump system is co-ordinated with the windshield wipers by
means of a switch attached to the

washer pump which is actuated when
the pump pedal is depressed. Closing
of the switch contacts completes a
circuit which operates the wiper motor a t . low speed. When the pump
pedal is released, the contact positions are changed causing the wiper
motor to cycle to the OFF (Park)
position.

WINDSHIELD WIPERMONTEGO
The Montego wiper provides high
and low speed constant wiping action,
and also intermittent low speed (6-30
cycles per minute) intermittent wiping
action. This low speed operation is
based not on a low speed wiping
stroke but on an adjustable dwell'peri-.
od in the park position.
The intermittent wiper is operated
through the use of a dual knob. The
outer or large knob, when in the center position, turns the system off.
When turned fully clockwise, the
wiper is in the constant high speed
setting. When turned fully counterclockwise, the wiper goes to the low
speed range. The intermittent wiper
action is controlled by the inner, or
small knob.
The intermittent wiper control is
an electro-pneumatic system, a gov-

-

ernor located in the engine compartment, that allows selection of either
varying dwell between wipe cycles or
coitinuous wiper action thru application of variable opposing vacuum and
pressure within the system.
With the control selector in the instrument panel turned to intermittent
wiper -control, engine manifold v a o
uum is applied to the upper chamber
of the governor (Sketch I, Fig. I).
Atmospheric pressure in the lower
chamber then moves the diaphragm
upward. Simultaneous rotation of the
governor valve cam thru the spiral
action of the follower applies manifold vacuum to the diaphragm of the
normally closed electrical switch. The
switch diaphragm is moved down. ward compressing the diaphragm
spring and moving the switch into the
park position. The wiper blades then
move to the park position and remain there. (Sketch 11, Fig. I).
Rotation of the governor valve
cam that applied vacuum to the governor switch also opened the upper
governor chamber to atmosphere.
The compressed diaphragm spring
applies downward pressure to the diaphragm creating super atmosphere in
the lower chamber. This is allowed
to bleed off thru a variable orifice
in the control selector. The size of

.

,.,.... .......,,.. ..... ....... .

. .......... ..l j

SUPER ATMOSPHERE

ATmsPHERE

NORMALVACUUM

1.
...

. ..
...

FIG. I - Electro-Pneumatic Governor For Intermittent Windshield Wiper

-1

LOWERED VACUUM

SKETCH 1 START OF INTERMllTENT OPERATION.

..

GOVERNOR ELECTRICAL SWITCH

,,

...... ... -. ....... ,..., ,
SKETCH 2 WlPER IN OWELL

GOVERNOR ELECTRICAL SWITCH

SKETCH 3 CONTINUOUS WlPER OPERATION
WRING ENGINE ACCELERATION

INSTRUMENT PANEL
CONTROL SELECTOR

GOVERNOR ELECTRICAL SWITCH

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
this orifice is determined by the position of the intermittent selector (inner knob) and establishes the length
of wiper cycle dwell (Sketch 11, Fig.
I ).
As the diaphragm moves downward, the governor valve cam is rotated thru the spiral action of the
cam follower, opening the lower
chamber of the electrical switch diaphragm to atmosphere. The compressed diaphragm spring moves the
switch into the closed position, actuating the wiper motor. Simultane-

2

ously, the rotational movement of
the valve cam applies manifold vacuum to the upper chamber of the
governor, thus beginning a new cycle.
If the engine is subjected to sudden
acceleration as in passing, the available manifold vacuum will be great. ly reduced. When the vacuum loss
becomes sufficient to allow the electrical switch diaphragm spring to
overcome the vacuum, the switch
will be moved to the closed position
providing continuous wiper operation. This will continue until the en-

gine has returned to an operating
condition that will provide normal
manifold vacuum. The wipers will
then return to whatever wiper cycle
dwell has been previously selected.
In the same manner as above, under engine acceleration, if any loss
of vacuum or pressure in the intermittent control system occurs due to
a mechanical failure or malfunction,
the wipers will automatically shift to
continuous operation, thereby rendering the system fail safe (Sketch 111,
Fig. 1).

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

WASHER DOES NOT OPERATE
W H E N PEDAL IS ACTUATED

WASHER OPERATES BUT
WIPERS D O N O T

Verify the
-1. Clogged windshield jets.
2. Clogged hoses from fluid bag
to pump and to windshield jets.

Verify the complaint.
1. Defective electrical switch assembly at the foot pedal.
2. Open circuit between foot pedal
switch and wiper motor.
3. Defective
windshield
wiper
switch.

3. Possible cracks in pump bel-

lows.
'

4. Open circuit between windshield
wiper switch and wiper motor.
5. Defective wiper motor.

FIG. 2 - Foot-Pedal Windshield Washer System Trouble Diagnosis Guide

INOPERATIVE WINDSHIELD
WASHER P U M P

Verify the complaint.
1. No fluid in washer reservoir or
lines.
2. Broken or clogged water lines.
3. Open circuit between switch and
Pump.
4. Open circuit between washer
pump and wiper motor.

5. Defective wiper switch.
6. Defective washer pump.
7. Defective switch on wiper motor.
8. Burned, corroded, or damaged
switch plate in wiper motor.
9. Defective wiper motor.
10. Water hose from reservoir
to pump routed above reservoir level.

FIG. 3 - Electric Windshield Washer Pump Trouble Diagnosis Guide
INOPERATIVE O R SLOW WIPERS

CONTINUOUS WIPER ACTION
WITH SELECTOR AT
INTERMITTENT
POSITION-MONTEGO
EXCESSIVE DWELL TIME
DURING INTERMITTENT
OPERATION-MONTEGO

FIG. 4-Windshield

Verify the complaint.
1. Binding linkage.'
2. Defective switch.
Verify the complaint.
1. Loose, broken, or plugged vacuum
hose from engine to control to governor.
Verify the complaint.
1. Pinched hose from lower governor fitting to control switch rear
fitting.

Wiper Trouble Diagnosis Guide

3. Defective wiper motor.
4. Defective wiring or
breaker.

circuit

2. Ruptured governor or governor
switch diaphragm.
3. Defective control selector switch.
2. Plugged orifice in control selector dwell regulator.

PART 15-4 - Windshield Wipers And Washers
WIPERS WILL N O T STOP
OR WILL N O T STOP
IN PARK POSITION

3. Defective park switch.

Verify the complaint.
1. Open or broken wire.
2. Defective wiper motor.

N O I S Y WlPER SYSTEM

Verify the complaint.
I. Loose or misaligned
motor mounting.

15-57

4. Defective wiper switch.

wiper

2. Improper wiper arms or blades.
3. Loose or worn linkage.

NG. 4 - Windshield Wiper Trouble Diagnosis Guide (continued)
ELECTRIC WINDSHIELD
WlPER TEST PROCEDURES

MOTOR TEST
Test the motor on the vehicle.
Check that the motor ground makes
contact with the vehicle. If the motor
operates on both speeds i n these
checks, the switch or wiring is defective. Test the switch and wiring
according to instructions given in
Wiper Switch Test. If the wipers operate at one speed but not at the other,
replace the motor. If the wipers will
not operate at either speed, check the
ground by running a jumper from the
ground strap to ground. If the wipers
still will not operate, test the linkage.
LINKAGE TEST
Check for correct linkage on the
vehicle, then disconnect the linkage

from the motor and move the linkage
(wipers) through their complete
strokes. If there is no bind in the
linkage, replace the motor. Check the
circuit breaker in the windshield wiper
switch before the new motor is installed. Refer to Wiper Switch Circuit
Breaker Test-High Current Pass Test.

Check the continuity between terminals of the switch as shown in Figs.
5, 6, 7 and 8. (As an alternate procedure plug a known good switch into
the wiring harness and operate). If
the switch is good, the wiring harness
is defective. Check the continuity of
the wires and repair or replace the
defective wiring.

CONTINUITY BETWEEN TERMINALS
63-763
58-589
5843-763
5643.763
63-763
56-993
58.590
950-95 1

High
Intermittent

Washer On

Blue
White
Red
Orange
Blue-White

Adjust the variable resistance until
the ammeter reads 6 amperes.
T t e ammeter should indicate 6
amperes for ten minutes. If the circuit will not indicate specified current for ten minutes (current drops to
zero) the circuit breaker is defective.
Replace the switch.
MONTECO (STANDARD SYSTEM)

U s i n g o sell-powered t e s t lomp or Rotundo.ohmmeter, check the continuity through
the switch terminols. Continuity should e x i s t only os indicoted in the following
chart. Replace the switch i f it does not meet the specified requirements.

SWITCH POSITION

COLOR CODE OF WIRING TO WlPER SWITCH
56
58
63
589
590

master control to maximum resistance
position initially to prevent damage to
the circuitry and ammeter.

Low Current Pass Test

Using a sell-powered test lamp ar Rotundo ohmmeter, check the continuity through
the switch terminals. Continuity should e x i s t only as indicoted in the following
chart. Replace the switch if i t does not m e t the specified requirements.

Low

Connect the variable resistance unit
of a Rotunda Volt-Amp Tester as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Set the

WlPER SWITCH 'TEST

MONTECO (INTERMITTENT SYSTEM)

SWITCH POSITION
Of1 (Park)

WlPER SWI'TCH CIRCUIT
BREAKER TEST

763 Orange-White
950 White-Black
951 Green-Black
993 B r m - W h i t e

NG. 5 - Wiper Switch Continuity Test Connections - Montego

Off (Park)
Law
High
Washer O n

CONTINUITY BETWEEN TERMINALS
76343
28-58
763-6346
76343-56
951 -950

COLOR CODE OF WIRING TO WlPER SWITCH
28 Black
56 B l u e
58 White
63 Red
763 Orange-White
950 White-Block
951 Green-Block

GROUP 15 -.Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
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High Current Pass Test

.

Adjust the master control until the
ammeter- indicates 12 amperes. The
circuit should open within 30 seconds
(current drops to zero), otherwise the
circuit breaker is defective and the
switch must be replaced.
INTERMITTENT WIPER
OPERATION (ONE OR
BOTH SPEEDS)
,

lntermittent operation of the wipers
may be due to a defective switch
(circuit breaker), intermittent ground,
loose connections, or a defective motor.
lntermittent operation a t both speeds
may be due to an excessive effort
caused by binding linkage or wrong
wiper blades. Inspect the system for
these defects. '
..
..
CURRENT DRAW TEST
Disconnect the linkage. Test the
motor on the vehicle for current draw
at the speed at which intermittent o p
eration occurs as shown. in Fig. I I .
If the current draw exceeds 3 amperes,
replace the motor. If the current draw
is less than 3 amperes, test the switch
for continuity (refer to Wiper Switch
Test), and its circuit breaker, for low

Using o self-powered test lomp or Rotundo ohmmeter, check the continuity through
the switch terminals. Continuity should exist only o r indicoted i n the l o l l w i n g
chort. Reploce the switch i f i t does not meet the specified requirements.
"

9

SWITCH POSITION

.

CONTINUITY BETWE&

Low
High
Wosher On

COLOR CODE O F WIRING T O WIPER SWITCH
56 Blue
58 White
61 Yellow
63 Red
65 Green
763 Orange-White
941 Block-White

Low
High
Wosher On

.

MUSTANG

Using a self-pavered test Iomp or Rotvndo ohmmeter, check the continuity through
the switch terminals. Continuity should exist only as indicated i n the following
chart. Replace the switch i f i t doer not meet the specified requirements.

Off (Pork)

up

FIG. 6 - Wiper Switch Continuity Test Connections - Falcon

FAIRLANE

SWITCH POSIT ION

TERMINALS

65.763
56,63
5841
61 43-763
56.58
61 -763
56-50
763.941

Off (Pork)

C O N 1INUIT Y 'BETWEEN T ERMINALS
63-763
28-58
5863-763
5643-763
950A-951:

Using o self- ower red test lomp or R o t u d o ohmmeter, check the continuity through
the switch terminals. Continuity should exist only o r i d i c o t e d i n the following
chart. Repl'oce the switch i f i t does not meet the s p c i f i e d requirements. '

.

SWITCH POSITION

'

Off (Pork)
Low

'.t

High
Wosher On

CONTINUITY BETWEEN T ERMINALS
63-763
28-58
5843-763
5643.763
58A43A

COLOR CODE O F WIRING TO WIPER SWITCH
28 B l o c k
56 Blue
58 White
63 Red
763 Orange-White

COLOR CODE OF WIRING TO WIPER SWITCH
28 Block
56 Blue
58 White
63 Red
763 Oronge-White

-

FIG. 7 - Wiper Switch Continuity T e s t Connections Fairlane and Mustang

PART 15-4 - Windshield Wipers And Washers
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COUGAR
h

Using a self-powered test lamp or Rotunda ohmmeter, check +he =#inuity
through the switch
terminals. Continuity should exist only as indicated in the following chart. Reploce the switch if it
doer not meet the specified requirements.

CONTINUITY BETWEEN TERMINALS

SWITCH POSITION
Off (Park)

63-763
28-58

Low

58-63.763

High

56-63.763

Washer On

58A-63A

COLOR CODE OF WIRING T O WIPER SWITCH
28
56
58
63
763

Block
Blue
White
Red
Orange-White

FIG. 8 - Wiper Switch Continuity Test Connections - Cougar

current pass (refer to Wiper Switch
Circuit Breaker Test).
MOTOR PARK
SWITCH TEST

OFF POSITION

Stop the wiper system with the
ignition switch so that the wiper
blades are not in park position. Connect jumper wires as shown in Fig. 12.
Wipers should not run more than one
full cycle and park. If the motor will
not park or will not run to park position, the park switch is defective. If
the motor stops correctly, the switch
or wiring harness is defective (see
Wiper Switch Test).

ELECTRIC WINDSHIELD
WASHER PUMP TESTEXCEPT MUSTANG AND
COUGAR

To test the operation of the windshield washer pump, connect a test
light indicator as illustrated in Fig. 13.
If the test light
the Pump is
defective and should be replaced.

%

CONNECT TOGROUND

Block

K 2139-A

FIG. 9 - Wiper Switch Circuit Breaker Test Connections - Fairlane, Falcon
and Mustang

GROUP 15 - Lighting System, Horns And Instruments
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WIPER SWITCH

WIPER SWITCH

WIPER SWITCH

OF BATTERY

COUGAR

MONTEGO
(WITHOUT INTERMITTENT SYSTEM)

MONTEGO
(WITH INTERMITTENT SYSTEM)

K1994-C

FIG. I0 - W i p e r Switch Circuit ~ r e a k e r Test Connections - M o n t e g o a n d C o u g a r

WINDSHIELD WASHER
PUMP TEST-COUGAR,
MUSTANG
Disconnect the wiring plug (individual wires on early production) from
the pump and check the switch for
continuity with a self powered test
light. Attach the test light clip to
the switch terminal that mates with
the red wire, and the remaining probe
to the terminal that mates with the
white wire in the hard shell connector. With the pump pedal in the
normal released position the test light
should be out, then by depressing the
pump pedal the light should turn on.
If the light turns on, the low speed
portion of the switch is normal.
Remove the clip and probe from
the terminals and attach the clip and
probe to each of the switch terminals
mating with the black wires in the
hard shell connector. With the pump
pedal in the normal released position
the test light should be on. When the
pedal is depressed, the' light should go
out. If the light goes out, the off
(park) position of the switch is operating normally. If the switch does not
meet these conditions, replace the
pump and switch assembly.

Blue

d

CoNNECTTOPOSlTlVE
TERMINAL OF BATTERY

MONTEGO AND COUGAR

FIG. I I - W i p e r Motor Current Draw Test Connections

PART 15-4 - Windshield Wipers And Washers
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MONTEGO, FAIRLANE,
FALCON ONLY
(WASHER SWITCH TERMIHAL)

MONTEGO ANDCOUGAR

CONNECT TO POSITIVE
TERMINAL OF BATTERY

NG. 12 - Wiper Motor Park Switch Test Connections

F R W INSTRUMENT
PANEL SWITCH

/

TURN WIPER AND
WASHER SWITCH ON

//
w

K213gA

FIG. 13 - Windshield Washer Pump Test Except Cougar and Mustang

GROUP 15-5-Lighting
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IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENT

WINDSHIELD WASHER
NOZZLE ADJUSTMENT

The adjustment of the single or dual
nozzle can be accomplished by bending
the nozzle tube to provide desired
windshield washer fluid distribution.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
BLADE ADJUSTMENT

Turn the ignition switch to the accessory position momentarily, with
the wiper switch off. After bringing
the pivot shafts to their park positions, install the wiper blades so
that they lie flat against the lower
edge of the windshield.
WIPER MOTOR PARK
SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

With jumper wires connected as
shown in Fig. 14, the'motor should
move to the park position. If it does,
the motor is all right and the fault
lies in the panel switch or wiring. If
the motor does not park, replace the
windshield wiper motor.

FIG. 14 - Windshield Wiper Motor Park Switch Test

WINDSHIELD WASHER
PUMP-COUGAR
A N D MUSTANG

nect the hose. Check the operation

1. Open the hood and disconnect
the hose from the reservoir and plug
the reservoir opening.
2. Remove the screws retaining the
left side cowl panel and remove the
panel (it will be necessary to loosen
the screws retaining the scuff plate
to allow for the removal of the cowl
panel).
3. Remove the four screws retaining the pump assembly to the dash
panel. Disconnect the two hoses and
one multiple connector from the pump
and remove the pump.
4. Connect the two hoses and one
multiple connector to the pump. Position the pump assembly to the dash
panel and install the four retaining
screws.
5. Position the cowl panel and
install the retaining screws. Also
tighten the scuff plate screws.
6. Unplug the reservoir and con-

WINDSHIELD WASHER ,
PUMP-FALCON,
FAIRLANE
A N D MONTEGO

the pump'

1. Disconnect the washer pump
wiring connectors.

2. Kemove the lnlet and outlet
hoses from the washer pump. Position
the inlet hose upward to prevent draining the washer reservoir.
3. Remove the two screws which
retain the washer pump to the fender
apron and remove the washer pump.
4. Position the washer pump to
the fender apron and install the two
retaining screws.
5. Connect the inlet and outlet
hoses to the washer pump.
6; Connect the washer pump wiring connectors.

WINDSHIELD WIPER
FAIRLANE
MOTOR-FALCON,
A N D MONTEGO
1. Disconnect the wiper motor wiring connector.
2. Remove the wiper arm and
blade assemblies.
3. Remove the cowl top grille panel
retaining screws and remove the cowl
top grille.
4. Remove the wiper link retaining
clip from the wiper motor arm.
5. Remove the four wiper motor retaining bolts and remove the wiper
motor and mounting bracket.
6. Transfer the wiper motor mounting bracket and related parts to the
replacement wiper motor.
7. Position the wiper motor and
mounting bracket to the dash panel
and install the four retaining bolts.
8. Position the wiper link on the
motor drive arm and install the retaining clip.
9. Install the cowl top grille panel.
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10. Connect the wiper motor wiring
connectors.
11. Check the wiper motor operation.
12. lnstall the wiper arm and
blade assemblies.

WINDSHIELD WIPER
PIVOT SHAFT AND
LINK-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR

WINDSHIELD WIPER
MOTOR-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the wiper arm and
blade assembly.
3. Remove the four screws which
retain the heater control to the instrument panel and position the heater
control outward.
4. Remove the clip which retains
the link to the motor drive.
5. Working through the heater
control opening, remove the three pivot
shaft retaining bolts. Remove the
pivot and link out through the heater
control opening.
6. lnstall a new gasket on the
pivot. Position the pivot through the
heater control opening and install
the three retaining bolts.
7. Install the clip which retains
the link to the motor drive.
8. lnstall the heater control assembly.
9. lnstall the arm and blade assembly.

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the courtesy light. If
the vehicle is equipped with a hang
on air conditioner, lower the air conditioner to the floor.
3. Disconnect the wiper motor plug
connector.
4. Remove the nut retaining the
pivot arm and wiper arms to the
motor.
5. Remove the bolts and star washers retaining the motor to the mounting brackef and remove the motor.
6. Position the flat washers to
the motor, position the motor to the
mounting bracket and install the retaining bolts and star washers.
7. Position the pivot arm and wiper
arms to the motor, and install the retaining nut.
8. Connect the motor wire plug,
connect the battery, check the motor
operation, and install the courtesy
light.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
PIVOT SHAFT AND
LINK-FALCON,
FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO

1. Remove the wiper arms and
blades.
2. Remove the cowl top grille panel
retaining screws and remove the cowl
top grille panel.
3. Remove the drive arm to pivot
retaining clip.
4. Remove the three retaining screws
from each pivot and remove the pivot
shaft and link assembly.
5. Transfer the right pivot if necessary (the left pivot is part of the
link assembly).
6. Position the pivot shaft and link
assembly in the cowl and install the
pivot shaft retaining screws.
7. Position the left link on the
motor drive arm and install the retaining clip.
8. lnstall the wiper arms and
blades.
9. Check the wiper operation.
10. Install the cowl top grille
panel.

LEFT S l D E

RIGHT S l D E
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the wiper arm and blade
assembly.
3. Remove the glove box liner
retaining screws and remove the glove
box liner.
4. Working through the glove box
opening, remove the three bolts which
retain the pivot assembly to the cowl
panel. Remove the clip which retains
the link to the wiper motor drive and
remove the pivot and link assembly
obt through the glove box opening.
5. lnstall a new gasket on the
pivot. Position the pivot and link assembly through the glove box opening and install the three pivot retaining bolts. lnstall the link retaining
clip on the wiper motor drive.
6. lnstall the glove box liner.
7. Connect the battery ground
cable on the battery.
8. Install the wiper arm and
blade assembly.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SWITCH-FAIRLANE

the switch and remove the'bezel nut.
3. Unplug the wiper switch and
remove the switch.
4. Plug the switch into the connector and position the switch to the
instrument panel, and install the bezel
nut.
5. Install the control knob and
connect the battery ground cable, and
check the operation of the switch.
WINDSHIELD WIPER/
WASHER SWITCH-FALCON
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
wiperlwasher
2. Remove
the
switch control knobs and unplug the
connectors at the switch.
3. Remove the two switch retaining screws from the cluster and remove the switch from under the instrument panel.
4. Remove the two screws from
the switch assembly and separate the
washers switch from the wiper switch.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the switches together
and install the two assembly retaining screws.
2. Position the switch to the back
of the cluster and install the retaining screws.
3. Connect the switch connectors
and install the control knobs.
4. Connect the battery ground cable and check the operation of the
switch.

WINDSHIELD WIPER
SWITCH-MONTEGO
(STANDARD)

1. Disconnect the battery cable.
2. Remove the wiper switch knob,
bezel nut, and bezel.
3. Pull out the switch from under
the instrument panel. Disconnect the
plug con~~ector
from the switch and
remove the switch.
4. Position the switch and connect the plug connector.
5. Position the switch in the instrument panel and install the bezel,
bezel nut, and knob.
6. Connect the battery cable and
check the operation of the switch.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SWITCH-MONTEGO
( INTERMITTENT)
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the control knob from

1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
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2. Remove the control knob from
the wiper switch.
3. Remove the switch retaining
nut and the switch bezel and lower
the switch.
4. Disconnect the three vacuum
hoses and one push on connector. Disconnect the multiple plug from the
switch and remove the switch.

to the instrument panel and install
the bezel and retaining nut.
3. Install the switch control knob.
4. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the switch.
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SWITCH-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR

-

1. Disconnect the battery -ground
"
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the instrument cluster
assembly. Remove the wire harness
plug from the switch.
3. Remove the two screws retain-

INSTALLATION

I. Connect the multiple plug, the
three vacuum
and the One push
on connector to the wiper switch.
2. Position the switch assembly

5

ing the wiper switch to the instrument cluster and remove the switch.
4. Position the new switch to the
instrument cluster and install the two
switch retaining screws. Plug the wire
harness into the switch. Be sure that
all terminals are properly engaged.
5. Install the instrument cluster.
6. Connect the battery ground cable
to the battery and check the operation
of instruments and controls. Make
sure that the windshield wiper motor
operates on both speeds and parks
properly.

MAJOR REPAIRS AND CLEANING AND INSPECTION
not pound the motor housing ma'gnet
assembly as the ceramic magnets may
be damaged.

WIPER M O T O R DISASSEMBLY

5. Mark the position of the'output
arm with respect to the output shaft,
for assembly. Remove the output arm
retaining nut, output arm, spring
washer, flat washer, output gearshaft
assembly, thrust washer, and parking
switch lever and parking switch lever
washer.
6. Remove the brushes and brush
springs.
7. Remove the brush plate and

1. Remove the gear cover retaining screws, ground terminal and cover (Fig. IS).
2. Remove the gear and pinion retainer.
3. Remove the idler gear and pinion and thrust washer.
4. Remove the motor through
bolts, motor housing, .switch terminal
insulator sleeve, and armature. D o

switch assembly, 'and remove the
switch contact to parking lever pin
from 'the gear housing.
CLEANING A N D
INSPECTION
TWO-SPEED WIPER
MOTOR

I. Clean the gear housing of all
old grease. D o not allow any cleaning fluid to contact the armature shaft
and output shaft bearings.

SPRING WASHER
OUTPUT ARM

/
PARK SWITCH TO
PARKING LEVER PIN

\

/"""

GEAR HOUSING
ARMATURE SHAFT

8

-

PARKING SWITCH

PARK SWITCH
ADJUSTING SCREW

T-

PARKING L&ER
SWITCH WASHER

OUTPUT GEAR

3 BRUSH P L A T E
AND SWITCH
ASSEMBLY

ARMATURE

MOTOR HOUSING AND

FIG. 75 - Disassembled W i p e r Motor

T
/W

IDLER GEAR
AND PINION

GEAR AND
PINION RETAINEF!
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2. Wipe all other parts with a
clean cloth.
3. Inspect the gear housing for
cracks or distortion. Replace a cracked or distorted housing.
4. Check all shafts. bushings, and
k e
gears for scored surfaces. ~ e ~ i defective parts and add new grease to
the housing and gears.
P A R T S REPAIR

OR REPLACEMENT
All parts on the two-speed wiper
are replaced and not repaired.
WIPER MOTOR ASSEMBLY
I. Install the parking switch lever
washer.
2. Install the parking switch lever
on the gear and pinion shaft with the
cam rider pointing toward the gear
housing output shaft hole. Make certain that the lever bottoms against
the casting.
3. Apply a film of Sun Prestige
grease to the output gear teeth and
shaft bearing surface. Insert the shaft
in the bearing. Make certain that
the parking switch lever is clear of
the cam and gear assembly.

4. Place the spacer washer and
spring washer on the shaft, position
the output arm on the shaft in the
marked position from which it was
removed, and install the ,mounting
nut.

5. Position the brush springs and
brushes in the holders and wrap wire
around them to hold them in the
fully retracted position. Push the insulated brush connector onto the
switch terminal.
6. Place the switch-contact to
parking-lever pin in the gear housing. Position the brush plate assembly to the housing and install the
mounting screws.
Make the park switch contact
points adjustment covered under
Wiper Motor Park Switch Test and
Adjustment in Section I .
7. Apply Sun Prestige grease to
the ball bearing in the end of the
armature shaft. Position the armature
shaft in the gear housing and remove the brush retracting wires..

8. Holding the armature In position, install the terminal insulating
sleeve, motor housing and magnet
assembly, and through bolts. Seal

the area where the terminal insulator
sleeve seats against the motor and
gearhousings.
9. Apply Sun Prestige grease to
the Worm gear and idler gear, and
install the idler gear, thrust washer
and retainer
10. Apply a generous amount of
Sun Prestige grease to the area around
the end of the armature shaft. Install
the gear housing cover and ground
terminal.
ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC
GOVERNOR AND CONTROL
SELECTOR SWITCH-MONTEGO
The electro-pneumatic governor and
the control selector switch are serviced
as assemblies only. Should any internal
component become defective the complete assembly must be replaced.
In the event of suspected partial
or total blockage of internal passages, light air pressure may be applied in an attempt to remove the
cause of blockage.
Although the vacuum hoses are an
integral part of the wiring harness
assembly, individual hoses may be replaced if required.
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The fuse panel for the Falcon',

.

I ,

.

.

Fairlane and Montego is mollnted oh
the dash panel above the h>adlight
dimmer switch. On the Mustang and
Cougar the fuse panel is mounted
above the accelerator pedal. Eig. 1
shows the fuse locations in the panel
and their respective values.

FUSE PA'NEL

I

-

AGA 2.5-AMP FUSE INSTR.
PANEL ILLUM., CLOCK
LIGHT, ASH TRAY.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
PROTECTION
Refer to the .:specification chart
at the end of this .part for circuit
breaker location and values for circuits containing the circuit breakers.

ACCY. TERMINAL

\
SFE ?DAMP FUSE

-

SFE 2DAMP FUSE
(RPO) ACCESSORY FEED

-

SFE ?DAMP FUSE

CIGAR LIGHTER AND

"-"=-'I

HEATER FAN.

'

(0

-

SFE 14-AMP FUSE
COURTESY, DOME,
MAP, CARGO, LUGGAGE
AND CLOVE COMPARTMENT LAMPS

-

SFE 3DAMP. FUSE
REQUIRED FOR AIR
CONDITIONING

/

SFE 14-AMP FUSE
INSTRUMENT AND
CLUSTER LAMPS

COUGAR

MUSTANG

FIG. 7 - Fuse Panels - Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon, Montego, Mustang
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D WINDSHIELD

FALCON

-
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-

SF^ 14-AMP FUSE
WARNING LAMPS
(SAFETY CONVENIENCE).
SEAT BELT WARNING,
OIL. TEMPERATURE,
DUAL BRAKE WARNING

FAIRLANE -MONTEGO

~
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Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring
harnesses.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

DASH PANEL TO
ENGINE COMPARTMENT
WIRING ASSEMBLY-SIX
CYLINDER ENGINES

(

1 5-67

1. Disconnect the multiple plug
a t the dash panel.
2. Disconnect the temperature sending unit, oil pressure sender, and
coil. Open the two wiring assembly
retaining clips on the dash panel
and remove the wiring assembly.
3. Position the wiring assembly
to the two retaining clips on the
dash panel and close the clips.
4. Connect the multiple connector
to the dash panel. Also connect the
connectors to the temperature sending unit, oil pressure sender, and the
coil.
5. Check the operation of the gauges.

DASH TO HEADLIGHT
JUNCTION WIRING ASSEMBLYFAIRLANE, FALCON, MONTEGO
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Under the instrument panel, remove the screw retaining the fuse
panel to the dash.
3. Remove the block connector from
the rear of the fuse panel. Depress
the tabs on the block connect and
push it through the opening in the
dash.
4. Disconnect the connectors to
the wiper motor and the engine gauge
feeds. Remove the harness from the
retaining clip on the dash below the
wiper motor.
5. Disconnect the lead wire for
the brake warning light on the brake
differential valve. Remove the screw
retaining the harness clip on the left
fender apron.
6. Open the thirteen harness retaining clips along the left fender
apron and the radiator support to the
starter relay. Also remove two screws
retaining the wiring harness clips.
7. Disconnect the plug connector
at the voltage regulator and the lead
wire from the washer pump. Remove
the screw retaining the ground wire
a t the voltage regulator.
8. Disconnect the connector plugs

to the left headlight, left parking
light, and horn.
9. Unplug the connectors to the
right headlight, parking light, and
horn.
10. Disconnect the three push-on
connectors a t the starter relay and
one multiple connector to the alternator.
11. Remove the two bolts from the
radiator support on either side of
the hood latch assembly to allow for
removal of the harness.
12. Working from right to left
remove the harness.
INSTALLATION
1. Position and route the wiring
harness in the vehicle.
2. Connect the three plug connectors to the starter relay and the
block connector to the alternator.
3. Connect the plug connectors
to right headlight(s), parking light,
and horn.
4. Install the two bolts in the
radiator support, being sure that the
harness is routed behind the support.
5. Plug in the left headlight(s),
parking light, and horn assemblies.
6. Connect the plug connectors
to the voltage regulator and washer
pump. Position the ground wire a t
the regulator and install the retaining screw.
7. Push the block connector into
place in the dash. Connect the plugs
to the wiper motor and the engine
gauge feed. Connect the brake warning light connector on the brake
differential valve. Position the harness
in the retaining clip on the dash and
install the one harness clip and retaining screw on the left fender apron.
8. Position the harness in the
thirteen harness clips and two screw
retained clips, and close the clips.
9. Reaching under the instrument
panel, connect the fuse panel to the
block connector from the wiring harness. Position the fuse panel to the
dash and install the retaining bolt.
10. Connect the battery ground
cable and check the operation of the
components connected to the harness.

DASH TO HEADLIGHT
WIRING ASSEMBLY-COUGAR
AND MUSTANG
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Disconnect two multiple con-

nectors and one single connector under the instrument panel, push the
grommet and connectors through the
hole into the engine compartment.
3. Disconnect the dual brake warning connector at the brake differential valve.
4. Open the harness retaining clips,
disconnect the wires from the starter
relay, and disconnect the alternator
wiring connector.
5. Disconnect the headlight and
parking light connectors, the voltage
regulator wires and radio suppressor,
and the horn leads. On the Cougar
disconnect the headlight housing vacuum solenoid wire.
6. Remove the screws retaining the
headlight and regulator ground wires,
open all harness retaining clips and
remove the harness from the vehicle.
7. Route the new harness and
close all the retaining clips.
8. Install the screws retaining the
headlight and regulator ground wires.
9. Connect the horns, the starter,
the alternator and the headlight and
parking light wires.
10. Connect the voltage regulator,
wire connector, radio suppressor and
the dual brake warning connector.
On the Cougar also connect the headlight vacuum solenoid wire.
11. Push the multiple connectors
through the dash, seat the dash grommet and connect the multiple connectors a t the instrument panel.
12. Connect the battery and check
the operation of all connected parts.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
PRINTED CIRCUITFAIRLANE
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
cover assembly (See Part 18-1).
3. Remove the right instrument
panel shield assembly retaining screws
and remove the shield.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out. Disconnect the speedometer, tachometer (if so equipped),
and the multiple plug from the printed circuit and remove the cluster.
5. Remove the thirteen bulbs from
the back of the cluster.
6. Remove the instrument voltage
regulator retaining screw and disconnect the wire leads (Fig. 11, Part I).
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7. Remove the two nuts from the
fuel gauge and the two screws retaining the printed circuit to the cluster
assembly, and remove the printed circuit.
INSTALLATION

I. Position the printed circuit
to the back of the cluster and install
the retaining screws.
2. Install the two retaining nuts
on the fuel gauge. Connect the lead
wires to the instrument voltage regulator and position the regulator to
the cluster, and install the retaining
screw.
3. Install the thirteen bulbs in
the cluster assembly.
4. Connect the speedometer cable
and tachometer (if so equipped).
5. Connect the multiple plug to
the printed circuit. Position the
cluster to the instrument panel and
install the five retaining screws.
6. Position the right instrument
panel shield to the instrument panel
and install the four retaining screws.
7. Position and install the instrument panel cover assembly.
8. Connect the battery ground cable
and check the operation ofthe cluster.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
PRINTED CIRCUIT-FALCON
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the instrument cluster to the instrument panel and position the
cluster out.
4. Disconnect the speedometer
cable and the heater control cables
and heater illumination bulb. Also
disconnect the heater switch plug and
the multiple plug to the printed circuit. Remove the clamp retaining the
heater cables to the control and remove the cluster. .
5. Remove the cluster illumination bulbs from the back of the cluster. Remove the three screws retaining the instrument voltage regulator
and lead wires (Fig. 12, Part I).
Remove the two retaining nuts from
the fuel gauge and the three screws
retaining the printed circuit and remove the printed circuit.
INSTALLATION

I. Position

the

printed

circuit

to the back of the cluster and install
the three retaining screws. Install
the two retaining nuts on the fuel
gauge. Position the voltage regulator
to the cluster and install the three
retaining screws to the regulator and
lead wires. Also install the cluster
illumination bulbs.
2. Connect the heater control
cables to the control, and install the
retaining clamp. Connect the speedometer cable and the heater control
illumination bulb. Plug in the printed
circuit multiple plug and heater
switch plug.
3. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the instrument cluster.
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
PRINTED CIRCUIT-MONTEGO
REMOVAL

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad. (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument
panel. Position the cluster out and
disconnect the speedometer cable.
Also disconnect the multiple plug to
the luster, multiple plug to convience
control lights (if so equipped), and
the heater control cables and switch.
Disconnect the clock (if so equipped),
and remove the cluster.
4. Remove the fourteen bulb sockets
from the back of the cluster.
5. Remove the three screws retaining the instrument voltage regulator
leads and the voltage regulator and
remove the regulator (Fig. 13).
6. Remove the two nuts from the
fuel gauge and remove the two screws
retaining the printed circuit, and
remove the circuit.
INSTALLATION
1. Place the printed circuit on
the back of the cluster and install
the two retaining screws. Install
the two retaining nuts on the fuel
gauge. Position the instrument voltage
regulator and lead wires, and install
the three retaining screws.
2. Install the fourteen bulbs in
the rear of the cluster.
3. Plug in the multiple connectors to the printed circuit, convenience

control lights, and clock if so equipped. Connect the speedometer cable,
heater control cable, and the heater
switch. Position the cluster to the
instrumenfpanel and install the eight
retaining screws.
4. Install the instrument panel
pad.
5. Connect the battery ground
cable.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
W I R I N G ASSEMBLYFAIRLANE
REMOVAL

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
cover assembly (See Part 18-1).
3. Remove the right instrument
pane! shield assembly retaining screws
and remove the shield.
4. Remove the five screws retaining the cluster assembly and position
the cluster out. Disconnect the speedometer, tachometer (if so equipped)
and the multiple plug from the printed circuit, and remove the cluster.
5. Remove the screw retaining
the fuse panel to the dash.
6. Pull the carpet back and remove the two screws retaining the
headlight dimmer switch and disconnect the push on connector.
7. Pull the left courtesy light
switch from the door pillar and d i s
connect the switch.
8. Disconnect the 14405 wiring
assembly connector, emergency flasher,
and courtesy light under the instrument panel. Disconnect the headlight
switch, one harness locator, and the
windshield-wiper-washer switch.
9. Disconnect the turn signal
flasher and steering column feed connectors.
10. From the front of the instrument panel, remove the four illumination bulbs.
11. Pull the bulb sockets from
the instrument panel. Disconnect the
heater switch, stop light switch, safety neutral and back-up light switch
leads, and the radio feed wire.
12. Disconnect the ignition switch,
cigar lighter, ash tray light, and the
seat beIt warning switch.
13. Remove the ground screw from
the lower edge of the instrument panel.
14. Disconnect the glove compartment light, right wurtesy light, right
door courtesy light switch, heater resistor feed connector and motor leads,
the ignition switch bulb, and one clip
locator.
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15. Remove the wire assembly from
the four retaining clips and remove
the assembly from the vehicle.

I. I f the wiring assembly is being
replaced, transfer the six fuses to the
new assenlbly.
2. Position the wiring assembly
to the vehicle using the four clips and
two locators.
3. Connect and install the right
door courtesy light switch and heater
resistor feed connector and motor leads.
4. Connect the glove compartment
light, cigar lighter, ash tray light, seat
belt warning switch, and the light for
the ignition switch. Install the ground
screw on the lower edge of the instrument panel.
5. Push the bulb sockets into place
in the instrument panel. Connect the
heater switch, safety neutral and backup light switch leads, and the radio
leads.
6. Connect the turn signal flasher and steering column feed.
7. Connect the windshield wiperwasher switch, headlight switch, emergency flasher, the 14405 wiring assembly leads, and install the left door
courtesy switch.
8. Connect the headlight dimmer
switch lead and install the switch.
9. Position the fuse panel to the
dash and install the retaining screw.
10. Install the four instrument
panel illumination bulbs.
11. Connect the speedometer cable,
tachometer (if so equipped), and multiple plug to the cluster.
12. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
13. Install the right instrument
panel shield assembly.
14. Connect the battery ground
cable and check the operation of the
wiring assembly.
15. Position and install the instrument panel cover assembly.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
WIRING ASSEMBLY-FALCON

I

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
(negative) cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Refer to Group 18, Part I).
3. Remove the five screws retaining the instrument cluster to the instrument panel and position the cluster out.
4. Disconnect the
speedometer

cable, heater control illumination bulb,
heater control cables, and remove the
clamp retaining the heater cables to
the control. Unplug the heater switch
connector and the printed circuit multiple connector. Remove the instrument cluster.
5. Remove the screw retaining the
fuse panel to the dash panel.
6. Pull back the carpet and remove the screws retaining the headlight dimmer switch. Disconnect and
remove the dimmer switch.
7. Pull the left courtesy light
switch from the pillar and disconnect
the switch (Refer to Group 19). Disconnect the 14405 wiring assembly
plug, emergency flasher, and left courtesy light. Also disconnect the headlight switch, windshield wiper switch
connectors, and the wiring assembly
locator.
8. Unplug the turn signal flasher
and steering column feed connectors.
9. Disconnect the stoplight switch,
neutral and back-up switch connector,
and the radio feed wires.
10. Disconnect the ignition switch
plug, seat belt warning switch, cigar
lighter, and ash tray bulb.
1 I. Remove the ground screw on
the lower edge of the instrument panel.
Disconnect the glove compartment
light connector, the right courtesy
light connector, right courtesy light
switch, the wiring assembly locator
clip, heater resistor and motor leads,
and the ignition switch bulb.
12. Remove the wiring assembly
from the wiring assembly clips and
remove the assembly.
13. I f a new wiring assembly is
to be installed, transfer the fuses from
the old assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the wiring assembly
in the assembly retaining clips and
also position the two locator clips.
2. Connect and install the right
courtesy light switch, heater resistor
and motor leads, glove compartment
light, cigar lighter, and ash tray bulb.
Also connect the seat belt warning
switch and the ignition switch illumination bulb.
3. Connect the emergency flasher,
the stoplight switch, the neutral and
back-up light switch, and the radio
feed wires.
4. Plug in the connectors to the
turn signal flasher and the steering
column feed.
5. Connect the connectors to the
windshield wiper and washer switch,
headlight switch, and the 14405 wire

assembly. Also connect and install
the left courtesy light switch.
6. Connect the headlight dimmer
switch to the wiring assembly. Position the switch to the floor and install the two retaining screws and
position the carpet.
7. Position the fuse panel to the
dash panel and install the retaining
screw.
8. Connect the heater control
cables to the heater controls and install the retaining clamp. Plug in the
heater switch connector and the printed circuit multiple connector. Install
the heater control illumination :bulb
and connect the speedometer cable.
9. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the five
retaining screws.
10. Install the instrument panel
pad.
11. Copnect the battery ground
(negative) cable, and check the operation of the instrument panel gauges,
lights, and controls.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
WIRING ASSEMBLYMON'CEGO

REMOVAL
I. Open the hood and disconnect
the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
cover (Refer to Group 18. Part I).
3. Remove the eight screws retaining the cluster to the instrument panel
and position the panel out. Disconnect the speedometer cable, printed
circllit multiple plug, convenience control lights multiple plug, heater control cables and switch, and the clock,
if so equipped, and remove the cluster.
4. Remove the screw retaining the
fuse panel to the dash (Refer to Group
19).
5. Pull back the carpet and remove the two screws retaining the
dimmer switch to the floor. Remove
and disconnect the switch.
6. Pull the courtesy light switch
from the left door pillar and disconnect the switch. Disconnect the 14405
wiring assembly connector, the emergency flasher, courtesy lamp under
the instrument panel, headlight switch
and wiper-washer switch. Disconnect
the harness locator along the upper
edge of the instrument panel.
7. Disconnect the turn signal flasher unit and the steering column feed
connector.
8. Disconnect the connectors for
the stoplight switch, neutral and back-
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panel. Position the harness in the
vehicle using the four harness clips
and two locators.
2. Connect and install the right
door courtesy switch. Connect the
heater motor feed connector and heater resistor feed connector.
3. Connect the glove compartment
light, cigar lighter, ash tray bulb, seat
belt switch, if so equipped, and the
ignition switch bulb.
4. Connect the feed connectors
to the stop light switch, emergency
flasher unit, neutral and back-up light
switch, and the radio feed.
5. Connect the feeds to the turn
signal flasher unit and steering column
connector.
6. Connect the connectors to the
wiper-washer switch, headlight switch,
and the 14405 wiring assembly. Con-

up light switch, and the radio feed
wires.
9. Disconnect the ignition switch
plug, seat belt warning switch, if so
equipped, cigar lighter, and the ash
;I
.
tray bulb.
10. Remove the ground screw
along the lower edge of the instrument panel. Disconnect the glove compartment light, the right courtesy light,
and the right door courtesy light
switch. Disconnect the locator clip,
heater resistor and motor leads, and
the ignition switch bulb.
I I. Remove the harness from
the four retaining clips and remove the
harness from the vehicle. Remove the
fuses from the fuse panel.

.

INSTALLA'I'ION
I. Install the fuses in the fuse

3

nect and install the right door courtesy light switch.
7. Connect the dimmer switch to
the wiring .harness and install the
switch on the floor and position the
carpet.
8. Position the fuse panel to the
dash and install the retaining screw.
9. Plug in the multiple connector
to the printed circuit and convenience
control lights, if so equipped. Connect the speedometer cable and the
heater control cables and switch. Connect the clock, if so equipped. Position the cluster to instrument panel
and install the eight retaining screws.
10. Install the instrument panel
pad.
I I. Connect the battery ground
cable. Check the operation of the
instrument panel lights and controls.

SPECIFICATIONS

CIRCUIT PROTECTION-COUGAR,

FAIRLANE, FALCON, MONTEGO A N D MUSTANG

Swing-l'ilt Steering Wheel (Cartridge i n Feed Line)
Tachometer Light
Tilt Steering Wheel (Cart ridge i n Feed Line)
'
Transmission Selector Light
Turn Signals (Cartridge in Feed Line)
Windshield Washers
a Located in fuse panel.

.

SFE-7.5
AGA2.5
SFE-7.5
SFE- 14
SFE-15

-

SFE-4

-.

SFE-4
SFE-20
SFE-20

SFE-4
SF E-20
SFE-20 ,

SFE.4

SFE-4
SFE-20
SFE-20

SFE.7.5
AGA2.5
SFE-7.5
SFE-14
SFE-14

-

PART 15-5 - General Wiring, Fuses And Circuit Breakers
CIRCUIT PROTECTION

-

COUGAR, FAIRLANE, FALCON, MONTEGO A N D MUSTANG (Continued)

Power Windows, Power Seats and
Back Window Control
Air Conditioner (Integrated)
Speed Control
Motors: Windshield Wiper, Convertible
Too.
.. Power Windows and Power Seats
Transmission Select or Light (Console)
Parking Brake Warning

Protective Device-Fuse or Circuit Breaker (CB.)
I
I
I
I
h i r l a n e Cougar
Falcon
Mmtego
18C.B.
18 C.B.
18C.B.
12C.B.
15 C.B.
15 C.B.
15 C.B.
15 C.B.

Location
I n Headlight Switch
I n Headlight Switch

Miscellaneous Circuits
Headlights
Tail Lights, Stop Lights, License Lights,
Parking Lights,.~orns & Marker Lights
Tail Lights (Cougar)
Emergency Warning Flasher
Windshield Wipers
lntermitt ent Windshield
Wipers
Convertible Top

a 30 Amp. Fuse i n Fuse Panel.

15-71

-

Near Left Rear Light Assy.
Bracket at Fuse Panel
Windshield Wiper Switch
Windshield Wiper Switch

6 C.B.
7 C.B.

Between Starter Relay and
Junction Block
On Starter Relay

o

0

In-Line
In-Line

6C.B.

Safety
Link
20 C.B.

20C.B.

Safety
Link
20C.B.

a

51

31

-

AGW.4
AGW-4

AGW-4
AGW-4

o 30 Amp. Fuse i n Bracket Attached t o Fuse Panel.

-

-

o

a

SFE-7.5

SFE-7.5
C.B.

C.B.
I

AGW-4
AGW-4

Safety
Link

-

C.B.
I

6C.B.

-

-

C.B.
I

Mustang
12C.B.
15 C.B.

-

5 C.B.
15 C.B.
6C.B.

-

-

C. 6.
I

I

-

6C.B.

-

In-Line From k c . Terminal Of
Ignition Switch
Integral Part of Motor

-

i n Amperes

SFE-7.5

I

I

SFE-7.5'
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DEFROSTER N O Z Z L E FOR
F A I R L A N E AND F A L C O N

SECTION AA

FIG. I-Heater

Assembly-Montego,

Falcon and Fairlane

RIGHT DEFROSTER NOZZLE

\
HEATER CONTROL ASSY
A

'

S

FIG. 2-Heater

Assembly-Cougar,

Mustang

PART 16- 1 - Ventilating System and Heater
through and/or around the heater
core. The air through the core and
the air through the bypass chamber
is then mixed as it enters the plenum
chamber.
A heater air valve, referred to as
the heat-defrost door, is located in
the plenum chamber to control the
discharge air between heat and defrost, and close off all air in the OFF
position. The heat-defrost lever actuates a Bowden cable connected to
the heater air valve in the plenum
chamber. Air flow through the plenum is directed, as required by the
operator, through the discharge air
outlets in the plenum, in the heat
position; or up to the windshield in
the defrost position. The air flow
can also be modulated by setting the
controls in any position between
heat and defrost.
A single defroster nozzle leads to
two slots in the forward instrument
panel crash pad.
Three speeds are provided for the
blower fan with a four position
switch in the control assembly and a
resistor assembly located in the heater
housing. The resistor in the blower
motor circuit controls the low and
medium blower speeds.
The nomenclature for the Fairlane
heater controls is located on the
lower right side of the instrument

16-3

DEFROSTER OUTLETS

\

TEMPERATUREDOOR
C R A N K ARM

FIG. 3-Heater

Air Flow (Modulated)-Montgeo,
Falcon and Fairlane

cluster, and the horizontal control
levers are directly below on the lower lip of the instrument panel.
The Falcon control, located on
the right side of the cluster assembly, contains two vertical slide levers and the blower switch.
The Montego heater controls
are lpcated to the left of the steering column in the lower instrument panel area. The dials for the
Caliente and Cyclone models are
illuminated with one bulb; the Capri

and 202 model does not have an illuminated dial.
In order to provide adequate air
distribution on all vehicles, two air
distribution register assemblies are
provided. All vehicles equipped with
consoles or economy air conditioning is equipped with a register that
distributes the air to the left and
right of the tunnel area. The register
for standard vehicles has air outlets
across the face of the register and a
small outlet on the lower left end.

FLOW CHART

DEFRrnTAIR
K1923-8

FIG. 4-Heater

Air Flow-Cougar,

Mustang
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VENTILATING AND HEATING
SYSTEM-COUGAR AND
MUSTANG

T o operate the blower motor, move
. the top lever from the center O F F position. Moving the lever to the left will

give high speed operation, and moving
it to the right will give low speed operation: '

VENTILATING S Y S T E M
Two manually operated doors located under each end of the instrument panel allow fresh air to enter
the passenger compartment. The
right door :is open to the cowl inlet
only when the HEAT lever is in the
up position. The position of the fresh
air doors deflects the air as desired.
HEATING S Y S T E M
The fresh air heater is designed to
function in conjunction with the
right duct of the fresh air ventilating
system The heater assembly couples
to an outlet provided in the right
cowl assembly. A door in the duct
and two doors in the heater housing
are operated by controls located on
the instrument panel, allowing the
selection of outside air for ventilation or heating (Fig. 5 and 6).
The defroster control lever operates a valve in the heater plenum
chamber. Push the lever downward
for proportionately more air to the
defroster registers.
The T E M P lever operates the
blend-sir valve in the heater blower
housing. The blend-air door controls
the amount of air flow through the
heater core. Any intermediate position
of the blend-air door allows both
cool and heated air to be mixed in
the plenum chamber for lower than
maximum temperatures.
The H T R lever operates a door
in the right incoming air duct. When
the lever is in the up position, air from
the cowl grille enters the passenger
compartment through an opening
under the right side of the instrument
panel. A manually operated door
closes the opening, or deflects air as
desired. pushing i h e lever downward
all0ws air
enter the heater blower
chamber.

2

FIG. 5-Heater

System-Mustang,

Cougar

HEATER CABLE
TEMPERATURE

K1196-8

FIG. 6-Heater

Control Cables-Mustang,

Cougar

'DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

DIAGNOSIS
Refer to Fig. 12 for ventilating
and heating trouble diagnosis.
TESTING
Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual

Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring harnesses. schematics are shoivn
in Group 19 of this manual.
The following tests may be made
on the heater: Burned out fuses,
loose wire connections, defective
wires collapsed hoses, loose defroster hoses and air leaks in the body

,

may be determined by visual inspection of the parts.
HEATER C U R R E N T
DRAW TEST
This test will determine if the
blower motor is defective. Connect

PART 1 6- 1 - Ventilating System a n d Heater
a 0-50 ammeter as shown in Fig. 7.
The blower motor will operate independently of the control switch,
and the current drawn by the motor
will be indicated on the ammeter.
Current draw should be to specification.

DISCONNECT,

ing a self-powered test light or ohm
meter, check for continuity between
all of the te:.nimals, two at a time. If
the light should go on, this will indicate a short between the terminals
or a defective switch.

16-5

-TcH

TO AMMETER

TO AMMETER

LOOSE MOTOR FAN
TEST
Turn on the heater switch, and
listen for the sound of the motor. I f
only a hum is heard, the fan is loose
on the motor shaft.

BLOWER SWITCH
TEST
T o check the blower switch, place
the switch in the off position. hen us-

PLUGGED HEATER CORE
TEST

GROUND WIRE

POSITIVE
LEAD
I

Start the engine and temporarily
remove the outlet hose from the
heater core (the hose that leads to
the water pump). Very little or no
flow of water from one core outlet
indicated that the core is plugged.
Make certain that water is being supplied to the core inlet.

FIG. 7-Heater

Motor Current

D r a w Test

3

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

VENTILATING SYSTEM

Bowden cable operated vents and
air inlets are adjusted so that the
vents are tightly closed when the
control knobs are all the way in.
Loosen the Bowden cable retaining
screw at the vent control arm, move
the cable housing back and forth until the vent is closed when the knob
is 1/16 to 118 inch from the in
position, then tighten the retaining
screws.

the control levers are at the bottom
of the slot.
Loosen the control cables on the
heater and move the cable back and
forth until the air doors are at the

should appear at the bottom of the
lever travel.
The defrost and heat controls
should bz adjusted so that the doors
are at the end of their travel when

HEATING SYSTEM

CONTROL ADJUSTMENTSCOUGAR, MUSTANG
To assure maximum temperature
the following temperature control
adjustments should be used.
1. Insert a 118-inch spacer between the temperature control lever
(center lever) and the bottom of the
slot. Move the lever down until it is
seated against the spacer.
2. Loosen the control cable retraining clip (at heater end of the
cable).
3. With the temperature control
damper crank (heater assembly)
held tightly in the full heat position,
tighten the control cable retaining
clip screw.
4. Remove the spacer from the
control head and ,-heck the lever
travel. All overtravel (springback)

ENGINE (EXCEPT MUSTANG)

FIG. 8-Heater

Hose Routings-6Cylinder

Engines
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FIG.9-Heater

Hose Routings-Eight

end of their travel when the control
levers are 1/16 to 1/8 inch from
the bottom of the slot, then tighten
the retaining screw.

BOWDEN CABLE
ADJUSTMENTS--MONTEGO
FALCON AND FAIRLANE
Temperature

Adjust the temperature Bowden
cable at the heater case (Fig. I),
with the temperature door crank arm
in the far left position and the temperature control lever on HI. Provide asproximately
1/8 inch clearance
between the lever and edge of the
slot for proper adjustment.

Cylinder Engines

Heat and Defrost

Adjust the heat-defrost Bowden
cable at the heater case by aligning
the crank arm (Fig. I), with the
locating dart directly below the crank
arm on the case. With the crank
arm in this position, the heat-defrost
door is in a horizontal position for
maximum heat.
The Bowden cables can also be
adjusted a t the control assembly.

BLOWER MOTOR
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITMONTEGO, .FALCON
AND FAIRLANE
For the blower motor circuit wir-

ing diagram refer to Group 19 of
this manual or the Wiring Diagram
Manual Form 7795P-68.

HEATER HOSE ROUTING
Care must be taken when servicing the hoses to insure a smooth kink
free installation for maximum heating (Figs. 8 and 9).

HEATER HOSE
REPLACEMENT
T o replace a heater hose, drain
the coolant, remove the hose, cut a
new hose to the same length as the
old hose, install the hose, and replace
the coolant. Make certain that the

PART 16- 1 - Ventilating System a n d Heater
heater hoses do not come in contact
with any part of the exhaust system.
After the coolant has been replaced, bleed the air from the heater
core.

4

BLEEDING AIR FROM
HEATER CORE
Remove the hose at the outlet
connection of the heater core (hose

that leads to the water pump). Allow any trapped air to flow out.
When a continuous flow of coolant
is obtained, connect the hose to the
core.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

HEATER CORE-COUGAR,
MUSTANG
REMOVAL
1. Remove the battery ground
cable, and drain the cooling system.
2. Disconnect the heater hoses at
the engine.

3. Loosen the screws at the choke
housing and position the hose out.
4. Remove the nuts retaining the
heater to the dash.
5. Remove the screw retaining the
ground wire at the dash, and disconnect two wires. Remove the glove box
liner.
6. Disconnect the defroster hoses,
disconnect the temperature control
cable, defroster control cable and heat
control cable.
7. Remove the screw retaining the
heater to the air intake. Lower the
heater to the floor, pulling the hoses
through the dash.
8. Remove the heater assembly
from the vehicle, pulling the hose
through the dash.
9. Remove both heater hoses at
the heater core, remove the rubber
boot from the air intake, and remove
the clips retaining both halves of the
heater together.
10. Separate both halves of the
heater and remove the heater core.
INSTALLATION

1. Place the new core in position,
place the heater halves together and install the retaining clips.
2. Install rubber cement on the
rubber seal and position it at the
air intake.
3. Install the heater hoses to the
core, position the heater assembly in
the vehicle and feed the hoses through
the dash.
4. Connect the defroster hoses,
position the heater to the dash and

install the screw retaining the heater
to the air intake. Install the glove
box liner.
5. Connect the defroster, temperature and heat control cables and
adjust them.
6. Install the nuts retaining the
heater to the dash, install the ground
wire and connect the two leads.
7. Connect the hoses at the intake
manifold and at the water pump.
8. Position the hose in the clamp
on the choke housing and tighten the
screws.
9. Fill the cooling system, connect
the battery ground cable, and check
the heater operation.
HEATER CORE-MONTEGO,
FALCON AND FAIRLANE

er and install the pad and cover.
3. Position the heater assembly
in the vehicle and install the retaining nuts.
4. Connect the heater hoses (Fig.
8 or 9).
5. Connect the motor and resistor
leads.
6. Connect and adjust (see Common Adjustments and Repairs), the
temperature and defroster cables,
and install the clip retaining the
heater to the defroster nozzle.
7. Install the right air duct,
and install the control cable to the
instrument panel.
8. Install the glove box, and
fill the cooling system.
HEATER BLOWER
MOTOR-COUGAR,

MUSTANG

REMOVAL
REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system.

2. Disconnect both heater hoses
at the dash.
3. Remove the nuts retaining the
heater assembly to the dash.
4. Disconnect the temperature and
defroster cables at the heater.
5. Disconnect the wires from the
resistor, and disconnect the blower
motor wires and the clip retaining
the heater assembly to the defroster
nozzle.
6. Remove the glove box.
7. Remove the bolt and nut retaining the right air duct control to the
instrument panel. Remove the nuts
retaining the right air duct and
remove the duct assembly.
8. Remove the heater assembly
to a bench.
9. Remove the heater core cover
and pad and remove the core.
INSTALLATION
1. Transfer the seals from the
old core to the new core (Fig. 10).
2. Position the core in the heat-

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable, drain the cooling system.
2. Disconnect the heater hoses at
the engine.
3. Loosen the screws at the choke
housing and position the hose out.
4. Remove the nuts retaining the
heater to the dash.
5. Remove the screw retaining the
ground wire at the dash, and disconnect two wires.
6. Remove the screw retaining the
heater to the air intake. Lower the
heater to the floor, pulling the hoses
through the dash.
7. Remove the nuts retaining the
motor mounting plate to the heater,
and remove the motor and blower
assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Transfer the blower wheel and
motor mounting plate to the new
motor.
2. Install the motor and blower
assembly to the heater.
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strument panel.
8. Install the glove box, and fill
the cooling system.

BLOWER MOTOR A N 0
WHEEL,ASSEMBLY

HEATER CONTROL AND/OR
SWITCH-FALCON

CORE ASSEMBLY

7

4 REQUIRED

K1650-A

FIG. 10-Heater

Blower M o t o r a n d C o r e Assemblies-Montego,
Falcon a n d Fairlane

3. Position the heater to the dash
and install the screw retaining the
heater to the air intake.
4. Install the nuts retaining the
heater to the dash, install the ground
wire and connect the two leads.
5. Connect the hoses at the intake
manifold and at the water pump.
6. Position the hose in the clamp
on the choke housing and tighten the
screws.
7. Fill the cooling system, connect
the battery ground cable, and check
the heater operation.
HEATER BLOWER MOTORMONTEGO, FALCON AND
FAIRLANE
REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Disconnect both heater hoses
at the dash.
3. Remove the nuts retaining the
heater assembly to the dash.
4. Disconnect the temperature and
defroster cables at the heater.
5. Disconnect the wires from the
resistor, and disconnect the blower
motor wires and the clip retaining
the heater assembly to the defroster
nozzle.

6. Remove the glove box.
7. Remove the bolt and nut retaining the right air duct control to the
instrument panel. Remove the nuts
retaining the right air duct and
remove the duct assembly.
8. Remove the hea~ter assembly
to a bench.
9. Remove the blower mounting
screws and remove the motor and
wheel assembly.
INSTALLATION
1. Transfer the blower wheel and
motor mounting plate to the new
motor.
2. Install the motor and blower
assembly to the heater. . 3. Position the heater assembly
in the vehicle and install the retaining nuts.
4. Connect the heater hoses (Fig.
8 or 9).
5. Connect the motor and resistor
leads.
6. Connect and adjust (see Common Adjustments and Repairs), the
temperature and defroster cables, and
install the clip retaining the heater to
the defroster nozzle.
7. Install the right air duct, and
install the control cable to the in-

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
3. Remove the instrument cluster
retaining screws, position the cluster out, disconnect the speedometer
cable, both heater cables and the
light bulb.
4. Disconnect the heater switch
plug. Disconnect the multiple plug
from the printed circuit, and remove
the cluster.
5. Remove the heater control knobs.
6. Remove the nuts retaining the
control and switch to the cluster.
Remove the control, then thr switch.
7. Position the new switch, then
the control to !be cluster and install
the retaining nuts.
8. Install the control knobs.
9. Connect the heater control
cables t o the control. Connect the
soeedometer cable, light
- bulb, switch
plug and multiple plug.
10. Position the cluster to the
instrument panel and install the retaining screws.
11. Install the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
12. Connect the battery ground
cable.

HEATER CONTROL
ASSEMBLY-MONTEGO
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
3. Remove the screws retaining
the instrument cluster to the panel,
position the cluster out, disconnect
the cables and wires, and remove
the cluster.
4. Remove both control knobs, remove the control retaining screws,
and remove the control.
5. Position the new control to
the cluster back and install the retaining screws and the control knobs.
6. Plug the multiple connector
to the printed circuit. Push on the
speedometer cable. Connect the heater cables and the heater switch.
7. Position the cluster to the
panel and install the mounting screws.
8. Install the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
9. Connect the battery ground

PART 16- 1 - Ventilating System a n d Heater
HEATER CONTROL
ASSEMBLY-FAIRLAN E

1. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
2. Remove the defrost and temperature control knobs. Disconnect the
defrost and temperature control cables
at the control.
3. Remove the heater control
mounting screws and remove the
control.
4. Position the control and install the mounting screws. Clamp the
harness under two of the plastic
clips.
5. Connect and adjust the defrost
and temperature cables.
6. Install the control knobs.
HEATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL AND/QR DEFROSTER
CONTROL CABLE-COUGAR,
MUSTANG
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the four screws retaining the heater control assembly to the
instrument panel and position the control assembly outward.
3. Remove the two control cable
retaining screws.
4. Remove the glove box liner retaining screws and remove the glove
box liner.
5. Remove the retaining clamp and
screw on each of the three cables a t
the crankarm.
6. Remove the complete control
cable assembly (heater air, temperature and defroster cables).

HEATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL CABLE AND/OR
DEFROSTER CONTROL
CABLE-FAIRLANE

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. From under the instrument panel,
remove the cable(s) from the control
head. Loosen, but do not remove the
control cable clamp retaining screw(s)
at the heater plenum chamber.
3. Remove the cable(s) from the
heater plenum chamber crankarms.
4. T O INSTALL: Position the
cable(s) on the control head and on
the plenum chamber crankarms.
5. Adjust the cables for proper
operation and tighten the retaining
clamvs a t the vlenum chamber.
6. Connect the battery ground
cable.
HEATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL CABLE AND/OR
DEFROSTER CONTROL
CABLE-MONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the glove compartment
liner retaining screws and remove the
liner.

INSTALLATION

1. Position the new cable assembly
to the heater and install the retaining
clamp and screw.
2. Pcsition the cable assembly to
the heater control assembly and install the two retaining screws.
3. Position the control assembly to
the instrument panel and install the
four retaining screws.
4. Loosen each control cable
clamp a t the crankarm. Adjust the
cable length at each crankarm to
obtain full off position with ]/&inch
overtravel to insure a positive shut
off.
5. Connect the battery ground
cable.

FIG. 7 ]--Heater

Controls-Montego
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3. Remove the instrument panel
pad. Refer to Group 18, Part 1 Section 3.
4. Disconnect the control cable
at the control head and at the heater
plenum chamber. Remove the cable
(Fig. 1 1).
INSTALLATION

1. Position the control cable to
the control head and to the lever on
the plenum chamber (Fig. I I).
2. Adjust the control cable length
for proper operation (Refer to adjustment procedure, Section 3).
3. Install the instrument panel
pad and the glove compartment liner.
4. Connect the battery ground
cable.
BLOWER SWITCH-COUGAR
MUSTANG
REMOVAL

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the screws retaining
the heater control to the instrument
panel and position the control out.
3. Remove the heater switch control knob.
4. Disconnect the plug connector

GROUP 16 - Ventilating, Heating, And Accessories
2. Remove the defroster nozzle
retaining nuts and remove the nozzle
assembly.
3. Install the defroster nozzle to
the instrument panel.
4. Install the nuts and washer assemblies.
5. Connect the hoses to the plenum.

from the switch, remove the lead from
the clip at the side of the control. Remove the switch retaining screw and
remove the switch.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the new switch to the
control and install the mbunting
screw.
2. Position the lead in the clip on
the control and connect 'it.
3. Position the heater control assembly to the instrument panel and
install the retaining screws.
4. Install the switch control knob,
connect the battery and check the
operation of the switch.

DEFROSTER NOZZLESMONTEGO, FALCON
AND FAIRLANE

The Fairlane, Falcon and Montego
have a common type nozzle.
1. Remoye the instrunlent panel pad.
Refer to Group 18, Part 1 Section 3.
2. Remove the defroster nozzle
retaining clip screw (Figs. 2 and 3).
3. Remove the defroster nozzle
retaining screws.
4. Remove the nozzle.

BLOWER SWITCHMONTEGO, FALCON,
FAIRLANE
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the switch control knob.
3. Remove the .screws and/or nuts
retaining the switch to the instrument
panel, disconnect and remove the
switch.
4. Connect the new switch, position it to the instrument panel and
install the retaining screws (bolt
and nut on Fair lane).
5. Install the control knob.
6. Connect the battery ground
cable.

HEATER HOSE-COUGAR,
MUSTANG

DEFROSTER NOZZLESCOUGAR, MUSTANG
1. Disconnect the defroster hose
at the plenum.

.

+

1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Disconnect the heater hose at
the water pump or intake manifold.
3. Position the defroster hose
to one side, and remove the glove
box.
4. Loosen the hose clamp, and pull
the hose through the dash from the
engine compartment. The hose clamp
will stay on top of the heater case.
5. Cut a new hose to the same
length as the old hose.
6. Position the new hose through
the dash, position the hose clamp over
the hose, and connekt it to theheater.
7. Install the glove box. Connect
the desfroster hose to the heater.

Connect the heater hose to the intake
manifold or water pump (Figs. 8 or
9), and fill the cooling system.
HEATER HOSE-MONTEGO,
FALCON, FAIRLANE

REMOVAL
1. Drain the cooling system.
2. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner.
3. Disconnect the hose(s) at the
water pump or intake manifold.
4. Loosen the screws at the cafburetor choke housing plate (2-V carburetor) and position the hose out
of the plate.
5. Disconnect the hose(s) from
the heater core (inlet and/or outlet)
at the dash panel in engine compartment.
6. Remove the clamps which retain
the hoses together and remove .the
hose(s).
'

INSTALLATION
1. Cut the replacement hose to
proper length.
2. Connect the hose to the heater
core inlet and/or outlet.
3. Connect the hose to the water
pum) or intake manifold.
4. Position the hose in the choke
housing plate clamp (2-V carburetor),
and tighten the clamp retaining screws.
5. Lnstall the clamps which retain the hoses together.
6. Fill the cooling system. Start
the engine and check operation of the
heater (bleed the system to be sure
no air lock exists).
7. Install the carburetor air cleaner.

INSUFFICIENT OR NO HEAT

Verify the Complaint
1. Burned out fuse or loose wires
to the heater blower.
2. Defective motor ground, or deIective blower motor.
3. Fan loose on motor shaft, or
motor stalled.
4. Defective heater blower switch.
5. A kinked, clogged, c.r collapsed
water hose.

6. Improperly, connected beater
hoses.
7. Plugged heater core, or air
outlet.
8. Improperly installed or defecive engine thermostat.
9. Incorrectly installed and adjusted control cables.
10. Air leaks in the body.
11. ,Burned out resistor.

INSUFFICIENT OR NO
DEFROSTING

Verify the Complaint
1. Improperly adjusted defroster
control cable, or disconnected defroster hose.
2. Binding defroster damper.
3. Plugged or loose defroster noz-

zle, or obstructed defroster openings
at windshield.
4. Defroster hoses not properly
attached at plenum.
5. Crash pad obstructing nozzle
opening.

TOO MUCH HEAT

Verify the Complaint

I. Incorrectly adjusted
valve.

FIG. 12-Ventilating
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DESCRIP'TION AND OPERATION

1

Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of

wiring harnesses. Schematics are
shown in Group 19 of this manual.

MONTEGO, FALCON,
AND FAIRLANE

SYSTEM OPERATION

CLUSTER ASSEMBLY

BLACK
TO A/C

TGRMOSTAT
1814-C

FIG. I-Montego

A/C-Heater Control Assembly

RED

Outside air is drawn in from the
cowl through the outside air door
into the right vent duct, into the
blower scroll, forced through the'evaporator core, through and/or around
the heater core then mixed and discharged through either the A / C air
duct or the heat-defrost plenum air
outlet, depending on the position on
the control setting.
The temperature door is located to
the left of the evaporator core and to
the rear of the heater core in the left
side of the case.
The A/C-heat door is located in
the left rear corner of the case, and
the heat-defrost door is in the plenum
chamber attached to the rear face of
the case assembly.
A single defroster nozzle leading
to two openings in the instrument
panel is attached directly in the
plenum chamber with a clip.
The A / C registers located in the
lower instrument panel are located;
one to the far left; one to the far
right; and a double register in the
center.
The A/C registers are egg-crate
type registers with vertical and
horizontal vanes.
The blower motor and wheel assembly is located in the blower scroll
immediately forward of the right
vent duct assembly. The evaporator
core is located in a diagonal position
in the center of the case; and the
heater core in a diagonal position in
the left side of the case.
Vacuum actuators that operate the
normal-recirc door in the right vent,
and the A/C-heat door, are controlled by a vacuum selector on the
control head assembly.

BLUE.

CONTROLS

BLACK
WH I

TO'AIC
ICING SWITCH
K 1850-C

FIG. 2-Falcon

A/C-Heater Controls

The air temperature is controlled
by the location of the temperature
lever in the control assembly (Figs.
I, 2 and 3). As the lever is moved
from cool to warm, a cable moves
the temperature (blend) door from
maximum cooling position to minimum cooling position. With the
functional control lever in either
A / C position, the right water valve
(yellow dot) is closed. A vacuum
switch on the evaportor case is actuated to supply vacuum to close the
left water valve (blue dot) when the

- Air Conditioning

PART 16-2
temperature lever is in the maximum
cool setting and the functional control
lever is in either A/C position. See
the A/C-Heater Control Setting
Chart, Fig. 4 and the Vacuum Diagrams Book, Form FD-7943-68.
Air distribution is controlled by
the A/C-heater lever in the control
panel assembly and by the blower
switch setting. The lever actuates a
vacuum selector switch on the control
assembly which in turn operates
vacuum actuators at the outside or
recirculating air door in the right
vent duct; the A/C-heat door in the
case, and the heat-defrost door in the
plenum chamber.
The blower switch must be on to
engage the compressor clutch for air
conditioning. With the A/C-heater
lever in either air conditioning position, the air conditioner heat door
is on the air conditioning position
(vacuum) and vacuum is applied
to the compressor clutch switch
(located in the engine compartment
at the water valve) to close the circuit
and engage the clutch.
Three speeds are provided for the
blower fan with a four position
switch in the control assembly and a
resistor assembly located in the blower housing. The resistor in the blower
motor circuit controls the low and
medium blower motor speeds.

INSTRUMENT

K 1851 - C

NG. 3-Fairlane

A/C-Heater Controls

I

The Mustang and Cougar Select-Aire air conditioning system (Fig.
5) is an integral system receiving outside air directly from the cowl air intake, or recirculated air through the
register on the right side of the evaporator case assembly. The control
assembly is located in the instrument
panel to the left of the steering column.
Three vertical levers are used to control the system operation.
The two center A/C registers can
be moved up and down and vertical
vanes are positioned by rotating a
horizontal wheel within each assembly. 'The two round outboard A/C registers can be rotated 360 degrees for
air deflection and can be closed by
rotating the lever below each register
90 degrees. Warm air is discharged
through openings i n the .heater
plenum over the tunnel to both right
and left front floor areas.
SYSTEM OPERATION
Air is drawn directly into the system by the blower motor and wheel
from the cowl air intake in FRESH
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Fairlane, and Montego A/C Control Setting Chart

A/C position; or through the recirculating air door in MAX position.
The air is then drawn through the
evaporator core, and depending upon
the setting of the temperature blend
door, is drawn through and around
the heater core, pulled into the blower
housing, and forced through the A/C
registers.
With the controls set in either
A/C position, the A/C-heat door directs air to the A/C-defroster plenum

chamber; the A/C-defrost door directs
air to the A/C outlets and the air is
discharged through the four A/C iegisters (Fig. 5).
With the controls set in HEAT
position, the A/C heat door directs
the air so that it is discharged through
the air outlets i n the plenum above the
tunnel (Fig. 5).
With the controls set in DEFROST
position, the A/C-heat door directs
the air to the A/C-defroster plenum;
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FIG. 5-Heater
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low-Mustang and Cougar
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the A/C-defrost door directs the air
so that it is discharged through the
defroster nozzels to the windshield
(Fig. 5).
A four-position blower switch and
resistor assembly provides three blower speeds to control air volume. The
blower switch must be on to engage
the A / C clutch for air conditioning
(Fig. 5).
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HEAT

CONTROLS
Refer to the A/C-Heater Control
Setting Chart, Fig. 6.
The (left) functional control lever
actuates a vacuum regulator that controls vacuum motors at the fresh-recirculating air door, reheat door, A / C
-heat and A/C-defrost doors.
The (center) temperature control
lever operates a control cable that
controls the temperature blend door
in the evaporator case, and actuates
the vacuum operated water valve
switch.
The (right) control lever operates
the blower switch to control air volume with three blower speeds; low,
medium and high.
The A / C thermostat (icing) switch
and water valve vacuum switch is
located on the evaporator case (Fig. 5).
The blower motor resistor is located in the blower housing (Fig. 5).
The expansion valve, water valve,
and vacuum supply tank are located in
the engine compartment on the right
side near the dash panel.
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Control Setting Chart-
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MOPMODULATED

Mustang and Cougar

HlGH PRESSURE LIQUID
) N VALVE

L O W PRESSURE LIQUID
HlGH PRESSURE GAS
L O W PRESSURE GAS

DISCHARGE AIR

An A/C. floor cooler tube located
at the lower rear corner of the duct is
used to discharge cold air to the center of the left front floor area. A deflector on the tube can be positioned
manually for driver comfort.
The two outboard registers can be
closed by a push-pull knob and lever
that actuates the balance door behind
the registers. Mustang and Cougar
models have a rotating knob on each
grille. On the Fairlane, Montego and
Falcon the knob is located below the
registers on the lower lip of the instrument panel.
The ~ l e n u m chamber located on
the left'rear face of the case assembly distributes heated air to the floor
over the tunnel or to the windshield
defroster nozzle, depending on the
location on the heat-defrost door within the plenum.

TO EXPANSION VALVE
AND EVAPORATOR

FIG. 7-Air
A/C-HEATER
SYSTEM

Conditioning System-Mustang
ELECT RlCAL

The A / C heater electrical circuit
is protected by a 25 ampere circuit

and Cougar ;:.

breaker (Mustang and Cougar) or a
30 amp fuse in the main fuse block
(Falcon, Fairlane, and Montego). The
system consists of the blower switch
on the control assembly, blower motor,
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FIG. 8-Compressor
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Installed

blower motor resistor, A / C thermostatic switch, clutch switch. compressor clutch solenoid and dash lights.

FIG. 9-Low

Pressure Service
Valve Gauge Port

FIG. 10-High

Pressure Service
Valve Gauge Port

RECEIVER..U N ~ T
LIQUID SIGHT GLASS

The air conditioning system stores
the liquid 'Refrigerant-I2 under pressure in a combination receiver and
dehydrator (Fig. 7). The pressure in
the receiver normally varies from
about 80 to 300 psi, depending on the
surrounding air temperature and compressor speed.
The dehydrator serves the purpose
of removing any traces of moisture
that m a y - have accumulated in the
system.' Even small amounts of moisture will cause an air cooling unit to
malfunction. A fusible plug is screwed into the receiver. This will release
the refrigerant before the refrigerant
temperature exceeds 212 degrees F.

a temperature sensing capillary tube
and bulb. The bulb I S clamped to the
outlet pipe of the evaporator. The expansion valve used on Falcon, Fairlane, and Montego is connected in
line w ~ t h both the inlet and outlet
evaporator refrigerant lines. By use
of internal passages leading to and
from the underside of the valve diaphragm, the diaphragm senses the
refrigerant temperature and pressure
as it leaves the evaporator core. Thus
the valve is controlled by evaporator
outlet temperature.
The restricting effect of the expansion valve at the evaporator causes a
low pressure on the low pressure side
of the system of 12 to 50 psi, depending on the surrounding air temperature and compressor speed.

EVAPORATOR UNlT
When the cooling system is in operation, the liquid Refrigerant-12
flows from the combination receiver
and dehydrator unit through a flexible hose to the .evaporator (Fig. 7)
where it is allowed to evaporate at a
reduced pressure, to cool the evaporator. Air is blown through the evaporator fins and is thus cooled by the
evaporator.

COMPRESSOR UNlT

EXPANSION VALVE
The rate of refrigerant evaporation is controlled by an expapion
. valve (Fig. 7) which allows only
enough refrigerant to flow into the
evaporator to keep the evaporator
operating efficiently, depending on
its heat load.
The 'expansion valve 'on Mustang
and Cougar consists of the valve and

.

The evaporated refrigerant leaving
the evaporator (now in the form of a
gas) at a pressure of 12 to 50 psi is
pumped by the compressor, located
on the engine (Fig. 8), into the top of
the condenser, located in front of the
radiator.
The compressor mainta~nsa pressure on its high pressure side of from
"80 to 300 psi, depending on the surrounding air temperature and compres.
, .,
sor speed.
As the now heated and compressed
refrigerant gas flows down through
the condenser, it is cooled by air passing between the sections of the condenser. The cooled, compressed refiigerant* which th'en flows
. .into
. the
receiver. '

A liquid sight glass is mounted in
the high pressure refrigerant line between the receiver and the expansion
valve (Fig. 7). The sight glass is used
to check whether there is enough liquid refrigerant in the system.
MAGNETIC CLUTCH
It is necessary to control the temperature of the evaporator assembly.
T o accomplish this, the compressor is
cut in and out of operation by an.electrically operated magnetic clutch
mounted on the compressor crankshaft.
The magnetic clutch is controlled by
the blower switch, a clutch switch
which is a vacuum actuated electrical
switch, and the icing switch.
ICING SWITCH-FALCON
FAIRLANE, AND MONTEGO
The icing switch is bonnected in
series with t h e blower switch and.the .
clutch switch and conrrols the operation of the compressor by controlling
the compressor magnetic clutch. The
temperature sensing tube of the icing
switch is placed in contact with the
evaporator fins. Whin the temperature of the evaporator becomes too
cold, the icing switch opens the magnetic clutch electrical circuit, discon-"
necting the compressor from the engine. When the temperature of the
evaporator rises, the icing switch
closes and energizes the magnetic
clutch. This connects the compressor
to the engine, and' cooling action
begins again.

BART 16-2 - Air Conditioning
When the blower switch is off or
the functional control lever is not in
an A/C position, the magnetic clutch
cannot be energized for compressor
operation.
When, the blower switch is on and
the functional control lever is in the
cooling range, the magnetic clutch is
controlled by the icing switch which is
controlled by the evaporator temperature.
THERMOSTATIC SWITCHMUSTANG AND COUGAR
The thermostatic switch controls
the operation of the compressor by
controlling the compressor magnetic
clutch. The temperature sensing tube
of the switch is placed in contact with
the evaporator fins. When the tem-

2

connected to the engine and the cooling system is in operation.
SERVICE VALVES
The service valves on the compressor are used to test and service
the cooling system (F~gs.9 and 10).
The high pressure service valve, mounted at the outlet to the compressor, allows access to the high pressure side
of the system for attaching a service
hose with attached pressure gauge.
The low pressure valve, mounted
at the inlet to the compressor, allows
access to the low pressure side of the
system for attaching a service hose
with attached pressure gauge.
Both service valves may be used
to shut off the rest of the system from
the compressor during compressor
service.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

,

perature of the evaporator becomes
too cold, the thermostatic switch opens
the magnetic clutch electrical circuit.
disconnecting the compressor from
the engine. When the temperature of
the evaporator rises to the upper limit at which the thermostatic switch
is set, the thermostatic switch closes
and energizes the magnetic clutch.
This connects the compressor to the
engine, and cooling action begins
again.
When the ignition switch is off or
the cooling control thermostatic
switch is in the off position, the magnetic clutch is not energized, and the
compressor can not operate. .
When the ignition switch is on (engine running), and the cooling control
is in the cooling range, the magnetic
clutch is energized, the compressor is

The refrigerant used i n the air
conditioner system is Refrigerant-12.
Refrigerant-I2 is nonexplosive, noninflammable, noncorrosive, has practically no odor, and is heavier than air.
Although it is classified as a safe
refrigerant, certain precautions must
be observed to protect the parts involved and the person who is working
on the unit.
Use only Refrigerant-12. Do not
use refrigerant that was canned for
pressure operated accessories (such
as boat air horns). It is not pure .Refrigerant- 12 and will cause a malfunction. Liquid Refrigerant-12, at normal atmospheric pressures and temperatures, evaporates so quickly that
it contacts. For this reason, extreme
care must be taken to prevent any
liquid refrigerant from coming in con:
tact with the skin and especially the
eyes.
Refrigerant- 12 is readily absorbed
by most types of oil. [t i's therefore
recommended that a bbttle of sterile
mineral oil and a quantity of weak
boric acid solution be kept nearby
when servicing the air conditioning
system. Should any liquid refrigerant
get into the eyes, use a few drops of
mineral oil to wash them out, then
wash the eyes clean with the weak
boric acid solution. Seek a doctor's
aid immediately even though irritation may have ceased.
Always wear safety goggles when
servicing any part of the refrigerant-

ing system.
The Refrigerant-12 in the system
is always under pressure. Because
the system is tightly sealed, heat applied to any part would cause this
pressure to build up excessively.
To avoid a dangerous explosion,
never weld, use a blow torch, solder, steam clean, bake body finishes,
or use any excessive amount of heat
on or i n the immediate area of any
part of the air cooling system or
refrigerant supply tank, while they
are closed to the atmosphere whether
filled with refrigerant or not.
The liquid refrigerant evaporates
so rapidly that the resulting refrigerant gas will displace the air surrounding the area where the refrigerant is
released. To prevent possible suffocation in enclosed areas, always discharge the refrigerant from an air
cooling system into the garage exhaust collector. Always maintain good
ventilation surrounding the work area.
Although Refrigerant-I2 gas, under normal conditions, is nonpoisonous, the discharge of refrigerant gas
near an open flame can produce a
very poisonous gas. This gas will
also attack all bright metal surfaces
This poisonous gas is generated
when the flame-type leak detector is
used. Avoid inhaling the fumes from
the leak detector. Make certain that
Refrigerant-12 is both stored and installed i n accordance with all state
and local ordinances.
When admitting Refrigerant-I2 gas
into the cooling unit, always keep

the tank in an upright pssition. If
the tank is on its side qr upside down,
liquid Refrigerant-I2 will enter the
system and damage the compressor.
In surrounding air temperatures
above 90 degrees F., prolonged engine
idle will result in excessively high compressor pressures.
AIR CONDlT IONER
PERFORMANCE TESTFALCON, FAIRLANE, AND
MONTEGO
The performance level of the air
conditioning system can be checked
after performing diagnostic checks
and repairs to determine if the system is operating to specifications.
The performance level chart (Fig. I I)
indicates the maximum desireable discharge air temperature in relation to
the ambient (surrounding) air temperature and relative humidity.
The performance level check must
be performed under the following test
conditions.
1. Connect the manifold gauge set
to the compressor service valves. (Refer to Checking System Pressures in
this section).
2. Install a motor driven psychrometer (humidity indicator) at the fresh
air intake.
3. Install a dry bulb thermometer
at the center air outlet register (Weston Model 2261 or equivalent).
4. Operate the engine at 1500 rpm
with the transmission in Park (auto-
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Engine
Speed
RPM

5. Set the A / C controls for fresh
air operation-and the blower on high
speed.
6. Close the hood and open the
front doors of the vehicle.

7. Perform the test with no sun
load (in shade) and no wind.
8. Allow the discharge air temperature to stabilize. Record the relative
humidity, ambient (surrounding) air
temperature, discharge air temperature, and suction and head pressure.
Compare the readings to those shown
in Fig. 1 I . Temperatures above those
shown in Fig. . I 1 indicate additional
system diagnosis is required.
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matic transmission) or neutral (manual transmission).

Maximum
. Desirable
Center
Register
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Air Temp. (OF)

'

'

Section
Pressure
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-
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-
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Fairlane, and Montego

INSUFFICIENT, ERRATIC OR
N O COOLING-DIAGNOSIS
GUIDE
Verify the complaint. Discuss the
A / C system with the owner to pinpoint the specific complaint and the
conditions under which it occurs.
During the. discussion, make sure
the owner knows how to operate the
system controls properly. .

cooling system with the engine operating. Check for improper coolant
level and coolant leaks.

IF NOT OK
Add coolant, as .required, repair
or replace cooling system components (as required) to repair cooling
system leak(s) or overheating condition.

IF NOT OK
Explain the. A / C controls and the
system limitations to the owner, as
required.

Check for an overheated engine

Operate the blower switch thru
the on, off, and all speed ranges.
Check for progressively increased
sound and air volume at the registers. check for leaking, disconnected
or restricted' air ducts. If there is
insufficient blower sound and/or air
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volume at the registers, the blower
may be faulty.
I F NOT OK
Remove obstructions or restrictions from ducts and connect or replace 'ducts, as required. If blower
is faulty, refer to Blower Misses Speed
Range Or Does Not Turn Off.
Diagnose and repair blower system, as required.

I F NOT OK
Reset compressor service valves.
Install cap.

Operate the system for at ,least
one minute with blower at highspeed, engine at 1500 R P M and the
A/C system controls at maximum
cooling. Perform a sight glass check
(See Note I).
I F NOT OK

With the A / C temperature control
lever ig the maximum cooling position, check to make sure the blend
door is fully-closed.
I F NOT OK
Refer to air system conditions,
temperature control lever does not
provide adequate cooling or heating.
Adjust or repair temperature control
or blend door .as required.

With engine operating at 1500
RPM, operate the functional control
lever thru off and the Max. Cooling
Position. Listen for a clicking sound
that indicates the clutch is operating
properly. If clicking is not heard
and/or a visual check shows the
clutch is not operating when the
lever is actuated, the clutch system is
faulty.
I F NOT OK
Refer to inoperative Magnetic
Clutch or Erratic Clutch Operation.
Diagnose and repair clutch system, as
required.

Operate the engine at 1500 RPM.
Set the A / C system on maximum
cooling, blower on high-speed. Observe the clutch and drive belt for
proper operation and drive belt slippage.

Install manifold gauge set and
Refrigerant-12 tank. Open system to
tank pressure. Perform leak test. Discharge system and repair leak. Check
oil level and fully charge the system
with Refrigerant-12.

A/C SYSTEM PRESSURES
ARE NOT NORMAL
With the manifold gauge set attached and both manifold gauges
at
closed (maximum-clockwise)
position, turn the outlet service valve
one-quarter turn away from the
back-seated position. Turn the inlet
service valve to the mid-position.
Run the system at 1500 R P M for
15 minutes with all controls set at
maximum cooling, blower at h~ghspeed and the front of the car at
least 5 feet from any wall. Check
for abnormal system pressures. (See
Notes 2, 3 and 4).
I F NOT OK
Sustion Pressure Extremely
Low (Vacuum)

Exhaust the charge slowly thru
the suction service valve gauge port.
If the discharge pressure does not
drop below 70 Ibs. on the gauge,
replace the expansion valve. If the
discharge gauge pressure does drop,
exhaust the entire charge. Evacuate
and fully charge the system, as specified.

I F NOT OK
Replace the drive belt if it is worn
or damaged. Adjust drive belt if slippage is indicated or belt was replaced.

Remove service valve stem caps
and make sure valve stems are backseated (turned fully-counterclockwise).

Suction Pressure High, Outlet
Pressure Normal

Check expansion valve sensing bulb
for good contact with the evaporator
outlet tube (Mustang and Cougar
Only). Perform a compressor test. If
the compressor is operating properly
and the suction pressure remains high,
replace the expansion valve.

Suction Pressure High, Outlet
Pressure Low

If the two pressures are equal or
within 30 PSI of each other the
compressor may be faulty. Perform
a compressor test. Repair or replace
compressor as required.
Suction Pressure Low, Outlet
Pressure Normal

Check for restriction between receiver and expansion valve. Repair
or replace restricted parts, as required.
If there are no restrictions, exhaust the charge slowly thru the suction service valve gauge port. If the
discharge pressure does not drop below 70 Ibs. on the gauge, replace
the expansion valve. If the discharge
gauge pressure does drop. exhaust
the entire charge. Evacuate and fully
charge the system, as specified.
Outlet Pressure Above Normal

Clean air passages in condenser, if
required.
I f ambient temperatures are .excessively high. cool the condenser
during checking operation. Eliminate
iestrictions to condenser air flow.
If system pressures remain high,
evacuate and fully charge the system.
as specified.

COMPRESSOR H A S
INTERNAL DAMAGE
Set both manifold gauge valves
at maximum-clockwise (closed) position. Close the suction service valve
(maximum-clockwise
position). Operate engine at 1500 RPM, A/C
controls at maximum cooling and
the blower at high speed. Perform
a compressor test (See Note 5).
I F NOT OK
Isolate the compressor.
Replace the valve plate and/or
head gasket, as required. Replace
the compressor, i f the cylinder walls
are scored or pieces of metal are
imbedded in the piston.

With the controls set to maximum-cooling, blower a t high-speed
and the engine operating at 1500
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RPM, check the heater water valve
for proper operation (See Note 6).
I F NOT OK
Correct the vacuum supply source
to heater water valve motor (actuator), if required, replace heater water valve or water valve switch. as
required.

Refer to A/C air system 'conditions. Operate the temperature control lever, functional control lever and
blower switch motor thru all system
control ranges. With the use of the
applicable control system table and
air conditioner-heater vacuum system
,schematic drawing determine which
control components are not working
properly.
Repair or replace all worn or
damaged parts as required.
NOTE I.

I f bubbles or foam are shown in
the sight glass, the system is only
partially charged. If no bubbles are
observed, the system may be fully
charged or completely out of refrigerant. Turn the system off and observe the sight glass. If no foam or
small bubbles occur within two minutes, the system has lost its charge.
NOTE 2.
Suction pressure should be approximately 12-50 PSI and the discharge pressure between 120 and
300 PSI. If the discharge pressure
exceeds 250 PSI for a 90 degree F
ambient temperature, check the condenser fins for dirt and foreign material. Flush the condenser from the
rear with a water hose.
NOTE 3.

I f it becomes necessary to operate
the air conditionei a t 225 PSI discharge pressure or higher, keep the
pressure down with a fan directed
a t the condenser or radiator.

1n;all the bulb and clamp it securely
to the suction line. Install the insulation carefully. Start the engine and
check system pressure again. FALCON, FAIRLANE, and MONTEGO:
Check to see that the plastic cap and
fiber glass pad are installed on the
top of thc expansion valve.

motor ground lead. If test lamp
glows, ground lead wire is faulty.
I F NOT OK
Properly ground the circuit or replace the ground lead wire, if required.

NOTE 5.
Connect an ammeter to the positive terminal of the battery and the
positive lead of the blower. Use
care to prevent battery damage in
case of a direct motor internal short.
With ammeter on the appropriate
scale for the specified current draw,
read current draw. Refer to Specifications (Part 16-5).

The suction gauge should read 20
inches of vacuum within 30 seconds.
Disengage the clutch by setting A/C
controls to OFF. The suctipn gauge
should remain below zero PSI for
at least one minute. I f the compressor does not satisfy these two conditions after a t least three cycles of
clutch engagement, the compressor
is faulty.

I F NOT OK

NOTE 6.

If the current draw is excessive,
check for an obstruction or blower
wheel interference. Check for a
grounded lead. Repair or replace
faulty blower wheel or remove obstruction. Repair or replace lead wire,
if required. Test current draw. Refer
to Sp'ecifications (Part 16-5). Replace
motor if current draw is still excessive.
I f the current draw is low, or shows
no current, replace.the blower motor.

On Falcon, Fairlane, and Montego
models, the water valve should be open
with zero vacuum applied to the water
valve. On all except Ford models, the
water valve should be closed at zero
vacuum. Check to make sure the valve
is closed to water flow. If the valve
is not closed with the proper vacuum applied to the actuator, the water valve is faulty. If the vacuum at
the actuator is not as specified, trace
the vacuum circuit to find the cause.
BLOWER MISSES SPEED
RANGE OR DOES NOT TURN
OFF-DIAGNOSIS GUIDE

Connect the ammeter lead a t the
battery positive terminal. Connect
the ammeter in series with the wiring harness lead. With the A/C control lever on maximum cooling and
the ignition switch on, check current
draw in each of the blower switch
positions. If the current draw is not
within specifications, check for faulty
lead wire (under the instrument
panel) between blower switch and
thermostatic switch with a test light
and/or ohmmeter.

Verify the complaint. Turn the
ignition switch to the accessory position, A/C control to maximum
cooling, and operate blower motor
thru all'speed ranges and off. Check
for progressively increased sound
and air volume at the registers. It
there is inadequate or no air .or
sound, visually inspect the qircuit at
the blower motor for obvious loose
or broken connections.

I F NOT OK

I F NOT OK

I f test light glows, repair or replace the blower switch to thermostatic switch lead wire, as required.

' i

Connect, repair or replace lead
wires or connectors, as required.
Check blower operation.

NOTE 4.
'

MUSTANG' A N D C O U G A R : ~f
the suction presslire does not stabilize
and varies more than 10 pounds on
the gauge, stop the engine. Remove
the expansion valve insulation. Remove the thermal bulb and clamp
from the suction line. Clean the bulb,
clamp andsuction line contact points.

Ground one test lamp probe. Move
other probe to blower motor lead wire
(orange). I f test lamp does not glow,
check for improperly grounded motor
lead.
Ground one test lamp probe and
move the other probe to the blower

With one test light probe grounded,
move 'other probe to the ignition
switch terminal point of the blower
switch.
I F NOT OK
If test light glows, replace blower
switch.
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With one test probe grounded
move the other probe to the circuit
breaker term.inal (usually mounted
on the accessory terminal of the ignition switch). Test for power thru
the circuit breaker and thru the ignition switch.
I F NOT OK
If the test light does not glow at
either the circuit breaker or the switch,
replace faulty component.

With one test light probe grounded,
start at the blower switch and place
the other probe on each of the L,
M and H terminal points, with the
switch set in the corresponding positions.
I F NOT OK
If the test lamp does not glow at
each point, the switch is faulty and
should be replaced.

Ground one test lamp probe.
Move the other probe to the L, M
and H terminal points on the resistor, with the switch set in the corresponding positions.
I F NOT OK

repair or replace lead wire, as required.
INOPERATIVE MAGNETIC
CLUTCH OR ERRATIC CLUTCH
OPERATION-DIAGNOSIS
GUIDE
Verify the complaint. Turn the
blower switch to the high-speed position. Set the A / C control to the
maximum cooling position. Listen
for a clicking sound each time the
ignition key is turned on and off. If
a clicking sound is heard, the clutch
circuit is functioning and the clutch
is engaging. If a clicking sound is
not heard, the clutch circuit is faulty.
Check the clutch lead wire to make
sure it is properly connected to the
circuit.

I F NOT OK

Connect clutch lead wire to the
circuit connector. Check the clutch
for proper operation.

Visually check the clutch brush
set for wear or broken brushes.
Check for foreign material on the
commutator ring.
I F NOT OK
Clean commutator. Replace worn
or damaged brush set. Check clutch
operation.

Check for specified clutch current
draw with an ammeter connected
between the positive terminal of the
battery and the clutch lead.

IF NOT OK
If the test lamp does not glow,

At any point in this test where
power is not observed with the test
lamp, discontinue testing and repair
the faulty component.
I F NOT OK
Repair or replace the faulty clutch
circuit component part. Check clutch
operation.

With the evaporator fairly warm
or the thermostatic switch sensing
tube removed from' the system, connect an ohmmeter across the switch.
Check the point resistance. If the
resistance is one ohm or more, the
switch is faulty.
I F NOT OK
Replace the thermostatic switch.
Check on-off clutch cycle.

Perform a thermostatic switch
operational test with an ohmmeter
and a pan filled with crushed ice,
salt and water.
I F NOT OK
Replace t h e r m o s t a t i c
Check clutch on-off cycle.

switch.

I F NOT OK
Replace applicable clutch brushes,
clutch or clutch field if current draw
is not to specification. Check clutch
operation.

If the test lamp does not glow at
each point, replace the resistor.

Ground one test lamp probe.
Move the other probe to the blower
motor terminal point of the lead wire.

2. Clutch control switch continuity.
3. Thermostatic
switch-to-clutch
control switch lead continuity.
4. Thermostatic switch continuity.
5. Ignition switch to thermostatlc
switch lead continuity.
6. Blower switch to ignition switch
continuity.

I F NOT OK

If the test lamp does not glow at
each point, replace the resistor to
blower switch lead(s), as required.

Ground one test lamp probe.
Move the other probe to the L, M
and H resistor to blower motor terminals on the resistor, with the
switch set a t the appropriate positions.

16-21

COMPRESSOR HAS EXCESSIVE
VIBRATION OR NOISEDIAGNOSIS GUIDE
Some noise and vibration is normal in all a ~ rconditioning .systems.
High ambient: temperatures 'and progressively increased system '. pressures
will increase the noise and vibration
level. This is a normal condition.
Comparison and experience with air
conditioning systems under various
operating conditions will tell the me-.
chanic which systems are not conforming to the normal pumping
sound and vibration patterns made
by :a properly functioning compressor.
Verify the complaint. Check the
,

Perform clutch circuit supply voltage test. With a test light attached
to a good ground, turn the ignition'
switch to the accessories position, set
A / C to maximum cooling and the
blower switch to high speed.
Progressively test:
1. Clutch lead continuity.
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compressor mounting to make certain mounting bolts are not missing
or damaged and proper brackets and
braces have been installed. Check
for ,broken or cracked brackets or
braces. Check mounting bolts to
make sure they are torqued to specification.
I F NOT OK
Install correct backets or braces,
if required. Replace broken or cracked
brackets or braces. Replace missing or
damaged mounting bolts. Torque the
mounting bolts to specification.

Check all drive belts, including
alternator and power steering belts
for improper adjustment, wear and
misalignment. Check all idlers and
pulleys for a damaged condition.

to compressor has internal damage under Insufficient Or No Cooling.
Check clutch for looseness or play
on compressor shaft. Remove clutch
and inspect taper and keyway if
looseness is suspected.
I F NOT OK
~ e ~ l a ' c key
e
if worn. Remove
minor imperfections from taper with
a crocus cloth or fine honing stone.
Torque clutch mounting bolt to specification.

Operate engine at idle speed with
A/C clutch disengaged. If clutch
bearing is damaged, the noise will
stop when the clutch is engaged.
I F NOT OK
Replace the clutch.

I F NOT OK
Repair or replace damaged idlers
or pulleys, as required. Replace worn
or damaged belts. Correct cause of
belt misalignment, as required,
tighten all drive belts to specified
tension.

With engine operating at idle
speed, check A/C clutch for scraping noise when clutch is disengaged.
Engage clutch to see if noise disappears.
I F NOT OK

Visually check surfaces of condenser for accumulation of leaves,
mud or other foreign material which
can cause high system pressures.
I F NOT OK
Remove hose material. Use a
water hose to flush.surfaces from rear
of condenser.

Cycle clutch a few times to burnish and seat the clutch face when
activated. Replace clutch, if required.

Run engine at idle speed. Check
clutch maximum r u n h t with, a dial
indicator.
'IF NOT OK
If maximum allowable runout exceeds specifications, replace clutch.

With engine running at idle gpe=d,
listen for rubbing noise when clutch
is on or off. Remove clutch, inspect
for: clutch rotor rubbing clutch field,
improper brush ;&tact or brush'Elip
not removed, and'clutch field (if so
equipped) not installed
. . . properly- on
compressor.
'. ..

..

IFNOTOK

.-

_.

1

Replace worn or damaged .parts,
as' r,equired. Make sure clutch .field,
if so equipped, is installed with proper mounting screws, as required.
Tighten all drive belts' to, specified
belt tension.

.

.

I F NOT OK
Replace the valve plate and/or
head gasket, as required. Replace the
compressor if the cylinder walls are
scored or pieces of metal are imbedded in the piston.

Run the engine at 1500 RPM,
A/C on maximum cooling and high
blower. Listen at the compressor for
an excessive rumble or knock that
disappears when clutch is deactivated.
IF NOT OK
Replace compressor if rumble or
knock disappears when clutch is deactivated.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
LEVER DOES NOT PROVIDE
ADEQUATE HEA'TING OR
COOLING-FALCON, FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO
Verify the complaint. Apply the
parking brake. Position the transmission lever in the park position. Start
the engine and operate it at 1500 RPM.
Operate the , blower at high speed.
Move the temperature control lever
back and forth from cool to warm
and check the blend-door for bind8 or
resistance. Check the heat door position when the control lever is in the
cool position to see if it is positioned
properly (fully closed).
I F NOT OK
Free up the door. Lubricate the interference areas in the plenum chamber
with lubriplate. Lubricate the door
pivot points. Check the temperature
control lever for proper operation.

IFOK

Refer to Insufficient. Erratic Or
No Cooling, perform pressure tests as
indicated under A/C System Pressures
Are Not Normal.
' .I
, ,-'E 8 ' "IF NOT OK'
,." .
L
*. =
Repair or replace the A/C components a$ ihdicate'd under A/C System Pressures Are Not Normal.

Perform a' compressor test. Refer

Move the temperature control to
the heat position. If the blend door
is not fulljl open-'the control. cable
requires adjustment at the door actuating cam. Insert a 118 inch drill thru
the cam and into the bracket to
position the door properly for adjustment.
I F NOT OK
Adjust the control cable, as required.
Check the temperature control operation.
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Refer to insufficient, erratic or no
cooling under performance conditions
- basic A/C system. Check the A/C
system as indicated.

present, check for improper (crossed)
or leaking hose connections at the water valve vacuum switch, T-connectors
or control assembly. If' the tiose connections are installed properly, the
control assembly is faulty and should
be replaced.

IF NOT OK
IF NOT OK
Repair or replace worn or damaged
parts, as required.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
DOES NOT OPERATE A/C
DOORS PROPERLY IN
MAXIMUM COOLING POSITION
-FALCON, FAIRLANE, AND
MONTEGO

Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position transmission lever in
neutral or park position. Operate the
engine at 1500 RPM. Position the
functional control lever in the "Max".
Position blower on high speed and
the temperature control lever in the
"Cool" position. Check the 'position
of the .doors to see if they a r e as
follows:
1. Outside-recirculating
doorclosed.
2. A/C-heat door-closed.
3. Heat-defrost door-closed.
If the doors are not in the position
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (I4 inch HG) with the vacuum
leak probe connected between the vacuum tank hose (black) and the vacuum
tank:
If vacuum is not to specification at
this location, check for vacuum component leakage between the connector
on the engine, check valve, vacuum
supply tank and the vacuum line
(black) at the control assembly.

I F NOT OK
Repair or replace faulty component
causing vacuum leakage. Check the
door positions.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
heat-defrost door motor (red). If vacuum is present, check for improper
(crossed) or leaking hose connections
at the control assembly.
Vacuum (14 inch HC) should be
present at the outside recirculating
door motor (white) and the A/C-heat
door motor (blue). If no vacuum is

Connect vacuum lines to proper
control assembly fitting, if required.
Replace control assembly, if required.
Check doors for proper operation.

If no vacuum is present at the heatdefrost door motor (red), check the
door operation by hand for a binding
or obstructed condition.
If vacuum (14 inch HG) is present
at the outside recirculating door motor
(white) and the A/C-heat door motor
(blue), check the operation of the door
by hand for binding or obstructed
conditions.

IF NOT OK
Correct the cause of obstruction or
bind condition (if required). Lubricate
door edges and plenum. chamber contact surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate door pivot points. If door was
not obstructed or binding, replace the
applicable door motor. Check the
doors and control system for proper
operation.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
DOES NOT OPERATE A/C
DOORS PROPERLY IN FRESH
POSITION-FALCON,
FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO

Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position transmission lever in
neutral or park position. Operate the
engine at 1500 RPM. Position the
functional control lever in the fresh
position, blower on high speed and
the temperature control lever in the
cool position. Check the position of
the doors to see if they are as*follows:
1. Outside-recirculating
dooropen.
2. A/C-heat door-closed.
3. Heat-defrost door-closed.
If the doors are not in the positions
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (14 inch HG) with the vacuum
leak probe connected between the vacuum tank hose (black) and the vacuum tank.

If vacuum is not to specification at
this location, check for vacuum component leakage between the connector
on the engine, check valve, vacuum
supply tank and the vacuum line
(black) at the control assembly.

I F NOT OK
Repair or replace (as requ~red)faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the doors and controls for proper operation.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
outside recirculating door motor
(white) and the heat-defrost door
motor (red). If vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking hose connections at the control
assembly.
Vacuum (14 inch HC) should be
present a t the ~ / C - h e a t
door motor (blue). If no vacuum is
present, check for improper (crossed)
or leaking hose connections at the water valve vacuum switch, T-connectors
or control assembly. If the hose connections are installed properly, the
control assembly is faulty and should
be replaced.

I F NOT OK
Connect vacuum lines to proper
control assembly fitting, if required.
Replace control assembly, if required.
Check doors for proper operation.

If no vacuum is present at the outside recirculating door motor (white)
and the heat-defrost door motor (red),
check the door operation by hand
for a binding or obstructed condition.
If vacuum (14 inch HC) is present
at the A/C-heat door motor (blue),
check the operation of the door by
hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
IF NOT OK
Correct the cause of obstruction or
bind condition (if required). Lubricate
door edges and plenum chamber contact surface with Lubriplate. Lubricate door pivot points. If door was
not obstructed or binding, replace the
applicable door motor. Check the
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doors and control system for proper
operation.

FUNCTIONAL CONTROL LEVER
DOES NOT OPERATE A/C
DOORS PROPERLY IN OFF
POSITI0.N-FALCON, FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO

Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position transmission lever in
neutral or park position. Operate the
engine a t 1500 RPM. Position the
functional control lever in the off
position, blower on high speed and
the temperature control lever in the
cool position. Check the position of
the doors to see if they are as follows:
1. Outside-recirculating
doorclosed.
2. A/C-heat door-open.
3. Heat-defrost door-closed.
If the doors are not in the positions
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (14 inch HG) with the vacuum
leak probe connected between the vacuum tank hose (black) and the vacuum tank.
If vacuum is not to specification a t
these locations, check for vacuum component leakage between the connector
on the engine, check valve, vacuum
supply tank and the vacuum line
(black) a t the control assembly.

I F NOT OK
Connect vacuum lines to proper
control assembly fitting, if required.
Replace the control assembly, i f required. Check the doors for proper
operation.

Move the temperature control lever
to the cool position. If the blend door
is not fully-closed the bowden cable
requires adjustment.
I F NOT OK
With the blend door in the fullyclosed position and the temperature
control in the cool position, adjust
the bowden cable, as required. Check
the temperature control operation.

If no vacuum is present at the heatdefrost door motor (red) or the A/Cheat door motor (blue), check the door
operation by hand for a binding or
obstructed condition.
Vacuum (14 inch HG) is present
at the outside recirculating door motor
(white), check the operation of the
door by hand for binding or obstructed
conditions.

Refer to insufficient, erratic or no
cooling under performance conditions
-basic A / C system. Check the A/C
system as indicated.

f F NOT OK

I F NOT OK
Correct the cause of obstruction or
bind condition (if required). Lubricate
door edges and plenum chamber contact surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate door pivot points. If door was
not obstructed or binding, replace the
applicable door motor. Check the
doors and control system for proper
operation.

Adjust, repair or replace worn or
damaged parts, as required.
FUNCTIONAL CON'TROL (LEFT)
LEVER DOES NOT OPERATE
A/C DOORS PROPERLY IN
MAXIMUM COOLING POSITION
-MUSTANG AND COUGAR

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
N o vacuum should be present a t the
heat-defrost door motor (red), and the
A/C-heat door motor (blue). If vacuum is present, check for improper
(crossed) or lea king hose connections
at the vacuum water valve, T-connectors and at the control assembly.

Verify the coniplaint. Apply the
parking brake. Position the transmission lever in the park position. Start
the -engine and operate it at 1500
RPM. Operate the blower at high
speed.
Move the temperature control
(center) lever back and forth from
cool to warm and check the blenddoor for binds or resistance. Check
the blend door position when the control'lever is in the cool position to see
if it is positioned properly (fullyclosed). The vacuum switch must also
shut off the water valve when the
temperature control lever is in the cool
position.

Vacuum (14 inch HG) should be
present a t the outside recirculating

Verify the complaint. Apply parking brakes. Position transmission lever
in neutral or park position. Operate
the engine a t 1500 RPM. Position
functional control lever in the MAX.
Position and the blower at high speed.
Check the position of the doors to see
if they are as follows:
1. ,Outside-recirculating dooropen to reclrc.
2. A/C-heat door-closed.
3. A/C-defrost door-closed.
4. Reheat door-closed.
I f the doors are not in the positions
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (I4 inch HG) with the vacuum
leak probe connected between the
vacuum tank line (black) and the vacuum tank.
If vacuum is not to specification at
this location, check for vacuum component leakage between the connector
on the engine, check valve, vacuum
supply tank, and vacuum line (black)
at the control assembly.

I F NOT OK

I F NOT OK

door motor (white). If no vacuum is
present, check for improper (crossed)
or leaking hose connections at the
control assembly. If the hose connections are installed properly, the
control assembly is faulty and should
be replaced.

Free up the blend door. Lubricate
the interference:areas in the plenum
chamber with Lubriplate. Lubricate
the door pivot points. Check the
temperature control lever for proper
operation.

Repair or replace (as required) faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operation.

I F NOT OK
Repair or replace faulty component
(as required) causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operating positions
and control operation.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
(CENTER) LEVER DOES NOT
PROVIDE ADEQUATE HEATING
OR COOLING-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR

.

.

.

I F OKd'

Check the door positions. If a door
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is not positioned as indicated, check
for vacuum a t the applicable vacuum
motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
A/C-defrost door motor and the reheat door motor. If vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking hose connections a t the hose connectors or the control assembly.
Vacuum should be present at the
outside recirculating door motor and
the heat door motor. If no vacuum is
present, check for improper (crossed)
or leaking hose connections at the
control assembly. If hose connections
are installed properly the control assembly is faulty and should be replaced.

IF NOT OK
Connect vacuum lines to proper control assembly fitting, if required. Replace control assembly, if required.
Check doors for proper operation.

If no vacuum i s present at the A/Cdefrost door motor or the reheat door
motor, check the door operation by
hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
If vacuum is present at the outside
door motor and the heat door motor,
check the operation of the door by
hand for a binding or obstructed condition.
IF NOT O K
Correct the cause of obstruction or
bind condition (if required). Lubricate
door edges and plenum chamber contact surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate door pivot points. If door was
not obstructed or binding, replace the
applicable door motor. Check the
doors and control system for proper
operation.
FUNC'IIONAL CONTROL (LEFT)
LEVER DOES NOT OPERATE
A/C DOORS PROPERLY IN
FRESH POSITION-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position the transmission lever
in neutral or park position. Operate
the engine at 1500 R P M . Position
functional control lever in the fresh
position and the blower on high speed.
Check the position of the doors to see
if they are as follows:
1. Outside-recirculating door-open
to outside air.
2. A/C-heat door-closed.

3. A/C-defrost door-open.
4. Reheat door-open.
If the doors are not in the position
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (14 inch HG) with the vacuum leak probe connected between the
vacuum tank line (black) and the vacuum tank. If vacuum is not to specification at these locations, check for
vacuum component leakage between
the connector on the engine, check
valve, vacuum supply tank, and vacuum outlet line (black) a t the control
assembly.

I F NOT OK
Repair or replace (as required) faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operation.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
outside-recirculating door motor, A/Cdefrost door motor and the reheat
door motor. If vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking
hose connections at the T-connector,
if so equipped, and at the control
assembly.
Vacuum should be present at the heat
door motor. If no vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking
hose connections at the control assembly. If hose connections are installed
properly the control assembly is faulty
and should be replaced.

I F NOT OK
Connect vacuum lines to proper control assembly fitting, if required. Replace control assembly, if required.
Check doors for proper operation.

If no vacuum is present at the outside-recirculating door motor, A/Cdefrost door motor or the reheat door
motor, check the door operation by
hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
If vacuum is present a t the heat
door motor, check the operating of
the door by hand for a binding or
obstructed condition.
IF NOT OK
Correct cause of obstruction or bind
condition (if required). Lubricate door

edges and plenum chamber contact
surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate
door pivot points. If door was not
obstructed or binding, replace the apr
plicable door motor. Check the doors
and control system for proper operation.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL (LEFT)
LEVER DOES NOT OPERATE
A/C DOORS PROPERLY IN OFF
POSITION-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR
Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position transmission lever in
neutral or -park -position. Operate the
engine a t 1500 RPM. Position functional control lever in the fresh position and the blower on high speed.
Check the position of the doors to see
if they are as follows:
1. Outside-recirculating door-open
to recirc.
2. A/C heat door-open.
3. A/C-defrost door-closed.
4. Reheat door-closed.
If the doors are not in the position
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (14 inch HG) with the vacuum leak probe connected between
the vacuum tank line (black) and the
vacuum tank.
If vacuum is not t o specification at
these locations, check for vacuum component leakage between the connector
on the engine, check valve, vacuum
supply tank, and vacuum outlet line
(black) a t the control assembly.

IF NOT O K
Repair or replace (as required) faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operation.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum a t the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present a t the
A/C heat door motor. If vacuum is
present, check for improper (crossed)
or leaking hose connections at the
toe control assembly.
Vacuum should be present at the reheat door motor, outside recirculating
door motor, and the defrost door
motor. If no vacuum is present, check
for improper (crossed) or leaking hose
connections at the control assembly.
If hose connections are installed properly the control assembly is faulty
and should be replaced.
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IF NOT OK
Connect vacuum lines tn proper
control assembly fitting, if required.
Replace control assembly, i f required.
Check doors for proper operation.

If no vacuum is present at the A/C
heat door motor, check the door operation by hand for a binding or obstructed condition.
If vacuum is present at the reheat
door motor, outside recirculating door
motor and defrost door motor,
check the operation of the. door by
hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
IF NOT OK
Correct cause of obstruction or bind
condition (if required). Lubricate door
edges and plenum chamber contact
surfaces with Lubriplate, Lubricate
door pivot points. If dodi was not obstructed or binding, replace the applicable door motor. Check the doors
and control system for proper operation.
FUNCTIONAL CONTROL (LEFT)
LEVER DOES N O T OPERATE
A/C DOORS PROPERLY IN
HEAT POSITION-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR

,

Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes. Position transmission lever in
neutral or park position. Operate the
engine at 1500 RPM. Position functional control lever in the fresh position and the blower at high speed.
Check the position of the doors to see
'
if they are as follows:
1. Outside-recirculating door-open
to outside.
2. A/C heat door-- closed.
3. A/C-defrost door-open. * '
4. Reheat door-open.
If the doors are not in the positions
indicated above, check for specified
vacuum (14 inch' HG) with the- vacuum leak probe connected between the
' vacuum tank line (black) and the vacuum.tank. If vacuum is not to specification at these locations, check for
vacuum :component leakage between
the connector on the engine; check
valve, vacuum supply tank, and vacuum outlet line (black) at the control
;' .
assembly.
*

IF NOT OK
Repair or replace'(as required) faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operation.

2. A/C-heat door-closed.
3. A/C-defrost door-closed.
4. Reheat door-closed.
If the doors are not in the position
indicated above, check for the specified
vacuum (14 inch HG) with the vacuum leak probe connected between the
vacuum tank line (black) and the vacuum tank. Also, check for the specified
vacuuy (14 inch HG) at the A/C-heat
door vacuum motor with the temperature control (center) lever in the warm
position. If vacuum 'is not to specification at these locations, check for
vacuum component leakage between
the connector on the engine, check
valve, vacuum supply tank, and vacuum outlet line (black) at the control
assembly.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
outside-recircu lating door motor. If
vacuum is present, check for improper
(crossed) or leaking hose connections
at the control assembly.
Vacuum should be present at the
heat door motor, defrost door motor
and the reheat door motor. If no vacuum is prksent, check for improper
(crossed) or leaking hose connections
at the T-connector (if so equipped)
and at the control assembly. If hose
connections are installed properly the
control assembly is faulty and should
be replaced.

IF NOT OK

IF NOT OK
Repair or replace (as required) faulty
component causing vacuum leakage.
Check the door operation.

Connect vacuum lines to proper
control assembly fitting, if required.
Replace control assembly, i f required.
Check doors for proper operation.

Check the door positions. If a door
is not positioned as indicated above,
check for vacuum at the applicable
vacuum motor.
No vacuum should be present at the
outside-recirculating door motor, A/Cdefrost door motor and the reheat
door motor. I f vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking hose connections at the control
assembly.
Vacuum should be present at the heat
door motor. I f no vacuum is present,
check for improper (crossed) or leaking hose connections at the control
assembly. If hose connections are installed prdperly7the control assembly
is faulty and should be replaced.

If no vacuum is present at the outside-recircul'ating door motor, check
the door operation by hand for a binding or obstructed condition.
If vacuum is present at the A/C-heat
door motor, A/C-defrost door motor
and the reheat door motor, check
the operation of the door by hand
for a binding or obstructed condition.
IF NOT OK
Correct the cause of the obstruction
or bind condition (if required). Lubricate door edges A d plenum chamber
contact surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate the door pivot points. If the door
was not obstructed or binding. replace
the applicable door motor. Check the
doors and control system for proper
operation.

IF NOT OK

Connect the vacuym lines to the proper control astembly fitting, if required.
Replace the control assembly, if required. Check the' doors'
for proper
.
operation.
.

FUNCTIONAL CONTROL (LEFT)
LEVER DOES ' N O T OPERATE
'
A/C DOORS PROPERLY IN *
DEFROST POSITION-MUSTANG
/' A N D COUGAR

..

IF OK

.

..

Verify the complaint. Apply parking
brakes..Position transmission lever in
neutra!.or park position. Operate the
engine at 1500 'RPM. Position functional control lever, in the fresh 'position and the blower on high speed.
Check the position of,the doors to see
if they are as follows:
I. Outside-recirculating door-open
to outside.

.

'

.

T i

.

If no vacuum is present at the outside-recirculating door motor, A/Cdefrost door motor or the reheat door
motor, check the door operation by
hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
If vacuum is present at the heat door
motor, check the operation of the door
by hand for a binding or obstructed
condition.
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I F NOT OK
Correct the cause of the obstruction
or bind condition (if required). Lubricate door edges and plenum chamber
contact surfaces with Lubriplate. Lubricate door pivot points. If door was
not obstructed or binding, replace the
applicable door motor. Check the
doors and control system for proper
operation.

LOW PRESSURE GAUCE

HlGH PRESSURE GAUGE

T ESTING
Obstructed air passages, broken
belts, disconnected or broken wires,
loose clutch, loose or broken mounting brackets may be determined by
visual inspection of the parts.
TO HlGH PRESSURE
SERVICE VALVE

CHECKING FOR LEAKS
Attach the manifold gauge set (Fig.
12). Leave both manifold gauge valves
a t the maximum clockwise position.
Set both service valves a t the center
position. Both gauges should nbw
show spproximately 60 to 80 pounds
pressure a t 75 degrees F. If very little
or no pressure is indicated, leave the
vacuum pump valve closed, open the
Refrigerant-12 tank valve, and set the
low pressure manifold gauge valve to
the counterclockwise position. This
opens the system to tank pressure.
Check all connections, and the compressor shaft seal for leaks, using a
flame-type leak detector (Fig. 13). Follow the directions with the leak detector. The smaller the flame the more
sensitive it is to leaks. Therefore, to
insure accurate leak indication keep
the flame as small as possible. The
copper element must be red hot. If it
is burned away, replace the element.
Hold the open end of the hose at each
suspected leak point for two or three
seconds. The flame will normally be
almost colorless. The slightest leak
will be indicated by a bright green blue
color to the flame. Be sure to check
the manifold gauge set and hoses for
leaks as well as the rest of the system.
If the surrounding air is contaminated with refrigerant gas, the leak
detector will indicate this gas all the
time. Good ventilation is necessary
to prevent this situation. A fan, even
in a well ventilated area, is very helpful in removing small traces of refrigerant vapor.
USE O F S I G H T GLASS
Clean the sight glass before checking for a proper charge of refrigerant.
Then, observe the sight glass for

K1W-0

FIG. 12-Manifold

Gauge Set

bubbles with the engine running a t
1500 rpm and the A / C controls set a t
maximum cooling. Bubbles in the
sight glass indicate an undercharge of
refrigerant. If an undercharge of refrigerant is found, check the system
for leaks. Repair any leaks, evacuate
the system, and charge the system with
the proper amount of Refrigerant-12.
N o bubbles in the sight glass indicate either a full charge of refrigerant
or a complete loss of refrigerant.
While observing the sight glass, cycle
the magnetic clutch off and on, with
the engine running at 1500 rpm. During the time the clutch is off, bubbles
will appear if refrigerant is in the system and will disappear when the
clutch is on. If no bubbles appear during the on and off cycle of the magnetic clutch, there is no refrigerant in the
system. If there is no refrigerant in
the system, it will be necessary to
leak test, repair as required, and
charge the system. Under conditions
of extremely high temperatures, occasional foam or bubbles may appear
in the sight glass.
CHECKING SYSTEM
PRESSURES
The pressures developed on the
high pressure and low pressure side of
the compressor indicate whether or
not the system is operating properly.
Attach the manifold gauge set
(Fig. 12). It will not be necessary to
attach the Refrigerant-12 tank un-

FIG. 13-Torch

Type Leak Detector

less refrigerant is to be $died to the
system. Set both manifold gauge
valves at the maximum clockwise, or
closed, position. Set both service valves
a t the center position.
3 +?a$::;
Check the system pressures with
the engine running at lS!Mrtpm, all
controls set for maximum cooling, and
the front of the car at least 5 feet from
any wall.
The actuai pressures indicated on
the gauges will depend on the temperature of the surrounding air and
the humid~ty.H ~ g h e rair temperatures
along with high humidity, will give
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higher system pressures. The lowest
figures given are for an ambient (surrounding air) temperature of 75 degrees F., 50% relative humidity.
The low pressure gauge should indicate a pressure of from 12-50 p.s.i.
The high pressure gauge should indicate a pressure of 120-300 p.s.i.
A t idle speed and a surrounding
air temperature of 100 degrees 110
degrees F., the high pressure may go
as high as 300 pounds or more. If it

-

becomes necessary to operate the air
conditioner under these conditions,
keep the high pressure down with a
fan directed at the condenser and
radiator.
INTERPRETING ABNORMAL
SYSTEM PRESSURES

Low Pressure Below Normal,
H i g h Pressure Normal

These pressures indicate a low charge
or a restriction between the receiver
and the expansion valve or between
the expansion valve and the low pressure service valve. If the low pressure
is actually a vacuum, the ex.pansion
valve is probably closed tightly. Check
the expansion valve and replace it i f
required.
Check the system between the receiver outlet and the expansion valve
for restrictions, by feeling all of the
connections and components. Any
portion that is cold to the touch or
that frosts up, with the pressures as
indicated here, is restricting the refrigerant flow.
Low Pressure Above Normal,
High Pressure Normal

Check the heater water valve to be
sure that it is closed. Operate the
system on MAX A/C and be sure
that the outside air door is closed.

3
,'

Check the compressor.
With the system operating, close the
suction service valve. The suction
pressure gauge should read at least
20 inches of vacuum within 30
seconds.
Disengage the clutch. The suction
gauge should read below zero psi
for at least one minute.
I f the compressor does not satisfy
these two conditions after at least
3 cycles of the clutch, the compressor has either a blown head gasket
or faulty valves. Remove the head
and inspect for damage. Repair as
required. Refer to Section 3.
A compressor with scored cylinder
walls or pieces of metal imbedded
in the pistons should be replaced.

Check the expansion valve.
Mustang and Cougar:
Check the expansion valve bulb
clamp to assure good contact. The
bulb and clamp must be clean and
tight and properly wrapped with
insulation.
If the bulb is clamped and insulated
properly and the suction pressure is
still too high, replace the expansion
valve.
Falcon, Fairlane, and Montego:
I f the compressor is OK and the
suction pressure is too high, replace
the expansion valve.

High compressor head pressures are
caused by an overcharge of refrigerant,
condenser air passages clogged, a
restriction between the condenser inlet
and the receiver, or high surrounding
air temperatures. Check the condenser
fins for dirt or insects and clean as

.
.,,..
.
_.

,

1

.,
.

.

;

Fill a container with crushed ice,
salt and water. Put enough salt in the
water so that the temperature of the
solution is 25 degrees F. or lower.
Set the thermostatic control switch
(Mustang and Cougar only) for the
maximum cooling position. This is
the maximum clockwise or counterclockwise position at which the switch
contacts are closed at room temperature. Use a self-powered test
light or ohmmeter connected to the
switch terminals to check whether
or not the switch is closed.
Place the sensing tube in the ice,
salt and water solution. The thermostatic or icing switch contact
points.should open and remain open
while the tube is in the solution.
Remove the sensing tube from the
solution. As the tube warms up, the
switch contacts should close. An ohmmeter check of the contacts should
show a resistance of less than an ohm.
I f a resistance of an ohm or more
occurs, replace the switch. M a k e certain that no salt water gets into the
control. If the control fails to function

RECEIVER-DRYER

TEST

Operate the air conditioner for
about five minutes; .then, feel the
receiver-dryer outlet. If the outlet
is cold, it indicates that the unit is
restricting the refrigerant flow, and
the receiver-dryer must be replaced.

J

+

.
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D I S C H A R G I N G THE SYSTEM

'.

.a*:

.

THERMOSTATIC O R
I C I N G SWITCH TEST

as outlined, it must be replaced.

H i g h Pressure Above Normal

"COMMON .ADJUSTMENTS .AND' REPAIRS ' .

'

required. If the high pressure is still
excessive, discharge the system
through the discharge service valve.
Check for a restricted condenser or
a restriction between the condenser
and the receiver. Evacuate the system
and charge with the specified amount
of Refrigerant 12.

H i g h Pressure Below Normal
or Low Pressure Above Normal

I

. ... . .

Discharge the refrigerant from the
system .bifore replacing any part of
the system, except the compressor.
To discharge the system, connect
the manifold gauge set.to the system.
Do not connect the manifold center
connection hoses to the Refrigerant12 tank, or vacuum pump. Place the
open end of these hoses in a garage

exhaust outlet. Set both manifold
gauge valve at the'maximum counterclockwise or open position. Open
both service valves a slight amount
(Figs. 9 and 10) and allow the refrigerant to discharge slowly from the
system.

-

D o not allow the refrigerant to
rush out, as the oil in the compressor will be forced out along with it.

E V A C U A T I N G THE SYSTEM

+

?

-

,

. .

>

..Attach the manifold gauge set,
tank of Refrigerant-12 and a vacuum pump to the system. Make certain that the Refrigerant-I2 tank
valve is tightly closed. Set both service valves to the mid-position. Open
both manifold valves. .Release any
pressure in the system. Open the
vacuum pump valve and run the
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CUT-AWAY VIEW
OF SERVICE VALVE

FIG. 14-Charging

the Air Conditioning System

pump until the low pressure gauge
reads at least 25 inches, and as close
to 30 inches of vacuum as possible.
Continue vacuum pump operation
for 20 to 30 minutes to boil any
moisture out of the system. Close the
pump valve. Turn off the pump.
MAKING A COMPLETE
CHARGE

Check for leaks first (See Diagnosis and Ttsting in this part), release the pressure, then evacuate the
system. Leave both service valves a t
the mid-position (Fig. 14) and the vacuum pump valve closed. Leave the
low pressure manifold gauge valve a t
the maximum counterclockwise or
open position. Set the high pressure
manifold -gauge
- valve a t the maximum
clockwise or closed position. Set all
controls to the maximum cold position.
Open the Refrigerant-12 tank valve.
Run the engine a t 1500 rpm. Charge
the system until the weight of refrigerant is to specification.
It may be 'necessary to place the
Refrigerant-I2 tank in a container of
hot water at about 150 degrees F. to
force the gas from the tank during
charging.

eve; heat the Refrigerant-I2 tank
with a torch. A dangerous explosion
may result.

During the charging, the high pressure may build up to an excessive
value. This can be caused by an overcharge of refrigerant, or an overheated engine, in combination with
high surrounding temperatures. Never allow the high pressure to exceed
240 pounds while charging. Stop the
engine, determine the cause, and correct it.
After the proper charge has been
made, close the Refrigerant-I2 tank
valve, and check the system pressures
for proper operation. Set both service valves a t the maximum counterclockwise position. Remove the gauge
set, and cap the service valve gauge
ports and valve stems.
CHARGING FROM SMALL
CONTAINERS

Refrigerant-12 is available in 15 OZ.
cans. A scale is not necessary if
these small containers are used instead of a tank.
Attach the hose that would normally g o to the large tank to the
special valve that is provided for the
small cans. Close the valve (maximum clockwise position) and follow
the procedure for leak testing, evacuating and charging the system as
previously given.
For charging, attach a 15 oz.
can of Refrigerant-12 to the special

valve, and open the valve. Keep the
can in an upright position. When the
can is empty (no frost showing),
close the valve, remove the empty
can, attach a new one, and open the
valve again.
Allow only the specified amount of
refrigerant to be pumped into the
system (Part 16-5). The frost line on
the can will indicate what portion
of the can has entered the system.
Then close the valve at the can. The
system will then have been charged
with the correct weight in pounds of
refrigerant. Falcon, Fairlane, and
Montego models take exactly two
15 oz. cans. Mustang and Cougar
models take less than two cans
(Part 16-5).
Check the system pressures, set
both service valves at the maximum
counterclockwise position. Remove
the gauge set, and cap the service
valve gauge ports and valve stems.

FIG. 15-Com~ress0r
Check

Oil Level
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COMPRESSOR OIL LEVEL
CHECK
Under normal conditions, when
the air cooling system is operating
satisfactorily, the compressor oil level need not be checked. There is no
place for the oil to go except inside
the .sealed system. When the car is
first started, some of the oil will be
pumped into the rest of the system.

After 15 minutes of operation, most
of the oil is returned to the compressor crankcase.
Check the compressor oil level only
if a portion of the,refrigerant system
is being replaced, or if there was a
leak in the system and the refrigerant
is being replaced.
Check the oil after the system has
been charged and has been operating
at idle speed for 10 minutes in 60

I

7/8" MIN.

1 -3/16" MAX.

ENDIFOR

THIS
VERTICAL MWNT
CCMPRESSOR

NG. 16-York

Compressor Oil Level Dipstick

degrees F. surrounding air temperature or above. Turn off the engine,
and isolate the compressor. Remove
the oil filler plug from the compressor;
insert a flattened 118-inch diameter
rod (Fig. 15) in the oil filler hole
until it bottoms. The rod should
show at least the minimum .amount
of oil as shown in Figs. 16 and
17. It may be necessary to rotate the
compressor crankshaft slightly by
hand so that the dipstick will clear the
crankcase. If additional oil is needed
in the compressor, add Texaco
Capella E refrigerant compressor oil
or equivalent.
If more than the maximum amount
of oil is indicated, as might happen if
a new compressor is installed and oil
already in the system is pumped back
to the compressor, draw out the excess oil until the minimum quantity
is indicated.
Replace the oil filler plug,
evacuate and connect the compressor
back into the system. Operate the
system for an additional five minutes,
then recheck the oil level as above.
Two checks are necessary as one
check' will not return all the oil to the
compressor if there is too much oil
in the system.
Replace the oil filler plug, then
evacuate and connect the compressor
back into the system. Be sure to check
the compressor filler opening for
leaks.
ISOLATING THE COMPRESSOR
This procedure is used when checking the compressor oil level and when
-it is desired to replace the compressor
without losing the refrigerant charge.
To isolate the compressor from the
system, turn both the high and the
low pressure service valves to the
extreme dockvdso position Loosen
the cap on the high pressure service
valve gauge port, and allow the gas to
escape until the compressor is relieved of refrigerant pressure.
Loosen the cap a small amount
only, and do not remove it until the
pressure is completely relieved.
To connect the compressor back
into the system, evacuate the compressor at both service valve gauge
ports, close the vacuum pump valve,
turn both service valves to the maximum counterclockwise position, and
cap the high pressure service valve
gauge port and service valve stems.

-3/16

INCH

NG. 17-Tecumseh

K2121-0

Com.pressor Oil Level Dipstick ,
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VACUUM ACTUATORS
The vacuum actuators are adjustable for proper air door operation.
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The single acting actuators are adjusted so that the actuator return
springs are preloaded for about 118
inch travel of the actuator connecting link with no vacuum applied.
Perform the adjustment as follows:
1. Loosen the vacuum actuator attaching screws or nuts.
2. Move the actuator until the preload indicator is flush with the motor body. (The air door must be in
its normal position with no vacuum
applied.)
3. Tighten the bracket attaching
screws or nuts and check the operation of the door.

TEMPERATURE DOOR
CONTROL CABLE BRACKET
ASSEMBLY ADJUSTMENTFALCON, FAIRLANE, A N D
MONGEGO

CAM PLATE AND
M O U N T I N G BRACKET
1. Remove the heater air-conditioner from the vehicle (Section 4).
2. Remove the control cable from
the mounting bracket.
3. Loosen the two mounting bracket
adjusting nuts (Fig. 18).
4. Insert a 118-inch pin in the
locating hole in the cam plate (Fig.
18) and down into the hole in the
mounting plate bushing.
5. Rotate the cam plate and mounting bracket clockwise with the 118inch pin in place, until the temperature door touches the evaporator wall
firmly. Then, tighten the two mounting bracket adjusting nuts.

4

FIG. 18-Temperature Door Control Cable Bracket Assembly-Falcon,
Fairlane, and Montego
WATER VALVE VACUUM
SWITCH
1. Loosen the water valve vacuum
switch adjusting nuts (Fig. 18).
2. Rotate the cam plate to the
maximum counterclockwise position.
3. Position the switch so the
plunger is depressed 1/16 to 3132inch by the cam plate. Then, tighten
the adjusting nuts.
0
4. Install the heater air-conditioner in the vehicle.
5. Adjust the temperature cable
turnbuckle with the temperature control in the minimum heat position.
Allow approximately 118 inch bounce

back on the lever from the end of the
slot.
HEATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL CABLE
ADJUSTMENT-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR
1. Remove the glove box liner.
2. Loosen the temperature control
cable clamp.
3. Move the temperature control
to within 118 inch of the high heat
position.
4. Move the blend air door to the
heat position and tighten the cable
retaining clamp.
5. Install the glove box liner.

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

EVAPORATOR HOUSINGFALCON, FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Remove the carburetor air cleaner
and disconnect the battery ground cable.
2. Drain the cooling system.
3. Discharge the air conditioning
system.
4. Disconnect the high and low
pressure refrigerant lines a t the
expansion valve.

5. Remove two screws attaching
the two-piece seal retainer to the
dash panel and remove the retainer
and refrigerant hose seal.
6. Disconnect the three heater
hoses at the dash panel (Fig. 19).
7. Disconnect the two clutch wires
from the vacuum switch mounted on
the water valve mounting plate.
8. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
a t the water valves, clutch switch,
and vacuum supply tank. Push the
vacuum hose-wire harness through the

dash panel into the passenger compartment.
9. Remove the drain tube hose clamp,
hose, and seal from the evaporator
housing.
10. Remove the snap-in clip retaining ,the defroster nozzle assembly
to the heat-defrost plenum chamber,
and disengage the defroster nozzle
from the plenum (Fig. 21).
11. Disconnect the red-stripe vacuum hose from the heat-defrost vacuum motor.

GROUP 16 - Ventilating, Heating, And Accessories
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12. Remove two screws attaching
the heat-defrost plenum chamber to
the evaporator housing and remove the
plenum chamber (Fig. 20).
13. Remove the glove compartment
liner.
14. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the right vent vacuum motor.
15. Remove three nuts retaining
the right vent to the cowl top panel
and remove the vent assembly (Fig.
20).
16. Disconnect the four vacuum
hoses from the control assembly (Figs.
1, 2, and 3).
17. Disconnect the temperature
control cable from the control assembly.
18. Disconnect the wires from the
blower resistor and icing switch (Fig.
20j.
19. Disconnect the right, left,
and center A / C air duct flexible hoses
from the center air duct. Remove the
right flexible hose from the vehicle
(Fig. 22).
20. Remove the stud fastener and
disconnect the center air duct from
the evaporator housing A / C duct (Fig.
22).
21. Remove one screw attaching
the center air duct support bracket
to the defroster nozzle and remove
the center air duct (Fig. 22).
22. Remove two defroster nozzle
attaching screws and remove the defroster nozzle (Fig. 21).
23. Remove four nuts retaining the
evaporator housing assembly to the
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FIG. 21-Defroster

Nozzle Installation-

dash panel, and remove the assembly
from the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the evaporator housing assembly to the vehicle and in-

Falcon, Fairlane and Montego

stall the four retaining nuts.
2. Position the defroster nozzle
to the defroster opening and install
the two attaching screws (Fig. 2 1).
3. Position the center air duct
to the evaporator housing A / C duct.
Install the stud fastener to retain
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FIG. 22-A/C

Air Duct Installation-Falcon,

Fairlane and Montego
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the center duct to the A / C duct
(Fig. 22).
4. Install the screw attaching the
center air duct support bracket to
the defroster nozzle (Fig. 22).
5. Connect the A / C air duct flexible hoses to the center air duct. Connect the right flexible hose to the
register.
6. Connect the wires to the blow.
er resistor and icing switch.
7. Connect the temperature control
cable and the four vacuum hoses to
the control assembly (Figs. 1, 2,
and 3).
8. Position the right vent to the
cowl top panel and install the three
retaining nuts. Connect the whitestripe vacuum hose to the right vent
vacuum motor (Fig. 20).
9. Position the heat-defrost plenum chamber to the evaporator housing and install the two attaching
screws (Fig. 20).
10. Connect the red-stripe vacuum
hose to the heat-defrost vacuum motor.
11. Position the defroster nozzle
assembly to the heat-defrost plenum
chamber and install the snap-in clip
(Fig. 21).
12. Position the drain hose and
seal to the evaporator housing and
initall the hose clamp.
13. Insert the vacuum hose-wire
harness, through the hole in the dash
panel and press the seal into the hole.
14. Connect the vacuum hoses to
the water valves. The yellow-stripe
hose should be connected t o the right
water valve which is identified with
a yellow dot. The blue-stripe hose
should be connected to the left water
valve which is identified with a blue
dot.
15. Connect the black hose to the
vacuum reservoir and the short hose
from the yellow-stripe hose to the
clutch switch.
16. Connect the two clutch wires
to the clutch vacuum switch (Fig.
19).
17. Connect the three heater hoses
to the heater core at the dash panel
as shown in (Fig. 19).
18. Position the seal and retainer to the dash panel and evaporator
regrigerant lines, and install the two
attaching screws.
19. Connect the high and low pressure refrigerant lines a t tne expansion valve.
20. Fill the cooling system, connect the ground cable to the battery
and install the carburetor air cleaner.
21. :Leak test, evacuate, and charge
the air conditioning system.

EVAPORATOR COREFALCON, FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO
1. Remove the evaporator housing
from the vehicle and place it on a
bench.
2. Remove the icing switch from
the evaporator.
3. Remove 21 screws and 6 clips
and separate the evaporator housing.
4. Disconnect the blower motor
wire and remove the evaporator core.
5. Transfer the mounting bracket
and rubber pad to the new evaporator
core.
6. Install the evaporator core in
the evaporator housing.
7. Ccnnect the heater blower
wire and assemble the evaporator
housing.
8. Install the icing switch.
9. Install the evaporator housing
in the vehicle.

HEATER CORE-FALCON,
FAIRLANE, AND MONTEGO
1. Remove the heater air conditioner assembly and place it on a
!
bench.
2. Remove 21. screws and 6 'clips
and seperate the evaporator housing.
3. Slip the heater core out of the
plenum.
4. Slip the new core with seal into
the plenum.
5. Assemble the evaporator housing
and install the 21 screws and 6 clips.
Connect the wires a t the resistor
block, and install the seal and retainer
a t the evappator tubes.
6. Install the heater-air conditioner
assembly.

EVAPORATOR AND HEATER
CORES-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Drain the engine coolant.
2. Discharge the refrigerant system.
3. Disconnect the heater hoses and

refrigerant lines a t the dash'panel and
remove the dash panel seal and retainers.
4. Remove the vacuum supply tank.
5. Remove two evaporator case
mounting stud nuts and one blower
housing mounting stud nut on the
engine side of the dash panel.
6. Open the glove box.
7. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
from the reheat and outside-recirculating vacuum motors.
8. Disconnect the control cable from
the temperature-blend door.

9. Disconnect the w~ringfrom the
A/C thermostat (icing) switch.
10. Remove the evaporator rear
support bracket screw.
11. Remove one blower housing
support t o cowl panel screw.
12. Move the blower housing to
the left, away from the evaporator
case.
13. Pull the drain tube from the
hole in the carpet and floor pan.
14. Move the evaporator case
rearward and downward under the
instrument panel.
15. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
from the A/C-heat and A/C-defrost
vacuum motors.
16. Disconnect the wiring from the
A/C clutch switch,blower motor resistor and the blower motor.
17. Remove the blower housing
a n d A/C-defrost plenum chamber assembly down toward the right side
and remove them from the vehicle.
18. Remove the twelve upper-tolower case flange clips.
19. Slide the A/C thermostat switch
capillary tube from the hole in. the
side of the upper case.
20. Remove the dash panel stud
mounting bracket screws.
21. Remove the evaporator core
from the upper case.
22. Remove the rubber grommet
from the core tubes.
23. Remove the water valve vacuum switch, two retaining screws, and
remove the switch.
24. Remove the upper frame and
temperature blend door screws, shaft
and lever assembly, and retaining
clip.
25. Remove the lower frame four
retaining screws and remove the lower
frame.
26.. Remove the retaining clip on
the reheat-door lever,' position the motor arm out of the way and remove the
shaft and lever assembly, and the reheat door.
27. Remove the heater core.
'

INSTALLATION
1. Position the heater core and assemble the reheat door and the reheat
door lever. Install the retaining clip on
the reheat door lever.
2. Position the lower frame and
install the four retaining screws.
3. Assemble the upper frame and
temperature-blend door, shaft and
lever assembly and retaining clip.
4. Position the water valve vacuum switch and install the two retaining screws.
5. Position the rubber grommet on
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the core tubes and position the evaporator core in the upper case.
6. Install the two dash panel stud
mounting bracket screws.
7. Slide the A / C thermostat switch
capillary tube into the hole in the side
of the upper case.
8. Install the twelve upper-to-lower
case flange clips.
9. Position the blower housing on
the tunnel before installing the evaporator. Install the evaporator and
then position the blower housing in
place.
10. Connect the wiring to the A/C
clutch switch, the blower motor resistor and the blower motor.
11. Connect the vacuum hoses to
the A/C-heat and A/C-defrost vacuum motor.
12. Position the evaporator case
forward and upward under the instrument panel.
13. Route the drain tube through
the hole in the carpet and floor pan.
14. Position the blower housing to
the evaporator case and install the
blower housing support-to-cowl panel
screw.
15. Install the evaporator rear support screw.
16. Connect the wiring to the A / C
thermostat (icing) switch.
17. Connect the control cable to
the blend-air door.
18. Connect the vacuum hoses to
the reheat and outside-recirculating
vacuum motors.
19. Install the blower housing
mounting stud nut and the two evaporator case mounting stud nuts on
the engine side of the dash panel.
20. Install the vacuum supply
tank.
21. Install the dash panel seal
and retainers and connect the heater
hoses and refrigerant lines at the dash
panel.
22. Refill the engine cooling system.
23. Evacuate and charge the
A / C system with 1 314 pounds of
Refrigerant 12.
ICING SWITCH-FALCON,
FAIRLANE AND MONT EGO

REMOVAL
1. Remove the heater and air conditioner assembly from the vehicle.
2. Remove the two thermostatic
switch attaching plastic retainers.
3. Pull the switch sensing tube
from the evaporator core.

INSTALLATION
1. Insert the sensing tube into
the evaporator core fins.
2. Position the thermostatic switch
to the evaporator housing and install the two attaching retainers.
3. Install the heater and air conditioner assembly in the vehicle.

THERMOSTATIC SWITCHMUSTANG AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
1. Remove the glove box liner.
2. Disconnect the wires from the

thermostatic switch.
3. Remove two switch attaching
screws and pull the sensing tube from
the evaporator core.
INSTALLATION
1. Insert the thermostatic switch
sensing tube into the evaporator core
fins.
2. Position the thermostatic switch
to the evaporator case and install the
two attaching screws.
3. Connect the wires to the thermostatic switch.
4. Install the glove box liner
and check the operation of the thermostatic switch.

EXPANSION VALVEMUSTANG AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
1. Remove the carburetor air
cleaner.
2. Disconnect the hoses and remove the vacuum tank.
3. Remove the expansion valve
heat shield.
4. Install a manifold gauge set
and discharge the system (Section 3).
5. Disconnect the high pressure
hose from the expansion valve.
6. Remove the expansion valve
bulb from the clamp.
7. Remove the expansion valve
from the evaporator core.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the expansion valve on
the evaporator core fitting.
2. Position the expansion valve
sensing bulb in the clamp and tighten the retaining screw.
3. Connect the high pressure hose
to the expansion valve.
4. Wrap the insulation around
the sensing bulb and expansion valve.
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5. Install the expansion valve
heat shield.
6. Install the vacuum tank and
connect the vacuum hoses.
7. Install
the carburetor
air
cleaner.
8. Leak test, evacuate, and cnarge
the system (Section 3).

BLOWER MOTOR SWITCHFALCON, FAIRLANE AND
MONT EGO
1. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
2. Remove the switch knob and the
switch retaining screws or nuts.
3. Disconnect the switch and
remove it.
4. Position the new switch to the
instrument panel, connect the wires
to the switch and install it.
5. Install the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-l), and install the
switch knob.

BLOWER MOTOR-FALCON,
FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
1. Remove the g l d e box.
2. Remove three nuts and remove

the right fresh air duct. Disconnect
the vacuum line from the actuator
and position it out of the way.
3. Disconnect the wire plug from
the resistor.
4. Remove three screws and remove
the blower motor cover. Remove
three nuts and remove the motor
and blower wheel.
5. Remove the blower wheel and
install it on the new motor.
6. Install the motor and wheel
and ground wire in the heater case.
Install the blower cover.
7. Connect the wire to the resistor
on the plenum. Check the blower
operation.
8. Install the fresh air duct.
9. Install the glove box.
A/C-HEAT
DOOR VACUUM
ACTUATOR-FALCON,
FAIRLANE, AND MONTEGO
1. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-I).
2. Disconnect the left and right
A / C ducts from the center air distribution duct and remove the duct.
3. Remove the defroster nozzle..
4. Remove the two actuator retaining screws, the actuator to heat
door push nut, the vacuum hose, and
remove the actuator.
5. Position the actuator and install the mounting screws and the
actuator-to-heat door push nut.
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6. Connect the vacuum hose to
the actuator.
7. lnstall the defroster nozzle.
8. lnstall the center air distribution
duct, and connect the right and left
A / C ducts.
9. Install the instrument panel
pad (Part 18- I).

2. Position the control assembly
and blower switch to the instrument
panel and install the retaining nuts
(Fig. 2).
3. lnstall the instrument panel
pad (Group 18).
4. lnstall the control assembly
knobs.

HEAT-DEFROST DOOR
VACUUM ACTUATORFALCON, FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO

HEATER AIR-CONDITIONER
CONTROL ASSEMBLYFA1RLANE REMOVAL

The defrost door vacuum actuatol
may be replaced after first removing
the defroster plenum from the heater assembly.
After installing the new actuator,
check ,its operation for full travel
of the air door.
A/C-HEAT
DOOR VACUUM
ACTUATOR-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
REMOVAL
Remove the retaining clip from
the A/C-heat door lever, two mounting screws, and remove the motor.
INSTALLATION
To install, position the motor and
install the two mounting screws and
the retaining clip to the A/C-heat
door lever.
The outside recirculating air door
and reheat door motor, water valve
vacuum switch and the A / C thermostatic switch are accessible by removing the glove box liner.
HEATER AIR-CONDITIONER
CONTROL ASSEMBLYFALCON
REMOVAL
.I. Remove the three knobs from
the control assembly.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Group 18).
3. Remove four nuts retaining the
control to the back side of the instrument panel (Fig. 2).
4. Disconnect the light and blower
switch wires, control cable, and vacuum hoses, and remove the control
assembly and blower switch from the
vehicle.
INSTALLATION

1. Connect the wires, control cable,
and vacuum hoses to the control assembly and blower switch.

1. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Group 18).
2. Remove the three knobs from
the control assembly.
3. Separate the two plastic clips
retaining the main wiring harness to
the control assembly and move the
wiring away from the control assembly.
4. Remove three control assembly
to instrument panel attaching screws.
5. Disconnect the control cable
and vacuum hoses from the control assembly (Fig. 3). Remove the control
assemtily from the vehicle.
INSTALLATlON

1. Connect the vacuum hoses and
control cable to the control assembly
(Fig. 3).
2. Position the control assembly
to the instrument panel and install
the attaching screws.
3. Position the wiring harness
to the control assembly and install
the two clips.
4. Install the knobs on the control
assembly.
5. lnstall the instrument panel
pad (Group 18).
HEATER AIR-CONDITIONER
CONTROL ASSEMBLYMONTEGO
REMOVAL

1. Remove the knobs from the control assembly.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Group 18).
3. Remove three nuts retaining
the control to the back side of the
instrument panel (Fig. I).
4. Remove two screws attaching
the blower switch to the back side of
the instrument panel (Fig. I).
5. Disconnect the control cable,
blower switch wires, and the vacuum
hoses. Then, remove the control
assembly and blower switch from the
vehicle.

INSTALLATION
1. Connect the vacuum hoses, control cable, and blower switch wires
to the control assembly and blower
switch.
2. Position the control assembly
and blower switch to the instrument
panel, and install the attaching screws
and retaining nuts (Fig. I).
3. Install the instrument panel
pad (Group.18).
4. Install the control assembly
knobs.
HEATER AIR-CONDITIONER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CABLE-FALCON, FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO
1. Remove the battery ground cable.
2. Remove the instrument panel
pad (Part 18-1).
3. On Montego only, remove the
instrument cluster retaining screws
and position the cluster out.
4. On units with air conditioning,
disconnect the left and right A / C
ducts from the center air distribution
duct. Remove the defroster nozzle
mounting screws and clip and remove the defroster nozzle.
5. Disconnect the cable(s) at both
ends and remove the cable.
6. Connect the cable(s) to the
control. Connect and adjust the defroster and temperature control cables
at the heater.
7. On units with air conditioning,
connect the temperature control cable
and/or heat control cable on the evaporator. Adjust the cable at the
turnbuckle.
8. On Montego only, position
the cluster to the 'instrument panel
and install the mounting screws.
9. On units with air conditioning,
install the defroster nozzle and the
center air distribution duct. Connect
the right and left A / C ducts.
10. Install the instrument panzl
pad (Part 18-1).
I l . Connect the battery ground
cable.

HEATER AIR-CONDITIONER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CABLE-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the negative (ground)
cable from the battery.
2. Remove the glove box liner.
3. Disconnect the cable at the
blend air door.
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4. Remove four screws and pull
the heater control panel from the instrument panel.
5. Disconnect the temperature
control cable from the control panel.
6. Connect a fish wire to the end
of the control cable and pull the
cable from under the instrument panel.
Disconnect the fish wire from the
cable.
INSTALLATION
1. Connect the fish wire to the new
cable and pull the cable into position under the instrument panel.
2. Connect the cable to the control panel.
3. Connect the cable to the blend
air door.
4. Position the control panel to
the instrument panel and install the
four attaching screws.
5. Check the cable for free operation and adjust the cable (Section 3).
6. Install the glove box liner
and connect the battery ground
cable.

HEATER WATER VALVEMUSTANG A N D COUGAR

REMOVAL
1. Drain the coolant from the
cooling system.
2. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the water valve.
3. Disconnect the heater hoses
from the water valve.
4. Remove the water valve and
mounting bracket from the dash
panel.
5. Remove the water valve from
the bracket.

I

1
i

i
1

INSTALLATION
1.Install the water valve on
the mounting bracket.
2. Position the water valve and
bracket to the dash panel and install
the two attaching screws.
3. Connect the heater hoses to
the water valve.
4. Connect the vacuum hose to the
water valve.
5. Fill the cooling system with
coolant.
6. Check for leaks and for proper
water valve operation.

3. Disconnect the evaporator-to-condenser hose at the receiver tank.
4. Disconnect the compressor-tocondenser hose at the condenser, and
remove the clip holding the hoses together at the radiator support.
5. Remove the bolts attaching the
condenser to the radiator front support, and remove the condenser.
6. Transfer the receiver tank to
the new condenser.
7. Position the condenser to the
radiator support, and install the
attaching bolts.
8. Connect the evaporator-to-receiver tank hose, and connect the
compressor-to-condenser hose.
9. Install the hood latch and support, and install both grille upper
supports.
10. Install the clip holding the
hoses together at the radiator support.
11. Leak test, evacuate and charge
the system.
CONDENSER-FAIRLANE
MONTEGO

AND

1. Discharge the A/C system and
remove the hood latch and support
assembly.
2. Loosen the clamp holding the
hoses together at the radiator support.
3. Disconnect the evaporator-tocondenser hose at the receiver tank.
4. Disconnect the compressor-tocondenser hose at the condenser.
5. Remove the bolts attaching
the condenser and radiator to the
radiator support.
6. Lift the condenser from the
vehicle.
7. Transfer the receiver tank to
the new condenser.
8. Position the condenser and
radiator to the radiator support,
and install the attaching bolts.
9. Connect
the
evaporator-toreceiver tank hose, and connect the
compressor-to-condenser hose.
10. Tighten the hose clamp retaining screw, and install the hood
latch and support assembly.
11. Leak
test, evacuate, and
charge the system.

CONDENSER-COUGAR

REMOVAL
1. Install a manifold gauge set
and discharge the system (Section 3).
2. Remove the hood latch and
support assembly.
3. Remove the left horn.
4. Disconnect and cap the two
refrigerant hoses from the condenser assembly.
5. Remove the condenser assembly from the vehicle.
6. Remove the receiver-dehydrator tank from the condenser.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the receiver-dehydrator
tank on the condensor.
2. Install the condenser assembly in the vehicle.
3. Connect the refrigerant lines
to the condenser assembly.
4. Install the left horn.
5. Install the hood latch and support assembly.
6. Leak test, evacuate, and charge
the A/C system (Section 3).
CONDENSER-MUSTANG

REMOVAL
1. Install a manifold gauge set
and discharge the system (Section 3).
2. Remove both horns.
3. Remove four bolts retaining
the hood latch support to the radiator support.
4. Remove the hood bumpers and
eight grille attaching screws.

RECEIVER-DEHYDRATOR
TANK-FALCON,
FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO

CONDENSER-FALCON
1. Discharge the system, and re-

move both grille upper supports.
2. Remove the hood latch and support assembly.
I

Remove the condenser-receiver assembly (in this section). Assemble the
new receiver to the condenser and install the condenser-receiver assembly
(in this section).

FIG. 23-Compressor
Valves Removed

Service
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5. Remove the radiator grille and
hood latch support from the vehicle
as an assembly.
6. Disconnect and cap the high
pressure hoses from the condenser and
the receiver tank.
7. Remove four condenser attaching screws and remove the condenser.
8. Remove the receiver tank from
the condenser.
INSTALLATION
1. Install the receiver tank on the
condenser.
2. Position the condenser to the
vehicle and install the four attaching
screws.
3. Connect the hoses to the receiver tank and the condenser.
4. Position the grille and hood
latch support to the vehicle and install the grille attaching screws. .
5. Install the hood latch support
attaching bolts.
6. Install the horns.
7. Leak test, evacuate, and charge
the A / C system (Section 3).
COMPRESSOR

REMOVAL
1. Isolate the compressor (See
Common Adjustments and Repairs)
and disconnect the two service valves
and hoses from the compressor (Fig.
23). Energize the clutch and loosen
and remove the clutch mounting bolt.

2. Install a 518-1 1 bolt in the
clutch drive shaft hole. With the clutch
still energized, tighten the bolt to
loosen the clutch from the shaft. Disconnect the clutch wire a t the bullet
connector.
3. Loosen the idler pulley or alternator and remove the drive belt
and the clutch and then remove the
mounting bolts and the compressor. .
INSTALLATION
Before installing the compressor,
see Cleaning and Inspection in this
part.
1. Mount the clutch on the shaft
and install the mounting screw and
washer finger-tight. Place the compressor on the mounting bracket and
install the four mounting bolts fingertight.
2. Connect the clutch wire, energize the clutch and torque the clutch
mounting bolt to specification. Install and tighten the mounting bolts
to specification (Part 16-5).
3. Install the belt and adjust and
tighten the idler pulley.
4. Install the service valves on the
compressor using new seals. Be certain to remove the rubber shipping
plugs first. Tighten the service valve
nuts to specification (Part 16-5). Do
not over tighten. The new ROTOLOK service valves can be rotated
slightly on their seat without breaking
the high pressure seal. This is not an
indication of a loose valve. Leak test

the compressor, then evacuate it and
connect it back into the system.
5. Check the oil level in the compressor and add or remove oil i f
necessary (Section 3).
COMPRESSOR COMPONENTS

All compressor removal and installation operations, except belt replacement, can be performed only
after the unit has been isolated from
the rest of the system. (See Common
Adjustments and Repairs.)
VALVE PLATE AND
HEAD GASKET
The procedure for replacing a
blown head gasket is identical to the
procedure for replacing the valve
plate except that the old valve plate
is used. If a defective valve plate has
caused the cylinder walls to become
scored or has imbedded pieces of
metal in the pistons, the compressor
should be replaced.
Removal

1. Remove the compressor from the
vehicle.
2. Remove the cylinder head bolts.
3. Remove the valve plate and
cylinder head from the compressor
by tapping upward with a fiber hammer on the overhanging edge of the
valve plate.
4. Remove the valve plate from
the cylinder head by holding the head
and tapping against the valviplate.
5. Remove all particles of gasket,
dirt and foreign material from the surface of the cylinder head and cylinder
face. Be extremely careful not to
scratch or nick the mating surfaces
or any edges.

Installation (York CompressorFig. 24)

FIG. 24-Valve

Plate and Crankshaft Seal Installation-York

Compressor

1. Apply a thin film of clean refrigeration oil to each side of the
valve plate gasket (Fig. 24).
2. Place the new valve plate gasket in position on the crankcase so
that the crankcase dowel pins go
through the dowel pin holes in the
gasket (Fig. 24).
3. Place the valve plate in position on the cylinder so that the dowel
pins go through the dowel pin holes
(Fig. 24).
4. Apply a light film of clean refrieeration oil on each side of the
cy;nder head gasket. Then, place the
gasket and cylinder head on the cyl-
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inder with the dowel pins inserted into
the dowel pin holes in the gasket and
head.
5. Insert the two longer cap screws
in the two center holes of the cylinder
head. Then, insert the remaining cap
screws in the holes around the edge of
the cylinder head. The four 12 point
head screws should be inserted into
the four holes closest to the service
ports.
6. Tighten all head cap screws
until they contact the head. Then,
torque the two center screws to 15-23
ft-lb. Tighten the remaining cap
screws in a diagonal pattern to a
torque of 15-23 ft-lb.
7. Install the compressor in the
vehicle.
8. Connect the compressor to the
system and purge the compressor.
(See Isolating The Compressor in
Section 3). Then, check the compressor oil level and add or remove oil as
required. (See Compressor Oil Level
Check in Section 3.)
Installation (Tecumseh
Compressor-Fig. 25)
1. Apply a thin film of clean refrigeration oil to each side of the
valve plate gasket (Fig. 25).
2. Place the new valve plate gasket on the crankcase cylinder face.
3. Place the valve plate on the
valve plate gasket so that the letter
S (stamped on the valve plate) is on
the same side of the crankcase as the
word SUCTION.
4. Apply a thin film of clean refrigeration oil on each side of the
head gasket.
5. Place the head gasket on the
valve plate with the largest hole of the
gasket over the largest hole of the
valve plate. Line up the holes of the
gasket with those of the valve plate.
6. Position the cylinder head. on
the compressor. The word SUCTION
on the head must be up and on the
same side a s the word SUCTION on
the compressor crankcase.
7. Align the bolt holes of the cylinder head, gaskets and valve plate
with the holes in the compressor
crankcase.
8. lnstall the cylinder head attaching bolts in the bolt holes. The
four 12 point head bolts must be
inserted in the four holes nearest the
head service ports.
9. Tighten the bolts until they contact the top surface of the cylinder
head. Then, tighten the head bolts in
a sequence so that the bolts diagonally bpposite each other are evenly

not mar the sealing surfaces, or the
polished shaft surface.
5. Remove the carbon seal ring
and seal housing assembly from the
crankshaft. A disassembled view of
the crankshaft seal assembly is included in Figs. 24 and 25.
6. Clean all old gasket material
from the seal plate and the compressor. Make certain that the shaft. the
seal plate and the compressor gasket
surfaces are completely clean.
7. Check the face of the crankshaft front bearing journal in the seal
housing to make certain that there
are no nicks or burrs. Check the
crankshaft surface to be sure that it is
not damaged. Check all parts of the
seal assembly to be sure that they
are not damaged.
8. Inspect the compressor internal
components for damage.

tightened to a torque of 20-24 ft-lb.
10. Inspect the top of the cylinder
head service valve ports to be sure
that they are free of nicks and imperfections.
11. Replace the service valve port
Teflon washers.
12. Install the compressor in the
vehicle.
13. Connect the service valves to
the correct ports and tighten to 35 ftIb torque.
14. After the cylinder head has
been installed 112 hour, retorque the
head bolts to 20-24 ft-lb.
15. Isolate the compressor (Section 3), and check the compressor oil
level (See Compressor Oil Level Check
in Section 3).
CRANKSHAFT SEAL
Removal

Installation-Tecumseh
Compressor

1. Isolate the compressor, loosen

and remove the belt.
2. Remove the clutch and remove
the Woodruff key. Carefully remove
the secondary dust shield so as to
avoid marring the shaft.
3. Carefully remove all accumulated dirt and foreign material from
the seal plate and surrounding area
of the compressor, and position a
small drain pan beneath the seal
plate.
4. Remove the seal plate bolts,
and remove the plate and gasket. Do

1. Wash the new seal assembly
components in clean refrigeration oil.
2. Coat the exposed surface of
the crankshaft with clean refrigeration oil.
3. Place the seal (Fig. 25) over
the compressor shaft with the end that
fits the carbon ring facing out.
4. Position the carbon ring over
the shaft and to the seal. The raised
rim of the carbon ring must face
outward.
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5. Position the O-ring and seal
plate cover to the compressor crankcase and align the cover attaching
screw holes. Push the plate against
the mating surface of the crankcase
and install the six attaching screws.
Torque the screws in a circular sequence to 6-10 ft-lb.
6. Rotate the shaft by hand 15
to 20 revolutions to seat the seal.
7. Make'certain that there are no
burrs or dirt on the compressor shaft.
Then, push the secondary dust 'shield
(cupped portion toward the seal
plate), on the shaft as far a s possible
with the fingers only. Install the key
and magnetic clutch on the shaft.
8. Insiall the belt and adjust the
tension to specification.
9. Check the compressor oil level
(Section 3).
+

Installation-York

Compressor

1. Wash the new seal assembly
components in clean refrigeration oil.
2. Posigon the seal over the end
of the shaft with the carbon ring retainer facing out. Move the seal in
and out on the shaft a few times to
insure a good seal between the seal
and the shaft.
3. Push the seal all-the-way on
the shaft. Be sure that the seal drive
ring slots engage the drive pins on the
shaft bearing journal face.
4. Place the carbon ring (Fig.
24) over the shaft and in the seal ring

retainer. The polished surface of the
carbon ring must face out and the
lugs must engage the ring retainer
and be fully seated. ,
5. Apply a light film of clean refrigeration oil on the matching faces
of the crankcase and seal cover plate.
Then, place the gasket in position on
the crankcase face.
6: Place the seal cover plate in
position (Fig. 24). with the polished
side facing the carbon ring. Then,
install the cap screws. Tighten the
cap screws evenly while turning the,
crankshaft. Be sure that the clearance between the crankshafl and
the 'hole in the seal cover plate is
even all around the shaft. If the
clearance is not equal all around
the shaft, gently tap the seal face
into position until the clearance is
equal. Then, tighten diagonally
opposite cover plate attaching screws.
7. Make certain that there are
no burrs or dirt on the compressor
shaft. Then, push the secondary dust
shield (cupped portion toward the
seal plate), on the shaft as far as possible with the fingers only. Install the
key and magnetic clutch on the shaft.
8. Install the belt and adjust
the tension to specification.
9. Check the compressor oil level
(Section 3).
CLUTCH

. ,
1. Loosen and remove the belt.

2. Energize the clutch and loosen
and remove the clutch mounting bolt.
3. Install a 518-1 1 bolt in the
clutch drive shaft hole. With the clutch
still energized, tighten the bolt to loosen the clutch from the shaft, then remove the magnetic clutch.
4. Carefully remove any burrs or
dirt that may be on the compressor
shaft. The shaft must be dry and
brightly polished. Install the clutch,
the clutch mounting bolt, and the
washer.
5. Energize the clutch, and torque
the bolt to specification (Part 16-5).
6. Install and adjust the belt.
CLUTCH BEARING

1. Remove the clutch from the
compressor.
2. Remove the bearing snap ring
and press the bearing out of the clutch:
3. Press the bearing into the
clutch and install the snap ring.
4. Install the clutch on the compressor shaft and adjust the belt tension.
BELT

1. Loosen the idler pulley and remove the belt.
2. Place the new belt in position,
and adjust the belt tension to specification, then tighten the idler pulley.
3. Check the belt alignment, and
adjust it if necessary.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

DESCRIPTION

,

Section

The automatic speed control system
is a driver operated speed regulating
device designed for use on turnpike
or other open road driving. It can
be used to maintain a constant vehicle speed from 30 to 80 mph on
both hilly or level roads. In RO instance does the system restrict or affect available engine rpm or sacrifice
performance.
The system consists of a speed control regulator assembly, a brake release relay, an ON-OFF switch, a two
position turn signal lever (set-speed)
switch, a servo assembly (bellows),
upper and lower speedometer cables,
and the necessary wires, vacuum
hoses, and linkage to connect the
components for proper operation.
When the system is in operation,
additional speed for passing can be
obtained b y . depressing the accelerator. When the accelerator is released.
the vehicle will return to the previously set speed automatically. This override feature allows complete control
of vehicle speed without disrupting
the memory of the speed control
system. When the brakes are applied
the memory of the system is cancelled
and the speed must be reset.
The vehicle speed may also be
controlled by use of the two position
set-speed switch on the end of the
turn signal lever. Pressing the setspeed switch to the first detent activates the speed control system and
increases the vehicle speed as long
as the switch is depressed to the first
detent. When the switch is released,
the vehicle will maintain the new speed.
When the set-speed switch is pressed
to the coast position (second detent-

all the way in), the system is disengaged until the button is released.
The vehicle speed at the time of button release will be maintained providing it is above the minimum speed of
30 mph. The system can be shut off
by the ON-OFF switch, located on the
lower edge of the instrument panel
below the ignition switch.
OPERA'I'ION
Refer to Group 19 for the Speed
Control wiring diagrams.
When the ignition switch is O N
and the speed control ON-OFF switch
is pulled out to the on position, electrical power is supplied to the turn
signal lever set-speed switch and the
speed control regulator assembly.
Within the regulator assembly, electrical power is supplied to the vacuum
solenoid valve holding circuit, and
stops at that point.
Vehicle speed is transmitted to the
governor in the regulator assembly
with a speedometer cable which is
connected to the vehicle transmission.
As the speed of the vehicle is increased, the governor fly-weights are forced outward by centrifugal force. AS
the vehicle speed reaches approximately 30 mph, the governor causes the
low speed switch point contacts to
close. This makes the speed control
system ready for operation.
When the vehicle speed reaches approximately 30 mph or faster, the
turn signal lever set-speed switch button should then be depressed to the
first detent for speed control operation. When the set-speed switch button is depressed to the first detent,
the advance solenoid coil is energized.
This closes the valve, blocking the
atmospheric air port to the regulator
assembly. At the same time, the sole-

noid valve coil is energized and opens
the regulator assembly port to the
intake manifold. This creates a vacuum
in the bellows and increases the
throttle opening and vehicle speed.
When the solenoid valve coil is energized, the power feed circuit to the
coupling coil (clutch) is also energized but the circuit is not complete
until grounded by the advance solenoid valve. The advance solenoid
valve must open to complete the
coupling coil (clutch) circuit.
.After the desired vehicle speed
has been reached, the set-speed switch
button should be released. When the
button is released, the advance solenoid coil is de-energized and opens
the valve, allowing entry of atmospheric air into the regulator assembly.
When the valve opens, the ground circuit to the coupling coil (clutch) is
completed and the coil is energized
along with the solenoid valve coil.
These two coils remain energized
through the holding circuit. When the
coupling coil is energized, the governor is locked to the orifice metering
valve. The governor, through vehicle
speed, allows a metered amount of
atmospheric air to equalize vacuum
in the bellows and stabilize the set
vehicle speed.
I f the vehicle speed is reduced
as when climbing a hill, the governor
will reduce the orifice opening size.
This will restrict the entry of atmospheric air and increase the vacuum
drawn from the bellows. This will collapse the bellows and increase the
carburetor throttle plate opening and
vehicle speed. If the vehicle speed
is increased, as when descending a
hill, the reaction of the governor is
the opposite and the orifice size is
increased. This allows more atmos-
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pheric air to enter the bellows and
reduce vehicle speed to the speed
setting.
When the brake pedal is depressed,
the stop light circuit energizes the
brake release relay and opens the
ground circuit to the solenoid valve
coil. This de-energizes the coil and
the solenoid valve closes the regulator assembly port to the intake manifold. At the same time, the coupling
coil (clutch) is also de-energized and
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the governor looses control of the
orifice metering valve. This releases
the carburetor to manual control
by the accelerator pedal. The coast
position (second detent) of the setspeed switch also de-energizes the
solenoid valve coil and the coupling
coil (clutch) to reduce vehicle speed.
When the set-speed switch button
is depressed to the coast position, the
power feed circuit (holding circuit) is
opened and the system ,reacts the

.same as when the brake pedal is depressed. When the set-speed switch
button is released from the coast
position, the switch contacts travel
through the speed set position and
again energize the speed control system. This automatically sets the
speed control system for the speed of
the vehicle at the time of release,
providing the speed of the vehicle is
not less than approximately 30 mph;

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

DIAGNOSIS
Refer to Fig. S at the end of this
part for the diagnosis guide on speed
control units. The wiring schematics
are shown in Group 19.
Functional evaluation of speed control systems must not be conducted
while the vehicle is on a hoist or when
the rear wheels are off the ground.
The no load condition will cause
hunting or oscillations of the vehicle
speed and will prevent proper speed
and will prevent proper speed control system problem diagnosis and
may cause damage to the regulator
assembly.
TESTING

,

Refer to the speed control wiring
diagram in Group 19.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
SWITCH TEST
1. Turn the ignition switch to the
accessory position.
2. Pull out on the switch knob.
The knob should stay in the out position (on position).
3. If the knob does not stay in the
out position, check for voltage between the voltage supply connector
(green wire) and ground with a test
light or voltmeter.
4. If there was voltage at the supply connector, and the knob does not
stay in the out position, the switch is
defective.

TURN SIGNAL LEVER
SET-SPEED SWITCH TEST
I. Disconnect the set-sp.eed switch
-connector (three-wire connector at the
base of the steering column).
2. With the switch in the normal

out position, check for continuity
(with .ohmmeter of self powered test
iight) between the connector terminals. :There should be continuity between the center terminalof the connector and the violet wire terminal.
There should be no continuity between the two outer terminals.
3. Depress the switch to the first
detent, there should be no continuity
between the center terminal of the
connector and the violet wire terminal. There should be continuity between the two outer terminals.
4. Depress the switch all the way.
There should be no continuity between
any of the terminals.
BRAKE RELEASE RELAY
TEST
1. Disconnect the brake release
relay at the quick disconnect. (The
relay is mounted on the speed control
iegulator bracket in the engine compartment).
2. Connect an ohmmeter or seif
powered test light between the blackorange wire relay terminal and
ground. There should be continuity.
If there is no continuity, the relay is
defective.
3. Connect the blue-white wire
relay terminal to the battery positive
terminal by a jumper wire. The relay
should click, and there should be no
continuity between the black-orange
wire terminal and ground. If the relay does not fulfill these conditions.
it is defective.

REGULATOR ASSEMBLY
TEST
1. Check the vacuum hose to the
regulator assembly to assure proper
connection of the hose at the engine
and regulator assembly.
2. Check the wire connectors of

the system to be sure that they make
good electrical contact.
- 3. Road test the vehicle as follows
to obtain a good diagnosis of the
speed control problem.
a. Start the engine and pull the
on-off switch to the ON position.
b. Accelerate the vehicle to 35
mph and push the setkpeed button to
the first detent. The speed control
system , should control the vehicle
speed.
c. Push the set-speed button allthe-way in. The vehicle should slow
down. When the vehicle speed slows
to 30 mph, release the set-speed button slowly. The speed control unit
should control the speed at about
30 mph.
d. Depress the brake pedal. The
speed control system should be-cancelled.
4. The failures of the regulator
assembly will generally be the following:
a. The vehicle continues to accelerate slowly instead of maintaining
a constant speed.
b. Vehicle hunts will not maintain
the set speed but will vary slowly
around that speed.
c. The speed control system will
not lock in at any speed when all
other system components are OK.
5. Disconnect the regulator assembly electrical connector, and connect
jumper wires from the regulator side
of the harness connector to its mating
half of the connector.
6. Start the engine and remove
the manifold vacuum supply line from
the regulator assembly. Check for
sufficient vacuum at the regulator
assembly. If OK, connect the hose
to the regulator assembly.
7. Depress the set-speed switch
button to the first detent. Check for
voltage with a test light between
ground and the violet and the white
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wires. The test light should glow for
both voltage checks. If the test light
does not glow, check the set-speed
and on-off switches.
8. Depress the set-speed switch
button all-the-way (second detent).
Check for voltage with a test light
between ground and the violet and the
white wires. The test light should
not glow for either voltage check. If
the test light glows, check the setspeed switch in the turn signal lever.
9. Check the black-orange stripe
wire for continuity to ground with an
ohmmeter or self powered test light.
There should be continuity to ground.
If there is no continuity to ground,
check the brake release relay.
10. Turn the ignition switch off
and disconnect the jumper wires from
the regulator assembly connector and
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the mating half of the connector.
11. Visually inspect the regulator
assembly housing for cracks, loose
cover screws, excessive dirt, etc.
12. Any defect makes the regulator assembly faulty and the unit should
be replaced. Remove and replace the
regulator assembly as required.
13. If the regulator assembly is
replaced, check the unit for proper
operation by performing the preceeding road test and checks.
SERVO ASSEMBLY TEST
1. Check the servo assembly for
binding linkage and loose vacuum
hose. Check the linkage for proper
adjustment.
2. Disconnect the servo vacuum
hose at the speed-control regulator.
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Compress the servo bellows, hold
the thumb over the end of the vacuum
hose. Observe the servo assembly, the
bellows should not expand (leak
down).
3. If the bellows does leak down,
check the bellows hose for leaks, if
it is OK, the servo assembly has a
leak and is defective.
BRAKE STOPLIGHT
SWITCH TEST
1. Disconnect the stoplight switch
connector at the switch.
2. Connect an ohmmeter or self
powered test light to the two switch
terminals.
3. Depress the brake pedal. The
switch should show continuity. If it
does not, it is defective.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

ON-OFF SWITCH
REMOVAL
1. Loosen the knob set screw and
remove the knob from the switch
(Fig. I).
2. Rernove the bezel nut from the
switch and remove the switch from the
instrument panel bracket.
3. Disconnect the switch wires at
the multiple connector.

tight, then, tighten the lever two or
more additional turns until the wire
from the lever is routed downward
in line with the steering column.
2. Install the wiring trim cover
over the wires and on the steering
column.
3. Connect the wires at the connector.
REGULATOR ASSEMBLY

2. Disconnect the speedometer cables from the regulator.
3. Disconnect the wire connectors
from the regulator and separate the
harness from the regulator and brake
release relay.
4. Remove the regulator mounting bracket attaching bolts and remove the regulator and bracket from
the vehicle.
5. Remove the regulator from the
mounting bracket.

REMOVAL
INSTALLATION
1. Disconnect the

I. Connect

the switch

wires at

the connector.
2. Position the switch to the instrument panel bracket and install the
bezel nut.
3. Position the knob on the switch
shaft and tighten the knob set screw.

manifold and
servo control vacuum hoses from the
regulator (Fig. 3). Install the protective caps or covers on the vacuum
hoses and hose connections of the
regulator.

1. Attach the regulator to the
mounting bracket.
2. Position the regulator and
mounting bracket to the vehicle and
install the attaching bolts.

TURN SIGNAL LEVER
SET-SPEED SWITCH
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the switch wires
at the multiple connector (Fig. 2).
2. ' ~ e m o v ethe wiring trim cover
from the steering column.
3. Unscrew and remove the turn
signal switch lever from the steering
column.

ON-OFF
SWITCH
9A8 37

INSTALLATION

K 2169- A

1. Install the turn signal switch

lever in the. steering column finger

FIG. I-Speed

Control Switch Installation
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3. Connect the wire connectors
and harness to the regulator and brake
release relay.
4. Connect the speedometer cables
to the regulator.
5. Connect the vacuum hoses to
the regulator.
BRAKE 'RELEASE RELAY

REMOVAL

-,

1. Disconnect the electrical connector plug from the relay.
2. Remove the ground wire retaining screw.
3. Remove two relay attaching
screws and remove the relay.

INSTALLATION
I. Position the relay to the mounting bracket and install the t w o attaching screws.
2. Connect the ground wire and
connector plug to the relay.
SERVO ASSEMBLY (BELLOWS)

F I X E D COLUMN
K

REMOVAL

FIG. 2-Turn

Signal.Switch Lever Installation

1. Disconnect the vacuum hose
from the servo (Fig. 4). Plug the vacuum hose and cap the hose connection of the servo.
2. Remove the cotter pin and
clevis pin connecting the servo assembly to the throttle linkage.
3. Remove the servo retaining nut
from the servo bracket.
4. Compress the servo bellows and
remove the servo from the mounting
bracket.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the servo to the mounting bracket and install the retaining
nut.
2. Position the servo to the throttle linkage and install the clevis pin
and cotter pin.
3. Connect the vacuum hose to
the servo.

FIG. 3-Speed

Control Regulator Installation
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VACUUM

FIG. 4-Servo

Assembly Installation

I

Possible Cause

Trouble
ON-OFF SWITCH WILL
NOT OPERATE

Verify the complaint
1. Fuse blown.
2. Defective wiring.
3. Defective on/off switch.

Corrective Action

1. Replace fuse.
2. Repair wiring.
3. Replace switch and/or relay.
-

SWITCH WORKS BUT
SYSTEM WILL NOT
OPERATE

FIG. 5-Speed

Verify the complaint
1. Defective wiring.
2. Defective brake release relay.
3. Defective brake stop light
switch.
4. Defective turn signal lever
switch (set-speed switch).
5. Defective speed control regulator.
6. Defective (ruptured) vacuum
bellows (servo).
7. Frozen/locked servo, accelerator, or carburetor linkage.
8. Defective speedometer cable
(lower) between transmission and
speed control regulator.
9. Defective speedometer drive or
driver gear.
10. Ruptured or loose vacuum
hose.

Control Diagnosis Guide

1. Check and repair wiring.
2. Replace relay.
3. Replace switch.

4. Replace switch.

5. Replace speed control regulators.
6. Replace bellows (Servo).
7. Adjust and remove binding conditions in linkage.
8. Replace lower speedometer cable.
9. Replace speedometer drive or
driver gear.
10. Replace defective hoses and/or
secure connections as required.
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Trouble

Possible Cause

SYSTEM H U N T S (SPEED
CONTINUOUSLY CHANGES
UP AND DOWN).

.

Verify the complaint
1. Ruptured or loose vacuum hose
between manifold and speed control
regulator bellows.
2. Ruptured bellows (servo).
3. Defective speed control regulator.
4. Sticky accelerator, carburetor
or servo linkage.
5. Defective wiring.
6.-Defective turn signal lever (setspeed) switch.

SYSTEM SLUGGISH O R
WILL N O T HOLD
SPEED ON HILLS

Verify the complaint
1. Defective speed control regulator.
2. Sticking or binding linkage.
3. Vacuum leak in hoses bellows
or kinked vacuum hoses.

SYSTEM OPERATIVE
BUT SPEEDOMETER
DOES N O T REGISTER

Verify the complaint
1. Upper speedometer cable between speed control regulator and
speedometer defective.
2. Defective speedometer head.

SYSTEM REMAINS
E N G A G E D W H E N BRAKE
IS DEPRESSED

Verify the complaint
1. Defective brake stop light
switch.
2. Defective brake release relay.
3. Defective wiring.

VEHICLE SPEED INCREASES
GRADUALLY AFTER
INITIAL SET SPEED

Verify the complaint
1. Defective speed control regulator.
2. Defective turn signal lever
(set-speed) switch.
3. Defective wiring.

FIG. 5-Speed

Control Diagnosis Guide-continued

Corrective Action

1. Replace defective hoses and/or
secure connections as required.

2. Replace bellows (Servo).
3. Replace speed control regulator.
4. Adjust and remove binding conditions in linkage.
5. Check and repair wiring.
6. ,Replace switch.

I. Replace speed control regulator.
2. Adjust and remove binding conditions in linkage.
3. Check vacuum hoses, fittings
bellows for leaks and/or proper routing .

1. Replace upper speedometer cable.

2. Replace speedometer head.

1. Replace switch.
2. Replace relay.
3. Repair wiring.

1. Replace speed control regulator.

2. Replace switch.
3. Repair wiring.
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
DESCRIPTION
AM RADIO
The ootional AM radio is available
on all r;lodels to receive AM radio
programs. It is equipped with a combination ON-OFF/volume control, a
tone control, a manual tuning c'ontrol,
and five station selecting push buttons. The push buttons, which are
located below the radio dial, can be
pre-set to any stations desiied. Refer
to Section 3 for the push button adjustment procedure.
The single speaker is mounted to
the underside of the instrument panel to the right of the radio. The fader
control for the optional rear seat
speakers is located on the lower edge
of the instrument panel below the
radio.
AM-FM RADIO
The optional AM-FM radio is
available on all models and will receive AM, FM, or FM Stereo programs.
The push buttons are located below
the radio dial (Figs. 1 and 2 below),
and can be pre-set to both AM and
FM stations. This allows a total of

RADIO APPLICATION CHART
The types of radios
as follows:
Vehicle
Fairlane
Falcon
Montego
Mustang
Cougar

- and

the vehicles for which they are available are

Manufacturer and Type
Philco - AM
Bendix - AM-FM
Motorola -AM and
Stereo Tape Player
Philco -AM
Bendix - AM-FM
Motorola - AM and
Stereo Tape Player

ten pre-set stations (5-AM and 5-FM
stations) to be selected with the push
buttons. A slide band selector (AM
or FM) is located above the push buttons. When the band selector bar is
moved to the left, the push buttons
and radio are set for AM reception.
When the band selector bar is moved
to the right, the push buttons and
radio are set for FM reception. An
amber-colored jewel light at the right
end of the radio dial will glow when

Model No.
8TP0
F8TBO
T8MO
STPZ
F8TBZ
TSMZ

stereo programs are being received.
Two speakers are standard with the
AM-FM radio, and are installed
in the front doors or cowls. Balance
between the two speakers is controlled by the ring knob located behind
the manual tuning control knob. If
optional rear seat speakers are installed, the front to rear speaker fader control is located on the lower
edge of the instrument panel below
the radio.
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A M RADIO-STEREO
TAPE PLAYER

PUSH BUTTONS

ON-OFF V O ~ U M ECONTROL

K 2173-A

FIG. I -AM-FM

Radio-

Fairlane, Falcon, a n d M o n t e g o

SIDE-TO-SIDE SPEAKER BALANCE CONTROL

The optional AM Radio-Stereo
Tape Player is available on all models
and will receive AM radio programs
or play pre-recorded 8-track (4-program) stereo tape cartridges. D o not
use Ctrack tape cartridges. The radio
push buttons are located above the
radio dial and can be pre-set to any
desired station (Fig. 3). The stereo
tape cartridge door (slot) is located
below the radio dial. The track selector of the tape play& is integral with
the ON-OFF/volume control (Fig. 3).
Pushing the control in allows stereo
programs (tape tracks) to be selected
as desired.
Dual speakers are standard with
the A M radio-stereo tape player-and
are installed in the front doors on
Mustang and Cougar Models and in
the side cowl panels on other models.
Balance between the two speakers is
controlled by the ring knob located
behind the manual tuning control (Fig.
3).
If optional rear seat speakers are
installed, the front to rear speaker fader control is located on the lower
edge of the instrument panel below
the radio.

REAR S E A T SPEAKERS

K 2174-A

FIG. 2-AM-FM

Radio-Mustang

a n d Cougar

RADIO PUSH BUTTONS

MANUAL TUNING CONTROL

\

\

Dual rear seat speakers are available for use with some radio options.
The dual speakers are located in the
package tray on all models except
station wagons and convertibles. On
these models, the speakers are installed in the rear side trim panels.
The fader control for the rear
seat speakers is located on the lower
edge of the instrument panel below
the radio. This control is used to
regulate the front to rear speaker
output, with the approximate mid-position giving equal output from the
front and rear speakers.
OPERATION

A M RADIO

\

ON-OFF'/VOLUME CONTROL
AND TRACK SELECTOR

FIG. 3-AM

Radio-Stereo

\

SPEAKER
BALANCE CONTROL

CARTRIDGE DOOR1

T a p e Player Mustang a n d C o u g a r

The left knob of the radio is the
on-off switch and volume control.
Turning the knob clockwise turns the
radio on and increases the volume.
The ring knob behind the on-off volume control is the tone control. Clockwise rotation increases the tone control to treble. Counterclockwise rotation increases the bass tone.
The right knob on the radio is
the manual tuning control. Tuning
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can also be accomplished to pre-set
stations with any one of the five push
buttons located below the radio dial.
Refer to Section 3 for the push button
adjustment procedure.
AM-FM RADIO
The left knob on the AM-FM radio
is the on-off switch and volume control. Turning the knob clockwise
turns the radio ON and increases the
volume. The ring knob behind the
on-off/volume control is the tone control. See Figs. I and 2. Clockwise
rotation of the ring knob increases
the treble tone. Counterclockwise rotation increases the bass tone.
The right knob on the AM-FM
radio is the manual tuning control.
Rotate the control in either direction
to tune in the desired station. Tuning
can also be accomplished to any of
the five pre-set stations with the push
buttons which can be adjusted to both
AM and FM stations. Refer to Section
3 for the push button adjustment procedure. The ring knob behind the
manual tuning control is the balance
control for the speakers installed in
the front doors. Clockwise rotation of
the balance control increases the output of the right speaker and decreases
the output of the left speaker. Counterclockwise rotation of the control
has the opposite effect.

2

Band switching from one broadcast
band to another is accomplished by
sliding the band selector bar sideways.
This will uncover the letters (AM or
FM) to indicate which broadcast band
the radio is receiving. When switching from one band to another, it may
be necessary to depress a push button
or manually tune in a station after the
band selector bar is moved. When
changing broadcast bands, it is not
necessary to re-set the push buttons
once they have been pre-set to the
desired stations. If the radio is receiving an FM Stereo broadcast, an
amber-colored jewel light at the right
end of the radio dial will glow.
AM RADIO-STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
The left knob of the AM radiostereo tape player is the on-off switch,
volume control, and the stereo tape
program selector. Turning the control
knob clockwise turns .the unit on and
increases the volume. Depressing and
releasing the control knob changes the
stereo tape to the next program. Each
time the program selector (control
knob) is depressed and released, the
stereo tape will move to the next program and will return to the first program when all progra~lrs have been
selected.
The right knob of the AM radiostereo tape player is the manual tun-

ing control. Rotate the control in
either direction to tune in the desired
station. Tuning can also be accomplished to any of five pre-set stations,
with the push buttons. Refer to Section 3 for push button adjustments.
The ring knob behind the manual tuning control is the balance control for
the speakers installed in the front
doors. Clockwise rotation of the balance control increases the output of
the right speaker and decreases the
output of the left speaker. Counterclockwise rotation of the control has
the opposite effect.
To operate the stereo tape player,
turn the unit on and insert a tape
cartridge label side up and open end
first into the tape slot. Use only 8
track (4 program) stereophonic tape
cartridges. Do not use 4-track cartridges. Push the tape cartridge firmly
into the slot until seated and latched.
Then, adjust the volume and balance
controls as desired. Depress and release the left knob, as desired, to select different stereo tape programs.
To operate the AM radio, disengage the tape cartridge from the tape
slot approximately one inch or remove
it from the tape slot. This switches
the radio section of the unit ON and
the tape section OFF. The manual tuning control or the push buttons can
now be used to select the desired radio station.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

RADIO

When a radio complaint is received
from an owner, perform the Performance Conditions-Basic Radio diagnosis procedures first. Noise and distorted sound conditions are always checked as secondary operations.
A radio tester, Tool T65P-18805-A,
is designed for in the car use to rapidly diagnose radio malfunctions to determine i f the problem is i n the radio,
antenna, or the speaker. The radio
tester can save considerable time in
servicing all models and makes of radios. Use of the tester under Performance Conditions-Basic Radio which
follows, eliminates the need for substituting known quality components.
PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS
Radio is Inoperative or Has
Weak Reception

Verify the complaint. Discuss the

radio reception with the owner to pinpoint the specific complaint and the
conditions under which it occurs.
Make sure the owner knows how to
operate the radio controls properly.
IF NOT OK
Explain the radio controls and the
receiver limitations to the owner as
required.

ume control to about 112 full on.

3. Position the radio selector for
AM reception. Use this position for
all tests.
4. Loop the orange lead (marked
antenna) over the vehicle antenna and
tune in a signal between 1000 and
1400KC. If no signal is received check
for a faulty radio fuse.
IF NOT OK

Extend antenna to its maximum
length with the vehicle in an open area
away from steel buildings. Check the
radio operation with the use of radio
tester tool T65P- 18805-A (See note 1).
1. Turn tester switch to on (to P).
Press the red test button and listen for
a tone indicating the tester is on and
is ready for operation.
2. Turn the ignition switch to accessory position. Adjust the radio vol-

Replace faulty or burned out radio
fuse.

Check antenna trimmer adjustment.
IF NOT OK
Adjust antenna trimmer to obtain
maximum radio signal strength available.
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Remove orange loop lead of tester
from the car antenna. Unplug the antenna lead wire from radio, plug the
yellow test-lead (marked radio) into
the radio and tune in a signal between
1000 and 1400 KC. If a strong signal
is heard, the antenna is faulty.
IF NOT OK

with parking brakes applied and transmission selector lever in neutral or
park, check the radio receiver for improper ground.

Make sure hood bonding clip or receiver ground is properly grounded.
Repair or replace damaged parts as
required.
.

-

,

IF OK)
Repair or replace faulty antenna.

,
+

I

IF OK

,

Check for a faulty regulator condenser with the use of a known good
condenser.

PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS

.-

.Stereo Tape Player Operates
But Integral Radio Does Not
Operate

Check for a faulty constant voltage
choke with a known good choke.

Verify the complaint. Make sure
owner knows how to operate the stereo
tape player-radio controls properly.

IF NOT OK

IF NOT OK

Replace faulty constant voltage
choke.

Explain the operation of the stereo
tape player-radio controls to the owner, as required.

Remove and disassemble alternator.
Check for faulty alternator condenser.
IF NOT OK

. Check the insertion and release of
the.fape cartridge(s) for a binding .or
sticking condition. Check for a bent,
distorted or damaged cartridge..
IF NOT OK

Repair or replace damaged lead
wires. Tighten lead wires.
I F OK
Check for a faulty constant voltage
choke w i t h a known good choke.
IF NOT OK

Noisy Reception-Engine
Vehicle In Motion

Running,

Verify the complaint. Check for
Run~ning
Noisy Reception-Engine
Vehicle Not in Motion as outlined under Noise Conditions..
:

I F . N O T OK

faulty constant voltage

Noisy Reception-Engine
Vehicle Not In Motion

STEREO TAPE PLAYER

Replace faulty condenser.

IF NOT OK

Replace
choke.

Connect antenna lead in cable properly. Install antenna securely.

-

Not

Verify the complaint. With the engine ignition turned off visually check
for loose connections at the battery,
antenna leads, speaker leads and radio
receiver.

IF NOT OK

If radio problems are encountered
on a Stereosonic Tape Player - AM
RADIO combination, refer to Radio
Diagnosis and Testing for the required
diagnosis procedures.

Replace faulty condenser.

Replace faulty condenser.

Noisy Reception-Engine
Running

Check for loose antenna lead in
cable or antenna.

IF NOT OK

IF N O T O K

NOISE CONDITIONS

.

Check for a faulty ignition coil condenser with the use of known .good
condenser.
-

I F NOT OK
Check speaker and lead for defects.
Repair or replace speaker (as required)
if a strong signal (tone) is heard from
tester or if the speaker rattles. Repair or replace radio (as required) if
a strong signal (tone) is not heard
from tester.

Repair or replace faulty wheel static collector, as required.

IF NOT OK

1

If no tone or weak tone is heard,
disconnect the speaker from the radio
set. Plug the lead (marked Test Speaker) into the radio. Tune radio between
1000 and 1400 KC. If a strong signal
(tone is heard from tester) speaker is
defective. If a strong tone is not
heard, the radio is defective. Increase
radiovolume to test speaker for rattles.
Operate fader (if so equipped) to determine speaker at fault.

I F NOT OK

Replace or repair faulty or damaged parts, as required.
Running,

Verify the complaint. Start the engine, operate the engine at idle speed

Replace faulty cartridge, if required.
If cartridge does not release, remove
and service stereo tape player-radio
unit.

Refer to Performance ConditionsBasic Radio and check the radio as
noted under Radio Is Inoperative Or
Has Weak Reception.
I

,

Check wheel static collector for damage or improper installation.

I F NOT OK
'I

..

Repair or replace radio c:mpohents,
as required.

PART 16-4
Stereo Tape Unit Does Not
Operate

Perform stereo tape unit check out
procedure, using tool aid cartridge
C6VA- 19A043-E (PC8S-2 17).

- -Radio

19A043-E (PC8S-217). to isolate faulty
speaker(s).Check wiring of faulty
speaker for an open, ground or broken
condition or bad connection.
I F NOT OK

I F NOT OK

Repair or replace broken or damaged wiring and/or connectors

If stereo tape player cartridge does
not play, remove the player or player
and radio and service the unit, as required.

Check speaker for damaged or inoperative condition (See note).

Stereo Tape Programs Do Not
Automatically Switch At End
O f Each Program (Tape Repeats)

Verify the complaint. Push the volume control knob inward while tape
3 is playing and notice i f program
changes. If the programs d o not
change, the stereo tape player is faulty.
I F NOT OK
Remove the unit lor service. Repair
or replace damaged parts, as required.
Speaker O r Speakers Do Not
Operate

Verify the complaint. Perform
stereo tape unit Check Out Procedure,
using Tool Aid Cartridge C6VA-

3

Excessive Noise O r Hiss O n Tape

Verify the complaint. Operate the
tape playdr. Turn the tone control
counterclockwise and check the original tape for excessive noise or hiss. If
sound is not satisfactory, replace the
tape. If a new tape does not correct
the problem, the tape player is faulty.
I F NOT OK

I F NOT OK
Replace speaker(s).

Replace cartridge, if required. Remove tape player for service if it is
faulty. Repair or replace damaged
parts as required.

Stereo Tape Player Sound Slow
O r Draggy O r As If It Has
W o w O r Flutter

Sound From Player Is Weak,
Fluctuating, O r Lacking I n High
Frequency

Verify the complaint. Check stereo
tape unit operation with tool aid cartridge T66P-9A043-A. If tool aid cartridge sounds O.K. the original cartridge may be faulty. Check the tape
operation with an additional cartridge.
If unit operates draggy, the stereo
tape player is faulty.

Verify the complaint. Check to see
if tape player playback head is dirty.

I F NOT OK
Discard original cartridge if faulty.
Remove and service tape player if it is
faulty.

I F NOT OK
Hold the player cartridge door open
and clean the playback head with a
cotton swab slightly moistened with
alcohol, also swab the surface of the
capstan shaft with alcohol, while rotating the flywheel with fingers. (See
note).

C O M M O N ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

PUSH BUTTON ADJUSTMENT

Turn the radio on, and allow it to
warm up for 15 minutes. Extend the
antenna to a height of approximately
33 inches.
A M RADIO A N D A M RADIO
STEREO TAPE PLAYER

Pull out the push button to be set
to unlock the push button mechanism.
Tune in the desired station with the
manual tuning knob. After the station
is clearly tuned in, push the button
straight in until it stops, then release
it.
Repeat this procedure for the remaining buttons.
AM-FM

RADIO

Slide the band selector t o the left to
set the radio for AM-band reception.
Pull out the push button to be set to

unlock the push-button mechanism.
Tune in the desired A M station with
the manual tuning control. When the
station is clearly tuned in, push the
push button in firmly and release it.
This will set the push button for that
station. Repeat this procedure for the
remaining push buttons. Then, adjust
the same five push buttons for F M
stations by sliding the band selector
to the right and repeating the above
push button adjustment procedure.
ANTENNA TRIMMER
ADJUSTMENT

Fading or weak radio reception due
to an inadequate signal pick-up may,
in some instances, be corrected by adjusting the antenna trimmer. The trimmer is located at the right rear side of
the radio. I t must be noted that fading or weak reception may be due to
an improperly extended antenna,
faulty antenna or radio.

1. Inspect the antenna lead-in plug
and socket to be sure that they are
clean. Clean them if required.
2. Extend ttie antenna to its maximum length, and position the vehicle
in an open area away from steel buildings.
3. Turn the radio on and allow it
to play for about five minutes. This
will allow'the radio to reach normal
operating temperature.
5. Tune the radio to a weak station
around 1600 KC (16 on the dial). Adjust the volume control so that the
station is barely audible.
6. Adjust the antenna trimmer to
obtain maximum signal strength (volume) from the station.

STEREO TAPE PLAYER
PLAYBACK HEAD A N D
CAPSTAN CLEANING

The playback head and capstan in
your tape player may accumulate tape
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coating residue (oxide) as the tape
passes over the head, This accumulation may need to be periodically removed, as part of normal maintenance,
if it causes weak or wavering sound.
This should be done by holding the

4

player cartridge door open and cleaning the playback head with a cotton
swab, slightly moistened with alcohol.
To clean the capstan, trip the on-off
switch at the rear of the cartridge slot
with the eraser end of a pencil and

hold the alcohol moistened swab
against the rotating capstan.
Excess alcohol on the swab may
run down the capstan and damage the
bearings. Do not use carbon tetracholoride.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

RADIO-FAIRLANE,
AND MONTEGO

FALCON,

REMOVAL

I. Disconnect ihe battery negative
(ground) cable.
2. Pull the radio control knobs
off the radio shafts.
3. Remove the radio support to
instrument panel attaching screw
(Fig. 4).
4. Remove the two bezel nuts from
around the radio control shafts. Then,
lower the radio and disconnect the
speaker, power and antenna wires
from the radio chassis.
INSTALLATION
1. Connect the speaker, power and
antenna wires to the radio chassis.
2. Position the radio to the instrument panel and install the two
bezel nuts. T~~~~~ the bezel nuts to
specification (Part 16-5).

3. Install the radio support bracke t to instrument panel attaching
screw and torque to specification (Part
16-5).
4. Connect the battery negative
(ground) cable.
5. Adjust the antenna trimmer, if
necessary.
6. Install the radio control knobs
and set the push buttons for the desired stations.

RADIO-MUSTANG
AND
COUGAR WITHOUT CONSOLE

REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the rear support bracket
attaching nut.
3. Remove four screws that attach
the bezel and receiver to the instrument
panel.

4. Move the receiver rearward
away from the instrument panel. Disconnect the antenna, speaker and
power leads and remove the receiver
from the instrument panel.

INSTALLATION

I. Transfer the bezel and knobs to
the new receiver.
2. Position the radio under the
instrument panel and connect the
speaker, antenna and power leads.
3. Secure the receiver to the instrument panel with the attaching screws.
4. Secure the rear support bracket
to the receiver with the attaching nut.
5. Connect the battery ground
cable.
6. Check the operation of the radio. Set the station selector knobs and
trim the antenna as required.
RADIO-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR WITH CONSOLE

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the rightand left supports to the support bracket.
3. Remove the console assembly.
4. Disconnect the radio wiring and
antenna lead.
5. Remove the control knobs from
the radio.
6. Remove the two nuts and washers from around Vhe radio shafts and
remove the radio.

INSTALLATION
I

FIG. 4-Radio

Installation-Falcon,

Fairlane, a n d M o n t e g o

1. Posltion the radio to the opening
and install the washers and nuts
around the radio control shafts.
2. Install the control knobs.
3. Connect the radio wires and
antenna lead in cable.
4. Install the console assembly.
5. Install the two screws attaching
the right and left support to the support bracket.
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6. Connect the battery ground
cable.

FRONT SPEAKER-FAIRLANE
WlTH A/C

REMOVAL
ANTENNA-FALCON,
AND MONTEGO

FAIRLANE

1. Disconnect the antenna lead
from the side of the radio receiver (at
the back of the AM-FM radio). Tie
a string to the end of the antenna
lead.
2. Remove the antenna cap, four
screws, and remove the antenna assem bly.
3. Tie the string to the new antenna lead.
4. Position the antenna assembly
in the opening, put the spacer in position on the antenna and install the
antenna.
5. Pull the antenna lead through
the opening and route the lead under
the glove box and connect the lead to
the radio.

ANTENNA-MUSTANG
A N D COUGAR
1. Disconnect the antenna lead
from the radio, position it to the right
side and remove the grommet.
2. Remove the antenna mounting
nut and spacer, remove antenna and
retainer assembly from the fender.
3. Feed the antenna lead through
the fender and side cowl panel holes,
position the antenna, the antenna retainer, spacer, and install the antenna
mounting nut.
4. Route the antenna lead to the
radio and install it in the retaining
clips.
5. Connect the lead to the radio,
install the grommet and check the
radio operation.

FRONT SPEAKER-FAIRLANE,
FALCON, A N D M O N T E G O
WITHOUT A/C

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the radio speaker
wires under the instrument panel.
2. Remove two speaker-retaining
nuts and remove the speaker from the
vehicle.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the speaker to the un-

derside of the instrument-panel pad and
install the retaining nuts.
2. Connect the speaker wires.

1. Remove the liner from the glove
compartment.
2. Working through the glove compartment opening, remove one nut retaining the instrument-panel pad to the
top of the instrument panel on the
right side.
3. Remove one nut retaining the
instrument-panel pad to the top of the
instrument panel on the left side. This
nut is located on top of the panel approximately midway between the second and third instrument pods.
4. Remove seven screws attaching
the lower edge of the pad to the instrument panel.
5. Remove one screw from the top
edge of the first and third instrument
pods and lift the instrument-panel pad
upward.
6. Disconnect the clock and speaker wires and remove the instrumentpanel pad from the vehicle.
7. Remove two nuts retaining the
radio speaker to the instrument-panel
pad and remove the speaker.

nut is located on the top under-side of
the panel behind the cluster.
4. Remove seven screws attaching
the lower edge of the pad to the instrument panel.
5. Remove three screws attaching
the pad to the instrument panel above
the instrument cluster.
6. Disconnect the speaker wires
and remove the pad from the instrument panel.
7. Remove two nuts retaining the
peaker to the instrument panel pad
and remove the speaker.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the speaker .to the instrument panel pad and install the two
retaining nuts.
2. Connect the speaker wires and
position the pad to the instrument
panel.
3. Install the three pad attaching
screws over the instrument cluster.
4. Install the seven pad attaching
screws along the lower edge of the pad.
5. Install the two nuts retaining
the top of the pad to the instrument
panel.
6. Install the glove compartment
liner.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the speaker to the instrument-panel pad and install the two
tetaining nuts.
2. Position the instrument-panel
pad on the instrument panel and connect the radio speaker and clock wires.
3. Position the pad in place and
install the seven attaching screws along
the lower edge of the pad.
4. Install the two screws in the
top edge of the first and third instrument pods.
5. Install the two nuts retaining
the top of the instrument-panel pad to
the instrument panel.
6. Install the liner in the glove
compartment.

FRONT SPEAKER-FALCON
WITH A/C

REMOVAL
1. Remove the liner from t h e
glove compartment.
2. Working through the glove compartment opening, remove one nut retaining the instrument panel pad to
the top of the instrument panel on the
right side.
3. Remove one nut retaining the
instrument-panel pad to the top of the
instrument panel on the left side. This

FRONT SPEAKER-MONTEGO
WlTH A/C

REMOVAL
1. Remove the liner from the glove
compartment.
2. Working through the glove compartment opening, remove one nut retaining the instrument panel pad to
the top of the instrument panel on the
right side.
3. Remove one nut retaining the
instrument-panel pad to the top of the
instrument panel on the left side. This
nut is located on the top under-side of
the panel behind the cluster.
4. Remove five screws attaching
the lower edge of the pad to the instrument panel (Group 18).
5. Remove two screws attaching
the pad to the instrument panel above
the instrument cluster.
6. Disconnect the speaker wires
and remove the pad from the instrument panel.
7. Remove two nuts retaining the
speaker to the instrument panel pad
and remove the speaker.

l NSTA LLATlON
1. Position the speaker to the instrument panel pad and install the two
retaining nuts.
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2. C o n m t the speaker wires and
position the pad to the instrument
panel.
3. Install the two pad attaching
screws over the instrument cluster.
d. Install the five pad attaching
screws along the lower edge of the pad.
5. Install the two nuts retaining
the top of the pad to the instrument
panel.
6. Install the glove compartment
liner.

3. Remove four speaker .attachirig
screws and pull the speaker from the
opening. Disconnect the speaker wires
'
and remove the speaker.
4. Connect the speaker wires and
position the speaker to the side cowl
panel. Then, install the four attaching
screws.
5. Install the side cowl trim panel
and tighten the scuff plate attaching
screws.

4. Disconnect the speaker lead
from the radio. Remove the two speaker attaching nuts and remove the
speaker out through the radio open-ing in the panel.
5. Connect the speaker lead to
the radio.
' 6. Working
through the radio
opening, position the speaker to the
panel and install the two attaching
nuts.
7. Position the radio and install
the attaching screws.
8. Position the rear support brace
and install the attaching nut to the
rear of the radio.
9. Connect t h e b a t t e r y ground
cable.
10. Check the operation of the
radio.
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
Interference suppression components are shown in Fig. 15 and 16. An
alternator condenser is an internal
part of the alternator to suppress electrical interference in the radio. Wheel
static collectors ,and hood bonding
straps are used in all models. An instrument voltage regulator choke is
used on Fairlane, Falcon, and Montego models when equipped with a
radio (Fig. 7). Highway interference
suppression items used on the Fairlane
are shown in Fig. 8.

REAR SPEAKER-FALCON,
FAIRLANE, A N D M O N T E G O

DOOR SPEAKER

1. Remove the trim panel from the
door (Group 18).
2. Remove four speaker attaching
screws and pull the speaker from the
door. Then, disconnect the speaker
wires at the multiple connector and
remove the speaker.
3. Connect the speaker wires at
the connector and position the speaker to the door.
4. Install the four speaker attaching screws and the door trim panel.

1. Loosen the door opening scuff
plate attaching screws.
2. Remove one side cowl trim panel retaining screw and remove the trim
panel.

The rear seat speaker is accessible
for replacement from the luggage compartment. On the station wagon the
speaker is mounted on the left rear
trim panel. Remove the trim panel to
replace the speaker.
FRONT SPEAKERMUSTANG A N D COUGAR

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the radio from the instrument panel and position it on the
floor pan.
3. On an air conditioned vehicle,
it will be necessary to disconnect the
center register duct and the defroster
duct.

iD
SSEMBLY

'

HOOD B ~ D I N G
STRAP 16A600

\\,

' \
-WEEL
STATIC COLLECTOR I8938

NG. 5-Radio

Interference Suppression Installation-Fairlane,

VOLTAGE REGULATOR ASSEMBLY
SPINDLE CENTER tiOLE SO IT
WILL NOT INTERFE RE WITH
STATIC COLLECT0R

Falcon, a n d M o n t e g o
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CONDENSER
1932

OF STATIC COLLECTOR

FIG. 6-Radio

lnterference

Suppression

Installation-Mustang

and Cougar

FAIRLANE

CONDENSER

6 CYLINDER ENGINE

FALCON

VE
I W SHOWN
I G FUSE PANEL AND INSTALLATION OF
RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION CONDENSER

K 2175-A,

FIG. 7-Radio Suppression
Choke Installation

FIG. 8-Highway

TAPE

Radio lnterference Suppression-Fairlane

PART 16-5- Specifications

VENTILATING-HEATING -AIR CONDITIONING -RADIO

Vehicle
Montego, Falcon, Fairlane
Mustang and Cougar

Refrigerant 12
Capacity (Pounds)
1 718
1 314

Current Draw B 12.5 Volts
Blower Motor (High Speed)
Magnetic
Radio
Heater
Air Conditioner
Clutch
(AM.)
16-20 Amps
6.5-8.5 Amps
0.8 Amp Max.
1.5-3.5 Amps.
14-18 A m ~ s 0.8 A ~ Max.
5-6.5 Amps
D
1.5-3.5 Amns.

Antenna

-

-

AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR TORQUE LIMITS (ALL VEHICLES)
Compressor Oil Capacities 3
718 Inch Minimum
1 5181nch Maximum (11 Fluid Ounces)
Yor k
718 Inch Minimum
1 31161nch Maximum (10 Fluid Ounces)
Driven Belt Tension (Be.
tween Fan Pulley and Air
Conditioner Compressor):
New
140
110
Used 9
Compressor Clutch Run-Out
1/32 Inch Maximum
o Use Texaco Capella E or equivalent.
@
Belt Operated for a Minimum of 10 Minutes is considered
a Used Belt.
Tecumseh

RADIO TORQUE LIMITS
Description
Bezel Nut
Speaker Retaining Nut
Support Bracket Screws

Torque (In- lbs)
30-35
30-35
30-35

FIG. I - Montego and Falcon Underbody Dimensions

I

BART 1 7- 1 - General Body Service
body panel plastic water shield installation. It is also useful for repair
or replacement of other vinyl and
rubber trim.
RUBBER CEMEN.1'
8A-19552-B
This quick-drying, strong adhesive material is designed to hold
weatherstripping on doors, bodies,
deck lids, cowl ventilators, and the
surrounding metal. Windows and
windshields which are set in rubber
can be effectively sealed against
leakage by flowing cement into the
affected areas.
Clean all grease, dirt, and old
sealer from the surfaces to be cemerited. For best results, apply a
medium coat of cement to both surfaces, allow i t to dry until tacky,
and press both surfaces firmly together.
SILICON LUBRICANT
COAZ-19553-A (JELLY) AND
COAZ-19553-C ( S P R A Y )
This lubricant is to be used on the
door window weatherstrips. It is recommended that silicone lubricant
be applied to the upper weather-

strips a t every regular lubrication
period. Its use makes the
.weatherstrip
easier t o close*
squeaks, retards excess weatherstrip
wear from chafing between the
door glass upper frame and the
weatherstrip, and helps to retain
alignment
reducbetween the glass frame
ing
and rubber weatherstrip.
3 0 D Y ALIGNMENT

Servicing the unitized
present
unusual
Or
necessitate additional equipment other
the cOnventhan that required
The
tional frame and
application
heat and the use
heavy-duty jacks must be carefully
controlled because of the difference
in the gauge of the metal
in the
sub-frame of a unitized body and
the stress points developed in a single
welded unit construction. I t is possible
to pull damaged areas back into
alignment with the use of lightweight jacks and hydraulic equipment
without heating the metal.
Rough out badly damaged areas
before
measurements for

1 7-3
squaring up a body. I f necessary,
remove the glass from the damaged
area to prevent damage. In severe
cases reinforcement brackets and
other inne: construction may have
to be removed or cut to permit
restoration of the outer shell and
pillars without excessive strain on
the parts. Straighten, install, and secure all such parts in place before
attempting to align the body.
In cases of severe or sharp bends,
it may be necessary to use heat.
Any attempt to cold-straighten a
severely bent bracket may cause
ruptures of the welds and may also
cause cracks in the bent part. Never
heat the area more than a dull red.
CHECKING BODY FOR
MISALIGNMEN'T
T o align or square up a body, take
two opposite diagonal measurements
between pillars. Use a measuring
tram for these measurements. Take
the measurements between reference
points such as crease lines or weld
joints which are diagonally opposite
each other on the two pillars being
measured. Since all measurements

0
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75 77JTATIO
FRONT BUMPER
MOUNTING HOLE

NOTE: UNDERBODY SIDES AND DIAGONAL DIMENSIONS MUST BE EQUAL. DIMENSIONS UNDER 100'
HAVE A VARIATION OF f 0.06: EXCEPT AS SHOWN. DIMENSIONS OVER 100' HAVE
A VARIATION OF f 0.12'.

12.04
I

REAR ATTACHING HOLE
FOR STEERING GEAR HOUSING
[LEFT SIDE, ONLY)

-

DATUM LINE

REAR ATTACHINGHOLE
FOR IDLER ARM MOUNTING

FIG. 2 - Fairlane Underbody Dimensions
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FIG. 3 - Mustang and Cougar Underbody Dimensions
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should be made from the bare metal,
remove all interior trim from the
checking points.
In some cases, it is difficult to obtain proper body alignment when
repairing a body that is damaged
on both sides. In these cases, horizontal and vertical measurements
can be taken from a body of the
same body style. Once these basic
dimensions are taken and established
on the damaged body, alignment can
be made by diagonal measurements
taken from points on the two pillars.

3

Do not attempt to correct any
serious misalignment with one jacking operation. This is particularly
true if other sections of the body
also require aligning. Align each
section proportionately ' until the
proper dimensions are obtained.
Door openings are checked in the
same manner as the body. Horizontal, vertical, and diagonal checking
points are established on all four
sides of the door opening that is
being measured.

CHECKING UNDERBODY
FOR MISALIGNMENT
The dimensions of the underbody
must be restored in the repair of
major body damage, to provide correct front and rear wheel geometry
(Figs. 1, 2 and 3). All the dimensions are detailed to the center line
of existing holes i n the underbody
assembly. Once the frame and suspension members are aligned, the
balance of the repair can be performed.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

FLOOR P A N PLUGS
A N D GROMMETS
The floor-pan plugs seal the various access holes. If any plugs are
missing or improperly installed, a
dust Or water leak may
This
a l ' ~ applies
the grommets used
On the dash panel. When dust Or
water leaks are evident, these plugs
and grommets should be checked
for proper installation.
D R A I N HOLES
Drain holes or valves located on
the underside of each rocker panel,
quarter panel, and door should be
cleared periodically.
RATTLE E L I M I N A T I O N
Most rattles are caused by a loose
bolt or screw. Foreign objects such
as nuts, bolts, or small pieces of
body deadener in the door wells,
pillars and quarter panels are often
the source of rattles. Door wells can
be checked by carefully striking the
underside of the door with a rubber
mallet. The impact made by the
mallet will indicate if loose objects
are in the doorwell.
In the event that tightening the
bolts and screws, located on such
assemblies as the doors, hood, and
deck lid does not eliminate the rattles, the trouble is probably caused
by misalignment. If this is the case,
follow the adjustment and alignment
procedures for these assemblies.
Rattles and squeaks are sometimes
caused by weatherstripping and antisqueak material that has slipped out
of position. Apply additional cement

or other adhesive, and install the
material in the proper location to
eliminate this difficulty.
BODY M A I N T E N A N C E
Regular body maintenance preserves the car's appearance and reduces the cost of maintenance during the life of the car. The following steps are suggested as a guide
for regular body maintenance:
1. Vacuum the interior thorounhly and wash the car.
2. Check all openings for water
leaks, and seal where necessary.
3. Cement all loose weatherstrips
which are still usable.
4. Replace all door and deck lid
weatherstrips which are unfit for
service.
5. Apply silicone lubricant to the
weatherstripping.
6. Replace all cracked, fogged,
or chipped glass.
7. Align the hood, doors, and
deck lid i f necessary.
8. Inspect the windshield wiper
blades and replace them if necessary.
9. Tighten the sill plate and garnish moulding screws.
10. Clean the seats, door trim
panels, and headlining.
11. Touch up or paint chipped
or scratched areas.
12. Drain holes located on the
underside of each rocker panel,
quarter panel, and door, should be
cleared periodically.

EXTERIOR CLEANIN G
PA I N'r
The outside finish should be frequently washed. Never wipe the

painted surface with , a dry cloth.
Dusting the finish when it is dry
tends to rub the dust and dirt into
the baked enamel, and leaves a
sandpaper effect on the surface. T o
keep the finish bright and attractive
and eliminate the necessity of using
polish, wash the car whenever it has
accumulated a moderate amount of
dirt and road salt.

'TRIM
The bright metal parts of the car
require no special care. Periodic
cleaning will preserve the beauty and
life of these finishes. Wash with clear
water or i f the parts are very dirty
use FoMoCo COAA-19B521-A compound. Using a clean soft cloth or
a sponge and water, rinse and wipe
the parts dry. FoMoCo Chrome
Cleaner may be used sparingly to
remove rust or salt corrosion from
chrome plated parts. Do not scour
aluminum or chrome finished parts
with steel wool or polish them with
products containing abrasives. A
FoMoCo Polish will provide excellent protection for all bright metal
parts.

WOOD GRAIN TRANSFERS
Never wipe the panels or trim
rails with a dry cloth. This method
of cleaning tends to rub dust particles into the finished surface and
leave fine scratches. Flush off all
loose dirt and other elements, and
wipe the body panels and rails with
a sponge and plenty of cold water.
I f desired, a mild soap may be used.
Rinse thoroughly with clear water
and wipe dry.
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VEHICLE HOISTING

The unitized ,body-frame construction requires special precautions and
procedures when the car is jacked
up or hoisted. In some cases, special hoist adapters must be used as
recommended
by specific hoist
manufacturers.
Refer to the Owner's Manuals
when using the jack supplied with
the car.
DRIVE-ON TYPE HOIST

To prevent possible damages to
the underbody, do not drive the
car onto the drive-on type hoist
without first checking for possible
interference between the upright
flanges of the hoist rails and the
underbody. Should there be interference, the hoist flanges should be
FRONT RAlL TYPE, FORK LIFT
OR FLOOR JACK CONTACT A R E A

modified as necessary and/or the
approach ramps built up to provide.
the needed clearance.

FORK LIFT-TWIN POST HOIST

RAlL TYPE-FREE
WHEELING HOIST

The front adapters or hoist plates
must be carefully positioned in contact with the lower suspension arms
to assure safe, accurate lifting.

To assure safe hoisting, the front
p b t adapters must be positioned
carefully to contact the center of
the lower suspension arms (Figs. 4
and 5).

REAR

REAR
The hoist adapters
tioned carefully under
to prevent damage to
sorbers when the car
hoist rails should be

and the position of the adapters
checked.

must be posithe rear axle
the shock abis raised. The
raised slowly

R E A R FRAME CONTACT A R E A

To prevent damage to the.shock
absorbers, the rear forks must contact the axle at points not farther
out board than one inch from the
circumference welds near. the differential housing. Carefully raise the
rear post and check the position of
the fork (Figs. 4 and 5).
FRAME CONTACT HOIST

Frame contact hoist adapters are
necessary to lift the car. The hoist
adapter pads should each cover a t
least I2 square inches of underbody
area. Figs. 4 and 5 show, recommended contact points for the hoist
pads.
FLOOR JACK

FLOOR J A C K C O N T A C TA R E A

FIG. 4 - Front Hoist Contact Areas

M1112-6,

FIG. 5 - Rear Hoist Contact Areas
%

,

1

When a stationary floor jack or a
roll jack is to be used, there are
several specific recommended points
of contact. Either side of the car
may be raised at the front by jack
contact a t the lower arm strut connection. Either side of the front
end of the car may also be raised
by jack pressure on the front crossmember, or on the crossmember
to which the stabilizer is connected.
110 not attempt to use jack pressure
on either front or rear Mustang
and Cougar bumpers.

.
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PAINT A N D SURFACE DEFECTS

GENERAL INFORMATION
Examine the defect and confirm the
original analysis as to its nature and
cause: then, decide upon the proper
procedure to be used for repair. If the
defective finish is over galvanized steel
or a zinc die casting, a special repair
procedure is required if the metal is
exposed during repair. This procedure
is explained later in the Repair by Repainting procedure. If the defect is in
a metallic color finish, special precautions must be followed to insure a
good
color match.
All standard exterior body colors
are high bake acrylic enamels and the
color is identified by the paint code on
the warranty plate. An asterisk preceeding the paint code on the warranty
plate is used to identify vehicles painted with alkyd enamels. Special fleet
(MX) colors are generally alkyd enamels, but may be acrylic enamels.
All standard interior colors are alkyd
enamels except for certain parts of the
station wagon load area floor which is
finished with vinyl organosol enamels.
It is important to identify the paint
used in the original finish so that the
proper repair procedure can be followed. Many of the appearance defects in
an acrylic finish can be removed without repainting. This can be done by
employing a combination of hand spot
sanding, hand or machine polishing,
and machine buffing.
Equally important is proper diagnosis of the condition of the surface to be
repaired. I f it is in good condition, the
repair will be relatively simple and requires only minor surface preparation.

If the surface is in bad condition and
has deteriorated to a point where removal of all or part of the original
finish is necessary, the surface preparation can involve extensive time and
labor.
Inspection should also reveal any
area of the vehicle which might have a
soft enamel finish, because of previous
repairs. In such cases, the strong solvents in the repair paints would tend
to lift or distort the original film. I f
soft spot areas are found, they should
be baked with radiant heat (lamps) for
10 to 15 minutes before refinishing.
PAINT DEFECT CONDITIONS
AND CORRECTIONS
Some of the abnormal paint conditions are shown in Fig. I . A description
and the repair required follow. The repair procedures are given in detail in
Section 2.
BLISTER1 NG (Also known as bubbles, pimples, water blisters, humidity
blisters or drain pattern blisters).
Blistering is the formation of many
small eruptions in the finish and may
occur between the metal and the undercoats, or between the undercoats and
the enamel topcoat. Blisters usually
follow a pattern distribution, either
uniformly distributed over a comparatively large area, or concentrated in a
localized area in the shape of a water
spot or drain streak. Sometimes they
are so small the they are difficult to
identify without using a magnifying
glass. In some instances, blisters may
be confused with dirt. T o verify the
condition, prick the suspected area

with a sharp point, and note whether
a void (hole) or water exists. I f SO,
blistering is confirmed. As the failure
progresses it may be accompanied by
peeling i f the eruption flakes off, and
by rusting if the blister extended down
to the metal.
Repair this condition by removing
the blisters to their full depth and repaint.
C H I P P I N G (Also known as stone
bruising).
Chipping is the removal of the finish
by the impact of a sharp object. It
may involve only removal of the topcoat from the primer in which case the
primer (gray or red) will show. It may
also involve removal of the finish to
bare metal in which case the metal or
rust is evident.
I f the chipping is minor and confined to an edge or isolated location,
it can be repaired by brush touch-up.
If the chipping is centrally located in
a highly visible area, it must be repaired by repaintlng.
CHECKING, CRACKING (Also
known as crazing, crow-footing, spiderwebbing, aligatoring, hairline cracking
or cold cracking).
The terms checking or cracking describe defects which occur in the topcoat film on exposure to the effects of
weathering. They are fractures in the
paint resulting from shrinkage which
is caused by oxidation or extreme cold.
Checking is the term applied to
slight breaks in the film that d o not
penetrate to the underlying surface.
Three types of checking are recognized:
Irregular Pattern 'Type - Checking in
which the breaks develop in the sur-
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PART 17-2 - Paint
face of the film in no definite pattern.
Line 'Type - Checking in which the
breaks in the surface of the film are
generally arranged in parallel lines
(usually either horizontally or vertically) over the surface of the film. Crowfoot Type - Checking in which the
breaks in the surface of the film form
in a definite three-prong pattern with
the breaks running from a center and
forming an angle of about I20 degrees
between the prongs.
Cracking is the term applied to
breaks in the film which extend through
to the surface painted. Where this is
difficult todetermine, the break should
be called a crack only if the underlying
surface is visible. The use of a magnification of 10 diameters is recommended in cases where it is difficult to differentiate between cracking and
checking.
Three types of cracking are recognized: Irregular Pattern Ty pe-cracking in which the breaks in the film are
in no definite pattern. Line Type Cracking in which the breaks in the
film are generally arranged in parallel
lines (usually either horizontally or
vertically) over the surface of the film.
Sigmoid Type -cracking in which the
breaks in the film form a pattern consisting of curves meeting and intersecting, usually on a relatively large scale.
Cracking may be accompanied by
curling of the finish at the edge of the
crack and peeling; also rusting i f the
finish peels off to bare metal.
Repair these conditions by removing the defective film and repainting.
DIRT (Also known as grit, seed,
lint, sand, trash, sealer, deadner,
grease, etc.).
Dirt in paint is the presence of a
foreign material in the finish. It may
actually be under, in, or on top of the
paint coats.
In some instances dirt may be confused with blisters. To verify the condition, prick the suspected area with a
sharp point. If the area is solid and no
void exists, the presence of dirt is confirmed.
In most cases polishing and buffing
will successfully repair excessive dirt.
O F F COLOR (Also know as color
mismatch, metallic mottle, shadowing,
floating, flooding, fading, streaking,
etc.).
Off color is the term applied to the
appearance of adjacent areas when
they d o not match. Mismatch of two
different panels can result (a) if they
were painted with twodifferent batches
of topcoat which were two different
shades, (b) if insufficient paint is applied to one of the panels and the

color of the undercoat shows through,
or (c) in the case of metallic colors, if
the adjacent panels were not sprayed
with the same degree of wetness. The
terms mottle, shadowing, floating,
flooding, streaking, etc., are applied to
metallic colors and describe the result
of differences in the way the metallic
pigment is oriented. These differences
depend on the wetness or dryness of
the coating during application. The
term fading is applied to the appearance of the finish after weathering
where the paint loses color.
In some cases of off color in metallics, the light area can be corrected by
polishing and buffing, as this will tend
to darken the appearance. If polishing
and buffing does not correct the off
color condition, the defective area
must be repainted.
O R A N G E PEEL, DHYSPHAY
(Also known as surface rough, dull,
poor flowout, pebbling or poor levelling).
Orange peel and dryspray are terms
applied to the dull, uneven appearance
of a paint film when conditions during
application do not permit it to flow
out to a smooth, glossy surface.
Repair by a combination of sanding, polishing and buffing.
OVERSPRAY
Overspray is the term applied to the
appearance of small particles of contrasting color on painted or bright
metal surfaces. If it is excessive on a
painted surface, it may cause an off
color condition.
Removal can often be accomplished
by wiping the area with a good solvent.
If it cannot be removed by solvent, the
overspray can be removed by sanding,
polishing and buffing.
PEELING (Also know as lifting,
scaling, or flaking).
Peeling is the term applied to the
separation of a paint film from the
surface to which it has been applied.
It includes peeling of the finish coats
from the primer, separation of topcoat
films, (enamel from enamel or stripping
lacquer from enamel) or peeling of the
finish from the metal which may be
accompanied by rusting. It is important to know which film separated to
determine the extent of the repair. It
is necessary to remove all of the paint
having poor adhesion and then repaint
as required.
PI'I'S, POP-LJPS (Also known as
craters, pinholes, fish-eyes or crawling).
A pit has the appearance of a void
in the base metal or the undercoat
when it is not filled or covered with
paint. A pop-up, or crater is the term
applied to the appearance of a defect

in the paint film around the pit. It results from the formation of a bubble
in the wet paint over the void during
the baking process. If the bubble does
not break it is called a pop-up; if the
bubble breaks while the paint is still
wet, a crater-like ring is formed.
The terms craters, fish-eyes and
crawling are also used to describe defects caused by the paint flowing away
from a contaminated spot before drying. The contamination may be water,
oil, grease, silicone, wax, etc., and may
affect a small localized area or extend
over a complete panel.
To repair, first try sanding or polishing, and buffing. I f this doesn't
correct the defect, it must be sanded
out and repainted.
SCRATCHES (Also mars).
The term scratch describes the appearance of the finish when it has been
damaged by the penetration of a sharp
object. The result is a permanent scar
or tear in the film which, in extreme
cases, penetrates to the base metal
and may be accompanied by rusting.
If the scratch is in the topcoat only,
it can usually be repaired by polishing
and buffing. If the scratch is through
the topcoat, but not through the undercoat, and is in an inconspicuous location it can be repaired by brush touchup. If the scratch has penetrated to
the metal and the metal has corroded,
the defect must be removed and the
area repainted.
SACS, HUNS (Also known as curtains or drips).
The term sag describes a paint application defect caused by the downward flow of paint on vertical surfaces
accumulating to excessive thickness in
a localized area. Usually it is the result of applying paint too wet or too
heavy in one spot.
The sag may be soft with uncured
paint underneath or it may be wrinkled.
Correction can usually be made by
cutting off the excess paint followed
by sanding, polishing and buffing.
S U R F A C E DAMAGE (Also called
industrial fallout, organic fallout, fluid
damage in transit, spotting, staining,
swelling, lifting or discoloration).
The term surlace damage applies to
defects in paint resulting from the
presence of a contaminant on the surface. Contaminants such as fly ash,
soot, foundry dust, chemical sprays
(such as insecticides and weed killers),
alkaline water, battery acid, brake
fluid, certain gasoline dyes. some oils
and greases, road tar, etc. will permanently damage the film if left on the
paint surface under certain conditions.
This damage is usually in the form of
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spots - light, dark, stained, soft,
swollen, or lifting.
If the damage is only on the surface,
it can usually be repaired by sanding
or polishing and buffing. (See also the
Oxalic Acid Procedure for Removing
Iron-base (foundry dust ) Industrial
Fallout). If thedamage penetrates the
topcoat film, repainting is required.

either dilute or washoff these chemical substances and possibly prevent or
greatly restrict the severity of paint
damage. On the other hand, the cycling of hot sun and dew formation
serves to extract and concentrate the
destructive chemicals so as to accelerate the damage to the paint film. All
of these substances cause dulling, discoloration, pitting, crazing, and finally
disintegration of the paint at points of
contact. While the spots caused by
these four types of contaminants differ in some respects, it is quite difficult to identify the res'pective causes
without considerable experience.
In the case of some metallic paint
shades, the spots first appear as an intensification of the base color, even
before significant film damage becomes
evident. This is due to darkening of
the aluminum particles by acids from
the insect body fluids. For example: a
light metallic blue enamel will show
spots that are intensely blue with no
metal showing. A metallic green will
show spot$ that are a much deeper
green. Metallic gray will develop spots
that are nearly black, etc.
In the more seriously affected areas,
it is recommended that all vehicles be
washed and inspected on arrival. Vehicles that are kept in outside storage
should be inspected weekly and washed as required to remove all contaminants. This should aid considerably
in preventing severe spotting that cannot be removed by ordinary polishing.
There are conditions, however, where
insect control is .not feasible during
long intervals of storage. In such
places, it would be far better t o apply
an approved protective wax coating on
the cleaned units as they are received.
Such a coating would give considerable protection against paint damage
caused by contact with insect carcasses and also from the excretions of
aphids. Slight protection would also
be afforded with respect to some insecticides. Herbicides, however, would
remain a hazard regardless of protective coatings.
There are many protective wax products now being offered for this purpose. @several have been found to be
most effective in reducing paint spotting by insects, and the coating itself

is not damaging to the paint. This
coating should be applied as a medium
wet continuous coat on horizontal surfaces with ordinary paint spray equipment in a sheltered area. A light film
thickness is sufficient. Heavier coats
should be avoided as they are more
difficult to remove. Units so protected
can remain in outside storage for as
long as ninety days. Longer intervals
are not recommended because of increasing trouble in removing the coating. an^ solvent detergent cleaners
are available for washing off wax coatings so that one operator can usually
clean a unit in about twenty minutes.
This type of protection is certainly
much less expensive than paint repairs.
Another approach to the insect problem is by special illumination at the
storage lot. Many lots are equipped
with ordinary white incandescent
lights or flood lights. These all emit
enough blue light to attract most insects. For that matter, most blue cars
attract insects more than other colors.
Actually, red lights would be least attractive to bugs; but because of the
many objections to this color a yellow
or an orange yellow light is generally
recommended. Actually, none of these
colored lights are insect repellent and
only those high in blue content are
capable of attracting insects. Hence, a
blue light at some distance from the
stored cars might serve as a decoy,
causing the insects' to detour around
the lot. Of course, the location of the
lot and .prevailing winds might off-set
any efforts of special illumination. In
some areas thi insect problem is so
serious that any such efforts may prove
worthwhile.

CAUTION: OBSERVE'THE SAFETY

REPAIR BY BRUSH TOUCH-UP

PRECA U'TIONS DISPLAYED O N
'THE MA'I'ERIAL LABEL BY 'THE
M A N UFAC'TUHER.

Circled numbers refer, to materials
and tools in Section 3.

Chips, scratches, abrasions, etc., on
panel edges or in an inconspicuous
area of the vehicle can often be repaired by careful brush application of

THIN

The term thin paint describes a defect in which an insufficient amount of
paint has been applied or an excessive
amount has been removed by abrasion
or erosion. The result is that either
bare metal is exposed, primer shows,
or the area is not the true color.
Repair by repainting.
ORGANIC FALLOUT

Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools i n Section 3. By mid-summer
each year, numerous cases of paint
spotting damage caused by organic
fallout are found in many parts of the
country. This has been taking place for
several years and appears to increase
each season. I t is an industry-wide
problem affecting all vehicle lines and
all types of automotive finishes. Black
and dark colors are more susceptible
to these several types of spotting. However, all colors are involved to a considerable extent.
The spotting stems from four different types of organic materials. One
class consists of insecticide solutions
emulsified in water such as D.D.T., a
light paraffin oil, and a solvent such
as Xylol. A second group comprises
certain herbicides used as brush killers.
These are usually emulsified solutions
of chemicals in the 2-4-D family. As
a third contributor, there are the excretions of aphids from over-hanging
trees. The fourth and most' frequent
cause of paint spotting is the carcasses
of'certain types of insects such as fish
flies that swarm over areas rather
close to rivers or other large bodies of
water. This difficulty usually starts in
June and peaks in July, but often continues intermittently into September.
All of the foregoing materials will
seriously damage paint on horizontal
surfaces, especially during hot dry
weather. Frequent heavy rainfall will
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INDUSTRIAL FALLOUT

Industrial fall-out is the result of
particles being exhausted into the air
by the various processes of heavy
industry.
Iron base fall-out particles, such as
foundry dust, appear to the eye as tiny
rust.colored dots on the paint film and
the surface feels rough to the touch.
Some of the particles have excellent
adhesion and are difficult to remove.
A procedure that has proven effective
in the removal of this fall-out is given
in Section 2.

REPAIR PROCEDURES
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acrylic lacquer @or enamel Q p a i n t .
Special sword point camel hair
brushes are used. These are available
in numerous sizes, however sizes # l i
#2, # 3 or # 4 will generally suffice.
The following steps should be followed when performing this type of
repair.
1. Feather-edge the chipped or
scratched area with 360-grit abrasive
paper.
2. Thoroughly agitate the repair
paint in its original container to assure
a good color match. The repair material is usually applied as received without thinning.
3. Select a touch-up brush of the
proper size suitable for covering the
area to be repaired.
4. Transfer a small amount of the
repair paint to a flat plate (palette,
steel panel, thin board) using the
touch-up brush.
5. If thinning is desired, transfer
a small amount of lacquer thinner @
or enamel reducer @from its container to the lacquer or enamel on the
palette. Mix the two together until the
desired brushing consistency and color
are obtained. It is not recommended
that the paint be reduced prior to use.
6. If the color being repaired is a
metallic color, it may be necessary to
add a small amount of aluminum tint
to lighten the color as brushed.
7. Carefully touch-up the chip or
scratch. Do not repeatedly brush over
the area as the paint starts to set up.
This practice will leave brush marks
and an uneven surface. Avoid building
up excessive film thickness as this
tends to accentuate the defect as well
as retard drying.
8. Allow sufficient time for the
material used to dry before handling.
Avoid the use of solvents like gasoline
or naphtha for cleanup after brush
touch-up as they could dissolve the
fresh paint.
REPAIR BY SANDING, POLISHING
AND BUFFING
Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
One of the features of the acrylic
enamel, which is now standard for the
original exterior finish on all passenger cars and some trucks, is its hardness and polishability. Repair of many
paint defects which are only in the
surface can be accomplished without
repainting. Defects such as dirt, overspray, sags, minor scratches, dryspray,
orange peel, some off color, surface
damage (resulting from industrial
fallout or various fluids) and metal

finishing marks (left by files or discs)
can often be repaired by hand or machine polishing with a good abrasive
compound followed by machine buffing; or by sanding, polishing and
buffing.
The polish repair procedure for
iinor defects is as follows:
1. Using a brush, apply a light
colored, medium grit, machine polishing compounda)to the surface requiring repair. The compound should be
applied only to a relatively small area
at a time so that it can be wheeled out
while still wet and provide maximum
cutting ability.
2. Polish out the defect using a
wheel@operating at 1700-1800 rpm
equipped with 2 polishing pads of
wool tufted construction.Q The polishing should be confined only to the
defective area.
3. Using a dry cotton wiper and
air blow-off, clean off the excess polishing compound.
4. Buff out the polish wheel marks
using a wheel operating a t 1700-1800
rpm equipped with a clean lambswool
buffing disc or tie-on bonnet. @ Use
the buffing disc dry without any abrasive compound. Buffing should extend
beyond the polished area to blend it
into the original finish.
If the defect is one which protrudes
above the surface (sag, chunk of dirt,
etc.), it may be necessary to level it
off before polishing. This can be accomplished as follows:
5. Using the sharp edge of a razor
blade or putty knife held at a right
angle to the painted surface, scrape
off the excess until the surface is
smooth.
6. Sand out the cutting marks with
600 grit abrasive paper, using water or
mineral spirits as a lubricant.
7. Remove the sand scratches with
hand rubbing compound@on a cotton
cloth formed in a ball. A wheel polishing compound and polishing wheel as
outlined in Step 2 can also be used.
8. Clean off the excess rubbing or
polishing compound using a clean dry
cotton cloth and compressed air blowoff.
9. Buff out the polishing marks
with a dry buffing wheel (Step4).
10. If the defect is one which extends below the surface (solder pit,
small chip or scratch in the topcoat)
the depression should first be built u
by filling it with acrylic lacquer
applied with a sword point brush. The
lacquer is dried with a hot air blower
heat gun) or with radiant heat lamps
The excess lacquer is sanded with
600-grit paper, then hand polished and
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buffed as in steps 7, 8 and 9.
REPAIR BY REPAINTING
CAUTION: OBSERVE THE
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS D I S
PLAYED O N THE MATERIAL
LABEL BY THE MANUFACTURER.
Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
Defects which cannot be repaired by
the polishing procedures must be corrected by repainting. The following
procedures cover the proper surface
preparation, the application of air dry
enamels or acrylic lacquer for repair
of exterior surfaces, and the application of air dry nitrocellulose lacquers
or vinyl enamel for repair of interior
surfaces. These procedures also apply
to the painting of service replacement
parts which are normally supplied preprimed. When performing paint repairs, i t is important that all paint
materials such as primers, sealers,
topcoats, reducers, etc., are supplied
by the same paint source and used
according to their recommendations.
These materials are specifically
formulated to be used in conjunction
with each other to avoid incompatibility problems and provide good
performance.

SURFACE PREPARATION
Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
1. Clean the surface thoroughly. If
the vehicle is extremely dirty, it should
be washed first with a good detergent
compound0to avoid bringing dirt into the paint shop. Otherwise, wipe the
area to be repainted with a silicone
and wax remover@applied with clean
disposable rags or paper towels.
2. Examine the finish to determine
the next step. The amount of finish to
be removed depends on the extent and
depth of the defect and the condition
of the surface. If the surface is in good
condition and the defect is in the paint
film, remove the defective finish by
hand or with a mechanical (straight
line, orbital or rotary) sander using
360 grit abrasive. The use of water is
recommended to lubricate the abrasive
in all paint sanding operations as it
will provide a better finish and minimize the amount of dirt generated.
Next hand sand the entire surface to
be painted, including edges and areas
adjacent to mouldings or ornaments
which have not been removed, with
400 grit paper. This will insure good
adhesion and a uniform gloss of the
repair topcoat. It is important that
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the old finish be sanded to a smooth
dull surface and all orange peel removed. It is also important that any
exposed bare metal should be properly
feather-edged with 400 grit or finer
sandpaper. I f properly feather-edged,
there will be no ridge or break which
can be felt by the finger tips where the
bare metal and paint join. The old
paint will be well sanded back from
the bare metal spot to provide a gradual slope.
If the surface is in poor condition
and the old paint is deteriorated or
metal finishing is required, it is necessary-to remove the old finish. This
can best be accomplished on a small
area by employing a power rotary
sander and a 24-grit disc. If the area
is large or the paint is excessively
thick, it may be necessary to strip the
finish with chemicals. The label instructions of the manufacturer should
be followed when using any paint
1.emover.a
Sand the bare metal with a 50-grit or
finer disc after the'rotary sanding or
chemical stripping to remove the
coarser disc marks or any 'rust spots
and old paint left after stripping.
Then, sand any remaining good paint
with 400-grit abrasive following the
precautions listed for a surface in good
condition.
3. Before applying repair paint,
any base metal exposed in the above
sanding or stripping operations
should be treated with an acid metal
conditioner. These conditioners are
formulated specifically for use on
either plain steel or galvanized steel
@ t o promote adhesion and inhibit
corros~onformation under the paint
film if properly applied. Generally,
these chemicals are !irst cut with water in the amount specified on the suppliers label. They are then applied to
the surface with an acid brush; steel
wool, or a clean cloth. After a given
time (to allow the reaction to be completed), the excess conditioner is removed with water or by wiping the
surface with a water dampened cloth.
Immediately after the surface is dried,
a suitable primer or primer-surfacer
is applied. Until the undercoat is applied, care should be taken t o avoid
touching the treated surface with hands
or clothing.
4. Using masking tape and paper,
mask off all oinament's and'mouldings
that have not been removed within the
area to be-painted. Mask off the balance of the car to the extent necessary
to protect it from paint overspray. The
tape used should be as narrow as practical yet wide enough to' retain the

masking paper in place and provide a
clean breakline. The paper used should
be heavy (dense) enough to prevent the
paint overspray from bleeding through
it onto the masked surface. The use of
newspaper for masking should be confined to unpainted surfaces, such as
window glass or chrome bumpers,
since the paint solvents may dissolve
the newsprint and cause staining..

MIXING, THINNING A N D
F I L T E R I N G YAIN'I'
MATERIALS
All pigmented paint materials (primers, sealers, enamels or lacquers)
tend to settle out when stored. without
agitation. This makes it necessary to
restore these materials to a uniform
consistency and color before removal
from the original container for application. Failure to properly stir all
settled pigment into the liquid is the
cause of many paint problems. The
best way to insure good mixing is to
use a shaker or rocker type rejuvenator. Approximately 5 to 10 minutes of
zgitation is sufficient to properly restore quart, gallon, or 5-gallon size
containers of paint which have recently been packaged. If the material is
cold, or if it has been in storage for a
considerable period, the agitation time
required will be longer. If a rocker or
shaker type agitator of suitable size is
not available, the material may be
stirred by hand or with a motor driven
mixer. For hand mixing, use a clean
flat end steel or wood spatula with a
minimum width of one inch.
After the material has been properly
agitated, pour the amount required to
complete the job into a clean container. This container must be large enough
to hold the paint plus the recommended amount of reducing solvent. If this
empties the original container, wash
it clean with a small amount of the
reducing solvent and pour this into
the paint.
Primer-surfacers, enamels and lacquers are packaged at viscosities which
are normally higher than used for application. Accordingly, solvent must be
added to reduce this viscosity to a level that it can be properly atomized by
a spray gun. The type of solvent and
the amount to be added is always recommended by the paint manufacturer.
The reducing solvent should be added
to the paint i n the second container
while the m,ixture is being stirred.
In transferring the reduced paint to
the spray gun cup; it'is good practice
to filter the paint with'a fine mesh
wire or lint free cloth strainer. This

will insure removal of dirt, skins, pigments agglomerates, lint etc., which
have accumulated in handling and help
provide a finish free from excess dirt.

APPLY l N G
PRIMER-SURFACERS
Circled numbers reler to materials
and tools in Section 3.
Bare metal must be coated with a
primer, or combination primersurfacer,@before application of any
topcoat to promote good adhesion,
appearance and durability of the
finish. Specially formulated primers
are available and should be used over
zinc (galvanized) or aluminum metals.
Generally, a quick drying primersurfacer is used for steel instead
of a primer, since this type of undercoat will have good adhesion, fill minor
surface imperfections, sand easily, and
provide good holdout of the topcoat.
Primer-surfacers may be colored light
gray, dark gray, red oxide, white or
green to serve as a color ground coat to
help color match. They may be specially formulated for use under enamel,
under lacquers, or for all purpose
use under lacquers or enamels. It is
a matter of personal experience and
judgement to determine which to use
for a particular application. Generally
the following steps are used in applying
primer-surfacers.
1. Blow-off and then tack-off the
surface t o be primed.
2. Spray the first coat of primer-surface'r, flash off and follow with additional coats as needed to obtain the
desired dry film thickness. Primersurfacers are usually applied in thin,
wet coats with a short flash off time
between coats to obtain maximum
smoothness. If applied to a spot, the
primer-surface should extend just beyond the outer perimeter of the bare
metal.
3. Air dry, or force dry, the primersurfacer until it is sufficiently hard
before sanding or recoating. The type
of reducing solvent used,
the
amount of reducer used, the number of
coats applied, t h e flash time between
coats, and the drying time should all
be in accordance with the manufacturer's label instructions.
4. After drying the rimer-surfacers,
to any rougti
apply putty glaze
spots, deep scratches, etc. appearing
in the surface. Putty glaze is applied,
usually as it comes in the package without reduction, using a rubber squee-gee
or flexible blade putty knife.
5. When the putty has hardened
(usually less than an hour is required),
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sand the putty together with the primersurfacer using 400-grit abrasive paper.
Best results will be obtained if this
sanding is performed wet, by hand,
using a flat block. Respray and resand
all spots sanded through to bare metal.
6. Clean off all sanding residue,
dry-off all water, wipe the surface
with a naphtha dampened cloth, and
tack off before applying the next coats.
APPLYING SEALERS
AND TOPCOATS
Sealers

Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
Some material suppliers recommend
the application of a coat of sealer to
either the sanded original finish or to
sanded primer-surfacer before applying acrylic lacquer @ or acrylic
enamel. @ A sealer is a material
designed to improve the adhesion and
appearance of the topcoats. They are
usually formulated specifically for use
with acrylic lacquer or with acrylic
enamel. They are available in clear,
unpigmented form; or colored, white,
gray or red oxide, to promote better
color match. The use of a coat of
sealer may reduce the number of topcoats required especially with metallics
and some light pastel colors which are
somewhat low in hiding power. The
folloying steps are necessary when
applyingsealers.
1. Clean off all sanding residue.
Use water to rinse the surface if wet
sanding has been employed.
2. Dry off all water with compressed
air.
3. wipe'the surface with a naphtha
dampened cloth.
4. Tack off to remove lint and surface dirt.
5. Apply one medium wet coat
of sealer. If applied to a spot, the
sealer should extend just beyond the
outer perimeter of the sanded primersurfacer. Follow the manufacturers
label instructions regarding the amount
and type of solvent used for reduction.
6. Allow the sealer to air dry for
the specified time.
7. Tack off before applying topcoats. Sealers are not usually sanded.
However, with some formulations, a
slight spot scuff sanding is permitted
where necessary to remove dirt nibs.
The minimum air dry time required
will vary from a few minutes to an
hour; and often a maximum air dry
time will be specified to insure that
the topcoats will knit properly with
the sealer coat.

Enamels

Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
When applying air dry enamel, @
two full wet coats are normally required (three coats for metallic colors with
the third coat being a mist coat) to
obtain the proper color and film thickness. Since an enamel cules by a combination of solvent evaporation and
oxidation, the two most important
factors in successful application of
enamel are the solvent (reducer)
used and the flash time between coats.
These factors. must be properly balanced so that the desired thickness and
smoothness can be obtained, with a
minimum number of coats and without excessive air dry time between
coats. If excessive air dry time is
allowed between coats, the previous
coat partially surface cures and prevents proper fusion of subsequent
coats. Enamels are normally sprayed a t
45-50 Ibs. air pressure as measured
at the spray gun. This should be
sufficient pressure to properly atomize
(break up) the paint for smoothness
yet not too high to cause dryspray.
Although Acrylic enamels are extremely fast drying, they are designed
to flow-out and dry to a full gloss.
This should match the gloss of the
original finish without the necessity
for polishing. However, due to adverse
weather conditions or because of dry
spray application, the gloss may not
be as high as required. In this case,
allow the enamel to air dry overnight.
Then, the enamel may be lightly buffed
with a liquid cleaner and polish @
and a polishing wheel equipped with
a clean lambswool bonnet. @
Spot repair is usually not practical
with air dry enamels and panel repair
is required. A panel is defined as an
area bordered by mouldings, edges,
ornaments, or natural breaklines which
will serve to hide the demarcation line
between the repair paint and the original finish.
These are the steps to follow in
applying refinish enamels.
I. Before spraying enamel on the
repair area, blow off with compressed
air and tack off thoroughly to remove
all dust and lint.
2. Apply the first full, wet coat6
of enamel (Enamel must be reduced usually 25%-50% - with the amount and
type of solvent recommended by the
supplier).
3. Allow time for the first coat
solvent to flash off. (Be. sure this
time falls within the minimum and
maximum limits specified by the supplier).

4. Apply the second full, wet coat
of enamel.
5. Allow time for the second coat
solvent to flash off if a third coat is
to be applied.
6. Apply the third fog or mist
coat for color uniformity with metallics.
7. Air dry for the required minimum
time before handling; or force,dry with
heat for the time and at the temperature recommended by the supplier. The
force drying with heat, after about 5
minutes of flash drying, will speed up
the hardening of the film and can contribute to increased smoothness and
gloss. Some air dry enamels require a
small amount of additive to prevent
wrinkling or improve hardness, if they
are to be force dried.
8. The dry film thickness of enamel
should be around 2 mils (.002").
Lacquers

Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
Three to five full coats of air
are normally
dry acrylic lacquer
required to obtain proper color and
film thickness. An acrylic lacquer dries
quickly by solvent evaporation and
will attain 3ptimum hardness when all
of the solvent has left the film. With
this quick dry feature, dirt pickup after
spraying is less than with enamel, and
the work can be handled faster. However, acrylic lacquer usually requires
polishing and buffing to obtain a high
gloss. Normally at least four hours
of air dry time, preferably overnight,
should be allowed before polishing.
This can be speeded up by forcqdrying
with heat.
Spot repair with acrylic lacquer
is practical in many cases and should
be considered where the defective area
is small. However, special techniques
must be employed and are detailed
later.
Painting a Complete Panel. Circled numbers refer to materials and
tools in Section 3.
The following steps should be followed when applying acrylic lacquer
to complete panels.
I. Tack off the sealer coat or the
primer-surfacer and original finish, to
remove all dust and lint.
2. Apply 3 to 5 full coats cif
lacquer (acrylic lacquer must be reduced - usually 100 - 150% - with the
amount and'. type of thinner recommended by the supplier). @
3. Allow time between each coat
for the thinner to flash off (be sure
the flash time is in line with the
supplier's recommendation).
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4. Some suppliers may recommend
that a mist coat (thinner with a small
amount of color lacquer) is applied at
this point to blend in color, improve
gloss, and increase levelling to reduce the amount of polishing required.
Alternately, some suppliers recommend the application of a final buffer
coat (thinner with a small amount of
c!ear acrylic !acquer) to reduce color
change, scaling or burn through when
polishing.
5. Allow the combined coats to
air dry or force dry with heat (these
drying times and temperatures should
conform to those specified by the supplier).
6. Hand rub or machine polish. If
the surface is rough, the amount of
polishing required may be reduced by
first wet sanding with 400 o r finer grit
paper.
7. Touch up any cut-through spots
with acrylic lacquer, air dry, and then
re-polish.
8. Buff the surface using a clean
lambswool bonnet to produce a high
lustre.
Spot Repair. Circled numbers
refer to materials and tools in Section 3.
The following steps should be followed when spot repairing with acrylic
lacquer.
1. After the original f~nishor the
primer-surfacer, spot has been sanded
with 400-grit paper, clean off the sanding residue. Hand rub the outer edge
of the primer-surfacer and the sanded
portion of the original finish with
compound (or sand with 600-grit
paper) to remove primer overspray and
sand scratches.
2. Clean the area with a naphtha
dampened cloth and wipe dry with a
clean cloth.
3. Some suppliers may recommend
that a mist coat (thinner alone, or
thinner with a small amount of color
lacquer) be applied at this point to
the sanded and compounded area. AIternately some suppliers recommend
the appli'cation of a sealer coat. This
sealer coat should extend just beyond
the perimeter of the compounded
primer-surfacer, and after suitable air
dry time, the outer edge of the sealer
should be compounded to eliminate
dry spray.
4. Apply the first color coat (acrylic lacquer should be reduced - usually
100-150% - with the amount and type
of thinner recommended by the
supplier). This first spot coat should
be an even, wet co'at and extend just
slightly beyond the perimeter of the
primer-surfacer spot.

5. Allow the first coat solvents
to flash off (the amount of flash time
provided should be in line with the
suppliers recommendation).
6. Apply succeeding coats of
acrylic lacquer extending each coat just
slightly beyond the perimeter of the
previous coat, until the desired color
and film thickness is obtained. In the
two-gun system of sport repair, some
suppliers recommend the application of
a mist coat to the surface before the
application of each color coat; and
finally after the application of the last
color coat. The purpose of this mist
coat is to wet down and blend in any
dry overspray which forms at the outer
edge of the applied spot.
7. After application of the required
number of color coats, some suppliers
recommend that several buffer coats
(thinner with clear acrylic !acquer) be
applied to the spot. This buffer coat
serves to reduce color change, scaling,
or burn through during polishing.
8. Allow the combined coats to air
dry or force dry with heat (these drying times and temperature should conform to those specified by the supplier).
9. Polish, touch-up, and buff the
repair spot as described under panel
repair with acrylic lacquer.
Interior Paint Repairs
The finish on interior components
of passenger cars is either a low gloss
alkyd enamel (passenger area - instrument panel, window reveals, door inner
panel, etc.) or a low gloss vinyl organosol (station wagon - loading area).
Alkyd Enamel. Circled numbers
refer to materials and tools in Section 3.
The repair of the alkyd enamel is
performed usin a low gloss nitrocelluThis repair lacquer
lose lacquer.
is available in 6-02. aerosol spray cans
ready for use. The following procedure
should be used to make this type of
repair.
1. Wipe the surface with silicone
and wax remover @ using clean disposable rags or paper towels.
2. Dry sand the surface with 400grit paper to remove the defect and
feather-edge the original finish.
3. Wipe off sanding dusi, blow off,
and tack off the area.
4. Mask off adjacent areas with
tape and paper for protection from
paint overspray.
5. Spray one thin, wet coat of red
or .gray primer~surfacer@ (reduced
with the amount and type of solvent
recommended b y the supplier)
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on all bare metal areas.
6. Allow the primer-surfacer to air
dry, or force dry with lamps @
(follow the recommendations of the
supplier regarding time and temperature).
7. Dry sand the primer-surfacer
with a 400-grit paper.
8. Wipe off, blow-off, and tack
off the sanded surface.
9. Spray 3 to 5 single wet coats
of repair lacquer. Allow sufficient air
dry time between coats to provide a
smooth finish free'from sags or flooding.
10. Carefully remove the masking
and allow the lacquer to air dry until
hard before handling.
Vinyl Organosol Enamel. Circled
numbers refer to materials and tools
in Section 3.
The repair of the vinyl finish on
station wagon floor panels and adja-.
cent painted trim panels is done with
a synthetic-vinyl. enamel. @ This
enamel can be applied to minor
scratches or abrasions and requires
only air drying. However, when the
vinyl enamel is applied to complete
panels, such as service replacement
parts, it must be baked.
The following refinishing procedure is recommended.
1. Remove all traces of wax or
grease by wipin the surface with a
suitable cleaner, $using clean disposable rags or paper towels.
2. For minor repairs, scuff sand the
panel surface adjacent to the damaged
area. For complete panels, thoroughly
dry sand the entire surface, including
edge flanges, using 400-grit sandpaper.
3. Wipe off the area with a naphtha
dampened cloth, blow off with compressed air, and tack-off.
several coats of vinyl
I allowing sufficient flash
enm
: ?%
time between coats to obtain sufficient
film thickness for a good color match
and overall appearance. The recommendation of the supplier should be
followed for the number of coats, the
flash time between coats, the amount of
reduction and the type of reducing
solvent used. @
5. The paint can be air dried in
areas of minor repair. Paint applied to
complete panels or replacement parts
must be cured by baking 20 minutes
at 150-190 degrees F. The durability
will be advetsely affected if the paint
is not baked as specified.
6. If conventional baking facilities
are not available, a bank of portable
radiant heat. lamps @ set spproximately 15 inches from the panel can
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be used to obtain the required temperatures.
COLOR MATCHING THE
ORIGINAL FINISH
Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
There are two factors always existing which complicate the refinishers
task of obtaining a good color match
to the original finish. They are the
widespread use of metallic colors and
the variable weathering rate of different colors with the resultant color
change of the finish in service.
A metallic finish, as its name implies,
is one which contains small particles
of metal, usually aluminum, as part
of the pigmentation. The way these
particles are laying in the cured film
greatly affects the shade of color. If
the original finish was Sprayed dry,
the metal flakes will be trapped in a
random pattern on the surface and the
color will be light. If the original finish was sprayed wet, the flakes will
sink into the wet film, arranging themselves in a flat interleaf pattern parallel
to the surface, and the color will be
dark. When there are alternate wet
and dry areas the finish will appear
streaked or mottled.
The ~efinishermust closely examine
the original metallic finish arid decide
how fo spray the repair material to get
the same degree of wetness or dryness
and metal arrangement. To assist in
making this determination, clean off a
srr.all area of the unit, using some
liquid cleaner and polish if necessary
to remove any chalk and bring up the
gloss.
The next step is to select a can of
the proper color and thoroughly mix
the material. Agitating the can on a
shaker for a period of time (usually
5-10 minutes) is the best way to in-

sure that all of the settled pigment is
re-dispersed. Then, reduce a quantity
of the repair paint as recommended
by the supplier. Spray a scrap panel
and allow it to dry. Spraying is recommended since material sprayed
will have a different color than if
brushed, dipped or flow-coated.
Drying is necessary since a wet film
will have a different color than one
which has been allowed to dry.
Polish the panel if its gloss is
low when dry. This is necessary since
a low gloss finish will have different
reflectance and color than a high
gloss finish. Then, compare the panel
with the original finish.
If the color on the test panel is
ton light (dry), one or more of the
following adjustments can be made to
darken the metallic color.
1. Open the fluid adjustment on the
spray gun.
2. Decrease the fan paitern on the
gun.
3. Decrease the air pressure to
the gun.
4. Slow down the spray stroke.
5. Decrease the distance between
the gun and the work.
6. Use a slower evaporating solvent.
7. Decrease the flash time between
coats.
If the color on the test panel is too
dark (wet), one or more of the following adjustments can be made to lighten
the metallic color.

1. Close the fluid adjustment on the
spray gun.
2. Increase the fan pattern on the
gun.
3. Increase the air pressure to the
gun.
4. Speed up the spray stroke.
5. Increase the distance between
the gun and the work.
6. Use a faster evaporating solvent.
7. Increase the flash time between
coats.
When the panel match is acceptable,
proceed to paint the car.
If a match cannot be obtained, it will
be necessary to tinf the repair material;
either because the repair material is a
different color than the original finish
(if new); or the original finish has
changed color with time and exposure
to sunlight. Single pi ment enamels,
@ and lacquers,
of various
colors are available for tinting purposes. Enamel tinting colors should
not be used for lacquers; and likewise
lacquer tinting colors should not be
used for enamels.
The following color shading chart
will serve as a guide to determine the
proper tinting color to add to effect
a match to the original finish.

INDUSTRIAL FALLOUT REMOVAL
Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.
1. First wash the car with body wash
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tions. They can usually be removed by
detergent compound a t o remove any
rubbing vigoro~lslywith a cloth saturloose soil. Rinse well and examine the
ated with silicone a.qd wax r ~ m o v a r@
.
painted surfaces for iron base fall-out
particles. If there is a significant quantity of fall-out not removed by ordinary
V I N Y L TAPE ACCENT
washing, the oxalic treatment should
STRIPE APPLICATION
then be used. All cracks, ledges, gro1. The room temperature and the
oves, etc., where fall-out has accumu1atk.d should be cleaned by wiping
surface temperature of the vehicle
or by air blow-off.
must be at least 60 degrees F.
2. Apply industrial, fall-out remover
2. Clean the surface with a.naptha
@ (oxalic acid-water solution) liberalbase cleaner to remove dirt, grease,
ly to all affected surfaces of the vehicle
and old striping adhesive. Remove all
with a large sponge. Use a broad
naptha residue from the area and
wiping stroke and keep the work com- . allow the surface to dry thoroughly.
pletely wet for about fifteen minutes,
3. Position the stripe transfer
or until the operator can no longer
tape to the panel. Allow I / 16 inch
feel any surface roughness or even
for wrap around at each end of the
isolated gritty particles with bare or
panel and cut the transfer to size.
gloved finger tips. If this is not done
D o not remove the transfer from the
thoroughly, rust staining may soon
paper.
redevelop. Again, it is most important
4. Position the transfer tape to
that the work be kept wet, since a dry
the panel and hold in position with
acid residue is not active in loosening
small tabs of masking tape. Be sure
fall-out. Be sure that the entire acid
the stripe is aligned with the stripe
cleaning procedure is performed in a
on adjacent panels.
sheltered area so that the work will
5. Remove the forward tab(s) of
be kept as cool as possible and premasking tape and fold the transfer
vent rapid evaporation of water and
tape backward. Peel the carrier paper
consequent surface drying. DO N O T
(self adhesive side) from the end of
WORK I N T H E S U N . Even a strong
the transfer tape to'the center of the
breeze makes it difficult to keep the
transfer tape and cut the carrier
job wet over a large area.
paper off.
3. Rinse the area with clear water.
6. Allow the stripe transfer tape
This must be done very thoroughly to
to fold back ir~tothe aligned position
prevent possible corrosion.
and press the stripe and tape evenly
N o traces of acid should be left on
from the center of the panel to the
any surface. Bright trim parts, particuend of the panel. Then, squeegee t h e
larly anodized aluminum and stainless
stripe transfer tapz from the center
steel may be stained by prolonged conof the panel toward the end of the
tact with the cleaning solution. Even
panel. Use extreme care to assure
2

painted areas can be spotted by prolonged exposure. I t is also important
to keep the oxalic acid cleaner solution from leaking inboard because
some fabrics might be bleached or
discolored by the same.

I f the fall-out is not completely removed or is deeply imbedded in the
paint film, cleaning with the acid detergent mixture must be repeated. This
may be aided by using a fine nylon
bristle type scrub brush. Be sure that
the light scrubbing required does not
scratch the paint. Rubbing the work
with a mixture of equal parts of the
oxalic acid cleaner and body polish
@ using a piece of heavy toweling is also sometimes helpful. Again
thorough water rinsing is extremely
important.
Small black spots may remain
after the oxalic cleaning has removed
all iron based fall-out. These deposits
might be asphaltic or over-spray from
certain air-dry paints used in the engine
compartment during assembly opera-

that the tape is aligned with, the adjacent panel. I f i t is misaligned, it
should be removed with naptha base
cleaner and another tape applied.

7. Remove the center and rear
tabs of masking tape and fold the transfer tape forward. Peel off the remaining
carrier paper from the transfer 'ape
and allow the stripe transfer tap; t~
fold back into the aligned position.
Press the stripe and tape evenly from
the center to the end of the panel.
8. Squeegee the stripe transfer
tape from the center to the rear of
the panel.
9. Trim excess stripe transfer
tape from the ends and wrap the transfer tape around the ends of the panel.
Then, squeegee the wrap around areas.
10. Remove the piotective paper
from the stripe.
PRESSURE SENSITIVE
WOOD-GRAIN TRANSFER

Circled numbers refer to materials
and tools in Section 3.

1. Remove the wood-grain plastic
trim rail(s) or mouldings.
2. Clean the surface to be sure it
is free of dirt, oil, wax and/or other
foreign material. Use a clean rag,
paper towel or sponge wet with
Silicone and Wax Remover @. Be
sure .the flanges, corners and any
depressions are clean to assure maximum transfer adhesion.

.

3, Repair the panel by metal
finishing, if required.
4. If the original grained transfer
has been damaged (scratched or cut) or
partially removed during metal finishing, the damaged area Should be sanded smooth and the original transfer
film feather-edged with 320-grit or
finer sandpaper.
5. Apply Lacquer Spot Putty @
to the damaged area with a squeegee
or flexible glazing knife to build up
the surface to the level of the original
film. This should be done only on a
small area. If the damaged area is
large, apply primer @ with a spray
gun to build up the surface to the
level of the original film.
6. Allow the primer or spot putty
to dry thoroughly. Then, sand the primer and the entire grained panel with
320-grit or finer sandpaper. Repeat
step 5 if necessary.
7. I f the repair is being made to
a door, trim the existing transfer film
from the leading and trailing edges of
the panel. Sand the edges of the panel
and the inner surface of the flanges.
Use the same procedure for the trailing
edge of the fender and the leading edge
of the quarter panel.
8. Prepare a wetting solution by
mixing one ounce Liquid Car Wash
@in a pall of warm water.
9. Cut the repair transfer @
to the desired size, using care to align
the wood grain with the surrounding
panels.
10. Place the transfer face down
on a clean bench or other suitable
flat surface and pull the paper backing off the transfer film. Be careful not to stretch or tear the transfer film.
11. Apply the wetting solution lib-

erally to the tacky side of the transfer and to the panel being repaired
with a rag or sponge. I t is extremely
important that the vehicle panel surface, the transfer film and the wetting solution all be at a moderate
temperature (at least 65 degrees F )
when performing this repair. Live steam

hot water or an electrically heated
air blower may be used to warm the
panel. It may also be used to soften
the repair transfer film to make it
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conform to the vehicle panel and to
aid in bending the transfer around
the panel edges.
12. Position the transfer film on
the panel. The presence of the wetting solution will help to prevent
the pressure sensitive adhesive from
sticking to the panel. This permits
moving the transfer film to align the
simulated caulk lines or wood grain
pattern with the adjacent panels.
13. Smooth the transfer film on

3

- Paint

the panel with a rag or sponge wet
with the wetting solution to remove
large air pockets.
14. Squeegee the transfer film on
the panel, working from the high point
of a contour line on the panel. This
will remove the wetting solution from
between the transfer film and the
panel and allow the adhesive on the
film to stick to the panel. Remove
any air or water bubbles as necessary
by pricking them with a pin, and squee-

geeing.
15. Wrap the transfer film around
the edges of door and quarter panels
and the trailing edge of the front
fender (as applicable). Apply heat to
the edges and press the transfer film
firmly against the flange, and squeegee.
16. Wipe the surface dry with a
clean soft cloth and install the grained
plastic trim rails or mouldings.

MATERIALS A N D TOOLS

The following list of materials and
tools have been found to be acceptable
TEXT
REF.
MATERIAL OR TOOL
NO.
DESCRIPTION
1. Wheel Polishing Compound

-

2. Polishing Wheel Rt. Angle
Air Driven Sander
3. Polishing Discs
4. Hand Rubbing Compound

5. Body Washing Detergent Comp.
6. Silicone & Wax Remover
7. Paint Remover
8. Acid Metal Conditioners
For Steel
For Zinc, Galvanize
9. Primer-Surfacers -All Purpose
Gray
Red Oxide
10. Spot Putty -Gray
11. Lacquer Thinners (Primer.
Surfacer Reducers)
Slow Dry
Mod. Fast Dry
All Purpose
12. Sealer -Acrylic Enamel
Med. Gray
Red Oxide
Lt. Gray
13. Sealer -Acrylic Lacquer
Med. Gray
14. Acrylic Air Dry Enamel

in performing the paint repairs descritjed in Part 17-2. It is intended

SUPPLIER OR P.&A
CODE NUMBER
R.S.D. /16 or
Sno-Flake /16
Par ko / l 6
AR60-3789-A
#7939.SFP
#80078
Amcor #5
R.S.D. 140 or
Sno- Flake /40
AR60-3789-A
198521
DL60-3721-A
Strip -Prep 166
Formula A
Metalprep /79
Parco Cleaner #260
Lit hof or m /2
Bonderi t e #34

to serve only as a guide, and equivalent alternates may be used if available.

SOURCE

FORD SPEC. NO.

Amchem Prod. Inc., Ferndale, Mich.

M-110-13

Park Chemical Co., Detroit, Mich.
Autolite - Ford Parts Div.
Aro Corp., Bryan, Ohio

M.11B.13
M-110-13

McAleer Mfg. Co., Detroit
Schlegel Mfg. Co., Birmingham. Mich.
Amchem Prod. Inc., Ferndale, Mich.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Amchem Prod. Inc., Ferndale, Mich.
Klean Strip Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Amchem Prod. Inc., Ferndale, Mich.
Parker Rustproof Co., Detroit, Mich.
Amchem Prod. Inc., Ferndale, Mich.
Parker Rustproof Co., Detroit, Mich.

M-110-12

ESR-M5B181-A
ESR-M5B67-A

M-50-167-A
M-50-167-A
M-3B-31-A (F)
M-30.31-A (F)

M-61-12-D
M-61-13-D
C3AZ-190542-A
(R-148-A)

Autolite - Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.

ESB-M6176-A
ESB-M6177-A

M-141645
M-141646
M-141647

Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.

M- 141 19
M- 14118
M-14120

AE-60-12A
DL-60-13A
DL-60.14A

Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.

AR-60-13A
AE-60 (All Colors)

Autolite -Ford Parts Div.
Autolite -Ford Parts Div.

ESB-M1JlO2-B
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IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS AND REPAIRS

HOOD ADJUSTMENTS
The hood is provided with fore
and aft. vertical, and side-to-side
adjustments (Fig. I). These directions refer to the position of the
hood when it is fully lowered. The
elongated bolt slots in the hinge at
the hood provide the side-to-side
adjustment. The enlarged holes in
the hinge at the fender apron provide both vertical and fore and aft
adiustments.
Hood bumpers, located on the top
left and the top right surface of the
radiator support, can be adjusted up
and down to provide a level surface
alignment of the hood panel with
the-front fenders.

LATCH DOWEL

AUXILIARY CATCH STRIKER

HOOD LATCH

AUXILIARY CATCH

f/G-2-Hood

N 1184-C

Latch Mechanism-Cougar

HOOD LATCH ADJUSTMENTCOUGAR
Before adjusting the hood latch
mechanism, make certain that the
hood is properly aligned. The hood
latch (Fig. 2) can be moved fore or
aft and side to side to align it with
the latch dowel. The auxiliary catch
can be adjusted to engage the
hood latch catch.
I. Loosen the hood latch attaching bolts. Move the latch assembly
as required to align it with the latch
dowel on the hood.
2. Tighten the attaching bolts.
3. Loosen the lock nut on the
hood latch dowel and turn the dowel
inward to adjust the hood tighter,
or outward to loosen the adjustment.
D o not bend the hood latch dowel.

FIG. I-Hood
- Typical

Hinge Installation

4. The latch dowel is adjusted
correctly when the top of the hood
is flush with the fenders, when latched.

f I G . 3 - T ~ ~ i c a l Hood LatchMontego, Fairlane, a n d Mustang
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5. Tighten the dowel lock nut
after adjusting the latch dowel.
6. To adjust the auxiliary catch
striker, loosen the two attaching
screws and position the catch correctly. Tighten the screws and lower
the hood to make certain the auxiliary catch striker engages the hood
latch auxiliary catch.
7. Open and close the hood several times to be certain that the latch
mechanism is secure.
HOOD LATCH ADJUSTMENTMONTEGO, FAIRLANE,
AND MUSTANG
1. With the hood open loosen the

2

hood latch retaining screws (Fig. 3).

2. Move the hood latch mechanism
as required to align it with the latch
striker.
3. Tighten the latch retaining
screws. Open and close the hood several times to be sure that it latches
securely.

HOOD LATCH ADJUSTMENTFALCON
Before adjusting the hood latch,
make certain that the hood is properly

aligned. The
justed up and
side to align
hook attached

hood latch can be addown and from side to
it with the hood latch
to the hood.

I. Loosen the two hood latch attaching screws. Move the latch' up
or doyn and from side to side as required for proper alignment with the
hood latch hook.

2. Tighten the hood latch attaching bolts and check the operation
and alignment of the latch. Be sure
that the hood is securely latched after adjustment.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
4. Adjust the hood for a proper fit.

HOOD HINGE
1. Prop the front of the hood in
the open position and cover the
fender and cowl panel.
2. Remove the hinge-to-hood retaining bolts, the retaining bolts at
the fender apron and cowl (Fig. I),
and remove the hinge.
3. Position the hood hinge to the
body and install the hinge retaining
bolts.

HOOD LATCH - MONTEGO,
FAIRLANE, AND MUSTANG
1. Open the hood and remove the
two latch attaching screws and remove
the latch assembly.
2. Position the latch assembly to
the hood and install the two attaching
screws.
3. Adjust the latch assembly as

STONE DEFLECTOR
EXTENSION 17A939 178853

---

FIG. 4-Radiator

Grille Installation-Montego

outlined in Section 1.
HOOD LATCH - COUGAR
1. Open the hood and remove six
bolts attaching the hood latch support
to the support braces. Then, remove
the hood latch and support from the
vehicle.
2. Remove two bolts attaching tne
latch to the support and separate
the latch from the support.
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3. Position the latch to the support and install the two attaching
bolts.
4. Position the support to the support braces and install the six attaching screws.
5. Adjust the hood latch and
dowel.

RADIATOR GRILLE-MONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Remove the headlight doors.
2. Remove the grille center attaching screws (Fig. 4) and remove
the grille center section.
3. Remove four screws from each
grille side section and remove the
side sections.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the grille side sections to the vehicle and install the
attaching screws.
2. Position
the grille center
section t o the vehicle and install the
attaching screws.
3. Install the headlight doors.

RADIATOR GRILLE-FALCON
REMOVAL
1. Remove the headlight door re-

FIG. 5-Falcon

Grille Installation

taining screws and remove the headlight doors.
2. Remove one screw from each
end of the grille at the headlight
housing.
3. Remove one screw attaching the
lower edge of the grille to the radiator
support on each side of the radiator.
4. Remove one screw attaching the
grille to each grille support and remove the grille.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the grille to the vehicle
and install one screw at each end of
the grille to attach it to the headlight
housings (Fig. 5).
2. Install the two grille to grille
support attaching screws.
3. Install the two screws attaching
the grille lower edge to the radiator
support.
4. Install the headlight doors.

RADIATOR GRILLE-FAIRLANE
REMOVAL
I. Disconnect the headlight wires
from the headlight bulbs.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the grille center support to the hood
latch hook support (Fig. 6).

3. Remove one screw attaching the
grille center support to the stone
deflector (Fig. 6).
4. Remove two screws attaching
each headlight housing to the front
fenders.
5. Remove two screws attaching
each headlight housing to the grille
outer support (Fig. 6).
6. Remove the grille, grille center support and the headlight housings
from the vehicle as an assembly.
7. Remove the headlight doors from
the grille.
8. Remove four screws attaching
each headlight housing to the grille
and remove the headlight housings.
9. Remove two screws attaching
the ,grille center support to the grille
and remove the support.
10. Remove the ornament from
the grille.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the ornament to the
grille and install the two attaching
screws.
2. Position the grille center support to the grille and install the two
attaching screws.
3. Position the headlight housings to the grille and install the attaching screws.
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FIG. 6-Radiator

Grille Installation-Fairlane

FIG. 7-Mustang

Grille and Related Parts
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4. Position
the
grille,
grille
centei support and the headlight
housings to the vehicle.
5. Install two screws attaching
each headlight housing to the grille
outer support.
6. Install two screws attaching
each headlight housing to the front
fenders.
7. Install one screw attaching
the grille center support to the stone
deflector.
8. Install two screws attaching
the grille center support to the hood
latch hook support.
9. Connect the headlight wires
to the headlight bulbs and align the
headlights (Section 15).
10. Install the headlight doors.
RADl AT OR GRILLE-MUSTANG
REMOVAL

1. Open the hood and remove five
grille center bar retaining nuts. Then,
remove the grille center bars and
medallion from the grille.
2. Remove the hood bumper from
each side of the hood opening at the
grille.
3. Remove two screws attaching
each end of the grille to the grille
panel (Fig. 7).

NG. 8-Cougar

Grille-Disassembled

4. Remove two screws attaching
!he grille to the hood latch hook support.
5. Remove seven screws attaching
the grille to the stone deflector and
grille panel and remove the grille from
the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the grille to the stone
deflector and grille panel and install
the seven grille to stone deflector
attaching screws.
2. Install two screws attaching
each end of the grille to the grille
panel.
3. Install the hood bumper on
each side of the hood opening at the
grille (Fig. 7).
4. Install two screws attaching
the grille to the hood latch hook
support.
5. Position the grille center bars
and medallion to the grille and install
the five retaining nuts.
RADIATOR GRILLERIGHT SIDE-COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Open the hood and remove
four screws attaching the center panel
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to the hood latch support brace
(F.ig. 8).
2. Disconnect the battery cables
and remove the battery from the
vehicle.
3. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
from the headlight cover vacuum
actuator.
4. Disconnect the headfight and
parking light wires at the wire
conneclor.
5, R,a~sethe vehicle as required
Brd remove the right parking light
from the front bumper for clearance.
6. Remove two stone deflector to
hinge support attaching screws
(Fig. 8).
7. Lower the vehicle and remove
two screws attaching the right radiator grille to the hood latch support
brace (Fig. 8).
8. Remove four screws attaching
the hinge support and grille assembly to the radiator support. Then,
remove the hinge support and right
grille assembly from the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the hinge support and
grille assembly to the vehicle and
loosely install the four screws attaching the assembly to the radiator support (Fig. 8).
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panel to the hood latch support
brace (Fig. 8).
2. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
from the headlight cover vacuum
actuator and remove the two vacuum hose clips.
3. Disconnect the headlight and
parking light wires at the wire connector.
4. Raise the vehicle as required
and remove the left parking light
from the front bumper for clearance.
5. Disconnect the vacuum hoses
from the vacuum tank. and remove
the vacuum tank from under the
left front fender.
6. Remove two hinge support to
radiator support attaching screws
from under the left front fender.
7. Remove two stone deflector to
hinge support attaching screws (Fig.
8).
8. Lower the vehicle and remove
two screws attaching the left radiator
grille assembly to the hood latch
support brace (Fig. 8).
9. Remove two hinge support to
stone deflector attaching screws located under the hood and remove the
hinge support and left grille assembly from the vehicle (Fig. 8).

2. Install two screws attaching
the radiator grille to the hood latch
support brace. Do not tighten the
screws at'this time.
3. Raise the vehicle and install
the two stone deflector to hinge support attaeb~ngscrews (Fig. 8). Tighten the screws and install the parking
light In the bumper. Then, lower the
vehicle.
4. Tighten the remaining six grille
and hinge support attaching screws.
5. Connect the headlight and parking light wires at the connector and
insert the wires in the wire retaining
clip.
6. Connect the vacuum hoses to
the headlight cover vacuum actuator.
7. Position the center panel to
the hood latch support brace and install the four attaching screws.
8. Install the battery in the vehicle and connect the battery cables.
9. Start the engine and check the
operation and adjustment of the headlight covers. Refer to Group 15.
RADIATOR GRILLELEFT SIDE - COUGAR

REMOVAL

INSTALLATION

1. Open

four

the hood and remove
screws attaching the center

1. Position the hinge support and

OUTER ARM 17754-5

I

FIG. 9-Front

Bumper Installation-Falcon

grille assembly to the vehicle and
loosely install the two hinge support
to radiator support attaching screws
located under the hood.
2. Install two screws attaching the
radiator grille to the hood latch support brace. Do not tighten the screws
at this time.
3. Raise the vehicle as required
and install the two stone deflector
to hinge support attaching screws
and the two radiator support to
hinge support attaching screws. Tighten the screws and install the parking
light in the bumper.
4. Install the vacuum tank and
lower the vehicle.
5. Tighten the remaining four
grille and hinge support ,attaching
screws.
6. Connect the headljght and parking light wires a t the connector and
insert the wires in the wire retaining
clip.
7. R o u t e the vacuum hoses and
connect them to the vacuum actuator
and vacuum tank. Then, install the
hose retaining clips.
8. Position the center panel to
the hood latch support brace and install the four attaching screws.
9. Start the engine and check the
operation and adjustment of the headlight covers. Refer to Group 15.
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Bumper Installation-Montego
FRONT BUMPER-FAIRLANE

FRONT BUMPER-FALCON
REMOVAL

I. Remove two screws attaching
each parking light to the bumper and
allow the parking lights to hang by
the wires.
2. Remove eight bumper attaching
bolts and nuts and remove the bumper
from the vehicle (Fig. 9).
3. Remove the license plate,
license plate bracket and the two
anti-rattlers from the bumper (Fig. 9).

each parking light to the bumper and
allow the parking lights to hang by
the wires.
2. Remove one bolt attaching the
bumper to the center reinforcement
(Fig. 10).
3. Remove two bolts attaching the
bumper to the reinforcement (Fig. 10).
4. Remove six nuts, washers and
bolts attaching the bumper to the
bumper arms and remove the bumper
from the vehicle (Fig. 10).
5. Remove the license plate, license plate bracket and anti-rattlers
from the bumper.

REMOVAL

I. Remove two bolts attaching
the bumper arms to the frame rails
on each side of the vehicle (Fig. 11).
Pull the bumper and bumper arms
from the vehicle.
2. Remove the inner arm, outer
arm and end mounting bracket from
each end of the bumper.
3. Remove the lower extension
from the bumper (Fig. I I).
4. Remove the license plate rubber bumpers from the bumper.
INSTALLA'rION

I. lnstall the anti-rattlers, license
plate bracket and license plate on the
bumper.
2. Position the bumper to the
bumper arms with spacers between
the bumper and the bumper arms as
shown in Fig. 9. Then, install the
eight bolts, washers and nuts.
3. Align the bumper for a good
appearance fit and tighten the retaining nuts.
4. Position the parking lights
to the bumper and install the attaching screws.
FRONT BUMPER-MONTEGO
REMOVAL

I. Remove two screws attaching

I. lnstall the anti-rattlers, license
plate bracket and license plate on the
bumper.
2. Position the bumper to the vehicle with spacers between the bumper
and bumper arms as shown in Fig.
10. Then, install the six attaching
bolts, washers and nuts.
3. lnstall the two bolts attaching
the bumper to the reinforcement.
4. lnstall the one bolt attaching
the lower center of the bumper to the
center reinforcement (Fig. 10).
5. Align the bumper for a good
appearance fit and tighten the attaching bolts and nuts.
6. Position the parking lights
to the bumper and install the attaching screws.

I. lnstall the license plate rubber
bumpers i n the bumper.
2. lnstall the lower extension on
the bumper.
3. Install the inner arm, outer
arm, and end mounting bracket on
each end of the bumper with the
spacers, shim, and insulator positioned as shown in Fig. I I .
4. Position the bumper to the
vehicle and install the bumper arm to
frame side rail attaching bolts.
5. Align the bumper for a good
appearance fit and tighten the attaching bolts.
FRONT BUMPER-MUSTANG
REMOVAL

I. Raise the car to provide working access.
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SPACER 17A924

N 1674-A

FIG. 7 I-Fairlane

I

Front Bumper Installation

VIEW A ,

FIG. 72-Mustang

Front Bumper lnstallation

N i3ebn
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2. Tape the stone deflector to
prevent scratching the paint finish.
3. Remove the left and right end
bracket bolts from the fenders.
4. Remove the bumper bar-toinner arm and the bumper bar-toouter arm retaining bolts from each
side of the bumper (Fig. 12). Remove
the bumper and end brackets as an
assembly.

inner arm (Fig. 12) and remove the
guard assembly.
3. Transfer the nut and retainer
assembly and the rubber spacer to
the new bumper guard (Fig. 12,
View B).
4. Position the bumper guard
assembly to the bumper.
5. Install
the
two
retaining
screws.

INSTALLATION
I. Transfer the end brackets to
the new bumper.
2. Position the bumper on the
car. Install the bumper bar-to-inner
arm and the bumper bar-to-outer
arm retaining bolts.
3. Install the end bracket retaining bolts.
4. Remove the protective tape
from the stone deflector and lower the
car.
FRONT BUMPER
GUARD-MUSTANG
I. Remove the screw and
retaining the bumper guard
frame lower side rail (Fig. 12).
2. Remove the screw and
retaining the bumper guard

FIG. 13-Cougar

washer
to the
washer
t o the

Front Bumper

FRONT BUMPER-COUGAR

REMOVAL

I. Raise the vehicle and remove
two screws retaining each bumper
guard to the bumper arm and
frame and remove the bumper
guards.
2. Disconnect the parking light
wires and remove the valance panel
below the bumper (Fig. 13).
3. Remove the screw attaching
each bumper arm to fender brace
at the bumper arm.
4. Remove two bolts attaching
each bumper arm to the frame rails
and remove the bumper from the
vehicle.
5. Remove the outer and inner
arms from the bumper.
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I. Transfer the rubber pad from
each end of the bumper t o the new
bumper if bumper replacement is
necessary.
2. Install the inner and outer
arms on the bumper.
3. Position the bumper to the
vehicle and install the inner and outer
arm to frame rail attaching bolts.
4. Install the screws attaching
the fender brace to the bumper arm.
5. Adjust the bumper for proper
vehicle appearance and tighten all
attaching bolts and nuts.
6. Install the valance panel below the bumper and connect the parking light wires.
7. Install the bumper guards.
REAR BUMPER-FALCON
EXCEPT MODEL 7 1

REMOVAL

I. Remove the screws retaining
the license plate lamp assembly to
the rear bumper.
2. Remove the rear license plate.
3. Remove the four bumper armto-frame retaining bolts (Fig. 14),
and remove the bumper assembly.
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.

BUMPER ARM- 17A929

I -

LOWER EXTENSION

FIG. 74-Falcon

178875

Rear Bumper Installation

INSTALLATION
1. Transfer the rear bumper arms,
bumper lower extension and rubber
bumper to the new bumper.
2. Position the bumper assembly
on the car and install the bumper
arm-to-frame retaining bolts.
3. Position the license plate lamp
assembly to the bumper and install
the retaining bolts.
4. lnstall the license plate.

REAR BUMPER-MONTEGO
AND FAIRLANE EXCEPT
MODEL 66 AND 7 1
REMOVAL
1. Open the luggage compartment.
Disconnect the license light wiring
connector and push the license light
wire out of its routing grommet.
2. Remove the spare tire and
wheel assembly.
3. From beneath the car, remove
the -access covers. from the. lower
bumper arm-to-body lower panel retaining screw and washer assemblies.
4. Remove, the bumper arm-tobody lower panel retaining,screw and
washer assemblies (Figs. 15 and 16).
5. From inside the luggage compartment, remove the upper arms-to-

lower back panel retaining screw and
washer assemblies (Figs. I5 and 16).
Remove the bumper assembly from
the car and place it on a bench.
6. MONTEGO
(MODEL
63)
A N D FAIRLAME ONLY: Remove
the screw and washer assemblies retaining the license plate support bracket to the impact bar (Fig. 15). and
remove the license plate support
bracket assembly from the impact bar.

7. Remove 'the rubber license support bra~ket~to-impactbar bumpers
(Figs. 15 and 16).
8. Remove the bumper outer and
inner arm-to-impact bar retaining
bolts and spacers (Figs 15 and 16).
Remove the outer and inner arms
from the impact bar.

the license plate support on the impact bar.
4. Position the bumper assembly
on the car. Feed the license plate
light wire through its routing grommet in the lower back panel and
start one upper arm-to-body retaining screw on each side.
5. Shift the bumper assembly as
necessary for proper alignment and
install the remaining bumper armto-body retaining screws. Torque the
retaining screws to 25 to 38 ft-lbs
specification.
6. lnstall the lower bumper armto-lower back panel retaining screw
access covers.
7. Install the spare tire and wheel
assembly. Connect the license plate
light wiring connector.

INSTALLATION
REAR BUMPER-MUSTANG
I. Insert the bumper inner and
outer arm-to-impact bar retaining
bolts in the impact bar. lnstall the
spacers and the inner and outer
arms on the impact bar (Figs. 15 and
16). .Torque the retaining nuts to 17
to 23 ft-lbs.
2. Install the license plate support
rubber bumpers on the impact bar.
3. MONTEGO
(MODEL
63)
A N D FAIRLANE ONLY: lnstall

REMOVAL

I. Open the luggage cbmpartment. Remove the spare wheel and
disconnect the license light wiring
connector.
2. Remove the four bumper
mounting bracket-to-body .retaining
bolts and remove the bumper assembly (Fig. 17).
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SPACER 17A924

VIEW-A

REAR BUMPER MPACT BAR 17906

I

MODEL 63 ONLY

LICENSE BRACKET
SUPPORT 13393
BOLT 17758

FIG. 75-Montego

~ o d e '63
l and Fairlane Rear Bumper Installation

REINFORCEMENT 17A914

SEAL 40996 (2 REQD)

INNER ARM 17A971

>----+

SPACER 17A924

FIG. 76-Montego

Rear Bumper lnstallation - Models 54, 65, and 76

3. Remove the four bumper-tomounting bracket retaining bolts and
remove the brackets (Fig. 17).
4. Remove the two license plate
light and bracket retaining screws
and remove the light and bracket.

I NSrALLATION
1. Position the license plate light
and bracket on the bumper and install the two retaining screws.
2. Position the bumper mounting

brackets on the bumper and install
the bumper-to-mounting bracket retaining bolts.
3. Position the bumper assembly
to the vehicle. Start one bumper
bracket to body attaching bolt on
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Rear Bumper Installation

each side. Then, adjust the bumper
for proper alignment and install the
remaining bumper bracket attaching
bolts.
4. Connect the license light wiring
and install the spare wheel.

REAR BUMPER
GUARD-MUSTANG
REMOVAL
I. Open the luggage compartment door and remove the spare tire
assembly to provide access to the
bumper guard upper retaining screw
and washer.
2. From inside the luggage compartment, remove the guard upper retaining screw (Fig. 17).
3. From beneath the car, remove
the guard lower retaining screw (Fig.
17). Remove the bumper guard.
INSTALLATION
I. Transfer the two nuts and retainers to the new bumper guard.
2. Position the bumper guard on
the car and install the two retaining
screws.
3. Install the spare tire assembly.

REAR BUMPER-COUGAR

REAR BUMPER-MODELS
A N D 71

66

REMOVAL
REMOVAL
I. Open the luggage compartment
door and remove the rear lining
boards from the back panel.
2. Remove four bolts attaching
the bumper and mounting brackets
to the back panel and remove the
bumper (Fig. 18).
3. Remove two bolts and nuts
attaching each mounting bracket
to the bumper and remove the brackets from the bumper.
4. Remove the anti-squeak pads
from each end of the bumper.
INSTALLATION
1. Install the anti-squeak pads on
the bumper.
2. Position the mounting brackets
to the bumper and install the attaching bolts and nuts (Fig. IS).
3. Position the bumper and mounting brackets to the back panel and
install the attaching bolts. and lock
washers. Adjust the bumper and
tighten the attaching bolts.
' 4. Position the rear lining boards
to the back panel and install the attaching screws.

I. Disconnect the license plate
lights at the connectors and remove
the lights from the bumper.
2. Remove the license plate from
the bumper.
3. Remove four nuts and bolts
attaching the bumper arms to the
frame rails and remove the bumper
(Fig. 19).
4. Remove the outer arms from
the bumper.
5. Falcon Only: Remove four bolts
and nuts and remove the inner arms
from the bumper.
6. Fairlane and Montego Only:
Remove two reinforcement attaching
bolts and nuts and four inner arm
attaching bolts and nuts to remove
the reinforcement and inner arms
from the bumper.
7. Transfer the license plate
retainers and rubber bumper to the
new bumper.
INSTALLATION
I. Fairlane and Montego Only:
Position the reinforcement and inner
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nut.
4. Position the bumper to the vehicle and loosely install the four attaching bolts and nuts. Align the
bumper and tighten the bolts and
nuts.

5. Install the license plate.
6. Install the license plate lights
and connect the wires at the connector.

EXTERIOR MOULDINGS
Before removing the exterior mouldings, it should be determined by the
type of retainer used whether a respective door, quarter or luggage
compartment trim panel must first be
removed to provide access (Figs. 20
through 4 I).

FIG. 18-Cougar

Rear Bumper Installation

CLIP 371141.532
WE!#-*
TYPICAL

FIG. 19-Rear

N 1-A

Bumper Installation-Models

arms to the bumper with spacers inserted between the arms and bumper.
Then, install the attaching bolts and
nuts.
2. Falcon Only: Position the
inner arms to the bumper. Insert

66 a n d 71

spacers between the inner arms and
install the four attaching bolts and
nuts.
3. Position the outer arms to the
bumper with a spacer between them
and install the attaching bolt and
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MODELS 548. 62B-C. 718

N1475C

FIG. 20-Falcon

Exterior Front Mouldings

MODEL 548

MODELS 628-C

MODELS 5 4 A - 62A ONLY

N1368-E

FIG. 27-Falcon

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

54. & 62
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N1370-E

FIG. 22-Falcon

Exterior Side Mouldings-Model

MODELS,- 548, 628-C SHOWN

-

71

MODELS S4A. 62A TYPICAL

MODEL

- 71A-8

N1372-E

FIG. 23-Falcon

Exterior

Rear

Mouldings
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N147b-C

FIG. 24-Fairlane

Exterior Front Mouldings

FIG. 25-Fairlane

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

5 4 2 (L65C-
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MODEL -630

N1477-C

FIG. 26-Fairlane

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

63D, 65D, 8 76D

MODEL 71D

MODEL 7 1 0 R.P.0;

FIG. 27-Fairlane

Exterior Side Mouldings-Model

71
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MODELS-65 A - B E SHOWN, MODELS-63 8-E, 76 B E TYPICAL

MODELS 54A-8

N1382-E

54A 8, B - 638 8, E - 65A,B, 8, E - 76B 8, E

FIG. 28-Fairlane

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

FIG. 29-Fairlane

Exterior Side and Rear Mouldings-Model
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Exterior Rear Mouldings
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MODEL 54C-D,6

-

MODEL 718

MODEL 63A-C-H-J,65F-GH-J

N1374E

FIG. 31-Montego

Exterior

Front side Mouldings

MODELS 65A-8

FIG. 32-Montego

Exterior

Side Mouldings-Models

54A 8 B, 63A 8 B, 71 8
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....

MODELS-65F-GH-J SHOWN, MODELS.63A.GH-J TYPICAL

FIG. 33-Montego

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

MODELS-65C-D-ESHOWN, MODEL 76BD TYPICAL

63A,C,H, 8 J - 65F,G,H, 8 J - 71C

MODELS-14GD

N 15ZI.E

FIG. 34-Montego

Exterior Side Mouldings-Models

54C 8 D, 65C,D, 8 E, 76B 8 D
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MODELS S 4 A - w - B

(STD. PROD.) MODELS 54GB65GBE-F-GH-J-76BD
R.P.O. MODELS S4B65B

-

NlJ17-E

FIG. 35-Montego

Exterior Rear Mouldings-Except

Models 63 and 71

FIG. 36-Montego

Exterior Rear Mouldings-Models

63A,C,H, 8 J - 71 B 8 C
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Exterior Front Mouldings

N1416-C

FIG. 38-Mustang

Exterior Side Mouldings
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MODELS 4 5 - 7 6

FIG. 39-Mustang

FIG. 40-Cougar

Exterior Rear Mouldings

Front and Side Exterior Mouldings

MODEL-63
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Rear Exterior Mouldings
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

DOOR AND QUARTER
POWER WINDOWS
Before making any of the following
trouble checks, make sure that the
battery is fully charged, and turn' the
ignition switch to the accessory position.
Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring harnesses. Schematics are shown
in Group 19 of this manual.
ALL WINDOWS DO NOT
OPERATE
1. Connect a voltmeter or test
light from a ground to the power
window relay black wire which is connected to the 20-ampere circuit
breaker attached to the battery terminal of the starting motor relay. If
no voltage is available, repair or replace the 20-ampere circuit breaker
or the connecting black wire.
2. Connect a voltmeter from a
ground to the red wire terminal of
the power window relay. I f no voltage is available, repair or replace the
20-ampere fuse, the ignition switch,
or the wire from the ignition switch
through the fuse to the relay.
3. Connect a voltmeter from a
ground to the remaining terminal
(black-white wire) of the power window relay. If no voltage is available,
replace the power window relay.

4. Check the blue wire at the master ccntrol switch for voltage. I f no
voltage is available, repair or replace
the black-white wire from the master
control switch to the power window
relay.
5. , A t this point the trouble causing all windows not to operate should
have been found and corrected. The
chances of having all of the control
switches, ground circuit breakers,
switch to mdtor wires, or motor defective at the same time are very
remote.
The power window, power seat
and convertible top electrical systems
are connected through the same 20ampere circuit breaker. I f failure occurs in all the systems at the same
time, the 20-ampere circuit breaker
is probably defective.

O N E WINDOW DOES NOT
OPERATE
1. Activate the switch and listen
for the motor running free. I f the
motor runs and the window does not
move, the rubber coupling or gear
teeth have failed.
2. If the motor does not run, disconnect the wires a t the motor in
order to check for voltage at each
feed wire while actuating the window
switch at the door or from the master
switch. I f there is no voltage at the
motor feed terminals, check for volt-

age at the switch feed wire. I f there is
voltage at the switch, replace the
switch.
WINDOW OPERATES IN O N E
DIRECTION ONLY
1. Check the operation with the
individual and master switches. Replace a defective switch if the window operates normally from one and
not from the other.
2. If the window will not function
correctly from either switch, check
for defective wiring between the
switch disconnects and the motor. If
the wiring leads are open, replace the
wiring.
3. If the window operates normally in one direction, the motor is not
defective.
WlNDOW OPERATES
SLUGGISHLY
1. Check the regulator and window runs for binding. Adjust the
runs, repair and lubricate the regulator. Lubricate the runs with silicone lubricant.
2. Check for frayed insulation
where the window wires may partially ground. Check for loose connections which will cause high resistance, and make sure that paint is
not insulating the ground wires.

GROUP 17
3. Check motor current draw during operation (place an ammeter in
series with the ground lead of the
battery). Motor current draw should
not exceed 12 amperes during. nor-
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ma1 operation and should exceed 20
amperes at stall. If the current draw
is above 12 amperes during operation of the window, readjust the
glass mechanism. If the stall current

is below 20 amperes at stall, look for
poor electrical connections.
4. Motor current draw when disconnected from the regulator plate
should not exceed 5 amperes.

IN-VEHICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

WINDOW MECHANISM
LUBRICATION
The door window mechanism should
be well lubricated to provide ease
of operation. The window glass mechanism should be lubricated whenever
the glass channel or window regulator
is removed or excessive effort is required to operate the windows. To
lubricate a door window mechanism,
apply an even coating of Polyethylene
grease (C4AZ- 19584-A) to the window
regulator rollers, shafts and the entire length of the roller guides as
illustrated by the shaded areas in
Fig. I .
VENT WINDOW ADJUSTMENTSFALCON, FAIRLANE AND
MONTEGO-MODELS 5 4 , 6 2 ,
and 71

2. Insert a 7/16 inch socket into
the glass opening (between the inner
and outer panel) and loosen the upper front stop attaching screw (Item
AD, Fig. 2).
3. To raise the stop, slide the
stop toward the front of the door.
To 'lower the stop, slide the stop toward the rear of the door.
4. When the desired stop adjustment is obtained, tighten the stop
attaching screw securely.
UPPER REAR STOP
1. Loosen the two upper rear stop
attaching screws (Item L, Fig. 2).
2. With the window in the full
up position, place the upper rear
stop down against the stop on the
glass' channel. Then, tighten the two
stop attaching screws.

DOOR GLASS TILT
The vent glass and/or the vent
window frame may be adjusted in
various ways. With the vent glass installed, the lower pivot spring tension may be adjusted with a socket,
extension, and ratchet used through
the access hole in the door inner
panel. Adjust so that the glass will
stay open at highway speeds. The
door frame mounting holes are
elongated to provide 'a tight fit for
the vent window frame in the door
frame. The upper pivot mounting
holes are slotted to help provide
a weather-proof fit of the glass frame
within the vent window frame.
FRONT DOOR WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO-MODELS
63,65,66 AND 76
'

The in and out position of the top
edge of the door glass and the upper
stops of the window mechanism can
be adjusted without removing the door
trim panel. These adjustments can
be performed as follows:
UPPER FRONT STOP
1. Lower the glass to the full
down position.

1. Loosen the front and rear run
retainer attaching screws (Item N
and S, Fig. 2).
2. With the glass up, position
the glass inboard or outboard as required to obtain proper engagement
of the glass with the roof rail weatherstrip and a flush fit with the
quarter window glass. Then, tighten
the two retainer attaching screws
(Items N and S).
3. Raise and lower the glass to
be sure it is free of binds. If any
binding is detected, lower the glass
and loosen the front run retainer
attaching screw. This will correct
any misalignment of the front run with
the rear run. Tighten the front run
retainer attaching screw. "

COMPLETE WINDOW
ADJ USTMENT
1. Remove the trim panel and
water shield from the door.
2. Loosen the nuts (Items U and
C) and screws (Items L, N, S and AE)
shown in Fig. 2.
3. Raise the glass to the up position and move, it fore or aft, as
required, for alignment with the body
opening. Then tighten the nuts (Items
U and C) securely.

4. Position the upper front stop
down against the stop on the glass
channel and tighten the screw (Item
AE) securely.
5. Position the upper rear stop
down against the stop on the glass
channel and tighten the two screws
(Item L) securely.
6. Tilt the door glass inboard
or outboard as required to obtain
proper engagement of the glass with
the roof rail weatherstrip, and a
flush fit with the quarter glass.
This will move the front and rear runs
to the correct position. Then, tighten
screws (Items S and N) securely.
7. Raise and lower the glass to
be sure that the glass travel is free
of binds which could result in high
operating efforts. If any binding
is detected, lower the glass and
loosen the front run retainer attaching screw (Item S). This will correct
any misalignment of the front run with
the rear run. Then tighten the front
run retainer attaching screw (Item S)'.
8. Install the water shield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT-FALCON,
FAIRLANE, AND MONTEGO
MODELS 5 4 and 71
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. To obtain proper alignment of
the rear run to the vent window division bar and frbnt run, loosen the
nut and washer assembly (Item C,
Fig. 3) and the screw (Item D).
3. Lower the glass until the top
edge of the glass is four inches above
the belt line. Turn the screw (Item
U, Fig. 3) clockwise or counterclockwise as required to bring the front
run into alignment with the rear
run. Then, tighten the nut (Item C)
and the screw (Item D) to 8-23 ft-lb
torque.
4. TO obtain a flush cdnditibn
between the top edge of the glass and
the belt line when the glass is down,
loosen the two lower stop attaching
screws (Item F, Fig. 3).
5. Move the glass to a flush position with the belt line. Then, posi-
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APPLY AN EVEN COATING
OF -POLYETHYLENE GREASE
(C4AZ-19584-A) TO A L L
WINDOW REGULATOR ROLLERS.
SHAFTS AND THE ENTIRE LENGTH
OF ROLLER GUIDES A S ILLUS+RATED
BY THE W A D E D AREAS.

FIG. I-Window

Mechanism Lubrication Points
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tion the lower stop against the glass
channel and tighten the attaching
screws (Item F, Fig. 3) to 8-23 ft-lb
torque.
6. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.
DOOR WINDOW ADJUSTMENTFALCON MODEL 62
1. Remove the door trim panel
and peel back the watershield to provide access. ,Refer to Fig. 4 . f ~the
following adjustments.
2. T o obtain proper alignment of
the lockside glass run retainer assembly to th'e door window frame
and vent window division bar with
the retainer, loosen nut and washer
assembly D and screw and washer
assembly E. Drop the topfedge of
the glass and channel assembly to
approximately four inches above the
door outer panel belt line. Turn
screw C 'clockwise or counterclockwise as required. Tighten items D
and E securely.
3. To obtain a flush condition between the top edge of the glass and
channel assembly and the belt line
when the window is in the down
position, the stop assembly is adjusted u p or down at screw and
washer assemblies U. After adjustment, tighten the screw and washer
assemblies securely,
4. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

DOOR WINDOW ADJUSTMENTMUSTANG A N D COUGAR
1. Remove the door trim:panel and
watershield.
2. Loosen screws A, B, C, D, F,
and G (Fig. 5) and lock nuts E, L,
and M (Fig. 5). '
3. Raise the window and position
the window inboard or outboard for
proper alignment with the outside
belt weatherstrip. Then, tighten the
screw A, Fig. 5.
4. Tilt the window fore or aft
to obtain a parallel relationship between the top of the window and the
roof rail weatherstrip. Then, tighten
the rear guide lock nut (Item E,
Fig. 5).
5. Adjust the upper front and rear
stops up and down for correct adjustment. Then, tighten the attaching
screws (Items F and G, Fig. 5).
6. Position the vent window and
division bar run rearward toward the
door glass. Then, tilt the vent window fore and aft as necessary to obtain a parallel relationship to the

FIG. 2-Front

Door Window AdiustmentFairlane and Montego-Models 63, 65,
66 and 76
windshield A post. When the parallel
relationship is obtained, tighten the
vent window attaching screws (Items
B and C, Fig. 5). The door glass
must be free of binding after the
vent window is adjusted. :
7. Adjust the inboard or outboard
tilt of the vent window and door glass
to obtain an air tight interference
between the windows and thec roof
rail weatherstrip by adjusting the
three set screws (Items H, J and
K, Fig. 5) in or out as required.
When the desired adjustment is obtained, tighten the set screw lock
nuts (Items E, L, and M, Fig. 5)
and the rear guide adjusting screw
(Item D, Fig. 5).
8. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.
REAR DOOR WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT-FALCON
1. Remove the door trim panel
and watershield.
2. T-o obtain proper alignment of
retainer and division bar assemblyto-door-window frame,. loosen nut
and washer assembly (C, Fig. 6). Drop
the glass and channel assembly to its"
down position and turn screw B

clockwise or countercloskwise as required. Tighten nut and washer assembly C securely (Fig. 6).
3. Install the watershield and door
trim panel.
I

REAR OooR
ADJUSTMENT-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO-MODEL

54

The rear door window glass can be
adjusted inboard or outboard in the
glass run without removing the trim
panel from the door. Loosen the screw
and washer assemblies A and B, (Fig.
7) and position the glass as required in the'glass run. Then, tighten
the screw and washer assemblies
A and B securely.
COMPLETE WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT
1. Remove the trim panel and water'shield from the door.
2. Loosen thk screw and washer
assemblies A, B, C and D (Fig. 7).
3. Raise the window glass to the
full up position.
4. Tighten the screw and washer
assemblies C and D (Fig. 7).
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FIG. 3-Front

Door Window Mechanism-Models

5 4 and 71
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FIG. 4-Door

Window Mechanism-Model

FIG. 5-Door

Window Glass Adjustment-Mustang

62

and Cougar
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GLASS RUN -25766

OUTSIDE BELT WEATHERSTRIP-Z596. 7

5. Lower and raise the window glass.
Then, adjust the front and rear giides
inboard or outboard as required to
align the window glass in the glass
run.
6. Tighten the screw and washer
assemblies A and B (Fig. 7) securely
and check the operation of the
window mechanism.
7. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

REAR DOOR WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT-FAIRLANE
A N D MONTEGO-MODEL

-.

FIG. 6-Rear

Door W i n d o w Mechanism-
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Falcon

71

1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Loosen the screw and washer
assemblies A, C, U and R (Fig. 8).
3. Raise the window glass t o the
full up position. Tighten the two
screw and washer assemblies C (Fig.
8) securely.
4. Lower and raise the window glass.
5. Tighten the screw and washer
assembly A (Fig. 8) securely.
6. Lower the window half way down.
Position the rear run retainer and
division bar for proper alignment with
the door window frame. Then, tighten
screw and washer assemblies U and R
(Fig. 8) securely.
.7.Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

QUARTER WINDOW ADJUSTMENT-FALCON MODEL 62

FRONT GUIDE

N 16674

FIG. 7-Rear

Door W i n d o w Adjustment-Fairlane

a n d M o n t e g o Model 54

1. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield.
2. T o obtain proper clearance between the quarter window assembly
and the quarter window glass run
retainer assembly, operate the window to its full down position, loosen
screw and washer assembly D, and
adjust the retainer assembly forward. After adjustment, tighten the
screw and washer assembly finger
tight (Fig. 9).
3. T o obtain proper clearance bytween the quarter window assembly
and the quarter window glass run
retainer assembly, operate the window to its full up position. Loosen
screw and washer assemblies D and
adjust the retainer assembly forward. After adjustment, tighten
screw and washer assemblies D
securely.
4. Install the watershield and
quarter trim panel.

GROUP 17 - Body; Doors And Windows

REAR RUN RETAINER
AND DIVISION BAR
WINDOW REGULATOR

FRONT GUIDE

be flush with the top of the door glass
and also provide a good seal with
the roof rail weatherstrip.
4. Manually position the quarter
window fore and aft, and inboard or
outboard as required for proper alignment with the door window glass.
Then, tighten screw and washer assemblies B, C, E, and H (Fig. 10).
5. Push the upper stops (Fig.
10) upward firmly and tighten the
screw and washer assemblies M and P.
6. Lower'the window until the top
of the glass is flush with the belt
line. Then, tighten the lower stop
attaching screw N.
7. Check the window operation and
fit. Then, install the watershield
and quarter trim panel (Group 18).

RETAINER

QUARTER WINDOW
ADJUSTMENT-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR
N 1668

FIG. 8-Rear

Door Window ~ d i u s t m e n t - ~ a i r l a i eand Montego Model 71

FIG. 9-Quarter

Window Mechanism-

QUARTER WINDOW ADJUSTMENTFAIRLANE AND MONTEGOMODELS 6 3 , 6 5 A N D 76
1. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watersh~eld(Group 18).

Falcon-Model

62

2. Loosen the screw and washer
assemblies B, C, E, H, M, N, and P
(Fig. 10).
3. Raise the quarter window to
the up position. The window should

1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield.
3.. Loosen the screws (items A, B
and C, Fig. I I) before adjusting
the quarter window.
4. Adjust the quarter window
guide forward or backward and
up or down at screws (A, Fig. I I ) to
obtain a 0.28 inch parallel dimension between the front edge of the
quarter window and the rear edge
of the door window, (View AA Fig.
I I). After adjustment, .tighten the
screws, item A, finger tight.
5. Adjust the top edge of the
quarter window for an interference fit
with the roof rail weatherstrip by
tilting the guide toward the inside
or outside of the body. This can be
accomplished by loosening screws,
items A and B (Fig. 1 I), and moving
the quarter window guide inboard
or outboard as necessary. Then,
tighten the screws, items A and B.
6. With the quarter window raised
to the full up position, turn the regulator handle an additional 118 inch.
Then, adjust the window regulator
stop (Fig. 1 I) to contact the arm of
the regulator and tighten the attaching screw (item C, Fig. I 1).
?. lnstall the quaiter weathersheet
and trim panel, and the rear seat
back and cushion.
TAILGATE WINDOW GLASS
EMERGENCY LOWERING

If the tailagate window regulator
. mechanism should fail with the window
in a partially closed or closed posi-
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tion, the following procedure should
be used to lower the window.
1. Remove the tailgate inside
cover panel attaching screws.
2. Remove the two glass opening
side gar.nish mouldings.
3. Remove one plug button from

each side of the tailgate (Fig. 12).
4. Insert two wire hooks in the
plug button holes and slide the inner
panel up and off the tailgate.
5. Remove the water shield from
the tailgate.
6. Remove the four nuts and

FIG. 10-Quarter Window Adiustrnent Location Points-Fairlane
Montego Models 63,65 and 76

FIG. 1 1-Quarter

Window Adiustrnent-Mustang

and Cougar

and
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washers attaching.. the regulator
arm brackets to the glass channel.
Hold the glass and disengage the
regulator arm brackets from the
glass channel and regulator rollers.
Then; carefully lower the glass into
the tailgate.
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PART 17-4 - Windshield, Window Glass, And Window Mechanisms
VENT WINDOW FRAME,
WEATHERSTRIP, AND/OR
DIVISION BAR-MANUAL
WINDOWS-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO

install the window lower stop rubber
bumper.
8. Adjust the front run and tighten the retaining nut.
9. Install the belt line weatherstrips.
10. Install the door watershield
and trim panel.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the door trim panel
and watershield.
2. Remove the inner and outer
door belt line weatherstrips (view
D, Fig. 4) by prying them loose
from the door.
3. Remove the window lower
stop rubber bumper and lower the
door window.
4. Remove the glass front run
adjusting screw, lock nut and washer.
5. Remove the glass front run
from the retainer at the vent frame
by sliding the run down and removing
it from the door through the inner
panel access hole.
6. Remove the three screws retaining vent frame to the door
frame. Remove the vent window
assembly and place it on a bench.
7. Remove two screws retaining
the upper vent pivot to the vent
frame assembly. Remove the nut
retaining the lower pivot bolt and
remove the spring, nylon bushings,
washer and stop washer. Remove the
vent window from the frame.
8. Remove two screws from the
top of the assembly and remove the
four rivets retaining the vent frame
and division bar weatherstrip. Separate the frame and division bar.
9. If the glass frame is to be replaced, remove the glass from the frame
with the tool shown in Fig. 13.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the glass in the frame
with the tool shown in Fig. 13.
2. Position the division bar to
the vent frame. Position the vent
frame and division bar weatherstrip
and install the four rivets and two
screws a t the top of the frame.
3. Assemble the vent tension
spring to the lower pivot and adjust
the pivot spring tension so that the
window will stay open a t highway
speeds.
4. Position the frame assembly on
the door and install the three retaining screws.
5. Position the glass front run in
the door and slide it into the vent
frame retainer.
6. Loosely install the front run
adjusting screw, washer and lock nut.
7. Raise the window halfway and

.

VENT WIF(DOW FRAME,
WEATHERSTRIP, AND/OR
DIVISION BAR-POWER
WINDOWS-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the equalizer arm bracket to the door
inner panel and remove the bracket
(Fig. 3).
3. Disconnect the window regulator
motor wires at the connector.
4. Remove the motor bracket-todoor inner panel attaching screw
(Fig. 3).
5. Remove the glass lower stop
from the door.
6. Remove the nut and washer from
the vent window division bar lower
adjusting screw (Fig. 3).
7. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the door inner .panel. Support the glass and
channel assembly and lay the regulator
in the bottom of the door.
8. Remove-the front run and retainer from the vent window division bar.
9. Remove three screws retaining
the vent window assembly in the door,
and remove the vent window assembly
from the door.
10. Remove two screws retaining
the upper vent pivot to the vent frame
assembly. Remove the nut retaining
the lower pivot bolt and remove the
spring, bushings, and washers. Remove the vent window from the
frame.
11. Remove two screws from the
top of the frame and remove four
rivets attaching the frame, weatherstrip, and division bar. Separate the
frame from the division bar.
12. If the glass frame is to be
replaced, remove the glass from the
frame with the tool shown in Fig.
13.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the glass in the frame
with the tool shown in Fig. 13.
2. Position the division bar to
the vent frame. Position the vent

frame and division bar weatherstrip
to the assembly, and install the four
rivets and two screws a t the top of
the frame.
3. Position the vent glass in the
frame and install the spacer, washer,
spring, bushings, and nut on the lower pivot.
4. Install the two screws retaining the vent window upper pivot to
the vent window frame. Then, adjust
the lower pivot tension (SectionZ).
5. Position the vent window assembly to the door and install the
three retaining screws (Fig. 3).
6. Position the front run and retainer into the door. Then, place
the glass in the front and rear runs
and insert the front run into the
vent window division bar.
7. Support the glass and insert
the regulator arm rollers into the
glass channel bracket.
8. Position the window regulator
to the door inner panel and install
the four attaching screws.
9. Insert the regulator arm rollei in the iegulator arm roller
bracket. Position the roller bracket
to the door inner panel and install
the two attaching screws.
10. Install the washer and nut
on the vent window division bar lower ad,iusting screw (Fig. 3).
11. Install the motor bracket-todoor inner panel attaching screw (Fig.
3) and connect the motor wires.
12. Install the window glass lower stop and adjust the door window
glass (Section 2).
13. Install. the watershield and
trim panel on the door. Then, clean
the glass and surrounding area.

VENT WINDOW FRAMEMUSTANG AND COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Remove two vent window retaining screws (Item B and C, Fig. 5).
3. Remove two lock nuts and set
screws (Items J, K, L, and M, Fig.
5) attaching the vent window and
front run to the door inner panel.
4. Lift the vent window and front
run from the door.
5. Remove the tension nut and
spring from the vent window pivot.
6. Remove the vent window tension
bracket and remove the vent window
from the frame.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the vent window to
the frame and install the tension

GROUP 17 - Body, Doors And Windows
bracket, spring, and nut.
2. Position the vent window and
front run in the door and install the
two adjusting set screws (Items J
and K, Fig. 5).
3. lnstall the two vent window
retaining screws and the set screw
lock nuts (Fig. 5).
4. Adjust the vent window as outlined in Section 2.
5. lnstall the watershield and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-FALCON MODELS
5 4 AND 7 1
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and wa-

tershield from the door.
2. Remove the lower stop from the
door (Fig. 3).
3. Remove the vent window division
bar lower adjusting screw and nut
(Fig. 3).
4. Lower the glass and remove
the front run and retainer from the
vent window division bar.
5. Rotate the glass and channel
assembly 90 degrees and remove the
glass and channel assembly from the
door.
6. Remove the glass channel from
the glass with the tool shown in Fig.
13.
l NSTALLATION
1. lnstall the glass in the glass
channel with the tool shown in Fig.
!3.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
3. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the door and insert the
regulator arm roller in the glass
channel bracket (Fig. 3).
4. lnstall the front run and retainer in the vent window division
bar and insert the glass in the glass
runs.
5. lnstall the vent window division bar lower adjusting screw and
nut.
6. lnstall the lower stop and adjust the door window glass mechanism
(Section 2).
7. lnstall the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-MONTEGO
AND
FAIRLANE-MODELS 5 4
AND 7 1
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.

8. Remove the front run and retainer from the vent window division
bar.
9. Remove three screws retaining
the vent window assembly in the door
and remove the vent window assembly
from the door.
10. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the door.
11. Remove the glass from the
channel with the tool shown in Fig.
13.

2. Remove the rubber bumper from
the lower stop.
3. Lower the window and unsnap the
inside belt weatherstrip from the door.
4. Remove the vent window division
bar lower adjusting screw and nut
(Fig. 3).
5. Pull the front run and retainer
from the vent window division bar.
6. Rotate the glass and channel
assembly 90 degrees and remove the
glass and channel issembly from the
door.
7. Remove the glass channel from the
glass with the tool shown in Fig. 13.

INSTALLATION
1. lnstall the glass in the glass
channel with the tool shown in Fig.
13.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
3. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the door.
4. Position the vent window assembly to the door and install the
three retaining screws (Fig. 3).
5. Position the front run and retainer into the door. Then, place
the glass in the front and rear runs
and insert the front run into the
vent window division bar.
6. Support the glass and insert
the regulator arm rollers into the
glass channel bracket.
7. Position the window regulator
to the door inner panel and install
the four attaching screws.
8. Insert the regulator arm roller in the regulator arm roller
bracket. Position the roller bracket
to the door inner panel and install
the two attaching screws.
9. Install the washer and nut on
the vent window division bar lower
adjusting screw (Fig. 3).
10. lnstall the motor bracket-todoor inner panel attaching screw (Fig.
3) and connect the motor wires.
11. lnstall the window glass lower stop and adjust the door window
glass (Section 2).
12. 'lnstall the watershield and
trim panel on the door. Then, clean
the glass and surrounding area.

INSTALLATION
1. lnstall the glass in the glass
channel with the tool shown in Fig.
13.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
3. Position the glass and channel assembly in the door and insert the
regulator arm roller in the glass channel bracket (Fig. 3).
4. lnstall the belt weatherstrip in
the door.
5. lnstall the front run and retainer
in the vent window division bar and insert the window glass in the glass runs.
6. lnstall the vent window division
bar lower adjusting screw and nut.
7. lnstall the rubber bumper in the
lower stop and adjust the door window
glass mechanism (Section 2).
8. lnstall the watershield and trim
panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-POWER WINDOWS
MONTEGO AND FAIRLANEMODELS 5 4 AND 7 1
REMOVAL
I. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the regulator arm roller bracket to
the door inner panel and remove the
bracket.
3. Disconnect the motor wires at
the connector.
4. Remove the motor bracket-todoor inner panel attaching screw
(Fig. 3).
5. Remove the glass lower stop
from the door.
6. Remove the nut and washer from
the vent window division bar lower
adjusting screw.
7. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the door inner panel. support the glass and
channel assembly and lay the regulator in the bottom of the door panel.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-FALCON MODEL 62
REMOVAL
'

1. Remove the trim panel
position the water shield away
the access holes.
2. After removing the stop
4), lower the glass until the
ulator arm roller is out of the
channel.

and
from
(Fig.
regglass
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FIG. 14-Front

Door W i n d o w Mechanism-

3. Unsnap and remove the belt
weatherstrips, loosen the front run
attaching bolt at the mounting
bracket, and remove the bracket
attaching bolt from the inner panel.

4. Remove the front run from
the division bar by pulling rearward
on the edges of the run.
5. Remove the glass.

INSTALLATION

1. Using the tool shown in Fig.
13, remove the channel from the
glass.
2. Install the channel, using new
glass tape.
3. Simultaneously, position the
glass and run in the door, and install
the belt weatherstrips.
4. Position the regulator arm roller in the channel, and finally position the run in the division bar.
5. Connect the run and bracket,
making necessary lateral adjustment.
6. Install the stop, making necessary adjustment.
7. Carefully position the water
shield, the inner panel, and install
the trim panel.

Fairlane a n d Montego-Models

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-FAIRLANE A N D
MONTEGO-MODELS 63,65,
66 A N D 76
REMOVAL

1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove the upper front stop
bracket with the stop attached from
the door (Fig. 14).
3. Remove the upper rear stop
from the door (Fig. 14).
4. Remove two screws attaching
each guide to the glass and channel
assembly and remove the front and
rear guide.
5. Remove two screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the
glass channel (Fig. 14).
6. Remove the nut retaining the
window regulator arm to the glass
channel at the pivot (Fig. 14) and
remove the pivot.
7. Remove five screws attaching
the weatherstrip to the rear top edge
of the door and two screws attaching the weatherstrip to the top front
edge of the door. Position the weatherstrip ends away from the door.
8. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the door. A recess is

63,65,66a n d 76

provided at the front and rear edge
of the glass opening to provide clearance for the stop tabs when removing
the glass and channel assembly. To
remove the glass, lift the glass
straight up, allowing the tabs on the
glass channel to pass through the
recess provided at the front and rear
of the glass opening.
INSTALLATION
1. Insert the glass and channel
assembly into the door.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
3. Position the window regulator
arm to the glass channel and install
the pivot and retaining nut (Fig. 14).
4. Position the glass channel
bracket to the regulator arm roller
and the glass channel. Install the
two glass channel ,bracket attaching
screws.
5. Position the front and rear
guides to the glass channel and install the attaching screws (Fig. 14).
6. Install the upper front stop
bracket and the upper rear stop (Fig.
14).
7. Adjust the window mechanism
a s outlined in Section 2.
8. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

GROUP 1'7- Body, Doors And Windows
FRONT DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-MUSTANG A N D
COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Remove the

trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove' six screws attaching
the lock pillar seal to the door at
the belt line and remove the seal.
3. Remove the upper front stop
and the upper rear stop bracket from
the door (Fig. 5).
4. While holding the glass, remove
three screws attaching the channel
guide bracket to the glass channel
and lower the glass.
5. Loosen the two window rear
guide upper attaching screws.
6. Loosen the two vent window
upper attaching screws (Fig. 5).
7. Loosen the front run and
bracket set screw and the vent window
set screw (Fig. 5).
8. Tilt the vent window frame
forward and lift the glass and channel from the door.
9. Remove two screws attaching
the frame and channel together and
remove the frame and channel from
the glass (Fig. 13).
INSTALLATION
1. Position the weatherseal tape
in the frame and channel and lubricate with Ru-Glyde Lubricant B6A19583-A.
2. Install the frame and channel
on the glass with the tool shown in
Fig. 13.
3. Install the two screws to retain the frame and channel together.
4. Position the glass and channel
in the door with the front edge of
the glass in the front run and the
rollers on the channel in the window
rear guide.
5. Position the channel guide
bracket (Fig. 5) to the glass channel
and install the three attaching screws.
6. Loosely install the window upper front stop and the rear upper
stop bracket.
7. Align the vent window frame
to the windshield pillar and tighten
the attaching nuts and set screw
locknuts.
8. Adjust the window rear guide
for the correct tilt to fit'the window
and tighten the two attaching bolts
and the set screw locknut.
9. Adjust the upper front and rear
stops and torque the attaching bolts
to 8- 13 ft-lb.
10. Position the lock pillar seal

to the door and install the six attaching screws.
i 1. Install the weathersheet and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-MANUAL
WINDOWS-MONTEGO,
FALCON, FAIRLANEMODELS 5 4 A N D 7 1

1. Remove the door trim panel and
watershield.
2. Prop the window in the up position.
3. Remove four window regulator
attaching screws and remove the regulator from the door.

INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the window regulator
roller and glass channel bracket
(Section 2).
2. Position the window regulator
in.the door and insert the window regulator roller in the glass channel
bracket (Fig. 3).
3. Position the regulator to the
door inner panel and install the four
attaching screws.
4. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR AND/OR MOTORMONTEGO A N D FAIRLANEMODELS 5 4 AND 7 1
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the regulator arm roller bracket to
the door inner, panel and remove the
bracket.
3. Disconnect the motor wires
at the connector.
4. Remove the motor bracket-todoor inner panel attaching screw
(Fig. 3).
5. Remove the nut and washer from
the vent window division bar lower
adjusting screw.
6. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the door inner panel. Support the glass and
channel assembly and disengage the
regulator arm roller from the glass
channel. Then, lay the window regulator in the bottom of the door panel.
7. Remove the lower stop from the
door inner panel (Fig. 3).
8. Lower the glass and pull the

front run and retainer out of the
vent window division bar.
9. Remove the window regulator
assembly from the door.
10. Position the regulator assmbly in a vise and remove the motor
and transmission from the regulator.
INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the glass mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
2. Position the motor and transmission to the regulator and install
the three attaching screws.
3. Position the regulator assembly in the door.
4. Insert the front run and retainer into the vent window division
bar.
5. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the front and rear runs.
Raise the glass and support in the
up position. Install the washer and
nut on the vent window division bar
lower adjusting screw.
6. Insert the regulator arm roller in the glass channel bracket.
Then, position the regulator assembly
to the door inner panel and install
the four attaching screws.
7. Position the regulator arm
roller bracket to the regulator arm
roller and the door inner panel and
install the two attaching screws.
8. Position the motor bracket
(Fig. 3) to- the door inner panel
and install the attaching screw. ,
9. Adjust the door window as outlined in Section 2 and install the
lower stop.
10. Connect the motor wires at
the connector and check the operation
of the window mechanism.
11. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-FALCON
MODEL 62
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and position the water shield away from the
access holes.
2. Disconnect the regulator from
the glass channel roller.
3. Raise the glass by hand and
secure it in the raised position.
4. Remove the regulator retaining
bolts (Fig. 4) and remove the regulator through the door access hole.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the regulator inside
the door and install the retaining
bolts snugly.

-

PART 17-4 - Windshield, Window Glass, And Window Mechanisms
2. Lower the glass and connect
the regulator.
3. Check the operation of the
glass, adjust it if necessary, and
tighten the retaining bolts.
4. Carefully position the water
shield to the inner panel and install
the trim panel.
FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-MANUAL
WINDOWS-MONTEGO
AND
FAIRLANE-MODELS 63,65,
66 and 76

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Support the glass and remove
the regulator arm pivot bolt and nut.
3. Remove two screws attaching
the glass channel bracket t o the glass
channel and remove the bracket.
4. Remove the window regulator
equalizer arm retaining nut (Fig. 14).
5. Remove four screws attaching
the regulator to the door inner panel
and remove the regulator from the
door.

INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the glass mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
2. Position the window regulator
in the door and install the four
attaching screws.
3. Insert the regulator arm roller
in the glass channel bracket. Then,
position the glass channel bracket to
the glass channel and install the two
attaching screws.
4. ~nstall the regulator arm pivot
bolt and nut.
5. Position the window regulator
equalizer arm to the door inner panel
and install the retaining nut.
6. Adjust the window mechanism
(Section 2). if required.
7. Install the water shield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR AND/OR
MOTOR-MONTEGO AND
FAIRLANE-MODELS 63,65,
66 AND 76

REMOVAL
I. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Support the glass and remove
the regulator arm pivot bolt and nut.
3. Remove two screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the glass

channel and remove the bracket.
4. Disconnect the motor wires at
the connector.
5. Remove the window regulator
equalizer arm retaining nut (Fig. 14).
6. Remove five screws attaching
the window regulator assembly and
motor bracket to the door inner panel,
and remove the window regulator from
the door.
7. Remove three motor attaching
screws and remove the motor from the
regulator assembly.
INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the glass mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
2. Position the motor to the window regulator and install the three
attaching screws.
3. Position the window regulator
assembly and motor bracket in the
door and install the five attaching
screws.
4. Position the window regulator
equalizer arm to the door inner panel
and install the retaining nut.
5. Position the glass channel
bracket to the window regulator arm
and the glass channel. Install the
two glass channel bracket attaching
screws.
6. Connect the motor wires at the
multiple connector.
7. insert the pivot in the glass
channel and position the window regulator arm on the pivot. Then, install
the pivot retaining nut.
8. Remove the glass support and
check the operation of the window
mechanism.
9. install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
I. Remove the trim panel and
weathersheet from the door.
2. While holding the glass, remove
three screws attaching the channel
guide bracket (Fig. 5) to the glass
channel and prop the glass and channel up.
3. Remove four screws attaching
the regulator to the door inner panel
and remove the regulator and channel
guide bracket from the door.
4. Remove the channel guide
bracket from the regulator.
INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate

the

channel

guide
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bracket and install the bracket on the
regulator.
2. Position the regulator to the
door inner panel and install the four
attaching screws. Torque the screws
to 8-13 It-lb.
3. Position the channel guide
bracket to the glass channel and install the three attaching screws.
Torque the screws to 15-20 in-lb.
4. install the weathersheet and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
FRONT RUN-MODELS
54,62, and 71

REMOVAL
1. Lower the window to the full
down position.
2. Pull the front run from the
retainer and vent window division bar.

INSTALLATION
I. Apply Silicone lubricant (COAZ19553-A or C) to the portion of the
front run that will be inserted below
the belt line.
2. Position the front run in the
retainer and slide the run into the
retainer. It may be necessary to
raise and lower the window to assist
in inserting the run. A tab is located
at the lower end of the retainer and
is the lower stop for the run.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
FRONT RUN-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO-MODELS
63,65,66 AND 76

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the front guide to the glass channel
and remove the guide (Fig. 14).
3. Lower the glass and remove the
front run upper two attaching screws.
4. Raise the glass and remove
the front run lower attaching screw
(Fig. 14).
5. Remove the front run and retainer from the door.

INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
2. Position the front run and
the retainer in the door and install
the lower attaching screw.
3. Lower the glass and install
the front run upper two attaching
screws.
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4. Position the front guide to
the front run and the glass channel.
Install the front guide two attaching
screws.
5. Adjust the front run as outlined in Section 2.
6. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
REAR RUN-MODELS
54,62 AND 71

1. Lower the window and pull the
rear run from the door and rear run
retainer.
2. Apply Silicon Lube to the new
run in the area that is below the
belt line.
3. Slide the run into the run retainer below the belt line.
4. Apply adhesive to the run retainer above the belt line and insert
the run into the retainer. Then,
raise the window to firmly seat the
run in the retainer.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
REAR RUN-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGO-MODELS
63,65,66 AND 76

REMOVAL

1. Remove the trim panel nnd
watershield from the door.
2. Remove the upper front stop
bracket and upper rear stop from the
door (Fig. 14).
3. Remove the front and rear guides
from the glass channel (Fig. 14).
4. Remove two glass channel
bracket attaching screws.
5. Remove the regulator arm to
pivot retaining nut and disengage the
regulator arm from the pivot. Remove
the pivot from the glass channel.
6. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the door. A recess is
provided at the front and rear edge
of the door inner panel to provide
clearance for the stop tabs on the
glass channel. T o remove the glass,
lift the glass straight up, allowing
the tabs on the glass channel.to pass
through the recess provided in the
door inner panel.
7. Remove the rear run two upper
and one lower attaching screws and
remove the rear run and the retainer
from the door.
INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
2. Position the rear run and the

retainer in the door and install the
three attaching screws.
3. Insert the glass and channel
assembly in the door.
4. Position the window regulator
arm to the glass channel, and install
the pivot and retaining nut (Fig. 14).
5. Position the glass channel
bracket to the glass channel and install the two attaching screws.
6. Position the front and rear
guides to the glass channel and install the attaching screws (Fig. 14).
7. Install the upper front stop
bracket and upper rear stop.
8. Adjust the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
9. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

-

FRONT DOOR GLASS
GUIDE (FRONT OR
REAR)-FAIRLANE AND
MONTEGO-MODELS 63,
65,66 AND 76

1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the guide to the glass channel (Fig.
14).
3. Disengage the guide from the
run and remove the guide.
4. Position the guide to the run
and glass channel, and install the
two attaching screws.
5. Install the wate .iield and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
REAR GUIDE-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

,

REMOVAL

I. Remove the trim panel and
weathersheet from the door.
2. Remove the upper rear stop
(Fig. 5) from the glass channel.
3. Remove the upper rear stop
from the rear guide (Fig. 5).
4. Remove the two rear guide to
door attaching bolts.
5. Remove the lock nut from the
rear guide set screw and remove the
set screw.
6. Remove the rear guide from
the door through the opening at the
bottom,of the door.
INSTALLATION

I. Lubricate the rear guide and
install the set screw in the guide.
2. Position the rear guide to the
door and the rollers on the glass
channel.

3.. Install the two rear guide attaching screws.
4. Install the lock nut on the rkar
guide set screw.
5. Install the upper rear stop on
the rear guide (Fig. 5).
6. Adjust the rear guide and
tighten the two attaching screws and
lock nut. Adjust the window upper
rear stop.
7. Install the weathersheet and
trim panel on the door.
FRONT DOOR GLASS
REAR WEATHERSTRIPFAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
MODELS 63,65 AND 76

1. Remove five screws attaching
the weatherstrip to the rear top edge
of the door. Position the weatherstrip end away from the door.
2. Remove one screw attaching the
weatherstrip to the bottom of the glass
channel and slide the weatherstrip
up and out of the retainer.
3. Insert the weatherstrip in the
retainer and install the retaining
screw.
4. Position the weatherstrip end
to the door and install the five attaching screws.
REAR DOOR WINDOW
GLASS-FALCON MODELS 54
AND 71

REMOVAL

I. Remove the door trim panel
and watershield.
2. Remove the two screws retaining the regulator roller channel bracket to the lower window channel (Fig.
6).
3. Remove the lower stop assembly.
4. Remove the screw and nut retaining the rear run retainer and
stationary glass. Move the run retainer and glass back and down in
the door.
5. Remove the door belt, outside
weatherstrip.
6. Tilt the door window down
and then lift it out of the door.
7. Using a tool such as shown in
Fig. 13, remove the glass from the
lower channel.
l NSTALLATION

1. Position new glass tape on the
glass and. using a tool such as shown
in Fig. 13. install the lower channel
on the glass.
2. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the door.

PART 17-4 - Windshield, Window Glass, And Window 'Aechanisms
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ELECTRIC WINDOW
REGULATOR 27000,
OLLER CARRIER
263A16 262A62
GUIDE 26216 26222
RETAIYER 27112\

VIEW-G

R.P.O.

ELECTRIC WINDOW REGULATOR

MOTOR BRACKET 270AO2-3

/

[VIEW-A

FIG. 15-Rear

Door W i n d o w Mechanism-Fairlane

3. Position the rear run retainer
and stationary glass assembly and install the retainer screw and nut.
4. Install the regulator roller channel bracket on the window channel.
5. Install the lower window stop.
6. Install the door trim watershield and the door trim panel.
7. Install the window outside belt
weatherstrip.
REAR DOOR W I N D O W
GLASS-FAIRLANE
AND
MONTEGO MODEL 54
REMOVAL

I. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Support the glass and channel
assembly. Remove three glass channel
bracket attaching screws and separate
the bracket from the glass channel.
3. Remove two screws attaching
the glass channel to the front and
rear roller carriers (Fig. 15) and lower the glass to the bottom of the
door.
4. Remove the belt weatherstrips
from the door.
5. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the door.

a n d Montego-Model

INSTALLATION

I. Lubricate the glass mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
2. Position the glass and channel assembly in the door.
3. Install the belt weatherstrip in
the door.
4. Position the front and rear
roller carriers to the glass channel
and install the two attaching screws
(Fig. 15).
5. Position the glass channel
bracket to the glass channel and install the three attaching screws.
6.Check the operation of the
window mechanism and install the
watershield and trim panel on the
door.
REAR DOOR W I N D O W
GLASS-POWER
WINDOWSFAIRLANE A N D MONTEGO
MODEL 7 1

VIEW F

N 1647-A

54

3. Remove one screw attaching
the division bar lower bracket to the
door inner panel and remove the
bracket.
4. Remove the division bar upper
attaching screw (View D, Fig. 16).
5. Lower the window glass and
remove the division bar and rear run
assembly from the door.
6. Remove the stationary window
glass and weatherstrip from the door.
7. Remove two screws attaching
the roller front carrier to the glass
channel (Fig. 16).
8. Raise the window glass and support in the raised position.
9. Remove three screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the glass
channel. Remove the window glass
and channel assembly from the door.
10. Remove the glass channel from
the window glass with the tool shown
in Fig. 13.
INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

I. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Remove one screw attaching
the division bar to the division bar
lower bracket (Fig. 16).

I. Install the glass channel on
the window glass with the tool shown
in Fig. 13.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism as shown in Section 2.
3. Position the glass and channel

GROUP 1-7- Body, Doors And Windows
LASS AND CHANNEL

FIG. 76-Rear

Door Window Mechanism-Fairlane

assembly in the door and to the glass
channel bracket (Fig. 16).
4; lnstall three screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the glass
channel.
5. Align the roller front carrier
with the glass channel and install the
two attaching screws.
6. Lubricate the stationary window glass weatherstrip with Silicone
lubricant (COAZ-19553-A or C). Then,
position the window glass and weatherstrip in the door.
7. Position the division bar and
rear run assembly in the door and install the division bar upper attaching
screw.
8. Position the division bar lower bracket to the division bar and
door inner panel. Then, install the
two attaching screws.
9. Adjust the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
10. Initall the watershield and
trim panel on the'door.
REAR DOOR STATIONARY
WINDOW GLASS AND/OR
WEATHERSTRIP-FAIRLANE
A N D MONTEGO MODEL 71
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.

and Montego-Model

2. Remove the bumper from the
glass lower stop.
3. Remove two screws attaching
the roller carrier to the glass channel
(Fig. 16). Lower the glass and channel
assembly to the bottom of the door.
4. Remove the division bar lower
bracket attaching screw.
5. Remove the division bar upper
attaching screw (View D, Fig. 16).
6. Pull the upper run out of the
retainer and away from the division
bar.
7. Remove the glass run retainer
and division bar from the door.
8. Pull the stationary glass and
weatheistrip from the door.
9. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass. Clean the glass and/or
weatherstrip if either is to be reused.
INSTALLATION
1. Apply sealer (C5AZ-19554-A) to
the glass opening groove of the weatherstrip.
2. Apply sealer (C5AZ-19554-A) to
the division bar in the area of the
stationary glass weatherstrip (Fig. 16).
3. Position the glass and weatherstrip in the door.
4. Position the division bar in the
door and to the stationary window
weatherstrip.

71
5. Install the division bar upper
attaching screw.
6. Raise the glass and position the
roller carrier to the glass channel.
Install the two roller carrier attaching screws.
7. lnstall the division bar lower
bracket attaching screw snug. Adjust
the window mechanism (Section 2).
8. Install the lower stop bumper.
9. lnstall the watershield and
trim panel on the door.
REAR DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-FALCON

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from thedoor.
2. Support the window glass and
channel assembly in the up position.
3. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the door inner panel (Fig. 6).
4. Disengage the regulator arm
roller from the glass channel bracket
and remove the regulator from the
door.

INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the window mechanism as outlined in Section 2.

PART 17-4 - Windshield, Window Glass, And Window Mechanisms
2. Position the regulator in the
door panel and insert the regulator
arm roller in the glass channel bracket.
3. Position the regulator assembly
to the door inner panel and install the
attaching screws.
4. Remove the glass support and
install the watershield and trim panel
on the door.

REAR DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-FAIRLANE
MONTEGO MODEL 54

AND

4. Support the glass and channel
assembly and remove the three glass
channel bracket attaching screws.
Separate the glass channel bracket
frim the regulator arm rollers.
5. Remove the screw attaching the
motor bracket to the door inner.panel
(Fig. 15).
6. Remove four window regulator
attaching screws and remove the regulator from the door.
7. Remove the motor from the
regulator.
INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Renlove the trim panel and wa-

tershield from the door.
2. Remove the equalizer arm
bracket from the door inner panel
(Fig. 15).
3. Support the glass and channel
assembly and remove the three glass
channel bracket attaching screws.
Separate the glass channel bracket
from the regulator arm rollers.
4. Remove four window regulator
attaching screws and remove the regulator from the door.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the window regulator
in the door and engage the regulator
arm rollers in the glass channel bracket.
2, Position the window regulator
to the door inner panel and install
the attaching screws.
3. Insert the regulator arm roller
in the equalizer arm bracket. Position
the bracket to the inner panel .and
install the two attaching screws.
4. Position the glass channel bracket to the glass channel and install the
three attaching screws.
5. Remove the window support
and check the operation of the window mechanism.
6. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

REAR DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR AND/OR
MOTOR-FAIRLANE AND
MONTEGO MODEL 54

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Disconnect the motor wires at
the connector.
3. Remove the equalizer arm
bracket from the door inner panel
(Fig. 15).

1. Install the motor on the window regulator.
2. Position the window regulator
in the door and engage the regulator
arm rollers in the glass channel bracket.
3. Position the window regulator
to the door inner panel and install
the four attaching screws.
4. Install the motor bracket to
-door inner panel attaching screw.
5. Insert the regulator arm roller
in the equalizer arm bracket. Position
the bracket to the inner panel and
install the two attaching screws.
6. Position the glass channel bracket to the glass channel and install the
three attaching screws.
7. Connect the motor wires at the
connector.
8. Remove the window support and
check the operation of the window
mechanism.
9. Install the watershield and trim
panel on the door.

REAR DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR-FAIRLANE AND
MONTEGO-MODEL 7 1
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Remove four window regulator attaching screws and support the
glass and channel assembly.
3. Disengage the regulator arm
rollers from the glass channel bracket
and equalizer arm bracket (Fig. 16).
Remove the window regulator from
the door.
4. Lubricate the window mechanism as shown in Section 2.
5. Position the window regulator
in the door and engage the regulator
arm rollers in the glass channel bracket and equalizer arm bracket.
6. Position the regulator to the
door inner panel and install the four
attaching screws.
7. Check the operation of the window mechanism. Then, install the
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watershield and t r ~ m panel on the
door.
REAR DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR AND/OR MOTOR
-FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
-MODEL
71

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Lower the glass.
3. Remove one screw attaching the
division bar to the division bar lower
bracket (Fig. 16).
4. Remove one screw attaching
the division bar lower bracket to the
door inner panel and remove the
bracket.
5. Remove the division bar upper
attaching screw (View D, Fig. 16).
6. Remove the division bar and
rear run assembly from the door.
7. Remove the stationary window
glass and weatherstrip from the door.
8. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the door inner panel.
9. Remove two screws attaching
the window regulator equalizer arm
bracket t o the door inner panel.
10. Remove two screws attaching
the roller front carrier to the glass
channel (Fig. 16).
11. Remove three screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the glass
channel. Then, remove the window
glass and channel assembly from the
door. Remove the window regulator
and motor assembly from the door.
12. Remove the motor and drive
assembly from the window regulator.

INSTALLATION
I. Assemble the motor and drive
assembly to the window regulator.
2. Lubricate the window mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
3. Position the window regulator
and drive assembly in the door and
install the four attaching screws.
4. Position the glass channel
bracket on the regulator arm rollers.
5. Position the window glass and
channel assembly in the door and to
the glass channel bracket (Fig. 16).
6. Install three screws attaching
the glass channel bracket to the
glass channel.
7. Align the roller front carrier
with the glass channel and install
the two attaching screws.
8. Lubricate the stationary window
glass weatherstrip with Silicone lubricant (COAZ-19553-A or C). Then, po-
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sition the window glass and weatherstrip in the door.
9. Position the division bar and
rear run assembly in the door and install the division bar upper attaching screw.
10. Position the division bar lower bracket to the division bar and
door inner panel. Then, install the
two attaching screws.
11. Adjust the window mechanism
as outlined in Section 2.
12. Install the watershield ana
trim panel on the door.
QUARTER WINDOW GLASSMUSTANG AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back from the vehicle.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel
from the vehicle.
3. Remove six screws retaining
the seal to the lock pillar and remove
the seal.
4. Remove both window upper
stops from the quarter window assembly (Fig. I I).
5. Remove two quarter window
guide upper attaching screws (Fig. I I).
6 . Remove one screw attaching
the guide lower bracket to the quarter window guide (Fig. I I).
7. Lower the glass and disconnect
the roller and regulator arm from the
glass channel. Then, remove the quarter window assembly from the vehicle.
8. Remove one screw attaching the
front weatherstrip to the glass frame
and remove the weatherstrip.
9. Remove four screws retaining
the four piece window frame together
and remove the frame pieces from the
glass with the tool shown in Fig. 13.
One piece of the frame is bonded to
the glass and cannot be removed.

INSTALLATION

Body, Doors And Windows

6. Adjust the quarter window as
outlined in Section 2 and tighten
the guide assembly attaching screws
(Fig. I I).
7. Install the window upper stops
(Fig. I I) and the lock pillar seal.
8. Install the quarter trim panel
and the rear seat back and seat
cushion.
QUARTER WINDOW GLASSMODEL 62

INSTALLATION
REMOVAL
1. Remove the rear seat cushion

and back.
2. Remove the trim panel and position the water shield away from the
access hole.
3. Remove the lower and front
garnish moldings.
4. Remove the rear run.
5. Lower the window until the
regulator rollers are accessible, and
disconnect the fiont rollers from the
channel.
6. Lower and .tilt the glass to remove it.
INSTALLATION
1. Transfer the channel, using the
tool shown in Fig. 13.2. Position the glass in the quarter panel, and connect the front rollers.
3. Install the rear run, adjusting
it as necessary.
4. Install the garnish mouldings,
position the watershield, and install
the trim panel.
5. Install thk seat cushion and
back.

QUARTER WINDOW GLASSFAIRLANE AND MONTEGOMODELS 63 AND 65

1. Lubricate the window mechanism as shown in Section 3.
2. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the quarter panel.
3. Install the belt line weatherstrip.
4. Position the front glass channel bracket to the glass channel and
install the two attaching screws.
5. Position the front guide to the
glass channel and install the two
attaching screws.
6. Install the lower stop on the
rear guide (Fig. 17).
7. Position the window regulator
to the front glass channel bracket and
the quarter panel and install the four
attaching screws.
8. Position the window. regulator
equalizer arm to the quarter inner
panel and install the retaining nut.
9. Position the rear glass channel
bracket to the window regulator arm
roller and the glass channel. Install
the two bracket attaching screws.
'
10. Install the two upper stops on
the glass channel (Fig. 17).
11. Install the lock pillar seal.
12. Adjust the quarter window
mechanism as outlined in Section 2.
Install the watershield and quarter
trim panel (Group 18).

QUARTER WINDOW GLASSMONTEGO AND FAIRLANEMODEL 76

REMOVAL

1. Clean the glass frame and in-

stall the frame and new tape on the
glass with the tool shown in Fig. 13.
Then, install the four frame retaining
screws and trim off any excess tape.
2. Position the front weatherstrip
to the glass frame and instVal1 the attaching screw.
3. Position the quarter wlndow
assembly into the quarter panel and
to the guide assembly.
4. Install the three guide assembly attaching screws snug.
5. Place the clip on the regulator
arm roller, and position the roller in
the glass channel. Then, connect the
roller to thewindow regulator.

7. Remove two screws attaching
the front guide to the glass channel
and remove the guide.
8. Remove the lock pillar seal (Fig.
17).
9. kemove the front glass channel bracket from the glass channel.
10. Remove the belt line weatherstrip from the quarter panel.
11. Remove the quarter glass and
channel assembly from the vehicle.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the quarter trim panel

and watershield (Group 18).
2. Remove the rear glass channel
bracket from the glass channel (Fig.
17).
3. Remove the nut- retaining the
window regulator equalizer arm to the
inner panel.
4. Remove four screws attaching
the window regulator to the inner
panel and remove the regulator from
the quarter panel.
5. Remove the upper stops froin
the glass channel (Fig. 17).
6. Remove the lower stop from the
rear guide.

1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield.
3. Remove the upper stop and upper rear stop from the glass channel
(Fig. 17).
4. Remove two screws attaching
the glass channel front bracket to the
glass channel and remove the glass
channel bracket.
5. Remove the rear guide two upper attaching screws (Fig. 17).
6. Remove two screws attaching
the front guide (Fig. 17) to the glass
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FIG. 17-Quarter

windo;

Mechanism-Fairlane

channel and remove the glass from
the quarter panel.
INSTALLATION

1. Lubricate the front run, glass
channel brackets, rear guide and window mechanism rollers (Section 2).
2. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the quarter panel, inserting the glass channel roller in the rear
guide and the regulator arm roller in
the glass channel rear bracket.
3. Position the front guide on the
front run and to the glass channel.
lnstall the two front guide attaching
screws.
4. Position the glass channel front
bracket to the regulator arm roller
and the glass channel. lnstall the
two glass channel bracket attaching
screws.
5. lnstall the upper stop and upper rear stop on the glass channel
(Fig. 17).
6. Install the two rear guide upper attaching screws.
7. Adjust the quarter window as
outlined in Section 2.
8. lnstall the watershield and
quarter trim panel.
9. Install the rear seat back and
seat cushion.

and Montego-Model

63-

QUARTER
REGULATOR-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

REMOVAL

1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back from the vehicle.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel
from the vehicle.
3. Disconnect the window regulator arm from the roller in the glass
channel (Fig. I I) and support the
glass in the up position.
4. Remove five screws attaching
the window regulator and stop to the
quarter inner panel. Then slide the
window regulator arm roller out of
the actuator arm guide and remove
the window regulator from the quarter panel.
5. Remove the roller from the
window regulator arm.

17-65

Typical Model 65 and 7 6

regulator stop and attaching screw.
4. Connect the window regulator
arm to the roller in the glass channel
and remove the glass support.
5. Install the quarter trim panel
and the seat back and seat cushion.
QUARTER WINDOW
REGULATOR-MODEL

62

REMOVAL

1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and back.
2. Remove the trim panel and
position the water shield away from
the access hole.
3. Disconnect the regulator from
the glass channel rollers.
4. Raise the glass by hand and
secure it in the raised position.
5. Remove the regulator retaining bolts, slide the regulator arm out
of the equalizer and remove the regulator.

INSTALLATION
INSTALLATION

1. Install the roller on the window
regulator arm.
2. Position the window regulator
into the quarter panel and engage
the regulator arm roller in the actuator arm guide.
3. lnstall the four window regulator attaching screws and the window

1. Position the regulator inside
the quarter panel, engage the arm in
the equalizer, and install the regulator retaining bolts snugly.
2. Position the rollers in the glass
channel, lower the glass and connect
the regulator.

G'ROUP 17
3. Check the operation of the
glass, adjust it i f necessary, and tighten the retaining bolts.
4. Position the water shield, and
install the trim panel.
5. Install the seat cushion and
back.
QUARTER WINDOW
REGULATOR-MONTEGO
AND
FAIRLANE-MODELS 63-65-76

REMOVAL
I. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel and watershield.
3. Remove four screws attaching
the two glass channel brackets to
the glass channel and remove the
brackets (Fig. 17).
4. Remove the nut retaining the
regulator arm to the inner panel.
5. Remove four window regulator
attaching screws and remove the
quarter window regulator.
6. Transfer the stud from the regulator arm to the new regulator if
the regulator is to be replaced.

-

INSTALLATION
1. Lubricate the window regulator
rollers and the glass channel brackets
(Section 2).
2. Position the window regulator
to the quarter panel inner panel and
install the four attaching screws.
3. Insert the window regulator
rollers in the two glass channel
brackets and position the brackets to
the glass channel. Then. install the
channel bracket attaching screws.
4. Position the regulator arm and
stud to the inner panel and install
the retaining nut.
5. Install the watershield and
quarter trim panel.
6.1nstall the rear seat back
and seat cushion.
QUARTER WINDOW FRONT
GUIDE-MUSTANG AND
COUGAR

- Body, Doors And Windows

5. Remove two quarter window
guide upper attaching screws, item A
(Fig. 1 I).
6. Remove one screw attaching the
guide lower bracket to the quarter
window guide (Fig. I I).
7. Lower the glass and disconnect
the roller and regulator arm from the
glass channel.
8. Remove the quarter window
assembly from the vehicle.
9. Remove the quarter window
guide assembly from the vehicle.
INSTALLATION
I. Position the quarter window
guide assembly in the quarter panel.
Then, position the quarter window assembly into the quarter panel and
guide assembly.
2. Install the three guide assembly attaching screws snug.
3. Place the clip on the regulator
arm roller, and position the roller in
the glass channel. Then, connect the
roller to the window regulator.
4. Adjust the quarter window as
outlined in Section 2 and tighten the
guide assembly attaching screws.
5. Install the quarter trim panel
and the rear seat back and seat
cushion.
QUARTER WINDOW REAR
GUIDE-MUSTANG
AND COUGAR

REMOVAL
I. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield.
2. Remove the quarter window
windlace.
3. Disconnect the regulator arm
from the roller in the glass channel
(Fig. I I).
4. Remove two quarter window
guide upper retaining bolts (items A,
.
Fig. I I).
5. Remove the two window upper
stops (Fig. I I) and the window regulator stop. Then, remove the quarter
window.
6. Remove one bolt attaching the
guide from the quarter panel.

REMOVAL
INSTALLATION
I. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back from the vehicle.
2. Remove the quarter trim panel
from thetehicle.
3. Remove six screws retaining
the seal to the lock pillar and remove
the seal.
4. Remove both window upper
..
stops from the quarter window assembly (Fig. I I).

1. Position the guide in the quarter
panel and install the guide to lower
bracket attaching bolt.
2. Position the regulator arm roller in the glass channel and position
the glass channel roller down into the
guide.
3. Move the window regulator to
the up position.

4. Install the two upper stops (Fig.
I I).
5. Lower the window regulator and
,connect the regulator arm to the glass
channel roller.
6. Adjust the quarter window as
outlined in Section 2 of this Part.
7. Install the quarter window windlace, watershield, and trim panel.
QUARTER WINDOW FRONT
RUN-MODEL 62

REMOVAL
I. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield.
2. Lower the window and pull the
run from the run retainers (Fig. 9).
INSTALLATION
I. Lube the run at the front lower
end with silicon and insert the run in
the run retainers.
2. Raise the window and install
the watershield and quarter trim panel.
QUARTER WINDOW FRONT
RUN- FAIRLANE A N D
MONTEGO-MODELS
63, 65, and 76

REMOVAL
I. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield (Group 18).
2. Remove the rear glass channel
bracket from the glass Ehanne~(Fig.
17).
3. Remove the nut retaining the
window regulator equalizer arm to
the inner panel.
4. Remove four screws attaching the
window regulator to the inner panel
and remove the regulator from the
quarter panel.
5. Remove the upper stops from the
glass channel (Fig. 17).
6. Remove the lower stop from the
rear guide.
7. Remove two screws attaching the
front guide to the glass channel and
remove the guide.
8. Remove the lock pillar seal (Fig.
17).
9. Remove the front glass channel
bracket from the glass channel.
10. Remove the belt line weatherstrips from the quarter panel.
1 1 . Remove the quarter glass and
channel assembiy from the vehicle.
12. Remove two screws attaching the
front run in the quarter panel and remove the run (Fig. 17).
INSTALLATION
I. Lubricate the window mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
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FIG. 78-Stationary

Rear Quarter Window-Models

2. Position the front run in the
quarter panel and install the two attaching screws.
3. Position the glass and channel
assembly in the quarter panel.
4. Install the -belt line weatherstrips.
5. Position the front glass channel
bracket to the glass chinnel and install the two attaching screws.
6. Position the front guide to the
glass channel and install the two attaching screws.
7. Install the lower stop on the rear
guide (Fig. 17).
8. Position the window regulator to
the front glass channel bracket and
the quarter panel and install the four
attaching screws.
9. Position the window .regulator
equalizer arm to the quarter inner panel and install the retaining nut.
10. Position the rear glass channel
bracket to the window regulator arm
roller and the glass channel. Install
the two bracket attaching screws.
11. Install the two upper stops on
the glass channel (Fig. 17).
12. Install the lock pillar seal.
13. Adjust the quarter windowmechanism as outlined in Section 2. Install
the watershield and quarter trim panel
(Group 18).

SEALER

71

QUARTER WINDOW FRONT
GUIDE-FAIRLANE
AND MONTEGOMODELS 63, 6 5 AND 7 6
1. Remove the quarter trim panel
and watershield (Group 18).
2. Remove two screws attaching the
front guide to the glass channel (Fig.
17). Disengage the front guide from
the glass run and remove the guide.
3. Position the front guide to the
glass run and the glass channel. Install the two front guide attaching
screws.
4. Install the watershield and quarter trim panel.

QUARTER WINDOW
REAR GUIDEFAIRLANE AND MONTEGOMODELS 6 3 , 6 5 , AND 7 6

4. Remove the rear guide lower attaching screw.
5. Raise the glass and disengage
the rear guide from the glass channel
roller. Remove the guide from the
quarter panel.
6. Remove the lower stop from the
rear guide.

1. Lubricatethe window mechanism
as shown in Section 2.
2. Position the lower stop to the
rear guide and install' the attaching
screw.
3. Position the rear guide in the
quarter panel and engage the glass
channel roller in the rear guide.
4. Install the three rear guide attaching screws and adjust the window
mechanism (Section 2).
5. Install the watershield and quarter trim panel.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the quarter trim panel

and watershield (Group 18).
2. Raise the glass all the way up
and remove the rear guide top front
attaching screw (Fig. 17).
3. Lower the glass and remove the
rear guide top rear attaching screw.

STATIONARY QUARTER WINDOW
GLASS AND/OR WEATHERSTRIPMODEL 7 1

REMOVAL
1. Remove the quarter front and
rear trim panels.
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2. Remove the spare tire if the
right window glass is to be replaced.
3. Remove the quarter window inside front garnish moulding.
4. Remove the back window side
and upper garnish mouldings.
5. Remove the quarter trim panel
upper retainer.
6. Remove the quarter window
outside front moulding (Fig. 18).
7. Working from inside the vehicle, loosen the weatherstrip from
the window opening flange, and push
the window, weatherstrip and moulding assembly out of the opening.
8. Remove the moulding and
weatherstrip from the glass.
9. Using solvent, remove all old
sealer from the window opening
flange, the window and the weatherstrip.

INSTALLATION
1. Apply a bead of sealer (C5AZ19554-A) around the window opening
flange and in the glass groove of the
weatherstrip.
2. Position the weatherstrip on
the glass and install the outer moulding in the weatherstrip.
3. Install a draw cord in the
weatherstrip, and apply Ru-Glyde to
the weatherstrip surfaces that will
contact the window opening flange.
4. Position the window assembly
to the window opening and use the
draw cord to pull the weatherstrip
over the window opening flange.
5. Install the outside front moulding retaining screws (Fig. 18).
6. lnstall the inside quarter window front garnish mouldings and the
back window side and upper garnish
mouldings.
7. lnstall the quarter trim panel
upper retainer.
8. Check for water leaks, then
clean the glass and mouldings.
9. Install the spare tire if removed and the front and rear trim panels.

4. Remove the windshield outside
side moulding attaching screws (View
B, Fig. 19) and remove the mouldings.
5. Remove the outside belt moulding retainer attaching screws and remove the mouldings and retainers
(View D, Fig. 19).
6. Remove the outside top moulding with the tool shown in Fig. 20.
7. Remove the windshield interior
upper garnish moulding.
8. I f the glass has been shattered,
remove the loose glass fragments
from the car. Beginning at a corner,
peel the butyl tape away from the
body pinch weld flange; then, grasp
the tape near the flange and pull
directly away (Fig. 21).
9. I f the glass is not shattered, insert a two foot length of piano wire
between the pinch weld flange and the
glass. Wrap each end of the wire
around small wood dowels. With the
aid of an assistant, cut the butyl tape
all the way around the glass with a
sawing motion and remove the glass.
10. Remove the two spacers from
the lower edge of the windshield opening (View C, Fig. 19).
11. Clean the body flanges of all
butyl tape and perform sheet metal or
paint repairs, if necessary.
INSTALLATION
1. lnstall the two spacers on the

lower flange of the windshield opening
(View C, Fig. 19). Check the moulding
retainers to assure adequate moulding retention. Repair or replace the
retainers as necessary.
2. Temporarily position the replacement glass in the windshield
opening and adjust the glass for the
best glass to body flange overlap
position. Mark this location with a
crayon. Then, remove the glass and
clean it thoroughly.
3. Apply primer (furnished in the
butyl tape replacement kit C6AZ19562-8) to the entire perimeter of the
glass opening flange (Fig. 19).
4. Apply primer around the entire
perimeter of the inside and edge of
the glass in the area that will contact
the butyl tape.
5. Allow the primer to dry ten
minutes before installation of the glass
or butyl tape.
6. Starting at one side of the glass
opening, place the butyl tape on the
glass opening flange with the sponge
edge not more than 1/16 inch from
the opening edge of the flange (View
K, Fig. 19). D o not allow the butyl
tape 70 overhang the edge of the
flange. D o not stretch the butyl tape
when fitting i t to the corners. Care-

fully splice the two ends of the tape
at the side of the glass opening (View
G, Fig. 19).

WINDSHIELD-MONTEGO,
FALCON, A N D FAIRLANE
EXCEPT M O D E L 76

REMOVAL
1. Remove the windshield wiper
arms and blades.
2. Remove the cowl top panel
grille.
3. On hardtop models, remove the
roof side rail weatherstrip retaining
screw and position the weatherstrip
out of the retainer. Then, remove the
first nine weatherstrip retainer attaching screws.

MOULDING
N I&*

FIG. 20-Windshield

o r Back W i n d o w Moulding Removal
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7. Place the glass in the opening,
using the crayon marks to locate the
best position for equal seal contact.
8. Firmly press the glass against
the butyl tape with hand pressure.
Then, inspect the appearance of the
butyl tape through the glass. A dull
spot indicates an area where the butyl
tape does not contact the glass surface. Additional hand pressure will
seal most areas.
9. Remove any excess primer from
the glass with a razor blade and wipe
with a clean cloth damped in naphtha.
10. Water test the windshield. installation around the entire perimeter
of the glass. Repair any leaks by applying sealer (C5AZ-19554-A) around
the edge of the glass.
11. Install the windshield interior
upper garnish moulding.
12. Install the windshield outside
belt mouldings and retainers (Fig. 19).
13. Install the windshield outside
top moulding.
14. Install the right and left outside mouldings (Fig. 19).
15. In hardtop models, position the
weatherstrip retainer to the pillar and
install the five attaching screws. Then,
insert the weatherstrip in the retainer
and install the weatherstrip end retaining screw.
16. Install the cowl top panel grille
and windshield wiper arms and
blades. Then, clean the windshield and
surrounding area.
WINDSHIELD-MON'CEGO
FAIRLANE-MODEL 76

AND

2. Remove the windshield wiper
arms and blades.
-3. Remove the windshield upper
garnish moulding and sunvisors. Then,
remove the outside top mouldings
from the windshield header (Views
C and G , Fig. 22).
4. Remove the windshield outside
side mouldings (View B, Fig. 22).
5. Remove nine cowl top panel
grille attaching screws and remove
the grille.
6. Remove the outside belt moulding retainer attaching screws and remove the moulding and retainers
(View E, Fig. 22).
7. Remove the mirror from the
windshield.
8. If the glass has been shattered,
remove the loose glass fragments
from the car. Beginning a t a corner.
peel the butyl tape away from the
body pinch weld flange; then, grasp
the tape near the flange and pull
directly away (Fig. 2 I).
9. If the glass is not shattered, insert a two foot length of piano wire between the pinch weld flange and the
glass. Wrap each end of the wire
around small wood dowels. With the
aid of an assistant, cut the butyl tape
all the way around the glass with a
sawing motion and remove the glass.
10. Remove the two spacers from
the lower edge of the windshield opening (View D, Fig. 22).
11. Clean the body flanges of all
butyl tape and perform sheet metal or
paint repairs, if necessary.

INSTALLATION

REMOVAL
1. Lower the top and remove the
windshield pillar weatherstrips and
weatherstrip retainers.

#--

FIG. 21-Butyl

Tape Removal

1. Install the two spacers (4) on
the lower flange of the windshield
opening (Fig. 22). Check the moulding
retainers to assure adequate moulding

retention. Repair or replace the retainers as necessary.
2. Temporarily. position the replacement glass in the windshield
opening and adjust the glass for the
best glass to body flange 'overlap position. Mark this location with a crayon. Then, remove the glass and clean
it thoroughly.
3. Apply primer (furnished in the
butyl tape replacement kit C6AZ19562-B) to the entire perimeter of the
glass opening flange (View A,' Fig. 22).
4. Apply primer around the entire
perimeter of the outside and edge of
the glass in the area that will contact
the buty[ tape.
5. Allow the primer to dry ten
minutes before installation of the glass
or butyl tape.
6. Starting at one side of the glass
opening, place the butyl tape on the
glass opening flange with the sponge
edge not more than 1/16 inch from
the opening edge of the flange (View
P, Fig. 22). Do not allow the butyl
tape to overhang the edge of the
flange. Do not stretch the butyl tape
when fitting it to the corners. Carefully splice the two ends of the tape'
at the side of the glass opening (View
H, Fig. 22).
7. Place the glass in the opening,
using the crayon marks to locate the
best position for equal seal contact.
8. Firmly press the glass against
the butyl tape with hand pressure.
Then, inspect the appearance of the
butyl tape through the glass. A dull
spot indicates an area where the butyl
tape does not contact the glass surface. Additional hand pressure will
seal most areas.
9. Remove any excess primer
from the glass with a razor blade and
wipe with a clean cloth dampened in
naotha.
10. Water test the windshield installation around the entire perimeter
of the glass. Repair any leaks by applying liquid butyl (C5AZ-19554-A)
around the edge of the glass.
11. Position the outside belt moulding and retainers to the windshield
lower edge and install the retainer attaching screws (View E. Fig. 22).
12. Install the cowl 'top panel
grille.
13. Install the windshield outside
side mouldings (Fig. 22).
14. Install the windshield outside
top mouldings (Views F and G , Fig.
22).
15. Install the windshield upper
garnish moulding and sunvisors.
16. Install the windshield pillar
weatherstrip retainers and weatherstrips.
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FIG. 22-Windshield
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FIG. 23-Windshield

lnstallatibn-MisYang-~odels

17. Install the windshield wiper
arms and blades.
18. Install the rear view mirror on
the windshield and raise the top.
WINDSHIELD-MUSTANG
MODELS 63, 65 AND COUGAR

REMOVAL

I. Using Tool T64P42430 R or L,
remove the top left and right outside windshield mountings (Fig. 23).
2. Using Tool T64P42430 R or L,
remove the left and right windshield
outside side mouldings.
3. Remove the windshield wiper
arm and blade assemblies.
4. Using Tool T64P42430 R or L,
remove the windshield outside belt
mouldings (Fig. 23).
5. Remove the windshield and
weatherstrip assembly by pushing
outward along the inner edges of the
windshield.
INSTALLATION
I. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass.
2. Clean all old sealer from the
weatherstrip and the body opening
flange. Check the moulding retainers
to assure adequate moulding reten-

63, 65 and C o u g a r

tion. Repair or replace the retainers
as necessary.
3. Using a caulking gun, apply
sealer in the weatherstrip glass opening.
4. Position the weatherstrip on the
g!ass and install a draw cord in the
body opening groove of the weatherstrip.
5. Using a caulking gun, apply a
bead of sealer all the way around the
body opening outer flange.
6. Apply rubber lubricant to the
weatherstrip surface that contacts the
body opening flange.
7. Position the windshield and
weatherstrip assembly in the windshield opening and, with a helper
applying pressure from the outside,
use the draw cord to pull the lip of
the weatherstrip over the window
opening lower flange, each side flange
and then over the upper flange.
8. Install the outside belt moulding (Fig. 23) by positioning it and
snapping it over its clip retainers.
9. Install the outside side mouldings by snapping them over their clip
retainers.
10. Install the top right and left
outside side mouldings by snapping
them over their clip retainers.
11. Clean the windshield and
mouldings.

12. Install the windshield wiper arm
and blade assemblies.
WINDSHIELD-MUSTANG
MODEL 76

REMOVAL
I. Lower the convertible top.

2. Remove the rear view mirror.
3. Remove the four upper garnish
moulding retaining screws and remove the upper garnish moulding.
4. Remove the sun visor bracket
and pivot retaining screws and remove the sun visor assemblies.
5. Remove the front upper body
pillar weatherstrips (Fig. 24). Note
that these weatherstrips are pressed
into their retainers and attached with
two screws, one at the top and bottom.
6. Remove the front upper body
pillar weatherstrip retainer retaining
screws (four) and remove the retainers.
7. Remove the retaining screw and
two retaining nuts from each left
and right windshield outside top
moulding and remove the mouldings
(Fig. 24, View AA).
8. Remove the two retaining
screws from each windshield outside
side moulding and, using Tool T64P42430 R or L, remove the outside
side mouldings..
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FIG. 24-Windshield

Installation-Mustang

9. Remove the windshield wiper
arm and blade assemblies.
10. Using Tool T64P42430 R or L,
remove the windshield outside belt
moulding.
I I. Remove the windshield and
weatherstrip assembly by pushing
outward along the inner edges of the
windshield.
INSTALLATION
I. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass.
2. Clean all old sealer from the
weatherstrip and the body opening
flange. Check the moulding retainers to assure adequate moulding retension. Repair or replace the retainers as necessary.
3. Using a caulking gun, apply
sealer in the weatherstrip glass opening.
4. Position the weatherstrip on the
glass and install a draw cord in the
body opening groove of the weatherstrip.
5. Using a caulking gun, apply a
.bead of sealer all the way around the
body opening outer flange.
6. Apply rubber lubricant to the
weatherstrip surfaces that contact the
body opening flange.
7. Position the windshield and

Model 76

weatherstrip assembly in the windshield opening. With a helper applying pressure from the outside, use the
draw cord to pull the lip of the
weatherstrip over the window opening lower flange, each side flange
and then over the upper flange.
8. Install the outs'ide belt moulding (Fig. 24) by snapping the moulding over the retaining clips.
9. Install the outside side mouldings by snapping them over their
retaining clips and install the retaining screws.
10. Position the left and right outside top mouldings and install the
retaining screws and nuts.
11. Position the left and right
front upper body pillar weatherstrip
retainers (Fig. 24) and install the
retaining screws.
12. Install the front upper body
pillar weatherstrips by pressing them
securely into their retainers and installing the attaching screws.
13. Install the sun visor bracket
and pivot assemblies.
14: Position the upper garnish
moulding and install the garnish
moulding retaining screws.
15. Install the rear view mirror.
16. Clean the windshield and
mouldings.
17. Install the wiper arm and blade
assemblies.

BONDED REAR VIEW MIRROR
REMOVAL

1. Clean both the inside and outside surfaces of the windshield in the
area of the mirror mounting bracket.
Inspect the windshield for stone chips
and scratches.
2. Using welding putty or wet
rags, insulate all chips or scratches
within 12 inches of the mirror mounting bracket.
3. Apply heat to the bracket
mounting area from outside the
windshield with a standard 250 watt
infrared bulb (heat lamp). Hold the
lamp approximately 4 inches from
the windshield, and rotate it in a
small circle.
4. The mirror mounting bracket
can be pulled off the windshield
glass in approximately 8-10 minutes
using the mirror as a handle.
5. Slowly remove the heat lamp.
Do not remove the insulating materials until the windshield has cooled
to room temperature.
6. Remove the mirror and arm
from the bracket.
INSTALLATION

1. Locate and mark with a wax
pencil the bracket location on the
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outside surface of the windshield (Fig.
25).
2. Use a good grade of Ethyl Alcohol to thoroughly clean the inside
glass surface bracket mounting area
and mounting bracket face. It is important that the mounting surfaces
are properly cleaned >before the resin
is applied.
3. To mix the resin pour the entire contents of the small catalyst
bottle into the large epoxy bottle
(Fig. 25).
4. Stir the contents for 3 to 5
minutes.
To guarantee the correct mixing
ratio and resulting bond strength it
is mandatory that the entire contents
of both .bottles are used and p r o p
erly mixed. Under no circumstances
should only portions of the epoxy or
catalyst be used.
5. Apply the mixed resin to the
bracket mounting surface. Level off
the resin film as smoothly as possible.
6. Place the mounting bracket
surface upward in a vise or in a

small mound of permagum or any
suitable holding material that will
support the mounting bracket (Fig.
25). Hold a standard 250 watt infrared lamp about 5 to 6 inches from
the mounting surface of the bracket
for 2 112 minutes.
7. Allow the bracket to cool for
one minute. With light hand pressure apply the mounting surface of
the bracket to the desired inside area
of the windshield.
8. Secure the bracket to the windshield using a piece of tape about 5
inches long located just under the
knob of the bracket. Apply another
piece of tape in the vertical direction
to firmly hold the mounting bracket
in place on the windshield.
9. When the temperatures are
above 67 degrees F., the mirror and
arm should not be mounted to the
bracket for 8 hours, to allow the resin
to properly adhere the bracket to the
glass. However, the car may be used
with the bracket taped in place one
hour after installation.
When the temperatures are below

"-MEASURED FROM
EDGE OF GLASS

67 degrees F., the mirror and arm
should not be mounted to the bracket
for 16 hours. However, the car can be
used 2 hours after the bracket has
been taped in place.
10. After the bracket has had
time to adhere to the glass, remove
the tape and install the mirror and
arm to the bracket.

BACK WINDOW GLASS
AND/OR WEAT HERSTRIPFALCON, FAIRLANE AND
MONTEGO MODELS 54, 62,
AND 65
REMOVAL
1. Using Tool T64-P42430-R or
L (Fig. 20), release the outside upper
mouldings (Fig. 26), from their moulding retainers and remove the outside
upper mouldings.
2. Using Tool T64-P42430-R or
L, release the outside lower mouldings from their moulding retainers
and remove the outside lower
mouldings.
3. From inside the car, loosen the
weatherstrip edges and then push
out t h e , back window and weatherstrip as an assembly.
4. Place the window assembly on
a bench and remove the weatherstrip
from the glass.

INSTALLATION

K ) R 2 % MINUTES

EPOXY

CATALYST

SECTIONAL
MIRROR ASSEMBLY

FIG. 25-Bonded

Rear View Mirror Installation

nm u
R1171-A

1. Clean the glass, weatherstrip
and the body opening flange. Check
the moulding retainers to assure
adequate moulding retention. Repair
or replace the retainers as necessary.
2. Using a sealer gun, apply sealer
in the weatherstrip glass opening (Fig.
26).
3. Position the weatherstrip on the
glass.
4. Install a draw cord in the body
opening groove of the weatherstrip.
Apply rubber lubricant to the weatherstrip surfaces that will contact the
back window opening flange.
5. Using a sealer gun, apply a
bead of sealer completely around the
back window opening.
6. Position the window assembly
in the body opening. With a helper
applying hand pressure from the
outside, use the draw cord to pull
the lips of the weatherstrip over the
window opening flanges.
7. Install the outside lower left
and right mouldings.
8. Install the outside upper left
and right mouldings.
9. Clean the window and mouldings.
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BACK WINDOW GLASSFAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
MODEL 63

REMOVAL
1. Remove the back window mould-

ings with the tool shown in Fig. 20.
2. If the glass has been broken, remove the loose glass fragments from
the vehicle. Beginning at the corner,
peel the butyl tape seal away from the
body pinch weld flange; then, grasp the
seal near the flange and pull directly
away (Fig. 21).
3. If the glass is not shattered, insert
a two foot length of piano wire between
the pinch weld flange and the glass.
Wrap each end of the wire around
small wood dowels. With the aid of an
assistant, move the wire in a sawing
motion and cut the seal all the way
around the glass. Then, remove the
glass from the opening.
4. Clean the body flanges thoroughly
to remove all the butyl tape. If the
vehicle is equipped with a roof outside
cover, remove any excess vinyl top
cement from the flanges.
5. Perform any sheet metal and
paint repairs, i f necessary.
INSTALLATION
1. Check all moulding retainers. Re-

FIG. 26-Back

place or repair damaged retainers to
insure adequate moulding retention.
Replace any missing or damaged weld
studs with a screw (379560-S101). On
models with a roof outside cover,
apply masking tape or other protective
material over the roof outside cover in
the area of the glass opening to aid in
clean-up operations after installation.
2. Install the spacers in the locations shown in Fig. 27.
3. Temporarily position the replacement glass in the body opening
and adjust it to the best glass to bod;
flange overlap position. Mark this
location with a crayon. Remove the
glass and clean it thoroughly.
4. Apply primer (furnished in the
butyl tape replacement kit C6AZ19562-B) to the glass opening flange
(Fig. 27).
5. Apply primer around the entire
perimeter of the inside and edge of the
glass in the area that will contact the
butyl tape. The primer should cover a
minumum of 318 inch in from the edge
of the glass.
6. Allow the primer to dry a minimum of ten minutes before installation
of the glass or butyl tape.
7. Starting at one side of the glass
opening, place the butyl tape on the
glass opening flange. The sponge edge
of the tape should not be more than

Window Glass Installation-Fairlane,

1 7-75

I / 16 inch from the opening edge of the
flange (View E, Fig. 27). D o not allow
the butyl tape to overhang the edge of
the flange. D o not stretch the butyl
tape when fitting it to the corners.

8. Carefully splice the two ends of
the tape at the side of the glass opening as shown in view D, Fig. 27.
9. Place the glass in the opening
using the crayon mark to locate the
best position for equal seal contact.
10. Firmly press the glass against
the butyl tape with hand pressure.
Then, inspect the appearance of the
butyl tape through t h e glass, a dull
spot indicates an area where the butyl
tape does not contact the glass surface. Additional hand pressure will
seal most areas.
11. Remove any excess primer from
the glass with a razor blade. Wipe the
area with a clean cloth dampened with
naphtha.
12. Water test the window installation around the entire perimeter of the
glass. Repair any leaks by applying
liquid butyl (C5AZ-19554-A) around
the edge of the glass.
13. Install the back window outside
moulding.
14. Clean the glass, exterior mouldings, and surrounding area. Remove
the masking tape,or other protective
covers if used.

Falcon, and Montego-Models

54,62, and 6 5

GROUP 17 - Body, Doors And Windows
BACK WINDOW GLASSMUSTANG MODEL 63

REMOVAL
1. Remove the quarter trim upper
front moulding retaining screws and
remove the quarter trim upper front
mouldings.
2. Remove the quarter trim upper
rear moulding cap retaining screw
and remove the cap. Remove the
quarter trim upper left and right rear
moulding retaining screws and remove
the mouldings.
3. Remove the back window garnish moulding upper joint cover. Remove the back window upper left
and right garnish moulding retaining
screws and remove the mouldings.
4. Remove the left and right vent
air extractor grille assembly (quarter
trim upper front panels) retaining
screws and remove the panels.
5. Remove the back window
lower front left and right trim panel
retaining bolts and screws and remove the panels.
6. Remove the quarter trim upper
rear left and right panel retaining
screws and remove the panels.
7. Using moulding removal Tool
T64P-42006-A or B, remove the

FIG. 27-Back

back window exterior mouldings in
the following order: right upper
moulding, right lower moulding, left
upper moulding and left lower moulding (Fig. 28).
8. With an assistant applying pressure from the inside, remove the
back
window
and
weatherstrip
assembly.
9. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass.

the entire perimeter of the back window opening flange. With the aid of an
assistant, position the glass and
weatherstrip assembly in the body
window opening. Use the pull cord to
pull the lip of the weatherstrip over
the pinchweld while applying pressure to the glass from the outside.
6. Apply sealer between the
weatherstrip and the outside pinchweld flange.
7. Snap the window exterior
mouldings into place in the following order; left lower moulding, left
upper moulding, right lower mould'ing and right upper moulding.
8. Install the upper rear left and
right quarter trim panels.
9. Install the upper front left and
right quarter trim panels.
10. Install the back window lower
front trim panel.
11. Install the upper rear left and
right quarter trim mouldings and
moulding cap.
12. Install the upper front left and
right quarter trim mouldings.
13. Install the back window upper
left and right garnish mouldings and
garnish moulding joint cover.
14. Clean the back window and
mouldings.

1. Clean excess old sealer from
the body window opening. Check the
moulding retainers to assure adequate
moulding retention. Repair or replace
the retainers as necessary.
2. Clean . old sealer from the
weatherstrip if the weatherstrip is to
be re-used.
3. Apply sealer in the glass opening groove of the weatherstrip.
4. Position the weatherstrip on the
glass and install a pull cord (118 inch
sash cord) around the weatherstrip
body opening groove. Apply rubber
lubricant to the weatherstrip surfaces that will contact the back window opening flanges during installation.
5. Apply a bead of sealer around

W i n d o w Glass Installation-Fairlane

a n d Montego-Model

63
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BACK WINDOW GLASSMUSTANG AND COUGAR
MODEL 65
1. Remove the back window outside mouldings (Figs. 29 and 30) with
Tools T64P-42430-R and/or L.
2. Loosen the weatherstrip at the
window opening and push the glass
and weatherstrip from the opening.
3. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass and clean all sealer from
the weatherstrip and/or glass if either
one is the be re-used. Check the moulding retainers to assure adequate moulding retention (Figs. 29 and 30). Repair or replace the retainers as necessary.
4. Remove all old sealer from the
window opening.
5. With a caulking gun, apply
sealer in the glass opening groove
of the weatherstrip. Apply rubber
lubricant to the weatherstrip surfaces that will contact the back window opening flanges during installation.
6. Position the weatherstrip on
the glass and install a draw cord in
the body opening groove of the
weatherstrip.
7. With a caulking gun, apply a
bead of sealer all the way around the
body window opening flange.

FIG. 28-Back

8. Position the window and
weatherstrip assembly in the body
opening and, with a helper applying
pressure from the outside, use the
draw cord to pull the lip of the
weatherstrip over the body window
opening flange.
9. Install the back window outside mouldings (Figs. 29 and 30).
TAILGATE WINDOW GLASS

REMOVAL
1. Open and temporarily support
the tailgate.
2. Remove the tailgate cover panel retaining screws and remove the
panel.
3. Remove the window regulator
arm roller retaining pins, disconnect
the arms from the rollers, and remove the rollers from the glass
channel.
4. Remove the window from the
tailgate.

INSTALLATION
1. With a glass remover tool, remove the glass lower retainer and
channel, and weatherstrip.
2. Remove the weatherstrip from
the glass lower retainer and channel

Window Glass Installation-Mustang

Model 63

17-77

assembly, and then clean the glass
groove.
3. Position the weatherstrip into
the glass lower channel. Install the
weatherstrip and channel to the
glass.
4. Slide the window assembly into
the glass runs and connect the regulator arms and rollers to the glass lower
channel.
5. Apply Lubriplate to the glass
rollers.
6. Clean the old sealer from the
tailgate cover panel and apply new
sealer.
7. Install the tailgate cover panel
to the tailgate.
8. Connect the tailgate hinge supports and remove the temporary
support.
TAILGATE WINDOW
REGULATOR

REMOVAL
I f the tailgate window regulator
mechanism should fail with the window in a partially closed or closed
position, refer t o the emergency procedure in Section 2.
1. Open and temporarily support
the tailgate.
2. Disconnect the tailgate hinge
supports at the tailgate.

GROUP 17 - Body, Doors And Windows
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FIG. 29-Back

W i n d o w Glass Installation-Mustang

3. Remove the tailgate cover panel retaining screws and remove the
panel.
4. Remove the window regulator
arm roller retaining pins, disconnect
the arms from the rollers, and remove the rollers from the glass
channel.
5. Remove the tailgate window
from the tailgate and scribe the regulator mounting location.
6. Remove the regulator retaining
bolts and remove the regulator.
INSTALLATION
1. Place the regulator manual drive
spline into the handle, align the regulator, and install the regulator retaining bolts.
Install the window assembly in
the tailgate.
2. Clean the old sealer from the
tailgate cover panel and apply new
sealer.
3. Install the tallgate cover panel
to the tailgate.

Model 65

dow in a partially closed or closed position, refer to the emergency procedure in Section 2.
1. Open and temporarily support
the tailgate.
2. Disconnect the tailgate hinge
supports at the tailgate.
3. Remove the tailgate cover panel retaining screws and remove the
panel.
4. Remove the window regulator
arm roller retaining pins, disconnect
the arms from the rollers, and remove the rollers from the glass
channel.
5. Remove the window from the
tailgate.
6. Disconnect the motor leads
from the wiring harness in the tailgate.
7. Scribe the regulator mounting
location, remove the regulator retaining bolts, and remove the regulator with the motor attached.
INSTALLATION

-

1. D o not remove the electric
TAILGATE POWER WINDOW
REGULATOR

'

REMOVAL
I f the tailgate window regulator
mechanism should fail with the win-

regulator drive. assembly for transfer
to the new regulator until the regulator counterbalance spring is unloaded. To unload the regulator

counterbalance spring, place the
spring in a vise so. that the spring
cannot unwind, disconnect the spring

from the outer retaining tab,'and then
slowly loosen the vise jaws.
2. Remove the screws retaining
the regulator drive assembly and the
motor to the regulator and remove
the drive assembly and motor.
3. Position the drive assembly
and motor to the new regulator and
install the retaining screws.
4. Drill out the rivets retaining
the manual clutch and .housing assembly to the regulator. Remove and
discard the manual drive assembly.
The manual clutch and gear Xssembly should not be removed uotil the
electric drive assembly is installed.
5. Install the regulator assembly

on the tailgate and align the regulator as required.
6. Connect the wiring harness to
the motor and secure the harness in
place with the retainer.
7. Install the window a'ssembly into the tailgate.
8. Apply Lubriplate to the glass
rollers.
9. Clean the old sealer from the
tailgate cover panel and apply new
sealer.
10. Install the tailgate cover panel to the tailgate.
11. Connect the tailgate hinge
supports and remove the temporary
support.
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OUTSIDE LOWER
CORNER MWLDING
OUTSIDE LOWER

RETAINER

FIG. 30-Back

Window Glass Installation-Cougar

SINGLE ACTION TAILGATE
SWITCH AND LOCK CYLINDERPOWER WINDOW

REMOVAL
1. Open and temporarily support
the tailgate.
2. Disconnect the tailgate hinge
supports at the tailgate.
3. Remove the tailgate cover panel retaining screws and remove. the
panel.
4. Remove the window regulator
arm roller retaining pins, disconnect
the arms from the rollers, and remove the rollers from the glass
channel.
5. Remove the window from the
tailgate.
6. Remove the regulator.
7. Remove the nuts retaining the
lock and switch, and then remove
the lock and lock cylinder from the
tailgate (Fig. 3 1).
8. If the switch requires replacement, disconnect ' the switch wires
from the tailgate wiring harness and
remove the switch and wires.
9. To remove the lock cylinder,
depress the lock cylinder retaining
pin, insert the key and rotate the
cylinder until the retaining pin drops,
and then remove the lock cylinder.

Model 65

INSTALLATION
I. To install the lock cylinder, insert the key in the lock cylinder and
slide the cylinder into the retainer.
2. To install the switch assembly,
route the wiring harness through the
tailgate to the tailgate harness switch
connector.
3. Place the lock assembly and
gasket to the tailgate and position
the switch to the lock assembly. It
may be necessary to rotate the lock
cylinder to align the switch and the
lock. Install the retaining nuts.
4. Install the window regulator.
5. Install the tailgate window assembly into the tailgate.
6. Apply Lubriplate to the glass
rollers.
7. Clean the old sealer from the
tailgate cover panel and apply new
sealer.
8. Install the tailgate cover panel
to the tailgate.
9. Connect the tailgate hinge supports and remove the temporary
support.
TAILGATE MANUAL WINDOW
HANDLE AND LOCK CYLINDER

REMOVAL
I. With the tailgate window in

FIG. 37-Tailgate Switch and Lock
Cylinder Installation-Typical,
TAILGATE UPPER EDGE

FIG. 32-Tailgate#Window
Regulator Handle InstallationTypical .:
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the closed position, unlock the tailgate handle, and rotate the handle
assembly to reveal the mounting

screws (Fig. 32).
2. Remove the handle mounting
screws, and then remove the handle

SWITCH ASSEMBLY

assembly and pad.
3. To remove the lock cylinder
turn the key in the cylinder to align
the cylinder locking pin with the access hole in the handle assembly.
Depress the locking- .pin and remove
the' lock cylinder.
INSTALLATION
1. To replace the lock cylinder,
transfer the O-rings, and then with
the key in the cylinder, install the
lock cylinder in the handle assembly.
2. If the window regulator has
been replaced, it may be necessary
to reposition the handle assembly so
that it hangs in a vertical position,
with the tailgate window in a closed
position. To adjust the handle position, remove the snap {ing and
socket from the window regulator
stem, and then install the socket
with the notch at the top.
3. Install the pad and handle assembly.
DUAL ACTION TAILGATE
POWER WINDOW SWITCH

FIG. 33-Tailgate

Power W i n d o w Switch Installation

REMOVAL
1. Rem6ve the interior trim panel
and access cover from the tailgate.
2. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the tailgate.
3. Remove the window switch from
the latch outside handle. This can be
accomplished by inserting a small
steel rod'-into the two holes in the
switch assembly (Fig. 33) and spreading the spring clips outward. Then,
slide the switch assembly off the latch
outside handle.
4. Turn the key and latch handle
to the full clockwise position. Then,
depress the lock cylinder retaining
pin (Fig. 34) and remove the lock cylinder from the latch outside handle.

INSTALLATlON

L a K CY LINDER
RETAINING PIN

VIEW IN DIRECTION OF ARROW
N lb.39-A
2

FIG. 34-Tailgate

Lock Cylinder Removal

.

1. Move the switch actuating lever
at the back of the latch handle (inside tailgate) to the center position.
2. Insert the lock cylinder into
the latch handle and engage it. Remove the key from the lock cylinder
to be sure it is engaged with the
handle.
3. Position the switch assembly
to the latch handle and slide the
switch into the slots of the handle.
4. Install the tailgate glass, and
install the access cover and interior
trim panel on the tailgate.
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING
DOOR LATCH

A preliminary inspection of all
latch assembly rod attachments should
be made before any diagnosis operations are performed. Each rod should
be inserted in the nylon bushing and
the metal clip engaged around the
rod as shown in Fig. 1. The following
actuating rods should be inspected for
proper attachment at both ends.
1. Door latch actuating rod (adjustable)-Front door.
2. Inside release handle to latch
rod - Front and rear door.
3. Door latch to lock cylinder rod Front door.
4. Door inside lock push button
rod - Front and rear door.
If any actuating rods are found
to be disconnected or improperly connected, check the ny ion- bushing and
metal clip to see if they are damaged.
Replace if necessary and properly

connect the rod (Fig. I). If the rods are
properly connected and the latch sys-

tern continues to malfunction, proceed
with the diagnosis for the specific malfunction.

N1 6 1 ~

FIG.

Latch
Installation - Typical

FIG. 2-Door

Latch Actuating Rod
Installation - Typical
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FRONT DOOR CANNOT BE
OPENED FROM INSIDE OR
OUTSIDE THE VEHICLE

If no distinct free play is evident
when a slight pressure is applied to
the door outside handle push button,

17 - Body, Doors And Windows
the door latch actuating rod is adjusted too short. This condition pre-loads
the latch so that when the door is
closed and then locked (inside lock
push button depressed), the latch
locking lever will travel past the latch
pawl and lodge behind the pawl.

-

LATCH,ACTUATING ROO LEVER
ALSO SHOWN IN BY-PASSED CCHDITION

When this happens, the lever cannot
return to the unlocked position.
To correct this condition, disconnect
the latch actuating rod from the latch
(Fig. 2). Return the latch locking lever
and the actuating rod lever to their
normal free position. Then, adjust the
latch actuating rod (Section 2) to obtain the specified dimension at the
door outside handle.
FRONT DOOR CANNOT BE
OPENED FROM OUTSIDE THE
VEHICLE WHEN THE DOOR
IS UNLOCKED

The door latch actuating rod is
adjusted too long. When this condition
exists, the latch actuating rod will not
operate the latch actuating lever
enough to unlatch the door.
To correct this condition, disconnect
the latch actuating rod from the latch
(Fig. 2). Then, adjust the latch actuating rod (Section 2), to obtain the specified dimension at the door outside
handle.
FRONT DOOR LOCKS WHEN
THE INSIDE LOCK PUSH
BUTTON IS I N THE UNLOCKED
( UP) POSITION

.

FIG 3-Door

2

Latch Malfunction Conditions - Typical

!

Inspect the latch assembly to determine if the locking lever toggle
spring (View A. Fig. 3) is missing.
When the inside lock push button is in
the unlocked position; it can readily
be dete~minedif the toggle spring is
missing. This condition is also evident
if the locking push button can be moved up and down freely.
If the toggle spring is missing,
remove the latch from the door and install a replacement spring as follows:
With the lock actuating lever in the
locked position, insert one leg of the
spring in the slot of the lever. Apply
pressure to the other leg of the spring
and insert it into the holes in the latch
plate (Fig. 3). Operate the latch to
assure proper installation of the spring;
then, install the latch in the door.

IN-VEH.ICLE ADJUSTMENTS A N D REPAIRS

DOOR ALIGNMENT

The door hinges provide sufficient
adjustment to correct most misalignment conditions. Loosen the door
hinge. attaching bolts and adjust the
door to obtain the clearance specifica-

tions shown in Figs. 4 through 8 when
the door is closed. Then, tighten the
hinge attaching bolts.
After adjustment at the hinge
attaching points, check the alignment between the door latch and
striker plate for proper door closing.

D o not cover up poor door adjustment with striker plate adjustment.

OPEN DOOR WARNING
SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

The latch must be removed from
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I. MARGINS MUST BE
2. SUBTRACT .02 FRO
WINDOW MOULDING
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DIMENSIONS FOR EACH
SECTION I1 DIMENSION

WINDOW MOULDING IS USED
4. FENDER TO ROCKER PANEL MARGIN MUST BE CONSISTENT WITH FENDER TO DOOR MARGIN
N 164

FIG. 4-Body

Clearance Dimensions-Falcon
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N 1650-A

FIG. 5-Body

Clearance Dimensions-Fairlane

PART 17-5
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B
A

SECTION

NOTES: 1. MARGINSMUST BE PARALLEL WITHIN .06.
.O9 PERMISSABLE WITH FIBERGLASS HOOD ONLY.

2. SUBTRACT .02 FRfY4 MARGIN DIMENSIONS FOR
EACH WINDOW MWLDING.

FIG. 6-Body

Clearance Dimensions-Montego

- AA

3. ADD .O2 TO DIMENSION "X" OF SECTION 9 WHEN
WINDOW MOULDING IS USED.

4.

FENDER TO ROCKER PANEL MARGIN MUST BE
CONSISTENT WITH FENDER TO DOOR MARGIN.
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SECTION

- AA

(MODEL 63 ONLY)

NOTE:
1. MARGINS MUST BE PARALLEL WITHIN .06
2. SUBTRACT .02 FROM MARGIN OIMENSIONS FOR EACH
WINDOW MOULDING.
3. FENDER TO ROCKER PANEL MARGIN MUST BE CONSISTENT WITH FENDER TO DOOR MARGIN.

FIG. 7-Body

Clearance Dimensions-Mustang
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FIG, 8-Body

Clearance Dimensions-Cougar
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the door to adjust the open door warning switch. Refer to Section 3 for the
latch removal and installation procedure.
I. Loosen the switch attaching
screw.
2. Set the door latch in the closed
position.
3. Position the switch contact near
the latch cam (Fig. 9) but do not let it
touch the cam. Then, tighten the
switch attaching screw.

DE
RANK

OPEN DOOR
WARNING SWITCH

I*

4. Set the door latch for the safety
and open positions. The switch contact must make electrical contact with
the cam when the latch is in the safety
and open positions.
FRONT DOOR LATCH
ACTUATING ROD ADJUSTMENT
1. Remove the door trim panel
and watershield.
2. Disconnect the latch actuating
rod from the latch actuating rod lever
(Fig. 10).
3. Adjust the length of the rod,
as required, to obtain a 1/64 to 5/64
inch (Mustang and Cougar) 'or a 5/64
to 9/64 inch (Falcon, Fairlane, and
Montego) dimension at point A shown
in Fig. 10.

LATCH ACTUATING ROO
LATCH STRIKER

OBTAIN DIMENSION
"A" SHWN ABOVE

LATCH ACTUATING

SWITCH

LATCH LOCKING

C'ONTACT
N 163S-A

FIG. 9-Open Door
Warning Switch

FIG. 70-Front

Door Latch
Actuating R O ~
Adjustment - Typical

FIG. 7 7-Door

Latch Striker

Adjustment

VIEW-AA

TAILGATE MUST BE FLUSH TO
.08 FORWARDOF WARTER PANEL
SECTION-00

NOTES: 1. SECTIONS B0 AND C C A R E AT PEAK
OF CHARACTER LINE.
2. FLUSH CONDITIONS AND MARGIN AT B B
REFER TO SINGLE SPECIFIC LOCATIONS.
3. SIDE MARGINS MAY OR MAY NOT BE
PARALLEL TOP TO BOTT(M.
4. DIMENSIONS .04 AND 1.00 IN SECTION &8
REFLECT DESIGN OVERBEND (REF.).

.a(
TAILGATE MUST BE FWSH WITHIN
.W OF WARTER PANEL
SECTION-CC
V

FIG. 72-Tailgate-To-Body

Opening Clearances

PART 17-5
4. Insert the latch actuating
in the latch actuating rod lever
retain in place with the clip.
5. Check the operation of
door outside handle push button
the lqtch assembly.
6. Install the watershield
trim panel on the door.

- Doors And Tailgate
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D O O R LATCH STRIKER
ADJUSTMENT

The striker pin can be adjusted
laterally and vertically as well as
fore and aft. The latch striker should
not be adjusted to correct door sag.
The latch striker should be shimmed
to get the clearance shown in Fig. I I
between the striker and the latch. To
check this clearance, clean the latch
jaws and the striker area, and then
apply a thin layer of dark grease
to the striker. As the door is closed
and opened, a measureable pattern
will result. Move the striker assembly
laterally to provide a flush fit at the
door and the pillar or.quarter panel.

FLOATING TAPPING PLATES
IN PILLAR PROVIDE
FORE 8 AFT AND UP
&DOWN ADJUSTMENT
LOOSE^ SCREWS)

HORIZONTAL PIVOT

I

' /

-1---

SINGLE-ACTION TAILGATE
H I N G E ADJUSTMENT

The tailgate can be adjusted fore
or aft and up or down at the hinge
to body mounting bolts.
To adjust the tailgate from side
to side in the tailgate opening, remove the trim panel, loosen the hinge
to tailgate bolts and shift the tailgate as required.
DUAL-ACTION
TAILGATE ADJUSTMENTS
While full adjustments are provided for the dual action tailgate, no
unique methods are employed. The
following information will assist in
locating and performing tailgate adjustments to obtain the clearances
shown in Fig. 12.
The fore and aft and up and down
adjustment of the tailgate is accomplished at the hinge side by means
of square holes in .the body pillar.
backed by floating tapping plates, at
the upper and lower hinge attachments (Figs. 13 and 14).
Lateral adjustment of the tailgate
is accomplished at the upper hinge
by adding or removing spacer shims
between the hinge on the body and
the pillar. Lateral adjustment at the
lower hinge is accomplished by
means of oversize holes in the tailgate at the hinge on the gate attachment (Figs. 13 and 14).
Fore and aft and up and down
adjustment of the strikers is accomplished by means of square holes in

\
I

VERTICAL PIVOT

FIG. 13-Lower

Left Hinge Assembly

PROVIDE LATERAL

ATlNG TAPPING

DOWN ADJUSTMENT
(LOOSEN SCREWS)
LOWER HINGE ASSEMBLY

FIG. 14-

Upper Left Hinge Assembly
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the pillar backed by floating tapping
plates. Lateral adjustment is accomplished by adding or removing
shims (Fig. 15).
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
DOOR ALIGNMENT

The luggage compartment door
(deck lid) can be shifted fore and aft
and from side to side by loosening
the hinge to door attaching screws
(Figs. 16 and 17). The up and down
adjustment is obtained by adding or
removing shims between the hinge and
the door (Fig. 17). On Mustang
and Cougar Models, the up and
down adjustment is obtained by
loosening the hinge to hinge support
attaching screws and raising or
lowering the hinge (Fig. 16).
The luggage compartment door
should be adjusted for an even and
parallel fit with the door opening.
The door should also be adjusted up
and down for a flush fit with the
surrounding panels. Care should be
taken not to distort or mar the luggage compartment door or surrounding body panels.

FIG. 15-Tailgate

Lock Striker Adjustment
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
DOOR LATCH ADJUSTMENT

The striker plate can be adjusted
laterally and vertically and the latch
can be adjusted laterally. Before
adjusting the deck lid latch, make
sure that the deck lid is properly
aligned. To adjust the latch, loosen
the attaching screws, move the latch
as required to make good contact
and tighten the attaching screws.
Move the striker plate up or down as
necessary to increase or decrease
the clearance between the deck lid
and the lower back panel.
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
DOOR HINGE TORSION
BAR ADJUSTMENT

FIG. 16-Luggage
C o u g a r - Typical

C o m p a r t m e n t Door Alignment - Mustang a n d

I. Open the luggage compartment
door and note the pop-up distance of
the door. The door should pop open
about 3 inches and should stay in
any raised position.
2. If the door does not pop open
to about 3 inches and will not remain
open in any position, the torsion bars
tension should be increased.
3. If the door pops open more than
about 3 inches and will not remain in
any open position except full open,
the torsion bar tension should be decreased.

PART 17-5 - Doors And Tailgate
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4. To adjust the torsion bar tension on a Mustang or Cougar, slip
Tool T64K-44890-B over the end
of the torsion bar as shown in Fig.
18. Then, rotate the bar rearward
at point C and re-position point B in
another slot to increase or decrease
the torsion bar tension, as necessary.
5. To adjust the torsion bar tension on Falcon, Fairlane or Montego
models, grip the torsion bar with a
pipe wrench at point A shown in
Fig. 19. Then. lift the end of the
pipe wrench to rotate the bar
out of the slot at point B into another
slot to increase or decrease the torsion bar tension, as desired. It may
be necessary to force the bar down
at point C after adjustment.
6. After torsion bar adjustment,
the difference of the position of the
torsion bar ends between the right
and left side must not be more than
one slot.

DOOR EMERGENCY OPENING
PROCEDURE

NG. 17-Luggage

Compartment Door Alignment - Falcon, Fairlane, and
Montego - Typical

If a door latch system is inoperative and the door cannot be opened
from either the inside or outside of
the vehicle, fabricate a latch actuating tool as shown in Fig. 20. Use
118 inch welding rod or equivalent.
1. Lower the window glass of
the inoperative door to the full down
position.
2. Insert the latch actuating tool
in the glass opening at the rear edge
of the door and engage the latch
pawl lever as shown in Fig. 21. The
tool should be inserted into the door
approximately 13 inches (Falcon,
Fairlane, and Montego) or 14 inches
(Mustang and Cougar).
3. Apply a downward pressure on
the latch pawl lever with the latch
actuating tool. This will open the
door. When the door is open, inspect
the latch assembly and rod attaching
points to determine the cause of the
lock-out. Refer to Diagnosis and
Testing in Section I .

NG. 18-Torsion

Bar Adjustment - Mustang and Cougar - Typical
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FIG. 19-Torsion

Bar Adjustment - Falcon, Fairlane and Montego

- Typical

I /e.. d l ~WELDING
.
ROD OR EQUIVALENT

FIG. 20-Latch

Actuating Tool
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FIG. 21-Door

3
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Emergency Opening

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

ROOF SIDE RAIL
WEATHERSTRIP-MODELS
63 A N D 65

FRONT DOOR WEATHERSTRIP FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO MODELS 6 3 , 6 5 , 6 6 AND 76

1. Remove one screw attaching the
weatherstrip to the body front pillar.
2. Lower the quarter window and
pull the weatherstrip from the retainer.
3. Apply adhesive (COAZ- 19552-A)
to the weatherstrip retainer.
4. Install the weatherstrip in
the retainer and press firmly into
place.
5. Install the weatherstrip attaching screw at the body front pillar.

1. Remove five screws attaching
the weatherstrip to the rear edge of
the door a t the belt line.
2. Remove one screw attaching the
weatherstrip to the front edge of
the door.
3. Disengage the weatherstrip retainers from the door and remove the
weatherstrip.
4. Position the weatherstrip to
the door and snap the retainers into
place.

5. Install the five screws attaching the weatherstrip end to the
rear edge of the door at the belt line.
6. Install one screw attaching
the end of the weatherstrip to the
front of the door.

REMOTE CONTROL REAR
VIEW MIRROR
REMOVAL
1. Remove the bezel nut from the
remote control actuator.
2. Attach a pull cord to the remote control actuator.

GROUP 17 - Body, Doors And Windows
3. Remove two mirror attaching
screws and remove the mirror and control cables from the door. When the
cables are out of the door, disconnect the pull cord from the remote
control actuator. Do not allow the
pull cord end to be pulled into the
door.
l NSTALLATION
1. Attach the pull cord to the
remote control actuator.
2. Position the mirror to the
door using the pull cord to route the
cables and actuator through the door.
3. Install the two mirror attaching screws.
4. Pull the remote control actuator through the hole in the door trim
panel and install the bezel nut on
the actuator.
5. Remove the pull cord from the
actuator and cjeck the operation of
the mirror.

DOORS

2. Disconnect the four rods from
the latch assembly (Fig. 22).
3. Remove three latch attaching
screws and remove the latch.
4. Remove the rod retaining clips
and open door warning switch from
the latch.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the rod retaining clips
and the open door warning switch on
the latch. Adjust the switch as butlined in Section 2.
2. Position the latch in the door
and install the three attaching screws.
3. Connect the four rods to the
latch assembly. Adjust the latch actuating rod, if required (Section 2).
4. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR LATCH FAIRLANE, FALCON, AND
MONTEGO-MODELS 54,
62, AND 71

REMOVAL
I. Remove the door hinge-to-dooro
attaching bolts, and remove the door.
2. If a hinge is damaged, remove
the pillar attaching bolts and remove
the hinge.
3. If the door .is damaged, a replacement door is furnished as a
sheet metal shell in prime paint.
It has no hinges, trim, glass, runs, or
hardware. When a door is replaced,
make any needed minor repairs to
the new shell, drill holes necessary
for mouldings, paint the door, and
transfer all usable parts. Cement the
weatherstrip properly.
If only a door outer panel is seriously damaged, the whole door need
not be replaced. A replacement outer
panel is available.
l NSTALLATION
1. If the hinge was removed, install it on the pillar.
2. Position the door to the hinges.
Partially tighten the bolts; align the
door, and tighten the bolts securely.
3. Align the door glass, glass
runs, stops, regulator, and remote
control.
4. Install the door 'water shield
and the door trim.
FRONT DOOR LATCHMUSTANG AND COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.

REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Mark the location of the rear
run lower retaining bolt. Then, remove the bolt.
-3. Disconnect the four rods from
the latch assembly (Fig. 22).
4. Remove the latch assembly attaching screws; disconnect the door
ajar switch wire; and remove the latch
from the door.
5. Remove the door ajar switch
and rod retaining clips from the latch
assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the door ajar switch
to the latch and install the attaching
screw. Adjust the switch as outlined
in Section 2.
2. Install the rod retaining clips
in the new latch assembly.
3. Pgsition the latch in the door
and connect the wire to the door ajar
switch. Then, install the latch attaching screws.
4. Install the rear run lower attaching bolt. ,Locate the' bolt in the
original position and tighten the bolt.
5. Connect the four rods to the
latch assembly and check the operation of the latch. Adjust the latch
actuating rod, i f required (Section 2).
6. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

FRONT DOOR LATCH FAIRLANE AND MONTEGO
-MODELS 63,65,66, AND 76
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door (Group 18).
2. Remove the clip retaining the
push button rod to the latch and disconnect the rod from the latch.
3. Disconnect the remote control
link, lock cylinder rod, and latch
actuating rod from the latch assembly
(Fig. 22).
4. Disconnect the wire from the
open door warning switch.
5. Remove three latch assembly
attaching screws and remove the latch
from the door.
6. Remove the bushings, rod clips,
and the open door warning switch
from the latch.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the bushings, rod clips,
and open door warning switch on the
latch. Adjust the switch as outlined
in Section 2.
2. Position the latch assembly in
the door and install the retaining
screws.
3. Connect the remote control
link and lock cylinder rod to the latch
assembly.
4. Adjust the latch actuating rod
(Section 2) and connect the rod to
the latch.
5. Connect the push button rod
to the latch. Check the operation of
the latch assembly.
6. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door (Group 18).

DOOR LATCH REMOTE
CONTROL
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Disconnect the link from the
remote control.
3. Remove the remote control attaching screw and remove the control
from the door.
4. Remove the link clip from the
remote control.
'

INSTALLATION
1. Insert the link clip in the
remote control.
2. Position the remote control
to the door and install the attaching screw:.
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LOCK CONTROL KNOB -21850

PAD-22448.9
3MMET-21999

LATCH ASSEMBLY -21812-3
(
.

9

I

1 1

RE~OTE'CONTROL LINK-21940

-

OUTSIDE HANDLE 26600- 1

-

PAD 22448- 9

REMOTE CONTROL LINK - 26414

-

TCH ASSEMBLY 26412.3

FIG. 22-Door

Handle and Latch Installation-Typical
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3. Connect the link to the remote
control and check the operation of
the latch.
4. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

REAR DOOR LATCH
REMOVAL
1. Remove the trim panel and
yatershield from the door.
2. Disconnect t h e . remote control
link and the lock control rod link
from the latch assembly (Fig. 22).
3. Remove three latch assembly
attaching screws; disconnect the wire
from the door ajar switch; and remove the latch assembly from the
door.
4. Remove the two rod clips and
door ajar switch from the latch assembly.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the two rod clips on
the latch assembly.
2. Position the door ajar switch
to the latch assembly and install the
attaching screw. Adjust the switch
as outlined in Section 2.
3. Lubricate the latch assembly
with Polyethylene Grease (C4AZ19584-A).
4. Position the latch assembly
in the door; connect the door ajar
switch wire to the switch; and install
the three latch assembly attaching
screws.
5. Connect the remote control
link and the lock control rod link to
the latch, assembly (Fig. 22).
6. Check the operation of the
latch assembly and adjust the push
button to specifications (Fig. 22), i f
necessary. Refer to Section 2 for
the adjustment procedure.
7. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

REAR DOOR LATCH
BELLCRANK
REMOVAL

INSTALLATION
1. Position the push button rod
on the bellcrank.
2. Position the bellcrank to the
door inner panel with the push button
rod inserted through the hole at the
belt line. Then, install the bellcrank
attaching screw.
3. Connect the lock control rod
link to the bellcrank.
4. Install the lock control knob
on the push button rod and check the
operation of the bellcrank.
5. Install the watershield and
trim panel onethedoor.

INSTALLATION
1. Install the spring, push button,
clip, and rod on the handle.
2. Position the handle and pads
to the door and install the two retaining nuts.
3. Adjust the latch actuating rod
as outlined in Section 2.
4. Install the watershield and
trim panel o r the door.

REAR DOOR OUTSIDE
HANDLE
REMOVAL

DOOR LOCK CYLINDER
The key code is stamped on the
lock cylinder to assist in replacing
lost keys.
When a lock cylinder is replaced,
both door lock cylinders and the ignition lock cylinder should be replaced in a set. This will avoid
carrying an extra key which will fit
only one lock.
1. Remove the trim panel and
position the water shield away from
the access holes.
2. Disconnect the lock control-todoor lock cylinder rod at the lock
cylinder arm (Fig. 22).
3. Remove the door lock cylinder
retainer and remove the lock cylinder
from the door.
4. Transfer the lock cylinder arm
to the new lock cylinder.
5. Position the lock cylinder in
the door, and install the lock cylinder retainer (Fig. 22).
6. Connect the lock control-todoor lock cylinder rod at the lock
cylinder.
7. Carefully position the water
shield to the inner panel and install
the trim panel.

FRONT DOOR OUTSIDE
HANDLE

1. Remove the trim panel and watershield from the door.
2. Remove two nuts retaining the
handle to the door.
3. Remove the handle and pads
from the door.
4. Remove the push button assembly from the handle.

1. Install the push button assembly in the handle.
2. Position the handle and pads
to the door and install the two retaining nuts.
3. Install the watershield and
trim panel on the door.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
DOOR HINGE - FAIRLANE,
FALCON, AND MONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Open the luggage compartment
door and prop the door in the open
position.
2. Remove the torsion bars.
3. Remove two bolts attaching the
hinge to the luggage compartment
door.
4. Remove the pivot pin and remove the hinge.

REMOVAL
INSTALLATION

1. Remove the trim panel and wa-

tershield from' rne door.
2. Remove the lock control knob
from the push button rod (Fig. 22).
3. Remove one screw attaching the
bellcrank to the door inner panel.
Disconnect the lock control rod link
from the bellcrank and remove the
bellcrank from the door.
4. Remove the push button rod
from the bellcrank.

1. Remove the trim panel and
watershield from the door.
2. Disconnect the latch actuating
rod from the latch (Fig. 22).
3. Remove two nuts retaining the
handle to the door.
4. Remove the handle, pads, and
latch actuating rod from the door.
5. Remove the actuating rod, clip,
push button and spring from the
handle.

1. Position t,he'hinge to the hinge
support and install the pivot pin.
2. Position the hinge to the luggage compartment door and install
the two attaching bolts.
3. Install the torsion bars and
adjust the torsion bars, as required.
4. Adjust the luggage compartment door for a proper fit and tighten the hinge attaching bolts.
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LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
LATCH-FALCON AND
COUGAR

QEMOVAL
REMOVAL
1. Open the luggage compartment
door and prop the door in the open
position.
2. Push 'the upper end of the torsion bar forward to disengage it from
the upper ledge. Then, remove the
torsion bar fr.om the vehicle.
3. Remove the anti-rattler from
the torsion bar, if so equipped.

1. Open the luggage compartment
door.
2. Depress the lock cylinder release pin (Fig. 24) with a piece of
wire and pull the lock cylinder extension, and seal from the sleeve
and cover.
3. Remove three latch assembly
attaching screws and remove the
latch.
INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

I. Install the anti-rattler on the
torsion bar, if removed.
2. Position the torsion bar to
the hinges and engage the upper end
with the upper ledge.
3. Adjust the torsion bars as
outlined in Section 2.

1. Position the latch to the luggage
compartment door and install the
three attaching screws (Fig. 24).
2. Insert the lock cylinder, seal,
and lock cylinder extension in the
sleeve and cover. Be sure the lock
cylinder extension is inserted in the
slot of the latch.
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panel and install the three attaching
screws snug.
5. Position the lock cylinder, pad,
and extension to the vehicle and
latch (Fig. 25) and install the retainer.
6. Adjust the latch up and down
for a tight luggage compartment
seal and tighten the three attaching
bolts.
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
LOCK CYLINDER-FAIRLANE,
MONTEGO, AND MUSTANG

1. Open the luggage compartment
door and remove the lock cylinder
retainer located behind the latch (Fig.
25).
2. Pull the lock cylinder, pad, and
extension from the back panel.
3. Transfer the extension and
spring to the new lock cylinder.
4. Position the lock cylinder, pad,
and extension to the back panel and
latch (Fig. 25) and install the retainer.

3. Adjust the luggage compartment latch (Section 2).

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT DOOR
HINGE OR TORSION BARMUSTANG AND COUGAR

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
LATCH-FAIRLANE, MONTEGO
AND MUSTANG

REMOVAL
1. Prop the deck lid open.
2. Mark the hinge position on the
lid and on the mounting bracket for
reference when a new hinge is installed.
3. Using a tool T64K-44890-B
pry the anchor end of the torsion
bar'out of its adjustment notch (Fig.
23). Lower the deck lid and from
inside the luggage compartment remove the bar.
4. Position a cover under the
hinge edge of the deck lid to prevent paint damage. Remove the
hinge attaching bolt from the deck
lid and from the mounting bracket,
and remove the hinge.

1. Open the luggage compartment
door and remove the lock cylinder
retainer located behind the latch (Fig.
25).
2. Pull the lock cylinder, pad,
and extension from the vehicle.
3. Remove three screws attaching
the latch to the inner panel and remove
the latch from the vehicle.
4. Position the latch to the inner

FIG. 23-Luggage

Compartment
Door Torsion Bar-Typical

l NSTALLATION
1. Position the hinge, and partially tighten the mounting bolts.
2. Remove the protective cover
and install the torsion bar, reversing
the procedure in step 3 above. The
farther rearward the anchor end is
twisted, the greater the tension.
3. Remove the prop and check
the lid position. After any necessary
adjustment, tighten the hinge attaching bolts.

FIG. 24-Luggage
Falcon

Compartment Latch installation-Cougar- Typical
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release the torsion bar tension and
remove the bracket and retainer (Fig.
26).
5. Remove the taillight assembly
from the left side of the vehicle.
6. From inside the fender, remove
two nuts retaining the hinge to the
body.
7. Support the tailgate with a
suitable prop.
8. Remove two hinge-to-body attaching bolts and disconnect one end
of the check strap.
9. Move the tailgate glass (except Model 66) out of the tailgate
approximately 114 of its travel. Then,
remove three hinge-to-tailgate retaining nuts and remove the hinge.
INSTALLATION

FIG. 25-Luggage

Compartment Larch Mechanism-Mustang-Typical
Fairlane and Montego
mately 114 of its travel. Then, remove
LUGGAGECOMPARTMENT LOCK
three
hinge-to-tailgate retaining nuts
CYLINDER-FALCON AND
and
remove
the hinge.
COUGAR

1. Open the luggage compartment
door and depress the lock cylinder release pin (Fig. 24) and pull the lock
cylinder from the sleeve and cover.
2. Remove the extension and seal
from the lock cylinder.
3. lnstall the extension and seal
on the lock cylinder.
4. Insert the lock cylinder and extension into the sleeve and cover.
making sure the extension is inserted
into the slot of the latch (Fig. 24).
SINGLE-ACTION TAILGATE
HINGE-RIGHT SIDE

INSTALLATION

1. Position the hinge to the tailgate and body and install the three
hinge-to-tailgate retaining nuts.
2. lnstall the three hinge-to-body
attaching bolts.
3. Align the tailgate and torque
the hinge retaining nuts and attaching bolts to specification (Fig. 26).
4. lnstall the access cover, watershield and trim panel on the tailgate.
Lower the glass into the tailgate
(except ~ o d e66).
i
SINGLE-ACTION TAILGATE
HINGE-LEFT SIDE

REMOVAL

1. Position the hinge to the tailgate and body and install the three
hinge-to-tailgate retaining nuts.
2. Install the two hinge-to-body
attaching bolts and two retaining nuts.
3. Align the tailgate and torque
the hinge retaining nuts and attaching bolts to specification (Fig. 26).
4. lnstall the left taillight assembly.
5. Apply tension to the torsion
bar and install the torsion bar bracket
and
6. lnstall the access cover, watershield, and trim panel on the tailgate.
Lower the glass into the tailgate
(except on Model 66).
DUAL-ACTION
HINGES

TAILGATE

REMOVAL AND
INSTALLATION
Upper Left Hinge
1. Open the tailgate (horizontally,
as a dropgate) and scribe a location
mark around that part of hinge to be
replaced.
2. Remove the hinge retainer
screws.
3. Position the hinge to the scribe
marks and install the retainer screws.

REMOVAL

1. Open the tailgate and mark the
hinge location on the tailgate and
body.
2. Remove the tailgate trim panel,
watershield and access cover.
3. Support the tailgate with a
suitable prop.
4. Remove three hinge-to-body attaching bolts.
5. Move the tailgate glass (Except
Model 66) out of the tailgate approxi-

Lower Left Hinge
1. Open the tailgate and mark the
hinge location on the tailgate and
body.
2. Remove the tailgate trim panel,
watershield, and access cover.
3. Retain the torsion bar in the
tension position with a deep s o c k ~ t
and an extension.
' 4. Remove the torsion bar retainer bracket attaching screws. Then,

1. Open the tailgate (horizontally,
as a dropgate) and position a support
under the hinge side of the gate.
2. Remove the tailgate door
check. paise the tailgate partially and
remove the torsion bar relainer link
from the body.
3. Scribe the hinge location on
the body and the tailgate . Remove
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FIG. 26-Tailgate

Latch Mechanism-Single

Action
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R I G H T LIPPER L A T C H

the hinge retainer screws and remove
the hinge.
4. 'Position the hinge t o the body
and tailgate scribe marks and install
the hinge retainer screws.
5. Close the tailgate and check
for proper lower hinge alignment. A d just the hinge i f necessary.
6. Open the tailgate partially and
install the torsion bar retainer link to
the body.
7. lnstall the tailgate door check.
SINGLE-ACTION TAILGATE
LATCH
REMOVAL
I.Open the tailgate and remove
the t r i m panel cover and watershield.
2. Remove the tailgate ilccess panel cover (Fig. 26).
3. Disconnect the latch release link
from the latch.
4. T r i p the latch to the closed position and r u n the window 314 of the
way out of the tailgate (except Model
66).
5. Remove the window guide upper
retainer screw (except M o d e l 66).
6. Remove .three latch attaching
screws and remove the latch.
7. Transfer the latch switch to the
new latch (except Model 66).
INSTALLATION
1. Position the latch i n the tailgate
and install the attaching screws.
2. lnstall the window guide retaining screw (except M o d e l 66).
3. Lower the window and open the
latches (except M o d e l 66).
4. Connect the latch release link
to the latch.
5. lnstall the tailgate access panel
cover, weathersheet, and t r i m panel.
DUAL-ACTION
LATCHES

TAILGATE

RIGHT LOWER LATCH
I.Open the tailgate (side opening). Remove the tailgate t r i m panel,
watershield and access panel.
2. Disconnect the linkage from the
latch. Remove the three retaining
screws and remove the latch.
3. Transfer the linkage retainer
clips to the new latch. Position the
latch i n the gate and install the retainer screws.
4. Install the linkage t o the latch.
Install the access cover, watershield
and t r i m panel.

.

I.Open the tailgate (side open~ n g ) .Remove the tailgate t r i m panel,
watershield and access panel.
2. Engage the upper latch pawl to
the closed position and raise the window partially out of the gate. Remove the regulator arms from the
window regulator channel and remove
the window assembly.
3. Disconnect the linkage at the
upper latch. Remove the wire connector from the upper latch safety
switch.
4. Remove the right guide upper
retainer bolt. Remove the three
screws retaining the latch and remove
the latch assembly.
5. Transfer the ltnkage retainer
clips and the safety switch t o the new
latch assembly.
6. Position the latch i n the gate
and install ,the latch retainer screws.
Install the window guide upper retainer bolt.
7. Connect the wire connector to
the switch and connect the linkage to
the latch.
8. Pozition the window assembly
i n the giite and install the regulator
arms to the regulator channel. Close
latch pawl to engage the switch and
lower the window into the tailgate.
9. Install the tailgate access panel,
watershield, and t r i m panel. Open the
upper latch and close the tailgate.
Check the latch alignment to the
striker. Adjust the latch striker i f
necessary.
DUAL-ACTION TAILGATE
TORSION BAR
REMOVAL
1. Remove the tailgate t r i m panel,
watershield and access cover.
2. Move the tailgate glass out
partially by closing the right upper
latch pawl and turning the key i n
the tailgate cylinder.
3. Remove the latch control bellcrank assembly and window lower
stop.
4. Loosen the window regulator
motor harness to gain slack at the
tailgate-to-body location.
5. Raise the. tailgate partially and
remove the torsion rod retainer link
from the body (2 screws).
6. W i t h an assistant, remove the
left lower hinge pivot bolt. Unlatch
the right lower latch, remove one
check cable retainer screw from
each side and move the tailgate as-

sembly away from the body opening.
Place the tailgate on an appropriate
stand approximately bumper high.
7. Remove the torsion bar retainer bracket and remove the torsion bar
from the left side of the gate (Fig. 27).
INSTALLATION
1. Place the torsion bar i n its
respective mounting position and install the torsion bar right retainer
bracket.
2. W i t h an assistant, position the
tailgate assembly to the body opening.
Engage the right lower latch to the
striker plate. lnstall the left hinge
pivot bolt and install the check cable
retainer screws.
3. lnstall the torsion bar retainer
link to the body.
4. Position the motor wiring harness i n its original position.
5. lnstall the window lower stop
and lock the bellcrank assembly.
6. Lower the window i n the tailgate to where the top edge of the
glass is even with the weatherstrip
and adjust the lower stop i f necessary.
7. lnstall the tailgate access cover,
watershield and t r i m panel.
DUAL-ACTION TAILGATE
LATCH RELEASE HANDLE
1. Remove the rod retainer from
the rod at the latch release handle.
2. Remove two screws attaching
the latch release handle t o the tailgate. Disengage the handle.from the
rod and remove the handle.
3. Position the latch release handle
to the tailgate and rod, and install
the two attaching screws.
4. Install the rod retainer at the
release handle.
DUAL-ACTION TAILGATE
LATCH RELEASE CONTROL
REMOVAL
1. Remove the interior trim panel
from the tailgate.
2. Raise the glass part way out
of the tailgate. ..
3. Disconnect the three links (rods)
from the latch release control (Fig.
26).
4. Remove three latch release control attaching screws. and remove the
control from the tailgate.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the latch release control to the tailgate and install the
t h r e e attaching screws snug.

PART 17-5 - Doors And Tailgate
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FIG. 27-Tailgate

Latch Mechanism-Dual

Action

17-102

GROUP 17-

2. Connect the three links (rods)
to the latch release control.
3. Lower the glass and adjust the
latch release control (Section 2).
4. Install the trim panel o n the
tailgate.

Body, Doors And Windows

DUAL-ACTION TAILGATE
OUTSIDE HANDLE
REMOVAL
1. Remove the interior trim panel
and access cover from the tailgate.

N 164LA

FIG. 28-Tailgate

Outside H a n d l e Installation

2. Remove the glass and channel
assembly from the tailgate.
3. Remove the window switch assembly from the latch handle. This
can be accomplished by inserting a
small steel rod into the two holes in
the switch assembly and spreading
the spring clips outward. Then, slide
the switch assembly off the latch handle (Fig. 33, Part 16-4).
4. Remove two nuts retaining the
handle to the tailgate. Remove the
handle bracket and handle from the
tailgate (Fig. 28).
5. Remove the lock cylinder from
the handle.
INSTALLATION
I. Install the lock cylinder in the
outside handle.
2. Position the outside handle
and handle bracket to the tailgate and
install the two retaining nuts (Fig. 28).
3. Position the switch assembly
to the slots in the outside handle and
slide the switch assembly into place.
4. Install the glass and channel
assembly.
5. Install the access cover and
the trim panel on the tailgate.
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GARNISH MOULDING 20906.5

\

GARNISH MOULDING SPACER

Xz2 WATERSHIELD 237A04.5

WATERSHIELD 237A04-5
TRIM PANEL RETAINER 137-52-1\

NG CLIPS 375553-5100

I

TRIM PANEL ASS'Y. 23942

RETAI~ING
CLIPS
375555SlOO

RETAINING C L I ~ S
375529.52

TRIM PANEL RETAINER 27588

FIG. 2-Typical

Door Trim Panel Installations

PART 18-1 - Interior Trim And Roof Outside Cover
5. FRONT DOORS: Remove the
remote control mirror bezel nut (if
so equipped).
6. With a putty knife, pry the

FIG. 3-Typical

trim panel retaining clips (Fig. 2)
loose f$m the door inner panel.
7. If the door has power windows,
disconnect the switch lead wires from

Door Trim W a t e r Shields-Falcon,

18-3

the switch and remove the trim panel.
If necessary, carefully loosen the door
watershield.

Fairlane, M o n t e g o

MODEL 62

TAPE

SECTIONAL
VIEW-AA

FIG. 4-Typical

VIEW-88
FOR R.P.O. ELECTRIC
WINDOW CONTROL ONLY

Quarter Trim W a t e r Shields-Falcon,

VIEW-CC

Fairlane, M o n t e g o

SECT4ONAL
VIEW-DD

R 1258.8

GROUP 18 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
INSTALLATION
1. Place a daub of AB-19560-A
sealer over each retaining clip hole
to seal the retaining clips when they
are pushed into the door. Also, apply this sealer around the door handles,
window regulator shafts and other
existing holes. Fasten the watershield
to the inner panel with sealer (Fig. 3).
Be certain that the watershield is
securely attached to the door inner
panel.

2. If the trim panel is to be replaced, transfer the power window
switch, ornamentation (if so equipped),
and the retaining clips from the old
trim panel to the new one.
3. Position the trim panel to the
door and connect the power window
switch wires to the switch (if so
equipped). Be sure that all of the trim
panel re'taining clips are installed in
the trim panel. Place the top edge of
the trim panel over the top of the
door inner panel and push the clips
into place in the door inner panel
(Fig. 2).
4. Position the door remote control handle and recess plate (cup) assembly to the door and install the two
retaining nuts.
5. Position the arm rest to the
door and install the armrest retaining screws.

6. FRONT DOORS: Install the
remote control mirror bezel nut (if so
equipped).
7. Position the window regulator
handles on their shafts. Install the
handle retaining screws and press the
retaining screw access covers into
place. With the windows closed, the
handles should be positioned as shown
in Fig. 1.
8. Install the door latch control
knob.
C O U G A R DOOR T R l M PANEL

REMOVAL
1. Remove the retaining screws
from the window regulator handle
and the inside door handle and remove the handles from their shafts
(Fig. 5).
2. Remove the two retaining screws
from the arm rest assembly and re'move the assembly.
3. Pry the two door pull handle
cover assemblies from the handle and
remove the two retaining screws from
the handle and remove the pull handle.
4. With a putty knife, pry the
trim panel retaining clips out of the
inner panel and remove the panel
from the door. Carefully remove the
water shield, if necessary.
INSTALLATION
1. Place a daub of sealer over

each trim retaining clip hole to seal
the retaining clips when they are
pushed into the door. Also, apply
sealer around the window regulator
shaft hole and other existing holes.
2. Fasten the water shield to the
inner panel (Fig. 5 ) .
3. Position the trim panel to the
inner door panel a n d water shield
and push the retaining clips into their
holes.
4. Position the arm, rest assembly
and install the twb retaining screws.
5. Position the inside door handle
and window regulator on their .respective shafts and install the retaining
screws.
M U S T A N G DOOR
TRlM PANEL

REMOVAL

I. Remove the retaining screws
from the window regulator handle and
the inside door handle and remove the
handles from their shafts.
2. Remove the two retaining screws
from the arm rest assembly and remove the assembly.
3. With a putty knife, pry the
trim panel retaining clips out of
the inner panel and remove the panel
from the door. Carefully remove the
watershield; if necessary.

- SEALER
SEALER
..TAPE

A
B
C
D:

WATER SHIELD
237A80- 1

FIG. 5-Typical

Door Trim Panel a n d Water Shield Installation-

Cougar

SEALER
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FIG.

MODEL 63

FIG. 7-Quarter

Trim Panel-Falcon,

MODEL 62

Fairlane, Montego

R 1378-A

GROUP 18 - Trim, Seats, A n d Convertible Top

18-6
l NSTALLATION

1. Place a daub of sealer over
each trim retaining clip hole to seal
the retaining clips when they are
pushed into the door. Also, apply
sealer around the window regulator
shaft hole and other existing holes.
2. Fasten the water shield to the
inner panel (Fig. 6).
3. Be sure that the retaining
clips are installed in the trim panel.
4. Position the trim panel to the
inner door panel and water shield and
push the retaining clips into their
holes.
5. Position the arm rest assembly to the trim panel and install
the two retaining screws.
6. Place the window regulator
handle and inside door handle on

FIG. 8-Quarter

their respective shafts and install a
retaining screw in each handle.
QUARTER TRIM PANELFALCON, FAIRLANE, M O N T E G O

Basically, all quarter trim panels
are retained in the same manner. In
view of this one removal and installation procedure will cover all models.
1. Remove the window regulator
handle and the arm rest retaining
screws and remove the handles from
their shafts.
2. Remove any screws retaining
the trim panel to the inner panel,
such as the arm rest retaining screws
(Fig. 7).
3. Remove the .seat cushion and
seat back.
4. With a putty knife, pry the

Trim Panel and Water Shield-Mustang

trim panel retaining clips out of the
inner panel a t each side.
5. Remove the trim panel from the
retainers, and carefully loosen the
water shield, if necessary.
6. Place a daub of sealer over
each trim retaining clip hole to seal
the retaining clips when they are
pushed into the door. Also, apply this
sealer around the window regulator
shaft and other existing holes.
7. Fasten the water shield to the
inner panel.
8. Make sure that all the retaining clips are installed in the trim
panel. Place the upper edge of the
trim panel in the retainer, bow the
trim panel, and then insert the lower
edge into the retainer. Push the retaining clips into the holes in the door
inner panel (Fig. 4).

PART 18- 1 - Interior Trim And Roof Outside Cover
9. Install the seat back and seat
cushion.
10. Install the arm rest retaining
screws.
I I. Place the friction plate against
the trim panel and push the handle
onto the shaft. Install the handle retaining screws.
COUGAR A N D M U S T A N G
HARDTOP A N D CONVERTIBLE
QUARTER T R l M PANEL

REMOVAL
1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and the rear seat back (Refer to
Part 2, Section I).
2. Remove the retaining screw
from the upper front rim panel cap
and remove the cap, if so equipped.
3. Pull the windlace assembly
from the door edge of the quarter trim
panel.
4. Remove the retaining screw from
the quarter window regulator handle
and remove the handle from the shaft.
5. Remove the retaining screws
from the trim panel and remove the
panel from the inner quarter panel.
6. Carefully remove the water
shield, if necessary.

INSTALLATION
1. Place a daub of sealer over

each of the retaining screw holes to
seal the screw when it is installed.
Also, apply sealer around the window
regulator shaft hole.
2. Fasten the water shield to the
inner quarter panel (Fig. 8 and 9). Be
sure that the watershield is securely
attached to the inner panel.
3. Position the trim panel to the
inner panel and install the retaining
screws.
4. Position the window regulator
handle on the shaft and install the
retaining screw.
5. Press the windlace assembly
into position along the door edge of
the trim panel.
6. Position and install the upper
trim panel cap and retaining screw.
if so equipped.
7.lnstall the rear seat back
and rear seat cushion.
QUARTER T R l M PANELSMODEL 6 3 - M U S T A N G

REMOVAL
1. Remove the rear seat cushion.
2. Tilt the rear seat back forward, and remove the retaining screws
from the rear floor section and remove
the floor section (Fig. 10).
3. Remove the two retaining bolts
from the rear seat back hinges and

remove the seat back assembly.
4. Remove the four retaining
screws from the upper front quarter
trim moulding and remove the moulding (Fig. 10).
5. Remove the seven retaining
screws from the upper front quarter
trim panel and remove the panel.
6. Remove the four screws retaining the rear seat latch assembly at
the lower quarter panel and remove
the latch assembly.
7. Remove the four bolts and iwo
screws from the lower front quarter
trim panel.
8. Remove the carpet trim from
the trim panel and disconnect the plug
connectors to the courtesy light in the
trim panel and remove the panel and
remove the light from the panel.
INSTALLATION
I. Install the courtesy light in
the lower front quarter trim panel
and connect the plug connectors.
2. Position the trim panel to the
lower quarter panel and install the
retaining bolts and screws. Install
the carpet trim on the trim panel.
3. Position the upper front quarter
trim panel and install the retaining
screws.
4. Position the rear seat latch
assembly and install the four retaining screws.

SEALER

SECTIONAL
VIEW-BB

FIG. 9-Typical

Quarter Trim panel' a n d W a t e r Shield-Cougar
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5. Install the upper front quarter
trim moulding and retaining screws.
6. Position the rear seat back
assembly and hinges and install the

FIG. 70-Rear

two retaining bolts in each of the
hinges.
7. Position the rear floor section
and install the retaining screws.

S e a t a n d Auxiliary Floor-

Model 63-Mustang

UPPER FRONTQUARTER
TRIM MOULDING.633 12W

FIG. 7 7-Interior Moulding a n d Quarter
Trim Panel Installation-Mustang
Model 63

REARWARTERUPPER
TRIM PANEL-6331 112

8. Tilt the rear seat back assembly rearward and install the rear
seat back and seat cushion.

PART 18-1 - Interior Trim And Roof Outside Cover
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HEADLINING

FALCON-FAIRLANEMONTEGO

INSTALLATION
1. Unpack and lay out the new
headlining.
2. Transfer the support rods from
the old headlining to the new one.
3. Position the headlining in the
car and insert the support rod ends into their respective retaining holes in
the roof side rails. Use the same holes

REMOVAL

:

1. Remove the sun visors and rear
view mirror.
2. Remove . the windshield side
and upper garnish mouldings.
3. Pull the door opening weatherstrips down far enough to provide access to the headlining perimeter.
4. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
5. Remove the quarter trim panels.
6. Remove the rear package tray
trim panel.
7. Remove the coat hooks and the
dome light lens assemblies.
8. Unhook the headlining from
the rear quarter retaining strips.
9. Cut the headlining loose around
the back window.
10. Peel the headlining from
around the windshield and door openings(Figs. 12, 13 and 14).
11. Unhook the headlining support rods and remove the headlining
assembly from the car. M a r k the holes
from which the reds are removed so
that the same holes are used during
installation.

from which the rod ends were removed,
and work from the rear toward the
front.
4. Measure and carefully trim ex-

cess material from the headlining
around the back window.
5. Apply trim cement around the
back window flange and' around the
mating headlining edge. Tuck the
headlining under the back window
weatherstrip a n d pull out any wrinkles.
6. Apply trim cement around the
rear quarter area and to the mating
surface of the headlining. Hook the
headlining material over the retaining
strips and bend the retainer tabs
down.
7. Apply trim cement to the roof
header and to the mati-ng surface
around the front of the headlining.
8. Position the headlining to the
roof header and pull out any wrinkles.

9. Apply trim cement around the
door openings and mating surface of
the headlining, Secure the headlining
perimeter.
10. Trim the excess headlining
material.
11. Install the package tray and
quarter trim panels.
12. Install the coat hooks and
dome light lens.
13. Install the windshield upper
and side interior mouldings.
14. Install the windlace around
the door openings.
15. Install the rear view mirror
and sun visors.
16. Install the rear seat back and
rear seat cushion.
17. Steam between the headlining
panels as required to help remove any
wrinkles.
18. Clean the interior and headlining as required.

M U S T A N G (MODEL 63)
1. Remove the sun visors and the
inside rear view mirror.
2. Remove the roof headlining
side front retainer from each A pillar (Fig. 15 View BB).
3. Remove 5 screws and remove
the back window upper garnish moulding.
LOWER SIDE RETAINER

NO. 3 SUPPORT

0 . 5 SUPPORT
(BRONZE- Y ELLOW, MODEL 62, 52105)
(PINK Y ELLOW, MODEL 54, 52105)

-

FILLER -513A40

R1167-B

STRIP-50992

FIG. 12-Headlining

Installation-Typical

Montego, Falcon, Fairlane
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HEADLINING ASSEMBLY

A - B - C - D - E . F ADHESIVE (C2AZ-19C525-A)

FIG. 73-Headlining

Installation-Typical

FIG. 74-Headlining

Installation-Fairlane,

4. Remove 4 screws and remove
the quarter trim upper front moulc'.
ings and caps (Fig. I I).

Station Wagon

'

Montego-Model

63

5. Remove 5 screws and remove
the quarter trim upper front panel.
6. Remove the windlace from the

door openings (Fig. 15).
7. Cut the headlining at the windshield weatherstrip and loosen the

PART 18- 1 - Interior Trim And Roof Outside Cover

FIG. 15-Headlining

Installation-Mustang

headlining.
8. Cut the headlining a t the back
window weatherstrip and loosen the
headlining.
9. Pull the headlining from the
door opening pinch weld, disconnect
the bows, and remove the headlining.
M a r k the holes from which the bows
are removed so that the same holes
are used during installation.

10. Place the old and new headlinings on a clean surface and transfer the bows to the new headlining.
The bows are color coded on one
end for identification (Fig. 15).
11. Position the headlining in the
car and install the rear roof bows and
rear support retainers. lnstall the remaining bows from rear to front. Use
the same holes from which the end of
the bows were removed.
12. Apply trim cement (C2AZ19C525-A) to the back side of the
headlining a t the back window opening.
13. Tuck the headlining under the
back window weatherstrip. Smooth
out any wrinkles or gathering and
trim off any excess material.
14. Apply trim cement (C2AZ19C525-A) to the back side of the
headlining at the windshield opening.
15. Tuck the headlining under the
windshield weatherstrip. Smooth out
any wrinkles or gathering and trim

Model 63

off any excess material.
16. Apply trim cement (C2AZ19C525-A) to the roof side rails at
the door openings. Position the headlining to the side rails and trim off
any excess material (Fig. 15).
17. lnstall the windlace in the
door openings.
18. lnstall the roof headlining side
front retainer a t each A pillar.
19. lnstall the inside rear view
mirror and sun visors.
20. lnstall the right and left quarter trim upper front panels (Fig. 1 I).
21. Install the quarter trim upper
front mouldings and front caps.
22. lnstall the back window upper
garnish moulding.
23. Clean all mouldings and remove any headlining scraps from the
vehicle.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
(MODEL 65)
The procedure for the Cougar and
Mustang is the same except for lights
in the roof quarters on the Cougar
models.
1. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back and remove the quarter trim panels.
2. Remove 2 clips and retainers
and remove the package tray.
3. Bend back the headlining low-

er rear side retaining strip tabs (Fig.
16).
4. Remove the coat hanger hooks.
5. Remove the sun visors.
6. Remove the headlining retainer from each A pillar. (Fig. 16).
7. Remove 3 screws and remove
the rear view mirror.
8. Remove the door opening windlace from each side of the body.
9. Cut the headlining along the
edge of the windshield and back
window weatherstrips.
10. Remove the headlining from
the right and left sides in the package
tray area. Then, remove the headlining from the roof side rails and remove it from the car. Mark the holes
from which the bow ends were removed so that the same holes are used during installation.
11. Place the new and old headlining on a clean surface and transfer
the headlining support wires in sequence to the new headlining. The
roof bows are color coded on one
end. When ordering new roof bows,
be sure to note the color code.
12. Position the headlining in the

car and install the rear support wire
and 2 rear support retainers. Then,
install the remaining support wires,
working towards the front of the car.
Use the same holes from which the
bow ends were removed.

G R O U P 1 8 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
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FIG. 16-Headlining

Installation-Mustang

13. Trim the headlining at the
windshield header, leaving approximately 112 inch of material for tucking under the windshield header
weatherstrip.
14. Apply trim cement to the
windshield header and, starting from
the center, cement the headlining to
the header. Insert the remaining headlining material under the windshield
header weatherstrip.
15. Trim the headlining a t the
rear window, leaving approximately
112 inch of material for tucking under
the weatherstrip. Apply trim cement
to the rear window upper rail and,
starting from the center, cement the

3

M o d e l 65

headlining to the upper rail. Insert the
remaining material under the rear
window weatherstrip.
16. pull the headli"ing down a t
the sides to remove wrinkles. Cut the
l~stingsa t each end to eliminate gathering of the material.
17. Apply trim cement to the left
roof side rail over the door and quarter windd*. Pull the headlining down
to remove wrinkles and cement it in
place. Then, trim the headlining as
necessary. Cement and trim the right
side the same way.
18. Straighten the metal prongs
(View AA-Fig.
16) at the package
tray area; attach the headlining to

the prongs and bend the prongs down
asshown.
19. Roll the lower rear side retaining strips into the headlining and
retain them by bending the tabs (View
AA).
20. Install the right and left roof
side windlace a t the door and window openings.
21. Install the heading retainer at
the A pillar (ViewDD).
22. Install the rear view mirror,
sun visors, and coat hooks.
23. Slide the package'tray into position and install the retainers and
clips. Then, install the quarter trim
panels and rear seat back and cushion.

I N S T R U M E N T PANEL P A D

INSTRUMENT PANEL PADFALCON
REMOVAL
1. Open the glove compartment
door and remove the glove compart-

ment retaining screws. Remove the
glove box.
2. Reaching through the glove compartment opening, remove the nut
which retains the pad to the instrument
panel.

3. Remove the retaining screws along the lower right of the pad and the
retaining screws above the instrument
cluster (Fig. 17). Raise the pad assembly, disconnect the radio speaker wires
and remove the pad assembly.

PART 18-1
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FIGURE 3
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VlEW B

VlEW A

VIEW D

VIEW C

-

I INS'T. PANEL P A D AND RETAINER 04282
A -.SPRING NUT 381765.52 (7 REQ'D.)
B SCREW 55927.52 (7 REQ'D.)
C - C L I P 382228-5 (1 REQ'D.)
D - NUT AND WASHER ASS'Y. ( I REQ'D.)

FIG. 77-Instrument

-

E SPRING NUT 381765.52 (3 REQ'D.)
F - SCREW 55927.52 (3 REQ'D.)
2 DEFROSTER OPENING B E Z E L 045094
J - SCREW 55907.52 (2 REQ'D.)
K SCREW 55927.52 (1 REQ'D.1

If the pad assembly is being replaced, transfer the radio speaker and
the pad retaining clips to the new
pad assembly.
2' Position the pad to the
panel' Connect the radio speaker
to the radio.
3. Install the pad retaining screws.
4. Position the glove compartment
and install the glove compartment retaining screws.
INSTRUMENT PANEL PADFAIRLANE
REMOVAL
1. Remove the glove box retaining
screws and remove the glove box.
2. Reaching through the glove
box opening, remove two nuts retaining the pad to the panel (Fig. 18).
3. Remove the two pad retaining
screws from the top of the instrument
cluster. Remove the seven pad retaining screws from along the-bottom of
the pad.

VlEW E

3 -DEFROSTER OPENING CENTER B E Z E L BRACKET O45E82
C - SCREW 55907 ( 1 REQ'D.)
4 - D E F R O S T E R B E Z E L BRACKET
M - SCREW 55907.52 (1 REQ'D.)
H - P A D ASS'Y. LOCATING PIN (PART OF PAD ASS'Y.)

R 1396-A

Panel P a d Installation-Falcon

INSTALLATION

--..

4. Lift up the pad. Disconnect
the radio speaker wires and the clock
wires. Remove the pad assembly.
INSTALLATION

taining screws and remove the glove
box liner.
2. Reaching through the glove box
opening, remove the nut which retains
the pad to the instrument panel (Fig.

1. If the pad is to be replaced,
transfer the radio.speaker, the clock,
the instrument control bezel and the
pad retaining clips to the new pad.
2. Position the pad assembly to
the instrument panel. Connect the
radio speaker and the clock.
3. Install the two pad retaining
screws a t the top of the instrument
cluster and the seven retaining screws
along the bottom of the pad.
4. Install the two nuts which retain the pad above the glove compartment.
5. Position the glove compartment
and install the glove compartment retaining screws.
INSTRUMENT PANEL PADMONTEGO
REMOVAL
1. Remove the glove box liner re-

19).

3. Remove the instrument panel
finish moulding retaining =revs and
remove the moulding.
4. Remove the seven screws which
retain the pad assembly to the instrument panel. The screws are located as
follows: Four in the right side of the
pad; two above the instrument cluster;
one a t the left end of the pad. Lift up
the pad assembly, disconnect the radib
speaker wires and remove the pad assembly.
INSTALLATION
1. If the pad is to be replaced,
transfer the radio speaker, instrument
panel name plate and the pad retaining clips to the new pad.
2. Position the pad assembly to
the instrument panel and connect the
radio speaker wires.
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I - INS'T. P A N E L P A D AND R E T A I N E R 0A282
2 - INS'T. C L U S T E R
3 - C L U S T E R C O N T R O L B E Z E L lOA856
1 - D E F R O S T E R OPENING B E Z E L 045094
5 - DEFROSTER OPENING B E Z E L C E N T E R B R A C K E T 045E82
6 - DEFROSTER OPENING B E Z E L C E N T E R B R A C K E T 045E88

FIG. 18-Instrument

A - SPRING N U T 381765.52 (7 REQ'D.)
B - SCREW 55927.52 (7 REQ'D.1
C - C L I P ASS'Y. ( I REQ'D.)
D - N U T AND WASHER ASS'Y. ( I REQ'D.)
E - SPRING N U T 381765.S2 (2 REQ'D.)
F -SCREW 55927.52 (2 REQ'D.)
G - R E T A I N E R C L I P S ( P A R T O F P A D ASS'Y.)

HJK L MN-

P A D ASS'Y. L O C A T I N G P I N SLOT
N U T 374566-536 (4 REQ'D.)
SCREW 55907.52 ( 2 REQ'D.)
SCREW 55927.52 (1 REQ'D.)
SCREW 55907.52 (1 REQ'D.)
SCREW 55907.52 (1 REQ'D. E A C H B R A C K E T )
R 1397-A

Panel P a d Installation-Fairlane

3. Install the seven pad-to-instrument panel retaining screws.
4. Reaching through the glove box
opening, install the nut which retains
the pad to the instrument panel.
5. Install the glove box liner.
6. Install the instrument panel
finish moulding.

INSTRUMENT PANEL

PAD-COUGAR
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Remove the thirteen (13) retaining screws from the front of the
instrument panel pad assembly (Fig.
18).
3. Remove the four retaining screws
from the heater control assembly and
position the control out of the instrument panel. Thru the heater control
opening, disconnect the speedometer
cable.
-4. Remove the three retaining
screws from the ash receptacle and
disconnect the connector to the cigar

lighter. Remove the receptacle assembly from the instrument panel.
5. Thru the receptacle opening,
remove the nut and washer retaining
the inboard edge of the instrument
cluster to the instrument panel.
6. Remove the seven retaining
screws from the instrument cluster.
Position the cluster out of the panel
and disconnect the windshield wiper
switch, the multiple connector and
the push on connector to the constant
voltage regulator and then remove the
cluster.
7. Remove the retaining screws
from the glove box assembly and remove the assembly.
8. Working thru the glove box
opening, remove the retaining nut from
the lower right end of the instrument
pad.
9. Remove .the five screws and four
nuts retaining the upper finish panel
and remove the panel.
10. Remove the retaining screws
from the top instrument pad retainer
mouldings and remove the mouldings.

11. Working thru the heater control opening remove the retaining nut
from the lower left end of the pad
assembly.
12. Pry the A pillar pad assemblies loose and remove them.
13. Remove the six nuts retaining
the pad assembly to the instrument
panel and remove the pad assembly.
INSTALLATION
1. Position the pad assembly to
the instrument panel and install the
six retaining nuts.
2. Install the lower right and
left nuts retaining the pad assembly
to theinstrument panel.
3. Position the center finish panel
and install five retaining screws and
four nuts.
4. Push the right and left A pillar
pads into position to engage the retaining clips.
5. Position the top instrument
pad retainer mouldings and install
the retaining screws.
6. Insert the glove box in its open-
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1 - P A D AND RETAINER ASS'Y. 04282
- INSTRUMENT P A N E L MOULDING 04388
3 - I N S T R U M E N T P A N E L NAME P L A T E 04460
4 - INSTRUMENT P A N E L U P P E R MOUNTING
B R A C K E T 044052.3
5 - P A D R E T A I N E R COVER 045E84-5

2

A
0
C
D
E
F

- SPRING NUT 381765.52 ( 5 REQ'D.)
-SCREW 55927.52 ( 5 REQ'D.)
- C L I P ASS'Y. 382228.52 (1 REQ'D.)
- N U T A N D WASHER ASS'Y. I I R E Q ' D . )
- SCREW 55927-52 (2 REQ'D.)
- SPRING N U T 381765.52 (2 REQ'D.)

G
H
J
K
L
M
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- SPRING N U T 381765.52 ( 7 REQ'D.)
- SCREW 55928.52 (7 REQ'D.)
- S L E E V E N U T 373528.52 I 3 REQ'D.1
- P A D ASS'Y. L O C A T I N G P I N SLOT
- SCREW 55907.52 (1 REQ'D.)
- SCREW 55927.52 ( 1 REQ'D. E A C H P A D R E T A I N E R COVER)

R 139B.A

FIG. 19-Instrument

Panel Pad Installation-Montego

ing and install the retaining screws.
7. Connect the windshield wiper
switch plug, the constant voltage regulator connector and the multiple connector to the instrument cluster. Position the cluster to the instrument
panel and install the seven retaining
screws.
8. Thru the ash receptacle opening, install the inboard cluster retaining washer and nut.
9. Connect the cigar lighter connector. Position the ash receptacle in
the instrument panel and install the
three retaining screws.
10. Thru the heater control opening, connect the speedometer cable.
11. Position the heater control
assembly to the instrument panel and
install the retaining screws.
12. Install the thirteen (13) retaining screws in the front of the instrument pad assembly.
13. Connect the battery.
INSTRUMENT PANEL
PAD-MUSTANG
REMOVAL
1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable. Remove the three retaining

screws from the ash receptacle assembly, and disconnect the connector to
the cigar lighter.'
2. Remove the four screws retaining the heater control assembly, to
the instrument panel and position the
assembly out of the panel.
3. Thru the heater control opening, remove the nut retaining the
lower left end of the pad to the instrument panel (Fig. 19).
4. Remove the five retaining screws
from the instrument cluster. Thru the
ash receptacle opening, remove the nut
and washer retaining the inboard end
of the cluster to the instrument panel.
Position the cluster out of the instrument panel.
5. Remove the three retaining screws
from the glove box assembly.
6. Remove the retaining nut from
the lower right end of the pad to the
instrument panel.
7. Remove the retaining nuts from
the lower, upper and center finish
panels and remove the panels.
8. Remove the sevcn screws retaining the top instrument pad retainer
mouldings and remove the mouldings.

9. Remove four pad retaining
screws from the forward edge of the
pad.
10. Pull the instrument. panel
pad from the instrument panel.
INSTALLATION

1. Position the pad to the instrument panel.
2. Install the four pad retaining
screws a t the forward edge of the pad.
3. Thru the heater control opening install the retaining nuts on the
lower left of the instrument pad.
4. Install the retaining nut on
the lower right of the instrument pad.
5. Position the center and upper
finish panel and install the retaining
screws.
6. Position the lower right finish panel to the instrument panel and
install the retaining nut and screws.
7. Position the cluster to the instrument panel and install the five retaining screws, also install the inboard
cluster retaining nut and washer.
8. Connect The cigar lighter connector. Insert the ash receptacle assembly in the instrument panel and
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FIG. 20 - Instrument Panel P a d Installation-Cougar
PAD TOP

install the three retaining screws.
9. Position the heater control assembly to the instrument panel and
install the four retaining screws.
10. Insert the glove box assembly
and install the three retaining screws.
11. Position the top instrument
pad retainer mouldings and install
the retainer screws.
12. Connect the battery.

INSTRUMENT
PANEL
PAD

M~ULDING
04522-3

04282

/

SUPPORT
045C72

FIG. 21 - Instrument Panel P a d Installation-Mustang

4

CONSOLE

CONSOLE-MUSTANG
COUGAR
REMOVAL

AND

1. Remove the set screw from the

gear selector lever handliand remove
the handle. Pry the' top cover pad
loose and remove the pad.
2. Raise the door on the glove box
and remove the two retaining screws

from the shift lever opening cover and
remove the cover (Fig. 20).
3. Remove the three screws and retainers from the dial assembly to the
console.
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PAD AND RETAINER ASS'Y.
(STD. TRANS.) 044E70
I

UPPER PAD AND
RETAINER ASS'Y. 045E06
\
SHIFT LEVER O P M l N

PAD AND RETAINER ASS'Y.

*-

PAD AND RETAINER
ASS'Y. 044E70

I

UPPER PAD AND RETAINER
ASS'Y. 045E06
FRONT FINISH PANEL
045844

I

MUSTANG MODELS 63 A.8-65 A.0-76 A.8
COUGAR MODEL 65 A

FIG. 22-Console

Assembly-Mustang

and Cougar

"
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4. Remove the two screws retaining
the radio to the rear support bracket.
5. Remove the six screws retaining
the radio and console assembly and
remove the assembly. Disconnect the
antenna wire and feed wires to the
radio and the connector to the console
lamp wiring.
INSTALLATION
1. Connect the connector to the
console lamp wiring and connect the
radio wiring.
2. Position the radio and console
assembly and install the six retaining screws.
3. Position the radio to its rear
support bracket and install the retaining screws.
4. Install the dial assembly retainers and three retaining screws.
5. Position the shift lever opening
cover on the console and install the
two retaining screws.
6. Position the top cover pad and
snap
the
pad
into
place.
7. Position the shift lever handle
on the shift lever and install the retaining screws.

ROOF CONSOLE-COUGAR

FIG. 23-Cougar

5

1. Remove two console attaching
screws and pull the console down to
unclip the two retainers (Fig. 21).
2. Disconnect the wires from the
console and remove the console from
the vehicle.
3. Position the console in the vehicle and connect the wires.
4. Position the console to the roof
and install the two retainers and attaching screws.

Roof Console

ROOF OUTSIDE COVER

ROOF OUTSIDE COVER
REPAIR PROCEDURES

The type and extent of repairs that
can be performed on vinyl roofs generally fall into the following categories:
Repairs During Pre-Delivery

,

A repair made during pre-delivery
can be more extensive than one that
is brought to the dealer's attention by
the customer after the vehicle has

..

,

been delivered. .Therefore, close inspection of the~vinylroof is imperative during pre-delivery and obvious
defects should be corrected to avoid
potential customer complaints.

.

Customer Complaint Repairs

'

Usually customer complaint repairs
are somewhat limited as the customer
is more apt to be severely critical of
the repaired area. Certain complaint
repairs should be discussed with the

customer and the location and type of
repair should be the guide in determining the feasibility of the repair, along
with assuring the customer that the repair will be performed to his satisfaction. In many cases the customer will
accept the repair to avoid long delays
and also if he can be assured that the
repair will restore the vinyl top to a
like-new condition.
Repairs On White Vinyl
Although the same type of repairs
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can be performed on white vinyl tops,
the repair becomes more difficult
(particularly when repairing a cut or
scuff on the vinyl surface). However,
with certain precautions the repair
can be made to an acceptable level.
It is important that the vinyl surface is thoroughly cleaned before the
repair is made and also that excessive
heat be avoided to prevent possible
charring of the vinyl. The recommended cleaning procedure and temperatures are outlined under Repair Procedures.
TOOLS AND MATERIAL
The following are the recommended tools and material required to perform the various types of repairs.
Before ordering from the sources
listed, it is suggested that local jobbing
shops or fadio equipment outlets be
contacted for availability of these items.

5. Vinyl Paint-Spray
5 Oz. Avd.

Can net wt.

Color
Part Number
Black
V R- 1724-S
White
V R- 1525-S
Blue
VR- 1903-S
Gold
VR-1915-S
Parchment
VR-1631-S
Brown
V R-2045-S
Dulling Agent
V R-95F 17-S
Class "V" drop ship.
The above colors are packaged in
quantities of (6).When ordering always
select any combination of ( 6 )colors by
part number.
TYPES OF REPAIRS
The following are the various types
items that can be repaired:
Bubbles. A separation between
the vinyl cover and metal surface due
to
trapped
air
(Fig.
24).

of

Tools
1. Heat Gun-Model
HG-501. .
Source: Electric Tool & Service Co.,
6188 12 St. Detroit, Michigan 48208
2. Soldering Iron consisting of (I
each):
#6100-Imperial Unger Handle.. . . .
# 6102-Imperial Unger Standard 2wire cord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
# 6202-Imperial Unger 25-watt heating cartridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
# 6372-Imperial Unger Tip, Source:
Radio Specialties Co., 12775 Lyndon
Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48227
3. Transformer-Model # IOB Superior Variable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bud Metal Box Model # C- 1606. . . . . .
Source: Radio Specialties Co., 12775
Lyndon Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48227
4. Hypodermic Syringe 2 112 cc
with a # BD-18 needle (Plastipak). . . . .
Source: Any medical supply company
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on the surface of the material. This
condition is usually evident outboard of
the bonded seam (Fig. 27).
Minor Cuts. A surface cut which
has not penetrated the cloth backing
(Fig. 28).
Looseness. Vinyl material that has
not been drawn tight over a sharp
bend in the sheet metal such as around
the backlite or over padded material
used on certain models and body styles
(Fig. 29).
Separated Bonded Seam. Seams
in which the two pieces of material
have a gap between the sections (Fig.
30).
Adhesive Smears. These are smears
of the type that normal cleaning will
not remove such as trim cement, drip
rail sealer, or the adhesive which is
used for vinyl roof installation.
These are typical of the kind of
items that are repairable. However,
there are certain considerations regarding the type of repairs to be performed
(that is, whether repair is to be performed during pre-delivery, color of
vinyl roof involved, location of defect,
etc).
REPAIR PROCEDURES

FIG. 24-Air

Bubble

Before proceeding with any repairs
thoroughly clean the vinyl roof with
cleaner, Part No. COAZ- 19526-A. Use
a scrub brush to remove all dirt imbedded in the graining. Repeat the cleaning operation as often as required, particularly on white vinyl tops.

Materials
1. Rubber
Cement
Pick-Up
(DRAFCO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Source: Procure locally or Drafting
Materials Inc., 4851 Woodward Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan 48201
2. Abrasive-Cellulose sponge
#7010 (Scotchbrite Brand 3M) (Surfa
Scuff Sponge) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Source: Procure locally
3. Vinyl Top Cleaner-Part#COAZ19526-A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Source: Class "A" Facing Parts Depot
4. Vinyl
Top
Adhesive-Part
# C2AZ- 19C525-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Source: Class "BA" Master Parts Depot

FIG. 25-Scuffs

or Abrasions

Scuffs and Abrasions. Surface damage caused by rubbing action (Fig. 25).
Major Cuts. A cut which has penetrated through both the vinyl surface
and cloth backing. (Fig. 26).
Wrinkles. A crease or small fold

Scuffs or Abrasions
Connect the soldering iron and set
the transformer heat range to No. 7 position (approximately 225 degrees F).
Clean the soldering iron tip thor-
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FIG. 26-Major

backing. If this is encountered, it will
be necessary to fill in with vinyl a s
shown in Fig. 3 1. This is typical where
vinyl must ,be added, and is accomplished by stripping a small quantity of
vinyl off a piece of scrap material with
the hot tip of the solder gun as shown in
Fig. 31. Carefully fill in as required
using short overlapping strokes. (Several stripping operations may be required to,adequately fill the scuffed
area. )
The graining effect in the vinyl can
be restored b i carefully etching the
grain pattern into the vinyl with the
sharp edge of the soldering tip. The
gloss or shiny surface created by the
repair can be removed with the dulling
agent or by spraying the area with
liquid vinyl as shown in Fig. 32.Severa1 color'coats may be required. The
last coat should be a fog coat to_ blend
the vinyl top luster.
This repair can be applied to scuffs
or abrasions in most areas of the vinyl
top.

Cuts

Minor Surface Cuts

.-

FIG. 27-Wrinkles

FIG. 28-Minor

i

Connect the soldering i u n and set
the transformer heat range to No. 7
position (approximately 225 degrees F).
Clean the soldering iron tip thoroughly with the abrasive ad. This
m i s t be done frequently during the repair to avoid vinyl build-up on the tip.

Surface C u t .

FIG. 30-Bonded

FIG. 29-Looseness

S e a m separation

oughly with the abrasive -pad. This
must be done frequently while performing the repair to avoid vinyl
build-up on the tip.
Lightly slide the soldering tip over
the scuff mark several times using
short overlapping strokes until the frayed vinyl has fused to the surface.
The vinyl surface may have been
removed by the scuff exposing the cloth

Lightly slide the soldering tip across
the cut surface using very short strokes
(114 inch or less) until the cut is covered with vinyl. Again go over the cut
lengthwise with the soldering tip to
smooth out the surface. The graining
effect can be restored by carefully etching the grain pattern into the vinyl with
the sharp edge of the soldering tip.
If required, the gloss or shine on the
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area with,liqujd vinyl as shown in Fig.
32. Several coats may be required.
The last coat should be a fog coat to
blend the Vinyl top luster.
Bubbles

FIG. 31 -Stripping

and Filling Scuffed Area with Vinyl

FIG. 32-Spraying

Repaired Area

vinyl surface created by the repair can
be removed with the dulling agent and
then by spraying the area with liquid
vinyl as shown in Fig. 32. Several color
coats of liquid vinyl may be required.
The last coat should be a fog coat to
blend the vinyl top luster.

FIG. 33-Application

Generally, aa air bubble is caused
by trapped air and can be corrected by
expelling the air with a hypodermic
needle as shown in Fig. 36. It will be
necessary to activate the adhesive under the vinyl after the air has been expelled by applying heat with the heat
gun until the vinyl surface is hot to the
touch. Then, work the material down
with the fingers as shown in Fig. 37.
To avoid overheating and possible damage to the vinvl. hold the heat
gun about10 to 12 inches from the sur-

of Adhesive

face and constantly move the gun in a
circular motion.
lnsome cases where a good bond
cannot be obtained, insert a small amount of adhesive. Part No. C2AZ-190 2 5 - A under the vinyl material with
a syringe as shown in Fig. 38.

Major Cuts
Connect the soldering iron and set
the transformer heat range to No. 7
position (approximately 225 degrees
F).
Clean the soldering iron tip with
the abrasive pad. This must be done
frequently during the repair to avoid
vinyl build-up on the tip. If the damage is over an inch long, apply a light
coat of adhesive as shown in Fig. 33.
(It is not necessary to use cement if the
cut is over a padded area).
Allow the adhesive to air dry for
several minutes, then carefully lay the
material into the damaged area so that
the raw edge butts birmly together as
shown in Fig. 34.
Start at the center of the cut and
lightly slide the soldering tip across
the cut surface as shown in Fig. 35 using very short strokes(l/4 inch or less)
until the cut is covered with vinyl.

Wrinkles

FIG. 34-Positioning
the Damaged Area

Material Into

Again go over the cut lengthwise
with the soldering tip to smooth out
the surface.
The graining can be restored by
carefully etching the grain pattern into
the vinyl with the sharp edge of the
soldering tip.
If required the gloss or shine created by the repair can be removed with
the dulling agent or by spraying the

Do not confuse a wrinkle with a
bubble. Usually a wrinkle has small
radial folds with an excessive amount
of slack material which cannot be displaced without rearranging the material. To illustrate an example, the following repair procedure describes the
correction of a wrinkle a t the front
corner.
Partially or completely remove any
mouldings or ornamentation in the
immediate area of the wrinkle.
Pull the vinyl material free from
the roof panel up to the bonded seam
and along the side drip rail for approximately 10 inches.
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the material under the drip rail flange.
Secure the front edge of material with
one or more drive nails as required to
assure that the material does not creep.
Apply sealer under the drive nails to
prevent possible water leak.
Install the mouldings and weatherstrips.
Looseness

FIG. 35-Fusing

C u t with Soldering Iron

Loose vinyl roof material usually
occurs a t padded areas of the vinyl roof
which is used only in certain body
styles. The following is a typical repair of loose material a t the blind quarter area, and generally applies to other
areas such as around the backlite
opening.
Partially or completely remove

FIG. 36-Expelling

Air with
Hypodermic Needle
'

, .

FIG. 38-Injecting

Adhesive under Vinyl Material

R1413-A

FIG. 37-Applying

H e a t With Heat

Gun
Clean the surface thoroughly of the
old adhesive. Apply :I thin film of adhesive to both the vinyl material and
along the drip rail. Allow the adhesive
to air dry for several seconds.
Grasp the material firmly then draw
the material taut until all wrinkles are
removed as shown in Fig. 39. Fold

,

FIG. 39-Correcting

Wrinkles a t Front Corner

,,.,,

., . ":
.. .. , R 1 4 1 6 A
. +

,wfi*

a':
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mouldings or ornamentation in the
immediate area to be repaired.
Carefully peel the edge of the material free from the sheet metal.
Clean the metal surface thoroughly
of the old adhesive.'Apply a thin film
of adhesive to both the vinyl and metal
surface. Allow the adhesive to air dry
for several seconds.
Grasp the material firmly then draw
the material taut as shown in Fig. 40.

FIG. 40-Loose
Quarter

a glossy or shiny appearance created
by the repair, the area can be restored
to its original luster with a dulling
agent or by applying liquid vinyl as
shown in Fig. 32. Several coats may
be required. The last coat should be a
fog coat to blend the vinyl top luster.
Adhesive Smears

Adhesive smears can be removed in
most cases, provided this is done immediately and the adhesive is not allowed to age on the vinyl roof. Therefore, it is imperative that the clean-up
is performed as soon as possible.
Fresh sealer smears can be removed
by rubbing the smear off with a rubber
cement pick-up block such as the type
described in the list of materials.

Material at Blind

Secure the edge of the material with
drive nails or sheet metal screws as
required to assure that the material
does not creep.
Apply sealer over the drive nails or
sheet metal screws to prevent possible
water leaks. Install the mouldings.
Separated Bonded Seam

Connect the soldering iron and set
the transformer heat range to No. 7
position (approximately 225 degrees
F) .
Clean the soldering iron tip thoroughly with the abrasive pad. This
must be done frquently while performing the repair to avoid vinyl build-up
on the tip. Start a t one end of the
separated seam and insert the tip of
the soldering iron between the bonded
seam as shown in Fig. 41. Note the
pbsition of the curved tip. Slowly move
the tip along the underside of the seam
following immediately with the fingers
to press the seam together.
Reverse the soldering iron tip as
shown in Fig. 42 and again slowly
move the tip along the edge of the
seam.
This completes the repair and, if
performed correctly, should not require paint touch-up. If, however, the
vinyl surface outboard of the seam has

FIG. 4 I-Applying Heat to
Underside of Bonded Seam
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

FALCON, FAIRLANE
A N D MONTEGO-EXCEPT
MODEL62
Removal

1. Discor~nect the battery ground
cable.
2. Cover the fenders, front seats
and rear deck area with protective
covers.

FIG. 42-Applying
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3. Unpack and lay out the new
cover.
4. Remove the back window outside mouldings.
5. Remove both rear side belt
mouldings (the retaining nuts are accessible from inside the luggage compartment).
6. Remove the rear belt moulding.
7. Remove the roof side weatherstrip retaining screw from the front
pillars. Remove the weatherstrips
from the weatherstrip retainers far
enough back to permit removal of the
first five weatherstrip retainer retaining
screws. Then, position the weatherstrip retainer aside and remove the
front pillar outside mouldings.
8. Remove the windshield outside
top moulding.
9. Remove both drip rail mouldings (snap off).
10. Carefully pry the Cover-to-drip
rail retainer out of the drip rail trough
(the retainer is snapped into place).
11. Remove the moulding retainers
from the top of the windshield and
around the back window.
12. Clean all mouldings and retainers. Clean excess sealer from the
windshield and back window openings.
13. Remove the cover from the
roof. Leave the old staples in place.
14. Apply sealer to the staples.
Installation

1. Measure and mark the center
of the new top fabric.
2. Measure and mark the center of
the vehicle roof.
3. Apply adhesive (C5AZ- 19C525A) to the underside of the cover between the center mark and the outboard seam. D o not apply adhesive t o
the cover in the area below the back
window.
4. Apply adhesive (C5AZ-19C525A) to half of the roof. D o not apply adhesive to the area below the back window.

Heat to Edge of Bonded Seam
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5. Position the cover to the roof
and align the center marks. Then, cement the cover to the roof. Stretch out
all wrinkles.
6. Apply adhesive to the other half
of the roof and cover. Position the cover to the roof and stretch out all
wrinkles.
7. Apply adhesive (C5AZ-19C525A) to the body and underside of the
cover in the area below the back window. Then, position the cover and remove any wrinkles (Fig. 43).
8. Apply adhesive to the roof sides
and door openings and to the underside of the cover. Make angle cuts at
the corners as necessary. Then, stretch
the cover and cement it in place.
9. Trim the roof cover a t the windshield and back window openings.
Leave 112 inch of material a t the
openings for cover attachment in the
window opening recess.
10. Apply adhesive (CSAZ- 19C525A) to the back window opening and
the underside of the roof cover. Make
angle cuts as necessary a t the corners
and cement the material in the back
window opening recess. Trim the cover (make, a clean, circular cut) around
the moulding retainer weld studs.
11. Apply adhesive (C5AZ-19C525A) to the windshield opening and the
underside of the roof cover. Make
angle cuts as necessary a t the corners

and cement the material in the windshield opening recess. Trim the cover
around -the moulding retainer weld
studs.
12. Drill 5/32 inch holes approximately 5 inches apart across the top of
the windshield opening recess. Then,
install drive nails to retain the top cover a t the recess. Apply sealer over the
drive nail heads. Cover the glass and
use extreme care to avoid damage to
the glass and particularly glass edges.
13. Drill 5/32 inch holes approxi-

mately 5 inches apart in the top and
sides of the rear window opening recess. Then, install drive'nails to retain
the top a t the back window. Apply
sealer over the drive nail heads. Cover

retainer screws. Then, install the side
rail weatherstrips.
19. Install the back window mouldings.
20. Install the center and side belt
mouldings.
21. Install the back window mouldings.
22. Clean the windows and mouldings.
23. Place masking tape on the cover assembly for the entire length of
the drip rails. The lower edge of the
tape should extend 118 inch below the
top of the drip rails.
24. Connect the battery ground cable, and remove all protective coverings.

the glass and use extreme care to avoid
damage to the glass and particularly
glass edges.
14. Position the top cover retain-

ers a t the drip rails and with the aid
of a fiber or wood block, snap the retainer into place in the drip rail trough
(Fig. 44).
15. Install the drip rail mouldings.
16. Apply sealer around the windshield and back window. Install the
windshield and back window moulding retainers.
17. Install the front pillar mouldings.
18. Position the roof side rail
weatherstrip retainer and install the

FALCON, FAIRLANE,
M O N T E C O - M O D E L 62
Removal

1. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Cover the fenders, seats and
rear deck area with protective covers.
3. Unpack and spread out the new
cover.
4. Remove the rear seat cushion and
rear seat back.
5. Remove the quarter trim panels.
6. Remove the quarter window
garnish mouldings and the quarter trim
panel retainer mouldings.
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FIG. 43 - Typical Roof Outside Cover Installation-Montego, Falcon, Fairlqne
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FIBRE OR WOOD BLOCK

glass and *use extreme care to avoid
damage to the glass and particularly
glass edges.
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NG. 44-Roof

Cover Retainer Installation-Mustang,

Cougar

4. Apply adhesive (C-5AZ- 19C525A) to half of the roof. Do not apply ad-

the cover to the roof. Stretch out all
wrinkles.
6. Apply adhesive to the other
half of the roof and cover. Position the
cover to the roof and stretch out all
wrinkles.
7. Apply adhesive (CSAZ- 19C525A) to the body and underside of the
cover in the area below the back window. Then, position the cover and
remove any wrinkles.
8. Apply adhesive to the roof sides
and door openings and to the underside of the cover. Make angle cuts a t
the corners as necessary. Then, stretch
the cover and cement it in place.
9. Trim the roof cover a t the windshield and back window openings.
Leave 112 inch of material at the openings f ~ cover
r
attachment in the window opening recess.
10. Apply adhesive (CSAZ- 19C525A) to the back window opening and
the underside of the roof cover. Make
angle cuts as necessary at the corners
and cement the material in the back
window opening recess. Trim the cover (make a clean, circular cut) around
the moulding retainer weld studs.
1 I. Apply adhesive (CSAZ- 19C525-A) to the windshield opening and
the underside of the roof cover. Make
angle cuts as necessary at the corners
ind cement the material in the windshield opening recess. Trim the cover
(make a clean, circular cut) around
the moulding retainer weld studs.
12. Drill 5/32 inch holes approximately 5 inches apart across the top of
the windshield opening recess. Then,
install drive nails to retain the top at
the recess. Apply sealer over the drive
nail heads. Cover the glass and use ex-

hesive to the area below the back window.

treme care to avoid damage to the
glass and particularly glass edges.

5. Position the cover to the roof and
align the center marks. Then,. cement

13. Drill 5/32 inch holes approximately 5 inches apart in the top and sides

7. Remove the sound deadner from
the

rear
seat
back
area.
8. Loosen the headlining in the
blind quarter areas to provide access
to the side belt moulding retaining
nuts. Remove the side belt mouldings.
9. Remove the center belt moulding.
10. Remove the back window outside mouldings.
11. Remove the windshield pillar
mouldings and the windshield outside
upper mouldings.
12. Remove the drip rail mouldings (snap off).
13. Carefully pry the cover-to-drip
rail retainer out of the drip rail trough
(the retainer is snapped into the drip
rail trough).
14. Remove the moulding retainers from the top of the windshield and
from around the back window.
15. Clean all mouldings and retainers, Clean excess sealer from the
windshield and back window openings.
16. Remove the old cover from
the roof. Leave the old staples in place.
Apply sealer to the staples.
Installation

1. Measure and mark the center of
the new top fabric.
2. Measure and mark the center of
the vehicle roof.
3. Apply adhesive (CSAZ-19C525A) to the underside of the cover between the center mark and the outboard seam. Do not apply adhesive to
the cover in the area below the back
window.

of the rear window opening recess.
Then, install drive nails to retain the
top at the back window. Apply sealer
over the drive nail heads. Cover the

14. Position the top cover retainers at the drip rails and with the aid
of a fibre or wood block, snap the retainers into place in the drip rail
trough (Fig. 44).
15. Position the drip rail mouldings and snap them into place.
16. Apply sealer around the windshield and back window. Install the
windshield and back window moulding retainers.
17. Install the windshield upper
mouldings. Position and install the
front pillar mouldings.
18. Install the back window outside mouldings.
19. Install the center belt moulding.
20. Install the headliner at the
quarter panel areas.
21. Install the sound deadener a t
the rear seat back area.
22. Install the quarter window garnish mouldings and the quarter trim
panel retainer mouldings.
23. Install the quarter trim panels.
24. Install the seat back and seat
cushion.
25. Clean the windows and mouldings.
26. Connect the battery ground cable and remove all protective cover
ings.
MUSTANG AND COUGAR
Removal

I. Disconnect the battery ground
cable.
2. Cover the fenders, seats and
rear deck area with protective covers.
3. Unpack and spread out the new
cover.
4. Remove the windshield wiper
arms and blades.
5. Remove the windshield outside
mouldings.
6. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
7. Remove both quarter trim panels.
8. Loosen the headlining a t the
lower blind quarter panels.
9. Remove the side belt mouldings.
10. Remove the back window outside mouldings.
11. Remove the moulding retainers
from the top of the windshield and
back window openings.
12. Remove (unsnap) the roof drip
rail mouldings.
13. Carefully pry the roof cover
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retainer from the drip rail trough.
14. Clean all mouldings and retainers. Clean excess sealer from the

windshield and back window openings.
15. Remove the old cover from the
roof. Leave old staples in place. It is

not necessary to remove all old adhesive from the roof surface but, any
lumps or foreign material must be re-

PART 18- 1
moved.
16. Apply sealer to the old staples.
Installation
1. Measure and mark the center of
the new top fabric.
2. Measure and mark the center
of the vehicle roof.
3. Apply adhesive (C5AZ- 19C525A) to the underside of the cover between the center mark and the outboard seam. Do not apply adhesive to
the cover in the area below the back
window.
4. Apply adhesive (C5AZ-19C525A) to half of the roof. Do not apply adive to the area below the back window.
5. Position the cover to the roof
arld align the center marks. Then, cement the cover to the roof. Stretch out
all wrinkles.
6. Apply adhesive to the other half
of the roof and cover. Position the
cover to the roof and stretch out all
wrinkles.
7. Apply adhesive (C5AZ- 19C525A) to the body and underside of the
cover in the area below the back window. Then, position the cover and
remove any wrinkles.
8. Apply adhesive to the roof sides
and door openings and to the underside of the cover. Make angle cuts a t
the corners as necessary. Then, stretch

6

- Interior Trim And Roof Outside Cover
the cover and cement it in place.
9. Trim the roof cover a t the windshield and back window openings.
Leave 112 inch of material at the openings for cover attachment in the window opening recess.
10. Apply adhesive (C5AZ-19C525A) to the back window opening and
the underside of the roof cover. Make
angle cuts as necessary a t the corners
and cement the material in the back
window opening recess. Trim the cover
(make a clean, circular cut) around
the moulding retainer weld studs.
11. Apply adhesive (C5AZ- 19C525A) to the windshield opening and the
underside of the roof cover. Make angle cuts as necessary a t the corners
and cement the material in the windshield opening recess. Trim the cover
(make a clean, circular cut) around the
moulding retainer weld studs. (Figs.
45 and 46).
12. Drill 5/32 inch holes approximately 5 inches apart across the top
of the windshield opening recess with
an awl. Then, install drive nails to retain the top a t the recess. Apply sealer
over the drive nail heads. Cover the
glass and use extreme care to avoid
damage to the glass and particularly
glass edges.
13. Drill 5/32 inch holes approxi-

mately 5 inches apart in the top and
sides of the rear window opening recess
with an awl. Then, install drive nails
to retain the top at the back window.
Apply sealer over the drive nail heads.
Cover the glass and use extreme care
to avoid damage to the glass and particularly glass edges.
14. Position the roof cover retainer to the drip rail. Using a wood or
fiber block, snap the retainer into place
(Fig. 44).
15. Position the drip rail mouldings
and snap them into place.
16. Install the windshield and back
window moulding retainers.
17. Apply sealer around the windshield and back window openings.
18. Install the windshield and back
window outside mouldings.
19. Install the side belt mouldings.
20. Install the headliner a t the
quarter panels.
21. Install the quarter trim panels.
22. Install the rear seat back and
seat cushion.
23. Install the windshield wiper
arm and blade assemblies.
24. Clean the windows and mouldings.
25. Connect the battery ground
cable, and remove all protective coverings.

lacquer thinners, cellulose acetate,
butyl cellosolve, carbon tetrachloride, body polish, battery acid, antifrfeze, gasoline, motor oils or other
type lubricants.
Approved cleaners B8A-19523-A,
or -B, B5A-19525-A, COAZ-19526-A

or -B (soft trim cleaners), BAF-19521A (leather and vinyl upholstery cleaner), and CIAZ-19C507-A (convertible
back window cleaner), are available for
service. Instructions for the use of
these cleaners are indicated with their
containers.

INTERIOR CLEANING

Use a vacuum cleaner to remove
dust and dirt from the upholstery or
floor covering. Vinyl and woven plastic trim that is dusty can usually be
cleaned with a damp cloth. Do not use
cleaning materials containing kerosene, naptha, toluol, xylol 10 degrees,
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STANDARD SEATS

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION
SEAT AND SEAT TRACK

Work, other than that of minor
nature, is more easily performed
when the front seat assembly is removed from the vehicle.

FIG. I-Typical

1. Remove the nuts retaining the
seat tracks to the floor pan. If equipped with power seats, disconnect the
seat wiring loom connector. Lift the
seat assembly from the vehicle (Fig.
I and 2).
2. Disconnect and remove the release cable from the seat frame. Re-

Front S e a t Track Installation-Falcon,

Fairlane, M o n t e g o

move the seat tracks from the seat
frame.
3. Transfer the seat adjusting lever knob and the retracting springs,
if necessary, to the new track assembly.
4. Position the seat tracks on the
seat frame and install the retaining
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SPACER

61782

SEAT
ASS€
6561

N U T AND WASHER

FIG. 2-Typical

Front Seat Track Installation-Mustang,

bolts and release cable. Lubricate the
tracks with COAZ-19584-A lubricant.
5. Position the seat assembly in
the vehicle and install the retaining
bolts and nuts.
Release Cable Adjustment. Release cable maladjustment will affect
only the right side of the seat. In case
the latch retaining the track fails, to
release, turn ,the release cable turnbuckle or eye bolt enough turns to
shorten the release cable travel sufficiently to release track latch. If the
latch fails to secure the seat travel,
turn the release ca ,le turnbuckle or
eye bolt to lengthen '1 .release cable
enough t o allow the latch to snap in
the locking position.

FRONT SEAT CUSHION
AND/OR BACK
I. Remove the front seat and seat
track from the car if the cushion is to
be replaced.
2. To replace the seat cushion, remove the seat assembly from the seat
track.
3. On vehicles with a solid seat
back, remove the bolts and washers
attaching the seat back to the seat
cushion frame. Before being able to remove the attaching bolts it is necessary
to remove the seat back and seat
cushion trim from the bolts.

Cougar

4. On vehicles with a split front seat
back, remove the hairpin clip from
the center seat back stud and the
seat cushion stud. Before being able
to remove the hair pin clips it is necessary to remove the pivot covers.
5. Position the seat back assembly on the seat. On vehicles with the
split seat back, install the hairpin clip
at the seat center bracket and the seat
cushion stud and install the pivot covers.
6. On a vehicle with a solid seat
back, install the bolts and washers
attaching the seat back to the seat and
fasten the seat back and seat cushion
cover trim with hog rings.
7. Position the seat cushion on the
seat track and install the retaining bolts
if removed.
8. Install the front seat and seat
track in the vehicle.

REAR SEAT CUSHION
AND/OR BACK
1. Ljft the rear seat cushion and
pull it forward to remove it from the
vehicle.
2. Remove one rear seat arm rest
(two-door sedans).
3. Remove 2 rear seat back attaching screws located at the bottom of
the seat back. On the Mustang Model
63 there are four screws retaining the

seat along the bottom.
4. Lift up on the seat back to disengage the seat from the upper hooks
and remove the seat back from the
vehicle.

5. Position the seat back in the
vehicle and engage the seat with the
upper hooks.
6. Install the seat back lower retaining screws and the removed arm
rest. Then install the rear seat cushion.

FRONT SEAT CUSHION
COVER
Figs. 3 and 4 show a front seat
cushion build-up. Seat cushions for all
models are built up in basically the
same 'manner. Therefore, when installing new seat cushion covers or
pads, refer to Figs. 3 and 4 for the
location of listing wires, hog rings,
anti-squeak pads, and seat pad stackUP.
1. Remove the seat and seat track
assembly.
2. On models with a solid seat
back, remove the bolts and washers
attaching the seat back to the seat
cushion frame.
3. On models with a split seat back,
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remove the seat back outer support
arm covers and remove the hairpin
clips from the pivot pins.
4. On models with a split seat
back, remove the retaining screw from
the seat back center support trim cover and remove the seat back center
pivot hair pin clips.
5. Remove the seat back assembly.
6. Remove the seat back stop
plates from the seat cushion.
7. Remove the seat latch strikers
from the seat cushion.
8. Remove the hog rings retaining
the seat cushion cover and remove
the cover (Figs. 2 and 3). lnspect the
pad and replace it if necessary.
9. Transfer the listing wires to the
new cover.
10. With the seat cushion assembly
right side up, make sure that the pads
are stacked properly and centered;
then place the cover over the pads to
hold them in position.
11. Carefully turn the seat assembly over so that the pads do not shift
out of position.
12. After centering the cover and
straightening the seams along the
front edge of the cushion, fasten the
cover t o the front of the seat frame
with hog rings. Make sure that the
hog rings encircle the listing wire. Install I hog ring in each hole provided

in the seat cushion frame.
13. At the rear of the seat assembly, pull the cover taut over the
pads, and install hog rings a t the
seat frame.
14. Fasten the side of the cover
to the seat frame side with hog rings
through the holes provided (Figs. 2
and 3).
15. Install the seat back stop
plates, the seat latch striker and the
seat back.
16. Install the seat tracks to the
cushion and the seat assembly in the
vehicle.

REAR SEAT
CUSHION COVER
1. Remove the rear seat cushion
from the vehicle by lifting on the front
of theseat and pulling it forward.
2. Remove the cushion cover hog
rings and remove the cushion cover
from the seat frame.
3. lnspect the pad and replace it
if necessary.
4. Transfer the listing wire, if
equipped, to the new cushion cover.
5. Position the new cushion cover
on the seat frame and springs and attach it in place with hog rings(Fig.5).
6. Install the seat cushion in the
vehicle.
FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
Repairs to seat backs are per-

formed out of the vehicle and are
usually limited to replacement of
torn or burned seat covers. In a few
instances, the pads may be damaged
and require replacement.
Figs. 6 and 7 show a front seat
back build-up. Seat backs for all
other models are built up in basically
the same mannet. Therefore, when
installing new seat back covers or
pads, refer to Figs 6 and 7 for the
location of listing wires, hog rings,
anti-squeak pads, and seat pad stackUP.
1. Remove the seat back.
2. Remove the ash receptacle and
ash receptacle container, if equipped.
3. Remove the hog rings retaining the seat back cover to the frame.
Unhook the listing wires from the
seat spring assembly tabs, and remove the cover (Figs. 6 and 7).
4. Transfer the listing wire to the
new seat back cover.
5. Inspect the seat pad and spring
assemblies, and repair or replace as
necessary.
6. Carefully place the cover over
the seat frame and pad assembly.
Pull the cover taut over the pads,
hook the listing wires on the seat
spring assembly tabs and install thc
hog rings (Figs. 6 and 7).
7. Cut a hole in the cover for the
ash receptacle retainer, if equipped,
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FIG. 3-Typical
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VIEW A A

COVER ASSEMBLY

FIG. 4-Front

Seat Cover Installation-Mustang,

Cougar
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FIG. 5-Typical

Rear Seat Cushion Cover Installation
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HOG RlNG (18 REQ'D)
HOG RlNG (16 REQ'D)
HOG RlNG (7 REQ'D)
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FIG. 6-Typical

Front Seat Back Cover Installation-4-Door

FIG. 7-Typical

Front Seat Back Cover Installation-2-Door
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63341

Rear Seat Back Cover Installation

LATCH SPRING

and install the receptacle assembly.
8. Install the seat back. to the seat
cushion.
REAR SEAT BACK COVER

BUSHING 62608
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SEAT BACK
SPRING ASSEMBLY

I. Remove the rear seat back
from the vehicle.
2. Remove the hog rings retaining
the seat back cover to the frame and
remove the rear seat back cover.
3. Transfer the listing wires to the
new cover.
4. Position the new cover on the
pad and seat frame and secure it in
place with hog rings (Fig. 8).
5. Install the rear seat back in
the vehicle.
SEAT BACK L A T C H

FIG. 9-Seat

Back Latch Mechanism-Typical

of Bench Seat

All folding front seats and the second seat of three-seat station wagons
have a safety latch designed to hold
the seat back in place in the event of
an emergency stop or a crash situation.
For rear seat passenger entry and exit,
a handle on the side of the seat back
releases the safety latch.
If the seat back will not latch in position or the latch mechanism will not
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unlock, remove the seat back trim cover far enough to inspect the latch mechanism. Then replace any broken parts
and tighten any loose parts to put the
latch system in proper working order
(Fig. 9 and 10).

RACKET LATCH LINK
ASSEMBLY 62650- 1

LATCH

ROD 62642

BUSHING 62608

ATIffl DAUPER 610862

R

FIG. 70- -Seat Back Latch Mechanism-Typical

2

of Bucket Seat Back

BUCKET SEATS-MA

The seat is mounted in the conventional manner on two seat tracks.
The seat release is located at the
lower front center of the seat, and is
operated by pulling the lever side ways
to release the seat tracks.

CUSHION ASSEMBLY

REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION
SEAT TRACK ASSIST

SEAT A N D SEAT TRACK
SEAT TRACK

The seat track assembly is easily
replaced if the seat assembly is removed from the vehicle.
1. Remove 4 floor pan plug buttons to gain access to the seat track
retaining nuts (Mustang and Cougar
only).
2. From under the vehicle, remove
the seat track retaining stud nuts and
washers. Remove the seat assembly
from the vehicle and place it on a clean
work area.
3. Remove the screws which retain the seat track assembly to the
seat cushion and remove the seat
track assembly (Figs. 11 and 12).
4. Disconnect the seat track brace
and latch release rod from the track
being replaced, and connect these
parts to the new seat track. Lubricate

SPACER 6362016

SEAT ADJUSTMENT

NUT AND WASHER,
WASHER
378643-52

R 1365-A

FIG. 7 7 - Bucket Seat Installation-

Falcon, Fairlane, Montego
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SEAT TRACK ASSEMBLY
6561704.B

FIG. 12-Bucket

Seat Installation-Mustang,

the tracks with COAZ 19584-A lubricant.
5. Loosely install the track-to-floor
retaining studs in the seat track.
6. Place the seat track assembly
on the seat cushion, and install the
retaining screws.
7. Place the seat assembly in the
vehicle and install the washers and nuts
on the retaining studs.
8. Install the floor pan plug buttons (Mustang and Cougar only).
FRONT SEAT CUSHION
COVER
Repairs to seat cushions or seat
backs are performed out of the vehicle
and are usually limited to replacement of torn or burned seat covers.
In a few instances, the pads may be
damaged and require replacement.
When installing a new seat cover
or pad, refer to Figs. 13 and 14 for
the location of listing wires, hog rings,
anti-squeak pads, and seat pad stackUP.
Montego, Falcon (Model 76 Only)

1. Remove the seat and seat track
assembly from the vehicle and place it
on a clean work area.
2. Remove the seat cushion from
the seat track. From each side of the
seat, remove the seat back retainer,

Cougar

and remove the seat back.
3. Remove the seat back scuff
plates and remove the hog rings retaining the seat cushion cover to the
spring assembly. Separate the bottom
cover from the seat cushion pad and
remove the cushion cover.
4. Inspect the pad and spring assemblies, and repair or replace as
necessary.
5. Trqnsfer the listing wires to the
new cover.
6. Place the new cover assembly
over the pad and seat spring assembly and secure it to the front bolster
wire with hog rings. Apply trim cement (C2AZ- 19C525-A) to the bottom
of the cushion cover and position the
cover correctly to the seat cushion
pad.
7. Secure each side bolster wire
to the seat spring assembly with hog
rings.
8. The front and side edges of the
cover assembly can now be secured
to the bottom of the spring assembly
with hog rings as shown in Fig. 13.
9. Secure the rear edge of the cover assembly to the bottom of the
spring assembly with hog rings.
10. Install the two scuff plates on
the cushion.
11. Install the seat back side
shield and seat tracks. Install the seat
assembly.

1. Remove the front seat and track
from the vehicle and remove the seat
tracks from the seat.
2. Remove the front seat back
shield and the seat back pivot side
cover.
3. Remove the seat back pivot pin
and remove the seat back from the
seat cushion.
4. Remove the seat cushion scuff
plate.
5. Remove the seat cushion cover
and pad.
6. Position the seat cushion pad on
the frame and install the hog rings
(Fig. 12).
7. Position the cushion cover on
the pad. Cement with trim cement
(C2AZ-19C525-A) and retain with hog
rings (Fig. 14).
8. Install the seat cushion scuff
plate.
9. Position the seat back on the
pivot and install the pivot pin.
10. Install the front seat back
shield and the seat back pivot side
cover.
11. Install the seat on the seat
tracks and install the seat and seat
track in the vehicle.
FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
1. Remove the seat and seat tracks
from the vehicle, if required. for accessibility t o the seat side shield retaining
screws.
2. Remove the right and left seat
back side shields and remove the seat
back retaining bolts or retainer pins
and remove the seat back from the
cushion.
3. Unsnap and remove the seat
back rear cover (Figs. 13 and 14).
4. Remove the seat back upper
..
moulding retaining screws and remove
the mouldings.
5. Remove the seat back stop adjusting bolts and remove the hog rings
retaining the cover to the frame.
6. Bend up the side retaining tabs
(Fig. 13) and lift the cover off the
tabs.
7. Remove any additional hog
rings retaining the cover to the seat
frame.
8. Position the trim cover off the
side padding to gain access to the hog
rings in the center of the seat back
and remove the hog rings.
9. Position the new cover over the
front center of the seat back and attach it with hog rings. Position the
cover around the sides and top of
the sponge padding, pulling the ma-
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HDG RlNG (16 REP'D)
HOG RlNG (3 REP'D EACH BOCSTER)
HOG RlNG (6 REP'D EACH BOLSTER)
HOG RING
- 15 RFn'n)
-,
HOG RING (7 REP'D)
HOG RlNG (5 REQ'O ALONG READ)
ADHESIVE-CZAZ-IPC525-A

.- --

SCUFF PLATE61643

COVER ASSEMBLY
62WO

-

ANTI-RATTLER63115

FIG. 13-Typical

Bucket Seat Back and Cushion Cover Installation-Montego,

Falcon, Fairlane
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REAR TRIM
PANEL COVER

-

REARTRIMPANEL
PAD -64625

REAR PANEL CL.P
I''-

'\

COVER ASSEMBLY

A
B
C
D
E
F

G
K

HOG RlNG (19 REQ'D)
HOG RING ( 3 REQ'D)
HOG RlNG (5 REP'D)
HOG RING (I7 REQ'D)
HOG RING (5 REQ'D)
HOG RING ( I 2 REQ'D)
HOG RING (5 REP'D)
ADHESIVE C2AZ- 19C525-A

,/ SPRING ASSEMBLY
\

ASSEMBLY -

SPRING
64700.1

A
C

FIG. 74-Typical

-

HOG RING ( I 5 REP'D)
HOG RlNG (12 REQ'D)

Bucket Seat Back and Cushion Cover Installation-Mustang

and Cougar

64700- 1
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terial tight. Then, turn the seat back
face down.
10. Pull the trim cover tight and
install hog rings a t the top. Pull the
cover tight and install hog rings at.
the bottom.
11. Pull the trim cover tight a t the

3

sides and position it over the side retaining tabs (Fig. 13). Bend the tabs
down.
12. Position the rear cover on the
seat back and snap it into place. Install the seat back stop adjusting bolts
and nuts.

13. Install the seat back upper
moulding.
14. Install the seat back on the
cushion and install the seat back pivot
covers.
15. Install the seat and seat track
in the vehicle.

and three flexible drive cables. A fourway switch is located on the left side
of the seat and track assembly. This
switch directs power to the moJor and
transmission solenoids through two
relays.
The solenoids engage the drive ca..
bles which, in turn, drive the seat
tracks in the direction selected by the
driver. The front solenoid (blue wire)

engages the horizontal drive cables.

POWER SEATS

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The four-way power seat mechanism provides forward and rearward adjustment of the seat assembly; also,
up and down (tilting) movement for
the front of the seat. The seat tracks
are driven by a single reversible motor which transmits its power through
an electrically controlled transmission

The rear solenoid (white wire) engages
the vertical drive assembly.
Both the control and power circuits are protected by a 20-ampere
circuit breaker which is mounted on the
starting motor relay in the engine
compartment.

WUR-WAY POWER SEAT DIAGNOSIS GUIDE
Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring harnesses. Schematics are shown in Group 19
of this manual.
MALFUNCTION
MOTOR DOES NOT OPERATE

PROBABLE CAUSE
1. Defective
breaker.

20-ampere

CORRECTIVE ACTION
circuit

1. Check for voltage a t both terminals of the circuit breaker. If no voltage at both terminals of' the circuit
breaker, replace the.circuit breaker.

2. Open feed wire (black-white
stripe) between the 20-ampere circuit
breaker and the switch wiring connector.

2. Disconnect the .switch feed wiring connector (wire 51- black-white
stripe located under the seat). Check
for voltage at the female connector
(black-white stripe wire). If no voltage,
repair or replace the wire (Part of
Wiring Loom 14A697).
I F OK

3. Poor ground connection to the
floor pan or seat track assembly (underneath the seat).
4. Defective switch assemhly.

3. Inspect and tighten the ground
wire lug retaining screws.

4. Disconnect the switch wiring
multiple connector under the seat. Do
not disconnect the single wiring bullet
connector (wire 51-black-white stripe).
- Operate the switch and check for
voltage a t the various terminals as follows: (Switch.side of the connector):
Forward-wire 306 (blue) and wire
168 (green-yellow stripe).
Rearward-wire. 306 (blue) and wire
2 16 (red-yellow stripe).
Up-wire 307 (white) and wire 216
(red-yellow stripe).
Down-wire 30' (white) and wire
168 (green-yellow stripe).
If voltage is not available at these
pins of the connector or if voltage is
available at pins other than stated, replace the switch assembly.
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FOUR-WAY POWER SEAT DIAGNOSIS GUIDE (Continued)
MALFUNCTION
MOTOR DOES NOT OPERATE

PROBABLE CAUSE

5. Defective Relay.

5. Disconnect the switch wiring
multiple connector and disconnect the
ground cable from the battery. With
a self powered test light or a Rotunda
Ohmeter, check for continuity to
ground a t the red-yellow stripe and
the red wire pins of the relay side of
the continuity, replace the relay assembly.

6. Defective Motor.

6. Remove the seat assembly and
remove the motor from the seat. Apply
voltage from an exterior 12-volt source
to the motor wiring connector as follows: Positive probe on one pin of
the connector and negative probe on
the other pin; then, reverse the probes.
If the motor does not run in both
directions, replace the motor.

7. Transmission Locked.

7. Remove the seat assembly. Inspect the transmission and track assemblies for broken drive cables, gears,
couplings or assist springs. Repair or
replace defective parts. Inspect the
track assemblies for foreign objects
which might obstruct track movement.

1. Defective Relay.

1. Test the relays as stated in Step 5
under Motor Will Not Operate. Replace relay if found defective.

( Continued)

MOTOR DRIVES SEAT
I N ONE DIRECTION
ONLY OR MOTOR RUNS
BUT SEAT DOES NOT
MOVE

CORRECTIVE ACTION

2. Defective Solenoid.

3. Defective Switch.

I F OK
2. Disconnect the switch wiring
multiple connector (Under the seat).
With self powered test light or a Rotunda Ohmeter, check for continuity to
ground a s follows:
' Horizontal
Solenoid - wire 306
(blue) terminal pin of the connector.
Vertical Solenoid - wire 307
(white) terminal pin of the connector.
If no continuity, replace the respective solenoid.
I F OK
3. Test the switch as stated in Step
4 under Motor Does Not Operate. Replace the switch if found defective.
I F OK

4. Mechanical Failure.

4. Remove the seat assembly. Inspect the transmission and track assemblies for broken drive cables,
gears, couplings or assist springs. Repair or replace defective parts. Inspect the track asse~nbliesfor foreign
objects which might obstruct track
movement.
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REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

BENCH SEAT TRACKPOWER-MONTEGO
Removal
.1. Remove the retaining bolts
from the two inboard seat belts at the
tunnel.
2. Remove the four seat track re-.
taining nuts. Disconnect the seat wiring loom a t the quick disconnect and
remove the seat assembly from the
vehicle. (Fig. 15).
3. Remove the four .retaining
screws from the cushion assembly to
the seat track.
4. Disconnect the wires leading
from the seat control switch assembly
at the quick disconnect and separate
the cushion assembly from the seat
track. .
5. Release the tension on the assist springs on the seat track assembly.
6. Remove the six screws retaining
the three drive units to the track assembly and separate the units from
the track.
7. Remove the relays from their
brackets.
8. Remove the two nuts retaining
the motor to its bracket and remove
the motor.
9. Remove the two screws retaining the transmission assembly to its
bracket and disconnect the wires to
the transmission and remove the
transmission.

Installation'

1. Position the transmission assembly to its seat track bracket and
install the two retaining screws. .Connect the wires at the quick disconnect.
2. Position the motor to its bracket and install the two retaining nuts.
3. Position three drive units on the
seat track assembly and install the six
retaining screws.
4. Install the relays in their brackets.
5. Install the assist springs on the
seat tracks.
6. Connect the control switch
quick disconnect and position the cushion assembly to the seat track and install the four retaining screws.
7. Place the assembled seat in the
vehicle.
8. Connect the wires at the quick
disconnect and install the four seat
track retaining nuts.
9. Check the operation of the seat.

FIG. 15 - Power Seat

rack-~ench-~onte~o

BUCKET SEAT TRACK
POWER-MONTEGO
Removal

1. Remove the four seat track retaining nuts. Disconnect the seat wiring loom at the quick disconnect and
remove the seat assembly from the
vehicle (Fie. 16).
*
2. Remove the four bolts retaining
the cushion assembly to the seat
track and remove the assembly.
3. Disengage the seat track assist
spring.
4. Remove the forward and rear
drive unit from the track. Unplug the
relay wires. Remove the relay retaining screws and remove the relays.
5. Remove the up and down drive
unit from the track assembly.
6. Remove the screws retaining
the motor and solenoid to the track
assembly. Remove the wire and cable
clamp and separate the motor and
solenoid from the seat track.
.

and engage the seat track assist spring.
5. Position the cushion assembly
to the seat. track and install the four
retaining bolts.
6. Position the seat assembly in
the vehicle and connect the seat wiring loom. Install the four seat track
retaining nuts.
7. Check the operation of the seat.

u

Installation

1. Position the motor and solenoid
to the seat track and install the retaining screws. Also install the wire and
cable clamps.
2. Install the up and down drive
unit to the seat track.
3. Position the relays to the track
assembly and install the retaining
screws. Connect the relay wires.
4. Install the forward and rear
drive unit to the seat track. Position

POWER SEAT MOTORBENCH-MONTEGO
Removal

1. Remove the four seat retaining
nuts and disconnect the main wiring
loom, disconnect and tilt the seat
assembly backwards.
2. Disconnect the two push-on
connectors at the seat track transmission assembly. Remove the two
bolts retaining the transmission to
the bracket and position the transmission and drive block to the side.
3. Disconnect the plugs to the
motor assembly. Remove the two nuts
retaining the motor to the mounting
bracket and remove the motor.
Installation

1. Position the motor to the mounting bracket and install the two retaining nuts. Connect the plugs to the
motor assembly.
2. Position the transmission and
drive block to the motor and bracket
and install the two retaining bolts.
Connect the two push on connectors.
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N S H I W ASSEMBLY

NUT AND WASHER 376785.52

SEAT

NG. 76-Power

Seat Track-Bucket

-Montego

to the floor and install the four retaining nuts.

4. Check the operation of the seat.

SEAT BELT INSTALLAT I O N

belt retaining bolts must be torqued
as shown in the figures.

Refer to Figs. 17, 18 and 19 for
proper seat belt installation. Seat

Seat belts are matched sets. They
must remain as matched sets i n the

vehicle and must not be interchanged
between vehicle models. If replacement
is necessary, replace both belts of

3. Connect the main wiring loom
connector. Position the seat assembly

4

SEAT BELTS

any one set.
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BENCH SEAT

SECTIONAL
VIEW. CC

SECTIONAL
VIEW .AA
MODEL 76 ONLY

STATION WAGON

f
EXPLODED

FIG. 17-Seat

-

Belt Installation-Falcon,

-

VIEW EE
EXPLODED

Fairlane, Montego
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VIEW-BB

TORQUE RETAINING
BOLTS TO 20-30 FT. LBS.
R.P.O. B E L T
ASSEMBLY 611A72

WA,SHER 382581.5100

BOLT' 382516S100

WASHER 354959.5

FIG. 18-Front

Seat Belt Installation-

WASHER 356420.52

Mustang and Cougar

VIEW-CC

MODELS 65.76

' TORQUE RETAINING
VIEW-DD
EXPLODED

FIG. 19-Rear

Seat Belt Installation-

VIEW-BB
EXPLODED

Mustang and Cougar

BOLTS TO 25-30 FT. LEIS.
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R STRAP

FIG. 20-Shoulder

Strap Installation-

Falcon, Fairlane, Montego

VIEW-BB

NG. 21-Shoulder

Strap Installation-

Mustang and Cougar

.-----I,,..
....
.....-- - - I f - ...
,....-.

..--.-.-.------.
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FRONT SEAT HEADREST

DESCRITPTION AND OPERATION

The front seat headrest is operated
by manually applying force, either upward or downward, to the center area
of the headrest assembly.
The assembly has two guide rods,
each having a spring loaded ball catch
assembly located at the lower end of
each rod. There are equally spaced
detents on each rod. The assembly can
be adjusted to a maximum height of
3 112 inches from the top of the seat
back and has five intermediate vertical
positions (Fig. 22).
~nstallatioiof the headrest is accomplished by inserting the headrest guide
rods into the guide rod sleeves of the
seat back. Apply hand pressure to the
top of the headrest to overcome spring
tension of the guide rod catch assemblies and push downward to engage
the guide rods with the check assemblies which are built into the seat back
(Fig. 23). Normal operating effort required to raise or lower the headrest
must be 'within 11-18 pounds. Effort
required to remove the headrest from
the seat back should be 14-34 pounds.

3-1/2" VERTICAL
ADJUSTMENT

'

GUlDE RODS- BOTH ARE ADJUSTABLE VERTICALLY. THE LEFT
HAHD GUlDE ROD IS ALSO ADJUSTABLE HORIZONTALLY
\

FRONT SEAT HEADREST ASSEMBLY

NOTCHES ON BOTH GUlDE RODS TO BE WITH
.05" VERTICALLY TO EACH OTHER
T~GHTENBOTH TO
40-50 FOOT
POUNDS TORQUE

VIEW "A"

GUIDE ROD ADJUSTMENT
AND REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the headrest from the
seat back.
2. Check both guide rods for
straightness. If either guide rod is
bent, replace it.
3. Loosen the guide rod lock-nuts.
4. Adjust the left (viewed from the
front of the seat) guide rod vertically
until the rod bottoms out in the headrest assembly. Then, back the rod off
until the notches on the rod face the
centerline of the seat.
5. Loosen the locknut on the right
guide rod and adjust the right rod so
that the notches on both rods face each
other and are aligned to within 0.050
inches of each other. (This dimension

FIG. 22-Guide

Rod t o Headrest Installation

is from the bottom surface of the headrest). Tighten the right guide locknut.
6. Position the guide rods to the
guide rod sleeves in the seat back.
Cycle the headrest assembly up and
down several times to determine if
there is any binding condition. Move
the left hand rod slightly left or
right, if required, to eliminate any
binding condition. Tighten the rod
locknut. Then, torque both rod lock
nuts to 40-50 ft-lbs (Fig. 22).
MOUNTING BRACKET AND
CHECK ASSEMBLY REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the headrest assembly.

2. Using a 9/16 inch Allen wrench,
unscrew the guide rod sleeves from the
seat back.
3. Remove the seat back trim cover
assembly.
4. Remove the screws attaching the
bracket assembly (bench seat) or the
nuts attaching the bolt assembly
(bucket seat) to the seat back frame
(Fig. 23).
5. Position the new bracket or bolt
assembly to the seat frame and install
the retaining screws or nuts. Torque
the screws or nuts to 45-65 inch
pounds (Fig. 23).
6. Install the seat back trim, guide
rod sleeves and head rest.
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FIGURE

-1

FIGURE

(2-DOOR BENCH SEATS)

-

2

(4-DOOR BENCH SEATS)

...

HEADREST
ASSEMBLY - 61 1

GUIDE ROD
SLEEVE -610A16

SLEEVE

- 610A16

MOUNTING BRACKET
ASSEMBLY - 610810MOUNTING BOLT
ASSEMBLY 610804

-

SECTIONAL
VIEW AA 00

-

2 DOOR AND 4 DOOR

FIG. 23-Headrest

- BENCH SEATS

to Seat Back Installation

VIEW C C
SPLIT BENCH SEATS'

VIEW DD
BUCKET SEATS
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CARE OF TOP FABRIC

Proper care of the top material
will reduce the possibility of water
stains, mildew, or shrinkage. Do not
stack the top if it is damp. Always
use the convertible top vinyl boot to
keep the top material clean. dry, and
positioned when the top is stacked.
The rear window slide fastener
should be lubricated at least once a
year with stainless stick lubricant.
Use the top compartment behind

2
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the rear seat back only for storage
of the top. The storage .of other
items not only interferes with the
proper operation of the top, but may
also damage or stain the top material.

clean water during and after washing.
Do not use a cleaning material
that is not recommended for vinyl
material because damage to the top
may result.

The vinyl top may be washed each
time the car is washed. Clean the
material with FoMoCo Interior Trim
Cleaner and a scrub brush. Be sure
to rinse the top thoroughly with

The vinyl coating becomes tacky
at approximately I80 degrees F. Therefore, when making paint repairs, be
sure to protect the top material from
heat.

DIAGNOSIS AND 'TESTING-POWER

Refer to Wiring Diagram Manual
Form 7795P-68 for locations of wiring harnesses. Schematics are shown
in Group 19 of this manual.
If the top cannot be lowered or
raised satisfadtorily, or if it fails to
operate at all, and the trouble is not
readily apparent, make the following
mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic
tests to find the cause of the trouble.
Always check the battery before
making any of the following checks.
Fig. 19 shows symptoms and possible causes of trouble.
MECHANICAL CHECKS
1. If the action of the top is slow,
raise and lower it and look for bent
or misaligned linkage.

TOP

2. If binding is noted when clamping the top at the header, check the
alignment of the door and the
quarter windows with the side rail
weatherstrips. Also check the top
sag adjustment and toggle clamp adjustment.

ELECTRICAL TESTS
BATTERY CHARGE
The battery charge should be
determined before making any electrical checks because a oartiallv discharged battery will cause slow motor
and pump operation.
CURRENT DRAW
To check the current draw in the

top operating circuit, disconnect the
black wire at the circuit breaker (located on the starter relay), and connect an ammeter in series in the
circuit. Operate the top control
switch and note the ammeter readings. The current draw should be
28 amperes maximum operating.
Current in excess of 75 amperes indicates a frozen pump or cylinder or
a mechanical obstruction. Low amperage with the motor running and
no top movement indicates a defective pump or low fluid level in the
reservoir.
TOP CONTROL SWITCH
1. Disconnect the wiring harness
at the switch multiple connector lo-

FIG. I-Montego,

-

VIEW E

.

Fairlane Top Adjustments

VIEW-C

. 1/2 INCH

PART
cated behind the instrument panel.
2. Connect one terminal of a test
lamp to the black (feed) wire of the
top control switch, and ground the
other lead. If the test lamp does not
light, there is an open or short circuit between the battery and the
switch or a bad circuit breaker.
3. If there is voltage to the switch,
connect a jumper wire between the
black (feed) wire and the red wire,
and then between the black wire
and the yellow wire. If the top motor
operates, the switch is faulty and
must be replaced.
C I R C U I T BREAKER
If 'there is no voltage at the top
control switch, connect a jumper wire
across the terminals of the circuit
breaker (located on the starter relay)
and operate the switch. If the top
motor operates, the circuit breaker
is faulty and must be replaced. If
there is no voltage a t the circuit
breaker, check the black wire from
the circuit bearker to the starter
relay.
SW ITCH-TO-MOT0

R Wl R E S

Disconnect the yellow and the red
switch-to-motor leads a t the junction

3
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block near the motor. Connect a 12volt test lamp between the yellow
wire and a ground and check by
operating the top control switch to
raise the top. Connect the test lamp
between the red wire and a ground,
and check by operating the switch to
lower the top. If the test lamp does
not light in either case, the wire
from the junction block to the switch
is open or shorted.
MOTOR
Check the operation of' the motor
by connecting first one motor lead,
and then the other, directly to the
battery positive terminal. If the
motor operates in either case, but
will not operate when hooked into
the wiring harness, check the wiring
harness again for short or open circuits. If the motor will not work
when hooked directly to the battery,
check the black (ground) wire from
the motor. If the motor still does not
work, it must be replaced.
HYDRAULIC TESTS
Faulty hydraulic system operation
can be caused by lack of fluid,,leaks,
air in the system, obstructibns or
kinks in the hoses, or faulty oper-

Top
ation of the cylinder or the pump.
FLUID LEVEL
1. Remove the rear seat and raise
the top.
2. Place absorbent cloths below
the filler plug.
3. Remove the filler plug, and
check the fluid level. It should be
level with the bottom edge of the
hole.
4. If the level is low, check the
system for leaks, adding automatic
transmission fluid C I AZ- 19582-A
as necessary.
LIFT CYLINDER
Remove the rear seat and the
quarter trim panels, operate the top
control switch, and check the operation of the lift cylinders for the
following:
If the movement of the piston
rods are sluggish or uneven, check
the hoses from the pump to the cylinders for kinks.
If one piston rod moves slower
than the other, the cylinder with the
slower rod is defective and should
be replaced.
If both rods move slowly, or d o
not move a t all, disassemble and repair the pump.

ADJUSTMENTS A N D LIGHT REPAIRS

Before aligning the top, visually
determine if the trouble results from
top misalignment and/or window
misalignment. It may be necessary to
align both the top and the windows
because of the relationship between
the two. Adjustments of the door
and quarter windows must be
checked and any necessary changes
made before making top adjustments.
These windows must be fplly closed
to insure proper top adjustment.
Door window and quarter window
adjustments are outlined in Part 17-3.
FOLDING TOP ADJUSTMENTSMONTEGO AND FAIRLANE
The top assembly must be in the
up position with the door and quarter
windows in the fully raised position
(Fig. I).
1. Loosen the screw and washer
assemblies (Fig. 1 item A), and adjust
the bracket (item B, part of the top
assembly) inboard or outboard to obtain the 19164-inch clearance dimension between the rear side rail and the
belt side moulding. The bracket must

be adjusted and secured in a vertical
position. Tighten the screw and washer
assemblies.
2. T o maintain the correct design
relationship- between the rails and
glass, the set screw (item W, Fig. 1)
must be adjusted as follows: With
the top up and not latched, the
front and center rails should be made
to maintain a continuous curve which
matches the curve of the top of the
side glass when pressure is applied
upward under the hinge.
3. Loosen the nut (item C, Fig.
I) and rotate the cam pin (item D)
to obtain the 112-inch parallel dimension between the rails and door glass,
and between the rear rail and quarter
glass. The mark on the cam pin must
not be rotated more than 90 degrees
rearward of the mean adjustment mark
on the rail, and should be rotated as
far toward the front of the vehicle
as possible when the top is up and
latched. Hold the cam pin (itemD)
and torque the nut (item C) to 2-5
ft-lbs. If the dowel (item E) does
not line up with the sun visor bracket
dowel hole on a fore and aft line, the

top cloth is to be removed from the
No. 1 bow. Loosen 2 screws (item
F). Then, the top cloth should be
tacked and cemented. In some cases,
the No. 1 bow can be adjusted to
a small degree (1116 inch) without
removing and tacking the top cloth.
4. Door and quarter windows must
r
and quarter
be adjusted. ~ o o window
window adjustments are outlined in
Part 17-3.
5. Loosen the nut (item G) and
adjust the dowel (item E) inboard or
outboard to center the dowel in the
sun visor bracket dowel hold. Then,
tighten the nut.
6. T o maintain a proper design
relationship between the No. I bow
and header, loosen the set screw (item
H) and rotate the hook (item J) in or
out. Then, tighten the set screws.
7. If interference is encountered between the top cloth and the top of the
door glass frame when the door is
opened, the No. 2 bow and/or No. 3
bow can be adjusted by loosening the
nuts (item K and L) and raising the
bows. After adjustment, tighten the
nuts.
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8. ope;ate the folding 'top assembly one complete cycle and recheck.
M U S T A N G TOP ADJUSTMENTS

S I D E RAlL WEATHERSTRIPS
ADJUSTMENT
The rear and center side rail
weatherstrips are adjustable fore and
aft to provide a good seal a t the break
joints. The front weatherstrip is not
adjustable.
1. Lock the top assembly to the
windshield header.
2. Trim the rear edge of the front
top side rail weatherstrip flush with
the rear end of the front side rail to
obtain a water tight seal at point X
(Fig. 2).
3. Adjust the rear side rail weatherstrip to provide a water tight seal
a t the joint ( F i g . 2), and tighten the
weatherstrip retaining nuts.

MAIN PIVOT BRACKET TO
QUARTER PANEL SUPPORT

INTERMEDIATE

FIG. 3-Main

Pivot Bracket Adjustment-Mustang

INTERMEDIATE S I D E RAIL
ADJUSTMENT

CUT TO ASSURE A
WATER TIGHT SEA

NG. 2-Side Rail Weatherstrip
Ad justments-Mustang

LATERAL ADJUSTMENT
This adjustment shifts the top assembly sidewise to obtain a good fit
between the rear side rail and the
quarter outside rear side belt moulding.
1. Loosen the screws which retain
the main pivot bracket to its support
(Fig. 3).
2: Shift 'the main pivot bracket
toward either side a s necessary to
obtain the proper clearance (9132
inch) between the rear side rail and
the quarter outside rear side belt
mouldings and tighten the retaining
screws.

N 1394-A

This adjustment moves the top assembly to obtain a good fit between
the top assembly and the side window
glass line.
1. With the door glass properly
adjusted, loosen the eccentric nut
(View B, Fig. 4), and rotate the
eccentric pin to obtain a 318-inch
parallel dimension between the front
door glass and the front and center
side rails.
2. Hold the eccentric pin to prevent it from turning, and tighten the
eccentric nut. The main balance link
marking and washer pointer is an
averase dimension of adjustment.
Rotation of the'eccentric will raise or
lower the side rails to obtain the correct design-height dimension between
the side rails and the glass.
BALANCE LINK ADJUSTMENT
The balance link is retained to the
intermediate side rail assembly with
an eccentric pin: (Fig. 4, View B).
Rotation of the eccentric pin raises
or lowers the side rail over the door
glass area. Clearance between the
glass frame and side rail is l f 8 inch
"
constant.

TOGGLE C L A M P
ADJUSTMENT
The toggle clamps that hold the
No. I bow against the header can be
adjusted to provide a good seal.
1. T o determine which side is not
s e a l ~ g , check the weatherstrip between the No. I bow and the header
with a 3 x 5-inch card. A reasonable
pull must be felt as the card is pulled
out. Both toggle clamps need not be
adjusted unless necessary.
2. Release the toggle clamps (Fig.
5), loosen the Allen screw, and
thread the toggle hook in or out until
adequate sealing pressure is applied
a t the header weatherstrip. Excessive
tightening of the toggle hobks will
distort the No. 1 bow and cause poor
weatherstrip sealing. Tighten the AIlen screw after adjusting the clamp.
DOWEL P I N ADJUSTMENT
T o obtain proper alignment of the
dowel pins with the dowel pin holes
in the windshield header, loosen the
dowel pin retaining nut (Fig. 5) and
move the dowel pins inboard or outboard. Then, tighten the dowel retaining nut.
N 0 . 2 BOW ADJUSTMENT
Raise. the top and lock it to the

18-3 - Convertible Top
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VIEW B

FIG. &
To
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Side Rail Adjustments-Mustang

windshield header. Loosen the lock
nut (View A-Fig. 4), and rotate the
eccentric pin to raise or lower the top
material along the door glass line.
The specified clearance for the top
material to door glass frame is 118
inch. Hold the eccentric and tighten
the lock nut.

LOCKING

FRONT
/

HOLD DOWN S I D E CLAMPSMANUAL T O P
The hold down side clamp assemblies located on each quarter panel
support mounting (Fig. 3), are adjustable up and down to retain the
top assembly when in its fully stacked position.

r -

FIG. 5-Toggle

\

WINDSHIELD HEADER

Clamp Hook and Dowel Adiustment-Mustang
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REMOVAL A N D INSTALLATION

M O T O R A N D PUMP-POWER
TOP

RESERVOIR

A pump 'repair kit and a reservoir
repair kit are available for service.

T

OUTER ROTOR-CHAMFER
TOWARD MOTOR

REMOVAL'
I. Operate the top to the fully
raised position.
2. Open the deck .lid and cover
the luggage compartment floor.
.
3. Remove the two screws retaining the rear folding top compartment
support wire retaining clips and remove the clips..
4. Disconnect the motor leads
and ground wire.
5. Remove the attaching nuts,
add remove the motor and pump
assembly from the floor pan. Do not
lose the rubber grommets.
6. Vent the reservoir by removing
the filler plug, and then install the
filler plug. The reservoir must be
vented in order to equalize the pressure. This lessens the possibility of
fluid spraying on the trim and paint
when the hoses are disconnected.
7. Place absorbent cloths beneath
the hose connections, disconnect the
hoses, and then plug the open fittings
an.d lines.

1. Remove the filler plug, and
drai.n the fluid from the reservoir
into a'clean container.
2. -Scribe- lines, on the reservoir
and pump body so that these' parts
can be positioned properly upon assembly.
3. Remove the center bolt from
the reservoir cover (Fig. 6).
4. Remove the reservoir cover and
the O-ring seal from the pump.
5. Remove the mounting bolts that
hold the valve body to the pump
body.
6. Place a cloth under the assembly a n d carefully remove the valve
'body so that t h e check balls are not
lost.
7. Remove the -inner and outer
rotorsand.the drive ball.
'

ASSEMBLY

,

,

Use the parts contained in the
pump repair kit when assembling the
pump or reservoir.
'

-.

1. Install the inner rotor on the
armature shaft.

FIG.6 - Motor a n d Pump Disassembled
2. Install the outer rotor over the
inner rotor.
3. Place the check balls in the motor body channels.
4. Install the valve body on the
motor body.
5. Install the five valve body
mounting bolts.
6. Install the O-ring seal on the
valve body.
7. Install a new seal on the center
bolt, and install the reservoir cover
on the valve body, using the line previously scribed as a guide.
8. Place the assembly in a horizontal position, fill the reservoir with
automatic transmission fluid, CIAZ19582-A to the level of the bottom of
the filler plug hole. Install the filler
plug and a new seal.

INSTALLATION
1. Remove the plugs from the lines
and fittings, and connect the lines to
the pump. Use cloths to absorb any
fluid that leaks out of the lines or
the pump.
2. Install the assembly on the floor
pan, making sure that the rubber
grommets are in proper position under the mounting brackets.
3. Connect the motor lead wires
at the connector, and connect the
ground wire.
4. Operate the top assembly two
or three times to bleed any a i r from
the system, and check the fluid level
in the reservoir. The fluid level should
not be less than 114 inch below the
filler plug opening. The top must be
up when the fluid level i s checked.
5. Position the >,retainingclips on
the rear folding t o p compartment
support wire and install the retaining
screws.

6. Remove the covers from the
luggage compartment floor and close
the deck lid.

ROOF HOLD D O W N CLAMPFAIRLANE, M O N T E G O

REMOVAL
1. Lower the top.
2. Remove the three tee nuts and
one screw retaining the front side rail
weatherstrip and retainer to the side
rail (Fig. 7).
3. Remove one screw from the
corner of the header weatherstrip retainer and position the front side rail
weatherstrip and retainer out of the
way.
4. Unhook and remove the hold
down clamp handle spring.
5. Remove the pivot screw from
the clamp handle.
6. Remove the hook pivot pin from
the roof header and remove the hold
down clamp assembly from the header
and side rail.

INSTALLATION
1. Position the clamp assembly to
the roof header and side rail.
2. Install the hook pivot pin and
handle pivot screw.
3. Install the hold down handle
clamp spring.
4. Position the front side rail
weatherstrip and retainer to the side
rail and install the retaining nuts and
screw.
5. Position the weatherstrip to the
roof header and install the retaining
screw.
6. Lower the 'top and check the

PART
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4. Install the rear seat back and
seat cushion.
BACK CURTAIN

MONTEGO, FAIRLANE

R 13774

NG. 7-Folding

Top Hold Down Clamp-Fairlane,

operation of the latch and adjust the
latch as necessary.
LIFT CYLINDER-POWER

TOP

1. Remove the rear seats and
quarter trim panel.
2. Remove the hairpin clip, washer; and clevis pin from the upper end
of the cylinder.
3. Remove the mounting bolts,
bracket, and bushings from the cylinder.
4. Pull the cylinder down; place
absorbent cloths below the hose connections; disconnect the hydraulic
lines, and remove the cylinder.
5. Install the hydraulic lines on
the new cylinder and install the.cylinder bushings, mounting bracket,
and bolts.
6. Install the clevis pin, washer,
and hairpin at the upper end of the
cylinder.
7. Operate the top assembly two
or three times to bleed any air from
the system, and check the fluid level
in the reservoir. The fluid level
should not be less than 114 inch below
the filler plug opening. The top must

be up when the fluid level is checked.
8. Install the quarter trim panel

and rear seats.

Montego

COUNTERBALANCE CYLINDERM U S T A N G M A N U A L TOP

REMOVAL

1. Raise the top. D o not attempt
to remove the counterbalance cylinder with the top in the lowered
(stacked) position.
2. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
3. Remove the quarter trim panels.
4. Remove the self locking pin F,
Flat washer E, wave washer, and
clevis pin G (Fig. 8). Disengage the
counterbalance rod B from the rear
side rail H (Fig. 8).
5. Remove the two bolts L and
the main pivot extension plate K
from the main pivot bracket J (Fig.
8). and remove the counterbalance
spring assembly. Keep the upper and
lower nylon bushings A and C for reuse if serviceable.

INSTALLATION
1. Position
the counterbalance
spring in place and install the main
pivot bracket.
2. Install the counterbalance rod
retaining pin and washers.
3. Install the quarter trim panel.

1. Unfasten the clamps that hold
the top to the windshield header.
2. Remove the retainer pins retaining the folding top rear compartment trim to the.tacking strips and
position the trim away from the tacking strips.
3. Remove the bolts and lock
washers that retain the curtain tacking strip to the body panel.
4. Open the back curtain window
slide fastener and remove the curtain
assembly.
5. Pull the tacking strips from the
curtain and remove the staples from
the tacking strip (Fig. 9).
6. Remove the tacking strip lock
screws from the tacking strips.
7. Properly position the curtain
and staple it securely to the tacking
strip.
8. Staple the side tacking strips to
the curtain.
9. Position the curtain assembly to
the body panel, and loosely install
the belt tacking strip retaining bolts
and lock washers.
10. Close the curtain window slide
fasterner.
11. T o adjust the curtain window
tension and remove wrinkles, tighten
or loosen the tacking strip retaining
bolts a s required. After adjusting the
curtain, install and tighten the tacking strip lock screws until they bottom against the body panel.
12. Reposition the folding top
rear compartment trim and install the
retainer pins.

MUSTANG
1. Unhook the top from the windshield header and prop the top up to
relieve tension.
2. Unzip the back curtain.
3. Remove 3 screws retaining each
side of the top compartment trim a t
the quarter panel.
4. Remove 5 screws attaching the
top compartment trim to the rear
seat and remove the compartment
trim tension springs (Fig. 10).
5. T o assure the proper location
of the back curtain assedblf during
installation, the following location
marks should be made with tailor's
crayon o r equivalent:
Locate the center punch mark on
the belt center tacking strip retainer

GROUP 1 8 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
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A-LOWER NYLON BUSHINGS
0 - COUNTER-BALANCE ROD
C - UPPER NYLON BUSHINGS
D- WAVE WASHER 3/8"
E- FLAT WASHER 3/8"
F-SELF LOCKING PIN
G-CLEVIS PIN
H-REAR SIDE RAIL
J- MAIN PIVOT BRACKET
K- MAIN PIVOT EXTENSION PL
L--SCREW 8 WASHER ASSEMBL

-

5/16

FIG. 8-Counterbalance

Cylinder Installation-Mustang

-

I8

x

5/8

(Fig. 13, View A-A). Transpose this
center mark to the adjacent rear curtain and compartment trim materials.
Mark the rear curtain along the
lower edge OF the belt center tacking
strip (Fig. 13, View BB and CC).
Mark the belt center tacking strip
to indicate the rear window opening
at both sides (Fig. 13, View BB).
6. Pull the top compart'ment trim
back and remove 8 bolts retaining
the back curtain and the center tacking strip.
7. Remove the staples from the
webbing and the top quarter from
the tacking strip. Remove the back
window, top compartment trim, and
the tacking strip, as an assembly,
From the vehicle.
8. Remove the back curtain from
the tacking strip and position the new
back curtain to the tacking strip. Cut
out the bolt hole locations on the
back curtain.
9. Position the back curtain assembly into the vehicle and tack the
webbing and quarter assembly to the
tacking strip. Then, zip the back curtain shut.
10. Remove the prop from the top
and secure the top to the windshield
header.
11. Install and tighten the tacking
strip attaching bolts.
12. Install the top compartment
trim quarter and seat back retaining
screws. Clean the-top in the rear roof
bow area with a suitable cleaner.
BACK CURTAIN ZIPPER

MONTECO, FAIRLANE

-.
SIDE TACKING STRP
I -A

FIG. 9-Back

..
Curtain-Montego,

Fairlane

I. Unhook the top from the windshield header and prop the top up to
relieve tension.
2. Unzip the back curtain.
3. Remove the retainer pins retaining the folding top rear compartment trim to the tacking strips and
position the trim away from the tacking strips.
4. Remove the bolts and flat
washers that retain the curtain tacking strip to the body panel, and remove the back curtain.
5. Mark the zipper location on
the back curtain, then, remove the
zipper from the back curtain and
sew on a new zipper.
6. Remove the bolts and flat
washers that retain the side belt
tacking-stripsto the body.
7. Remove ' t h e rear bow binding
end cap; slide out the binding insert
and remove the staples and retainer.
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VIEW-CC

FIG. 10-Back

Curtain Installation-

8. Remove the staples retaining
the top deck and quarter assembly
to the rear bow.
9. Remove the staples retaining
the top right and left back stay pad
case assemblies to the rear roof bow.
10. Remove the staples retaining
the zipper to the rear bow tacking
strip and remove the zipper.
11. Position the upper half of the
back curtain zipper to the center of
the rear roof bow tacking strip.
Staple or tack it securely to the tacking strip.
12. Staple the top left and right
back stay pad case assemblies to the
rear bow tacking strip. Seal the unused holes in the top material.
13. Staple the top deck and quarter assembly to the rear bow tacking
strip.

Mustang

14. Staple the binding in position,
and install the binding end caps.
15. Position the side belt tacking
strips to the body and install the retaining bolts.
16. Position the back curtain in
the vehicle and install the retaining
bolts.
17. Zip the curtain shut and remove the prop from the top. Then,
lock the top to the windshield header.
18. Tighten or loosen the tacking
strip retaining bolts as required to
adjust the curtain tension and remove wrinkles.
19. Reposition the folding top
rear compartment trim and install
the retainer pins.
MUSTANG

I. Unhook the top from the wind-

18-55

shield header and prop the top up to
relieve tension.
2. Unzip the back curtain.
3. Remove the rear roof bow retainer tips and pull the outside moulding from the rear bow.
4. Remove the staples retaining
the top deck and quarter assembly to
the rear roof bow tacking strip and
remove the retainer.
5. Mark the location of the right
and left case assembly, and the roof
bow, then, remove the staples retaining the right and left case assembly
tothe rear roof bow.
6. Mark the location of the zipper
center at the rear roof bow with tailor's crayon. Then, pull the upper half
of the back curtain zipper from the
rear roof bow tacking strip.
7. Remove 3 screws retaining the
top 'compartment trim to the belt
front side tacking strip on each side.
Remove 5 screws retaining the compartment trim to the seat back (Fig.
10). Remove the top compartment
trim tension springs.
8. Pull the top compartment trim
back and remove 8 bolts retaining the
center tacking strip. Mark the zipper
end locations on the top material with
tailor's crayon.
9. Remove the staples from the
webbing and the top quarter from
the tacking strip. Remove the back
curtain, well liner, and tacking strip
as an assembly from the vehicle.
10. Mark the location of the zipper on the back curtain, then, remove
the zipper from the back curtain and
sew on a new zipper.
11. Locate the center and position
the upper half of the back curtain
zipper to the center of the rear roof
bow tacking strip and staple or tack
it securely to the tacking strip.
12. Position the right and left case
assemblies to the rear roof bow tacking strip and staple or tack them securely to the tacking strip.
13. Position the top deck and
quarter assembly to the rear roof
bow tacking strip and staple or tack
it securely to the tacking strip, working from the center outward.
14. Staple or tack the rear roof
bow retainer securely to the rear roof
bow, then, insert the moulding in the
retainer.
15. Install the right and left rear
roof bow retainer tips (Fig. 13).
16. Position the back curtain in
the vehicle and tack the webbing and
quarter assembly to the tacking strip.
17. Zip the curtain shut and remove the prop from the top, then,
lock the top to the windshield header.

GROUP 18 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
18. Install the center tacking strip
bolts and tighten them until. .all
wrinkles are removed form the back
curtain and quarters. Then, install
the top compartment trim retaining
screws.

CONVERTIBLE TOP FABRIC

The convertible top consists of the
deck and two side quarters, bonded
into one piece of material. The bonded -seams eliminate the possibility of
leaks and also separation, due to
thread deterioration. Iri most cases
it will be advantageous to replace the
back curtain when replacing the top
fabric.
MONTECO. FAIRLANE
Removal
1. Place a protective cover across
the deck, cowl and hood to prevent
scratching the finish when replacing
the top.
2. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
3. Raise the top to gain access to
the underside of the front bow.
4. Remove the No. I bow weatherstrip retainer (Fig. I I) and the
weatherstrip. Remove the windshield
header seal.
5. Remove both front side rail
weatherstrips and weatherstrip retainers.
6. Remove the two center side
rail and the two rear side rail weatherstrips and weatherstrip retainers.
7. Remove the screw and washer
that secures each end of the folding
top compartment well to the pivot
bracket supports (Fig. I I).
8. Remove the retainer pins retaining the folding top rear compartment trim to the tacking strips and
position the trim away from the tacking strips.
9. Remove the tip (Fig. I I) from
each end of the moulding on the
rear bow. Carefully pull the moulding out of the retainer. Pry the
moulding retainer off the bow.

-

10. T o .assure the proper location
of the tacking strips in the new top
assembly, back curtain assembly and/
or compartment trim assembly,'mark
the following locations with tailor's
crayon:

Locate and mark the center of the
belt center tacking strip retainer.
Transpose this center mark to the
adjacent rear curtain and compartment trim materials.
Mark the rear curtain along the

lower edge of the belt center tacking
strip.
Mark the belt center tacking strip
to indicate the rear window opening
a t both sides.
Mark the top deck quarters along
the lower edge and a t the ends of
each belt side front tacking strip.
11. Remove the bolts that attach
the top and back curtain tacking
strips to the body.
12. Remove the staples that secure
the top material to the rear bow.
13. Carefully pull the top material
free from the underside of each side
rail.
14. Remove the staples that secure
the top material to the underside of
the front bow.
15. Remove the retainer screws
and carefully separate the top from
the listings on the No. 2 and 3 bows.
Remove the staples that secure the
top back stay-pads.
16. Remove the staples that secure
the upper end of the back curtain
to the rear bow. Remove the curtain.
Installation
1. Remove the tacking strips from
the old top and back curtain.
2. Staple them to the new top and
back curtain in the same location as
they were on the old top.
3. Center the dot on the back curtain with the V mark (center) on the
rear bow and staple the upper half
of the zipper to the bow. Separate
the curtain from the upper half of
the zipper.
4. Retack the top back stay pads.
Fit the new top on the roof bows.
5. Working from the center outward, staple the top deck to the rear
bow. Make sure that the rear section
of the slits is stapled to the bow before drawing and stapling the front
portion of the slits (Fig. I I).
6. Secure, and tighten the quarter
deck tacking strips to the body.
7. Center the top material and pull
it forward over the front bow to remove the wrinkles from the top deck
and quarters and to align the listings
with the No. 2 and 3 bows. While the
material is pulled over the front bow,
make a reference mark on the material a t the leading edge of the bow
with a piece of chalk. The mark
should extend the entire length of
the bow.
8. Raise the top high enough to
gain access to the underside of the
front bow.
9. Align the reference mark to the
leading edge of the bow and staple

the material in place. Install the windshield header seal.
10. Install the weatherstrip and
the retainers on the No. I bow.
11. Secure the flaps to .the underside of the side rail with trim cement.
Trim the excess material from the
flaps.
12. Install the rear, center and the
front weatherstrip and retainers on
the side rails so that the end of the
weatherstrips a r e in alignment with
the side rail joints.
13. Install a piece of tape across
the rear bow to cover the staples.
14. Install the moulding retainer,
moulding and the two tips on the
rear bow.
15. Secure the back curtain to the
upper part of the zipper.
16. Secure the back curtain tacking strip in place with the attaching
bolts. Tighten the bolts a s required
working from the center outward to
remove all wrinkles.
17. Reposition the folding top
rear compartment trim and install
the retainer pins.
18. Secure each end of the trim
to the pivot bracket supports with a
metal screw and washer.
19. Install the rear seat back and
cushion.
20. Install listing retainers in the
No. 2 and 3 bow listings and install
the screws.
21. Remove the protective covers
from the deck and the hood.
22. Clean all chalk and reference
marks from the top material.
MUSTANG
Removal
1. Protect the painted surfaces of
the upper back panel, luggage compartment door and both quarter panels with suitable covers.
2. Fabricate two bow locating
gauges to the dimensions shown in
Fig. 12.'
3. Remove the rear seat cushion
and seat back.
4. Remove the top compartment
trim side and front attaching screws
(Fig. 10).
5. Lower the top and remove the
weatherstrip retainer from the No. I
bow.
6. Remove the front side weatherstrip attaching nuts from both front
side rails and remove the weatherstrip assembly (Fig. 13).
7. Remove the windshield header
seal assembly and the top material
from the No. I bow (Fig. 13).
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FIG. 72-Bow
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Locating Gauge Fabrication

FABRICATE GAUGE FROM A P I '
PLYWOOD 3J.3/AW X 4.7/8" X I / 2 "
(2 REWIRED)

OF

FRONT END TEMPLATE

DEVELOP FRONT END OF GAUGE
USING THIS,TEMPLATE

GAUGE

l/d" DIA. HOLE

1"

1/2"

GAUGE

-

DEVELOP CENTER PORTION OF GAUGE I N
ACCORDANCE WI M PICTORIAL Vl EW ABOVE

DEVELOP REAR END OF GAUGE
USING THIS TEMPLATE

REAR END TEMPLATE

5/16"

N1397-A
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8. Remove the center and rear
side rail weatherstrips (Fig. 2). Loosen the top quarter material flaps
which are cemented to the front and
rear side rails (each side).
9. Disengage the top material
hold-down cables from the rear side
rail attachment and pull the cables
forward until each is removed from
the retaining sleeve (Fig. 14).
10. Remove each side rail coat
hook.
11. Raise the top and clamp the
No. I bow to the header.
12. Install the two fabricated bow
locating gauges as shown in Fig. 15.
13. Remove the No. 2 and No. 3
bow listing retainer screws and remove both retainers from the listings
(Fig. 13).
14. Raise the compartment trim
up sufficiently to remove all of the
tacking strip attaching screws (Fig.
13).
15. Remove the No. 4 bow outside moulding end tips, moulding and
moulding retainer (Fig. 13).
16. Detach the top material from
the No. 4 bow. Peel the top material
back to expose the No. 4 bow and
mark the existing top back stay webbing location at the No. 4 bow and

FIG. 73-Top
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the tacking strip (Fig. 14).
17. Detach the upper end of the
webbing from the No. 4 bow. Unzip
the rear curtain window and remove
the soft trim with tacking strips attached. Place the assembly on a
bench.
18. Mark the No. 4 bow a t both
ends of the zipper elastic material
and detach the upper half of the zipper assembly from the No. 4 bow.
19. T o assure the proper location
of the tacking strips in the new top
assembly, back curtain window assembly and/or compartment trim assembly, proceed asfollows:
a. Locate the center punch mark
on the belt center tacking strip retainer (Fig. 13, View A-A). Transpose this center mark to the adjacent
rear curtain and compartment trim
materials.
b. Mark the rear curtain along the
lower edge of the belt center tacking
strip (Fig. 13, View BB and CC).
c. Mark the belt center tacking
strip to indicate the rear window
opening a t both sides (Fig. 13, View

99).
d. Mark the top deck quarters
along the lower edge and at the ends
of each belt side front tacking strip

Trim Assembly Attachments-Mustang
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(Fig. 13, View CC).
20. Carefully and without tearing
the material, detach the trim material being replaced from the tacking
strips.
21. Trim off the selvage edge of
the old top deck quarter and/or back
curtain material that extends below
the tacking strips. The selvage edge
must only be cut from the old parts
which are being replaced.
Installation
1. Lay the new rear curtain window assembly on a clean bench with
the interior surface up. Measure the
width and mark the center of the
back window a t the top, above the
zipper, and a t the bottom, a t the
tacking strip area (Fig. 13).
2. Using the old rear curtain window assembly as a template, mark
the new curtain to indicate the lower
edge of the tacking strip. Also mark
the tacking strip attaching hole locations. Carefully remove the old rear
curtain window assembly and cut out
the tacking strip attaching holes in
the new curtain, only.
3. Using the old top assembly as
a template, mark the new top quarter

GROUP 18 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
deck to indicate the lower edge of
the tacking strip. Also-'mark the tacking strip attaching hole locations.
Discard the old top. Cut out the
tacking strip holes in each quarter of
the new top, only. D o not trim off
the selvage edge.
4. Using the old compartment
trim as a template, transpose the
markings to the new compartment.
5. Align the belt center tacking
strip with the compartment trim
alignment marks and retain with
staples. The edge of the material
should be flush with the bottom of
the tacking strip.
6. Align the belt center tacking
strip with the rear curtain window
aligning marks and retain it with
staples.
7. Align the belt side front tacking
strip with the aligning marks on the
top deck quarter (both sides) and retain it with staples.
8. Position each top back stay
webbing on the belt center tacking
strip and retain it with staples (Fig.
14).
9. Align the top deck quarter. to
the belt center tacking strip, maintain
proper rear curtain opening and retain it with staples (Fig. 13, View
BB).
10. Carefully position the upper
half of the zipper assembly on the
No. 4 bow aligning the bow and material center marks. The edge of the
material should be flush with the
front edge of the No. 4 bow tacking

strip. Working from the center outboard, secure the assembly with
staples. Both ends of the elastic strip
should correspond with the marks on
the No. 4 bow. Refer to Step 19
under Removal.
11. Position the rear curtain and
top assembly on the stack and engage
the zipper.
12. Position the top back stay
webbing on the No. 4 bow aligning
marks and secure it with staples
(Fig. 14).
13. Install a piece of masking tape
on the underside of the No. 4 bow
a t the centerline punch mark located
in the bow. Mark the tape indicating
the centerline.
14. Measure and mark the center
between the bond seams of the top
center deck a t the No. 4 bow on the
underside of the material. Install a
6-inch piece of mask~ngtape on the
top material inner surface at the
centerline of the No. 4 bow. Mark
the centerline along the entire length
of tape. (Refer to Fig. 13.)
15. With the bow locating gauge
in place (refer to Step 13 under Removal and Fig. IS), install the belt
center tacking strip attaching screws
to approximately 114 to 112-inch
from the bottoming out position. Install the belt s ~ d efront tacking strip
attaching screws and tighten to
within 114 to 112-inch of bottoming.
16. Center the top material on
the No. 4 bow and pull it forward
sufficiently to center the outboard

bond seam on the No. 4 bow (Fig.
13). Secure the top material to the
No. 4 bow with staples.
17. lnstall the two retainers in the
No. 2 and No. 3 bow listings (Fig.
13).
18. Route the quarter deck retaining cables through the hold down
sleeves in the top material and retain each cable a t the rear (loosely)
with the attaching nut and washer
(Fig. 14).
19. Pull the top trim material forward over the No. I bow -until the
No. 2 and No. 3 bow listings (Fig.
13) are centered over their respective
bows. While maintaining tension on
the top trim, place a pencil mark on
the outer surface of the trim material
along the forward edge of the No.
I bow.
20. Remove the t w o bow aligning
gauges and reinstall the coat hooks
(.Fig. 4).
21. Fold the front edge of the top
material back from the No. 1 bow.
Disengage the No. 1 bow from the
windshield header and prop it up
about one foot above the header.
22. Apply an ample amount of
trim cement C2AZ-19C525-A across
the lower front surface of the No. 1
bow including the tacking strip and
to the adjacent inner surface of the
top material.
23. Lower the No. 1 bow onto
the header but do not clamp it. With
the top material properly centered
on the No. 1 bow. start a t the outer

QUARTER DECK

v

CABLE

FIG. 74-Top

S t a y P a d W e b b i n g a n d Quarter Deck Retainer C a b l e Attachments-

Mustang

TOP QUARTER DECK

PART
front corners and alternately pull the
material forward to the pencil aligning mark. Make certain that all wrinkles are removed, and then fold and
cement the material to the underside
of the bow.
24. Position the windshield header seal assembly (Fig. 13) and secure
the seal and top material with staples.
Trim off excess top material.
25. Cement the front and rear
flaps to each side rail. Pierce holes in
the flaps for the weatherstrip attachments.
26. Install the front side rail
weatherstrip and the No. I bow retainer.
27. Tighten the retainer cable adjustment nut at each rear side rail
sufficiently to hold the top material
tightly against the rail.
28. Install the intermediate and
rear side rail weatherstrips. Adjust as
required (Fig. 2).
29. With the No. I bow clamped
to the header, tighten all belt tacking
strip attaching screws securely.
30. Install the compartment trim
to the belt side front tacking strip
with the attaching screws (Fig. 10).
31. Install the compartment trim
with the seat back support lower
ledge attaching scrsws (Fig. 10).

\

18-3

-

Top

32. Install the rear seat back
and cushion.
33. Remove the interior centerline
tape strips.
34. Install the No. 4 bow outside
moulding retainer, insert the moulding and install the two end tips (Fig.
13).

of the weatherstrip and install the
retaining nuts.
8. Adjust the weatherstrip for a
good seal and tighten the retaining
screws and nuts.
9. Raise the top and lock it to the
windshield header.

ROOF FRONT HEADER
WEATHERSTRIP

1. Release the toggle clamps and
partially lower the top.
2. Remove 12 screws attaching
the weatherstrip retainer to the header and remove the retainer.
3. Remove 2 screws attaching the
weatherstrip to the header at each
corner (Fig. 16).
4. Remove 6 nuts and washers (3
each side) retaining the weatherstrip
to the roof side rails and remove the
weatherstrip.
5. Apply sealer to the header and
roof side rails and place the new
weatherstrip in position.
6. Install the weatherstrip retainer with 12 screws and the 2 weatherstrip attaching screws at each corner.
7. Install 3 nuts and washers attaching the weatherstrip to each side
rail. Trim the weatherstrip for a
watertight fit (Fig. 16).
8. Raise the top and lock it to the
windshield header.

MONTEGO, FAlRLANE
1. Release the- toggle clamps and
lower the top.
2. Remove the screws attaching
the weatherstrip retainer to the No.
1 bow and remove the retainer (Fig.
17).
3. Remove the adjusting screws
at the outboard ends of the No. I
bow.
4. Remove the nuts retaining the
weatherstrip to the right and left
front side rails and remove the
weatherstrip assembly.
5. Position the weatherstrip assembly to the No. I bow and install
the retainer and retaining screws.
6. Install the adjusting screws at
the outboard ends of the No. I bow.
7. Position the side rail sections

SEALER

:AR SIDE RAIL

FIG. 15-Bow

Convertible

Locating Gauge Installation-

Mustang

MUSTANG

GROUP 18 - Trim, Seats, And Convertible Top
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DUST H O O D

REMOVAL

,

.

. ..

~....;.l

FIG. 16-Side

I. Unsnap the retaining button
a t each inside forward corner.
2. Gently lift the .tongued front
edge of the hood assembly out of the
retainer strip along the top rear of
the seat back.
3. Starting a t one front side, pull
the hood assembly edges out from under the belt moulding.
4. Fold the hood and store it in
its container..
N1401-A

Rail weatherstrip-w us tan^

v
&
A,,:

-tqp+/

RETAINER
ASSEMBLY

INSTALLATION
1. Remove the hood assembly from

A
TEE NUT
37936142

REAR

TEE NUT-

RETAINER ASSEM

WEATHERSTRI

WEATHERSTRIP
7654000.1

FIG. 17-Folding

Top Weatherstrip-

SIDE RAIL WEATHERSTRIPCENTER AND/OR REARM O N T E G O , FAIRLANE

REMOVAL
I. Lower the top as far as required
to carry-out the operation.
2. If removing the center weatherstrip, remove the three retaining tee
nuts and separate the retainer from
the side rail. This is not necessary
on the rear side rail (Fig. 17).
3. To remove the weatherstrip from
rear side rail slide the weatherstrip

Fairlane, M o n t e g o
out of the retainer. For the center
side rail, remove the weatherstrip
from the retainer removed in step two.
INSTALLATION
1. Install the weatherstrip in the
rear side rail by sliding the weatherstrip into the retainer.
2. To install the center side rail
weatherstrip, position the weatherstrip
in the retainer and position the retainer to the side rail and install the
three retaining nuts (Fig:17).

its container.
2. Unfold the hood assembly and
position it over the stacked top.
3. Engage the snap fastener at
each forward corner (Fig. 18), and
then install (push in) the tongued
front edge of the hood assembly into
the hood retainer across the top of
the rear seat back.
4. Starting a t either forward
corner of the hood assembly, install
the flanged edge of the hood assembly
under the belt moulding (View A A ,
Fig. 18) all the way around to the
other forward corner.

PART

18-3 - Convertible Top

DUST HOOD
54400
/'DUST

/ .*

noOD
/ 54400

BELT MOULDING

SECTIONAL
VIEW A A

R!JI9-A

FIG. 78-Convertible

Top Dust Hood Installation
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Quarter Window Adjustmento
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I

Balance Link Bracket Adjustment
Center Side Rail Adjustment (Mustang only)
@The top should not be raised with the windows up.

FIG. 79-Trouble
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FIG. 4-Backlite

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN,
INDICATE CONNECTORS
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FIG. 12-
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FUSE PANEL

FIG. 14-Exterior

Lights, Turn Signals and Horns -Falcon
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FIG. 74-Exterior

Lights, Turn Signals and Horns-Falcon

(Continued)
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FIG. 16-
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BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
GREEN-BLACK STRIPE
RED-BLACK STRIPE
BLACK
RED-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
RED-BLUE STRIPE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
BLUE
RED .
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
RED-WHITE STRIPE
WhIT,E-RED STRIPE
YELLOW
BLACK-RED STRIPE
GREEN
BLUE-WHITE STRIPE

. TURN

-

L.H. HEAD L A M P
HI & LO BEAM

IGNITION SWITCH

.

FIG. 18-

.

Exterior Lights and Turn Signals-Mustang

K 1770 C1

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-27

57C

--

-a

14-,m

5

R . H. REAR, STOP &
T U R N SIGNAL L A M P
A
%; :=--

- --

140A

b

R. H. BACK-UP L A M P

-l47CB m - l g
-148

LICENSE P L A T E
ILLUMINATION LAMP

---

/
I

I

TURN SIGNAL SWITCH
-

L . H. BACK-UP L A M P

I

~

S T O P L A M P SWITCH

114

21

1

'

L . H. REAR, STOP &
TURN SIGNAL L A M P

:40?,
1

I

14~, 4 0 4 TO CIGAR

LIGHTER
BLUE

TURN SIGNAL
FLASHER

I
EMERGENCY WARNING F L A S H E R

R .H. TURN SIGNAL
INDICATOR

1 4 4 0 1 ASSY.

I

L

NOTE:
U N L E S S OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE B L A C K

@

A L L L E T T E R S CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS
* W I R E FUNCTION NOT A P P L I C A B L E
TO THIS CIRCUIT

50L.H.

TURN SIG. IND.

FIG. 18-

Exterior Lights and Turn Signals-Mustang

(Continued)

BLUE

GROUP 1.9 - Schematics

19-28

14401 ASSY.

-

1;

270

HEATER BLOWER SWITCH

HEATER OllY ' 2 9 7

So AMP.

1

FUSE
AIR COW. OIILY. (

*

TO IGNITION SWITCH
TO POWER SOURCE

1

BLOWER MOTOR RESISTOR

HEATER MOTOR
BLc
m
iW
.

.

. ....

NOTE:

@

ALL LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

'

'

WIRING COLOR CODE
257
268
269
, 270
297A.297

FIG. 79-

Heater and Defroster-Fairlane,

Falcon and Montego

YELLOW
RED
BLUE
BLACK YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK GREEN STRIPE

--

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-29

1 4 4 0 1 ASSY.

BLOWER MOTOR
WIRING COLOR CODE
913

0.
A

1

FIG. 20-

L L LETTERS CIRCLED SHOWN
INDICATES CONNECTORS
WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO CIRCUIT

Heater and Defroster-Mustang

and Cougar

HEATER SWITCH

152 21 YELLOW
2 7 0 3 7 BLACK -YELLOW STRIPE
BROWN
26.8 RED
2 6 9 BLUE
SPLICE
GROUND

19-30

GROUP 19 - Schematics

FIG .27-ignition, Starting and Charging-Cougar

GROUP 19 - Schematics
W I R I N

TO TRANS. SWITCH

140--(*

G

152A
38
4
I6A 16
21
26
32A 3 2
35
37
39
57B 57
140A 1 4 0
152
262
*297
482
*640
*643
904
9 7 7
26A
31
16A

C O L O R

19-3 1

C O D E

YELLOW
BLACK
WHITE-BLACK STRIPE
RED-GREEN STRIPE
YELLW
BLACK-RED STRIPE
RED-BLUE STRIPE
WHITE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
RED-WHITE STRIPE
BLACK
BLACK-RED STRIPE
YELLOW
BROWN
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
BLUE-YELLOW STRIPE
RED-YELLOW STRlPE
YELLW-BLACK STRIPE
GREEN-RED ST.RIPE
VIOLET
BLACK-RED STRIPE
WHITE-RED
PINK RESISTANCE
SPLICE
GROUND

3
297

I

*

\

- 1326A

PROVE

IGNITION SWITCH

i

3 7A

'1- 2 2
*?-378

*I-25
37

I

f

-1 4 4 0 1 ASSY,

r

\

@

*WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT

I

NOTE:

30

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

TO lOB9'42
WIRING ASSY.

14401
ASSY.

FIG. 21-Ignition,

Starting and Charging-Cougar

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS
SHOWN INDICATE CONNECTORS

(Continued)

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-32

14300 ASSY.

STARTING MOTOR RELAY

BATTERY

TEMP. SENDING

OIL PRESSURE
SENDING UNlT

- -642

FOR FAIRLANE ONLY

OIL PRESSURE
SENDING UNlT

FIG.22-Ignition,

Starting and Charging-Fairlane,

Falcon and Montego

GROUP 19 - Schematics

FIG. 22-Ignition,

Starting and Charging-Fairlane,

Falcon and Montego (Continued)

19-33

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-34

2 t+
C.V.

ALT.

FALCON CLU STR

UNIT

I

OIL

1 111

-C.V.

-.

b
UNlT

1

FUELGAGE

I

1 1 1

1.1

BRAKE

I

II

HOT

FAIRUNE CLUSTER
W I ' . R I N G
C O L O R

COLD
C O D

4
WHITE-BLACK STRIPE
PINK
16
152A 152
21
YELLOW
,
6- 4 1
26A 2 6
BLACK-RED STRIPE
29
YELLOW-WHITE STRIPE
297A 2 9 7
30
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
31
WHITE-RED STRIPE e
3 2 ~3 2
RED-BLUE STRIPE
35
WHITE
37
BLACK-YELL,OW ST$IPE
57 38
BLACK
39
RED-WHITE STRIPE '
2 6 2 + BROWN
RED-YELLOW STRIPE ''
640A 640E 640D 6 4 0
642
WHITE-GREEN STRIPE
643
YELLOW-BLACK STRIPE
.904
GREEN-RED STRIPE
977A977
VIOLET
NOTE:
296
RED
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORSARE BLACK
-

*
FIG. 22-Ignition,

WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT

Starting and Charging-Fairlane,

@

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS

Falcon and Montego (Continued)

K 1724 D3

19-35

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics
W I R I N G

C O L O R C O D E

19

BLUE-RED STRIPE

21

YELLOW

32A 3 2
37
4 9 0 140
296
297A 2 9 7

RED-BLUE STRIPE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK-RED STRIPE
RED
BLUE-GREEN STRIPE
SPLICE

I

&

32
I

140

1

GROUND

-

TO REAR

1 4 2 9 0 ASSY.

TO PRNDL LAMP

TO BATTERY TERMINAL OF
STARTING MOTOR RELAY

IGNITION SWITCH
FUSE P A N E L

D E T A I L & I T E M REFERENCE
SHOWN ON PRODUCT DRAWING

-

*NOTE:
WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT

FIG. 23-

Neutral Switch Circuit-Mustang

(A7

and Cougar

A L L NUMBER IN
PARENTHESIS 0
A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS
SHOWN INDICATE
CONNECTORS

19-36

FIG. 24-Ignition,

GROUP 19 - Schematics

Starting and Charging-Mustang

GROUP 19 - Schematics

W I R I N

G

C O L O R
655

*31
160

NEITPRAL SWrrCH
FOR A W A T I C
TRANSMISSION

r---1

*2
r3
16

16A
*152A 152 6 5 4 21
*25
26A
26
32A
3 2
3 7 0 37A
37
*39
w140A * I 4 0
984
262
*482
*640
904

+

19-37

C O D E

RED
WHITE-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-WHITE STRIPE
RED-GREEN STRIPE
PINK
YELLOW
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLACK
RED-BLUE STRIPE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
RED-WHITE STRIPE
BLACK-RED STRIPE
BROWN
BLUE-YELLOW STRIPE
RED-YELLOW STRIPE
GREEN-RED STRIPE
SRLICE
GROUND

IGNITION SWITCH

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORSARE BLACK

@

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS

NOTE:
WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT.

FIG. 24-.Ignition,

Starting and Charging-Mustang

(Continued)

K 1791 C2

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics

19-38

SIGNAL LAMP

f
.
?
Q

CHARGE IND. LAMP

WIRING COLOR CODE
19 ,A THRU F
22
29
30,A,B,C
31
34
39
49
50
57
640,A, B

BLUE-RED STRIPE
BLUE-BLACK STRIPE
YELLOW-WHITE STRIPE
BLACKGREEN STRIPE
WHITE-RED STRIPE
GREEN-BLACK STRIPE
RED-WHITE STRIPE
WHITE-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-WHITE STRIPE
BLACK
R E D - Y E L L W STRIPE

1 9 B CLUSTER I L L .
LAMP
R.P.O.

CLOCK
/

CLUSTER I L L . LAMP

19F

CLUSTER ILL. LAMP
CLUSTER
LAMP

ILL.

CLUSTER ILL.
LAMP

FIG. 2 5 - I n s t r u m e n t

Cluster Circuit-Cougar

CLUSTER ILL. LAMP

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-39

TO
1 4 4 0 1 ASSY.

49
50
57
A & B 60
640
654
655
977

WHITE-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-WHITE STRIPE
BLACK
BLACK-WHITE STRIPE
REO-YELLOW STRIPE
VIOLET
YELLOW
RE0
SPLICE
GROUND

CLUSTER ILL.
LAMP

NOTE:
bNLESS O T H E W I S E SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORSARE BLACK

FIG. 26-Instrument

Cluster Circuit-Mustang

19-40

GROUP 19 - Schematics

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-4 1

19-42

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics

19-43

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics

19-44

R. H. FRONT DOOR
COURTESY LAMP SWITCH

R. H. FRONT DOOR
COURTESY LAMP

G

R

GLOVE BOX LAMP

1 3 A 7 6 9 ASSY.

INSTRUMENT PANEL
COURTESY LAMP L.H.

WIRING COLOR CODE

3 7 8 37A
5 3 THRU
54 THRU
57A

40
21
25
37
53H
54E
57
441

*WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE TO
THIS CIRCUIT

FIG. 31-

Interior Lights-Cougar

BLUE-YVHITE STRIPE
w
YELLOW
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
NOTE:
BLACK-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK
VIOLET
SPLICE
NOTE:
GROUND'
UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED A L L
CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

@

L.H. FRONT DOOR
COURTESY LAMP
SWITCH
ALL LETTERS CIRCLED
AS SHOWN INDICATE
CONNECTORS
WIRE FUNCTION NOT
APPLICABLE TO1
THIS CIRCUIT

FIG. 32-

Interior Lights-Fairlane

@

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK
A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS
SHOWN INDICATE CONNECTORS
*WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE TO
THIS CIRCUIT

NOTE:

P
- --- - - -- --

ez

a

19 THRU 19K
25
37A 3 7
5 3 E 5 3 D 53C 5 3 0 5 3 A
53
54E 5 4 0 54C-548 54A
54
57
21

I

-

BLUE - R E D STRIPE
BLACK -ORANGE STRIDE
BLACK - Y E L L O W STRIPE
BLACK BLUE STRIPE
GREEN -YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK
YELLOW
SPLICE
GROUND

LH. INSTRUMENT
? * N I L HANG O N
UM?MOD 6 6 8. 7 6 ONLY

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-46

14401 ASSY.
CABLE - BATTERY TO
STARTING

*

RH. FRONT DOOR
COURTESY LAMP SWITCH

TO MAP LAMP

1%

-TO

ASH

INSTRUMENT PANEL
ILLUMINATION

L.H. FRONT DOOR
COURTESY LAMP SWITCH

LIGHTING SWITCH

W I R I N G

@

1 9 A THRU 1 9 F

ALL LETTERS CIRCLED~ASSHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS

* WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE TO
THIS CIRCUIT

NOTE:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

FIG. 33-

Interior Lights-Falcon

530

- 37A
53C 5 3 8 53A
5 4 A THRU 5 4 E
155

.

C O L O R
19
21
25
37
53
54
57

-

A

C O D E

BLUE-RED STRIPE
-YELLOW
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLACK-,YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK
SPLICE
GROUND

GROUP 19 - Schematics

*

CABLE

1 9-47

- BATTERY TO

INSlRUMENT PANEL
LAMP MObEL 76

TO POWER SOURCI

TO GLOVE BOX h MAP W
19E
19F
19G

P

a
a
a

TO ASH TRAY

TO HEATER IUUM.
TO CONSOLE P-R-N-bL

TO MAP 6 CONSOLE LAMPS

I3A719 ASSY. ALL EXCEPT MODEL 76
INSTRUMENT PANEL
U U I P MODEL 76

LIGHTING SWl TCH
14401 ASSY.
NOTE:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORS A R E B L A C K

WIRING COLOR CODE
19

53E
54E

53D
YD

53C
54C

538
54B

THRU
37A
53A
U A

19G
21
25
37
53

Interior Lights-Montego

BLACK~RANGESTRIPE

57

BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK-BLUESTRIPE
GREEN-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK

-

SPLICE
GROUND

Y

A

FIG. 34-

BLUE-RED STRIPE
YELLOW

@

A L L L E T T E R S CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS

.NOTE: WIRE FUNCTION N O T APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT.

FIG. 35-Interior

Lights-Mustang

LAMP

STARTING MOTOR RELAY

MOOEL 6 3 ONLY

LAMP a N v l r c H ASSY.

53
54
57A

-

BLACK4RANCE STRIPE
BLACK-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-YELLOW STRIPE
BLACK
SPUCE OR BLANK TERMINAL
GROUND

C O D E

K 2236 A

NOTE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

25
37
THRU 5 3 E
THRU 5 4 E
38A
57

C O L O R

1 3 A 7 0 9 ASSY.

W I R I N G

IN STRUM EN^ PANEL

MODEL 6 3 ONLY

FIG. 36-Power

*

Seats-Montego

TO POWER SOURCE

SEAT REGULATOR SWITCH

1 4 6 7 8 ASSY ( USED WHEN POWER W I N D M ARE INSTALLED)

PART OF M A 3 1 8 ASSY

W I R E FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE TO
THIS CIRCUIT

51
57
168
179
180
216
306
307

C O D E

BLACK-WHITE STRIPE
BLACK
GREEN-YELLOW STRIPE
YELLOW
RED
RED-YELLOW STRIPE
BLUE
WHITE

C O L O R

(A\

Ks1728A

T I L T DOWN-REAR WARD'

HORIZ. SOLENOID

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS

WITHOUT POWER WINDOWS
NOTE:
D E T A I L 6 I T E M REFERENCE SHOWN
ON PRODUCT DRAWING

---- FOR MODELS

216A

938
175

W I R I N G

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-50

MASTER WINDOW REGULATOR
CONTROL ASSY 14505

14631 ASSY
226

I.$. WINDOW MOTOR 14553
K 1727 CI

FIG. 37-Power

Windows-Fairlane

and Montego

GROUP 19 - Schematics

1 9-5 1

R.L WINDOW MOTOR 14553

320
319

19 d

319 (1

17OB

R.R.

0.42 14A264- ASSY.

WINDOW SWlTCH ASSY 14046

14A264-A
ASSY

I

I

LR WINDOW SWITCh ASSY 14048

o-771

W I R I N G

NOTE.
~ E T ALI & ITEM REFERENCE SHOWN
ON PRODUCT DRAWING.
A L L NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS ( 1
INDICATE WIRE GAUGE.

@

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORS ARE BLACK

FIG. 37- Power Windows-Fairlane

and Montego (Continued)

\ /LO-&

C O L O R

C O D

U WINDOW MOTOR 14553

E

BLACK
RED BLUE STRIDE
RED
YELLOW
BROWN
YELLOW BLACK STRIDE
RED BLACK STRIPE
YELLOW BLUE STRIPE
YELLOW VIOLET STRIPE
RED V I O L E T STRIPE
BLUE
BLACK WHITE STRIPE
RED WHITE
SPLICE
GROUND

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-52

FUSE

PAWL

POWER SOURCE

CLUSTER F E E D

-

TO BATTERY SUPPLY
JUNCTION HARNESS

RADIO RECEIVER [AM) & [AM-FM)

FIG. 38-Radio

and Stereo Tape ( A M and A M - F M ) Cougar-

L

I

LIGHTING SWITCH

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-53

NOTE:
DETAIL & I T E M REFERENCE SHOWN
ON PRODUCT DRAWING.

W I R I N G

C O

A L L NUMBERS I N PARENTHESIS 0
INDICATE WIRE GAUGE

@
*

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS
WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED A L L
CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

FIG. 38-Radio

RADIO STEREO TAPE (AM)

and Stero Tape (AM and AM-FM) Cougar (Continued)

f

L O R

C O D E

BLUE-RED STRIPE
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLACK
YELLOW-BLACK STRIPE
BLACK-RED STRIPE
RED
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
BLUE-RED STRIPE
WHITE
ORANGE
SPLICE
GROUND

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-54

IGNITION SWITCH

STARTING
MOTOR
RE LAY

14300 ASSY.
POWER SOURCE

CLUSTER
FEED

.

-2
5
TOBATTERYSUPPLY
JUNCTION IN WIRING HARNES

I

RADIO RECEIVER CAM) & (AM-FM)

FIG. 39-

Radio and Stereo Tape ( A M and AM-FM)-Mustang

LIGHTING SWITCH

I

GROUP 1 9 - Schematics

19-55

CHASSIS & ESCUTC

14401 WlRlNG ASSY.

TO BATTERY SUPPLY
JUNCTION I N WIRING HARNESS
LIGHTING SWITCH
NOTE:
D E T A I L & I T E M REFERENCE SHWWN
ON PRODUCT DRAWING
A L L NUMBERS I N PARENTHESIS (
INDICATE WIRE GAUGE

W I R I N G
19C

19B

)

@

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATECONNECTORS

*

WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT.

30

C O L O R

19A

19
25
57A 4 7
137
296
297A 297
490
763
806
807

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
A L L CONNECTORS ARE BLACK

S
gb

RADIO STEREO TAPE (AM)

FIG. 39-Radio

and Stereo Tape ( A M and AM-FM) Mustang (Continued)

C O D E

BLUE-RED S R l P E
BLACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLACK
YELLOW-BLACK STRIPE
RED
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
BLUE-RED STIRPE
ORANGE-WHITE STRIPE
WHITE
ORANGE
SPLLCE
STEREO ONLY
STEREO&CONV.PKG.R.P.O.

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-56

FRONT SPEAKER WITH AM RADIO
FOR FALCON & FAIRL4NE ONLY

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORSARE BLACK
*WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE TO
THIS CIRCUIT
REAR SPEAKER WITH AM 8. AM-FM RADIO
RECEIVER FOR MERCURY INTERMEDIATE ONLY

19

THRU
297A

FRONT
SPEAKER
FUSE PANEL

FIG. 40-

Radio (AM and AM-FM)-Fairlane,

I

UCHTINC SWITCH

Falcon and Montego

296
137
19C
140
297

RED
YELLOW-8LACK STRIPE
BLUE-RED STRIPE
BLACK-RED STRIDE
RLACK-GREEN STRIPE
REPRESENTS (AM) CONNEC
(MERCURY INTERMEDIATE)

FIG. 4 1-Speed

Control -Mustang

1

and Cougar

IGNITION SWITCH

C7AB-14489-0

@

NDTE:

C5AB-144894

-

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS
SHOWN INDICATE CONNECTORS

A L L NUMBERS I N PARENTHESIS 0
INDICATE WIRE GAUGES

DETAIL 6 I T E M REFERENCE
SHOW ON PRODLET DRAWING

1 3 4 8 0 ASSY.

1 4 4 0 1 ASSY.

9D752ASSY.

ART OF 9 A B 4 0 ASSY.

f-

1 0
297A
485
591
592
5 1 1 914
923
925
931

C O L O R

C O D E

C5AB-14489-C

C7AB- 1 4 4 8 9 - F

GREEN-RE0 STRIPE
BLACK-GREEN STRIPE
BROWN
BlACK-ORANGE STRIPE
BLUE -WHITE STRIPE
GREEN
VIOLET
WHITE
BLACK
SPLICE
GROUND

W I R I N G

K 2232 B

Ig

49A
448

A

2
3
5
8
9
10
44
57C
385
436
437
438
440
441
444
446
447
458
459
511A
694

WHITE-BLUE STRIPE
GREEN-WHITE STRIPE
ORANGE-BLUE STRIPE
ORANGE-YELLOW STRIPE
GREEN-ORANGE STRIPE
GREEN-RED STRIPE
BLUE
BLACK
WHITE-RED STRIPE
YELLOW
YELLOW-RE0 STRIPE
YELLOW-BLACK STRIPE
WHITE
VIOLET
GREEN-BLACK STRIPE
ORANGE-WHITE STRIPE
ORANGE-RE0 STRIPE
ORANGE-BLACK STRIPE
ORANGE-GREEN STRIPE
GREEN
BRCWN
BLANK OR SPUCE
GROUNO

C O D E

SY.

14401

RIGHT HAND TURN

Signals, Emergency Warning and Brake Lights-Cougar

5118

4 5 8 8 458A

438A
494
441A

436A

2A
50
445
8A
442
443
514A 514
5 7 THRU

C O L O R

49
50A

FIG. 42-Turn

449
475

W I R I N G

'/

8A+

TO IGNITION
SWITCH
ACC. TERM.

K 2257 A1

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-59

GROUP 19 - Schematics.

19-60

R
6 4 5 (16)

@,

.-

TACHOMETER

>

I 6 (16)
1 7 A 2 9 9 ASSY.

W I R I N G
(18)

645

.

FUSE
1 4 2 8 9 ASSY.

C O L O R

57
16
19A THRU 1 9 G
40
383

C0D.E

BLACK
RED-GREEN STRIPE
BLUE-RED STRIPE
BLUE-WHITE STRIPE
REDIWHITE STRIPE
SPLICE
GROUND

NOTE:
DETAIL & ITEM REFERENCE SHOWN
ON PRODUCT DRAWING
A L L NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS (
INDICATE WIRE GAUGE

@

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS SHOWN
INDICATE CONNECTORS
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALLCONNECTORSAREBLACK

FIG. 43-

Tachometer and Clock-Fairlane

and Montego

*NOTE:
CLOCK IS NOT AVAILABLE
WHEN TACHOMETER IS INSTALLED
WIRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT.

*

GROUP 19 - Schematics

*

19-67

-y,

TO POWER SOURCE

* 1-

16

-

IGNITION

PART OF 1 4 4 0 1ASSY.
640

SWITCH

F U S E PANEL

1 4 AMP. F U S E

SEAT B E L T WARNING L A M P
10B925

TO PRINTED CIRCUIT
CONN. ON INST. CLUSTER

640~-

SAF. CONV.

WARNING
INDICATOR
SWITCH ASSY.
(C6AB-10 B924-C)
NOTE:

W

D E T A I L & I T E M REFERENCE
SHOWN ON PRODUCT DRAWING
A L L NUMBERS I N PARENTHESIS (
INDICATES WlRE GAGES

@

*

I

N

G

e

WlRE FUNCTION NOT APPLICABLE
TO THIS CIRCUIT

Belt Reminder light -Fairlane,

I

640
520

)

A L L LETTERS CIRCLED AS
SHOWN INDICATES CONNECTORS

FIG. 44-Seat

R

Falcon and Montego

C O L O R

C O D E

RED-YELLOW STRIPE
VIOLET
SPLICE
GROUND

GROUP 19 - Schematics

19-62

TO
STARTING
MOTOR
RELAY
COl L
TERMINAL

8

3D568
ASSY.

H TO NEUTRAL SWITCH

14401

+2 9 7 (12)

STARTER
SAFETY
SWITCH
COLUMN DRIVE
POSITION)

+

2978

7C8AB-14489-L

- 7 . 5 AMP.
FUSE

TO 1 4 4 0 1
ASSY.

RELAY

*

- IGNITION SWITCH

&6~~-14489-~

SWITCH
(DOOR CI-0SED POSITION)

375
(2 0)

I

W I R I N G
32
53
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